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JAISING P. MODI

By Prof. C. B. SINGH. M.B.. F.R.c.s. (England).

Principal, a. S. V. U. Medical CoUcgc, Kanpur, Head of the Department of Surgery,

Senior Superintendent of the Aetociated Hospitals and Dean, Faeulty of Medicine,

Lticknoir VniversHt'.

On the I9lh June 1954. India lost one of its most distinguished medical

jurists in Dr. Jaising P. Modi. At the time of his death he was 79, but the

advanced yeare had not affected his zeal and passion for the subject of medical

jurisprudence. He had just then been invited by the Government of India

to suggest ways ;\nd means for ptomoUng a new technique in the field of

Forensic medicine.

Before that beautiful piece of literature on Medical Jurisprudence

—

‘Modi’s Juris*—came into e.xistence our courts recognised none but foreign

authorities on the subject and the students read none but foreign authors.

Law in every land is made to suit the living conditions of the people. Modi’s

work did not enunciate a new law, but it interpreted it in a way that was

applicable to our country and could be easily understood by our countrymen.

For a change we began reading of ‘Ramu and Kalua fighting over their cattle

with a sandasa rather than Dick and Harry having a drunken brawl.’ Only

we, of the profession, can understand the difference. The typical and rare

Indian cases quoted in his work with their full medico-legal, implications are

very valuable. Right since the birth of ‘Modi’s juris ’ in 1920 the work reigns

supreme in its field upto this date. It knows no provincial boundaries or national

borders for it is an international monument of the subject. Dr. Modi was from

many years considered the most reliable expert in medico-legal cases and his

expert opinions were upheld in every court of this country.

Dr. Jaising P. Modi was born in 1875 and after finishing his education

at the Grand Medical College. Bombay, proceeded to England and took his

triple diploma from the Edinburgh University. He returned to India with an
intention to practice in Ahmedabad, but soon changed his mind and joined

Government Service in Uttar Pradesh and it was then that he came to Agra
as teacher in Hygiene, Medical Jurisprudence, Chemistry and Physics. He
was much respected for his knowledge and his understanding nature in those
days. He held a distinguished record of service and popularity as a teacher
while he was in Agra. In 1918 he shifted to Lucknow and remained there
for the long period of seventeen yeais. He served the K. G. Medical College
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in various capacities, as lecturer in Forensic Medicine, Professor of Materia

Medica and Forensic Medicine, and later for 14 years as Reader in Medical

'Jurisprudence. He was later nominated as tl^e medico-legal expert to lire

Government of U.?.. a post which he held 'for 10 years. During his period

of office in Fucknow, he worked as Secretary to the King George’s- Hospital

Committee for Management and also Assistant Superintendent of that hospital

for a long lime. Many of his distinguished students we have as teachers today

After retiring from Lucknow he worked for one year as Honorary Lecturer in

Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology at the G. S. Medical College, Bombay.

He worked on behalf of the Indian Medical Council as an Inspector of the

courses of instruction and examination in medical jurisprudence.

Dr. Modi was one of the founder-members of the Medical Association fo.

Gujarat and Saurashtra. in the activities of which he displayed active interest

till the last of his days and presided over its annual deliberations twice. It was
his profound knowledge of the set-up of our profession in this country that

prompted the Gujarat University to invite him to deliver lectures on the future

set-up of medical education in this country.

It is difficult to fathom the depth of learning of Dr. Modi and it will be
long before another of his calibre rises from the profession to overshadow his
name.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

' In accordance Viih the wishes of the Principal of the Agn Medical School

and the Examiner in Medical Jurisprudence, tliis book has been writlcn chiedy

as a text-book for students reading in medical schools and colleges: but in the

hope that it may also prove useful to medical and legal practitioners I have

tried to incorporate my practical experience as a medical jurist for about

fifteen years and as a lecturer in this subject in the Agra Medical School for

eleven years and since then in the Lucknow Medical College. I have also given

in the form of appendices copies of Government orders in relation to medico-legal

v^ork, and certain sections of the Indian Evidence Act. Criminal Procedure Code,

Indian Penal Code. Lunacy Act. Poisons Act. etc., which have a direct bearing

on legal medicine.

The students of medical schools and colleges while reading for their

examinations may conveniently omit the text printed in smaller type which,

not being included in their course, is tncant only for practitioners.

I must admit my responsibility for the opinions expressed in the text,

hiough in the preparation of this book I have freely consulted various text-books

and periodicals, to the authors of which I acknowledge niy grateful thunks.

I have also to express sincere thanks to Dr. E. H. Hankin, M.A.. Sc.D.,

Chemical Examiner and Bacteriologist to the Government of the United

Provinces, for his kindness in revising certain parts of the manuscript and

for much valuable assistance and suggestions, especially in the section on

Toxicology and to Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. O’Mcanu O.B.E.. F.R.C.S..

Principal. Agra Medical School, who has rendered every assistance to facilitate

‘he completion of the book.

In conclusion, I further desire to acknowledge my great indebtedness to

H. M. Rogers of Messrs. Buttcrworlh's for assisting me in reading the

proofs.

J. P. MODI.



PREFACE TO THE THIRTEENTH EDITION

The demand foe a new edition h.is yven me an opportunity to thorougW)

revise every section of this book, which, though essentially the late senior aulhois

book, has been made uptodate by including modern ideas and new cases of

medico'lcgal importance. New sections on medico-legal aspects of artificial

insemination, ethylene glycol, organophosphotus compounds etc. have been added

The section on intersex has been entirely rewritten, the section on toxicology

has again been entirely revised and treatment made uptodate,

I have been fortunate in having the help and co-operation of some of the

well-known experts and teachers of medical jurisprudence of India in the

revision of some sections and chapters, like examination of blood and seminal
stains and hair, virginity, sexual offences, insanity and its medico-legal aspects,

the Drugs Act and the Drugs Rules etc. Individual acknowledgements aw
made elsewhere.

In the revision of this book I have consulted various textbooks and journals
to the authors of which I acknowledge my grateful thanks.

BOMBAY.
August, 1951.

ycO^AAAfj.-^ "Vj
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MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
AND TOXICOLOGY

SECTION I

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE

CHAPTER 1

, lEGAL PROCEDURE IN CRIMINAb COURTS

Medical Jurisprudence. Forensic Medicine and Legal Medi-
cine arc sj^nonymous terms used to denote that branch of State Medicine
^hlch treats of the application of the principles and knowledge of medicine
.to the purposes of~ttiFIIaw. _'bOttr~ciirll—

a

nir~crimlh^: it "does not include

Sanitation. H5’glcne or Public Health: both this and Medical Jurisprudence
being distinct branches of State Medicine. Medical Jurisprudence proper,

embraces all questions which affect the civil or social rights of Individuals

and injuries to the person and bring the medical practitioner Into contact with
the law: while Toxicology deals with thc_dIagno_sls, .symptoms and treatment
of poisonsT^and the m^hods of detecting them.] '

In his professional career the medical practitioner will have frequently
to give evidence as a medical Jurist in a court of law to prove the Innocence
or. guilt of his follow subjects, or to authenticate or disprove a criminal
charge of assault, rape or murder brought against an Individual. He must
remember that as a medical Jurist, hts responsibility Is very great, for very
often he will nnd that his is the only reliable evidence on which depends
the liberty or life of a fclIow-belng. He has, therefore, to acquire the habit
of making a careful note of all the facts observed by him. and to learn to

draw conclusions correctly and logically after considering In detail the pros
and cons of the case. Instead of forming hasty judgments.

It is very essential that a medical Jurist must have a fair knowledge of
all the branches of medical and ancillary sciences taught to a medical student
In the course of hts studies. Inasmuch as he Is often required to Invoke the
aid of these subjects In the elucidation of various problems of medico-legal
Interest In the courts of law*. He must also be well acquainted with the

Government orders, statutes and acts affecting his privileges and obligations
In medical practice, and some of the sections of Indian Evidence Act. Criminal
Procedure Code and Indian Penal Code relating to the various offences. In

the investigation of which his assistance Is generally requisitioned. How-
ever the science of Legal Medicine has now become so vast that often opinions
of different specialist in forensic pathology, toxicology, finger prints etc., are

also necessary. The establishment of forensic laboratories In different states

of India Is a step forward In this direction.

It has been repeatedly remarked by judges that members of the medical
profession are not very careful in drawing up medico-legal reports and conse-
quently cut a very Pooj ®sure as expert witnesses, but the experience of
medico-legal work in India l®sds one to believe that this carelessness com-
plained of by the judges

^
not due ^ wilful negligence on the part of

medical 'Witnesses but to want o^ufflcient data suppUed by the Police, and
also to their want procedure in criminal courts

owing to lack of ^ students to be present Jn
courts, when any cases of medico-legal interest are being tried. Again
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in Mealcal ColleeM,

suWect, tut Its ptaetlral side
Illustrated with practical

Is a practical sutieet, and the class
get ample opportu-

Sto'S'e^aML- ea's® ol'lnjury and polsortlns, and .0 conduct and vdlnea,

medico-legal post-mortem examtaatlotvs. •

To obviate this aSfilcuUy It Is necessary to give t *

proeedute adopted In a lesal Inpulrs and ol the crtolnal eourts

before the subject proper Is treated.

legal procedure at an inquest ,

.CoMuet's
'

InaaesL-In Calcutta and Bombay, the Coronet v;lth the

help of a Jury holds inquests or inquiries In the lollovrtng cases,

1. II the dead body ol a person Is lying within the

and there Is cause to suspect that such person died a sudden death of uhleU

the cause Is unknown.

2. 11 there is reason for suspicion that:—

• <a) death was caused by homicide, suicide or Infanticide, l.c. death by

violent means. .

(hi the death was caused by atv accident or poison or machinery. l,c. any

kind of accident, even a fall on the toad, tetanus and such allied things.

(c) the death was caused by an occurrence arising out of use of vehlcK;

In the street, public toad or a private place." (This would include Injuries

caused by perambulator, bath-chair and bicycles. Train fatality Is also in-

cluded under thlaV

(d) the cases where the cause of death Is certified or given as “post

operative shock", or "post operative bleeding haemorrhage".

(e) the death occurred In circumstances, the continuance or possible re-

currence of which is prejudicial to the health or safety of the public (This
would include deaths or Injuries on operation table or death due to rare in-

fectious diseases).

3. Deaths occurring In a Jail within the Jurisdiction of his Courts.

The Coroner is authorized to order a post-mortem examination of a body to
be made by any qualified medical practitioner, usually the Police Surgeon,
whom he summons to his court to give evidence at the Inquest. At such an
inquest or Inquiry he summons witnesses, takes their evidence on oath, re-
ceives evidence on behall of the accused and then with the help of the Jury
finds a verdict as to the cause of death. If he finds a verdict ol foul play
against the accused person, he Issues his warrant for the apprehension ofsuch accused person and sends him forthwith to the Magistrate empowered
to commit him lor trial. Where there Is enough evidence of foul play butthe perpetrator of the crime Is not idenllfled, the Coroner’s Jury returas anopen yerfflet aealnst some peison or persons unknown, and the maucr £

Police Inouest—In molussll towns, an omcer> umally ot ,
Sub-lnspcctor ol Police in charge ot a nolic. etanoo ^ i

^
01 the accidental or unnatural dcaa o£?^ ™' Into™?’,

®

neatest Magistrate o! the same, and pcoewarto the
ojj^dceeased person is ..mg and Cr^nr£,££?rer;. S

l. Vide Appendix HI, sec W4 rv n r>—;—Tt:
— ——

—

lnvesU|atloM may be made by the
Slates of Madras and Bombay^UWea specially selected by the *^SettntSdeS^^ •pp.?i’'

^'adesh headBute Gcnemment to hold Inquiries.
ol Police are empowered by the
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respectable Inhabitants of the ndchbourhood, makes an Investigation and
dravs up a report of the apparent cause of death as Judged from the appear-
ance and surroundings of the body, describing such wounds, fractures,

brulsc.s and other marks of Injuries as may be found on the body, and stating
In what manner or by what weapon or Instrument Jlf any) such marks
appear to have been Inflicted. The report- Is then sighed by the Investigating

pollce-ofllccr and by the persons present at the Inquest In a case of su.spect-

ed foul pmy or doubt regarding the cause oi death, me poHcc-ofllccr forwards
the dead body for post-mortem examination to the Civil Surgeon of the
district or other qualified medical man auUiorlrcd to hold such examination,
furnishing him with the descriptive roll and a.s full particulars as possible

to enable him to find out the probable cause of death. If the state of the
weather and the distance admit of Its being so forwarded without ' risk of
such putrefaction on the road as would render such examination useless.

In order to shirk responsibility the Investigating offleer is apt to send all dead
bodies lrrc.^pcctlvo of the cause and manner of death to the Civil Surgeon
for post-mortem examination. The Civil Surgeon, Immediately after holding
post-mortem cx.^mlnatlnn. has to give a statement as to the causb of death
to the constable accompanying the dead body for communication to the
investigating ofllccr. and to send the iuH report latc^to the superinienacni^
or Police. Who forwards it to the Sub-Dlvlslonal olll^er or Magistrate con-
Cmietll

— *

In eases of rape and other cognizable offences the Individual Is sent by
the Sub-Inspector of Police to the Civil Surgeon for medical examination
along with his statement recorded In the vernacular. In eases of assault or
other non-cognizablc crime the injured person may go direct to the Civil

Surgeon with the permission of the policc-omccr. If he thinks it necessary,
or he may flic an affldavit in the court of a Magistrate who will send him
to the Civil Surgeon for medical examination and report.

DIFFICULTIES IN THE DETECTION OF CRIME

The Civil Surgeon or the Medical Ofllccr, who is always ready to assist

the course of Justice, finds U, at limes, very dlfllcult to arrive at correct

conclusions In medico-legal cases for Uic following reasons :

—

./ <i) On hearing of an incident, the Investigating police-officer, being
already engaged In investigating another case or for some other reason, may
not proceed at once to the place of occurrence; consequently valuable time
is lost in obtaining a clue to the crime. As an Instance of the dilatory habits
of the poUce-o£ftcers I may cite below one of many similar cases.

A Hindu female, about 45 years old. of P. S. Mandiaon, Lucknov/ District, died
in the King George's Hospital at 4 pjn. on the 20th September 1921. The Police were
informed Immediately of her dratl^ and yet the necessary papers for post-mortem
examination were handed over to Moth at 9 a.m. on the 22nd September 1921. The result
of this unnecessary delay was mat the cause of death could not be ascertained owing
to thrf decomposition of the body.

V^2) Even If the police-officer reaches the place In time, he may not
touch the dead body and scruUn^e It for any marks of violence or Identifi'

cation on account of caste prejudices or some such scruples, but may depend
on the lUiterate.vlUagers present nt the Inquest who may have some moUve
In concealing the real facts. To lUustrate these

following four ooses

vcuniary ISl'f. ‘he body of s
In FeD Sikn. and

remarks Modi cites the

I Mahomedan
1 . In feDr^'V-'p.'JehDur Sikn’ and wjk 8^7^^ ““t of a well m

™rtlm*exoroinoti<!n with a police report that

that was lyfeg

white. colour.
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S?er oftte ^rrm'rst 4uml «^ from » «e>l wUWn U.e

‘S On vhft August 1923, a tody ^ -.^s gent to tUc Medical

lurLsdicllon ol Police-Station. Chov.k.
that it was the tody of an iinknwn

ilortuary lor POst-mortem cxamlna^Uon
ot « tail and well-built mate.

rSLTa“ °P. ,«aK — .«c .a„.I

-'“rTme lOtL .alv «« i

?„T-^KrdtnJM
dK‘KK°.L'SS“.iJ.r«

J{3) The report supplied by the police-officer is often quite
f/'

lor -aanl ot powers ol obsetvatton and habits ol accuracy, he
^ Timve

an InquL. aSd omits to note many points, which would ^

the maimer of death, or. tor want of the most elementary

Medical Jurisprudence, though the subject te taught tn police training •

he rrUstakes the marks of post-mortem staining for those of

describes Injuries where there are none or omits to mention them when they

are present, and thus unwittingly misleads the medical officer, especially lx

the body happens to be highly decomposed.

The following cases from ModVs note'lxyik. would be quita sufficient to

substantiate the above remarks :—

\. \n October 19W, the tody ot a Hindu girl, aged 10 years, was forwarded from
Pollce-etatlcm, Kakon, with the station officer's report that the deceased was found with

a uounti at the back of the neck. On exaimnation eieven incUed tcounds were found on
the right mandible, chin, and the nght side and back of the neck cutting into the third,

fourth and fifth cervical vertebra® and the spinal cord. There was also an Incised wound
along the front of the left thumb.

i. In October 1911. the body ol a Hindu toy, about 12 years old, was brought from
Follce-fitatlon, OoshamgunJ. Lucknow Pislrtct, with a report that the deceased was said
Vi have been beaten with a lathi which resulted in his death and that there were /our

• marks of Injuries on his body Post-mortem examination was held twenty hours alter •

death when only one bruvse. r x 4*. was found on the tower part of the right shoulder-
blade. and death was due to asthenia from chronic malaria.

3 On the tst August 1922. post-mortem examination was held on the body of

I®"®’ I®®*”
PoUce-Statlon. Mahhabad, Lucknow District, with athat the decea^ <Ued from five injuries inflicted on the body, viz one on the

rtght temple, on the left shoulder, and three on the right side of Ihe^bMk No erterTiall^ury could, hoamr. be detected except an abrasion, i-xl- above the WtehePk^eOn opening the abdomen, the spleen which was enlarged was found roptuSed^
^ ^

dacotts on the night ot the nth kiarch and thS thereVewneck and other parts ot the body On examitiatmn
several bruises on the face,

the body except a slight laceration aenKx
b^Jury was found anywhere on

across the letl side ol the neck. The ^ ® abrasion
the signs ol irritant pol^S wnd ItAestlnes. on the contrary, revealed

23 years, was forwarded toto Kashidin. aged
wamlnatlon with a police report that Mortuary lor post-mortem

found to have been shot In tbe he^ anrt 9̂t^»h»^ ‘he deceased

•na 1.J5 . On esunlnatlon none o!
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Injuries -R-erf found on any of Ui pAits mentioned above. I3iil deatJi was found to
cue to sfranpulallon enuv^ by ri conJ twisted twice rovind Use nech.
^(4) Tlie pollcc-ofllccr is not to blnmo In nil cn.scs. ns he sometimes finds

It difficult to furnish the medical officer with really trustworthy Information
for his fruJdance Inasmuch n.s, owfnir to the unwflUnKnc.ss of the relatives and
neighbours to appear before n Mairisirnle and give evidence on oath. or.
0‘K‘lng to a false notion about the honour of the partlc.s concerned, no one
comes forward to volunteer a statement, even If he wa.s prc.sent when the
^mo was committed.

<51 A lot of crime poos undetected owinrr to the prevailing custom of
cremation or burial of bodies soon after death, and that too witliout any
medical certificate. Besides, owing to tanks. lakes, canals, rivers wells and
Jungles situated on the outskirts of villages, there is great facility for con-
cealing dead bodlc.s, which are likely to be eaten by dogs, jackals and birds

^ prey to an extent which will render them difficult of recognition. In
October 1918. Modi saw the body of n Brahmin male, whose cars had been

^ nicely gnawed through by rats Hint they appeared to have been cut away
Uj a knife, unlc.ns examined very carefully.

'^<6> Owing to the climatic conditions In India decomposition of bodies
^kes place much more rapidly than In Western countries, and this is a
|fcqucnt occurrence In the hot and rainy seasons owing to the fact that a body
n^ to be carried for long distances in a doolii either In a bullock cart or on
|ne hcad.s of Chamars before It can be taken to the sadr station for autop.sy

;

‘or. In most districts the Civil Surgeon Is the only officer authorized to hold

mcdlco-lcgal post-mortem examinations. As a precaution against decomposi-
tion, the police In the Uttar Pradesh were Instructed to protect the body
either by wood charcoal and ferrous sulphate ikasis), phonylc and mustard
oU or carbolic dust, but this proccs.s docs not. In any way. retard putrefactlon-
On the contrary. It hclp.s to disfigure the external wounds so much that In

some eases it may be difficult to differentfate their varieties. Hence on
Modis representation to the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals. U.P.. these

Instruction-s were cancelled, and the police arc now required to forward the

^ody In a shell In the state In which it was found.

A medical ollicer mu.st never hesitate to hold a post-mortem examina-

tion of a body on the ground of advanced decomposition, although It is. at

times very trying and dlsgusUng to do so. It is very essential to make as

thorough an examination as practicable In order to find some clue to the

cause and manner of death, especially In a case where there is suspicion of

foul play.

On nrrniint ol districts being spread over a large area, it is Impossible

to avoid such dlfflculUes. Hence It appears to be desirable for members of

the Provincial Subordinate Medical Service in charge of branch dispensaries

to he ailthorlLd to hold post-mortem examinations, and one does not see any

these officers should be debarred from holding autopsies, seeing

Jw have to go through a four, years course In a recognized medical

schL a^d have to pass three stiff examinations before they are Qualified to

practise In medicine and surgery.

false charge against an enemy It is usual for one party

to kill 'murder. Even on the occurrence of a natural-4^0 narty of murder, oi a natural death in theopposite P
J J

mate a false report to Implicate their enemies andfamily the reia previous gnarrel or fight that nla . iT '
,

attribute the
“ues. Sometimes, someone Spears frL .a

’’'Tafrnr^ time a dec°mposed_bDdi^ound lying „„ the outsorts of a vSage

now teach fw ‘he
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1 up Irotu u stave Is clatmeU JB tM
S^unw^y enemy who,

and a late charge o! monJet Is laW at Ui
jof^jesslon ol guilt, possibly W
he Unds It dimcuU to escape

the net of conspiracy spread around him.

About a dozen persons claiming to b® ej-e-wim^^^OTC^ accomplices and

compurnan^

the accused The bottom nass knoefced out of the
cal miles

covery by the police of the “dead" lad very much ahve in a friends
to

from the village Ramlal and others were pr^^ted for mating false coraplatnu to

mislead ttw police—Times of Iniiia, July 15. 1037.

2. A priest suddenly disappeared from his viltoge. and \’l S®
arrest of lao men, one of whom was priest's neph^; and the S nhwaS
village school. They were charged with murder in th^ourt of the Dewan Dhwam
jaigarh State in Bllaspar District. Central Trovmcsa. The ptfdct produwd thawed
bcUered to be those of the missing pnest, who. they alleged, liad been tahen to vn

Jungle and murdered by the accused with an axe. Prosecution witncs^
support the police story and the uccased were committed to the Sessions, v^lle the

were awaiting Judgment, however, the missing priest wrote to the Dewan
Wtn that he was reluming from a pilgrimage he had undertaken. Subsequently the

pries*. Utnself appeared betotc the Court, and the accu-sed were acquitted. The
sub-inspector who investigated the case and the school teacher who deposed that tw
axe had actually been taken from him for the murder had been arrested and prosecuted.

—Tlmce ol India, Nov. 23, 1935

3. One Harbans. son ot Tant Jat ot village Dabalhua in Meerut District, was
sentenwd to death under section 3C2 tP.C., for having caused the deaths cf his two
daughters, aged seven years and two years teapectively, with a gandwa fw the purpose
ot Implicating his lather and two brothers in the crime.

The prosecution story was that Tanf had partitioned his lands amongst his sons,
whereafter Harbans accused and his brother Des Raj began to live Jointly. On January
19. 1937. a dispute arose between Harbans accused and his father with regard to the pay-
ment of canal du«. There was mutual abuse between the two and Harbans knocked down
his father who was rescued by his other sons. The accused received a lew lathf blows from
the rescutra Upon this Harbans became lunous and left the place saying that he would
get them hanged. Reaching his house he chimed the outer door from Inside and
catching hold of his cider daughter struck her with a pondois which caused her Imme-
diate death. Harbans then snatched the younger daughter from the lao of her mother
and Wiled her also with pandaro. Shortly after this the accused went to the oolice-
statiw and reported that hw lather and his brothers had killed Ws two daughters Just

completed the chaukldar of the vUlage arrived andwas generally rumoured that I^rbaos had himself kill^ his^Shtmwith a pandois and had come to report. As Tarif could not dare go to the police-stationlest lUrbans should assault him he went atrjdght to the Buoerintendenl nf
repotted the whole incident The rtaUon-offlcer of PoU«!sSlft^^Sa
tnvcsllgailon challanged Harbans under secUon 302 L?c!-LwiSr& ?

®

A During a q-uantl over a young widow one Lachman A>i«r enn j
admitted Into hospiUl « Cwnaur tnThe lather and the wm were provided with oniv oni» hXt vt-i- Badaun.

able In tt* hospital. In order to implicate ^ avail-
hts fathers death Xachman got up at Sghtand
-Lecler. Apni ta. 1930.

^ ® murdered his father by strangulation.

.

** One Bauz Hhan and Ws uncle Ttoshan m.
under mortgage lor Dasauii village.

R«ihan Khan wav In De^Uil Ibe mortgage
had many drijts to pay. Hts nephew Fauki^in^ ej^arrassments in other ways and

. to cotvvihdate his dS^nr^vL^w execute anffreh

«a ..t l.s creditors to -whom >,• bring a false charge of assault
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loand out durlnn the police InvcMlRallon and Fouz Khan wxs sentenred lo death under
section 303. I.P.C.—lioadcr, Dec. 17. IMO. p. 6

C. One Karim Dux killed hj- throtillnR hh dniinhtcr, Min;!. Subratan. aged 10 years,
on the night Ixrtuecn the IClh and 17lh March 1931. placed the corpse near the hou.se of
Mangat and brought a false clianfte of murder against Mangat and Sujan. who were hh
enemies. He alro Inflicted two parallel abrasions within the vulvar orifice to the left
of the hymen so as to lead to a suspicion of rape. Karim Bux was subsequently con-
victed of the offence of the murder of his daugliter under .section 302. 1.P.C. and .sentenced
to dcaUL—Klnp Fnjpcror v. Karin or Korim JJilt, yinahab:«d High Court Criminal Appeal
No C9 of 1931.

7. One Imrall. M years old, resident of Pollce-slnllon Mandlaon. District Lucknow,
died on llie 5th January* 1932. and a report was made at the police-station that the
decexsed was beaten with shoes, kicks and fists during a quarrel seven days before
dcatli. and liad received three or four marks of external lnlur>' on his back, one injuiy*

on the head towards the hack, and also Internal injuries, from the effects of which death
occurred. At the post-mortem examination held on the next day. no marts of Injurj*

on Uie back or the head or on any otlier part of the bodj* were found, but both the
lungs were pneumonic. Hence an opinion that the death was due to pneumonia and not
due to any Injuries was clvcn.

8. On April 4, 1935. the house of Mangal Chunllal m the village of Ratanpur was
burgled. C.\sh and omamenU were stolen. Tlic police patcl sent information to the
nearest pollce-slalJon. The police sub-inspector at Godlira was communicated with.
As he was bu.sy wlUi tlie lovesstlgallon of another case, lie sent Narslng Chandraslng.
one of his comstables, for Inquiry, constable reached Ratanpur on the night of April
5. Ne.xt morning, he sent for five villagers from Ankadla on suspicion that they were
wneemed In the burglarj*. On their arrival they were questioned and. on their denying
knowledge of the burglarj*. they were made to stand in a courtyard with their legs
stretched apart. Tliey were asked lo bend down, and pebbles were placed on their necks
and backs. Those who dropped the pebbles were severely belaboured with sticks. Two
of them were hung from rafters In a room, their legs being tied with ropes. Various
other forms of torture were alleged lo liave been practised on them. The "stinging
nettle" was used on Bata Notlia. one of the victims. Tlie torture extended over a period
of Ihlrty-slx hours. They were ultimately set free. When the police had left the village,

those who had received injuries went to Oodhra for medical treatment. Batha was
admitted to the Civil Hospital, as It was found that one of his palms had been crushed
under the legs of a cot. The other victims made a petition lo the District Superintendent
Of Police

The additional District Superintendent personally conducted the inquiry and arrested
Narsing Chandraslng and six others on charges of torture, wrongful confinement and
abetment. Tliey were tried by the Sessions Judge, Broach and Panch Mahals, who
sentenced Narslng constable to three years* rigorous Imprisonment for causing grievous
hurt to Batha with a view to extorting a confession, and to one year’s rigorous Imprison-
ment for wrongful confinement, the sentences to run concurrently. Vlrsl^. assistant to

the police patcl was bound over in the sum of Rs. 200 tor a year. The other five

accused were found not guilty and were acquitted.

Narsine filed an appeal In the High Court of Bombay against his conviction and
sentence, but Their Lordships upheld thfe conviction and sentence.—rimes of India,

March 5. 1936.

S A case occurred In Bombay where six Chinese, in order to extract a confession,

bltn&olded^nd EoSetl » Chinese cloth hawker, and after binding his hands and legs

togettVr hung him on a wall head downwards and subjected 1dm to tcrrfble and brutal

torturl tar slvSS hours. He was whlpp^ and batterrf against the wall, kicked and

worth of cloth belonging to one Sin Yung Jnong.

Finding him obstinate, his assailants wjrc alleged to have stuffed his nose with
chlllV^^der Mid dusted him on the knuckles nimble to bear the pain any longeremuy powder a the name of another Chinese as concerned in the thpff

Times of India, Dec. 18. -

garage at men. who were tried before theArt^^ Waldyarkhan. Tlie police
arrested jury unanimously found^NTOr\^«>,“ I*

S^ons Judge. Greater
Bombay. The specmi J

found not
tenced to death. ^ guuty and was acquitted. Against lus
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CRIMINAL COURTS AND THEia POWERS

There are three hinds presided over by

Mai;;tetratg^ ^ere
i

. pi..v;" '?vr
'

\Ke " ês^eney Magistrates, who

=»£ s
^ts. but Ibe PiesWency Magistrates of Bombay have

J?
Sscs to the Court of Session for Greater BomW under the Code Crh^na

Procedure (Bombay Amendinent) Act. 1848. From the daw of the
^

^

tjatc of the first class a Magistrate Is appointed to the charge of a d^trlc

and Is caUednhe District Magistrate. A Magistrate, of

dass. v7hen placed In charge of a sub-dtvtslon. Is known^the^OdJiviSjonai

Magistrate
j

The High Courts are the highest tribunals In a state, they are established

at 'Ailahabad.' Attflhra yradeshV Assam. Bombay. Calcutta. Kerala, Madhya
^

Pradesh, Madhya Bharat. Mysore. Orissa. Palrra, Punjab and Rajasthan.

These Courts map tr'y'any offence and pass any sentence authorised by law.

In addition to this there Is a Supreme Court in Delhi, which is_the highest^

Judclal tribunal in the country, having powers of superintendence, over _all

oeciaiea dv the Bupremc.CouTt -ls__blndlng In all

In these courts cases are tried before a Judge arrd a common Jury of

ninTl^ffcdns. A common jury is exposed of p^sons whose names appear
In the general list of those liable to serve as Jurors. .Medical men are as a
lulg. exempted from serving on a Jury ,

(oide Appendix III, Cr p.C„ section
3M)T a' special Jury Is composed ot Arsons taken Irom a special list of
Jurors prescribed by the High Court A special jury Is empannelled in trials
pertaining to offences punishable vjlth death in any other cases directed by
a Judge of the High Court. The verdict of the jury Is to be delivered through
their foreman to be chosen by the Jurors themselves, in the first instance.
The unanimous verdict of the Jury Is to prevail In the High Court but if the
Jury are not unanimous and the Judge disagrees with the verdict of the maio-
lity, he may discharge the Jury and order a new trial. The accused nei^nhas the right to challenge the Jurors Individually as they are called

^
Th._.CA'itu o! &ialoa.M i; Inmlm yl lh, lurkillrt lnn oTer all Mna^ a(

^nt^nc^r"fleSlh'“Da^^ser^ Vv' rawT'tmt' a

-- xA»«,v<. direct the trial nr aif w
^ Government may. by

Court Of Cessten particular
At^ncu 111. Cr. proc. Code. sec. 2̂ ^?

^

by Jury (ride

I •» in xLh.... .
1 .. . — more than
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The Sessions JudRc Is not bound to accept the opinion of the assessors.
U he happens to dlUrr from their opinion, he can pass a sentence without
referring the fact to the High Coxtrt to which he Is subordinate, but If he
disagrees wjih the verdict of the Jurj', whether It be in favour of the prisoner
or aKaln.st him. he can only submit the record to the High Court which may.
on .submIs.slon being made, pass any order which ft deems proper to pass.

TJie scmcncrs authorized by law are— "

fl> death, jJ-

*11) transportation.

*111) Imprisonment (Including solitary confinement).

*lv) fine, and
*v» whipping.

Of these, a Macl-strate of tlic first class may pass ) a sentence of imprison -

jnent not exceeding two years. Hc^ is also empowered to direct tnai a cwTln
portion of the sentence shall be served out In solitary confinement wlthln;;;^thc

limits laid down by the Indian Penal Code. The power to Inflict the punish-
ment of whipping Ls also vested In a Magistrate of the first class. The toiro
of Imprisonment wlilch a second cla.ss Magistrate may award Is six mon^s.
bdt a Ma^tstrat^ of tlh^hlrd claa cannot pass ^sentence of imprls^mcnt
^cc^lnglme month.' "All cla.sses ofMaglstratcs arc also nutnorized to Pbss
aTCnttince umne. but a Magistrate of the, first class cannot pass a sentence o f

Jlne exceeding one thousand rupees, a Magistrate of the sc(»nd class, ~^e
i^^edlnj^ twb'niOndrcd-rupeggT-and^a Ma^^raTe' of the_thlrfi- class, exceed -

ing rupe^ hftv. Mjnnsrf?rrcs“ of the second and the third _class—atC-hot
e^mpowered to pas.s

"

a sentcnc^o f ts^il^^ng." ~As regards soitt^y confinement
a Magistrate of the third "cla-ss irhot. but a Magistrate of the second class is.

authorized to order that a portion of the sentence of imprisonment should
be of the description known as solitary confinement. Twice the amount of

Imprisonment which a Magistrate Is authorized to award may be inflicted by
him when passing a sentence for two or more olfenccs at one trial. Of
course, the Court of any Magistrate may pass any lawful sentence combining
any of the sentences which it Is authorized by law to pass.^

Subpoena .—A subpeena Is a document compelling the attendance of a
wUTit-as-lh-a- court of law under a penalty. When It Is served on a witness
to give evidence and produce documents before a court, he must do so
punctually. Non-compliance in a ^clvll case may render him liable to an
action for damages, and in a criminal case, to fine or Imprisonment, unless
some reasonable excuse Is fortbcomlng.

In 'civil cases It Is customary to offer a fee,, termed conduct money, to
cover necessary travelling expenses, when a subpoena is 'servedl^ll 'llils is

not done, the medical practitioner may ignore the subpeena, Jf he so desires.

In a case where a medical practitioner considers that the fee offered at the
time of the service of a subpeena is less than what he is entitled to he must
ask to have his proper fee paid before being sworn to give evidence, and
the presiding Judge will decide ^e fee to be paid in the circumstances. Ie5
is possible that the fee allowed by the Judge may be much less than what
he expected. Hence, In order to avoid disappointment, the medical man will

be well advised ^J®*l«ate remuneration before giving
a report on a *®ad to litigation, unless It happens
to be a case where he is bound in duty to give evidence It should however
be remembered

”°ln "c^s^eT'^SLd
the matter ol payment of

fees should
as under the Vforkmcn’!,

compensation Act. 1923. as modified upto the first August 1938.

3. See Appendix III for different sections of Cr. Proc. Code.
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.0 “a^dT.eeVf ^

,

the Indepenaent medical 1”'“*'™“ “
laib. bat he should not Insist on Its

prolesslonal evidence c^t Is not wUling to sanction the

payment It the ptesldlng officer ot the mvut^t not^^

sum demanded HV “» “= “ "

^^rged „lth contempt ot court. In the

rse”rv.TrCum ^'o™“ « was held that '•In a— cas^

oSlnarlly It Is the Government that may pay the f‘""tte

S*1 ttate‘ to STe l“ « ofthfwtoessS!'’ He'eannot leave to the parties to

SS whh the^^ fix the tees, even In the case ot experts^

It ai expert witness on payment ot a reasonable tee fixed by the

declines to give evidence the Magistme can compel Wm to do so . The

Government have not laid down a definite scale ol fees payable to medical

oractltloners for attending to give professional evidence in criminal piosccn-

Uons although in framing the rules under section 544, Criminal Procedure

• Code for the payment of the expenses to the witnesses attending before any

criminal court, they have laid down that "witnesses following any profession,

such as medicine or law, shall receive a special allov/ance according to

circumstances and custom". It Is customary to pay th? usual lee of sixteen

rupees to a Civil Surgeon and ten rupees to a member of the State

Medical Service In charge of a dispensary for giving evidence in a Magis-

trate's court as expect witnesses In summons cases under section 244(3) of

the Criminal Procedure Code and for the defence In warrant cases under
section 2Vl (2) ol the Criminal Procedure Code. When summoned to give

'

evidence In warrant cases medical ofllcers in Government service are not
entitled to their fees as experts, but are usually paid two rupees os travelling
expenses ft they are employed In the town where the court Is held.

When summoned on the same day to attend at two courts, civil and
criminal, the medical witness should attend at the criminal court, ana Inform
the civil court ot his Inability to do so on account of his presence In the •

criminal court, which has preference over It. If summoned to two courts,
both civil or criminal, the witness should first attend at the higher court
If. however, both courts happen to be of the same status, he should go to
the court from where he received the summons first, and inform the other
court Of the fact, or should attend there aftei he has done with t™ n7st court

Oalhv-^n being called Into the witness-box the witness t.wthe oath before he gives his evidence. It' may be notert h?rc? ^
i!

cal witness. If he happens to be a gazetted officer haswitness-box. but Is usually offered a chiip «« 4 v. ^ stand In the
ing officer. As a rule he i shot^ ® Presld-
hla duties Is such that he is not kept to attPi^rt”*

nature of
necessary, and his evidence is often
released at the earliest moment.

”^n»sea out of Its turn, so that he is

A Christian in taking the oath hie i., ..
rljht from a hygienic point of view and he^^w

but this is not
on taking U after the Scotch form advised to insistxM to, lux X „„„ and toM C- above h“ S

'» Ood at the sreat iSv « Atolghty OoU. as ISXliol, itath. and uolhlne but the tnithl" I"*’
^ the truth the

amnuatiou. h,,,
31 Crtni-scl Lax jn.7, ». _ * h
H‘th Court cnm. IW• « ei. ho 521 ol IS3C If F /'”• Jour., 1937,

- t. V. Purahottam Das).
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to jay v,lrmnly nfUrm tlinl the evidence which '

fliall b? the inith. Ihf whole truth, snt! nothing

In whnttver (orm the oath Is

T^the' Indian 'pcnal Code (efdc

prosecuted for perjury under section 193 of th
. be true. His

Appcndlc IV). It he f.alLs to state what h- »=’<’«

evidence Is then recorded In the followin': man

<1) i:xam.nat.on..n.ch!0f. .2) Cross-examination. 13) Re.exam,n.at.on.

M> Qn''5llons pul by the .Turitje. juror, or aJwSc.T.'ior.

ID |.xamlnalllln-ln-clll^t.—Tills D
*!}!L.!!rntosc^cunon‘°c3S<;s the prose-

by the party who calls him. In Ooyerntnen
,,,0 principal

cuilnt; Inspector, a-s a rule first cxamlnta t

by a private party,

tans conccrnlnn the ca.se. If the w-ltne.ss 'a s ™™;)"' ^ this part of the

he Is at first examined by the pleader
, sugeest their answers,

examination leading quesllons.s i.e. 9“”''°“.
, jbe Judge Is satisfied that

are not allowed except In those eases In
..dd you see X

a wtlne.vs Is hostile, and tries to concc.
leading question, as that

sirllung Y will, a stlcU on a certain i>';"n°on Is a leaaing q^
suggetrs the amswer "yes". It cannot.

are:
—"When did

Thr proper foma.s ot the question In n 99®
, yvhat did you notice?"

this Incident occur? Where were you
.be whole Incident of X

ana so on. In that exs- the wltne.ss will narrate

striwng Y as h" saw It
^,,0

'21 Cross-examination.—This Is hold
theories, not necessarily

tries to elicit feels, or demonstrate the P®“'^"‘i-cn. but helpful to his own

Inconsistent with the cvlds'ncc the
^ nermlsslblc. and the wltneM

case In this examination leading nuestlons a P attempt to

should be very cautious In answering i
__||,teiy understands them,

answer the questions, unless he b''*''''''
""f mpans to weaken his evidence,

as the cross-cxamlner often tries every P®?^’
, -upstlon Is conflicting and

thereby showing to the court that the evidence In quesu

v.'orth nothing. his

The witness may also be asked qualincatlons and even

voracity, to discover his knowledge, cxperlcn
„pn,bered that the court

to injure his character. It must, howevc
. insult or annoy, or

can always forbid any question which aPPe
--urt needlessly offensive In

which, though proper In Itself, appears to the court

form inide section 162. Indian Evidence Act.)

rimihle-edged sword, wnicii

In some Instances cross-examination acts as sometimes

cuts both ways. I.e. It may damage the defence as
with medical

more than, the prosecution, specially If counse
subject, and at the

science, and the witness happens to be well up In his su j

same time honest and straight-forward.
hours

There is no tlme-llmlt to the cross-examination irrelevant
although the presiding officer can always dlsauo

,
_

or even days.
Pbe croes-examlnatlon. On one Oceanian Modi was

questions
^

examination lasting two hours
, *gj.cross-exa • recovery of professional fees against a

.

noon) in
issue of malpractice. In. the end the case was compro

barrister had to pay full fees including expenses. On
and tne cross-examined for six hours in a case of murder. At las

occasion
. fg^ce pleader could not shake him in his statement, he

•when ^ne
there was anything in favour of his client. He replied that

ingly askeojA __J
g— Indian Evidence Act.
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he would have Snll°ra«ofriSce“
'

^ --
ducla the exaiuSuatlou-ta-chlet has

occurred durlnB croK-

explain away any discrep '

. Introduce any new subject wllliout

examination- but^the^wlm ho HahU- ,o

lla“xamlnatlon on the new point thus introduced,

» V Tni^vr Juror, or Assessor.—ine JUut«-»

iorc^^'or
wltJ- at an, staBO to dear up doubt,ul

points.

^^EDICAL EVIDENCE

Medical evidence given belore a court ol law Is ol two forms, viz. (1)

documentary and (2) oral or parole.

(1) Documentary Evlfltntt.—^Thts includes

(a) Medical Certificates.

(bl MedlCQ-legal Reports.

(cl Dying Declarations, ^

(a) Medical Certificates,—These are the simplest forms of documentary

evidence, and generally refer to Ill-health, unsoundness of mind, death etc.

These certificates should not be given lightly or carelessly, but with a due

sense oS tesponslblUty tor the opinion expressed In them. They are not

accepted In a court ot law unless they are granted by a duly Qualified medical

^practitioner registered under the Stale Medical Council Act,

In giving a certificate of Ill-health a medical practitioner should mention
the exact nature ot the Illness, and preferably should take, at the bottom ot

the certificate, the thumb-mark Impression ot signature of the Individual to
whom It relers.

A medical practitioner should remember that, on the occurrence ot the
death ot a person whom he has been attending during his last Illness, he Is

legally bound to give a certificate slating, "to the best of his knowledge and
belief’, the cause ol death, for which he Is not allowed to charge a fee.
The granting ol such a certificate is not to be delayed, even If the fee for
attending the patient during his lifetime Is not paid. The medical practi-
tioner may subsequently sue the legal heirs of the deceased lor his dues if
he so desires. However, he must decline to give a certlficale, if he is not
sure ol the cause ot death, or K he has the least suspicion of foul nlav Insuch a case the proper course tor him is to report at once to the police
authorities, before the body is removed lor cremation or burial.

Civil Surgeons and superior medical oRlcet are often called imnn to

fSrt ot's. »> -

mKbral ofUcer Prepared by the
Maelxttatc, and are relerted to chiefly lit cilmi,?

P°'''e-dfflwir or a
rape, murder, poisoning, etc These^ Ter,n«l

' relating to assault,

'tr,:r on exanttnation, -The"S'^„T^LlSncr^,

Aoala be written “P^by ‘tL'’LeS'«ltet'S"th ’
l,”

‘bese reports
r immediately afterwards. They iur,„ ihe 'ch,S%®UenS‘TntdS
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Inquiries and arc likely to pass from the lower to Uic higher cou]jts,..as *'£11

as to be placed In the hands of pleaders: hence the utmost care should be

used In preparing them. Ko exaggerated terms, superlatives, or epithets

expressing one’s feelings should be used. For Instance, one. should never

say that “extensive damage to the skull and brain was the result of a

parllctilarly brutal, murderous assault” or “the deceased was evidently sub-

jected to a particularly murderous attack In which tlirotlllng was also

Indulged In”.

After nothing the facts, the opinion should be expressed briefly and to

the point. The medical ofllcer must remember that he should always base

his opinion on the facts obscr\‘cd by himself. He should not be biased by

the statements of others. In drawing conclusions In medico-legal reports he

should not depend upon Information derived from any other source. How-
ever, If thLs opinion tallies with the information supplied, he should say so

In his report

An Injury case should be kept under observation, and the fact notified

to the police. If It Is not possible to form an opinion immediately after examin-
ing It. a hasty opinion should not be formed, e.vcn If pressed by the police.

Articles of clothing weapons, etc. sent for medical examination should

be described with full particulars to facilitate their identlflcatlon later fn

court. They should be labelled with the dlflcrcntlatlng -numbers or marks

and returned to the Superintendent of Police or Magistrate in a scaled cov^r.

one’s private seal being used: the signature of the person, usually the police

constable, receiving them should be taken. Those articles, which are IlkeU’

to be sent to the Chemical Examiner, should be kept under lock and key

in the custody of the medical ofllcer.

Dylnc DecUrallons.—A_jmnE_dcdJltatlC!!i_ls_a_5.tatemcnt_v{£baI

or'OTltten. made 6y a personjlnca-de«ascd, t£la«nE_lo-tlus_cause.aI . jBs

or_liim_4eath“or~any'oL. the clrcumstances_oI_Uia_tra5sacUon_re5mtlnE_in

dsath. ‘The medical oOlcer In charge of a hospital or* dispensary should at,

mce send for a stipendiary or htsMrarv Magistrate to record the dylne

declaratton of
“ nS'^o Is likely to die from the ellects of criminal

otciarallon o; a .perw
. opinion, there Is no time to call a

olence or other
oHlcer should himself record the declaration. It should

Magistrate the
the vernacu!aL.!n_th^d™ttcaI_wprds

Vue^form-of-fluoatlon-ond-onOTer.^Hd .In'the-presenco-or Tespe'et*'

'D--®aJ5^”j::iaratlon should then be read over to the declarant,
able

.witnesses. signature or mark to It. When concluded. It
who should affix nis_ or

officer

When concluded, It
^ niedlcal officer recording It. who should also obtain

should be
®'f”'^._.olable witnesses. It—

t

he rieclaiant_becpmes_ unconscious,
signatures of ‘ _i._BelnE_rmicded. thg_Hjedical_omcBC-twitTni~ir'155st
whUe_lhe-5tateiM obtained and_slgn_lt. It the Matment
Hxnid-as_mu^i^ himself. It should _be_ sjgncd_and attested by respect-
Is written by the a

declaration should then be torwarded'nn" a' sealed
able—witnesses. District Magistrate or Sub-DlvlsIonal Officer concerned
envelope dire”

^ the police officer who Is engaged In the Investigation ,

If It can be ue al’
— — — -“

'’uouS’ pot'*’® declaration
^ndue InllufM'; olao be brought to bear on the deck

• promp-

. of

the case shoui^ — ^j^uence snouid also be brought to bear on the"’dPolif
recorded. No u permitted to give his statement without any outside

]

rant who snem

ting or assist

It should DC js_unableJo speat.ana,can.rmly.anake slims In answer to
where a dylP/J%. the tbuest.ons,an.l slgns^ut.togetLr-S^'l^oSg^:

procedure vide Manual oTowemment Orders, ur'., Vol

I, Dept, vn C.«P“^
^
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rpg2rflfcLj&-a~llYPrtial.^atement^madfc,by^^persQn .os^o the cause o! his
dea_th_y.'llhiii.the.meaalng.oI_section. 32,ofJhe.Indlan -EvidencerXcCSidrare.
thercrore..admisslble_ In. eviilence-’ Bat statements . of witnesses _as_ to what

interpretations jthey_. put....upon_the slgns^made^hy. the -declarant' 'are not
admisaibL*

BndCX_JhR .Evldecce^Act^Of India, a dying dMlaratiqn „ls^^dmlssible„In
couxLjis^ evidence -.whetheT..the .peiion 'who ~mage 'It'was or not^t the
lichenJt_sss.maiIe„macr.awtallonjof:35SCHCin5tJSentlalHhat

dctla^t^n* It Is, Uieretore, the duty ol a meiUcal.att£ndaut_tci.cert(fy that
h,s,patlent^js_ln,_a_fit_niental_condltkin-to-make-a—statement-before It is
lecordet A dying declaratlen Is admissible In arS^M and cM caseswhere the cause of death is under enquiry.

° cases.

Sion of his senses, and helleyed that he was iLu^to S^^and thw^ impossible, the. legal assumption- being-
nothlng_buL_the_truth- duting^the.4ast.^nfoT,I?«f ,

Individual would- speak
ot a dying declamtlon T ccISlned
manslaaghter only. It mast ifLremen.her»a .k? . i

“< murder or
Hitai-ia_^lh in the urcseStf™ Tl.. 1^-?*’"'. " rtffipsitlon is evidence
aUo»ed irSSmlne the Witne^ Tbil ?, S!-f JA^en_who muiTfce
rii.aiarman tn cenl,

"

?£•£3 r‘>' “pe?!M "rS?--rS
on oath ’?/ anLti«i"„'‘r”''''“'^ sln“ ' n„
that It is true^d emecraM “Pp'led byT
.be cseepdons:-'’ >" o»„ baSaSt.^n'

h Dying declaration.

;

3 s^p^Strjr: “s'tifn
“~

3: iVlde;Te
“ >

J;
Deelaration—Tbls u ..

P-'-lous Judicial
proceedings.

>”r;:
®.-b3:pmlned-in-t!
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It should rcnTcrnbcrcd that n d5'lng_doclnral!on .docs^npt^bccome
.valid,. If the..-dcclaranu“dU^s-.samo*'-3ft.vs-^lltcLIaakin^^thc^^e^a^^^l*Qn. In the
case of K. E. \\ Thakura Singh and cnofftcr, where one Gurcharan who
severely beaten at .about 5 or 5-30 p.m. and had no fewer than eight
wounds causing a fracture of the skull bone and protrusion of the bf^tn
matter was able to make his dying declaration at 9 p.m. on the same day
died after six day.s, it was held that the fact that the declarant had Ungeared
for fome days after making the declaration docs not render a dying decla^^^-
tlon Inadmissible In cvldcnco.>2

2. Expert Opinions expressed In a Treatl.se.—Expert opinions ex-

pressed In any treatise commonly offered for sale, and the grounds on which
such opinions arc held, may be proved In court by the production of siich

treatise If the author Is dead, or cannot be found, or has become Incapable
of giving evidence, or cannot be called as a witness without an amount
delay or expense which the court regards as unreasonable (section GO, 1 -E.

Act, rfdc Appendix II).

3. Deposition of a Medical Witness taken in a Loner Court.—Untl^^

section 509 of the Criminal Procedure Code {vide Appendix III), evidence

given by a medical witness in a lower court Is accepted In a higher court-

provided It Ls recorded and attested by a Magistrate In the presence of t^®
accused, and a certificate signed at the bottom of the deposition in the follot'^"

ing form: "The foregoing deposition was taken In the presence of t^c

accused, who had an opportunity of cross-examining the witness.

deposition was explained to the accused and was attested by me In the pre-

sence of the accused." His evidence without this certificate Is not accepte'^

In a higher court: hence the medical witness should himself see that

above certificate Is written by the Magistrate at the foot of his depositlo.b*

specially In those cases which are likely to be sent up for trial before ^

Court of Session. If he wants to avoid the trouble of being summoned ther^-

He Is, however, liable to be summoned in the case In which his deposition

taken by the Magistrate is essentially deficient or requires further explana-

ct ih'ac'ibtfCiuTi. "Vi Tnxi'sX aXstj "oe "taiWik Wi.'Si.', R.sl’lR.wRf-

In the. Presidency Magistrate’s Court, Bombay. In those eases which af®

triable before the Criminal Sessions of the High Court, the medical witness

Is required to sign an undertaking to appear before the High Court whefi

summoned.

4. Chemical Examiner's Report.—Section 510 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure (t^idc Appendix III) provides that a report signed by any Chemlcaj

Examiner or Assistant Chemical Examiner to Government upon any matter

or thing duly submitted to him for examination or analysis and report may
be admitted In evidence without requiring the officer concerned to be

examined in court to prove the report. In connection with the rule of

evidence embodied in this section a bench of the Oudh Chief Court, consist-

ing of Chief Justice Sir Wazir Hasan and Mr. Justice B. N. Srlvastava. made

the following observations in the case of K. E. v. Afsf. Gaya Kunivarchaige

under section 302 of the Indian Penal Code with murdering her husband,

Lalta Singh, by administering arsenic to hUn'^:

—

"We regret to note that what the law intended to be done as a matter of

discretion has been used almost as a general rule according to the practice

ohtaln<T>P^Ti this province. It Is to be expected that whenever a Magistrate

nr n r-niirt of Sessions finds that the report of the Chemical Examiner is

Inadequate, they should not admit it in evidence unless the officer concerned

— 1929. p. 65.

12. . 30 erm-^ j8, 1933, p. 6; also vide Jc, g

Criminal

V. Happu (A.IR. 1933, All. 873), 36
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submits a full and satisfactory report or he 'has been examined In support
of It.”

5. E%idcnce ghen by a Witness In a Previous Judicial Proceeding.

—

Under section 33 of the Indian Evidence Act ivide Appendix 11), evidence
given by a witness in a previous Judicial proceeding or before any person
authorized by law to take It Is admissible as evidence In a subsequent judicial
proceeding or In a later stage of the same judicial proceeding, when the
witness is dead or cannot be found or is Incapable of giving evidence, or Is
kepi out ol the Kay by the adverse party, or If his presence cannot be
obtained without an amount of delay or expense which, under the clrcum-

unreasonable, provided that the adversepmy in the flrst proceeding was afforded an opportunity to cross-examine

KINDS OF WITNESSES

Wllnestts are of two kinds: common and expert.
A common witness L, one who tcstlflcs to the tacts observed by hlm-

Is capablc*'ot deductag ophdons'”and°lto?"°”''^
ProI«slonal training,

himself or noticed b7olS mi It^I
“

bolh common and expert. He witness Is
as regards the variety sUe and p,^|,ton n? ,J'T"’when he menUons the nature S^'SSe 'in^, i’’*''’

witness
caused during life or after death

“ to whether they were
homicidal and so on,

'"’''‘•’'a they were accidental, sulclda! or

noi-w for GIVINO evidence

lie «hould speak slo^iv ninf. .

^ accused,
cou^l lo hrar him to taft »hS’^„rn‘“^ ^ Fudge anc

lie should use nidix . .

Fc^r4^TVe\l£- - -"--ties, m
-collar bone-. "hone of tJ'*"
-bleeding-, •„7'"^hl.«". -Unlng membraT ^tcapula",

-clavicle-
' etc. for -

h', “"e stomach”
"'^.hrane-, -ha-morihagf

‘^''hsvs".
"trachea” If "hnmerus"

erudPJon by theM toVv / 'h:. n ’is n "'"bob;
b, Sbould try to^xpu,™; *' he cannot tip” T hi

He should avr.i.« 1

°f<Hnary language as
any medica

arjurr, Ions ili-5cussin»,w
^ « ^ar as that Is D05tsfM<i



RULES FOR OIVIKO E:\’IDEKCE

He should remember lhal the lawj*er has practically unlimited licence and
latitude in pultlnj: questions to the witness In cross-examination, and -.conse-

quently he should nerer lose his temper, but should appear cool and dignified,

even though questions of an Irritable nature bo pul to him. Hov/everr Modi
mentioned that as n medical Jurist of twenty-eight years’ experience lie

had no complaint against lawj’crs. Tliey had great regard for him, and
had shown the crealcst amount of courtesy to him at the time of his deposition

In Court.

Tlic medical wltnc.ss may refre.^sh h!s memory from his own report already

forwarded to the court, but should not do so from hl.s private notes, unless

they agreed word for word with the original, were made at the time of. or

Immediately after, the occurrence of Oie event, and were v.Tlttcn by him or

certified to be correct If written by his assistant; besides, he should be pre-

pared to have them put In as exhibits If desired by the Judge or counsel

to do so.

He should not quote the opinion of other medical men or quote from
text-books concerning the case. He Is supposed to express an opinion from
his own knowledge and experience.

When counsel quotes a passage from a text-book and asks the witness

whether he agrees with It. he should, before replying, take the book, note

the dale of Its publication, read the paragraph and context, and then state

whether he agrees or not; for. counsel usually reads only that portion w’hich

Is favourable to his ease, and the meaning may be completely altered If the

whole passage Is read. In spite of this precaution ho should stick to his

opinion If U Is still his opinion, and If he finds that It dllTers from one

expressed In the book. To avoid being surprised by such quotations, how-
ever. It Is advisable to study all the available literature on U)e subject before

giving evidence In court.

Volunteering of a St.a(cment.—It Is said that a witness Is not supposed
to v&lunteeF a^tatem^nrrsourt. unless calJed upon to do so. This may be

true In the case of a lay witness, but It cannot be so In the ease of a medical

witness. Even though a medical witness Is called by one side to give evidence

in court he must not forget his duty townrds_the_opposlte party of honesty

and ffH.- He must_aJso remember that the Judge regarus nim~~not

as nrivocatc put forward by one side to establish the case but as

nt> i»st.ice to help tne court elicit the truth xt Is. themore.. the"

d oT! . r.1 modirnl witness to state lairiy all the medical facts bearing on the

rn.-.r tuiinmir.
Hence ft is proper lor him to volunteer

nnd questions to court, especially when he finds that there

Is rtoillir nf mstice being miscarried owing to the court having failed to elicit

anflmnorlLt point. Many years ago Modi- had a talk with a Judge of the

vni, „tsMlng of statements by a medical witness In court and he agreed with

.hft he should never hesitate In making sueh statements, since then he,
‘ followed this practice, which had been appreciated so much
“ Magistrates and especially lawyers that the latter very often put onlyby the Mag

j
cross-examination, viz. Doctor, please tell, us If there

ranv'Snt in favour of our client (accused)-. By following tkis pJcUce
is any point became so complete that on a very rare occa-
hls evidence “ to a Court of Session.

^
Sion he was

= ^^,_Bnder section 126 of the Indian Evidence Act

f-^r5S””Vs ™ ™
-sbe the purpose of his employment as such by his client pxrent

i^miinjppted to him hv
Nevertheless, he

M-J.—

2
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PKRSONAL IDENTITV

DennUlon.—By UlcnlUy ts meant the <letormliv.\lion ol tho luUlvjUualiiy ol
a person.

The question of the identincation of a living person Is raised in criminal
courts In connection with abscondlni: soldiers and criminals, or pcrson.s accus-
ed of assault, rape, murder, etc. It Ls also frequently raised In civil courts
owlnfT to fraudulent ix'rsonatlon practised by people to .secure unlawful
possession of property or to obtain the prolongation of a lapsed pension .

The examination of a person for the purpose of Identification should not
be undertaken wlUmul obtaining his free consent, and at the same time it\t

should be explained to him that the fachs 'floted mighl go In evidence agalnst^^'

him. It should be remembered that consent given before the police is of no
account, and that the law docs not oblige anyone to submit to examination
against hLs will and thu.s furnish evidence against himself.

The Identification of a dc.ad body Is required in cases of fires, explosions,

railway accidents, foul play. etc.

In India, the Identification of a dead body sometimes becomes very difficult

owing to its rapid decomposition In the liot season, or through damage
caused by wild animals wlien exposed on the outskirts of a village.

However, it is very essential that a dead body should bo thoroughly Identified

and the proof of corpus delicti established before a sentence Is passed In

murder trials, as unclaimed, decomposed bodies or portions of a dead body

or even bones are sometimes brought forward to support false charges, and
in a country like India It Is not difficult to obtain such bodies, since villagers

arc In the habit of cremating bodies very partially, or throwing them into

shallow streams, rivulets or c.anals. or burying them In shallow graves whence

carrion feeders may dig them out.

In a case of murder, where tl»e body of the dccca.';cd was not traced, the le.arned

Judges Stuart and Sulnlman JJ. ot the Allolmb.'ul High Court were of opinion that where
a man was bniUiIly attacked wUh latMs fcluh.'vj by several persons and after being

beaten into unconsciousness was rrmo%cd by the n.v>,allants and was never again seen

alive it is not possible to hold that the man Ls dead, and. therefore, the assailants could

not be held gtiUly ol murder,—CandAu v. Emperor. 25 Crtmfn. Low Jour., 1924, p. 900.

Ram Arihar was convicted of an offence of murder and .«!entenced to transportation

for life by Mr. Asghar Hasan. AddUloiml Sessions Judge of Oonda. wlUi the following

remarks:—
‘As tr, the oucstlon of sentence the bod>* not having been found U\ on identifiable

comUtfr.TruVe mere possibility, though not even Urn remotest Improbability, remains of

STm^mln turning up alive. It would be Imprudent on this ground to pass an irre-

vocable sentence.

the trial eWdence was led In Umt Urn accused killed the tleceas<xi witli an
luring ui^

. u^,dy were recovered from a tank and a dAo« (loin cloUi) found
axe. Bones of a 0^““ to be that of the deceasctl. Jn an appeal In the Chief Court of
nearby was “S peld that the Identification of the bones by ino"us of an oSdinan-Oudh Their and discarded all the evidence of thb eyS^LSS nnd ^
dhoti was far from As portion of Uic Sessions Judge’s ji dSent thSt thi
motive for the return alive and that he slirank from pa.Sng th^death ?c?iteSl
deceased might possiD y ncce^ry to prove firat Uiat a certain ^
Their LordsWps the accused person committed Ute mui-der When first^
murdered and. j-gdients was mi&slng. ^rtr Loi^slUps were of opinion tijnt no con\’Ic-
these essential the result Their Lordships allowed the anneal <f>t nc<rta ti. />/%rv..i/,_

Sn cS tl« ncquUW of the tb.v... vs.,——ntence anu ‘— ^^uucr, tva. -j, iwi’y, p. 0.

tioh hhd s occurred Where the death sentence.wns parsed even
Cases -have. j,ot fortncomlng or was not Idenliflpd «!tr

when the judge, and Justice Raza of the Chief Court of Oudh
Stuurt. Kt,. ^„;,gn,ent that where an ojfcnce of murder Is proved, the mere
si-nte in their j
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(act thal the body o! the murdered man Is not lound Is not a sufflolent reason

lor not aiardlne capital sentence*

01 ri-r StS Sni.'^^notSf
-

t-KO'd and thtown into the running stream. Some of the alleles

ho-W of the accused were found to he stoned irith human blood ^ the
.

Jogist. who also found such stains on a piece of mud P‘®“ ^ ^

on the canal bant—i^Hahahad fiisih Coart Cr. Appeal, No. 610 of 1923.

3. One Beharl had been convicted and sentenced to death by the Sessions Judge

of Ihah on a charge of having murdered his cousin, lanhush. The prosecution story

dtulcred that the deceased, at about sunset on the evening of the 3rd Of SeptemMr

1523, went out of his house, wearing a pair of wooden slippers and an angaucha on his

head and was earning a lofa In one hand and a lathi In toe other. As Lankush did not

return lor a long time, his wife and olher relations went in search of him but returned

d'jiappolTited. and Lanbush was missed the whole night. The next morning one Mi^am-
mst N’asiban informed the Mukhia that she had heard at night the cry of a man as if he
WM being murdered and a search was Instituted at the spot and some blood marks were
d:««JTfred, which were being oblltera^ by Behari accused's mother. The matter was
rtported to the police and a suspicion at once fell on the accused who bore a long-
ilandlrg: enmity against the deceased, and who handed over a pandosa stained with blood
and lola belonging to the.deceaacd. The deceased's body was never discovered and it

was believed that alter murder the body was thrown into the Ganges. The accused
also ir.»d» a eonlesslon in which he admitted having klUed the deceased. The confession
WM •ub*e^uenity retracted and the accused pleaded not guilty. In the appeal preferred
by the aerivd before the High Court Their Lordships confirmed toe sentence.—Leoder,
IXember 33. l«3.

3 In a crtmlnaJ appeal of the accused who had been convicted and sentenced to
death for the murder of one Girt Gowda by the Sessions Judge of Coimbatore division
the learned Judses ot the Madras High Court held that the absence of corpus dellcff la
net a ground for refusing to convict the accused of murder. If the facts of the are
provM beyond any reasonable doubt. In this case the deceased was brutally stabbed

dragged out of the Jufka just after dusk on OctoberHe earned away by the two accused and others to another locality titterfrom th* ‘Wne cl the assault and there was also stabbed and beaten. As a
thl* the dec^iM expired. Alter some time the accused exclaimed that the

should carry him away. Hence ihe body was carried^ST from me Kew of crime and later on has not been heard of at alLAc^l^ ttSend-n« lh« ludga con.1rroed the ccnvlcUon of the aii^ but^Ssrr.trnte to tramportatlon for llle.-5i Cr. Law Jour.. Sept,

V. to.'w, b)» wtvn S<>enl*<T»cafion may he teoulred of a iivir.,,
ot a rt'‘ad body, of fragmentary remains, or of br>np« nnl» ® ^ ’fragmentary remains, or of bones (

Tlie following points are usually noted for the

1. Hate

2 fV*.

3 As-..

t CompVxkin and Itaturcs
S Hilr,

An'.hroiyjm-try.

purposes of identWea-

I rf«.trr:f.*4

* tvfofTr.iti*!.

t'2'

11. Occupation marks.
12. HandwiiUng. _
13. Clothes and ornaments.
14. Speech and voice.

15. Galt.

16 Tricks of manner and habit
'• Mental power, memory ar

education.

V‘-
—

' J I»2!, ^ ' Crtol.i3l Appeal No, gm qj 15.
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1. RACE
The question of the determination of race or community arises In the

idenimcation of unknown or unclaimed dead bodies found in railway carriages,
or lying In streets, roads, and fields In the vicinity of villages, or recovered
from wells, tanks, canals and rivers .This question also arises In sea-
port towns, where there Is always a conglomeration of races and com-
munities.

Tlic two Important communities of Hindus and Mahomedans In India can
bo recognized by noting the following chief points:

—

Hindu Males.

1 Not circumcised.

2 Sacred thread worn over left shoulder
in hlatucaLnicSi dtrija or twice-bom.

3 Necklace of vrooden beads (Tulif or
Jludratcsh) round the neck.

< Marla on the forche.’id painted red,

yellow (saflron coloured) or while
(sandal wood), indicating different

religious sects

5 Tuft of hair asualh' (frown longer on
middle of back of head below the

Mahomednn Males.

T Circumcised.
N.D .—Jews are also circumcised.
2. No such Eflcrcd thread.

3. No such necklace.

4. No such marks; but on the
centre of forehead, patella, tuberosity
ofJcILllbia and tipujfJelt lalerni (ex-

temal) mallcolus-^wlng'*‘^o- special
nttlludcs-adoptett* during" prayers.

5. No such tuft of hair. Head clean
shaved, especially omong iJoftras.

crown.

6- AnjraraWifl or Mirsai when worn,

leaves an opening about 5" or 6" x

J”. along the Jlcht side of chest

showing a brown sunburnt mark, as

nothing else ts worn next to skin,

especially among villagers.

7. Ear lobules usually pierced.

N.1?.—I saw a ^^ahomedfln male having a
tuft of hair on his head. On inquiry

he said that he kept It in imitation

of his Hindu friends living near his

house In his village (t'We Fig. 1).

C. Similar sun-burnt mark on left side

of chest on account of the Anga-
rakha or Mtrzat opening on that side.

7. Ear lobules not pierced, but left

lobule may be pierced in a few cases.

B. Palms ana nngcre not stained tv-lUl

henna. —

Hindu Females.

1. Tattoo-marks between eyebrows, be-

low crease of elbow, on dorsum of

hand, and on chest, especially among
low castes. ,, ^ .

2. Nose-ring aperture In left n^trll, in

a few cases In septum as well.

3. A few openings along helix for ear-

rings.
4 Vermilion painted In hair parting on

head and red mark on centre oi fore-

head in women having husbands sAive.

5 Iron-wristlet worn on left wnst m
Bengal and ivory churis in BiOTbay

and several glass bangles in U.P.

N.B.—These are only worn by women
whose husbands are alive.

6. Head shaved among high class (Bran-

mln) widows. „
7. Toes wide apart as usuaUy no show

are worn, but sUver ornamente called

Bichhawas are carried on tne roeb,

especially among village ,_w.
8 Trousers not worn except by Punj

6. Palm of left hand and tip of little

finger sometimes stained with henna.

Mahomedan Females.

1.

No tattoo-marks except among prose-
lytized women.

2. Nose-ring aperture in septum only.

3. Several openings along helix for ear-

rings.

4. No such paint.

5.

No iron wristlet or c7iur:s worn but
very few glass bangles.

6.

No shaving of bead.

7 Shoe marks probably with corns on
toes.

8.

Trousers worn.
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Fig. 1.—A Mahomedan male having a tult of hair.

Tarsi males rrear a sacred thread (Koshii) 'round the waist and a sadro

I muslin Icurta) on the body. Parsl women In addition tic a MathaHanu

piece ot cloth) on the head.

Indian ChrUtlan males usually wear pants and short coats and their uoraen

on *kirt8 and cover their head vrUh a chador.

S’-nw''*" »'«> he determined from certain dlHerences In the skeleton

— “ tabulated form:-

Mongolian.

1 1, Square.V—

r 3. Large and hat-
' I-.-, \ *»ned. mala* I

'-"'•T.',’

\

being

1 Narrow and elongated,

2
’ smi^ compressed.

1' Malar bones and Jaws pro-

* jectinglf^ihsetobliquely.

4 Long jn ‘o

lorcarffS large In propor-

tion to anns; hands smalL

laisr In proportion to

Uii^fhs. fret wide and flat.

J^j.bcses projecting
'^ckward-*

VSfr.^roid characters. This
' ^tween Indians and

Vh>.‘*** t-.

' 7*'/
nine race Is the

V r niuUlplylng the

7 ®t:d dlrldlng
''’'kwards .*?k;ulU
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liiivlng the ccphnlic Index between 70 'inn '•a d ^ u
Aborigines and_purc-Jln-nns nre rnif.»ri

observed among the

skulls dVnSlng h
or long-hoaded .-

chunicterktlc ^ called rX^-ca„i,alu^ nm, n'.

The Indices or the long bones may also be hclnful in irtenfif..M»und are given below In a tabulated form
Identifying races,

Indices.

1. Brachial Indc.'c

(Radio-humeral Index
length of RadlasylOO
Bength oi Humerus

2. Crural Index
iTjblo-Icmoral Index)
Length of Tlblfli-inn
Lcngih 01 i-’emur

3- Intermembral Index
Length of Humerus Length of Radius v lOO
Lcngin 01 i-cmur-Hjcngth oi lioia

* Huinero-femoral Index
L£2BtI^^f_HumerusxlOO
^ngiM OI hemur

U.P.
Indians
(compiled
by Klian)

Europeans

|

76.49 74.5

86.49 833

67.27 70.4

71.11 69.0

Negroes

out nr, ,
”‘e Lower End of Femur.—From Investigations carried

foTim../
hundred femora from Indian boBlcs Siddlql has come to the^uuowing concJuslons^:—

femora of Indians, who as a rule adopt a squatting posture,

for .. line Is In the majority of cases crossed by a distinct groovethe post-cruciate ligament.

In'dianc'^^^
depth of the IntorcondyJoId fossa is greater In the fempra of

that it

'^^^^tters) than it Is In the those of Europeans (non-squatters), and
joint Vf pressure by the post-cruciate ligament when the

is fully flexed as in squatting.

height
between the depth of the Intercondylold fossa and the

terid«? t°
articular surface is such that in non-squatters (Europeans) it

to Use above and In squatters (Indians) to fall below 3.3.

ship^^di
of sex becomes necessary In cases relating to. heir-

property, marriage
, education, impotence, rape and allied

determine sex In normal cases from external inspection.

advanfPrf
becomes difficult In cases of hermaphroditism, concealed _sex.

decompne^^ • bodies. a~hd~'~n the' slcPiPt.nn. The dlstmguisnlng
ters essential to each sex are tabulated below :

—

The Journal of Anatomy, April 1934, p. 331.
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1. A testicle secreting semen; the pro-
stale, vesjculffi semlnahs, penis, etc.
being mere appendages

Female.
1. A functioning ovarj* with periodic

discharges ot blood; the uterus. Fal-
lopian lubes and vagina being ap-
pendages only. In the absence of an
ovary, the pre'oncc of uterus or the
opening of a cul-de-sac below the
mouth of the urethra"and in front of
the rectum.

2 Build, generally larger.
3. Shoulders, broader than hips
4. Pomum Adaml, developed and pro-

minent.
5. Breasts, not developed, though may

be so very rarely
6. Llnea* Alblcantes. not to be found

except in very stout males or In the
case of previously distended abdomen
by disease. \

7. Pubic hair, thick and extending uo-
wards to the navel.

^
8 Hair on the face and chest, more or

less present.

Additional confirmatory/ siffns

2. Build, generally smaller.
3. Kips., broader than shoulders
4. Pomum Adaml, not developed

5 Breasts, developed.

C, Albicantes. found on abdomen.
OTca.«ts and buttocks, as well as on
thighs Indicating previous pregnancy.

7. Pubic hair, horizontal and covering
mons veneris only.

8. Hair on the face and chest ab.«ent.

more appropriate. They are usually <Sused at f Intersex li

by defective development of the sSf f
^

organs of both sexes are evolved ThfdlSS nLlabia majors by defective development can ea^iiv
scrotum ant

1. True hrrn,aph,„dUe.-h^ .0^10, 1.0
”

ovary and testis or more often combined
taxes, either as separate

and secondary sex characterlstS rnty le Tho fcnlta
* f'“tsary to socially'^ adont" on?' v

''“ioWo. curslcal Inter
sex. The somatic sex chromatin may be male m'rfll

“ hottlcnlat dcslrct
2. Stale

bseudohermaphrodite.r all #a»*t

^ *

havc^ma?”'^'?" '‘“'t “'““tt complex, totorsex havlnihave male somatic chromatin Rem. L* niascullne or feminin«a 'mao-

3 Female
prlniary amenorrhoea is Blven*^

scanty o

--elated wit:

features of which ^ Picture of pseurlnal'^ prenatal hy
vaslnal malformation 5'®'“'”*' ®' atrlkln
present In them ‘Ss 'i' » >ablal fusion c

4 Conodal 1, HypctnlaV,;
.®’'' ''orated, ovaries ar

tin mass It Is now”e'„”""-=J >He IdentUleatlon of'also cases of Intersex .1''— “"am types or n?
°"*o“o sox chroma

Syndrome In more than t?? thlr?"
°»anan h,..?!?®?' hypogonadism at

served. The clinical featSl,
^ ^ l^tner

.hows eeneen,,., S^
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ccpt rarely an enlarged clitoris. complain.of—primary -amcnorrhoea. and
a high output of gonadQtxoplnR-ts-tonnd-ln the urine. These eases may be
completely Inicrscxuallsed genetic males renting from atrophy of foetal
testis.

Klinefelter's Syndrome—The clinical features of these eases are exter-
nally a normal looking male often with eunuchoid proportions, ndlh sparse
beard, a good many have gynaccomaslla, a normal or small penis, small testis,
which on microscopic examination show typical tubular hyallnisatlon. with
progressive disappearance of germinal and stcrtoll cells and the characteristic
overgrowth of Lydlg cells, abssnee of spermatozoa in the semen, has some sexual
desire and sexual activity, but the chromosomal sex is_prcdomlnantly female .

showing chromatin positive nuclei In skin biopsy. These cases are now regarded
examples of failure onh'e"~foeiat ovary.^TX ‘

Fig. 2.—The external geni-
tals of a male intersex, aged
23 years: The clitoris is

enlarged. 2" long, has a
well developed glans and
.a prepuce and has a shal-
low groove on Its under-
surface. The labia majora
are well developed with
some pigmentation and
fine wrinkling of the skin.

The labia minora are well
developed. The vestibule
has urethral and vaginal
openings. The vagina is

11" deep and has no cer-
vix. A testicle in the left

inguinal region-Z

iDy kind pennission of
Dr. A. Bhoumik and the
Editor end the Puhlishers

of the Journal of Indian
Medical Assoeiaffon.)

Ftg. J.—The e-xtemal geni-

tals of a female intersex.

10 years old: The clitoris

IS li" long and about i' in

diameter with well-deve-
loped prepuce and glans.

Near its base is a semi-
lunar opening communi-
cating with the bladder

and the vagina*
{By kind permission of

Dr. A. Bhoumik and the
Editor and the Publishers

of the Journal of Indian
Medical Association.)

4- R. Q. Pasquline. G Vidal & G. E Bur- Lancet. July 27. 1957. pp. 164-165.

5- Mathilde Davon & Leo Sacks: Lancet, July 6. 1957; pp. 23-25

6- John Mel Moms: Jour Am. Med. Ass.. February 10. 1957; PP- 538-542.

A. Bhoumik, J. Ind. Med. Assoc.. VoL XX. Aug. 19ol. p. 402.

8- A. Bhoumik. J. Ind. Med. Assoc.. VoL XX, Aug. 1951, p. 402.
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Illustrations.—I. Upendranath Mandal’ describes the case
of a male intersex who was brought up as a female child
upto the age of 9 years when she was married to a boy,
14 years old Upto the age of 15 years menstruation
had not started and the breasts had not also developed.
Hence the female Inmates of the houre grew suspicious
and found the presence of a rudimentary penis and two
small testldes. She was then treated as a male, her long
hairs of the head were cropoed, and he was marrlctl at
the age of 18 years to a girl of 12 years The doctor
examined him when he was 21 ycar.s old and found that he
had a small penis, about 3' long, a urethra oncnlng on Its
uni^r-surlace and a cleft scrotum with a small testicle on
each side. Both the testicles could be nushed upwards
through the Inguinal canal upto the Internal abdominal-
ring Semen and urine came through the sllUlke ure-
tmal opening which was about an Inch In length from

opening and the
the external female genital

Clue to
° "• Xlclunalt describe a^e to which a young native or Algeria aged 18 years

vSd'e'S'oX^S '<=«de eSTdiSJ a”d
and ovary on

® ^ labium majus, uterus

o“latter.„°d"toLtouaUon 0^^^^ 'll'
by erection of the ^ “7 5"® balanced
with ejaculation of semen

pseudohennaphrodrte'iae clss'^f
e'lample of male

stature, with wen ^ ®sed 17 of normal
public hairs An tattnui° 5ji,a'

“"“Ary o-'.

vagina was only J- !„ length
' “"PUArance hut

. - organs could ti natealS' H.? i,‘“'l’,'’“

p,„ . .
,

up was that of a femoip tihd social make
Fig. Hindu male pcrltoneum-a rmnanl^ftt tk a broad fold

soBcyl. rtthou, evidence s
'
'iL'l'”*'"® testicular tissue," ‘'“‘vcold eitlmatlo?,S'?^';°|'"'”' The urinary

chio,T.o:ome conteat o< the Si,®® hours The
jn uei^i IS .

” *as male4. In his communication dated the llih
'1”!°' ™

5“hX“il?g7e“h^S'‘1hS?x“£^'

l^£h,^^— ” Ws r""-“®"’-
“ Tears,

of loow
absent.

pubes, but had no moustache
growth of dark halr'tn^

lutersex, aged 22 years,
15 inches long, and Sd was tolerablv^ If
of loose skin, conlalnlng'^only clitoris, ^"’P'^r^orate and
ateenl. Below the sCTclum S, " We « a b^antoe ureUiral opening through whlA nrt

"‘‘‘""entaiy vagina testicle was
the shaoo and colour were nomai 4?? 1 Pa««d. -nie P^flee except
nreoltc being dark At tlmeT •?®“W were well ^ ^®^® ‘•‘"y ^aps but
never ventured to approach! fem^e^al®!,*'^''® erection Ifn'*'

">PP’®s and
ever, he acted as a passive aS ’ ashamed orTf !"? 5®*nal desire, but
sexually normal (cfde Fig. 4)

^ ”® Wid two brothe?,
"^,®nlarged breasts How-

In order to determine the correct « .

one sister, who were

«t\r seir''“
?Mn bSpsy"toctaZ“ WtoTbuS
morphonuclear leucocytes in Wn^n and even—

r-~7Tr. ; r-^
J^i^ aims has made u of poly-

-?25j.t__posslb^o determine
.. Indian Journal of MedMny'TT.—
10 Presse Mcdicalc. Paris “

1030. p 163 ' March
11. Brit. Med. Jour.. May 14 m-,
12 M. L Barr: Canadian ««iA«

^39. Bnt. Med. Jour:, May 27,

'956, 74, 419
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the sex at a much earlier age. TJic study of secondary sexual character at

a later age are also helpful, such as the hair distribution, breast develop-

ment. hlslor>* of menstruation, and his or her own sex Instinct. It Is alwals

better In most cases to allow such a person to continue adopting the sex in

which he grew up, according to hLs external characteristic and his social and
psj'chlc outlook.

Concealed Sex.—Criminals may try to conceal their sex by dress nr

by some other means to avoid detection, or some persons, e.g. eunuchs,

dancers, etc. may do .so from moral obliquity. Tlie-sc cases do not present

any difficulty If they are stripped naked. But a remarkable casc*^ of con-

cealed sex Is that of Mrs, Smith, wife of an ofllccr of the Australian Forces,

w'ho masqueraded at Andover In Sussex as a man without being found out

for six >cars. and but for the institution of bankruptcy proceedings which
led to the discovery of her sex It Is pos.slblc that she might have kept up
the deception until her death. During this period she adopted the name
of Colonel Victor Barker, lived with another woman as her "husband”,
opened an antique .shop, played for the Andover Cricket Club, sang a.s a

tenor In the church choir, strode the streets in Khaki shorts with a shirt

open at the neck and dropped In at the "Star and Garter” for chota pegs.

Decomposed Bodies.—In the absence of all other evidence the pre-
•->- scncc of the uterus, which. If unimpregnated, resists putrefaction for a con-

siderable lime, will decide sex. In the case of mutilated remains the deter-

mination of sex Is only likely to be accurate from hairiness of the head, face,

chest or pubes, prominence of the Pomum Adaml. presence of the sexual
organs, development of the breasts, thin or thick layer of subcutaneous fat

and llnecD albicanles If any of these parts are available. The prostate gland
which resists putrefaction should be carefully looked for, as its presence will

at once Indicate sex,

A. D Dixon and J. B. D. Torr>< have shown that the presence of sex
chromatin In the female nucleus can be utilised to determine the sex of un-
fixed human Ussues. which have been Immersed In water or exposed to at-

mospheres of varying humidity and temperatures. This nuclear feature per-
sists for a period of 2 to 3 weeks, depending on the nature of the environment
In which the tissues decompose.

In the case ol a head and two upper e.xlremlties. taken out of a well In Pohee
Station GoshalngunJ. Luejsnow District, the se-x was determined to be male from the
presence of dark hair about 4” to S" long on the emwn of the head, about 1” long on
the temples, and very short dark hair on the chin and face even though these parts
had been badiv decomposed. In another ciise the male sex was determined ‘from the
growth of dark hair on the skin of the chest and on the abdommal skin below the navel,

when a decomposed trunk without any organs and a few bones were sent for examina-
tion from Police Station Mandlaon. District Ducknow. These were afterwards identified

to be the remains of one Ahir, a male, by the dhoti left round the trunk.

Skeleton.—It should be borne In mind that It is not possible to deter-

mine-^gxnfdrfv a skeleton with a full amount of certainty In individuals who
have not reached puberty, seeing that the sexual characteristics of the bones

do not begin to manifest themselves until this period Is attained.

The bones of the adult female are usually shialler and lighter than those

of %hM -q rt ii’m~maie. and nave less marked ridges and processes for mtisculfir

attachments.

The adpTi^ female skull—ts, as a rule, lighter and smaller, its cranial

caDacitF‘'gHi^_afiai^ tfin-ppr gent 1p<« than that of the adult male. TiTe
s^ygomatic and superciliary arch^, mastoid piocesses—and the

S7r?TnTf^rprotuberance are less prominent in the femaie. f-nniaT

•TtTVnps ~are~ more delicate ana smaller, especially the maxiUse. mandible—and
13. Illustrated Weefdy of India. Marrii 1, J929.

14 . Nature, Oct. 13. 1956 cited in Jour. Am. Med. Ass.. Dec. 7, 1957, p. 1818.
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tbe teeth contained In them. .The frontal sinuses are less developed in the
adult femaleJhan thc_adultjnale. Sites of miiscuhr lni;pi=u?^Arhase-are-alscr’
icso marked.

temple thorax Is shorter and_ wider than that of the male Thesteniumj2_Jhj>_Ji;mjileJs shorter atldTinSBer marsln is on a i?vel “Sm.Ihe-I^^t ofJhjjgEorTBeTliBa-Ili^to (dorsal) verteteT^ll^
t^aSEnnspffiSilcvel with the loweT part M th'e body of the^second The

-xr"Sl.:ner"a;a“^^ve\rrr“ tL'lLT
larger, ^ .

ereaier curvature, and the costal arches are

iiif puivks anoros the best
dblliiEukhlng sex. -(the umalc wlvt isTh,.!"”' characteristics for

oEuSES,,„ramlna ?'?i>iated Ll^VJl“'’f'yn_theoStualQ^foramina are trianSular 'in
^*?ngated bodier^T>r°^^^M*-'-‘“'

Psa-uirIcular>ra-irr7-HSa?*-~^ ovoS
"

‘,5?
and are usuaily-Eb'-iT,;;-!^-?^' - and'welf r!.. ,

Thi

vlC»n:th“rtemairu-TarJl^- ‘he female
than In-Ali/* male. The L'chlirrS^^t.^i^^r^^S^bn'^—
are Inverted Irrthc male. The
In the male. The pubic narrow i« -^6raalc,-an<in the male, -n.e .rStos!S.lf

^

• “"Cto it forms an ang:
Thr r.rrlc of the femur forms .i~

female, and an oMu» angle In ii„
“ ^'8hl ancle a.i,a ,.

male forms about tan-thfra, “sp^'' 'he head “
In fhe female. h- re. and It larcer ta

lemur In ttthan that of the femi
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3. AGE
means which enable one to form a fairly accurate opinion

bout the age of an Individual, especially In earlier years, are teeth, heightjind weight, ossification of bones and mlnor_slgiis. —-

estimation of age from the teeth with some amount of
certainty Is only posslblo_upto_17 to 25 years of nee: beyond that It is merely
guess work. ^

There arc two sets of teeth, called temporarj/ and penTiancT2 i.

The temporary -teeth are also called deciduous or milk teeth and arc
^enty in number : four Incisors, two canines, and four molars In each Jaw.^ey appear In infancy, are shed In the course of a few years and are re-
placed by the permanent teeth, which are thirty-two In number, consisting
of four Incisors, two canines, four prcmolars or bicuspids, and six molars
In each Jaw.

The following table shows the average periods of eruption of the tempo-
rarj’ and permanent teeth.

1

Teeth.— Temporary' Permanent
1

Central Incisors
Lower
Upper

6th to 6th montii.
7lh to 9th month.

Cth to 8th year.

Lateral Incisors
Lower
Upper

Canines

10th to 12th month.
7lh to Otii month.
I7th to 18th month

7th to 0th year.

nth to 12th year.

Amerlor Prcmolars or First
Bicuspids

Absent. 9th to nth year.
^

[PiKterior Premolars or Second
* Bicuspids

Absent.
t

10th to 12th year.
j

hrst Molars
pKond Molars
pmrd Molars or Wisdom Teeth

I

12lh to I4th month.
20th to 30th month.^
Absent

.
Cth to 7tlr year.

|

12th to''14th year.15 f

17th to 25th year.
|

From Investigations carried out In schools of boys and girls in Madras
and Lahore, Shourie** has prepared the following table showing the mean
ages at which the permanent teeth erupt :

—

Tooth
^

Years

Central Incisor 7.10

First Bicuspid 10.50

Second Bicuspid ^
First Molar
Second Molar

„ ^15. In one case Modi found that a boy, aged 15, had no second molar teeth. Dr.
^ahay of Patna reported to him that he examined two police recruits, aged 20 and 21

years respectively. The first of them had only twenty-three teeth. He had not cut toe
nght upper canine tooth and the second molars. Hie second had oifiy twenty-four teeth.

None of his second molars had erupted. Both of them were well built and had no
aonormaiity or deformity. ‘

16. Ind. Jour. Med. Aes., Vol. XXXV, No. I. 1946, p. 105.
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CJfneral Characteristics of Teeth.—In some rare cases the temporary
t^eth'ir.ay clthtr appear abnormally early or be present at birth, a coniitloh

Lv p- S. KhoslaiT reports the case of a

e e
'" "‘01b be foand the lower central Incisor coming out ofEuras when he saw him the next day after his birth, s. N. Chatterjin also

m.. be delayed lor a considerable

temporary

teeth erupt at flSr"ln thy> in-rr- .
Intirvals in the upper Jaw. but arc nm short
In a lew cases they may appear earlier than

appearance.
0! eruption Of the third molar teeth ^wdSom Setb r™"' ““o
the rrupllon of the second molar teeth the Sd, ,b

"1”' After
and th'‘ ramus Is, elongated to make room for^h^ Posteriorly
mohr teeth. Hence, during the examlnaUon of

be made as w whether Th"'”'
“'‘'“'"toB his

)-w tchhid the second molar teeth, ll the Uihd m ? ‘he
eeih are usually cut between n and 25 year^ "hsent. These
-11 lowtr third molar tooth In a SamS'bo' had seen the

years respectively and In a Hindu bov nt ir
^ Mohamedan girl, aged

m,d rio
" bt tt HinduX Of rye; ‘he^Ifd molar teeth in a Daicarl boy aced ^^hay found threeTov.n.-ndi» found one third m/lzr and 16 years. Lall and

yt-ars, twT) third molar teeth between th«v
the ages of is and ifi

third molar iteth beiueen 17 and i2
^ and n yearsmsmm

Tfw notched and stunted unne-

hare,^;"~d%'Xe“X'”” °n ^d"""'
^’hhUts,—h rounded°Vi?,;e'eX„ ^sr-ln^r ‘h^’X^^Vor

while the eiowns of ‘hefr colour and
The antes,, r fe.-niry w™h So «Wte a

::?s;:::dX . n.so

yeyr At ihs ,nd^ u,. ,,,jr -1^'^. ^.^hthes awh?ena'‘'

» I:- >r^ oV-.:
I? iti yu* ct' tv p t7

:• > U-se. Oe-t «

inches nt - mcnes

4Ja" race a ‘h" “rst
==SS;-S2Hailta length
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at birth. II the hcaltli and nutrition ore maintained, the child gains In
weight jjparly one pound a month_durlnr the first 5Tar. so that It Is gcneralls*
double !t.s_blrth-u-fipht r_ari_nf nith month, and treble its blrth-
weigHtatthc end ol the first year. But the progrobUe Increase In licight
and weight nccordlng to age varies so greatly In Individuals that It cannot
be depended upon In estimating age in medico-legal eases.

Ossification of Bones.—Tltli sign Is helpful for determining age until

ossification Is completed, for skiagraphy has now made It possible to deter-
mine even In living persons the extent of ossification, and the union of
epiphyses In bones. Owing to the variations In- clamatic, dietetic, hereditary
and other factors affecting the people of the different provinces of India it

cannot be reasonably expected to formulate a uniform standard for the
determination of the age of the union of epiphyses for the whole of India.

However, from Investigations carried out In certain provinces It has been
concluded that the age at which the urilon of eplphj’scs takes place Jn Indians
particularly of Bengal, Punjab and South India, is about 2 to 3 years in ad-
vance ol the age incidence In Europeans and that the epiphyseal union oc-
curs In females somewhat earlier than In males. S. D. Loomba« has re-
cently shown that In the people of Uttar Pradesh epiphyseal union occurs at
a slightly later period than In other slates of India, however. It Is earlier than
In English subjects but slightly later than that occurring In America. Austra-
lia. Egypt and Burma.

In ascertaining the age of young persons radiograms of any of the main
Joints of the upper or the lower extremity of both sides of the body should

Fig. 7.—X-Ray photograph of
the elbow of a boy. aged 15

years and 8 months; Epicon-
dyles not united with the
lower end of the humerus and
olecranon not united with the

body of the ulna.

Fig. S.—X-Ray photograph of
the elbow ot a girl, aged 15

years and 10 montlis; Epicon-
dyles united with the lower
end of the humerus but the
olecranon not united with the

body of the ulna.

22. Jr. of Ind. Med. Ass., June 16. 1958, p. 395.
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be taken, and an opinion ihould be given according to the following table,
but It must be remembered that too much reliance- should not be placed
on this table as It merely Indicates an average and is likely to vary in indivi-
dual cases even of the same province owing to the eccentricities of deve-
lopment. (For Table see pp 33 to 36.)

a Bin. ased h jnraTKerand upp*r cads of humerus

The four middle pieces of ih« .lm mif anoth,, irom Vlaw 'onsutute Its bodv ,IptwM unltts aith tha bodv at abl^nl .‘J'*'"' and 25
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>' -rw^uftSrnta^

In old as. tbc Ions boa., b..comc ii.b.

H ’

dn'rrn,rs4“''a;sraU‘rr
hr sutures of ih^ sault oi the

to. alnbodt,. tt. nattota,
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The laryngeal and costal cartUagcs become ossified, and the greatercornua ol the hyoid bone are firmly joined to the body by bony union'the lesser cornua which are usually connected to the body by fibrous tissuethroughout lUe, may occasionally become ankylosed In advanced life.

Pic Il.-Tbe lower jaw showing angles at various ages.

In infancy the mandible (lower
forms an obtuse angle with the body ke menM°f‘lower margin, the condyloid process is nearly in ,

‘he
the coronold process projects above the condyle tlf "a*!'

“hh
joins the body almost at. a right angle and the li^m i ,

‘he ramus
between the upper and lower borders'ot thc^body T'he'’”"'^

i

and projects above the coronold process In old
“"‘‘yle Is elongated

obtuse angle with the body which Is rcdiiced ln i*”' “h
teeth and the absorption ol the alveola? ‘h" loss of the
closer to the alveolar (upper) border.

P'ooosses. The mental foramen 1?

ss ^^bSf
on the pubes, scrotum and In the axlllre Is well ^to ai^ear on the chin and upper lip between

The development of the breasK i« . .

'

Boys develop a deep voice between 16 and

^
becomes more prominent. ‘® t8 years when

Hair on the bead tends to become greyand silvery white in advanced old “tier forty »
young people. In a tew cases it

hair Is sometlmL^ “"o
occurred In which the hair of the h?ad h^f"““*"‘' ""‘nllarto SI” “"S””'extreme terror, grief, shock or ‘"“‘“enly changed
recorded In which hair turned snowiSiUe , a““"‘‘“'le rcaS? aaccidents: Circumscribed Patches T-i/n??' ‘™ aS
due to trophic changes produced by ‘ho head m ““‘"““‘"He
fifth ^rve. ^hlc hair begins m "es?/ec5'“

Atheromatous arteries, and an ^ tter the age of fif»^
® tbe
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as arcus senilis has been seen as early as twenty-eight and wrinkles may hot

appear until a very late age. as they depend more or less on the nutrition

of the body.

A horoscope may form a very Important piece of evidence In deciding

the question of age, but everyone knows how easy It Is to produce a fictitious

one. Birth registers maintained In Municipalities may be of much assistance

In determining the age of a particular Individual, ns the names of children

are now given in the registers. Entries In school registers and matriculation

certificates regarding age can now be generally depended upon as the parents

ordinarily give correct information about the age of their child when admitted

Into school.

In rural areas the registration of births Is maintained usually In police-

stations. but too much reliance cannot be placed, as one cannot bo sure of

the accurate statement of an Illiterate chowkldar who obtains the Informa-
tion of a birth from an ignorant DaL

Mcdico-Lcgal Aspect of Age.—^Tlie following are the cases In which a
medical man Is called upon to give

Criminal responsibility.

Marriage contract

Kidnapping.

^4. Rape.

5. Attainment of Majority.

opinion as regards age ;

—

Competency as a Witness.

^7. Eligibility ,for employment.

8. Judicial Punishment.
' 9. Infanticide.

^10. Criminal abortion.

1. Criminal RcsponsihllUy.—A child under the age of seven years is

presumed by Indian law to be incapable of committing an offence, and
cannot therefore be convicted of crlmc.w but this presumption Is only con-
fined to the offences prescribed under the Penal Code of India and does
not extend to local or special Acts. For Instance, a child even under seven
years of age is liable to punishment under section 130 of the Indian Railways
Act. J890 (Act IX of 1890), If It does anything maliciously to wreck or attempt,
to wrec's a train, to hurt or attempt* \o.hurt persons travelling hy railway
or to endanger the safety of persons travelling by railway by wilful act
or by omission or by way of rash or negligent act or omission (vide

Appendix IV).

In a coseW where one Inderjit, a lad of about six years of age. was sent up to the
Sessions at Budaun for trial on a chaise of pelting stones at the engine of the 10 dov^Ti

mixed train under sections 127-130 of the Indian Railways Act, the learned District Judge
held the accused guilty of pelting stones at the engme. But taking the lad's tender age
into consideration, the Judge ordered him to be let off with admonition on his father’s
executing a bond in a sum of Rs. 100 binding himself in such penalty to prevent the
minor accused from being again guilty of any of the acts referred to in sections l27
and 130 of the Railways Act.

A chlId_above -3even_yfiars of age and under twelve In India and more
than eight and under fourteen years of age in England Is presumed to be
capable of committing an offence. If he has attained “sufficient maturity of

understanding to judge of the nature and consequences of his conduct on that
occasion” (section 83, IP.C., vide Appendix IV). In this connection
it may not be noted that according to Indian law the maturity of understanding
the nature and consequences of his conduct at the time of committing an
offence is to be presumed In a child between seven and twelve years of age
unless' the negative is proved by the defence. Whereas by English law tpe
incapacity to commit a crime by a child between eight and fourteen years
is to be presumed until the contrary is proved.

33 Appendix IV, Section 82, Indian Penal Code.
34. Leader, May 28, 1933.
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undoubted y old enoueh to undprstonn fti«
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into force on the first day of April 1930 Thic came
the year 1949, and. Is known as the Child Marri-Kr

amended In
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Property,
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^
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Marriage A t
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>9
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35. Leader. Anrll 30. 1927. P*^^orstandinty «
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questions put to him, or from Riving mtionnl r.nswcrs to those questions by
lender years, old age. disease, whether of body or mind, or any other cause
of the same kind. Before a child of tender years Is examined as a witness.

It Is necessary for the court to be satisfied that the child Is capable of under-
standing the dlfTcrcncc between truth and falsehood, and the necessity of

speaking the truth. Under the Indian Oaths Amendment Act. 1939 fAct

No. XXXI of 1939). the unsworn evidence of a child under twelve year.s

of age Is admissible, If the court or person leaving authority to examine such
witness Is of opinion that, though he understands the duty of speaking the

truth, ho does not understand the nature of an oath or afllrmatlon.

7. Eligibility for Employment.—Twenty-flve years Is ordinarily the
limit for entering Into Government service. The Indian Constitution pro-
vides that a child below the age of fourteen years shall not be employed to

work in any factory or mine or engaged In other hazardous employment.
7^ (^torles Actj<0-194g^ fA rf TJTTTT. ftt— -ijL-uiftflnrrt

as__a^erson_who.has-completed-'h!.s~£ighU)enth~yjear.-^iui;a£lQlcscenti^fr~de-
flne<l-€t»-?r-p^rson-who-has-completed-hls-fifteer>lh-yeas-but-has^ot*completed
his-elghtcenth-year,- and,.5v-iichlldl!—Ii;-deflncd_as_ii—pctson-»dio_lias_jiflL^ni-
pietod_i^s->fitteCTith--year. A young person means a person who is either a
child or an adolescent. No child who has not completed his fourteentli year
shall be required or allowed to w’ork in any factory. A child who has com-
pleted his fourteenth year or an adolescent shall not be required or allowed
to work In any factory unless a certificate of fitness granted to him by a certi-
fying surgeon Is in the custody of the manager of the factory, and such child
or adolescent carries, while he Is at work, a token giving a reference to such
certificate. A young person who has completed his fifteenth year shall. ba
allowed to work In a factory as an adult. If a certificate has been granted to
him that he. Is fit for a full day’s work In a factory. While at work in the
factory an adolescent who is granted a certificate of fitness to work In a
factory and carries a token giving reference to the certificate shall be deemed
to be an adult lor all purpo.'ses. But an adolescent who ha.s not been granted
such certificate ol fitness to A’ork In a factory as an adult shall be regarded
as a child lor the purposes of this Act. No child shall be employed or
permitted to work In any factory for more than four and a half hours In
any day and between the hours of 7 p.m. and 6 a.m. No adult worker shall
be required or allowed to work In any factory for more than nine hours In
any day and for more than forty-eight hours In any week. The period of
work of adults employed in a factory shall be so fixed for each day that no
period shall exceed five hours and that no worker shall work for more than
five hours before he has had an interval of at least half an hour.

India has ratified the convention concerning night work of young persons'
employed in industry, which was adopted by the International Labour
Conference at its thirty-first session held in 1948. This convention provides
that young persons between 15 and 17 years of age shall not be employed
in factories, mines, railways and ports for a period of at least 12 consecutive
hours including an interval of at least 7 consecutive hours between 10 p.m.
and 7 a.m.'<»

The Bombay Shops and Establishments Act, 1948, provides that no child
who has not completed twelve years shall be employed in these establish-
ments. No employee shall be allowed to work in any shon or commercial
establishment for more than nine hours in a day and forty-eight hours in
any week. Women shall be prohibited from work before 6 a.m. and after

‘ 7 p.m.

40 Vide sections 2, 51, 54. 55, 67, 68, 69, 70 and 71.

41. See the Employment of Childrra Act 1938. as amended in 1951 [The Employ-
ment of Children (Amendment) Act, 19511.
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her husband by administering arsenic,**^ A IG-ycar-old boy was found guilty

of the double charge of murdering with a hammer and robbing his

old classmate. Om Prakash. by the Additional Sessions Judge at Delhi. As

regards punishment, the Judge referred the case to the Chief Commissioner.

Delhi, under the Bombay Children Act. which was extended to the

of Delhi." The Nagpur High Court sentenced a boy. aged 131 years, to

transportation for life for having killed .a man by shooting him with a

but ordered him to be detained In a reformatory school for a period of four

years.'*' On the other hand, cases are recorded where the tender age of tlic

accused Is not taken into consideration for awarding the lesser penalty

transportation for life, especially in cases of a ruthless and brutal

The Amritsar Sessions Judge sentenced to death one Didar Sing. 16 years

old. for cutting off the head of his relative with a sickle.*^

9. Infanticide.—In a charge of Infanticide, where a newly-born InfA^t

alleged to have been killed stiows me srghs~~5r' Immaturity,'~Tr~is necessary

to determine whether the Infant had attained the age~~bf~vrabllfts^ which
l5—certaltt*-aftCTrthe“210ttmay“‘of“rnlr£Futcrlue~nfe and may, in exceptloi'al

"Cases, be after the 186ih day. An Infant bom earlier than this period is liOt.

in ordinary circumstances, capable of maintaining a separate-existence after

birth. Hence the charge of infanticide may fall through, if—The infant is

proved m be under the age of six months of intra-uterlne llfcl

10. Crim^I Abortion.—4n' ^tmlnal abortion It Is necessary to

out whether a woman has passed the child-bearing period, lest It might b? a

false charge. It is also necessary to find o'ut the age of the feetus from fhe

characteristics of its development.

i. COMPLETION AND FEATURES
The complexion may be fair, wheat coloured, dark, brown or

The colour may change from residence in a tropical country. The fea^ufbs
of an individual may resemble those of his supposedT parents' oF'relatwes.
or his photograph, but this Is not always the -case. The features may char^se
considerably from disease or dissipation or even from worries of a long
duration. Again, there are some persons "who' can cleverly alter their

features by changing the expression of their face, so as to evade detectl^>^-

Peterson, Haines and Webster*’ quote a case of Tidy in which Charles Peace,
a burglar, who was executed for the murder of William Dyson In 1879, h^d
such a remarkable power of changing his features and altering his expression
that he was accustomed to face the detectives who not only knew him well

but were actually seeking to arrest him at the time he was talking to them,
and was. moreover, able to deceive his wife and son as to his identity.

Photographs of the front and profile views of the face may serve as o

means uf -tdenUficattonr-anU aie specially useful in cases of disputed patgr-
liTty;—Whtle-examliilng~photographs the chief point to note is the character
of the angle which the eye forms with a line drawn through the middle of the
forehead or nose ; but the medical man should never risk an opinion
this point, as he should remember that he Is not an expert In photography
whereas a photographer or an artist is better qualified to give an opinion 0'^

such a point.

43. Jasha Bewa (1907>, H C.W. No. 904; 6 Cnm Law Jour., p. 154; Ratanlal ahd
Thakore. The Law of Crimes. Ed. XVII, p 745

44. Times of India. Oct. 13. 1953, p. 3.

45. Bahit Smtjh v. K. E., 39 Cr. Loio Jour.. 1938, p. 92.
46. Times of l7idia, Dec. 11, 1934; Madias High Court Cr. Appeal No. 254 of 1942:

K. E. V. Cheweti and another, 44 Cr. Law Jour.. 1943, p. 299. In his case the accus^
r.'ho were between 16 and 17 years of age were sentenced to death under section 302*
I.P.C.

47.

Legal Medicine and Toxicology, VoL I, Ed. 11, p. 165.
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In addition to the above, there were other marks of resemblance, viz, jihotograplis.

the boh-maTk on the head, the boihmarR on the back, the operation mark near tlic

groin, the tlgcr*claw mark on the right arm. a minute mole on the dorsum of the penis,

the gait, voice and expression.-**

The teeth afford a useful means of Identification, especially In the case

of bodies which have been destroyed by Injury, fire or decomposition. They
are more resistant to destructive agents than any other structure, and are

well protected. The teeth may be artificial or natural or a few may be

missing, carious or worn-out or may have been set Irregularly or coloured.

A case occurred at the Cumberland Assizes held nt Carlisle in whlcii two colliers

were charged witli breaking Into the Co-opemtive Society’s Store and stealing some
valuable articles. On examination of the premises it was found that someone had bitten
a piece off a cheese and had left the marks of his teeth. On suspicion two men were
arrested and one of them unwittingly permitted a cast of hi.s teeth to be made, which
was found to fit exactly into the marks on the cheese. A dentist stated In his evidence
as an expert that no two sets of teeth were identical. This accused was very anxious
that his moutli should be c.xamlned to see if his teeth would fit the impression on the
cheese. When this was done, the very damning evidence was a-scertained that since
his arrest, he had knocked out a stump.4s

In December 1918. a Mahomedan prostitute was sent to Modi for examination by a
Bench Magistrate. She had superficial lacerations in the form of a circle on her right
cheek os a result of tecth-blte. but in the upper half of the circle there was a blank
space which coincided with the missing right upper central incisor tooth of the accused.

In connection with a burglarj* in a Jeweller's shop in Lucknow the police arrested
a goldsmith who was found in possession of several diamond crystals. When the crystals
were identified by the proprietor of the jeweller’s shop the goldsmith confessed that
he got the crj*stals from a Sfndhi merchant who had one gold tooth which gleamed
whenever the man smiled but was not visible otherwise. Later, in a restaurant in
Aminabad, the proprietor of the Jeweller’s shop came across a man who answered to
the general description of the suspect given. The dlEDcuJty was about the gold tooth,
for when the mon spoke It was not visible. The proprietor was wondering whether
he should send for the police when someone In the restaurant cracked a joke in Slndhi.
The suspect laughed at the Joke revealing the gold tooth. His doubts being at rest,
the proprietor of the Jeweller’s shop imm^iately sent for the police and had the man
arrested.so

Dental records or the cast which a dentist takes of his patient's Jaw for
fitting artificial teeth may sometimes by very valuable for purposes of iden-
tification, In the case of a missing or dead person.

A diplomatic official dn Chile complained of threatening letters, and one night the
embassy was burned down and his charred body was found in the ruins and buried with
great public lamentation and eulogy. The Director of the Chilean Dental School had
his doubts and examined the corpse an hour before burial. The next day he announced
that the deceased was not the missing official; within a few days the latter was arrested
on the frontier with the whole negotiable wealth of the embassy. The body was that
of the night porter, who bad never been to the dentist; although the murderer had
been to particular pains to mutilate the teet^ they were easily distinguishable from his
own described in his dentist’s records.**

5. HAIR
This forms an Important means In establishing identity, as it resists

putrefaction. The hair of the Indians Is generally dark and fine. That of

the Chinese and Japanese is dark und-uoarse; while iriat^of the Negroes
is curly and wooly. It has been observed by Tidy that hair grows even after

death, but this growth is only apparent probably from the shrinking of the
skin which takes place after death.

Change in Colour.
—

^To disguise Identity hair may be artificially

coloured with henna, darkened by dyes llk^ phenylenedlamine and cosmetics
containing metallic salts of lead, bismuth or silver, or rendered lighter

48. Mitra and Chakrawarthy, The Bhotcal Case, 1936.
49. Brit. Med. Jour.. Feb. 10, 1906, p. 343.
50. Pioneer, Dec. 2, 1933.
51. Alexander Klein, Schmeiz., Montas /. Zahnnh., 1929, XXXIX; Lancet. May 17.

1930, p. 1130.
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using Chlorine, hydrogen peroxide, dnute nitric acid or .
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composition, but It was identified as that of the muelrf* advanced state of de-wWch was intact. A rope was faund roun5 the the dyed hafrdeath was In all probability brought about hv to the suspicion that

*

^as arrested, against ahom a »nd« s^L
Detection of Colour.—The cnlnnrir»,r .

examining the scalp, which wUI. as a r^e be founded detected fay

uniform, the roots being dlfferent^^^’^f”'*
colour of

Such hair Is rough, brittle and lustreless The \ ^tom the rest
mtaed by comparing the hair of the head wth tta“t fbody, such as pubes and armpits, which Is usual?

* the
likely to be open to the gaze o( the bubll? lu a ‘‘^td, as It Is notbo shaved or cropped closely and the colour'nt‘^?b^”“' hair shouldShould he Observed, while the^'persontS';' eist^ fo^rie^d'”' ^

Chemical Examination.—To find out

0, AHTHROPOMiumv^ UMt-TPV
^hls is a system chiefly u.s?d fni-

nerllllon Syslem.-INamed alter Its i„., ,

“»-.i!!S!her varies com,.dcrahht.m.d,g|l^

then classlIylng"thc''hmirtdu5!'°TO™m ** '”t“hi parts of ihare the height of the person whIle'^^H?—'¥5Si!L that “are'
01 the hcad.jhe length of the^rt,ih.^r^c-iSS-las>irorriSTlSJ^?-S®h"'ao._tne length of the rteht'?Tt=ii;~5-tasHLSI thiTSks^rc—
of_the„outstretched "armsjhe Sht
the left foot, the length"^ while
huger' andJheneng?h“hViSS®'-«"S-3rjKf.;-\^^
ments are entered upon cards which ?^I“E®S3_hanj (cublir-4,~‘''tlau,
so that they can be easily “cfca „nrwH^^®^^^tpeclaUy '"SS'ure.
and certain peculiarities, such as.Srr’'','’ ''1“h-ed. The cob? 'l>hlnet

.h^oiogniiihirirriTiFTim-Tsa^^ =“-<^ noted on
them. Thh system Is incful "fnrTi.-^i^ PrT'arcr-L^^
shales the employment of special f wlti
.h that there I, always a po^IhlTl y a iS^e “ "«es.
actual measurements. '"o'? ereeplng Into ,0? '

— - records of
52 JlIndutlAcn Tines. Dec. 11. 1933
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Galton System.

—

TMs system, which ts also knowm as dactylography,
consists in taking the Tmpressions of the bulbs of the lingers ana tmimos with
printer’s ink on an unglazcd white paper and then examining them with a
magnifying lens. It is based on the principle that the Individual peculiarities

of the patterns formed by the arrangement and distribution of the papillary

ridges on the finger tips arc absolutely constant and persist throughout life,

from infancy to old age, and that the pattcms-ol-no two hands .jfyipmble

each other. It has been estimated that the chances of two persons having
rdeHTIcaTfinger Impressions Is about one In thIrtx_tlrnei^t_hc_populatlon_of. the

^orld.
' ^

The following case 53 w6ll illustrates the fact that It Is possible for any
two persons to bear striking points of re.semblancc on the body, but it Is

never possible for them to have Identical finger Impressions :

—

In 1917, Professor Canella of Milan, while serving the Army m Macedonia, was
reported missing and was never heard of again. In 1924, a man suffering from loss of
memory was admitted into a Piedmont asylum and he remained there for two years.

Afterwards the wife and the daughter of the professor unhesitatingly Identified him
as the professor, as he bore remarkable external resemblance. He was at once taken to
Milan, where all the friends of the professor at once recognized him. By degrees he
appeared to recover his memorj'. and then asserted that he was Indeed the lost professor,
and purported to recall manv Incidents which had happened in the latter’s career. All

seemed well, hut suddenly there fell a bolt from the blue. A woman appeared on the
scene and identified him as her husband. Bninelra, who had absconded three years ago
after a career of crime. The family and acquaintances of Brunelm, one and all, likewise
identified him. He was examined and found to possess certain marks on the bodi'.

which, however, curiously enough were alleged by both parties of relatives to the lifelong
marks of Canella and Brunelra respectively. The Italian Police produced the finger
prints of Brunelra which were alleged to be Identical with those of the man whose
identity was In dispute.

The ridges on the fingers and hands arc studded with microscopic pores,

which are the mouths of the ducts of the sweat glands situated below the
epidermis. These pores may be used for personal identification, ns they are
permanent and* immutable during life and vary In size, shape, position, extent
and number over a given length of the ridges In each individual. This me-
thod of identification by examining the pores Is known as poroscopy, and Is

of the greatest value when a small fragment of a nner impression or an
Impression of a part of a palm is available for comparison.

Before taking the Impressions the fingers should be thoroughly washed
and rubbed clean and dry, ps the slightest perspiration will ca’use blotches and
blur the print. It should be remembered that the finger prints of lepers

should, on no account, be taken, while those of persons suffering from infec-

tious or contagious diseases should not be taken until they have completely
recovered.

Fingers smeared with blood, grease, dirt or slight perspiration may leave

their impressions on weapons, clothing, glass panes, utensils, furniture, etc.,

hence considerable care should be taken in handling such articles during the
investigation of a crime, and any articles found to possess such prints should
be preserved for further examination.

Finger impressions are either rolled or plain. A rolled impression is obtained
by first inking the bulb surface of the finger or thumb between the nail boundaries
and then rolling the inked finger or thumb on the paper from one side to the other. A
pl^n impression is obtained by lightly pressii^ the inked bulb surface of the finger or
thumb upon the paper without any turning movement.

In a plain impression the whole contour of the pattern does not appear, whereas
in a rolled impression the whole pattern is delineated. It is, therefore, easier to deter-

mine the type of pattern from a rolled impression, and its greater surface enables the
expert to select a large number of points for comparison.

53. Times. March 1, 1927; 28 Criminal Law Jour., 1927, p. 62.
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C D
Fig. 13.—Patterns of finger impressions.

A Arch. B. Loop.
C- Whorl. D. Composite.

(By vermission of the Superintendent. Finger print Bureau. U.P., Allahabad.)

impressions left on furniture or some articles, as in the Muttra murder case

of 1901, where the murderer’s thumb impression was left on a brass lota

which he had used In washing his hands after killing his victim. One Elabi

Bux was arrested for committing dacolty in a village of Saicha, Ralpura, from
the impressions of his right thumb and Index finger, which were completely
separated with a dao by the inmate of the house and handed over to the
poUce.56 In a case where burglary was committed in the house of a doctor
in the small hours of May 5. 1929, the burglars were arrested and convicted
from the finger impressions left by them on the broken glass panes of the
sky-lights through which they effected entrance Into the room-S?

56. Leader. AUg. 22. 1930, p. 6.

57. Lahore High Court Criminal Appeal No. 1168 of 1929, Ktng-Emperor v, Sardaraf
31 CriminoZ Law Jour., Sept. 1930, p. 877.

M.J.—

4
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V... ,«^-, ,

•

Fugitives know full weU tint i

nlcs ol the Criminal InvcsUratlon Prints atodetection by merely adopting Ltora '’’'I' '“not hope ,n°"Hence they sometimes attempt to SnoLVI? ® “"r Poses ol om
‘‘™‘‘

such as wounds or burns, on the i, .‘J ,

Pn'l'ms by Inaictw'^
the resultant scars do not necessarlle Pngers. but thee

Injuries

still exist denmte dtllneatlons, unSs^the'*tn™‘'v‘''' PnHerns L'tlf'‘However recently J. W. Burke, ir« hL‘™' " 'ommeteb oeT ™suggested that bv i ‘’“‘'“yed
58. AJbI.A. Arch. Derm. 1958. Tl p 8.

^^’abraslor
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the identmcatlon by fingerprints can be circumvented, even here an expert

dermatologist can detect whether fingers have been plastered or not.

In the case of criminals and emigrants, and in the case of persons in sub-

ordinate Government service—both civil and mllltarj'—while preparing their

service books and pension papers, Impressions of all the ten fingers arc taken,

but for the purpose of identification while giving a medical certificate and for

other cl\dl purposes the left thumb Impression only is taken.

The police arc required to take the finger prints of an unidentified corpse,

or of a person whose identity has not been established by ordinary enquiries

and who has died In an accident, or under suspicious circumstances, or in the

commission of a crime. Ordinarily there Is not much difficulty in taking

Impressions from the fingers of a corpse, but it is sometimes difficult to obtain

decipherable prints In a body, which has far advanced In decomposition. In

such cases the police should request the medical officer holding the post-

mortem examination to remove the skin from the bulbs of the fingers. The
medical oEficer should pack each piece In a separate envelope marking on the

outside the finger to which it belongs. These envelopes should then be sent

to the Finger Print Bureau at Allahabad or Bombay etc. for opinion.

Recently C. A. Davis** has shown that finger prints can be obtained by histo-

logical section to a depth of O.C mm. beneath the surface of the skin and
can be used In the Identification of bodies in whom the surface prints have
been abraded by the murderer dollberatoly.

It must be remombered that Impressions of the ridge patterns left on tW
dermis can be used for identifying a dead body after the epidermis of the
finger tips has been shed through putrefaction. The Inner surface of the skin
which has come off like a glove especially In a drowned body that has under-
gone putrefactive changes can also be used for the purpose of identification.

On the other hand, in a decomposed body where the skin is hard, contracted
and wrinkled. Impressions of the ridge patterns can be obtained by soaking
the fingers In a weak solution of caustic alkali to make them swell up, but
the impressions thus obtained are not usually sharply defined ; hence it is

advisable to take a photograph of the ridge patterns after they are restored to
their normal state.

Faint and Invisible finger prints can be rendered quite clear and distinct
by dusting them with some fine, impalpable powder. They can then be
examined with a lens or enlarged permanently as a photograph.*® If the
finger prints are on paper or a light-coloured surface, graphite (plumbago)
or lamp black is used. If the prints are on glass or a dark-coloured surface,
grey powder, magnesium carbonate, white lead, red lead or ferric oxide will
develop them.

Finger prints on paper, wood and textile fabrics may be successfully
developed by treating them with 5 per cent silver nitrate solution and then
fixing them with sodium thiosulphate.«i Finger prints on paper may also be
developed by exposing it to the vapours of iodine -or osmium tetroxide and
by brushing the surface with some coloured solution. The prints developed
with the aid of iodine vapours are fugitive, and should, therefore, be photo-
graphed at once. Mitchell« suggests the application of osmium tetroxide
by exposing the prints to the vapour of a boiling one per cent solution of
this reagent in water. The colour solution may be writing ink of any colour
or some dye dissolved In water or alcohol. A solution of osmium pyrogallate

59. Jr. Crim. Law CrimnoU Police Scu, 1957, 46, p., 468.
60. J. G. Garson. Trans, of the HeditXhLegal Soa, Vol. n, 1904-1905, p. 115.
61. Henry T. P. Rhodes, Forensic Chemistry. 1941, p. 10.
62. The Anaiyst, XLV, 1920, pp. 122-29; Lucas, Foren. Chem. and Scientific Investi-

gations, Ed. Ill, p. 184. /\ -Svl.
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prepared b7 mixing 2 cc osmlc acid and 0.05 gramme pjTogalllc acid In

2 cc. water gives satisfactoh’ results Japanese research workers have deve-
loped an autoradiographic method of detecting finger prints on paper or
cloth by exposing it to a vapour of formaldehyde containing radio' active car-
bon atoms.®-*

Major Henry Smith, IJJ5.. has discovered that it is possible to forge
thumb impressions by covering the original thumb impressions with a piece
of damped paper and pressing, by which method the reverse of the original
is transferred to the damped paper. Another piece of damped paper is then
put over the reverse and pressed, and a true copy of the original Is thus ob-
tained *5

7. FOOTPRINTS
The impression of a toot or a boot left on the eround In the vicinity of

the place of occurrence of a crime has often lea to the arrest of the criminalTo Identify the footprint a fresh footmark of the suspeema person shouW beObtained and compared with the original. During the examinatfriT,
°

note Should be rnade I, there are an, pecullartu^es m tbeTof s"ch L flatfoot, scars resultlnE from wounds, or callosities, as these arefound In the footprint if It is well marked. In the case of a to. f
peculiar arrangement of the naUs. or holes in the s^le tavcomparing with the original itjs_2llen_2ald that a roorti?.
Individual while he Is walking u smaller

,
fiy

h”
U standing, but Modi had found Irom experiment. Ti,

'

..
whll^he

€I^gmi.^5ced
ft u'usuully -kSsUllieJ that the impression left on"the mat.Jf.i
loose particles, such as sand, is smaller than the toot o. a,
whUe the impression on mud, clay or some material L?'

Producing it,

movable parUclcs, Is larger.
material not compased of freely

.
Casts of fompilnts may be taken by spraying the n.i..

drying fixative, suS as anjlijer 'cenraicaSllr*s!Sf,„? ‘L' “ rapld-
•per cent solutfon of cellulOM3re5ne~a

-
na

~
lh.n °r a 4

?t lufflc^t, c.g. a mixture ol mineral oil anS^SSISSt
dlgSaaEsuaound^. hy a wall o, card^board
An aqueous mhifurc of pKster-orTirir-srnie-cTffiaSseC ,

'* *P®sTn|ir,
is gently pouted on the print within thr^cS arL 'ream
minutes the case Is set completely, but It Is desirable toturlher period of 15 minutes before It Is remove! li. . .

“
of Paris may be hastened by dissolving salt In the mt,/ 5 P'^^r
retarded by adding 7 per cent of acetic acid o" flltUe cLra' »'
water.®* calcined lime to the

skin patterns of the toes_and heels are s

as tho^of_the_ftngers. Hence In sorni" mate^v—
Impresslons^ol footprints of newlv-borJ ^^stem'" — iwtprim* Of newly-born inf »

system" of
introduced to avoid the confusion of their ^ been
deliberate substitution or changeling These fSfm^ Irm ^ their

permanent record for

... VWC likllnUMUn OI
deliberate substitution or changeling
future identification.

8. DEFXJRMITIES
Deformities form an excellent means of Identificatfnn ube very carefi^y rioted In the description of the per^m 'houla

or in the external examination of a dead body Jl >«llvlduai

es. fWd. p. 185. LJ!5L_^l_f^enltal
M. Takenchl T. et aL Natunrtssencehaften. issa n

'

May 10, 195S. p. 1127, «. p. 36, Cited m int ir.e ,

65 Ind. Med. Caz

.

June 1902, p. 255
- ^a, Jour.,

65. Bulfelln, Bureau 0/ Crtmlnal Jnresefeation w-n. v .

jfed. tec and Crimlnotoc. her.. Vot XI. Part IV,'lM3y„^'’,g'| Sep. ig,j.



Ftg. 15.—Footprints; Standing and Walking.

Dr. Young of Parkhead, Glasgow, has recorded a very interesting case In which he
could trace the hereditary digital abnormality through four generations; it had been
transmitted almost Invariably from the paternal side.®’ A. genealogical tree given of a
family with supernumerary digits In which the deformity skips two generations to Re-
appear m one member of the third and m five of the fourth,®*

Acquired deformities, such as malunlted and ununited fractures of the
bones of extremities are the results of previous Injuries.

The body of Livingstone, the great African traveller, was recognized by the Un-
unlted oblique fracture of the humerus exactly in the region of the attachment of the
deltoid to the bone.

9. SCARS
A scar or a cicatrix is a fibrous tissue covered by epithelium formed as

a result of the healing process of a wound or injury in which there has be^n
a breach of continuity of substance. It has no hair follicles, pigment or

67. Brit. Med. Jour., Sep 10. 1898, p 715. 68. Ibid., May 28. 1904, p. 1254.
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sweat-glands, but it is slightly vascular owing to the presence of a few capil-

laries.
**

c/€haracter of Scars.—A scar generally assumes tl\e shape of, the wound
causing It. A scar resulting from an Incised wound which has healed by
first Intention, is usually linear and straight. If it has healed by the forma-
tion of granulation tissue, the resulting scar will then be wider and thicker

in the centre than at the periphery. But a scar following an Incised wound
in the axilla or upon the genitals may be Irregular on account of the loose

folds of the skin. Such a scar may also be smaller than the original wound.->/

“-^Broad and Irregular scars are caused by lacerated wounds. Large
Irregular scars accompanied very often by keloid patches are the results of
extensive burns and scalds. Scars resulting from bullet wounds are gene-
rally Irregular in shape and larger than the bullet, and are usually sur-
rounded by the grains of unburnt gunpowder. If the weapon was discharged
within a few Inches of the body. While they are depressed, disc-shaped, ad-
herent In the centre and smaller than the bullet, if discharged from a distance
The scar of the wound of entrance Is. as a rule, smaller than that of the
wound of exit. Doubtful cases should always be examined by X-Rays in
order to determine the presence or absence of shots embedded In the under-
lying tissues or of Injuries to the underlying bones^

In January 1924. the District Magistrate of Gonda referred to Modi a case in
one Blsheshwar Singh was suspected of having taken part m a dacoitv that tnil
three years ago. and vas consequently Injured in the thighs by the disdiarJrnf
arms On examination he found several rounded nodular and depressed ^ars nn“»i
front of the thighs resulting probably from gun-shot wound! SkJagraiTB^^^t'^r-

^

m the X-Ray Department of the King George's Hospital Luckno^
shots embedded in the soft tissues of the thighs. Tlie man was prosecute/
to a term of Imprisonment for the offence of committing Soity.
^4ca^a from wounds produced by stabbing Instruments are trian^mn. i«

shape, smaller in size than the blade of the weapon, and are iL
than the scars of gunshot wounds Scars resulting from leech hit-
trlradlate. Scars due to syphUltlc and tuberculosis ulcers are
thick In parts, while those due to vaccination and small-pox are pTSd!!^
-Appearance of Scars—A scar appears in four or fivewound heals under a scab as in the case of a superficial cut nn f «

^
shave-cut on the chin or cheek. In the case of a clean asLur t
is caused by a surgical operation, and heals by first Intentlnrf

which
appears in a fortnight, while In a suppuraUng wound it

® usually

weeks to three months, or more.
^ from two

g^Uappcarance of Scars.—Scars resulting from
cases which-lnvalve the whol&-ThIckness;^r_the skin

•'BuTsuperficlal linear scars involving only the epiderrniTTr
the skin may disappear in the course of a few years it Lk

of
move a scar successfully but its size and shape can be altPr?/

^

procedure. A faint scar may be made more visible bv rnsw
^ operative

or by applying heat to the part when the surroundlne^ki,; snapping,'

the scar will appear whitish in colour. If necessary it
and

by the aid of a lens or filtered ultraviolet light w>.’n» ^ examined
the purpose, of identification, its sha^, \liuatioy*^K -oaigor
tloned!^ ^^^g-Hluatlon should ho

Age of Scars.—It Is difficult to tell the exact a-'e of
medical witness must be very cautlou-s in answering 'thir

^ the
connect an accused person with the perpetration of

question which may
alleged to have been wounded. When first formed a

^ he is
covered by a scab, subsequently It becomes brown’ anrt il ^ tender and
the obliteration of the capillaries due to their being afr f

account of
of connective tL«sue. it acquires a white and ^^® erowthng appearance which
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remains permanent for the rest of life. These changes arc generally pro-

duced In three to four months, but the variations In the time are so great

that It ^ not safe to fix any tlme-ltmlt within which these changes arc pro-

duced.

Growth of Scars.—Scars produced In childhood grow in size with the

natural development of the Individual, especially If situated on the chest

and limbs.

Case.—At the trial of Crippen cliarged with Iiavlng murdered his wife. Belle Elmore.
Mr. Pepper and Drs. Spilshurj* and Wllco.x were able to e.slabllsh the Identification of

the mutilated remains found buried in a hole dug In the floor of the cellar occupied by
Cnppen to be those ol his wile by the discovery of an old scar on a piece of skin

measuring seven inches by six inches which came from tlie lower and front part of the

abdominal wall. At its lower margin there was a row of short, dark hairs. Tlie.scar

was situated in the middle line commencing just above the pubic region and extending
vertically upwards for four inches or a little over. It was bigger at the bottom, being
severv-clghlts ot an inch wider than at the top where It tapered to something like one-
fourth of an inch while It measured half-an-Inch In middle. It a'as in a place corres-

ponding a1th an operation performed for removal of the ovaries or uterus. Mr. Pepper
also said in his evidence that a scar In that position In the male as the result of an
operation performed for removing .stones or tumours from the bladder would be "less

likely to be so wide, because, os a rule, there is not so much distension". It was proved
beyond dispute that Belle Elmore had undergone an abdominal operation for ovario-

tom.v. It was further brought out in evidence that a scar viewed under a microscope
might show a sebacious gland or a hair follicle, if. in stUeWng up a wound a piece of

epidermis was turned in and involved in the wound.—Brf. fifed. Jour., Oct. 29. 1910.

p. 1372.

10. TATTOO-MARKS
The practice of tatoolng (Polynesian, ta fan—to mark) is prevalent all

over the world, though more common among the lower order of society. De-
signs of all sorts varying from Initials to gods of worship and even those indi-

cating emblems of moral depravity are not only found tattooed on the arm.
forearm and chest but on the other parts of the body, While describing

tattoo-marks, their design and situation should be carefully noted. It Is pos-
sible to And the same design at the same situation in mote than one indi-

vidual, If the operator happens- to be the same person. Complications, such
as septic inflammation, erysipelas, abscess, gangrene and even syphilis, lep-

rosy and tuberculosis, are known to have followed this operation.

Sydney Shark Case69—One. James Smith disappeared on April 8, 1925, a shark caught
oS the beach at Coagee vomited a human arm—while being kept at the aquarium.
Medical evidence suggested that the arm was severed from a dead body not by a shark
bite but by an instrument, a tattooed design of two men boxing was the reason for its
being identified as Smith’s arm by Ins wife and brother. Later Paine Brady was tried for
his murder at Sydney.

v'Disappearance of Tattoo-marks.—Tattoo-marks may disappear during
life without leaving any trace on the_h7mv attey a^eriod of at least ten years

^
^roylded. the_^ment used is vermlHon or ultra-marine and if It has not
* penetrated deep into the skin. Even In these cases the pigment may be sebn
deposited In the neighbouring lymphatic glands, if examined after death.
But the marks are indelible if some such pigment, as Indian ink. soot, gun-
powder or powdered charcoal, has been used and has penetrated deep into

. the fibro-elastic tissue of the skin. These marks are so permanent, that they
may be recognized even ln„decompfeed-Tja£lbiiL_utter 'the skin has peeled' oil. a
The letters “P. L.” tattooed on the left forearm ^re evident in a BaSly
decomposed body examined a fortnight after death.7ti a faded tattoo-mark
may be revealed by the use of the ultra-violet lamp, or may be rendered
visible by rubbing the part and examining it with a magnifying lens in strong
light. Infra red photography may also be useful.

69. Taylor's Medical Juris , XI la , p. 109.
70. K. E. V. Majigali. All. H. Crt Cnnunal Appeal No. 149 of 1921.
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Artificial removal of Tat-
too-marks.—^These may be
removed artificially

the surglcal method. *(21' by
electrolysis, and (3) by 'the
application of' ca u'sHc_ sub-
stances .

(1) Surgical Method.—'The
earliest’ surgical method em-
ployed for the removal of
tattoo-marks was the pro-
duction of a burn by the ap-
plication of a red-hot Iron to
the design. When the dead
tissue sloughed off. It took
the tattoo-mark with It but
usually left a bad scar In
Its place. The use of car-
bon dioxide now p.-oduces
similar results, a complete
excision of the tattoo-marks
tollowecl either ty sliding
naps or skin grafting Is often

auction of the Intensity of colour of the tattoo“nf^w'“f‘°"^
method. A re-

tattoolng with titanium oxldc-a white pigment
^ Possible by over-

Lacassagne and j. Rousel’t recommend th*. ..
spots and then sprinkling over with finely p^wdeS? tattooed
After a few days the scab falls off. and a^smom? Permanganate,
skin appears Scarification by sand paper “"acarred
abrasion Is not so sattsfactory.’r brush technique—derm

(2) Elccfrolysis.—MllleriJ

Tig 16—Designs of Tattoo-marks.

tattoo-marks by means of a needle attached to the^eiafi
removal of

In order to get the softening action of the alkali f
^ battery

pigment is laid bare by the needle, it is scraoel After the
softening action of the alkali continues on the the
Is deposited. Another method Is to Insert thp « the pigment
a sufficient number of times, using a current of tattoo-mark
fo^s a superficial eschar, which drops off m thP^ ^ ® "lUllamperes. ThUtaking the pigment with It. and leavlng^ wMte superSr..r

"

(3) Apvlicatlon of Caustic Substances -c&nsilc « wthe mark remove the pigment by producing ®“>>stances applied to
superficial e^har. For Instancef a mS paData'"f‘°'^ amoves a tattoo-mark, Tardleut* reports the cLe o, ? «

glycerin often re-
fully removed a tattoo-mark made of Indian ml 7 “.“mlnal who successmlng the sktn In a paste of lard and ac^Uc acU thef “S-wl h a solution ol causUc potash or soda, and Stiv ’“OWng It
acid. BraultM recommends the tattooing of a >'l'P'-°chlOTe
iO parts of water by means of a needle Into thrS™ 'hloride toa crust forms, which removes the pigment. wb?n ft JSs off V '™

TL Dull Soc. Franc. Dermat 37 No 4 laso-
caustic

72. J. S. Pegum. Pro. Roy. Soc. »fcd.. 1957 ^ n Nov. 30 1920 „ ,T
73 Electrolysis far the Removal of Tattw-mkr^',

374. 1903; Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Jan. M/ms n CouncU. Phllari., t.'.'
74. Peterson. Haines and Webster. Leg ««?' “i^elphia.

13.
73. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Aug. 4. 1923, p. 4^

“ ^oxic.. Ed. n, VoL i. P- 160.
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substances have to be used with great care as they are not only dangerPus

but are olten followed by dlsflgurlng scars and keloids. Shlc’^ has obtained

very satisfactory results from Variot’s method which consists of tattooing

into the design a 50 per cent solution of tannic acid in water and then rph-

Fig. 17.—^Tattoo-marks over the forearm. Fig. 18.—Tattoo-marks
over the forearm.

bing it vigorously with a stick ol silver nitrate until the whole surface be-

comes black from the formation of silver tannate in the superficial layers of

the skin. The field of the operation Is then washed with cold water. After
15 to 16 days a black, dry slough comes off spontaneously resembling a thin

piece of a leather and leaving a thin new layer of epithelium formed beneath
it. This gradually assumes the appearance of the normal skin, and In favour-
able cases no scarring persists. If, however, the hair follicles have been des-
troyed with the tattoo-mark, there will be some scarring. This method is also

suitable for the removal of blemishes caused on the face by accidental tat-

tooing.

It may be mentioned that confluent small-pox has been known to obli-

terate tattoo-marks in children, and chronic eczema may also cause the dis-
appearance of tattoo-marks.

11. OCCUPATION MARKS
These are helpful in Identifying unknown dead bodies, as certain trades

leave marks by which persons in fhpt'tr~ n i Mr--bp - identiftetT fv>r

e^hible._homv and rough hands are observed among indiyiduas" employed

76. Ibid.. Jan. 14, 1928. p. 94; BHt. Med. Jour., Feb. 25, 1928, p. 318-
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In hard, manual labour. Kakars or dooly-bearers have usually horny, cal-
lous marks on their shoulders. , Ah Indian welghman, who has to weigh*

lifting up a balance wfth heavy scales, gets a callosity, usually on
the hypothenar eminence of his right palm,

_

A depression in thP iriy/pK
q^the sternum Is found among_^emakers due to the constant nre.^nr^ nt

^g^^tist the bong. Tailors have marlcs of niedle punctures oiPthelf

hu'*
^ hursa' on'ihe lateral maiJcoius from the attitude ofsittlng^adoptea while sewing. Photographers, dyers and chemists generallvhave their Angers stained with dyes or chemicals. The occupatlo^ of aperson may, sometimes, be revealed Irora the mleroscople cxaSnatlon Mwaxy deposits Irom his cars and the dust and debris Irom under hu nius nlperson, 11 these will show the presence ot particulate matter ol Linorganic nature which Is usually found floating in the atmosphere o? factorle°s':•A piece of fibre from a cloth found under the flne^r ne>iie

allord evidence tor the detection ol a crime In the case”Leatherberry and FowUr tried at the American Courts MertHi'
''

January 19, 1944, the accused were convIcM of murderilr^'
a taxi driver, by throttling, from tWvIdcnco o7 blue

Hailstone,

scrapings from under Ihelr finger-nails which were slmfia? i ,hthe victim’s jacket.
similar to those found on

12. handwriting
The medical jurist Is hardly raii «.rt nnon tn pIua. k. . .Ule^ehimcatlon ot hand~rltlnl

I,?Tver according to Lord Brompton.’iikertaown
handwriting experts are not at all InlalUbte

HehryiSwSlns, these
conflicting and very olten fallacious. A learned

’ evidence Is usually
Court has also held that In a charge of lorgm thfon, ,

H'Bh
expert should not ordinarily be accepted as coneliwl!l °r

“ handwriting

of°,b, fa”'’
^ “nvlcllon for lorgcf cannot h.°on the evidence ot an expert.” Sometimes th/ ^“stAlncd merely

examine a person to see It ho Is able lo "lan may have to

'heTarrotT'S
n“b“a

“'"“flvd by means ot a be^sheet ”1' ot theIt had the marks ot the dhow employed in fh„‘?T? his Possession asalleged to have stayed tor some time. The cbitb'
1" hucknow where he 'wastor the presence ot cuts or renu or lor the „ should also be examloL

stains. It dust ot organic or mln«af “ood, seminal ffS
or in the pockets. It should JT eoheeM ^ “o the eloSfexamination, as It might give, some indlcaS ofthe tosT'"”” MoioX?

14. SPEECH AND vriTrw
'he person.

Tl^grc arc certain peculiarities of ^ VOICE
h?h'"g^~^ha-TnnrtT7la-n^g--riiej;^^^ stuttering

?^«iSiF-mo?a--r,vtu5gp-^s_;
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an Individual Is talking excitedly, as In a nuRrrol . Speech is also allectcci

7n nervous disensesl^uch as general paralysis of the Insane and_c{lssgm}naled
"’^clero^ia. Defective spggch dcpenatng on some orcanic.defect or the mouth ,

"^'^sii ph ns p.iRit-naiatp. mav bo cujyrt bv_a. surgical plastic opcratlon.~^;iIe

functional stammering can be_curcd pnv nperati^n,

To recognize a person from his voice Is an everyday occurrence, though

it is too risky to be relied upon In criminal cases. In the case of Kinff-

Emperor v. Bhafclti” It was held that the Identification of the accused In

a pitch dark night by the modulation of his voice could not be relied upon
for his conviction. It Is possible for a person to alter his voice at will. The
best example of this is the ventriloquist. The absence of the teeth, the use

of false teeth, and the presence of diphtheria may alter the voice. With
the progress of science It may be presumed that the registering of the voice

by a gromophonc disc will be used In the near future for the purpose of

Identification In court. Sayad Kasim Razvl. who was accused of murder
and tried by the Special Tribunal at Secunderabad, requested the presiding

judge for facilities of a gramophone to play a record, which he was expecting

from Pakistan, as defence evidence. The accused stated that he would
make two witnesses to listen to the record before putting them In the wit-

ness box. The judge agreed to provide all facilities, provided the record

reached him In tlmc.w

15.

GAIT

Ji-ti.lndlvidual-can. be .recognized even from a distance by watching his

gait, but such evidence Is far from conclusive. Inasmuch as the gait may bo

^lerea by an accident or disease, especially oi a nervous nature. sUCh "'As

iocomotor aiaxy, hemiplegia, spastic paraplegia, etc, ^n civil suits the~yni^l-
"

carinan may sometimes be request^ to express _his opinion If a particular

_J.naividuaL -J.S reailF' lame or malingering. If he has filed a suit against his
employer for the recovery of damages for an accident, caused to him during
his legitimate wo^ck^

~

16.

TRICKS OF MANNER AND HABIT

These are not infrequently found to bc lieredltary; as an example left-

handedness may be cited'. Sometimes repetitive jerky' movements of the
shoulder or muscle of the face is an Individual characteristic.

17.

MENTAL POWER, MEMORY AND EDUCATION

The consideration of these points Jor the Identification of an Individual is

of great Importance, especially in c^s of imposture, as the well-kn^wn
Tlchborne case. |

^

18.

DR. SREENIVAS’S NEW METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION

Dr. Sreenlvassi of Patna has found a new method of identification of
the Individual. It is based on electro-cardiogram and vector-cardiograrn .

He therefore calls it system “E. V.” method of Identification. ^He suggests
no two cardiograms are alike. This may be an a'cademic truth, but this

is_not likely to be nopular with doctors, or with police, inasmuch as in sn^
towns and vlliages E. C. G. machines are not easily avaflable!

— * ^

„ I^^ore High Court; 29 Crim. L<ni> Jour.. January 1928. p. 759; Rangoon High
Court; 39 Crim. Law Jour., January 1936, p. 34.

83. Times of India, June 20. 1950, p. 3. 81. Indian Nation. Patna, Jan 7, 1953.
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19. AMOUNT OF ILLUMINATION REQUIRED FOR
IDENTIFICATION

“

In questions regarding the amount of light sufficient for recognition of*

the leatures for subsequent WcntlflcatVon of the individual the followlns

points should be borne in mind:—

tyt. A flash of lightning produces sufficient Illumination for the Identi-

fication of an Individual.

A lady, on her passage home from India, w'as awakened one dark night by someone
moving about in her cabin. A sudden flash of lightning enabled her to sec a man bend-
ing over one of her trunks, and his features appeared so distinct that she was able next
day to recognize him. The stolen articles were found upon him and he acknowledged
the theft KZ

2. According to Tidy, the best known pcr.son cannot he rero»ni7»d in

the detest moonlight be^^d' a dKtance of s^^tcen yard .s cS^onel Barry.
l!l^S„ Is 01 opinion that ftt distances greater than 12 yards the stature or
outline of the figure alone is avaiiable as a means ol identification »> To
define the features even at a shorter distance Is practically Impos.slb!e by
moonlight

3. No definite statement can be made about artificial light. The best
thing Is to make actual experiments with the class of light used before an
opinion Is given

In the absence of any other light the Identification of a person Li
possible with the flash of light produced by a firearm If the person Is stand-
ing In close proximity of five to twenty paces on one side of the line of fire
and if the powder Is at the same Ume smokeless, though It Is not possible
to mark the different characters of the features beyond three paces In such
cases an experiment should be tried with the weapon and powder used before
on opinion Is given ^



CHAPTER HI

POST-MORTEM EXAMINATION (AUTOPSY)

Tile QMect.—The object of the post-mortem examination of a body is to

^ostabUsh Us Identity when not Known. nnd^.o_ascertaln-tIic—tlmc-slnc^L-death

and~the^aui.e of death: butTln addition, the question of _llve_ birth and vlabl-

llty has~lo~b&~dctennln?d in the case~^~the~body of a ncwly-bom IiTfant

Rules.-*<A mcdlco-lesal post-mortem examination should never be un-
dertaken unless there Is a written order from the Superintendent of Police,

the District Magistrate or the Coroner. Before commencing the examination,

the medical ofUcer should carefully read the police report on the appearance

and situation of the body when It was first discovered, and the cause of death

as far as could have been ascertained. This precaution Is necessary, especially

in the case of a decomposed body, so as to enable him to examine particularly

the organ or the part of the body most suspected for the evidence of death.

'^The examination should be conducted In daylight, and not In artificial

light as far as possible. It should also be as thorough and complete as cir-

cumstances permit. The three great cavities and the organs contained In

them should all be carefully examined even though the apparent cause of

death has been found In one of them. Just to avoid unnecessary, and some-
times unpleasant, cross-questions in court. Inasmuch as evidence of factors

contributory to the cause of death may be found In more than one organ.

—

•Ordinarily, a dead body Is sent to the morgue but In exceptional cases

the medical officer may be taken to the place where a dead body Is lyfng.

In that case he should note the place and nature of the soli whore he found
the dead body, an^ also its position"^peClJny as r^ards tne hands ^d feet

ai^^e^lgle or The clomps, it any. He snoum also note. in the^se of death
from violence, the position of the body In reference to surrounding objects,

such as sharp stones and the like, contact with which, it might be alleged. I

diad produced the Injury, and also whether any blood stains were visible
|

on such objects or anywhere near the corpse, and whether any weapons were
lying ^near it. The ground in the vicinity should be carefully searched for

the presence of footprints and evidence of any struggle. In the case of
suspected death from poisoning, he should note whether any appearance as
of vomited matter, etc. was present In the neighbourhood of the body.
Much valuable evidence can be obtained by proper Investigation at the
scene of crlme.'^ Suggestions useful both to the Investigating officer, medical
or police are given in pamphlets written by Dr. N. K. Sen, the Director,
Forensic Science Laboratory, Govt, of West Bengal. Calcutta.*

' All the details observed by the medical officer should be carefully en-
tered on the spot by himself in the post-mortem report (see below) or in a
note-book, which can be used as evidence in a legal inquiry. He should not
mind the report getting soiled; this will enhance its value, inasmuch as It

goes to prove that it was written at the time when "facts were still fresh
in the mind." If there is an assistant, the best plan is to dictate to him as the
examination proceeds step by step, and then to read, verify and attest the
report. It Is not safe to trust to memory and to wTite the report later after
completing the examination. The notes and the report to he sent to court
must tally with each other. There should ^ no discrepancy. Nothing
should be erased, and all alterations should be iiiitialled.

.

Report of the post-mortem examination
On the body of "“^lace Date Time
Body identified by Police Constable No. and Chaukidar
Probable age Probable time since death

1. West Bengal Government Press—Reprints from The Calcutta Police Journal—1957.
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A.—EXTERNAL EXAMINATION

1. Condition of body as regards muscularity, stoutness, emaciation, rigor mortis

and decomposition.

2 Marks of identification specially In the case of the body of an unknown person.

3. Eyes.

4. State of natural orifices, cars, nostrils, mouth, anus urethra, vagina.

5. Injuries—nature, exact position and measurements Including direction, especially

In incised wounds.
6. State of limbs, contents of hand If Clenched, bones and joints.

7 External organs of generaUon.
8 Additional remarks

B—INTERNAL EXAMINATION
1 .—Head and Neck

Scalp, skull bones (Vertex). 5. Vertebr®.
6. Spinal Cord.2

Additional remarks.

Membranes.
BraiiL
Base of the skull.

II—Thorax
A. Walls, ribs, cartilages.

B Plcuraj.

C. Larynx, Trachea and Bronchi
D Right lung.
E Left lung.

Pericardium.
Heart with weight.
Large vessels
Additional remarks.

1. Walls
2 Peritoneum
*3 Cavity.
4. Buccal cavity, teeth, tongue, and

Pharynx.
5. (Esophagus.
6. Stomach and its contents.
7. Small intestine and Its contents.

II—Abdomen
8 Large Intestuie and Its contents
9. Liver (with weight) and gaU bladder.
10 Pancreas.
11. Spleen with weight.
12. Kidneys with weight.

‘

13. Bladder.
14. Or^ns of generation.
15. Additional remarks with, where pos-

«ble, medical officer's deduction from
content of the

0.-DATI: AND HOUR OP ONSET OP SYMPTOMS K.Do OP DEATH
...riuois. To be answered

piJcT®'’"''”"
“ manner op death.'"

'

Date."
'

Afedfcal Officer.
The medical officer holding a post-mortem h

familiar with the normal and pathological appSrancer 0^5?should be able to Interpret post-mortem flnSs hv a
experience, otherwise miscarriage of Justice is

training and
Should note the time ol the antral o? Se bo’l/™ hfhour ol the post-mortem examination and the name

®

was held. The necessary Papers authorizing the medlcal'offle?.*?
1'’”° “

autopsy are Ircqucntly brought by the police long alter the tartJ ^This dilatory method on the part ol the police hL ores Jo i>tTlved.

composlllon ol the body In the post-moS rtar^
° '«> ‘he de-

in a good condltlom It Is, therclore. safer to note the eMcrttae"?ol these papers. There should be no unnecessarv rtfi, .

‘ “nUyery
mortem examination. It should be made as sora’^as the o" a post-
and the excuse ol attending npon a midwifery case brought,
reason should not prevent him Itora perlormlng thu most taL'’.'’'" “®llar
too frequently unpleasant, duty.

most important, though

2. Spinal Cord need not be examined unless anv —
poisoning or Ininry exist “W Indications ol dlsSTSTJ-r

3. in case of exhumation the date o. burta. and exhumation shomd be ,m„r,he‘
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No unauthorized person should be allowed to be present at the autopsy.

Instruments.—^The following instruments should be at hand before

commencing the examination:

—

1.

Scalpel^ 2. Large Section -Itnlfe. 3. Dissecting forceps. 4. A pair of

sharp pointed Scissors. 5. Saw. 6. Costotomc. ~T. Enterdtome. 8. Blunt probe.

1) -Blow pipe. 10.^ pair ‘"of^ Iron hooKs TT. S^^slTl_and_curYed_needlQs.
12 Strong twine. I3r~A measuring tape.^14. Measxirlng and graduated glass

containers. 15. China platcs:ziGr~Baslns to contain watep 17. Sponges. 18. A
pair of^Thlck India-rubber _Blovcs„wlih_cauntlets_or—photographic—gloves.
19. Machine for welchlng_grgans. 20. At least two_wide_mQUthcd4^hite_glass
bottles (with glass stoppers) of about one litre capacity to contain portlon-s

of viscera. 21. Few glass slides and test tubes.

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION

The. following steps should be followed for the external examination:

—

1. The body should be Identified by the police constable and the

chaukidar, who brought it to the mortuary. It should also be Identified by

a relative or friend of the deceased present on the spot These persons will

be required to give evidence In court of having identified the body in the

presence ol the medical officer holding the post-mortem examination in case

a person Is tried for having caused the death of the deceased.

2. In the case of an unknown body, a general appearance of the body

describing the race, sex, age, stature, features, scars, tattoo-marks, teeth

and occupational characteristics etc., should be noted for the purpose of

Identification. The body should be photographed and the finger prints

taken. The police should arrange for such a body to be photographed at

once, before it gets decomposed. The photograph Is worthless after the

.features have become bloated and distorted from putrefaction, but nften
bodies are photographed even after advanced putrefaction. At the request

of the police the head may be preserv^, for future Identification, In methy-
lated spirit and a little formalin In a large closely fitting glass jar or any
other receptacle.

3. If there are clothes on the body, they should be carefully examined
for stains of mud, tears, etc.. Indicating a struggle, before they are removed.
Stains of.-.htood, semen, vomit or fcecal matter should be described and pre-
served-'for"cheinlcal analysis. Cuts or rents caused by a cutting instrument,
bums caused by fire or acids, or holes and blackening caused by discharges
from firearms should be carefully noted and compared with injuries on the
body.

4. In the case of a cord or ligature round the neck, Its exact position,
manner and application of a knot or knots and its material should be noted.

5. Age should be given from the presence of the teeth and other appear-
ances. If, owing to rigor mortis, the Jaw cannot be opened to count the
teeth, the cheeks should be cut to expose them.

6. Time since death should be noted from the temperature of the body,
post-mortem staining, rigor mortis, stage of putrefaction, and even from the
degree of digestion of the stomach contents which, however, only yields
evidence of doubtful value.

7. The condition of the body, whether stout, emaciated, or decomposed,
should be mentioned. The eyes should be examined and the opacity of the
cornea and lens should be noted particularly in vehicular accidents. The
state of the pupils should also be noted as to whether they were contracted
or dilated.
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should be examined fof'the kcsS ^'hyuriS^f ontl vagina
such as blood. PUS, etc. me Sth ” <ilscharges'
examined for the presence of froth and th. l>e particuSnoted in connection with the front teeth.

the tongue should be
S. The hands should be examined f™

”d^r~ - srs; -- -^ag-

shoura bJtte^^^’X." Of spouting of blood

J--:;rglToraref~ ---d be noted.

on thffront ar°we?ra.s'^°"Jne
back'“’l'n “ti ?r?m"hea°d' ST"’'the head should be removed to examine .n “ f™i>le hodv th ^on the body, thev *;hnTiM >,«
examine the scalp, if mv of

before they are described to tTetaU* to‘“’to'‘' oiefuhy '‘’“"f
cedure Is very helpful In enablintr »?

Post-mortem report ^ e”
sketches.

.0 ^understand the exact ^
.sngfh',“tr:adr dtSion%‘f he^cribed

or near by tissues .should aUo ^’ " "“'nee of bleedln^?^’ 0«sence „f

;ou„. Should not be toves.igatod byla""^
‘

ri^iuSrS^^ tbe bi;

..onJd" ‘.S'ahr.b“'m\reVrtosr“™'^^^^^^^^ IT -edby nre. .scaiding nuids. cortvlf*; ^ ^S'Ctere^'
fractures and the loim® carefully exami

^Psed

b-dS”L Se-r.r^«
.heSpri--,,~^^^^^

““~ -
mentioned In the report'’ Woo ond'iny

'2J'' ‘hose noted
It. In the case of tbe body ot a n .

^oo'O £examine ihe lower cplphysh o,’;h.'
-t is „' “""o “I oosSSuoJ m
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prove Its maturity. For this purpose the knee

Joint should be opened by makintr ah incision

across Us front and the lower end of the femur

should be pushed through the wound. The epl-

physlral cartilage should now bo sliced off in thin

sections until a central pink spot is seen. The
slicing of the cartilage should be continued till

the greatest diameter of the ossified point Is

reached.

INTERNAL EXAMINATION

If there be a fatal wound leadulg~’to one of

^ihc civnies. that' cavity ~shouId~bc~opengd~~fIr^.

7>r the i^adShould be opened first, and then tire

thorax and the abdomen. Ffdfcssor Harvey
Ctule John-* recommends the examination of the

head first in cases of alleged infanticide so that

the examiner may have an opportunity of In-

specting the contents of the skull before the

blood can possibly drain away during the exami-

nation of the thorax and trunk and also because

he will bo better able to Interpret appearances In

the lungs when they are examined. _Every organ
contamed In the cavities must alwas^be examin-

thft spinal coTd npf>d_r>nt._f)Trilr>arUy be
~

examined unless there Is suspicion of some In-

jury to the mtebral column or the alleged cause

of 'death is due to s6ftl&'“splnal poison or some
such disease as tetanus. In that case It should be
examined last of all.

HEAD
A transverse Incision across the vertex should be made from ear to ear,

and alter reflecting the flaps anteriorly upto the orbits and posteriorly upto
the occipital protuberance the Inner surface of the scalp should be examined
for extravasation of blood and the skull bones should be examined for
evidence of any fracture or separation of sutures after the periosteum is

denuded and the temporal muscles have been dissected off. In a doubtful
case the skull should be tapped with a hammer; It would elicit a ringing
note if there is no fracture. To remove the skull cap a circular cut is then
made with a saw round the cranium keeping close to the reflected flaps.

Its inner surface should then be examined for fracture of the inner plate,
or effusion of blood, which may be found on the dura mater. The longitudinal
venous sinuses should be examined for evidence of laceration or thrombosis.
The dura mater should be removed by cutting longitudinally along both the
sides of its middle line noting any effusion of blood or serum or the presence
of pus. It would not be out of place to note here the distinction between
meningitis and mere effusion of blood in the meninges. In the former the
surface of the brain looks greasy and dull, but not so *in the latter. The
brain should now be removed by raising the anterior lobes with the fingers
of the left hand and cutting through the various nerves at its base and the
medulla as low down as possible. The brain should be placed in a large
clean receptacle or dish and examined minutely on its upper as well as under
surface (base) for the evidence of any Injury, effusion of blood, inflam-
matory products, embolism of arteries, morbid growths or any disease of its
tissue. The ventricles should also be examined. Areas of petechial haemor-
rhages on the brain should be investigated tor evidence of fat embolism.

4. Trans. Medico-Legal Soc.. VoL 2CVI, p. 88.
'

MJ.—

5
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The dura mater should lastly be stripped from the base of the skull to

facilitate its examination for the presence of fractures.

Before examining the thorax, both the cavities, the thorax and the ab-
domen should be opened by making a longitudinal incision from above the
middle of the sternum to the public bone, keeping wide away from any wounds
existing In its line. In infant bodies the incision should be carried a little

to the left of the umbilicus. The Integument, fascia and muscles should
now be reflected and examined for extravasation of blood In their inner sur-
face. The abdominal cavity should be examined before thp cavity is
opened^ The colour and appearance of the abdominal viscera, "as also'^^'he
patron of the diaphragm with respect to the ribs (especially in full term
newly-born Infant bodies) should be noted. It should also be noted if there
is any collection of blood, serum, pus. or tocal matter In the cavity.

After this preliminary, the examination of the thorax should be pro-
cciejl£d_^h. Th(:“riba auJ alciiium -should be exammed' for ' evidence
of fracture and then the cavity of the thorax should be opened by dividins
the ribs at their cartilages and the sternum at the sternoclavicular iunctlont
with the costoiome and lifting up the sternum separating Ls from the und«»r
lying parts without Injuring them. The pleural cavities should be examfn^ri
for the presence of adhesions, foreign bodies or fluid of a bloody or nunilpnt
nature. The pericardium should be opened and examined for any adhM
between Its two surfaces or If there is any abnormal quantity of ihiid
in Its cavity. Normally about a drachm of bloody serum is found
pericardial saa The condition of the chambers of the tear?examined by opening them In sHu. The lungs and heart sh^id
from the cavity and laid on the table. The lungs should hJ

removed

evidence of disease, congestion. Inlurv, Tardieu’s s^ts etc and^L°?f"should be examined tor me pre^nce of pent up expectoration^ nllf
foreign body. The heart should be opened and its ctemw
the presence of valvular disease, and the condlUon of
and myocardium should be noted. The coronary arteries
and examined for obstruction of. or thrombosis In their lum

opened
• should be examined for aneurysm or calcareous degeneration

To examine the larynx, trachea and msopharus an •

made from the chin to the upper part of the sternum attrr
should be

well backward and placing a block of wood beneath
‘growing the head

ing the soft parts on each side of the middle of the lai^» reflect-
and the oesophagus should be removed and examined trachea
from their posterior surface. The Interior of the open
mined for evidence of congestion. Inflammation or

should be exa-
rnembrane. and the presence of a foreign body, tumoSlarynx and trachea should be examined for the nres^^ of7 7^cture. The
body in their Interior, and their mucous membrane shomd h

^
congestion or Inflammation. Any fracture of th..

examined for
chcal rings or hyoid bone should be noted.

‘itryngeal cartilages, tra-

* ABDOMEN
The peritoneum should be first examined for evid

gcstlon. Inflammation, or cocudation of lymoh or oV,’.
adhesions, con-

pelvic cavities should then be examined for the prSSre ‘“’'lomlnal and
purtilcnl ntild. or Eastrtc contents. K„w the abd^r^,, “ “oMy
removed and examined separately as below;— organs should be

Stomach.—In ordinary circumstances the
making a cut while tn titu for the erotenu'as ^ examined
quality and the degree of their dlgestlbllltv n,,* ,

Quantity and^ riispected

by

poisoning
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the stomach should be removed after tying a double ligature at both chds.

It should then be opened In a thoroughly clean plate: after emptying the

contents its mucous surface should be carefully examined noting Its app^o-r-

ance, and any suspicious particles found adherent thereto should be picked

ofT with a pair of forceps and placed In a separate small phial for chemical

analysis. The contents of the stomach should also be e.xamlned as regards

their smell, colour and character and for the presence of any foreign particles

or lumps; these, If present, should be felt between the thumb and Index

finger as to their roughness or smoothness.

Intestines.—The intestines should be removed after ligaturing at both

ends and should bo cut longitudinally to examine the inner surface for the

presence of congestion, inflammation, erosions, ulcers, perforation or any

other lesion. In cases of suspected poisoning the contents should be pre-

served and sent for chemical analysis wherever possible as they may soine-

times give valuable clues ns to the nature of the poison.*

Liver.—The surface of the liver should be examined as regards Hs

smoothness or roughness. If there is any Injurj* to the liver, its nature and
dimensions should be noted as well as the size and weight of the liver.

Normally the liver measures I2"x7”x31''- The organ should be cut

open by deep Incisions in several places, and the colour, consistence and
blood supply of its tissues should be carefully marked: at the same time the

presence of an abscess, new growth or amyloid degeneration should be

observed.

The gall bladder should be opened and the presence or absence of bile

stones and the character and quantity of the bile should be noted.

Spleen.—The size, colour and consistence of the organ should be noted
as well as the condition of Its capsule. In the case of a rupture of the spleen.

Its size and position should be described, as well as the size and weight of

the spleen. The normal spleen in the adult measures 5''x3'’xl'’.

Kidneys.—The size, colour and weight of the kidneys should be noted.
Normally the size of a kidney Is 4''x2"xl''. Its capsule should be
examined as to whether It is adherent or strips off easily. The kidneys
should he cut open and the Internal cut surlaces should he examined lor

the presence of Bright’s disease or amyloid degeneration : the pelves should
be examined for calculi and evidence of Inflammation.

Bladder.—^The bladder should be examined for congestion, htemorrhage.
Inflammation and ulceration of Its mucous membrane. It may be opened
in situ and its contents noted, but In a suspected case of poisoning the uflne
should be removed and preserved for chemical analysis, as It may some-
times give a valuable clue as to the nature of the poison. Dr. Gopi Ballabh
Sahay, late Lecturer In Forensic Medicine at the Prince of Wales Medical
College at Patna suggests the following method for drawing urine un-
contaminated with blood or other extraneous matter from the bladder of a.

dead body :

—

Squeeze the penis and mop out the external meatus. Put the glans tn
the mouth of a small glass lar or a wide-mouthed glass bottle and press the
bladder in situ after opening the abdominal cavity. Urine will pour out
the jar or bottle, unless there was a very bad stricture of the urethra or an.

abnormally enlarged prostate. In the case of a female body, keep the mouth
of an ordinary glass bottle close to the urethra, and press the bladder. Urine
will pour out in the bottle, if there is any in the bladder.

Uterus.—In female bodies the uterus should always be examined for its

size and shape. The normal size of the organ is 3''x2"xl". and weight
from one to one-and-a-half ounces ; but the size and weight vary consider-

5. The U.P. Med. Manual. 1934. p. 225, amended para No. 793.
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ably during pregnancy or when there is any tumour. The condition of Its
mucous membrane and the thickening of Its wall should be examined after
the uterus Is opened longitudinally. During menstruation the mucous
membrane Is thickened, softer and of a darker colour, and covered with
blood and detritus. In old age it becomes atrophied, and paler and denser
•In texture. If the uterus contains a foetus, the age of Its intra-uterlne life^ould be noted. The ovaries and Fallopian tubes should also be examined
-nie ovaries should be chiefly examined for corpora lutea. The vaginal canalshould be o^ncd and examined for the presence of a foreign body or marksof .Injury. The condition of the cervix and any marks from

less there Is any tadlcatlon ot « neceMaVthc*bSl'’' h '‘la

occiput to the lower end ol the aacrur AnlrTClna
dissecting away the muscles and noting extravasation I? .

Integuments.
tissues, the laminae should be sawn through vcrtlcabv „„ '“a ,

"

detached portions removed, when the dura mater wouW fnoting its appearance, the dura mater should
exposed. After

made lor the presence ol haemorrhage. InnammatC .
™>">"n«on

The cord should now bo removed, laid on the tabu°^’ tumour.
places, and examined for evidences of
matory lesions. Fracture of the odontoid proSIs rfr ;

and Inflam-
not be missed in cases or sudden death.

* vertebrae should

The vertebral column should be examin^rt .i.
or dislocations after the cord has been removed

" of fractures

As soon as the post-mortem examination I. om . .

thoroughly washed, the organs should be replace?^lmo'’;k‘'’' should be
dissected Haps should be brought In apposition aL o n

' “hf the
twine. The body should then be covered wiu) TrlJo’ "“h strong
to the relatJves or friends so as to “voS hurtingabsence ot the relatives or friends the body sSd L ' I" ‘ho
constable accompanying It, who ihould create m a

‘“"‘Md to the police

Itmm^
'“‘“'US of the deceased, but should *^6™ *th?

“ “"“‘ding to thestream or river as Is often done. ‘h‘ow It into a running
s.^flRESERVATION OF VISCERA AHD OTHPdSUSPECTED POISONING AND ROLES mn IN CASFS nwTHE CHEMICAL EXAMINER ANr^FoSsi^i^’^'^

In fatal cases ol suspected poisoning the lollo ,

‘•ABORatory
narlly be preserved for chemical analysis

*'”2 ‘Is'era should o.di
Blass bottles, fitted with glass stoppers. „Vh are

?' ''‘'’'-“““‘hed wStlgeons from he Chemical Examiner's ofilee L ‘he CM SuI

ZZr:L‘ i‘h of™ htre capfef;
. V -hies and of the

The stomach and
inside the stomach should be preserved m a seoa™? "bstance
sjr' A portion ol the liver, not less than 16 omllveryf It weighs less than 16 ounces. “eight, or the wa ,The spleen. If the spleen is ,e„

found

presen-edresen'em

Jne kidney.

wST ThThe upper part of the small Intestine with „
* contents.
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According to the rules of the U.P. Government for transmitting viscera

and other articles to the Chemical Examiner for analysis the stomach and
Its contents arc to be preserved In one bottle, and pieces of the liver, spleen.

Kidney and of the upper part of the small Intestine, In another bottle, but

It Is advisable to presen'c the stomach and Its contents together with a piece

of the upper part of the small intestine in one bottle, and pieces of the liver,

spleen and kidney in another bottle. In the case of Infants one bottle is

quite sufficient. These viscera arp_tQ_ br ,

<r>-rAcMnf»ri eptrit—

in rases of suspected poisoning- bv nlcnhoL pltpsphoru s, naralclehrde. aocUc
acid- or carbolic acid and other drugs ot the phenol groupjS'hen A^saUiiatgd
sjjlntlnT^ of rnmmon .salt ^rio bt^ eniploy(;(r.«- The .pifcw»->of~A-'lscera->shou 1d

be slashed-or-cut, fhp.prpserY^atjye

used. It should be remembered that the quantity of the rectified spirit or

the saturated solution of common salt should be equal to that of tlie viscera

In bulk. The viscera and rectified spirit or saturated solution of common
salt together should not fill the bottles, but only-reach- to-two-thlrds-oL their

height,

J

n_ord6r-to-cilmlnlsh the-risk of the boUlcs bursting In case any_gas
of ^decomposition Is given

^

off.^ The stoppers of the bottles should be treated

with motor grease, vaseline or any other suitable grease, to prevent them
sticking, and should be securely tied in position by tape or string, the ends
of w’hlch should be scaled In such a manner that the bottles could not be

opened without breaking the seals. A label containing the name of the

deceased and the viscera should be pasted on to each bottle. A sample of

the preservative used—cither the rectified spirit or the saturated solution of

common salt—should always bo preserved In a separate phial for chemical
analysis, unless the preservative Is supplied from the Chemical Examiner’s
office.

Before despatch to the Chemical Examiner each bottle should be put
Into the cardboard case in which It was Issued from the Chemical Examiner’s
office. .The number stonciUed on the cardboard case should be the same as

that of the battle. The cardboard case should be so securely tied up by the
pieces ot tape attached to Its sides and sealed that it would not be possible

to open the cardboard case wlthoxu breaking the seals. The cardboard case
should then be placed in a wooden box. called a standard pattern box. which
Is also supplied by the Chemical Examiner. The box has a pent-roof shape,
is furnished with a door at the side and Js lined Inside with cushions which
press against the bottle firmly on all sides, so that no further packing mate-
rial is necessary. A bigger wooden box divided Into two compartments is

also supplied so that it can hold both the bottles. Tlie door of the box has a
lock whose key remains permanently with the Civil Surgeon A duplicate
key is kept In the Chemical Examiner’s office, A serial number is marked
on each box and also on the key. This number should be quoted In the
letter Informing the Chemical Examinee, of the despatch of the parcel. After
locking the door of the box a piece of tape should be passed across the key-
hole and sealed in the depression made in the wood near the keyhole. The
address label should be pasted to the door of the box in such a position as
to cover the keyhole. On this label the number and date of the letter
advising despatch to the Chemical Examiner should always be inserted to
prevent mistakes in identification. Viscera and articles belonging to separate
cases should never be packed in the same box. The box should be for-
warded to the Chemical Examiner by railway parcel, and the railway receipt
together with the forwarding letter should be sent to the Chemical Examiner
under a registered cover. The forwarding letter should contain the number,
date, numbers of the bottles used, and case number In which analysis of the

^ 6 The U.P. Medical Mmiital, 1934. p 224; ^mbajTCiril Medical Code, 19^.“p. 152;
Directions for jonoarding cases to tite Chemical Examiner, Bengal, for Medico-Legal
Examination, p 4.

7 The U.P. Med. Manual. 1934, p. 223.
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viscera Is required by the District Magistrate. All the articles should bepacked and sealed la the presence of the Civil Surgeon, the special medico-
legal seal being used for the purpose. Along with the letter a copy of the post-mortem report should also be forwarded, and a full history of tL patient In
all poison ng cases Is essential. Recently Instructions for sending materialto the Director, Forensic Science Laboratory and Chemical Examiner toGovernment of the State of Bombay have been revised*

txamlner to

be p'r"eserd"“ ‘eVat crs';rp"‘Sg’J'““ -

clea“;iarbmtL“wi:rrn%qTarqu“;C:, rlt^edlrtofjhymol if rectlfled spirit Is contra-lndlcaSr^^Fi^^u'’
grains

served separately In a clean glass bStle
The heart and a portion of the brain ti. \. ,

in separate glass bottles with rectified iilrlt If f
'"‘‘'^'^tved

strychnine Is suspected,
^ ' ** Poisoning by nux vomica or

yaffil Lung,ti5sue^jind.blood~from-the.cavltv.ot _be preserved separately In clean glass bottles wn? •’oart. These should
JllcJajases ot suspected poisoning by cartQn;!!^^cyanic acid, alcohol or .chloroform and sSd ' Wolrgas, hydro-
examination as soon as possible. The cerehrn'cr.i

forwarded for chemical
preserved In a suspected case ol poisoning ^ tiShol

“

<lvl A portion Of the skin and subcutanecr .son was suspected to have been administered by subem"
" liters pol-^ P«tltuna,PI.theJons,bones. These should be

'")oo“on-
cases of subacute o'r chronic polsonlng-bvlirSnf W'^^ved In suspected
when a body Is e.xhumed after a long^arilfS^w^T.^'*" specially
extenMve putrefactive changes ivhen a body has undergone

syll' A quantity of hair from the head tm ususpected cases of subacute or chronic polamin,^*^ “‘’““W be preserved In
minerals are eliminated by the hair.*

^ minerals, as most of the
v.tvlll The_utotU5-uuia_lu -appendages lov.n.-

the vagina In fatal cases of suspected criminal ahn iT
upper part ofsary by the medical oHlcer. Sticks or “ofher '

for ? ™' *' “>h*'dcred neces-
genltal tract should be preserved In a separate via

Oodles found In thedrying when practicable,
® B'®** bottle after removal and

Unless the viscera and other articles a™Examiner they arc to be preserved for a nerlnri v
to be destroyed alter obtaining the District Sisw* “'’“‘b®’ =

**«si5xrates assent

Ly.t.L.i, tuc viscera ana other articles arg.Examiner they arc to be preserved for a period
to the Chemicalto be destroyed alter obtaining the Dl3lrlerSlstrate\™“bs,^ and are "hen

CAUSE OF DEJATH
Alter completing post-mortem examination

form an opinion as to the cans#* and the medical
antes observed by him ^sSbT,S"dgtê ^-faiUg-S' ofS' app^S'abstract ot his opinion to the Police StaWe ‘be vernacutar ,n;communication to the investigating oIBccr. It he ‘be bMy to?the post-mortem appearances, as well nn his onin.

^ ^

should mention the fact In his report. Thn ®^atement of the Sf!i

"

possible, but concise and clear. S^dd^. be as comnw’

reports drawn up by ^SSStfm^-
8 See The Dombav Police Gazette. 4lh Si-nt ^ State
9 Bageht and Oanguli, .tnKofJ of Biochn^fr,,^’^

NO 1. March 1941 Cxperj77jen«aZ
10 For fuller details see the VJ*. SUedfeat Uanu i

Vol. i,
“

’ PP- 219-226
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Medical Service in charge of dispensaries) have to be countersigned by Civil

Surgeons, but this appears to be unnecessary and meaningless, as responsi-

bility still rests with Civil Assistant Surgeons.

Table I showing the xceights of the chief organs removed from the. fresh

bodies of healthy Indians of the Uttar Pradesh, varying from

10 to 70 years of age^ who died from violence

Organs.

Males. Females.

Weight in ounces. Weight in ounces.

Min. Max. Average. Min. Max. Average.

35 57 47.34 30 48 38.29

Right Lung 7 30 18.15 C 20 13.5

Left Lung 5 30 16.58 5 18 11.75

3.5 13 10 4 8 G.5

Stomach 3 9 5.6 3.5 8 5.75

Liver 26 64 43.78 30 50 38.25

Spleen 2.5 11 6.03 2 9.5 .5.14

Right Kidney 2.5 6 3.64 3 4

Left Kidney 1.5 6 3.63 2

Table 11 showing the weights of the organs removed from the bodies of

adv.li’-males kept in a cool room of the mortuary of the

Grant Medical College, Bombay^

Organs
1

Average weight in

1

grammes

(Malesi (Pemalesi

1

j

Organs
|

i

Average
weight In
grammes.

Brain 1 (128S.561 1218.72 111 62.001 1 Kidneys I 199.45

Right Lung
j

317.73
1

Pancreas 93.85

Left Lung 1 297.92 1 Pituitary
|

0.40

Heart
i

f232.15» 243.68 (228 001 Suprarenals 10 36
Liver . 1 1122.96 ' Thyroid

j

10.25

Spleen t 144 76
1

Some medical officers labour under a mistaken belief that they should
never be definite in their opinion as to the actual cause of death, and should,
therefore, qualify their opinion by using the word, “probably”, in their

post-mortem report. This dictum is sometimes carried so far that instead of
helping ^e Judge to come to a definite conclusion their opinion unneces-
sarily creates a bad Impression on his mind. For Instance, a Civil Surgeon
men^ned In a case where a man was murdered by the discharge of a gun
in -me abdomen that in his opinion death was probably due to shock and

hjemorrhage resulting probably from the wound in the abdomen
^ich was probably caused by the discharge of a fire-arm. In cross examl-
matlon he had to admit that there was no possibility of any other cause of
death in the case, and he used the word, “probably”, so often in his report,
las it was customary to do so among medical officers. In connection with
Hhe use of the word, "probably”, by medical officers in their post-mortem
reports, the Sessions Judge of Agra made the following interesting observa-
vons in the course of his judgment In the case of K. E. v. Gttllkandi charged
under section 302 of the Indian Penal Code;

—

1 “I have already drawn the attention of the District Magistrate to the
dfeplorable manner in which medical evidence Is often recorded In Magis-
trates* Court. Medical officers appear to drive some inward satisfaction

11. P. V. Gharpure and H. 1. Jhala, Ind. Med. Gas., Dec. 1949, p. 541; /nd. Med. Gas.
Aug 1950, p. 342; Ind. Med. Gas.. Nov. 1952, p. 487 and Ind. Jr. Med. Sc.. June 1958. p. 445.
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Magistrate to recall lor proper examination
^

dence was for the purpose "of this i-afO*
ofllcer whose evl-

“Prohably, A medleal offleer sionldT 0
1"'!"’ "“P''-

the cause ot death and every elTort shouH
*" opinion, was

against which I am perpetually flghtlng In Court^t' th°i

™‘
In a case where a l„g„i,n

“‘her matters."
In an incised wound, 4" x i- x i" “Jn.

external carotid artery were cut
mortem examination gave an opinion tharfOO d

'hP Po*'-
‘h' wound of the neck thus lmnlvlnO!'Oi,‘^f'OL“'“‘‘

“PPourcd to have
might be something else,

^ actual cause of death

a deS:0S,“ '“whTnt”' ^ “esltate to give
where they are unable to find an^

^“““"ablv do so. But In those cases
no injury sufficient to^

organs being healthy,

and iJ report that they cannot''^nm'^
death, they must mention

facts if
‘hey must explain theT™shr' 1° a“ho'u4lon,

thfo.”
h cases It Is advisable ^ a f m

hv reasoning out all the

liver smeef’'/''”” 'hemical analyst
measure to preserve

-Sln°a't,‘^'

The examination should^'be
BODIES

Iron or steel 8- i„„f
'hauMS ot septic poIsoMm decomposed bodies

lor hooking up IhfabJommf
h™' m fo™ a“ haldl° .

"h'"'’

open and aho^fop Incisions convenient

°"^^case?"''''‘
and hooking' up° th\"La«! lungs

hh^ out the cause

were fixed at the hip lom?. Modi l™„fl ,^'1
” with the hands

the hands, feet and no Passed over the tw
^^at the lower limbs

'dkot,,. ihrso« ‘’tlsres Trom""’ '”^'‘ho' “y sev™? '‘‘‘‘“re
thoracic and abdomtaa" eav^r.

‘h' ‘™nk had glv™
°’ “>»“

and lower limbs had beeff hutlocks and°BMtf “xPoalng the
eul et were cut through ^elof irfl adTpoce?^ ‘tS.'' f 'h= “PP«-
obliquely across the front m.n .

‘h^old cartilage windpipe and
through the upn<»r nart r>* *\. seventh nw «

^^ere were two cuts
of the left first rlb.^^Tho th?® f^rnum near Ug vertical cuts
Modi gave his opinion that tS^ dP**”^

“Momlnal organs"^^^^^ cartilage
.
neck and stab wounds on th? fl«t kUled ^‘'sent.
into a well (Pig. 20). then tied with ^ the

In cases of stranv.iTf.H .

° thrownIn cases of strangulation a d »,

^

tlsll “r s'ome hmf^r, °A_-“”po"!klf be apparenpersists for som; ttae l„ a”"’
“ orand"’"? do appare

the neck on the sixth day aftc?dp‘?i,*’“®‘"® Wodl found”-?
large extent. ^ when the bodyT? k *"ark

Tlie presence of mud in
Putrefied toTlie presence of mud in the right h
Putre.._

tlon held on the fifth day aftef*2^*’fS"®^“s at the post m ^putrefaction led Modi to form a the b?dy examine



EXA^tI^rATION OF MUTILATED BODIES OR FRAGMEKTS IZ

Fig 2C.—D"composed bcdv of « Hindu ir>’.Ie rlth hands,
fpst and n**ck ilpd fogeihcr

A foreign body, such as a bullet, a piece of a weapon or some other object,
found in a body, may give a valuable clue to the cause of death.

In fracture of the skull bones disorganized clotted Wood way be /ound
on their Inner plates, or on the surface of the dura mater and on the brain
in spite of Its soft and pulpy nature If decomposition has not far adx’anced;
but the mere effusion of blood on the brain would not be enough to warrant
a statement that the fracture was caused before or after death. In doubtful
cases a guarded opinion should be given that the injuries found on the body,
if inlUcted during life, were suthclent to cause death and that they might
have been caused by such and such a weapon.

The necessary viscera should always be preserved for chemical analysis
in those cases where the cause of death cannot be found owing to advanced
decomposttlon.

\y^C:5^MINATION OF MUTILATED BODIES OR FRAGMENTS
Mutilation of a dead body is not always the act of a criminal, 'vho wants

to destroy all traces of tdeiiUty and thus to get greater facilities for its
disposal. In India, animals, such as rats, dogs, jackals and hyenas, and birds
such as_yuitures. may attack a dead body..aniLTmitilate R in a verX-Shgrt time.
w^n.gxpDsed,Jm.an-openvfield-Ofj-fjic oatskffts-of-aLdi/aeoJJiU^ownT Besides.
it is not an uncommon sight to notice the dead bodies of lunatics,
.Pilgrims, lying on the roadside or on remote spots m the vicinity of villages,
and attacked by birds of prey, dogs and other animals, if the village chaukidar
happens to find such a mutUated body, he hurriedly runs to the police
station to make a report about this wonderful discovery, and the remnants
of the body are forwarded to the civil Surgeon tor post-mortem examination.

^

In such cases the medical examiner should first ascertain if the parts
or not. This is only difficult when a piece of muscle without

f he sHin or a viscus is sent. In such a ca^ a definite opinion can be given by
th,ti^p^ipl{iiLJ?s^^jiicb«i5_^quaiIy:.appUcahle.^^hlood., as, well

^hy^biheiusoft.,4i5sue„^oyided—the-tissue^.is-Jnot .severely.'de-
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composed Having determined that they are human he should try to elucidatetne loiiowins points:

—

v-ef All separate parts should be fitted toeether anrf »» >

mined whether they belonged to one and the sfme iody

th^c2r'o"rLln"H?n;“'“'
The manner of separation as to whether thow .

through, cut cleanly, lacerated, or Knawed through by animals
The sex can be determined, if the head nr « .. w.

the presence or absence of hair Keneral J
available, from

It may also be determined irom the recognition M nms, h"'’mary tissue under a microscope. „ available, and nnm“ og^bT with °n' nahed

thr^a,r™tr„rr an^d^ dT^ee^rd^vJ?"'?
Of the bones. pment of fragments and O-s-slftcation

Identmcatlon can bo determined fra™ . ..
4iae. C(iIout-nI_halr. CB;dltlon,sl teeth, dcfotmltie. I'EKCIcrjnt.s.
or lrom.thg_dt&coYery..ot carmln artifi..^ f^f“~rlriii!m'

^p^^-^d(l.Qld_Iracturc.s.

ttt.^lsslng-person.ln..as:odaUon.wlu>tK,uui.rfci 'i!,°^,'^‘“ belonged
a skeleton. He!ght,can.hcxalcutated Irom the meMiremVr" «<

The probable time since death may beb' ‘be pans.
'b'b bd ascertained Irom the condition

8. The cause of death can be ascertainpH <f 4 ».injury to some large blood vessel or some vital
evidence of a fatalbating wound on the left side of the chei ! instance, a penc-

noticed on the mutilated body of ventricle of thesteel trunk and found lying in a first clas-i
Hindu male packed In i

haho'^roT"''
srat?of„n1S,'“b«t>nent of No. e do™ trainthe Up. penis and extremities had been severed from

' ‘''“b’ “PPai
Ala>andar Murder Ca«e—One Mr ai» ..

“ trunk.

p- iS'life" »-

<a,

P’ST ‘,2' part ‘be vSSra atUiS.tf ? ‘b' deSpltaS IT' P"“" were
vertebral column attached to the trunk. and theshowed male features

® Both the head and of the
His height was estimated as g feet <4

separately

Sr ^hlle In his service register it was 5fL*?^ being 4 ft. 9 m and fhThe Drum Murder Case.—On jg-in.-w
^

Anhsenfi^^Jb® head
murdered In Masullpatnam by neighhmim Subbamma aged nh« ?

'

ed from a heavv zinc drum, from of robbed years wa
down from a tram compartment% StMlo? '’^^ovei
done in Madra.s on 22-10-54 and on Persons on 01 4^-?" ^^as pushpdone in Madra.s on 22-10-54 and on ttoMlSlow'™”*" Persons on 2T10S4” pushed
cstabluhed by Dr. K c. Jacob - ">M.co legal M„‘i">i‘.bu‘opiy S

1 Time of Death —Owing to fairlv advn ^
.bat death could have takeu place 48 hoars Se 1Krr°4fr£fS„b,5« opined
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2. Aiitiviortcm or PosUnoricm B^oands.—The pathologist, Dr. Vlswanathan on naked
eye appearances and microscopic evidence of early inflammatory changes like dilation

of blood vessels etc., in the grounded tissue opined that the injuries in the scalp and
chest were antemortem.

3. The Cause of Death.—Head injuries caused by hitting with the rice pounder and
fracture of the ribs caused bv presslnc on the sides of the chest with the tace could

have produced death from shock.

4. Age and Identification o/ the Dead Body.—(1> The presence of grey hair in the

scalp and in the pubis. (2) The appearance of the gums wltli complete absence of the

teeth in both jaws. (3) The absence of marked distension of the breasts InspUe of

advanced putrefaction suggested advanced age.

5 Photograph.—Identifled by close relations.- -

6. Examfnet/on of Boncs.—Trom the extent of fusion of the skull, the alveolar

margins of the maxlllte and the mandibles, the geneml shaoe of the mandible, the

fusion of the manubrium with the bodv of the Sternum and Xlnhlsternum and the

general consistent appearances In the pelvis and long bones. It wa.s opined that her age

must have been about GO years.

7. The dhoblc mark on her green border sari was also a aseful clue.—K. C. Jacob.—
Jfadras Medical College Magatinc, Jan. 1937.

In September 1922. a body found in a well in a very advanced state of decomposi-

tion ^^•as sent for examination from Police Station HnsanganJ, Lucknow. All Uie Internal

organs had disappeared exceot a small portion of the small intestine and the uterus.

The lower jaw and the hands were missing. The skull was denuded free of soft tissues,

but had a depressed, fls-surcd fracture at the Junction of the parietal bones with the
frontal. There ViXis a necklace of glas-s beads round the neck, the soft parts of which
were destroyed in front by maggots, which were crawling all over the body. The body
appeared to be that of a Hindu female who had been killed by fracturing the skull

bone with a blunt weapon and then thrown Into a well.

Tlic Ruxlon Case.—On the 29th Seotember 1933. several mutilated and dismembered
human remains, consisting chiefly of two heads, thorax, pelvis, segments of the upper
and lower limbs, three breasts, portions of female external genitals, and the uterus and
Its appendages, were found lying in the bed of Gardenholmc Linn, below the bndge
on the Moflat-Edlnburgh road. With a view to effacing all evidence o7 sex and identity
the ears, eyes, nose and Ups had been removed from both the heads. The skin of the
faces had also been removed and the teeth had been extracted. The terminal joints

of the fingers had been removed from the hands, so that no identlRcation could be
possible from finger prints or some peculiarity of the nails or finger-tips. All the
remains were assembled and found to represent two female bodies, apparently well
developed and well nourished. From investigations carried out bv several specialists
it was proved beyond doubt that these bodies were those of Mrs. IsabeUa Ruxton. the wife
of Dr. Ruxton, aged about 35 vears. and Miss Mary Rogerson. the nurse-maid of Dr.
Ruxton, aged about 20 vears. who had both disappeared from the house of Dr. Ruxton
in Lancaster on the 15th September 1935. and were never again seen alive. Photographs
were taken of the skulls and super-imposed on those of the heads of Mrs. Ruxton and
Miss Rogerson and were found to tally in every respect. Casts made of the reconstructed
left feet of both the bodies fitted perfectly shoes belonging to Mrs. Ruxton and Miss
Rogerson.

The police searched the house of Dr. Ruxton and found numerous stains of human
blood in the bath room, on the bannister, stair rails, stair carpets, pads, surgical towel,
and a suit of clothes belonging to him. The police subsequently arrested Dr. Ruxton.
who was charged with having wilfully murdered Mrs. Isabella Ruxton and Miss Marj*
Rogerson He was found guilty of murder and sentenced to death.i3

The Baptist Church Cellar Murder.—On July 17, 1942, a gang of demolition workers
who were sent to clear out the damaged premises at 302, Kennington Lane, discovered
remains of a body covered with lime and buried under the floor of a cellar at the rear
of a Baptist Chapel. The remains consulted of a head lying loose and the trunk with
parts of the arms and legs missing. The body had been dismembered after death by
someone without .particular skill and knowledge of the parts The head was decapi-
tated through the joints between the upper end of Uie spine and the base of the skull.
In order to conceal identity efforts had been made to destroy tissues by fire. Thus,
the scalp and hair, face, eyes, lower jaw. hands and feet w'ere missing. There were
signs of burning on the head, down the left side of the trunk, and at the level of each

Owing to the sorinkllng of slaked lime the uterus and soft tissues especially of
me neck were well pr^erved though thev were dry. The remains were removed to the
Department of Forensic Medicine at Guv's Hosoital, where after cleaning and re-
assembling the parts Dr. Keith Simpson was able to determine the following points:—

1. Sex.—^The body was that of a woman from the presence of the uterus which
contained a fibroid tumour.

13. For full details see John Glaister and James Couoer Brash, Medico-Legal Aspects
ol the Ruxton Case, 1937.
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2 Stature.—After making due allowances for missing bones and tissues the height

was measured as 5 ft i ia By using Pearson's forroulse and Bollet's tables the height

was also estimated to be 5 ft. J in. from the entire humerus of the left side, which was

available.

3 An X'Rav examination of certain bones showed that the bones were those

of an adult and probably middle-aged. “Ihe age was further fixed at 40 to 50 by

study of the fusion between the plates of the vault of the skull and the palate. There

was complete fusion between the brow plates, fusion was m nrogress between the ton

plates and fusion was lacking between these two gtouos. The sutures of the palate had
also not united A number of well nreserved hairs on a minute fragment of scalp

which lav crushed on to the hack of the head showed that the colour was dark brown,

going grey.

4

Cause of Beafh —Strangulation (throttling) wa.s found to be the cause of death
from the nresence of some deen crimson b’ood clot extras a.sated between the tissues

surrounding the upner horn of the right wmg of the voice box and a fracture of the
horn of that wing of the thyroid cartilage under this clot The horn was forced inwards
towards the wnndpmo There was also a bruise to the back of the head which might
have been caused by the head being dashed against the ground while the throat va.s
gripped or might have followed unon a fall backwards to the ground

It was furthe'" established from the dental records cards of the treatment of the
teeth in the unner law keot bv the dental sureeon. from sunerimnosed photographs of
the available skull and the O'lginal nortralt and from the fibroid tumour of the uterus
that the remains were tho®e of one Mrs. Rochel Dobkin, who was 5 ft. 1 in in height
and was 47 vears old wnth dark brown hair eoint' grew She went out to mc*t her
husband. Harry Dobkin, on Sentember 11. 1941. and was never seen alive afte- that
date The husband on whose oremtses the bodv was discovered fifteen months afte-
burlal was charged with murder, was found guilty and was sentenced to death

The Acid-Bath Murder—In the earlv afternoon of February 18 1919 one John
George Haigh went with Mrs. Olive Durand-Deacon. a well-to-do widow to' Crawlev' in
his car from the Onslow Court Hotel In Kensington On reaching there he toak'her
into a slore-shed^t Leonold Road and shot her through the back of the head while sh"was looking at some nlastic. He removed her Persian lamb coat and iewollew
then put her fully clothed into a 45 gallon steel tank, into which he transf?i?ed^atrongsulphuric aad bv means of a stirrup pump from a carbov. Three davs impt
tome fat and bone floating m sludge In the tank This he removed in a hueWf
cmntled on ground opposite the shed entrance, and then pumped Lmetank to dispose of anv remaining tissues. On the n«»xt dav finding tha\
occurred completely he poured oft the contents of the lank"on\he
door. The plastic hand bag had not been affected by the acid.

opposite the

On the' first March the residual acid sludge and the debrL? Ivm^ *v.
lifted carefully bv shovel and remcned in boxes to New SrntiaiiH^v" i r

were
examination and sieving. All this mass of grease and eai^ wdAed

For three davs the dlrtv. oanlv vellow greasv nartlv ,i .

*

oatlenUy searched by spreading it out over steel travs on thp
residue was

following were recovered from the whole mass-— laboratory bench, and the
(1) A mass of some 28 lbs. of veUow greasv substance resomWin
<2) Three facetted gall stones of human type

escmbling melted body fat

•31 Part of a left foot eroded by acid
(4) Eighteen fragments of human bone, ah eroded bv nr,

a

(5) Intact full upper lower dentures
“ to a vary-ing degree

(61 The handle of a red plastic handbag
(7i A lipstick container cap

The eighteen fragments of partly eroded bone on fn^K
ned a-s-

“ further examination were identi-
(ai A left ankle pivot bone (talusi
(b* A small nart of the ccntr*» of the rieht --.v .

(c) A nsht os calcis (heel bone).
' attached ligamentous tissues

(di A right ankle pivot bone (talus)
•el Three lengths of eroded long bone cortex ,
•/. Parts of each pelvic (hip-girdle) bone femur (thigh bonei
(y) A fragment of pelvic wing (hip crest)
(/«) A small piece of the lower spina! column

intervertebral discs
w*umn. together

i

(i) Seven further small fragments, too tor er<vi»H #-
dellnltlon

Sffd -LcQ and Criminal j:»n vt « ~
-*'• xr, Part III,

• With eroded parts of two

Flex V Dobtir,

, 1943, p 132.
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All these residual fragments were eroded by a strongly acid fluid, and sharply

distinguished, therefore, from certain animal bones which showed no such changes though
lying In the same soil surface.

The Intact dentures were identified by a London Dental Surgeon as having been
supplied by her to Mrs. Durand-Deacon In the year 1947.

It was reasonable to draw the following Inferences from these examinations;—

(1) The gall stone.s were of human type and construction, and a positive precipitin

test proved beiond doubt that they were human.

(2) Of Uio nineteen parts of tissue listed above, the foot was so obviously human
.IS to be plainly so to a lay person; a plastic cast was made, and this enabled some
comparison to be made between it and the left shoe of the suspected victim. The
remaining verj- small fragments except seven were human as Judged by their mere
anatom5

’.

(3> No evidence of more than one body was forUrcoming from the remains.

(4) Indications of sr%* which remained after erosion were female; there was no
indication to the contrary*.

(5) Tire somewhat fragile state of the bones and the presence of asteo-arthritis in

certain joints Indicated late adult age.

(Gi The dentures were sufilclent to place Identity beyond all possible doubt.

(7' The remains gave no evidence as to the cause of death.

(8) Immersion In concentrated sulphuric add would under certain circumstances,
result in as extensive a destruction of the body as indicated by the remains within a
period of several das's. The body fat. gall stones, and certain plastic substances like

dentures would resist this erosion.

In addition to the above, a group of very* finely spattered blood-stains were found
on the white-washed wall of the siore-shcd. They were photographed and carefully
removed for laboratoiy- examination. They were found to be human.

Haigh was charged with the wilful murder of Mrs. Durand-Deacon ond was tried

at the Sussex Assizes at Lewes. A plea of insanity was raised in defence. To prove
this It was mentioned that after shooting his victim the accused made an incision into
the side of her throat with a penknife and collected a glass of blood which he drank.
He was also In the habit of drinking urine. The Jury, however, found the accused
guilty who was hanged at Wandsworth Prison on August 10, 1949.15

EXAMINATION OF BONES

When a skeleton or isolated bones are sent for medical examination, the
usual questions that a pollce-ofUcer puts to a medical officer are; whether
the bones are human or not; (\iy*ir human, whether they are male or female:

whether they belong to one or more individuals; ^)^thB stature of the
individual to w’hom the bones belonged: the age of the individual to
w'hom the bones belonged; (A>*^'ie time of death: whether the bones have
been cut, sawn, gnawed by animals or burnt: probable cause of death.

The above questions may be answ'ered by observing the following
points:

—

(1) Owing to prevailing ignorance the police as well as the public not
infrequently mistake the bones of animals, especially dogs, pigs and goats
for those of human beings. Thus, a village cJiaukidar in the district ol
Lucknow mistook a few bones of a bird lying near a tree in a field for those
of a newly born infant, suspected a case of criminal abortion and sent them
for medical examination. In a suspected case of murder in the District of
Meerut during the month of September 1921, several bones were picked up
by the police and forwarded to Modi for expert opinion. Among these the
bones of the upper extremity w'ere human while the remaining Including
the jaw and skull were animal bones. In another case a w'oman identified
the bones removed from a dry well as those of her husband alleged to have
been murdered, but on examination Modi found them to be those of a pig.
The knowledge of human as well as comparative anatomy is, therefore, neces-
sary to find out whether the particular bones are human or not. Tii©» answer

15. Keith Simpson, Medico-Leg. Jour., VoL XVIII. Part II, 1950. p. 38.
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Is quite easy when the bones are entire or when the skeleton Is sent, but great

caution should be used in giving a dcOnltc opinion, when small Iragmonts

of bones are available without any characteristic features, such as tub«’rosl-

tles, etc. TTi p preciDitin-iast conducted with antlhuman serum and extract.^

nf Tra^Tmonts-may- hp. . rmpioyed to find odl' ii they afc"Qi human origin.

Human and animal bones can also be distinguished by chemical analysis of

bone ash.

certain measurements of the limb-bones, esneclaliir
femur and tibia, are also useful for esUmatlns the

humerus, radius
In a tabulated form as compiled by Khan Siven below
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Bones. *
|

Males. Females.

1. Humerus
Length 322 mm. 290 mm.
Vertical diameter of head ... 48 mm. ’40.5 mm.
Blcondylar width CO mm. 57.5 mm.

2. Radius
LengUi 242 mm. 201.2 mm.
Vertical diameter of head 22.5 mm. 21.5 mm.

3. Femur
Length 439 mm. 412 mm.
Vertical diameter of head 43 mm. 41 mm.
Blcondylar width 79.5 mm. 70.5 mm.

4. Tibia
Length 370 mm. 358 mm.
Blcondylar a’ldth 75 mm. 65.8 mm.

(3) The bones sent for examination should be assorted according to the

side to which they belonged and then It should be noted if there were bones
of one kind more than necessary &s required for one Individual, or If there

were bones of the same kind more than necessary on the same side.

(4) To estimate the height of an individual .an-Inch or an Inch-and-a
half for the soft parts should be added to the length of the entire skeleton, if it

Is available. As agcncral rule the stature of an individual is approximately
the leng«wn5tiisiu:edJtflm-theUlp.of-the-mlddle“finger-4o-the*tlp'of--Its.opposite

Xellow, vfhen-the -arms 'are -eactendcd-fuUy.. in, a .^orlzohal.. position»-J3ut-.this

is not always case. If only one arm Is sent for examination, the height
carriJtrfalf^ Mcertained by multiplying its length by two and adding twelve

Inches for the clavicles, and one-and-a-half Inches representing the width of
the sternum. The length of the forearm measured from the tip of the
olecranon process to the tip of the middle finger is also stated to be equal to

ave-ntTitteenthSTjr*the height of the body. ElgM^im.es,.thc Jcngth.of.theJiqa.d
is^alsa,equal-to.the.height'Of-'the-body. The symphysis pubis forms the exact
centre of the body usually from the 20th or 25th year until old age.

From Investigations carried out in the Anatomical Departments of the
Medical Colleges of Calcutta. Lucknow. Lahore and Amritsar it is possible to
estimate the stature of an individual within an error of one and a half to two
inches from a long bone by multiplying Its maximum length by a multiplication
factor given in the following table:—

Table showing the multiplication /actors for estimating the stature of an indi'

vidual of some States of Indio as determined by different authors

Long Bones

Panis
Hindus of Bengal
Bihar and Onssa

Natu
Residents
of United
Provinces
(Uttar

Pradesh)

Males

Siddiqui
and Shahw
Punjabis

Mal»

Singh and
SohaliP

Residents of
East Punjab

MalesMales Females

1. Humerus . . 5.31 5J1 5.3
2. Radius 6.78 6.7 6.9
3. Ulna 60 &0 6.3
4. Femur 3.82 38 3.7
5. Tibia 4.49 4.46 4.48
6. Fibula 4 46 4.43 4.48 4.4 4.35

16. Jour. Anat, VoL 58, 1924, p. 374.
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the same as that of a European male skeleton; while that of an Indian female

(Punjabi) weighs six pounds and _two_ounces. which Is less than that oi a

European female skeleton which weighs eight pounds and ^thirteen ountfcs.

Children attain half the adult weight at about 12 In the case of boys and

under 11 in the case of girls.

(6)

It Is extremely difficult to tell the precise time of death from

examining bones, but a guess may be made by noting the existence of frAC-

iyiTfK nrimig.nTid anf t
-
p trtA»and-ligAmftnta^ttn.ehBd to, them.

In the case of a fracture the time may be judged with a certain degree of

accuracy by examining the callus after dissecting It
.
longltudlnall:^ ^he

odour emitted by the bones of recent deaths 1^quite characteristic an3“ offen-

sive. It should be remembered that dogs, jackals, and other carrion feeders

denude the bones free of the soft tissues and even the ligaments in a very

short time, but their peculiar odour will be still evident and will be different

'from that of the bones cleaned by decomposition In the earth.

After all the soft tissues have disappeared, bones begin to decompose
from three la-ten_s.eflES_sciiIch Is the usual period taken up by bodies wpen
laid in coffins; but this period is much shorter in India, where most of the

bodies are buried without any such protection.

Changes occurring In bones from decomposition are accompanied by the

loss of OTRanlc matter anrt^. weight. Such bones become dark or dayk ,
brown

' tn colour, and may be fragH e. It Is extremely difficult to assign the time

when these changes occur, but it depends on the nature of the soil, the

manner of burial (with or without coffin), and the age of the individual

(more rapidly in young persons).

(7)

Bones, particularly the ends of the long bones, should be examined
very minutely and carefully to find out If they have been cut by sharp cut-

ting instruments or sawn or gnawed through by animals and the medulla
eaten away. Sometimes inexperienced police-officers mistake the gnawing
of bones by animals for cuts by sharp Instruments, and then try to suggest
all kinds of absurd theories to maintain their point.

Their nutrient canals should be examined for the presence of red arsenic

orjsome^Qther^s^aln to ascertain if the bones came from a dissecting room as

tiie pleader In a city where there Is a medical college may raise the question
as to whether they came from a dissecting room. To avoid such a possibility

It Is necessary lor the authorities to see that all remaining parts are thoroughly
incinerated after dissection is over.

(8)

It is almost Impossible to Infer the cause of death from a bone or
phones unless there Is evidence of fractme&«jyhlcb.^wj>uld. .under., nn ;

:pi aT con-
"ditlons

, prove fatal, e.g. fractures ^ot _the_ skull, bones .or of the upper cervical
vertebrse o^a_deep.cut lnto..a^C*o£«tbesa,.bQne5 suggestlng^the 'use' of a'heavy
cutting insi&ument, such as a gandasa or fracture of several ribs. Disease of
the bones, such as caries or necrosis, should also be noted, if present.

Metallic poisons like af«eulc."aatimonyr"load ..or-^»mercurv.. mav riPf
,

poted
by.chemicaI

^

analysi&_ofJ?ones.lQng ,aftw^eath.
Bones should not be returned to the police after medical examination,

but should be retained and kept in one’s own custody with a view to pro-
ducing them in court, if required.

Burnt Bones.—^In some instances burnt bones and ashes are forwarded
to the medical officer for inspection, when the police come to suspect some
foul play after a body Is partially or completely burnt. If the body is not
completely consumed, fragments of bones left would afford sufficient evidence
to say that they were human or not. The combustion of a body is rarely so
complete as to reduce it to ashes. Hence, by shifting the ashes through
sieves fragments of bones can be collected and identified by a careful study.

M.J.—

6
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,

" ~
bone,.

Todd and KrogmanU worklne on <. ^when the soft tissue around the bones are concluded

Hni ? or cteavaees (usS “hln) the bones
elnlng and spUnterlng, while with thS so» «

^ transverse), charring, cal-

condition characteristic o! fusion by heat." thoHon or guttered
A bone, when burnt In the ouen i« .

but Ss M*'no i"
^ ®’re! A burn? boS“''“""'

“t" '=‘“=‘r «
h * }° powder when pressed between Preserves its shape

will be reduced to charcoal If treatgan fineers. it u satri
necessarily true. If it is so much burnT ^^Id. but his ^ noJCharcoal will be left on adding acid.

“ “alter Is destroyed no
In cases of suspected poisoning bv

(a) Much 01 the arsenic In n„„ec „replacing the phosphates of the 00 8̂,
f‘”"'“tea Into arsenatesarsen^ can be detected In tbe bones^Te^' ufISTrongT "™-™alUerS

arse‘^ trrde‘'„fso^'e S'voSe r'"‘ »-3
be lost during the process ot cremation. arsenic is nnfdoes not, as a rule, occur In iS- “ complete

combustion
liable to be condensed on the cooler’

.“""o “f the volalllir e
' “

Its presence may be detected.
" “ic anbumt „

occcnlc Is

(c). tVhen arsenic trloxlde Is heated withpart ol the arsenic Is converted Into amenite and h°' “""n or earth or
It U reported that the Chemical Examiner m ,h“”“ "on-volatlle

Provinces was able to detect arEom.. •
of the Unitprt o.,

‘

burnt bones received tor chemical analyst ” camples ol‘Mhe™‘'’“‘the years 1921 and 1940, while the Chcmtcal Exs’t/n^l^iy”-^ at Agr?tU“
23. SyrnpojJum on Medico-legal ProVlems—’i^'irk— _ Punjab detecteri

“• Dec. i94i'
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arsenic in 10 out of 92 samples of ashes and burnt bones examined between

the years 1924 and 1931.

fig. 23.—Reconstructed Pelvic Girdle. {By kind courtesy o} Dr. M. A. Khan,)

Modi quotes the following from his case-book:—

1. In August 1918, a sealed box from Police Station Itaunja. District Lucknow» was
brought for examination. The bos contained a skul, a pelvis with two femurs attached,
two tiblse (the extremities of which had been gnawed through by animals), three right

and three left ribs and a piece of a rib (the ends of which had been tom away by
animals) and ten dark hairs, each about ten to eleven Inches long. From the exami-
nation of these bones, especially of the pelvis and the hairs it was ascertained that the
Iwnes were those of a female, about thirty to thirty-five years of age. These were
a.ttecwas<ds i.dfi.oA.lfi.cd. to be those at a teoxale by an. orftn( (head dress) , (am
(bodice) and a brass ear-ring found near the spot where the bones were discovered.

2. In March 1922, an incomplete skeleton found in the Gomtl river was certified

to be that of a middle-aged male of about 5 feet 10 inches in height, the length of the
femur being 19 indies. It was afterwards Identified to be that of a male Ahir by the
dhoti found round the pelvis to which soft parts were still attached.

3. In the case of a headless skeleton forwarded for post-mortem examination on the
2nd August 1926, It could be ascertained from a cut across the centre of the body
of the third cervical vertebra and a similar cut across the upper part of the body of
the fifth cervical vertebra that death resulted from the injuries inflicted on the node
with a heavy cutting weapon.

4. A man, aged about 38 years, was alleged to have been murdered fay injuries
inflicted with a spear and a lathi (blunt weapon), and the body was dragged by a
number of assailants, weighted with a sand bag and deposited into the bed of a river
six miles from Gorakhpur. Nine months later two segments of a trunk and certain bones
of the upper and lower extremities were recoverwi from the bed of the river and were
submitted to Dr M. A. Blian, Head of the Department of Anatomy, Kng George's
Medical College, Lucknow, through the Chenucal Examiner of the United and Central
Provinces, Agra, for his examination and report as to whether the bones were those of
the man alleged to have been murdered. A saluka, a sleeveless jersy and an achkhun
recovered from near the bones and a shirt, a bandt (vest), a jhangia (drawers) and a
pair of shoes found in the house of the deceased were also forwarded for examination.

After assembling and reconstructing the bones mto a skeleton Dr. Khan ramp to the
following conclusions;

—

(1) That all the bones belonged to one and the same skeleton. The head which
was missing appeared to have been removed from above the si^rth cervical vertebfa.
The trunk appeared to have been divided into two parts by sawing throu^ the fourth
lumbar vertebra.

(2) That the skeleton was that of a male as determined from the contour aPd
configuration of the thorax and the reconstructed pelvis.
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(3) That the stature of the reconstructed slrputftn
inches as calculated directly by measurtng the leLth t®"
to It the probable length ol the head and the first five *^7 adding
by using Nat’s multlpUcation factor lor determining the indirectly
height corresponded almost entirely with that ol the ^rdered°”^

®

<41 That the age ot the man to whom the skeleton
as X-Ray examination showed that all the epiDhTses ot forty years,
united, but the manubrium had not united with the hoHp completely
other pieces ol the sternum had fused with each other and ®ten«un, whUe the

(5) That the lelt 8th, 11th mi 12th ribs and lb. h n.
'**' PracKS.

'» “? "'K‘“'S’hr„SSr5Vn3
(6) That there were two holes In each of thi. ri«TK,>e.

coincided wim one imother, when these clothes wVrfsuoi'?''- '"“y hha achkan
to have been caused by passing some sharp wcanon thr^tP They anneared
reconstmeted teet lilted perlectly the palrTlS «S “.th the'li, SKUhe

J. A, Imrle nnd O. M. -WibumM reported that the hone. „
male, aged 121 to 13! Sears, with an estimated statureS Ule skeleton otament was done trom a collection ot Immature human ”17 cm.» Thtajl
loose teeth and 128 separate hlu hi bonmrim^ "malS "^kilT^anS
,3 sears and IS months old, who was reprited SiK^^f SS'Sa?^ ^The dental age was estimated from a conslderatinn ^ 1355.
and lower Jaws, after replacing the teeth to the laws and Pattern in th^
nologieal age was estimated by considering the dental casts
seemed to Indicate upper and lower llnil?1.t^'„nmS.J“‘“''‘y. “setul martS wm'

w

limit of 14+ was Indicated by (a) Segmental concSuM nf ranze. such m an
separate halves of the third body segment, (bi Ununlied **«muin, in partlnliti'i^PK^
biilar non-union of pubis and Ischium. <d) ^Se ®PlphysS V"®
of the humerus, (e) Non-union of the caplt^n eplph^ll^ eplPhysis at the low«“J^

Indicators defining the lower limit ot the age ranee ant^.
chlea cplpbpis. <b) The union of odontoid epiphysL (c) PrSnee^®’ Presence of tro-

25. JJrtf. iled. Jour, Jatr. 18. 1958; pp, 128-131. I

union of the
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epiphysis of the lateral eplcondylc with capltulum. (d) The tongue shaped extension
(tiblal tuberosity) of upper tiblal epiphysis.

Lower end of left femur was reconstructed after replacing the defective area by plasti-
cine. X-Rays were taken and then compared with the bones of similar maturation age.
The sex was determined from the reconstructed pelvis and confirmed by the large size
of the roots of the permanent teeth. The ‘inborn" differences between male and female
innominate bones were considered and the shape of the sciatic notch, absence of the preau-
ricular groove, e.ttent of the sacral articular surface and the degree of eversion of the
ischlopublc ramus all pointed to male Innominate bones.

The height was estimated from the length of the reconstructed left femur, right
humerus, left tibia and combination of these three bones:



CHAPTER IV

EXHUMATION 1-

It becomes necessary to exhume bodies from graves, when a suspicion
of poisoning or some foul play arises sometime after death , or it may^’be
only -f.QFZth£_Piirpi^e_Qf_l^ntlflcatlon. in India, such a procedure is very rare

^,ypwlng to the custom of^cremallhg dead bodies among the Hindus, who
constitute the larger portion of the population.

Rules for Exhumation.—Under the written order of the District Magis-
should be exhumed in the early morning by

the medical officer In the presence of a police-officer. Before ordering the
digging of the grave he should examine the plan of the graveyard to fixhe exact situation of the grave, if any plan I available ?fter proceeding

poisoning, about a pound ot the earth Tactual contact 4,?hT Twith the body (it the coffin Is decayed ot ts not usert?T
preserved in a dry, clean glass hottte tor chemLT analyst

' “

The coffin or the body should then be raiten *t.

should be Idemifled by as many persom as TsiS?
or aervants who might have been present M tw ol

relatives, Wends
tag the body lor burial.

™ Preparing and dress-

Eaamlnatlon.—II the interment has been
tion- should be conducted In the usual mwiMr e^w P“t-mortem- examlna-
graveyard but acreeued oft from public n

“Pe" near the
the case ot bodies which have lain underground toJ 1

' ““.rtuary. But In-
to undergo putrelactlon. an attempt shouW be ''uus “™e
stature and marks ot Identuicatlon. Hair t™

*° netermtae the sex,
preserved In a dry, clean glass bottle-tor subsemen? ?,'’® ’’"'’r eHould be
cal analysis. All the cavities should be examinee

'itentillcatlon and cheml-
can be obtained should be preserved separatelv in

many viscera as
glass bottles or Jars without exposing them nnn

P'^un. wide-mouthed
ramclent nuantlty ot preservative should 5 ‘*'p “'r uml u
be brought In contact with any metal The?e n?;.,’’’®

’‘“P'ra sho-jld not
be closed with wcll-mtlng glass stoppers covered should, then
chamois leather, and delivered sealed to the Chemir , » Preferably

''n?®™ “I"! ‘".‘•'e same town, or the,“SP^riuer on' the same
by a passenger train with the least possible d'T v

'“rwarded to him
^Isonlng. such as arsenic or antimony ha»r? suspected

Pe preserved and sent t^ *uus bones,
search should also be made tor recent or old taju?fes

'»e'u'eal Examiner.
DUIntcctants.—Dlslnlcctants should not n»

’ '' 'ruptures,

might be sprinkled on the ground In the ““ 'he body but
avoid inhaling ollenslve gases, the medical ‘he body To
a gaure mask dipped In a solution of pot?S?m "" 'or the mouth

IT .P®"htlets orpSST
the Uttar which

are always kept In every public moriuat? ?.^°^o^aphic gi(
aUo_s^and on the windward Pradesh. He should
also stand on the_ windward

Time of Exhumation.—In India aMuTThpi
tor the disinterment ot a body, but to Scotland ,w 'hue-limit is fixed
fixed as no suspected person can be proseVmed ' >'"‘rr " the S
crime alter the lapse ot that period. In France

'’'® Perpetration ot a
ten years and It Is raUed to thirty years in OemaT ** reduced to
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Report-—A verbatim report made by Major (now Lleut-Colonel) -E. J. O'Meara.

PJI.C.S., OLS., late Principal, Agra Medical School and Civil Surgeon. Agra, on the

exhumation of the bodj' of the late Mr. Fulham which was exhumed about fourteen

months after death is given below with a view to Illustrating the method as to how it

should be mode out In cases of exhumation:—

“On an order of tlic District Magistrate of Agra dated C-12-J912, I proceeded to

the Cantonment Cemetery of Agra at 8-45 a.m. on Sunday, the 6lh December 1912,

acempanied by Mr. Williamson, Superintendent of Police, and Dr. Modi, LJl-C.P. & S.

(Edin.), Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence, Agra Medical School.

The grave was Idcntlfled by the Rev. Canon Menzles from the key to the Canton-
ment Cemeterj* plan as Book R. No. 129 non-masonrj*. A stone marked “No. 129,

Mr. E. M. Fulham” stood at the head of the grave.

After 3J hours the coSln was raised: It was then IdentUlcd by Chlranji Lai of

Messrs. Suntoke and Co., the undertakers, as having been made by that firm. There
was no name plate. Samples -of earth for examination by the Chemical E-xamlner were
taken from above and below the coffin and In the direction of the flow of the subsoil

water. The coffin was then placed in a shell on a hearse and sent under the charge of

Police Sergeant Chariewood to the post-mortem room of the Thomason Hospital.

On arrival at the post-mortem room at about 2 pm., the coffin was taken out of

the shell and opened by the undertaker Chlranji Lai in the presence of

—

Mr. H. Williamson, Superintendent of Police.

Mr. Emery, Merchant, Meerut,

Mr. Sarkles, Military Accounts Department, Meerut.

Dr. Modi.

Dr. Vyas,

Gur Bux. bearer to the late Mr. E. M. Fulham, and myself.

The coffin was mudi eaten by white ants and decayed but was Intact with the
exception of the lid which had given way down the centre of the coffin containing a
quantity of earth. A sample of this earth was taken for despatch to the Chemical
Examiner. On removal of this earth, the grave clothing, a white shirt, white drawers
and black socks, were identlded by Gur Bux. the late Mr. Fulham’s bearer, as having
seen the clothes in which the body had been dressed for burial.

1. Sex, identified as male from the scrotum; there was no penis.

2. stature, about S feet 5 to 6 Inches, the remains in the coffin being 5'—Si*.
3. Weleht during life approximately 10 stone- It was impossible to distinguish race,

age, scars, birth, tattoo or thumb marks. There were no peculiarities of nails, no Injuries
having permanent results of fractures that could bo ascertained Mr. Emery and
Mr. Sarkles stated that Mr. Fulham had a withered left arm. This could not be defi-

nitely made out as the measurement of the lower third of the left arm was only 2/3'
less than the right and there was only J' difference in the measurement of the upper
third of the forearm.

The hair lying In the coffin and attached to the back of the head was identified by
Mr. Emery, Mr. Sarkies and Gur Bux as being of the same colour as that of Mr. Fulham.
The upper and lower jaws were preserved for further Identification of the teeth, If
necessary. The body was in a pecuHar condition of decomposition, there was no skin
or subcutaneous tissue left, a piece of white cloth adhered to the face, but all the soft
parts and eyes were gone leainng the bones bare. The hair lay in a mass at the head
of the coffin with some attached to the back of the head Ihere was a quantity of light
coloured hair round the pubes. The muscles were very well preserved and of a dark
red colour. The parietes were intact. On opening the chest the heart was found in a
comparatively good state of preservation: the lungs had entirely disappeared. The
diaphragm, was extremely well preserved, and immediately below there was a mass of
an organ in the position of the stomach- The liver was easily distinguishable. The mass
of another organ was removed from the position of ,the spleen and another mass from
the position of the left kidney. The intestines were well preserved, but it was impos-

' slble to separate the small from the large intestine. There was no sign of the urinary
bladder.

The following were sent to the Chemical Examiner;

—

(ll Earth taken from above the coffin.
(2) Earth taken from below the coffin.

(3) Earth taken from within the coffin.

.(4) Hair from head.
(5) Hair from pubes.
(6) Heart.
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(7) Stomach.

<8i Liver, spleen and lelt kidney.

(9) llntestlnes.

(10) Trvo femurs.

Articles upto 9 ^erc packed In standard pattern boxes and article 10 was packed
In a big glass jar.

All Ihp for the despatch of articles to the TWarginor xrere
cpm^iiea with-_wtth the exceniion mat no p^er\'axiv«> tLs«»<li and the

taken direct from the body ana placed in tightly fitting stoppered bottles which
were specially prepared. As as additional precaution glass stoppers were covered with
chamois leather. The post-mortem was flrished at 3-45 pm. and all the boxes were
sealed by 4-25 pm. The boxes were taken by Dr, ilodi himself to the Chemical
Examiner and were acknowledged to hare been received by that officer at 5 pm.

Of
-- "-e exhuofed bodies.

Obt’riASS.Sr^m^l'Sr’sbtfS'e % SnrSto°‘a°4en°on

prcrtomly,'wa3*ShiS^^^on*^su^SL>a??%iS-»“bJ|n®raS^^^ ®
that she had poisoned him. On CTamlSlOTtbTrtoS^r? deceased’s wife
wxth blisters on Its Inner wall owing to deS5,SS^ ^
pre*ened and sent to the Chemical Erjmine??rAe!?’Trh^^ viscera were
poison".

»^-“niner at Agra, who found “No trace of any

2. At MO pm, on May 19. 1925. Modi held a >vvbf
of a male Infant exhumed 20 daj-s after death examination on the body
thinking that the Infant was suCerlng from tetanus^iTS?^ k?

started that the father
etltlon that th- children yet to be ^mighf

^

under a super-
was etm intact, although the body l^e Sdn
of bums or other injuries to the body.

^ ^ putrefaction. There were no signs



CHAPTER V

EXAMINATION OF BLOOD AND SEMINAL STAINS. AND HAIR

{By Rai Bahadur K. N. Bacoh. b.sc., m.b. (CSiL), (Cal & L'pool), f.rxc (London),
(WB.) Fjf.i. Principal, Calcutta National Medical College. Formerly Chemical

Examiner to the Government 0/ Bengali

BLOOD STAINS

'^lood stains may be found on the garments or on the person of the

suspected assailant or of the victim, ns well as on weapons, tools, clubs,

articles of furniture, leather goods, stones, plaster, earth, mud, grass, etc.

In fact every conceivable article Is collected and forwarded by the police

for the detection of blood in the stains which may be of various kinds and
shades of colour.

The examination of all kinds of stains In this country is left entirely

with the Chemical Examiners attached to the State Governments and the

determination of the source of blood Is chiefly the work of the Serologlst with
the Government of India at Calcutta, who Is also the Chemical Examiner to

the Government of India. _ According to the existing order_of the Govern-
ment of India, Jhe State Chemical Examiner should. in~ihe_flrs^ Instance.

examine thf» to ^ee If. the suspected, stains ar^due to blood or, some-
thing else. If he Is satisfied that they arc due to bibod. It' is his duty tb_for-

\Srd the c^lngT-whcre blood 'actually detected or~~The entire article. If

ihought_necessaryi^ to tne““SerolO'gI^“Iw sefologkal
^

tests. The police or

-the_trylng magistrate should, on no account, forward, any exhlbits^havlng

suspecled blo_6d stains direct to the Serologlst. J In a case of homicide
where an individual Is arrested on suspicion, the medical officer Is often
asked by the police not only to examine the nails of the arrested Individual

but to cut the nails carefully, to collect them together and to keep them
properly packed and sealed in bis custody till he receives intimation from
the trying Mag^trate to forward the same to the Chemical Examiner, But
it must be remembered that no raedlco-legal value Is attached to the evidence

of blood found on or under the nail parings, inasmuch as human nails are

used for scratching purposes and, therefore. If a pimple, an eczematous patch,
ringworm, lichen or prickly heat or any other skin disease Is scratched, the
nails will naturally draw blood which will remain inside them. Moreover,
there is great possibility of drawing blood from the living tissue whether
the nail paring Is performed by a sharp Instrument or a blunt instrument,
and the blood thus drawn will contaminate the instrument which will convey
it from one finger to another/" In the case* of K. B. v. Ujaghar Singh and
others tried In the High Court of I>ahore it v/as held that the evidence of
blood-stained nails was not only of nb value but might be extremely danger-
ous to innocent persons. Giving such evidence as corroborating an approver
.or as circumstantial evidence connecting an accused person with homicide
might lead to the miscarriage of Justice. Nevertheless, the American Courts
Martial held at Ipswich in England on January 19, 1944. convicted one
Leatherbery of having murdered Hailstone by throttling from the evidence
of the presence of human blood found under his finger nalls.2

All Investigating police-officers are Instructed to dry thoroughly all

articles of clothing, etc., having suspected blood stains before being sent to
the medical officer for transmission to the Chemical Examiner. Exposure
to the open air for a couple of hours will be sufficient in dry weather. Dry-
ing before a fire may be necessary in the raims, but. when doing so. great
cate should be taken that the articles of clothing are not scorched. Unless

1. 40 Criminal Law Jour., July 1939, p. 576.
2. Prancls Edward Camps, Medico-Leg. Jour., Vol. XVn, Part I. 1949, p. 2 .
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the clothing is dried thoroughly, putrefaction Is likely to set In and render
recognition of the origin of stains either dlfflcult or Impossible.^ The In-
vestigating ofllcers are also required to forward the entire garment or weap-
on to the Chemical Examiner along with a history giving all relevant infor-
mation about the medico-legal aspects of the case and the section of the Indian
Penal Code under which the case has been registered. If the stains are on
large and heavy articles, such as doors, cart-yokes, furniture, etc., or on
walls, floors and other places which cannot be sent entire, the stained por-
tions should be cut out or sawn out as far as possible and sent to the Chemical
Examiner.

conducting the Inquiry In a criminal case Is authorized

luvS.: aCr

- rpoirl“ ?
““is“ nconsistence ot the clothing, as well as the

the stains present. Alter icmpretog the
article separately, and pack them hi a sealedVacket w

label cMh
chemical analysis on receiving intimation frZ ^hf fL forwarded for

precaution is necessary to enable him to Identifv
magistrate. This

that those were the articles which he was asviJ in court
Examiner. ^ forward to the Chemical

On receiving the parcel, the Chemical
the nature ot the packing and compare 11?parcel with the lacslmlle Impressed on the lortardl?obtain a ccrtlfleate from the magistrate neSw l,
Of the stains or to destroy the articles, if necess^^r portions
nation. Without such a certUlcate. any examw!?: v*”

of examl-
miner Is an irregular procedure InvolvinT^ omh " Chemical Exa-
After the examination is over, the artlcies shmiirt v

^ ^^^al complications,
sealed In the presence of a gazetted officer and kpnt carefully and
^cy are required for production during the trial nt ti,

room until
by the court, they are destroyed usually after six required

The points that are usually required to ha .< «.on an article sent for examination in cases of regarding stains
natural offences arc- ” ^“^eed wounds, rape Ind im-

1 . Tf the stains are due to blood or any ntha,. v
2. II they are due to human blood.

^“bstance.

Examination of Blood Stains Th^,
be carried out by flve method3_Pft^llcal'’S?“’f’™ “>>=>d stains mavcopied and Bloloylcal. «lororco4af

Physical Eiamlnallon.—It Is said that
ducted with a slew to determining the a-c m ^Wsleal examination Is
ascertaining whether the stain Is of artejui i “nd with »
menstruation, abortion, parturition or hreML™P“ “““I or ot aoZ “

3~~Thr Uj>, jre(!iC2l Manual. 1934 tora vn « — f^om an
4. In nihar. Orissa, Assam and BeM^lhV’TWi,?^

SSS’le'"'™?"
”” ^"-"^^SatTpoS S*"’?fonce or »v

5. In the United and Central Provinces th». .

turn clothes and other articles in blood rtaln cas-3 is ,siamlnaUon ts over (tide para 8M, Tfte Vj> MeSfeS t° «

or "f'C* fo the
the Subdirlsional
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assailant or a victim, and whether It was shed before or after death. But It

Is not helpful In solving these problems. It gives an Idea about the size,

thickness and colour of the stain and perhaps the direction from which the

blood came.

It is dinicult for a medical man, even of much experience, to offer an

opinion as to the age of blood stains. It Is a fact that medical men In India

do sometimes make far too definite statements In this matter. A young In-

experienced doctor Is apt to make such a statement under the Impression

that the court would think him a fool If he did not give a definite opinion

as regards the age of a stain, but he should remember that It Is practically

Impossible to say more than that the stains arc fresh or not fresh.

The appearances of stains as to whether they are fresh or not depend
on the colour and the nature of the material. Recent stains on a white cloth

are of a bright red colour which, on exposure to light and air, gradually

changes to reddish-brown in about twenty-four hours, especially in hot

weather, and subsequently changes to dull brown; this Is fairly permanent
but in the course of time It may become black. It is, therefore evident that

an expression of opinion as to the age of blood from consideration of Its

colour Is well-nigh Impossible. Dry stains have a starchy feel on cloth

composed of a thin fabric, such as cotton, silk or linen.

Stains of recently effused blood on a hard substance, such as stone, Iron,

steel or any other metal, have a dark shining appearance, while dry and old

ones have often a cracked or Assured look. Recent stains are also more
soluble In distilled water or normal saline than old ones in which haemoglo-
bin gradually changes to methtcmoglobln and finally to Insoluble hrematin.
Blood effused during life, when dry, can be peeled off in scales owing to the
presence of fibrin In Its coagulum, but It is liable to break up Into a powder
if shed after death.

The recently shed arterial blood Is bright red In colour, and the venous
blood is dark red, but this difference can hardly be distinguished In a dried
stain. The arterial blood Is seen In the form of Jets or sprays, which have
an appearance of elongated, pear-shaped marks which may be compared to

‘signs of exclamation’. The Jets may be projected to a distance of three to

four feet. If effused from small arteries. The arterial blood Is always shed
during life, as blood-pressure In arteries falls to zero after death.

It Is not possible to state from the appearance of stains whether they
are of menstrual blood or from any other source. It may, how'ever, be noted
that stains due to menstrual blood and htematemesis are acid In reaction
owing to the presence of vaginal and gastric secretions, but in blood stains
the ordinary method of testing the reaction is hardly applicable. An exami-
nation under the microscope will determine the nature of the source. It is

not correct to suppose that menstrual blood does not clot; the vaginal mucous
secretion may only delay clotting.

Whether blood stains belong to an assailant or a victim can be determined
only from circumstantial evidence by examining an article of clothing. If
the stains are on the inner side of a garment It Is very probable that they
belong to a victim, but, if on the outside, they may belong to an assailant,
though not necessarily so, as the stains would be found on the outside of a
garment worn by a man who received a blow on the head, while standing.
Again, an assailant may not show any stains of blood If he is so standing
as to avoid splashing from the outflow of blood while inflicting an injury.
Besides, hp may have changed the clothes or may have washed them, but
blood stains which are faint and invisible by ordinary light after the washing
of the clothes are rendered quite visible when they are exposed to the ultra-
violet rays or when they are photographed with infra-red sensitive plates.
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In this connection It may be mentioned that the accused person may, In

defence, attribute the presence of a few blood stains on his garment to the
stains left by the crushing of bugs, mosquitoes or other blood-sucking Insects,

which are not uncommon In India. These stains are small In size and sharp-
ly angular In outline, -and may contain eggs and parts of the crushed Insect,

If seen under the microscope. The body pulp of the Insect does not soak In-
to the fabric like blood. Stains caused on a garment by droplets of unalter-
ed blood passed through the anus just after the Insect has commenced a feed
are recognizable with the naked eye, although they are quite small. It Is
possible that bugs and mosquitoes may suck blood from' a person of one blood
group and, on being crushed on a garment of another person of another blood
group, may create a false evidence against the latter of being In possession
of someone else’s blood.*.

—The following chemical tests are 'applied for the
Chemical Examlnation.-

detectlon of blood stains:—

1. Gualacum Test (Van Deen’s. Day's or Schfinbein's Test).
2. Benzidine Test.

3. Kastle-Mcyer Test (Phenolphthaleln Test).
4. Leucomalachlte Green Test.

tc, ;n,e

l/aoated

to moisten a piece of white blotUngV of performing the test Is

to press It with eemle rubbing on a
stain. Alter a little whUe, the paper acoulrS f a.

' sosPooted blood
treated with fresh tincture of gualawm stain which, if

hydrogen peroxide solution, assumes a Itac “olouf
other or

It Is a lalrly delicate lest reyeallnx the e...
solution ol 1 ; 5,000, but It may not react to ee'ef ,h'1 “
also reacts with many other substances such e iV"

stains. The test
gum acacia, oxidizing substances like’ nllrtee ‘‘“o, mUk, gluten,
permanganate, peroxide ol lead and mam,L.. 1 o»»'omlc acid, potassium
halogens. lerrlc salts, cupric salts, potaKh™ r.

" “ '“ortoo and other
Owing to these limitations this test Is ol douhtr,.!

?' 'om-cyanlde eta’
The gualacum test was very po^ !

" “ "

quarter ol a century ago, and In tact. It wf medical Jurists about a
known to them, but It has now been superseafd hv f ™'‘' "“““o colour test

2, Benzidine Test_H,ls Is a .erVTeTo.,.
in S/o?tf ‘oot. and will detectWhen present In a dilution or 1 l„ 3M.OM pafts ‘'f.'

loloct blood“S >''«>» 0,'Soof “yi™ fgSrClreS
(l) Benzidine Soltition.~Zl Is preoawH v.

pure glacial acetic acid in a small conical flask
^3 cc. of chemically

at 50»C. When warmed (in about 8 to w it on a wS bath

wal^bidb and 5, ee. o, double dlsll,^..^;
-h B~ J

6 srDr6rGr«air7«Z~^edrCozrjnJJ7T)?r'l—i;
—

—

7. R. W. Webster. Leff. Med. and To««i ,n%?-
2*8.

. p 167
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- (U) Hydrogen Peroxide (2 per cent) Solution .—This .Is Merck's ‘10

volume’ hydrogen peroxide. Instead of ‘10 volume* solution ordinary Mcr-

ckozone or *12 volume’ solution (cquh'alcnt to 3.6 per cent) may be used

safely.

The solutions are usually kept In the laboratory for about a month after

which they arc discarded although they may be used for a longer peflod.

-The best way of performing the test Is to clip off a small fragment of

the stained material or to tease out a flbre from the stained fabric and to

place It on a porcelain tUe. At first a drop of benzidine solution and tpen

a drop of hydrogen peroxide solution are added,
;

when an intense bln&>»

colour radiating out on the tile Is produced Immcdlat^y If blood Is prcs^ht.

The test may also be obtained by gently pressing a piece of white blottl^S

or filter paper moistened with a few drops of distilled water on the stain jind

by adding the reagents to the moistened paper.

•The advantage of this test is that the same specimen with the blue coioui"

streaming out may be transferred to a slide for microspectroscopy.* For this

purpose the material is treated at first with a drop of a 10 per cent solution

of potassium cyanide and then with a drop of ammonium sulphide; It Is

then covered with a cover slip and 1f>nkPf^fr>r__rA!.'inhrpmnphrf>mngpp^ bands.

Coloured fabrics are, however, not suitable for direct spectroscopy.*

*
It must be borne in mind that a positive reaction may be obtained from

certain other substances, such as sputum, pus. nasal secretion, plant Julies,

The benzidine test never falls to detect blood oven in very old, cle-

composed stains with every sort of dirt. The negative result is undoubtedly
wiv

never failed to satisfy the confirmatory tests for blood.
'

- -

3. Kastle-Meyer Test (Fhenolphthalein Test).—The principle Of tPls

test .is based on the fact that If ordinary phenolphthaleln of the laboratory Is

reduced by zinc dust In a strongly alkaline solution, reduced phenolphthaleln
Is produced which, if oxidized in the presence of an alkali, gives th*e charac-
teristic red colour. The reagents required for carrying out this test are—

1. Hydrogen • peroxide solution <20 volumes or 6 per cent strength).

2. A mixture containing 2 grammes of phenolphthaleln, 20 grammes of

potassium hydrate and distilled water In sufficient quantity to make up lOO
cc. of the solution. These three Ingredients are boiled, and during the pro-
cess 10 to 30 grammes of powdered zinc are added. Boiling is further con-
tinued until the solution becomes colourless. The solution, thus prepared,
will remain effective for a long period if a small quantity of powdered zipc
is left deposited at the bottom of the reagent bottle to ensure reduction.

If ten to twenty drops of the phenolphthaleln reagent are added to a
solution extracted from the stain with distilled water, a deep permanganate

'hp instantaneously on the addition of^a drop or t^ of
hydrogen peroxide solution If blood be present.

8. Imperial Serologists’ Annual Report, Calcutta. 1937-38,
9. Sydney Smith, Foren. Med., Ed. IX, p. 211.

10. Greval, S. D. S. and Roy’Chowdhery, A. B„ Ind. Med. Gaz., Sept. 1941, p. 535-
11. S. D. S. Greval, Ind. Med. Gaz., Nov. 1945, p. 556.



This is an extremely delicate test.
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_

Kastle« detected blood in a dilution

0, l‘;:rtV8V55M0o7'Gralster»

m dilutions oi 1 part ol blood to 800.000 oI___dlstllled water
^1

cases. It has, however, got Its liini

equally good positive reaction, and ;

in dilutions OI 1 part oi uiouu m - salts give an

lurnot-n dependable test _Xha

negative result is. however, valuable and Is

blood.

conclusive as to the absence of

recommended
Leucomalachite Green ' Tesl.-TOs

the benzidine .

by Adler in 1904 is uulte useful, but It Is uv.
„„Mized to

test. It depends upon the fact that leucomalachite srim"
hydrogen

malachite green with a blu!sh;grecn_oi_Ma£li£h blue '“'“ur y y

peroxide solution. The ?c^ion occuts^lso with a solution of

pigment previously boiled. On the - other hand, the react -

when Iron is removed from haemoglobin forming hmmatoporphyrin. j.

The reagent Is prepared by dissolving 1 gramme of leucomalachite green

in 48 cc. of glacial acetic acid diluted with double distilled water and

made up to 250 co. A drop of this reagent Is placed on the stain ana •

a few seconds a drop of hydrogen peroxide -solution (3 to 3.6 per cen

added, when the characteristic colour of malachite green appears if moo

present. It is not aflected by ..those substances which Interfere with

benzidine test.

These four cheml^l tests are bacpd on the fact that
in hgmnglnbln acts at a raj-rlor M nvvf>i=.Ti from the hvdrogen ^Ql^de tO

the active Ingredients of the reagents (gualacum resin, benzidine,
'thaleln and- leucomalachite green) and produces the characteristic colourea

compounds by. oxidation. Qxldase and peroxidase are also -present in^“
_

animal cells, but hv_ hniUn.7 while ihe peroxidase oCv

haemoelQbin affected hv such treatment
It Is suggested that before applying these chemical tests -the lumlniescenc

test be used as a preliminary test for detecting small' obscure blood stains
^

mixed with rust, mud. earth, ashes, oil, paint, fruit Juices, etc., or changed
by weather, temperature and age. A few drops of a solution containing
either 3-amlno-phthaUc acld-hydrazlde-hydroohlorlde 1 g., sodium peroxide,

^v.i‘
distilled .water 1.000 cc. or 3-amlno-phthallc acld-hydrazide-hydro-

^ carbonale 50 g.. hydrogen peroxide (10 vol.) 50 cc. and

Si J
sprayed on .a blood stain, when a distinct blulsh-

u visible, in the dark. It Is claimed that this .test

to^ood.15 but Natdu and Pitchandl«« are of opinion

reaction
as the reagent used for this test gives a positive

SShtagCvdvTac.

the “"u> not only for the detection of

cells, bacteria. iSal maS lor the recognition of pus cells, ephhella

blood In the susneetPrt'
which are, sometimes, found mixed wl

epithelial cells frmn the vaeSi n’l^
stains. The presence of squamo

may^ Indicate the menstnfai
columnar ceils of the uterus^ln blood ^ ,

cells’ of the respiratory tract with^
Similarly, the

cles with sarclnm arfd other^*it of pus cells or food

an opinion as to -the gastric
examiner in expressing

other histological features oi the
origin of the blood SklU in r«i

* blood corpuscles may also reveal t

Q._bkm In micrometry is. therefore, essential for such work.

n Laboratory'
13. Brit. Med. Jour., Aurll lo
14. Allen. Commercial Organic

Mr and Prdc': taT 'xv®'lj,- IS*’*• Sept 1943, p. 94.
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Several .
solvents have been recommended to dissolve ' out the blood sti^^

for extraction of the red , blood corpuscles for microscopic examination put

the best for this purpose Is Vlbcrt's fluid, which Is obtained by mixing t^o

grammes oi sodium^ cHTorlde arid hail a gramme' of mercuric chloride

KuhdrCd cudIc- centimetres oi dUtUied water. A ^all piece of the stt^^

should be cut out and soaked in' a watch glass with 2 or 3 'drops of Vibei'to

fluid for half an hour. It should then be teased ‘out with mounted need^^s

and examined under the^ high power. In the absence of Vlbcrt’s fluid, norn^ul

saline serves. the purpose fairly well. . •

Some clots of hlood or stains on a dyed “cloth arc not easily dissolved

these solvents. In such cases a dilute solution of ammbnia will give mu^h
better results. Stains on leather or some kinds of wood containing tanfl^c

acid are not acted upon by any of these solvents and a two per cent solutpu

of -hydrochloric acid Is required for effecting the right amount of softenidS

for proper microscopic examination.

In the* case of stains on a rusty weapon, 'stone, plaster, mudL.pc..earJ^»-

they should be scraped with a clean knife and dissolved in a watch glass ur

test tube .for examination. ’ When Investigating blood stains on a knife

often happens that there are no stains on the blade or on the handle bUt

‘only in the joint. It Is. therefore, necessary in such a fn fH-smnnt;lf the_

parts of the knl^e tor finding out thp susppctert stain. The blood stain
tMihH iwciH.' Tnf>_<^nnvp It} thff hanrfV of the knife and not on Its

blade which Is washed carefully by the assailant. »

A drop of the blood stain soluUon thus obtained, placed on a slide

viewed under the microscope, may reveal the presence of the red blood

corpuscles which* are circular, biconcave. non-nuclp fttfH ribtpg ’tn f>n_mflTn^

mSlia except camels, m which the red blood corpuscles are oval, biconvex
H0n-nucieaC6Q." Ih PlfdS, Ibhes. amphibia and, rcp lflfci^, Lliey are ovmJ^

"biconv^ ana nucleated. ““i'iieSe corpuscles can only btt‘ detected and Identi-

fied by one with considerable experience In microscopy ancf micrometry, aPd
that too only when a stain is quite fresh, say. about' twenty-four hours ojd.

and "when a small fragment of a clot Is available. In old sthlns specially

recognizable, especially during the h’ot weather In India. »

It is Impossible to decide by the microscopic examination of the stain
if the blood Is of human origin for whlch.the serological test Is to be sought
for. But. in fresh cases It is possible to state that the stain is of mammall^ii

^

blood. In special cases some information may be obtained 'by the micro-
scopic examination of the stain which may be of immense corroborative
value; for Instance, In a -case of murder in Calcutta, Bose found mlcrdfllaria
in the stjdns on the assailant’s shirt as well as in the victim’s blood.*^

Teichmann’s Test or Hsrain Crystal Test.—A small crystal of sodiuP^ _
cWoride and two or three drops of glacial acetic a&td aie plucfj uii k iiun'u^
trakineht of the stain on a glass slide. A cover sHp is applied and thT acid

.
Is evaporated by, gently heating over a small flame. It Is allowed to cool
and examined under the high power of a microscope. Dark brown rhompi^
crystals of hsemln or 'hsmatin chloride, arranged singly or in clusters, af®
seen, if blood Is present. Similar crystals may be obtained from Indlgo-dy^d
fabrics not stained with ‘blood. Hence in a case of doubt a drop of hydrogc^
peroxide should be added to the crystals which. If of hsematin, will give o®
bubbles of gas. » ;

*

This test is of academic Interest but not of. much practical value. It ^
undoubtedly a delicate test for hemoglobin of blood but Is not always succes^~
lul. If the stain is too old. Is washed or Is changed by chemical agents, th®

17. Beng. Chem. Exam. Annual Rep. 1901.
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Fig. 2S-MlCTophotoeraph ot Ramin CrTstals x 400 . (^. BapcftM

crystals are not formed. The addition of ton in«f.K . .
tore In the add or overheattas ol the sUde also resiuts to faUtoT'"'-

Ilajmechromotcn Crrslal Teel.—This Is a rt.he.t. . . •

teat for the presence ot haimoslobla It eonslsu
three drops of Takayama reaeent to.a smSl niS.'of*?,!
on a slass slide to the cold, and covering with a cover sllncrystals ol a salmon-plnk colour and arranged In ditei?' a

rhomboldal
forms appear usually within one to six Stes un“ertl,fmicroscope. Occasionally these crystaU take longer . ,warming ot the slide, especlaUy In cold TOalher al r

“™’
negative result should not be recorded unta after

reaction. A
An Important advantage of this test Is Its adantehm.

'

test. The same specimen may be examined vdia .a
^ ^1'’ sP'dlroscoplc

the spectrum of harmochromogen, (See plate I p pyj

^ 'rJerosiMctroscope_ for

Takayama reagent con.slsts of sodium ^yre^ww-u
pyridine 3 cc.. saturated solution of glucose 3 3 cc..

It should be freshly prepared If prompt acUnn^L
distilled water 7 cc.

factory results for about two months if kent in ««
^®dulred. it gives satls-

• • ’ “ an amber-coloured botUe.
Spectroscopic Examination.—The SDectrortP/hrsi

delicate and reliable lest for detecUng ^ the most
and_ old stains. There Is no dlfllcuUy In p»n,r.j ^

blood In both recent
which gives a solution of oxyhmmoglobln ThoS.?^^® ^ blood stain
between the Fraunhofer lines, D and E. in Tlfr5

^ absorption bands
solar ^Lnim. The first Is darker and mn7p *‘^Blon of the

Sned but wider than the first and lies at wav,t„S5^^‘‘”'’ '"idrly de-
cu.ll*s artre In old blcxxl stains In which nrvh

550-520. But the dlffl-
chemical changes owing to to JJ ST undergoes ^arlouJ
motiture. and light and to some extent to
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1

rnuch confusion In the nomenclature of various compounds re-
lated to hn?moGlobln. arising by cleavage, by oxidation-reduction of the
iron-porphjTln group and by dcnaluration of the globln. Old and new
names complicated with British and American usage of the various terms,
make one feel hopelessly confused while going through the literature on this
UDject. To slmplliy the situation a schematic representation!* showing the

some of the commonly occurring products of hccmoglobln
with their modern names is given here:

Alkaline
hydrolysis

Alkali hacmatin

Oxjhftcmoglobfn

I

1
Acid

1

Dcoxygenallon
h.v'drolysls

1
(by lowering

1

O. tension)

Oxidation
with

K,Fe(CN)j

Acid hacmatin Haemoglobin Mctlmcmoglobln

+alEru (30%NaOH>
<dcnaturaUon of

globln).

Oxidation
with

K^e(CN),

Hacmochroniogen
Oxidation and removal ,

of protein

Reduction
Alkali hacmatin

j

+Acid

Acid haematitt

Neutralisation

i

Mcthacmoglobin

jReductlon

Ifoemoglobfn

> Reduced hacmatin or
Haemc (formerly called

' hacmatin)

'

I

+HOI
Haemfn

(Chloride of haeme)

+KOH
Neutral hacmatin Alkali haematln

In an old stain hremoglobln or oxyhmmoglobln Is usually oxidised to

methaemoglobln and in this process, the iron which Is always present both
in Hb. and HbO in ferrous condition.' Is converted Into its ferric state. The
spectrum of methcBmoglobln consists of four absorption bands: one band
in the red-orange region between the lines C and D. at wave length 634, two
thinner and fainter bands between the lines D and E, In the same position

as those of oxyhaemaglobin, and a fourth band in the green region between
the lines E and R, at wave length 500, but It Is very 'seldom denned" and
seen (see Plate 1).

In old and dry stains, the decomposition products become insoluble and
resist the action of the ordinary solvents and as a result of which their Iden-
tincatlon becomes difficult and sometimes impossible. Hankln*’ therefore
elaborated a method by which the Insoluble stains of Hb, HbO, or methaemo-
globln are converted into hsemochromogen the spectrum of which shows two
characteristic absorption bands; one of them Is very sharp and dark midway
between the lines D and E, lying at wave lengths 568-550 and the second Is

broader but paler commencing on the left of the line E, at wave lengths
537-521 and gradually fades away beyond this line. It may be noted that
an alkaline solution of hsEmochromogen Is oxidized by oxygen of air into
alkaline hrematin which gives an altogether different spectrum.

The following is the technique for obtaining the spectrum of hzemochro-
uiogen:—A small portion of the suspected stain is placed on a microscope
slide and moistened with Stoke’s reagent (ammonlacal solution of ferrous

18. MitcheU, P. H.. Text Book of Biochemistrj/. 1950, p. 311.
19. Brit. Med. Jour.. Nov. 10. 1906, P...1261. „ ^ ,

MJ.—

7
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tartrate) or with ammonium sulphide as a reducing agent. It Is then focussed
under the low power of the microscope The eye piece Is then removed and
an ordinary direct vision spectroscope with the wave leng'th scale Is Inserted
Into the microscope tube to serve the purpose of a microscopetroscope. If
the stain is due to blood, the two absorption bands as described above will
be visible. The bands may not be visible due to putrefactive changes in the
pigment In that case the stain should be treated with a drop of a 10 per cent
solution of potas-slum cyanide when at once a cherry red colour develops due
to conversion _of hmmochromogen Into cyanhaemochromogen with Its charac-
teristic absorption bands similar to those of the former bufslightly 'widerand situated closely at wave lengths 570-550 and 540-527 m

The foUoviing proct*durc« is recomm*.nH<^ ,n ru-«y canons and red coloured labrte !! »«'«lon ol blood stain
A small portion ol the blood suin k«T cent solution ol caustic potash a Iktle f slMe with a te

rrthT^tari^u-s a-hrl^h^™m„re„ bands. The - cSS
usually bleached by thl

rafamnra‘'"„Vrd^^ST-^^^ - brought about by tb

nuch more eflicl'nl.
alcohol, which is said tr,— ° “ a® cleaner an

n Gfrra Itey Chowdh/^' tad Dm

n?' srecs, CA.. Asear, lI'ayTai!
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The spectrum of hccmochromogen or of cyanhcemochromogen is quite

enough for purposes of identification and expression of a definite opinion

about suspected blood stains. It is not necessary to examine any more spectra

of acid or alkaline hocmatln. hmmatoporphyrln, etc. For practical purposes

one chemical test. viz. the benzidine test, and a confirmatory spectroscopic

test for hccmochromogen or cyanhcemochromogon. are quite, sufficient for a

definite opinion, and these arc the principal tests usually employed In the

laboratories of the State Chemical Examiners, For very old and scanty

stains where there Is not sufllcient material for repeating the examinations,

the Chemical Examiners are required, by the order of the Government of

India, to forward the stains, as they are, to the Serologlst, Calcutta, for

identification of blood and for determination of Its origin by the serological

test.

Apart from the derlvatles or decomposition products of hcemoglobln des-

cribed before, there are certain other interesting cleavage products of hemo-
globin which are free from iron and are known as haematoporphyrins. They
are more of academic Interest than of toxolcologlcal Importance. Only occa-

sionally hecmatoporphyrln Is found In the urine In cases of poisoning by sul-

phonal or drugs of that group. If hcemoglobln. hrematln. haemln or a haemo-
chromogen is treated with concentrated sulphuric acid, purple coloured add
heemotoporphyrin Is formed which dissolves readily in a strong solution

(25%) of sodium hydroxide and yields alkaline hajmatoporphyrln having a
brownish red colour. Both of them possess distinctive spectra. For example,
the spectrum of acid hasmatoporphyrln shows two absorption bands,—one lying

m the orange region to the left of D line and the other, much wider than the
first, commencing from the right of D line and spreading into the yellow
region up to wave length 540. The spectrum of alkaline hcematoporphyrin
consists of four bands resembling to some extent the spectrum of methoemo-
globln. Two of the bands lie between D and E lines as in oxyhsemoglobin
the third one Is narrow and more distinct lying between C and D lines in the
red-orange region, and the fourth, broader and more distinct than the others,
is in the green region at wave lengtiis 520-500.

In delecting old blood stains this method of producing htemaloporphyrlns
from hsemochromogen on the microscope slide is adopted by some workers
but the process Is cumbersome and more time-consuming than the cleaner
and more efficient method of developing cyanhsemochromogen on the slide

described earlier and it has stood the test of time.

Methsemoglogin (neutral) is readily obtained in the laboratory by oxidi-
zing a dilute solution of oxyhcemoglobin with a few drops of potassium fer-
ricyanide (K Fe (CN)^) or by any in vitro oxidants, and it may be reduced
with sodium hydrosulphite (NajSjO^) to hsemoglobln. Methaemoglobin Is

found In the blood in cases of poisoning by acetanilide, nitrobenzene, chlo-
rates. sulphanllamlde drugs, phenacetin, sulphonal, etc.

In cases of cyanide poisoning, cyanmethtemoglobin and In carbon mono-
xide poisoning. .CO-h«moglob}n (also called carboxy-or carbonyl h^moglo-

• bin) are formed (vide Plate 1),

The relative structures*^ of these derivatives of hsemoglobln are shown
here. It may be noted that haemoglobin minus the protein (globin) is known
as hffime and hseme minus iron is porphyrin also called porphin.

Haemoglobin Globin : Porphynn . Fe ++ (Ferrous)
; hoH.

OKyhaemoglobin Globm : Porph. ; Fe++ ; O,.

Co-Haemoglobin Globin: Porph. : Fe ++ : CO.
Methaemoglobin Globm: Porph. :

(Perric) . qjj.

Cyanmethaemoglobin ....Globin: Porph. Fe : CNl
Sulphmethaemoglobin ...Globin: Porph. : Fe +++ : SH.

22. Harrow, B., Biochemistry, 1950, p. 357.
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In hydrogen sulphide (sulphurated hydrogen) poisoning, another deriva-

tive of methsemoglobln called
,
sulphmethamoglobln is found In the blood. Its

spectrum closely resembles that of methaemoglobln but on treatment with

ammonium sulphide the band between the lines C-and D does not disappear

as it does in the case of methaemoglobln.

Biological Examination.—This Is undertaken for the purpose of deter-

mining whether the blood of a particular stain Is derived from a human being,

from a lower mammalian animal or from a bird.

L Precipitin Test.—This test Is based on the principle that a foreign
protein or a protein-containing substance, when Injected into an animal, pro-
luces antibodies In the blood scrum of that •animal, which will form a pre-
cipitate when mixed with a solution of that foreign protein. The protein
thus introduced is called the antigen and the antibody capable of forming a
precipitate is called precipitin. Relying on this principle, Uhlenhuth who
made several experiments and devised a method for recognizing the different
kinds of mammalian blood, found that the test was exceedingly delicate and
suggested its applicability for the detection of human blood in medico-legal
inquiries. Other workers have elaborated Its technique to its perfection and
have given it the name of the precipitin test. Thejnethnd consista <n <nfp<-t<ng
.subcutageojj^. Intraperltoneally or intravenously a rabbit or a fowl with
o«»^erum p Uli ki.huAl, » man for Instance, at regular Intervals. After a

‘he Injected animal,
human blood, pro-

™urthe®«umorothe^pecl^^^^^^^^ “> “
intraperltoneal Injections ot. rabbits but the Eerologlst llth th/olvemmentof India, who examines about 14,000 artlcle'<j rtin-ino- «

'' J
«overnmem.

the largest experience ot this jitad oriSk. Sert
of. blood serum In fowls except tor antiavian

]h‘‘^‘^®hous Injections

rabbits. He Injects Into the wing veto Ta 4

f„tL-e“ rax^n Sdef?o‘ c^o^fecj tS
The following general remarks on the precipitin

the annual report of the Serologlst for 1937-38:-
are quoted from

"(1) Some antisera produced aealnst imATnr,
unsuitable tor the test. They do not vleH^.S., ^‘’“^‘hbes found
dilution and time, that Is, they are not sensSe .“'I

‘'“ulred

carded. It may be noted that every hidlvlduS
‘hceture, dis-

able serum: some fowls may be entirely reIrarto^^Lrt“'^J’‘’‘only weak sera.
ctory and others may produce

(11) All antisera should be highly sensitive T»..rvfi
animal sera In 1 In 1,000 dilution and reacting

^ solutions of
scrum in 1 In 40,000 dilution.

® ^ solution of human
(11) Some antisera react with sera which

production, that Is. they are not specific and chJnfn"?^In order to prove their speclflcdty the worker be discarded.
react with 1 In 1,000 dilution of s^ra

observe carefully that
,. used In their production.

a certain dilu-

thoy do not react

(Iv) The antisera which give the excertcri
tlon of a known scrum (positive control) anrt Hn !. *

^ certain dUu-
wlth a certain dilution of known sera (neeativs> unexpected results

Application of the PrecipKln
are only used.”..... ... .Mc i rcvipiiin •rest,—The

the blood ot closely allied species ot anhnals e e ''‘"'b differentiate
sheep’s blood from goafs are not prepared in tn. , v® buffalo’s or
in Calcutta. But the blood of cow and buffalo (taLl? .

<” ‘"c Serologlst
from that of sheep and goat (taken together) thi ,

Is differentiated
s carried out by means
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Of two antisera, anti-buffalo and antl-shcep. The extract from a- stain from

any of these four animals will react with both the antisera but much more
quickly with the antiserum corresponding to its group. The result so ob-

tained is confirmed by testing further dilutions of the extract. An optimum
dilution will be found which will react with one of the two antisera only.^

As the precipitin test Indicates the presence of the blood protein of an

animal of a known species, its ulUIty has been extended to protein materials

other than blood stains. The origin of skin, flesh, bone or oven secretions,

such as saliva, milk and semen, Is established by this test. Small fragments

of bones and remnants of soft tissues which are scattered deliberately to

conceal cases 'of murder are sometimes recovered by the police and .sent for

their identification as also for the determination of their source. A histo-

logical examination will Indicate their nature and a serological examination

will reveal their source provided the fragments of the bones and soft tissues

are not absolutely dry and decomposed.

This test is also employed in detecting the fraudulent substitution of

flesh of horse, cat. dog. etc., for beef, mutton and pork, and has been of con-
siderable help to the food analysts in European countries for the detection

of horse flesh, for instance. In a sausage.

Technique of the Test.—^The first essential thing Is to determine the

presence of blood In a stain before proceeding with the serological test for

ascertaining Its source, otherwise pus, semen, etc., If present, will respond
to the test and will be Interpreted as blood. After this preliminary pre-

caution. it Is necessary to see that all test tubes, pipettes and other glass-

ware articles employed in performing the test are scrupulously clean. The
next important item is to prepare an extract of the stained material by soak-
ing it in a small quantity of 0.85 per cent saline solution. The addition of

potassium cyanide or any other chemical for dissolving old stains Is not
desirable and is deprecated nowadays. The extract must be perfectly clear
and bright and may be filtered or centrifuged if necessary. It should then
be diluted with normal saline to make up a dilution of 1 in 1,000 The anti-
serum is not diluted and 2 drops of it are gently added to three-fourths of
a cubic centimetre of the diluted stain extract in a small tapering test tube
held in a slanting position. The antiserum slowly settles down at the bot-
tom, and at the Junction of the two fluids a white ring with well-defined
borders appears in the case of a positive reaction. The ring is situated mostly
In the antiserum and not In the extract In the case of a negative reaction
no ring appears. A positive reaction should begin In 10 minutes and be
read In 20 minutes. Several controls are put up to guard against all possible
errors. The following controls are the most important ;

—

(a) The normal serum control of the extract. Le. the saline extract put
up with the normal serum from the same species of the animal which has
yielded the antiserum ; it should give a negative reaction.

<b) The positive control, and
(c) The negative controls, which have already been mentioned.

The results are all qualitative and expressed as positive or negative.
“ All doubtful reactions are read as negative for the purpose of medico-legal
work. The negative results of old, faint and insoluble stains are reported
as “disintegrated” with a view to avoid favouring the accused unduly by
reporting that no human blood was found on the exhibit. Exhibits stained
with blood of good quality but not giving the reaction of human blood, how-
ever, are reported as “ not stained with human blood ” or as “stained with
the blood of a ruminant animal/bird” as the case may be.”M

23 The Imperial Serelogists’ Ann. Rep., 1937-^8
24 The Imperial Serelogists' jinn. Rep. 1937-38.
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Limitations of the Test.—Very small stains do not give a satisfactory

reaction and as such they are reported as "too small for Identification of

their source”. Blood stains which have been washed or mixed with mer-
curic chloride solution (1 in 1,000), potassium permanganate, copper sulphate,

Iron sulphate, calcium chloride, zinc chloride, sodium bisulphite, alcohol,
formalin, acids and alkalies will not respond partially or completely to this
test. Owing to some unknown reasons, the reaction In some cases may be
such as ‘‘no opinion can be given as to origin" for medico-legal purposes. A
well-equipped laboratory and long experience In this kind of work are essen-
tial for giving a decisive opinion. Hence one who Is not conversant with the
technique of the test and has not got sufficient experience in this branch of
the serological work is not justified to undertake this work for giving an
expert opinion.

Blood Grouping.—This Is based on a normal phenomenon of agglutin-
tlon of the red blood corpuscles on coining Into contact with the blood serum
derived from another individual of the same species. Investigations Into this

and Sturli, Ottenberg. Jansky

a blood either singly or tcgethi or tlSv
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It has however been found that AA and AO cannot be differentiated sero-
logically nor BB and BO In the same way. Therefore the four blood groups
A, B. O and AB, ns mentioned before, arc the possible phenotypes which can
be Identified serologically.

From the above facts It Is evident that (1) If the characteristic group A
or B Is present in a child, this must have been derived from one of the parents
and on the other hand If any of the parents does not possess one of these
groups, their offspring cannot have that particular group. (2) From the
union of two parents of the genotype AO and AO, a child of the genotype00 may be born. (3) Parents of cither AA or AO genotype may have an
offspring of phenotype A. (4) A parent O (=00) cannot have a child AB
and similarly a parent AB cannot have a child O.

Two more hrcmagglutlnogens (not Iso-hremagglutlnogens), known as
hcemogens M and N, which are quite unrelated to A and B. occur in the
red blood corpuscles, and either M. N or MN type Is present In the red blood
corpuscles of all human beings. These hrcmagglutlnogens are present at
birth and remain constant throughout life. The hmmagglutinins correspond-
ing to the M and N hrcmagglutlnogens (hmmogens) do not occur in the
human sera ; hence the presence of the M and N hmmogens can only be
demonstrated by Immunizing a rabbit with the red blood corpuscles which
contain the pure M or N hmmogen and by using the serum thus obtained

^ test out the unknown corpuscles. It Is possible that by the help of theM and N htemogens the four classical blood groups may be further sub-
divided into twelve distinct types, viz. OM. ON. OMN. AM, AN, AMN, BM,
BN. BMN, ABM. ABN and ABMN. If two subgroups of A. called A, and A..'
are also considered, the actual number of groups In OAB series Is six, viz., 6.
A,. A,, B. A. B. and A.. B and there will be therefore eighteen distinct types!

The following tabled* gives the percentage of the Individuals in each
group and also the percentage of the type occurring In the groups as ob-
tained from the examination of the bloods of 300 Indians In Calcutta hospitals
by Qreval. Chandra and Woodhead

Groups.
Type.*?

M N MN
Per cent Per cent I

1
Per cent

O 26.7 41.2 12.5
1A 26.7 38.7 13.7 47.5

B 37.7 45.1
1

9.7 I 45.1
AB 9 48.1 1 0 1 51.8

These figures vary widely In different countries as indicated by the fol-
lowing relative frequency of the blood groups In England obtained by analysis

1,073 Unrelated persons^^ :

—

Group I Group II Group 1 Group
1

A
11

B
1 AB

Per cent Per cent Per cent
46.0 42.0 9.3 2.7

The Rh or Rhesus factor.—^Landsteiner and Wiener discovered the Rh
.food-group antigen or Rh-hamogen (haemagglutinogen) In 1940 In the red
Qod corpuscle of certain individuals. These r. b. c. are agglutinated byne antlrhesus sera obtained by injecting the r. b. c. of rhesus monkey (theommon brown monkey Macacus rhesus of India) into rabbits or guinea

P- distribution of blood groups in a
P «5 vide Sheshadnnathan and Timothy, /nd. Jour. Med. Res., July 1942,

27. G. L. Taylor and E. 'W. Ikin. Brit. Med. Jour., May 20, 1939, p. 1027.'
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pigs. Such Individuals are said to be Rh-posltlvc. while others whose r. b. c.

lack the Rh antigen are known as Rh-negatlve, The Rh-negative individuals
do not normally have Rh hajmaggluUnlns In their sera. They are formed In
,such individuals by the Introduction of Rh antigen In the circulation through
transfusion of Rh-posltlve blood or by the passage through the placental cir-
culation in pregnant women of the foetal blood containing the Rh
antigen Inherited by the foetus from Its Rh-posltlve father. These two types
of blood are independent of the four blood groups and the M and N blood
ypes The Rh antigen Is present at birth and Is Inherited as’ a simple Men-
dellan dominant by a pair of allelomorphic genes, Rh and rh. The Rh typek further subdivided Into Rh, and Rh, and resembles the sub-group A, and

^eredltary transmission. It may be noted that the human Rh antigen

r i

T

corresponding antigen of the monkey, and the monkey
r. b. c ars therefore not agglutinated by the anti-Rh sera from man.

The terms Rh-posltlve and Rh-ncgailve which arc In clinical use are -e-

in wiener, notatj are

the Ston‘lfy''oTa°^hnd. SS, tarorum' cllnIc'Sly

’

SSn" - Ta4‘.’’r::„?^r.n’=:re

It has now been established that the Rhe^ne ^
a single anUgen. but a complex body comSrt'nr ,

•'Kh''°scn) Is not
known as c, c, D. d. E and c

^ bnUeans. which arc
carries a member ot each pair ol thew ami?en!’ rV'?

'“htalhs three sites

may occur, namely, (i) CDe (2) mr ^ Possible combinations
(6) Cde. (7) cdE and (8) cde. Of these m vl (5) cDe,
combinations. are the commonest

Th«e combinations, if designated in terms oflows: CDersRh,; cDE=Rh,
; CdcE=Rh - expressed as fol-

cdE=Rh'’; cde=rh. ^oE=Rh,
; cDe*Rh,

; Cde*Rh’

:

The normal distribution of the Rh •

below In a tabular form: ^ different races Is given

Indians In Calcutta**
Indians In Bombay*#
English PeopleJi
White Americans**

Per cent
90.0
93 .0

84.6
85.0

Per cent
10.0
2.0
15,4

The antibodies corresponding to these antw
°

AnMTX ‘‘“i
‘’“lanatcd 2 Ami complexity

fo the "“traally In Se tat
’ ''"“'D. Antl-E, Antl-c.

to the presence ol an Hh antigen Introduced but are formedbitwd transfusion or coming from the foMua'^^
'''° '‘tunlatlon by way oantigens are theoretlcftiity of oreEmnyxf ...

^ ^ .

OP cuimng irom the foetn* circulation by wav ofan lgens are theoretically capable of prMj^^W'enant women. All thebut they are not euually potent. The “tresponalng anUbodlesmost potent and Ls clinically Important ^ ?
Ubodles

„„ A. E Mourant. Brt£. Med. Jour. Aw « a,t-T~

—

29. Greval and Chowdhury. Jour Jna D soi
30 Khanolkar and Sangvl. Nature. Apm 7 n «
31. Hoare, Brzf ilfed. Jour., Sep 4 Vol. 155
32 Landstelner and Wiener, '?t>e Sot «7.

Med; ,9, a, XLni, p. 223,
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The four antisera, viz., antl-C, antl-D. antl-E and antl-e, give eleven Rh
reactive groups while the addition of the fifth anti-serum, antl-c, gives

eighteen combination.^^

. Technique for determining Blood Groups.—The technique for determin-

ing blood groups consists In the use of stock sera of group A and group B
and a 2 per cent suspension in normal saline of the red blood corpuscles

derived from the Individual to be grouped. The stock sera should be ob-

tained from a reliable Institution and should be fresh and of high tltre

strength.

A 2 per cent suspension of the red blood corpuscles Is prepared approxi-

mately -by taking a largo drop of blood obtained by pricking with a needle

the finger or ear of the Individual to be grouped and mixing It with 1 cc.

of normal .^allne solution In a test tube. A small quantity of 3 per cent

sodium citrate solution should be added to the saline solution before pre-

paring the solution. If It Is thought necessary to keep the red blood corpuscles

for more than a few hours before grouping. This suspension may be used

directly or may be centrifuged and the supernatant fluid pipetted off. The
sediment Is then suspended In normal saline solution to form a 2 per cent

suspension. After the sera and the red blood corpuscles are ready, the follow-

ing method is used for the application of the test:

—

A drop of group A (anti-B) serum Is placed on one end of a perfectly clean

and dry glass slide, and a drop of group B (antl-A) scrum on Its other end.

A drop of the red blood cells suspension Is added to the serum on each end
of the slide and stirred with a platinum loop. The slide Is gently rocked to

and fro to ensure a thorough mixing of the serum with the suspension and
Is then allowed to stand for half an hour. After the expiry of this period,

irregular clumps of the red blood corpuscles will be noticed by the naked
* eye with a hand lens or under the low power of a microscope. If agglutination

Is present. These clumps cannot be disturbed on tapping the slide. On the
other hand, in the case of pssudo-agglutlnatlon or rouleaux formation, which
is a common phenomenon, the red blood corpuscles are arranged in regular
piles; these can be easily disturbed on tapping the slide.

The group can be determined by observing the following rules:

—

If agglutination occurs with group A serum alone, the blood belongs to
group B; If it occurs with only group B serum, the blood belongs to group
A. If agglutination occurs with both the sera, the blood belongs to group
'AB. If neither of the sera causes agglutination of the red blood corpuscles,
the blood belongs to group O.

It is a useful thing to have also a stock of potent serum of group o.
This serum agglutinates the red blood corpuscles of every group except
group O. Group O serum enables one to have a decision when there is a
poorly marked reaction with either group A serum or with group B serum.
If the red blood corpuscles from such an individual are not agglutinated by
group O serum, the poor reaction with group A serum or with group B
serum Is negligible; whereas if agglutination with group O serum occurs,
the poorly marked reaction with group A serum or group B serum must be
read as positive.

It should be noted that dried serum retains its agglutinating property,
and even though drying destroys the red blood corpuscles it does not destroy
their agglutinogens. Moreover, the group specific substances, viz., the agglu-
tinogens (isogens) A and B are not confined only to the red blood cells, but
are to be found also in the cells of almost all the tissues, organs and
body fluids or secretions, such as saliva, nasal secretion, gastric juice, urine,

33. A. E. Mourant, Brit. Med. Jour.. Aug. 24, 1957, p. 461.
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vaginal secretion, semen, milk, bile, sweat, etc., they are not found in nerve
tissue, epithelium, skin appendages, bone, cartilage and cerebro-splnal fluid.
The agglutinins a and b*(or e< and j8), on the other hand, besides being pre-
sent in the serum, are also present In body fluids rich In serum proteins e g
milk, lymph, exudates, transudates, etc. Strictly speaking, the groups are not
of the blood but of the whole Ussue structure of the body. Thus the group
of a dead body may be determined by means of the serum agglutinins as
long as any serum Is available, and after that by means of the tissue agglu-
tinogens These persist and remain IdenUflable until putrefaction Is far
advanced.

secretors In accordance with the presence or absence of group specific sub-stances In their body fluids or
“‘““P speeme sup

dominant, and remains constant throughout Me
^ a Mendelian

^e medico-legal application of this test lies lo , . T.
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A. AB
B. AB
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The M and If hromogens are ab?o Inherited and transmitted as Mendellan
dominants, and the"followlng table gives the possible combinations of Inheri-

tance In the blood types:

—

Tj-pes of Parents.
j

: Types of Possible Children,
j

1

Types of impossible children.

M y M
1

M N, MN
M X MN ]

M. MN N'
1

•TrtWW
MN-y-MN 1 M, N. MN None
MN X N

I

: N, MN M
N X N 1f N M. MN

The following two rules emerge from the above table:

—

(i> The hamogens M and N cannot appear in the blood of a child unless

present In the blood of one or both parents.

(ID A parent of type M cannot produce a type N child and a parent of

type N cannot produce a type M child.

The Rh hoemogen is also determined by heredity. GrevaPs has prepared
the following table showing the possible and impossible children occurring In

the Rh blood types:—

Types of Parents.
^

T>’pes of Possible Children. Types of Impossible Children.

Rh+ X Rh+
1

Rh+. Rh—
Rh+ X Rh— Rh+. Rh—

1

Rh— X Rh— ' Rh—
1

Rh+

The following two rules are deduced from the above table:

—

v#f) Rh negative parents cannot produce an Rh positive offspring.

(U) Rh positive and mixed parents can produce Rh positive and Rh negative
oSsprlng.

Blood group testing should always be performed first and would be quite

sufDcient in many instances. The advantage of testing the M and N types
is that these have no relation ^to . th<^- Prin?ary...blQod^^grQups. Thus, two
individuals, lor example, ^o possible fathers, may belong to the same pri-

mary blood group, and yet may have a different content of the h®mogens
M and N. The application of the Rh tests Is also necessary, as it materially
increases the chances of exclusion of parentage. A easels is reported in
which an alleged father was excluded by the Rh tests, although ABO group-
ing. sub-grouping, and MN test were not conclusive.

^he question of disputed paternity arises in court in the following circum-
stances:

—

(1) When a child is bom in iawful wedlnck. and the husband denies thAt
he is the father of the child.

(2) When a child is born out of lawful wedloclc. and the mother accuses
a certain man of being the father of the child, while the man denies tne ac^
cusatlon.

(3) When a woman pretends pregnancy and delivery, and obtains a
child to pass It off as her own.

In such cases it cannot be said by the determination of the blood groups
of the parties concerned that a particular man is the father of a given child.

35. Ind. Med. Gas., April 1945, p. 204.
36. Wiener, Sonn and Belkin, Jour. Exper. Med., VoL 79, 1944, p. 235.
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but It may be possible to affirm by a process of exclusion that he cannot be
the father of the child. The importance of this means of establishing non-
paternity is obvious and has its application in suits of maintenance of illegiti-

mate children and in suits of nullity, alleged adultery and blackmailing.
The blood grouping tests have been accepted as evidence in the courts of
India, England and other European countries.

As the determination of various Rh sub-groups may now be carried out
accurately with the help of antisera which have lately become more readily
available, the tests are likely to be less fallacious and more acceptable In our
courts in India.

In June 1941, a acsew where the maternity and paternity of a child were undf
^ me JLltl C?SriS
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before the
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38. Lancet. May 9. 1942, Vol. 1 . p 570 ’ P- 482
39. Brit. Sied. Jour., Jan. 22, 1944, VoL I. r> i-..
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his lettem Nos. 3811/S, dated 7a8.3S SS.^^
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extract prepared by soaking the blood 'stain In an appropriate amount of

normal saline solution. If there is agglutination of the blood, the stain can-

not be that of the accused. If there Is no agglutination or If two blood stains

are to -be compared, the stains should be grouped by testing saline extracts

for the agglutinins a and b, using two sets of the fresh red blood corpuscles

which ate known to contain the lso-agglutincgei\s A and B respectively. In

addition an absorption test should be performed as suggested by AlielT.'*^

If the blood group of the stain be the same as that of the victim, and
different from that of the accused, this Is an additional piece of evidence of

the guilt of the accused. If, however, the accused and the victims are of the

same blood group, the test has no medico-legal value. On the other hand.

If the stain and the accused be of the same blood group, and the victim of

a different group, the test will be of great help In proving the innocence of

the accused. It is therefore, necessary to determine the blood group at

the time of the post-mortem examination of the body of the victim In every

homicidal case, so that a comparison might be made with blood stains on
the weapon alleged to have been used, clothing and person of the accused.

Hoche Lynch« cites a case in which an assailant murdered a young
typist by cutting her throat and disappeared, and the razor which was as-

sumed to have been used for cutting the throat was found subsequently on
an omnibus eight or ten hours later. The blood-stained clothing of the de-

ceased girl and the blood stains on the ra2or were examined, and both were
found to belong to Group AB; hence he concluded that the razor was used
In the crime. A case^^ Is also recorded In which an American coloured

soldier was convicted and sentenced to death for strangling a crlpped taxi

driver at Ipswich on the ground that the blood on the accused’s clothing and
the blood of the victim W’ere found to belong to Group AB. even though the
accused had given evidence that he was in London on the night of the
murder and that the blood on his clothing was due to his having had a fight.

StTBSTANCES RESEMBLING BLOOD STAINS

Certain substances produce beautiful dark or reddish-brown stains,

especially on clothes, which resemble fresh and old blood stains very closely.

The most important of them are rust or Iron mould stains, red synthetic dye
stains, stains caused by red paints of mineral origin and stains of vegetable
origin produced by certain fruits, flowers, leaves, barks and roots.

Rust Stains.—Rust stains on knives and steel weapons often look Hkf»

driver at Ipswich on the ground that the blood on the accused’s clothing and
do not-fall off in scales, when the other side of the blade is heated. Similarly,
rust stains gc. iron mould stains on linen may present the appearance of old
dried blood stains, but thesT^^atns go noP sunen me cloth. They are red-
dlsh^rown la colour ana insoluble in water but are soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric acid. The usual tests for iron, viz, pottasium ferrocyanlde and potas-
sium sulphocyanide tests, may be employed after oxidizing the stain with a
drop of nitric acid if necessary. The addition of glacial acetic acid to the
stain followed by a drop of tannic acid solution produces a blue or bluish-
purple colouration, if it Is due to oxide of iron.

Synthetic Dye Stains.—^These stains often resemble old blood stains,
but they may be easily recognized by treating them with strong acids and
alkalies. Nitric acid, for example, changes them to a yellow colour and a
strong solution of an alkali may restore the red colour in most cases. No
such reaction takes place in the case of blood stains.

42, Russ kava, KUnika. Moscow, 1927, vn, p. Whitley and Briton. Disorders of the
Blood. Ed. U. p 483.

• 43. Medico-Leoal and Criminological Review. April 1933. p. 112.
, 44. Med.~Leg. and Criminology. Rev.. 1944, VoL xn. Part H, p. 105.
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Mineral Stains.—These arc mostly clue to red paints containing oxides

ol Iron. After dissolving with hydrochloric acid, the solution may be tested

for Iren. In certain circumstances, stains of red paint, consisting of red lead
or red sulphide of mercury (vermilion) are found In the garments of Hindu
women or in Hindu temples. They can be easily Identified by the applica-
tion of chemical tests for lead and mercury {vide chapter XXIV).

Stains of Vegetable Origin.—Stains resembling blood may be produced
on clothing from certain fruits, such as, ^mulberry, currants, mangosteen,
gooseberries and jambans (Eugenia jamboianah They are changed to a
greenish-yellow colour on the addition of ammonia and are bleached by
chlorine water, which has practically no effect on blood. Knives which are

'

used to cut acid fruits not unfrequenUy present stains having some resem-
blance to blood stains. These stains, due to the formation of citrate and
malate of irori, are soluble in water, and give rise to Prussian blue. If a drop
of hydrochloric add and potassium ferrocyanide solution be added They

cclirand
“ "tooscope, but present vegetable

ReddUh stains are also produced by henna, catechu, pan juice (with Ihneand catechu), tobacco and by the barks leavp? f,,
nine

such as habool (Acacia arahto) anf Mb "“1

cmbryopterls). Most of them grow all over inrtJn
piospyros

«M blacken the stain It a drop ortemc cSorie. h
'»Weh

addition 01 ammonia will change ‘"/'“‘’"I,*",
and dilute mineral acids will heighten the

^ bluish-black,

water wUl bleach It, An acid decolourises a stain
chlorine

an alkali restores hs colour. The spec^oii does n .
bands,

epeciroscope docs not show any absorption

Certain red colouring maters, such as coehine.i .

madder root (Hindi—menjcel; ion,krt(_~nSS??’' “"tenet root
Cordlololla Roxb, containing oltorlnh and petah“r,“““d

*
give spectra which may be mistaken tor those of Me !. I"*,

"‘"‘tcus Bower,
the absorption bands in these spectra are no! ?h

"“‘"“ns of
globln and Its derivatives, nor are they hsemo-
agents In the same way as hemoglobin reducing and other re-
chromogen. etc. Moverover. these colourlmr m tf

oxyhemoglobin, heemo-
rcactlon In the preliminary chemical tests- ann ^ benzidine
with alum, boric acid, dilute ammonia «;iiinhe,

solutions, when treated
water, show well-marked alteraUons in th^

solution or chlorine
a.*? also In the poslUon of their absorption colour.
If the colouring matter is blood. ®och changes never occur

Other StaliM.—Spots of grease • resin tar
fabrics, may resemble very old blood stain.-? b«? especially on dark^er Chloroform, turpentine or xylol dlfiSntlaL ^o^^^Ulty In alcohol.Wien a clean white filter paper is pressed on stains.
Iron the paper absorbs the materials™ 13ZS

Reddish-brown imeal stains sometime. ,

'

the benzidine may show a Positive tSetS.'' ®. stains. Even
undigested fish or meat fibres An exaSw? to the presence of
however, reveal the undigested food PartlcE^an^ “m " microscope will.

question.
SEMINAL STAINS

The question of detecting seminal stain.,' ,

or unnatural ollenee. They are usually To™h *” “““ “< aUeged rape
on the ^rson of either the victim <m the aerlS ““r be foundV . ,rw V “ Of the accused out may be four
hair with semen Is not an uncommon occiS?n5 matting of the pub
be found on bed-clothes, on the seats of "'mfnal stains may ^“ eeve- US. ae‘«a.VilU110P OCCll
be found on bed-clothes, on the seats of a motor'ear .

--
’ the floor, or on the
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grass where the offence. was committed. They are sometimes found mixed
with blood, mucus, pus or fa;ces, especially on the articles of clothing In

cases of rape on small girls, Injuries to the genital organs sometimes cause

considerable haemorrhage, so that semen gets mixed up with a large pro-

portion of blood which renders the Identlflcatlon of seminal stains difficult

If not impossible.

Examination of Seminal Stains.—The examination of seminal stains may
be carried out by the following methods:— -

1. Physical. 3- Microscopical..

2. Chemical. 4. Biological.

rhyscal Examination.—Semen, when fresh, is a viscid, albuminous
fluid of a faint greyish-yellow colour, possessing a characteristic odour and
containing spermatozoa, eplthcUal cells, lecithin bodies, etc. When dry,

semen gives a stiff, starchy feel to the cloth and produces slight deepening of

the colour with the disappearance of Us odour. In fabricated cases of rape or

sodomy which are not uncommon In this country a solution of starch or white
of egg Is used In producing stiffening of the cloth which looks like a seminal
stain on dirty, and coloured garments. In fact, dry seminal stains have no
reliable distinctive characteristics, when examined with the naked eye.

Under certain conditions,' stiffness may disappear If the garments are not
properly dried In the open air before they are packed for despatch for medico-
legal investigation. It is believed that in the presence of moisture certain

bacteria act upon the protein constituents of semen, digest the dried protein

and thus destroy Its stiffness. The bacteria not only remove the albuminous
matter but also disintegrate the spermatozoa beyond recognition. It is, there-

fore, necessary that the police and medical officers should thoroughly dry
the garments having suspected stains before they are sent to the Chemical
Examiner. They should also be careful not to fold or twist the cloth on the
stained portion to prevent damage to spermatozoa.

Invisible and softened seminal stains on cloth can be rendered quite
distinct by properly Altered ultra-violet rays which produce a bluish fluore-

scence on the staliu. provided the cloth is clean and not dark-coloured. More
often than not, the victim’s sari or underwear, coming as it does usually
from the poorer classes, is so dirty that ultra-vlolel. rays are not very helpful
In searching for seminal stains. It may also be noted ‘that a bluish fluore-
scence is not specific for seminal stains and may be seen in some other albu-
minous materials. The stiffening of cloth, if due to starch, pus, sputum,
leucorrhceal discharge, etc., may be proved by the presence of starch granules,
pus cells, squamous and other epithelial cells and different kinds of bacteria
under the microscope; these will also indicate the source of the stains.

Chemical Examination.—The chemical examination of seminal stains
consists in the application of (1) Florence test and (2) Barberlos’ test.

Florence Test.—This Is known after the name of Dr. Florence of Lyons,
who first introduced It. It Is based on the formation of characteristic crystals
of choline periodlde, when a solution of a seminal stain is treated with
Florence’s reagent containing iodine, 2 . 54 grammes, potassium Iodide, 1 . 65
grammes, and distilled water, 30 cc. It Is not absolutely necessary to stick
to this formula. In fact a slightly weaker mixture acts equally or better
according to some workers.^® A nfixture consisting of 5 per cent of iodine
and 8 per cent of potassium Iodide *in distilled water is used In our laboratory
with satisfactory results. It keeps well for at least three months.

45. U.P. Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1924, p. 3.
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•was absolutely negative. If the clothes having seminal stains are not dried

carefully, choline which originates from the 'lecithin of semen and combines

with iodine to form choline pcrlodlde Is decomposed completely and a nega-

tive reaction is obtained. If the seminal stains are- wet and mixed with blood,

the Florence reaction Is negative even after twenty-four hours owing to rapid

decomposition, although entire spermatozoa are detected under the micro-

scopc.-*<^ On the other hand, a positive reaction given by an aqueous extract

of a suspected stain on an article received In connection with a sexual offence

indicates the presence of semen only and search of spermatozoa in such .a

case is not necessary. If the seminal stains are free from blood and other

albuminous substances and are thoroughly dried and preserved, tliey are

known to have given a positive reaction after several months. In one case

a well-marked positive reaction was obtained after two and a half years, but

a negative reaction was obtained from a specimen of six years* standing, ah
though spermatozoa were well preserved In both the cases. It is said that

choline periodlde crystals may be obtained from watery extracts of various

Internal organs and certain other biological substances, but this is not true,

inasmuch as several samples of pus, blood, sputum, faeces, nasal secretion,

’leucorrhceal discharge, etc., which contain choline and which are likely to

be found In the garments of persons Involved In sexual offences, were exa-
mined and showed the absence of such crystals.^'^

It may be mentioned In this connection that the material richest In

choline Is the spermatic fluid with 0 . 514 per cent, the brain comes next with
0,325 per cent and the blood contains only 0.031 per cent.<» However, the

spermatic fluid alone responds to the Florence test, whUe the brain and the
blood require very complicated processes for the extraction of choline.

WhUe performing the Florence test It Is essential to bear In mind the
following points:

—

(i) The aqueous extract of the stains must be slightly acid or neutral.
Alkali Interferes with the formation of the typical crystals. Dilute hydro-
chloric acid (0 . 1 per cent) may be used to acidify the stains.

(11) Esters of choline do not give a positive reaction.-*’ They are likely

to be formed In the presence of other extraneous materials. Hence the ex-
xA sVnVcis as give negative results should he h’ydiolyz.ed with one

^ per • cent solution of sodium hydroxide, acldlfled with dilute hydrochloric
acid and then filtered.

(lil) The crystals of choline periodlde are not permanent. They gradual-
ly lose their form and become unrecognizable. The time usually required
for taking a microphotograph of the slide Is sometimes sufficient to cause the
disintegration of a fine crop of the crystals.

(iv) The presence of blood and other albuminous substances along with
semen interferes with the test and gives a negative result even In those cases
where the garments were carefully dried.

Lieut.-Col. C. Newcomb, I.M.S., Chemical Examiner, Madras.so intro-
duced a modified form of this test and recommended the following pro-
cedure:

—

“The suspected stain is cut out and wetted with sufficient distilled water to give
one drop when the cloth is squeezed. Tlie water is aUowed to remain m contact ^vith
tlie stain for not less than five minutes. One drop of the watery extract is then squeezed
on to a microscopic slide and a drop of a saturated solution of iodine in ten per cent
potassium iodide solution put beside, but not touching it, A cover slip is then dropped
on so that the two drops run together under it The junction of the two drops is then •

examined under the low power of a microscope (magnification about 80 diameters), and

46. S. N. Chakravartl and S N. Roy, Ind. Med. Gaz

,

July 12938, p. 412.
47. K. N. Bagchl, Ind. Med. Gaz., Feb. 1937, p. 90.
48. Fletcher. Best and Slandt, Biochem. Jour.. Part n, Vol. XXIX. 1935 p. 2278-
49. Booth. BfocTiem. Jour., Part II. Vol, XXIX. 1935, p. 2064.
50. Ulodras Chem. Exammer’s Annual Reports, 1922, p. 5, and 1931, p. 6.

M J.—

8
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H present a crop of Florence’s crj-stals Is seen or soon appears. The high
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matozoa from dried stains on fabrics. A ten per cent solution of glycerin

in water or in normal saline has -hcen suggested as a useful solvent, but it

Is regarded as unsuitable for making dry specimens on slides for staining.

Dr. HanKin53 developed a method for detecting spermatozoa In seminal stains

but it is too lengthy and cumbersome to be of any use In a laboratory where a

large number of stains arc examined every day.

Fig. 21.—Microphotograph of Human Spermatozoa x 900. (i?ai Bahadur IC.S. Bagclii-^

A simpler method, which is eaually effective and is largely used, con-
_sists in moisfepifif ^ -cmnii g»rl 7i thr "tnirii i1 riiliili'~i llli n f( [i drops Of

Emulated water in a watch glass for thirty to sl:{ty minutes in the case of

fr^h^talns and lor threi~to lour hours m the' cas^uf-eld Alaiuj^ ^ncl“kg5
^"^

~ing it covered to prgvcnt - clrying:—uornlg uus period the ^ermatoaoa are
softened completely and are easily detachable from the fabric. A piece is

transferred to a slide with its stained surface downwards, and is gently dabbed
on the slide with a pair of forceps. It is then teared with needles to dis-
entangle completely the spermatozoa left In the meshes of the fabric. Two
Of three slides may be prepared from this specimen. One^of them is covered
w^h a cover slip and examined for entire spermatozoa under th^htgfi"‘hf7y/er

of tne microscope "arid tne Otfier slides arp aiinuzgn dry nv- evanrirAfinn at
tne room temperatureT In cases where seminal stains are not mixed with blood
or’ pus. spermatozoa with their characteristic refractile heads and long tails

will be seen in fair numbers and sometimes In clusters. If no entire sperma-
tozoa are found, the other slides are carefully dried, fixed by passing slowly
over a Ilame two or three times and stained In the usual way by means of
methylene blue or methyl green and eosin. Stained with methylene blue or
methyl green for about fifteen to thirty minutes and counterstained with
eosin for about two minutes the posterior half or one-third of the head as-
sumes a deep red or pink colour, while the anterior half or two-thirds of the

53. Brit. Med. Jour., 1906. Vol. n, p. 1261.
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head will appear to be unstained or faintly stained with the basic dye. The
tail is also stained pink.

‘

Gangull« devised a method for 'staining spermatozoa with erythrosine
and malachite green. It is the best method for staining spermatozoa, especially
in India, but It has also the disadvantage of being too lengthy. However, It
must bo adopted in those cases where seminal stains are very dirty By this
method the head, especially the posterior third. Is stained dark red and the
tall Is stained green. It Is better to examine the slide under the l/12th oil-
tamerslon lens, although It Is easy to Identify spermatozoa under a

investigation on sperma-toma but the results have not been helpful from the medfco-legal point of

A huinan spermatozoon varies from 50 to 55 microns In length and con-

ta from and iearshaned
““ ^^““ed when viewed

len^^ahouroTeS^f >"

30 microns In Its greater diameter or itoufone-Lif oT?h\ fblood corpuscle. The neck Is very short me i

o' n red

spermatozoon and consists ol a tong stonde^fllaml .

Pnrt of the

at Its end and has a vlbratlle ciliary
Its motile power. Spermatozoa lose their fcllvhv to fh

“
“i!
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^ the mediums of acids,

about 50-0.1 but”h““retaTn1hSlXae Sc to™ f Tdisintegrated by decomposition. In ptoDer?v nr

'
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t^"'PPr hours at temperatures
damp. Hence It Is necessary to dry“he ” ‘"a stains are kept
Stains at air temperature, before th^ arc
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examination. That the presence of moisture uiedlcal

development ol,
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found, but if the Florence test is positive, there should be no difllcujty in

affirming that a particular stain Is due to semen. If Florence test Is negative

and if a few detached heads of spermatozoa are found. It may bo assumed
that the specimen has perhaps been badly handled and a careful examination

of another specimen from the same garment is likely to reveal entire sper-

matozoa. It may also be mentioned that during the decomposition of a
seminal stain the tall of a spermatozoon Is the first to suffer and to disappear,

but the head resists for some time; hence It Is quite possible to find only

a few heads of the spermatozoa in a decomposed seminal stain. An experience
examiner is not likely to miss the characteristic appearances of these heads
and his opinion in such a case Is quite valid. However, an Inexperienced

examiner is not justified to base his opinion on the finding of heads alone,

as certain spores of fungi and some bacteria may resemble the heads of
spermatozoa, although a well-stained slide should leave no room for any.
doubt.

Some medical jurists believe that there can be no semen without the
presence of spermatozoa, but this Is not true. Inasmuch as cases of aspermla,

Le. semen vdthout spermatozoa, or of oligospermia. I.e. semen with a few
spermatozoa, are occasionally seen. These conditions may be found in the
very young, in the very old. or in those suffering from chronic epididymitis

and other testicular diseases. Chronic venereal disease, excessive sexual

intercourse or onanism, or som*e constitutional causes may produce the^e

conditions even in healthy young men.

A man. aged 20 years, married a girl. 19 years oJd, but ns he had no issue by her,
he married again at tlie age ot 30 years. He liad no issue even by this wife. At Ihe
age of 37 years while he was thinking seriously of marrj-ing for the third time, his
semen was examined and found to be absolutely ospcrmic. In another case a man
married at the age of 32 and had a child within a year and a half, but he had no other
issue during the next twelve years. His seminal fluid was examined and was found
quite free from spermatozoa There was a history of excessive se.xual indulgence in
both these cases. In a third case a young man, aged 25. who had been addicted to
excessive self-abuse since the age of 14 years, sought the advice of a doctor for scanty
semen, as he thought that It was an indication of impending Impotency. A fresh specimen
of his semen obtained in the laboratory did not contain any spermatozoa, and the
quantity was only half a cubic centimetre—about 1 of the normal. It did not give a
satisfactory positive reaction- with Florence tests?

Biological Examination.—In 1901, Famum.^o proposed a biological test
for human semen based on the same principles as the precipitin test for blooq.
He used human semen or testicular emulsion for the antigen, and injected
5 to 10 cc. of it Into the peritoneal cavity of a rabbit from five to eight times
at intervals of from six to eight days. He found that the serum obtained
from the blood of the rabbit thus treated gave a precipitate with both recent
and old emulsions of human semen which had been dried and kept for thirty-
four days. In 1928. Hektoen and Rukstlnat<> showed that an antiserum
produced by immunizing rabbits with human semen is both ‘species specific’

and 'semen specific' that is, it gives a positive reaction with human blood anq
also with human semen. In order to demonstrate the semen specific property
of the antiserum its species specific property is at first exhausted completely
by precipitation with human blood serum, and then the residual or semen
specific property is tested with human semen.

The group specific agglutinogens, when present, occur in a highly' con-
centrated form in the seminal fluid, and it may be possible to ascertain the?

group of the individual by performing the test for detecting the presence
of these agglutinogens in the seminal stains in the same manner as with
blood stains. But it should be remembered that agglutinogens may be absent

59. For cases of aspermia and oligospermia vide also Currie and Lissimore, Brit. Med.
Jour., Jan. 28. 1939, p. 189.

60. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Dec. 28. 1901. P- 1721.
61. Arefv. Path.. 1928, 6, p. 96.
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In thp wcretlon. duo not only to Its disintegration but also to an Inherent
dnlcct ol the tadlvldual In not secretlhg It at all and as such the result would

to no'rjuIunaW;'
’P'”'™ 0" findings Is obvlous-

serological test was expected to have a bright future and to be of
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^'il'™lhatIon of the sourceor me seminal stain v-hcther from a human being or from an animal hutto many antigens of blood groups, t^ies &c.. haveTtely beeTdSovered

are TOrd'imcuhand^^erl
antisera against seminal fluidverj dimcalt and the results are therefore not likely to be dependable.
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taken from the same part of the Individual or animal whence it Is alleged to

have been derived.

Fibres.—The fibres which are most commonly used in the manufacture

of clothing are those of cotton, linen. Jute, silk and wool. Of these the first

three are of vegetable origin and the latter two are of animal origin.

When examined under the microscope, cotton fibres are seen as flattened

bands, having spiral twists, thickened edges, and bluntly pointed apices. In

a transverse section they exhibit a flattened, renlform, dumb-bell shaped or

irregular outline and an elongated lumen. Linen fibres are derived from

flax, and consist of thick walls with Jointed markings at unequal distances

and sharply pointed apices. Transverse sections are uniformly polygonal,

and show a narrow lumen. Jute fibres are smooth, and do not show trans-

verse lines or longitudinal markings. The cell cavity Is not uniform through-

out the length of the fibres and may disappear In some places. Tlie ends are

mostly blunt or rounded. Silk fibres arc structureless and non-cellular when
examined microscopically. They are externally smooth and finely striated.

Woollen fibres are fine, curly and sub-cylindrical and consist of a medulla

of polyhedral or rounded cells, a cortex of spindle-shaped fibres with nuclei

and an epithelium of Imbricated scales, the free edges of which point towards

the apices of the fibres and give rise to characteristic transverse markings

on the surface.

A rough physical test to distinguish between vegetable and animal fibres

is \o burn them In a flame. Vegetable fibres burn very readily without

producing any disagreeable odour, while animal fibres burn with some
difficulty and omit a disagreeable odour resembling that of burning feathers.

Vegetable fibres burn oft sharply at the end. whereas animal fibres fuse to

a rounded, bead-llke end.

The following chemical tests may be employed for determining the source
of the fibres:—

1. Cold concentrated sulphuric acid <66 per cent) dissolves silk and
cotton fibres, but does not dissolve linen, Jute, and woollen fibres.

2. Warm hydrochloric acid readily dissolves silk fibres, whereas it has
no action on the fibres of wool, cotton, linen and Jute.

3. A five per cent solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide dissolves

animal fibres but not vegetable fibres.

4. Boiling gently some cotton, linen or jute fibres with 3 drops of 3?o
solution of thymol in alcohol, 5 cc. Cone. HCI and about 1 gm. of NaCl, imparts
a carmine red colour. No colouration with silk and wool.

5. Sodium nitroprusslde (2 grammes In 100 cc. of water) produces a
violet colour with woollen fibres but not with cotton, linen, jute or silk fibres.

6. One cc. of water, two drops of a 15 per cent alcoholic solution of
alpbanaphthol and one cc, of concentrated sulphuric acid are added to about
0.01 gramme of a fibre placed In a test tube. The mixture, when gently
heated and shaken, assumes a deep violet colour If the fibre is of vegetable
origin, but it has no such, action if the fibre Is of animal origin.

2. The Source of Hairs.—It is extremely difficult to determine whether
the hairs sent for examination belong to a particular individual or not.
though it may be easy to ascertain the source (part of the human body) from
which they are derived. This may be easily done by observing the following
characteristic features:

—

Hairs from the head are usually long and soft, and taper, gradually from
root to point. Hairs from the female head are generally thinner and much
longer than those from the male head.

Hairs from the beard and moustache are usually thicker than those
derived from any other part of the body.
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Hairs Irom the chest, axUlai ana pnblc region are short, stout, and curly.

Those from the axilUe and pubic region also show split ends.

Hairs from the eyebrows, eyelashes and nostrils are stiff and thick, taper

to a point and are i to i inch long.

Hairs from the body surface arc generally flne. short and flexible, and

do not show pigment cells in the cortex. The medullary canal is also apt

to be relatively small, or may be altogether absent. The downy hairs of the

new-born Infant have no medullary canal or pigment cells.

3. The Character of Hairs showing the manner of extraction.—

When examined under a microscope, hairs cut by a sharp weapon will not

shou’ the roots, and the cut ends •will exhibit a more or less regular section.

Recently cut hairs show a sharply cut edge with a projecting cuticle and a

few loose fibres. After a week the end becomes square, smooth, and round-
ed but blunt. After three or four months the end becomes elongated, but
not similar to the original uncut end, and the medulla is always absent from
such ends.

The root should be examined to determine whether a hair has dropped
out, or has been pulled forcibly. The root of a hair that has dropped out
spontaneously is round and solid, but atroplc, while the root of a hair that
has been extracted forcibly has a hollow, concave surface, which covers the
papilla of the corlum.

FIs liunisn Hair:

'
^

^
'f2l Cotton Fibre:
>31 Linen Fibre:
(4> Jute Fibre;
(5> S«k Fibre:

Wool Fibre :

A« - JJfl (0 V. ralflt.

A
A.

A.

A
A

sutetenee expos4
I^on ol Obr,; B ADlM,



CHAPTER VI

DEATH IN rrs MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS

DeflnUion.—Death Is classified as somatic or systematic nnri -mnlrriildr.

Somatic death Is that state of tno pogy showing romoipto loss of sensibility

"and aluhlT lU lltovU~ in -yhlclT there Is complete cessation ol the lunctlons of

5ie braliL heart and lungs, the so called “trlnod of Hie " wmeh maihtmir
' and health. Molecular d^ath means the death of ihe tissues and cells in-

dividually, which takes place some time after the stoppage of the

functions, and is accompanied by cooling of the body, the temperature of

which is reduced to an equilibrium with the external world.

V^fODES OF DEATH

In all kinds of death, whether natural or accidental, there are thi'^e

primary modes of^eath. viz.,

v2*. Syncope.

Asphyxia.

COMA

sQipphnn7,irwUve..the.ceDtraX portlon-of«the.braln-etem.

Causes.—1, Compression of the brain resulting from Injuries or dis-

eases of the brain or Its membranes, such as concussion, effusion of blood

or in. the brain substance due to subarachnoid htemorrhage, fracture of the
skull, inflammation, abscess or new growth, of the brain, or embolism apd
thrombosis.

2. Poisons, such as opium, alcohol, carbolic acid. etc. having a speciAc
action on the brain and nervous system.

3. Poisons acting on the brain after they are generated In the body In

certain diseases of the liver and kidneys, e.g. cholcemla, acethnsemla*
uramia, etc.

Symptoms.—^First of all. there is a condition of stupor from which the
patient may be roused temporarily for a few seconds or more. In this con-
dition the reflexes are usually present, or are exaggerated, and the patient
may be able to swallow fluids. This is followed by complete unconscious-
ness from which the patient cannot be roused. In some cases- sudden insen-
sibility supervenes without an initial stage of stupor. During the comato^s
condition the reflexes are lost, the sphincters are relaxed, and the pupfls

are dilated or contracted, and Insensible to light. The skin Is. general^'
covered with cold perspiration, and the temperature is sub-normal or normal-
except in the lesions of Pons Varolii, where it Is high. The pulse Is usually
full and bounding, but slow. The breathing Is slow, irregular and stertorous-
Mucus collecting in the air passages causes the sound which is known as "tpe
.^ath rat^”. - .

'

Post-mortem" Appearances. Injuries of the skull bones O’* of the braiu
and consequent effusion of the blood* into the cranial cavity may be .present.
The bjal&^rrd— its" membranes are found congested. Hemorrhages '^vithln

the cranium due to disease are found within the membranes orvin tfie bral^
substance, but when due to injury, are commonly found in clots betwe^ri
the skull bones and the membraoes. or on the surface of the brain.. ‘TP&
right side of the heart is‘ usually full and the left empty. The lungs and tP®
venous systems are gorged with by>od. but not so much as in death fro’m

asphyXi” -
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SYNCOPE

of the’large Mobd'*«ssels''OT™Mhc
hiemoiThage from wounds
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ASPHYXIA m
-tlon being called Into play. The blood pressure rkes and the pulse becomes

rapid.

In the second stage the expiratory muscles of respiration become more

active with spasmodic - movements, which are followed by convulsions of

nearly all the muscles of the body. Owing to venous and capillary stagna-

tion the face and hand.s arc deeply congested and cyanosed. Consciousness

becomes confused and the sphincters are relaxed.

In the third stage the respiratory centre Is paralysed. The muscles

become flaccid, there Is complete insensibility, the reflexes are lost, and the

pupils are widely dilated. The blood pressure falls. Prolonged sighing in-

spirations occur at longer and longer Intervals until they cease altogether, and

death ensues. The pulse is scarcely perceptible, but the heart may continue

to beat for some minutes after respirations have quite cea-sed.

The three stages last for about five minutes before death takes place.

They may be prolonged for two or three times as long. Occasionally asphyxia
may bring about death almost Instantlj.

^.„J^»st-mortcm Appearances—rv«/>rnrtt—^xhe face is either calm and pale

phyxla. The Ups nnii njidaverJp: Jivldlty mnrP. mnrtrpfl

The tnntrup prntr.udPd _ln most caSes. and frnthy _anri hTnndy-mnr.iiS-enmps
frjTT^.»hP_Tnnut>i.;>nrf-nrtgfrpg Rlg<Ms.4m>rt!»-ts-Tisually~slow-tcr-commence. but
map-bc-rapld-ln-K)meH:ases.

Internal.—The mucous membrane of the trachea and larynx is cinnabar
jfid- duo to its infection and^contalns froth": The l^i&gs are dark and purple
in colour and gorged tjvitii d ar}? vpnnns_JalQQd; on being cut they exude
IjlOlhy, datk-iluid_j3lood. The air-cells are distended or even ruptured due
to emphysema. The right cavity of the heart Is fulI-coataliiiDg.jdark-CQldured,

Imperfectly clotted-blood, and so are the pulmonary artery and the vens
cavte. The ’left cavitv. the _aQrta and the pulmonary veins are empty. In
many cases, both sides of the heart arc found to be lull, if examined soon
after death but, after, rigor mortis has set In. the heart found contracted
and empty, or the tension In the abdomen presses on the Inferior vena cava,
and drives blood up Into the heart. Similarly, the lungs are found heavier
with blood collected in the dependent parts If examined sometime after death,
or the tension in the abdomen or contraction of the heart muscle will drive
more blood into the lungs. Irrespective of the cause of death.

The brain Is ^neested but not so much a5_Jn—death—from—coma. The
‘ abdominal g]:ga.ns-jre—found—CQPgeated. Numprnyy .small netpp.hiai .hfflmor-

ocJ^chYmoses known_as are seen under the serous
membranes of various organs due to rupture of the capillaries caused oy
intra-muscular pressure. These are usually round, dark and well-defined,
varying In size from a pin's head to a small lentil. They are found under
the pleurce. pericardium, thymus, meninges of the brain and cord, conjuc-
tiva?, and even under the skin of the face and neck. They are sometimes
seen in deaths occurring from scurvy or purpura.

-Gordon’s . Classification of Death.—Gordon’ has suggested a classiS-
catlon "of mC'dico-legal deaths which is based upon the concept that the ces-

sation of the vital functions depends upon tissue anoxia, which—Is—brought
about In the following four dllTerent ways:

—

1. Defective oxygShai lo h~ ' oi the' blood In the lungs

—

gnoxic anoxia,

which is produced (a) by obstruction to the passage of air into the respi-
ratory tract as in suffocation, smothering and overlaying; (b) by obstruc-
tion to the passage of air down the respiratory tract as in drowning, choking
from Impaction of a foreign body, throttling, strangulation and hanging;

1. Brit. Med. Jour., Sep 9, 19i4, p. 337.
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ro by external compression on the chest and abdominal walls, e.g. from falls
of earth; (d) by primary cessation of respiratory movements causing respi-
ratory failure, c.g. narcotic poisoning and deaths from electrical Injuries;
(e) by breathing In vitiated atmosphere In which there Ls an excess of carbon
dioxide or inert gases

II. Reduced oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood-anmmlc an^
occurring In acute poisoning by carbon monoxide, chlorates, nitrites, ar^
coal-tar derivatives.

<»^<iaUve processes in the tlssues-hl^totoxlcanoxia seen In acute cyanide poisoning.

" *’”= “'X’tl through the tissues—stagnant

feSrS e^r'istve

to dcalh‘’’'“ failure, which may lead

lance should
'"two'*
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•
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"
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degree of visceral con-
slo^vly He further remarks Sat Sph^tiapathological enllty which Is rccognlzaWe ™ the™°sL?, Sw1na"lomy""“"°‘

Sudden or unexpected deW^^s^^^lence, or poison, as well as from natural
“^natural causes, such as vlo-

always to be Invesllsated by the“llee Jf, “"Patural deaths have

line “i'
"t'dlco-lofal Investigations’ If lb™'!,

P3t“Pal deaths form
under suspicious circumstances. In such occurred suddenly "and

If
'cath without Sm “ Practitioner should

even If there u strong evidence of dIsSL' “ Post-mortem examination

verlcaso veins.
chronic

arteriosclerosis™ nu aPOtHaneous
A ca.vi Is reconjfd in hi

^upture of anei^sms or

--- -
to '"'Mhil "“P'c toap raw .1®“ aoaislhesia by Henry

3 Cerebral and cerebcllsV
' o' “
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generally associated with chronic arteriosclerosis and hypertension. Chronic

alcoholism and syphilis largely predispose to this condition. Abscess or

tumour of the brain, spontaneous subarachnoid hoemorrhage. meningeal hcc-

morrhage. septic meningitis and acute encephalitis may cause sudden death. *

4. Fright, dread, anger or any other emotional excitement may lead

to such a degree of shock as to result at once In a fatal termination. This will

be more so in those persons who have an unstable ner\'ous system or who
have some organic disease, especially of the heart or large blood vessels. •

A woman, who was brushing her teeth, accidentally swallowed a mouthful of Irarm-

less mouth wash. She cried out that she had swallowed poison and Immediately dled.3

A young woman walking with her sweetheart along a i-ountrj* road received such
a fright from a horse pushing its white head through a hedge by her side that she
collapsed in her companion’s arm and died.'*

5. Certain diseases of the respiratory organs producing asphyxia, such
as acute cedema of the glottis, membranous deposit In the larynx or trachea,

or tumour pressing on the trachea, spasm of the vocal cords, air embolism,
pneumo-thorax, hajmo-thorax. pleuritic effusion, ha;moptysIs In the course

of pulmonary tuberculosis or carcinoma, cedema of the lungs, asthma, ambu-
latory lobar pneumonia, bronchopneumonia and acute bronchitis in infants

and children. Regurgitation of stomach contents Into the air passages in nar-
cotic poisoning and other comatose conditions due to alcohol, urtemla, etc.

6. Rupture of chronic ulcers of the stomach, duodenum, or other parts

of the alimentary canal. Large draughts of cold liquids drunk when over-

heated.

7. Rupture of the Impregnated uterus, extra-uterine gestation, uterine

haematocele, or uterine appendages.

8. Rupture of the over-distended urinary or gall bladder or enlarged
spleen.

9. Acute htemorrhaglc pancreatitis.

10. Certain diseases, such as Addison’s disease, diabetes and epilepsy;

laryngismus stridulus and status lymphatlcus occurring in young persons
usually during the first stage of chloroform Inhalation. Convulsions and
acute Infective gastro-enterltls in infants.

11. Trivial procedures may sometimes induce syncope and lead to
death, e.g. vaginal examination, vaginal and uterine douching, or passing of
a uterine sound.

Viperts reports the sudden death of a young woman, four months pregnant, while
a small cannula was being inserted into the uterus to produce abortion.

Even slight compression of the larynx has induced fatal inhibition.
A little boy, noiicing a very prominent pomum Adami in an old woman, gave it a

gentle flick with his finger. *1116 old woman died immediately.®

12. Catheterization of a ’ distended bladder and sudden withdrawal of
large quantities of fluid from the pleural, pericardial or peritoneal cavities
may lead to death by rapidly lowering the blood pressure.

13. Zymotic diseases, such as cholera, diphtheria and influenza.

14. Reflex vagal inhibition—due to Impacted food or foreign body.

SIGNS OF DEATH
JThe signs of death are

—

lintire and permanent, cessation of circulation and respiration.
Changes in the eye.

3. A. Robertson. The Practitioner. Aug. 1923, pp. 115, 116.
4. Ibid.
5. Annales d’ Hygienes publigues. 1890, Jodv, p. 541; Petersofl, Hames and Webster,

Lea. Med. and Toxic.. Ed. n. Vol. It p. 213.
6. A. Robertson, The Practitioner. Aug. 1923, p. 119.
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3. Changes In the skin,

4. Cooling of the body.
5. Cadaveric Ilvldlty, hypostasis, suggllation or post-mortem stalnln-
6. Cadaveric changes in the muscles.

siamin,.

7. Putrefaction or decomposition.
3. Adlpocere.

9. Mummification.

1. ENTIRE AND PERMMENT CESSATION OF CIRCULATIONAND respiration
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consciousness or stupor with closed eyes and flaccid hmbs. The pupillary reflcKCs were
present but sluggish. Tlie pulse was regular. 80 per minute and was of low volume. Tlic

blood pressure was 112/78 mm. Hg and the respirations were only 8-10 per minute and
regular. After a few whlfls of smelling salts SwamI Ramdasji opened his eyes and
took heed of the surroundings. Except for some scratches and cuts over the trunk and
lower extremihes the Swami appeared none the worse after remaining within the con-
crete cubicle for about 62 hours.

A careful examination of the heart and lungs with the stethoscope lasting

for five minutes, and repeated at short intervals, If necessary, will enable an
opinion to be formed as to whether the circulatory and respiratory functions

have ceased or not bearing In mind that occasslonally the heart .sounds are

not audible, though the heart is functioning perhaps with an abnormal rhythm.
A new born child Is often revived after 5 to 15 minutes of birth. In a case

of doubt this may bo supplemented by the under-mentioned tests.

The tests to determine the stoppage of circulation arc

—

(fl) Magnus's Test .—^This Is one ol the most reliable tests, and consists

In tying a ligature tightly round the base of a finger, sufficient to cut ofT the

venous channels without occluding the arteries. The finger remains white,

if circulation has entirely ceased, otherwise the seat of the ligature Is marked
by a bloodless zone, and the portion beyond it becomes gradually blue and
swollen.

(b) Diaphanous Test.—During life the webs ol the fingers appear scarlet

or very red and translucent, If the hand with the fingers abducted is held
against a strong light, artificial or natural, while they appear yellow and
opaque after death. The hand may, however, appear red In carbon mono-
xide poisoning, and yellow In anaemia or syncope.

(c) Icard's Test.—The hypodermic injection of a solution of fluorescln

does not produce any discoloration of the sldn. If circulation has stopped

;

but It renders the neighbouring skin yellowish-green, If circulation Is still

going on. The substance may also be detected in the blood drawn by prick-
ing the skin at some distance from the seat of injection. If some white sUk
threads are immersed in the blood, and then boiled In a test-tube containing
distilled water, the threads will become greenish in colour. The solution
of 'fluorescln is obtained by dissolving 1 gramme of resorcin-pththaleln, and
1 gramme of sodium bicarbonate in 8 cc. of water.

(d) On the application and withdrawal of pressure to the finger nail
it does not assume alternately a white and a pink colour as in life.

(e) The application of heat. e.g. a burning match or melted sealing-wax
to the skin will not produce a true blister with a red line of demarcation,
if circulation has stopped.

If a small artery is cut. there will be no jerky flow of blood, if

circulation has stopped.

The tests to determine the stoppage of respiration are

—

(a) The surface of a cold, bright looking-glass held in front of the open
• mouth and nostrils becomes dim, due to the condensation of warm moist air
exhaled from the lungs, if respiration is still going on, but not otherwise. This
test is useful in the cold weather.

(b) There will be no movement of a feather or cotton fibres held in
front of the mouth and nostrils if respiration has stopped, but this is not a
reliable test as the slightest draught of air or nervousness on the part of an
observer will move the feather or cotton fibres,

(c) Winslow’s Test.—^There will be no movement of an image formed
'b/ reflecting artificial or sun light on the surface of water or mercury con-
tained in a saucer and placed on the chest or abdomen, if respiration has
ceased. SlraUarty, water will not be split from a vessel filled to the brim
and placed on the chest or abdomen, if respiration has stopped.
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i CHANGES IN THE EYE

loeoc u«! lustre The cornea loses its reflex

Soon alter death the glass^irch'^Maitlon
action and becomes opaqug.

nnteonlng and cholera.

amy be gn^eHT-before deaih ‘
‘

imre-td^ death from
while the cornea, may retain us uan^

j monoxide. The
apoplexy and

j are Insensible to strong light, but

’’ea‘’c?to"soSns 7 atropine or ^-nne probably tor an hour alter death,

be, nil longer tIic pupUs also change their form, and become oval, trl-

llgular 01 odygimal. when pressure Is applied by the Ungers on two or more

lldel 0I Ihe eyeballs ol a really dead n^n. but they retain their round.

fX 1

° 1 uvill nerson. or In one who S-^ipaFently dead.- Owing to ragld

rcSuSlon ol Intra-ocular tension the eyes look sunhcm

3. CHANGES IN THE SKIN

Alter death the skin ol the whole body assumes a pale and ashy-white

appearance especially In lair bodies, and loses Its elasticity i
jienee incjssd

wminris will not gape It caused after death But the edges of ulcers and

iToundslEused during llle lUlJlii UluU ltd ui - blue colour after death, and

so do ecchymoses. Further, the Icteric hue produced In jaundice or phos-
,

phorus poisoning and tattoo-marks are not at all aHected by this change.

4. COOLING OP THE BODY

Alter death the body commences to lose Its animal heat by conduction,

convection and radiation and gradually attains the samp temperature as that

of its surrounding medium. But It must be borne in mind that this loss of

heat cannot be considered as a certain sign of death until the body has lost

15 to 20 degrees of the normal heat. viz. 98.4'F., for a rectal temperature of

90* to 94‘F, may be observed In the algid state of cholera and severe cases of

collapse, and a much lower temperature of 15* or 76*F, may be noted in cases

of long exposure to cold.

The rate of cooling Is not uniform, but It is almost proportional to the

difference In temperature between the body and its surroundings. The rate

is. therefore, rapid during the first few hours after death, and is slow after-

wards. as the temperature of the body comes nearer to that of its surround-
ings. Simpson” has found from investigations on dead bodies that under
average conditions a clothed body in_a temperate country intipg about 2.5*F.
per hour for the first six hours, and 15 to 2*F. for the next six yff^fermius.""
the whole surface of the body takes about twelve hours dflQ vnu UiUiital
organs take twenty to twenty-four hours to reach the temperature of the
environment, but much less time In a tropical country like India. From
observation” made In 1902 at the famine hospital in Bombay, where the
temperature is seldom above 98.e*F.. It was found that. In those ’cases where'
the body temperature was normal at the time of death, the average rate in
the fall of temperature during the first two hours was one-half of the difference
between that of the body and thaf of the air. During the next two hours

’

the lompcriluri, IcU at halt this rate, and during the next two hours at
hall the la-M mentioned rale or about a quarter ol the IniUal rale There-
alter the cooling took place at a much slower rale. thd.,body attaining the
temperature o! the air In from twelve to mteen hourrf alfcr death In one
ease In which the temperature recorded at dearhj.was ikg-F' the bSSy
temperature came down to that ol the ale and then rose 13 -degreei above the
air-temperature In Ihlrteen hours and a hall alter dcalh, .

10 la. Tcn^lH. It roZfcIin. J932. tn. Drat_
— ~

rrini-Oa'rtC firrif-', April 1933. o 132.
' -Od-210; Med.-Leg. and

11. Scicr.cr rrtxreu. Oct 11M6. p 713: Lancet. Ko 23 l«UR tbi
12. Colhi mrrr. UtzI Mrd Vo! IX. TA. XI, p 2.

^
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The rate of cooling of the body may be Influenced by such causes as age.

condition of the body, manner of death, and surroundings of the body.

ilge.—The bodies of young and middle-aged persons cool more slowly

than the bodies of children and old people.

Condition of the Body.—Fat and well nourished bodies retain heat much
longer than lean and weakly bodies.

Afanncr of Death .—Cooling of the body is more rapid In deaths occurring

from severe haemorrhage or chronic and wasting diseases than in deaths

occurring suddenly from accident, acute disease or apoplexy; whereas the

body keeps warm for a long time when death has resulted from asphyxia as

in hanging, lightning, suffocation or poisoning by carbon dioxide.

Surroundings of the Body.—A dead body cools more slowly when kept

In a small room with still air than when kept In a large room with access

of cold draughts of air from outside. Similarly, a body covered with clothes

and lying in bed, or In a cesspool or dung-heap, cools less rapidly than a

naked body lying on a stone flag in the open air; while a body immersed in ’

water, especially In running water, cools more rapidly than when exposed

to the air. Cooling Is delayed when the temperature of the atmospheric air

or water Is high.

Post-mortpm Caloricitv.—This term “Is applied to a rise of temperature

observed for the first two hours or so 'fh bodies after deaths from cholera,

small-pox, yellow fever, rheumatism, cerebro-splnal meningitis, liver abscess,

peritonitis, nephritis, injuries to the nervous system, brain stem hemorrhage,
tetanus and poisoning by alcohol and strychnine. This post-mortem rise of

temperature is due to the action of micro-organisms in the still living fluids

and tissues of the body, and to the chemical changes going on after death.

5. CADAVERIC LIVIDITY. HYPOSTASIS, SUGGILATION OR POST-
MORTEM STAINING

This ls>JL.dlscolorfttl9n_of_jhe^km_diie-io_±he_accumulat}on-of-the-fluid
bloofi^ thp r-apiiiaries and small. velax^j:_the_7:g^g^mucos.»gL,lriJhe..>most

dependent.parts oL-the-body-accordlng-tO-Jtsj)osltlpn,,as.the .body-after-death. •

like all other Inert matter obeys the law of gravitation. If the body is lying
on the back, the staining will be seen on the posterior parts of the head,
ears, neck, trunk and extremities, except on those parts which actually come
into contact with the surface on which the body Is lying, as ^essure caused
by the welgnt ot tne body Pfc'v'tjnts the Ullaeriying vessels ifoiii liiiiag wiilT’

Similarly, it Is not seen on puili, wlikn have been compressed
by tight clothing or tight wrapping of a sheet, but occurs as stripes or bands
called iJibiees, which often resemble the marks produced by flogging. Again
a white band on the neck produced by a tight collar or necklace may look

In Northern India, post-
mortem staining begins to
form within an hour after
death, and Is^ well-marked
In foun—to—twelve hours.
It is formed after every kind
of death, but It is more
marked in the bodies of fair

'X people than in those of

:

dark individuals. It consists 1

of small irregular patches
on the skin having a coppery red or purple colour. At first they are single,
and scattered on the surface, but later increase in size and unite together
formlng_a large uniform area of discoloration. These patches will disappear

M.J.—9 /

like a mark of strangulation.

Fig. 30.—Post-mortem Staining.
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tn nn thp dcnendent parts on altering the position of the

botolTthrLo^s^m flS bu" the, t«n remain permanent and no more

win loni II the position is changed alter the blood has coagnlated.

I\‘«‘srd2.h‘’ ^Sino^SLnralttlth^rrtnaflT^^^^^^=35rtSnSi^Ks rer;r
a large Quantli, o! saline infusion has been injected Intravenous , In the

treatment of acute hicmorrhage. accompanied with shock or collapse. H.

driven has suggested that the flbrlnoljsin which causes some lysis ol

blood clot is liberated as a non*spe(dfic response to injury. It has been ex-

nlalned by R- H. Molet< that In cases where blood was fluid fibrlnolysln was

found not so In cases of clotted blood. On the contrary, coagulation occurs

readily after death from aeule. InfertlmiS feygrs^-SttCh^sjDeflmpnJa.

The colour of post-mortem staining may. in certain cases, indicate the

freause of death. Thus, the colour is intensely bluish-violet and purple in

asphyxia, and is cherry red or pink In poisoning by carbon monoxide or

hydrocyanic acid, and sometimes In burns or irt cold and exposure. On the

contrary, the colour of post-mortem staining is chocolate or coffee-brown in

poisoning by notassium chlorate, potassium blchromate__eL-a_niline, and is

usually dark brown in poUonlng by nhnsphorus.

Rarely, hypostatic congestion resembling post-mortem llvidity may be

seen a few hours before death In c^ses of cholera, plague, uraemia, morphine

poisoning, typhus, and asphyxia.

Post-mortem
,

livldttv.or^taming has_sQmef<mg.jL-hi»j>n tnr bruises

llf«« And consequently Innocent persons have been

prosecuted for murder, but acquitted afterwards, when the charge could not

be proved. Dead bodies were occasionally forwarded to Modi for post-mortem
examination with a report from the police that as a result of violence there

were bruises on the back, but, on Inspection, the so-called bruises were found

to be nothing else but post-mortem staining.

^^yfhe following are the points by which they can be differentiated;—

1. Post-mortem staining occurs on an extensive area of the most depen-
dent parts of the body, and usually Involves the superficial layers of the true
skin: a bruise may occur anywhere on the body, usually takes the shape of the
weapon used, is limited in area, and generally affects the deeper tissues.

2. Post-mortem staining does not appear elevated above the surface, but
has harply defined edges; a bruise appears raised above the level of the sur-
face. and Its edges are not sharply defined. There may sometimes be an abrasion
of the cuticle over a bruise.

3. The colour of post-mortem staining Is uniform- it may become green
when the body begins to putrefy; whereas a bruise exhibits the usual changes
of colour, especially if It Is a few days old.

I" .‘I'
''=“">>5 there wm be no abrasion of the

cuticle, but in the case ol a brake there ma, be an abrasion ol the cuticle.
5. Post-mortem staining, on being cut. does not show anv eSuslon of

coagulat.^ or lisuld blood Into the subcutaneous tissues, hut ma, show
minute tops ol blood esudlng torn the divided ends ol the dktended capil-
laries and small veins; a brake, on the other hand shows InStoSon of the
tissues either with coagulated or liquid blood «
sections of tissues shows the appearances even better

examination

13 Jour. Clin. Endocrinol. N.Y, mg. 6. p 117
14. Jour. PefA. DacU 1A48. CO, p 413
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Along with the appearance of external post-mortem staining internal

hypostasis also takes place In the dependent portions of the visceral organs.

Thus, if a body has been lying on the back, post-mortem staining Is frequently

found in the veins of the cerebral and spinal plamater, in the lateral and
occipital sinuses, in the posterior cerebral lobes, in the lower posterior sur-

faces of the lungs. In the posterior surfaces of the liver, spleen and kidneys,

and in the posterior parts of the stomach and Intestines, especially those lying

In the pelvis. Post-mortem staining does not occur in the heart, but it may
contain the so-called “cardiac polypi” which are post-mortem fibrinous clots.

Hypostasis In internal organs, such as the brain, lungs, stomach, kidneys

and intestines, has to be distinguished from congestion or inflammation of

those organs.

difference between Post-mortem Staining and Congestion in an Organ.

—

Post-mortem staining in an organ Is irregular and occurs on a depend-
ent part; redness caused by congestion is generally uniform and all over

the organ. The mucous membrane In post-mortem staining is dull and •

lustreless, but not so In congestion.

In post-mortem staining inflammatory exudation will not be seen, and
areas of redness alternating with pale areas will be found If a hollow vlscus

Is stretched out and held In front of light. . .

6. CADAVERIC CHANGES IN THE MUSCLES

After death the muscular tissues of the body pass through three stages;

(1) Primary relaxation or flaccldity. (2) Cadaveric rigidity or rigor mortis. (3'

Secondary relaxation.

(1) Primary Relaxation or Flaccldity.—Soon after death the whole
muscular system commences to relax except in those cases where the muscles
have been in a contracted condition before death; hence we notice that the
lower jaw of a dead body falls, the eyelids lose their tension, the extremities
become soft and flabby, and the joints are flexible. But the muscles are
contractile, and react to external stimuli, mechanical or electrical, owing to

their retaining molecular life after somatic death.

^ This stage lasts from three to six hours, but the average Is two or three
hours. One hour and fifty-one minutes fe the average period of duration In
Bengal as found by Mackenzie.*®

(2) Cadaveric Rigidity or Rigor Mortis.—^Thls phenomenon, which
is also known as death_ stiffenlng. comes on lmn^dlately_ after the muscles
have lost the power of contractllltyr“and affects all the muscles of the_body.
both voluntary and involuntary.

^A satisfactory theory has not yet been advanced to explain the chemical
changes which occur in the muscle tissues during the process of rigor mortis,
but Szent-GyoTgyi and others*^ have shown from their recent investigations
that adenosine triphosphate^ (ATP) plays a fundamental role not only In
the normal contraction and relaxation of living muscle, but in determining
the physical condition of the muscle proteins According to them the mnsrle
protein which wnR_fnrmerlv known as myosin consistS""ol' a combination of
two proteins, viz. my_qsin_and-actln,- xfie comdrhed^ form is called actomyosln.
and possesses the property of <»nn^rgp-UUf.v and -relaxation in the preien^ of
adeimsine triphosphate, whlcliJ&.jM>rmally-clQselyj3Qimti tn the •’muscle proteins
and-potassimir-chlonde {kcU.

“ '

They havp fiiTtVipr r>TnT?ed_that thp presence Of adenosine triphosphate
absorbeJ~ln the.rrLUSCle.j)rotelns.Js,£Sseotlal_fo_r Uie pfe^r\^tion bi the normal

15. Ind. Med. Gaz., June 1889, p. 167.
16. Sydney Smith and F. S Fiddles, Forens. Med., Ed. X, pp. 19-20.
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thlle the actomysinjs, changed.

-naScISraiidlfKiis jjgqrjnortls

the muscle changes from slightly

“ . . • x.j /•oticlnfT r1frffiltT.«.Dl

Is established.

During rigor mortis the reaction of the muscle .
'’“j;;;;!

alkaline to distinctly add, due probably to the formation of laslliLJic

the process of the breaking down of the muscie proteins.

^Rigor mortis generally occurs, whilst the body is cooling.

connected with the nervous system, and it develops even in '

provided the paralysed muscle tissues have not suffered much In nutrition.

It Is retarded by perfusion with normal saline.

Owing to the setting in of rigor mortis all the muscles of the body become

stiff, hard, opaque and contracted, but they do not alter the position of the

body or limb. A Joint rendered stiff and rigid after death, if flexed forcibly

by mechanical violence, will remain supple and flaccid, but will not return

to its original position after the force Is withdrawn; whereas a joint con-

tracted during life in cases of hysteria or catalepsy will return to the same

condition' alter the force is taken away.

Rigor mortis first aonears in the involuntary muscles, and then In tbe_

voluntaYiT in the heart it appears, as a rule, within an hour al ter death.

g!]d-Tna> UP uilsLliken lur hypertrophy, and It^relaxanon lOF aUul'Jlluu.

alhophy or degeneration. The left chambers are auecieiTl'rtbrt* Ift&n tII5

rtaht. Po8 t.mort»m-<lollverr~huy UcUi <!>i^uig to contraction of the uterine
.

muscul« fibres .

.

7 In the v^untarv muscles rigor mortis follows a definite- course. It first

/jOccurT^n the muscles of the eyelids, next in Hie luusules-ol- llm the —
anti lower law, then in those of the iront oi’'the ri66k.'ia&6‘, ‘Chest and.

—

-
'

"extremities, and lastly extends m tjib hmscles the

\
aocomen and lower extremities. ' Last to be aflectgd arp the small muscles

\of tfi&TlngLTrana I&CS. it passes on in th» gf»mf. pce.

,'> *^?rtme- of-Oni>et.—"rhis varies greatly In different cases, but the average
period of Its onset may be regarded as three to six hours after death, in
temperate climates, and it may take- two to three hours to develop. In India.
It usually commences in one to two hours after death, and takes one to two
hours to develop.

Duration.~In temperate regions, rigor mortis usually lasts for two
,

to
thre^days. In Northern India, the usual duration of rigor mortis ^ twenty-
four to forty-eight hours In winter and eighteen to thlrty-slx hours In sum-
mer. According to the Investigations of Mackenzie*^ in Calcutta the average
duration U nineteen hours and twelve minutes, the shortest period being three
hours, and the longest forty hours. -When rigor mortis sets in early it passes
off quickly and vice versa.

Cas?sn hate occaned In which tlgor mortis dcyelooca and dlsanoeared
'

hausUon*a!ler° a"* ntrfonccd'm
*•'1=1= ilcath occurred from

:^SS5l:rro‘n"lh\MrJ~ --- -a-

lrad\"u”,J'a^cdt\L'’S"n;han^
" ^

(onus onaTthan seven months. A casc» ts, howcverrecortc? 1^^!=”
n. fBd. Med. Cor, June 1S». p. 1177

19 Savory.

VOL 1. p. 193
. and Pract 0/ Med. Juris.. Ed X.

*u. Bom. Famine IIosp. Rep

.

1931.
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Strongly marked rigor mortis was present In a five months' foetus. JtlEor.

mortis Is commonly
.
found In the bodie.s of still-born, infants at full term.

^rletoni”relates a case where rigor mortis was seen In a weli-deveiopcd

female child, which died during delivery. Cases of ante-natal rigor mortis,

although rare, are recorded. This condition- usually Interferes with delivery.

Dr. Jitendra Desai of Ahmcdabad reported to Modi that in October 1938, he

delivered a quadripara, aged 28, of a full-term dead female ‘child, which was

in a state of rigor mortis. The labour was tedious and prolonged as com-'

pared o her previous labours.^

In adolescent and healthy adult bodies the occurrence of rigor mortis is

slow, but well marked, while it is feeble and rapid in the bodies of children

and old people.

(b) .ftfiiscular Condition.—The onset Is slower, and the duration longer.

In those cases wher^'tlie' muscles have been healthy and at rest before death

than in those cases where the muscles have been feeble and exhausted and
thus have lost a greater degree of muscular Irritability.

(c) Manner o/ Death .—Rigor mortis sets in early, and disappears soon
In deathS=fronrTllseilses‘“causlng great exhaustion and wasting of the muscles,

as in cholera, plague, typhus, typhoid, phthisis, cancer, urasmla, chronic
Bright’s disease, tetanus and epileptic seizures. Its onset Is delayed In deaths
occurring from pneumonia, apoplexy, asphyxia and nervous diseases causing
paralysis of the muscles. In cases of strychnine and other spinal poisons the

onset is rapid and the duration longer. If death has occurred In a short time
after the symptoms first appeared when the muscles had not been exhausted
owing to convulsive fits. • •

Cdl Atmospheric Conditions.—Rigor mortis commences slowly, but
lasts for a long time in dry, cold air. On the other hand, its commencement
Is rapid, and duration short. In warm, moist air. It comes on rapidly and dls-

• appears late In bodies Immersed in cold water.

Conditions simulating Rigor Mortis.—The conditions which simulate
rigor mortis are (a) heat stiffening, (b) cold stiffening, and (c) cadaveric
spasm or instantaneous rigor.

(a) Heat StifTcning.
—

^The phenomenon known as heat stiffening is sppn
in the hardening nnd stiffening of the In a hnri?_pypQSRri-j^i\-.>>^ff^mpp-
rature .exceeding- 75*C This is due to^he-CoaguIatlon^f-nthen-nlbuminatPR
besldp mvosin. whlch^cnaguintpR^rdlnartir at a lower temperature, say 5Q°C.

Heat stiffening is commonly observed in the body of a person who has
met his death from burning or from sudden Immersion in a boiling fluid, or
in a body which has been burnt soon after death while the muscles were still

warm. The body assumes an attitude, called.** pugilistic attitude” f.hp_
lower limbs and arms flexed and the hands clenched.

(b) Cold Stiffening.—The stiffening of the muscles occurs in a body
from solidification of Its fat when It Is exposed to a freezing temperature. If
the body Is moved to a warm atmosphere, the stiffening rapidly disappears
and normal rigor mortis develops, but it lasts only for a short time.

(c) Cadaveric Spasm or Instantaneous Rigor.—^Thls is a phenomenon
^“-SWchJhe_jnuscles_il^^have_.been In a state of contfactlbiT'durlng'llfe
h^cpine stiff and rigid Immediately afte^^eathJwltKbut pa'ssing into' ah initial
®Hge-otjrelaxatlon

; hence th^atUtude of the body adopted at the time of
death is maintained for several hours afterwards, it Is due to the fact that

21. Brit. Med. Jour., June 13, 1908. p. 1424.
other cases of ante-natal rfeor mortis see Brif. Afed. Jour., 1904, Vol. I. pp.l014and 1312; Jour. Surg. Gyncec. and Ohstet., May 1925, p. 725.
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is continuous with an act of cadaveric rigidity and thus_occur.s-ln,casR.s.ghere

there have bcen-fimat muscular exeEUoii..an(l-incntal -excltement-befor^-death.

aiTobserved ^ong soldiers killed on a battlefield. It Is also found In sudden

asphyxlal deaths, and In deaths from Irritation of the medulla. It Is quite

different from cadaveric rigidity or rigor mortis. In the case of cadaveric

spasm, a weapon hpid in thp hand before death Is firmly grngpnrf nnrf.mn

^dnly be removed with riifflruiitv whereas in cadaveric rigidity the weapon
’ p]aced"ln~>t^«^ hnnrt_hPfnrp^lgor mortis has set In Is not graspcQ, out, oropr
down from the hand on the sllgiiieSt tbuch. For practical purposes it is noF
possible for a murderer to imitate this condition.

^..i^cdlco-legally the condition of cadaveric spasm is very Important, in-

asmuch as the finding of a weapon, hairs, pieces of clothing, etc. firmly grasped

by the fingers of a dead body may lead to the detection of a case being suicidal

or homicidal. It must, however, be remembered that a heavy weapon may
drop down from the hand of a suicide, unless It becomes glued down by clotting

of the effused blood.

A European widow, aged 40 years, who shot herself with a five-chambered revolver

while driving in a \ictoria.- ^•as found with the revolver gripped In her right hand.23

On the other hand, an army Major who committed suicide on the 1st December 1922,

by shooting himself with a revolver through the mouth was seen reclining against a
wall in a bathroom at the Royal Hotel. Lucknow, with the head drooping forward and
the revolver lying between his legs with the right thumb and index finger loosely

touching the trigger. In the case of King-Emperor v. Kavnitk Singh, a piece of cloth

found grasped In the hand of a murdered person. Phuloo Singh, was proved to have
been tom from the vest of the accused at the time of murder.J*

(3) Secondary Relaxation.—Wlth the disappearance of rigor mortis,

the muscles become soft and flaccid, but do not respond to a mechanical or

electrical stimulus as In the first stage of relaxation. f^^c-

organizatlo" The reaction of the muscles again becomes al-

kaline.

7. PUTREFACTION OR DECOMPOSITION
This Is absolutely a certain sign of death. It is a slow ^process. and Is

brought* abouQ^y^thg—actlon -.of feCT^ts produced by living saprophytic
micro-organ isms, which resolve the complex organized tissues of “the"'body
Into simpler. Inorganic conipound^^ Tlies^tnRro^orEahlsm^'are7,botji ^rer.oblc

and anterobic. and during life ar^ound in large numbers In the alimentary
canal but, within a short time after death, are found scattered In all the
tissues, organs and even in the blood. As a result of their action the dead
body invariably putrefies unless special means are taken to prevent their
access or the tissues are rendered unfit for their use.

External Phenomena.-—It Is said that putrefaction follows the dlsappear-
.^ce of rigor mortis, but This Is not always the case; since, in Northern India.
esiJtiCiaily during Ihfe hot monins irom April to October, it commences before
rigor mortis has completely passed off from the lower extremities. This fact
was observed by Modi in a large number of dead bodies in Agra and Luck-
now. India being a vast country, the climatic conditions vary so much In dif-
ferent parts that it Is Impossible to give the exact time when the putrefac-
tive processes develop In a dead body.

The two characteristic features of putrefaction are the colour changes
and the development of foul-smelling gases.

Colour Changes.—^The first external evidence of putrefaction In a body
exposed to the air Is the formation of greenish discoloration of the abdominal
skin over the filac fossa . This hup to thp conversion of
hemoglobin of pigment, intn g«i1nhmpth»moglQbln by the action
of sulphuretted hydrogen diffusing from the intestine inttr”the tissues, and

23. Leader. Feb. 12. 1928, p. U. 34. All. High Court. Cr. App. No. 25 of 1925.

'
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occurs Irom one to three days after death fn winter, and six to twelve hours

in summer. This patch of green discoloration Is more evident on a fair skin

than on a dark one. About the same time the eyeball becomes soft and

yielding, the cornea becomes white and milky and Is either /flattened or com-

pressed. Later, the eye collapses and the cornea becomes (mncave.

From twelve to elghteeruhours .after death in summ^ the green colora-

tion spreads' over the entire abdoi and the external genitals. Green

patches also make their appearance successively on the chest, neck, face,

arms and legs. These patches gradually deepen In colour, and later become

purple and dark blue. They are at first separate and distinct, but later on

coalesce together, and the whole skin of the body appears discoloured.

to the decomposed Wood Betting tr« the So, or Keen streaks owing

corpuscles, which stains the walls ot the blood
ol the red blood

tissues, which also appear coloured. TOe Sted blood "bthe position ol post-mortem staining Is alSrlo
becomes fluid; hence

in the serous cavities, especially In the Pleurm and perleardWm
““““

an=c”orthnmenlshpSrlS\bdoS?r^^^^^ “o appear-
lnc-and,unpleasant smell owing to Eradn^i

begins to emit a nauseat;
composiuon. some~t which are sSSter'l gaseroTa;^
dioxide, ammonia and phosphoretted hydrogen

"’arsh gas. carbon

From twelve to eighteen hours after death
in the Intestine; consequently abdomen swell

these gases collect

the urine and fatces may escape.
“ sphincters relax, and

From eighteen to thlrty-slx or fortv.ei*h» u
.f collect In the tissues, cavities and hollow death the gases

with the result that the features become w«”* ^
under considerable pressure

.
“«»nie bloated and distorted, the eyes arc
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forced out of their sockets, the tongue Is protruded between the teeth, and

the lips become swollen and everted. A frothy, reddish fluid. or_mucus is

forced from the mouth and nostrils. Ultimately the featurHbecome obll-

teraf^ and unr^cognTzable. The abdomen becomes greatly distended; hence

on opening the cavity the gas escapes with a loud explosive noise. Owing to

the pressure of the gases the stomach contents are forced Into the mouth and

larynx and are seen running out of the mouth and nostrils. The breast of

female bodies are greatly distended. The penis and scrotum become enor-

mously swollen. The cellular tissues arc Inflated throughout, so that the

whole body appears stouter and older than It actually Is.

Owing to the formation of these gases under the skin blisters containing

a. reddish coloured _fluld_ form on the various parts of. the bo^r! When these

burst, the cuticle being softened peels off easily. Bruises and abrasions may

Fig. 34 .—Decomposed body of a male showing especially blisters.

become unrecognizable when the cuticle is denuded. Wounds, whether caused
before or after death, begin to bleed once more owing to the pressure of gas
within the heart and blood vessels. -Wounds also become so altered In ap-
pearance that it may be dlHlcult to form an opinion as to whether they were
caused before or after death, unless the presence of the clotted blood can
be distinctly made out. At this stage there Is considerable dlflQculty of
identification also.

Flies, such as common house-flies and blow flies, are attracted to the
body, and lay their eggs, especially In the open wounds and natural orifices.
The eggs hatch into maggots or larvae in from eight to twenty-four hours
during hot weather. The maggots crawl into the interior of the body and
help In destroying the soft tissues. Sometimes, maggots appear even before
death, if a person has ulcers on him. The maggots become pupae In four
or five days, and the pup» develop into adult flies in the course of three
to five days. They are of some help In estimating the time of death.

\A^rom forty-eight to seventy-two hours the rectum and uterus protrude,
"^e gravid uterus may expel its contents, and prolapse. The J)aJlr_becomes
loose, and is easily pUlled out. The nails arfi_also_loose, and are easily de-
tached.
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'•/ "^In three to five days or more the sutures of the skull, especially of

children and young persons, are separated, the bones are lessened, and the

liquefied brain funs out. The teeth berome loose In their sockets, and may
fall .off.

*

next stage of putrefaction Is known as colliquatWe putrefaction
j'which begins from five to ten days or more after death. During this stage

the walls of the abdomen become softened, and burst open protruding the
stomach and intestine. The thorax, especially in children, bursts. The
diaphragm Is pushed upwards

If the putrefactive processes still go on, the tissues become soft, loose and
are converted into a thick, seml-fiuld. black mass. They ultimately separate
from the bones, and fall off. The bones are consequently exposed, and the
orbits are empty. The cartilages and ligaments are similarly softened, and
u tlmately the bones are destroyed, so that after some years no trace of the
body Is left. The time taken up by these changes varies considerably with
the temperature and the medium in which the body lies.

arrived at by Mackenzie" from his observations ondead bodies In Calcutta are given below In

Muscular IrrilabtUty
Onset of rigor mortis
Duration of rigor mortis
Cadaveric Uvldlty
Green discoloration
Ova of files

Maggots
Formation of bulla;
Evolution of gases

Average Minimum

hr. m. hr.
51 0 30
56 0

19 12
14 33
26 4
25 57 3

43 24
34 35
17 5 50

Maximum

7

40

41
76

— vuc caronoiOKlcs
occurring In the temperate reglons:-

Putrefaettve Changes
coloration over the Hiac”

nS®' eyeballs, soft and yielding
e'^ocatlon spreading over lifewhole abdomen, external genitals andother parts of the body. Frothy blood

^72?* luouth and nostrils

gas. corneafallen In and concave Purollsh r(»ri

SSlt&SSnS’SM

iPPSiHis
nuii'^bSk 'S'eS?
thorax burst non«’ abdomen and
emp‘r.

“b"" "pored. Orbits

~i 10 3 days alter death.

3 to 5 days after death.

8 to 10 days after death.

14 to 20 days after death.

2 to 5 months after death.

dS rod
“ “le liver spleen

observed In the varloi

be mistaken lor the ieeSsh vrim dlscoloratlc

5
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Fig. 55.—Decomposed body of a femaJe showing maggots.

to the neighbouring organs by the bile soaking through the gall bladder. The
pathological changes are still evident, hence It Is necessary to go on with the

examination. The viscera subsequently become greasy and softened, so that

It Is dlEQcult to remove them entire.

The rate of putrefaction in the Internal organs varies greatly owing to

the differences In their structure as regards firmness, density and moisture.

From his long experience Casper*’ has ‘drawn up the following table show-
ing the order In which the internal organs putrefy:

—

Those which putrefy soon These which putrefy late

1. The LarjTix and Trachea. 9. The Heart.
2. The Brain of Infants. 10 The Lungs.
3. The Stomach. U. The Kidneys.
•i. Tile Intestines. 12. The Bladder.
5. The Spleen. i 13. The OEsophofUS.
6. The Omentum and Mesenterv 14. The Pancreas.
7. The Liver.

!

15 The Diaphragm.
8. The Adult Brain. 16. The Blood Vessels.

1
17. The Uterus.

The Larynx and Trachea.—^The decomposition of these organs coincides
almost with the appearance of the greenish coloration over the abdomen.
Their mucous membrane appears first uniformly brownish-red without any
vascular injection, and later becomes greenish and softened. Lastly, the
cartilages separate from one another, but this change takes place after some
months.

The Brain of Infants Owing to the thinness of the skull bones and the
presence of the fontanelles the brain of infants very rapidly becomes soft
and pulpy, and soon turns Into a greyish fluid so that It flows out on remov-
ing the cranial bones.

The Stomach.—Owing to the presence of the fermenting food, digestive
ferments and! bacteria, and a large amount of blood supply, the stomach,
as a rule, putrefies much sooner after death. It putrefies usually from
twenty-four to thirty-six hours in summer and from three to six days in
winter, but it may sometimes begin to putrefy much earlier. As a conse-
quence of putrefaction dark-red, irregular patches are first seen on the
posterior wall, and then appear on the anterior wall. These patches may
be mistaken for the effects of irritant poisoning, but can be readily distin-
guished as putrefactive changes involve the whole thickness of the stomach
wall, while the effects of irritant poisoning are observed usually in the
mucous membrane only. Afterwards blebs form on the inner surface of
the walls, which become softened, dark brown and ultimately change into a
dark, pultaceous mass.

27. Forensic Med , Balfour's ing. TransL, Vol. I, p. 44.
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The Intestines.—The puttclacUon ot these organs follows that of t

stomach. The intestines are rapidly Inflated with the formation of

In the Interior, and the mucous membrane undergoes exactly the same

changes as are observed In the stomach. Owing to the walls being softene

the Intestines burst and discharge their contents.

The Spleen.—In some cases the spleen decomposes earlier than the

stomach and Intestines, especially II It Is swollen and hypermmlc Irom an

acute Inlcctlous disease, or enlarged from chronic malaria, but It may resist

putrefaction longer, If it happens to be flxm and comparatively bloodless.

Owing to putrefaction the spleen becomes soft, pulpy, greenish-steel In colour,

and within two to three days In summer U may be reduced to a diffluent mass.

The Omentum and Mesentery^—These withstand putrefaction for a long

time, if they are free from fat, but decompose sooner, if loaded with fat.

In that case they appear greyish-green and dry.

The Liver.—Owing to the effects of decomposition the liver usually

becomes softened and flabby in consistence during summer from twelve to

eighteen or twenty-four hours after death, and owing to the evolution of

gas in Its substance it becomes studded with blisters from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours. Later, the usual greenish discoloration appears on the
upper convex surface, and gradually extends to the whole organ, which
ultimately becomes coal-blach. The liver putrefles earlier In new-born
children than In adults. The gall-bladder Is recognizable lor a long period
owing to Its resisting action against putrefaction, but bile pigments may
diffuse early through the adjacent tissues.

The Adult Btaln.—The putrefaction of the adult brain first begins at
lu base, and then proceeds to the upper surface. It Is hastened if any injury
to the brain or skull U present. The brain becomes soft and pulpy within
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twenty-four to forty-eight hours in summer, and becomes a liquid mass from
three to four days.

The Heart.—The heart putrefies much later than the stomach, intestines

and liver. Tie organs first become soft and flabby, and the cavity appears

dilated, and is usually empty containing a few gas bubbles. The organ itself

can be recognized for several months.

The Lungs.—^These organs putrefy at about the same time as the

heart or a little earlier in a few cases. The first sign of putrescence in the

lungs Is the formation of gaseous bullce under the pleural membranes. These
are at first pale-red, small, and scattered over the various parts of the lun&s,

and later they coalesce. The colour of the lungs does not change with the

development of these bullcc, but It then changes to dark, black and green
as putrefaction progresses. Later the lungs become soft, collapse, and are

reduced to a small black mass, which Is ultimately completely destroyed.

The diaphragm resists putrefaction for a long time, and may be recognizable

even after six montlis.

The Kidneys.—The kidneys become brown and greenish, but retain
their consistence for long, so that diseases, such as nephritis and cancer, can
be detected for a long time after death.

The Bladder.—This organ, If empty and contracted, resists putrefaction
for a long lime, but undergoes decomposition rapidly if It has been distended
and Inflamed. Within forty-eight hours after death the urine In the bladder
may usually contain albumin owing to the transudation of serum albumin
and globulin from the blood. The prostate gland resists putrefaction for

a long time and can therefore be Identified when the adjoining tissues are
in a state of advanced decomposition.

The Oesophagus.—The Oesophagus withstands putrefaction for a very
long time, and may be recognized long after the stomach has entirely dis-

appeared.

The Blood Vessels.—The blood vessels, particularly large arterial

-resist putrelaction lor a long period. The aorta may he recognized
after a burijU of even fourteen months.

The Uterus.—^The virgin uterus Is the last organ to putrefy, and may
be useful in determining the sex long after the complete destruction of the
external genitals from advanced decomposition. It should, however, VQ
remembered that the Impregnated or gravid uterus soon after delivery
rapidly undergoes putrefaction. Modi had seen some cases in which the uteriis
was found decomposed in three to four days after death and completely des-
troyed by maggots in four to five days after death, especially during summer.

Putrefaction in Water.—The rate of putrefaction of a body in water Js
more reliable than that of a body exposed to the air or Interred, as the tem-
perature of the water Is more uniform, and the body fs protected from the
air, as long as it remains submerged In water. Ordinarily, a body takes
twice as much time in water as in air to undergo the same degree of putre-
faction. Putrefaction is retarded, when a body is lying in deep water and“ well protected by clothing, while It Is hastened in a body lying 'in water
contaminated with sewage. Putrefaction Is accelerated, when once a body
has been removed from water, as the tissues have Imbibed much fluid.such a body decomposition Is so' rapid, that the changes occurring in twenty--

exposure to the air will be more marked than those ordinarily
resulting from a fortnight’s further submersion.

Owing to the blood gravitating towards the head which sinks low in
water the colour changes of decomposition are first noticed on the face In-
stead of on the abdomen as in ordinary putrefaction. These changes
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gradually spread downwards from the face to the neck, upper extremities,

chest, abdomen and lower limbs.

The following table drawn up from the observations of Devergle shows
the putrefactive changes occurring at different periods of time In a body
submerged in water:

—
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Condition of the Body.—Fatly bodies float quicker than lean and thin

bodies, as fat has a lower specific gravity. Bodies wearing loose clothes will

soon come to the surface.

Scoson of the Tear.—The moist, hot air of summer Is favourable to

putrefaction: hence dead bodies float quicker in summer than in winter.

Wafer.—Dead bodies float in the shallow and stagnant water of a pond
sooner than in the deep water of a running stream, as the water of a pond,

being wanner from the action of the sun’s rays, favours putrefaction. Bodies

float more readily in sea water than in fresh water, the specific gravity of the

former being higher.

Fig. 37.—Skin from hand after three to Fig. 38 .—Skin from foot after three to
four days’ immersion in water. four days’ immersion in water.

Circumstances modifyine Putrefaction.—^These may be divided into
external and internal.

External Circumstances.^—^These are warmth, moisture, air, and manner
of buriaL

Warmth .—Putrefaction commences at a temperature above 5Q.^F., and
Is most favoured between IfiTF. and 100^.. and even upto IIS’F. The
rapidity of the change considerably lessens as the temperature advances above
lOO’P. It is altogether arrested below 32'‘F. and above 212’F. A higher tem-
perature accompanied by dry air generally retards putrefaction.

Moisture.—This is very essential for the occurrence of putrefaction, as
the micro-organisms, which are the causative agents of decomposition, thrive
W’ell in both heat and moisture. Hence the organs which contain water de-
compose more rapidly than dry ones.

Air.—^The presence of air promotes, and its absence retards, putrefaction.
Closely fitting clothes on the body retard decomposition by excluding the
air. Similarly, bodies placed in air-tight lead or zinc cofBns resist putrefac-
tive processes for a long period. Moist air favours putrefaction by diminish-
ing evaporation, while dry air retards it. In the same way still air helps
putrefaction, and air in motion retards It Putrefaction is also delayed in
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bodies completely submerged In water to the entire exclusion ot air, and

It has been ascertained that at the same temperature the putrefactive changes

observed in a body exposed to the air for one week will almost correspond

to those In a body submerged In water for two weeks, or burled In a deep

grave for eight weeks.39

Manner of Buriat.—Putrefaction Is hastened In a body burled In a damp,
marshy, clayey soil, or In a shallow grave, where the body will be exposed

to constant changes of temperature. It will also be hastened in the case of

a body buried without clothes or coOln In a porous soil Impregnated with

organic matter. Putrefaction is, however, retarded. If a body Is burled In

a dry, sandy or gravelly soil on high ground, or In a grave deeper than six

feet, and also if a body Is well covered with clothes and placed In a tightly

fitting lead lined coffin. Lime and charcoal, when sprinkled on a body, do
not hasten or retard putrefaction, but act as deodorizers to some extent, as
•they have the power of absorbing gases emanating during decomposition.

Internal Circumstances.—These are age. sex, condition of the body, and
cause of death.

Aoe.—The bodies of children putrefy more rapidly than those of young
adults. The bodies of old people do not decompose rapidly, probably owing
to a less amount of moisture.

Sei.—Sex has no Influence on putrefaction, but the bodies of females
dying soon after child-birth decompose rapidly, especially If death has been
due to septicaemia.

Body.—Pat and flabby bodies putrefy more quickly than
thin and emaciated ones. Those parts of the body which are the seats

very ?ariy;
fractures, or which have been mutilated, decompose

Cause of Death.—The bodies of persons who have died from acute In-
fectious fevers and chronic diseases terminating in septicamla or general

anscmla. Certain poisons, such as areenirinf
emaciation and

lleved to retard the putrelacthe changes S *'• '=>'"“0'"^ >’=:

acute poisoning. In chronic Poisoning they are^'loimrt
live effect on the body tissues, espcelally

“ preserva-

peated doses over a prolonged p-rlod'^ n™?.
“J^'idstei-ed In small, re-,

generally hastens putrotactlon. In the ca-w
ehronlc alcoholism

taction Is delayed, when death has occurrM
Pdlsonlng putre-

I exhaustion, but It sets In early when the ».
° without much muscular

destroyed by convulsive Hts occurring treunerJur^MSig™^^

8. ADIPOCERE
Under certain conditions the proeres;? nf .

checKg^d, ana isTepiaced by ~lKe ^^-^^^^^^°^-f^a,-.dead~bedy-l3
looking substance, having a'ereaCT feel and o

which Is a waxy-
cHourr" It cuts sofCaud 'melts at yellowish
flame, giving off a dull cheese-like but hv

“urns with a feebly^iumlndus
specific gravity being less than that of

disagreeable, smell. Its

latter. It Is more or less permanent lastlnl -

1

^ Placed in the
hard, brittle and yellow, when exposed to th^

^ several years, but becomes— ^ air. The results of chemical
30. Casper. Borens. 3fed. Baltoui * .i-^anaL. Vol i. p. 37
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analysis of Modi's cases (see below) go to support the following remarks of

LucasJi regarding the chemical composition and formation of adlpocere:

—

“It is evident that adlpocere Is composed almost entirely of fatty ac(ds.

but that it contains a certain amount of calcium,

s

oap and probably In the

early stages of Its formation some ammonia ,soap^and^thcreforo~from its

chemical composition there can beniHl(r'(ioub't"that adlpocere Js_tho . resiciue

Fig. 39 .—The body of a child converted into adlpocere.

oUthat.fat^re-exlstlng In Jthe^ody. the greater part of which has undergone
slow hydrolysis^ by water but some small part of It has been saponified by

ammonia (derived from decomposing nitrogenous tissue), this ammoPla
being ultimately replaced by lime."

Sydney SmIthJJ believes that adlpocere Is not connected with the fornia-

tion of soaps, but it Is formed by a gradual hydrogenation process In which
pre-existing fats In the body are converted into higher fatty acids.

Adlpocere commences_firstJnjth.^sub^u,taneous,fat, and then In the skin,

muscles and organs. It occurs soon In the female breasts, cheeks, buttoc**^
and other parts of the body, where large accumulations of fat are fout>d.

As fat is distributed extensively throughout the body, nearly all parts may
undergo this change.

It Is rare for the whole body to be converted into adlpocere but, wh^n
this occurs the body retains Us natural form, outline and facial features so
well that it may be easily Identified years after death. Wounds inflicted
on the body before death may also be easily recognized.

Fig. 40.—A forearm converted into adlpocere.

Water is nppp<;«!nrg _fr»r tHp _ff<rtTn>flnn nf -arilpn/^pna nrnppSS
lakes_place In^hndles which have been submerged In water, buried In damP.
clayey soils, or thrown into cesspools. It may. however, occur in bodies
'exposed to the air, especially In hot and damp climates. Vaugham^^ reports
two cases of such as occurrence. In one case the body of a Hindu femaJ®
lay in a dry bed covered with bedding and heavy pillows in a room, and IP
the other case the body of a man had lain absolutely naked on the ground
In a hut In a plantation of trees and shrubs.

31. Forensic C/tem., p. 253. • 32. Forensic Medicine, Ed. X, p. 29.
33. 7nd. ivred. Caz., May 1906. p. 161.

'
’

MJ.—10
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Time of Formation of Adipoccre.—The time required for the formation

of adipocere varies according to the climate. In Europe, It ranges from
thrpppjnnnths to ona-^i^r. though the change may occur In five weeks, or may
be delayed to three years. It is more rapid when a body is submerged In

water than when it is burled in the earth. In India, Dr. Coull Mackenzie^*
found it occurring within three of fifteen days after death in bodies drowned
in the Hooghly or burled in the ^amp soil of Lower Bengal. Modi had observ-
ed adipocere taking place in seven to thirty-five days after death in bodies
submerged in wells or buried in shallow graves. Professor Powell^J records
its formation in three days and twenty-two .hours after death in the body of
a healthy male burled in a gravelly and sandy soil.

Of twelve cases of adipocere which came under Modi's observation during a period
of SIX years between 1918 and 1923, the following ts^ical cases are quoted i—

T,
1922, a report was made at Police-Station Mallhabad, Lucknow

resident of Ramgarh, was missing. On
Ramadhin was found in a weU in village Hamirpur.^st-mortem examination was held on the following day. The body was well preserved.

dlsinte^TS Ind the Seth
loosened. Saponlfl^lon had taken place In the soft tissues of the trunk scrotum penis

StVatS'S r.'S b.a^.'S" Sd
The^iver appeared W be inSms™ ^,,“",'1,““'"*''’^ were aaponlded.

26th «al5matt?n‘*eit?rSy ^
internally the mesentery and omentum, -rhe Sd saponified and
and thrown into the well about 10 days a^ robbed of her silver ornaments

mesentery, omentum, and liver.' wefe lent^thi^afi?«i
saponified tissues, viz. muscle.

Under the niicros«ip?no^‘Sinit?^SSr?w^ ‘^^^n^egrated masses.aM round bodies about three times the diamptin-^^if’
masses of acicular crystals

were detected
In aU probability the round bodies consisted of SJlw ’^^ving a hazy round outline.

Chtmlcal Anal,sis.-Tbe lollowine
‘ ““P"

« '"a™”'-
“• " Chrmicfl SramS tj? S'" m th, labora-

““ Aera:- uiammer tor (he United and Central Provinces
Case No. 1:

Pieces of saponified muscle mesenn»rv t.,*

Se'la”ttv'*™t,S‘”“' 'Prt?' -niei"! removed from the bodyThe^tty substance got completely dissolved^ th/ chemical analysis.

=.'" Th“ olSr^n rSSrS

Ethereal eitract M 'a”',,™"*'

,

The quantity ol unsaponlOed matter m ..
preservative spirit and the other tissnea wai"2 recovered from the

Soap was present, but In a verv
soap. Most of the adipocere comi<«».4 quantity; this Koon , .

No ammonia was present The ash f. j
f fatty acids viz. stparT^

probably a lune

componnds. *">“ <be tissues rontamidK “d Palmitic adds.

Case No. 2.

aoMined lime, soda and potash

Pieces of saponified buttock and
ved in rectified spirit esentcry were sent for rhPT«i , . •

^
*ur cnemical analysis pre-

34 Ind Med. Gaz . Feb. 1889. p. 42.

Brit. Med. Jour., Vol. I. 1917
. p. 842.
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The foUoTTlns is Ihe result ot ana\>'sis made in July 1923:

—

The total amount of fatty matter wWdr was dissolved in the alcohol was 23 . 4 per
cent. It contained only 0.2 per cent of mineral matter and 0.5 per cent of unsapcJnl-

fiable matter. The results of the analysis of the tissues are:

—

Ash % Ethereal extract Co Unsaponlfiablo matter Co

Buttock. 0.4 7.35 23.1
Mesentery, 0.7 80.0 ’48.7

No soap was found. The fatty matter obtained from the presen'ativc spirit consisted

of free fatty acids, stearic and palmitic acids. No ammonia could be found, 'fhe

ash from the tissues sent contained lime, soda and potash compounds

9. mummification

The term, mummification, is

applied ^^a_pec'ullflr~-deslccatIon

of a de^_ body,, whereby Us soft

part-s ThrlVciTup, but retain the

rtatural_appearance and even the

fca£uresj3f thc-tio3y. The'sKIfris
dry, leathery and rusty-brown in

colour, and adheres closely to the

bones. The odour Is more like

that of old cheese than that of a

decomposed body. The internal

organs either disappear alto-

gether, or blend together and get

translormed into a thick mass of

a dark-brown, dry substance,

from which they cannot be sei^a-

rately distinguished.

Mummification occurs in bodies

buried in shallow graves In the

dry, sandy soils of Rajputana.
Sind, and Baluchistan, where
cvapDTa\lDn oi the body finlds

very rapid owing to hot, dry

winds prevailing in the sumrUer
season. It is observed also in the

bodies of newly born infants kept
perched up on trees, or rafters

of a roof, as also in those kept
closed In steel trunks. ChroPic
arsenic or antimony poisoning is

said to favour the process of

mummification in dry. warm
climates.

Time of Mummification.—The time taken by a dead body to mummify
is not exactly known, but it may be regarded as varying from three months
to a year or two.

The artificial method of mummifying or embalming dead bodies was
known to the ancient Egyptians, and specimens of their mummies are to

be found in the British Museum of London in a very well preserved condi-
tion after thousands of years. At present it is resorted to in medical schools
and colleges to preserve dead bodies lor the purpose ol dissection by inject-
ing solutions of arsenic, lead sulphide and potassium carbonate Into the
femoral artery or Into the aorta. The process has sometimes to be adopted
when dead bodless have to be taken from one country to another for burijil.

.and when the time taken in transit is so much as would ordinarily lead to

putrefaction.

Ftg. 41 .—A Mummified body.
(By hind courtesy o/ Dr. G. B. Saliay.')
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TIME OF DEATH

It is very important tmm a tnodloo-leeal point of view

Jurist should always be prepared to give an opinion as to the time

elapsed since death, when a body Is brought to him lor

nation. The points to be noted in ascertaining the time are aarmth or cool

Ine of the body, the absence or presence of cadaveric hypostasis rigor "lort

and the progress of decomposition. All these points have been discussed at

lull length, but it must be remembered that the conditions producing tnes

changes vary so much in each Individual case, that only an approximate

time of death can be given.

In addition to these, the time of death can be ascertained with some

possibility from the degree of digestion of the stomach contents, and from

the condition of the bladder and Intestines as regards their contents.

It has been ascertained by physiologists that a mixed diet containing

more of animal food and less of vegetable food as ordinarily taken by a

European leaves the stomach In four to five hours after It Is completely

digested, while a vegel

taken by an Indian

seven hours after its

“cictermnitiig the time ot death, Inasmuch as the power of digestibility may
remain in abeyance for a long time in states of profound shock and coma.

Food has been seen In the stomach remaining undigested In persons who
received severe head Injuries soon after their meal and died within twelve

to twenty-four hours afterwards. In one case the food consisting chiefly

of Tice and dal (pulse) remained in the stomach for about forty hours with-

out undergoing digestion. It must also be remembered that the process of

digestion in normal, healthy persons may continue for a time after death-

able diet containing mostly farinaceous food as usuauy

ingestion But this cannot always be relied upon in

In some cases the time of death may be calculated by examining whether
the bladder or intestines are empty or not Thus, in the case of an individual
having been murdered in bed at night one can state that the Individual
had lived for some time after going to bed If the bladder was found fuU
of urine, since people usually empty their bladder before going to bed.
SlmUarly, one can give an opinion that the death occurred some time after
he had got up In the morning If the large Intestine was found empty of fsecal
matter. Recently attempts have been made to estimate the time of death
from the increased amount of lactic acid, non-protein nitrogen and amino
acid concentrations In the cerebrospinal fluid after death.36

PRESUMPTION OF DEATH
The question of presumption of death may arise at the time of Inheri-

tance of property or in obtaining Insurance money, when a particular person
» conslderawe ttae. or when

he Is alleged to have been dead and the hnriw . tinApr
sections 101 and 108 of the Evidence Act of India if

forthcoming. D
was alive within thirty years. aS thire Is

^
“..’’Sv

Of his death, there Is a presumption that he is rhu
that the same person has not been hwrd of fnr i
and relatives who would naturally have heard fr

those f^Ien

But there is no legal presumption that he died
been allv .

the seven years. The onus ol proving It lies on
Particular time during

ptoving It ties on the person who asserts such

PRESUMPTION OF SURVIVORSHIP
The question ol presumption as to survlvorsWn n.. . . „nr

with the devolution and distribution ot prS-n? in. S'

“ ”
ptop-ny, when two or more persons

26 K. Schounip, Jnt Crim. Pol Rene, I950, 51 p 279"
^
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natural heirs of each other, lose their lives In a common disaster, such as

earthquake, shipwreck, battle, conflagration, etc. Section 184 of the Law of

Property Act of England, 1925, provides that In all cases where two or more
persons have died In circumstances rendering It uncertain which of them
survived the other or others, such deaths shall (subject to any order of the

court), for all purposes affecting the title to property, be presumed to have
occurred In order of seniority, and accordingly the younger shall be deemed
to have survived the elder. It is. however, open to the parties Interested to

show by evidence In court that one In fact survived the other or others.

The law of India does not recognize any presumption regarding the proba-

bilities of survivorship among persons whose death Is occasioned by one and
the same cause, and the courts are Influenced In establishing the survivor-

ship in such cases by the facts and evidence, where available. In the absence
of such evidence the following conditions may- be taken Into consideration

In determining the question of survivorship with some reasonable certainty;—

Injury.—Wounds, even If small and Insignificant. Inflicted on the vital

organs or main blood vessels, are likely to produce death much earlier than
injuries, even though extensive. Inflicted on those parts of the body which
are not vital.

Age.—Adults have the power of resistance against a common danger
more than the young and the old. and It Is. therefore, presumed that the
former will survive the latter but much xvili depend on the mode of death.

Sex.—Males, being stronger, arc presumed to survive longer than
females, but when there Is a question of physical endurance females will live

longer than males, as the former can withstand severe physical strain better
than the latter.

Constitution.—Vigorous and healthy Individuals arc ordinarily presumed
to live longer than the weak and those debilitated from disease.

Mode of Death,—The following modes of death should be particularly
discussed:—

Drowning.—Females may be presumed to survive longer than males,
as the former are more likely to faint from dread, which delays asphyxia.
However, In cases where there has been a struggle for life, men being
stronger will probably survive women, and those who know swimming will

live longer, than those who do not. In cases where bodies are recovered
from water the presence of severe injuries Is likely to be regarded as a
plea against survivorship, and evidence of an attempt to save others, as shown
by the position of two bodies, will, be strong proof of survivorship.

SuSocation .—In a common accident such as that occurring from the
debris of a fallen roof, persons who have least injuries, and who are nearer
the surface and consequently not buried deep under the debris, are pre-
sumed to have died last.

Asvhyxia from want of Oxygen or from /rrespiraWe Gases .—Women
consume less oxygen and are, therefore, supposed to live longer than men
in a atmosphere containing a Jess amount of oxygen. Again, an Indivi-
dual will be required to consume more oxygen if he were to make a mus-
cular effort -to escape the -danger, as he will be more liable to the danger
than one who Is*inactive and makes no exertion.

Starvation .—Fatty persons have a better chance of outliving the lean,
as they can live on their fat for some time. Again, one deprived of food
alone will live longer than one deprived of both food and water, as water
alone enables a person to live for many days. In the case of children,
adults and old people exposed to starvation, children will die first, then
adults and lastly the old, as the old require less nourishment than, adults.
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and adults less than children. In the same manner women consume less

food than men and can bear starvation longer and better.

Cold.—Ordinarily, adults are presumed to live longer than the young

and the old, as the former endure cold better than the latter. Men gene-

rally bear cold better than women, but this hypothesis should be modlfled

by the amount and kind of clothing, the physical condition' of the body,

and the habit of using alcohol or other intoxicating drugs.

Heat.—Adults do not bear heat so well as children and old people, and
the former are, therefore, supposed to die before the latter if exposed to a

,
common danger of heat.

BuTTis .—Children die sooner from the effects of extensive burns than
adults, as the former are very susceptible to shock; the same Is true of old

people as compared with adults.

DeHuery.—When mother and child die during delivery without wlt-
nes.ses, there is a strong presumption that the mother survived the child,

but, If she died of hremorrhage. It would be presumed that she died flrst.

But It should be remembered that in cases of survivorship of a child it will

be necessary to prove that the child was born alive.

In addition to the above considerations, the medical man should note
the presence of a degree of warmth, rigor mortis or decomposition to ascer-

died ^flrst,^ if several bodies meeting with death in the same



CHAPTER YII

DEATHS FROM ASPHYXIA

^oknL-deaths resulting chiefly from asphyxia, are : Hanging, Strangu-
latlon, ThroluIng.-SPlTocation and Drowning.

HANGING
Dennition.—Hanging Is a

,

fQrni_of„.dcath

pro(^uced_J)y_sjjspen^Ing_th(^Fody_with a

HgaUtro_ round
^
the „ neck^l'the

"
constricting*

forcc^ being the weight,of ^'the. bq^« 'Tpe
lerm*__^iwtial”h^ging", is. usc^ for those
cases in wfTlcU the” bbclle's"*ar^ partially sus-

pended or for those in which
^
the. “bodies

are' In a'slttlngT ’k'hcellng.^recllning, prone,

or_ any other -posture. In 'all ''such cases

death is inevitable If there Is enough fortfe

upon the ligature to constrict the neck.

Nature of the Ligature used.—Any sub-

stance that Is available at the time of the

impulse has been used by suicides, as a

ligature for hanging, e.g. a cotton, hemp
or moon) rope of any thickness, neivar,

dhoti, saree. turl?an (.safe), bed-sheet,

sacred-thread, neckerchief, neck cloth (dt/-

patta). etc. When a material with which
an individual is alleged to have been hang-
ed is sent for medical examination the me-
dical Jurist should .see„lf. tht^mark onjthe
neck, correspond _with its^Ujlckness”, and
If^lt is' strbnVl'enpugbrtqnaearilthe. weight
of- tbe-^-bodyI~oL-the_sudden.^ .strain.

~ He
should also note Its texture and length*

and after labelling it with some distinc-

tive mark for future identification should
return it in a syaled^packet__to„,the .police

constable who -brought it. It has been
shown that the site of ligature in the neck
effects the amount and time on onset of as-

phyxlal symptoms, it occurs in few seconds

when it is over the cricoid cartila^ and id

one or two minutes when It Is on the larvnx
or above the hvold bone.

Symptoms—^The first symptoms are the
loss—ot—pawer* xind subjective ..sensation^,

such a_s flashes”or light and ringing and hls-

sing poises in the ears. These are followed
byjQsa-nL-Consclousness. which is so very
rapicLthat-hanglng Js. regarded-.as-ajjaln;^s

FiQ. Suicidal Hanging. form j3f_death. Owing to this rapid uncon-
sciousness, an effort at saving oneself is not

possible in accidental or suicidal hanging. In the case of Judicial hanging
convulsive movements of the l^Tr^^,._T1na.Y Respiration stops before
'the heart which may continue to beat for about ten minutes.

Cause of Death.—1. .Aspftyjda—In most cases this is the true cause of^
death. The ligature is usually^ situated^ above_the_thyrald_cartlIage. and thC
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enect of Its pressing the neck In that situation Is to force up the eP'eloWs and

the root of the tongue against the posterior wall of the pharynx. Hence the

floor of the mouth Is lammed against Its roof, and occludes the air passages.

v..-2r dpopleli; or Cwetirpi^CojisesHon-Thls Is due to congestion of the

venous blood Tn tiie"brain from compression of the large (Jugular) veins

completely blocked by the ligature passed round the neck.

«-^3. Combined A&phyxia and Apoplexy.—^Thjs^^^s

V' y ]| supposed tQ-be.commonest cause of._death. as In most

[ ^ ‘%,l cases the air passages are not completely blocked by

the ligature passed round the neck.

\.AlC Syncope.—This results from pressure on the

large arteries of the neck which prevents blood from

going to the brain thus causing anmmia.

Shock.—Due to vaso-vagal effect, this occurs

from pressure on the pneumogastrlc nerves or carotid

sinuses.

Traciuve or Disloca-

tion of the Ceryfcfll Verte-

bres .—In judicial hanging, a

sudden drop of five to seven

feet acording to the weight

of the condemned person

produces fracture or disloca-

tion of the upper cervical

vertebra which,' compres-
sing or lacerating the spinal

cord, causes Instantaneous
death. Usually the first- and
second vertebra? are injured.

bur'ln few cases the third
'

and the fourth vertebra n ŷ
D^lound fractured or aisio-

cated. Intlma of the carotid
arteries show transverse
tears.

Fatal Period.—Death Is

almost Instantaneous. If the
cervical vertebrse are frac-
tured as In judicial hanging.
It may occur Instantaneous-
ly or rapidly In cases of as-

to eight or ten minutes If the blocking of the
usually in five

Death, is a.s a rule, slow In cases of apCple^.
"

Teatmcnt.—^The first and th" ino<if .

Individual down, and to remove constricUon of tho
let the

turc. Artificial respiration should then be used aftPr^n^,n^^
cutting the llga-

and wiping the froth from the mouth and nostrils
by ammonia vapour to the nose and tlckiina thtl V®

s^^PPl^ntented

be applied to the head, and the galvanic batterv m affusion may

warm but If the body is cold sSa b? ''ft “ h
mustard plaster on the chest, abdomen and^ calver °We
to swallow, stimulants should be given by the mom.; ", O'*'!'"*

be given hypodermically or per rectum. It m?v^ be neces.sary to perform

Fiy 43
Suicidal hanging.
She died of as*
phyxla though
her feet touched

the ground.
• (By Jefnd eourtesv

of Dr. II. S
Mehta.)

Fia. 44
Suicidal Hanging.

(By kind courtesy ot
Dr. II. s. Mehta )*
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venesection to relievo distension of the right side of the heart and pulmonary
circulation or cerebral congestion. The patient should be watched for some
time after respiration has been established, as death may occur from a re-

lapse of the symptoms.

The secondar>* effects of hanging In subjects who have recovered, are

sometimes hemlpleg^, epileptiform convulsions, amnesia^- dementia , bron-
chitis. hsemopiysis,~cervic'al cell ulitis, parotlUs and rctrppharyngcal.a^bscess.

In August 1919, a Hindu woman, aged Uilrty. who hanged herself while under the
influence of opmm was cut down. On the 3rd day she died of meningitis. On post-
mortem examination the brain and its meninges were congested and the lungs were
congested and cedematous.

|

B

Fig. 45.—Hanging in house.
A Note—tilliDg of the head. B Note—highup-deep

non continuous ligature.

{By kind courtesy of Dr. R. Jil. Jhala.)

A.

Post-mortem Appearances.—These are external and Internal.

External Appearances.—External appearances are those due to the
ligature on the neck and those peculiar to the mode of death.

Ligature-Mark.—This depends on the nature of the ligature used, and
the time of suspension of the body after death. If the ligature be soft, and
the body be cut down immediately after death, there may be no mark.
Again, the intervention of a thick and long beard or clothes on the neck
may lead to the formation of a slight mark only.

Situation of the Mark.
—

^The mark Is usually situated above the thyroid
cartilage between the larynx and the ctaln. and is directed obliquely up-
ward following the line of the mandible (lower jaw) and interrupted at the
back, reaching the mastoid processes behind the ears. The mark may be
found on. or below the thyroid cartilage, especially In cases of partial sus-
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pension. It may also be circular if a ligature Is first placed at the nape of

the neck and then its two ends are brought horizontally forward and cros.s-

ed. and carried upward to the point of suspension from behind the angle

of the lower jaw on each side. The mark will be both circular and obli-

que If a ligature is pased round the neck more than once.

. Character.. oL the MarK .

—

[--•-The mark varies-accordlng to

the nature of the material

used as a ligature and the

period of suspension after

death. It Is a superficial and
broad mark, if a cloth or a
soft rope Is used; while |t is

well-defined, narrow and
deep. If a firm string Is used.

The mark Is a groove or fijr-

row, the base being pale.

hard
, leathyr and pafch-

ment-like, 'and the margins
•

r?d_ and congested. The
colour becomes reddish-,

brown or chocolate brovm if

seen after some hours of sus-

pension. Ecchymoses and
slight abrasions In the groove
are rare, but may be found
In some cases, e g. In judicial
hanging. Ecchymoses alone
have no significance as to
whether hanging was caused
during life or not, but ab-
rasions with hemorrhage are
strongly suggestive of It hav-
Ing taken place during life.

Other Signs .—^The neck is found stretchp<i
Ls always Inclined to the side opposite to ih^ S

elongated, and the head
pale and placid, but may be swSto and em
long suspended. The eyes are closed or
usually dilated. The tongue Is drawn In m ^

protruded and bitten. It Is usually swollen La if between the teeth, or
Bloody froth Is sometimes seen at the moinn'*

'^^hoolally at the base.

«OHnd_runnlll£^ut_ot_an.^njle olthe^m^mn J*"'’
"““'“s. Sa!l_va_ls_Dllen

T^>s.>sjr?ur5jlEnj,l_hang!ij£SijiV^“““i;,?“™!^''-'''' 'hln and chest,
tlon oLsaUva_belng .a vital funcUon-'cnniw'"*^^^'^^'^^^*”^ secre-
arc otten clenched, especially In violent The hands
tal organs generally occurs In both sei^ .

’^“fBoseence of the genV
Is sometimes present at the urethral Seminal fluid
of hanging, as It has often been observed hv is. af ^ diagnostic sign
from mechanical violence. Escape of urine , a .

*•'0 suddenly died
relaxation of the sphincters; It Is also or L a? ** °''on found from
In other forms of death. Post-mortem '““ehosHc value, as It Is seen

su3pensldaTHrbcVH'con?SLa“'.'‘“’^'“<'‘^'>a--B>c_Iowcr

Inlcroal Appearances._On
' "T sonio.tlme after death.

Fig. 46.—Attempted Suicide by hanging.

‘fis.section
the.Jlgaturc-inark_ls usually ®Bb£Ulane'

body has been suspended for a
cially-thr-plaiysfria ana stemo-jTjknbld''ar^ ,T^V^“®‘^*"®^''the'Tieckr-espc-— ’^-^^*-be_rui)turecL-only-when

—tissue" under
=-morc_inarked-Jt~the
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Fig #7.—Front view showing a ligature
mark of hanging in the neck and drib-
bling of saliva from the nght angle of

the mouth.

Fig. tfS.—Side View showing the* ligature

mark of hanging in the neck and drib-

bling of saliva from the right angle of
the mouth.

considerable vlo^lence has been used In hanging. The inner. and_mi^Ie-coats
of the*-carotid!tarIerIesTrrra>~be found.dacerated wlth.^oiUravasatlon j3f.^blood

wlUiln_thelr ,walls, if there has been a sudden drop^as In Judicial ' hang-
ing. Similarly, fracture or dislocation of the upper cervical vertebrtB to-

gether with compression or laceration of the spinal cord may be noticed.
In rare inUances. the processes of the thyroid cartilage may be fractured,
but the hyoid bone Is, as a rule, not fractured.

The epiglottis -is frequentiy congested. The mucous membrane of the
traches^^ls. found to be red and congested containing a flne _blDDdy_frnth in
some cases. Very rarely, it Is found to be lacerated.

In the case of constriction occurrmg at the end of expiration the lungs
are congested, oedematous and exude bloody serum on being cut. but are
pale If constriction occurred at the end of inspiration. Sub-pleural ecchy- \

moses are very rare. The . right .side of the heart, the pulmonary artery
and vena cavas .are full of dark -fluid blood.^nd._the left slde^is..empty.
•The abdominal organs are usually^.congested. The brain is usually normal,
but may be pale or congesT^_according ,to the-mode-of death.

Medico-Legal Questions.—^The medico-legal questions likely to arise in
^.a case of hanging are—

1. Whether death was caused by hanging.
2. Whether the hanging was suicidal, homicidal or accidental.

1. "Whether Death was caused by Hanging.—^In India, it is a common
practice to kill a victim, and then to suspend the body from a tree or a rafter
to avert suspicion. It is. therefore, necessary to find out if’ hanging was the
cause of death in a suspended body.

The presence of a Ugature-mark. alone Is not diagnostic of death from
hanging, inasmuch as, being a purely cadaveric phenomenon, it may be
produced if a body has been suspended after death. Casper* has Illustrated

1. Forens. Med., Eng. TransL. Vol. H, p. 173.
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hv fxnerlments that a mark similar to one observed In persons hanged alive

cL S produced If suspended within two hours or even a longer period after

death BeslLs. a similar mark may also be produced by dragging a body

llong the ground with a cord passed round the neck soon '

ever%ne can safely say that death was due to hanging, ;i,-^-addlUTO.lo

the cotcUinark.~thcte_were_lclckling_ot_saUva.drQnL.the_mout}l._£5Cbyh!OSCs

anT slight abrasions about, ,thc Jlgatoc^mark.^ laceratlonof Jhe Intlma of

the' carotid “arteries 'witK'^ extravasation jof_ blood vjlthin .their walls.,ana the

posVmortem signs' of asphyxia, and If there were no evidence of the signs

of a struggle, fatal injuries, or. poisoning.

2. Wicther the Hanging was Suicidal, Homicidal or Accidental.

Hanging is usually suicidal. Of thirty-two cases of hanging that came under

Modl’s observation during a period of over six years, thirty were suicidal.

One was suspended after murder and In the other there was presumption of

homicide. Circumstantial evidence also has an Important bearing.

Bllndness_or age Is no bar to suicldaUhangingJ^ A blind man of seventy-

five committed suicide by suspending himself from a branch of a tree In

Lucknow. After chastisement or some other violence children are known

to have committed suicide by hanging from shame or grief. A case oc-

curred in Jubbulpore. where a Muslim lad. 12 years old, quarrelled with his

elder brother one night, and committed suicide by hanging himself from the

celling of his house the next day,* In his annual report for the year 1939,

the Chemical Examiner, Madras, also reports a case in which a girl, aged ten

years, committed suicide by hanging. Sometimes, hanging is adopted as a

last resort, after other forms of suicide, e.g. cutting of the throat or Ingestion

of poison, have failed to produce the desired effect. In December 1916, a
Hindu girl, aged 16 years, first took poison, then tried to cut her throat and
lastly, gathering courage, hanged herself^

^Homicidal hanging, though tare, has been recorded. Usually more than
one person are combined In the act. unless the victim Is a child, or very
weak and feeble, or Is rendered unconscious by some Intoxicating or nar-
cotic drug. In a case where resistance has been offered, marks of violence
on the body and marks of a struggle or footprints of several persons at or
near the place of the occurrence are likely to be found.

“Lynching” is the form of homicidal hanging which Is confined to the
Southern States of America. When a Negro is accused of having com-
mitted some serious offence, e.g. rape upon a white girl, the mob get en-
raged. take him from the police custody and hang him by means of a rope
from a tree or some similar object.

v-'Accldental hbnglng Is extremely rare. It has aecurred among children

the habit ol exhibiting hanging, or In persons with masoehlstlo tendency, t..

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
• Suspension after Murder.—1, in Junp iqir i , . .

years, was brought to the Agra Medical School^M^uw^^^ I
deceased committed suicide by hanging ^
of the skin of the scrotum, especially®on the showed ecchymosis

about the left testicle, which appeared to have blood ro^d
mark between os hyoldes and thyroid cartUage ^ ligature

congestion or abrasion about Its margins Death 'There was no
ing of the left testicle, and the body was ^^nSdSrli Is

® ^
2. OnJunelt. 1946, Ihebodyofasanthatmaie a,y»H «•»

Ballabli Sahay. Civil Surgeon. Punilia, for
years, was sent to Dr. Gopi

that the body was found hanging by a rone and ®^fuiuatton with a historj

committed suicide by hanging. Autopsy wealed stated that the deceasedrevealed no external injury except a contl-

2 Jlinduttan Times, Jan 8. 1333, p 3
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nuous ligature mark across the niiddlc of the neck. Tlie tissues under the ligature
mark were infiltrated with blood. Another dry, Interrupted ligature mark was noted
In the upper part of the neck, but there was no change in the tissues under it. Oh
further dissection extravasations of clotted blood were found In the subcutaneous tissues
along the back of the left arm, both shoulder blades, back of the right forearm, front of
the chest, front of the right thigh, back of the left leg and right buttock. The windpipe
was congested and contained the particles of tmdigested rice and dal as deep as the roots
of the lungs, which were congested. He gave his opinion that the deceased was first
belaboured with a blunt weapon on several parts of the bod>-, and then an attempt wa;s
made to strangle him by passing a cord round the neck, but before this was effective, he
died of suSocation from food particles choking the windpipe. These were vomited and

\iit: ail-passages dvmng a deep tospiia'ioiy aSaiV. TV^a Vjadv 'sas
suspended by a rope to simulate suicide by hanging.

Homicide.—1. A prisoner who had been sentenced to three years* hard labour wa5
being brought from Scona to Patiala Central Jail escorted by an elderly police constable-
On the way the prisoner struck the constable on the head with the handcuffs on hi^
wnsts with the result that he fell down unconscious. The prisoner then took the kef
of the handcuffs from the constable's belt and set himself free. He then tied a turbaP
round the constable’s neck and hanged him from a branch of a tree.

—

Times of lndia-\
September 8, 1937.

2. A girl, aged 18, was found hanging from the parapet of a bridge over a stream
in a kneeling posture. She was 3-5 months pregnant. The girl was pregnant by a man,
aged 23, who had tried to poison her by the contents of a so-called Indian “poison
bladder” which contained in one 2 cc. ampoule 0.3 gm. of hydrocyanic acid In solution.
The girl inhaled the acid and immediately suffered from sickness and vomiting. The
’knot in the rope was made in the same way as that of the halter of the cows at the
accused's home. The accused confessed that he had wound round the girl’s neck the
rope he had previously prepared and pushed her from the bridge and fastened the ropew the parapet.

—

V/. Schw’arzacher, Beitr. CerichrL RIed. 1931, XI, 48-53; abstr.; Deuts,
^its. /. d. ges. gerichitl. Med., 1932, XIX, 27; Med,-Legal and Criminolog. Rev., Jan.
lo33, p. 85.

3. After terrorizing a rich merchant in village Dholera the robbers removed all
cash and ornaments, burnt the account books and hanged the merchant from the ceiling
of the roof of the house where he was found dead.—Leader. April 29, 1934.

The following case came under Modl’s notice in which there was presumption of
homicide:—

On the night of October 23, 1910, a Hindu male went to sleep on a charpog, after
taking his evening meal The next mommg he was found dead in his bed. At the
necropsy saliva was seen trickled down the right angle of the mouth and an oblique
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ligature mark was seen m the upper and front part of the neck from ear to ear with

congestion in the internal organs. It was presumed that some one entering the house

passed a cord round his neck and pulling up the head, gave it a downward Jerk while

the deceased was in sound sleep.

• A Case of Lynching.—A. mob of about a thousand persons including women and

children burst into the country gaol at Princes Anne, Maryland, defying a barrage of

tear gas and the truncheons of twenty police, and carried off a negro who was accused

of assaulting an aged white woman. He was stripped of all his clothes, a rope was tied

round his neck, and he was dragged through the town behind a motor car with the

mob howling and cursing him. Then he was hanged from a tree ne'<t to the Judge’s

house. Later, petrol was poured over the body and it was burnt In a public square.

—

Leoder. Nov. 27. 1932. '

A case of lynching also cccurred in Ratlam on May 14, 1949. Three coolies, who
were walking about in a street, were accused by a nervous pedestrian of being involved
in child-kidnapping for human sacrifice. Hence a yelling crowd of people fell upon
them. One was stoned to death, the second was hanged by his legs like a stricken pig
and the third was trussed up and also hanged like an animated bundle of rags; later
they were slowly burned to death

—

Blitz, Sep 13, 1949.

Accident,—!. In order to punish her child a woman tied the arms above the elbows
with a stocking fixed to a string, which m turn was fixed to a ling In the wall of a
dark closet. At the end of three hours the child was found dead, having been suspended
by the string, as the stocking accidentally slipped up round the throat and constricted
it.—R. V. Montagne. Dublin Assizes, 1892.

2 A tragic case of accidental hangmg occurred m a village near SUao, twenty
miles from Patna, during a mock trial for Mahatma Gandhi's murder staged by boys.

Gandhljl was hit with a stick, and was considered as assassinated.
^®*'***'^^ to han^ng the boy who hod taken the role

195? ^7
aclualy hanged to death on a tree.—Times of India, April 3.

STRANGULATION
Dennltlon.-Sjjan£ulaU£m_la.ajdole«_form-iljl£atlwwWch-t«ults Jrom

C2ista£yns.ffiLJal!J:y suspaidtoB-ths-body.
It Is called throttling, when constriction Is produced by nt the

may also p, hrm.;,.', V..",. k, .nn.-
t..= inrou, wun a toot, knee, elbow, or some other solid substance,

term ot straneulatlon. known asBnnsdoln, Is sometimes nractlsed InNorthern India. In this form one stroSTEISTbM or iSw (dub) u nlacedacross the throat, and another across the back ol the neck TOcse arestrongly fastened at one end; a rope Is passed mnnri lul ^
are bound together, and the unfortunate vlcUm i-? b
throat is also pressed by placing a Ja"w (clu^^i J k
of the neck and standing with a foot on each e^nd of^a^rnr

lo^at eithCT^end\in®DSa°w “ deaS' accused^'prSg if hU
On the 16th April 1927, one Khemkaran was Ivins nnone Mansa tost a stout piece ol bamboo ataot Sn ? .

(bedstead) when
part ol a rote, under the wood ot the efte/p^™ JS

'‘ 'tolne the bottom
bamboo pr^ed asalnst Khemkaran’s throatind kmt n a o'
his loot till death. He then threw the body toto the other end with

On August so, 1934. one Wanarsc ol a wllae?who was suspected to have set lire to Mahaneade< “ Humagaon, District Satara.
on the ground; a bamboo slick was placed ;

“Ized and made to lie flat
on either end ot the stick till the iran^iS .u.?, “i''"

ktahangade and Bhilare
then taken to another village where It waTwSed S'* •” death. The body was
disused wells weighted with stones and thrown Into a

Symptoms.—If the windpipe Is compressed m . a.
passage ot air altogether, the individual Is ,

®dddenly as to occlude the
assistance, becomes Insensible and dies

Powerless to call for

completely closed, the face becomes cvannv.a L.
** windpipe Is notuyanosed, bleeding occurs from the

3. AIL High Court Criminal AppealMnirTrTTT
4 K. E. V Jtense, Chief court « OuSt.
5. Times ol India. March 6, 1935

dnn App No, 46i of 1927,
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mouth, nostrils and cars, the hands are clenched and convulsions precede

death. As In hanging, insensibility Is very rapid, and death is quite pain-

less.

Causes ot Death.—Death Is usually due to asphyxia, but It may be due
to other causes as in hanging, viz. cerebral congestion or apoplexy, asphyxia
and apoplexy combined, or shock. Very rarely, the cervical vertcbrie may
be fractured .

—

'

Treatment.—This is hardly necessary, as most cases are homicidal, but
in a case of necessity the constriction of the neck should be removed, and
artificial respiration should be started at once. This may be assisted by the

application of ammonia to the nostrils, and galvanism or Inhalation of oxy-
gen. Venesection should also be resorted to, if’ necessary. Hot bottles

may be applied to the body, If it is cold. If no serious Injury has occurred
to the neck, the prognosis Is favourable provided the treatment Is adopted
within five minutes. After recovery the patient may die from any of the
secondary complications, such as convulsions, naralvsis, lesions of the larynx
jxnd lungs, or from abscesses.

~
Post-mortem Appearances.—These are external and internal.

External Appearances.—The external appearances are those due to the
constricting force applied to the neck, and those due to asphyxia.

Appearances on the Neck.—These vary according to the means used.

1. Ligature-Mark.—This Is a well-defined and slightly depressed mark
corresponding roughly to the breadth of the ligature, usually situated low
down in the neck below the thyroid cartilage, and encircling ,the neck hori-

zontally and completely. The marks are multiple if the ligature is twisted
several times round the neck. The mark may be oblique as In hanging, If

the victim has been dragged by a cord after he has been strangled in a re-

cumbent posture, or if the victim was sitting and the assailant applied a
ligature on the neck while standing behind him, thus using the force backward
and upward. The base of the mark, which Is known as a groove or furrow.
Is usually pale with reddish and ecchymosed margin. It becomes dry, hard
and parchment-llke several hours after death. If the skin has been excori-
ated. Very often there are abrasions and ecchymoses in the skin adjacent
to the mark. In some cases the mark In the neck may not be present at
all, or may be very slight, if the ligature used is soft and yielding, and If It

Is removed soon after death.

A Mahomedan boy, aged 15 or 16 years, was strangled to death by means of a loin
cloth (.dhoti) tied round the neck on the 19th December 1925. At the post-mortem
examination held on the next day at 12 noon Modi found no ligature mark round the neck,
but ^ound effusion of blood In the soft tissues along the front of the trachea, the mucous
membrane of which was congested and covered with froth.

2. If the fingers are used (throttling) marks of pressure by the thumb
and fingers are usually found on either side of the windpipe. The thumb
mark is ordinarily higher and wider on one side of the front of the neck,
and the finger marks are situated on its other side obliquely downwards and
outwards, and one below the other, but are sometimes found clustered to-
gether, so that they cannot be distinguished separately. These marks look
like soft, red bruises, If examined soon after death, but they look brown,
dry and parchment-like sometimes after death. The position of these marks
hiay definitely indicate whether the left or right hand was used, as also
the size of the hand. Cresentic marks produced by the finger nails are
occasionally present, if the finger tips are pressed deeply Into the soft tissues
of the neck. When both hands are used to grasp and compress the throat,
the thumb mark of one hand and the finger marks of the other hand are
usually found on either side of the throat. Sometimes, both thumb marks
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Fig. 50—Strangulation: Piece of cloth twisted round the neck.
(By kind Courtesy of Dr. U. S Mehta )

Fig. 51.—Strangulation: Ligature mark seen on the neov off«- v. , . .w i„ft,
(B, kind cmnnn o“ S I ”

arc found on one side and several Ano-ae
throat Is compressed between two hands one hain”

pPPOsIte side. If the

the other to the neck, bruises and abrj^ions
^

the neck, as well as on Its back. found on the Iront of

xpcsldes these marks, there may he nhrt.ci«« ^ .

nose, cheeks, forehead, lover law or
bruises on the mouth,

has been a struggle. SlmUarly. IracturM
thoracic and abdominal organs may bcnrec^.Tl^^.f'^

Injuries to the

the chest or abdomen of his victim while pressln hi
assailant kneels on

In the case of throttling of one Hindu. Din !.
MohanlalganJ. on or about the isthdayof Decemh^ io^p of Police Station
Issuing from the mouth and nostrils, eight hnii^ at the autopsy blood
the thyroid eartllage, and two contus-d woun^ abrasions on both the sides of

“US. three lacerated wounds and thirty
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bruises on various parts of tlie body, especially the face, head and chest. The second
and third ribs on the left side, the second to the tenth ribs on the right side, and the
sternum were fractured. The third phaJan.'t of the left middle finger was also fractured.
There were three lacerations across the front of the left lung below Its apex, and four

Fig. 52.—Strangulation: Ligature marks on the neck.

contusions at the root of the right lung. There was a contusion of the right auricle In
front, and a contusion of the right ventricle in the middle on Its front. There was a
laceration of the aorta at its commencement from the heart. There were five lacerations
on the right lobe of the liver, which was otherwise normal.

3. If a stick or a fool Is used, there Is a bruise In the centre of the front
of the neck, generally across the windpipe, corresponding in width to the sub-
stance used. There will be a similar mark on the nape of the neck, if two
sticks are used. In such a case severe local Injury will be evident.

Appearances due to Asphyxia.—^The face Is swollen and cyanosed, and
marked with petechlae. The eyes are prominent and open. In some cases
they may be closed. The conjunctive are congested, and the pupils are
dilated. The lips are blue. Bloody foam escapes from the mouth and nos-
trils, and sometimes pure blood Issues from the mouth, nose and ears, espe-
cially If great violence has been used. The tongue is often swollen, bruised,
protruding and dark in colour, showing patches of extravasation and occa-
sionally bitten by the teeth. The hands are usually clenched. The genital
organs may be congested and there may be discharges of urine, fjeces and
seminal fluid.

Internal Appearances.—^There is extravasation of blood into the sub-
cutaneous tissues under the ligature mark or finger marks, as well ''as In
the adjacent muscles of the neck, which are usually lacerated. Sometimes,
there is laceration of the sheath of the carotid arteries, as also of their inter-
nal coats with effusion of blood into their walls. The cornua of the hyoid •

"bone may be fractured, also the cornua of thyroid cartilage but fracture of
the cervical vertebrae is extremely fare.

A Hindu male, aged 40 years, resident of Budayun District, was murdered by
violent pressure on the neck and Ch»t. Among several Injuries inflicted on the body

M.J.—11
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Fis. SJ.—Throltllng: Finger marks on U»c neck anrt im .
Wt! kind Courteju of l)r 7? S ^ nostrils.

there was an Mlenslve bruising of the larvnr on.* # v.comu of th** hj-oia bone* trachea with fracture of the right
The hvoid bone was alw fractured tn thi.e«^r^Uted wim n plec- of cloth tlM round the .‘"y* ® old. who was

of cold and tbver ornaments 7
* •'^ok with two knots In It for the sake

In a caff ci itrangulatlon which occurrwi »i. ,
a fractur^ dislocation of the ftrsi and seco^ September 1955. Modi foundmd mark. In ftddnion to these miurtes. the together with the usual
rnt and aeco-nd nt« of both sides werTfractur^ tiJI 7^^' I«mur. and theWM either caused by forcibly twisting the neck '™rtu^^^llslocatlon of the spine
a Ttolent f.ow with a blunt weapon aenw th^wpi ^rangulatlon. or by

In another ca*^ tn whlcl, a man was

wr.e fractured and dis..ocated.* and second cervical vertebras

. K. F r .TfcUnlsi. All ItJzh C«^ ^ Cr. i

1 All ItlCh Court Criminal Apjy^ 175 of
App Ho. 798 of 1933.
' 1923.
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The larynx and trachea
are coneesled. and contain

frothy mucus. The cartilages

of the larynx or the rings of

the trachea may be frac-

tured. when considerable

force is used.

It should be noted here-

that .the hyoid—bon^SHnOt.
n£,_a-4:4rf«»r^ractured-4>y--ftny

other- n iginfr~thgTrby stran-

although the larynx
and trachea may. In rare

cases, be fractured by a fall-

Jungmichel’ reports the case

of a labourer who fell from
a roof and sustained a longi-

tudinal fracture of the thy-
roid cartilage, a fracture Pf

the left ramus of the mandi-
ble and a compound fractufO

of the left humerus. Chat-
terji*® relates the case of a
boy, aged 10 years, who fell

from a chair, striking his

neck against the back of the
chair, and sustained a small

rupture at the posterolateral aspect of the trachea on the left side at its junc-
tion with the cricoid cartilage.

The lungs are usually markedly congested, showing hamorhagic patches
and petechl® and exuding dark fluid blood on section. They may show em-
physematous patches on their surface due to the rupture of the air-vesicles*.

The,
of the heart Is full of dark fluid blood, and the left empty. The right ventri-
cle Is found contracted and empty like the left. If the heart has continued to
beat after the stoppage of respiration. Sometimes, both the cavities are
found full. If the heart stopped during diastole. The abdominal organs are
darkly congested. The brain is also congested.

Medico-Legal Questions.—^The questions that are raised in a court of laW
in connection with strangulation are

—

1. Whether death was caused by strangulation.

2. Whether the strangulation was suicidal, homicidal or accidental.

s/f. Whether Death was caused by Strangulation.—^No inference
should be drawn simply from a ligature mark, for it may be indistinct oi*

absent, if a soft ligature like sUk is used, and may be produced by the ap-
plication of a ligature to the neck even after death. A similar mark may be
produced by a collar or neck band worn loosely round the neck when it com-
presses the tissues which are swollen and distended by putrefaction.

The natural folds of the skin especially of a stout person rarely produce
marks on the neck which may look like those found after strangulation.

Abrasions and finger marks may be produced on the neck bv a person
gasping for air in an intoxicated condition or in an epileptic or hysterical fit.

To come to the conclusion that death was due to strangulation it is neces-
sary, therefore, to note the effects of vlolencee In the underlying tissues

9- Medizinische Klinik, Feb. 8, 1929, p. 219; Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., May 4, 1929,
P- i*563. 10. Calcutta Med. Jour., Sept. 1925, p. 66.

Flu. 54.—Throttling: Finger marks on the neck
and face.
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in addition to the ligature mark or bruise marks caused by the fingers or by

Fig 55.—Throttling: EHuslon of blood
m the epiglottis, larynx and soft

tissues

the foot, knee, etc., and other ap-

pearances of death from asphyxia.

At the same time the possibility of

other causes of suboxic or asphyxlal

death should be excluded.

Whether the Strangulation was

Suicidal, Homicidal or Accidentals

Suicidal strangulation is not very

common, though sometimes met
with. In these cases some contri-

vance Is always made to keep the

ligature tight after Insensibility super-

venes. This is done by twisting a
cord several times round the neck and
then tying a knot, which Is usually

single and In front or at the side or

back of the neck, by twisting a cord
tightly by means of a stick, stone or
some other solid material, or by
tightening the ends of a cord by tying
them to the hands or feet or to a
peg in a wall or to a leg of a bed. In
such cases Injuries to the deep struc-

tures of the neck and marks

^ violence on other parts of
the body arc, as a rule, absent.

It Is not possible for anyone
to continue a firm grasp of the

^ throat after unconsciousness

supervenes; hence throttling
* the fingers cannot possibly

be suicidal, although Dinner"
Vy> • records the case of a woman.

^ ') years, who committed
suicide by throttling. She was

\
suffering from melancholia, and

' .'j found dead, crouched in

her bed with both hands com-
pressing her throat; the elbows

•; / supported on the knees,

f
back leaned against the

' ' ' '

’

'i" ’'“'’•t
Wall; there were marks of her

. . ,

'

^ 50.

Homicidal strangulation is

X. - •’
.--i, - W\ commonest of the three

LfA."— ^

i i

^orms. Usually there Is a sin-
gle turn of a ligature round the

Fig. W —Natural fold^ of the ikln simulating '^ith one or more knots

o'er hT there may be more
turns. In which case more llga-

11. ZeifscAr /. ited-Dtante. 1K2. 1 na '*«»«».
Toxic. Ed. VI. 0 ns ^ -«-C8 , Dlxonmann. Forensic Med. and
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lure marks will be found on the neck. In addition to the ligature mark or
finger marks there Is a probability of evidence of a struggle, and marks of
violence on the other parts of the body.

A person may be first rendered helpless by being bound, or rende^-ed

unconscious by blows on the head or by intoxicating drugs, and then stran-
gled by a small amount of compression. In some cases strangulation and
suffocation by closure of the mouth and nostrils may both be attempted,

A case came under Modl’s observ'atlon In which one Mt. Dulari. aged 30 years, of
Police Station MohanlalganJ. was murdered by throttling on the night of the 25th
February 1928, after her hands and feet were tied together with a piece of white doth.

In the case of King-Evxpcror v. U/mni Jtam.U charged under section 302. 1.P.C., with
the murder of GaneshI, It was brought out In evidence that Dhanl Ram. accused t(jok
hold of a rough piece of wood, about 3J" long and 2" or more In diameter, and strijck
Ganeshi with iti GaneshI fell down. He then put the wood across the neck of
GaneshI and stood on it until he died of strangulation.

Fig. 57,—Throttling: The woman was murdered by throttling after her hands
and feet were tied together.

Mt, Sukhdevi and AngunU were convicted under section 302, I.P.C.. of the offence
of Aavi'ng commit'fecf murder by causing the tfeafh of Paneftam, ffle husband of fitt.

Sukhdevi. At the tnal Angun confessed that on the night of the 20th May 1921, lie
went to the house of Mt. Sukhdevi, with whom he was carrying on an intngue, whtn
he found Pancham lying drunk In the court-yard. They took him into the room (kotari)
and Mt. Sukhdevi sat on his chest and held both his hands while he pressed the throat
with a brick.

Sometimes, a ligature is passed round the neck and over the body, and
then tied to the hands and feet to simulate suicidal strangulation. In such
cases the manner of tying should be examined carefully to see, if It could
have been done by a suicide. A llgalure is occasionally placed round the
neck after throttling to simulate suicide, but on removal of the ligature
finger marks on the throat accompanied by injuries to the deeper structures
will be visible, thus suggesting murder.

Lastly, it must be borne In mind that strangulation may be committed
without any noise or disturbance; even if other persons are in close vicinity,

they may not be aware of the act.

Homicidal strangulation Is sometimes feigned by an individual, who
wishes to bring a false charge against his enemy, or wishes to exculpate
himself after he has embezzled some money entrusted to his charge. Hys-
terical women sometimes feign It without any obvious motive whatsoever.

On or about the 9th November 1926. Mt. Iktasuman reported to the Sub-Divlsionai
Magistrate of Mohanlalganj, Dstrlct Lu(^ow. that her husband and attempted Uj
murder her by straneulation. On p»»nmattnn bruise-like marks on both side%

12. Chief Court of Oudh Crim. App. No. 650 of 1927.
13. Oudh Jud. Commissioner’s Court, Crim. App. No. 414 of 1921.
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of the front of the neck. - The skin round about these marks was inflamed and covered

with tiny blisters. She had similar marks on the palms and tips of the fingers, on

further examination these were found to have been caused by the application of tne

juice of a marking nut (see Fig. 58).

Accidental strangulation is rare, but It may occur when an article of

clothing, a neck band or a cord Is tightly drawn round the neck all of a

sudden. This may occur in an epileptic or an Intoxicated person who may

be helpless In extricating himself from aurh h„v,»
It may also occur when a string used

encirclement of the neck,

should slip from across the forehead and
suspending a weight on the back

to conjecture. If the body has not hepn
the neck. This Is easy

may also be accidentally strangled bv a death. Children
cling the neck too tightly during play

”how blind cord or string encir-

Differences between Hanging and «5»

between hanging and strangulation are
*^®"^“'ahon_The differences

Biven below m a tabulated form:—
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Hanging
j

Strangulation

1. Mostly suicidal. 1. Mostly homicidal.

2. Ligature mark, oblique, non-conti- 2. Ligature mark, horizontal or trans-

nuous, placed high up in the neck verse, continuous, round the neck, low
between tte chin and the larynx, the down in the neck below the thyroid,

base of the groove or furrow being the base of the groove or furrow being

hard, yellow and parchmenWike. soft and reddish.

3. Abrasions and ecchjTnoses round 3. Abrasions and ecchymoscs round
about the edges of the ligature mark, about the edges of the ligature mark,
rare. common.

4. Subcutaneous tissues under the mark. 4. Subcutaneous tissue under the mark,
white, hard, and glistening. ecchjTnosed.

5. Injury to the muscles of the neck, 5.. Injury to the muscles of the neck,

rare. *u.y4»t^*l^-common.
• C. Carotid arteries, Internal coats rup- Carotid arteries, internal coats ordl-

tured in violent cases of a long drop. *’'^^narily ruptured.
*7. Fracture of the larynx and trachea, 7. Fracture of the larynx and trachea,

very rare and that too in judicial often found, also hyoid bone,

hanging.
8. Fracture-dislocation of the cervical 8. Fracture-dislocation of the cervical

vertebrsc, common in judicial hanging. vertebra:, rare.

9. Scratches, abrasions and bruises on 9. Scratclies, abrasions and bruises on
the face, neck and other parts of the the face, neck and other parts of the
body, usually not present. body, usually present.

10. Face, usually pale and no petechiie. 10. Face, congested, livid and marked
with petechiDB.

U. Neck, stretched and elongated in 11. Neck, not so.

fresh bodies.
12. External signs of asphyxia, usually 12 External signs of asphyxia, very well

not well marked. marked (minimal if death due to vaso-

vagal effect!.

13. Bleeding from the nose, mouth and
j

13. Bleeding from the nose, mouth and
ears, very rare. i ears, may be found-

14. Saliva, running out of the mouth 1 14. Saliva, no such running,
down on the chin and chest. I

15. Emphysematous patches on the sur- 15. Emphysematous patches on the sur-

face of the lungs, not presesnt. I face of the lungs, may be present.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
Suicide.—1. A Hindu lunatic in a jaU strangled hlmseU by passing two or three

coils of stout thread around his neck, attaching the ends securely to his wrists and then
extending bis arms to the utmost limit This occurred during ten minutes when his
attendant was absent.—Surgeon-General Francis, Med. Times ond Gas.. Dec. 2, 1876,
p. 634.

2. A woman in Madras nearly succeeded in strangling herself by means of her long
hair.—Chevers, Med. Juris., Ed. m, p. 589.

Homicide.—^Modi quotes the following cases from his note-book:

—

' 1. On October 14, 1912, a Hindu boy, aged 13 years, resident of Agra, was murdered
for the sake of his gold ear-ilngs and a dhoti was tied round his neck. Autopsy revealed
Anger marks on both sides of the windpipe with ecchymosis of blood in the soft tissues
and signs of asphyxia. In this case the Sub-Inspector of Police propounded a very queer
theory that the image of the murderer would have been impressed on the lenses, and
he requested that the eyeballs should be preserved. I'need not say that he never came
to trace the culprit by examining the eyes even though they had been preserved for six
months.

2. In December 1917, Mt. Munia, aged 60 years was said "to have been dead of
compression of the throat with pincers”. On examination two bruises were seen on the
front of the neck with extravasation of blood underneath in the soft tissues, viz. one,
1" X i", across the right side of the neck 2' to the right of the middle line, and the other,
i" X i“, across the left side of the neck 2' below the angle of the left lower jaw.

3. On November 17, 1918, the body of a Hindu male, 30 years old, was found tied
up in a steel box lying near the Iron Brl^e in Lucknow. At the post-mortem examina-
tion the face was found Aushed, the eyes were closed and congested, and the lips were
blue. A transverse, brownish, hard and parchment-Ilke ligature mark, 4" broad, was
found encircling the neck and passing over the windpipe. There were abrasions about
the margins of the mark. A similar mark, 5" x 4" was detected across the left side of
the neck above, the Arst mark and a third mark. 2" x 4”. was seen 1" below the second
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mark- The larynx and trachea were congested. The lungs were congested and exuded
dark, fluid blood on section. The leltrchamber of the heart was empty and the right

was full of dark fluid blood. The body was Identified to be that of a Br^min of Hardoi
by the head that had been preserved and four persons were prosecuted for having killed

him by strangulation.

4. On the 11th December 1918, the body of Sarju, 50 years old, was forwarded to

the King George’s Medical College Mortuary with a report from the Station Officer of
Police-Station Goshainganj, that he was murdered by dacoits. At the post-mortem
examination I found bruises on both sides of the windpipe and fractures of the rings of
the trachea in its upper part. There wa.-? extravasation of blood in the muscles of the
neck in front. Blood was also found Issuing from the mouth and nostrils.

5. A Hindu widow, 70 years old, was seen sitting at her door between 8 a.m. and
‘9 a.m. on July 25. 1921. At noon she was found dein! in her house with a twjsted mooni
cord, 82 Inches long, tied round the neck. At the autopsy no cord mark was seen on the
neck, but two finger marks, each i” xj", were found on each side of the windpipe with
extravasation of blood In the underlying tissues The lining membrane of windpipe
was congested with hsemorrhagic points and was covered with frothy mucus. The left
sec^d and third ribs were fractured. Modi gave the opinion that the deceased died of

^ throttling, and the cord was tied round the neck probably to simulate

September 1921. the body of a Hindu girl, aged 13 years, was found
^ round the neck. Post-mortem examination revealed

i*
parietal and temporal bones and a soft depressed ligature mark.

™Wdle with extravasatcd blood in the underlying
soft tl^ues, especially the front of the windpipe, which was found congested Therewere also small bruises, about the angles of thrmouth

congested, mere

»< ml Kallasha, 50 years oM, of Policeotauon uoshainganji was found strangled with a dhoti Com cloth » mnort th^ tippIc on

Sis E''M
throttled, and the cloth was &roSd

belcha, 25' long and 3' to 4' in dSnetef^^w ?hp“^
throat by means of a heavy Iron

was found obliquely across^ the Infmo? iawViuf incised wound, ir x 1 -

•niere were three b^Ues. va^ng S chm and exposing the bone,
of the middle of the neck in from There wMP^^mp hP.,-*"

P^^

sif'ossSi'

^

a ^moSm examination on the

10. on the morning ol tS J5ih MfiS" ""fL”' _
*0™ fractured.

yearn, was found in Sr home br'the '’’'ml Eitala, aged 70 to 75
and It was beUeved that °UiedecMSSi^« ^ ^ Police-Station Goshain-

take away her belongings”. On examlnatirm ^ night by someone tow« found along the front of theS r to t5S a bruise, li' by i%
r to 1* by 1* to 4' \rith

thyroid cartilage, and four
obliquely aCToss the left side of the mck i?* iL^Z?

”®scentic nail marks were found^ situate one below the ‘he left Inferior Jaw
””^11 bone was dislocated.

cartilage was fractured, and the left

S’p '’“"“‘'’“‘ion on the body of
of Police-Station Hazratganj. The face was P^^*^ within the Jurisdiction

5^®^* encircling the neck ^ ^ reddish, transverse
InJuriM were found on the body:— Adam’s apple, the following external

«; 2 bSte,imJ the left cheek bone.

vnrylnV troSf r “jS-h .‘j> ,‘.h> ".PPOt
Joint.

) An abrasslon, 1* x i' s
I A abrasion, l" x f.

the back of the left elbow

There was eHuslon of clotted blood buttock,
racrc was ccchymols in the submucus coat of 11^"“°' “t' neck under the skin.
In the larynx, trachea and bronchL the mucous

0 larynx. There was bloody froth
injected. The lungs were bulky, deep

'’LS'"” '•“dJ^r’id aSwngeswd with venous engorgement.
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The womb was enlarged and contained a foetus of about three months of intra-uterlne
life. A corpus lutcum was visible In the right ovarj'.

A case is recorded in which one Malla. under sudden and grave provocation, killed
his wife by strangulation effected by twisting her long hair round her throat,—25
Criminal Lata Jour.. July 1924, p. 519.

In his private communication to Modi the Chemical Examiner. Bengal, stated
that in the year 1946 he investigated a case in which two men visited a public woman
at her house in Calcutta, and gave her chloral hydrate in wine to render her unconscious,
but as It was uiisuccessful they Vdllcd her by IhroUllng and raii away with her orna-
ments. On post-mortem examination seven crescentic abrasions were noticed on the
right side of the neck, and four on the left side. Tlie hyoid bone was fractured and
there was clotted blood under the soft tissues of the neck. Alcohol and chloral hydrate
were detected in the viscera.

Accident—1. An ingenious young nran has'lng nearly lost the use of his arms
used to move a hea\T weight by a cord passed round his neck. One morning, soon after
he went to his room, his sister found him sitting in a chair quite dead with the cord
twisted round his neck. The deceased must have tried to move the weight in the usual
way. but it had slipped behind and so strangled him.—Gordon Smitli quoted by Guy
and Perrier, Forensic Med.. Ed. VI, p. 261.

2. In July 1839. Elizabeth Kenchan. an extremely dissipated W'oman. went to bed
intoxicated, with her bonnet on, and in the morning was found strangled in its strings.
She had fallen out of bed, her bonnet became fixed between the bedstead and the wall,
and she. being too drunk to loosen the strings, was strangled.—Ibid., p. 262.

3. A girl was accustomed to carry fish in a basket on her back, supported by a
leather strap passing round the front of her neck above her shoulders. One day she
'was found dead, sitting on a stone wall; the basket had slipped off while she was
resting, and had thus raised the strap which firmly compressed the windpipe.—Taylor.
Prin. and Pract. o/ Med. Juris.. Vol. I, Ed. XI, p. 496.

SUFFOCATION
Definition.—The term, suffocation. Is applied to that form of death which

results from the exclusion of air from the lungs by means other than com-
pression of the neck.

Causes.—^The causes of suffocation are

—

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

1. Smothering or Closure of the Mouth and Nostrils.—Infants are
often accidentally smothered by being overlaid by their mothers when they
are drunk. This Is more common among the lower classes of women in

England. In India, such cases are rare, as infants are generally not allowed-

to sleep In the same bed with their mothers, but are placed in separate
cradles; however, they are sometimes mothered by inexperienced girl

mothers who press them too closely to the breast when suckling. A com-
mon method of killing infants and children is to close the mouth and nos-
trils by means of the hand, bed clothes, soft pillows or mud.

Cases have been recorded of adults being accidentally smothered by
plaster of Paris at the time of taking a cast or mould, or by falling face
downwards into vomited matter, flour, cement, sand or mud. especially

when drunk or during an epileptic fit.

2. Obstruction of the Air-passages form ^vithin.—This may be due

(a) The presence of foreign bodies, such as a piece of meat, potato
skin, fruit-stone, corn, button, coin, cork, rag. India-rubber teat, live fish,

round-worm, loose artificial teeth, mud, cotton, leaves, etc.

It is not necessary that a foreign body should be of such a size as to

block the air-passages completely. Even a small object blocking the lumen,

partially may cause death by spasm.

Smothering or closure of the mouth and nostrils.

Obstruction of the all-passages from within .

Pressure on the chest.
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On the 26th September 1912, a Mahotnedan girl, about 10 jears old was standing In
a street in Agra with her infant sister, one year old in her arms, when a boy playfully
gave her a push from behind. The infant girl fell and died immediately. On post-
mortera examination a split gram (chaneki dal) was found to be obstructing the lumen
of the larynx. It appears that the Infant girl tod a parched gram in her mouth at the
time of the fall, and it got into the larynx during the Involuntary inspiratory movement

j
Surgeon, Patna, described to Modi a similar case which occur-

red to him on the 12th September 1939. A male child, one year old, was playing alone

f?,.®
while his mother was busy with her work in the house. All of a sudden

0^1 ® moments. The mother
of having practised witchcraft on the child, but post-mortem

Sm Sh oi“iSthS"
On the 10th April 1929. a Hindu male, aged CO to 65 years died all of a suddenwhile trying to hire an efcfca for proceeding to his house At the post-mortem examlna-tlon Modi found a carious tooth lying In the glottis and death was caused by suffocationdue to spasm of the glottis brought on by Uie tooth iS there.

^ suilocation

‘nt" U-e larynx, and by Inspiratory

™s Is^sopclallr
>'tonchl and may cause suffocation,

r^flt ol Sml d'lohollsm. and occasionally occurs during
t Of epilepsy or In a case of badly administered anasthesla It must be

pus from an abscesj? in tha wounds of the throat, or

trachea. A lorelsn body In thrSiarJiix^S^^So
"'derating Into the

tlon pressing on the wlLplprirom Sd “"se obalruc.

chest hem““messe"d v’lolenHr'hT'^iwdr m birialrs“''’°T”’
through the

.upon In the rush ol such crowds, leisure on thi v
railway, motor-car or other vehicular Scldents ayls of a falling wall or root. Cases n, dolin' ? “h'’"’
are also met with In India.

Presslon of the chest homicldally

* 4. Inhalation of Irrespirable Ga!(M ,
carbon dioxide, an anesthetic using ,t by mLsi^?

* “
gen sulphide, or smoke from a burning hous? win n

monoxide, hydro-

Mode Of Dealh.-usually death Is
^'>«d=dtIon.

to shock, when the heart stops by reflex action
tiut It may be due

Fatal p„loa._Death occurs on a^
after complete withdrawal of air from thT'S Avc minutes
red In which death was almost lnstantaneou «5

cases have occur-
cd by a foreign body. Recovery may ocimr It

''"'PlPe was block-
rneff.nan,.*.-. .

iceaied within four mJrmtoc
Appearances.—These

Post-mortem
Internal.

External Appearances—These i,
suffocation, or to asphyxia.

Appearances due to the

y "ujupipe was DU
treated within four minutes.

appearances are external and

the cause producing

.smothering efleclerW The teeftiTappK™ "o, homicidal
and nostrils, bruises and abrasions a..

' ‘'’= hand oyer the mouth

be foun^TaM'ratM f *hc nostrils. The toner
™ “PSles

be found lacerated fmm pressure on the teS. “o hps may
and « septum may be fractured trmn prSi’ 7^' "“o he flattened,
arc. in Modls experience, very rare hand, but these signs
the chcclfs and malar regions, or on the tower abrasions on

if there has been a
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struggle. Rarely, fracture or dislocation of cervical vertebrce may occur,
jf the neck has been forcibly wrenched In an attempt at smothering with
the hand. No local signs of violence will be found, if a soft cloth or pillow
has been used to block the mouth and nostrils.

In compression of the chest, external signs of Injury may not be pre-
sent. but the ribs are usually fractured on both sides. In homicidal com-
pression of the chest brought about by the hands or knees of a murderer
or by some other hard material, bruises and abrasions, symmetrical on both
sides, are usually found on the skin together with extravasation of blood in

the subcutaneous tissues. The ribs arc also fractured symmetrically on both
sides, and the sternum is fractured, though rarely.

Appearances due to Asphyxia.—The face may be pale or suffused.
The eyes are open, the eyeballs are prominent, and the conjunctivre are con-
.gested. The Ups are livid, and the tongue is sometimes protruded. Bloody
froth comes out of the mouth and nostrils. The skin shows punctlform
ecchymoses with llvldlty of the limbs. Rupture of the tympanum may
occur from a violent effort at respiration.

Internal Appearances.—^Mud or any other foreign matter may be found
In the mouth, throat, larynx or trachea, when suffocation has been caused
by the impaction of a foreign substance In the air-passages. It may also be
found in the pharynx or oesophagus. The mucous membrane of the trachea
is usually bright red, covered with bloody froth and congested. The lungs
urc congested and emphysematous. They may be lacerated or contused
even without any fracture of the ribs. If death has been caused by pressure
on the chest. Punctlform subPleural ecchymoses (Tardieu’s spots) are
usually present at the root, base, and lower margins of the lungs, and are
cnaracterlstlc of death by suffocation, though they mav ho Inrpcpnt in

aspnyxiai aeatns from other causes. They are also found on the thvmus .

^ricafdium. and along the roots of the coronary vessels. The lungs may
be found q'ulie normal. If death has occurred rapidly. The right side of
xhe neart 5 oiUn lull of dark fluid blood, and the left empty. The mood
bUlill nor reuUllr coaguljite: nence wounds caused after death may bleed.

Thg^brath '15 generaii/ congestedT and so ore the abdominal organs, espe-
cially the liver, spleen and kldneysT"

Medico-Legal Questions.—^These are

—

1. Whether death was caused by suffocation.

2. Whether the suffocation was suicidal, homicidal or accidental.

'

1. Whether Death was caused by Suffocation.—Sometimes it is not
easy to state whether death is due to suffocation. Inasmuch as the signs of
asphyxia may be altogether absent, or these signs may be present in deaths
from epilepsy, tetanus, or strychnine poisoning. To come to a definite

conclusion it is, therefore, very essential to look for evidences of violence In
the shape of external marks surrounding the mouth and nostrils, or on the
chest, or the presence of foreign bodies in the throat. Again, it cannot be
positively affirmed from the presence of Tardisi^.s snots that death occurred
from suffocation, since they are found in deatns from apoplexy, heart disease,

pneumonia, etc.

Circumstantial evidence should always be taken into consideration to
establish the proof of death from suffocation.

2. Whether the Suffocation was Suicidal, Homicidal or Accidental.

—

Suicidal suffocation is very rare, though a few cases of suicide among
prisoners and insane persons have been recorded. They are said to have
stuffed their throats with rags, pieces of blankets, hay. etc.

Homicidal suffocation Is common, and is usually resorted to in murder-
ing infants and children by forcing mud, etc. down their throats, or by
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smothering them by the hands, clothes, etc. In adults It Is only possible

if the victim Is weak and feeble, or Is unable to resist, having been pre-

viously stupefied by Intoxicating or narcotic drugs. Homicidal suffocation

by pressure on the chest Is sometimes resorted to In India, but In the case

of adults It Is often combined with smothering or throttling, and It is usually

an act of more than one person. “Burking" is a method of suffocation

adopted by Burke and his associate. 'Hare, ' for killing their victims. They

used to throw their victims down on the ground, and kneeling on the chest,

used to close the mouth and nostrils with one hand, and firmly hold the

lower and upper Jaws together with the other hand, thus effectually blocking

the air-passages.

A form of homicidal suffocation practised in Northern India Is known
as “Bans-dola”, although it Is not so common now as It used to be for-

merly. In this form the victim’s chest Is squeezed so forcibly between

two strong wooden planks or bamboos, one being placed across the upper

part of the chest and the other across the back of the shoulders, that the

respiratory act Is Interfered with, the muscles are lacerated and the ribs

are fractured. If the force applied is very severe, the lungs may be crushed

and lacerated.

Burying alive used to be resorted to in India as a form of punishment
and lepers used to be sometimes burled alive.

In the case of Infants dying under suspicious circumstances and after-
wards exhumed, a question may arise as to v;hether they had been buried
alive. The presence of fins dust in the oesophagus and stomach Is a con-
vincing proof of the Infant having been burled alive. In a burial after death
fine dust may be found In the upper air-passages, but not In the cesophbgus
or stomach.

Accidental suffocation Is frequent and Is produced as described above.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
Suicide.—A mjddie-agcd man was brought to the workhouse by the nollce with a

hlsto^ of detolons. On examination, no di*flnite signs of insanity found but it
thouBht desirable to ke-p him under obser^atlk On^e evenS^ of the Sme

day he suddenly became excited and violent and was. therefore nlaced In a naddedroom Alter a short Ume he quieted down and wen: oH At 9-20 dtS. he wSfoimd ^ examination the body was found lying on iU tack Sth The aSoutstretched. The face was placid, and no marked cyai^Lt wm th^rehowevCT. l^idty of the Ups. ears and finger and toe Imid“the^?iithTfla^el. about r by 1*. was found and behind this th^ wS tU liffir strins

»' ‘o-Mdal .uHocatlon that can,e

leaT^
® •"“'“'Wi at Hardol bj- his moulh bamg stuSed mil.

ntMtrils In a vlUa^^or^^ollcrStathm mouth and
tlon or the body at noon on the Slst Lucknow. On examina-
found across the lip of the nose and the death—bruises were
and contained froth. The lungs were concert trachea were congested

3. A Hindu girl. 10 years old. was foLd deS inTMarch 26. 1919. On examination It was fouM morning of

tlon caused by the blocking of the mouth and nStni- ,
asphyxia due to suffoca-

and chest Ihe eyes were closed out cone^^st^^ P^^^ure on the windpipe
nostrils. The Ups were blue and several «inaii

liquid was issuing from the

the moulh. on both sld-s of the windpipe mid about the angles of

chest There was extravasation of blood in upper part of the

right side of the chert under lh<» bruises. The lining and on the

was congested and contained fine froth. The larynx and trachea
sub-pleural ecchymosls and exuded dark fimd patches of
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4. The body of Kalka Chaukidar of a village in Pollce^tation Banthra, was
removed from a well and forwarded to the college mortuary. At the post-mortem
e.^aminatIon held on the 14th April 1919—about CO hours after death—several small
bruises were found on the face and on boUi sides of the throat. There were patches
of extravasated blood In the soft tissues on both sides of the cliest and the sternum
was fractured transversely In Its middle. The third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh
ribs were fractured on both sides. Both the lungs were congested and lacerated at
several places. Opinion: The deceased died of suffocation caused by pressure of the
chest producing fractures of the ribs and lacerations of the lungs.

5. The body of a Hindu girl, 10 years old, was found burled in sandy mud on the
bank of a canal at I pm. on the 3rd September 1923. Post-mortem examination was
held at 11 a.m. on the 4th September 1923. The eyes were found congested. The lips

were livid. A frothy muddy liquid was Issuing from the nostrils, which contained sandy
mud. A thick coat of similar mud u’as found on the tongue, especially at its base and
the pharynx. The msophagus was full of sandy mud, and Its lining membrane was
congested. Sandy mud was also present at the cardiac end of the stomach mixed with
food which consisted of undigested maize and rice weighing about half a pound. The
larynx and trachea were red In colour and contained froth and sandy mud as\deep
as the upper and lower bronchus of the left lung and the terminal bronchioles of the
right lung. The lungs were mdematous. and turgid with blood with patches of siib-

pleural ecchj'mosis. Both sides of the heart contained blood and the pulmonary arteries
were congested. The abdominal organs were congested. There was e.xtravasatlon of
blood in an area of 2' y 2" on the under surface of the scalp corresponding to the upper
part of the left side of the forehead and a similar extravasation in an area of 2' x 1"

on the left side of the back of the skull below the top. The brain and its membranes
were congested. There was no Inlury to the vagina. The hymen was Intact. The
cause of death was asphyxia due to suffocation by.the deceased having been buried alive.

It appeared that the girl had been thrown down and held firmly by pressure on the left

forehead while she wa.*? being buried.

6.

On the 22nd December 1923, the body of a Mahomedan boy, aged 16 years, was
found lying on the roof of a bungalow situated on Mall Road. Lucknow, five or six days
after death. On examination the following external injuries were found on the body:—

(1) A bruise, i’ by i‘, on the left nostril
(2) A bruise, 5' by 1", across the left lower Up.
(3) A bruise, i' bv 1'. on the left upper lip,

(4) A seml-arcular and curved, bruise. 3" by I", obliquely along the face extend-
ing between the left malar bone and the left angle of the mouth.

(5) Six bruises, varying from 1' by 4", on the left elbow.
(6) Two small abrasions on the right knee
The inside of the mouth and the lips were lived and congested. The lungs were

congested, and exuded dark frothy blood. There were patches of sub-pleural echy-
mosis on the pertrardium and lungs. Death occurred lioin suflocatton by closure of
the mouth and nostrils.

Accident.—1. The body of a Hindu male. 30 years old, was brought to the Agra
Medical School Mortuary on the 21st September 1910 with a police report that it was not
known whether, the deceased died from snake bite or had committed suicide. At the
post-mortem examination it was found that the man died of asphyxia by suffocation
due to food accidentally getting in the larynx and trachea.

2. A Mahomedan male, aged 35, was found dead in a street of Agra on the 23rd
October 1918. Upon examination no external mark of injury was found on the body.
The larynx and trachea were injected and particles of a whitish substance were found
adherent to the mucous membrane. The lungs were engorged with dark blood and the
finer divisions of the bronchi contained a whitish substance (not muco-pizs) similar to
that found in the trachea. The stomach contained 14 ounces of whitish material similar
to that found in the trachea and lungs. Death was due to suffocation brought about
by particles of food accidentally getting aspirated into the trachea and bronchioles.
The viscera were preserved but no poison was detected on analysis. There was a
history of intoxication.—Agra Med.-Leff. Post-mortem Pep. No. 53.

3. On or about 8th April 1940. a Hindu female prisoner 25 years old, who was
pregnant, got an attack of convulsion and died all of a sudden, while she was cutting
jokes with her fellow prisoners. At the post-mortem examination the larynx and trachea
were congested and their lumen was blocked by round worms. The lungs were con-
gested. The pharynx was clogged by round worms and the stomach was full of un-
digested rice and contained four round worms. The uterus contained a four months'
feetus.—Case of Dr. G. B. Sahay, Police Surgeon, Patna.

DROWNING
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nfhpr fiiiiri-jnftditim. It Is not necessary that there should be complete-

sdSiherslon. Death is sure to occur, even II the face alone Is submerged
so that air is prevented from entering the respiratory orifices.

Stages of Drowning.—When an Individual in perfect possession of

his senses falls into water, he sinks to a depth proportional to the momentum
obtained during the fall, but immediately rises to the surface owing to the
struggling movements of his limbs, though the specific gravity of the body
is slightly higher than that of water. If he Is not a swimmer, he cries and
shouts for help, when, his mouth being at the level of the water surface, he-

draws water into the stomach and lungs. The water in the lungs excites
coughing and during violent expiratory efforts due to cough, a certain
amount of air is expelled from the lungs, and its place is taken up by water
which is drawn into the lungs. The weight of the body increases and he
sinks. He rises again to the surface by the Involuntary movements of his
limbs, and draws more water Into the lungs In an effort to keep above water,
and consequently goes to the bottom. This alternate rising and sinking
goes on longer than the proverbial three times, until all the .air has been
expelled from the lungs and its place has been taken up by water. He
then becomes insensible and sinks to the bottom to die. Sometimes con-
vulsions precede death. K. W. Donald>< reports the following differences^
in dogs drowned in fresh and In salt water:—

In fresh water drowning following an initial period of struggling and
large Quantity of water Is drawn Into the lungs and

* Into the pulmonary circulation across the alveolar

™ produces hjemodllutlon and a proportionate reduction of
electrolyte concentration. The dilution of blood causes hajmolysis of the red

m the“Ss‘"p’^‘r r ““ worence orS hLogldbtn
In the plasma. Potassium-sodium ratio is greatly increased the .ndtum is

ten"£S5i^sHicHS'

^

the alveolar spaces and Produces h^nJocomentrltZ
^IrPmatlon Into-

'

in the blood. Here there is no hatmoS and °n' ‘"“if'"
sodium ratio, consequently no ventricular fibrili-itirt

° 'change In potassium

pressure, death due to 4ocardM anoxL oc”rs toIt is believed that In humans somewLr slmllS h
® ® minutes,

drowning. similar phenomena occurs in

When an Individual Is rendered unconscious he ... ,time of Immersion, he goes to the bottom and
“ W"“Pe

hlght but usually sinks without a stroggl™ t„ f ' """
enters the respiratory tract. ^ little water

SymDtoms_The subjective symptoms felt hv = hauditory and visual hallucinations, and retnrn t
^’'owning person are-

whlch had already been forgotten in
memory of past events,

Mode 0, Death-^phyPla!;.,, rrr"
Of cases, as water getting into the lungs cets

majority
and produces a fine froth which blocks the air ves?c^l?s^^

mucus.

Occasionally, death may occur from asnwir.
set up by a small amount of water enterVn laryngeal spasm
water does not enter the lungs and the siimc i"® larynx, in such a case

® of drowning will be absent.
14. Brit. Med. Jour.. July le, 1955, pp, 155.150
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^>stock.—This is brought about by fright or terror, or it may be caused
during a sudden and unexpected fall in the water, often the u’ater striking

against the chest and pit of the stomach or falling on feet. Again If the
water is very cold, it may induce a laryngeal shock resulting in cardiac
arrest due to vagal inhibition through the sensory laryngeal nerve endings.
Shock may also be Induced through the sensory nerve endings of the cuta-
neous nerves.

^.X5oncwssion.—This may occur by falling into water on the head or
buttocks from a height and striking against some hard solid substance or
even against the water itself.

^^^^^yncope.—^This may occur In persons suffering from epilepsy by falling

^denly into cold water.

^Apoplexy.—Cerebral vessels, especially If they happen to be diseased,,

'riiay be ruptured, by 'd sudden rush of blood to the brain from cold, excite-

ment, or the first violent struggles to keep above the surface of the water.

*-^xhaust!on.—^This results from continued efforts to keep above the
surface of the water.

'-^juries.—'Fracture of the skull bones and fracture-dislocation of the
cervical vertebrae may result. If a man falling from a height Into shallow
water or into a narrow deep ‘ piicca well strikes his head forcibly against
some hard solid objeof.

In August 1918, a Mahomedan girl, 21 years old, fractured her right parietal and
temporal bones by falling accidentally into a well.

On January 10. 1923. a Hindu male, while Jumping into a well with a view to
committing suicide, struck his head against a wooden board fixed in the well above
the surface of water. Autopsy revealed three contused wounds on the head and rupture
of the left middle meningeal artery.

Fatal Period.—Asphyxia supervenes within two minutes after complete
submersion, and the heart "stbps in two lo five minutes afterwards. Yt has
bwn found from observations that even expert divers cannot hold their
breath under water for two minutes continuously. It is. however, recorded
^hat Miss E. Wallcnda remained submerged in n ^-ank at tbp Alhambra Music
Hail ior idur i'ortY.^vp 5;peortds anti a half . Death is almost sure
alter complete submersion for five mliiutes, unless water was prevented
from entering the lungs on account of shock or syncope caused at the time
of the fall. Such cases are possible of resuscitation even after an Immersion
of ten to twenty minutes.

Treatment,—In the case of persons rescued from drowning prompt
artificial respiration should be the first step, and should be continued for
at least an hour, unless It is certain that death has occurred. Clearing of
the mouth, checking the position of tongue and attempts at removal of water
from lungs for the entry of air should be done later by stripping the person
naked to the waist, freeing the mouth and nostrils from mud or sand and
froth and turning the body in a prone position with the head to one side.

This should be supplemented by the administration of oxygen at high
tension, by friction to promote heat of the body, by alternate splashes of hot
and cold water to the face and chest, and by hypodermic Injections of stry-
chlnine. atropine sulphate, adrenaline hydrochloride or coramine.

Of the several known methods of artificial respiration the Holger Neilsort

method is now recommended by all organisations. It is a push-pull method,
not only is pressure applied to the upper chest to induce expiration by the
operator kneeling at the patients head and rocking forwards after placing
his hands on the shoulder blades, but the arms are also lifted with a rock-
ing back movement to induce inspiration. This Is repeated about twelve
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satisfactory and easy to perform method Is
that of Schafers. It is carried out in the following manner*—

means, the air and water ”™any‘^'^r drt
immediately therealter raise your body slJli so

0°“'.°'

Icavlns the palms 01 the han® in msIh™ o remove the pressure,

ward movement Irom twelve to mteSl "ttae.
lorward and hact-

ut least an hour or until the „"a'tS

with warm bhinfets! put to"bed'*wut'*hot should be covered

given a UUle brandy in wairo water at the sides, and
The patient should be carefully waS*ed swallow It*

death may occur from secondary shock or p^eum^nl
recovery.

Post-mortem Appearances.—These ar^ >,« .

death occurred from shock, syncone or asphyxia unless

upon submersion. The appearances are ext«nal^*°”
supervening immediately

External Appearances.i.The clothes on
mined a long time after removal from water
half open or closed, the conjunctive trl'

^
dilated. The tongue is su-oHen and snmetf and the pupils are»« sometimes protruded.
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Fiff. 61.—Schaler’s Metliod of ArtiflciaV Respiration. Inspiration.

A fine white lather? froth oiL^oam. rarels—tlngecl—With blQfirf,-i’s g«^ep
at the moinn and nostrils] If not vlslble^JLjaiay,^ppear^an^cQmpresslQn^f
xa£-j^est. Ji hi&ris=regarded—as-a-dtagnostiC"-sigTr~'Of-dnyaiTlng. Froth of
almost a similar nature is seen In cases of opium poisoning and in deaths
occurring from slow asphyxia. It also appears after putrefaction has set
in. But the froth In all these cases Is not of such a lasting Jiature.-and of

such_£LJarge.quantitv..aR^n.-drownlng.-and-XhG-hubbles are also much larger.

The granular and puckered appearance of the skin, known as
anserina, goose-skin or goose-flesh, is found on the anterior surface of 'the
body, particularly the ''extremiHes especially during winter when water is

cold. It is caused by the contraction of the muscle fibres, termed orrefitores
pilorimi, connected with the hair follicles, and is considered as an important
sign showing that drowning had occurred during life, but it may occur on
submersion of the body in cold water Immediately after death, while the
muscles were still warm and Irritable. It is not confined to drowning alone
as, being the result ot nervous shock, It is found In other violent accidental
deaths, it may also develop after death as a result of rigor mortis of the
muscle fibres • of the arrectores pilorum, especially during winter. More-
over. cutis anserina is rarely seen in India as water, being usually warm, does
not produce the contraction of the muscle fibres of the arrectores pUorum.
Of 110 cases of drowning examined by Modi during a period extending over
eight years he found marked cutis anserina only in 4 cases.

• The penis and scrotum are found retracted and contracted, especially

during winter, when water Is cold, Casper** lays great stress on this point

15. Forensic Medicine, Eng. Transl., Vol. H, p 236.
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as a sign suggestive of death from drowning, but the penis may sometimes

be found semi-erect, and the retraction and contraction of the genital organs

may be encountered. If

the body Is thrown into

water after death. The

reverse condition of the

genitals Is usually found.

If the body Is taken out

early, and If water is not

cold: hence in a tropical

country like India no re-

liance can be placed on

this sign.

Grass, gravel, sticks,

weeds, twigs or leaves

may be found firmly

grasped in the hands as

the result of cadaveric

spasm. The presence of

this sign is Indicative of

death from drowning as it

shows the struggle of the

victim for his life. Mud
or sand may be found un-
der the finger-nails, and
abrasions may sometimes
be found on the fingers

Fig. 62—Drowning: Froth at the nostrils. and toes.

stomach and duodenum. The
lungs were found bulky,
cedematous and congested,
and on section frothy liquid
blood poured out.

The skin of the hands
and feet shows a bleached
coccugated and sodden ap-
pearance, after the body
has lain In water for ten
to twelve or more hours.
This condition of the skin
is known as the washer-
V)oman's hand. It proves
only that the body has re-
mained In water for some
time without reference te
the cause of death.

Post-mortem Uvldity Is
most marked In the head.
^Gck and chest, since
blood gravitates to these
places, which are usually
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the most dependable parts, when a body is immersed In water.

Rigor mortis appears early, especially when a violent struggle has taken
place- before death.

Internal Appearances.—The hrnln Is hvporfpml/* and the vessels of Its

membranes are injected.

Fig. 64.—Opium Poisoning: Froth at the nostrils.

JThe lungs arc overlap the heart and protrude?
out. of the thorax on laying it open by the removal of the strenum. They
are often indented by the ribs, arc* heavy, cedematous and spongy to the
feel, and pit on pressure with the finger. They are of a pale grey colour
with reddish stains, and on section c.xude a large quantity of a frothy, blood-
stained fluid. Minute, punctiform sub^pleural and pericardial ecchymoses
noted In other forms of asphyxia arc seldom found in cases of drowning

The larynx, trachea and bronchial tubes usually contain a fine white
froth, and may contain some foreign matter, such as sand, mud or fragments
of aquatic plants. Their mucous membrane Is usually red and congested.
Froth appears within two minutes of submersion, and its quantity varies

Fiff. 65.—Drowning: Grass firmly grasped in the left hand. (By kind courtesy of Dr. H. S. Mehta.)
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according to the length of submersion and the violent respiratory efforts.

Particles of food may be found regurgitated in the air-passages owing to the

vomiting set up by the imbibition of water especially ‘
if the stomach was

full at the time of drowning.

During putrefaction the watery fluid from the lungs may transude into

the pleural cavities

* The heart presents the appearance usually found in death from
^sphyxla: the left .side is usually empty, the right side is full, and the large

(veins are gorged with blood v/hlch is dark in colour and unusually fluid

[owing to^dmlxture of water.

v^AlIexander C. Gettler‘« suggests the determination of the chloride con-
tent in the blood of the right and left chambers of the heart as a specific

test for drowning, and is now being adopted by all forensic laboratories.

FI,. C.-Com,2alri akin ol the feat In a body removed Irom a weU.
Normally the chloride content of the rleht ann i^f* 1,1-
is almost the same, the greatest dlHerSl Wne a m .l!' h

golng into the lungs, and ^t
o

h,,'"' ''““1
water Into the lungs and death. The lo^r ?h?,

infance of

watcr_passes to the left ehamber of the heart 7,^

Interval,' the more
occurs.ln salt water, the left chamh-r „t ti? o''
content and In cases where drownlnT occure In^lfVshows a lower chloride content It mmt hi
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from syncope or shock, or became unconscious Immediately after falling into
water, so that he could not struggle and swallow water In the act of drown-
ing. There will also be no water in the stomach, if the body has undergone
putrefaction, for w.ater, even If It Is present in the stomach, Is forced out
by the pressure of the gases of decomposition. In Northern India. It is

not usual to find water In the stomach, as the bodies taken out of water are
brought to the Sadar mortuary In a more or less decomposed condition, in
Modl's experience at Agra and Lucknow he had found water In the stomach
In about 30 per cent of cases of drowning.

The small intestine, especially the duodenum and jejunum and rarely the
Ileum, contains water mixed with mud. sand. etc. This sign Is regarded as
positive evidence of death by drowmlng. as the passage of water into the in-
testine is only due to the peristaltic movement, which Is a vital act. But
water is not always present in the intestine. Modi had found it in about
20 per cent of cases.

The liver is usually gorged with dark fluid blood, which pours out from
the cut surfaces on an incision being made into Its substance. The spleen and
kidneys arc dark in colour and deeply congested.

Water may be found In the middle ear on aspiration by a small pipette.
It is possible for a small quantity of water to be forced into this cavity,

especially in the violence and confusion of inspiration and swallowing in the
process of drowning, when the mouth is full of water. It is infpossible for
water to force Its way into the middle ear after death; hence fts presence is

regarded as an important sign of drowning. i

Medico-Lcgal Questions.—These are

—

1. ^Vhether death was caused by drowning.

2. Whether the drowning was suicidal, homicidal or accidental.

1. IVhether Death was caused by Drowning.—In Northern India, It Is a
common custom to throw dead bodies Into running streams, and the fact of
finding a dead body In water does not. therefore, lead one to presume thqt
death was caused by drowning. Again, victims are often murdered or poisoned
first, and then their bodies are thrown Into water to avoid the detection
o/ crime. In Modl's experience he had found that 22 per cept out of the
bodies removed from water were such as were thrown Into a well. pond, lak^,

canal or river after the deceased had been destroyed by wounds inflicted
on the head or neck or by strangulation, suffocation, poisoning, etc. It is,

therefore, very essential to examine the body carefully for the evidence of
external and internal Injuries—ante-mortem or post-mortem—and for the signs
of poisoning.

After excluding these possibilities, an opinion as to the cause of death
from drowning should be given from a number of the following characteristic
signs:—

1. The presence of fine, white, lathery froth about the mouth anq
nostrils.

2. The presence of some object firmly grasped In the hands.
3. The presence of a fine, white froth in the air-passages.

4. The bulky and cedematous condition of the lungs which exude
copious, frothy, blood-stained fluid on section

5. The presence of water, mud. weeds, etc. In the stomach or small In-,

testine or both. *
. —p*

6. The presence of water In the middle ear.

It must be remembered that these typical signs of drowning are seen
only in the body of a drowned person when It is removed from water within
a few hours after death and examined immediately. They are modified by
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the lapse of time and disappear altogether when the body Is recovered from

water after putrefaction is well advanced. Moreover, putrefactive changes

in the body advance so rapidly after Its removal from w'atcr that a short

delay in holding a post-mortem examination even of a recent case of drown-

ing Is likely to obliterate the signs to a great extent. In doubtful cases, where

a definite opinion cannot be given, it Is safer to preserve the viscera for

chemical analysis.

2. Whether the Dronning was Suicidal, Homicidal or Accidental.—

In India, drowning occupies the first position of all the modes of committing
suicide. ‘In two hundred and thirty-one cases investigated by Modi during a

period extending over eight years, suicide was cllectcd In the following modes;
Drowning, yo (34 males, 5G females) ; Opium, 73 (55 males. 18 females):
Irritant poison, especially arsenic. 30 (17 males. 13 females); Hanging,
28 (13 males, 15 females); Cut throat, 0 <5 males, 1 female): Gunshot, 2

(1 male, l female); Burns, 2 females.

Females, even on the least provocation, commit suicide by Jumping Into
a well or a tank In the neighbourhood of their house or village. Sometimes
a woman falls into water with her child. If she survives and the child dies.

»' havlns committed an
attempt at suicide, and may be tried under section 302, I.Pd2., tor having

nf
her child, or under section dOt-A, I.P.C,. tor causing

the death of her child by negligence,

mltttng suicide'^gHh« with her^dLghTe ^S^years*’^ "hterdied Durlne the tnai the saved, but her daughter

playing In the vicinity of the well her daushteT'cii^!^'^”’
defence that while

accidentally; to rescue her she at onL “P parapet and fell down
daughter. The plea was. however
high for the child lo cumb and^e w?^ wLH'f
302, I.RC.

® woman was sentenced to death under section

ment and SnSanM^uinp??into"a^ huatond. In a fit of disappoint-
time when she Jumped inw the well Sd h?r

drowning herself. At the
not conscious of the fact and the result but she was
It vm held that the woman was gSty she escaped the child dle<l

'Within the Sui^lSr ofPenal Code, and that, therefore, she was SilW of kfo put the child down before jumC moi th. omission, that is. the
child having been caused by such ‘,h^

1*’'" that the death of the
under section 3M-A, I.P.C.17

^ ^ accused was guilty of the'oSence

Sometimes, suicides tie their hands oe fi.n* »
weights to their person, belore jumping intorecords the case of a m^n Who bound htaseK„rf:„?"-Pletely Inhibited the movement ol his arms

“ '"“j' “
sell In a canal a lew miles Irom his house Tn threw hlm-
sary to determine whether the knots or toH. would be neces-
such as could have been made by the siiTeiHi^,°' ligature were
ties the hands and feet ot his victim before h? “ murderer olten

lulurles are geueraUy absent, but theTml bTIng accidentally Into violent contact with a ^ l ^ ™ eom-
Rarely, suicides Inlllct severe wounds uit„ S “““’’S “ ‘dH >n '•'dter.

weapon or by a firearm belore they takTin.
themselves either by a cutting

Homicidal drowning Is rare ekeept L tL
It Is a common practice to rob children or Ih.i

Inlants and chUdren.
them Into a well or a tank. It is not nossmi “hd then to throw
strength and In lull possession ol hu Epn». ,

“n adult or average

„ „ ;
— vhdes into water so as to drown him

17. K. E. V. Supadi, Bombay High Court Pr
Jour.. Aug. .925, p. 1016 Appeal No. 14 or 1925: 26 Crtm. Law«ea. Jour. Aug. 13

. 1932
, p. 321.
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unless he Is attacked unawares or he has been previously stupcOed by some
narcotic drug. In the caseis of Rex v. G<70rf7e Joseph Smith (popularly

known as "the bridges of the bath”). Joseph Smith was convicted in 1915 of

the offence of having committed the murder of three women by drowning
them in a bath a few days after he had married each. During the trial It

was proved from the experiments carried out by Inspector Nell In full as

well as empty baths, that it was possible to submerge an unsuspecting per-

son all of a sudden Into a bath and to keep the head under water for five

or ten minutes for death to occur without producing any Injury on the head
or body. Under the circumstances the person would be unable to offer any
-resistance, as unconsciousness would supervene Immediately by sudden sub-

mersion, when water would rush up the nose.

Accidental drowning Is not uncommon In India. It occurs occasionally

among swimmers due to their rashness In swimming but It occurs mostly in

non-swimmers who venture to go beyond their depth In the sea. rivers, can-
als, lakes, etc. It also occurs among persons at bathing places while bathing
in deep water. In such cases the body Is usually naked with only a loin

cloth or a bathing or swimming costume, having no weight attached to It.

Females may fall accidentally Into a well while drawing water from It. It

must be remembered that before Jumping into water with a view to corn-

mittlng suicide an Indian woman generally tucks up the lower ends of her

garments and passing them between her legs fastens them at the loins so that
the garments may not be dishevelled and expose nakedness after death, wh^n
the body comes up to the surface.

Children may also accidentally fall into ponds or lakes while playlPg
near their banks. They may even fall accidentally Into domestic vessels of

water, such as buckets, wash tubs. etc.

Accidental drowning In shallow water Is veiy rare except when the
Individual happens to be Intoxicated, insane or epileptic. Modi met with a
case in which .a British soldier was found drowned in a shallow nala (ditch)
near the second Rajput Lines. Lucknow Cantonment. The face was sub-
merged, but most of the body was above the surface of water. The deceased
had been drinking and was on the verge of delirium tremens.

19. Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 13, 1832, p. 321.



CHAPTER YlII

DEATH FROM STARVATION. COLD AND HEAT

STARVATION

Starvation or Inanition results from the deprivation of a regular and
coirstant supply of food, which Is necessary to keep up the nutrition of the
body. Starvation is regarded as acute when the necessary food has been
suddenly and completely withheld, and chronic when there Is a gradual
deficient supply of food. In India death due to starvation on account of
famine Is well known, though It Is not so common now.

Symptoms.—In the protracted absence of food the acute feeling of
hunger lasts for the first thirty to forty-eight hours and Is succeeded by
pain in the epigastrium, relieved by pressure, and accompanied by Intense
thirst. After four or five days of starvation general emaciation and absorp-
tion of the subcutaneous fat begin to occur. The eyes appear sunken and
glistening, the pupils are widely dilated, the cheeks are hollow, and the
bony projections of the face become prominent. The lips and tongue are
dry and cracked, and the breath Is foul and offensive. The voice becomes

ana Inaudible. The skin is dry. rough, wrinkled and baggy,
»'>'>«• The pulse Is usually weak and

no™? '

, “If
The temperature Is usually suh-

norinal. the dlurn^al variation reaching 3.28T. Instead of 0,3T. to IT.
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Fatal Period.—Death occurs In ten to twelve days if both water and food
are totally deprived. If food alone Is withdrawn life may be prolonged for
a long period, say from six to eight weeks or even more since some Jtiln

Sadhus are reported to have fasted for two to four months without taking
anything but boiled water during day time only. A middle-aged Jain
womans of Mangrol (Saurashtra) died after a 135-day fast which she had
undertaken for self-purification. It Is reported that Professor Bhansall fast-
ed for slxty-two days from November 11, 1942. to January 11, 1943. During the
first fifteen days of his fast he took neither food nor water and walked about
ninety miles. During the remaining period of forty-seven days he took only
water. • His weight was 116 lbs. before he started the fast and was 63 lbs.

three days before he broke his fast. Mayor Me. Swiney abstained from food
in Brlxton prison for seventy-five days before he died, while Jatlndra Nath
Das, the accused In the Lahore conspiracy case, died In Borstal jail after sixty-
one days’ hunger strike. This Is. however. Influenced by certain conditions,
such as age. sex, condition of the body and its environments.

Age.—Children suffer most from want of food. Old people require less
nourishment than young adults, and can. therefore, stand the deprivation of
food better, but not for a longer period owing to the weakening of their vital

functions.

Sex.—Females can withstand starvation for a longer period than males,
as they have a relatively greater amount of adipose tissue In their bodies and
ordinarily consume less food.

Condition of the Body.—F.at stored up in the body is utilized as food
for the maintenance of life during starvation. It Is, therefore, natural that
fatty, healthy people are likely to endure the withdrawal of food better and
longer than thin, lean and weak persons.

. Environment ’Of the ‘'Body.—The effects of starvation are not felt very
much so long as the body temperature is maintained by suitable clothing.
Exposure to cold tends to shorten the period of life. Exposure to excessive
heat also accelerates the onset of death. If a sufficient quantity of water Is
not available. Starvation Is well borne by those persons In whom the acti-
vity of their vital functions Is lowered, as in the cataleptic. On the other
hand, active physical exertion during starvation hastens death.

Treatment.-^In persons suffering from prolonged starvation the digestive
processes have become very feeble; hence caution should be observed in the
administration of food. Solid food should not be given at once, as it is likely
to set up an attack of serious indigestion and even death. It is advisable tcj

give at first sips of warm water and fruit Juice with glucose, and then to adq
gradually small quantities of milk. Feeds should consist of small quantities
at a time, and should be repeated at frequent intervals. Adequate vitamin^
should be given. The simplest and most easily digestible liquid foods shoulq
be given, and solid foods should be added gradually and with care, when th&
stomach has regained the digestive power. Warmth of the body should b&
maintained by the application of hot water bottles, and by rubbing the surfacej
gently with stimulating lotions. Diffusible stimulants may be given hypoder-.
mically or by the mouth.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Externals.—The body is greatly emaciated
and emits a disagreeable offensive odour. The eyes are dry, red and
open, the eyeballs being sunken. The cheeks and temples are hollow. The
tongue Is dry and coated. The skin Is dry and shrivelled, and Is. sometimes,
excoriated or ulcerated. Bed-sores are often present. The muscles are pale,
soft and wasted, and fat is almost completely absent in the subcutaneous and

2. Times of India. Oct. 9, 1953.
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Intracellular tissues, as well as In the omentum, mesentery, and about the
internal organs, although some fat may be present In cases where death has
occurred rapidly from the sudden withdrawal of both food and water. It

should also be remembered that the entire absence of fat throughout the body
is never seen In wasting diseases, such as tuberculosis, diabetes, etc.

Interna!.—The brain Is usually normal, although It Is sometimes pale
and soft. The meningeal vessels are congested, and there Is frequently some
serous effusion In the ventricles. The heart Is small In size, and the muscle
Is pale and flabby. The chambers are generally empty. The lungs are pale
and collapsed, and exude very little blood when cut. At times the lungs.may be
oedematous, and may show hypostatic congestion at the bases. The stomach
is small, contracted and empty. It may contain undigested food. If It had
been given to the deceased shortly before death In order to avert a suspicion
of vdlful starvation. The mucous membrane of the stomach and upper part
of the small Intestine is more or less stained with bile. The Intestines are
empty and contracted, but the lower portion of the large Intestine may some-
times contain hard, scyballous frocal matter, and may often present more or
ess evidence of Inflammation, These hollow viscera show an extensive thin-
ning and translucency of their walls Indicating thereby that no food has passed

thL
considerable time. Sometimes ulcerations are found In

Ittltatlon resulting from the Injudl-
‘ substances to appease hunger. The liver, spleen, kidneys

tended and a “J"*
The gall bladder Is usually much dis-tended, and contains dark. Inspissated bile. The urinary bladder Is empty.
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nation had not been thorough, Inasmuch as the urine had not been examined
for the presence of sugar, nor had the oesophagus and suprarenal glands been
examined. These criticisms led the Home Secretary to reopen the case, a
free pardon was granted to Alice Rhodes and the sentence passed on the
three Stauntons was commuted to penal servitude for life. Dr. Halliday
Sutherland^ reviewed this case before the Medico-Legal Society, London, at
their meeting held on the ISth February 1921, and proved from the mcdloal
evidence given during the trial that death was due to starvation.

2. IVhether the Starvation ^vas Suicidal, Homicidal or Accidental.

—

Suicidal starvation is rare, though it may be seen among lunatics or prisoners,
who may go on “hunger strike,” In this connection it must be remembered
that the forcible feeding of prisoners, when they refuse to take any food on
account of passive resistance, is not an assault but is quite lawful.

In India, sometimes, young hysterical woman Imagine that they are pos-
sessed by deities, and say that they can live without food for a prolonged
period, or they do so to practise deception on their friends and relatives.

IVhen people watch them, the fraud is exposed, but in some cases they actually

abstain from food, and prefer to die rather than that their imposture should
be detected. Persons watching them must be very careful, as they are cri-

minally responsible for abetting suicide. If death results from this enforced
fasting.

Bal Prembal. a Hindu woman ot Bombay, who professed to live without food and
to pass neither urine nor fasces, undertook to allow a watch to be kept upon her move-
ments. A committee of medical men and one lady doctor undertook this duty and
selected eight nurses to conduct the watch. After four da>*s’ watching a packet of food
was found to have been concealed upon her person and she was exposed.—Barrj', Lcffat
tied.. Vol. II. n. 244.

Homicidal starvation is met with in the case of old, helpless, or feeble-
minded persons and children or infants. Illegitimate Infants are sometimes
done to death by depriving them of proper food, and at the same time expos-
ing them to cold. Rarely, mother-in-law in the lower classes in India starve
their little daughters-In-law to death. Two such cases came to Modl’s notice
at Agra. Both were sisters and were married In the same house. They wer©
seven and eleven years old respectively, were burnt at several places anq
were not given sufficient food, until they died from Inanition. The Bombay
Children Act, 1948 (Bombay Act No. LXXl of 1948), provides that whoever*
having the actual charge of, or control over, a child wilfully assaults, ill-,

treats, neglects, abandons, or exposes him or causes or procures him to b©
assaulted. 111-treatcd, neglected, abandoned or exposed or negligently fails
to provide adequate food, clothes or medical aid or lodging for a child in q
manner likely to cause such child unnecessary mental and physical suffering
shall, on conviction, be punished with imprisonment of either description for
& term not exceeding two years or with fine which may extend to on^
thousand rupees or with both. The infliction of reasonable punishments on
a child for proper reason, presumably by way of a corrective shall not be
deemed to be an offence (vide section 48). For purposes of this Act a "child”
means a boy or girl who has not attained the age of sixteen years.

Accidental starvation may occur during famines, among shipwrecked sea-
men and persons entombed In mines, pits by falls of rock or wreckage by a
bomb attack. It may also occur from obstruction to the passage of food into
the stomach from disease, such as ankylosis of the jaws, stricture of cancer
of the oesophagus or stomach, etc.

COLD
Newly born infants, children and old persons having little reserve of

ihermotaxic power are very susceptible to the bad effects of cold. Indivi-

3. The Transactions of the Medico-Legal Society, VoL XV, p. 54.
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duals, whose vitality has been lowered from fatigue, want of food. Indulgence

In alcoholic drinks and previous ill>hcalth, are less able to withstand the

effects of cold than healthy, well-nourished adults of temperate habits. Owing
to a greater deposit of subcutaneous fat— non-conducting material—women
are likely to endure cold longer and better than men. Dry cold Is less harm-
ful In Its effects than moist cold air.

Symptoms—Local.—^These appear on the skin in the form of erythe--
matous patches, called frost-bites (frost-erythems) and chilblains produced
by constriction of the cutaneous vessels which deprives the tissue of their
nourishment. The exposed parts, such as the cars, nose. Angers and toes,
are usually affected, also prolonged exposure of cxtremetles to cold sea water
for many hours produces a condition known as “Immersion foot," The condi-
tion of frost-bite being a vital action can never be produced after death.

General. ^There are no bad effects from moderate cold. On the con-
trary. it Invigorates the body, and produces appetite and hunger; but ex-
posure to severe cold continued for a long time produces deleterious effects,
especially if a person Is not properly clothed to keep up the body heat, and

sumdent food or exercise. The skin becomes pole and numb;

vSer me
a dusky, reddish and livid hue with the formation of

muscles become so still, ragld and heavy, that the patient Is
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A newly-bom male Infant, two or three dal's old, was found dead from exposure
at night in the compound of a burjETilow at Agra.

HEAT

The effects produced by exposure to excessive heat may be considered
under the following three types :

—

1.

Heat exhaustion, 2. Heat hyperpyrexia and heat stroke (or sun
stroke). 3. Heat cramps.

Exposure to the direct rays of the sun Is not necessary. An individual
may be affected while working In a closed, hot. and badly ventilated room
or factory, especially when the high atmospheric temperature Is combined
with marked humidity. Ill-nourished, over-exertion to a fatiguing point,
such as long marches, over-indulgence In alcohol, mental depression, vomit-
ing. diarrhcca, malaria and other fevers perdlspose to the attack.

1. Heat Exhaustion.—^Thc attack may come on suddenly or gradually.
In a sudden attack the patient falls down, and dies immediately or within
a short period. When the attack Is gradual, the first symptoms are giddi-
ness. nausea, ‘headache of a throbbing character, dim vision with dilated
pupils, Insompla and frequency of micturition. Collapse then supervenes
with a sub-normal temperature, rapid and feeble pulse and sighing respira-
tions. Death may occur from heart failure, but usually there is recovery.

Throughout the course, consciousness Is. as a rule, not lost.

2. Heat Hyperpyrexia and Heat Stroke (or Sun Stroke).—(Heat hy-
perpyrexia is due to Impaired functioning of the heat regulating mechanism
while heat stroke is due to Its failure: distinction between the two Is some-
what arbitrary^). The symptoms supervene all of a sudden in a person ex-
posed to very great heat In the summer months, especially If he has been
fatigued by prolonged and extreme exertion, but In some cases prodromal
symptoms, such as a feeling of heat, headache, giddiness, nausea and vomit-
ing. may be experienced. Insensibility soon sets in. and the patient may be
struck down with a temperature of 104*^ The temperature rapidly rises
very high, even upto 112* or llb’F., and the skin Is hot and dry. The face
is flushed, and the pupils are first dilated and insensitive to light, but become
contracted towards death. The pulse Is full and bounding, and the respira-
tions are hurried and stertorous. The urine which is usually offensive con-
tains Indican. Death may occur from syncope, but usually results from,
asphyxia and coma, followed often by convulsions and delirium. The shortest
fatal period is five minutes*, It may be prolonger to three days.c

After-Effects. After recovery from heat hyperpyrexia the patient be-
comes very susceptible to variations of temperature and usually complains
of headache, loss of memory, mental confusion and nervous irritability. Some-
times the patient may suffer from epilepsy or insanity for the rest of his life.

3. Heat Cramps.—^These occur among workers, especially ship stokers,
who work in hot atmospheres and perspire profusely. It is often precipitated
by drinking unsalted water. The cramps are caused by loss of sodium chlo-
ride in the blood due to excessive sweating. They are very severe and pain-
ful and affect the muscles of the arms, legs and abdomen.

Treatment.—In heat exhaustion give a hot bath, and rub the body with
but towels or apply mustard plaster to the prrecordium, and to the soles of
the feet, if the temperature is below normal. Give fluids with glucose and
sodium bicarbonate to prevent dehydration and ketosis.

4. A classification of heat lUness—A memorandum of the Medical Research Council.
B-MJ, June 28, 1958, p. 1534,

3- Lancet, 1870, Vol. II, p. 316. 6. Katzebach, Neto York Med. Jour., Vol. XIII.
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In heat hyperpyrexia measures should be taken to reduce the tempera-

ture immediately and to give fluids abundantly by whatever route possible.

The patient should be unclothed and placed immediately in a bath containing

water having a temperature of 70* to 80’F. He should be kept in the bath

until his temperature has fallen to lOl'F. After removal from the bath, if

the temperature is found rising, an Ice bag should be applied to the head,

and ice should be rubbed over the body, or the patient should be again

immersed in the cold bath. Ice-water enemata may also be employed with

benefit. Venesection may be necessary when the symptoms of Intense as-

phyxia are evident. Artificial respiration, oxygen and drugs to combat perl

pheral circulatory failure may be needed.

In heat cramps sodium chloride should be given dally in doses of 10 to

20 grammes well diluted with water. Sedatives should be administered to

relieve the pain of the cramps.

Post-mortem Appearances—External.—Rigor mortis Is well marked,
but comes on early and passes off rapidly, putrefaction following Immediately
after. Petechial and livid patches are found on the skin.

Internal.—-The brain and its meninges are congested, and the ventricles
contain serum. There may be actual hxmorrhages In the brain. The nerve
cells in the grey matter show degenerative changes The lungs are con-
gested and CEdematous. The right side of the heart and pulmonary arteries
are dilated, and gorged with dark fluid blood, and the left side is empty and
contracted. The spleen Is congested and is sometimes enlarged. The liver
and kidneys may show a cloudy swelling.

Imporlance.-'niere Is no medlco-lefsl Importance at-

™ 'f™ ‘hey are all accidental, but the

if
.1°

bold a post-mortem examination on such a body

^ .
roadside or In a railway carriage.’ as it sometimes

lor'rutopsy.
“ays and the police are bound to send such cases

char^cd‘'’SnaS'Ecrtmi; 302.'’'lpS!''wn"havmg'°murde'

Imm Lfe'ut 0^? Mrs’'"FuS™
Pro»uced tSt under Instructions

byThMudiclSradShSoTorp^'St^"^^^ ? '‘“To"pine and possibly cocaine) that thrSlca? offi™.
“' belladonna or atro-

at Meerut were completely deceived and they
mUitary hospita

stroke. It may be mentioned that at the time soSihad already occurred in the mllltarv homHoi
latal cases of sun stroke

cases led Mrs. Fulham to write to^lark^t a
knowledge of these

which, when administered to her husband
poison

latlng sun stroke. A book of medical ^JurSpraSpil
Produce symptoms simu-

of Clark at the time of his arrest was SJS? possession

the trial at Agra. The symptoms dScrlb?d^ nnd^
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certain poisons, such ^
rod pencil suggesting that he had mad^ T e!!®*!

underlined wltb-

most of which were alleged to have h«.n
study of these poisons,

different occasions. ®«mlnlstered to Mr. Fulham on



CHAPTER IX

DEATH FROM BURNS. SCALDS, LIGHTNING, AND ELECTRICITY

BURNS AND SCALDS

Definition.—Burns arc InUiriPs produced bv tho nf fifimo

radiant hoof, nr snmf% bpnfM snUrf .«nibstflnco fo_tho surface of the body,
injuries caused by friction, lightning, electricity. X-ravs and corrosive che-
mical substances are all classified as burns for mcdlco-Icgal purposes.

Scalds are injuries produced by the application to the body of a liquid
at or near its boiling point, or In Its gaseous form, such as steam.

Scalds are usually not so severe as bums, they mostly produce hypermmla-
and vcsiculatlon, as the liquids producing them run oil the surface of the
body, and rapidly cool on account of their evaporation, but they resemble
burns very much in severity, when produced by oils or other sticky sub-
stances, which boil at a much higher temperature than water. Scalds pro-
duced by molten metals cause great destruction of the tissues, as they adhere
to the parts struck.

Bums resulting from X-rays are generally due to faulty exposure, and
vary from mere redness of the skin to dermatitis with shedding of the hair
and epidermis and pigmentation of the surrounding skin. Severe exposure
may produce vesicles or pustules, which often form sloughing ulcers after
they have burst, and take a long time to heat The cicatrix formed Is radiate
in shape with the surrounding skin marked with the pigmentation or per-
meated with numerous capillary vessels. Persons employed In the X-ray
department and constantly exposed to the Influence of the rays have some-
times suffered from chronic. Intractable dermatitis and cancer of the parts
exposed. Bums caused’ by radium are very similar to X-ray burns. Undue
exposure to sun can also cause burns. The chemical rays of light, e.g. ultra-

_vlolet rays, may produce erythema or the exposea part, acute pazprofttmiR
*"

^gTiiiaiUh. Ihese burns are rarely seen nowf as the operator uses special
protective 'measures for himself and for his patient, but accidents may give a.

chance for legal action.

Bums produced by chemical corrosive substances, such as strong adds
and caustic alkalies, are usually uniform In character, and the resulting
eschars are soft and moist, and readily slough away. In these bums the red
J^lne of demarcation is absent, the hairs are not scorched^ nor are the vesicles
riormedj But Greek fire, whfeh ts formed by dissolving pnospnorus m carbon
bisulphide, produces vesication by the rapid oxidation and burning of the
phosphorus.

The characteristic stains found on the skin and clothing usually assist in
determining the nature of the corrosive used. Chemical analysis of the
clothing is also of importance in establishing the Identity of the substance
used.

The bums do not. as a rule, result In death, but may constitute-
grievous injuries involving loss of sight or permanent disfigurement from
unsightly scars on the head or face.

Classification of Bums.—Dupuytren has classified burns into the follow-
ing six degrees according to the nature of their severity :

—

First Degree.—This consists of erythema or simple redness of the skin-
caused by the momentary application of flame or hot solids, or liquids much
below the boiling point. It can also be produced by mild irritants. The
redness and swelling of the skin, marked with superficial inflammation
usually disappear in a few hours, but may last for several days, when the
upper layer of the skin peels off. At any rate, they disappear after death
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due to the starvation of blood to the dependent parts. There being no

destruction of the tissue, no scar results from this kind of burn.

Second Degree.—This comprises acute Inflammation and formation of

vesicles produced by the prolonged application of flame, liquids at a boiling

point or solids much above the boiling point of water. Vesicles can be

produced by the application of strong Irritants or vesicants, such as cantha-

rldes. Vesicles may also be produced on the part of the body which Is

allowed to soak in a decomposing fluid, such as urine or fseces, and subject

to warmth, especially in the case of a patient who Is bed-ridden from some

nervous disease or old age, and Is not properly nursed. If bums are caused

by flame or a heated solid substance, the skin Is blackened, and the hair

singed at the seat of lesion, which assumes the character of the substance

used. No scar results as only the superficial layers of the epithelium are

destroyed. Some slight staining of the skin, however, may subsequently

remain.

Third Degree.—This refers to the destruction of the cuticle and part of

the true skin, which appears homy and dark, owing to it having been charred
and shrivelled up. The nerve endings are 'exposed in this form of burn,

and hence It is the most painful. This leaves a scar, but no contraction, as the

scar, which forms after healing, contains all the elements of the true skin,

consequently the Integrity of the part Is retained.

Tourth Degree,—^Thls means the destruction of the whole skin. The
sloughs which form are yellowish-brown and parchment-like, and separate
out from the fourth to the sixth day, leaving an ulcerated surface, which
heals slowly forming a scar of dense fibrous tissue wltji consequent contrac-
tion and deformity of the affected parts. On account of the complete des-
truction of the nerve endings this kind of burn is not very painful.

This Includes the penetration of the deep fascia and
Implication of the muscles, and results In great scarring and deformity.

charring of the whole limb, and ends W
dlie TKuU

^ siil^laccnt tissues and organs. If death Is not the imme-

the according to

It tic iia. "p'pTod

1! thi awtalion'i” hc”a't iferttaC^Tt'or

arc much more dangcroM''than'"tIS S' ‘•‘'’“"'t- 't™ though superficial-

hut^s,and;:;,';cc‘’d s'up'pum’i^"^- are___m„re^suscept.«^ ^to

^

bums than strong w^cn*^ ano'*
'women are more susceptible W

as mm. generally do not bear bums so well

Cauvn of Drith. I <;hn<>ir c
caas'‘S shock to the nervous extensive burns

cold skin and collapse, rcsuitlne ^ produces a feeble pulse, pale and

four to forty-eight hours in
instantaneously or within twenty-

chUdren it may lead to stupor and insensl-
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bllity deepening Into coma and death due to primary shock within forty-eight
liours. In Older to avoid the suggestion that coma was due to the drug

Pig. 67.—Extensive bums from
clothes catching Ore.

It Is advisable not to administer opium in
any form for the alleviation of pain. .

Shock may also occur from fright before
the Individual Is alTccted by burns, if his
heart Is weak or diseased.

If death does not occur from shock, it

may subsequently occur from toxcemla due
to the absorption of toxic products from the
Injured tissues In the burned area. In this
condition the temperature rises perhaps to
104*F., the pulse rate Increases In frequency,
and restlessness superveness and passes into
unconsciousness and death, due to secon-
dary shock.

2. Suffocation.—Persons removed from
houses destroyed by flre are often found
dead from suffocation due to the Inhalation
of smoke, carbon-dioxide and carbon-mon-
oxide—the products of combustion. In such
a case burns found on the body are usually
post-mortem.

On or about the 12th January 1917, a lunatic
in the asylum at Agra was sudocated in bed from
smoke produced by the quilt with which he had
covered his face catching Are and the extensive
superficial bums found on the body appeared to
have been caused after death.

Between 1 aun. and 3 a.m. on tlie 6th January
1932, some dacolLs broke Into the house of one
Kusher Lodh, aged 50 years, and, finding him and
his son, 20 years old, sleeping In a room, chained
it from outside. On leaving the house they set

flre to rubbish lying at the door vrith the result

that the father and the son died in the room. The
post-mortem examination of both the bodies
afforded clear evidence of death from suffoca-

tion. TTie laryn-x and trachea in both were
congested with a deposit of soot along the
interior. The lungs were congested and exu.
ded frothy blood on section. The brain ves-

sels were found engorged with blood. There
was general venous engrogement. Externally
the bodies showed a few small superficial bums
on the face, thighs and legs with singeing of the
hair of the head.

3. Accidents or Injuries. Death, may
result from an accident occurring in an at-

tempt to escape from a burning house or from Injuries inflicted by walls and
timbers falling on the body.

4. Inflammation of serous membranes and internal organs, such as
meningitis, peritonitis, oedema glottldis, pleurisy, bronchitis, broncho-pneu-
monia, pneumonia, enteritis and perforating ulcer of the duodenum.

5. Hypoproteinaemia'and anaemia.
6. Exhaustion from suppurative discharges lasting for weeks or

months.

7. Latdaceous disease of the internal organs resulting from suppura-
tive exhaustion.^ ‘

'

M.J.—13
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3. Erysipelas, septlcamia, pysemla, gangrene and tetant^

Fatal Period.—As already mentioned, death may occur within twenty-

four to forty-eight hours, but usually the first week Is the most fatal. In

suppurative cases death may occur after five or six weeks or even longer.

Nature of Burns in

the Absence of Death.—

In a case where death has

not occurred, bums will

constitute simple or grie-

vous hurt as the case may
be. Bums of the first

and second degree, if not

extensive. are mostly

simple. Bams are grie-

vous, if they cause scars

causing permanent dis-

figuration of the head or

face, permanent loss of

sight of either eye. or

permanent impairment of

a member or a joint

owing to the formation of

a cicatrix and contrac-

tion. if a joint and its

neighbouring parts have

been severely burnt-

Lastly, bums are grie-

vous, if the Individual

has ruffered from shock

so as to endanger life or

if he has been In severe

bodily pain or bed-

ridden. and unable to

follow his ordinary pur-

suits for twenty days

(vide Appendix IV, sec-

tion 320. Indian Penal

Code).
ments 10 i ^awariWl lor slraot'emem, o[ nrc or any heamo

erlevons hurt caused voluntarily M
•tdnre, or by mranrof my

rtnl-motltm Ann.,
substance (ride Appendix IV).

any, on the body, should”brj^‘eS" articles or clothing. »
p.r.,enee ol kerov-ne petrol o.

earelully and examined for the
should be returned to the lambustlble substance. They
'“es. 'be police In a sealed packet especially In murder

substance '‘™'to°Su“"thra “"’•’‘"e to the nature of tbe
has been caused by radiant hem ™ ''hltened when a bum

Bums produced by flaire
ins cl the hair and blackeninx o/i^I Sy "b' Produce vcslcaUon. but slnge-

A hlchl, heated sohd hxl, ,1 ^ “'"W present,
to the ixely. may produce ml7 ? n-'i I'"

“"b'- tyhen momentarily applied
s.Tf and shtipc to ihr- material reddening corresponding i”
of the part, when kept i„

^lone tim
"""and charrin?
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Burns caused by explosions In coal mines. or of gunpowder are usually

very extensive, and are accompanied by blackening and tattooing due to the

driving of particles of unexploded powder Into the skin.

Fig. 6S._The Effects of Burning caused by the explosion of a hand grenade.

IBy kind courtesy o/ Dr. If. S. Mehta.)

Bums caused by kerosene oil arc usually very severe, and are known
from its characteristic odour and the sooty blackening of the parts.

Fig. 70.—Death from Burning. Note the slight pugilistic attitude.

,
(By kind Courtesy of Lt.^Cot. D. Clyde, I.M.S.)

When a body has been exposed to great_hpf^t. it heenmes so rigid with

jiie itmbs flexed and arms fixed that it nttitndp nf defence, called

the “pugilistic” or “fencing" posture. This stiffening Is due to _the_ coagula^
lion oi its albuminous constituents. If the heat applied is very great, cracks
aug assures resemblihg incisea wounqs often occur in the sXin and tissues,'

bQi, no bionri nor rofiitration oi the oiood. is found in the cellular spaces,.!

aiiu tne blood vessels are seen stretching across the fissures, as they are

"not \isually burnt. Sometimes the skin, being hard and brittle due to the"
^gSect of heat, cracks easily, when an attempt is made to remove the body_
ifum a house destroyed by tire.

Scalds caused by boiling water or steam produce reddening and vesi-

cation but do not affect the hairs, and do not blacken or char the skin.

Superheated steam soddens the skin, which has lost its elasticity, and has a
dirty white appearance.

It Is difficult to identify a badly charred or incinerated body, but It is

possible to ascertain the sex, as the uterus in the female and the prostate
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in the male resist the action of._flrc In a marked degree, and maj’ show only
STight changes, even when the body^has been almost consumed, li tiie bkeltiiuir
has remained Intact, even though the soft tissues have been destroyed en-
tirely by fire, the sex may be recognized from the characteristic appearances
of the pelvic bones, and the approximate age may be determined by noting
the teeth and observing the centres of ossification in the bones and the
condition of epiphyses. If the whole body has been destroyed and reduced
to ashes, teeth, pieces of bones, buttons, etc. may be found on carefully
sifting the ashes, and may bo of value In establishing Identity.

Fig. 73.—Death from Burning. Note the pugilistic posture and a
piece of cloth in the mouth used as a gag to stifle cries.

(By kind courtesy of Dr. //. S. Mehta)

Internal.—^The skull bones are found fractured or burst open. If in tense
heat has been applied. The brain and its meninges are generally congested.
There is extravasation of blood, usually brick-red In colour, upon the upper
surface of the dura mater. The brain is sometimes shrunken, though Its

form is retained. In a case of death from accidental burning on the 30th
November 1921, Modi found the membranes adherent to the skull cap and the
brain shrunken and dried up. If death has occurred from suffocation, the
larynx, trachea and bronchial tubes may contain sooty particles, and their
^uucous membrane may be congested and covered with frothy mucus.

The pleura; are congested or inflamed, and there may be serous effusion
into their cavities. The lungs are usually congested; they may be shrunken
nnd rarely anaemic. The chambers of the heart are usually full of blood.
The blood Is cherry red in colour, if death has occurred from suffocation
due to inhalation of carbon monoxide produced by incomplete combustion.
The mucous membrane of the stomach and Intestines is frequently red-
dened. There may be inflammation and ulceration of Payer’s patches and
solitary glands of the intestines. Ulceration may occasionally be found in
the duodenum, when the patient dies some time after receiving burns. The
ulcer probably results from the 'elimination by the liver of some irritating
substance produced in the burnt tissues which is capable of causing throm-
bosis of the small vessels. This ulcer Is • opposed to be more common In
Women than in men, whereas the Idiopathic ulcer of the duodenum is more
ffequent In men. The spleen is enlarged and softened. The liver may show
cloudy swelling and necrosis of the cells. If death lias been delayed. The
kidneys may show signs of ncphlrltls. and on section the straight tubules

"
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may be nilcd with debris of the blood corpuscles giving the appearances of

reddish-brown markings.

.vv--'44a >

Fiff. 74-A.

fid 75—Burns on Ihe face
from B kpro<?ne oil lamn

Fi0. 74-J3.
FIq 7i-A & B.—Suicidal burns
after sprinkling kerosene. Note

burns more marked round the

waist where clothes are more
B shows the bum marks behind

the waist

(By 7;lncl coxirtesy of
Dr. II. s. Mehta.)

and Post-mortem Burns.—
->T>UtincUin between Ante-mortem

People soni«'tUnes produrc bums nn •» j », T***
» ‘'•»»-moriem uurns.—

murd.-r. and at other times the ^lice remo?’*^^
support a false charge of

mon-n, ,xan,lnd>lo„, .hen mey "'’V"
crrnijl.d lo conceal in. crime ot mortcr

^ hurriedly

rhould b- prepared to t,ll ,hc din/rmcc h„,
^

mortem burnt * between ante-mortem and post-

r-,orvn: tt^c- bct.ccn nnre-mortem und port-

1. unc 01 ccdnccc. o
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1. . Line of Redness.—In the ease of a burn caused during life a line
of redness Involving the whole true skin Is formed round about the Injured
part# It Is a permanent line, persisting even after death, but redness or
erythema, which Is found beyond this line of redness due to distension of
the capillaries. Is transient, disappears under pressure during life and fades
after death. Tim line of redness, being a vital function, separates living
from dead tissue, and Is always present In burns caused during life, though
it takes some time to appear. Hence It is possible that it may be absent In
the case of a person of a very weak constitution who ‘dies immediately from

shock due to bums.

\_^ .
Vesication. — Vesica-

tion cauiedTyirburn during

life contains a serous fluid
,

consisting of albumen and
chlorides..and hal a^ed^Tln- ,

flamed - base-,-
,

ylth raised *

papilj g;. The * skin—surroiind-
Ing^Hs-Hjf-n-^right-^ed-or
coppery^—colour. This Is

known“as’'<rjrc as compared
vesigatinn—

t

ghlch

is 2Lpr.oduced—after—.jieath.

False vesIca^on^mntalns^Alr
only, bu t lnay[„ contain a
ve^^aU quant^^J5.^^”'
comprising _a'^ trace or t^u-
nierjr^uTjiot^chlorldes.as-ln

a ^ person ’"^sugerjng-.,from

•generaljxnasarSi. Again,^ts
base is hard_dry. hamv and
yellow.r.instead of_belng—red
and Inflamed.

3- Reparative Processes.

—

Reparative processes, such as signs of In-
flamnraijon. lormatloh oi granulation tissue, pus and sloughs, will Indicate
that the burns were caused during life. Bums caused after death have a
dull white appearance with the openings of the skin glands coloured grey.
*^e internal organs are roasted, and emit a peculiar offensive odour.

Period of Burns.—In the case of a burn a question Is raised as to when
tt Was caused, and in the case of several burns on the same Individual a
further question Is raised as to whether they were Inflicted simultaneously.
Both these questions may be answered by examining carefully their con-
dition as regards the different stages of reparative processes.

Redness occurs Immediately after a burn. Vesication forms within two
to three hours. Pus forms In two to three days but not before thirty-six
-hours. Superficial sloughs separate out usually from the fourth to the sixth
day, and deep ones within a fortnight. After this period granulation tissue
begins to cover the surface of the bum. The last result is the' formation of
^ cicatrix and deformity after several weeks or even months, depending
bpon the amount of "suppuration, sloughing and depth and extent of the burn.

Suicidal, Homicidal and Accidental Burns.^—Suicidal cases are rare
^mong men. A case^ occurred at Hapur. where a treasurer of the local
branch of the Imperial Bank of India committed suicide at midnight by put-
ting himself on a pyre of charcoal and wood and throwing kerosene oil on

1. Leader. March 7. 1934.
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It and then setting fire to it. Occasionally women, disappointed In love or

tired of domestic worries or some acute or chronic ailment, commit suicide

hy soaking their clothes first with kerosene oil and then setting fire to

them. The pernicious custom of

dowry among certain Hindu

castes sometimes leads young

maids to commit suicide In this

manner with a view to relieving

their poor parents of the anxiety

to raise sufficient money for the

dowry at their marriages.

A Hindu woman, aged 40 years, who
was suffering from phthisis, put an
end to her life by setting fire to her

clothes after soaking them with kero-

sene oil. At the post-mortem exami-

nation held 18 hours after death, the

body was found to have assumed the

pugilistic attitude. The arms were
extended from the shoulders, and the

forearms partly flexed. The thighs

were almost perpendicular to the
abdomen and the legs partly flexed

at the knees. There were extensive
burns on the whole body Includmg the

anus and private parte. The hair of

Ihe head,’ eyebrows and eyelashes was
singed. The eyes were closed and con-
gested. The mucous membrane of the
larynx and trachea was congested and
covered with froth mixed with soot.

The brain and Its membranes were
congested.

Burns are sometimes self-in-

flicted for purposes of false accu-
sation!?

A Mahomedan woman, about 18
years old, filed a comnlaint at the City
Magistrate’s Court at Lucknow that
she was burnt by her husband with a
pair of tongs. She had several small
marks of superficial bums causing

forcams, legs and thlf-hs Some of vesication on the wrist.

During the trial it was suggested that they appeared^to^ifar h*
tongs.

as they were on the places easily aporc^aW?^ self-inflicted, inasmuch-
dlscoverea tlmt lh,y had b' re aefhSniSa ' S'lS' ™'"“' Jnselr. It was alterwards

..Uon a. ah, »ahM di™c tom her iLtend
”

Homicidal cases are fairly common in’ inHu t> a
by a mother-in-law on the body of her inftn; h S*
trifling faults. The substances sLcted are Jana

for very

(chtmta) or karchl and the sites selected areand private parts. Modi had seen several
thighs

In Agra and one In Lucknow Amnn^
* such cases with three deaths—two

duced usually on the pudenda as f
females burns are pro-

master becomes angry with his 'servant
adultery. When a

sometimes produces bums on his bodv or petty theft, he
as a hot pipe or chilum. Robbers and solid substance, such
to extort Information about valuables hMd

^ often Inflict burns as a torture
Sometimes they bum their victim tn

houses of their victims,
their clothes and then setting a light to

Pouring kerosene oU over

1 Mussammat Ilardel <Mrin»bun«^ her to d«ith by throwing kcrosi^e'V^S^ her daugbter-in-Uw
her clothes and then setting fire to

Fig 77.~Body ol a male burned and charred
alter death from throttling
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them. The oil fell over the clothes of her child, one and a half years old. who also dled.2

2. On the night of the 21st May 1922, a gang of dacolts went to the hoj^e of Biharl

Lai at Uchasia in the Bllaspur police circle. Biharl Lai ww “waj-. but they got Iwld

of Ills mother. Musammat Indo. his sister. Musammat Kamil and his 'vlfc. Mu^mmat
Rampa. They poured kerosene oil over Musammat Indo, and set a light

mat Kamli protested; hence they poured a great deal of oil over her and humt her w
badly that she died a few hours later. They had torches, and after robbing the inmates

they went away.3 ^ . . .

3. At Trivandrum a servant, harbouring IH-fccllngs against his master.

over the latter at night, when he was lying in a chair and .set fire to him. Seeing ms

master roll frantically over the floor, the servant poured more
The man sustained serious bums and died in hospital a few hours after admission.

4. One Manl Ram5 caused the death of his daughter-in-law, aged
J

years, by

burning her all over the body with a heated karchuL He wt on her

her mouth with cloth in order to prevent her from crying for hcl^ he deliberate^

branded her with karchul several times each 'vlthdrawmg it from the fire

placing the hot metal against the body and then heating It ogam.
on the chest, abdomen, back, buttocks, private parts. thJglis. chec^ right orbit and left

hand. The reason why the man branded the girl was that she had eaten some of the

bread which he had kept for liimscU.
.

... ^

5. One Kishan Devi of Saharanpur. 65 years old. Dayavanti.

and Shantl Devi, her second daughter. 13 years old. were chafed
aUve ShakunUla. the daughter-in-law of the old

after sprinkling kerosene oil on them The Additional Se^*o«s Judge

who tried the case, sentenced to death the old woman and her daughter. Dasavtmti. but

sentenced the 13-year-oM Shantl Devi to transportation for life In view of her you g

age.«

Sometimes murderers kill their vicUms by some other means, ^nd then

set fire to their bodies or to their houses in order to conceal all

the crime. In such cases fatal injuries, such as fractures of skuU

etc. as a result of mechanical violence, or signs of strangulation, suffocation

•or poisoning, may be found on the bodies. If they are not completely des-

troyed by Are. It must, however, be remembered that injuries on the body,

such as lacerated wounds or fractures of bones, may be produced by beams,

walls, etc. of a burning house falling on a living or dead person.

Accidental cases are very common, especially among women and child-

ren on account of their loose garments catching fire, while sitting near an

angethi, chula. Primus stove or an open lamp. Lately, cases of accidental

death by burns sustained from Primus stoves have become so frequent

among the Gujarati women of Bombay that the Coroner has. on several

occasions, passed strong strictures against their husbands or parents ana

warned them not to allow the use of these stoves in their houses.

A number of persons may die from bums, when a fire breaks out In an

inhabited house or when an explosion occurs in a factory of gunpowder or

fireworks. In such cases wounds caused by the falling of rafters, bricks,

etc., In addition to the burns, may be seen on the bodies.

Children and feeble, epileptic, blind or intoxicated persons may fall in

fire or in cauldrons of boiling water, oil or ghee.

Children may be scalded by trying to drink from the spout of a kettle

containing boUing water or by the kettle faUing accidentally upon them.

Spontaneous Combustion.—The ‘ possibility of spontaneous combustion

of a human body may be raised as a plea in defence of certain cases or

homicidal burning, but a body can never be consumed without the appli-

cation of fire "or flame, though a few unauthentic cases have been recorded.

It is not even possible for a body composed of seventy-five per cent of its

2. King-Emperor v. Mt. JIardrI. Chief Court of Oudh. Grim. App. No. 64 oI

3. King-Emperor v. Shib .VhJpb OMcl fCandftart Singh, AIL High Court, Criminal

Appeal No. 636 of 1924.
'

4. Times of India. October 9. 1930. ^ ^ ^ . ,.t no. ton
5. King-Emperor v. ilfoMt A’nm. Oudh Chief Court, Crun. App. No. 234 of 1931.

6. Times of India, May 1. i050, p. 5.
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weight Of water to catch fire from a spark or flame and be reduced to ashes

without the surrounding objects being set on fire.

Preternatural CombustibUity.—Preternatural comMstlblllty is rarely

noticed In a body, when inflamma!ife‘''gS^r"arr^oducHlnthe abdomen by

the action of certain micro-organisms upon organic matter during the pro-

cess of putrefaction after death. It a light Is near, these gases are Ignited

and cause partial burning of the neighbouring soft tissues.

It must be remembered that during life Inflammable gases may be

formed In the 'alimentary canal, and such gases, when belched, may be

Ignited on the application of a flame. Murdoch'^' relates a case in which a

man Ignited his cigarette with a blow torch. Immediately there was an

explosion In his mouth, and flames shot out of his mouth for a few Inches

with an audible report. There was a little bleeding from the mouth, and

the Inside of the mouth and throat were bruised and slightly abraded.

Mourtler* reported to the Society de Gastro-enterologle de Pa: at as he

was starting to perform an Intrarectal electrocoagulation, and though he had
taken the precaution of plugging the recto-slgmoId junction, there was an
explosion which caused the patient to collapse and gave her hiccups for a

quarter of an hour. Two hours later laparotomy revealed an extensive ecchy-

mosLs at the recto-sigmold junction.

LIGHTNING

During thunderstorms people are sometimes struck down by lightning
or atmospheric electricity In the open fields or in their houses, especially
near open doors and windows, through which It enters. It Is attracted by
the highest points; hence It Is dangerous to stand near tall trees during
thunderstorms. Similarly, It Is dangerous to have a good conducting mate-
rial on the body or In Its vicinity. Wet clothes, and wet skins arc also
good conductors, while dry clothes and dry skin are bad conductors

Symptoms^When an Individual is struck by lightning, he falls uncon-
scious Immediately due to syncope or concussion, and dies at once from
paralysis of the cardiac and respiratory centres or subsequently from the
effects of burns and lacerations after some days or even weeks In non-
fatal cases the individual complains of giddiness, ringing In the ears and
headache. These symptoms pass off very soon or hysteria and nervousness
m^ay supervene, when the lightning discharge U very slight, though In severe
shock the Individual may suffer from affections of the eves includin'- con-

H I
' anesthesia, catalysis, tetanic

convulsions, delirium, blindness, deafness or dumbness
The lesions produced by llehtnlne stroVi* ^ *

ecchymoses. contusions. laceraUons. wounds ofcompound or comminuted fractur;sT S^ne° aiHu/""' hand extent, in addition to the singeing oTthfhafr Sf,even charring caused by bums, reddlsh-broin
often secn_on the *>11. ftirm

—

Wsa
markings are

producing mere M:vthftni.T nf iha .
^f»cklngs_are^uperffclaX-bur4i&-*
indicates th. nntn. hv^

Instantaneous death Is immediately a rA«„u , *».
pas.slng to earth. Injuries are also cauLri *

u,
^ electrical discharge

dtsplacemcnt of air around the liehtnin. «
a blast as a result of forceful

due to forceful return of air.
^ hash followed by a compression

P
7.

252.

t.

Jour Amer. Ued As,oc.. Dec -24.

Lancet. Feb IS. 1947, p 275

see also East Lancet. VoL II. 1934.
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The wearing apparel Is usualy burnt or tom at the point where light-

ning strikes and enters the body and at the point where « l«ves the body

In some cases tbo wearing apparel may be wholly stripped from tlie body

and thrown to some distance. One or both of the boots or ^hoes may be

burnt or torn to pieces. Sometimes the soles may be torn off the upper

leathers or a large hole may be torn In them.

7^. Bums caused by Lightning

In exceptional cases a person may be Rilled by

clothing may not be damaged. On the contrary, the clothing may be burnt

ana torn off the body without causing any Injury to the person.

Glass and metallic articles carried about the person are f^cd and steel

articles are magnetised; these may leave their impressions on the skin.

Trealment.-Start at once artificial respiration and conUnue it for ^t

least four or flve hours before abandonmg the

halation oxygen at high tension. Administer heart sUmulants after normal

breathing has been established.

Post-mortem Appearances—External.—Rigor mortis may occur soon

after death ‘and pass off quickly. The lesions mentioned above are usually

present upon the surface of the body, but may be absent In rare cases.

- Internal.—The Internal signs are not very characteristic. There imy

be extensive hemorrhage in the brain which Is occasionally lacerated, rae

pericardium shows peleclilal hemorrhages, and the cavities of the hemt

either empty or full. The blood Is usuaUy fluid, but may be found clotted.

Petechial hemorrhages are often present on the surface of the lungs which

are found congested. The blood vessels may be found ruptured, and t

internal organs torn.

The following points should be taken Into consideration before an

opinion Is given that death was caused by lightning :

—

i. History of a thunderstorm In the locality.

'
' 2. Evidence of the effects of lightning In the vicinity, e.g. damage to

houses or trees, death of cattle, etc.
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3. Fusion or magnetization of metallic substances.

4 Absence of wounds and other injuries Indicating homicidal death.

iiii«irat!ve Cases.—1. Edwards describes a case in which he saw a woman

..aid "rhavc ^ by lighting on the night of 1925. Over the ^ght Inp

she had a large bruise, about six Inches in diameter, with a antral area of scorcl^.

She was also suffering from a imld degree of shock. Her clothe

At the time of the accident she had been standing close to the lead in of the

aerial This had completely fused, and it seemed to be flash from the fusing wire

which liad done the damage. She described It as seeming as though the whole of her

Tight side had caught fire.

Considerable damage had been done to the window frame where the

the house, and bricks had been dislodged from the wall, although the aerial w^
"earthed" by a switch Inside the house. Apparently this common form of protection

against lightning is useless The aenal, which was of seven-strand copper wire, was

fused In several places—Bnf. Med. Jour.. Aug. 15. !92S, p. 2&4.

2. A woman, while working In a field, was struck by lightning. Examinaffon

revealed a mark of the size of a penny at the top of the head where the lightning

entered the body. The hair on the occiput was singed. Along the entire course of the

spinal column a mark from 25 to 30 cm. wide was noticeable, and it was continued on

the back of the thigh. A second track of lightning branched off at the neck, ®

mark from 2 to 3 cm. wide was visible along the left bieast and on the left side of me
abdomen, and from the pubic symphysis It passed over to the right thigh. The pubic

hair was singed. The mark of lightning showed several skin defects and coagulation

necrosis. 4 cm. In diameter. Around these, areas of black discoloration and numerous
small black holes were noticeable. The heart sounds were weak. The other internal

organs were normal. Tlie patient was unconscioiK for forty-eight hours. There was a

tear across the tympanic membrane of each ear. when the woman regained conscJoi^

ness, the retrograde amnesia with regard to the accident continued. She complained
of severe pain in the region of the burned areas and of chills. She recovered In 20 days

alter the accident. On the sixth day a lumbar puncture was made on account o! severe

headache. Bums were treated by tannic acid ointment —Dengl, Wunebenef Medfzintsche.
Wochenshcrlft, Munich. Vol. 73. Jan. 2. 1931. p 27; Jour. Aner. Med. Assoc., April H-
1931, p. 1,274.

3. Tlie following case wa.s reported to Modi by Major P, H. Basu, 1.M5, Superin-
tendent of District Jail. Bareilly

On May 1, 1933. at about 0 p.n.. lightning struck the undcrtrial ward of the district

jail. Bareilly, in which about a dozen undertrial prisoners were sitting in a row of two
in the middle line of the barrack facing the Iren-gratcd door.

Tlie llghlnlng-nash struck the arch of the front Iron-grated door of the barrack,
travelled down to the floor lor a distance ol about 29 feet, scattering In several sparks,
and ihen upward to an Iron rod. 6 feet long, hanging from the roof. It melted the rod.
a.nd then pa.v*d to the floor of one of the side iron-grated windows Here It fused two
iron cups lying in the vicinity and finally pas.sed Into the earth.

All the twelve undertrtal prisoners, who were silting In the barrack, were simul-
taneoudy struck, and were thrown upon Its floor In varying states ol insensibility. One
or ihein 5u..cred from a severe type of shock, was unconscious for twenty-four hours
alter he recovered. Another person developed paralysis of the left upper and

severely burnt mostly on the abdomen, chest,
buttocks. Rcro.um. penis and thighs. One of them died and the other recovered.

® small hut In Tanganyika territory wa.s struck bv lightning and

of inS^eT
dlniucemenl.s o. .he fragments The brain showed no macroscopic sigas

wound on ll>c left shfrjldcr intohrttli placed,

fracture cf the hummiv. one at i” i«jr oriheU«! showed a dou^WK or the bone, and the other 4 Inches lower down
. the bone was lying Utt In the wound completed’

ment-lite No actual burning or a”'* parch-

pubtr rnton LuTclred the p^.i» and tcrotum
yen Superficial wounds in the

ihr grri.-i* PJ wtthin 2 Inches of the krfew*w,^^« wounds extending from
There was a Ueervrd wound cf ih* b'e toe

Inner sides of bolh knees-
« to**, wtji smaller wounds on the dorsum of the foot.
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About 9 Inches from the rear wall of the hut where the body was lying there was
a coconut tree which showed the signs of the effect of recent lightning. Tlie top was
damaged and at intervals dovnx the trunk the bark had been torn off. Tlie hut wlUch was
constructed of sticks and mud wUhalow thatched rtx)f showed no signs of recent damage.

There was another man in the hut, but he was practically unhurt, though he was
somewhat dazed and was unable to give the account of the accident.—D. A. Skan. Bnt.

Med. Jour., .^pril 1C. 1949, p. C6G.

5. Lightning accident at Ascot—In the evening of July 14, 1555, several lightning

flashes struck a tea stall and Injured 46 persons. 2 fatally. One woman was killed on the

spot, and many were thrown on the ground. Signs and sjTnptoms were predominantly due

to neurological changes or to bums. Twelve became unconscious, 2 died from head

injuries, many had retrograde amnesia or momentarily dazed or described a sensation of

being struck on the back of the neck, 26 complained of paraestheslm in one or more limbs

—sudden shooting pain followed bv weakness and "pins and needles” for 2 or 3 hours.

No residual sj-mptoms were left. The characters of bums received by 15 persons were

"feathering—linear superficial skin marking, flash—browmish discolouration involving

only the surface layers of the .skin, crj'themn and blistering. Punctate full thickn^
skm charring and contact hum from metal".—O- P. Arden ct al; Brit. Med. Jour., June 23.

19oG. p. 1,450.

ELECTRICITY

Cases of injury or death from electric shocks occur In those cities, where

electricity is used for lighting and motive purposes. The electrical main

may break, and the two ends may fall on a person, thus making a short

circuit, or the workman may grasp the ends of a live wire, or may stand on

one with the other in his hand.

The Effects of Electricity.—The chief effect of electricity is shock pro-

duced by its current. It varies in accordance with—
1. The nature of the current.

2. The resistance of the body.

1 The Nature of the Current—Currents generated at high voltages

are dangerous to life. Alternating currents are considered more dangerous

than continuous currents: UluUuUly mruuUMi Uie> are UsUkUy gi^liuiama al-

Iflsh lensions; but cohlinuous currents ol lUgh- tensions are equally dan-

gerous under similar circumstances. BettelU’ considers that alternating

currents of low periodicity are dangerous even at low voltages, but the

danger diminishes with the increase of frequency even when generated at

high voltages.

In addition to high voltage, long duration and close contact are the

essential features of danger from electric currents.

In continuous currents shock is produced at the moment of the open-

ing and closing the circuit In alternating currents It is also produced at

each reversal of the machine.

Many of the fatal accidents have occurred from currents carrying more
than 1.000 volts, but cases are recorded, where death has resulted from

currents of 200 or even lower volts. In such cases the victims were mostly

standing in water or on damp ground, and were thus well “earthed . Pro-

fessor JeUlnek menUons the case of a man who was klUed by a current

of 95 volts, when standing- with wet boots in a mixture of potash and sugar

to a factory at Prague. On the other hand, recovery has occurred after

the passage of a current of 2.500 volts and even of 5,500 volts.. Fitzsimons

records the case of a man. through whose body a current of 20.000 volts

passed at a colliery. He recovered consciousness after ' twenty minutes

artifleial respiration. He was none the worse after a few days, except

^ large piece of flesh which sloughed from the sole of one of his feet. He
was standing at the time of the shock on a dry concrete floor, but totally

miprotected as regards gloves or rubber shoes.

9. Lewis Jones. Medical Electricity, Ed. VH, p. 315.

Brit. Med. Jour., Nov. 15, 1924, P- 932
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Fig 81.—Electric bums on leg. tBp kind courtesy of Dr. II. S. Mehta.)

rubber gloves, by wrapping his hands In several folds of dry cloth, by stand-
ing on hay, or by using a long stick to remove the wires. Immediate artlfl-

clal respiration should be the first measure in the treatment of a victim
as many cases recover if It is started within 3 minutes of the accident. Pometta«<
recommends that artificial respiration should be continued for at least five

hours except In those cases where the injuries are so severe that the patient
cannot possibly be alive. Oxygen should be given to all cases, cardiac and
respiratory stimulants may be injected. Lumber puncture may be helpful
in comatose condition of the victim. Precautions to avoid accidents:—One
should not touch an electric switch or heating device with moist hands nor
should one simultaneously touch any metal like water tap or gas pipe which
may produce earthing to give electric shock. Precautions should be taken
to keep water and electric fittings away from each other to avoid earthing. A
fuse wire should not be changed without disconnecting the main.

Postmortem Appearances^Ex(emal.~-The face Is generally pale, the
eyes are congested and the pupils are dilated. Local lesions are found at the
polntff of entrance usually in the hands or on fingers and exit of the electric

opposite hand. Professor Jellinekw has pointed
changes, as obrerved In the skin at the site of

f® compression of the homy layer into an homogeneous

^ underlying papillary process. Occasionally

i?nnt
^c^wcen the comeum and germlnatlvum. but

u i
clcctnc current has passed

It
^ ^ ® star-shaped or rod-like structure of the basal cells

itn! V !l!®
Majplehll. Evidence of blunt Injury may be pre-

sent according to the circumstances of fall. etc.

Internal.—The lungs are often found adematous and thP other internal

chjmoses may be noticed atone the path o! the cumm
endocardium. Ec

cdrr»t*l '^‘X^heTu"Sg“Sm^a°p'pSn?£“7“e Sd:^ “

between the cerebellum and tentorium and ovJ arotmd the medulla,
tribles were full of blood-clot.

° ^ of Both lateral ven-

K. C. Jacobi* reports—on 24 autnrMiP* i.. »» .•

from 1950-19:5 of which 9 were death from electric current
natlng or direct. Mostly males of sccciS

tension and 15 low current-alter-
during the hot scasen of April lo July wh^ ^®cade, of them 12 cases occurred
mon. 20 victims died instantaneously their

moist hands are more com-— pos^mortem findings were:—
16. Scharels Sfed. WocA.. 1930, VoL IV n *7 . r-
17. Lancet. Nov. 6. 1927. p. i/m- p. 310.
16. toneef. April 14, 1928. p. 7^ ®®mnUch^ jninffe. Sept. 23. 1927.W- The AntUeptlc. EepL 1957. pp. 7-S.
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S'on-Spcclflc: (a> General visceral congestion and fluid or clotted blood in the
heart chambers in all 24 cases. Tardieu's spots In 16 cases.

ErtCTTJoI Icsfoas; (a) Not too tjTilcal yellowish, punctate elliptical or linear marks
01 current in 12 cases, (bi Verj’ marked bums in 13 cases, (c) Charring in 2 cases.

JQ)
p^uries like lacerations, bunw and fractures were present in 6 cases. In 16 cases

the distribution of the marks and burns was In the left hand or left side of the bodj'.

In 1952 two Hindu males aged 25 and 50 died in similar circumstances while digging
ft well in whicli a motor engine was used to pump out water, both felt electric shock
while removing the earth.

Medico-Lcgal Questions.—Deaths by electric currents are mostly acci-
dental. Recently, a case occurred In one of the suburbs of Bombay, in which
a milkman was accidentally killed by touching the door of the house where
he had gone early In the morning to sell milk. The owner of the house had
attached a live wire to the door to prevent the entrance of thieves.

The danger of flying kites in the vicinity of overhead electric supply
lines is Illustrated by a fatal accident which occurred In Jullundur city,

^lle flying a kite with the ordinary string, a boy happened to touch a live

electric wire with his kite, and was burnt badly and rendered unconscious.
He succumbed eventually to his injuries. On the day of the occurrence, the
ground was wet with rain and the string appears to have been moistened by
contact with lt.20

Suicide by electric currents is rare, but a few cases have been reported.
A nian,J> named Paul Thlebault, with a view to committing suicide, deliber-
ately took hold of the electric conductors at the works of M. Chertemps in

and met with an Instantaneous death. A case^i is recorded where a
young man committed suicide by attaching to himself an electric installation,
operating a potential of 200 volts, and timed to make contact during his sleep.

Homicide by electricity, though extremely rare. Is quite possible. In
January 1927, certain colliery proprietors of Cardiff were charged with man-
slaughter of a collier, who was electrocuted during a ratting expedition. It

J’as alleged that a copper wire In the fence was electrified from the power-
house to protect the coal bunkers.
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The danger of a person in a bath touching a defective electrical switch

In consequence of the water and bath furnishing a perfect "earth” for the

current Is well known.
A girl, aged 17 years, on going to her bath tooK

an electrical heater with her to warm the bath-room.

After a few minutes her mother heard scrcam-s ana

foreed the door open. She found the girl unconsciou."

in the bath with the heater on the top of her. She

was remove to hospital where she died. A woman,

23 years old, took a book and an electrical hair dner

to her bath-room. Iler fatlier found her ttllh the

drier in her right hand and the book at the end of

the bath. When he touched her, he got n shock him-

self, the handle of the drier being saturated and the

current stiU on.tt

Deaths have occurred of persons trying to remove

the affected person from the charged conductor with

unprotected hands. Kumari Orlm of Fatchgam
touched a wet towel hanging on a heavily chargw
wire m which there was a leakage and met wiin

death after shrieking for help. Her j'ounger sister,

and mother who tried to pull her away, also receivea

the shock and died and were later found by neigh-

bours who came on hearing the continuous barking

of their chained dog—Free Press of India, July

1955.

Judicial electrocution Is the form of exe-

I cuUon employed in the United States of

America. For this purpose the condemned
criminal Is seated and strapped In a strong

chair, and an alternating current of 7i amperes

at a pressure of 1,700 to 2,000 volts Is, as a rule,

passed three times for about sixty seconds

through the body by means of metal electrodes
Placed over the head and round one leg.

Regulations of the Board of Trade currents of more than

fa^
supplied to dwelling houses for the purposes of lights and

th.
“»<»—The effects ol electric shock vary with x

ImootST.V
““‘“'ee offered to the How ol Its current, cmnerage 15 imS.

The human body Is a bad eonduStorSTdMtS^
rKlstanee onr’iu

' '"“erent tissues. The skin offers very great

Hard and
Iry Is Impervious to currents ol great strength,

are less resistant w
resistant, but moist, soft and perspiring skins

It also dlStalshes m r
diminishes with the continuance of the current,

terla, and surpmed' sheet
“ disease, kidney diseases, Basedow’s disease, hys-

rent*are*locariSLs™'thrLim°‘*”?"’ electric cor-

face, suffuwd
of entrance and exit of the current, pallor

s'Hb stfrt.nrnugJB?'?.'
In severe cases insensihiiftTr

®®rebral irritation may sometimes be present-

death.
occurs Immediately, followed by a few gasps and

current are^not produced by the elec^
I'hey heal without Inhltratinn

—

the structures is ajlglS '

Joints and large areas are Pyrexia, but when tendons.
involved, there may be some a.sentie necrosis and

11 . London Correspondent, Jour 4t»«. «.Jr
—

“

12 . Lancet, Nov. 5, 1027 „ Ajsoc.. March 11, 1933, p 752.v *,wn. Medizinlsche, Klinifc, Sept 23. 1927.

Fig. 79.—Lesion of hand from
contact with a live current of
250 volts. (From PafAolosncal
Museum, King George Medical

College

)
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fiO.—A'CMC or electric bums. An Insane person went to Crai^
Station siding and climbed the roof of a saloon bogie and touched the upper head

railway electric wires. He remained suspended.

(.By kind courtesy of Dr. //. S. Me/ita.)

It Is presumably this change w'hlrh accounts lor htemorrhages which some-

times complicate recovery. In some cases death may occur later from exten-

sive destruction of the tissues of a limb or limbs.

Headache, giddiness, temporary loss of memory and speech, detriness and

liysterlcal manifestations may occur after recovery from electric shock, in

some Instances there may be paralysis due to degenerative changes In the

nervous system. Rarely, optic atrophy and other Intraocular lesions may
develop several months afterwards.*’

Lucasi4 reports the case of a boy. aged 15 yeare. who while s^^ndlng^ a

informer so as to dust a ledge, slipped and clutched at a
^10,000 volts. Respiration at once ceased and the limte

Je boy recovered consciousness after artificial respiration, but toe
rrraoto. On the third day the right arm was amputated ^^)JSh the should^ joint.

Arterial thrombosis was found upto the origin of toe
^fter

amputated on the sixth day. Toxiemia set in. and toe boy died on the ninth day after

toe accident.

Causes of Death.—Death frpm pipetrlu shocR may occur immediately

,trom sudden stoppage of the art.ton of the heart, or from paralysis of the

"Cbplratory centre due to nervous Inhibition as a result ot sudden surprise.

According to the experiments of Langworthyir death from flbrlllatlon of tte

cardiac ventricles Is believed to be more common after contact with low

voltage circuits, while circuits at high voltages cause death from respiratory

‘Allure due to central inhibition in the nervous system Sometimes dearth

may follow later due to complications of electrical Injury like. Infection,

Urns, blunt force injury etc.

Treatment.—The current should be switched off at once, or the PaUen*

sbould-be removed from the vicinity of the live wires, but the person T^mg
‘0 remove him should guard hlmselt against Its effects by wearing India-

13. Balnbridge. Brit. Med. Jour.. Dec. 6. 1930, p. 955.

Brit, Med. Jour., Jan. 21, 1905, p. 134. .on iq'io Eo. P- 35.
- 15. Jour. Exper. Med., June 1, 1930, p. 943; Brit. Med. Jour.. Aug. 30. 1930. V



CHAPTER X

MECHANICAL INJURIES

For medico-legal purposes mechanical Injuries are divided into bruises

or contusions, abrasions and wounds.

BRUISES OR CONTUSIONS

Bruises or contusions are injuries which are caused by a blow fro^ a

blunt weapon.! such" as a club (lathi), iron bar, stone, ball, nst etc., or by^ a

"^fali; or by crusfilng or compression. These are accompanied by a palnlul

swelling and crushing or tearing of the subcutaneous tissues without solution

of continuity of the Skin. The swelling Is due to the rupture of the subcu-

taneous blood vessels producing in the cellular tissues extravasation of blood,

which Is known as ecchymo^ls nr effusion nf blood.

Ecchymosls makes Its appearance over the seat of Injury In one or two

hours after the InjuryT'It'lnay appear even in less time. If the skin Injured

Is very thin, as In the eyelids and scrotum When ecchymosls has occurred

Into the deeper tissues or under tense fasclse. It appears on the surface at an

Interval of one or two days or even more at some distance from the seat of

injury following the line of least resistance and in obedience to the law of

gravity, e.g. the appearance of a black eye In the case of a contusion on the

forehead or on the head. Sometimes, ecchymosls may not appear until after

death, when a contusion has been caused wUhin a few hours or a day or two

before death. According to Sir Bernard H. SpUsburyi this is not due to any

appreciable addition to the blood In the contused area after death, but to a

more rapid haemolysis of the stagnant blood as a part of post-mortem changes;

there Is no circulation to carry away the pigment and the tissues are dead

and cannot deal with it. The pigment diffuses locally, producing a stain In

the surface, dark red at first, but changing sometimes to a bright red colour

from absorption of oxygen through the skin; or an area of a dark green putre-

fectlve discoloration appears over a deep bruise before the skin around it is

changed.

The extent of ecchymosls depends. In ordinary circumstances, upon the

\ nature and severity, of the torce used,3Jhc vascularity of the“part sirifek,

Uooseness of the underlying cellular tissues

~

and the^condltlon of the assaui^d
victim. Thus, ecchymosls will be extensive in lax alid vascular tissues, suen
as the eyelids, scrotum and vulva and very little In tough and less vascular

tissues, such as the scalp, palm of the hand or sole of the foot. Again. It may
not appear In the abdomen even if a cart-wheel were to pass over the body
and cause death from the rupture of an Internal organ. In cases of fatal in-

ternal Injuries there may not be any sign of ecchymosls on the body, when
a person is assaulted even with an Iron-tipped lathi (blunt weapon), after he
Is covered with a thick rug. blanket or a quilt. No evidence of ecchymosls
is also present If the weapon used Is a yielding one, such as a sand-bag. Some-
times the situation of a bruise may not coincide with that of nlace of Inju^.
It may be a little away or below^

Esshymosls U easily produced in children, flabby women and old people
even by slight violence; on the other hand. It will be very slight If a person
happens to be strong and muscular.

In certain pathological conditions, such as scurw. numura leukcemla, e^-

themajgdtggt^.h^c^B^^ cases of infect ious dUeases. toxic

manlfcs^n .
of certalii..dr^_ana in Uie aged with slueeish circulation. 'a

shehtblow t^resaure-masCp^ucc an extensive Tn
subcutaneous htemorrhages may occur spontaneously and may be mUtaken

1, Lancet. Feb 28. 1925, p. 421.
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for ccchymosls, but they can be easily distinguished from their number, size,

and symmetrical situation (generally on the legs), and from the absence of

abrasions over the spots. Subcutaneous hemorrhages may also result from
great muscular exertion ns in aplleptlc seizures. These are usually numer-
ous, but smaller In size.

Subconjunctival ecchymoses due
to the rupture of small vessels

may occur directly from a blow

to the eye or indirectly from a
blow or fall on the head. They
are often seen In children suffer-

ing from whooping cough, and
may sometimes result from
severe straining during sneezing,

coughing, vomiting, or lifting

heavy weights,' especially in old

people.

Sometimes blebs and
may form over the Injured par t.

especially when ecchymosis is

caused by an oblique and glancing

blow or by fracture of a bone.

Result of Bruises.—Bruises
are, os a rule, simple injuries.

They are seldom fntal unless nn-

comoanled bv the rupture of an
internm organ, or by extensive

Ashing 01 me tissues and lar^e

extravasation of blood, producing
Roughing and gangrene of the

]^rts.~ rioweveF, several bruises.

though trivial individually, may
cause death irom shock.

In June 1910. Musammat Bullo, 13
year old. was beaten to death by her
husband and father-in-law for neg-
lecting the household duties. Post-
mortem examination showed that

death occurred from shock due to twenty-nme simple bruises inflicted on various parts
of the body.

\yiCEe of a Bruise.

—

-ngp nf a thr

Ing of the thus frpft-h;pmnglQhlii_hv^t.he^ction-of-enzvme.^_frQm
They commence at the periphery and extend Inwards to the centre. They
are,rpd,at,.Jirst, but .during—the—nexfc^three, .days_they annear^iiip,
black, brown or livid red, and become greenish—front— ctvfh
daj:, and yellow frnTn_the -«^^venth—to-the—twelfth—

d

a^ ^IS'TSIlow coloiir
sjaglsL^des-ln.tint till. the fourteen t-h nr fifteenth day, when thr~skin reg ŝ
lis-nocmaA-appearance. Moreover, Its disappearance is more rapid In healthy
persons thah lA' sickly and old people with feeble circulation. It also depends
on the nature of the violence used. Ecchvmosis caused bv force will
dlsapge^ in about a week or two, while an extensive one ennspri hv f»nnCit

derableli)rce wia omppear in about three to four weeks. It must be re-
membered that the colour changes are not seen so well on dark skins as on
fair skins.

Ecchymosis situated In the deeper tissues do not exhibit any gradations

Fig. 82.—Contusions caused by blows from
a blunt weapon (stick).
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ot EUpernclal colour changes during their atKorptlan .|^
^nctig

noses de net, undergo the usual colour change; they are at first bmmjj.
' nnri then becom^ yellow In colourJlfitnrf-they-dlsapppn^

hel»ecnl^^S^JIin.Icldal,_,nd_Sellrlnn^^^^

The usual questlen that a'TefSncr pleader pu^J^o^a

were caused accidentally by^ 1 ^ (all oj. homicidally by mecha-

^ ,4 ' /'
‘.'t- .';-i nlcal force. The reply to tht

V ','f
' ' V‘‘.- question Is not easy in all

\ il'
'

r.-rife. '*-'^.’1 ' « cases ;
however, the position

I arrangement of the bruises

1 definite reply. In the case of

'• -’T-".' a fall, a medical practitioner

• V’ ' 5.3 should look for the evidence

^ ^ of sand, gravel or mud on the

.r. body. Again, the shape and

i 'size of a bruise generally cor-

respond to the weapon used In

•• 1 bruise caused by a blow from
'

> a fist or a butt end of a club

\ Uathi) is usually rounded in

I appearance. A bruise Inflicted

with the length of a club or

stick Is, as a rule, elongated

and Irregular. A soft cane or

V s', ^blp usually produces two

q parallel bruises with an inter-

M il vening space almost equal to

the diameter of the weapon. A

Fig. «3.-BrulM caused by a shoe heeL caused by a whip mW
also encircle a limb or part 01

the body and may present an abraded surface at the end.

Bruises caused by a blunt weapon are not, as a rule, self-inflicted. Dur-

ing Modl's long practice of twenty-eight years as a medico-legal officer he had
not come across a single case of this nature. But. with a view to support-
ing a false charge of assault, bruises are sometimes simulated by the appli-

cation of some irritant substance, such as the Juice of BMlawa (marking nut)

or the root of Chltra (plumbago zeylanica) or Lai Chtlra (plumbago rose's).

The marto produced by the^e .substances annpnr uke bruises but they
es,

of the marts.

Owing to the Irri-

esc substanrpg it Is very dlfflculOo avoid
scraicf^> ^,,.ui '

.- B;\ri a.iut-the flngtM .
-hence "Similar marks are usually found

on the tips of the fitigfrs-anrt .ntififr «>i.» frpp of the finger nails.

complained that she was beaten with a club.
exaimnatlon found four mart.s ot dark^irown pigmentation, varying from 1" t®
by 1 to 3 . ob.iquely acr<« the back and outer side of the left thigh In its lower half-

The skin ^und^ marks wa-i red and Inflamed, and the edges were covered with tiny

Tcslclm The tt^ of the fingers showed similar marks of dark-brown pigmentation
The scraping ot the marks on the high and Angers gave the chemical tests of the Juice

cf marking nu.

In October lOn a was sent to Modi by the City Magistrate of Lucknow with

a report iMi the had b«a beaten with a cane Bhe had two vertical dark-brown patche^

along the upper part o. ine le.t shoulder blade towards its inner border. These were

Fig. 83.—Bruise caused by a shoe heeL
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Wow’tL tea clbow.^ lu'these patcto nppeatTto have b«n cabsed by

DuttJ also reports cases In which a rect^gular
heated rupee

on the chest was claimed to be the result of nnd thc mark left bj a hcatea rupee

on the back was attributed to a blow from a laini {ciuo).

^t^erence between Ante-mortem and Post-mortem

tain amount ol swelling and the colour changes
. .

,
* g„lj.

during life. There are usually coagulation of the
’fhese

cutaneous -tissues and infiltration of the blood In the m • _
signs are absent ,in a oruisi.

causec^a^ter_ death. In a

doubtful case it Is advisable

to make a microscopic^ exa-

mination of the affected

tissue for evidence of lufllc

tratlon-^f^he—-blood. A
bruise is likely to be dls-

flgurcd-by^putrefactlon^.nd

It Is difficult to differentiate

between a bruise caused

during life and that caused

Immediately after death.

Sir Robert Chrlstlson proved

by experiments that It was

possible to produce a bruise

- within two hours to three

hours bhd p quarter ffbr death Jhich It

Fig. 84.—Effused, coagulated bl<^ In the

subcutaneous tissues of the chest due

to ante-mortem contusion.

guE lr one caua dur.ng lllc; buU.e iound

tu ea U5M and oven tlivii the resulCilTj bruise was ...uon smaller rimn wr^ar

tfSuld~'have boon produced by similar means
’nn nnn?r

iram H. hpiisbuty-i iias imniiro out that. Uu
dromds

clable bruteins occurs, inasmuch as the development ^ Se fall
upon the maintenance ot the circulation, which slows down

,

ot the -arterial blood, and Is soon completely arrested as soon as the hearts

action is stopped in death.

ABRASIONS

Abrasions are Inlurles Involylu- los.s ot the superficial epithel^ layer

Of the ahd are produced by a nlow or a fall on a rough surface, by

scratching-wlth the finger nails, thorns, by teeth-bites, or by friction of strings

or ropes tied round neck or other parts of the body. Abrasions vary in size

and shape and bleed very slightly. They are of very little significance from

a surgeon’s point of view, but are of great importance from a medico-Iega

point of view.

Abrasions resulting from friction against a rough surface during a fall

are mostly found on bony parts, and are usually associated with contusions

or lacerated wounds and sometimes with very serious Injuries. Abrasions

may also be covered with mud, straw, etc.

Abrasions caused by the finger nails Indicate a struggle and an assault,

and are usually seen on the exposed parts of the body, such as the face,

neck, fore-arms, hands, thighs, etc. They may be crescentic In shape, espe-

cially if the finger nails have been pressed with violence into the -skin. In

such cases there will be ecchymosis in the underlying tissues.

2. Ind. Med. Gaz.. May 1927. p. 296. 3. Lancet, Feb. 28. 1925, p. 421.
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Abrasions caused by a teeth-blte are elliptical or circular In form, and

are represented by two or four separate marks caused by the upper front

teeth on one side and
the same or less

number of marks by
the lower front teeth

on the opposite

side. The Intervening

space between the

marks Is often bruis-

ed. Sometimes the

marks coalesce to-

gether. and form a
single mass of abra-

sions. Sometimes the

pattern of an object

after a forceful Im-

pact with the skin Is

seen and gives a clue

to Its Identification.

Difference b e t-

ween Ante-mortem
and Post-mortem

Abrasions. — A b r a-

slons caused during

life appear as bleed-

ing surfaces or

scratches, and are

soon covered with

reddish-brown crusts

or scabs owing to

coagulation of the

blood. They gene-
Fig. S5.—Abrasions on arm caused by teeUi-bite. rally heal In about

" .brLoni“roTve‘’S:

I new
epithelial cells capable ol forminga new skin, they take a longer time to heal, and leave obvio’j«s s-ar^ unless

the surgeon has performed an operation of grafting.
” '
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Owing to the drying and hardening ot the underlying skin

produced alter death are dark-brown and parchment-llke M
look like abrasions caused during life, but they arc

plcte absence ot bleeding and Inlecllon ot vessels In the “hderlylng tissues^

It must be remembered that ants sometimes attack a dea
The

ground, and produce marks which simulate ante-mortem
--.'usual

marks caused by their bites have, however. Irregular "'“''S'"®’

ly seen on the eyes, nostrils, angles ot the mouth, ears, armpits, groins, scro

turn and anus.

tWOnMDSj

A wound IS defined as the forcible solution of contln^ty of any of the

soft tissues of the body Including the skin, mucous membrane,

Mcdico-legally, wounds may be classified as

—

1. Incised wounds. 3. Lae_erated_wounds^v---

2. -purictu
-
r
-

gd-^-ounds. ^ 4. Flreann_wounds. ^
I. lncisca_lSmmfls=An Incised wound Is produced by a sharp cutting

instrument such as a knife, razor, sword, {jandasa (chopper), axe, a

scythe, kookri, or any object which has a sharp, cutting edge.

Character of an Incised Wound.—An "6Pthe
er than the edge ot the weapon_causlng It

Is some-

what spindle-shaped and

gaping. Its supern^
gefnr'greater than its d^p ih-

This gaping Is greater in

deep' wounds when the

muscle fibres have been cut

transversely or obliquely.

Its edges are smooth, even,

rlpan-cut. weii-genned and
;ieinniiy~~evertedZ-. The edges

mav be inverted, if a thin

layer of muscular fibres Is

closely united to the skin,

as in the scrotum. They

may be irregular in cases

wtiere tne smn is loose or

fHe cuttmg edge oi 'pae

weapon Is blunt, as the skin

be puckered in front

of the weapon before it is

divided. Length of the-4n-

clsed wound has no relation

to the length of the cutting

edge of the weapon.

The edges of a wound
made by a heavy cutting

weapon, such as an axe,

hatchet or shovel, may not

be as smooth as those offiff. 87.—Incised wound inflicted with a knife.- be as smoom as inose «

wound caused' by a light cutting weapon, such as a knife, razor, etc., and may
show signs of contusion. Such a wound Is, as a rule, associated with exten-

sive injuries to deep underlying structures or organs.



I

'

'

•V/>.

-Incised wounds Inflicted with a butcher's a thick, broad ba
Note also teetb-biies on face and forearm only one cutting edge.

Ing through the tissues they
enter a cavity of the body,
such as the thorax or abdo-
men. These wounds are

produced by a piercing or

stabbing Instrument, such as

a pin, needle, knife, scissors,

bayonet, spear, dagger, pick-
axe. arrow, etc. - The noint
of the Instrument may be
sharp or blunt.

~

A punctured wound caus-
ed by a sharp-pointed
and cutting instrument has
clean-cut edges which are
almost parallel but slightly
curved to each other and
have sharp angles at the
two extremities. This Is

commonly the case If the
Instrument has two cutting
edges, and may be so with
an Instrument having one
cutting and one blunt edge.
The wound is generally
wedge-shapeciT if It Is pro-
duced by an Instrument
with a thick, broad back and
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i ' V'*^ '.’

L--^-

Flg. S54.-Notc shelved incised wound W iaulf^'he^vTness ot S? ^

,‘^iTlneKed OTUnS^ on 1^^^^^
'=1’_ jggestlng oblique blow. ° head-Sittacked by multiple persons.

Fi,i. sad. d. a-HomldduMncl^d - head^
,

A sharp-pointed and cylindrical or

having a sllt-lllte opening. A Wunt-POlnted instrumen^
^

lorce to punctate the shin and penetrate the solt tissues,

tured wound with lacerated edges. „5„allv a little smaller
_The aperture o ' ° mme.tured wound In thf of

In length than the oteadtn oi luc ..vupon
„„.pon enlarges the wound,

the skin, although. It Is sometimes larger as the weapon eniarg

It It Is withdrawn by lateral movements.
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tissues of the part struck, allowing the point to reach the deeper tissues, such

as In abdomen.

Fig. 92.—Dagger pierced on back. Note Incised wound
on right forearm—In eelf defence

(B;/ kind courtesy of Dr. //. s. Mehta )

Figs. Si-A it B.—Punctured wound perforating the
chest caused by a dagger.

Fig. D3-A .—Wound of entrance.

an awl, 8 inches lon^ On^cxamtnaUrtn^n'f ih
scabbing him on the chest with

a punctured wound in the eStaxmaw iiSl “«ong other InJurKs
passing through the substance of 'th7lowpr?rt£®«f^i^®chamber of the heart 2 Inchra above lu alcT ,

traversed the left

iijcternai ncemorrnage is not necessarll»
life. There may: be_verv little hn^J? danger to

cT* and yet profuse hss-
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morthagc muy take place Internally owing to some vital organ having been

penetrated. .

In the ease or a punctured wound perloratlng a part ot the

two wounds, one. a wound of entry and the other, a wound of exit,

yround ot entry Is usually

larger with inverted edges r
"

and the •wound of exit Is

smaller and has everted'

edges. The edges of the cn- ", “
-

trance wound may be fouhd ^
Verted, when HTe weapon /. ' .-vV' >\

f ;
-V

In some cases two or more * r--
, \\

'

punctures may be found In
|

/
‘'I

'

the soft parts with only \ . 'i
one external orifice. This V ' J .‘'•t-

/

shows that the Instrument \ \ /
had been partially with- / i—'

•*

'I
drawn after It pierced the

tissues, and thrust again in a (
" ’

*•*

new direction.
'Y

'

Sometimes, It is argued V
^

that a punctured wound may '
’ Y /

'

have been caused by a fall \ '• J / * ' ”

on a sharp pointed piece of *

an earthenware pot or

sbroken glass. In that case A
^

the edge of the wound are ^ ' —^--=

—

irregular and more or less ^

bruised, and fragments of
piA. 95.'.5L‘^vated •••wound Vr scalp caused by

such articles may be found ' an ckka wheel,

embedded In the soft tissues.

3 , LaceraleU Wounds,-These ure Produced by Wows from

lects and'mlsslles, b/ violent falls on sharp and ^ A
, (j,g claws,

maewnery and railway accidents, by the wheels ^ “ drnot
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tissues Of the part struck, allowing the point to reach the deeper tissues, such

as In abdomen.

Figs. S3‘A it B.—Punctured wound perforating the
chest caused by a dagger.

Flo. M-A.—Wound of entrance.

an 'diMlonn H "“''’''e "'m on the chost vril!>

a punctured wound in among other Injuries

passing through th»*suhsta^^ of chest was found, which
traversed the left

eoctemai xi$morrnage is not neces^m^itj
There mav be verv nttto ^ criterion of the danger to
<=

— haemorrhage and yet profuse h»-
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morrhagc may take place internally owing to some

penetrated.

vital organ having been

In the ease of a punctured wound perforating a part of the '"''S’

wounds, one. a wound of entry and the other, a wound of exit. The
two

wound or entry is usually

larger with inverted edges
and the wound of exit is

smaller and has everted
edges. The edges of the cn-

jrance wound may be touhd
everted, when the weapon
used.is TOUCH ana rusi >^.

In some eases two or more
punctures may be found In

the soft parts with only
one external orifice. This
shows that the Instrument
had been partially with-
drawn after it pierced the
tissues, and thrust again In a
new direction.

Sometimes, It is argued
that a punctured wound may
have been caused by a fall

on a sharp pointed piece of

y,
an earthenware pot or

.
\-Nbroken glass. In that case

\
,
the edge of the wound are
Irregular and more or less

bruised, and fragments of
such articles may be found
embedded in the soft tissues.

Fig 95.—Cawrated -wound ’of scalp cau-sed by
an ckka wheel.

3 . Lacerated Wounds.—These are produced by blows from blunt ob-
jects aT^ mi ssiles, ffy violent falls on sharp and hard projecting surfaces, by
machinery and railway accidents, by the wheels of a vehicle, by the claws,
teeth or horns of animals and by projecting nails. Thp.»te -crnTinds rin T>nf

eeneraiw in Shane or sIt^p to the yeapon Producing them. Their

Nidges are torn. }agged._ irre^lar and <twni}Rn nr cohfnspu. mp tissues

tom and The skin beyond the seat of Injury Is ecchsunosed and the undef^
lying bones are likely to be fractured, while the internal organs may be In-
jured. Foreign bodies, such as earth, grease, machine oil, cinders, hair, fibres
of clothing, etc. are frequently found in the wounds.

When produced by a blunt weapon, such as a club (lathi), crowbar
stone, brick, etc., a lacerated wound is usually accompanied by a considerabl

*

amount of bruising of the surrounding and underlying tissues, and has l

^

verted and irregular edges. When a heavy weight like a wheel of a hecart or a truck passes over any extremity it tears the skin and crushes tvTmuscles and soft parts beneath it. releasing considerable blood and fthem. Crush syndrome or fat emboli tnav nncaslnnatiy fnl ln-’

In Iflpprflt.prt WOUndS Is,

the_tact that the aSies are not cut evenly, but are tnm ^
to tacllliate dotting oi ine Blood, in lacerated woun^ nftgiporal arteries often spun as ireei^ and iorceiuliy as whenThese arteries being firmly bound are unable to enntronf " Slore, spurt and continue to bleed for a long time

^
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In a ouarrel with her husband a woman snst^ned several injuries on

head. One of these was a lacerated wound on the rfeht temple. Blooijtains were found

on the ceiling at a distance of four feet from her bed. These were caused by the spurte

ing of the divided right anterior, temporal artery. A young man had been fin

the right temple causing a lacerated wound. Blood spurted to a distance of three fe

and a quarter from the place where he was standing at the time of the assault.^

Occasionally, on wounds

produced by a blunt weapon

or by a fall the skin splits

and may look like Incised

wounds when Inflicted on

tense structures covering

the bones, such as the scalp,

eyebrow, shin etc., or by

a fall on the knee or elbow

when the limb Is flexed.

But the edges of such

wounds fnund Irre-

gular with a certain amount .

of bruising, ana small

strands of tissue may be seen

at the bottom bridging ac-

ross the margins. If examin-

ed with a hand lens, in ^he

case wounds ' of the sc^p
tne halrbulbs will be ^nd
cnished, if th&v are inflicted

with a blunt weapon, but will

Fig. Se.—Lacerated wounds of forearm caused by bro* ^ IPMhfl hilt , if produced

ken glass plane. (By IcmcZ courtesy 0/ Dr. G.fl. Saftay.) ^ cutting weapon. Simi-

larly, wounds produced by
pieces of glass, broken crockery or sharp edges of stone have the charac-
teristics of incised wounds, but the edges are found irregular, Inverted and
contused, if examined carefully with a hand lens.

4. Firearm Wounds.—These are_ Inlurles produced bv prolectlles dls-
cliargpd from flrpitim s^. and present the characteristics of lacerated wound s,

^but their appearances vary according to the (nature of the nroJectUe. the
c(veloclty at which It was travelling at thefmomenr'of impact, the (Kilstance

moment of discharge and the/ angle at
which it struck the part of the body. s

Gunshot wounds generally produce two wounds or apertures, vtz. one

cnlr^oJe"r n"'* 'J'"
“'I »' projectlle. When the wound ol

'un attei Prterloe
coughed

the intesHuS
resplrato^ Passages or lost In the stool alter entering

a toSi is L denccfeT In contact with

L?let Is lodged tarh.h == ‘t =htered. II a
bullet Is lodged In the body It must be taken out II death has occurred and
must be lorwarded to the Superintendent ol Police In a Lflcd Envelope
containing Its description in the medical ^
inherent evidence ol the greatet vaS who

ns It lonns-

must be borne In mind thS u tak« " ,eT erraMe''*'‘d® o ,rse
while passing through the body.

^ erratic and circuitous course

,ettimp'^a'^Scr°Vg“ e\l“''is^^ “'th'S'Smortr’ '”"r
“ged under lb.

ease, a man who was working m . n,m w"^^',r„"urkTllrTlSrbuel\“r^^^
< Peterson, Haines and Webster, Leg. MM. aM Toxic. Ed II. Vol. I, p, W.
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a squatting position. On post-mortem
Inner “idc. It again entered the bo^

the outer side ot the Ictt-ann and
“"’f

““* ,”V mnS naicd out o! It at Its root, enters

at the second lelt Intercostal space and the left lungj^pa ea
^ flattened condt-

the right lung near Its P»!f ,“L rib'^Jirstag Its dractiire.

tlon on the Inner side ol the right eighth rib causing
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Fig. 5S —Wounds on scalp Inflicted with a
cutting weapon (pandasa). The skull bones

have also been cut.

The-wound of entrance Is usually smaller than the projectile from the

elasticity of the skin, and Is rounded when the projectile strikes the body
at a- right angle and oval when
It strikes the body obliquely. The
edgcs^of ,the wound' are Inverted

and _ecchymosed. Wadding,- pieces

of clothing or other debris may
be found lodged In the wound.
and the skin it

will be scorched and tattooed
^

wlth particles of unconsumed
gunpowder, if the firearm is dls-

cTiaiged~ at cIo^r range. Tne
wound of exit Is often larger

than the wound of entrance, and
its edges are Irregular and evert-

ed, but free, from scorching and
tattooing. The edges oi boinTh

e

wounds^ of entrance and exit

may be everted in fatty persons

due to protrusion of fat In the
wounds. and In decomposed
bodies from the expansible action

of the gases of putrefaction. The
edges of the wound of exit may

.
be very ragged and torn, -if the

projectile was discharged at close quarters, had passed through the bone
or was deformed by striking elsewhere at first (wound by recochet). These
characters of the wound are due to the wobble of the projectile, to Its
deformed condition or to laceration of the skin by fragments of bone expelled

Itself

ProjectUe or by the splintered pieces of the projectile
’

The Nature ot the ProiecUle.-Large buUets cause greater damage to
the structures t^n small ones. Hound bullets' produce larger wounds than
conical ones They cause extensWe laceration ol the tissues and com-
minuted tractures ol the hones It they utrlke the body at a right angle; but
their course Is deltected. 11 they strike the body at a different angle and

hard arUcles carried In the pocket. Berg^ reports a case In which a metal
trouser button was hit by a bullet, and while the bullet Itself after hittingthe button tell to the ground, the button was drauS, tnto tL Siomfn

Conical bullets produce much less laceration than round ones and the

^y spStTthe touSTh “h “PPdd^aicrcomearhulIelrarely spilt in the tissues, though round ones often do.
Modern. stcel-Jacketed bullets used in 'trrr.^r

an elongated cone and owing to their great yelLuy SualliTn!,' ^
nrt

direct through the body without any dehecUon ’or t
causing much damage. The wounds ot entry and “I
and slmUar In appearance without any toulslng nr

“"““t
surrounding parts. Such wounds also heal very ranldw ‘a!
caused by such bullets In the brain, tangs, or

”
"".“".f

normal course, and heal wlUiout any dlfflcuUy.
often run a perfectly

Expanding, grooved. Dum-dum bullets are
and produce cxtenslre wounds with ragged marglnl

^ ‘’’“'“''d character.

6 Mcd-LcQ Jour. VoL 46, Nos. 3-1. 1929, p 79
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Fragment.s of shell arc also destructive and cause extensive wounds.

Irregular missiles, such as pieces of stone, iron,

or nickel ankleU or wristlets, seeds, etc., used In J
produce several Irregular, lacerated wounds, and the

' cause
than the entrance wounds. It Is possible for a single pe ..

death.

one case several kankars penetrated
Hf ?angrene of the lungs after three

with a muzzle-loading gun. The woman died of ga Bf woman, 50 years old, was
tnonths in Lady Lyall Hospital at Agra. U*

the right slde^of the chest
shot by dacoits. There were three gunshot o

. found embedded
Internal to the right nipple, and on dissection four

oase an old manm the right lung and in the right ventricle of the heart
^ dacoit. and

received a charge of shot in the left side of the chest
j-gd In the pericardial

died immediately. On dissection a pellet of shot found lodged in uie v

sac having traversed the right chamber of the heart in its lower p -

Wadding or gunpowder may cause frightful laceration

death by penetrating the Internal organs of the body even If a Clang

cartridge is discharged close to the body.

Velocity of the Projectile.—A bullet travelling at

Hgces a clean, circular, punched-ont aperture f
aSdusually perforates the body. It la not deflected iron. poll, br^i^ S

a bone, but may cause its comminution or splintering.
margins of

a bullet of low velocity causes contusion and
py striking

the wounds of entrance. It Is easily deflected and deformed y
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StowrtS reports a csso o[ suicide by gt^hot trotm^ in
^

tured wounds m the forehead both ^”
1 ,? ^^imnpr margin of the right evc-

One was situated In the mld-llnc and toe other
i" ?r scorto-

brow in a line with top outer angle of
of the eyebrow. The wound

ing around eltoer of wounds, nor was towe any g tissues and at Its base,

in the mlddle-ol toe forehead
was no inju^ to toe bone at

lying against toe bone, was found a hr» skull The bullet had
this point. The other wound over ^ght cy-e penetrat^^^

made Us way diagonally across the brain and ^^^^Xherr^ no Injury
found In the brain substance at the tip ^ wernnSSed was a
to the base of toe skull. The weapon to

on dead
Marlin repeating rifle, calibre 0.22. He carried out e. p nf the wound
^gh. irom u i)o.i.mortcm L-.x^uUmailon. At a ‘JorS singeing,
were irregular. At toe distance of 1/10 ^ inverted- There were marks
In toe original wo'unds toe margins were regular and sUghty ^ subepUhe-
whito closely resembled tattooing. Section of

<fiuanious cDlthcllum. Mlcro-
llal petechial hemorrhages; there wp no layers
scoplc examination showed abundant deposit of un^cn P „_j- qj the deceased,
of toe tissues, although there was no tattooing around toe wounds 01 tnc
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great damage to the Internal tlssaes. The skin surrounding the wgund_ls
Uaciened—scorched _and_tattooedjjrith_unconsumedjCTLn?_?t_E32dSr- O"

'the other hand, at a .<115131106-01 tht,Jeet.the~central .aperture Is surrounded

by separate ,openings'dn-an^^-_ol3fe^ two^lnches in- diameter-madeJjy

Fig. 104.—Country gun shot wounds from
a long distance—a pellet was recovered 40S.—Wound of the sc^p
from each punctured wound. No bun> or ' caused by the bullet of a riflo

tattooing seen. from a long distance,

(By kind courtesy 0/ Dr. ft. M. Jftala.)

pellets of-,the shot which spread jjut before reaching the mark. The
skin surrounding the apeiture is' not blackened^of “scCrcfiecf. But Is tattooed

qpches^Ja-dlameter.^but without caus

pends upgn_th5.J5l7.e..of~the«gun.~the.charge-pf-thi> powder anrt tha riutpnre of

th'g gun Irom__the._body.,,^. th£..<lUtdiicc lin;l'eige^^he"-damagFgeaused l?y

a amaia-penet^dlminishes.TmtlUat.about-SO-'fwtMt-lsvonly^cSisa.'ble'or ’pene-
trating ,tbe .clothes -and-skin t)f'the*vlcUow
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A.—At fi distance of 6 inches x i.

B.—At » distance ot 12 Inches x J.

Fiff. 107.—Effects of Shot No. 4 on cardboard targets fired from a 12-bore shot-gun

, at versing distances.

In conclusion it must be noted that It is not easy to give a definite
opinion about the distance from which a firearm was discharged. According
^o'rp^lor9 no general rule can be laid down. Experiments must l?e done with
^Jl^^eapon and cartridges (or loading) similar to those which are alleged to
^ave been used.

9. Frinc. and Pract. oi Med. Juris., Ed. I, p. 441.
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The Time when a Weapon was fired.—Sometimes, a medical man is

asked to find out when a particular weapon was fired. If he is not a sports-

man and not conversant with different weapons, he should never hazard

an opinion. But he should remember for the purpose of rough calculation

that after recent discharge a blank deposit of 'potassium sulphide mixed

with '

deposit forms a strong
lution with distilled water and emits an offensive odour of sulphuretted

hydrogen. If the solution is filtered, and the filtrate is treated with a
solution of lead acetate, a black precipitate of lead sulphide Is formed. After
exposure tn _ntr nnd moisture for a few days TX>tas.slum sulphide becomes
converted into thiosulphate, thiocyanate and finally into potassium sulphate,

wnicn forms a—neutral solution with distilled water and gives a white
precipitate with lead acetate. At later periods oxides of iron (Iron rust) with
traces of Iron sulphate are formed in the barrel.

an-

powder Is nsed, the residue ta the barrel Is usually ol a gr^cnUh^lm^'^”™

^ery cnnslderably, » The
dllchargerTnd
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the medical practitioner has no means to know Its condition prior to to-

charge. Again, the deposit would not be found, If the weapon had been

thoroughly cleansed after discharge.

Direction from which the Weapon was hred,—The question regarding the

direction from which the weapon was fired may arise In a case where It Is

alleged that It was fired from a certain point in a quarrel. To ascertain this

It Is necessary to know the position of the victim at the time of the discharge

of the bullet, when a straight line drawn between the 'htrance “"d

wounds and prolonged In front should Indicate the line of d rec on,

cases it is difficult to determine the direction as the bullet Is so often deflected

by the tissues that Its course Is very Irregular.



CUAPTER XI

THE MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS OF WOUNDS

EXAMINATION OF THE INJURED PERSON

The medical officer Is supplied by the Police Superintendent or the

Magistrate -with the following printed form, the columns of which he Is re-

quired to fill In after examining the Injured person:—

1 1
2 i

3 1
4 1 5 1

6 !
1

Nature ot \

injury
whether cut,

wound.
1

bruise, bum,
fracture or
dislocation.

Size of each
\

injury In
indies

1

1 that is

1

length,

jbreadth and
1

depth.

On wiaat

part of the
body

Inflicted. 1

Sunple.
grievous or
dangerous.

|

By what
I weapon

1

Inflicted.

Whether
the weapon

was
dangerous
or not.

Remark?.

The medical officer should be very careful In filling in this form. First

of all he should write at the left-hand top comer of the form the name of

the Injured person and the name and number of the police constable accom-

panying him and should note the mark or marks of Identification to enable

him to recognize the Injured person In court. He should then note the

exact time of the examination, viz., hour, date, month and year, and proceed

with the examination proper as below:—

Nature of Iniury.—While describing the injuries in columns 1, 2 and 3

of the form he should carefully note their nature and number, the character

of their edges, their size as regards length, breadth and depth, the line of

direction and their situation. Presence of any extraneous material In the

wound should be catefbUy noted. If necessary, he should use a magnifying

lens. All the Injuries should be measured with a tape-measure, and the exact

measurements In inches must be given; they should never be guessed. %VhUe

mentioning the exact situations a reference to some bony prominences or ana-
tomical landmarks should be made, as for example, so many inches above
or below the front or back of the^eft or right wrist, elbow, etc. In describing

these point.’; technical terms must be avoided, as far as possible.

Wounds of the chest or abdomen ought not to bejjrobed. lest they be
converted into penetrating wounds; but In doubtful cases, they may be en-

larged under proper precautions to find out the condltlon_x)f the underlying
bone or organ.

Simple, Grievous or Dangerous Injury,—In column No. 4 It must be men-
tioned whether the injury is simple, grievous or dangerous to life.

A simple or slight injury is one which is neither extensive nor serious,

and which heals rapidly without leavifig—any permaSent'-deformity or
disfiguration.

Grievous Injuries as described In section 2sq I.P.C., are as foUov’s:
1. EmasculatlorL 2. Permanent privation of the sight of either eye.

3. Permanent privation of the hearing of either ear. 4- Privation of any
member or joint. 5. Destruction or permanent Impairing of the powers of
any member or joint. 6. Permanent disfiguration of the head or face, 7.

Fracture* or dislocation of a bone or tooth. 8. Any hurt? which endan-
1. It mim be remembered that the cutting of a bone does not necessarily Involve

a fracture of that bone, in a criminal revision at the Patna High Court, In which one
received an incised wound, 3' v 3J' x 1”, on the lower part of the left leg cutting the
bone underneath, it was held that where the evidence was merely that a bone had
been cut and there was nothing whatever to Indicate the extent of the cut whether
deep or a mere scratch upon the surface, it was Impossible to infer from that evidence
alone that grtevoas hurt had been caused within the meaning of the definition of section

320, LPe—K. E. V. ilutufcdliari and others. 43 Cr Law Jour.. 1942 p Sll
2 Hurt ’neans bodily pain, dL«ca.se or Infirmity caused to any person fricfe section

319. IPC. Appendix IV>
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gers life or vhlch causes the sufferer lo be, during the space of twenty days,

in severe bodily pain, or unable to follow his ordinary pursuits.

It must be remembered that a mere stay In .a hospital for twraty days

does not constitute a grevous Injury as some doctors and even

Inclined to believe. It must be proYril-Uiat --y
magwaTTuTHeirWlg Pdlnman was m severe oodlly pain or unaDie_io lunu^v —

* .--..irc lnn n-

injured man may be quite capamc of following his ordinaiy p

before twenty days arc over, and yet may prolong his staj
nermanent

Interfering with the healing of his wound
7ennviles-

recovery or greater case or comfort may be willing to
Modl'had

cent in hospital, especially If he is fed at the pubi c

a case in which a man. who had received some bruits o
v,„spimi mr

bank as a result of lathi blows, stayed in a cottage ward of a hospital for

over a month, and yet It was held that the injuries were simple. _
Danger to life should be Imminent before the

,

“dangerous to life". Such Injuries are ™
structures or organs, so that they may prove fatal n the abs rg^

-

aid. For Instance, a compound fracture of
'

.-nipen should be
^ery. or rupture of some Internal organ, such

f^^^!^otely
considered "dangerous to life”. But the Injuries

j
P

should not be
by intercurrent diseases, such as tetanus, erysipelas,

considered as dangerous. ^ .

If an opinion as regards the nature of a

at the time of the examination, as In the case of a
injury

limb when its fracture cannot bo detected, ^
. under

Where the symptoms are obscure, the Injured person
be

observation until a definite opinion can be formed, and P

notified of the fact.

Kind of tVeapon,-In the fifth eolumn the kind of «

Injury was Inflicted should be mentioned. This
shape In

examining the- injury, for example, the edges.
onimS us m

the case of a wound, but sometimes it is difficult to g
. „ .„.ouna

Whether a particular injury, especlaUy » to give a
was caused by a blunt weapon or a fall. In that

.

guarded opimon, mentioning the possiblUly or probability, as ^
be. While forming an opinion the medical officer should

upon the statement of the injured person, which ‘s

he loun* that the
precautionary measure it is better to mention

injuries were such as could not have been caused in the

by the police or the Iniured person. This is Important to avoid unnecessary

cross-examination at the time of giving evidence in court.

If a weapon alleged to have been used ^ ‘"iff
by the ooUce it should be examined for marks of bloodstains or fragments

Of haL etc kdLrent to it and should be returned to the police after it is

properly labelled and sealed. When any foreign body, such as a piece of

broken glass a suhntered piece of a bamboo staff, a broken point of a cut-

tlug LSument or a pelle?, bullet or wadding of a firearm, is found lodged

'rvioTA lo v^ct-VitrirT jr» tviU dpflnition to suggest that the hurt should be caused by direct

physTJ^rc^ntTc^b^^^^^ assailant ^he Whe^
Snee^rp^rson^S

S=r‘L^Tei"o"urtTJSrSkt tlSSU St- ^eak heart and "succeejim

was likely to cause hurt.—Sind Chief Court Cr. Kev Appeal No. SS of 1343, Jasimiimiu

Jha7natmal v. Emperor, 45 Cr. Law Jour., 1944. p. 247.
rrime*? Ed. XVII,

3. Vasta Chela. (1894) 19 Bom. 247; Batanlal and Thakore, Law of Crimes. Ed. Jivi ,

p. 807.
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in a wound or In its surrounding tissue. It should be carefully preserved,
and sent to the Superintendent of Police or Magistrate In a scaled packet
containing its description with full particulars in the handwriting of the
medical examiner. These articles help one materially In judging as to
whether a particular weapon had caused the alleged Injuries or not. The

clothes should also be examined for the nresencp nr r,.t
coinciding with the wounds on toe undwMn^ n
these might not coincide with toe wounds ir

^

of the assault was very loose and was dlsarraneprt^rt”^®”^
Clothe Should then he property nrarked. sealed and" to toe

Dangerous Weapon.—The sixth column of thn
crlptlon 01 toe weapon as to whether It Is dangerous™r not" ‘it ^eed “noi
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be fllled in. as sections 324 and 326. describe a dangerous weapon as

any instrument for shooting, stabbing or cutting, or any Instrument which,

used as a weapon of offence, Is likely to cause death (vide Appendix IV).

Age of Injury.—In the column of remarks the age of injury should be

noted. It Is frequently found that medical ofllcers do not mention In their

report the time when an Injury was Inflicted, but It is not fair to do so.

inasmuch as the guilt or innocence of a person charged with criminal wound-

ing or with robbery, burglary, or dacolty may be proved from the

found on the body of his victim or on his own body, for Its

or may not correspond to the time when it is alleged to have een n

according to the prosecution theory. Moreover, it Is also possible ^at aU

the injuries found on a person might not have been inflicted on the same day.

On July 9. 1931. Modi examined a Mahomedan woman aUeged to
"JjJ'^ncSd

tain injuries during a quarrel which took Plac®

wound r by i/6- by 1/^. over Uie crown of the head V to the right of ihe middle ime

and 4" abowj the forehead. It was quite fresh and bleeding and

selMnflicted on that yen' day. She had also a bruise r i ^ sSb
of the right middle finger below Its second Joint, and

‘annea^^
4* by I’, over the left .shoulder blade towards p
to be about four days old. It appeared that she recehed

. herself inflicted
during the alleged quarrel, but to make the offence more serious she herself inmetea

the wound on her head on the day of the exammation.

It Is not easy to give the exact time of Infliction of any

approximate time can ho given from the data given below. Hence It Is always

necessary to mention “about" when giving the period of an injury. *

Data to ascertain the Age of Injury:

—

1. The age of a bruise may be ascertained from the colour changes which

its ecchymosls undergoes. These changes commence from ^
twenty-four hours after Its infliction. On histological examination at necropsy

G. M. Hlggin,-* and B. M. Palmer, have observed that the polymorphonuclear

leucocyte In a hagmetoma bpgin to di.sintegcai£-atter a jo. 5_ft,
ours . tjpy^

ior'the most part fragmented within 21 houns and th^t by. 30 ,

,

hoursjhe bi^o-

P^niiic nuclear fragme^ havp either undergone autolysis or have been engulfed

by tnt: pn^ocy tic monocytes,

_

2. The age of a wound^ay be ascertained from observing the following

appearances of its healing process:

—

The divided surfacps of an aseptic Incised wound which are In apposition

are Tovered with lympli_ia_mh-ty-six nSuri: The edg^s logeuier

in Three days, and the wound heals by urst intention by the seventh day,

when a red, tender, linear scar Is visible. Such a wound on a vascular part

like the face heals rapidly in from three to five days.

A wound, which is not thoroughly aseptic and is ^
of tissue, heals by the formation of granulation tissue. Its edges are bound

together by blood and lymph during the first twelve hours. About the same

time the margins are red and slightly swollen with leucocytic infiltration.

The vascular endothelium shows distinct proliferative changes, and vascular

buds are glveii off from the minute vessels at the periphery during twenty-four

hours.

A complete network of new capillary vessels is formed in thirty-six

hours.

Spindle-shaped cells which run at right angles to the vessels In the deeper

Parts of the wound are visible In forty-eight hours.

Definite fibrils are seen running parallel with the long fibroblasts In three

to five days.

p. 1493
Arch Path 1929 7, 63: cited in Brit. Med. Jour., "Any Questions , June 21, 1958,
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The cellular structure and vessels arc obliterated gradually, and are re-

placed by a dense fibrous scar tissue In three to four weeks.

Pus may appear In about thlrty-slx to forty-eight hours in a wound

which has become septic. Such a wound may not heal for days or even weeks,

if sloughing of the surrounding tissues has occurred from suppuration.

3.

In the fracture of a bone the reparative process will enable one to

fix its approximate time. The signs of inflammation and exudation of blood

in the soft parts and round about the fractured ends are noticed from the

first to the third day. Inflammation slowly subsides, and granulation tissue,

known as the soft prflvislonal callus,- k formed from _the third to the four-

teenth day. This callus binds together the fractured ends of the bone. The

lorriiation 6f~the amount of callus depends on the mobility or immobility of

the fractured ends. It is less if the ends are immobile and impacted. It

begins to ossify from the fourteenth day to the fifth week, and six to eight

weeks is the average period taken by the callus to be absorbed completely,

so that the fractured ends may be entirely united with the formation of

bone.

The repair of fractures of the skull Is usually attended with a very slight

amount of callus, probably owing to the absolute rest of the fragments. The

edges of a fissured fracture are usually glued together within a week, or are

gradually smoothed within thre^ to four weeks, and ate united by the forma-

tion of bone within two to three months or more. Bony formation does

not occur in comminuted fractures, the line of fracture remaining permanently
visible. Gaps left in the skull due to much loss of bone from injury, or opera-

tion arc filled in with fibrous tissues. Infection interfers with the process of

repair, and causes necrosis of the bone.

4. In the dislocation of a Joint the time can be Judged from the colour

changes of a bruise which usually accompanies It. when caused by violence. •-

5. When a tooth has been knocked out, bleeding from its socket stops

in about twenty-four hours, but sometimes on probing it the blood may come
out even after two or three days. The cavity of the socket usually fills up
in seven to ten days, and the alveolar process becomes quite smooth after

fourteen days.

CAUSES OF DEATH FROM WOUNDS
Before discussing the causes of death It is necessary to point out that

an assailant Is not responsible for the death of his victim occurring on recelv-
,lng an injury. If It can be proved from post-mortem examination that
,lt was. due to natural causes, such as apoplexy, cerebral or subarachonoid
hamoTihage. heart disease, phthisis or any other pathological condition or
poisoning, and that the infliction of the Injury did not operate In any way.
Immediately or remotely, to cause the death which might have occurred at the
time even if the Injury had not been inflicted. To substantiate a charge of
murder or culpable homicide It Is, therefore, necessary to determine that the
injury inflicted on the deceased was actually the cause of death, and that it

was such as was likely, or sufficient In the ordinary course of nature, to cause
death (vide sections 299 and 300, I.P.C.. Appendix IV). In such a case it is the
duty of a medical officer to hold a thorough post-mortem examination
and to examine the various organs and blood vessels lor the presence of any
morbid condition. It should be noted that a person can be convicted of

culpable homicide, if he causes bodily Injury to another who is labouring
death of that other person (vide explanation 1. section 299, I.P.C., Appen-
dix IV). But the intention or the knowledge with which the act which
caused death uas committed Is a necessary Ingredient to bring about a con-

viction under these ofTences. In such a case even If the medical officer has
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proved from post-mortem examination the existence of the disease which

caused the death and Us relation to the Injury alleged to have accelerated

It, the court will have to be satisfied from the evidence before giving a decision

(1) that the death at the time when it occurred was not btiused

disease, and (2) that It was caused by the bodily Injury to this extent that

It vras accelerated by such injurj*.

1 Tn n criminal anneal in the Allahabad High Court irherc one Sutodeo,

who was assid by Ghurey and Raghunalh wiUi

on various parts of his person but not on
ricemed to have

and hEemorrhase soon afterwards. It was
would be guilty

knowledge that death would be a likely result of JJ-atlnff-Theaccus^ would be gunij

of murder and Uie case fell under clause 2 of section 300, inJmies were

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death or at an> rate such as were

Ukelv to cause death.—ftO Cr. Laic Jour.. 1949. p. 535.
i. ^ Kof fho nccit«:

2. in a cnmlnal appeal in the Nagpur High Cpurt evidence f
ed struck only one blow* on the head of the deceas^ wltli a sti •

. ^ more
2 cubits long! when he fell down prostrate on the

‘^e Sd
blows were civen. The deceased had also received some o J

deceased died
and other parts of the body by the fall on --ouEh sauay g^nnd The

two days aftenvards. No single Injury out of the
. rumulatlve effect of

by a lathi or otherwise, was a fatal one. Death rKult
??iden?e

the Injuries, some of which were not on a \ltal part of ^e
n„H determined

to show that the attack was not an ordinary attack but a "ustotoed and d^e^a
attack. It was held that the accused had no iaJ;enUon f gStlon^
deceased or to cause such boddy injury as was

death was caus-

?d ^3tX“L*o^^-S?d"geTharme ?=fwTK

who caused the injury had knowledge that death nUght be cameo li me uver w^^
tured and the case would clearly fall within me second par^f sectloi^M. lRC, ^ne

fact that the lojUD' appeared superHcial from outside wm lmmatemi.-^upmr v «ea,

AUahabad High Court, Or. Appeal No. 8S2 of 1M7. 50 Crtm. Acte Jour, im p. lai.

4. On the 13th April 1925. Modi was eaUed u^n ^ “o„^
Hussain, aged 45 years, who was alleged to tore

eipoTO and the first knuckle
about seven days ago. Abrasions were found on the kriee

, ^
of the right Index finger. A small lacerated 4^ ab?v^^
incised wound, i" by i", along the back 13 nnni nf blood It was enlarged
loins. IntemaUy the right kidney was found l>dng m a pool of blo^ «
and was about three times the normal size.

Tn the lower segment
found round the kidney between its

Substance of the Sney
a cyst, about the size of a rupee, ww T? hLe Sen DlacTfrom the
and containing clotted blood. The luemorrhage ®PP®^^, j. „ i._ gygt it was held
antenor surfaL of the kidney

to toe Sht? SS toe* aceSed ^
that the hsemorrhage occurred from a falljiue to we aKauit. auu

or
sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for eighteen months, as he naa no ixnowiea^e or

intention to cause deato.
dej.berate attack on one man, and ultimately caused his

death by Yracturing his left ifinth, tenth and eleventh ribs and rupturing his

nn HU hpad which left him unconscious and which might,

oTeJS.g rum iSS

S we™ clSrU- gumy ol the oOerice of culpable homicide pumshable under eection 304

IP.S-OuS Ctorf Crt Cr. Appeal No. 401 of 1934, K. E. V. Sat Karam and others.

“
In a''??ta™M“kppel?to the Oudh Chief Court where a man died of

sho<*

produced by multlple-injunes including two lacerated “jo s^P wim f^
ture of the vertex inflicted with some blunt weapon on tte ‘'OJ'LohJ
ol the body. It was held that the accused had no intent on of m^er^imd were

tenced to seven years’ rigorous imprisonment under section 3-5. IP.C. K. E. .

Lai end others', 46 Cr. Late Jour„ 1943, p. 728.
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The causes of death from wounds are immediate or direct and remote or

indirect.

Immediate or Direct Causes.—These are

—

1. Haemorrhage. 2. Injury of a vital organ. 3. Shock.

1. Ilaimorrhage.—This may be external or Internal. External haemor-
rhage may produce marked fall of blood pressure and consequent shock
causing death either rapidly, If a large blood vessel, such as the carotid or
femoral artery, has been wounded, or slowly. If a number of small vessels

has been Injured. The amount of hjemorrhage required to cause syncope
varies according to circumstances. The sudden loss of blood Is more danger-
ous than the same quantity lost slowly. The loss of one-third of the blood
of the body Is almost enough to cause death, and the total quantity of blood
In the body of an adult Is on an average about five per cent of the body
weight. Children, women and old persons die from the loss of a much smaller
quantity. Persons with hgemorrhaglc diathesis or hemophiliacs may die of
hiemorrhage even from a trifling injury.

A cases Is reported In which the deceased was stabbed with a knife on the ieft
forearm by the accused in the course of an altercation between them. The radial artery
was pierced and the deceased died of hsemorrhage soon after. It was held that the
loream was not a vital part and the offence was not murder. It was not also culpable
homicide not emountlng'to murder, and the accused was only guilty of voluntarily
catling grievous hurt. He could therefore be convicted only under section 326, I.P.C..

section 302, Ip.c, He was sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for

Internal haemorrhage may occur In penetrating and gunshot wounds. It
need not be profuse for a fatal result; for a small quantity of haemorrhage

rapidly fatal by disturbing the func-
ttons of the brain or heart from mechanical pressure on them. Blood flowing

cause death mechanically by asphyxia. Rupture of
’‘‘Oner, lungs ana heart usually causes

tours'"*'
“"'y “t*'® the symptoms are noticed alter a few

Severe Injury of a vital organ, such as
crushing of the brain, heart, lungs, etc,. Is, as a rule, rapidly fatal

oraan ™ Previously diseased

mtesunal ovt;
™ enlarged spleen, perforation of a chronic

an Inmi eannn. T a®
° f"

ancuiysm. etc., the assailant Inflicting such

vwed , T'* homicide, but he Is con-

S Ml ils^lcL •'a intention was not

ttot dtoL 1
‘ini'a mown the existence of

meted on L“ordln,.l 'atal when In-

”o or thm- Jlmnl
In a case where a man received

, anOgagnli alterwirdf^;;;^^t^"!.i°n...*'*°.J"°'‘'
hnocRed_^™
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to the injuries he had received, the man died very soon after. It was held
that as the deceased was sufferinB from a diseased spleen the accused was
guilty of causing grievous hurt.’

3.

Shock.—Death may occur from shock without any visible Injury
from paralysis of the heart by a blow on the cardiac region, or from the in-
hibitory action of the solar plexus caused by a blow on the pit of the
stomach in the upper part of the abdomen.

Shock may be produced from exhaustion resulting from several injuries
combined, though each one of them separately may be very slight. Shock
may also result from fright due to vagus inhibition of the heart, from pain
felt In flogging or from slight Injury to the genital organs. Another Instance
of shock is concussion of the brain resulting from a severe blow on the head.

Shock usually appears immediately after receiving the injuries, but it may
supervene after some time, If the individual at the time of receiving injuries
was in a state of great excitement and mental preoccupation.

Remote or Indirect Causes.—It Is necessary to know the remote causes
of death due to Injury as the assailant, under the law of England, is res-
ponsible for the death of his victim. If It occurs within a year and a day
after the infliction of the Injury. But there is no such statutory limit in the
Indian law.

The remote causes of death operating secondarily from the injury are

—

1. Inflammation in the Internal organs, such as meningitis, cerebrltis,

pleurisy, pneumonia, peritonitis, etc.

2. Septic Infection ol a wound causing septicaemia, pyamla or exhaustion
ftom prolonged suppuration.

3. Gangrene or necrosis resulting from severe crushing of parts and tearing
of the blood vessels or crush syndrome.

4. Thrombosis In veins and embolism due to being confined to bed for a
Jong time. “

5. Infective diseases, such as erysipelas and tetanus, which may develop
through the entrance ol the casual organisms through a wound. Erysipelas
occurs from three to seven days, and Is commonly associated with septic
Wounds of the scalp. It Is more common In cold and temperate climates than
in India and the tropics. In India, tetanus occurs usually from three to ten
days after receipt of a wound or even an abrasion. It may occur within ^
few hours of receipt of the Injury, but in temperate countries it usually
manifests Itself in two to three weeks. Cases are on record, where the dis-
ease developed from the twenty-sixth to the thirtieth day.8

6. Fat embolism.—Clinically suspected, when sometime after injury
dyspnoea, re.stlessness, precordial pain, cerebral disturbances, coma and hyper-
pyrexia develops. Usually seen after fracture of long bones, rarely after injury
to subcutaneous fat.

C. Jacobs reports a case of fatal pulmonaiy fat embolism foUowing injury to sub-
cutaneous fat. On 18-8-53 a 23-year old young man received severe injunes in a raid
conducted by the police in front of his house in Chintadipet at mid-night and an hour
jater was admitted in Government General Hospital and was progressmg well till the
®y®oing of 23rd when he complained ot difficulty in breathing and died at 9 p.m. On
autopsy 51 wounds from head to foot consisting of abrasions, contusions and lacerations
^re noted, many of them were infected. There were several contusions on the back of

arms, buttocks, thighs and scalp. Both chambers of the heart contained clotted
fluid blood. Both lungs were marked by congested and moist, petechial hamorrhages

and on the left base posteriorly there was an area of hamorrhagic consoU-
X l“. Mo Hamorrhage in brain or any other abnormality in any other organ was

_ P. Frozen section of lungs showed a number of fat globules in the alveolar vessels, other

Obrien (1880) 2 All. 766; Ratanlal «id Thakore. Law of Crimes. Ed. XVH. p. 697.
8- The Med. and Sura. History of the War. Part m. Surg., 1883.
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organs showed marked congestion. Alcohol was detected in stomach contents only. He
also reports a case of death due to cerebral fat embolism following fracture of long
bones of right leg by a motor cycle. Where in diaracteristlc punctate hscmorrhages in

the brain were noticed and confirmed In lungs by frozen section.—Indian Joximal of
.Surperv. Vol. XIX, No 2: Anrll 1957.

7. Supervention of a disease from a traumatic lesion. For instance, a
wound of the abdomen may, after healing, be followed by a strangulated hernia
with fatal results. An injury affecting the lower portion of the spinal column
or cord may cause paraplegia which may end fatally from septic cystitis

or bed-sores and general exhaustion after an Interval of some weeks
or months.

8. Neglect of the Injured Person.—Death may occur from complica-
tions arising from a simple Injury owing to the negligence of the Injured
person in its proper care and treatment. In this connection It may be men-
tioned that a person is not bound to submit himself to medical treatment for
injuries received during an assault.

In all these cases an assailant is liable to be indicted for manslaughter*
according to the English law, if the cause of death Is directly and definitely
traceable to the Injury, and the relation between cause and effect Is not
obscured by the action of concurrent causes. In a case where a wound, not
in Itself mortal, caused death from gangrene owing to neglect or want of
proper applications, It was held that the party by whom the wound was
inflicted was guilty of murder. For, though the fever or gangrene, and not
the wound, be the immediate cause of the death, yet the wound being the
cause of gangrene or fever. Is the immediate cause of the death, causa
causatno To justify a conviction of murder against an assailant in India

same time to prove that the act was committed with
the intention of causing such bodily injury as the offender knew that It wasS sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to

sect on 300, I.P.C.. Appendix IV). If these conditions are

SnrnS assailant may be convicted under the offence of culpable
O' srlevous hurt, or even simple hurt

and i.
the circumstances ot the case. The kind ot the weapon used

whether thl consideration for deciding

Pena? Cod^

Sumrt?Tho d"d™;m eaamlnal.cn on the body of one Must,

cut Jlth a sc-X ,
=>"< Pirimionia about 25 days after her throat was

or murder an^L„tcn”ed\^^ S.th T'' t was found guilty

wounded their cousin with ^ hSihit whj^''lafd‘m
aav^ely attacked and

the wounds for about M days and ultoatelrTmJi S if ^ *" conseuuence of

the accused were eulltv of murrt^ ^ poisoning, it was held that

death.u In anXrS: tL Inflicted by them being the cause of

The wound, Sough St severfw^in ^ In the back.

dangerous; but the dagger did not nenp'tMt^
the body that It was- considered

in about seven days at Uie Port of V* length. The wound healed

and the deceased^d’led from that caus?n^hi°?ti of tetanus were observed

11. Nuro, (1913) 7 S.LR 83; 15 Cnm Low Jmir ^t>^A ^ ^ ,

Law of Crimei. Ed. XVII. p 716; K^a, (mS 46 PLR^e?'
^atanlal and Thakore,

12. Nga Dwe, (19Mi 1 Crim Law Jour. p. gog. jbfd.', p 7^7
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to hospital where he developed pneumonia and died after ten days. It was held that
the perpetrators of the attack upon the deceased were guilty of murder.u

An incised wound which by Itself was not grievous or dangerous was inflicted on
the right calf on the 22nd August 1922. Tetanus set in on the 31st August 1922, and this
caused the death of the victim on the 3rd September 1922. Tlie assailant was sentenced
to two years’ rigorous imprisonment under section 324, LP.C.h

7. Result of a Surgical Operation.—If death follows a surgical ope-
ration performed for the treatment of an injury, the assailant Is responsible
for the result. If It Is proved that the death was inevitable even without the
operation, and that the operation was thought necessary and was performed
by a competent surgeon with reasonable care and skill. It should be noted
that the liability of the offender Is. In no way, lessened even though life

might have been preserved by resorting to proper remedies and skilful
treatment (vide explanation 2, section 299, I.P.C.. Appendix IV).

In easels where the deceased was stabbed in the abdomen In the night of August
19. 1939, and died on the morning of August 21. it was lield that the accused was guilty

murder, as the stab which had pepetrated the abdominal cavity and had pierced the
mtestlne was in the ordinary course sufficient to cause death. The mere fact that the
deceased might have been saved If expert medical attendance had been afforded at once
made no difference to the nature of the crime.

It must also be pointed out that where an Injury is inflicted on a person
Ijy a blow, which in the Judgment of competent medical practitioners
renders an operation advisable, and as a preliminary to the operation chloro-
form is administered to the patient, who dies during its administration, and
it is agreed that the patient would not have died but for Its administration,
the person causing the injury is liable to be indicted for manslaughter.t^
On the contrary, If the hurt or wound is not mortal, and if it Is clearly
proved that the death of the victim Js caused by the application of unwhole-
some salves or medicines by himself or those about him. this cannot be
regarded as homicide.

During a ciuarrel over grazing cattle one Sobha struck a blow over the head of
his uncle and caused a wound over the top. The injury was thought to be simple
but death occurred three weeks later frm sepsis consequent to the bad handling of
the woxmd and application of wrong village remedies. Sobha and his associate were
convicted under section 304, LP.C. On an appeal In the Chief Court of Oudh it was

that the accused had no Intention of causing death of such bodily Injury as he
to be bkely to cause death, nor could it be held that the accused must have had

the knowledge that the blow he was dealing was likely to cause death. The conviction
under section 304, I.P.C., was, therefore, set aside and the accused was convicted under
section 325, 1.P,C.17

WHICH OF THE SEVERAL INJURIES CAUSED DEATH ?

In the case of multiple Injuries inflicted on a person by more than one
accused either at the same time or at different times, it Is very essential to
discover the injury which proved fatal, and whether it was the result of
one or more blows; for the defence pleader may admit death, but may
plead that it was not due to the wound attributable to his client. This can
te ascertained by examining the wounds individually and noting which of
them Involved injury to some vital organ or large blood vessel, or led to
secondary results causing death. FOr Instance, there may be several wounds
on the scalp, but only one may cause fracture of the skull ending in death.^ some instances fracture of more than one skull bone may result from
only one blow. It must, however, be noted that, even if he fell dead at

13. 29 Crim. Law Jour., Aug. 1928, p. 678; vide also 45 Crim. Law Jour.. 1944, p. 513
^Madras High Court Cmn. Appeal No. 480 of 1943. Dorasami Servai v. K. E.).

14. 26 Crim. Law Jour., 1925, p. 294.
15. Madras High Court Cr. Appeal No. 124 of 1939, K. E. v. Mahanti Sreeramulu;

41 Cr. Law Jour., 1940, p. -491. See also 49 Criminal Law Jour., Nov. 1948. p. 647.

16. Davis, (1883) 15 Cox 174; RatanlsI and Thakore, Law of Crimes. Ed. XVU. p. 701.
17. Oudh Chief Court, (Drim. Appeal No. 173 of 1935, K. E, v. Sobha and another,
Crim. Law Jour., 1935, p. 1262.

M.J.—16
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the hands of one of them, all the accused are responsible for having caused

the death of their victim. If they started with the common object of Inten-

tionally causing such hurt as would be likely to end fatally.^* For example,

in the case of Emperor v, Chandan and two others,*’ where all the three

accused In furtherance of a common Intention beat one Kallu Jat v/lth lathis

and one of the blows caused fracture of the skull, which resulted in death

on the following day, the accused were found guilty under section 304, I.P.C..

even though It was not ascertained as to who dealt the fatal blow. In the

case of Emperor v. Bukshan and others,^ where a woman was murdered,

it was held that though there was no evidence as to who actually committed
the murder, the four persons having taken the woman out with the know-
ledge and with the purpose that one of them should murder her, the murder
was committed In furtherance of the common Intention of all, and all the

four accused were guilty of murder. On the other hand, four persons

attacked another with lathis with the result that the latter received a single

blow on his head which caused his death due to fracture of the skull. There
was no other grievous hurt on his body, arid there was no evidence as to

which of the assailants had struck the fatal blow. It was held (1) that It

was Impossible to hold that the assailants had any common intention to

cause death, nor could It be said that each one of them knew that death
was likely to be caused; (2) that the common intention of the assailants was
to give the deceased a good thrashing and they must have known that
grievous hurt was likely to be caused: <3) that as It was not known which
of the a.ssallants had struck the fatal blow, they could only be convicted
of causing grievous hurt.** In a case** where a sudden altercation took
place between the complainant and one of the three accused, all the accused
beat the complainant In a fit of anger and without any prearranged plan
with the result that one of them caused grievous hurt to the complainant.
There was no evidence on record as to which of them caused the grievous
hurt. It was therefore held that section 34 of the Indian Penal Code being
inapplicable to the case none of the accused could be convicted under section
325, IP.C., but each one of them could be convicted under section 323, I.P.C.

THE POWER OF VOLITIONAL ACTS IN A VICTIM AFTER
RECEIVING A FATAL INJURY

Sometimes the prosecution sets up a theory that the victim, after receiv-
ing mortal injuries involving a vital organ, such as. the brain, heart or abdo-
minal viscera, was able to speak and mentioned or wrote down the name
or names of his assailant or assailants. Similarly, the defence may try to

accused was seen with the victim a moment before his

nf..?
a particular spot and the victim had afterwards moved to some other

fSS
Ground that he could not have walked alter having received the

whShe?^ a
^ medical witness is required to state

TO^nal aJf h
speaking, walking or performing any other

af STceivfnrr . f .
7?“ ^ for some time

that I ^ Kuarded reply should be given, seeing
that a few cases have been recorded in which the victims were -ble to oer-

requir?nrsom^"exSrion, and

by the violence of the bio-*. He got knocked down
in lx,.., C.m.l.r Read

22. Corey end B/iagiran and three others v^Itex Allah
of 1M7. 50 Cr Law J, 1949. p 259. Crt. Cr. Appeal No. 303
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not, Imown. but wlio was arrested and identincU by some of the eye-uitnesies. From

the police-station he walked to the Medical College Hospital, and was then found to bave

sustained a lacerated wound on the scalp, situated on the left side of the vertex In the

frontal region. The wound was dressed, and the injureti person went to a friends

house, where he spent the night. Next morning he got into a hackney carnage to go

to his uncle: during the drive he began to .'how signs of compres.sion, arm becoming

unconscious, was removed to the Campbell Hospital, where he died. Post-mortem

examination revealed, besides the external wound of the scalp, a fracture v.hicn cMena-

ing vertically through tlic temporal region and through the middle fossa of the base

terminated at the posterior part of the sphenoid.—/«d. Med. Gaz., Jan. 1P34. p. J-.

2 A man received several extensive fractures of the skull with abundant subdural

hfcmorrhage and rupture of the diaphragm with liemla of the .stomacli. The stomawi

was ruptured and nearly a litre of its contents was contained in the left pleural cavitv.

Notwitlistandlng all tlus, he was able to walk about for an hour or so

several questions. He died only after several hours. Another man. clashed bj a cai-

riage. received a large rupture of the diaphragm, complete rupture of

rupture and crushing of the kidney. Yet he walked nearly 5 miles, and not die

until the next day.—Vlbert quoted by Wltthaus and Becker. Med. Juris, and Toxte.,

Vol. IL p. 40.

3. At noon on the 23rd May 1923. a Mahomedan male, aged 40 years, w^ st^bed

in the stomach with a knife, and was able to walk about two furlongs and
^ ^“^51

his strength gave out and ho lay down. He was then token on a bed '> «’= I™
When he was in his right senses and made a report. He sent to

medical examination, where his dying declaralioa w« rMorded as he prmed to be in

a dangerous condition. He died at 10 pm. on the fohowlng da>.— E. KallanKh^n,

of District Bljnor. All. High Court Criminal Appeal No. 7a7 of

4. Gurdeen of Police-Station Mohanlalganj. aged 30 years, who was

laUm and a sharp cutting instrument on the Olh August 192G. walked
f.

® ortem
to 80 paces and gave the names of his

examination on tlie next day Modi found the nostrils cut off with a poiUonoi the septum

removed, two lacerated wounds on the head and eleven bruL*« on various parts of

body. There was also a fracture of the nght parietal bone
tfmnornt

of the frontal bone. The coronal and sagittal sutures were separated, and the temporal

bones were fractured.

5. At about 8 Djn. on the 24lh March 1928, All Baklish. GO years old, received an

IncisrtwmSS 1' the middle »< »e lclt e.de ol the neck Ihfjhf
bis vessels of the neck, and tried to run otter his ^tailant but Icl^fter o few yar^.

He was removed to the police-station where he was “ble «> "rake a report ol his assault

Rrom there he was token to the hospital, and ‘hs cohbd.on was M gra^e th^
took dowm his dymg declaration at 10-30 p.m. He died at midnight. Kvig Emperor v.

C7i/iofe, All, High Court Crim. Appeal No. 636 of 19b8.

6. At about 9 or 10 p.nv on the 21st August 1928. Sheo

Cawnpore, was assaulted by Ins brother with a r^e V
^

6- long, along the left side ol the chest, severing comp etely he left 8th, S.lj W
11th nbs, penetrating into the lelt pleural cavity and cutting the diaptoagm to an almt
ol about 4- in length. The stomach, spleen and a part ot ^
outside the chest wall through the wound. The spleen had also a supertcial^
2’ lone Af 4-^n am on the next day he i,vas taken to the pouce-station. wiiere ne

lodged a complaint.' From the police-statwn he was
was afterwards removed to the District Hospital at

Denutv Macistrate
serious. At about midnight he made a d^ng de^arat on before a Deputy M
in the hospital, and died in the morning m the ^d August.—ffrap-Emperor i. Manna.

Allahabad High Court Grim. Appeal No. 239 of 193U.

7 nn thp. vnominff of December 14. 1931. Mr. Stevens, Collector of Comilla, was

l^”d‘o5\Se!ii^s1u«SnS"r"e?, Te

:.u-;nrjursUThffoCgTooW^^
examination showed that the bullet had gone through the heart and out into the right

lung—Leader. Dec. 25, 1931.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WOUNDS INFLICTED DURING LIFE

and after death

In India, the practice of inflicting wounds on a dead body >8 ‘o

a false charge against an enemy is so common that every medical officer

who has done medico-legal work must have come across such cases during

bis professional career.
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The lollowing are the principal points by which a wound inflicted during

life can be recognized :

—

1. Haemorrhage. 2. Retraction of the edges of the wound, 3. Signs
of inflammation and reparative inocesses.

1. JlacmorThage.—There Is more or less copious haemorrhage In all

wounds, except in lacerated wounds, when It may be very little, sometimes
when the victim dies immediately from a severe fatal injury and shock. The
effused blood is forced Into the tissue interspaces In the vicinity of the
wounds, and is found Infiltrated In the cellular and muscular tissues. There
is consequent staining of the edges of the wounds and the neighbouring tissues,
which cannot be removed by washing, but the staining caused by the blood
effused from post-mortem wounds Is easily removed by washing.

There will be clots of the effused blood In the wounds and tissues, and
in the neighbourhood of the body. Clotting of the blood occurs normally
In about five to ten minutes.

There will also be signs of spouting of arterial blood on the body, cloth-
ing, or in its vicinity.

In a contusion there will be the presence of ecchymosis, absorption
changes of its colour and a swelling of the neighbouring tissue. On dissec-
tion coagulated blood will be found In the subcutaneous tissues.

2. Retraction of the Edges of the Wound.—Owing to the vital re-
action of the skin and muscular fibres the edges of a wound inflicted during
liie retract and cause the wound to gape. On the other hand, In the case of a
wound inflicted long after death when the body heat has passed off the

closely approximately to each other, as the skin
and other tissues have lost their contractility.

neparatlve PTOceases—Theae arc' the

taraumrif “PO" ‘ha Pertoh ‘hat an IndMilualhas survived the Infliction of a w'ound. For Instance tumefaction of the

a fw homi°bem?o d inflicted within

turdcflnlSl^
‘he presence ol pus, eranulatlen tlaaue or scab

L ,
ePh>e daya before death.

atte7deaS^w,vL
“hove ‘lens will chow that the wound was Inflicted

tim
he bome In mind that hjcmorrhage and retrac-

rtbVSSS^a'irn Te ^dTratm

tlon of the wound for microscopic examSlra.*^
desirable to preserve a por-

rublc the Dlftlnctlon between Ante-mortem and
rost-morlem Wounds.

Ante-mortem Wounds. > TTru.i

^ copious
Iand generally arterial.

^
arteries

of blood from

3 Clotted blood.

1 . Deep atalnlna M the edges ana cel- I

lular tlOTca, which la not remoFed
by washing. i

owing to the normal I

stretched condition of the akin and
muscle flbrea.

6 Inflammation and reparaUve pro-
cesses.

Post-mortem Wounds.
1. Hemorrhage, alight or none at aU

and always venoas.
2- No spouting of blood,

3. U not clotted: If at all ifis a
soft clot.

^ edges and cellular tissues are not
oeeply stained. The staining ran be
r«noved by wa.shlng

® The edges do not gape, but are closely
approximated to each other, unless
the wound is caused within one or

fl ^o^^flammation or reparative pn>-
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difference between suicidal, homicidal and
ACCIDENTAL WOUNDS,

In the case of death occurring from wounds the question is often raised
as to whether they were the result of suicide, homicide or accident. The
answer is not always easy, but it can be given to some extent by a medical
practitioner by noting the following points

—

1. The situation and character of the wounds.

2. "Hie number, direction and extent of the w'ounds.

3. The condition of the locality, and the surroundings of the wounded
person.

1. Tile Situation and Character of the Wounds.—Suicidal wounds
are usually on the front or on the sides of the body, and affect the vital organs.
They are usually Incised, punctured or gunshot wrounds. Suicidal incised
wounds are generally situated on the front of the body in easily accessible
positions, especially, on the throat or chest. These may be found in unusual
regions. For Instance, a womans cut the walls of her vagina, and when
the Intestines protruded she pulled down several feet, and cut them off.

Incised and punctured
wounds situated on the
back, or in such a position as

cannot be ea.sny reached by
a .suicide, are homicidal,

though a suicide may rarely

produce wounds on himself
which may have the ap-
pearance of being homicidal.

A carpenter's assistant, 6U
ye.'irs old. committed suicide

by cutting the back of his

neck in the middle with a
sharp razor blade.2<

Incised or pimcturea
wounds may be caused
accidentally by falling upon
a .sharp cutting weapon held
in the hand or upon a sharp
DOlnted object, or by sharp
pieces of broken glass. Such
wounds may be situated at
such places as may give rise

to a suspicion of homicide if

there was no eye-witness at
the time of the accident.

A S. Dawson^ reports the
case of a Burmese male.

Fia 11 ^ ^ j who was descending a bam-
on the fingers and palm caused by . lartripr in hi<ienxsping the blade o£ a knife and indicating homicide. °°° ladder in his house

when he suddenly slipped
and fell a distance of 12 or 13 feet. At the lime when he was descending
the ladder he had in his hand a long sharp knife or dao, his hand resting
on his left shoulder; as he fell this shpped off and struck him on the back
over the apical region of the left lung causing a gaping incised wound. 3" long,

94
' ftobertson, Med. Juris, and Toxic., Ed. IV, p. 138.

nn7r.l\ V Klein, Schweiz. Med. Wschr., Sep. 19, 1942. 72, p. 1044; Med.-Leff. and Crimi-
‘Oioffi,, Jtev.. 1943. Vol. XI. Part X. p 47. 25. Ind. Med. Gaz.. April 1928, p 201.
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and penetrating the pleura and lung. The knife was extracted by his rela-

tives. The patient ultimately recovered. If death had taken place, the

question as to possible homicide might have been raised, since It would be

difficult for a person to stab himself In that position.

Fig Homicidal stab wound of neck,
kind couTtisv Qi Dr. It. S Afeftta.)

Fig. 115.—

h

case of multiple homi-
cidal stab wounds. Note multiple

superficial wounds on abdomen.
(By kind courtesy 0/ Dr. H. S.

Mehta.)

r.g. nc-Homlrtdal suib wound of n-ck. with bruises onouter aspect of nght shoulder
iliy kind courtesy of Dr It s Mehta.)

CiUs on thf^ finder.-; and palms are produced durln'' attemnts by the
injured Person to seire the weapon, and arc. therefore. rndlcaTve of homi-
cide Incised or lacerated wounds iimicted on the backs of the hands wrists
and forearms during an endeavour to ward oil blows on the head o^ other
parts of the body, are strongly suggestive of murder
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Incised wounds on the nose, oars and genitals* arc usually homicidal,

and are Inflicted on account of Jealousy or revenge in cases of adultery.

Ftg. Jl7.~Homicide: Incised wounds on of hand fin^rs

caused by a heavy cutting weapon dunng attempts to ward oti

the blows over the head

A case is recorded where a man had been carrying on

a widow. The cousin o£ her deceased husband was much “Sgrie .

Hence he waylaid the lover of the woman, tied him
jt

a hlg rope, and cut off his genital organ Pi^act caUy at the root sevenn it

completely from the body. Not being content with this a w d

8" by 1", right round the scrotum, his obvious Intention being to remove It

altogether.M In another casen a Brahman, aged ®
Slclde ihansia) cut off the vagina and uterus of his wife, aged IS jear^ and

disembowelled her by woupds extending from the level of the br^st to the

anus, cutting the heart, liver, lungs, stomacn and Intostlnes.

for the crime was jealousy as he saw her lying with another man at midnight.

It should be noted that Incised wounds on the genital organs are some-

times produced after death. Modi saw a case In which the penis ^as cut off

after the deceased was done to death by a stab In the heart In another

case the penis was almost severed after the neck was cut off with a ganaasa.

26. Leader, Dec. 7, 1930. __ , q-- _f 1029
^7. K. E. V. Baldeo Prasad. All. High Court. Cnm. Appeal No. 377 ol ly-a-
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In a third case a kulchal was thurst Into the vagina of a Hindu woman after
she was killed by inflicting several wounds on the head and neck with a
heavy cutting weapon. -

Incised wounds of a
trifling nature on the genitals

may be self-inflicted. I came
acro.ss a case when an adult

male Inflicted a superficial cut

across the root of the penis

over Its dorsum and directed

from left to right and brought
a charge against his enemy who
had assaulted him with a latht

(club).

Gunshot wounds Inflicted

in the mouth, or on the fore-

head. temple or heart, are, as
a rule, suicidal when the skin

in the neighbourhood Is

Ffff. US.—Homicidal spear wound over the waist. blackened, scorched and tatoo-
(fly kind courtesy of Dr. H. s. Mehta > ed. In such cases the hand used

V VI , .
steady the weapon at the

hp
<rom the discharge of the same and

worn?. ‘“'.a'’
‘nJdred arteries. Gunshot

Thote silnZa p «81on are usually homicidal.Those situated on the sides and front may be accidental or homicidal.

are
Of homicidal. Accidental wound!

same swf
'

“ed"wo:nS'’T
the vertex arc homicidal unless R? i |i

|

u
there Is a history of some weight f-

falling from a height on the top of - rTr ''
*

'hothead or of tht victim haying fW ' n
height. In which latter case there .....m./
will be abrasions and lacerations on

'
' I '

other parts of the body. Lacerated &wounds on the torehead may be .'1 t'^v - rKjBk.'. 1 JT-
homlctdal or accidental. Lacerated
wounds on the occiput are more

'

oltcn homicidal than accidental. It Ej
they are homicidal wounds may be -r/l

the"'*aMaulted'’'*'*^
“P®"® o® ^

blow and conscouenlTy'' the '"tlngwl
are likely to be Inlured. ®V-, • X ' .ilf

2 The .Number Direction and
Extent of the Woundse—Several '' iw X ^Ol^B
Injuries on the body, if they are Wff l '-'Jf ' ^^9deep and extensive, are. as a nilc, Hr<

'

homicidal If we except accidents
from falls, motor cars and other B-M ^ ''x
vehicles. In India, murderers select
a heavy cutting instrument such wounds on fingers and
as a candoso - fchopper). honita

***”** ^ attempts to ward oil
assailant’s knife.
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khurpi, kiiViari (axe), sword, etc. and inflict several deadly wounds
on the head cutting the skull bones and exposing the brain tissue, or on the
neck cutting the larynx, cesophagus, large blood vessels, vertebrre and even
the spinal cord. They arc not generally satlsflcd by inflicting only one
wound, but inflict several mortal wounds, and somcllmes hack the body so
much that the head Is either severed altogether from the trunk, or remains
connected to it by a mere tag of skin. In addition to these, several wounds
are usually inflicted on the trunk and limbs. In one case twenty-six wounds
on the body of a boy. three years old, were inflicted with a gandasa by a
girl of twelve years of age. In another case of murder one hundred and flve

wounds were Inflicted on the body of a Hindu -woman. Of these, forty-flve

were on the head, face and neck and the remaining on the forearms, wrists,

fingers and shins.

Fig. 120.—Homicidal cut-throat with multiple injuries.
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It must be borne in mind that In some cases a murderer kills his victim

by inflicting one or more fatal wounds and then, In order to divert the atten-

tion of the police to possible suicide, he inflicts on the dead body other wounds
which In themselves would have caused the death had they been produced
during life.

A easel* occurred at Agra, where a Lumbadar killed a boj', aged 17, by inflicting
wounds on the face and neck with a sword, and then fired a rifle from a distance of
a few feet, causing further wounds on the face and head which resulted in the splinter-
ing of tlie face and skull bones and laceration of the brain substance. Afterwards lie

placed the nfle over the corpse to make it look as if it were a case of suicide. During
the trial the defence suggested that the boy committed suicide by firing the rifle with
the muzzle in the mouth. But the medico-legal officer who held the post-mortem
examination proved to the satisfaction of the court that the nfle was not fired within the
mouth and that some of the injuries on the neck and face were such as could not have
been caused by the firing of a nfle. but were caused by a cutting weapon and might have
been caused by a sword. The Lumbadar was convicted of the murder of the boy under
section 302. IP.c, and was sentenced to death.

On the other hand, several severe injuries on the body may sometimes
be suicidal.

Wm. Al^anderJS reports a case where an officer was found lying on a couch with
two deep In^ed wounds on the front of the abdomen and one similar wound on the
back near the spine. Twenty-six Incised wounds were found about the left breast.

»
penetrating the thorax and others leading along the nbs: both hands
niutilated. Lying close by the officer was a sword covered with blood

degrees. He lived for several hours* and mentioned

*iir
hlrmeU by placing the hilt of the sword against the wall and

TiS Sfn V ^ object he made a second attempt
so that he had great difficulty m

thin trS As death did not ensue, he
then tried .o perforate the heart, but without success.

OeoSe’a^Hf^ftif’T^t^^^*^
Mohamedan male. CO years old. was admitted to the Zmt

lh= r,g“a^fdlreSd"from\C,™*'do5^^^^^^ “““““

’rJi';
“Momcn at tha level ot the navel. A

the iSeatlre™ 1'.?® protrodlng out ol the vround. One loot ot

S ? ,

lon8ltudin;dly and then divided transversely Into two,

vertS;iiy“Srt‘«"S'p'aSVS Sddfe'

the »“<> “"i therefore, Iniheted

ev,d™cVorseU-lnmct?an.""'
number of superUclat wounds la presumptive

InHucnce ot a driven that^ht^iia^kin^i
^t^thy young man nho. under the

pans ot his bodyl^rcntL loJSfead Sl!,",™.^"- .*'.?* t”^' “t* ™ “t*"”
and the dorsal and palmar surf nV

of the neck, chest, abdomea scrotum
Inflicted with a blunt nen-tai/p These had been
cases underlying musclra ww diSed

chiefly superficial though in a number of

neck above the hyoid bone cutUng^S^ »tnSur«

28. AIL High Court Crtm App<^J No 1202 of 1929» Leer.! Jan Vt. ISta. p I7a m BrilW j„„

.

F.b jy, jay,, p, yy!.
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in n criminal case ot rclercncc bclore the Patna Hi|h Court where one Sheo^aran

Cash was accused ot murdcrlnc two young boys by Innictlng

and then having attempted suicide by cutting his own throat the Honoumblo Judges held

that all the three boys had attempted suicide, two succcsslully nud dbe umucccMtuIly

and acquitted the accused ol the charge of murder but convicted him of the offence

under section 309.-I.P.C. The Injuries on these three boys were as Mows.—
First boy: Two Incised wounds, S'xJ". on the right side ot the neck cutting the
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trachea, larynx, cesophagus and the nght cornu of the hyoid bone, grazing upto the
vertebrre and cutting the intervening muscles and the external carotid artery.

Second boy: Two incised wounds on the neck, one of these, 1" x i", skin deep,
and the other, 5" x li", muscle deep, on the right side of the neck cutting the larynx
and trachea laterally, and the platysma and the muscles of the right side of the'necK
The external carotid artery was also divided and the vertebra was grazed.

incised wounds on the neck: of these two w’ere superficial and
the third was 5" x IJ", on the front of the neck, cutting the larynx and cesophagus and
fracturmg the right cornu of the hyoid bone.

Sometimes there are two or more superficial and parallel cuts at the
commencement of the wound, when the suicide is still hesitating or nervous,
and then makes a deep cut, after plucking un courage to destroy himself.
In India, suicidal wounds of the throat are rare. During a period of sixteen
years from 1907 to 1923 Modi saw only nine cases of suicidal cut-throats with
four deaths. Of these nine cases two were among females and seven among
males. In one of the cases the wound was inflicted by a Kulchal across the
fight side of the neck cutting the thyroid and cricoid cartilages.

Suicidal wounds of the throat Inflicted by a right-handed person are
usually high up in the neck and are directed obliquely from a higher to a
lower level and from left to right, while homicidal wounds of the throat,

from the front by a right-handed per.son, are, as a rule, hori-
zontal and directed from right to left; but the reverse Is the case If the

^ happens to be left-handed. Again, a homicidal wound on the

behind ® t ** ^he assailant has inflicted It from

u dVmrnu d 'Victim Is lying. It

hands
ambidextrous persons, who can use both

° side, and directed
ihwar.dSt_uniess the person happens to be left-handed.^ 0

^'^rttuted over a wider areaend ere more horlrontal, and most ol them may be deadly owing to the vital
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organs being Injured. They may be directed from below upwards which Is

rarely seen ir\ suicidal wounds.

Suicidal wounds ,on.the .arms arc usually directed from above downw^ds.

and thosp nnTheJnwpr 1 imhs-ftoirv-bolowH;ipwards.

Wounds found on a part of_JhOody,prdinarily.coverccl,te,clqmes without

correspond cuts or rents on them arc always suicidal, as a

commits1u-Iciae_cxp6s
-
ei-TWC‘Mr~ by -bpeaihg.„hlsl,clothes ._ana .“then-

infllctsjyounds.

Self-inie.ti'd •'vnunds- slmulatlnK homicidal wounds are usually produced

to support a false charge of assault against an opponents, to augment tne

seriousness of the Injuries which one has already received during a quarrel,

to prove self-defence In an accusation of assault or murder, or to su s it

a charge of violence and robbery In a case where one has f-p^op

money or valuables placed In one's charge. Such wounds are co y

the front ot the body, but may be on those parts of the back which can be

easily reached by the hand. They_aiai_scvcrol--cu^rflclal-H!Uts-^<m^^^^

made with n trnifp__razQr.^E-snmc-nolntcd Instilment. Tl^ ar&-OU<L

Modi had seen several cases of fabricated

wounds, but the following are characteristic:

—

1. In the year 1916, a student of the Agra he had
abdomen, twenty-eight on the right thigh and tliirty

Ther were very charac-
Inflicted some hasty wounds with a razor on his ° ^ abdomen were mostly •

teristlc and suggestive of selMnflictloa gone deeper than the
transversely oblique, and directed from left ^ JSjh and directed^from below upwards,
muscles. Those on the right thigh were all superficial and directed irom

and from within outwards, while t^o caused by the right hand,
wards, and from without inwards. Thus, all the wounds were caused oy uie li^i

They varied in length from three to eight Inches.
T.i/.>«nw

2. In May 1919, a ^fahomc<^an
received three simple bruises on the right forearm, right

lodged a
luring a quarrel. He went home. Inflicted ^me^

nd the tol-

melr being -If-mmcd^d:-^
,, .mcb by q^^er of - ?ofS

tail, three Inches long, obUqv;ely along the middle oi t

directed from below upwards and from witbout inwarfc
^eis to two Inches

lb) Thiee superficial Incised "ounds. vwmc
^^hiTnueiy ^ong the right side of

long, and from one-eighth to one-fourth inch brood, obliquely along uie

the chest directed from above downwards and ontwaros.

(o) Two vertical linear cats, each half-an-inch long, on- the left side of the chest

above the left nipple.

^
“^d ‘'^S-horlaontal superficial cuts T^ing^rorc^bait-an-m^^^^^^^^^^ mches

^ one-eighth to one-fourth inch, and paraUel to
rtiiprtpd from left to right.

They aU ended in linear tails of varying
inch by one-

They aU ended in linear tails of varying lengths and were mreeveu

(e) Two vertical superficial l^^sed woun^. ea<* m
qjjp q£ these

fourth inch, along the upper part of the _nd the other from abovewas directed from below upwards and from within outwards and tne otner, irom auov

downwards and from without inwards.

3. One Ramavtar ot Police-Station

the Sessions Judge.
, . .

4. On the 15th November 1928, he
^e was struck with a, gandasa. She had a superficial cut wito a d^ scab. 3 ny

across the back of the right foreann 3i' ^ T^prp^ were Sree more
superficial cut. 1" long, and directed from within outwards. J^ere .]^f®^/®f®rSrm
hnear superficial cuts, varrymg from V to 1' long, across the back of the same lore

helow the first cut.
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5. On or about the 26th January 1929, one Swami Dm killed a Mahomedan male
by inflicting several Injuries on his body with a heavy cutting weapon, and then
caused cuts on some parts of his own body to bring forward a plea that in self-defence
he killed the Mahomedan as the latter wanted to take his life. On examination he
found several linear cuts and scratches on his forehead, right temple, sides of the front
of the neck a,nd back of the left hand. Most of these were almost parallel, and some
were crossing cne another.

C. On the 28th December 1930, he examined a sweeper who complained that lie
struck with a razor by his opponent. He had several superficial cuts, varying from

1' to 4" by 1/8* to 1/6*, obliquely across the back of his right forearm in its upper
half and duected from within outwards He gave his opinion that the cuts appeared to
be self-inflicted.

3, The Condition of the Locality and Surroundings of the wounded
Person.-^IIherfinding of a body in a room^^^th the dooi^and jvindows locked
o^he_inside_!pQmts.-tQ_sulclde. If only the'TjdQQrr J.s

,
locked, the "windows

should^ Jie_j;arefuHy_examlne(^ f^or the—presence—of~bloody__finger-marks or
other_e.vidence_that-someone-has-cscaped-through. them. TbP findinrr nf a
f^igeH.4etter-oc..j»vldencfi_oI-a^egign Is strongly presumptive of suicide. A
diSMdered—fitatfr-^f—the—clothes wltli rremt—tear^-anH incc hnttons
aa^.dtearrairgea-TTjndltion'of •fumiture-in-a-roomJndicate..a .struggle having
taken place, and., are_.therefore .great!y__ln favour of homicide. It should,
however, be remembered that cases are' on* record where lunatics upset and
damaged the furniture owing to the maniacal frenzy before they committed
suicide.

of the room in

carefully -cxamlned-aSd^p3?ed with
those of the.victim or those-of the suspected person In order to determine

homicide. Blood-stained finger-marks on the

L"” Indicate homicide. If they do not correspond

shouid^hp
victim. These foot-prints and finger-prints

Msaaln m fh.“S “ '

™ “ railway line points to

oT hoinicUe”i^ Ih.,*’!!*
^ *“ roi'ceol the act

o ma?^ M L'*,
'>' Jor the presence

the ^ ^
the body on the ground, marks ot blood stains, and foot-prints on the ground and in the vicinity.

Xr3nflH .jlrf8|^^gTaspc(l. iln ..the*hand*T>f-tH«t -riproacafi n^reen Is

generluyTouJJrTiTtl^iSfde

patmar asnect „t n
’ "“t ”h the palm and the

tionsol hair trolmee,"' “h ‘h" "'r*"!'-

in the hand^!^^Cco“rp°so1r;!;S;^f't^^^^^^^

foundTn'lhc wcu„°d''a"d\we fn “imwrlam c!ue.

11 ls-ln,ind-lylne-neer-the-todr.

dctcrm}nciL.u;liathPtv-« b— be

it Is ouUe oovsibif thPf
^ cau&cg-briliu weapon; for

injuries were inflicted, it J which the

if it was wiD^d u-tfh n Mine »
P^tol. that the weapon may be quite clean

Lr.dTytnrm tlK vfcinlty.
very? llbely be

homkHe.~^bur'T°t~'!?CTOM"f'"l^*'-^^^^ ,body_ls_suEeesllvc of

thrnw"i~avrTv"artpr ine«r.»t« * » . ^
sulcldt may conceal the weapon or

«S-ls the S i Me T. H. G. ”borct=
rcpo.ts the case of a suicid e, where a sergeant Inflicted two cuts on the

33 Lancfi July 24. IKO. o Id
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Fig. J24.—Self-inflicted wounds on foreann.

(.vide case 6 mentioned above).

left Side of the neek. which Joined Into one Inrge
“nd

extended to the right side. He hrf evSeS muSi and

th
'

•a„rflfth c^al’ vSri^ were all Injured.

Mter"Sk'’S"^l tesrClene^'^iltU. M=J-or in. its^ca., and

"™‘^Ttl“mto\"'we™ cutting his throat, and then Jumped

Into it.
•

AH the articles found on or near the body
'y“th'’en°senrto”Jhc

In detecting the crime should be carefnil?

Superintendent of Police or Magistrate In sealed packets.



CTIAPTER XII

REGIONAL INJURIES

HEAD

The Incidence of head Injuries is going up with the speeding mechanisa-
tion of modem life, they may be caused by direct violence or Indirectly,

such as a fall on the feet or buttocks. There Ms—hcPdlrecf rdatl6h~ta“ine
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In the case of a contusion effusion of blood Is sometimes so great that

it forms a .hpemajpma- (cephal-hmma^ma). which may readily “bo mistaken,

for a _dcp^ssed fracture owing to the sensation of crepitus which it imparts

to the fing^4>n“palpating~ltr Tir6“dIaBiiosls*is~not- casy-ln such cases. In

a hrematoma there Is pitting on pressure and there may be a pulsation jf

any large artery Is Involved! Its edge Is raised above the surface of_thj_gkull.

and, If subcutane^s. Is moveable on Its surface, while In a depressed frac-

ture the edge is at or about the level of the rest of the skull and is sharper,

more Irregular, and less evenly circular than in a hajmatoma.

Wounds of the^ scalp usually heal rapidly, though In rare cases fatal

results may follow from the supervention of infection, or suppuration may
set in, and spread Into the -brain through the blood vessels or through necrosis

of bond" resulting from Infection, or through an unnoticed fissured fracture.

Thus, cases have occurred In which scalp wounds have apparently healed,

and yet death has occurred from septic meningitis or brain abscess after a few

days or weeks.

The following are a few of the cases brought to Modl's notice:

—

1. In 1912. a Hindu male, aged 45 years, went walking to the Thomason Hospital
at Agra, three or four davs after receiving a lacerated wound on the head. He was
admitted to the surgical ward, where he died after four days. At the necropsy the

cause of death was found to be septic meningitis due to a fissure In the right temporal
bone.

2. A Hindu male. 22 years old, received seven lacerated wounds on the head on
the 24th May 1919. Four days afterwards he ti-as admitted to the Police Hospital at

Lucknow, from where he was discharged at his owm request as the wounds had almost

healed v,-ith the exception of two which were infected with pus. On the Ifth June,

he got an attack of paralvsls and was. therefore, removed to a dispensary at Maimabad,
where he died on the 28th June. On examination of the body necrosis of the left

parietal bone In an area of one Inch by three-quarters of an inch and a fissure In the

right parietal and temporal bones were found. There was a collection of between
the dura mater and the skull under the fissured fracture. Tliat portion of the dura

mater was almost blackened and pus was seen on the supper surface of the brain, espe-

cially on the right side.
, , ,, .

3. A woman, 70 years old. was injured on the head by dacoits on the 12th March
'’'^21. and on the 22nd March, she succumbed to the injuries. On post-mortem examina-
tion on the following day a lacerated wound, two inches by three-quarters of an inch,

covered with pus, was found along the left side of the crov-ii of the head, one »nch a^
a half above the forehead, exposing the bone which was denuded of its periosteum.

The skull bones were intact. The membranes of the brain were congested, and covered

with a deposit of lymph. Pus had collected m an area of one inch square on the left

wpper surface of the brain under the wound.

^
4. On the 22nd June 1924. a Hindu male of Pol>c®-S^tion Mahhabai District

Lucknow. 45 years old. was admitted into the King Georges Hospital. Lucknow,

Iniuries inflicted on his head with a blunt weapon and died on ^be 14th Jifly
^

fi*35 p.m. Post-mortem examination on the next day revealed »
of the left frontal bone and a fracture of the right anterior and middle fosss of the base

Of the skull. The brain substance had sloughed away m an
imdersurface of the frontal lobe on the left side. There was pus underneath the slough

in an area of 2”’x 2''xi''. ^ t,

5. On August 20, 1932, a Hindu male, aged 38. was struck on be^ ^th a hea^
cuttmg weapon, while he was asleep, and he sustained a linear fracture of .he right

temporal bone with an incised wound on the right side of the head. He
conscious and able to answer questions rationally till August 31. when be developed

the signs of cerebral Irritation which deepened mu) coma, and ‘tied on September .

Postmortem examination revealed an abscess of the middle and poste^ portions

of the right hemisphere of the brain In addition to fracture of the skull bone.

^
G. A Hmdu male. 50 years old. sustained a lacerated wouni 4 by J .

the

crown of the heart tn the neht of the middle line and 2 above the forehead as a result

ot a blow from fb£nfwe"Sn on SeTsth NoTember 1932 He was almost unconsemm,

and was suSering Irom cerebral irritation and partial paralisls
^On the 22nd November, he regained consciousness, and was “I SuInot rationally. He died from pneumonia on the 28th November. At the

found a fissured fracture of the right parietal and right temp^l bo^
con£sIon.« Clotted blood over the membranes which were aongestei TTiere was a eon.

> by r, vdth softening over the right temporlKiphenoidol lobe. The left lung w
pneumonic.
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Skull.—Fractures of the skull are sometimes caused v-ithout any contu-

sion or wound on the scalp, though there may be extravasation of blood on

its undersurface. The type of skull fracture that may result from violence

depends on the amount of force, the type of appliance used, the area large

or small to which applied and the varying thickness of the bone, on which

depends its strength.
*

Daring free lathi fights the skull Is sometimes smashed Into several pieces, as If It

seas a coconut shell. Thus, in a case where a man, 35 years old, was struck with lathi

blows, there was a comminuted fracture of the frontal, left parietal and*temporal bones
and of the occipital bone. The base of the skull was fractured In the left anterior,

middle and posterior fosra. In another case where a woman. 40 years old, was murdered
with lathi blows, there were comminuted fractures of toe left temporal, parietal and
frontal bones, and a simple fracture of the right temporal bone. There was also sepa-

ration of the right parietal and temporal sutures, with comminuted fractures of the
middle and posterior fossas of ttie base of the skull.

The varieties of

the fractures of the

skull that are usually

met with are fissured

partial (outer or Inner

table, though the_Inner_

table Is more common-
ly~ffac£ured), steUate

or radiating, depress^,

e 1 e V a't e d, punctur-

ed, and comminuted.

These varieties are

combined in many
cases. Sometimes the

sutures —separated

or w^ouCIfrac*
turer' ' rae ” temporal

bone and the orbital

plate of the frontal

_ bone are easily frac-
ff. f?/,—Figured fracture, This skull bone was removed tured. In old age the

with other bones from a Wind welL bones become thin.

fraeiio
'

4 .w brittle, and are more

a!almtK,mcrrotrumnrob|“,

I' no' aunnorlfd
5'^'' ' ™'‘<ne-coirp (counter slac), when the head

0! eontae?^?um,„? ,
runnlnj parallel to the two polnto

^ ursUng fracture) will occur, if mechanical force Is applied on

I

one side of the head, when It Is pres-

>.1^ other side against a hard

jT substance, such as a wall, while the

f ' '
' • Individual Is standing, or against the

/ ^

hard ground or floor when he Is in

/' n lying posture. In such cases the
* fracture may extend transversely

associated with an exter-

,
nal wound fracture of the vault L*

not always cxilly diagnosed. In
' such eases It Is best to rely on the

Ft; f?i — general symptom.^ resulting from
*k-wIJ her.* o-i-M by ft

Injury to the meningeal ves-wls,
cerebral sinuses and brain.
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Jlractures of the vault, though dangerous, do not always end ln_ death.

Modi had seen cases"In''whrch' recovery" occurred after the vault of the skull

was fractured.

A boy. ten years old, was hit on the
head with a lathi and sustained a
lacerated wound. 3" by 1", along the
right side of the crown of the head
with a fissured fracture of the right
parietal and occipital bones and partial
paralj-sis of the left upper limp. After
nine days he was admitted into the
King George’s Hospital, Lucknow, and
was discharged cmed after three
weeks. Dawson^ relates the case of
a girl, about 8 years old. who was
knocked down by a motor lorrj’ and
^stained fractures of the parietal,
temporal and frontal bones with frac-
ture extending Into the base of the
smlL At the operation It was found
toat the dura mater was tom through
which the brain matter was escaping.

patient recovered In a month's
time. Tlchbome^ also relates the
case of a woman who was brutally assaulted by her husband, and who received five

]CTund3 on the head with complete compound fractures of the vault of the skull
The fractures were situated on the left temporal, frontal, right and left parietal, and
occipital bones, the fracture on the occipital bone being 5' long and U' gaping. All

these fractures communicated with the surface of the brain, and in oil cases the cerebral

tneninges were exposed. After three da}*s she was taken to hospital, where the severed
muscles and the tom scalp seemed sloughing and a general septic state prevailed. The
patient did live and attended the court three months later.

The Base of the Skull.—

Fracture of the base of the skull

which may Involve the naso-

pharynx, nasal air sinuses, mid-

dl3 ear and mastoid is generally

caused by a blow or fall upon the

vertex as the head Is pressed on

the other side of the spinal

column. It may be caused by a

direct blow from the point of an

umbrella or stick thrust through

the roof of the orbit or up the

nose through the cribriform

plate, by a violent blow on the

chin or by a gunshot wound
through the roof of the mouth.

It may also result from extension
Fig. 130.—Fractures of skuU caused by ^ fracture of the vault, or may

a banfca (cutting weapons
indirectly by a heavy

fall upon the feet or nates.

Age of Skull Tnliirv^In about seven days the edges of a insured frac-

ture usually just stick, together. In about i4 dayTlHe edges of the effected

bones are slightly eroded and some calcium deposits are also found on the

l^er table of the skull. In about a month to three months bands of new
bony tissue union is found along the crack. The edges will be smooth and
rounded If not touching and the gap Is joined by fibrous tissue.

The symptoms observed In fractures of the base are

—

Signs of concussion or compression of the brain.

3- 7na. Mod. Gaz., Feb. 1926, p. 65. 4. Lancet, Sept. 22. 1928. p. 599.

Fig. 12$.—Depressed comminuted fracture of

skull caused by a blunt weapon.
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''(.2) EfTuslon Of blood in the subconjunctival tissue, or In the sub-

occipital and mastoid regions.

',(3) Bleeding, or discharge of cerebro-splnal fluid from the nose, mouth,
or one or both ears.

(4) Lesions of the nerves Issuing from the base of the skull giving rise

to paralysis or loss of sensation of the parts supplied by them.
.The result is not always fatal . Sometimes recovery takes place, though

headache, deafness, or other nervous derangements may persist for a long
time.

Contusions and Lacerations of the Brain.—These injuries are caused
by the application of violence to the head and may occur with or without
external Injury to the scalp and fracture of the skull. They are seen super-
flclally on the surface^oj the _brain or deep within its substance, and are
associated with punctuate hantmirhaces tn or multiple

^
haemorrhage diffused largely within the brain tissues. They are also assd-

, with disturbances of cerebrospinal fluid circulation^

These injuries are commonly found under the site of application the
^low, but they are sometimes , found on the nf. the brain diagonally
opposite to the slte^of Impact, and are_caHed confre-coup injurlgs . They are
niosmommoniyfoUnQ oh tiic undersurfaces of the frontal lobes and near the
tips of the temporal and frontal poles, rarely occipital poles

Contrc’coup lesions of the brain were once thought to be caused by the
brain woylng within the skull in a straight line with the force of the blow

j ^
against Its opposite side, but from experiments on mechanics

Injuries Holboum* has demonstrated that contre-coup lesions are
Chiefly due to local distortion of the skull and sudden rotation of the head
as a result of a blow, which arouse shear strains produced by the pulling

0^
the constituent particles of the brain. Shear occur in all

fruf.?
extent at the baseof the "frontal

,0^ tne temporal lobe, as the skull gets a good grip on the

e
® projecting ridge of the sphenoid bone,

f
and extensive Injuries occur In this region when a blow Is

caused hr — hand, confre-coup Injuries which are
norbccbmrtne head is so well fixed thSt if^^t

rotate at tut Wligh^t^eccives a^ldwT

Is a rotational Injury, ns It will occur
"“t »l>cn It Is nxed. It Is popularly

»y direct vlolence-oirmtrTcrlex.

Ml on the irl, “f”''
**’' "“"a ‘ara n height, or by nn un'Sxpcctcd

mLi? “ ‘“-'"''S anrt or even by a

0 the lu?« ™. . I " “ “''dltlon of widespread paralysis

e^rry'rd'rn'o't S^eSy 2Sa!:^%\rrss‘r"frc‘haSenn"r
VrSbirio“rS.T

if the injury. Thus.
,

^l^P*°i"^-~T^a-aybiPtoms depend upon the nature ol

nbld'bdm or- w!rnllbr-f“l,n^f there Is
illght laJur). and recoicrs in a short tinted but he may remain mentally

rn"he''r™'em,S?;o;h;:;g“"‘’
““‘"-'-l' -o things about which later

With screre ln)u_^ the patient falls down and becomes unconscious,
thouth he can olten^^.femlolly r^ed by shouting. The opusclcs mrc relased
ajd. JlaccM. but Ihcrejs jiajaralyt.. reneges may be lost. ~"ThFTjihlnctcrs.

tarter! Vol 11. IMS. p.

DisciJci or tfie Srrxoui Spjfn 3lr nu&wl Brain. V Edition, p 345.
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are relaxed ^th Involuntary passage of urine and fccccs. The ,face_ls. pal^

and the pupils are equal and usually contracted reacting to morc^

severe cases, are dilated and insenslWc to lighL The s^kln Is cold an^ clammj

with subnomal temperature. The pulse is rapid, wcaTc,

perceptive. ~The respirations are slow, Irregular^jmd sighing. ._Dcath occurs

j:abldly_frQm. _svncone. or recovery follows, the set^ng

or vomiting. The skin be'cbmes'hot and dry, the pulse Is full and strong.

and the respirations are Increased In rate.* After apparenyrccqtTry _in^ some

cases death may result after ^ome days fo^ inllammation _
or_ compression

pf_the_braln.

In cas^s after recovery there Is often compl_ete_loss_pf,.mcmory of the

accident and even of the events occurring before and after It extending over

a period of 'ffom~a fortnight to a month or more. An old man narrated the

fecident and mentioned the names of his assailants soon after he received

four lacerated wounds on the head, five Incised wounds on the face and

twenty-nine bruises and abrasions on various parts of the body on the morn-

ing of July 1, 1932, but in the afternoon of the next day he completely forg^

the assault, and vividly described the accident which had occurred to nim

about seven years ago.

In addition to loss ot memory, headache, weakness, mental Irrimhlllty,

neurasthenia, and loss ot hearing, vision or speech, persist tor weeks nno

nwnths~atter recovery. Occasionally the patient develops severe dementia

and rarely epilepsy.

Post-nTortem Appearanccs.-In most cases there may ”'1

than slight congestion ot the brain with minute capillary htemorrhages In

Its substance. In some cases there may be a contusion or laceration ot the

brain on the undersurtoce ot the frontal and temporal lobes with htemorrh

age into the subarachnoid space.

Cerebral Irritation. This Is a clinical condition which sometimes occurs

alter concussion has passed oft. It usually results from
Injuries caused by a blow or a

srw : VI mu on the forehead, temple
' ’ oroccclput. and Is caused by a

” '
• vv- superficial laceration ot the

I . brain, which is accompanied

I <
' ' after a few hours by cerebral

r
' ''

hypcriemla.

^

'

* pcar^twelvo'' to twenty-four

j
hours utter the Injury, The

w J patient lies on his side In a
'

’ position ot general flexion with

• o
1

' - the legs drawn up. the knees

\ 'S'S'
''

", bent, and the arms, hands and
^ ~ ~ ' ' - - — - I Angers flexed. He Is restless

t. ..0/ •, .. * and tosses about but does not
Fig. fjf.—Laceration of brain.

his eyes closed probably due to marked photophobia, and resists every at-

tempt to open them. The pupils are equal and contracted. The tempera-

ture Is slightly raised. The pulses is slow and weak, and the respirations arc

regular and almost normal. The sphincters arc usually In a «0”n°* condi-

tion. but the bladder may have to be emptied by moans of a catheter owing

to retention of the urine.

The patient Is conscious, but takes no hoed of
^ownsWm. When disturbed, ho becomes highly IrHtated, gnashes his teeth, frowns

Fig. 131 .—Laceration of brain.
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and growls. At the end of a period varying from four of five days to a week
to two the patient begins to show marked Improvement In his condition,
lies flat on his back and Is less irritable. The pulse and temperature are
normal, but his mind Is still weak, and is sometimes garrulous and excitable.
He suffers from loss of memory and has no recollection of the accident. He
recovers slowly after several months. Occasionally the patient suffers from
serious after-effects due to permanent damage to the brain tissue.

Compression of the Brain.—This Is a clinical condition caused by In-
creased Intracranial pressure which disturbs the functions of the brain. It
may result from a depressed fracture of a skull bone or a foreign body.
Intracranial hajmorrhage, acute spreading cedema, Inflammatory exudation
and presence of tumours, gummata or abscesses

Symptoms,—These may come on Immediately, or may be delayed for
some hours or days, after receiving the injury. The symptoms are those of

coma. There Is complete loss of

consciousness. The patient can-

not be roused by shouting or even

by shaking. The face Is flushed,

and the pupils are dilated and
Insensible to light, but they may
be contracted or unequal, If there

Is a small degree of compression
over a limited area of the brain.

The temperature of the body Is

normal or sub-normal, but may
be above normal* The pulse Is

full and slow, but becomes rapid
and Irregular towards death.

Breathing Is slow, laboured and
stertorous with the .lips and

fJS^EIIusion of blood upon the
surface of brain.

cheeks hMn<r ^ — stertorous with the .lips and

mltles in
** ol the muscles and extre-

“tcntion The reflexes are lost, and

tarfly owlnc m
Iron, paralysis ot the bladder, races pass Involun-

Is usually nresent un 'll
sphincter anl, although marked constipation,3 usually present. Sometimes convulsions precede death

owing to the heart betng excited by "c«^,sroVSg';rc“m a?cot5r
depr?ss™"plecVorrTra«“urcS'crLr?'^ “""’r'rslng factor, such as a

such cases" however! remete tflecu e a
trephining. In

paralysis or loss of memory, epilepsy,

tissue
from permanent damage to the brain

Ihrskull. and ct S dura mS!r"S 0,,!.^?'’"“ 'racture of

a large extradural effusion of blood collects
base of the skull, and presses upcm Oic s!ll7oi

downwards into the

age is occasionally found without any fracture or Iny cxteS“ nlujTon'the
side 01 the head where a blow Is strucl: or on Its "op^S side In suS,
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Circumstances it forms a Jocalized clot, whlcli compresses and flattens the
brain.

(b) Subdural llremorrliagc.—This occurs Into the subdural space be-
tween the dura mater and the arachnoid as a result of rupture of the,durai
venous. sinus,- or a_cortIcal -vein If the arachnoid has been"'{orn'or laceration
of the brain, it sometimes occurs without fracture of the skull from a slight
blow on the head or from a fall. The heemorrhage occurs slowly and Is

localized in a small area, but It is usually dJilused over both the cerebral
hemispheres, and tends to gravitate to the base of the brain.

(c) Subarachnoid llrcmorrhagc.—Thls occurs between the arachnoid
and the pia mater, andJs-usually found'at the base of the brain. It is not

localized, but It Is diffused, mixes
with the ccrebrosphinal fluid in the

subarachnoid space and spreads

upwards over the surface of the

brain. The hcemorrhage is caused

by Injury to the. vessels crossing

th^ subarachnoid space> and Is

~usuahy_ associated" with fracture of

the skull bones and with contusion

or laceration of the cortex of the

brain. Asphyxia can also cause It.

A boxer aged 23. died after semicoma
for 321 days, following two blows on the
clUn in a contest On postmortem death
was reported to be due to bronebopneu-
monia following internal hydrocephalus
caused by traumatic subdural and sub*
arachnoid heemorrhages, which could
have been caused by a blow on the jaw.
—Laacef. April 26, 1958. p 907.

(d) Intracerebral Hcemorrhage.
—This may be found on the sur-

face or in the substance of the

brain, and may be a result of

laceration caused by Injury to the

head. Hemorrhages of a fairly

large size In the substance of the
133.—Effusion of blood upon the dura brain are usually associated with

middle meningeal artery tom fracture of the skuU. Small pete-

h=m.rl>.ges In the brain
nead. The accused in this case was convicted ®ay be found as a result of a blow

in ,,
under section 335, l.P.a on the head without fracture ofBy kina courtesy of Dr. G. B. Sahay.) the overlying bone.

IWedico-Legal Questlons^Tne questions that are usually raised in
court are—

(1) Whether hsemonrhage found within the cranium at the post-mortem
examination was due to mechanical violence, disease, or excitement
during a quarrel.

(2) How old the effusion was.

R, V.I'
hemorrhage is always caused by mechanical violence,

^uudural hemorrhage U almost always traumatic in origin, but may some-
times be caused by local inflammation. Subarachnoid hemorrhage often
occurs spontaneously In individuals of any age from rupture of a congenital
tnlllary aneurysm of a blood vessel in Uie arterial circle of vraUs. May be
associated with contra coup type of inlury to brain.
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Hsemorrhage deep In the tissues of the brain, pons and cerebellum
occasionally occurs in individuals after forty years of age, and Is usually
produced by the diseased condition of the cerebral arteries, such as arterio-
sclerosis, atheroma or aneurysm. In many cases, there may be evidence of
high blood pressure, chronic alcoholism, chronic heart of kidney disease, or
syphilis. Sometimes there may be history of scurvy, purpura or hmmo-
philla.

it must be borne in mind that a slight Injury on the head may cause
cerebral hmmorrhage in a person previously predisposed to it from age or
disease, and that the head may be injured during a fall from cerebral
hjemorrhage caused by disease.

It is possible for the diseased cerebral arteries to rupture from mere
excitement caused by alcohol or struggle, but It is rare in trie young and
healthy, unless such excitement Is associated with extreme congestion of
the cerebral vessels. Spontaneous rupture Is. hov/cver, contra-indicated, if
there is any evidence of violence, such as a bruise or a wound on the scalp
or a fracture of the skull.

2. It Is difficult to give

the exact date of an effusion

of blood, but an approxi-
mate idea may be formed
from its colour and consist-

ence as to whether It Is

recent or old The colour of

a recent effusion Is red,

which changes to chocolate
or brown after some days,

and turns to an ochre colour

generally in from twelve to

twenty-five days. The con-
sistence of the coagula
becomes firmer and more or
less laminated with the pro-
gress of time, and the com-
pressed lymph may be
between the lamlnm or

around the coagula. Owing
to the blood clot resting
upon the surface of the
brain a depression equal to

Its size and shape Is formed
on the brain substance.
V/ilfred Trotter’ quotes a
remarkable case where an
area of the brain that had
been bruised by the glanc-
ing contact of a bullet with
the skull no less than 4

years earlier showed a

tresh as It It had been Inflicted n.thin a‘ ftw weekT
“

Fig. I3t.—Nose cut oil with a knll-

Wounds 01 the taco heal, as a rule, ranldlv nwin,,
ttiejr u—BVltiou. 11 they are severe

tlon .dndPformlty: — —__

to its great vascula-

permanent dlsfigura-

7 Z,onccf, May 10, 1924, p 936.
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Face Bone«i.>-frhe nasal bones are_otten fracture.d by a blow with a fist

or a blunt weapon, such as a lathi. When caused by considerable force they

may Involve the fracture of the ethmoid bone and Its cribriform plate forming

part of the base of the skull, and may cause death by meningitis, f'ractures

of the superior maxlllrc and malar boncss are produced by a blow with a blunt

weapon, such as a heavy stone. Somctlmc.s In addition to the fractures of

these bones the whole face Is reduced to a pulpy condition when struck with

a heavy stone slab.

A young Mahomedan woman was beaten to death by her husband ^dth a heavy

brick. The face was pulverized owing to the bones having been fractured into several

pieces. The rght eyeball was dislocat<^. and the brain substance was exposed.

Tire mant\ible (Inferior jaw) Is fractured by a blow from a Ost. stick

or horse-kick or by a fall from a height. It Is commonly fractured near the

canine tooth, and occasionally at Its 'angle, at the symphysis, at the coronold

process or at the neck of the condyle. Both the mandibles are sometimes

fractured when great force Is applied to the symphysis.

The fracture of the mandible Is often associated with loss of one or two

teetK and becomes compound from laceration of the mucous rrembrane

covering the gums. Bleeding from the wound may cause asph3^ia_ or_asplra-

tion pneumonia and ‘dea^ ..

. • Eyes.—A black eye caused by a fist blow Is quite common. A lacerated

wound produced by a blunt weapon or by throwing a brickbat may damage

the tissues so severely as to necessitate the enucleation of the cyebau. a
blow on the eye with a blunt weapon^may cause a permanent Injury to the

cornea, Iris or lens, hemorrhage Into the vitreous or a detachment or ruptu«

of the retina and even traumatjc cataract.. The Injury may prove from

the Inflammation of the orbital tissues extending Into the brain, and the

consequent formation of pus. Similarly, a penetrating wound of the orbit

may prove fatal by setting up meningitis through penetration of the tmn

orbital plates. Neuralgia and temporary or permanent amaurosis may result

from paralysis of the upper eyelid, when there Is a wound of the eyebrow.

The eyes may be gouged out with the fingers, but In this connection it

should be remembered that birds of prey generally attack first the eyes of

a dead body, when exposed in a field or jungle.

Dr. A. N. Verghese,* Medical Officer of Palghat. reports a
c°ar£° onng out of a rJght eyeball. In an altercation that arose ^er a

27
the 28th April 1924, two brothers attacked one Gopal Knshna Menon, g

yeare. One held the victim tight above the waist keeping the Sme other got behind, fixed the victim's head with
^SreyebSl wSindex finger in. and pulled out the right eye. On exanimation the nght w^

found pulled out of its socket breaking the optic nerve and tearing sunder me m^cie^
« hanged out on a few shreds of the external portion of me conjunctiva and me rectus

niuscle. The socket was filled with blood clots.

^=“<1 thaLdnsany persons sometimes gouge out their own eyes by

enucleating them ^h their fingers.

A Sadhu (ascetic) known by me name .of Shambhu Bhola Baba
a cottage on me bante of me river Narbudda ®sS?fn°this fSnon.On being asked by his disciples as to why he
and deprived himself of his eye-sight, the Sadhu replied that since me eyes we

of all sorts of mental and physical sins, he did not mink it wise P
sinful mings wim him.® .... „

.Goodhart and Savitskyio report a case of oTm??yebal£
• fSsd 16 years, of Russian-Jewish parentage, consisting of

of two years,and extraction of teeth, all but seven of which she pulled out in me course of two y _

8- Madras Med. Jour., Medico-Legal Jour.. Vol. 41, No. 6, Nov.-Dee, 1924, p. 164-

«• Bombay Sentinel, Aug. 20. 1937. rvtitome Sent. 23. 1933.
Amer. Jour, ilfed. defence. May 1933; Bnt. Med. Jour.. Epitome.
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Nose.—In India, the nose is technically considered a symbol of honour
and reputation. Hence during a quarrel It receives the first attention of an
opponent. The nose is also cut off or bitten off through enmity, vengeance
and sexual Jealousy, the vIcOm_belng usually a female, and occasionally.

a

m_ale. Wounds of the nose are grlevousTlf-theyngave'pemanent dlsfigurenS
or deformity. A blow on the head sometimes causes bleeding from the nose
due to partial detachment of Its mucous membrane without any injury to
the nose. An extensive lacerated wound of the head ^ay lead to loss of
the sense of smell, and a penetrating wound of the nose caused by thrusting

fu K
instrument up the nostril may result In death by Injuring

the brain through the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone, though no sign
of any external injury Is visible.

Fig. IJ5.—Nose bitten ofl with teeth.

out the nose* ring worn^by^he^*”
^ female Is liable to be Injured by pulling

leading to^te-^pOTarrOT "'M'lre ot the tympanum
that he was slapped over his left

A police constable complained
On examination of his ear on thf « t master on May 9. 1933.

found ruptured and the surronnrtin^
tympanic membrane was

the external ear ?s very congested. If a blow over

quarrel the ears may be bitten off or eJIt
the labyrinth. During a

pulling out the earrings either mith «v. 5
Iheir lobes may be torn by

Sng theft. The lnSs^‘Ire - <=ommlt-

tlon. .

grievous. If^they produce permanent dlsflgura-

Lips.—Injuries to the lips are causert hw n i.i_

blunt weapon, or by teeth bite. Sometimes a hlT# ^ ^ *

with a portion of the moustache Is cut off ’ the m m
upper Up along

such injuries are grievous, if the, cause permanent dTsfle?.?emSl''''
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Fig. 137.—Nose and ears or a man cut off by
dacolts: Front view. (Dr Mangiik's case.)

^srs of a man cut off by
acoits^ Side view. (Dr. Manglik’s case.)

Teeth.—The teeth are
dislocated or fractured
either* by a fall or by a blow
with a blunt v;eapon, such
as a fist, a shoe, the butt
end of a lathi, etc. When
their dislocation or fracture

Is caused by mechanical
violence, contusions or lace-

rations are, In all probabi-
lity, found on the Ups or on
the gums or sockets. In
India, false reports about
the loss of a tooth are often
made with a view to charg-
ing the accused with an
offence of grievous hurt,

especially when an assaulted

person happens to be old.

and has already lost some
teeth or has got some shaky
teeth. It Is. therefore,

necessary that the following

points should be taken into

consideration when report-

ing on a person who alleges

to have his tooth knocked
out:—

i.4. The condition of the

neighbouring and other teeth

as to whether they are firm,

shaky, or diseased

. 2. The number of the

teeth present In each jaw.

3 The condition of the

socket of the missing tooth,

as to whether there is any
stump left If a tooth Is

fractured, whether there is

any bleeding and whether
there is any laceration.

^4. The condition of the

Ups and gums as regards

the presence of injury.

5. If a tooth Is sent

with the Injured person, It

should be examined to

ascertain if it corresponds

to the missing tooth. Its

fangs should be especially

examined to find out if frac-

ture or dislocation has

occurred. After examina-

tion the tooth should be re-

turned in a sealed packet to

the police constable accom-

panying the injured person.
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Wounds of the neck are mostly Incised and rarely punctured. In India,

they are more often homicId^TTian-sulcIdal and rarely~acclde^nrai. They are
supposed to be" Instantly fatal, if the large bloody vessels, such as the carotid
arteries and jugular veins of the neck are cut. but this is not always so, as
some cases have been recorded in which persons ran a certain distance after
the cartoid arteries as well as the internal Jugular veins had been cut.
Hemorrhage from the severance of a small vessel, such as the superior thy-
roid artery, may cause death, if immediate .surgical aid Is not available.

Wounds of the laryrwc and_ trachea are not necessarily fatal, if the large
blood vessels are not injured. They may, howe^r^ cause deatlT 6^ suffo-
cation due to the flow of blood Into the air-passages, though most of It Is

coughed up. They may also cause death by subsequent oedema or Infiam-
malion blocking the air-passages or by septic pneumonia.

In the case of a wound of the larynx, speech is possible. If the wound
U above the vocal cords, even If it is gaping. But in a wound of the larynx
belw the vocal cords, and In that of the trachea, no speech Is possible. In
such a case one may be able to speak In a whisper, If the wound Is not gaping
sufficiently to allow air to pass Into the mouthi Prof, Harvey Littlejohn"
describes the case of a woman, aged 45, who. after making a transverse
Incision, 2^* long, in the front of ihe neck cutting the trachea completely
mough 2 below the vocal cords, was found sensible, and said that she had

tumour out of her neck because It was choking her, and that she
^ small tumour which was encapsuled and

consisted of the right lobe of the thyroid gland, hypertrophied, and of fibrous (consistence. She was removed to hospital, but was dead on arrival. At the b
examination the upper end of the divided trachea projected from /

mcttsuTed eV
The protruding oesophagus i

^re usuaUy accompanied by wounds of the’
larynx, trachea or large blood vessels. Ruptur® of the fBsoohaeufs mav rarely •

mrOT^oSttn^^'Th
alcoholic individuals after severe retch-

SidTuJt direction at Its lower

mnw K
^^^Phragm. The cesophagus is Inflamed or ulcerated or

result from°tMa''nurtM‘"“*'
and pneumothorax are likely to

metostlnum "’'“enle haying been forced Into the

cavity.
’ * P^^ural cavity and sometimes even Into the right pleural

lhosro''l"Se°'re‘^,'.„'T^^‘*’'“'
‘’"'""OEcstrlc nerves may be fatal, and

the front 'of t'
laryngeal nerves cause aphonia. A forcible blow on

mhlbltS act on
“neonsclousness or even death by a reflex

and erSd cariuovi. ^ ^ Evolving the thyroid“
the lar^

consequent sulfocatlon from hemorrhage or oedema

apple. On cxamlnauon^a'swelline^wasrountirm^^fh
^ "reiving a blow over Adam's

and me larjmgoscoplc esamlLSn .“JS Cthe larynx on the right side InvolricK the riehtf
^ submucous hsemorrhage In

the epiglottis.
^ ® ngbtt vocal cord and ventricular hand as also

SPINE AND SPINAL CORD

accidental, ate occl5lonairy''hoSldal S'd'are ‘'ra‘r'’ey‘’JS'iddir‘‘

eg. a'blow on the ba\/fr'om’~fjiravyTca^'^r'a mif from a‘"Sht'' onto
n Forentiz Medicine. 1925. p 19S

^ ~
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back over some hard projecting substance, or by collision with a motor car or
some other heavy vehicle, and (2) indirectly by forcible bending of the body
or by a fall on buttocks or feet. Fractures of the cervical vertebra? may,
in certain cases, be produced by a sudden forcible twisting of the neck, as
during wrestling. They may also be caused by a very slight twist especially
if a person happens to be suffering from Pott’s disease.

An intervertebral disc Is displaced by the strain of lifting a heavy weight
or fall. A bomb or a shell explosion Is likely to injure the spinal cord without
injuring the spine by its blast.

In January 1912, a Hindu male, about 20 years old, took a somersault In
wrestling and died Immediately. On examination dislocation of the fifth cervical vertebra
was found. There was no external Injurj*. nor was there any disease of the vertebra;.
A similar case occurred in August 1912. ahere a Mahomedan male, 20 years old,mw from fracture-dislocation of the third cervical vertebra caused by a sudden power-
ful muscular contraction of the neck during wrestling.

These fractures are generally associated with dislocations except Jn
injuries of a minor degree, such as fractures of the spinous processes,
laminm, etc. Owing to the displacement of the parts they cause compression.

laceration or crushing of

the cord, which produces
paralysis of the body be-

low the seat of injury.

In such cases haemor-
rhage occurs In the sub-

stance of the cord, or
around It. between or
outside its membranes.
These cases are very rare..-

In the Agra District

during twelve years, out
of about one thousand
medico-legal autopsies
death was found to be

due to the fracture of the

spine In only five cases.

Spinal injuries are, as

a rule, immediately fatal,

owing to implication of

the phrenic nerves. If

fracture occurs above the

fourth cervical vertebra,

though death may be de-

layed a few hours even

after fracture of the odon-
toid process of the axis

with forward displace-

ment of the atlas. Death
usually occurs within

twenty-four hours, if the

fis. H9.-Cervical vertebra, showing a cut three lower cervical ver-

by a gandasa (chopper). tebras are injured. In

rare cases death may not
Occur for some months, but the trunk and the limbs will be paralysed. If the

cord is compressed by displacement of the fractured portions.

WpsiV^ j??’ years old, regularly attended scdiool, and took part In games for fire

he bis neck. He merely complained of stiff neck and it was

atirt
sudden movement wito his neck that the cervical cord became compressed,

ne died immediately.—W. G. A. Robertson, Practitioner. Aug. 1923, p. 121.
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A Mahomedan male, aged 60 yeais, who was knocked down by a motor car on
September 17, 1923, sustained a dislocation ol Uie third cervical vertebra from the fourth
cen’ical vertebra with a transverse fracture of the body of the latter, suffered from loss
of sensation and paralysis of all the limbs, and died on November 20, 1932.

When the lower dorsal vertebrae are Injured, the patient becomes bed-
ridden on account of paralysis of the lower limbs. He also suffers from
paralysis of the bladder and rectum, and Is always in danger of getting bed-
sores and septic Infection of the bladder and kidneys, which generally hasten
death. Thus, death may occur after two or three weeks, If the upper dorsal
veftebraae have been Injured; while life may be prolonged for years with
partial paralysis of the limbs, If the lower dorsal or the upper lumbar vertebras
have been fractured. Fire arm Injury to the spine often breaks one or two
vertebra} Into several pieces.

Alfred MasleriJ describes the unusual case of a fractured spine caused by a sud-
den muscular strain. A clerk, aged 47. was helping unload some heavy bags of money
from a ta.\i outside his office one morning in April 1932. While lifting a particularly

felt something snap in his back, and collapsed

^ of his limbs" below the waist for a
passed otf. though he still complained of severe pain in the

h™ 1' i?' '’‘"f:
'““"6 lor a little while in the offlee he was able

I Ji
(astened his belt flmily round h!s waist. He

to Si ie
“'‘I, ““O'- “"Other month’s convalescence he returned

etccot
office work lor twelve months, apparently in good heallh.

on'Sktov rS?bm “i'",'"
toe lumbar region and a larrlng sensation down the spine

and toe X Poiohlence of the pain he sought medical advice,

lumbS vrtrtJa.
revealed an ununlted iracture ot the body of the third

dene*i°nf''*nl°".v?'
'he Spine,—This condition may occur without any evl-

e of an external Injury to the spinal column. It may follow a severe
— - - blow on the back, or a jar, or a fall

height, or a bullet injury. This

common form of Injury
met with in railway and motor car

,
collisions, and is known as "railway

The symptoms may develop Imme-'

R dlatcJy or may be delayed for a few
hours or days. The patient complains

headache, restlessness, giddiness^

.T sleeplessness. He Is excitable and"
f ^p'‘Ptlonal and generally suffers from

'

^BL nerve prostration or neurasthenia. He

/ •

" ** unable to cencentrate his mind and '

V ‘'^9^ therefore has to give up his work or

‘
" business. He complains of pain and^ V \jIL^ •

tenderness over the spine ' and weak-
y

ness In the limbs. Hence he Is unable
f® walk. He also complains of-amnesla .

‘ sexual power. Irritability of the
bladder and derangement of the spe-

4^ clal senses These s3rmptoms are

I
exaggerated very much by any kind

I
- ®f mental excitement, e.g. during the

V medical examination. Most of
symptoms being subjective. It l5

' dimculi for a medical practitioner to

riff Cervical vertebras thoTrtng detcnnlnc uhethcr the patient H
^fracture of the 4th eerrical vertebra.^ f^cnlng or not. It has often happened

12 Crt.' Jfed Jour. Nov. 24. 1V34. o 976
*
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that the symptoms have abated immediately after a civil suit for damages
brought by the patient against his employer or a railway company has been
decided In court.

Being well protected by anatomical structures. Incised or punctured
wounds of the spinal cord are rare except between the first and third cervical

vertebra?, where they are more exposed owing to the narrowness of the

laminae. A punctured wound caused In this region even by a small needle

proves almost instantaneously fatal, as It Injures the medulla and the upper
part of the cord which contain the respiratory and other vital centres. The
process of killing in this manner Is called pithing and the wound caused
is so very small, that it may be overlooked altogether If the weapon Is thrust

obliquely.

CHEST
Injuries of the chest are mostly accidental, occasionally homicidal, and

rarely suicidal.

v^umatic Asplij^xla.—^Thls results ^from, - severe—compression—of—the
chest and abdomen siifnrtpnt^tQ prevent jesDiration~for~an»appxcclabIe„Iength

as>whcn^an~Indl7idual^rxrushcd'lTt~a~-dense~crowd»or-under->a-4ieavy
object, or-maucht between^ihe-two^buffers _.pL-a_xalIway ,

carriage. In^ch
cas£s^bc-lac£i_and neck are^deeply«-cyanosed. accpinpanled-hy-ecchymoses“of

thfL5kin.^nd.coniunctlvai. This discoloration Is brought about by mechanical

overdistension and bursting of the smaller veins and capillaries with stasis

Of dgoxygenated.blood. It extends to the root of the neck, and rarely passes

down beyond the level of the clavicles owing to the absence of competent

valves in the jugular and facial veins. The discoloration may disappear

In ten—to—fourteen—days—withotrt^passlng through the colour changes of a

bruise, if it is not associated with severe injuries./ Coullle'^ describes the

case of an epileptic young man, who suffered from traumatic asphyxia caused

by the unyielding collar-band of his shirt compressing the jugular veins,

together with the partial asphyxia, high blood pressure, and fixation of the

chest caused by the epUeptIc fit.

^v^ViVall,—Contusions and abrasions of the chest wall may be caused by a

blunt weapon, fall or crush under a heavy weight as in vehicular accidents.

These may be accompanied by fractures of the ribs or sternum, or associated

with grave visceral Injury. Even when not accompanied by such injuries

severe blows on the chest wall may produce concussion of the chest causing

considerable shock followed by death.

Simple contusions and abrasions of the chest wall may be followed by

pleurisy or pneumonia.

Wounds of the chest wall are not dangerous, unless the cavity is pene-

trated and a vital organ is injured. In non-penetratmg wounds there may
be free hemorrhage from the divided mammary and thoracic arteries.

• Ribs.—Fracture of the ribs results from direct violence, as by blows
or stabs, and from indirect violence as in compression of the chest or very

rarely from muscular contraction during violent coughing, sneezing, or

straining. When due to direct violence It Is more dangerous, as the splinters

^re driven Inwards and are likely to injure the underlying pleura. lungs,

heart, large vessels, liver, or diaphragm, while In indirect violence fracture

^curs at the most convex parts of the ribs near their angles, and the jrae-

jjents are driven outwards. The ribs that are most frequently fractured are

Jbe middle ones. viz. the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth, as they are

Prominent and fixed at both ends. The upper ribs are not ^cd unless very great force is used, when the lesions of fhe •

^3- Brit. Med. Jour., Sept 29. 1928, p. 569.
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as a rule, occur. The lower ribs often escape on account of their great mobi-

lity. Owing to diminished elasticity and increased brittleness of bones in

old age, rickets, osteo-malacla. insanity and general wasting diseases, fracture

of the ribs Is liable to occur easily from the slightest violence. A kick may

fracture a single rib.

Symmetrical fractures of the ribs on both sides are often met with,

when a person sits on the chest and compresses it considerably by means of

the knees or elbows, by trampling under feet, or by means of two bamboos,

a process known as bans dola. They may also occur In accidents as in a fall

from a height, or when run over by a heavy bullock cart or motor car or

when caught between railway buffers. In such cases the ribs are often

fractured in front near the costal cartilages, where the compressing force

is applied, and near the angles at the back, the force travelling along the

ribs. These arc not always accompanied by external injuries or ecchymoses

of blood In the soft tissues over the ribs.

Sternum.—Fracture of the sternum Is rare. It Is ordinarily due to .direct

violence, and usually occurs transversely either between the manubrium and

gladiolus or a little below this level. The fragments**remain In apposition

or the upper portion passes backwards behind the lower, and Is liable to

damage the viscera behind It.

The sternum may be fractured by indirect violence as the result of

forcible flexion or extension of the body. In such cases it Is possible for a

vertebral bone to oe fractured. The sternum may rarely be fractured

spontaneously by muscular spasm caused during violent coughing. Bass and

SmallK report a case In which a Sl-year-old man, who was suflerlng from

pulmonary tuberculosis, sustained a sudden and spontaneous fracture of the

sternum during a pronounced cough. There was no history of trauma nor

was there any evidence of Intrinsic bone disease.

Lungs.—Wounds of the lungs may be Immediately fatal from profuse

heemorrhage, or from suffocation due to respiratory embarrassment on account

of the presence of blood In the pleural cavity or In the air-passages, or may
result In death subsequently from septic pneumonia. They may be produced
by penettaling wounds of the chest caused by a cutting or slabbing instru-

ment. by the sharp fragments of a fractured rib, or by a projectile from a

firearm. The haemorrhage is recognized by the escape of bright red and
frothy blood from the mouth, and from an external v/ound. If present.

Contusions or lacerations of the lungs may be produced by blows from
a blunt weapon or by compression of the chest even without fracturing the

ribs or showing marks of external Injury. These may cause Instantaneous
death or may result In pleurisy, traumatic pneumonia or hremothorax.

The cllcci of high explosive blast, which acts quickly and severely as an
external trauma shows evidence of congestion, heemorrhage and sub-pleural

bulla? In the lungs.

In June 1019. a girl, 3 years old. was run over by an ctrka and died Immediately
At Ui- autcr^y there wa.s no external mark of Injury to the chest nor were the ribs

fractured, but the left lung was found lacerated.

In February a Mahomedan girl. IS years old. received a kick on the chest

from her husband, and died within an hour. On examination no external Injury was
il'lb'e. but three awn a laceration of the loxer lobe of the left lung which was fibroid

from dtvxwe.

TlJe body tf a Hindu female was found l>1nc near the railway line near Alarntnch
rn or 0^0*

1 : the llUj November 1935 rost-mortem examination showed a bruise.

2* , 1*. obh'iuely ntrws ih« MX i>t«S»‘ of the che»t 3* below the left collar bone, twt

M fracture of any rtbi. The rtsM lur« wa» lacerated In front 1* below the np'X

"
jV Aner 5ffd /tiice. S^^t. SO 1933. Vol 159. p 250.
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a contusion. 2' y 2*. x\itis found on the base of the left luns- These appeared to have
been caused by compression of the chest.

A Hindu male. 25 to 30 years old, was crushed under a machinery* in a workshop
on Janii.ary 3. 1929, and died on the next day. Post-mortem examination did not show
any marks of external violence on the chest or fracture of the rtbs. The chest cavity
contained blood, and the right lung had four contusions on its anterior aspect, while

left lung sijowed a contitslon of Its root and a tear. 21' long, over its lower lobe.
There was ako dislocation of the fourth cer\'ical vertebra

A boy.15 8 years old. was knocked donm by a l)eavy cart and was ^supposed to
^ve been run over, but there was not the slightest trace of abrasion or 'Bruising of
me chest, not behind the ribs and sternum. The upper lobe of the right lung, however,
had been completely cut off from its root, and It /lo.ated freely in a pleura filled with
blood.

Heart.—Wounds of the heart are produced by a cutting or stabbing
Instrument, a bullet or a sharp end of a fractured rib or sternum. These
wounds are commonly instantly fatal from shock and hmmorrhage except
In a few cases, where the individual has been able to walk some distance,
And has performed some other volitional acts after receiving the Injury.
Strassman*6 reports a case where a man was stabbed in the left fourth inter-^
costal space with a knife which, penetrating the thorax, caused a wound, i"

in the left ventricle. He lived for four days, and on. the day following
the receipt of the wound he lifted heavy weights. Coats*’ reports the case
of a girl, ten years old. who survived nine days after receiving a penetrating
wound in the right auricle through the fourth costal cartilage on the right
side of the chest as the result of a fall on an iron railing.* Magnus C.

Jetersoni* reports the case of a man. aged 26. who .survived eighteen months
after a safety pin was thrust In his heart with a view to committing suicide.

The pointed end of the brass pin was protruding Into the pericardial sac
from the left atrium on the surface of which it formed a shallow depression.

The pin, which was about 12 cm. in length and 1.2 mm. in diameter, pene-
trated the left atrium and curved over on the right side of the vertebral

column In a slightly downward .direction. On the other hand, some cases
have been successfully treated by surgical operation. E. M. Freese*’

describes a case of recovery from a stab wotind through both ventricles of
the heart. A coloured man was stabbed at about 8 p.m. on the 2nd Septem-
ber 1920, and was taken to the Grant Hospital In half an hour. He was un-
conscious, the respirations were feeble and very shallow, and the pulse was
not perceptible, either in the radial or carotid artery. The pupils were
dilated, and the skin was bathed in cold perspiration. On examination a
wound, 4" long, was revealed In the fourth intercostal space 2" to the left

of the sternum. On opening the chest the pericardium was filled by a clot

which produced almost a complete tamponade. When the clot was scooped
out, the heart began at once to beat violently, spurting a stream of blood
on the aniEsthetlst and over the field. Recovery occurred after the wounds
were sutured. S. S. Sen’® describes the case of a young Mahomedan male,
who was stabbed In a street and was at once brought to the General Hospital.

Rangoon. On opening the chest the pericardium was found to be cut, and
a large amount of blood-clot was removed from the pericardial sac. It was
then found that the weapon had also penetrated the left ventricle, where a
large blood-clot had fortunately prevented the escape of serious quantities
of blood. This clot vras removed and the heart-muscle wound sutured with
fine catgut; the pericardium was also closed, and the wound in the skin

15. J. B. Cleland, Med. Jour. Austral., Sept, 9. 1944, Vol. 31. p. 278.

16. Lehrb, der aer. Median, 1895; Dixomann. Forens. Med. and Toxic., Ed. VI. p. 222.

17. Glasgow Med. Jour.. 1891; Ibid., p. 2^
18 Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., p. 1599.

19. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Peb. 19. 1921. p. 520.

20. Ind. Med. Gazette, Sept. 1931 ,^ ^8: see also G. S. M. Wilson, Brit. Med. Jour.,
March *'

M.J.-
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sutured In layers. The patient was treated on the usual lines for shock, and
he made an uneventful recovery.

' It Is possible that foreign bodies, such as bullets, sharpnel, or fragments
of shells, may remain embedded In the myocardium for months or years
without the production of symptoms. Tn such cases It Is probable that the
original Injury was relatively slight that the missile^ by acting as a plug,
effectively checked any severe hremorrhagej^GIlchrlst*! describes two cases
In which missiles were found embedded In the muscle of the left ventricle
of the heart by X-ray examination thirteen years after wounding. Both men
were in good health and fit for active work.

Danger to llfe-depends upon the nature of the wound. If It is small and
passes obliquely through the wall so as to act as a valve-like flap or If a
weapon happens to plug the orifice, life may be prolonged for some hours,
days or even months. On account of their thinner muscular walls, wounds
of the auricles are more dangerous than those of the ventricles. The right
ventricle is more likely to be wounded, as It exposes Its widest area on the
front of the chest.

® Hindu male, 26 years old, V7S brought to the
College Mortuary. On examination an arrow was found sticking

^ chest, causing a penetrating wound. I'xJ', obliquely across the

1
^ Internal to the left nipple, and through the wound

to hS!l
protruding. On opening the chest the arrow was found

Ihi
and penetrated the right ventricle, having pierced through

tne pericardium and the left ventricle above the apex of the heart.

on Chiteoo, aged 45 to 60 years.

among other injuries an

left of the midrtiA una
In the left second Intercostal space and to the

wolectme ff an arrow head was seen

the eVtS?iS woiuSd. fuVtV.’' i ' Por»P" of the left lung behind

found to have traversed*thrm.^ih ***? sharp blade of the arrow head wa*

lnli^e°or“fro^t,^L*^®
without any visible evidence of external

1 huf f
* bone of the thorax, is sometimes caused by a severe

anTnfSl t
P" ‘>est Or by compression of the thorax. Such

severe
ventricular fibrillation or may cause

weakneL nnSi? r, i
followed by dyspnma. persistent myocardialweakness, angina pectoris, auricular fibrillation or valvular rupture.sJ

36 ^ officer aged
giving momentary of SlSS P"
loped anginal att^ks and

^d pain in chest. After a few weeks he deve-

Radlologlcal evidence wi then fomd !o/

f

*^?ht bundle branch bloclt

pericardial arid Slaltao-pertcarSl
left ventricles.

»no-pencarainal adhesions in front of the right and behind the

wheS“S™'ipd'dv.';^p“/‘p"
.“"““1^ » ““"t »®“Pon, by a carriage

in th^*^hour^I*and*ten’mmuJr]^i^,^,^ol''.5ie
blow with a bamboo stick. The r«ptuj?^S^i°SOT? caused by a

mmileated with the right .eatrlcle, Eatcrluy there Su'Sf
21. Brit. Med. Jour., April 20, 15f29, p TO

^
’

22. Hugh Barber. Brit. Med. Jour.. Oct 19, *1940, VoL n n 520- <.ic« r-A-aid Par-
eons smith and Denis WiUlams. Brit. Med. Jour., Jan. l ?949^°d lo

^ Gerald Par

23. Brit tiled dear, 1951, 2, a. im 2t tlS, 'iteTo^d.. dW. 1897, p. 413.
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2i' X S'’ over the left fourth and fifth ribs below and Inside the left nipple but no
iracture. IngleM also describes the case of a motor car accident in which a youngrmor car driver sustained two tears admitting the tip of the index finger over the
p^erior aspect of the right ventricle. There was a contusion. SJ' by 3" over the front
or the chest, but tliere was no fracture of the ribs or vertebne.

The following cases are given from Modi’s notes:

1. An old Hindu widow was run over by a cart on the 2nd July 1922, at Lucknow,
^t-mortem examination showed an irregular rupture of tlie riglit ventricle of the heart
without any fracture of the ribs, or external Injury’ on the left side of the chest. The
second, third and fourth ribs were, however, fractured on tlie right side.

2. A male child, IJ years old. was run over by a tonga on the 7th October 1922,
and cued immediately. Autopsy revealed a conbuslon of the pericardium and the right
cnamber of the heart and lacerations of boUi lungs, but no external Injury on the chest
or fracture of the ribs.

_ A, Hindu male child, aged 8 years, was run over by a bicycle wheel on the 19th

KH inimc^ately. On examination a bruise, 5" x i”, was found
ODllquely across the right side of the chest, and a contusion. 1' x 1/8", with a rupture.
4 X 1/8", was seen across the front of the right auricle of the heart.

The heart may also rupture spontaneously from sudden exertion if It has
already been diseased. Patients are, as a rule, elderly, and the rupture in
such cases occurs mostly in the left ventricle at its apex, though It may occur
In the right ventricle or In the auricles. According to Nuzum and Hagen^*
spontoneous rupture of the heart frequently follows obstruction of a coronary
artery. Coronary thrombosis Invariably results in an infarction of that
portion of the heart wall supplied by the obstructed vessel. Pulvertaft-^
reports the following cases where rupture occurred In the right ventricle
in a young female of 19 years of age, in whom there was no evidence of
cardiac or vascular disease:

—

The female had committed suicide m a fit of temper by putting her head in a gas
The usual signs of poisoning by carbon monoxide were present: in particular

ro prominent on the diaphragm and the visceral layer of the pm-
f™

^ opening the pericardium, about 12 ounces of uncoagulated blood were
lound. A tear, 2" long, was found on Ac anterior aspect of the right ventricle, about

lateral to the interventricular septum. The coronary arteries
were normal. There was no chronic endocarditis or myocarditis.

Modi quotes below three cases of spontaneous rupture of the heart from
«is case book:

r„i V
^ ® Hindu hawker of about 70 years went to a prostitute's house to

iwcnase empty bottles, and after ascendmg n staircase sat down on a charpoy and asked
ior a glass of water, but he expired before It was brought to him. At the autopsy Modi

rni, 1
death was due to rupture of the left ventricle owing to thinning of the heart

cie as a result of chronic ulceration.

,
A Hindu woman, aged 65, died all of a sudden. Upon exammation the left

ventricle was found ruptured, the muscle being thin with a deposit of fat. There were
calcmous ulceration in the aorta.

3- A Hindu male, 60 to 65 years old. was found dead in a third class compartment
j,i ®,^^Jiway carriage on the thirteenth December 1933. and his body was removed to the

College Mortuary, Lucknow. Post-mortem e.xaminatlon showed that there was

anH 1
mark of violence on any part of the body. The pericardium contained liquid

®io«ed blood. The heart was found contracted and empty. The right auricle was
.^"ated, the tear being 1" x i" along its posterior surface towards the lower part.

caused by the tear was covered wiUi a blood clot. The wall of the right

9uite thin. The valves of the left chamber were thickened and the ^rta
e^.^ted and had atheromatous ulcers. The lungs were bulky and congested. They

uea frothy serum from cut surfaces. The bronchial tubes were dilated,

ria +? cases of rupture of the heart that came under his observation
aeath occurred immediately except In the case of a Hindu female, about 50
years old, who died within two to three hours after she was run over by a
motor car on the 4th October 1928. At the post-mortem examination he found

at all the ribs except the twelfth were fractured, and the right ventricle

25. Ind. Med. Gaz.. Aug. 1934, p. 450.
«• Amer. Jour. of Med. Sciences, Philadelphia, Feb. 1926, p. 185.

• ^oncet, Aug, 6, 1932. p. 289.
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of the heart was lacerated In front, the laceration being r'Xl/6'. Both

lungs were also lacerated. Leslie Pearce Gouldw describes the case of a

chief boatswain, aged 47. who fell a distance of twenty feet, and sustained

an Injury to the heart. He died within about six hours. During the Interval

he was quite conscious and rational, and answered questions Intelligently.

Examination showed fracture of the first segment of the gladiolus of the

sternum which was running obliquely downwards from right to left. A very

small tear was found In the anterior wall of the right ventricle, close to the

semilunar valves, large enough lo admit a lead pencil into the cavity of the

ventricle. Corin” records a similar case which survived six days. O’Neill^®

records the case of a boy who died after five days. He had a slit, 3 mm. long

at the aurlculo-ventrlcular valve. Howatn mentions a case of delayed

traumatic rupture of the heart, described to him by his colleague. Dr. J.

Donaldson, as occurring In his practice. A bricklayer, aged 68, unusually

deep chested, was working beside a large Iron pipe close to which were the

rails on which bogey trucks ran. On the approach of a truck he stood with

his back pressed close against the pipe In order that the truck might clear

him. The truck squeezed the front of his chest, scraping the skin, but causing

no further apparent local Injury. He was In bed for two weeks and resumed

work after three weeks. After three days’ resumption of work he felt unable

to continue, his chief complaint being pain in the chest. He was confined

to bed again for two weeks, during which his pulse rate rose gradually from

30 to 60. He appeared to be progressing favourably when he suddenly died.

Post-mortem examination revealed no Injury of any part of the chest wall

except the scraping of the skin. The pericardium was Intact and full of

blood. No disease of the heart substance was found. The left ventricle alone

was injured. Its wall was bruised In five places, three In front and two

behind. The largest bruise, the size of a shilling, and extending through the

greater part of the wall’s thickness, was found near the apex. Here the

ventricle wall was ruptured.

Quncwardene^i reports the case of a boy. aged 9, who survived ten days
after sustaining Injury to the heart owing to his chest having been pressed
against a wall by the back of a double-bullock cart. No external mark of

injury or fracture of the ribs was evident at the time of the accident. He
felt quite well the following morning, and was. therefore," allowed to go to

school, where he took part In the usual games. On the tenth day. while

-hK xA pttcutA'ra’i pa^n and te’fi down iA'iA.

Autopsy revealed a haemoporlcardlum. On removal of the clot rupture of

the anterior surface of the left ventricle was seen. The silt was blackish-
grey. roughly circular, and about 1" x j” in diameter- The rupture was
probably due to the contusion of the heart wall at the time of the accident
and yielding of the muscles so damaged.

The heart may be tom asunder from its vascular attachments by a crush-
ing force which compresses the chest violently and drags the organ down-
ward. KhoslaM reports a case In which a woman, about 60 years old. died
soon after she was run over by a military truck. On post-mortem examina-
tion the upper live ribs from the’ second to the seventh were fractured along
the nipple line on both the sides. The body of the sternum was fractured
tr-insverscly. The pleural cavities were full of fluid blood The heart was
found lying free in the left pleural cavity, it was detached completely from
Us vascular attachments. A rent, about three Inches long, was noted on the

left side of the pericardium parallel to the vertebral column.

38 Lancet, Oct, 13. 1917. p SCT.

20 nuIZehrt cle V /tcod. Rotate Delabiue. 4 Med. Series. 1911. p. 562
2t> JovT /mrr. Mfd. Assoc.. 1914, Vol LXll. p e07

il I'jncet June 19. 1920, p 1313

J. I,r ' Vid Jour., Nov 24, 1934, p 942 33 Ind. ,Ved. Caz. Sept. 1948. p. 419.
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Blood Vewls.—Wounds of the tiorta or the pulmonary artery arc rapid-

ly fatal. Wounds of the smaller arteries may prove fatal on account of pro-

fuse bleeding. Wounds of the large veins, especially of the neck, chest,

axilla or groin, may result In death from-the air entering the blood and con-

sequently passing into the right side of the heart.

Rupture of the aorta may be traumatic or spontaneous. When due to

trauma the rupture Is often localized just above the valves, and is more fre-

quently transverse than longitudinal.

A thin man. aged 45. died immediately after he was hit with a lathi over the left

side of the chest. The aorta, which was almost completely calcified, was found ruptured

at the Junction of the transverse and descending parts. There was no injury’ to the

chest or to the ribs.

Accidental rupture of the aorta may occur from an Impacted foreign

body In the cesophagus piercing the wall of the aorta.

A case34 is recorded In which a fisherman, aged 22 years, died on the third day
after swallowing a fish bone. At the post-mortem examination a fish bone was found

Impacted in the cesonhagus at about the level of the bifurcation of the bronchus. The
upper end of this bone, which had a sharp point and a sharp edge, had a super-

ficial wound. 1.2 cm. x 1.1 cm. in the anterior wall of the oesophagus. The bone was
directed obliquely downwards, backwards and outwards. Its lower end had made an
irregularly circular opening, 1.1 cm. in diameter. In the postero-lateral vrall and another

opening, l cm. In diameter, in the descending aorta i" below the bend.

In vehicular accidents the aorta may be ruptured by intense compres-

sion of the chest with or without any signs of external Injury to the chest wall

or fracture of the ribs.

B. BJ^askara Reddy and P. Ramchandra Bao record a case of

the aorta 2 cm, above the aortic valve, also middle lobe of the *^Sht lung lying loosely

in the pleural cavity and several multiple fractures of ribs &nd other injuries in a
wale aged 25, who died instantaneously in a lorrj' accident.—Jour. Jnd. Mca. Pro}., Aug,

1957. pp. 1739-40.

Clelandss reports a case in which a j-oung airman, while walking wth »
with his back to the oncoming traffic, was struck from behmd by a
a short way and then thrown to the road. At the post-mortem ex^tnation there was
w external Injury to the chest and the ribs were not fractured, but ih® ^ fji!"monary artery were tom across, as though cut by a knife. There was ® ^Jhrough the base of the heart and left auricle with rupture of the
the heart. Just above the point of severance in the aorta there was another partial tear.

Spontaneous rupture may occur from local diseases of the aorta, or even

^en there Is little or no change in the aorta, especially In those cases where
the aorta has only two valves or there Is stenosis of the aortic Isthmus.

A caseJs is recorded of a healthy man. aged 48 years, in whom ^jo Ja^e mpturg
found in the aortic arch with a dissecting aneurism and profuse

Sf,. pleural cavitv. The whole of the aortic arch showed areas of

most marked at the site of the rupture. The runtures had
taterval of a month in each: the last which proved fatal took P^®oe when t p

^ asleep in bed. There was a history of high blood pressure for a year, but there was

evidence of syphilis or other inflammations.

Diaphraem.—Wounds ol the diaphragm are liable to be produced y

Penetrating wounds of the chest or of the abdomen. They are not rapidly fatal

“"less the important organs In contact with it are also wounded. In n“n-tatal

'ntes diaphragmatic hernia may subsequently occur after the wound has healed

k Cicatrix has formed.
Rupture of the diaphragm may be caused by a severe blow or

J
fall^

call®
compression of the trunk under a wheel of a

j_, car or railway carriage or from a sudden Increase

sida^^
P^^ssure. Rupture usually occurs near the central

It
often accompanied by visceral injuries or displacements.^

35 P" '^acob and C. B. Gopalknshna. Ind. Med. Gas.. Nov. 1952, PP 512 515

3s’ a -7' Austrl. Sept. 9. 1944. VoL 31. p. 278.
OTit. Med. Jour.. Aug. 13, 1932, Ep„ p.
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gives rise to much pain on coughing or deep breathing, and may cause death
from severe shock.

ABDOMEN
The Abdominal Parietcs.—Injuries of the abdominal parietes may be

contusions, abrasions, and non-penetrattag or penetrating wounds.

Contusions of the abdominal parietcs are produced by a blunt weapon,
a kick, a carriage wheel passing over the abdomen, or by a fall. It Is not
necessary that they should show any external mark of Injury on the skin.
Sometimes, an eSuslon of blood may be seen In the tissues or muscles under
the spot where violence was used; but it must be borne In mind that an effu-
sion of blood In the muscles may occur spontaneously as a result of disease
without any external violence.

Abrasions on the abdominal parietes are generally caused by vehicular
accidents or by falls from a height.

Contusions and abrasions of the abdominal parietes are, as a rule, sim-
ple unless accompanied by lesions of the visceral organs, when they prove
fatal from shock, hemorrhage, or from peritonitis. In some cases peritonitis
may occur without evident Injury to any of the abdominal organs. Besides,
It has already been mentioned that a blow on the epigastric region (pit of the
stomach) may cause death by its inhibitory action on the heart through the

action on the solar plexus. Post-mortem examination would reveal
nothing except the signs of shock to account for such a sudden death.

Wounds of the abdomen are produced by a cutting or stabbing Instru-
^ tiy the horns or claws of an animal, or by a fall on an

trnHnJ
a sharp projecting point. They are of two kinds, non-pene-

penetrating. Non-penetrating wounds are usually simple and heal

w serious from haemorrhage from some large blood-vessel,

Scuer f
artery, or from septic Infection, which extending to the

hSa Involve the peritoneum and cause peritonitis A ventral

Si occur from the cicatrix left alter the healing of the

ImmeSel, froJ t '"‘“B'to'is. nnd may cause death

cerltonltls
^ thTv

Internal hicmorrhage, or subsequently from septic

Smtaal vller^ Tb or profusion of the

SSed usuaUv hJi 0"UJacent viscera are not

ed tSuIccT'^o^'c'S'”' >“^tenOed with food or dlseas-

wcapoT a cr^sh orT fall
=>

external Injury on thp nhri
without leaving any mark of

'

reddiih Huid consisting of undigested
cavity was found to contain a dirty

lower border and greater cun-ature, haV“an*?nch^^v? thfpy°S

ther“lsT'Ler fnThe
«>»''t-‘eoos mptur'e may occur when

S SsLe SL^^^rponsTe'Ss'l « a
years In whom the stomach was ruptured in the anterior raTl“?alrly dose
to the lesser curvature and near the cardla. The rupture Tas'ln the form

37 Dnt Hed Jour. Aue 9. 1953. p 32t.
"
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of a linear slit 1" long, running parallel to the lesser curvature. The edges
were clean-cut and paper-thin, and there appeared to bo no local pathological
•lesion. There was no evidence of acute or chronic Inflammation, necrosis,

previous scarring or adhesions. The woman was suffering from pyloric

stenosis due to a gastric ulcer associated with spasm of the cardla. There
was also dilalctlon of the stomach. An operation was performed and the woman
made an uneventful recovery.

Death has been caused* by an Intratracheal tube being passed into oesopha-
gus by mistake during anajsthesia.

Penetrating or stabbing wounds of the stomach are generally fatal, and
very often involve the adjoining viscera, such as the liver or spleen.

On the 23rd October 1921, a Hindu male was wounded in the stomach, and he died
on the 26th October. A penetrating wound passed through the stomach into the right
lobe of the liver.—Oudh J. C. Court, Cr. App. Reg. No. 2, 1921.

Intestines.- -Rupture of the Intestines occurs frequently from violent

blows, kicks, falls, crushes or compressions. In many cases no mark of injury

on the abdominal wall is visible, though In addition to the rupture a great deal

of contusion and laceration of the Intestines may be present. Like the stomach
the intestines may rupture spontaneously from chronic ulceration or from
very slight force. If they are diseased or distended .

,

Molrs* described a case

where a patient sustained a rupture of the small intestine 31 feet from the

ileo-cascal valve when he attempted to reduce an Inguinal hernia by using

considerable force.

When caused by injury rupture may take place at the point of Impact,

or in some cases at a distance from It. In the former case the margins of

the runture are clean cut. and in the latter they are usually ragged and
irregular. Rupture usually occurs at the commencement of the jejunum,

and In the lower three feet of the Ileum, but very rarely In the large Intestine.

However, it nust bo remembered that rupture of the large Intestine at the

junction of the sigmoid with the rectum may occur from straining at stool

without the presence of chronic ulceration or any other disease.

Death occurs immediately from shock or subsequently from peritonitis

owing to the expulsion of the contents Into the peritoneal cavity. In three

out of ten cases of mechanical violence to the small intestine that came under

Modl’s observation death occurred from peritonitis on the third, fourth and
sixth day respectively after the rupture. In one case the intestine was

diseased and It was the chronic ulcer that had given way.

Hemorrhage and laceration of intestines can be seen In blast injuries.

H a rupture is very small the mucous membrane becomes everted and

closes the little opening and thus prevents the escape of the intestinal con-

tents. The power of locomotion or other muscular exertion may be preserved

after these injuries.

Rectum.—Owing to its anatomical situation in the hollow of the sacrum
the rectum is rarely injured except from wounds through the perineum an

Ischiorectal fossa, but it may rupture spontaneously. Aliens’ reports a cas

n Which a male, aged 54 years, felt a sudden moderately ®

tawer part of the abdomen, while waUdng to his work after his midday inea_

On examlnallon a transverse tear, li Inches long, was
anterior wall of the first part of the rectum. The rectum and splenic colon

normal.

1-
'^atal Injuries of the rectum ate someUmes Produced by the forcibly thrust

Of a blunt weapon through the anus, u method of torture, which

casionallE resorted to in India for adultery and theft.

1^- Bnt. j/ea. Jour.. Oct. 8. 1921. P. 563.
Tn,xt-,'t Sent. 25. 1913. p. 611.

lancet. Sept. 4, 1948, p. 378; vide also Arnold S. Aldls. P
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Roy Chowdbury reported to Modi a case, in which he examined the body of one
Bhogla, aged 11 years, and he found that a bamboo, 12 inches long, had been thrust
through the anas into the abdominal cavity, where it produced a tear of the transverse
colon and then entered the pleural cavity tearing tlirough the diaphragm. A easels
is reported, where the husband of a woman insert^ a chopstick into the rectum of a
man, 30 years old, who was found In bed with his wife. ITie chopstick remained in the
lower bowel for fifty days, and then penetrated the ascending colon making tw'O per-
forations and causing peritonitis The chopstick was removed by an operation and the
two perforations were repaired. The patient recovered.

Severe injuries of the rectum may also occur from the self-insertion through
the anus of ?, foreign body, such as a bamboo piece, a bottle, etc., owing to
perverted sexual practice, from falling accidentally on an Iron railing or any
projecting point or from sitting forcibly upon a piece of a broken bottle or
broken china.

r
describes the case of a Burman male who sustained a penetrating wound

01 tne anus by falling from a paddy heap, 14 feet high, on to a forked stick used for
^ CQuntiy cart. The wound involved the anus and surrounding skin. Two

i°?

small intestine, each about li feet long, with a piece of omentum, about

T'Vi , V
protruding through the wound and lying loose over the pcrlnffium.

lacerated, gangrenous and offensive. On e.xaminatlon by the fingers a gaping
rectum, extending Into the abdominal cavity. The

nicn
tympanic and tender. Recovery took place after an operation. James«

fumnPrt
^ farmer. 18 years old. while working In the hay fields

J ^ waggon and Impaled himself upon the upright handle of a

troSS .nVprS
ground About 12 Inches of the handle after perforating his

iSs of
producing Intrapertloneal rupture of the rectum. About 15

hsemorrhaw purpuric appearance suggesting minute sub-peritoncal

stoSJSi T^t
seeds were found lying on the anterior surface of theBwmacn. The patient was cured after an operation.

this
remembered that a column of air under pressure rushing from

the hS cornpressed air hose which does not touch the body may enter

IS usually Injured, the anus and tectum escaptoB.

InluSl^wSl? o™olTfi*Mow woSi rsssivstl foUowmf

abov1°thriS?o5'?l°Se°s';moS ?' Intestine slightly

ration the roesoslaSold
‘I' tide together with a laee-

toneal cavity through this ooenln?
matter escaped Into the pen-

An anoreXe recovered after the necessary operation,

blew air at a boy aged 15 aa a
hammer from his compressed air pipe

but could not say whethir tfe wL be^din? or
shoulder.

Ihe Jury was satUfled th|[ the bS collapsed

occur’lro'm ’dh^t“vtolence 'lpoHed'’to'th
extremely rare. They may

wounds ot the abdomen. They are usiallv'‘’
®“ ““'", ” P™'‘tntlng

other abdominal organs. But 4eTthe"ULehT'’ f'* ,may be ruptured by being pressed agalSt th.
Is empty, the pancreas alone

struck, and may produce severe shoct'^L? d“l“n'n hy me object

sympathetic and semilunar ganglia,
'"y'ng Probably to damage to the

a b!cycl?accid^nt.''^elhock “'nPlete rupture ot the pancreas in

In a ease In which a young m™w2 “S SSS- twenty-fourth day.

Modllo^ eontuslon ot the p'SrSSKS lts°?fS
“

"J'
.

.

«u3iis tail. There were also contusions
40. Paul Teng. Western Jour. Surcrerv obtr/>(rf/>* n-,,.*

'7
Press. Dec. 17, 1947, p 545

“Metric* and Gynacolog!/. Oct. 1947; itfcdical

41. Ind. Med. Gas. Sept. 1933, n. 519 49 r * .

43 Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., March 22. 192fi o ^
44 Jour. Amer. Med. Ajsoc., Dea 8, lovff

, p inig
45 Krrue de CMrurgle, Paris. 61. 1923 n. 21 Jniir ^

1923, p 510
« . . D. 41, jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Aug. 11,
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of the bases of the lungs and of the front of the transverse colon. The left kidney was
ruptured in about its middle, lacerating its substance with the capsule Intact on Its

posterior surface. There were three small abrasions e.xternally on the chest, but no
injury on the abdominal wall.

Gray and Hodgson<s report the case of a man, aged 20. who, while playing football
was charged by onotlicr player and fell to the ground with ids opponent on top of him.
The latter’s knee hit him on the abdomen. Within fifteen minutes of the accident he
suffered from shock and died in forty hours. Post-mortem examination revealed tlie

presence of a tear of the pancreas anterior to the vcrlcbrai column. There was no tear
of any other organ or no bruise of the abdominal wall. On the otlier hand. Broam
and Barlow<7 describe a case of complete division of the pancreas, followed by recovery
through an operation from an automobile accident without serious injury'.

• Liver.—Owing to Its size, Its fixed position and Its friable consistence,

the liver Is frequently wounded by a stab in the abdomen, or Is often ruptured
by a blow, kick, crush, or fall, or even by a sudden contraction of the abdo-
minal muscles. It may also be lacerated by the fractured ends of a rib per-
forating the diaphragm. There may or may not be signs of external injury.

Fifteen cases of rupture of the liver came to Modl’s notice during a period

extending over eight years. Out of these, external marks of Injury were
visible in three only. One of these cases was very remarkable. A young
Mahomedan male of twenty-two years was run over by a motor car, and died

within an hour. At the post-mortem txaminatlon which he held on the day
after the death ho found no trace of external or internal bruising of the abdo-
minal wall, but the liver was crushed and the right lobe was almost pulverized.

Ruptures usually Involve the right lobe, and occur in the anterior surface

aiid the Inferior border. They are ordinarily directed anteroposteriorly or

obliquely, rarely transversely, and are generally one or two Inches deep,

but rarely pass through the entire sub-

141 .—Rupture of Liver.

Stance of the organ. The liver is lace-

rated morq easUy if it is enlarged and

fatty. In rupture of the liver death

occurs Immediately from shock and

hremorrhage. especially If the portal

vein or vena cava Is injured, or It may
occur within forty-eight hours. Some-

times. life may be prolonged for days

If the liver substance alone Is Injured.

A case occurred in Agra in which a

man survived five days after the liver

was ruptured. Sometimes, recovery

occurs after slight wounds or lacera-

tions It is also possible that rupture

may lead to the formation of liver

‘htongh septic Infection. From tils observations Eauer« twnte that

“ abscess may occur from eleven days to one year after the central rupture

J
"''br as the result of compression. In rare cases. It may

year later. He describes a case in which a man fell
.

aM hla right fifth rib. For months he cornplamed ^
a"..”'"? breathing, and held himself so bent that he

tWA^^^
^^Ibr he was suddenly taken ill with rigors and high fev .

v^eeks later. At the necropsy a liver abscess w'as found.

beu«f'.:‘’'=‘“"-Whunds and ruptures of the ^all-bladder may result Irom

wounds or from a blow. kick, or compression ^^^h the kn

of the small size of the gall-bladder and the deep

^veins these injuries are rare.

«' Feb. 14, 1931, p. 264.

48 R° r* Med. Assoc., May 28. 1932. p. 1.882.
«rtt. Med. Jour.. March 12, 1921, Epitome, p. 43.
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" /anuary 1919, a case occurred, in which the upper surface of the gall-bladder
.
/erated by an ekka passing o\'er the body.
Ae gall-bladder may rupture spontaneously, when distended with gall-

stones. Bralthwalte'*’ records such a case In which a circular perforation
about a third of an Inch in diameter occurred on the posterior surface of the
f^dus of the gall-bladder. Death occurs from peritonitis owing to the
enuslon of blood and bile into the peritoneal cavity.

Spleen.—On account of Its situation, rupture of a normal spleen Is very
rare unless caused by considerable compressing force, such as the passing
of a carriage or motor car over the body, or by a crush In a railway accident,

height; In such cases It Is usually associated
with Injuries to other solid organs and to the ribs overlying the spleen. A
noi^l spleen may sometimes be ruptured by the broken ends of a rib
which may be fractured by a severe kick or by a blow from a blunt weapon.

Mahomedan male died after receiving a kick from a horse. On post-

Ifo
February 1926. fourteen hours after death, there was

fractured, the fractured ends projecting

naTts
was normal, was lacerated and divided almost into two

surface with triradlate tears on its Inner surface.The left kidney was also lacerated in two places on Its outer surface.

An enlarged spleen becomes softened and brittle Hence it Is liable to
rupture from a fall or from violence of a very slight degree. In such cases

If*”!”?* external mark of Injury. During a
thirty-six cases of rupture of the spleen

on thp showed marks of bruising

tfnth rthfTol
splenic region and In one of the left ninth and

mS2 takes place In its concave or

mcLmv ^ hemorrhage owing to Its great

Wow and
^ be .frequently more than one rupture from a single

In lich a
'eavins the thlcltened capsule Intact.

mntaM or “s »e capsule limits the

tSh ha, ^“'1 Ihdntltp of blood,

tlm cumSc led S' “ d’dt. dnd presses on

fan of excltem™, ‘he sudden muscular exer-

fates mace '““her bleeding occurs and death

•hnrf v.«^ ^
Immediately. Thus, an old punkha cooly in the Acra Fort who

fo h„’’!ru\?'nT,rthTdlls“ of tL fbdomen. Seared
Village in a loltlmr ek-kn ^itn

fourth day, when he went to his

Ty! agM fllteen yea“ surSrdT Mahomedan

ftye‘Sr~~ '4 Sce-zrotlre S.
afterTecellTrb.„l’’'.bTh^

o^faVe’dUe" Z'
Rupture of an enlarged spleen from

very slight violence I-j a common occur-
rence In districts where malaria and kala-
azar are prevailing, and every medical
jurist is familiar with such cases. Some-
times, the enlargement Is so great that Its
len^h Is more than fourteen Inches and
ite breadth more than eight inches, while

weight Is often more than four pounds.
Of all the enlarged spleens that were
seen ruptured in the Agra District
between 1909 and 1910 (the years of a

50. Ind. Med. Caz, June 1902, p. 219.

Fia. 143.—Ruptitfed spleen.

Bnt Affd. Jour.. Dec. 12. 1908. p :

Med jK'xs . Ed. HI, p 461.
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high malarial incidence) the smallest spleen measured^ G" X 5 X
^

•weighed nine ounces; while the largest measured 13" X X 21 and we g

lour pounds and eight ounces.

An enlarged spleen may sometimes rupture spontaneously from t

traction of the abdominal muscles during the act of sneezing, cougnmg.

vomiting, or straining, and some cases of this nature

(see cases below). Rare cases have also been reported in which it is

that a perfectly healthy normal spleen has ruptured spontaneously, it s

difficult to believe that a normal spleen can rupture sudden y

apparent cause. It is, however, possible that occasionally. In cer a

viduals and at certain phases, a healthy normal spleen rnay

minimal trauma. If the capsule Is Intact in such a case, the symptoms may

be delayed for hours or days, and when eventually patient collapses

he has forgotten the original and causative injury so that the spleen app

to have ruptured spontaneously.
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Pateysi reports the case of an apparently siwntaneous rupture of a healthy normal
spleen In a healthy muscular man. aged 50, who suddenly and without apparent cause
experienced one evening acute pain in the epigastrium, which within a few minutes
became so severe that he had to stop work. After two days he was removed to hospital
where an abdominal operation wa.s performed, and a ruoture was found under the
capsule on the outer convex sinface of the perfectly normal spleen communicating with
a similar rupture on its concave side round the posterior border. At the time he denied
having received any injury, but shortly after hLs discharge from the hospital he men-
tioned that at 10-30 a.m. cn the day of the onset of his Illness he was lining over a
ledge In order to open his shop window, when he slipped and fell on to his left side
against tho edge of the ledge He had only slight discomfort and. thinking nothing of
the injury, dismissed it from his mind until the repeated questionings recalled the
incident. Undoubtedly, this forgotten trauma was the primary cause of the ruptured
spleen.

Another casesi Is also recorded in which a married woman, aged 34, had received
a blow on the left side in the small of the back just below the ribs about a fortnight
ago and the blow brought her to tlie knees and slie spent a sleepless night with the
pain which also perslst»^d through the next day. After that, however, she felt quite all

nght, and indeed went on foot to the skating rink with a friend and had no further
trouble until June 23, 1930, when on waking up In the morning she did not feel very
well, was 'cized with very sei'ere pain in the gastric region and died after a few hours

examination revealed a transverse tear. 2' Icng. on the convex surface
of the normal spleen, which weighed 4J ounces and measured 4J' y 3J".

Wounds of the spleen are rare, but may be caused by , a stabbing or
cutting instrument or by a foreign body piercing accidentally its pulp. Ih
his reported cases Crawford*^ found one case of wound to every fifty cases
of rupture.

resident of Police-station MohanlalganJ.

ch«t ^ » .stabbing wound in the left side of the
chest cai^.d ^th a spear. At the post-mortem examination Modi found an incised wound

and line In the interspace between the eighth

• S an flf /ii penetrating the external surface of the spleen

Modi on ihe^SGth^Miv^iQoT^lt; ^ wounds, was examined by

on the bSv •'““'s htto death. In addition to several woun^
fett eWoMh r^b fh.. wf 1°“"'*.”' ’< )' oWiddely along the bach over the= SWe'en^l’n

in n puni.lSed wovnd J' X ’* distance of 12 feet. This resulted

S" away from th« midlm*
* be.ow the lower border cf the tenth left rib, about

had lacerated margins Death
directed downwards and inwards, and

mortem examlSuion thfSJnrt ^ within ten minutes of the accident. At the post-

Intercrsfal space arul^p'!^!?^ ^ Pleural cavity through the Unm
of its Visceral surface where^a

^®Pbragm entered the .spleen to the mid£e
in its substance chisel, .ij- x r x 1'. Was found embedded

February 1904.^a —t- On the evening of the 9th

down to sleep in a^'nt afler^he^^cf'fl^i ^ ^ Government Yak Oon»
to his brother, who wm &dr\v^ «« about 7-20 p-tn. he called

The Havaldar and the that he had pain in hw side,

distress and complaining of Intense *i?r
found him in gr^

a British Officer who ^le to heart". The Havaldar at once called

the pain and weakness but ir^de
complained of

In any way account for the" naln
anybody having struck him nor could

before eight—about half an ho^ after
weaker and died a. few mlnut»

tlon the body was found to be
commenced. On post-mortem examliw-

appeared to be bet^n U-entv «« powerful and thHge of the deceased

inj^-. On op-ningX wrlSn^f There was no external mark of

.. .
>jg!_P^»gn^ravity^jarge quantity of blood gushed ouf. the

p. 65'2.
' ^ see also A. w. Druitt. Laaecf. Nov. 1.

jJr: o'
56?"'- ’ ° S23. ride also U E. Jones, Brif.

54 ind wed Gac. June 19M. p 229 55 Antiseptic. Vol. 49. October 1952. p I-
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peritoneum vms found perfectly henlthy and no adhesions were found In
j

the abdomen. A larpe iupture teas found In the spleen
very-

anele of the hlluni. The orjan was enlarjpd
d ilcd. Oaz.. June

soil. The other abdominal orpans were quite healths .—Davys, ino.

'^'^iVnindu male, aged about =0, was admitti^
Momma! 'Sin ”t hm'lSrs^ura-

Hospltal on the 3om April 1903. with the hlstor^t tonicr, the
tion. There was constipation but no vomUlnc- ‘

.-up^htlv distended. On
tenderness beinp most mnrked In the left lilac

b='^ lS^orrSkrf in
the 1st May. Uie abdomen was more distended, the dlstemlon Deing ro

the epigastric region; the tenderness g^wter but no
abdominal cavity. He complained of much

the post-mortem
obstruction was present. He died at 9 ft.m. on the 3ra . .

. substance was
examination the spleen was found slightly. If at all. and

owS eS of the
largely occupied b? a blood olot; on the beneath the
organ, was a small rupture of the substance which had m

nnid* this had burst
capsule with the formation of a cyst-like cavity'

f omentum was adherent
into the peritoneum setting uo bloo?^n the abdominal cavity.
to the ruptured cysMlke cavity. There w-as m itce bio^ m u

The other organs were normal, there being nothing to su^wt ^av

occurred In the soleen.—Owen Tliurston. Ind.
TfnrdQi Vho was addicted

3. A Hindu ifiale. aged about 45 years and while
to dnnking alcohol to excess and smoking

d...* immediately. At the post-
^klng on the afternoon of the 13th August

m*er the abdomen
mortem cxamlnutlon Modi did not noUce abdominal cartty was
on the part corresponding to the r^gloi^f splec

. ^ friable and pulta-
fuU of blood, and the spleen was ruptu^.

taken out entire. It was lying
ceous that not an Inch of the solid substancerould pultoceous mass,
m a thickened capsule which show^ ^ antroction of extraordinary muscles
pe rupture was spontaneous ProbaWy deceased having received a

bSroVttn? feen'htlSlSra hS.TsuSstan're In the splenic repon during the

“'T'’'li.e'?o1io°ng'lft tSfof e^^ntaneous rupture of the spleen during an atlach

Of malaria:— !«»/% hosoital for fever. Two days after-

A male patient, 22 years old, was
^hi^an to have a mild ngor. At about

wards at about midday he felt
J^'^.^dv^as hll blood smear was examined

2 pm. 10 grains of quinine ^eje administer^ orally « and his pulse rate
with positive result. At about 2-30 P-"}-Jjf ?n^rp/to bTentering^ a state of profound
was 120 per minute. By 3 pm. the patient appeared to be

^

shock and the intravenous
°i/^rfuslon was substituted as soon as pos-

venous dose of quinine was given. Blo^
Oie Sent was completely coUapsed

rlble for the AdminirtmUon nf fT. Sd at MO pn? ?St-mortem examination r.j
and was pulseless and comatose. He oiea a\a

soleen measured
vealed the nresenee of Pint, uf f '’i'^'^poeferSr SIrto surface was a
12“ X 6- X 4“ and weighed alwut 4 pound^ m iw

Australia.M -- - -
str&oS? “iKi
p. 539.

6 The following
spleen;-

a case of spontaneous runlure of an enlarged leukKmto

exposing a laree area nf snlenic Dulp on the visceral surface and adjacent ° .

diaphragmatic surface. Two irregular linear ruptures extended ° pole
its upper border, and a triangular-shaped ruptwe ^ to^r^

Surface"^o Imear ruptures extended from the picnic notA towan^ tte p 6̂93
.'

There was no history of trauma—G. H. Cooray. Brit. Med Jour., March 29. 1952. p.

Kidneys.-Owlng to their deep situation in the abdomen rupture of tne-

kidneys is rare by direct violence from blows, unless considerable force

applied to the lumber region over the twelfth rib.
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During the Hlndu-Mahomiidan riot at Agra In 1913, a young Hindu of about 20

vears of age was hit by one of the rioters with a latht In the left lumbar region and died

immediately. Cn post-mortem examination the left kidney, which was quite healthy,

was found ruptured.

The kidneys may be ruptured by the slightest Indirect violence, when

they are already vreakened by diseases, such as hydronephrosis, pyelonephritis,

pyonephrosis, tuberculosis, abscess, nephritis, tumour, etc.

The kidneys may be accidentally ruptured when an individual is run

over by a heavy vehicle, such as a motor car or a country cart or when he is

crushed between the buffers of a railway carriage^ They are also apt to be

injured when the body is violently flexed forwards at the lumbar region.

Rupture may prove rapidly fatal from collapse or h2emorrhagc, or more

slowly from peritonitis or suppuration caused by extravasation of urine.

Slight rupture may result In recovery.

E. \V. Richesss reports the case of a man. aged 24 years, who lived for eleven days

alter rupture of the right kidney sustained ^ him when a lorry Knocked one of the

handles of his wheelbarrow violently Into his sides. Fowier Ward** cites even a case

of recovery from a ruptured -kidney without an operation.

Bladder.—Rupture of the bladder may be produced generally at the

posterior and upper surface by blows, crushes or kicks on the hypogastrlum,

especially wh»n it is distended with urine. Sometimes, very slight violence

may rupture the bladder without any external sign of Injury. Rupture may
also occur from a fall, from fracture of the pubic bone, or from a sharp

weapon penetrating through the vagina or rectum.

In June 1923, a woman, 25 years old, was run over by a tonga, and died in a few
hours. On examination there was no external mark of Injury, but on opening the
abdomen an oblique transverse ecchymosls In an area of three Inches by two Inches

was seen in the substance of the muscle in the left iliac region. The pelvic cavity

contained Mood The Madder was found lacerated to an extent of two Inches In the
upper surface and was covered on the inside with clotted blood.

On the 11th November 1923, a woman was run over by a bullock cart and died
ipimedlately, Tncre was no external mark of Injury to the abdominal wall, but there
nas extravasation of blood In the muscles of the abdomen across its lower part above
the pubra with rupture of the Madder In its upper part and fracture of the pubic
and Iliac bones.

Spontaneous rupture of the normal bladder is rare, almost impossible,

though it may occur in Its base from over-dlstensIon when It is diseased or

ulcerated, or when there is an obstruction in the urethra from stricture,

enlarged prostate and tumour. Similarly. It Is liable to rupture in females
during partuiltion, owing to the pressure of the child’s head, if the bladder
Is over-distended. Persons who are habituated to excessive indulgence in

alcohol or opium are apt to go about with a distended bladder owing to the
depressed effect on the nerve centres. In such a condition slight pressure
or an accidental fall on the lower part of the abdomen may be sufficient to
rupture the bladder.

The symptoms of rupture of the bladder are pain, tenderness in the
abdomen, rigidity of the abdominal muscles. Inability to pass urine and the

' presence of blood In the urine. In some cases the symptoms may be delayed
for eight hours or more. The patient may be able to walk for some time after
receiving the Injury.

Death may occur suddenly from shock, but usually occurs in ihree to

seven days from peritonitis due to the extravasation of urine Into the peri-

toneal cavity, or from suppuration and sloughing due to urine being extra-

vasated Into the cellular tissue If the bladder Is ruptured at Its extraperl-

tloneal portion. Tayloi^ cites a case in which death did not take place until

the fifteenth day.

56. Proceedings of the Royal Society of Med., Feb. 1931, p. 470.

57. PHne and Pract. Of Med Juris., VoL I. Ed X, p. 384.
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Uterus.—The non-gravid uterus Is not ordinarily injured unless involved

in the injuries of the pelvic organs, but the gravid uterus is likely to be

ruptured by a blow, kick, or trampling on the abdominal wall, or by the

passage of a sharp instrument per vaglnam to procure abortion. Death may
result from hmmorrhage, peritonitis,^ or septicaemia. The pregnant organ

may also be ruptured during injudicious obstetrical operations or by con-

tinued tonic spasm during parturition, especially In obstructed labour.

The external violence which causes injury to the pregnant uterus may
sometimes be responsible for producing injury on the foetus.

Partial or complete separation of the placenta caused by a blow on the

abdomen during pregnancy may cause fatal hxmorrhage,-

Urethra.—The male urethra may be ruptured by a kick in the perinaeum,

by a fall astride some projecting substance, such as a fence or beam, by a
fractured piece of the pubic bone or by the introduction of a foreign body.

The seat of rupture is usually In front of, or behind, the triangular ligament,

just where the urethra passes under the public arch. Death may occur from
extravasation of urine, but rupture may heal without any serious effects if

a tear Is a slight one, and If immediate surgical treatment Is undertaken.

The female urethra may be ruptured by an act of rape. Modi saw a girl of

eight years, whose anterior urethral wall was lacerated to an extent of

i" X i" by an act of rape committed by a grown-un man. Schepetinsky,5»

also reports the case of a woman, 23 years old, who had been raped by an
intoxicated xnarv. Her urethra was abnormally wide, and there was a bleed-

ing rupture, 3 or 4 cm. long, in the posterior wall, and she was suffering from
gonorrheea.

Penis.—Wounds of the penis and its total extirpation, if not fatal by
shock and hemorrhage, are not dangerous. Cutting off the penis with a
knife or razor is one of the usual modes of punishment for adultery in India.

In order to avenge himself on one Raghubar Dayal who had committed
adultery with his wife, one Murll of Kheri District amputated his penis at

its root, placed It in his mouth and then killed him Sometimes, the victim

is first killed, and then his genital oi^an Is cut off.

Mutilation of the penis and even castration are occasionally self-inflicted

by lunatics or by individuals who want to be eunuchs or wish to dedicate

their lives to a goddess, viz. Bahucharaji, in the Gujarat Province. On
September 17, 1932, Modi saw one Hijra, called PancUam alios Ilalchl, aged 28
years, who had cut off his penis and scrotum with the testicles by one sweep
of a knife, causing an incised wound, 4" x 4", below the pubes and directed
from above downwards. When he was brought to hospital, th* wound was
covered with curd and a piece of a dirty rag. He was discharged cured
after ten days.

Superficial incised wounds of the penis are sometimes produced to
fabricate a false charge of assault.

The penis may be injured by a squeeze or crush, and the engorged penis,
when in a state of erection, may be completely avulsed from the pubes by
a forcible pull.

Biondi reports the case of a man, aged 64 years, whose penis was pulled off by an
energetic young woman with whom he bad attempted sexual mtercourse. The case
was brought into court and each party gave a different version as to how the thing
actually occurred. The woman's sto^ was that Uxe man tried to seduce her and that
in self-dtfence she pulled forcibly at the penis which came off in the struggle. From
certain experiments made at the cadaver with a view to elucidating the question it was

58. Zentralblatt for Gj/nakoloigc, Leipzig. Oct 4, 1930, p. 2530; Jour. Amer. Med.
Assoc., Jan. 10. 1931, p. 155.

59. Chief Court of oudh Crim. Appeal No. 164 of 1928.
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found that the nature of the njurles sustained in the case was epctly similar ^ that

which was produced when the penis was forcibly avulsed and amount of force,

required to tear off the penis in a flaccid state was far in excess of that which any

ordinary person would be likely to possess. But when the penis was erect the resisUnce

was very much reduced so that a comparatively moderate amount of force quite minm
the possibility of a woman of average strength was quite sufficient to completely avuise

the penis.—Lo Clin. Mod., An 12. N. 18; Brit'. Med. Jour.. Aug. 18, 1900, Epitome, p. 25.

Testicles.—Contusion of the testicles results from blows, kicks and

squeezes, and Is accompanied by severe pain of a sickening character, which

may produce a fatal shock. The squeezing of a testicle is a common practice

of assault in India, and sometimes the squeezing is so very forcible that the

testicle Is protruded out of the scrotum. It may also be accidentally protruded

through a lacerated wound of the scrotum caused in jumping over a barbed

•wire. In his annual report for the year 1941, the Chemical Analyser,

Bombay, reports a case in which a man was murdered by avulsion of the

left testicle caused by a lacerated wound*on the side of the scrotum exposing

the spermatic cord. .
•

Vulva.—^Injuries to the vulva may be caused homicldally by a blow or

kick in front, or from behind when a female Is bending forward. They may
also be caused accidentally when a female forcibly sits on a broken chamber

pot while urinating or fails on a projecting sharp substance.

Owing to the underlying pubic bone wounds of the vulva caused by a

blunt weapon may look like Incised wounds, but minute and careful exami-

nation of the wounds will reveal the difference. These wounds may prove

fatal from excessive haemorrhage.

Vagina.—The vagina may be lacerated by the introduction of an abor-

tion stick for procuring criminal abortion or by the forcible thrusting oi a

foreign body, such as a blunt weapon, as a form of torture or punishment.
Lacerations caused by a thrusting a foreign body into the vagina are some-
times multiple Involving the pelvic organs and cause death. The following

two cases are Illustrative ;

—

1. A dhak stick had been forcibly thrust by Saktu, accused, through the vagina
of a girl. 14 years old, so that its upper part had been bored over for four inches. The
stick had perforated the vagina, tom the bladder and dlsnlaced the uterus which was
almost lying loose. It had passed into the abdominal cavity as far as the stomach. The
abdominal portion of the stick was fifteen inches Icng The peritoneal cavity contained
about two oimccs of clotted blood, and the omentum was tom and congested The upper
part of the rectum was perforated and the uterine hgajnents were tom w

2 A woman was killed by a lathi being thrust into her vagina, which lacerating
the orifice and tearing the posterior fornix entered the peritoneum making an opening.
2' X 2*. The surrounding structures were blue and congested.**

The vaginal walls may be lacerated during parturition, and the lacera-
tion may extend Into the bladder or rectum.

The vagina may be Injured by violent sexual Intercourse especially by a
strong healthy adult with a small girl or even with a grown-up female,
whether single or married, and fatal results may follow from profuse
haimorrhage or from pelvic cellulitis.

Modi saw a case In Agra, where a girl of thirteen years died from septic ceUuUtis
caused by a lacerated wound In the posterior wall of the vagina the result of sexual
Intercourse by her husband, who was a strong young man. J Alfred Gaynor<t records
the case of a married woman. 28 years old, who immediately after the first attempt
at coitus had a severe vaginal harmorrhage losing about three pints On examination
a dense central adhesion was found between the anterior and posterior vaginal walls
leaving two small lateral apertures. This was situated about midway between the hymen
and the vault of the vagina. A deep tear In the vaginal wall about IJ inches long

CO. K. F. V. Saktu. Oudh Jud. Ckrni. Court Crtmln. Appeal Reg 138 of 1922.
Cl. K. E. V. Patev Smah and Sarup Sttiph. Allah. High Court Cn'mln Appeal No. 97
1931.

62 Brit. Med. Jour, Dec. 10, 1927, p. 1080.
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extended Xrom the lateral aperture on the right side to\vards the hj’nien. Lask<3 also
reports an interesting case in which a woman, aged 57 years, sustained a perforation of
the posterior fornix and pouch of Douglas during sexual intercourse with a man, 30
years old.

The usual practice of punishment for adultery in India is to brand the
vulva with a heated solid substance or to introduce powdered chillies, a
bruised marking nut (.Bhilawa), or a rag soaked in Madar juice into the
vaginal cavity.

MUSCLES

Contusions and sprains of the muscles may occur from a blow or from
a fall. They are generally simple In nature, but an abscess may form in the
contused part of the muscle, or paralysis and subsequent atrophy of the
muscles may occur if the nerve supplying these muscles Is damaged.
Similarly, a person may become lame from a sprain of the gastrocnemius
and soleus owing to their contraction.

. Laceration and crushing of the muscles due to heavy cart or a railway
or machinery accident may necessitate the amputation of a limb, or may
cause death Indirectly from gangrene or tetanus.

Sometimes, it so happens that owing to Its elasticity, the skin, especially

of the chest and abdomen, remains Intact, but the underlying muscles are
tom by kicks, blUnt weapons or street accidents causing protrusion of a
portion of a viscus behind the skin.

In a carriage accident a boy. aged 11 years, siistained injuries in his chest by the
front end of a pole of an ekka hitting him on the right side. On examination there was
no mark of e.xtemal Injury on the chest, but a portion of the lung was found protruding
through the tom muscles in the fourth Intercostal space of the right side of the chest.

A woman, aged 60 years, was struck in the abdomen by a bullock with his head,
and died 3 days later. At the autopsy the abdominal wall was found Intact without
any external mark of Injurj’, but a piece of the omentum was found protrudmg behind
the svtn through a tear Ij' x I", of the abdominal muscles on the right side In the
upper part. There was also a tear in the small intestine towards its lower part on the
right side.

BONES

Contusion of a bone and of its periosteum due to a blow or a faii fs a
simple injury, and In ordinary circumstances subsidies in a few days, though
acute -infective periostitis or necrosis may occur in the case of debilitated,

syphilitic or rheumatic people.

Fractures of bones may occur from blows, fails or muscular contraction.

A case occurred In which a healthy man fractured his humerus by muscular
exertion in throwing a cricket ball.

Fractures are not ordinarily dangerous, unless they are compound, when
death may occur from loss of blood, if a big vessel is wounded by the split

end of a fractured bone, or from fat embolism, septicaemia, gangrene or
tetanus.

In children and young persons the bones are tough and elastic, hence
a green-stick or partial fracture occurs more frequently: while in old people
of bones, being brittle owing to the increase of their Inorganic constituents,
are easily fractured even with very slight violence. The bones are more
fragile in certain diseases, such as syphilis, arthritis, osteomalacia, rickets,

sarcoma, cancer, scurvy and those nervous diseases which produce trophic
changes.

There is also a peculiar heridltary condition called fragilltas osslum In
which bones may fracture from trivial trauma or slight exertion. It is also

63. Brit. Med. Jour., April 24. 1948. p. 786; see also Diddle, Western Jour, of Suraerv.
Obstetrics and Gvncecologv. July

MJ.—19
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found in people suffering from locomotor ataxy, syringomyelia, and general

paralysis of the Insane, and In workers In phosphorus

In criminal cases the defence often admits the fracture of a bone, but

raises the plea that it was due to an accident and not to direct violence, A
fracture caused by direct violence can be judged from its position and the

presence of a bruise or wound of the skin or subjacent tissues accompanying

the fracture. It should, however, be noted that in some cases no bruise or

wound is associated with a fracture. But such a fracture is generally trans-

verse and sometimes comminuted. When due to an accident, such as a falU

fracture occurs at the weakest part of the bone, Is usually spiral or oblique

and is generally not accompanied by a bruise or wound.

Distinction between Ante-mortem and Postmortem Fractures.

—

Fractures caused during life show the signs’ of effusion of blood, laceration of

muscles, pouring out of lymph, and formation of callus, but these signs are

absent In fractures produced after death. A haimatoma resulting from frac-

ture gets absorbed In about 14 days and provisional callus is formed around

and above the fractured ends. After a month and a half to three months
the Intermediate callus Is firmly formed. Deformity and shortening of a
limb often has a medico-legal bearing. An X-Ray picture helps to establish

the presence of a fracture and also gives some Idea of Its duration from the

callus found at the site of fracture. However, It is difficult to distinguish

if a fracture is caused immediately after death when the body is still warm,
though the effusion of blood about the torn muscles and fractured ends will

be very little. Besides, it should be remembered that with ordinary force

it 'Is not possible to fracture a bone after death, as it loses its tonicity and
elasticity.

DISLOCATIONS

Dislocations are caused by falls, blows, or muscular action. They are
not common In old people and in those persons whose bones have become
brittle, as well as In children. In whom the separation of epiphysis Is more
common. They are not dangerous unless they are between the vertebrje,
or are compound when death may result from secondary complications.

Dislocations may occur spontaneously when the Joints are diseased. It
Is easy to diagnose a dislocation before it is reduced. Owing to swelling,
ecchymosls and limitation in the movement of a joint It may be easy to find
It out even after It is reduced. But It Is quite difficult to do so, after these
effects have passed off, unless there Is paralysis or muscular atrophy due to
the Involvement of a nerve as In the dislocation of a shoulder Joint.

‘hey Jnay be recognized by the effusion and coagulation of
bl^d and by the laceration of the soft tissues in the vicinity of the joint.
Old disclocatlons may be ascertained by scar tissue In and about the capsule



CHAPTER XIII

IMPOTENCE. STERILITY AND ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

IMPOTENCE AND STERILITY-. .

Definition.—Impotence is defined as physical Incapacity of accomplishing

the sexual act, while sterility means inability for procreation of children.

It should be remembered than an impotent individual need not neces-

sarily be sterile, nor a sterile Individual impotent, though both conditions

may sometimes be combined In the same individual

QUESTIONS RELATING TO IMPOTENCE AND STERILITY

Impotence and sterility in either man or woman may form the basis of

medico-legal investigation both in civU and criminal cases: The civil court

may call on the medical jurist to determine this point In suits of adoption,

contested paternity, nullity of marriage and divorce The criminal court

may have to decide this question with the aid of the medical jurist in accusa-

tions of alleged adultery, rape and unnatural offences, in which the accused

pleads Impotence as an excuse in defence, and In cases where an injured

individual asserts that he has become impotent from wounds or Injuries

received by him. especially If they happen to have been inflicted on the

head, neck or loins

When asked by the court to examine a particular male as to whether he
is capable of sexual intercourse, the medical jurist must give an opinion in

the negative form, and must answer that from the examination he finds

nothing to suggest that the male examined is not capable of sexual inter-

course if he happens to be a healthy, normal individual. Caspert states

that "the possession of virility and procreative power neither requires to be,

nor can be, proved to exist by any physician, but is rather, like every other
normal function, to be supposed to exist within the usual limits of age". It

is. therefore, necessary for the medical jurist to ascertain by an examination
of the individual in a case of disputed potency. If there is any abnormal
condition which Is likely to interfere with the normal function of copulation.

Under section 3 of the Bombay Hindu Divorce Act, 1947 (Bombay Act
No. XXn of J847) a husband or wife may sue for divorce on the ground
that the defendant was impotent at the time of the marriage and continues
to be so at the time of the Institution of the suit, and is, there, incapable
of fulfilling ihe rights of consummation of marriage. But this incapacity
must be permanent and Incurable by an operation, even if the individual is

willing to submit to it. The acquirement oLimpotence subsequent to marr^g^,^
or sterility alone, is not a siifficient ground a(r grant a decree of dlvorce^^^'t^

CAUSES OF IMPOTENCE AND STERHjITY IN THE iff j'

The causes of impotence and sterility In the male are— ‘i

1. Age.
2. Malformations.
3. Local Diseases.

4. General Diseases. ^ - r
5. Psychical Influence.

'

1. Age.—Impotence , Is generally observed at the extremes of age.
Boys are considered to be sexually potent at the age of puberty which usually
occurs at the fifteenth or sixteenth year. Sexual ''intercourse is, however,
'possible at abuui the UiultiyiilU ui

—

fuuitevuLli-yeur. ui> the power of coitus
commences earlier and ceases later than the power of procreation. The
changes which occur In -a boy at puberty are the development of the genital
organs, the ability to secrete semen, the growth of hair on the pubes. axlUa*
and chin, and the increase in size of the larynx leading to the deepening of

1. Forenz, iUed.. Eng. TransL, Ed. HI, VoL m, p. 241.
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the pitch of the voice. When examining an Individual for sexual capacity the

medical jurist should depend more on physical development than on

age alone.

Rarely, sexual development may occur at a very early age. Ram
Chandra Rowi reports the case of precocious development of a boy, aged

about 22 months, whose penis and testicles were highly developed simulating

those of an adult, and the pubic region was covered with long and dark hair.

He possessed a very shrill voice, and his brother, 4 years old, was terribly

/afraid of him on account of his rough behaviour. A case* is /recorded in

which a boy, 13 years old. Impregnated a girl, 13 years old. GemmeH reports

a case in which a boy, aged 14 years, impregnated a girl, 12 years and 11

months old, alter a single coitus, and the girl at the age of 13 years and 8

months gave birth to a baby weighing 6i pounds.

It has been proved that precocious puberty Is caused by interstitial-cell

tumours of ihe testes. A case* Is recorded In which a boy without any
important familial or hereditary history developed normally until the end
of the fourth year, whin his voice began to become deeper and his penis

increased in size. The boy was growing rapidly and hair gradually appeared
in his pubic area and lower limbs. At the age of six and a half years his

physique was that of a 15-year-old boy; he weighed 42 kg. and was 140 cm.
tall. Hair growth was abundant In the pubic area, thighs and legs. His face

had velvety appearance due to fine hair. No axillary hair was present.

The penis was of adult proportions. His teeth were normal for his true age.

X-ray Aims of the hands showed the bone formation of a 15-year-old boy.

The right testicle was normal, but the left testicle showed hard swelling,

the size of a small apple, which was due to a myeloid neoplasm, arising
obviously from the Interstitial cells of the testicle. The left testicle was
removed. After about nine months of the operation the size of the penis

began to diminish.

Sexual development may be delayed till late in life. Curling* quotes

the case of s man. whose sexual organs at the age of twenty-six were like

those of a child of eight years. At twenty-eight his organs assumed their

normal development. He married and became the father of a family.

As age advances the power of sexual intercourse and procreation dimi-
nishes, but no limit can be assigned at which this power ceases, as men of

v'ife'.biV’ And Jvw Aw.h.'* iinywn* is- i>v!guAtar laillAnna Af
October 1924, Modi referred a case to Dr. Mukarjl, where he found sperma-
tozoa in a man of about ninety years of age. Seymour and others report a case In

which a man, aged 94, had a child by his wife, aged 27 years. His seminal fluid

contained motile spermatozoa of normal conformation and of average size.'’’

2. Malformations.—^The absence or non-development of the penis

renders a man impotent, but the roan Is not sterile if semen can be deposited

into the vagina with the partially developed penis. The penis adherent to

the scrotum oannot be a plea for divorce If he can be remedied by a surgical

operation. The presence of double penis, although a rare occurrence, may
cause difficulty In sexual Inteacourse. but coition Is, nevertheless, possible

in some cases:

A case* IS recorded la which n mm* .iged 26 years, had two penes lying side by

sidf The right penis was attached at the normal site in the midllne, had a foresldn

anti was normal in all respects, except for a slight hypospadias, while the se«jnd or

accessory organ was attached 5 cm. to the left of the other, was smaller and had no

2. /nd. Jffed. Gaz. Feb. 1926, p. 70l 3. Palrfleld, Zance/. VoL n. J940, p.

4 Brit Med Jour., May 7, 1927, p. 862.

5 J. Anagnostou and G. J. Frangopoulos. Brit. JSfed. J^r., AprU 18. 1953, p. 86

6. On sterilitv in Man-, Collis Barry, Leg. Hfei. VoL U. p. 45.

7. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Nov. 2, 1935, p. f423.

8. Seth and Peacock. Urolog and Cut. Reo, Sept. 1932. p. 590.
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urethra or foreskin. There was a small meatus from which a slight mucous discharge

came out on sexual excitement.

Hypospadias, which is characterized by the urethral orifice being situated

on the under^JrJace, does not. as a rule, produce incapacity for sexual inter-

course, unless it Is associated with a marked deformity of the penis which

may interfere with its intromission Into the vagina. Sterility in such a

case depends upon the position of the urethral orifice, and it Is assumed If

the urethral orifice Is so placed as to prevent the deposition of semen within

the labia of the vulva. Spermatozoa, If deposited within the labia, can cer-

tainly travel upwards Into the vaginal canal owing to their mobile power.

Epispadias _a deformity in which the urethra opens on the dorsum of the

penis, "is extremely rare, and Is often associated with the rudimentary' and

stunted penis and extroversion of the bladder rendering sexual Intercourse

impossible.

The congenital absence of the testicles produces sterility and impotence,

but it Is possible for a man to Impregnate a woman after double castration

If semen had already been present In the vesiculm seminalis before the

operation; he becomes permanently sterile after this stock of semen has

been exhausted. »

MonorchIds. i.e. those who have one testicle only are physiologically quite

potent; whereas cryptorchlds, I.e. those who have undescended testiclse, are

usually, but not Invariably, impotent and sterile. Some may be quite potent

and fertlle.y. A case’ is recorded in which a cryptorchld who was married

at the age of eighteen years had five children born to him, till he was
thirty-four years old.f

3. Local Diseases.—A large hydrocele or scrotal hernia, elephantiasis.

.phimosis . pMaphlmosls and adherent prepuce may cause temporary impotence
by mechanical obstruction to coitus, as these conditions can be remedied
by proper surgical treatment. Marked diseases of the penis or of the testicles,

such as sjTphilis. cancer and tuberculosis, may lead to impotence or sterility

or both. Inflammatory affections of the testicles, epididymis, prostatlc

gland and s^’minal vesicles of gonorrhceal origin are the frequent causes

ol Impotence and sterility. The ejaculatory ducts may be obliterated by
chronic gonorrhoea, so that the seminal discharge may be prevented from
flowing into the urethra. Atrophy of the testicles occurring after mumps
may produce Impotence or sterility. An operation of lithotomy sometimes
causes sterility from injury to the ejaculatory ducts.

^

4. .General ^Diseases.—^Endocrine disturbances may produce sexual in-
fantilism, rendering an Individual impotent. Certain general diseases, such
as diabetes, pulmonary tuberculosis, chronic nephritis, etc. which occasion
extreme debility, may produce impotence, temporary or permanent, through

• the weakness to which they give rise, though the geneltal organs are appa-
rently quite normal. It is difficult to say which of the nervous and mental
diseases weaken the sexual power. Inflammation of the brain and its

meninges generally produces more or less paralysis of the genital organs. It
is said that hemiplegia, paraplegia produce Impotence, but this Is not al-
ways the case. Increased sexual activity is occasionally noticed in the early
stages of these diseases. In a tumour or injury 'of the cauda equina, splna-
blflda, or tabes Impotence is caused by interference of the reflex arcs at the
sacral level. Temporary Impotence Is found In a neurasthenic condition, and
in excessive masturbation.

Some forms of mental disease, specially general paralysis of the insane,
increase the sexual power In the beginning, though at a later advanced stage
totally abolish the sexual instinct. Blows on the head or spine may produce

9. Taylor, Princ. and Pract. of Med. Juris., Vol. II. Ed. X. p. 16.
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temporary or permanent impotence by affecting the brain and spinal cord.

A condition of temporary azoospermia (complete absence of spermatozoa In

semen) unattended with any loss of sexual power is observed in Individuals,

who attend in the X-Ray department without proper protection. The

excessive and continued use of some drugs, such as alcohol, opium, cannabis

indica, tobacco, cocaine and bromides, may render a man Impotent,

5. Psychical .-influences.—A temporary absence of desire for sexual

intercourse may result from Jear.^ anxlety. guilt sense, timidity, aversion,

hypochondrlasit^, excessive passion, amcl'~ sexual over-indulgence. , Some-

times, an Individual '"may be Impotent with one particular woman, but not

with another. It should be noted that In a divorce suit the question to be

decided Is the incapacity of the husband to sexual Intercourse with his

married partner; his capacity for intercourse with other women Is of no

consequence In deciding the case.

Lord Birkenhead, the Lord Chancellor, granted divorce to a woman who instituted

a suit for nullity of marriage after ten years of married life on the ground that the

husband was unable to consummate the marriage. It followed that although physically

normal, he had always been incapable of consummating this particular union with

this particular woman (impotence ^uoad ftanc.).!#

In an appeal from a divorce suit of Ibrahim v. Mtisammat Altaian heard before

Mr. Justice Kanhaya Lai at the High Court of Allahabad in 1923, it was contended th«
no consummation of marriage had taken place although the parties had been married

for years. Medical evidence proved beyond doubt that the husband had no malforma-
tion of, or delect in, the male organ and that he was normally capable of performing
the sexual act. The woman was abo medically examined, and certified to be a vfreln.

•who had had no sexual intercourse with any man This was a case of a man who might
be Impotent quoad his wife, but the learned Ju<fee allowed him one year more to prove

his potency with his wife.

In the divorce sultu of R. R. Saralva v. ffasum Madffavkar before the High Court
of Bombay the Hon. Mr. Justice Coyajee passed a decree for nullity of marriage on the

ground that the husband was impotent as regards his wife, although he was generally

potent

CAUSES OF IMPOTENCE AND STERILITY IN THE FEMALE
The causes which prevent sexual Intercourse and conception In the female

are the same as those of Impotence and sterility in the male; viz., -

!• Age. 4. General Diseases.
2. Malformations. 5. Psychical Influences.
3. Local Diseases

1. Age.—Puberty In the female usually commences at the thirteenth

or fourteenth year In India. It Is generally believed that puberty commences
at an earlier age In the tropics than In the temperate regions, but Modi does

not think that there Is any difference In the age" of puberty and Professor
Crcwii expressed the same opinion at a meeting of the Social Hygiene
Congress in London. From observations made in 479 cases amongst Indian
women representing many different castes and races. Miss Curjel” has come
to the conclusion that the average age of the onset of puberty (catamenia) in

an Indian girl is 13.63 years. The age of menarche in 2,370 high school girls

In Poona in 1954 was reported as 14 06 years, while K. A. Shah'** Investi-

gating 2,391 college girls of Gujarat University found It to be 14 88 years.

The signs of puberty in a girl are the development of the external and
internal genitals, the appearance of menstruation, the growth of hair on the

pubes and axlUce, and the development of the breasts. There Is a change

In her tastes, and the girl no longer looks like a child but Is more bashful

and retiring. Luxurious living and early stimulation of the mental faculties

10. Jour. Amer Sfed. Assoc., July 23, 1921, p 297

11 Times cl India, April 19, 1948 12. Lancet, Sept. 21. 1929, p 619-

13 Ind Jour of Med Research. Oct. 1920. p. 306.

14 Ind. Jour, of Med Assoc, June 1, 1958, p 330.
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tend to bring on menstruation at an earlier age. while feeble health an^

poor diet tend to retard It.

»

In exceptional cases menstruation may appear very early or late In life-

Arnold Gesellis reports the case of a girl who began to menstruate at th^

age of three years and seven months, PowelU^ describes the case of a child-

aged four years, who used to’liave a discharge of blood from the vagina every

six or eight weeks. The labia were large and the breasts as large as the

halves of a moderate sized orange. C. Worster-Drought” reports the cas^

of a girl, aged 5 years, who began to menstruate at the age of 2i years and

continued to menstruate regularly for 12 months, the period lasting each

time for three days. Menstruation stopped for 18 months and then re-

appeared. Since then It has been more or less regular. The breasts wer^

noticed to be prominent at birth, but there wa.*: a sudden increase in size a^

the onset of menstruation. Pubic hair appeared at the age of 4 years and

six months. P. M. Sen Guptai* also records the case of a girl who began tc'

menstruate at the age of 3i years. At first the flow came on every month-

then the intermenstrual periods lengthened to about two months and th^

last interval was over six months. At the age of 5 years she was quit^

intelligent, her breasts were considerably developed and there was slight

growth of pubic and axillary hair.

Cases of delayed menstruation have also occurred. Modi had known a
family where girls did not menstruate till they were eighteen years old.

Powell’’ has known women of twenty years who had not menstruated.

It is generally assumed that the power of fecundity commences with the
first fiow of menstruation, and lasts till the menopause, which occurs on an
average at the forty-fifth year of age. although it may occur In a few cases

at an earlier age or as late as the fiftieth year.w For obvious reasons such
a view is not tenable In the case of babies and small girls who menstruate
prematurely. Cases have, however, occurred where girls became pregnant
at a very early age. A Mahomedan unmarried glrl.^’ 6 years and 8 months
old. who had never menstruated, was delivered of a full-term female child
by CjBsarlan section In the Zenana Hospital at Delhi. She was able to nurse
her child. McCann— quotes the case of a girl who gradually developed
secondary sex characters in the breasts and pubes, and began menstruating
at the end of the fourth year of her age. She became pregnant at the age
of 6i j-ears. F. D. reports a case where the operation of Ciesarian section
had to be performed on a little girl, both at the birth of her twin babies
when she was ten years old, and at the birth of her living child before she
was eleven years of age. On the contrary, ovulation may continue in rare
cases, even though irregularly for varying periods after menstruation has
stopped permanently. An ovUm discharged at such type of Irregular
ovulation can, if fertilized, lead to pregnancy just as in the sexual period of
life. K. P. Bhadury,2< cites two cases of pregnancy after the menopause.
In one case a 6-para woman, aged 46 years, was delivered of a female child
two years after the menopause. In the other case a 9-para woman, 48 years
old. became pregnant after three years of the menopause and was relivered
of a male baby. A case is also recorded In which a woman was delivered

\5. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. March 17. 1928. p. 840.
16. iHd. Med. Gas.. June 1902. p. 233.
17. Proceechnffs of the Roval Soc. of Med., Aug. 1931. p. 1,338.
18. Jnd. Med. Gaz.. June 1937, p. 368. 19. Ind. Med. Gaz., June 1902, p 233.
20. Accord'uig to Miss Curjel the average duration of menstrual life (reproductive)

among Indian vomen Is 32.14 years, and this does not appear to differ materially from
European races.—/nd. Jour, of Med. Research. Oct. 1920, p. 566

p 5CT
Keane, Bri. M^. Jour.. Sept. 23, 1923.

22. afedico-teff. and CriminoJog. Rev., Vol. IV, Part I. Jan 1936 p 30.
23. Times of India. March 15. 1926. 24. Jour. Ind. Med. Assoc.-.^T>ec. 1949. p. 105.
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Of her last child at the age of fifty years and seven months-^s Denholm-
Youngw mentions that in Shetland and Orkney menstruation ceases nor-
mally at about the age of 60 years, and children are sometimes borne at

that age.

2. Malformations.—Congenital malformations, such as the total occlu-
sion of the vagina, adhesion of the labia and the tough, imperforate hymen,
are barriers to coitus, and consequently lead to sterility, but these malfor-
mations are such as can be remedied by surgical Interference. The
congenital absence of the vagina will ordinarily render a female completely
and permanently Impotent and sterile. In such cases the uterus is com-
monly non-existent. Cases have, however, been reported where an artificial
vagina had been formed by an operation. Hodgson*’ records a case in
which he formed an artificial vagina In a married woman, 32 years old, who
had no vagina from her birth. Coitus was subsequently carried out
satisfactorily. Hannan** also reports the case of a perfectly developed
woman, aged 24 years, who had normal genitalia and normal secondary sex
characteristics. The hymen was normal, but no vagina could be found and
there was no evidence either the uterus or the ovaries on rectal examlnatlon.
The vagina appeared to be replaced by mass of fibrous tissue. The
labia were divided from above downwards, and made into a vagina, about
2 inches long.

The conical cervix and the absence of the uterus, ovaries or Fallopian
tubes produce^ sterility, though allov/ing the gratification of sexual Inter-
course.

3. Local Diseases.—The female merely plays a passive role in the act
'oaal diseases of the genital organs do not ordinarily

— provided the vagina Is normal, but they may
‘‘i® Inflammatory affections of gonorrhoeal Infection

““ Fallopian tubes often produce
ovaries owing to pathological conditions may
a healthy portion of an ovary Is left Intact,

‘he uterus may be considered as causes of

tlm ", and spasmodic contrac-

mav
“hfl'lator muscle of the vagina at the time of coitus, vaginismus

a,
Impotence. Farther, rectovaginal fistula, ruptured

the vavmk °J
menstruation. Icucorrhcea and acid discharges from

the vagina may contribute towards sterility.

wonio diseases and a hodlly deformity In

oreans and
^^’"al intercourse or conception It the generative

rnSmeera rao
"“""a'- Thus, a woman suffering fromparaplegia can become pregnant.

etc mav^nrodurl
fear, passion, neurotic temperament.

ren’dS a 'woman
"" attempt at copulation, and may thus

virgin ItTs nosslh^
‘""’“‘'"t especially ir she happens to be a

miran'd """ "

ARTIFICIAL IWSEMlNATlQtL

by a'^OflJlarSSnl" fuS^'afln",
""‘'al canal or the uterus

25. John H. Glbcrtson, Brtf. Med. Jour., March 17 1917 n i79
JS Bril. SM. Jmr., VoL I. Aortl 23. 19nT™ ' ’’

27. Drit. Med. Jour., May 13, 1033. p 822
28. Medical Press, April 2. 1947

, p. 370; see also B n sharma 7 7«rf A„n,>
Vol. XX. July 1951, p. 373.

• J. Ind. Med. Assoc.
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If the semen of the woman’s- husband Is used the procedure is known as

A I. H,. (Artificial Insemination Homologous), if the semen of some other per-

S^^^sed then it is known as A.I.D. _(Artlflclal Insemination Donor or Hetro-

logous A.I.), here the donor should be unknown to both the woman and hef

husban'3^^nd conversely the donor should not know either of them. It is

also essential that both husband and wife should know about this and given

their full consent in writing to the doctor. The doctor should choose a donor

below the age of 40, having no relation to the couple, should have had child-

ren of his own, should be biologically and genetically satisfactory, and heal-

thy in all respects.

Though this procedure is gradually being widely used all over the world

and makes some sterile couples, happy and gives the Joy and experience of

motherhood to a woman, it has no legal sanction and question of adultery,

rape, divorce. Inheritance, legitimacy, liability of a doctor In connection with

the selection of donor, ethics and religion, may crop up. The following cases

give an idea of the present status of A.I.:

—

1. In a Canadian case decided in 1921 (Oxford v. Oxford) (49 Ontarleo

'law report 15) In an alleged case of artificial insemination performed in

England on a woman whose husband was in Toronto (Canada), the court

strongly intimated that such a woman commits adultery but a definite

answers was not given. The court In its dicta described adultery as “The
vnnrhtarv surrender'to another person oi ine~reproductive power ^ faculties

ol lUb gUUly ^ ^

2. In a case in New York In 1947 Strand v. Strand (78 NYS (2)

390), the separated wife tried alteration of court’s authorisation to husband
for week-end custody of her child on the plea that the child was born by
heterologous artificial insemination, but the court refused on the grounds
that the child was not illegitimate and had been potentially, adopted or

semi adopted by the defendant and was thus entitled to the same rights as

those acquired by a foster parent, who has formally adopted a child. How-
ever Mrs. Strand in August 1949 obtained divorce and custody of her child

in another state.

3. In. the case at Daocnbos v. Doornbos In January 1955 in the Supecloc
Court of Cook country, Illinois the wife petitioned the court for a declaratory
judgment as to whether A. I. constituted adultery, whether it Is contrary to
public policy; whether a child of A.I. Is legitimate and the child of mother
only. The trial court made the following ruling on Important legal aspects
of A.I.:—

(1) Heterologous artificial insemination with or without the consent
of the husband is contrary to public policy and good morals and consti-
tutes adultery on the part of the mother. A child so conceived is not a
child born in wedlock and therefore illegitimate. As such it Is the child
of the mother and the father has no right or Interest In said child. (2 )

Homologous A.I, is not contrary to public policy and good morals and does
not present any difficulty from the legal point of vlew.29

4.

In a case where the husband brought an action for divorce as the
wife had given birth to a child (girl) as the result of artificial Insemination
through a donor. Lord ^Vheatley ruled that artificial insemination does not
in law constitute adultery (Times. Jan. 11.. 1958). He described the case as
unique and opined that A.I. did not come within the definition of sexual
intercourse as understood by Scott’s law. As the wife declined to give further
particulars of Insemination he ordered the case to be sent to the undefended
ron.^0

Medical aspeets*of A. I.. Jour. Am. Mei. Assoc.. Feb. 8. 1958 nb 645-648.
30. iJrlt. Med. Jour., Jan. 25, 1958, p. 229.



CHAPTER XIV

VIRGINITY. PREGNANCY AND DELIVERY

VIRGINITY

The question as to whether a woman Is a virgin ivirgo Intacta) arises

In cases of nullity of marriage, divorce, defamation and rape.

SIGNS OF VIRGINITY

The signs of virginity In a healthy woman are seen In the genitals and

breasts.

Genitals.—The labia majora are firm, elastic and well-rounded, and He in

close contact each other feo 'as to cover completely the labia minora or

nymphee and clitoris. The labia minora are ^ft. small and rVse-c^oured,

and the cUtoris is small. The vestibule Is narrow. The posterior commissure

and the fourchette are Intact and crescent shaped. They are rarely destroyed

by sexual Intercourse, but are not Infrequently lacerated in attempts at

sexual Intercourse on children. The vagina is narrow and tight with rugose

walls, but the rugosity of the vagina cannot be considered as a diagnostic

proof of virginity, as It is only removed by the first birth, and not merely

by sexual Intercourse; besides, in some cases it may be absent even in a

virgin.

Fig. 144.—SemUunat or crescenUc
hymen.

(From Peterson, Haines and Webster's
Legal Medicine and Toxicalocv,

Ed. U, Vol. /.)

Fig 145.—^Pimbnate hymen.
{From Peterson. Haines and Webster's

Legal Medicine and Toxicology,
Ed. II. Vol. /.)

The hymen is a thin fold of mucous membrane situated at the orifice of
the vagina It is generally annular with a central opening which may. be
round or elongated. It Is usually semilunar or crescentic with the opening
anteriorly. Its free margin is sometimes fimbriated having numerous notches
which may be mistaken for artificial tears, but these notches are

• usually symmetrical, occur anteriorly, and. as-U rnle, do not extend to the
vagiual wall. TIui Inumus nielliLifmil-''6Vref the notches lA intact. On '

the other hand, tears caused by sexual Intercourse or by introduction of any
foreign body are usually situated posteriorly at one or both sides, or in the

median line, and usually extend to the point of attachment of the hymen at

the edge of the vagina.
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The hymen is sometimes divided by a bridge of tissue into two equal or

unequal openings, and is then known as a septate hymen. It is occasionally

cribriform, presenting numerous minute openingi. It may form a complete

septum across the lower end of the vagina, when It Is called an imperforate

hymen. Naslruddln* cites the case of a Mahomedan girl of 18 years'Vho
liad'^n Imperforate hymen. McHroy and Ward* report the case of three

sisters in one family who had an imperforate hymen. It is said that the

hymen may be congenitally absent, but no authentic case has so far been

recorded.

The hymen is situated more deeply in children than In nubile girls, and
so it more often escapes injury In an attempted rape on children.

Normally the hymen Is ruptured by the first act of coitus, though it may
persist even after frequent acts of coitus if It happens to be loose, folded and
elastic, or thick, lough and fleshy. Cases have been recorded in which the

hymen had to be Incised at the time of delivery, while even prostitutes have
been known to possess an Intact hymen.

Fig. 146.—Circular hymen presenting
natural notches.

• From Peterson, Haines and Webster's
Legal Medicine and Toxicologg.

Ed. JI, Vol. l.y

Fig. J#7.—Septate hjinen presenting
unequal openings.

(From Peterson, Haines and Webster's
Legal Medicine and Toxicology,

Ed. II. Vol. 1.)

Cases of Persistent Hymen after Coitus.—1. A girl attended the out-patient depart-
ment at the Broca Hospital in Pans for treatment of what was to all appearances an
insignificant leucorrhoea. On examination the girl was foimd to be suffering from
goroirhosa and admitted that she had infected several of her customers, she being a
clandestine prostitute of the purlieus of the Sorbonne. She had been In the town for
over a year, and had entertained as many as five men m a single afternoon on a fete
day. The hymen was. however, present, whose orifice was barely two millimetres m
diameter. It was elastic, and admitted the passage of a large rectal bougie, returning to
Its obturator-like condition when this was withdrawn.—Sutherland. Ind. Med. Caz.,
June 1903, p. 245.

2. In October 1920. an unmarried Mahomedan female of twenty eloped from her
father's house i\nth a young Mahomedan male. She stayed with him for about a week,
and during this time she admitted to having liad sexual intercourse uith the man. On
exandn^on a superficial laceration. J" x i", along each side of the labia minora was
found. The vaginal canal was dilated, but the hymen was intact, it being thick and
flpshv.

1 . tnd. Me.i. Gas., May 1926, p. 23Z
2. Proceedings of the Royal Soc. of Med.. Marth 1930. p. 633.
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Besides the act of coitus, the hymen may be ruptured by—1.

An accident, e.g, a fall astride on a projecting substance, fence, or

while playing at see-saw.

The plea that is usually brought forward by the defence pleader in a

case of alleged rape In mofussll courts Is that the hymen was ruptured by

an accidental fall on the sharp and obliquely cut remnant of a stem of an

Arhar plant projecting two or three inches above the ground In a field. Modi

had known It lacerating the sole of the foot having penetrated through a

shoe, but rupture of the hymen alone In this manner Is highly Improbable.

Again, forcible separation of the thighs will not rupture the hymen, especially

in children, unless the perinseum Is ruptured. Owing to the situation of the

hymen, Its rupture is not possible by rldln^g. Jumping, danclng,_^etc.

fiff. iiS.—H>inen presenting two
„ lateral lacerations.

(.From, Peterson, Heines and Webster’s
Legal Medicine and Toxicology,

Ed. II. Vol ;.)

Ftg. 14$.—Circular hjinen tom In

. several places.
(From Peterson, Haines and Webster's

Legal Medicine and Toxicology,
Ed. n. Vol. [.)

2.

Masturbation, especially if practised with some large foreign body.
But the hymen Is not destroyed in most cases, as the manipulation is generally
limited to parts anterior to the hymen. In such cases the nymphs; are elon-
gated and the clitoris Is enlarged by the continued practice of masturbation-^

The vaginal orifice may be dilated, and the edge of the hymen may
show at the most a scratch produced by the finger nail. The hymen is. how-
ever, liable to be ruptured by the forcible Introduction of a stick or finger
constituting indecent assault on small girls.

3.

Introduction of Instruments by medical practitioners during exami-
nation or a surgical operation.

4.

A foreign body, such as a sola pUh, Introduced purposely with a view
to rendering very young girls fit for sexual Intercourse (aptcc viris). This is

sometimes resorted to by prostitutes. The usual procedure Is to Insert a

piece of sola pUh as large as the vagina can contain and then to make the

unfortunate girl sit In a tub of water. The pith acts as a sponge tent and
dilates the vagina. The size of the pith Is increased gradually for further

dilatation. Thus, the hymen is often lacerated.
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5. Ulceration from diphtheria noma,

or other diseases. In snch cases the

whole hymen Is destroyed leaving a scar

only. Sir Bernard Spilsburys reports a

case in which destruction of a child’s

hj'men was due to threadworms, and
until the cause was not known suspicion

of foul play was entertained. Persistent

pruritus in children Is likely to lead to

injury of the hymen

Breasts.—These are firm, elastic and
and hemi-spherlcal, with a small un-
developed nipple surrounded by an

Fig. 150.—Intact hymen in a pregnant j^reola. which Is pink in fair women and
brown ,n dark women. The nreasta

Dr. G. B. Sahay.) become large and flabby by frequent

handling and sexual Intercourse, as well

as by masturbation, but are not affected by a single act of coitus.

Medico-Legal Aspects.—A virgin was once defined by a Judge as a ram
and, so far as medical evidence is concerned, the definition is “almost

'B^e'ct. Certain signs in the breast and the genitals, particularly the intact

ness of the hymen was always held to signify the physical virginity of a

woman. But, in reality it is seen that this particular anatomical structure

has absolutely no value, since it happens that a single coitus is not necessarily

sufficient to rupture the membrane. Cases arc on record, of women having

regular marital relations, of pregnant women and even prostitutes In whom
th^ hvRfen appeared untouched.

//It is seen that the presence of an Intact hymen is not an absolute sign of

^gTlhity. Witir~an mtacl ‘h'yme'n there are true vtroins and false v^ains.
a’nS'Tl'TOSS'Sa.fy points for distinguishing between the two are as follows:—If

in a woman with an intact hymen, the edges of the membrane are distinct

and regular, with an orifice of small dimensions, which allows the terminal
phalanx of a finger to penetrate and the hymen is well stretched, all the pre-
sumptions are in favour of true virginity, or In other words, all the presump-
tions are in favour of non-penetration of the penis into the vagina. On the
other hand, if In a woman who has an intact hymen, the hymenal orifice lets

one, two or more fingers pass through easily, if the hymen is relaxed as to
undulate and allow Itself to be depressed, one can conclude that the woman
can most certainly be a virgin, but also that a body of the size of the penis
in erection could perfectly well pass through the hymenal orifice without
rupturing It once or several times. A true virgin or a false virgin, both are
possible and one cannot be certain of either nor can one express such
certainty. I

In such cases, the accessory signs of virginity •are to be reviewed and
carefully weighed, for they may be of great assistance. If in fact, you find
that the labia majora are separated and flabby, the labia minora cutaneo'CS
I^tippudl'kiice separated. ' the lourcheiie torn, tne vagina roomy and
Hilurgud, tliere' is certainly very little probability that, thp
Imuofc. we are aeallng with a true virgin, and intercourse, if not habitual,
at least repeated. Is easily possible. If the external parts are in the opposite
condition, l.e.. the virgin state, the probabilities are then much greater in
favour of true virginity, or at least, it will be difficult to believe in repeated
sexual relations.

3. Lancet, May 7. 1932. p. 990.
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It is clear then, that in certain cases, the diagnosis of virginity is a delicate

matter, and that there are cases when it is not possible for one to afTinn abso-

lutely for or 'against It. But unfortunately, defloration without rupture of

the hymen is not the rule, and at first coitus the hymen is torn in the majority

of cases. •

. IRevised by Prof. I. Bhooshana Raol

' ' PREGNANCY
In courts of -law the question of pregnancy may be disputed under, the

following circumstances:

—

(1) When a woman advances pregnancy as a plea to avoid attendance

in court as a witness in an important trlaL It must be mentioned that a

pregnant woman will be excused attendance in court only if a physician

certifies to the fact that delivery is imminent or that there Is fear of the

occurrence of serious complication if she were forced to attend court.

(2) When a condemned woman pleads pregnancy as a bar to hard

labour or execution. Under ' section 382 of the Indian Criminal Procedure

Code, the High Court Is the only Judicial court which can postpone the

execution of a sentence of death confirmed by 'It. or commute It to trans-

portation for life, after It Is satisfied from the Ciyir Surgeon’s certificate that

the woman is pregnant. The usual certificate required from the Civil

Surgeon in such a case is as to whether the woman is “quick with child”

or not. In England by the Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act.

1931, sentence to penal servitude instead of sentence of death Is to be passed
on a woman condemned of an offence punishable with death If she Is found
to be pregnant. The trial Jury, without being re-swom. will have to deter-

mine the question of pregnancy from the evidence adduced before it either

on the part of the woman or on the part of the Crown.
(3) When a woman feigns pregnancy soon after her husband’s death

so as to defraud the rightful heir by producing a supposititious heir to an
estate, the heir-at-law may apply to the court to order an inquiry into the
allegation.

(4)

' When a woman, who has filed a suit in court for breach of promise
of marriage or for seduction, claims to be pregnant.

(5) When a woman blackmails a gentleman, and accuses him that she
is pregnant by him.

(6) When a widow, or an unmarried woman, or a married woman
living separate from- her husband, has been defamed or libelled to be
pregnant.

(7) When a woman alleges that she is pregnant In order to secure
greater compensation from some person or persons, through whose culpable
neglect her husband has died.

(8) When pregnancy Is alleged to have been a motive for suicide or
murder of an unmarried woman or a widow, in such a case the dead body
has to be examined for»the proof of pregnancy.

SIGNS OP PREGNANCY
The signs of pregnancy In the living may be classified as subjective and

objective signs.

SUBJECTIVE SIGNS
1 . Cessation of menses. 3. Sympathetic disturbances.

2. Morning sickness. 4. Quickening.

1. Cessation of Menses.—This U the first sign of pregnancy, but It

cannot be relied on as menses may be suspended in certain diseases, such as
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Fig. 15J<—The typical breasts of a virgin. Fig. 15?.—The slightly pendulous breasts

(.By kind cowtesy of Dr. G. B. Sahay.) of a recently married woman.
(By kind courtesy of Dr. G. B. Sahay.)

ansemia, phthisis, endocrine disorders and nervous excitement. Unmarried
women without being pregnant may miss their menstrual periods lor some
time after Illicit intercourse simply from fear and nervousness. In married
women an interne desire for pregnancy may stop menstruation for some
time. Pregnancy may occur In a woman who has never menstruated. It

has alre'aBy' been hieuiloned that pregnancy has occurred in some c^es even
alter the climacteric period. It may also occur in a woman during the

amenorrhcea of lactation, ^en a woman suckles her child she does not
usually menstruate fnr the first six montfts aiier qeiivery, out it is quite

T^ssiDie lor ner to be Impregnat^ffluring tms perioa. Digby* relates the
case ot a woman who was delivered of a healthy full-term femSle child
on February 2, 1929. The child was breast-fed and the mother never men-
struated. She was again delivered of another fully developed female child on
December 1, 1929.

In rare cases menstruation may occur for the first two or three periods
after conception until the decidua vera and decidua reflexa are separate.
They generally adhere to one another about the twelfth week of pregnancy.

Lastly, a woman may practise deception on the medical jurist by denying
the stoppage of the monthly course, and imitating the catamenli^by blood, if

she wants to conceal pregnancy. Similarly, she may conceal menstruation if

she feigns pregnancy.

2. Morning Sickness.—Nausea or vomiting most frequently occurs soon
after the woman rises from bed in the morning. It commences about the
b^lnttog of the ^second month, and lasts generally till^the end of _the fourth
monlh . ~lt may, however, commence soon after con'ceptlon, is noT'jE^I
a reliable sign, as many other causes may account for it.

4. Arif. Med. Jour.. Aoril ll. 1931, p. 652.
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3. Sympathetic Disturbances.—SaUvatlon^pert’erted—appetite in the

form of^'lcnglngs or cravings for very strange and even disgusting articles of

food, and Irrltable'terhper are a few of the conditions which are caused re-

flcxly by pregftancy.
'

4. Quickening.—The first perception of the fcetal movement felt by the

mother Is known as “quickening". It is attributed to the uterus coming

into contact with the abdominal wall, and occurs at any time between ,fo||rte^

and eighteen
^

wee^. When quickening is felt, the woman Is said to be “quick

The sensation of quickening may be simulated by flatulence and

peristaltic movements of the Intestines, especially In a nervous or hysterical

woman, who Is anxious to have children, although she Is not pregnant.

None of the above signs are reliable, and the medical Jurist should never

venture an opinion on these signs alone.

OBJECTIVE SIGNS

These are—

1. Mammary changes. 7. Intermittent uterine

2. Pigmentation of the skin. tlons.

3. Changes In the vagina. 8. Fcetal Movements.
4. Changes In the cervix uteri. 9. Uterine souffle.

5. Softening and compressibility 10. Frotal heart sounds.

of the lower segment of the 11. Ballottement
uterus. 12. X-Ray examination.

6 . Enlargement of the abdo-
men.

13. Biological Test.

1. Mammary Changes.—From the very commencement of ;^ pregnancy

the breasts become full and tender, and by the second month begin actually

to Increase in size. The superficial veins are seen more distinct and enlarged.

The nipples are harder, firmer and more prominent, and the areolpj surround-
ing them become wider and darker, Montgomery’s, glandular tubercles, appear

iQJthls^e^by^h«rfiiul-of-^cond,inonUi. By the third month a clear, trans-

parent secretion can be squeezed out of the nipples on pressing the breasts.

This contalns_cDlo5trum or milk, as pregnancy advances^_Mllk_has.^however,
appeared In the breasts of women who have not been pregnant. Jago® reports

a case In which a woman, who had never been pregnant, had a copious flow

of milk from her breasts, and suckled a child of another woman. David
Krestln* also reports the case of an unmarried woman, aged 25 years, with
hymen Intact, who had enlarged breasts, which yielded milk on compression
due to Enlargement of the pituitary fossa.

After the SbrtliJiiflDtlL,£llyi3a'’-JInes.or-Btrlffi to thr Ip

—

of the abdomen are seen especially In prlmlparse on accomir"oT the stretclilng

of the skin.

All these changes may occur from various uterine and ovarian diseases.

Sometimes, they also occur Independently of pregnancy when women have
reason to expect It shortly after marriage or after“llllclt Intercourse.

Rarely, pregnancy may occur without any changes In the breasts, or the

breasts may even diminish In size after the middle of pregnancy.
^

These changes are also of very little diagnostic value after the first preg-

nancy as the areolte retain their colour permanently, and the secretion of milk

from the breasts Is more or less permanent

2. Pigmentation of the Skin,—This Is well marked In dark women.
The abdomen, axlUre and pubes become darker due to the deposit pigment

5. Kenya and East Africa Med. Jour^ July 1927. p. t44.

6. Proceedinffs of the Royal Soo. of Med^ Aprtl 1932, p. 693.
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and a special dark band (llnea nigra) Is observed extending from the ensiform

cartilage to -the pubes.
3.

Changes in the Vagina,—The normal pinkish colour of the mucous
membrane of the vagina and vulva changes to violet, deepening to bide, as a

result of venous obstruction owing to pressure of the gravid uterus, after

the fourth week of pregnancy. This Is known as Jacquemler*s sign. This

sign may. however, be found Just before, as well as immediately after, men-
struation.

The.anterior wall-of the^ vagina Is found flattened. This results from back-

ward traction by the upward tilted cervix, and has been described by

Dr. Barnes as a sign of pregnancy.

ViThen Introduced into the vagina the fingers may feel .the pulsation of

the_vaginal—arteries-cohsequent .on the high arterial tension of- the pelvis.

The seccetion-of*mucus . is Jncreased.

4.

Changes in the Cervix UterL—From the very first month of preg-

nancy the cervix which is normally as hard as the tip of the nose begins to

soften from below upwards, and is felt as soft as^e lips. By the fourth

month this softening can be very well felt by the fingers introduced into the

vagina. This Is a diagnostic sign of pregnancy, and Is known ., as .Goodeirs

sig^though certain morbid conditions, such as acute mettltli, liaematom^a,
ctcr-may produce softening of the cervix.

As softening continues, and involves the whole neck of the uterus, there

Is an apparent shortening of the cervix towards the last months of pregnancy.

The orifice, Instead of being transverse, becomes circular, and admits the point

of the finger more readily, and to a greater depth.

5.

Softening and Compressibility of the Lower Segment of the
Uterus.—This Is known as and Is elicited by bimanual exami-
nation. It is regarded as a valuable sigh of early pregnancy from the second
to the fifth month, but it may be found in soft uterine myomata. C. J. Gauss'^

published in 1920 a modification of Hegar’s sign. The cervix presents In the
first and second months of pregnancy an ''abnormal motility. It may easily

be pushed, to either side without entailing a corresponding movement of the
uterus. This phenomenon is comparatively rare outside of pregnancy.

6.

Enlargement of the Abdomen.—The abdomen begins to enlarge
gradually after the third month. Upto the first three months the gravid
uterus remains in the cavity of the pelvis, and about the fourth month rises

just above the symphysis pubis and comes Into contact with the abdominal
wall. -At t.hp pDd.nf fifth month it l.s midway between the symphysis

and_the_umblllcua__inavel). At the end of the sixth month it reaches the
_Jsrel~of-th&-UmbiUcu&_and_at'The end ortttg~seventh~rnqnth-lt~ls-imdway~bet-
ween the umbilicus and the ensiform cartilage. At the end of the eighth
month and In the early part of the ninth month It reaches the ensiform
cartilage or epigastrium. During the last two months the uteius on account
of its weight does not rise higher, but sinks deeper into the pelvis and tends
•to fall forward.

The enlargement of the abdomen may oc'jur In ascites, ovarian cysts,
ovarian and uterine tumours, and phantom tumours.

7.

Intermittent Uterine Contractions.—Throughout pregnancy, the
uterus Is subject to alternate contractions and relaxations, but before the
third month it is difficult to observe them except by a very careful bimanual
examination. After the fourth month the uterus can be easily felt as alter-
nately contracting and relaxing by palpating the abdomen. The period of

7. Zentralhlatt Jur Gynakoloffie. Leipzig, April 3, 1926, p. 875; Jour. Amer. Med.
ASSOC., June 5. 1926, p. 1810.
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contraction and relaxation is variable, each contraction lasting from one_tc^

flVe minutes, and each relaxation from five to t\^nty_ minutes . This pHSto-

menon is known as Bra?ctpn,Hlck^ sign, and is considered as a valuable proof

of pregnancy. It Is present ev^ when the foetus is dead or degenerated

It may sometimes be present in cystic distension of the uterus, in large soft

uterine myomata or in large intra-uterine polypoid growths.

8. Fffital Movements,—Foetal movements are felt
* and seen through

the abdomen aft£r-th©-«lxth-month-' They may be felt on bimanual exami-

nation through the vagina at the commeiicement of the third or fourth month,

and may be heard on ausculating the abdomen about the middle of the

fourth month. The fcetal parts may also be palpated through the abdominal

wall. This is a certain sign of pregnancy.

9. Uterine Souffle ^A.. soft.'-blowing-murmur., heaTd_,by .
auscultation

towards _the end of the fourth month on either side of the uterus just above

Poupart’s ligament, synclafonbus with the mother’s pulse. In some cases

it may be heard as early as the ninth or tenth 'week. This sign Is not In-

falllable, because it may be heard over a rapidly growing very vascular flbro-

myoma;

10.

Fcetal Heart Sounds.—A most Important and definite sign of preg-

nancy. They are usually heard for the first time in the course of the -fifth

ni<inth. generally from the eighteenth to the twentieth week, and are com-
pared to the muffled ticks of a watch under a pillow. They vary in rate from
120 to 160 per minute, and ace not synchronous with the mother’s pulse. They
are not heard when the fcetus is dead, when there Is an excessive quantity of

liquor amnll or when the abdominal wall is very fat,

tl. Ballottement.—This Is the name given to the sensation observed

by moving the f®tus about in the liquor amnll. It can be felt Internally per

vaglnam or externally through the abdominal wall. Balloltement can be

tried from the fourth to the seventh month, but the test falls if the^ amnio-
fiyd ig_S£anty. In practised hands it Is a^ign of gr^t valii^

“

~lS».X-Ray Examination.—This Is useful In the diagnosis of pregnancy
after the slxte£iitlu.wgek_when the centres pf_osslflcatlon have become well

develbpcdT The X-ray examination Is not harmful to mother or fcctus, as

the exposure with the modern apparatus lasts only a few seconds. The
X-rays are of great assistance particularly In a case of twins where one
ovum is suspected to be bigger than the other and in cases of suspected
hydatldlform mole, pregnancy with fibroids, and fcetal malformations.

13. .fThe Biological Tests.—

T

hese tests are of great value in establish-
ing evld^ce or pregnancy in the earlier period when other signs are not very
reliable before the sixteenth or eighteenth week

The following tests arc used:

A.—Aschclm-Zon^ektest Is based on the fact that In a pregnant woman
an abnormal amount”~of'ihe anterlor-pltultary-llke hormone of the chorionic
vttU is excreted in the urine, and that shortly alter the pucrperlum this ex-
cessive excretion of the anterlor-pltultary-llke hormone stops. The presence
of this hormone can be demonstrated by significant developmental changes
in the sex organs of sexually Immature female white mice, when small
amounts of a pregnant woman’s urine -are Injected subcutaneously. The
ovaries are enlarged. The corpora lutea are formed and hajmorrhaglc spots

occur Into follicles. There are often swelling and hypera;mla of the

uterus. The technique for performing the test Is as follows:—

Five sexually Immature female white mice, three to four weeks old.

and weighing from six to eight grammes, are Inoculated twice daily

for three days with the catheterlzed morning urine of the suspected case
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of pregnancy in quantities of 0.2 cc., 0.25 cc., 0.3 cc., 0.3 cc., 0.4 cc., and 0.4 cc.,

respectively. One hundred hours alter the commencement of the test th6

mice are killed and the ovaries arc inspected with a hand lens or with the

naked .eye. A positive reaction is characterized by the presence of corpora

leutea and hsemorrhages into the follicles of the enlarged ovaries.

If the urine is turbid, it should be filtered and its reaction made slightly

acid if it is not already so. One drop of tricresol 'to each 30 cc. of urine

should be added if the specimen is not to be used .at once or if It has to be

sent by post*

The Aschheim-Zondek test gives a positive reaction in 98 to 100 per cent

of the cases of pregnancy. It Is positive as early as ten to fourteen days

after conception and two days atter the m-st missed" Ihfingituai peflo'd. • '.it

remains positive throughout pregnancy and lor a l^riod of about seven days

TCfter 'the leTniliiatlOh ol pregnant or alter the tieath of the fcelus. It al^o^

-gives-ft ' positir e luacilun in bCldpTc gestation, hydatldiform_mol^ chorion-

epUhelipma, and certain cases of maUgnani diseas^

B. ,5he,J!riedman modification of thk test can be carried out by injecting

7 to 10 c.c. of the suspected morning ‘urtne into the marginal ear vein of a
virgin female rabbit, 12 to 14 weeks old, and weighing not less than 4 pounds.

Twenty-four to thirty hours later a positive reaction will be indicated by the

presence of corpora lutea and corpora hjemorrhagica in the hypertrophied

ovaries of the rabbit. There will also be marked injection of the uterus* -and
-oviduct.

^C. The Xenopus ^test» or Hogben test may be used when a rapid diagnosis

of earl^ pregnancy is to be made. One c.cm. of prepared urine from the sus-
pected case is injected into the lymph sac of a South African female toad
(Xenopus laevis), and extrusion of ova through the cloaca occurs within six

to fifteen hours, If pregnancy is present.

Male frogs and toads may be employed instead of female toads. One
mlUUltre of the filtered first morning xurlne of the suspected case of preg-
nancy is injected into the dorsal lymph sacs of two male toads. One to four
hours later cloacal samples of urine are withdrawn from both the toads by
catheterization, and examined under the low power of a microscope. Sper-
matozoa in large numbers will be found floating on the glass slide, if preg-
nancy Is present. It Is advisable to collect the toads’ urine at the time of
injection and to check the absence of spermatozoa. Mohanty and Pabrai**
recommend the injunction of 10 millilitres of the patient’s untreated urine into
the dorsal lymph sacs of three healthy male toads (Eufo Melanostictus Sch-
neld), weighing from 50 to 70 grammes. A positive reaction is seen, by the
presence of spermatozoa in the toads’ samples of urine after half to four
hours. This test is simple, inexpensive, rapid and highly accurate. The same
toads can be utilized every ten to twelve days with proper feeding.

Signs of Pregnancy in the Dead.—^In addition to some of the objective
signs mentioned above, the diagnostic signs of pregnancy which are found In
the dead body at the post-mortem examination are

—

1. The presence of an ovum or feetus.

2. Uterine changes.
3. The corpus luteum.

1. The Presence of an Ovum or Foetus.—The presence of an impreg-
nated ovum, feetus or placenta in the uterus after death is positive proof of
pregnancy. In place of the ovum certain abnormal products of conception,

8. Dharmendra, tnd. Jour. Med. Res., Jvdy 1931. p. 239.
9. Edward R. Elfean. Brit. Med. Jour., Dec. 17, 1928, p. 1,253: F. A E. Crew. Brit.

Med. Jour., April 15, 1939. p. 766.
10. Ind. Med. Gaz., Feb. 1950, p. 43.
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such as sanguineous nnd vesicular moles, may sometimes be present. These

moles develop so rapidly that the uterus is usually larger than at the corres-

ponding period of normal pregnancy, but more frequently it is not enlarged

beyond its size at the fifth or sixth month of gestation.

2. Uterine Changes.—As a result of pregnancy the uterus is thickened,

and increases In size, both In Its length and width. The length increases from

one and-a-half Inches to twelve Inches, and the width from one and-a-half

to about nine Inches. Its weight at the full term of pregnancy is twenty-

eight ounces or more.

The nulllparous uterus weighs about an ounce, and that of the woman
who has borne children weighs about an ounce and a half. The uterus also

Increase very much In Its capacity, being five hundred or more cubic Inches

at Its full development. The marks of the attachment of the placenta are

noticeable upto 8 to 9 weeks after delivery.

3. The Corpus Luteum.—The corpus lutcum is a cicatrix formed In the

ovary after the escape of ova from the bursting of a Graaftan follicle at the

menstrual period. This corpus luteum develops in size for the first five or

six days after the rupture of the follicle, remains quiescent for a few days

more and then undergoes rapid absorption. In the event .of pregnancy the

corpus luteum, continues to develop, and aUains_the-largest-«Ize-about—the

faurtiv-^mjiTtln^ormlng-a 'firm projection on the surface-of-the-ovary. Ifc..tlien

undergoes_A-slow-TCtroBTe.S3tve--change.~aHhough-.lt- Is-usually-well-markfid

»aL-the-Um&-of-delIvcry.-and~inay-be-cvIdent for-one-or-two- months-after.

The corpus luteum used to be regarded as a positive sign of pregnancy,

but It has now no forensic value, inasmuch as It Is seen as a result of over-

congestion, as In fibroid tumours and other pathological conditions. It has
also been found in the ovaries of women who were neither pregnant nor

menstruating. Moreover, pregnancy has occurred without the formation of a

corpus luteum.

DELIVERY
The cases In which the medical jurist Is required to ascertain whether a

woman ha.? been delivered or not are those of abortion. Infanticide, conceal-
ment of birth, feigned,, delivery. contestcd_IegUimacy. and libel, actions'
disputed chastity.

* '

SIGNS OF DELIVERY
These signs are discussed under the following four headings:—

I. Signs of recent delivery in the living.

IL* Signs of recent delivery In the dead.
III. Signs of remote delivery In the living.
W. Signs of remote delivery in the dead.

I. SIGNS OF RECENT DELIVERY IN THE LIVING
The signs of recent delivery at full term are

—

1. Appearance of General IndbposUion.—For the first two or three days
after delivery the woman wears a languished look with the sunken eyes hav-
ing a dusky pigmentation about the lower eyelids, and has a slight
increase in the pulse and temperature. These signs may be absent In strong
women, or may be found In any other Illness or at the time of the monthly
course. The Intermittent contractions or the uterus are usually present for

the first four or five days. These are termed after-pains when they are
vigorous and painful.

2. Breasts.—The breasts are full, firm, knotty and enlarged, and contain
colostrum or milk. The areolte are dark Montgomerys glandular tubercles are

seen and the nipples are turgid.
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3. Abdomen.—The abdomen Is slightly full, but more often lax and

flabby. The skin is vnrlnkled and shows .the llnece alblcantes, which are

pinkish in the beginning, but subsequently become white In colour.

4. Uterus.—Just after delivery the uterus relaxes, and may b^Jelt^s^
ajhibby_mass_extendlng to. the umbilicusji.few_,hours ^after_delivery. „ It_ then

diminishes .in size about half-an inch-a-day, and Is felt. like. a,hard .cricket

ball for about two or three days in the lower part of the abdomen above the

symphysis pubis, but its fundus can be felLjust above or behind the symphysis

pubis up to the fourteenth day.

5. Vagina.—The labia are tender, swollen and bruised or lacerated.

The vagina is smooth, relaxed and dilated, and may show recentUears,.,\vhtch

u^lly_heal-b5L.seyenth_ day. The lourchette-is-usually-ruptured, and the

perinceum is sometimes lacer'aTed.

6. Cerv'ix.—The servlx Is soft and patulous, and its edges are torn or

lacerated transversely. The Internal os begins to close during the first twenty-

four hours. The external os Is soft and patent, admitting two fingers for

a few days. It admits with difficulty one finger at the end of a week, and
closes in two weeks.

7. lochia.—The lochia Is a discharge from the uterus and vagina,

l a5^ing for _tb r» nr thrfe—gepV-R-oftpr delivery. It haS a peculiar,

sour, disagreeable odour. During the fl\;st^four five days the discharge

is bright red (lochia rubral consisting of pure^6too3*’mlx^'wlth large clots.

It becomes serous..and naleiLJn^coJou r. {lochia serosa) duxing»th£_iiext..IoU3:„

dajrs- About-'tfi'e ninth da.y_ thp colour becomes yeIlowish7g^y or
,,

sllgh.t;ly

gresnisli^toc?Ua><2iba»o]:usrrccn.^afer>. and gradually dimlnislies in quantity,

till it disappears altogether from the second to the third week.

From the above signs taken collectively It will scarcely be difficult to

diagnose a case of recent delivery for the first fourteen days after parturi-

tion. These signs are more characteristic of a full-term delivery than of a
premature one. They are likely to disappear within a week or ten days or
even at an earlier date m a strong and vigorous woman, especially if she
happens to be a multlpara.

XI. SIGNS OF RECENT DELIVERY IN THE DEAD
The diagnosis of recent delivery in the dead hardly presents any

difSculty. In addition to the signs described above, the uterus._.ls^ found
flabby and..Jfine_tQ^tweIve«dnches.JoDC. . containing large . clots ’lof^blood and
It^ inner surfaceLis.llned .by the.decIduaJf- necropsy, is-held -on-the..body-*of-a
woman who has died soon after delivery. The uterus in course of time
becomes more and more contracted. In the first two or three days after
a full-term delivery It is about seven inches long and four inches broad. At
the end of a week It is between five or six Inches long arid about an inch
thick. At the end of a fortnight It hardly exceeds five inches in length, and
returns to the normal size in about six weeks. Soon after delivery the
uterus weighs about twenty-eight ounces, twelve ounces at the end of a week
or ten days and about one and a half ounces by the end of a month.

The^sito of the placental attachment is of a dark colour. The openings
of its ves'sels are W'ell marked, and recognizable for two or three months.

The ovaries and the Fallopian tubes are usually congested, but may become
normal In a few days. A large corpus luteum Is usually found in one of
the ovaries.

III. SIGNS OF REMOTE DELIVERY IN THE LIVING
1. Abdomen.—^The abdominal wall is relaxed, and marked with white

silvery streaks, called the linece alblcantes, which result from overdlstenslon.
These lines also occur from ascites, ovarian tumours, etc.
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2. Breasts.—These are soft and pendulous, marked with lines albl-
cantes. The areols are dark. The nipples are prominent and larger than
usual, unless the woman has not suckled her child.

3. Vagina.—The labia are more or less separated from each other. The
vagina Is somewhat* capacious. Its rugrn are absent, and Its walls are relaxed,
especially in a multiparous woman. The_fourc^^e__and-posterlor-commissure
at£.^PStroyed> and the perlnicum may be found ruptured. T

j

’he hvmen
ls..ab5ent, -or._may_^be _seen as separate>-noduIes~in— . mrTinf»iiig?

myrtlformes.
- -- ~ _

4. Cervix.—The jicrxlx-to-rlell—transvetMly with ragged and Irregular
margins. The os Is wider.

r\Q. iS3.—The pendulous breasts with promi-
neijt and large nipples ot a woman who has
had five chUdren, (By kind courtesy ol

Dr. G. B. Sahay.i

Most Of the above signs may
possibly be simulated by the pas-
sage of a large fibroid tumour
per vaglnam Again, most of

these signs may disappear In a
woman who had had only one
delivery short of the full-term
several years ago, and It Is possi-

ble for the vagina and uterus to

regain normal appearances as

observed In a nulllparous woman.
In exceptional cases no trace of a
previous delivery may be found
even on women who have borne
several children.

Montgomery! 1 reports a case m
which he examined a lady who had
borne five children and nursed three of
them. He found that “her breasts were
small, but neither flaccid nor pendulous:
•the nipple short, with not the least
shade of brown colour In the areolae,
which exhibited only the delicate rose
colour so often observed In that part
of the virgin breast; there were neither
lines nor spots of any kind on the
abdomen: the oa uteri was small and
natural, the vagina contracted and the
fourchette perfectly entire.” This lady
used to be delivered at the eighth
month of her pregnancy.

IV.^ SIGNS OF REMOTE DELIVERY IN THE DEAD

I
a woman who has borne chUdren. thaaitnmU?. larger.^ nulllparous utenis. The-Walls.SSSMavrTrom

^deA-iornUng-a-ttTder^nd..roundecl .cavity, while tha_walls of^ nuifiparousUterus ure cunvex on the Inner n,pe«..and.l5rm whlchlx eSauS In

vl" ^h<^P-4>'-<‘«^und^s„aSe^!2om4he
I^rant or Irom.thc t^L. Is convex and onxi Jilgher level-than the line-ot-the
brand 1 rnments. The C£rj3xJsjlrrcgular.lnJorm-and.shortened; and iS edges
show cicatrices on accoun ol previous tears and lacerations caused during

n
“hd patulous SO US to admit

the tip of the Anger, and the internal os Is not so well defined as In the virgin
or nulllparous woman. It must he remembered that the uterus undergoes
atrophy in old age.

11 Cyclop Pract Med

.

VoL IV, p 5M



CHAPTER XV

LEGITIMACY

According to the law of England, a child born during lawful marriage

<wedlock) or within a competent time after the dissolution of such marriage

or after the death of the husband is presumed to be a legitimate child of the

husband, unless It Is proved that the husband was Impotent, or that the

husband- and the wife had no sexual access to each other at a time when
conception could have taken place. Under section 112 of the Indian Evidence

Act (.vide Appendix II) there Is a presumption in favour of legitimacy of a

child born during the continuance of a valid marriage between his mother and
any man, or within two hundred and eightsTltjS^' after its dissolution, the

mother remaining unmarried,^nd the presumption can only be rebutted if It

is shown by competent evidence that the parties to the marriage had rio access^

to each other at any time when the child could have been begotten. In

England the presumption of legitimacy may oe'rebutted by proof oi tne impo-
tence ur SieilUty ul the husband, but there is nothing speciiic on mis “point m
Lllb IhUlUlllUW.” .

* _An iUegittmate^T bastard child is one which Is born out of wedlock or

not within a competent time after the^ cessation^! tfie“r51atrdnshlp“0f"iiiair-

“and wife or born within wedrdct^ W^n_^rocreaiion by~~lh^' lmsb'ahd~ls~~hbt
'possiblej By the law of Scotland and by the Legitimacy Act of England^amend

—

ed In 1926, an Illegitimate child becomes legitimate by the subsequent marriage

of the parents, and Inherits the property of its father.

The guSstion of legitimacy may arise in the following eases:—
1. Inheritance.—A legitimate child born during lawful wedlock can

inherit the property of Its father. According to the law of England a monster.
•which has not the shape of mankind, is incapable of lnherltlng!~but Ihere"!?
nothing specific on this point in the Inman Law .

A monster generally does not live after It is born, but double monsters
of the varieties of the Siamese twins may live to adult ag^ They are united
mostly in the umbilical region or at the pelvis, and have some organs common
to both.

2. Tenancy by Courtesy of England.—If a man marries a woman who
owns estates, and has by her a child born alive, he shall, for his lifetime,

become the tenant of the estates by the Courtesy of £ngland after the death
of his wife, but the child should be bom during lawful wedlock. Thus, the
husband cannot have any interest in the estates, If the child was delivered
alive by Casarian section after the mother’s death, though such a child is

regarded as a legitimate child. If she has had no child bom alive, her estates
pass to her next heir-at-law at her death.

The law of tenancy by courtesy is not tenable In India, for section 20 of
the Indian Succession Act (Act-XXXIX of 1925) as amended upto 1932 enacts
that -no person shall, by marriage, acquire any Interest in the property of the

'

person whom he or she mames or become incapable of doln*; any act in
respect of his or her own property which he or she could have done if un-
married. but this section is not made applicable to a marriage contracted
before the first day of January 1866, nor shall It affect any marriage between
the parties, one or both of whom professed, at the time of such marriage, the
Hindu. Muhamadan, Buddhist. Sikh or Jain religion.

It may also be mentioned that by the Administration of Estates Act, 1925,
the old law as to Inheritance and succession to property in England (for In-

1. Access means no more than opportumty of sexual Intercourse. It does not mean
actual intercourse (ride Nagpur High Court Cr. Revision No. 502, Maina v. Beoraf
Sonaji Kiinbi, Cr. Law Jour., Sept. 1942, p. 717).
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Stance, heirship and tenancy by the courtesy) was abolished and replaced by

a simple code for the devolution of property upon the death of a person Inte-

state.

3. AfTiliation Cases.—These are the cases which are brought before a

court for fixing the paternity of an illeglUmale'child upon a certain individual,

as he Is bound, under section 488 of the Indian Criminal Procedure Code, to

support his Illegitimate child which Is unable to maintain Itself Irrespective

of age.J A Magistrate of the first class may make a monthly allowance of any
sum not exceeding fifty rupees on the whole for the maintenance of such

child. In determining the amount of maintenance, luxury is not to be taken
Into consideration but only the necessaries of life, viz. food, clothing and
lodging.

4. Supposititious Children.—A supposititious child means a fictitious

child. A woman may substitute a living male child for a dead child or a
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living female child born of her, or may feign pregnancy, as well as delivery

and subsequently produce a living child as her own. when she wants to extort

money or to divert succession to property. Such cases occur when succession

to large estates is involved or when money Is to be extorted by blackmail
In 1922, a case cpccurred at Ahmedabad, where a young widow abducted, with the

help of a nurse, from the Victoria Jubilee Hospital a newly-bom cWld which she passed
off as her own alleging that it had been bom after her husband's death {posthumous
child), and pretended delivery wliile in fact she had had none. In October 1923. a
Bhatia widow3 of Bombay was sentenced to one year’s simple imprisonment and a fine

of Rs. 2,000 for having tried with the help of two accomplices, to conceal the fact of
her giving birth to female twins soon after her husband’s death by substituting a male
child and claiming a share in the property of her husband. The two accomplices were
also sentenced to various terms of Imprisonment.

MEDICO-LEGAL POINTS

The medico-legal points that have to be Investigated in these cases are—

1. The average duration of pregnancy.
2. *:nie maximum period of pregnancy.

3. The minimum period of pregnancy and the viability of a child.

4. - Superfecundation.

5. SupeHbstaiion .

~

6. Paternity.

'

1. The Average Duration of Pregnancy.—By the average duration
of pregnancy Is meant the period that ordinarily elapses between conception

delivery.! The circumstances taxen tnio con&lfleratlDtt in estimatmg inis

period are the date of conception from a single coitus and the arrest of men-
struation. But neither of these is reliable; a single coitus does not fix the

date ol conception, but merely the date of insemination. Modern observers

agree that spermatozoa retain their activity in the vagina for two to three

days at the most, and are capable of surviving in the cervical canal, uterine
cavity and Fallopian tube for four to five days or slightly longer. However,
conception usually occurs two to three days after coitus, as spermatozoa arc
capable of retaining their power of fertilization for about that period. They
lose their power of fertlllzaUon long before thelr-motility disappears.

The exact time of conception during the intermenstrual period is not
know. It is generally assumed that ovulation occurs about fourteen days
before the commencement of the ensuing menstrual period, and the ovUm
(egg-cell) probably perishes in a day or two after it is shed unless fertilized.

Hence fertilization may occur, if a spermatozoon is ready^to unite with the
egg-cell in the Fallopian tube about this period.

From the above points it is quite clear that the actual duration of preg-
nancy in the female is not* known; however, the average period calculated
from experience is 2S0 _days. or 40 weeks. or_10 lunar months. This is equi-
valent to ten times the normal intermenstrual period which is usually twenty-
eight days. It has been observed that in women whose intermenstrual period
Is shorter than the usual time pregnancy has terminated at the eighth or
ninth lunar month or even earlier, the child having attained full develop-
ment. Sidney H. Waddy* describes a case In which a woman, aged 30 years,
gave birth to a full-time daughter after aestatlon of 210 davs—tpn times three
weeks—which was her normallntermenstrual period. The child"cried iustUy
Itl bvrtli, Had a good crop of hair, was well coaled with vernlx caseosa.
measured twenty Inches in length, and weighed seven pounds. The finger
arid toe nails were fully developed and the child sucked vigorously on being
put to the breast.

2. The Maximum Period of Pregnancy.—Sometimes, cases of disput-
ed legitimacy arise in which It Is necessary to determine how long gestation

3. Leader, Oct. 20, 1923. 4. Brit. Med. Jour., Jan, 14. 1928, p. 75.
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may be prolonged. In India. England and the United States of America the
aw does not lay down any flxed limit of gestation. Each case is decided on
Its own merits. J. K. Mohantys of Angul of the district of Cuttack reports
the case of a Hindu woman, aged 36 years, who was delivered of a male child
after a period of gestation of 315 days reckoned from the first day of her last
menstrual period and nearly 300 days calculated from the probable day of
ovulation or fertilization. The child was 22 Inches Ion? and weighed 9
pounds 6 ounces. The centres of ossification were visible In the upper epiphy-
ses of the tibia and humerus In addition to that In the lower epiphysis- of

^^***^p®* reports the case of a young unmarried girl In
‘'’® ibssdtlon of her last menstruation

Ssithl ^ ‘>'50 recorded where a‘

fnter?oorI^ 1
/ellvered on the 315th day after the last date of

sntioF v
*

I I

5 '">5'“>nd had been killed on the Same day, and compen-

chastlt7nf
*'''* ”“5 fins™ foi" doubting the

nS the
'""snient tor the child, thus recog-

of the lost
'‘“5'“'“!' or a pregnancy of 320 days dating from the Jlrst day

Lord*ruoFLiT
‘*>0 divorce easel of Goskfll v. Gaskm, the

me til
“ d >>o"“d 01 protracted gestation. During

the child wniilri ti

^ evidence that in cases of such prolonged pregnancy

of birth We eit a
above the average weight and dimensions at the time

nerlod of?estinl'i*
“ocepted as authentic In which the calculated

cWldren vaflef ond the weights of the

wa not welcld o^ ‘h'5 particular case the child™
ae^tlon Sal he “"“'t

"’“5 '“05 of abnormally long periods

calculated trnSf th.^l'"!
""orted. In one case'* pregnancy lasted 352 days

woman 27 veltfiM SSc S ,,

'’'!'’'*'’"- '"ood caseii a prlmlparousS hW last mcnstcTl
“ well-developed girl on the 343rd day

normI chltd l?s?o™'S„ *55 considerably larger than the

fourthu cases childrpn^hnr,f®i/ft”'*
grammes. In the third** and

the couples actuaiir r^hahitsorf
^ dates on which

very carefuf
^ legitimate children. F^om

Gibson** have found that tvi
15,629 births, McKeown and

325 and S^ davs In fwn were 319. 320. 321.

to be 339 and 359 days respectlvdy
“'station was reliably thought

legal purnoses a norinH «f conclude that, for medlco-

On the other hand the Hous- S' ii,rT*
Is not Impossible.

the husband, who 'brought a
360 days after the possible date of conceXo„“lafno"lTchim.‘s“

husband’s %mtSnZi ainrcc toradultS'"'*'
®"“"5 bounty, New York, a

mally ieng pregnancy was if" wife’s abnor-
days elapsed between coition Ind
.bat the bead o, the fmtus wasTngS"r?3 dr'bcmS drill.

5 Ind. Med. Caz. Jan. 1944 ii 21 1 * —
I i-i- ss'lot'xrs.-'sfi; r^'-

™’ ' -• 5’-

9. Trani. i'fed-Leg. Soc, 1922*23 'Vol XVIT
boiir amcrIS. A°sx° 192”?^™'"““’ 5’- Sept.Oct. 1926. p. 583:

Jour.' eSrtS!'^Mordi°4!’Tra,“p' ='«>. Jan. 1933, p 137:

12 Wood V. Wood, Brit. Med. Jour., July 5 1947 „
13. //odium V. Iladlum. Med.-Leo. Jour VoL
14. Bril. Med. Jour., May 3. 1932. VoL j. m 938-941’
15. Brif. Med. Jour. Dec 23. 1950, p 14S1
16. Jour Amer Med. Assoc, Feb. 1, 1947.’ Vol 133 p 347
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Higgins” has reported the birth ot a still nnencephallc fcetus 389 days

after the possible date of conception. The movements of the child were

felt until birth.

3. The Minimum Period ot Pregnancy and the Tiability ot a Child.

—

In a case of disputed legitimacy, when a child Is born within a short time

after marriage, or within a short time of the husband and wife living together

after some years’ separation, an important question that Is raised Is whether

it is possible for a fully developed child to be bpm. before the termination

of the usual period of gestation. This question can be answered by deter-

mining the intra-uterlne age of the fcetus from its length, weight and other

characteristics, and in most of these* cases it will be found that the fcetus is

not full term, and yet it is capable of living. The question, therefore, re-

solves itself into another, viz. what is the shortest period of gestation at which

a viable child can be bom?

Children bom at or after ^10 days_pr 7 calendar months of uterine life

are viable, i.e. are bom alive and are capable of being reared. Hubbard”
records a case where an infant bom at the beginning of the .seventh month
of pregnancy weighed only 15 ounces, and at the age of six weeks was in

good health and weighe'd 32J ounces. It was fed on breast milk from a

bottle with one feed daily directly from the breast. Children born after 6

calendar months or 180 days of uterine life may be viable and capable of

continuing an Independent life apart from their mothers. Houlihan” reports

the case of a prlmipara, who was delivered of a premature, living male infant

on July 29, 1932. after 6i months of gestation. At birth the infant was 14

Inches long and weighed 23^ ounces. At the end ol 12 weeks it weighed 90i
ounces. Fakim” also reports a case where a woman, aged 31 years, was
delivered of a female child, weighing 1 lb. after 26 weeks of pregnancy. After

a few days the child was 13 inches long. An X-ray examination of the child

on the 18th day after birth showed the presence of the ossification centres

of the calcaneus and astragalus. The centres of ossification for the lower
epiphysis of the femur and the upper epiphysis of the tibia had not appeared
at that time. The centre of ossification was present in the lower epiphysis
of the femur on the eighty-first day after birth. Five months and a half after

birth the child weighed 61b. 12 ozs. Cases have also been reported, where
infants bom after still shorter periods of intra-uterine life have survived
and grown up. In the case^J of Clark v. Clark, the President of the Divorce
Court held that a child bom after 174 days of Intra-uterine life was able to
live and was a legitimate child. At birth the child weighed 2i pounds. In
rare cases, children bom In the fifth calendar month or even as early as
the fourth month survive lor a short time, but they can never be conceived
as having reached the period of viability. Richard H. Hunter” describes
the case of a foetus of 5 months of intra-uterine life who lived for 18 hours
after birth. It was 30 cm. long and weighed 512 grammes.

4. Superfecundation.—By superfecimdation is meant the fertilization
of two ova of the same period of ovulation by two separate acts of coitus
committed at short intervals. This occurrence is possible, but it is difficult
to prove in human beings, since both fertilized ova develop as twins and go
to full term at about the same period. A law suit” about the paternity of
twins is reported, where It was contended on the basis of blood group tests
that the defendant could not have been the father of one of the twins, that
is. the twins must have had two fathers, and this, in turn, would prove the
possibility of superfecundation in human beings.

Lancet, 1S54, 2, p. 1154. 18.
Practitiorter, May 1933, p. 698.
Lancet, March 11. 1939, p. 593.
H. Hebcrer, Deutsche Sledisinische

Snt. Med. Jour. Vol. II, 1928, pp, 878 and 1076.
20. Brit. afed. Jour., Aug, 19, iSM, p- 445
22. Brit. Med. Jour., May 27. 1933. P- 91?-

Wochaachnit. Btuttgart. Aprtl 8, P-
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„v„m
superfoetatlon b meant the Impregnation ot an
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24 Jlfon. of Obstetr., p. 172

“ —
25. Jemr /.mer. Sled. Assoc.. Jam lO. 1925 n la-i
26. Sledlzinlsche Kllnik, Berlin, OcL 11 I ,

Nov, 30. 1935, p. 1814
' P- s4mcr. Jifed. Assoe.

27. Sundau News of India. May 21, 1930.
28. Jovr Indian Medical Assoc. May 1933. p 330
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Hie following recent ca^e is worth recording for its medico-legal importance in

connection with legitimacy:

—

In 1951, Alexander MItchel married a girl (who was sexually kno'R'n to him before!

who gave birth to a girl 3 weeks after marriage:. She admitted sexual relation with a
Pole also at the same time. She was divorced in 1951 for adultery with Mr. Imre and
became Mrs. Imre but the girl was given in custody of Mr. Mltcliel by Lord Guthrie

—

who said by marriage the daughter was l^itimised. To circumvent tliis Mrs. Imre avow-
ed in the witness-box before Lord Whitley that the Pole had fatliercd the girl and that
she was illegitimate—the girl was 9 years old- Blood tests of Mr. MItchel, Mrs. Imre and
the daughter showed that imless this was a case of mutation (a 1 in 100,000 chance)
Mr. T^Iitchel could not be the father, hence the girl was given to Mrs. Imre by Lord
"Whitley though relying on medical evidence he did not believe the evidence about Pole.

In the Appellate Court Lord President believed that the blood tests were not suffi-

ciently infallible to overcome presumption of legitimacy of child.

The ABO and the rehesus tests were negative and proved noticing on the MN test

the child’s blood contained none of the factors from Mitchel's blocd hence he was not
the father. It had been recently ascertained that factors In a child's blood might change.
Therefore he did not regard blood test as sufficient evidence to displace the presump-
tion of legitimacj'. This need not be regarded as a heavy blow to scientific evidence.29

1957^ 1360-61, also see Brit. Med. Jour.. Aug. 17,



CHAPTER XVI

SEXUAL OFFENCES
Under the heading “sexual offences", may be descrlped rape, Incest and

unnatural offences including certain abnormal gexua l perversions^^’

RAPE
^

<leflnir”as the unlawtu! and carnal know-

'woSan nnri^^
wife under the age ol ntteen years or of anrotter

wUhn.u 1,

^ sixteen years, or abovFnhat-'age-aialnsOieiCwnl.
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Sows thL^he S nnf t, n J
*’“ cousent, when the man
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?awS marled SeeHnl
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the Indian Penal pna
••'^ Indian Penal Code as amended under

Act undm Act No S Trf'',Vo‘'’
“•"•"“• Pcccedure (Amendment)

accused sLtl he
“ ••>' "'•"ce of rape, for which the

whr?Lru'L™f "'"hf? '"“O" ’>'“1 transportation tor life, or

ommit legally i
Qii ., 1, f kMLiiuuie piUUUcing any

medical omcer should
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not give his opinion that no raoe
his report, but should

other
vi,|, uT

i mm T i

.‘:°"”" Eye-witnesses or
Whore rape cannot be provedX ‘’'r’Offence oI indecent assault nn n

dealt with as a less serious

to 0UtraeeX^^P^aS:!iI.^!lSJ[!^^ with Intent or knowledge
renal code by Impnlonment ol SthS- ScOTrlMton fti'rtend to two years, or by line or by both ?»,?w «

^ ®
tutes an outrage on female modesty is rf

^ constl-
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took indecent liberties with a female student, it was held that he was guilty

of assault, though she did not resist * Making a female patient strip naked

under the pretence that the accused, a medical man, could not otherwise Z
jfnjge of her illness was held to bean assault?

"""

The ingredients which are essential for proving a charge of rape are the

accomplishment of the act with force, resistance and absence of consent if '

the woman happens to be of or above the age of consent, viz. sixteen years.

It is necessary to prove that the resistance offered by the woman was upto

her utmost capability, and that every means, such as shouting, crying, bit-

ing, beating, etc. had been tried to prevent the successful commission of the

act- The act is regarded as rape, if It Is accomplished after the woman has

yielded from fear, duress or complete exhaustion.

Consent.—According to the law of India a woman of and above the age-

of sixteen years is capable of giving consent to an act of sexual intercourse.

but the consent must be free and voluntary and given, wnup rop . tuil

.possession ot her lacultles. It sfiould also have been obtained prior to the

'act'." It IS il6 detence thatTiie consent was given after^he sexual connection.

It^ic also ntrexcuse.thai the woman was "iT pl'USLlLute;—for llko -any , other

^ornairslife is entitled to the protection of the law and may lidl be -forced.

However it must ne remembered that eviaence ot sexual intercourse on
'‘medical examination of women used to it cannot form a legal proof of rape.

The consent of the woman Is invalid. If it is obtained by threat of phy-
sical Injury or .of death or by misrepresentation of facts, or If it is obtained

from the woman, who. from unsoundness of mind or Intoxication, is unable
to understand the nature and consequence of the act to which she gives her
consent.^

.The only exception specified in section 375, I.P.C., Is that a husband
cannot be charged with rape against his own wife of. and above, the age of

fifteen years, even though the act be committed against her will or
her consent, as she cannot retract the consent" WhlCff" she IS supposed to have
given at me time u! iiiaiiUge;—But a husoanu nas no right 'to eiljoy

wife’s person without regard to question of safety to her.® A husband can,
however, be guilty of abetment, if he assists another man to commit rape on
qiis wife ^

Age of the Male.—The law of England presumes that a boy under
fourteen years of age is sexually Impotent, and Is, therefore, incapable of
committing rape. This presumption cannot be rebutted by evidence as to
his physical capacity, but he may be convicted of an indecent assault under
the Sexual OSences Act, 1956. The law of India does not presume any such
limit of age under which a boy is considered physically incapable of com-
mitting rape. In a charge of rape brought against a boy the court decides
the question of his potency from evidence in the case and is guided by sec-
tions 82 and 83 of the Indian Penal Code in awarding punishment. A case
occurred at Poona In July 1923, where a Chamar boy, aged ten years, was
charged with an offence of rape oiT a Kuropean girl, aged seven years. The'
L^ntoninent Magistrate louud uie m.~cus«;d Bullly, ana sentenced him to two
years- rigorous_lmprisonment. ordering that the armisori hP spnf tn tht.

War Juvenile Jail.

Nfchol, (1807) Russ, and Ry. 130; JUc. Gavaran. (1852) 6 Cox 64: Ratanlal
and Thakore, 7'he Law of Crijnes, Ed. XVU, p. 861.

3. Pe^ Ao^sfci, (1824), 1 Mood Cr. C. 19; Ratanlal and Thakore, The Law of
Crimes, Ed. .^CVII, p. 861.

4. Vide Appendix iV. Section 99, I.P.C

Crimes 'Ei'xro'-'-D
910*'-"' Thakore, The Lam o/
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Old men are known to have committed rape on small girls. A man of
60 years beckoned to a girl of seven or eight years and took her Into a -small
room where he committed rape. She cried but he threatened to kill her
with a knife In case she disclosed the secret. He also communicated to her
the venereal disease from which he was suffering. He was sentenced to
four years' imprisonment by the Magistrate of Amrltsar.s In his annual

Chemical Examiner, Bengal, mentions a case
in which a man, aged 50 years, committed tape on a girl, aged 6 years. He
detected spermatozoa In the vaginal swab and In the urethral smears of the

"If
records the case of a pensioner who had

assaulted girls of the ages 7 and 8 respectively.

Age of Victim. ^No age Is safe from rape, Chevers* records a case"

«n‘=hced at Delhi to twenty years' Imprisonment for
.trape committed on a woman of seventy years. In his annual report for the

rjneiiiicai txainiiicr oi Bengdt^escrlbes a case of rape com-
'"“man 60 years old. resident of Gaya. However, It Is com-

ranr nf
brutes to commit rape on children, as they are igno-

cnnntrL'*^^
^ “"““e to oiler resistance. In India, as In other

mnorVa™. 1*1
““"><»> “Wing to thc superstltlous belief that

conorrhma and syphill.s are cured by sexual mI -'w ii ii m r..h i—The
thcjtTitobnitr^her being a-vireTn. TonhesefirarTS-w^he cause urretallatlon^K-tKrpurinirTOrtmt^ of

EvaLnl A
“
"L

™ children, A case came under Modl's

a ^
‘ ““ committed rape on a girl of eight years,

S gurwuh sv^huS‘"‘I'“’ n'” " Hflnfccted

mL of n^rtv
occurred In Banda District, where an old

because he
ravished a girl of 14 years by way of revenge,

Sed\'^' “sohist the girl's father and uncle as theyirmcfl him as an outcast and refused to dine with him

cascr'exa'Srd'’L‘M!,m'l,?‘,"’J committed In 134

at HydCTabid-i
Lucknow and 46 cases by Prol. Bhooshana Bao
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a caseio where Gopal and two others were prosecuted for abduction of one
Nandkuvar, the Sessions Judge of Ahmedabad held that force cannot be

used by the Magistrate or his subordinate In the medical examination of the

girl.

An attempt at undressing the woman should never be made, but she

should be requested to undress herself. The exact time of the examination,

and the date and month of the year should be mentioned, and then the

examination proper should be commenced in the following order:

—

1. Clothes.—If the clothes are the same as those worn at the time of

the occurrence of rape, they should be carefully examined for the presence

of blood or seminal stains, and whether these are on the front or on the back

of the garments. Usually seminal stains are on the front of the clothes and
those of the blood are on the back, but no arbitrary rule can be laid down.
It should also be noted, if the clothes have been tom or soiled with mud. If

there are any marks of suspicious stains, the clothes should be preserved

with a view to forwarding them lo the Chemical Examiner.

2. Marks of Violence on the Body.—The body, especially the face,

breasts, chest, lower part of abdomen, limbs and back, should be examined
for marks of violence, such as scratches and bruises, as a result of struggle.

If present, they should be carefully described as regards their appearance,

extent, situation and probable duration. Such marks are more likely to be
found on the bodies of grown-up women who are able to resist than on,, the

bodies of children who are Incapable of offering any resistance. To substan-

tiate false charges, marks of violence are sometimes self-inflicted. Modi saw
a young woman of twenty years alleged to have beer, raped by a man. She
had several marks simulating scratches made with a kankar on the forearms
and the chest, which could be wiped off by rubbing them with a piece of
wet cotton-wool.

In addition to these marks the female may experience difficulty in walk-
ing and pain in micturition or defaecatlon. the gait of the victim should be care-
fully observed.

3.

Tlie Genitals.—To examine the genitals for the evidence of rape the
female should be kept in the lithotomy or knee-chest position In good light
and. the thighs should be well separated, in children the separation of the
thighs Is very painful, and it may. therefore, be necessary to apply cocaine
solution to the parts, or to administer an ansesthetic.

During the examination the following points may be noted :

—

1. In grown-up females, if the public hairs are found matted due to the
presence of semen, they should be cut-off with a pair of scissors and
examined for the presence of spermatozoa. If possible, or they should be
preserved to be forwarded to the Chemical Examiner

Dried seminal stains found on the external genitals and thighs should be
carefully scraped by means of a clean, blunt knife, and preserved for subse-
quent examination.

2. Recently effused or dried blood may be found upon the genital organs
or in the neighbourhood, and in recent cases there may be bleeding from the
vagina, which is usually very slight, unless there Is some injury to the vagina
Itself. It should not be forgotten that the bleeding may be due to menstrua-
tion. which Is possible to be Induced by sexual intercourse.

3. Bruising and laceration of the external genitals may be present with
redness, swelling and inflammation.

4. In nubile virgins the hymen, as a result of complete sexual inter-
course, is usually lacerated, having one or more radiate tears, the edges of
which are red, swollen and painful, and bleed on touching, if examined wlth-

10. Times of India. October 2, 1324.

M.J.—21
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In a day or two sfter the deed. Tliese—tears—heal -wJtWn-fij^e-or-^slx-days.^

aiid-after_elght_to.ten-days-become-shrnnl:en"and“16ok like small"granuISt

tags^of "tissue. Frequent sexual intercourse and parturition completely

destroy tf^h'ymen, which Is represented by several small granular tags of

tissue, called carunculse hymeneails or myrtlformes.

In cases where the hymen Is Intact and not lacerated, It Is necessary to

note the dlstenslbility of the vaginal orifice. The possibility of sexual inter-

course having taken place without rupturing the hymen may be Inferred,

if the vaginal orifice Is big enough to admit easily the passage of two fingers.

In virgins under fourteen years of age the vaginal orifice is so small that it

will hardly allow the passage of the little finger through the hymen.

The fourchette and posterior commissure are not usually Injured in

cases of rape, but they may be tom. if the violence used Is very great Indeed.

•^e amount of Injury to the hymen and genital canal depends upon the

^gree of disproportion between the genital organs of both parties and the

violence used on the female.

In small children the hymen, being situated high up In the canal. Is not

usually ruptured, but may become red and congested along- with the inflam-

mation and bruising of the labia, or. If considerable violence Is used, there

Is often laceration of the fourchette and perlnaum.

In grown-up married women accustomed to sexual Intercourse, marks

of violence, such as bruises, scratches, etc., may be found on the external

genitals, perlnscum, abdomen, chest, back, limbs, neck and faeg

5, The vaginal secretion from the posterior fornix should always be

obtained by Introducing a swab (or 1 c.c. pipette) and the material obtained

on the swab must Immediately be transferred to a microscopic slide and spread

out in the form of a thin film and fixed. After staining, the slide should then

be examined microscopically for the presence of spermatozoa, which Is a

positive sign of rape in the case of children and grown-up virgins. In grown-

up married women, it does not necessarily indicate rape, but It proves th®

occurrence of a previous sexual intercourse. Even presence of motile

spermatozoa Is not necessarily indicative of Intercourse few hours before the

time of examination.

6. Signs of Venereal Infection.—A muco-purulent or purulent dis-

charge of a greenfsfi-yeliow cofour from the vagina and soiling the ffnew

may be due to gonorrhceal infection or may arise from local Irritative causes,

such as uncleanllness, masturbation, threadworms, leucorrhcea or protozoal

Infection, such as Trichomonas vaginalis, and from diseases which enfeeble

the general state of health. It Is. therefore, very essential that a thin flbn

from the discharge should be made on two or three glass slides, fixed and
stained by Gram’s method and examined under the high power of a micro-
scope for the presence of gonococci (causative agents of gonorrheea) which
are kidney- or bean-shaped. Intracellular, Gram-negative dlplococcl before

a definite opinion Is given. In the case of a negative result a decisive opinion
must not be given unless the films from thf discharge are examined on

at least three successive occasions with Intervals of one week, for In the

later stages of the disease the gonococci may be found only with
difficulty or may not be found at all. A negative smear at the time of

examination may also be of value Jf a positive smear Is obtained within a

few days of the assault. In the case of adult females sutferlng especially

from subacute and chronic gonorrheea It is advisable to examine the dis-

charge from the cervical canal, as large varieties of micro-organisms other

than gonococci are generally found In the vaginal canal, and these are ap^

to confuse an inexperienced medical practitioner, although they are not

morphologically similar to gonococcL A non-pathogenic Gram-negative
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dlplococcus which closely resembles the gonococcus Is also frequently founa

In the genitals of female adults. It should, however, be remembered that these

micro-organisms are generally absent'ln the genitals of female children.
»

Owing to Its peculiar situation and nearness to the vagina, the urethral

canal In the female is likely to be Infected early with gonorrhcna; hence the

microscopic examination of the urethral discharge will sometimes help the

diagnosis.

In a purulent discharge from the assailants urethra the presence of

kidney- or bean-shaped Intracellular, Gram-negative dlplococcl in pairs with

their concave borders facing one another Is ordinarily taken as sufficient for

the purpose of practical diagnosis.

If there are syphilitic sores, either In the victim or the accused, serum

for dark-ground examination for Treponema pallidum, and blood for sero-

logical examination should always be collected. An Initial negative sero-

logical reaction at the time of examination and the development of a positive

reaction at the end of six weeks or later may be valuable evidence. The
sores on the genitals may sometimes be due to chancroid, when stained

smears from the sores (or from bubo fluid) will show the Ducrey's tiaclllus

which is Gram-negative strepto-baclUus with rounded ends.

The existence of a venereal disease In the female is not positive evidence

of sexual connection. Gonorrhoeal infection of the genital tract particularly

In young girls and Infants may be conveyed through infected hands or other

articles. Outbreaks of gonorrhoea in children in schools, boarding houses or

hospitals, have often been traced to the common use of the infected sponges,

towels, bath tubs, etc. Syphilis may also be transmitted by means other

than sexual Intercourse, e.g. kissing. In all such cases it is absolutely neces-
sary to examine the accused for the presence of either of these diseases, for

the finding of gonorrhosa or syphilis in both parties is strong corroborative

evidence of sexual intercourse.

The period of incubation of gonorrhoea varies usually from two to eight

days, although it may be as short as twenty-four hours and as long as two
weeks. Modi had seen a few cases in which gonorrhoea appeared within
twenty-four hours after the Infection. The period of Incubation of syphilis

varies from two to eight weeks after Inoculation, the average period being
twenty-five days. If the accused is suffering from a venereal disease, and
if the story of rape is true, the accuser (victim) is likely to suffer from the
same disease within its period of Incubation. But it must be borne in mind
that the infection is not always communicated by sexual intercourse with
one suffering from a venereal disease. In cases of rape on children and
virgins, however, there is a greater probability of inoculation, as the delicate
mucous membrane of their genitals Is very susceptible to infections, and the
hymen and other parts are usually abraded or lacerated.

False Charges.—False charges of rape are not uncommon in India.
Occasionally parents may Introduce chillies into the vagina of their female
child to cause irritation and inflammation or may injure her genitals for the
purpose of substantiating a false charge of rape brought against an indivi-
dual with a view to taking revenge or extorting money from him, and may
tutor their child to tell a circumstantial story of a rape. Modi saw a case In
which the father thrust his thumb forcibly into the vagina of his daughter,
6 years old, in order to bring a false charge of rape against his neighbour
who was his enemy, and lacerated the posterior part of the hjnnen, the
posterior part of the vagina and the posterior commissure. At times parents
inflict injuries on the private parts of their female-child, and then kill her
by strangulation or suffocation in order to bring a false accusation of rape
and murder against their enemy..
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It sometimes happens that a young girl has given consent to the act of
sexual Intercourse, but she does not scruple to accuse her partner of rape
In order to save her own reputation, when she Is discovered by a third party
in the actual act. or when she cannot account to* her mother or other near
relation for Injury to her private parts or blood or seminal stains on her
garments. At times she permits -the act, and then brings a false charge of
rape with the object of blackmail. If a complaint In such a case Is made a
few days after the Incident, the case Is probably one of concoction. It Is

previous character of the girl and her relations
with the accused.

^^ve been used to sexual Intercourse, are known
to have brought false charges of rape against Individuals by staining their

solution ol starch or white ol egg to simulate seminal stains
“ '“m'nant to show that the blood was due

rennrt
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4. The presence of mud, blood or seminal stains on the clothes or on

the body. The presence of blood stains is an important piece of evidence,

especially if the alleged victim be a child or virgin who has sustained some

injury giving rise to hemorrhage. The absence of stains does not negative

the charge of rape as. although there may have been a considerable loss of

blood from the genitals of the victim, stains would not necessarily be found

on the body or clothes of the ravisher. especially if he had had an opportu-

nity of washing after the act. It Is. therefore, necessary that the police

should never allow the accused to go to the bath room alone under any

pretext uniii tiie medical examination has been finished, if he is arrested_

soQh~after the crime.
^

'

The PTesenr «> nnly on the body or clothes does not^
necessarily prove rape. It merely indicates a recent emission. -1

si ^^^“pres^ce of the marks of a struggle, such as bruises, scratches,

and teeth bites on the body, especially on the face, hands, thighs and genitals.

6. The clotting of pubic hairs due to the emission of semen.

7. The presence of hairs similar to those of the female alleged to have
been raped. For instance, the hair of the head may be found on the body
of the accused, or the pubic hair of the victim may be found on or about

the prepuce.

• 8. In addition to scratches or lacerations on the penis caused by the

finger nails of the victim durlrig a struggle, an abrasion or a laceration may
be discovered on the prepuce or glans penis, but more often on the frsenum,

due to the forcible introduction of the organ into the narrow vagina of a
virgin, especially of a' child, but it is not necessary that there should always
be marks of injuries on the penis in such cases. Modi had seen cases in which
there was no Injury to the penis of the accused, although there were
lacerations of the hymen, posterior commissure, perinteum and even the
vaginal walls of the complainant (victim).

9. If the accused is not circumcised, the_. existence of smpgma round
the corona glaudls is considered by some to bp urnof —
course, since it is rubbed off during the sexual act. But the orRsennp of

smegma as proof againstTntercourse is not of any medico-legal value, as legal-

ly. II the penis touches the^^^fiva. It is enough to constitute rape. So in a
case of rape of this character. It is unlikely that smegma will be rubbed off.

The smegma accumulates If no bath is taken for twenty fours hours.

10. The presence of a gonorrhceal discharge or a syphilitic chancre.
In such cases the female (victim) should be examined for the existence of
either of these venereal- diseases with due regard to their Incubation periods.

11. Lastly, the locality where the offence was alleged to have been
committed should be examined, as it might reveal valuable clues in the
shape of blood stains, pieces of tom clothing, marks of the body on the
ground, or the crushed and trampled condition of the grass in the vicinity.

MEDICO-LEGAL QUESTIONS
The following are the controversial questions, which are likely to arise

in a court of law in cases relating to rape:

—

1. Can a healthy^adult female J)e violated against, her ^wlll?—
Under ordinary circumstances It is not possible *T6r“a^lngle man to hold sexual
intercourse with a healthy adult female In full possession of her senses
against her will, unless she Is taken unawares, thrown accidentally on the
ground and placed In such a position as to render her completely helpless,
or unless she swoons away from fright or exhaustion after long resistance.
The act may be accomplished. If more than one man are concerned In the
crime, or If the woman is too feeble to resist. In giving a definite opinion,
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it Is necessary to take into consideration the relative strength of the parties
and the community to which particularly the woman belongs. It Is obvious
that a woman belonging to a labouring class who Is accustomed to hard and
rough work will be able to offer a good deal of resistance and to deal blows
on her assailant and will thus succeed In frustrating his attempts at violation.
On the contrary, a woman belonging to a middle or rich class of an educated
family and not habituated to go about alone by herself will not be able to
resist for long and will soon faint or will be rendered powerless from fright
or exhaustion.

^ woman be violated during natural sleep?—It Is Impos-
s le for complete sexual Intercourse to be accomplished on a nubile virgin
uring her natural sleep without her knowledge, as the pain caused by the

tirst act of coitus would certainly awaken her from sleep. It Is, however,
possible, though Indeed rare, for partial penetration, within the terms of the
law, to occur In a virgin without awakening her from sleep. It Is also possible,
ougn highly Improbable, for a woman to allow coitus during profound

Sleep Without her being conscious of It. If the genital parts are large and
accustomed to the Intromission of the penis. Guyn mentions the case of a
poor woman who complained of her sleep being so heavy that she was with

illustration, stated that her husband had
assured her that he had frequently had connection with her during sleep.

® woman be raped during unconsciousness?—There is no
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voluntarily inhales it for an operation. It is also impossible for an

inexperienced man to an£esthetl2e a sleeping person without disturbance so

as to substitute artificial sleep for natural sleep. Hence the story often

published in the lay press of a woman having been rendered suddenly

unconscious by a handkerchief soaked in chloroform held over her face and

then raped is not to be believed. It must be borne in mind that a woman,

especially of an excitable and^motional temperament, during the stage of

ansesthesla, gets a dream nr h^illnringttnn rnnr. she has been raped, and

ifisis'ts on the belief after tne enecis oi anresinesia have passed_ ofr. so that

she" brmgs an accusation of violation against her meaicai aitenaaiiu
"

i^cautlonarv measure agamsi such PTnprppnrr thp mpdlrat nrartltloner

should never admmister an anzesthetic to a female without the presence of

another person. preieraBTy her near reiauon. T
ILLUSTRATTVE CASES

Rape committed by iVUsrepresenlatlon of racts.—1. A girl of 14 years consulted

a physician for suppressed menstujation. He had connection with her stating that it

was a part of the treatment. She did not resist, being ignorant of the act owing to

her youth. The physician was convicted of rape.—R. v. Carr., 4 Cox D. C. 223.

2. An epileptic girl, 19 years old. consulted a quack doctor for her ailment. He
told her that there were some internal adhesions which must be broken down by a
surgical operation. The mother, who was present, gave consent to the operation, not

understanding his motive, and allowed the doctor to take her daughter to a private room.

Here she submitted to s€xual intercourse believing it to be a part of the treatment

—

R. v. Flattery. L.R. Queen’s Bench Div.. 410.

3. One Must Ram. a balragl, falsely personated himself as Basorcy, the husband of

one Mt. Khunla. who had left his home some twelve years ago. and whose whereabouts
were not known to any ,ol his. relatives since then. The balropi deceitfully made Mt.
Khunla believe' that he was her real husband and bad retmmed from a long journey
extending over a period of twelve years. He lived with her for some tune, but his

Imposture was found out when he was persuaded to visit Lalua. the brother of the
woman’s real husband, who was a police chauktdar. He was subsequently charged with
having committed rape on Mt. Khunia by falsely personating himself as her husband, and
was sentenced by the Additional Sessions Judge at Banda under section 376, Indian Penal
Code, to four years’ rigorous imprisonment and fifteen stripes.—Leader, Jan. 20, 1928, p. 6.

4. By the representation that she was submitting to a spiritual obligation for the
good of her soul, a shoemaker. 48 years old, persuaded a young woman of 25 years and
of weak intellect to yield to sexuM intercourse. He was sentenced to five years’ penal
servitude for tliis grave offence.—News of the World, December 12, 1928.

Injury to the Genitals of Nubile Virgins during Coitus.—1. A woman, 23 years old,

got laceration of the posterior vaginal fomix during coitus in a sitting posture. 'The
vagina was torn from the back of the cervix uten for one inch and a half, and an artery
being opened the wound bled freely. The peritoneum was not uijuied. Loof, Ann. de
Gynec. et d’ Ohstet., March 1898; Glaister, Med. Juris, and Toxic., Ed. V, p. 532.

2. A newly manled woman felt a sharp pain during the first act of coitus. This
was immediately followed by copiesas bleed'mg over to a tear in the vagma, which,
commencing at its orifice, extended upwards to the left of the median line to Douglas’s
pouch, and then crossing it passed to the right side of the vagina.—Mylott, Brif. Med.
Jour., Vol. H. 1899, p. 760.

Rape on Children—In his annual report for the year 1946, the Chemical Examiner
of the United and Central Provmces mentions a case m which rap'* was committed on
a girl, aged 2. years, of Khamgaon (Berar). There was bleedmg from her private parts.
The mother came and' lifted the girl on her waist, thus causing stains on her sari. The
dhoti of the accused and the sari of the mother of the girl on examination were found
to be stained alth semen and human blood.

Tlie following six cases are picked up at random from Modi’s note book:

—

1. On. the 25th June 1920, a girl, 6 years old, was raped by a male. On examining
her on the 281h June, the hymen, posterior commissure and permreum were found
•lacerated. The accused was also examined at the seme time. He had a laceration of
the freenum of his penis.

2. A girl. 10 years old, alleged to have been raped, was examined on the 30th
September 1920. The hymen and perimeum were lacerated The accused who was
examined at the same' time had no mark of injury on his genital organ.

3. A girl. 8 years old, was examined on the 22nd February, 1921, as it was reported
that she had been raped by a yewng man. The hymen was found intact There was a
laceration of the fourchette with rednCss of Uie right labium minus
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® ® years old. was examined, who was alleged to

°A
’’y ^ ^oy- old. The labia majora were

rnMnn^offt”^
Utium mlnus was red, and there was a lace-

® ® length of the right labium minus.; this laceration was continuous
postonor commissure. The hymen was red and

redness and swellmg over the lower part of the urethral open-S oitnrt H^"' the-prcpuce (foreskin) nearthe corona glandis on the right side of the dorsum of the penis.
yetiTR. WS8 examined on November 19. 1932, twenty-

and
raped by a male, aged 35 years. Her labia minora wetre red

MsteriJr O" the posterior part, and the

mi extent nf 1 - v
postciittr commissure were lacerated, each to

r II T^
^

1^
' accused had no mark of injury to his genital organ,

a poilce^rcD^-fThit rsniTj/ - ®- Alanibagh. was brought with

almost cim£ tJ,^w
committed upon her by her husband. She had

foSn nniJ
^ tceth-bltes over her cheeks, breasts and the back of the right

tscre red and swollen
front of both the thighs. The labia majora and minora

wall of the vagina S^if
as i«r*'lather*^comnia^nfH tv?«f

Thakurdevl, aged 8 years, was brought

of injury to the nrtvate^n-!^*
committed on her. There was no mark

the Iabi?minS *«^en was Intact. There was slight redness of
‘

. which was probably due (o imtation from dirt present on the vulva

ed wuT haring^Tmmi?S.d
examination there wVre

Chhldami, a Brahmin girl of five years On
intact. The labia

gen.tals of the girl. Her hsunen was
the vaginal orlRcr whSii wL foun*^^

Inflamed. Tlwe was a purulent aisuharge from

mlttcd rape o™ &th ‘violet’T CtwisriS^'^M^
charged with having com-

suffering from elMt which ok
of years. The accused was found

girl the vulva esoeciallv
® few gonococci. On examining the

thick purulent discharge Sianatme^renwh*^°“*l3
*"1^ swollen, and covered with a

tlon the discharge show<^a i«Vil®™ C>n microscopic examlna-
Inflamed and painful to touch

gonococci The labia minora were red,

oneMt. Kinp?,*^aB.^iib?ut 9 m nith havln? committed rape on
intact, but the loMa m" ora were “Su™ md “1" “J™'”
excoriated. There was a tt^ck uhTmh 1?^'?. minora were red, tender and
which, on microscopic oaaralnatldn uSfloJS to

1'*?'*’°,''®“

Hospilal".c!t“™pScc rc’p?n'that ihc‘’S \»SIi
brought to the King George's .

On examination there were iio marks or^ini !^^
to have teen raped about 2 days ago

whitish discharge In the vaS^i? Sjah bnt therae was a
gonwoccl under the micro nt““ce or apetmatozoa and
dteharge, which also showed undw th?mlr™J™ ^ -'>'0 had a urethral
chronic gonoirha'a. micro-cop... a few gonococci as a result of

tollow!n?'c£?'to“«lch 'inlectto wS'nIt 'cSSSi”'?person suHcrtng Irom the viieiSl^beS- ” intercourse srtth a

rhccal discharge!^ prostitute who had p coplcijs gonor-

were ml^St'"”'”” “""‘•«lon wim . „„„ ,.n„ n,d gonorrhma. Only two

had been ”ecp"nr“h™’tS?lx'SSnl“?'TO5‘’mliSl
o',

’be wulva A gentleman, who
ccndlUon. But he ne\-er d-vcloped sny sore torns"^^^

when he discovered her

Presence of Smetma as Nn-atirlnr Ra#.* i

disease,

yearn, made a repor. at the 5ll«-stat^n*^f Manh-,h^H
aged 15

that three j-oung men. viz, Pachu. DebI and ^ district of Lucknow
were arrested and sent ImiredUteiv tn 'm^i rape on her. They
mark of Injurj- on ihclr genllaLn rr anjwrSU else^n th-Vr'V ^
examined and found to have been ^
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had old lacerations She had no mark of injury to her private parts or to any other

part of her body. The men were released.

2. On the 23rd February 1923, a man complained at the police-station of Mandiaon

in the District of Lucknow that one Dhanl had committed rape on his daughter. He
was immediatelv arrested and sent to Modi for medical examination. He found a uni-

form layer of smegma covering the glans penis, and gave an opinion that he could not

have had sexual intercourse during the last twenty-four hours. The man was released.

Death following Rape.—1. In the case of Queen-Empress v. Hurree Mohan Mythce,

the accused, a fully developed adult man, was charged with causing the death of his

wife, a girl of 11 years and three months. According to medical evidence, the death

was caused by hemorrhage from a laceration in the upper part of the vagina to the

right of the neck of the uterus, measuring one inch and a half long and one inch broad.

The rupture was caused by the prisoner having sexual intercourse \rtth the girl, who had
not attained puberty. The court held that In such a case, where the girl is a wife and
above the age of ten years (age of consent at that time) and when therefore the law of

rape does not apply, it by no means follows that the law regards the wife as a thing

made over to be the absolute property of her husband, or as a person outside the pro-

tection of the criminal law. The prisoner was convicted under section 338 of the Indian
Penal Code of the offence of having caused grievous hurt by an act so rashly and negli-

gently done as to endanger life.

—

Ind. Law Reports, Calcutta. VoL XVTH, 1893, p. 49.

2. Johir Sheikh, a well-built Mahomedan, about 35 years old, had forcible connection

with his girl wife, aged about 10 years, rupturing her genitals, which caused her death
from hsEmorrhage In about twenty-four hours. There was blood about the genitals and
a clot of blood protruded from the vagina, wlUch, on extraction, was found to have
completely filled the cavity. The himen was tom, tlie fourchette ruptured, and the ante-

rior part of toe perinseum lacerated for a distance of half to three-parters of an Inch in
length. Extending forwards from this toe mucous membrane of the posterior vaginal wall
was tom for a toort distance. On the right lateral wall of the vagina there was a lacera-

tion one inch long, below, near the vaginal orifice it was about quarter of an inch broad
and tapered to a point above near toe uterus. On the left lateral wall in a corresponding
situation there was a laceration, one inch long by one-fourih inch broad, somewhat
spherical in shape. These lacerations extended through the mucous lining, and partly,
but not completely, through the muscular tissues. There was eSusion of blood in these
situations beneath the serous coat, which was, however, uninjured. The vagina was
dilated: it had been distended by the blood clot. The husband was prosecuted and con-
victed under section 376, I.P.C.—Calvert, Ind. Med. Gaz., June 1895, p. 221.

Murder after Rape.—1. In January 1923, Mt. Idia, aged 18 years, of the Meerut
District, had been raped first, and then done to death by throttling in a sugarcane field
Medical evidence showed that her liymen was ruptured and there was bleeding from the
vagina The girl’s pyfama and kurta were tom. A number of scratches were found on
the accused’s person apparently caused by finger nails. This indicated that the girl
was ravished after a desperate struggle in which great violence was used. The accused
was a tall man of very powerful physique, and 25 years old. The Chemical Examiner,
U.P.. detected blood and seminal stains on the dhoti of the accused.—All. Hieh Crt. Cr.
App. No. 423 of 1923.

2. On the 19th July 1927, one Mt. Matri Pasin, a girl of 13 or 14 years of age, went
to Thakurainganj to give some clothing to her dhobi. Her way lay across a nala. When
she got to this 7iaJa on her way back, she was seized by one Sukhlal Tell, who had been
cutting grass there, and was violated by him. When Sukhlal released her, she said that
she would inform her cousin about his conduct. Thereunon he seized her and cut her
repeatedly with his kJiurpi tUl she died—Jf E v. Snkhlal. Oudh Chief Court Grim. App.
No. 452 of 1927.
' 3. On the 16th February 1931, one ’Thana Lodha of Afzalnur, District Etah, was
convicted of the offence of murdering one Musaininat Katori, a dftobi girl, 14 years old,
by throttling after he had committed rape on her. As a result of rape there was a slight
bruise mark on the posterior part of the vaginal onfice at the site of the old lacerated
hjTnen. The accused was examined soon alter the occurrence, when it was noticed that
hy had an abrasion of the size of a moong on the groove behind the glans penis i' to
the left of the framum. and an abrasion 1' long, on the inner side of the left forearm 2"
above the wrist.—Allahabad High Court Crim. Anneal No. 531 of 1931.

4. A case ocairred in Perojpore (Backerganj*) in which a man with his daughter
and another man with his wife, son and daughter were proceeding in a boat. Ail of r
sudden the first man took out his dagger, threatened the other man with it not to
mise anv alarm and committed rape on his wife. He then murdered the woman bv
striking her with the dagger on her throat and abdomen, and jumped Into the rher
alth the dead body.—Bengal Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report. 1939, p. 15.

Ranc on a Dead Body.—In the case of King-Emperor v. Bharat Sing Lodha, aged
18 years, the accused admitted in his confession before a Magistrate that he committed
sexual Intercourse with one Musammat Ramdevi. aged 18, with her consent, but after

the act she began to unbraid him in a loud voice that she would be dishonoured if she
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conceived and that she would defame him when she went back to the village. Feanng
that she ^^ou]d certainly go to the village and defame him. he was very much enraged,

threw her down on the ground and killed her by giving three cuts with a khurpi on
her neck. He had had sexual intercourse again with the dead body, and then dragging
the body threw it in a lafta field.—.\llah. Court Crlm. Appeal No. 519 of 1933.

Rape on Adult Women.— 1. In the District of Agra fi\e men, seeing a young married
woman going alone on a road away from habitation, followed her and accidentally ssi2>

ing her round the body threw’ her on the ground, and flinging her dress over her violated

her. During the struggle she received some scratches and bruises on the body but she
was overpowered. AU of them were arrested and convicted under section 376, I.P.C.

2. On the 29th October 1922, Mt, BriJ Rani, a married woman of 18 years, was
carrying a bundle of hay on her head from one threshing floor to another, when Nanhe
Singh, a strong powerful man, rushing up from tKhind, pulled the bundle off her head,
and seizing her by the arm flung her down on the ground. He then pulled up her
clothes and putting his hand on the mouth to prevent her from crying ravished he.'

until he had satisfied his lust. Her stifled cries, however, brought some people to the
place, and consequently the man ran awav. The woman was examined by 5Iodl the
following day. ’Ihere were no marks of Injurj* to the genitals. "Ihe hymen was lace*
rated, and showed carunculse mvrtlformes. She had been used to sexual Intercourse.
She had a linear scratch, one inch ond a half long, across the left cheek caused probably
by a finger nail, ffhe accused was arrested on the fourth day of the occurrence and
was convicted and sentenced by the Additional Sessions Judge of Lucknow to three
years’ rigorous Imprisonment.

3. In his annual reoort for the vear 1916. the Chemical Examiner of the United and
Central Provinces mentions a case wrhere one R.AP. Sergeant and his girl friend were
walbng on a road in Jhansl. when they were attacked by three West African soldiers.
A stmggle look place in which both the sergeant and the ^rl were stabbed. 'Ihe girl's

knickers were also ripped off, and Jhe was overpowered and raped. Semen was detected
on the underwears of the girl and on those of the soldiers.

IVoraaD—A 63 years old widow, late at night on 4-8-52, was bodily
carried to an empty command by a 49 year old sturdy fanner and ravished.

KSS bearing her shouts. On examination the vagina was found
° ^ bleeding tear was found. There were teeth marks over left cheek.

A?soc . A^g^l^'lSW
walking.-Prof. Bhooshana Rao, Jour, o/ Ind. Med

^***®'^" *be 12th February 1923. Mt. Lakhrajl, a robust
‘’^P^^ed at the City Magistrate's Court of Lucknow, that

Bank AmJnabad, and that near the Imperial

h^r stopping the ekka, lifted her up bodily, put

Shp ° ^ 4

^^' compound and ravished her against her will and consent.

Iho 1 fl there any on the person of the accused,
held sexual Intercourse with her consent, but that she brought a

than the sum equivalent to his

the ac?usei
^ ^ Magistrate being convinced of the false accusation discharged

stolen fiomn ^
t

Woman was arrested by the police for having

MaeStratT T urVnnJ^ f
®^®th-raerchant'8 shop, when she was taken to the City

and the dftS ^ indicated by gestures that she had been raped by the merchant.

d?Led l£ a SJ, stained with blo4 -Ihe woman was

r^ona woma? M had cronped hair on her head. She was

any ot?erS of injury to the genitals or

^le vaSUi absent and represented by carunculm myrti-

SSnShld .caoacious She had a menstrual flow which

comLi?^i‘i£j BMmlVrne'ani ‘he Mallhabad Police-Station

12K1V heJui from her ^ her house on the night of the

S?

eas/a Sl/S' ,'^r.”nSa?„SrSa'S.Ke Saf•,S-L’‘4,^r.“ a'roSI
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man In a field away* from a village after die was overpowered by him. On e^m^tlon
the doctor did not find any mark of injury on her genitals on her body. The hjinen

presented old tears suggesting that she had been used to sexual intercourse. On digital

examination -he noticed a soft, tiny piece of an orange pip. which appeared to have been'

transferred to the vagina draring an attempt at lubricating her private parts with her

saliva. On examining her mouth he found a similar piece .sticking on the gum of one of

her teeth. He also examined the alleged ravisher and did not find any evidence of

injury on his penis or on his person. inqtdry the man admitted that he had had
uitimacy with the woman for some time and had had sexual intercourse with her after

both of them had eaten two oranges. At the instigation of his rival she brought a false

charge of rape against him. A woman who tried to lubricate her private parts with

her own saliva must have been a consenting party. The police reported the case as a

false one and released the man from their custody ,

In the other case of an alleged rape by a man, 25 years old. on a girl, 15 years old,

the girl complained that she was overpowered and carried 3 miles on the rod of his

cycle, raped in a lonely field and brought back to her village 4 miles from the field. On
examination the girl showed signs of having been used to sexual intercourse, but had
no marks of recent Injury on her genitals or on her bodj’. The fact that the girl, sitting

on the rod, did not allow the man to keep proper balance of his cycle for 7 miles was suffi-

cient proof that she was a willing partner and thwt she was used to such rides on a
cycle. The accused was acquitted.

, ,
INCEST

This is carnal knowledge by a man with a woman who is closely related

to him by blood e.g. a daughter, grand-daughter, sister, step-sister, niece,

aunt, mother or step-mother. This Is prohibited in England and other

Western countries, and Is regarded as a cognizable offence. Consent given

by the woman Is no defence In a case of incest, and both the man and the

woman of and above the age of consent are punishable according to the law.

In .India, cases of incest do occur, but the police cannot take cognizance
of such cases, as Incest per se is not an offence, unless such sexual inter-

course can be brought Into any of the penalizing sections of the Indian Penal
Code, such as sections 376 and 497. A case was brought to Modi in which the
wife complained that her husband was having sexual Intercourse with his

step-daughter, but no action was taken by the police as the act was done with
the consent of the girl, who happened to be above the age of consent.
Prof. Bhooshana Rao *2 has recorded 4 cases in 2 of which the father was
concerned. In one the father-in-law and in one a cousin.

UNNATURAL OFFENCES

Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code treats of offences relating to carnal
intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman or animal
ivide Appendix IV), Penetration is sufficient to constitute the carnal inter-

course necessary to the offences which are punishable with transportation
for life, or with Imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to ten years and also with fine. These offences may be classified as
sodomy, tribadism and bestiality.

SODOMY
This is also called .buggery , and means anal intercourse between man

and man or between rnan and woman. It is termed paederasty, when the
passive agent is a young boy (catamite). In order that the offence of sodomy
be made punishable under section ^ 377, I.P.C., It Is necessary that penetra-
tion. however little, should ^be'^proved strictly, similarly an attempt to
commit this offence is punishable under section 511, IP.C., only when an
attempt was made to thrust the male organ Into the anus of the passive
agent. A mere preparation for the operation should not necessarily be
construed as an attempt.i^

12. Jour. 0/ Ind. Med. .Assoc., Aug. i. WSo: p. 178.
13. Sind J. C.’s Court Crlmin. Appeal No 122 of 1934: 36 Cr. Law Jour., 1935. p. 718.
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Eunuchs from A.—Hyderabad. B.—Bombay. A.—(By kind
courtesy of Prof. Bhooshana Rao\ (E—(By kind courtesy of Dr. R. M. Jhsta.)

' ^ca2 Coitus or Coitus per os (the sin ol Gomorrah) falls within the
provision or, and Is punishable, under section 377, I.P,C. In a casein In

which one Khanu. was found guilty under section 377,
I.P.C.. of having committed the sin of Gomorrah
(Coitus per os) with a certain little child, the Innocent
accomplice of his abomination, Kennedy, J.C., observed
that “there Is no Intercourse unless the visiting mem-
ber Is enveloped at least partially by the visited
organism, for Intercourse connotes reciprocity.

.
Look-

ing at the question In this way It would seem that
the sin of Gomorrah Is no less carnal Intercourse than
the sin of Sodom”.

Sodomy Is sometimes practised between two men
who alternately act as active and passlve„agents.
Prof. Bhooshana RaoW, In his study, has shown that In
India, there are a class of male prostitutes, commonly
called ‘Eunuchs’, whose main means of living Is by
passive paederasty. They dress like women part and
dress their hair In women fashion, wear ornaments,
and adopt most tastes and habits of the female. He
further pointed out that among these sexual Inverts
^ere are two distinct groups

—

Hijrahs and Zenana.
former group are deprived of their genitalia, while

the latter have them intact. The two groups live
separately and preserve a line of demarcation between
themselves and the female prostitutes.

According to Kinsey 4 per cent of Americans are
exclusively homosexuals, while Desmond Curran and

drE/If—', -is -
(By kind courtesy of „„ , .

. ,
sense It Is universal, but It varies^ . quantitatively In different Individuals and also varieshr. G. B. Sahay.)

Jmr. ISy ?9“t'D
AM No 15 o( 1924; 25 CrImM too,

IS.’ TH; ontls'eptlc. July 1955; pp 519.524. 10. Bm Med. Jmr.. Sep 1 C, 1957; p 639
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at different epochs In life. The condition is one .of arrested development or

a natural deviation and behind that homosexuality is a disease. It exists

among all callings and at all levels of society. A prison sentence may do

more harm than good, psychotherapy is useful in soine~
~

•' In a few c^es that come for trial before a court oi law, the active agent

is usually a grown-up male, and the passive agent, a boy and occasionally a

girl or a woman. Two cases of unnatural connection with a woman were

brought to Modi by the police in 1932. In one case the husband ‘had com-

mitted unnatural connection with his wife of 13 or 14 years of age^- Her

hymen was found intact, but there was a tear, x 1/6", obliquely along the

posterior part of the anus to the left of the middle line and external to the

sphincter ant In the other case a woman of about 16 to 18 years complained

that her husband was having unnatural intercourse with her. On exami-

nation no injury on or about the anus was found. The sphincter was

.
quite normal in Its tone ; her hymen had old tears. A case*"^ occurred in

Ahmedabad, where a man. 25 years old, attempted to commit sodomy on a

girl, about 2 years old.

A B
Fig. 157.—A. A Hijra (eunuch), with the genitals cut off before puberty.

^
B. Enlarged view showing feminine appearance of the same case.

(2?v kind courtesy of Dr. N. J. Modi.)

Both active and passive agents are guilty of the offence in the eye of
the law. if the act has been committed with consent. However, according
to the English law, If one of the parties Is under fourteen years of age. he Is

not held responsible for the offence. In the law of India there is no such
fixed limit, but sections 82 and 83 of the Indian Penal Code, which deal with
age In relation to responsibility for offences In general, are also applicable
to this offence.

For the Investigation of this offence a medical examination of both
passive and active agents is necessary as In the case of rape. It must also
be necessary to inquire if the active agent had obtained the consent of the
passive agent for this purpose by means of physical force or fraud, or if the
active agent, by reason of age or disease, was physically unfit to commit the

17. Gujarat Samachar. July 21. 1951.
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offence. A grown-up passive agent may persuade a young boy to act as an

active agent to practice the vice on him. but such Instances are very rare

Indeed. Modi had seen only one case In which a passive agent ol 45 to 50

years of age was prosecuted for having persuaded a boy of IQ years to com-

mit unnatural connection with him.

In false accusations Modi had oltcn heard a story that the accused was

sleeping In the same bed with the victim, and he committed the unnatural

offence on the latter while he was asleep. It should be borne In mind that

It Is not possible for an adult male to accomplish the act on a boy during

sleep without, awaking him or mf another healthy male against his will.

EXAMINATION OF THE PASSIVE AGENT
As In rape, consent must be obtained before commencing a medical

examination. The following signs may be discovered If the boy (passive

agent) Is not accustomed to sodomy:

—

1. Abrasions on the skin near the anus with pain in walking and on
defaecatlon. as well as during examination. Tliese Injuries are extensive

and well-defined In cases where there is great disproportion In size between
the anal orifice of the victim and the virile member of the accused. Hence

lesions will be most marked in chUdren, whUe they may be almost absent
•In adults, when there Is no resistance to the anal coitus. These Injuries, If

slight, heal very rapidly In two or three days. In most of the cases brought
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before Modi, he had seen superficial abrasions, varying from 1/6" to r'xl/6"

to h external to the sphincter anL In some cases there may be brulshing

of the parts round about the anus, and the abrasions may extend into the

anus beyond its sphincter.

2. Owing to the strong contraction of the sphincter ani, the penis

rarely penetrates beyond an Inch, and consequently the laceration produced

on the mucous membrane within the anus with more or less effusion of blood

is usually triangular In nature, having Its base at the anus and the sides

extending horizontally inwards into the rectum. Modi had found lacerations

internal to the sphincter anl in several cases, but a typical triangular wound

only in a few cases. These signs may not be perceptible in cases where the

active agent has Introduced his penis slowly and carefully without using

force into the anus of the passive agent who Is a consenting party.

3. Blood may be found around the anus, on the perinzeum or thighs, and

also on the clothes.

4. Semen may be found in or at the anus, on the perinceum or on the

garments of the boy too young to have seminal emissions.

In his annual report for the year 1923, the Chemical Examiner of the United Pro-

vinces of Agra and Oudh reports a case charged under section 377 of the Indian Penal

Code from Allahabad, in which spermatozoa were detected on the trousers of a boy,

aged 2 years. In his annual report for the year 1946, a case from Unao is also men-
tioned, where a man, aged 25 years, committed sodomy on a boy, 6 years old. Blood
and semen were detected on the clotlilng of both the accused and the victim.

5. Signs of a struggle, such as bruises, scratches, etc., on his person, If

he is a grown-up boy. and if he is not a consenting party.

6. Prolapse of the. anus.

7. Gonorrhoeal discharge, or the presence of a syphilitic chancre.

8. The presence of faecal matter around the anus Is a corroborative

sign.

As In rape a passive agent is sometimes murdered after the act of

sodomy.

On the 29th of January 1911. post-mortem examination was lield by Modi on the body
of a Hindu boy, twelve years old, residing at Taiganj in Agra, when It was found than
the boy had a laceration-in the anus and death was due to the effects of irritant poison-
ing (arsenic). He was either poisoned after the commission of sodomy, or being mortified
with .shame, he committed suicide by taking the poison after the act.

EXAMINATION OF THE HABITUAL PASSIVE AGENT

The signs usually met with In a passive agent habituated to the act of
sodomy are as follows:—

1. The shaving of the anal hair but not necessarily the public hair.

In a murder case that occurred in Lucknow on the 20th December 1918, a motive
was ascertained for the murder by noticing at the autopsy the shaving of the anal hair
and the presence of pubic hair on the body of the victim, a sowar (lancer), about nine-
teen years old, who was alleged to be a passive agent, and who was killed by his fellow
sowar of the fifth cavalry.

2. A funnel-shaped depression of the buttocks towards the anus. But
this may be absent in strong healthy persons who are habituated to the act
as passive agents, while it may be natural in thin Individuals or old women.

A Brahmin, aged about 40. who. according to his own stafemcnt, had been a pathic
for at least twenty years, had a typical Hunterian chancre, situated one incli in front of
the anus, which he admitted to have contracted from one of his friends. The genitals
were well formed and there was no deformation of the anal region, no infundibulum
or loss of rugre, and the tone of the ^hincter was normal.—Sutherland. Ind. Med. Gaz..
June 19D2, p. 245.

3. The dilated and patulous condition of the anus with disappearance
of its radial folds and the prolapse of the rectal mucosa. In a dead body
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the anal orifice dilates from the relaxation of the sphincter, and the protru-

sion of the rectum occurs from decomposition.

4. Cicatrices of old lacerations In the rectum near the anus.

5. The presence of a gonorrhceal discharge, chancre or condyloma,

The active agent may be Infected by the passive agent, who is already afflicted

with gonorrhoea or syphilis.

On the 8th August 1921. Modi examined a boy of Police^tation Chowk, who was
accused as a passive agent in a case of an unnatural offence under section 377, 1.P.C. He
had an abrasion in the right posterior aspect of the anus, the sphincter of which was
easily dilatable. There was some purulent discharge which was found to be gonorrheeal
by the pathologist to the Kii^ George's Hospital.

In July 1922, a Hindu Ilijrah, about 45 years old, who had received a superflcial

cut along the left side of the head above tlie right temple was examined. On enquiry he
admitted that a young man whom he had allowed to stay with him for the night, inflicted

the cut on his head. A condylomatous growth round ateut his anus was found on
examination.

Fig. 159— of a habitual oas-slve agent. The anus shows
condylomata with a sanious purulent discharge.

EXAMINATION OF THE ACTIVE AGENT

V,.
evident, unles the man Is examined soon after

the comml^lon of the crime. In that case there may be an abrasion on the
prepuce, glans penis, or franum, and stains of fsecal matter may be found

trousers. The peculiar odour of f®cal
matter persists for some time after the organ or the cloth Is cleaned by
wiping uiJess washed thoroughly with water. The presence of blood and
seminal stains U only corroborative evidence but not positive. There may

of violence on the body, if the passive agent Is a grown-up boy.'
and if the crime is perpetrated without his consent.

If the active agent is suffering from gonorrhoea or syphilis the passive
agent should be examined for the evidence of either or these diseases.

In males who are habitual sodomites the penis Is sometimes elongated
and constricted at some distance from the glans with the twisted urethra.
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probably owing to the constricting pressure exerted by the sphincter anl.

These peculiarities may, however, be due to defective development. Modi
had seen only one case in which a teacher who was charged with having commit-
ted an unnatural offence on his pupil of about ten years was found to have

the body of his penis constricted In about its middle. He was proved to be a

habitual active agent.

This form of mental
nlsnv by one woman on another and consists ln_frlctlcm_Qf. the

external genital Organs by rnutual bodily contact for the gratlficatlon_of th_e^

sexual deslre~lt is said thaT'ln some liisLaiices'inrunduly developed clitoris

is used as an instrument of passion, while in other cases some artificial

contrivance is employed. Aristophanes** mentions the use of an artificial

penis or phallus by Milesian females. This sort of sexual Inversion is found

among some w’omen, though such cases have been rarely brought before a
court of law. In a case** where a husband petitioned for divorce on the

ground of his wife’s cruelty the Judge held that a wife's unnatural relations

with other women, coupled with neglect of her husband and home, which
so preyed upon the husband's health that It broke down, constituted a course

of conduct which not only injured the health but gave rise to reasonable

apprehension of future Injury; therefore the husband was entitled to a

decree.

Homosexual women are generally mental degenerates, and have very

often natural antipathy and indifference towards individuals of the opposite

sex. On_^e-fl^er^and. they are so morbidly, jealous of tpoToa:

.tthnm Inverted love that they are somelimes inpirAo to

*-iTitrf3er!

BESTIALITY...

This means sexual intercourse by a human being with a lower animal and
is punishable under section 377 of the Indian Penal Code. Sexual intercourse

usually takes place through the vagina, but it may take place through the
anus or any other orifice fit to receive the male genital organ. In one
case^o sexual intercourse per nose with a bullock was regarded as a
case of bestiality within the terms of, section 377, IJ*.C. The lower animals
that are selected for this purpose are cows, mares, she-asses, goats, bitches and
even hens.

Cases of bestiality, though rare, do occur among young and vigorous
villagers, who go out to graze cattle in fields far away from the gaze of the
human eye. Owing to loneliness and proximity of the animals they are
excited to commit this abominable crime. Some of these men have mental
abnormalities. The crime of bestiality is also seen in some ignorant men,
who have a superstitious belief that they are cured of gonorrhcea by com-
mltting sexual Intercourse with a she^MsI

^

In cases of bestiality the perpetrators of the crime are caught red handed;
medical evidence, therefore, is not required to prove the offence. But, as false
accusations by village chaukidars and others are not uncommon in India, it
is necessary that both the accused and the animal alleged to have been
used for the purpose shoxild be examined by a medical officer. The only im-
portant signs confirming the commission of the crime are the presence

• 18. Casper, Forensic Med^ Eng, TransL, VOL HI, p. 235.
19. Gardner v. Gardner (1947, AIL BM. 630); Medico-Legal Jour.. VoL XX. Part H.

1947. p. 90.

20. Khandu (1933), 35, P. L. R. 73, 33 Crim. Law Jour.. 1934. p 1096; Ratanlal and
Tbakore, Law of Crimes. Ed. XVII. p. 917.

MJ.—22
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CHAPTER XVH

MISCAimiAGE^
Definition,—Legally, miscarriage or abortion means the premature ex-

pulsion of the product of conception , an ovum or a Icetu s. from the uteru^ at

any perioa oi pregnancy oerore tne'iuii tenn is reached. Miscarriage, abor-

tion and premature labour are now accepted as synonymous terms.

CLASSIFICATION OF MISCARRIAGE •

Miscarriage may be classified as nalural and artificial, the latter being

sub-divided Into justifiable and criminal.

NATURAL MISCARRIAGE
It must be remembered that miscarriages are naturally common among

pregnant women, the proportion being- one miscarriage to every four or five

full-term deliveries. Miscarriages are most frequent within the first four

months of pregnant owing to the slight attachment of the ovum to me
uterine wall. Vfllhln the first few weeks the ovum being very minute Is

cast off without being recognized or miscarriage being suspected. Very
many cases, in which the woman goes one or two weeks over her time, and
then has what is supposed to be merely a more than usually profuse period,

are probably Instances of such early miscarriages.

Causes.—The causes of natural miscarriage are classified as those which
are directly referable to the mother, and those which effect the fcetus.

A, Causes referable to the Mother.—1. Poisons circulating In the
blood, such as small-pox, plague, influenza, malaria, syphlllls, sterptococcal
Infection, lead, copper, and mercury. Among these syphnis. is one of the
most frequent causes of miscarriage/ afad is likely to act In successive
pregnancies. It causes the deatlTof the foetus.

Streptococcal Infection of a chronic nature Is supposed to be the cause
of cases of repeated abortion, where no other cause can be detected. Curtis*
has Isolated the streptococcus as the direct cause of abortion In several cases
reported by him. He isolated the .streptococci from the urine of a mother
whose child was born dead, from the placenta, and also from the heart’s
blood of the stil-bom child,

2. Diseases aflecting the circulation of the blood, such as anmmla due
to excessive lactation or vomiting. Jaundice, chronic nephritis and heart and
lung diseases.

3. Those acting through the nervous system. e.g. sudden shock, fear,
joy, sorrow, chorea gravidarum and reflex action from -Irritation of the
bladder, rectum, or mammae.

flhrnM
Inflammations, chronic displacements and

uterus, old peritoneal adhesions, and excessive sexual
cohabitation by inducing local hypenemla.

a fall S'™'™ "le ovum. For Instance, a Mow or

Lch caiS nLalw O
Occident even of a trivial nature. Miscarriage from

such causes usually occurs among women whn are predisposed to It.

•v.
affecting the Fcetus.—l. Death of the Foetus —Death of

^id
development, hormonal Imbalance, syphilis

placLu’”'^"
linommatlon and fatty degeneration of the

-'Wed. and TrtrM
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^'"arSScial miscarriage

1. Justifiable Miscarriage,—This Is also known as therapeutic mis-

carrlage. the Induction of which is justiflahle-flnljCSiialcausedTirgooH'Tanir

tb sav^the life of the~woman.2 if jt is materially endangered by the conti-

nuance of pregnancy, but not to save the family honour or for any other

ethical reason. It is much better to defer the operation till the child has

attained viability, if it Is possible, so that the mother and the child may be

saved. If miscarriage has to be Induced before the child has become viable,

the physiiciah should never undertake the operation without a preliminary

consultation with another medical practitioner, prpfpmblv one holding

superior qualifications, or an obstetrician specialist, nor without the written

egnsent ot the woman and her hustond or her guardian, ii tne consent Is

•^bai, 11 snoula be dliiy Uttei,le<n

A suggestion has been made that the procuring of abortion should be

regarded as justifiable, if the mother’s health is likely to be permanently
damaged by the 'continuation of pregnancy. Lord RlddelP thinks /that the

induction of miscarriage is not only Justifiable but a duty when the' continua-

tion of pregnancy Indicates grave danger to the mother’s health whether

the result Is likely to be permanent or not. Some physicians also think that

therapeutic abortion is necessary and should be classed as justifiable when
performed for eugenic consideration, e.g. in cases of epilepsy, mental disease.

abuRft of Intoxicating drugs and concept^n alter rape: out as' uie ISff in

Trtriia-RtB.nds at present. aTrabdrlton neriormed for such purposes is regarded
’^Illegal, unless tho onnOnnanee of pregnancy endangered thb woman*s l)fe-

^nr Aigeif Bourne neffoi-med an abortion on a girl of about 15 years who became
pVegnaut alter sne iiaa been assaulted bv some soldiers and raped under so revolting a
set of circumstances as could be imagined. He thought that the girl would, in all prob-
ability, if she had gone to full-term, have suffered from grave and lasting nervous
damage which would have expressed itself m psychoneurotic and ph^'sical illness perhaps
for the whole of her life. He did not consult any of his colleagues, as in such cases
he was accustomed to act as "the second opinion” himself He was charged with Mn-
lawfully using an Instrument with Intent to cause miscamage, and the case turned on
the interpretation for the first time of the word "unlawfully” The trial took place on
the 18th and l9th July 1938, at the Old Baileyg before Mr. Justice Macnaghten. The
Judge, in sum^ng up. said "that no line can%o oraybi between "dahsei' lo life

ganger to health: that no knows whether tiTp is In danCTrlintil the patient Is
dcaiT; and that if on reasonable grounds bastKl on adequate knowledge after consultation
wtui colleagues a doctor forms an opinion that tht» nrobable Rnii^nuences ot me conii-
TTTi?nu:H—Ilf hrpgnanRV wnuicl make tht* wnman a nhvsirnl mt-ptIc. thpn hft is Hftf. AHR'-
enuirenr tini it -is his amy. to nerlonn an ohnrtmn Tn prii>«gp.i^-e-_a wnman s Utft is ndt
m&tei.V to save tier 'irdm cieaih; it. ts also tn yavp hpr from Illness which would destroy
SOTnuen oi ner me that it would hardly be worth living ” miifi lurv returned thp nnann
mous YCTOict 01 not guilty and the ludge acquitted Dr Bourne.-!

Indications.

—

^The indications for producing justifiable miscarriage are

—

v^iT'Threatened abortion with persistent or severe htemorrhage^^r a re-
tained dead ovum, when waiting Is not advisable.

Hydatidiform mole or acute hydramnlos.

VJ) Infected 11161113 after attempt at criminal abortion.

Neoplasm (malignant) of the genital tract—Complicating pregnancy,
or if pregnancy Interfering in the management of malignant disease
any where.

Irreducible prolapse of the gravid uterus, or repeated cmssarlans.

JjJT'ln conditions like organic heart disease with failure or hypertension,
particularly hypertensive nephrites, severe and active tuberculosis
In the lungs or elsewhere.

2. SecUons 312 and 315. JLP.C,, Appendix IV.
3. Brit. Med. Jour.. Jan. 29. 1927. p. 188. 4. Brit. Med. Jour.. July 30. 1938. p. 225.
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Of human spermatozoa In the vaginal or anal canal of
“f

presence 0I_ the aihmal hairs esp^ally of tta external P

or the dothlng of the accusecl together with some suspicious st^ns o.
lotning oi uie -atijuacu -

• „,i,iiHnn thprt?

blood, or abrasions on his generative organ. In addition ther

maTb^ the marks of Injuries on the person of the accused caused by kte.

teeth or claws of the animal. Sometimes, lacerations on the anus or external

genitals of the passive animal with effusion of blood may be loantl. Th P

sence of gonorrhceal discharge In the vagina of an animal, especially '

is a positive sign of bestiality, as gonorrhoea does not occur naturally in

animals.
_ j • »

Among half-a-dozen cases of bestiality reported to Modi Agra^durmg

a period of eleven years, Modi could give a deOnite opinion only in
. ,

from identifying by microscopic examination the hairs of the passive

found under the prepuce, on the thighs and on the loin cloth (anot

accused.

A Mahomedan male, 23 years old. tk-as caught committing an
a she-ass at 3 pm. on the 29th October 1927. He was medlcaUy coined in uie ~ ^

George's Hospital, Lucknow, at 12 noon on the next day. He had no sigiw o

to his penis, but the smear taken of the urethral discharge was found w ^
cells Vi’lth very few gram-negative dJplococei. The smears of the material m

^
the vagina of the she-ass showed very few pus cells and a few human spermatoz

animal had no mark of violence on or about the genitals.

In his annual report for the year 1951 the Chemical Examiner, Uttar

two cases of bestiality. In one case a man cohabited with a bitch. Human
the second case a man committed bestiality on a cow, Some hairs picked up imm

mittea Dcsviaiivy ou a wv., quujc jjaaa p.w..—

cIAotf of the accused were identified to bis those of a cow. Human spermatowa

A case of bestiality by a 15 year old boy with a she-goaalso detected on the dftoH. A case of bestiality bv a 15 year t._ .

reported by M. K. R Krishnan in The Antiseptic. Oct. 1958, p. 752.

ABNORMAL SEXUAL PERVERSIONS
The varieties of sexual perversion which require description are sadlsiP'

masochism, fetlchlsm, transvestism and exhibitionism.

Sadism—^Thls Is a form of sexual perversion In which the infliction of

and torture act as sexual stimulants. It may be practised by either se^

but it Is seen more commonly in males. In order to be relieved sexually t**

sadist brands his sexual partner, bites her severely, flogs her with

whip, beats her with a stick, infllcte cuts on her with a knife, or
her in many other cruel ways. In extreme cases the sadist may gratify

7ItR0Ut VlOlSflhSsexual desire by murdering
hetr v-vkjn though~very ^rlous“ UV —

Ibo gemtals. "kiirh .
,„.f -,,.-.1- n. n li.TInpta

iciiuiLt-d to Modi a case of lust murder in which the victim was a girl,

years. She was murdered by fatal Incised wounds on the neck. At
same time Incised wounds were inflicted on the lower part of the abdom^V

^inri
external genitals had been removed

j
^ away. It must be borne tn minri that, every murder com^,^^ing a sexual act is n^a lust murdw. It mav ha:ve been causeH^hTW

^ any^ther motive. Rarely, a sadist Is impeU^

or he CMS
''“>'“‘"6 ‘he body soon alter murdering n

fl.l
‘h= hody, tears out the genitals or other organs andjev^

‘^^^2|.^°^?to.^gLP!easure^^Thls appaUlni' aberratlSHTm^Is-^II neerophaota. BOrtunaTety such a ease has not been reported

tlon'''l?°st.gM'tS‘i' fh"’' “‘“Um. In this form sexual gratffle”,

rs'Lraf^ar'trr. '"A
‘o-ented_or hum...a«d h— Mt. ucaieii, lormeiiieu —

Female's' vMo mFf7™te'th“lr“SVTblugL”r^^^^ by lnflS°W“''2
on their persons. The masochist experleneerpleasu” Ld voluptuousness
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culminating even in onanism when he writes anonjmious obscene letters or

when he allows himself to be abused, insulted or ill-treated by a woman,

Fetichism.—This form of sexual perversion Is found in males only. The
fetichlst experiences sexual excitement leading to orgasm from some part

of the body of a woman or some article belonging to her, e.g. shoe, body
linen or wearing apparel. He usually comes In conflict with the law, as he
often exposes his perversion as soon as he secs the object of his fetich. In

his annual report for the year 193S, the Chemical Examiner of Bengal des-

cribes the case of a young servant of a European lady who, on the pretext

of cleaning and arranging her dressing room, would enter it every morning
after she left it, and would use her pyjama for exciting his sexual appetite

until he would discharge and wet it with semen. He was at last found out
' and dismissed from service.

Transvestism or conism.—It Is a ..perverted desire to wear the clothes

of the opposite sex. J. N. BatabyaU* reports cases of two males aged 25

and 23 both of them were putting on female dress from childhood, though
they had the male body their personality was female.

Exhibitionism.—^Thls act consists of the Indecent exposure of the genital

organs in public mostly by males to women, girls or children or either sex.

It is often accompanied by lewd gestures and even masturbation may be
Indulged in. In some cases the act is impulsive and spontaneous, while in

other cases it Is premeditated and the male organ is exposed even in an
erectile position.

Exhibitionism is a criminal act. It Is included in an obscene act, and Is

punishable under section 294 of the Indian Penal Code {vide Appendix IV).

A majority of the exhibitionists are psychopathic and suffer from
alcoholism, epilepsy, senile dementia, general paralysis of the Insane or some
other abnormal mental condition. It is, therefore, advisable to order a
thorough mental investigation before punishment is Inflicted on them.

Some other cases of sexual perversions like entry finger, fondling or
entry stick have been described by Prof. Bhoeshana Rao.22

(Revised by Prof. Bhooshana Rao]

21. Jour, of Ind. Med. Assoc., Oct. 1, 1957; pp. 284-286
22. Ibid Aug. 1, 1955; p. 178.
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Metabolic
roldlsm.

diseases—like severe unstable diabetes, or hyperthy-

Epilepsy, severe disseminated sclerosis or

gravidarum and chorea gravidarum. Mental
when accompanied vdth suicldal-tendencyr

rarely hyperemesis

111 health—rarely,

2. Criminal Miscarriage.—In India, criminal miscarriage Is resorted

to mostly by widows who are prevented from remarriage by rigid social

custom, and in a few instances by unmarried women, to get rid of the pro-

duct of conception from Illicit Intercoume. It Is sometimes practised fay

married women, especially of the educated middle class, to avoid additions

to their families. With the ever-lncreaslng struggle for existence, there is

every possibility of It being more common among women of this class, though

the Increasing spread of the knowledge of contraceptive methods Is bound
to have a modifying Influence. •

Criminal miscarriage Is generally induced between the second and third

months of pregnancy, but occasionally between the fourth and fifth months
or pregnancy, when the woman is certain of her condition. Rarely, W’omen,

believing themselves to be pregnant, make efforts to produce abortion and

suffer from consequent ill-effect, although pregnancy may be absent. Cases

which recover after criminal miscarriage are rarely detected. A case comes

tor investigation before a court of law only when the woman dies as a result

or criminal miscarriage or when some enemy of her family secretly com-
municates the Information to the police. It is difBcult to gauge the extent

of criminal miscarriage, as reliable statistics cannot naturally be available,

Inasmuch as such miscarriages are performed In secret by women on them-
selves and by abortionists who practise this nefarious trade.

Legal Bearing—Sections 312, 313, 314. 315 and 316 of the Indian Penal
Code (vide Appendix IV) refer to toe offences of criminal miscarriage and
punishments awarded for these offences. To constitute the offence under
section 312 it Is necessary that the woman should be pregnant and that mis-
carriage should be caused with her consent. Inasmuch as the person procuring
the miscarriage and the woman who causes herself to miscarry are both liable

to punishment, unless such miscarriage was caused In good faith for the pur-
pose of saving the life of the woman, it is also necessary to prove whether
the woman was “with child" or “quick with chUd” for, In the latter case, the
offence Is liable to enhanced punishment. If the means used, however, do not
succeed, the offence Is merely an attempt punishable under section 511. A
higher punishment Is awarded under section 313, if miscarriage is caused
udthout the woman’s consent, whether she was "quick with chUd” or not.
Under this- section the person who causes miscarriage is alone punished, as
the woman Is not an accessary to toe guilt If a pregnant woman dies from
an act Intended to cause miscarriage, toe offender Is prosecuted under section

Jit'
he did not know or Intend that hU act was likely to cause

it,'.
punishment to be awarded in such a case varies according as

the act was done with or without the woman’s consent

,

* section 315, 11 he causes the death
ot a ChUd betore or alter Its birth by any act Intended to prevent the child

a?? t="'lhs the llte ot the mother. Section

bevnnri th.
ngalnst Children la utero where pregnancy has ad-

tanced beyond the stage ot qutclcenlng and where death Is caused atter the

''nlnaWe'"LSclde"fr"b‘'’'’
^ '"''son would be guUty nt

wbC-h he kn^w the. n 'Tv"’ “ pregnant woman by an act
' ” I

*'“ heath. It his act Injured the

'‘biM he wmd? bl. e, m 'hthied the death ot her unborn Quick
ChUd he would be guUty ot the offence defined under this section
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MEANS TO INDUCE CRIMINAL MISCARRIAGE

The means adopted to induce criminal miscarriage are—

A. The internal use of drugs.

B. Mechanical violence.

A. The Internal Use of Dnigs.—There are practically no drugs

which, when administered by the mouth, act on the healthy uterus, and expel

Its contents, unless they are given in very large doses so as to have deleterious

effects on the woman herself.

The drugs that are generally administered for this purpose may be classified

as—
1. Those acting directly on the uterus.

2. Those acting reflexly through the genlto-urinary channel.

3. Those acting reflexly through the gastro-intestinal canal.

4. Those having poisonous efiects on the system generally.

1.

Those acting directly on the Uterus.—^These are ecbolics and
emmenagogues. Ecbolics increase the uterine contractions; the chief of these

are ergot, quinine, coUon.root^ bark.and pituitary extract. Ergot is the most
eomffionly' used drug for procuring criminal' rnlscarflage. It acts as a true

ecbolic, and produces powerful uterine contractions, but acts better if admi-

nistered when the uterus Is contracting. It. however, frequently fails during

the earlier months of pregnancy. Quinine produces contractions of the

uterus, acting directly on the muscular fibres and is commonly used

as an aboiUfaclent amongst certain classes. The cotton root bark or gossy-

pium is supposed to^ resemble ..ergot In its action. Pituitary extract which
causes powerful contraction of the uterus has sometimes been erfployed to

procure abortion.

Emmenagogues promote the menstrual flow, but do not act as abortifa-

clents unless administered in large and frequently repeated doses. The chief
of these, most frequently used criminally, is savin in the form of oil of savin
or a decoction or infusion of its leaves. Its abortlfacient action is doubtful.

It often causes death from gastro-lntesUnal Irritation. Bora-y^^s also
frequently used, but it is very doubtful in Its action. _ApIol_is^sed as an
abortlfacient, but it produces toxic polyneuritis due to the presence In It of
tricresyl phosphate.

tEstrogenlc substances ace used as emmenagogues, but they do not seem
to have an abortlfacient effect, unless administered in very large doses, which
are likely to produce toxic symptoms.

2. Those acting reflexly through the Genito-urinary Canal.—Oil
of pennyroyal, oil of tansy, and oil of turpentine are sometimes used to
Induce abortion. They act as irritants to the genito-urinary channel and re-
flexly excite uterine contractions. In large doses they may cause severe
inflammation of the kidneys and may produce albuminuria, haematurla and
suppression of urine and may even cause death.

3. Those acting refl«ly through the Gastro-intestinal Canal.—These
are emetics and purgatives given In large doses. The emetic that is

chiefly used is tartar emetic, and the purgatives that are commonly used
for this purpose are croton oil, gamboge, colocynth, elaterlum and aloes.
The last drug acts also directly on the uterine muscle fibres, and prodtICbs
powerful contractions.

4. Those having poisonous effects on the System generally.—These
are animal, vegetable and metallic Irritant poisons. Among the metal-
lic poisons, lead is the only drug which requires special mention. It is used
in the form of pills made from diachylon paste consisting of lead oxide and
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Olive Oil. In England, these pills are largely used by women, especially of
the working class, to procure abortion. In an outlying part of Nottingham
they were sold as Mrs. Seagrave’s pills, which, on analysis, were found to
consist of 50 to 70 per cent of diachylon and aloes with an outer coating of
boric acid. Mrs. Seagrave alias Wardle was arrested for selling “noxious things”
with intent to procure abortion and sentenced to eighteen months’ hard
labour.®

Diachylon acts successfully in producing abortion, but at the same time
produces the symptoms of chronic lead poisoning. If abortion does not occur
from the use of these pills, and if pregnancy Is carried to full term, it often
happens that the child dies shortly after birth.

The drugs that are chiefly used In India for the purpose of procuring
criminal miscarriage are the seeds and the unripe fruit of Carlca papaya
(.Papita or Papayya), the unripe fruit of pine apple, the seeds of Daucus
carota (Gajar ka hij), the milky Juice of Calotropls gigantea (Madar, Ak),
the bark of Plumbago rosea iLal Chltra). Randla dumentonim (Afcin phal),
Cuscuta reflexa (Ghagar bel), Oelastrus panlculata (Malkangani), Anethum
graveolens (^oiuo), Cucumls trigonus (Karit), Momordlca charantla
(Karela), Moringa pterygosperma (Shajna. Saragwa). Caryophyllus aromatl-
cus (Lavang), Myristlca fragrans (Jayphal), Crocus sativus (Zafran,
Kesar), Trigonella fffinum-grmcum (Afefhf), Cantharldes. sal ammoniac, and
copper, arsenic and mercury salts.®

B. Mechanical Violence.—Thls may be general or local.

General.—General violence acts directly on the uterus or Indirectly by
promoting congestion of the pelvic organs or hamorrhage between the uterus
and the membranes. The following methods are usually employed:—

1. Severe pressure on the abdomen by kneading, blows, kicks, Jumping
and tight lacing.

exercise, such a? riding on horseback, cycling. Jumping from
a height, jolting caused in driving on rough roads, long walks, running up
and downstairs and carrying or lifting heavy weights.

n
usually by placing a lighted wick on the hypogastric region

and turning a brass mug (lo/a) mouth downwards over it Traction is then
made upon the mug. while It Is firmly adherent, and probably a partial

placenta, or possibly very severe Injury to the uterine
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Occasionally -women are murdered to avoid further worry and disgrace.

On the 14th January 1911, the body of a Hindu female, about 30 years old. was

brought to the Agra Medical School Mortuary with a police report that she was found

in a well in the jurisditclon of the Aharan Police-Station. At the post-mortem exami-

nation a big. gaping incised wound was found across the back of the neck cutting the

third cervical vertebra and a twig of an arhar plant, about 3" long, Vrith some stuff

applied to one end was foimd lying In the os uteri. It appeared that an attempt was
first made to procure abortion, but she was then murdered, and then throvm into tire

well.

Local.—^The commonest method of procuring miscarriage is to rupture

the membranes by the introduction of an Instrument, such as a uterine sound,

catheter, douche cannula, knitting needle, hair pin, glass rod, etc. into the

cavity of the uterus. Owing to the rupture of the membranes the liquor

amnii flows away, and miscarriage frequently occurs from a few hours to

two or three days, but occasionally may not occur for days or weeks. It is

possible for a woman to pass a sound or other instrument into her owm
uterus, but It is difficult and fraught with danger.

An unscrupulous woman who wishes to abort will visit a medical prac-

titioner either in his consulting room or in the outpatients’ department of

a hospital and will get him to pass a sound by making a false statement that

she suffers from displacement of the uterus and that on previous occasions

it had been replaced with the aid of a uterine sound. In such a case the
medical practitioner should never pass a uterine sound, unless he Is quite

satisfied that his patient is not pregnant

It Is the* usual practice of some abortionists to pass a sound into the
uterus and then to direct the woman to go to her medical attendant as soon
as pain and hsemorrhage have started in the hope that the medical attendant
will treat her as a case of genuine abortion and will be held responsible for
the occurrence of any untoward accident. The medical practitioner must
always be on his guard in treating a case of threatened abortion and in a
doubtful case must consult another practitioner.

In India the so-called Dhais or abortionists who mostly practise this

Immoral and unlawful trade, introduce into the vagina or the os of tlie uterus
a thin wooden or bamboo stick, from five to eight Inches long, which is

commonly known as an “abortion stick”. This stick is wrapped round at
one end with cotton -wool, or a piece of rag, soaked with the juice of a mark-
ing nut, TOcdcr or euphorblum, or with a paste made of arsenlous oxide,
arsenic sulphide, and red lead. Instead of this stick a twig of some irritant
plant, such as Calotropis gigantea (Afadar), Nerlum odorum {Kaner), Plum-
bago rosea (Lai Chitra) or Plumbago zeylanlca (.Chitra) is also used. The
twig is frequently anointed with asafcetida (Hing) before Its introduction.

In some cases, instead of an “abortion stick” Irritating juice Is directly
applied to the os, or a rag, in the form of a tampon, saturated -with the
irritating juice or paste, is introduced into the vagina.

The other methods are Injections of soapy or hot fluids, or irritating
lotions, such as corrosive sublimate lysol and Condy’s fluid or “utus” paste,
into the vagina or Into the uterus. Electricity has been lately used to induce
abortion, especially in the United States. The negative pole is applied to the
cervix In the posterior vaginal cul-de-sac, and the posltve pole Is placed over
the sacrum or lumbar vertebra. When the electric current is passed, the
uterus contracts and may expel its contents. This kind of crime is difficult
to be detected, unless there is a burn or mechanical injury,

ACCIDENTS FROM CRIMINAL mSCARRIAGE
When miscarriage has been caused by rupturing the membranes by the

Introduction of an “abortion sUck”, excoriations, lacerations or perforations
are usually produced. In the upper part of the vagina or In the 'Uterine walls.
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poisons. If death does not occur, the woman may show signs of chronic

gastro-intestinal disturbances, nervous prostration and chronic ill-health.

When a professional person wilfully Interferes with pregnancy, its detection

becomes difficult, unless an accident happens and even then a plea of suicidal

tendency is often put forward.

Dr. L. A. Newton of Harley Street was convicted of criminal abortion and manslaughter
of Miss Jean Cook, an Australian single nurse aged 35, who died 12 days after injection

of a paste to terminate the pregnancy. Dr. P. E. Camps, who conducted the post-mortem,
said “the cause of death was renal failure following upon an abortion” (Utus paste con-

tains mercury and the anuria was due to mercury intoxication). The trial lasted for

four days and some interesting point of views were submitted.

Tlie Counsel for the accused asked “Wliat is to be done if a doctor honestly thinks

he should carry out an operation?” Prof. McClure Browne of the Po.st-Graduate Medi-
cal School of London, said in his practice he had come across a number of patients, who
had refused to go to a nursing home or liospital like Miss Cook.

The Counsel for the crown said “You have to decide whether all the talk about
suicide was a lot of moonshine, whether this operation was carrie.! out for the sake of
getting £75 to put in his own pocket and to suit the girls convenience.” Justice Ashworth
in summing up said “the case was unusual and important as criminal abortion is more
sinister and more difficult to detect when it takes place in the high place of Harley
Street than in the drab sinroundlngs more usually associated with crime. He explained
that the law allowed the use of an insiniment In good faith for tha purpose of preserv-
ing the life cr health—both physical and mental—of the Tvoman. but a doctor was not
immune, if he terminated a pregnancy merely in order to oblige th? woman, or to relieve

her of embarrassment or for .a substantial reward. He asked the J'.iry to decide whether
by unlawfully using an instrument Dr. Newton thereby caused the death also whether
Dr. Newton caused the death of Miss Cook by criminal professional negligence. He also

informed the Jury that In Nov. 1942 Dr. Newton’s name was erased from tJie Medical
Register for false certification and was restored in Nov. 1947.—Bn'f. Med. Jour., March 29,

1958 and Brit Med. Jour., Mav 24, 1958, pp. 1242-48.

EVIDENCE OF MISCARRIAGE

The evidence of miscarriage can be determined by examining the woman
alleged to have miscarried and the material alleged to have been expelled from
the uterus.

Examination of the Woman.—(a) During Life -

—
^The signs of recent

delivery are found. These will depend upon the stage to which pregnancj’
has advanced, and the time that has elapsed since miscarriage at the time of
the examination. In the earlier months of pregnancy the signs are likely to
disappear very soon after miscarriage, and the woman should, if possible,

be medically examined within a very few days after Its occurrence. If

septic Infection has occurred at the time of miscarriage, the signs would per-
sist for a longer time.

The usual sign in such cases is a bloody discharge from the vagina,
which Is relaxed and dilated. On examining the vaginal canal with a specu-
lum, excoriations, lacerations or wounds of the mucous membrane of the
vagina may be discovered. The os and cervix are patulous, with or without
fissures, tears or lacerations. The uterus may be found enlarged by bi-
manual examination or by passing a uterine sound. The enlarged breasts
and other signs of pregnancy are the valuable points for diagnosis.

(b) After Death .—^In addition to the signs of pregnancy and the
lesions caused by general violence, the vaginal canal should be carefully
examined for the presence of punctures or lacerations, and the marks
of inflammation and corrosion on its mucous membrane. The uterus and
its appendages with the vagina attached should then be carefully dissected
out. and laid on the table for minute inspection. The condition of the
os and cervix should be examined as to the presence or absence of fissures,
lacerations any . marks from instruments or the existence of a foreign
body. The uterus should then be cut open, and its Increased size, the
attachment of the placenta and the presence of blood or of the product
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ot conception should be noted. The
ovaries should be examined for the exis-

tence of a corpus luteum. The alimen-
tary and urmary organs should also be
examined for evidence of irritant poisoning.

In all cases of criminal miscarriage the
uterus and Its appendages with any foreign

matter found In the genital canal, as well as
the stomach, etc. should always be preserved
for chemical analysis, if there is the least

suspicion of a drug having been used locally

or internally.

Post-mortem Delivery,—The medical
man should bear in mind the possibility of
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putrefactive gases generated In the abdo-
^ ^ ^ mlnal cavity some days after the mother's
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abdomen. In order to aggravate the offence women generally complain of

miscarriage having occurred from an assault, when they are having their

menses at the time of the struggle or when the menstrual flow has followed

it. ^ ^
In the early months of pregnancy it the embryo is not found, the pre-

sence of chorionic viUi found under the low power of a microscope will

decide the fact of miscarriage It should be remembered^^that

''Tiuisse, but after this period Lite itbtil^ born lirst and tneh after^^Ime
the placenta is fletached and expelled, a portion of which may remain ad-

herent to the uterus, if the placenta ts sent along with the fcetus, it should

be examined to ascertain If it is entire or torn at any place, and if there are

any degenerative changes on its surface.

If it is a fcBtus, it Is necessary to determine its probable intra-uterine

age, its vlabUity and the presence or absence of wounds or injuries Inflicted

on the body.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FCETUS AT DIFFERENT PERIODS OP GESTATION

Fiist Month (Fourth Week).—At the end of the first month the ovum is greyish in

colour about i” in diameter and is roughly CQual to a pigeon s egg in sise. Its weight

is about 40 grains. The embryo is about l/3rd inch long measured from crown to

buttocks and is attached to chorion with a very short cord. The umbilical vesicle is

present It has two e-vtremities, the head being a thick swellmg and the tail slender and

well-marked. Two dark spots indicate the eyes, the mouth is represented by a cleft,

and the limbs by the bud-like processes. Being very small and minute, it can hardly be

detected in abortions when surrounded by blood clots.

Second Month (Eighth Weeki.—At the end of the second month the ovum Is 15

inches long about the size of_a hen's egg, and weighs two to five drachms. The embryo
measuress 5' in length measured from crown to beeL Ihe mouth and nose are separate,
the umbilical vesicle has disappeared and the generative organs are apparent, but the
sex is indistinct *^6 anus appears as a dark spot The cord is longer and the placenta
has commenced to form. The centres of ossification have begun in the mandible (lower

jaw), Claude, rite and bodies of the vertebrse.

Third Month (Twelfth Week).—At the end of the third month the fcetus is 3 to 4
Inches long, and weighs about one ounce- The placenta is developed and chorionic

vUll have atrophied. The cord is much longer, and has a spiral twist The head is more
rounded and separated from the body by the formation of the neck. The eyes and the
mouth are clos^ The nails iu the form of thm membranes appear on the fingers and
toes. The sesL is still in^tinguishahie. Centres ot ossification are found in most of the
bones. The heart is divided into two diambers and the alimentary canal is situated

within the abdon^al cavity.

Fourth Mohth (Sixteenth Week).—Towards the end of the fourth month the fcetus

is 4 to 6 inches in leng^ and is 2 to 4 ounces in weight. The sex can be differentiated.

The skin is rosy and firmer. Down begins to be formed on the body. The head is one-
fourth of the length of the body. The convolutions of the brain are commencing to
develop. The membrana pupiUaris is visible. The skull bones are partly ossified, but
the sutures and fontanelles are very wide apart. Fcetus can be detected if the mother
is X-rayed. The gall-bladder is forming, and meconium is found in the duodenum. The
umbilicus is situated near the pubes. The centres of ossification are present in the
lower segments of the sacrum, and the ossicles of the ears have ossified.

Fifth Month (Twentieth Week).—^The foetus of the fifth month is 7 to 10 mches
long, and weighs about eight ounces. Light hair is seen covering the head which is about
l/3rd of the length of the fmtus. Lanugo is quite distinct on the body. The nails are
distinctly marked, but are very soft. The germs of the permanent teeth begin to appear
in the jaw. The position of the umbilicus recedes upward. The centres of ossification
are present in the os pubis, os calcis. and Ischium. Yellowish, bile-stained fluid is found
in the small intestine, and meconium of a yellowish-green colour at the commencement
of the large intestine.

Sixth Month (Twenty-fourth IVeek).—Towards the end of the sixth month the
fcEtus Is 9 to 12 Inches long, and weighs 16 to 24 ounces. The body is cinnabar red in
colour, and the skin has a wrinkled appearance for want of fat in the body, though a
small degree of fat Is begmnlng to deposit in the subcutaneous cellular tissue. Cerebral
hemispheres cmer the cerebellum. The eyelids are adherent and the membrana pupil-
iaris exists. The eyebrows and eyeladies are beginning to form; the umbilicus is
situated farther from the symphysis pubis. The testicles are lying close to the kidneys.
Dark meconium is found in the upper part of the large intestine. The centres of ossi-
fication are present in the four divisions of the sternum.
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Seventh Month (Twenty-eighth Week).—^Tlie fcctus Ls 13" to 15" long, and weighs
2 to 4 pounds. The skin is dusky red, thick and fibrous, and covered with vernix
caseosa, which is a white fatty substance formed of epidermal scales, lanugo and tlie

secretion of the sebacious glands. The eyelids are open, eyelashes are present, and the
membrana puplllans has almost disappeared. The nails are thicker, but do not reach
the ends of the fingers. Meconium occupies nearly all the largo inte.stlne. The testicles
are In the act of descent, and may be found In the external Inguinal ring. The centre
of ossification is In the astragalus.

Eighth ilfonth (Thirty-second Week).—At the end of the eighth month the length
of the feetus is about 15 to 17 Inches, and the weight from 3 to 5 pounds. The skin is

rosy, covered with soft hair, and is not wrinkled In appearance, as there Is more sub-
cutaneous fat under it. The hair of the scalp is denser, and the lanugo has almost
disappeared from the face. The membrana puplllaris Is no more visible; the nails ha^e
reached the ends of the fingers. The left testicle has already descended into the scrotum,
but not the right. The centre of ossification Is found in the last vertebra of the sacrum.
This is the most important month from the medico-legal point of view as the child
becomes viable at the end of the thirtieth week, Le. at the 210th day.

Ninth Month (Thirty-sixth Week).—At the ehd of the ninth month the foetus is
about 20 ii^hes long, and weighs 6 to 6 pounds. There is no more senile appearance of

^ face. The scalp is covered with hair, while the down on the body has disappeared.
The scretum contains the testicles, and is wrinkled. The vulvd is closed. Vernlx caseosa
IS found l^the flexures of the Joints. Meconium is found at the termination of the large
intestine. The centre of ossification commences to form In the lower epiphysis of the
femur from the commencement of the ninth month.

^^°^****^ Week).—The foetus presents the signs of a mature (fuli-
term) child. The length is from 19" to 20", and the weight from 6 to 7 pounds. The
scalp is covered with hair about 1 to 2 inches long, whidi is generally dark. Eanugo Is
nowhere seen except on the shoulders. The skin is pale, and covered ^th vemix

project beyond the ends of the fingers but reach only the tips of the
f’Jtwcd In the nose and cars. The umbilicus Is situated in

pubes and the ensiform cartilage. The testicles are con-

S
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN NATUHAL AND CRIMINAL MISCARRIAGE
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CHAPTER XVIII

INFANTICIDE

Dcrmition.—Infanticide means the unlawful destruction of a newly-born

child, and is regarded as murder In law, it is pumshable lunder section iKiz.

TP.C ~bv dpaXh or transportation for life and also flne.Xin aT case in which

one Sunderbai, a Hindu widow, aged 22 years, was accused of infanticide,

the Honourable Judges of the Bombay High Court pointed out that the law

should be changed so that infancltide be regarded distinct from ordinary

murder, especially when an Infant was killed by the mother, while she was

still under the effect of 'child birth so that the balance of her mind was

disturbed. It should be brought on a line with other civilized countries,

such as England, France, Germany and Italy. The punishment provided

should be imprisonment for a few years.* By the Infanticide Act of

England, 1922, a woman, who kills her newly-bom child under certain cir-

rnm<5^flnppK is eiilltv of the felony of infanticide and is punishable as -for

manslaughter The Act used the term "newjy-boTli" child**;—but did not

definitely lay down the period upto which the child might bo legally con-

sidered “newly-born'^ To rectify this defect Parliament repealed this Act

in 1938, and passed another Infanticide Act, the chief provisions of which

are as follows:

—

1. A child shall be deemed to have recently been bom if it had been

bom within twelve months before its death.

2. “Where a Woman by any wilful act or omission causes the death of

her child, being a child under the age of twelve months, but at the time of

the act or omission the balance of her mind was disturbed by reason of her

not haidng fully recovered from the effect of giving birth to thr child, -or

by reason of the effect of lactation consequent on the birth of the cliirarthen.

notwithstanding that the circumstances were such that but for this Act
the offence would have amounted to murder, she shall be guilty of felony, to

wit, of infanticide, and may for such offence be dealt with and pimished as

If she had been guilty of the offence of manslaughter of the child.

This Act is intended to apply only to the mother. Any other person

assisting in the destruction of a child born alive may be charged with
murder.

The legal bearing on infanticide is the same as in culpable homicide,

except that the law presumes that a child was born dead. Hence in a trial

for infanticide the prosecution is~TequiredTo prove that the child was bora
alive, and that It died from criminal violence inflicted after its birth.

Owing to certain social customs prevailing in the different communities
of India, infanticide, especially of female children, was formerly very com-
mon but, with the spread of education and restrictive action by Government.
It Is now rare except in cases of illegitimate children born of widows who
are not allowed to re-marry.

The crime of infanticide is generally committed at the time of. or within
a few minutes or hours after, the birth of the child. In such cases the medical
officer is required to examine the woman—the alleged mother of the child—
and the dead body of the child. He has to examine the woman to determine
if she has been recently delivered of a full-term child. With reference to the
child he is called upon to solve the following questions raised by the police,

when the body is sent for post-mortem examination:

—

1. See also Laliore High Court Cr. App. No. 719 of 1937, aft. TaUan v. K. E.-, 39 Cr.
Lato Jour., Sep. 1928, D. 718.



1, Blgiis ot Ttiaceration, which is the most usual change following the

death of the fcetus in utero. This occurs when the dead child remains for

some time In the uterus surrounded with liquor amnll, but with the exclusion

of air. Hence, If a child died fn itfero twentv-four hours before it was bom:

the child may not show the signs of maceration, and In such a case It will be

difficult to state whether the child died before or during birth.

The mody of a macerated foetus Is sofU-flaceld and flattened, and emits

a sweettsn. oisagreeaDie smell , which is quite different from that oL pu»e-

lactlon«SThe sietn assumes a red or purple tint, but never green as in

putrefaction. 3ljatge blebs resembling pemphigus and containing red

serous or sero-sangulneous fluid are raised, and the epidermis Js easily peeled

oft leaving moist and greasy patches. MThe tissues ari* generally cedematous,

and a turbid reddish fluid collects In the serous cavities. .^The sutures of_t^
cranial bones are separated, and hence the skull bones are ireeiy movable

over each other. £ The brain substance Is converted Into a greyish-red, pulpy

mass. 7a11 the viscera become Infiltrated ana lose their an^mlcal features,

but the lungs and uTerus remaIn~unaflectea-for a long tlme.'^^The umbilical

cord Is red, smooth, .softened and lacerable. If the membranes are ruptured

alter the death oi th^fcetus. air gains admission Into liquor amnll, and the

foetus undergoes putrefaction Instead of maceration.

2. Signs of mummlflcation, by which the fcetus is up and
Such a condUlotT results "Wnen the death^f^ fcetus occurs from

a deficient supply of blood, when liquor amnll Is scanty and when no air

has entered the uterus.

II. WAS THE CHILD BOHN ALIVE ?

Live-birth, according to the English law, means a child completely bom
external to the mother irrespective of the attachment nr Rcyprance of the
^r_d and manjfestrng some sign of indcpendmt. iife.i Scientifically this defini-

tion does not seem to be correct, as It Is absurd to”call a child not bom when
one foot remains In the vagina, the rest of Its body has been born and lt_ has
been breathing and crying for some time. To prove a charge of murder in

such a case, it Is not possible for a medical man to say definitely that the
child was completely bom before It was assaulted, unless he was present at

the time of delivery, and thus there Is always a chance of miscarriage of

justice. To obviate the difficulty Parliament passed the Infant Life (Preser-
vation) Act in 1929. _lt provides^hat an? per-snn ^hc, wUh Intent to destroy
the life of a child ^paaie of being hnm ahvp. bv anv willul r»an^sZa

—

cliiid to die bei'ore li an existence Independent of glnll
^ilty of the leiony ot child destructlonT^nd shall Vp tn n^n il

^

for llle,_provlded It is proved that t>>t> art tttqo for the
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purpose only of preserving the life of the mother. For the purpose of this

Act a child is assumed to be capable of being born alive after a pregnancy

of twenty-eight weeks or more.

Tlie definition held by the Indian law Is more correct and appropriate.

It constitutes live-birth, even If any part of a living child has been brought

forth, though the child may not have breathed or been completely bom.
The causing of. the death of such a child !s regarded as culpable homlclde.2

The Evidence of Live-Birth.—In civil cases the cry, the feeling, seeing

or hearing of the heart-beat or slight muscular movements, such as twltch-

ings of the eyelids, are sufficient to establish the proof of live-birth. It Is

said that the mere "crying" of a child, though very strong evidence of live-

birth, cannot be relied upon as positive proof, for It Is possible for the child

to cry while the head Is still in the uterus (vagitus uterinus), or In the vagina

(vagitus vaginalis), and to die before It Is completely bora. This can happen
after rupture of the membranes and Is possible. If the air has passed into the

uterus or vaginal canal, and reached the child's mouth and nostrils.

Cloizstoni reports a case to which he was called out by a district nurse on November
10, 1931, The patient was In labour with her child and her previous pregnancies were
normal and without difficulty. Labour had begun at 10 the previous night and he arrived

at 8-30 In the morning to find a brow presentation, the os almost fully dilated and the
mother having no pains. The bead was finally engaged and could not be moved. As
he vras withdrawing his hand, the child began to cry. It was the normal crying of a
newly-bom infant, and was heard not only the mother, nurse and himself, but also

by a woman jn the cottage in the room directly below the bedroom. This loud crying
persisted at frequent intervals for at least a minute.

Robert Watson^ describes the case of a woman, 32 years eld. who, on October 25,

1933. was in labour but had made no progress. On examination he found a well-dilated

os and a breech at the bnm making no attempt to descend. The fcatus seemed very big,

but the pelvis was well proportioned, so under chloroform he brought down a leg, having
to reach the fundus to get a foot, 'l^e size and plumpness of the leg gave him furiously
to think, and while he was arranging things for a hard job he heard just such a muffled
cry as comes from, the new-born infant in a blanket. He whipped round, the nurse
looked startled: they both bent over the ansesthetized woman and heard noises, un-
nristakable, familiar, from- the woman's abdomea A living male child, weighing 11
pounds and 12i ounces, was delivered later on.

Douglas.s Curphew< and Burton Brown? have also recorded cases of vagitus
uterinus.

It is also possible that a child may not utter a cry and yet may be born
alive, if it happens to be immature or very delicate.

In criminal cases the Judge requires the medical witness to prove from
post-mortem examination that the child showed signs of life as a separate
existence after It had wholly or partially emerged from its mother’s womb.
The most important sign Is the establishment of respiration which can be
determined from examining the chest and the lungs.

The appearances which show whether respiration has taken place or not
are

—

1. The shape of the chest.
2. The position of the diaphragm.
3. The changes in the lungs.
4. The changes in the stomach and Intestines.
5. The changes in the kidneys and bladder.
6. The change In the middle ear (Wredin’s test).

1.

Tlie Shape of the Chest.—The chest Is flat before respiration Is
established, but It expands and becomes arched or drum shaped after full
respiration.

2. Vide Explanation 3 of section 299, LP.C,. Appendix IV.
3. Brit. Med. Jour., Peb. 4, 1933, o. 200.
4. Brit. Me± Jour.. Peb. 25, 1933. p. 34X. 5. Brit. Med. Jour. Sep 11. 1937. p 5M.
6. Brit. ATed, Jour., Sep. 27. 1947, p. 547. 7. Brit. Med. Jour., OcL 25, 1947 p. 672.

MJ.—23



attencd and depressed, descends to the levci ol llil oiaCIi

or seventh rib after respiration has
been completely established. The
position of the diaphragm may,
however, be affected by pressure of

the gases of decomposition deve-

loped within the thorax or
abdominal cavity.

3. The Changes In the Lungs.

—

These are considered with refer-
ence to their (a) volume, (b)

consistence, (c) colour, and (d)

weight.

(a) Volume.—Before respiration
has taken place, the lungs are
small with sharp margins, He In the
hack part of the chest on either side

of the vertebral column and are
hardly seen on opening the chest,

as the cavity Is filled up by the
heart and thymus. After complete
respiration the lungs Increase
enormously In volume, have
rounded margins and occupy the
cavity covering more or less the
thymus and heart.

(b) Consisfence.—-Before respira-
tion the lungs are dense, firm.

Fig. if?,—Unrespired lungs of a still-

born,. full-term infant.

non-crepltant and Uver-llke. After respiration, they are spongy, elastic and
crepitant.

(c) Colour.—Before respiration, the colour of the lungs Is unformly
reddish-brown like that of the liver, but may become bright red at the
margins from greater translucency owing to the thin walls. The surface of

the lobules Is marked with shallow furrows, but not with a mottled appear-
ance. On section, little frothless blood exudes on pressing the cut surfaces.
After respiration, the collapsed alr-cclls first become distended with air,

usually on the edges and concave surface of the upper lobe of the right lung,
and then on the remaining portions of the lungs. These air-cells are poly-
gonal or angular In outline, arranged more often symmetrically In groups
of four or five, though occasionally scattered irregularly, and are slightly
raised above the surface. They are more or less mottled or marbled in
appearance with circumscribed rose-coloured patches. This mottled appear-
ance Is due to the blood vessels being filled with blood, and Is characteristic
of the lungs that have breathed On section, frothy blood exudes from the
cut-surfaces on the application of very slight pressure. The fcetal lungs
may Msume a more or less rosy colour on exposure to the air after death,

the air-cells can never be distended by the entrance of air Into the lungs.

.

can be simulated by artificially Inflating the lungs, giving
similar changes in volume and colour, but mottling is mostly absent.

IVefpht.—As regards the weight of the lungs two tests are applied,
viz. the static test obtained by taking the absolute weight of the lungs, and
the hydrostatic test which depends on their specific gravity.
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^fnUr Trsd-

removed along

-f’crferr’*-— —Jn order to weigh the lungs they are

with the windpipe and bronchi after ligaturing the pulmo-
nary vessels and separating

them from the heart and thy-

mus gland. The average weight

of the foDtal lungs varies from

450 to COO grains, while, owing

to the increased flow of blood

into the lungs, their weight is

Increased after respiration

from 900 to 1.000 grains. This

varies in proportion to the

weight and* development of the

child and according to the de-

gree of respiration that has
taken place. For obvious rea-

sons it Is not possible to weigh

the lungs before and after res-

piration in any one case.

Hence this test is worthless for

medico-legal purposes, and an-
other test has been devised in

which the ratio of the weight

of the lungs to that of the body
Is taken into consideration to

establish the fact of Uve-bltth.

This is knowTLns PloucaiieVs

.Test as PlouCQuet was the
Fig. IW.—Respired lungs of an infant who

survived alter birth.
first to ascertain that the pro-

portion of the weight of the

lungs to that of the body is 1 : 70 before respiration, and 1 : 35 after respira-

tion, but this test also has no medlco-legal value as the ratio of the weights

is mostly variable.

’ Hydrostatic Test .—This is a reliable and valuable test and should, as

a rule, be performed before an opinion is given as to whether respiration

has taken place or not. It is based on the fact that the specific gravity of

unrespired lungs varies from 1.040 to 1.056, and that of the respired

^ngs is 940 owing to their volume being Increased due to the presence of air.

The fcetal lungs, therefore, sink in water, and those, that have breathed,
float.

The Method of Test.:—The method of performing the test is to remove the
lungs as far as the trachea along with the heart and thymus after secur-
ing the large vessels, and to place them In a glass jar or vessel, about twelve
inches high and eight to ten Inches in diameter, filled with tap water or
preferably with distilled water, and to note whether they float or sink. The
lungs are then separated from the heart and thymus by tying a ligature on
the bronchi, and dividing them above jt. when each lung Ifidividually Is placed
into the vessel to note its buoyancy. Each lung is then cut Into twelve
or twenty pieces, which are again to be tested as regards their floatation.
If these pieces float, they are each squeezed between the thumb and Index
Anger under the surface of water to see It any bubbles of air are given off.

and if they still persist to float; or they are taken out of water, wrapped
In a piece of cloth and placed on the floor between two pieces of card
board, when Arm and equable pressure is applied by putting a heavy weight
or by standing on the upper card .board without any Jerky movement. The
pieces are once more placed in water, and if they continue to float after
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the application of this pressure, the medical jurist Is justified in affirming

that respiration has been established If the .lungs sink separately,

they float, but the pieces sink after pressure. It means that respiration has

not taken place. If some of the pieces float while others sink it shows feeble

respiration owing to the partial penetration of air.

Objecfions.—The two following objections have been raised against the

hydrostatic test but, on close scrutiny, neither of them diminishes the value

of the test:

—

1. The expanded lungs may sink from disease or from atelectasis.

2. The unexpanded lungs may float from the presence of putrefactive

gases or from artificial Inflation.

1. The expandeU lungs mag sink from—
(fl) Disease.—This may be acute oedema or consolidation of the lungs

from pneumonia or congenital syphilis. In such cases the pathological

tions characteristic of the disease will be easily detected either by the naked

eye or by microscopic examination, and It Is not likely that both the lungs

will be similarly affected. There will certainly be some portions of the ex-

panded lungs which will escape the disease and consequently float In water.

In cases of infanticide it is always necessary to examine the lungs for the

evidence of disease to exclude the possibility of their sinking In water due

to this cause.

(b) Afelecfasis.—Cases of atelectasis, l.e. non-expansion of the lungs In

children born alive and surviving for a few hours, though rare, have

occurred," but there Is no other test by which this condition can be deter-

mined. and so the test does not lose Its value in Its general application.

Three explanations* for the non-expansion of the lungs have been given as

mentioned below:—

(1) Owing to the feeble respiration, air may not reach the alveoli, but

the ffiratlon of blood may take place through the lining membrane of the

trachea and bronchi.

(2) The air which entered the lungs may have been entirely absorbed

by the blood after respiration stopped. If circulation continued. It Is a fact

that the heart of a newly-born Infant may continue pulsating for half an

hour or more after the stoppage of respiration, or when the Infant is in a

state of asphyxia.

(3) If the respiratory movements are very feeble It Is quite possible

for more air than what was taken during every act of Inspiration, to be

expelled from the lungs during expiration owing to the recoil of the lung
tissue. Thus, the lungs may be emptied of all air, and may subsequently
return to the fostal condition.

Cases.—1. An Inquest was held on the body of an UlegiUmate female child exhum^
on the tenth day alter Its burial. There was ample evidence to show that the child
lived five hours after its birth. At the necropsy the child was found to be a fairly well-
developed fuU-time fmtus. The lui^s were found collapsed, and were in a state of
complete atelect^ls. The lungs as a whole or when cut into separate pieces did not
respond to the hydrostatic test. Dr. DUworth, who examined the body, stated that but
for the evidence heard by him at the Inquest he would have no hesitation in afarmlng
that the child had been still-born and had never breathed. He suggested that the child
had lived a few hours by what IltUe seratlon the blood received through the mucous
membrane of the trachea and larger bronchi —Brlf. Med. Jour., Dec. 1. 1900, p. 1567.

2. A married woman, the mother of a famUy, was delivered of a seven months' chlld-
The Infant was washed and dressed; It did not cry, but the nurse said "It made a
moaning noise. It lived a ilttJe over seven hours. An Inquest was held, and at the
autopsy the lungs we« collapsed and had all the appearance of those of a child
who had never breathed. There were no developed air cells or vemilUon spots. The

8. Dlxommann, Forenj Med. Toxic., Ed. VI, p. 116.
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lungs sank in water. They were then cut up Into small pieces and every piece went
to the bottom immediatelv it was throam into the vessel. There was no doubt that the

Infant had lived and breathed, though probably very feebly, for seven hours.—Charles
Randolph, Ibid., Jan, 19, 1901, p. 146.

2. The unexpanded lungs may float ironi—

(a) The Presence of Putrefactive Gases .—For the putrefactive gases

to be the possible cause of floating the lungs, there should be distinct signs

of decomposition of the body as well as of the lungs. The putrefied lungs

are soft and greenish in colour, and the putrefactive gases collect under the

pleurse and in the connective tissue In the form of air bubbles of different

sizes, which can be squeezed from place to place, and can be expelled on the

application of pressure alter cutting the lungs into pieces, so that they will

sink when placed In water, whereas the air due to the establishment of

respiration cannot be expelled from the air vesicles after the application of

pressure, unless the force is so great as to disintegrate the lung tissue.

However, the medical jurist should never venture an opinion, if the lungs are

too far advanced In putrefaction.

(b) Artificial inflati07i.—The foetal lungs may be artificially inflated

by blowing air through a tube, catheter or cannula passed Into the trachea,

by the mouth to mouth method or by Schultze’s method (swinging the body)

of resuscitation. Artificial Inflation of the lungs In a newly-born Infant is an
extremely difficult- matter. The lungs may be inflated partially but cannot
be distended completely, even when artificial rpt;n<rat<nn ic nprformed bv

trained person. In such cases the stomach is certain to be filled with air,

while it Is in sUT-born inlants. jvliron HaTkls^Ihas also shown from
gadieeraphte- lnvebliaiilLoiis that mouth to mouth insufflation in a still-born

Infant immediately after birth causes air to enter the stomach but never the
Intestine, while air is never present in the stomach or Intestine of still-born

• Infants.

The possibility of Inflating the lungs artificially In criminal cases should
nevel" Ue ' cuuuLenaneedr &s luflaLloff^can only be practised by the medical
^lienaani or by tne motner to save“the cnUd. out one wh6“WaniS to aestroy

tfrgewly-ljuui llllant wlii Try' (6 prevent respiration rather tnan induce anmciai
hSatiQn. QC tne lungs,

'

That the small size of the lungs or its solidness is always a criteria of
still birth or that the presence of Tardieu's spots or bronchopneumonia are
signs of live birth are now recognised as not correct. On the contrary special

microspic studies of lungs may be helpful, such as air in the interstitial

tissues means decomposition or the presence of “alveolar duct membrane”
(described by G. R. Osbornio) means live birth. The struggle to breathe may
draw considerable blood into the lungs but may finally be not success-
ful. though it may slightly expand lungs or give' few subpleural Tardieu's
spots and cause cedema in the lung tissue and mediastinum. Such changes
may also be found when Intentionally attempt is made to prevent an infant
from breathing but this should only be suspected when other external corro-
borative evidence of injury on face or neck is found.

.Xn conclusion, the medical officer Is justified in affirming that the child
had^Uved during and after its _bLrth If he finds the fol lowing ^pgarances~oh
^st-mortem Examination of tl^ body bt a newly-born infantT^

(1) A” full-term mature Tmtus judged from Its length, weight and other
characteristics, especially the centres of ossification in the lower epiphysis
of the femur and In the tarsal cuboid bone. The centre of ossification In the
upper end of the tibia is usually found at fuff^term or~sh6rtiy^n5r lull-term.

9. Lancet. Julv 21. 1934. p. 134.
19, Xn Modem Trends. 'In Forensic ilfedicine <1953>, editor K. Simpson. London.

Butterworth.
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The diaphragm standing at the six or seventh rib.

The lungs~bccupying moro or less tneThoracIc cavity and covering

a portion of the heart and thymus gland.

The marbled or mottled appearance of the lungs.

\.^) Bloody froth exuding from the cut surface of the lungs on slight

pressure.

The lungs responding to the hydrostatic test.

When is the Hydrostatic Test not nece<t^arv '>—The medical ofhcer need

not perform the hydrostatic test. If he finds that

—

(1) The fcEtus Is born at less than 180 days of Intra-uterlne life, when
It cannot be viable.

(2) The fcEtus is a monster, which, owing to congenital malformations,

is Incapable of living a separate existence.

(3) The foetus shows signs of Intra-uterine maceration.

(4) The umbilical cord has separated and the umbilicus has cicatrized.

(5) The stomach, on dissection, contains coagulated or half-coagulated

milk as a result of the active digestive function.

4. Changes in the Stomach and Intestines,—^During the process of

respiration air is first swallowed In the stomach, and then gradually extends

down the intestines owing to peristaltic movements. Hence, when the

stomach and Intestines are removed from the body after tying double ligatures

at each end of the stomach, at the end of the duodenum and also at some
lower parts of the intestines, they will float when placed in Thgy_

a re men separated and tested s«naratelv for floating capacity. If respir^on
hajt nn|i tVin sMmarh and _ Intestines. aifl6i>i>. ^'111 Sllih Hi

water. This is known as Breslau’s second life test . It is a corroDoratlve
^st_rather than a conclusive one, pie practicability of this test is useiul

.^specially when air has been prevented from entering the lungs by foreign
todies or by occlusion of the bronchi. \Vhen breathing Is impeded or Imper-
/lect. air enters and fills the stomach and intestines with a larger ciuantlty
than when breathing has completely and speedily taken place. The test is

useless when the body has undergone decomposition, or when there, has been

I

an attempt at artificial Inflation of the lungs.

On careful dissection under water so as not to allow Its contents to

escape, the stomach shows the presence of mucus with air bubbles and saliva,

if respiration has been established; whereas It will show the presence of

only a glairy mucus. If respiration has not taken place. The presence of

blood, meconium and liquor amnll In the stomach indicates that the child
was alive at or shortly before Its birth and had swallowed these during the
act of respiration. The presence of milk or farinaceous food in the stomach
Is very strong evidence that the child was not only bom alive, but had lived
for some time after birth. Any substance found In the stomach should be
Identified by microscopic examination. The absence of meconium from the
bowels Is not absolute proof of live-birth, as it may be voided in breech
presentation even if the child is stlll-bom. Under ordinary circumstances
meconium Is passed Immediately, or within twenty-four hours, after blrth-

It may be necessary to recognize the stains of meconium on the clothing
They are brownish-green and stiffen the fabric but do not penetrate deeply

dissolved In water meconium forms a green solution
which Is acid In reaction, and Is not affected by boUIng.

5. Change In the Kidneys and Bladder.—The deposit of uric acid
in the form of brownish-yellow crystalline streaks found In the pelves of the
kidneys has been regarded by some authorities as positive proof of llve-birth.
but this sign is not reliable as the crystals have been found even In still-born
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The absence of urine In the bladder is not at all diagnostic of llve-blrth.

as urine may not be passed for some hours after birth, or It may be passed

mechanically during labour, and the child may subsequently be born dead.

6. Change in the Middle Ear (Wredin’s Test).—Dr. Wredln of

Petrograd has observed that the gelatinous embryonic connective tissue, which
fills the middle ear during foetal life, disappears after birth, and is replaced

by air, if respiration has taken place. This Is not a valuable sign, since the

gelatinous mass may disappear during foetal life, or may not disappear until

two or three weeks after birth.

nX. IF BORN ALIVE. HOW LONG DID THE CHILD SURVIVE
THE BIRTH?

It is not possible to determine the exact length of time that a child has
lived after Its birth, but an approximate Idea may be formed from carefully

considering the following changes in the external and Internal appearances

of the body:

—

1. Changes in the Skin.—The skin of a newly-born infant is bright red,

and covered with vernlx caseosa chiefly in the axilla, inguinal region

and folds of the neck. The vernix is not easily removed and persists for a
day or two, but it is possible for a child to be born with little or no vernlx.

After birth the skin changes its colour, and becomes darker on the second

or third day; it then becomes brick red, and finally yellow. It assumes its

normal colour in about a week’s time. The exfoliation of the skin, chiefly

on the abdomen, occurs during the first three days after birth. The exfolia-

tion has to be distinguished from the detachment of the cuticle due to Intra-

uterine maceration.

2. The Presence of SuccedancmnX-A caput succedaneum Is

a valuable sign when present, it is sweuing which usually forms In the
scalp tissues over the presenting part of the head during delivery. It

generally contains serum. Occasionally there is effusion of blood with
ecchymoses In the tissues. It disappears from twenty-four hours to seven
days after birth.

3. Changes in the Umbilical Cord.—^The changes in the umbilical

cord begin to appear from the cut end to its base at the umbilicus soon after

birth when it has been divided. Clotting occurs in the cut end after two
hours. The portion of the cord atta^efTlo the child shrinks, and dries witmn
tW^e ~io~ twerily-lour hours, ana an intiammatorv ring or reaness to~rm.s

its case ’I’rom^thirt^ix tO lorty-eignt hours. This should not be contounded
with a line ot redness seen'tuiraU-ine"unn>llIcus at the time of birth. This
line is merely red without any sign of a swelling or Inflammation. By the
second or third day it shrivels up, mummifies, and falls off on the fifth or
sixth day leaving a slightly suppurating ulcer, which heals and cicatrizes
within ten to twelve days. In rare cases the cord may drop off as early as
the second day or as late as the tenth day. The mere mummification of the
cord is not ot any value as a sign of extra-uterine life, as it occurs in the
dead body of a newly-born child if exposed to the air, but the separation of
the cord with the formation of a cicatrix Is a sure sign of survival of the
child after birth.

The mummification of the cord does not occur, if the child is submerged
in water immediately after birth. Similarly, a cord which has already dried
and withered may become soft and supple, though tough, if the body Is lying
in water or wrapped In wet clothes.

4. Changes in the Circulation.—These occur after birth. The umbili-
cal vessels, ductus venosus. ductus arteriosus and foramen ovale, which were
necessary to carry out the foetal circulation, are no longer required' to per-
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form their functions after the birth of the child and are. therefore, obliterated.

Thus, the umbilical arteries begin to contract In about ^ten hours after

^th, and are completely closed by the third day. The umbllfcal’'veln and
the'-ductus'* venosus ' are the next to contract. For the first three days the
contraction Is rather slow, but complete-obliteration occurs on the fourth or
fifth day. The ductus arteriosus begins to contract first at the aortic end,

is reduced to the size of a crowqulll by the seventh day and usually closes

completely by the tenth day. The closure of the foramen ovale generally
occurs by the ‘eighth or tenth day. Sometimes, It remains patent upto the
second year, while in a few cases It remains open throughout life giving rise

to cyanosis, a condition known as Morbus cceruleus. In rare cases the
foramen ovale has been closed at birth. The foetal haemoglobin percentage
varies considerably from birth to six months and may be of some help In
estimating the age at death In this period.

IV. WHAT WAS THE CAUSE OF DEATH?
The death of the child may occur from natural, accidental or criminal

causes.

NATURAL CAUSES
1. Immaturity.—If the child Is prematurely born, It generally dies

Immediately after birth. In the case of the premature birth of a child the
question may arise as to whether the birth was criminally Induced or not,
for under the Indian Penal Code, the criminal induction of premature labour
Is an offence, but not culpable homicide, though under the English law. a
person is guilty of murder. If he does an act by which a child Is born
prematurely so that it Is not capable of living, and dies In consequence of its
exposure to the external world.

child may be of full-term, and yet may die after
birth from debility due to the want of general development. In such a case
no disease Is detected, but some portions of the lungs may be found In a state
of atelectasis from feeble respiration.

3, Congenital Diseases—These are syphilis and specific fevers, such as
small-pox. plague, etc. attacking the mother, or diseases of the child’s Internal
organs, viz, the lungs, heart and brain

cause of the death of the feetus. Specific fevers
caused death from the toxmmic condition of the blood produced by the attack
on the mother, or from the attack on the child itself. Of the diseases of the

and tubercle of the lungs are common. The

ica’ lnfany

4. itnemorrhage.
rectum or genitals.

This may occur from the umbilical cord, stomach.

chlldreri*^m'”w!(h'’
acephalous and anecephalous monsters or

or allmen^^^ .T.m
abnormalities of the blood vessels, heart.

J’"
T'neml.crecl that monstrosity or maltor-

“mrmbercS tiat mno '“i ABaln, it must bo
remomberod that monsters do not necessarily die soon alter birth

£opaml.on'(r’om°'the'uJ'erto"‘’'TP‘”“'
'•>' “= accidental

be detected by examlnin!?”th fcctus. This can

mothrrTdeadand her^ caamlnlne the uterus. It the
n<.r Moay js avauable for post-mortem examination.

asnlmied***lnTo**the^^M^^*i^^^
occur from mucus or meconium beingaspirated Into the laryn* or from the enlargement of the thymus gland.
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8. Placenta Prajvia or Abnormal Gestation.—Any of these condi-

tions may cause the death of the foetus..

9. Erythroblastosis Fcetalis.—When an Rh-negative woman is carry-

ing an Rh-positlve foetus, antl-Rh agglutinins are formed in her serum owing

to the introduction of the Rh agglutinogen Inherited by the fcetus from the

Rh-positlve father into her circulation through the placenta. On passing

back into the fostal circulation through the placenta, these agglutinins cause

hsemolysis of the red blood corpuscles of the foetus in the uterus. Such 'a

hcemolytlc process results in the group of conditions, known as (1) foetal

hydrops with still-birth, and (2) icterus gravis neonatorum and (3) anaraia

of the new-born, which generally cause the death of the fcetus shortly after

birth. It may be remarked that such cases are very rare In India.

ACCIDENTAL CAUSES

Accidents causing the death of the child may occur during or after

birth.

During Birth.—1. Prolonged Labour.—^Prolonged labour may cause

the death of a child by causing extravasation of blood into the meninges or

on the brain substance with or without fracture of the skull bones owing to

severe compression of the head against the pelvis. In a case where there is

fracture of the skull, it is usually a slight fissure of the parietal and frontal

bones or a spoon-shaped depression without any external injury on the

scalp. The head will show a marked caput succedaneum and moulding as a

result of difficult labour. In this conectlon it should be borne in mind that

the defective ossification of the cranial bones of a newly-bom child may be
confounded with fractures which may lead to dangerous mistakes. Casper^
states that defective or retarded ossification commonly occurs in the frontal

and parietal bones and rarely in the occipital bone of mature as well as
Immature children. He describes their characteristic appearances in the
following terms: ‘Tf the bone in question is held up to the light this is

seen to shine through the opening, which is closed only by the pericranium.
When the periosteal membrane Is removed, the deficiency In the ossification

is seen in the form of a round, or irregular opening, not often more than
three lines In, diameter, though frequently less; Its edges are Irregular and
serrated: these edges are never depressed as is the case in fractures, and
neither they nor the parts In their neighbourhood are ever observed to be
ecchymosed.” Sometimes the child dies from exhaustion on account of
prolonged and difficult labour.

2. Pressure on, or Prolapse of, the Cord.—In such cases, death oc-
curs from asphyxia, and, on post-mortem examination, blood, meconium,
liquor amnll, or vernix caseosa may be found In the bronchial tubes. These
may be examined with a hand lens, or vernix caseosa may be stained with
gentian violet solution, and then examined under the low power of a
microscope.

3. Knots of the Cord or Us Twisting round the Neck.—A child is
sometimes strangled before birth by the knots or loops of the cord being
tightened, or the cord being colled round its neck during delivery. A
spasmodic contraction of the os uteri round the neck of the child may result
in Its death by suffocation.

4. Injuries.—Heavy blows on the abdomen of a pregnant woman with
blunt weapons, kicks or falls from a height may kill the fcetus in ntero by
causing concussion of the brain with or without fracture of the skull bones
or rupture of the blood vessels or internal organs. In such cases it Is not
necessarj' that there should be any external marks of injuries on the

11. Forens. Med., VoL in,.Eng. TransL, pp. 119. 12Q.
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woman’s abdomen. Sometimes, fractures of the long bones are caused by

Intra-uterlne injuries and are recognized by the formation of callus. Rarely,

uterine contractions may be so powerful as to fracture the cranial bones of

the foetus.

Cater records the case of a woman, aged 32, who expected her first delivery about

December 24, 1901. A month before the anticipated event there was hsemorrhage per

vaginam following a “very bad dream”, the patient leaving her bed during sleep. The
child was then living and occupied the left dorso-anterior transverse position. Tlie

external os barely admitted the finger tip. The hemorrhage ceased within forty-eight

hours. On the 6th December labour pains commenced at 11 am. At 5 pjn. the doctor

on his arrival found that the child was bom and lying on its back with both legs and
thighs flexed, the feet resting against the mother's left buttock. The cord was almost

black and without pulsation, but there was no discoloration about the body. The eyes

and tongue protruded, the head presenting the opoearance of craniotomy forceps having
been employed The frontal bone was fractured, the fracture extending from above the

left orbit to the right malar bone. The occipital bone was fractured Into two unequal
pieces. The child was full-term and weighed 6i lbs. There was no sui* pelvic defor-

mity as to be responsible for the crushing of the child's hea±i2

5. Death of the Mother.—-When the mother dies In the act of delivery,

the question arises as to how long a child may live in utero after her death.

The time depends upon the cause of the mother's death. If death occurs

slowly from htemorrhage, there Is very little chance of saving the child, but

it may be saved If an attempt Is made to extract It soon after the sudden
death of the mother from some accident, If she was previously In good health.

Rosin«3 reports a case In which he delivered a full-time male child, weighing
7J pounds, by Csesarlan section In a state of asphyxia llvida a quarter of an
hour after the mother’s death. Twenty minutes' artificial respiration and
alternate Immersions In hot and cold baths revived the chUd. who cried

lustily. Dixon Hughes*'* mentions a case In which a live child, weighing 9

pounds and 4 ounces, was delivered by forceps 9 to 10 minutes after the
sudden death of the mother. A case Is also recorded where twins were deli-

vered by Caesarian section 5 minutes after the death of a Chinese woman,
aged 38 years.*^

After Birth.—1. SufTocatlon.—A child may die from suffocation after
birth, If It Is born under a caul, l.e. with membranes over the head thus
covering the mouth and nostrils. The child may also die from suffocation,
if Its face Is pressed accidentally In the clothes or submerged accidentally in

the discharges, such as blood, liquor amnll or meconium.
2. Precipitate Labour.—In precipitate labour a child may be bom

without the mother’s knowledge and may die from suffocation by falling
accidentally into a privy pan containing fjeces. or from drowning by faUlng
into a chamber pot containing urine. If the woman is standing erect at the
time, the child may be forcibly shot down from her genital canal, and may
die from fracture of the skull caused by a fall on a hard floor. Ordinarily,
a drop of thirty Inches which Is the average distance of the female genitals
irom the ground In the erect posture Is sufficient to cause fracture of the

tnJv!
eighteen inches may fracture them as weU. In

^ch a case the child is small as compared with the size of the pelvis of the
one or both parietal bones may be fractured; in some cases the

!«««
radiate into the frontal, and squamous portion of the temporal

^ or injured scalp of the
child, if the floor is covered with such material. The cord is either torn

12. Brit. Med. Jour., May 17, 1902, p 1207

15. W. GUn Evans. Brl!. JM Jmr . Sto. 1. 1931. p 6,6.
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across, or the placenta is expelled with the chflld. JJasraorrhage from the

torn cord, as a rule, stops owing to the contraction of the muscular wall of

the umbilical arteries, but it may sometimes be so profuse as to cause the

death of the child.

Precipitate labour is possible in multipart with large roomy pelves, but

is extremely rare in prlmiparie. but pseudo-nreelpltate labour may be possible

—

when there has already been some dilation of the cervix. In such a case the

woman may get labour pains, but may not realize their significance and
may not know that the birth was Imminent. Renshai® reports the case of

a young primiparous woman who. telling her mother that she was feeling

queer, stepped across the room and leaned on the mantel shelf, when without

warning the child fell on the floor rupturing the cord, and almost Immediately

the placenta was expelled.

In connection with the precipitate labour It will not be out of place to men-
tion that the plea of unconscious delivery is sometimes raised in cases of

infanticide; hence the medical jurist should bear In mind the possibility of

such an event In certain conditions. There is no doubt that unconcious
delivery may take place, when a woman is under the Influence of a narcotic

or intoxicating drug, or sufieting from syncope, asphyxia, apoplexy, coma,
delirium or eclamptic convulsions. Cases are also recorded, where women
have been delivered unconsciously during profound sleep and hysterical fits.

But these conditions should be such as to bring on deep lethargy and com-
plete loss of sensation, or else the uterine pains of the expulsive stage of

labour are likely to arouse the woman, especially if she happens to be a
primlpara. On the other hand, an easy and rapid delivery without any painful
contractions is likely to occur In multiparous women who have roomy pelves

and soft relaxed parts, especially if the fcetus is small.

CRIMINAL CAUSES
These may be—

A. The acts of commission, e.g. the use of mechanical violence and
poisoning.

B. The acts of omission or neglect.

A. ACTS OP COMMISSION
Mechanical Violence.—1. SufTocation.—This Is the commonest form

of infanticide. A newly-bom infant is easily suffocated by pressing the face
Into some soft material, such as a pillow or bed cloth, or by closing the mouth
and nostrils by a towel, handkerchief of some other cloth or by the hand.
The mother may suffocate her child by Intentionally overlying It, or by forc-
ing mud, rag or cotton-wool into Its mouth and throat. In one case Modi
found a piece of white, blood-stained cloth. 13" long and 6" broad, stuffed into
the throat and blocking the upper opening of the air passage. In another case
a strip of a gunny bag. 10" x5". was found blocking the larynx. The mother
may sometimes force her finger into the mouth of the child to prevent it

from crying after birth and thus suffocate it to death. In such a case scratches
or lacerations may be found about the mouth, tongue and throat. During
the post-mortem examination of the body of a newly-born infant the mouth
and throat should be examined lor the presence of some foreign matter which.
If detected, should be preserved, and sent In a sealed packet to the Superin-
tendent of Police. The nose, lips and angles of the mouth should also be ex-
amined for the presence of bruising or other Injury.

It should be remembered that Infants are sometimes suffocated to death
by pressure on the chest. Thus, In a case of infanticide Modi found the right

16. Brit. Med. Jour., March 31, 1905, p. 777; see also A. Bum, Brit. Med. Jour., Jan
21. 1928, p. 120 and Alfred A. Masssr. Brit. Med. Jour., Jan. 28. 1928, p. 1«.
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fourth, fifth and sixth rjbs fractured and In another case the left third, fourth

and fifth ribs and the right third, fourth, fifth and sixth ribs were fractured.

2. strangulation.—This is also a common form of child murder. Dur-

ing the act of strangulation far greater violence Is used than necessary, and

severe marks of abrasions and contusions with extravasation of blood In the

soft tissues are usually found on the neck. In one case a thick rope was used

to strangle a child, and an izar'band (a tape of pyjama) was used as ligature

round the neck In another case. This child with the izarband twisted round

Its neck and wrapped In a pyjama was found In lavatory of a third class

compartment of a railway train at the Agra Fort Station. A newly-born child

Is sometimes murdered by passing the umbilical cord as a ligature round the

neck. In such a case the plea put up by the defence Is that the child was

strangled accidentally by the cord colling round the neck during delivery. In

an accidental case of this nature there Is most probably a broad continuous

groove, livid or red In colour, without any excoriation, and the death being

due to the stoppage of circulation, the lungs are generally found in a festal

condition.

Fig. /Cf~Infantlclde; Strangulation. Note ligature mark on neck.
(Cy kind cotirfejy o/ Dr. U. S. Mehta.)
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in October 1921 the body of a ncwly-bom Infant vras found lying in the grass farm

at Naka Hindola. Tlie umbilical cord was twisted round the neck, and the knot wtis

tightened by fixing a piece of viadar root in Its loop and across the windpipe. -The cord

was twenty-five inches long with one end attached to the navel and the other end cut

with a knife or a pair of scissors. On removing the cord, a soft depressed mark, one inch

by a quartet ot an, Inch, was found encircling the neck over the windpipe. There was
extravasation of blood in the subcutaneous tissues under the ligature mark. The wind-

pipe was congested. The lungs responded to the hydrostatic test and were congested.

Rarely, the natural folds of the skin In the neck of a fat child may resem-

ble the cord marks caused by strangulation, but in that case no marks of ab-

rasions or any extravasation of blood will be visible on the neck.

In cases of throttling, in addition to the bruises from the pressure of the

fingers and thumb and scratches from the finger-nails found on the neck

rupture of the muscles and fracture of the laryngeal or tracheal cartilages may
be detected, as undue violence Is used In throttling Infants.

3, Drowning.—This is a rare form of child murder. As recorded by

Chevers*7 submersion of the child's face into a cauldron of warm milk (.Dudh

pita karna) used to be a common method of infanticide In Benares and other

neighbouring places. Nowadays the usual custom Is first to kill an Infant
by suffocation, strangula-
tion, etc., and then to

throw the body into a
cesspool, well, tank or
river with a view to con-
cealing the crime.

The post-mortem ap-
pearances would be simi-
lar to those found in
adults, if the child was
drowned after respiration

had been established.
No signs would be evi-
dent, If a woman was
delivered in a bath and
the child was drowned
before respiration had
taken place.

4. Fracture of the
Cranium.—Fracture of
the cranial bones results

from a blow on the head
with a blunt weapon or
from the head being
dashed against a wall or
a hard ground or being
pressed forcibly under a
leg of a bedstead (eftar-

poy). Excessive violence
being used In such cases,

depressed or comminuted

Fig. 16S.—infanticide: Throttling. Note abrasions on
neck and face.

(By kind courtesy of Dr. H. S. JlTehta.)

and extensive iractMtes
of the skull bones with
cerebral hiemorrhage and
contusion or laceration

of the brain and contusions or lacerated wounds of the scalp are usually
noticed.

ll. Med. Juris., Ed. Ill, p. 753.
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A newly-born child which was found lying dead on a railway line near Achnera
Station showed, on post-mortem examination, fracture of the occipital bone with extra-
vasation of blood on the under surface of the scalp on its posterior aspect. It was pre-
sumed that the child was thrown out of a window of a railway carriage of a running
train, as it was found soon after the train had passed,

A newly-bom female Infant was discovered lying in a densely populated working
class street in Leith, which had been thrown from a window on the first floor, a height
of fourteen feet and three inches. The infant was removed to the parish hospital, where
she died six hours later. At the nccrop^ no external marks of violence were found on
the body, but the scalp all over felt soft. In the left parietal region there was a non-
discoloured swelling of the size of half a walnut. On reflecting the scalp a copious effusion
of dark coloured coagulated blood was found in the areolar tissue over almost Its entire
extent. The left parietal bone showed a somewhat depressed stellate fracture radiating
from a point situated about midway nearer Its lower border. Of the three fissures one
extended upwards to the sagittal sutures for a distance of two Inches, a second reached
loiward to the frontal bone for one inch, ahd the third ran towards the occiput for one

n"
Inches. There was considerable congestion of the brain substance.—Garland,

Drit. Med. Jour.. May 18. 1907, p. 1182.
The defence Is usually based on the plea of precipitate labour In those

cases where the cause of death is due to fracture of the skull bones. Pre-
cipitate labour Is likely to occur In a woman with a roomy pelvis and with

laceration of the perinceum, or a woman may show a recent rupture
of the perlnaeum If examined soon after delivery; but the perlnajum may be
ruptured In a primlpara even If the delivery was normal. Moreover, In a
case of precipitate labour the fcetal head will not show a caput succedaneum
or moulding, and the fracture will be fissured and limited to the parietal or
frontal and squamous portion of the temporal bone, but will not be extensive

affecting the vault or base. The placenta may be born along
with the child, or the umbilical cord may show the torn and ragged ends due

spontaneous rupture owing to the sudden Jerk and strain. The rup-

5^^
frequently at the foetal end than at the placental end of

Sometimes, the amnlotic sheath
“'^ remains Intact, but the vessels contalnca In It may be bom at both

lb, ifv.V ™ ''‘anl'ohally tom. It Is usual to find rupture of

the mnL .
tot''»Ie Strain put upon the child's abdomen during

shmiM the cord, If available,
should always be measured at the time of the post-mortem examination.

lurles
Dislocation of the Cervical Vertebta>.-Thesc in-

usuallv 'cao.eH
’lolence applied to the neck. They arc not

tlon of the
P™'*“aad accidentally by forcible rola-

lo extras the
""''att “ malposition of the fcctus or

bered that the o v
breech presentation. It should, however, be remem-

mobmty ond Is capable of considerable

£'‘ofHr^Vfr“'t
“

rnSrw?‘'i'd°e''d ‘SL^rthft
Ltofor mntaSc -J^terc

the

mother, an unmarried woman had
discharge of blood. The

had also given the child noi^n ^h K '!.
child. She

the cranium was not "he cause of the

matc'clind.^20 d^a^*? old.“dlcTm°JusSSu'‘^T murder. An lllegltl-

———
; ^ ^ oica m suspicious circumstances. It was found that
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the mother had ten days before the child's death passed four needles into the

heart, lungs and liver. Death resulted from sepsis with purulent inflam-

mation of myocardium and bilateral pleurisy. At the post-mortem exami-

nation the needles were found In the right heart and the liver, and had left

behind a deposit of iron in the tissues and as a result of the damage to the

right heart congestion had been produced in the region of the vena cava

which had led to a typical atrophy of the liver cells.

G. B. Sahay of Patna reported to Modi a case of Infanticide, In which a

newly-bom female child was murdered by ^squeezing the abdomen. Post-

mortem examination revealed externally the "presence of a small bruise on

the abdomen and internally laceration of a coll of the small intestine and rup-

ture of the liver and spleen.

Poisoning.—Poison is rarely used for the purpose of infanticide, though

sometimes crude opium Is put on the tongue of a child or it is smeared on the

nipple of the mother’s breast, which is then given to the child to suck. Other

poisons,, such as arsenic, madar, datura and tobacco are also used for destroy-

ing newly-bom infants. In suspicious cases, the stomach and other neces-

sary viscera should be preserved for chemical analysis.

B. ACTS OF OMISSION OR NEGLECT
The law presumes that a woman who is about to be confined, should take

ordinary precautions to save her child, after It is born. She is guilty of cri-

minal negligence if she falls to do so. Thus, the acts of omission or neglect

constituting the crime under the law are—

1. Omission to take the necessary help of a midwife or a skilled physi-

cian so that proper arrangements may be made to save the child after its birth.

A married woman, or one who has borne children, is presumed by law to

know her duty towards her newly-born child. As soon as she gets labour
pains she must Inform her friends of her condition, and must send for medical
aid. If she has failed to take any of these precautionary measures she may
raise the foUovrtng two points in defence:

—

(1) That she was not aware of her pregnancy till the birth of her child.

(2) That she fainted away owing to the sudden onset of violent labour
pains, and did not know what followed next.

In connection with the first point, it must be admitted that in rare cases

it is possible for married women, who become pregnant for the first time very
late in life or have not conceived for many years after the birth of their last

child, to go to full term without being aware of their condition. They attri-

bute the symptoms of pregnancy to some disease.

Beckers2o records the case of a mamed woman, aged 30. the mother of three
children, aged 3, 4 and 5, who found one morning that her beddothes had been soaked
by a clear vaginal discha:^e. On examination she was surprised to learn that she was
at full term, as she had never suspected that she was pregnant. She had menstruated
regularly as usual for four or five days at time, and had felt no quickening, or had any
digesUve disturbance. Her abdomen and breasts had remained large since her last con-
gnement. The woman gave birth to a normal infant the nest day after expulsion of a
considerable amount of amnlotlc fluid. Hobbsii describes a case in which he was called
one night to see a young married woman said to be suffering from acute abdominal pain.
On examination she was found to be in labour, but she was unaware of her condition.
She was delivered of a healthy child of 74 pounds in three hours and a half after her
first pain. There was no ewdence of quickening, and she felt perfectly fit and used to
play tennis during the whole period of gestation without being conscious of the fact that
she was pregnant. In fact she went out for a twelve-mile walk with her husband the
day before the child was bom. Dr. Robinson. Obstetric House Surgeon. King George’s
Ht»pltal. Lucknow, described to Modi a case where a Hindu married woman, aged 42,
who had five previous pregnancies, the last one being fifteen years ago, noticed a sudden

• escape of fluid from her \-agina on the 7th October 1930, at 7 a.m.. and sought admission

20. Bnixclles Sled.. April 19. 1925, p. 843; Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 22. J925. Epitome, p 25.
21. Brit. Med. Jour.. March 3, 1928. p. 382; see also Brit. Med. Jour.. Oct. 15. 1951, p. 914.
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into the hospital on the next day at 4 pan,, afto* she had travelled 48 miles by a motor
car to reach the hospital. She did not think that she was pregnant, as she had no
amenorrhosa. During the last five mon^ the periods were irregular and during the
last three months the menstrual flow was scanty. She attributed it to toe approach of

the menopause. On examination the fcetal heart sounds were heard on toe left side,

the vertex was presenting and the membranes had already ruptured with a partial
dilatation of the os. At 7 p.m. the os was fully dilated and a living female child was
delivered with forceps. It weighed 6} pounds.

Fig. W.-~JnlanUcide: Cut throat.
(fly kind courtesy of Dr. f/, s. Mehta.)

However, cases In which there are distinct motives for pleading uncon-
scious pregnancy require very careful examination. Such cases are probably
unworthy of belief. This remark especially applies to a widow or an unmar-
ried woman charged with infanticide, who Is bound to consult a close friend
or a medical practitioner on seeing the altered condition of her body, knowing
fully well that she has exposed herself to the chances of 'pregnancy.

With reference to the second point It would be necessary for her to prove
precipitate labour.

ligature the cord after It Is cut may bleed the child to death.
Fatal hemorrhage may also occur. If the cord Is not tightly ligatured.

in
the Child from the mother's discharges may result

thP
absence of a medical practitioner or any other attendant

is not
^ the capacity of a woman after delivery may be raUed. It

the chn? fo?^
question. Many women are known to have carried

S much
distance soon after delivery, while other women may get

the strpn«?nf
^ to move at all. It depends much upon

wluv nriminJr? ^ ^ Prlmlpara or a multipara. A
®tter delivery from mere exhaus-

ouStlon^t^ ?n
attending to the child from mere Ignorance. The

question has to be decided on circumstantial evidence.

a newlv^S.mThliy’to^'.n^H'^ T tieat. Exposure of

mSS of if
‘^“troy Its life without leaving any

wng^Uon.
suggestive of the cause of death except perhaps cerebral

P<«^on was found lying, ex-

'
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about 3 a.m. At the post-mortem examination hdd by Modi at 1 p.m. on the 15lh January’

1934, the body 'was found to be that a full term male infant. There were no marks of

external injury on the body. The brain, lungs and other vicera were congested.

5. Omission to supply the child with proper food according to its age.

The starvation of a child constitutes slow death. The stomach and intestines

must be examined for the presence of food. If the child is immature It Is

very difficult for the medical practitioner to say whether the death was due
to natural causes owing to feebleness, or was due to starvation. The case

depends chiefly upon circumstantial evidence.

THE ABANDONING OF INFANTS

When a newly-born infant after it is born alive, is exposed in any place

with the intention of abandoning It and death does not supervene, the parent
or person responsible for the care of such Infant is guilty under section 317,

I.P.C., and may be punished with Imprisonment of either description for a
term which may extend to seven years, or with fine, or with both (see

Appendix IV). The exposure need not be such as would put the child of

tender years (under twelve years according to the section) in the immediate
danger of health or life. The Madras High Court has held that it was not
necessary that the exposure and abandonment must be under such circum-
stances as to endanger the life or the health of the child. The only
ingredient required to complete the offence is an Intention of wholly
abandoning the chlld.“ The offender may be tried for murder or culpable

homicide, as the case may be, if the infant dies in consequence of the
exposure (see Explanation to section 317, I.P.C.. Appendix IV).

CONCEALMENT pF BIRTH

In a case where infanticide is prot proved, the mother is usually charged
under section 318, I.P.C.. with a lesser offence of concealment of birth by
secretly burying or otherwise disposing of the dead body of her newly-born
child, and may^be punished with simple or rigorous imprisonment for a
period which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both (see

Appendix IV). It does not matter whether the child died before or after
or during Its birth, but there ‘must be a secret disposal of the body. Leaving
the dead body of a child in the compound of a house or in a public place
where It can be easily seen does not constitute an offence under this section.

. A woman, being pregnant with an illegitimate child, -went to the -village jungle for
purpose of nature and there, in the presence of another -woman, gave birth to a child,
which died immediately. The dead body was left on the spot where the birth took place
and was there discovered two days afterwards. It was held that the mere leaving of the
body where the birth took place did not constitute an offence under this section as it did
not amount to a secret di^osal.23 But where a woman threw a child down a prlvy.24
and where a woman placed a living child m a place of concealment, and on subsequently •

revisiting that place found the child dead and left it there.M It wass held that this offence
was committed.

For the purpose of this section a foetus is considered a child, if it has
attained so much maturity as to be capable of maintaining a separate
existence.

22. Boya Sanlmlamma. (1B90) 1 Weir 331; Ratanlal and Thakore, Law of Crimes. Ed.
XVII, p. 798.

23. M. Saraswati. (1903) IdJX.R. 89; Ratanlal and Thakore, Law of Crimes, Ed XVH,
p. 801; Cat II. Court Cr. Appeal No. 801 of 1934, K. E. v. SailabaJadasl; 36 Cr. Law Jour..
1935, p 14G0
24 Elizabeth Comwan, (1817} Russ, and Ry. 336; Ratanlal and Thakore. Law of Crimes.

Ed, XVn, p«801.
25. lUiohes. (1850) 4 Cox 447; Ibid., p. 891.
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CHAPTER XJX

INSANITY AND ITS MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS
Definition.—It is not easy to give a succinct definition of Insanity and a

medical witness should never venture to do so in a court of law, even though
pressed for it fay counsel, inasmuch as the law requires of him to affirm
whether a particular individual, by reason of unsoundness of mind, Is either
incapable of looking after himself and managing his own affairs, or Is

dangerous to himself or to others. It appears that the law givers have used
^e^term unsoundness of mind” (non compos mentis) in the Indian Penal
Code with a view to avoiding the necessity of defining insanity. Unsound-

ness of mind covers a wider range, and Is synonymous with InsanTt^lunacy,
nmdn^s. mental derangement, mental disorder and mental aberration or

u.
Alruieseterrnrare'Tised^for'jHe disordered state of ' thTlnlnd

jD an^indivldual loses the power of regul^lng his actions and_conduct
gcgorcHng_to_the_uiics__oi_socIety m whIcK~Tie~ls 'moving.

In cases of insanity brought before courts the following terms are often

!!,uJ vi.
® evidence; hence the medical Jurist should be well acquainted

with the distinguishing points between them:—
delusion is a false or erroneous belief in something

ft
always a sign" of insanity. A normal man~may

corrects it by reasoning power, by applying his past
listening to the arguments of other people. A delusion

SI, SffS®
^ symptom of brain disease. Is not in harmony with

loBie
^ surroundings, and cannot be corrected by any amount of

feSiAc, nnrt h'’
®*’8ument. Jm Insane person is guided bv his own

^ellpgj andje^ajl^
. an^

.
does noTcare to listen to any arguments^

Sion
of grandeur or exaltation, of persecution, of depres-

doTu^iSL Sf H
‘"fidelity, etc. Delusion of grandeur and

insSair? « together in the same person. For

^1- l^lll?lll?

imncln"^ lllTficfjf to ..hf.-verv rich mnv nicrt imagine that
mg_e_nemles arc con.snirlng to ruin him financmiiy

i

' —“^

—

a mcdlM-iesal point of view, at they

eommu sS eWe “hd may lead him toS gS^t imoS/e T JS"”’ “>0 lawyer

It is therefore ne™« °f delusions as a sign of Insanjty.

the mental conriSfn^ ^
^ ^ medical man. when called upon to examine

de?uS L Si t,™'
“
‘’'T

" '"““W '“1'hl‘y h-hke a note of any Insane

reS?ered .he net e*hmlnatlon. It must he

• disease or to S 5om of InsanlWhkh^l ft'"'some cases the natlent RUf*,.

ty which Is not characterized by delusions In

ing t^'OfSh he be suffer-

wlthout^^rf^^SsSrr^rrlSHHSiniL''’" “n erroneous sense oerceptlon

It IS due to s5i^
senses, as also the cutaneon,

special

Jleahejnost^mon"''^^^^ Hallucinations of sight and hearing ,
CmwIlntT irti.,

i..1ij7r~il
^ .fiiii.rir^retrg finirnmCg^

toMevour him, whon'^ertiff-^°°"^i.°i a tiger comms

^SSSIUlLhlilopm. When .hire
''“"‘"-S

They IMokleatlons. as well as In Insanity,

suffering from unpleasant nnri unpleasant. A* person
as a dangerous lunatic and hallucinations, should be classed

tic. and should be^kept under proper restralnf for. owing
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to the delusions arising from these hallucinations, he may be incited to

commit suicide or homicide.
3.

Illusion.—An illusion is a false interpretation by the senses of an
external object or stimulus, which has a real existence. For existence, a

man may imagine a siring hanging in hfs room to be a snake, or may, in the

dark, mistake the stem of a tree on the roadside for a ghost. A sane jman
may experience illusions, but, bv cinspr invpstigatipp and his «judginE power.

he is capa5ie~Qr~correcang me laisc impression/ An_ insane person carmot
"
Ho soy He believes tpe i llusion to be a reality and bases hUr^cSliagct on that

assumption. An illusion by Itself is not a sign of madness, but owing to

madness, the patient lacks the power or resolution to examine his illusion.

Illusions of sight, hearing and other senses may occur In cases of mental
disea^gj

'
———

—

4.

Impulse.— This is "a sudden and Irresistible force compelling a
persori 'to th^ conscious performance of some action without motive or

forethought”.* Normally, when a man Intends to do any act, he tries to

realize Its consequence and then decides whether he should accomplish it

or not. If he finds that the consequences are unfavourable, he can restrain

himself and will not undertake that act. An insane man has no balance of
mind to use the reasoning faculty, and commits the act as soon as the idea

occurs to him. He has no power to control it, however bad the conse-
quences may be. It is possible that he may repent of his action afterwards.

The clinical types of Irresistible Impulses which are generally noted are
kleptomania -{au irresistible desire to steal articles of little value), pvto-
mania (an irresistible impulse to set fire to things), mutilomanla (an
irresistible impulse to main animals), dipsomania (an irresistible desire for

drink at periodical intervals), sexual impulses^which Include all acts of
sexual perversions and suicidal and homicidal impulses, juch impulses are
cpmmonly ^et with in cases of imbecility, dementia, ^ute mania and
epileptic Insanity.

‘

5.

Obsession..—Bv obsession is meant “an imperative Idea constantly
obtruding itself upon the consciousness in spite of all efforts of the sufferer

to drive it from his mlnd”.2 An obsessive Idea arises from the emotional
state, and the intellect protests against it. In it nffnrds n n eyngllpn i-

illustration of a border line between sanit.v nnri ini;.antt:v. A man goes to
bed at night after securely bolting the door of his room, but he immediately
gets up to see if he has done so. If he repeats the process once or twice and
then, being fully convinced of the security of his room, goes off to sleep, he
is considered a sane person. On the contrary, if he does not sleep, and
spends the whole night in frequently inspecting the security of the bolt, he
is certainly to be considered insane, and requires to be placed under proper
care and control.

jDtasesslve Ideas generally occur among persons suffering fmm hmin
or nervous~exha~ustIcui;rVery often they ^ unpleasant and annoying to the
patients, who may wish to drive them from their minds, but cannot do so.
These Ideas are not infrequently accompanied by some sort of dread or fear.

Overbeck-Wright mentions the case of a woman who had been well-to-do, -Aut came
down In Ule atter husband’s death. Ehe had a daughter. Both of them were hving
with some distant relatives. At night the mother and child occupied one room. She was
very much worried about the future of her daughter as she had no money and gradually
leh the desire come upon her to kHJ the diild. Several times she asked her relatives to
keep ilicm separate, informing them of the reasons why she wished so. But they simply
scoffed, and to emphasize'thelr incredulity locked the mother and child at night with the

^^result that she murdered the child. She was tried and soit to the Agra Asylum under
section 471 of the Criminal Procedure.3

1 . Over^efc-Wright. Lutiacy ia India, p. 12.
2. /bid., p. 13. 3. Lunacp in India, p. 13.
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G. Lucid Interval.—^Thls is a period occurring In the course of mental

disease, during whlch'~ttrorc—lS'~CDinplete cessation of the symptolns of

InsalifEj^o-that-ttnr individual can Judge his acts soundly, and becomes
~ lcgaig~IluUle lur nts deeds. J In criminal cases it is. however, 'safer not to

"fcgarcT such an Individual responsible for any offence, for it is sometimes

very difficult to judge whether he .was suffering from some mental aberration

at the time of* committing the offence. Lucid Intervals arc commonly met

with In melancholia and manta.| ^

CAUSES OF INSANITY

Heredity.—Our knowledge regarding the role that heredity plays in

the causation of mental disease Is Incomplete. Apart from Huntington's

chorea, amaurotic family idiocy and a tew other fare forms of diseases. n5

oUrcr-ioiuual-dIseases_are_dir_ec^y transmitted from parents to the ofTspfingr

Hereditary and envlronmentaf facTtors like social factors, econoinlc~cdn31tlonr
family relationships., etc., are InseparableT inter-related arid intefaependeht!
The consensus of opinion to-day is that both hereditary and environmental play

an equal part In the causation of mental disease.

Environmental Factors.—The first six years of life are the formative

period of life. The foundations of healthy personality or otherwise arc laid

during this period when the child's world is his parents and his home. Given
a plastic mind, and being In closest association with the parents during this

period, the personality development, will be Influenced by the attitude of

parents. If the parental attitudes ’arc faulty, c.g., overprotection, rejection,

ovcrstrlctness. unnecessary and unfavourable comparisons with other
brothers and sisters, an unhealthy personality is developed which Is vul-

nerable to stress and strain of life. Early detection and treatment of emo-
tional maladjustment In children Is Important. Good education Includes
healthy enlightenment on sox problems. Child’s inquiries and questions
should not cause embarrassment to the parents and should be answered in

an honest, .simple and straightforward manner. The great problem ot

adol‘'scenco is to avoid undue emotional fixation of love upon the parents.
Setting up of false standards of ambition and achievement, of religion, of

morality and behaviour must be avoided. The tendency to follow the path
of least resistance, to avoid responsibility, to overdepcndence, etc., must be
set right early. Briefly, the principles ot mental hygiene must be applied
from a very early age.

Psychogenic Causes.—Unsuccessfully repressed mental conflicts are
considered a very Important causative factor. Generally speaking the con-
met is b'^lween the individual’s instinctual desires, motives or wishes, on
the one hand, and his ideals, cultural and ethical codes, and his conditioned
disposition to adhere to customs and conventions as laid down by the social
wt)up to which he belongs, on the other. When his efforts to reconcile these

anxiety re.ssult. The personality. In order
painful situation, may resort to various mental mechanisms to

then produce various types of mental

fH 1

Causcs.—Domcstlc dlfficulUcs. financial and business
di.sappoJmmcnts in sexual sphere, unsuitable Job,

lacS
^ relatives, etc., are other exciting or precipitating

oii-viatrd with
diseases which may cause, or which may be

cc-rL-al h'emoJrhTrr^V
arc any chronic debilitating sickness,

al^h^l on'-irr
due to various causes, addictions like

• renal d.sease myxerdema. pernicious anaemia, etc.
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INDICATIONS OF INSANITY

The onset of insanity is usually gradual, but it may be sudden In some

cases. When the onset Is gradual, the early physical symptoms of Insanity

are loss of appetite, constipation, dyspepsia and other digestive disturbances.

Insomnia is almost a common symptom and in some cases there is a rise of

temperature; these are then- followed by mental disturbances. The rela-

tives and friends of the patient notice a change in his conduct and behaviour.

He Is not the same man as he used to be. He Is quite eccentric in his dress,

manners, habits and in his dealings with other people. Speech becomes in-

volved and the face bears a blank or vacant expression. He is gloomy,

morose, listle^. apathetic and does not care for the social conventionalities.

At times he is very excitable and irritable even by trifling worries, which he
will not otherwise. These are followed by an alteration in his emo-
tions. His affections for his wife and near relatives are changed into

dislike and haired. So far the Intellect may not be impaired, and the patient

may be quite capable of looking after himself and managing his business

affairs. Later, his memory, however, falls him and the power of self-control Is

lost. The power of reasoning is Interfered with, and the judgment becomes
weak and faulty. At this stage the errors of perception of the special senses

are evident In the form of hallucinations and delusions, which may lead the

patient to perpetrate some crime or outrage.

In addition to these persona! changes, the surroundings of the patient

are often very characteristic. The house or room, in which he lives, is

untidy and filthy, and the furniture is not unoften arranged In some fantastic

fashion.

CLASSIFICATION OF INSANITY

The various forms of insanity may. for medico-legal purposes, be classified

1. Amentia or Mental Defect^i

2. Dementia.

3. Functional psychosis or insanities.

4. Insanity or psychosis associated with organic diseases.

I. AMENTIA
Amentia or mental defect is called “dementia naturalis” by lawyers, and

is defined as follows:—"Mental defectiveness is legally defined in England as
a condition of arrested or incomplete development of mind existing before the
age of 18 years whether arising from inherent causes or Induced by a disease

or Injury".-* It includes chiefly three grades, known as idiocj’, imbecility, and
feeble-mindedness.

Idiocy.—This is a congenital condition due to the defective development
of the mental faculties. All grades of this condition exist from the helpless
life of a mere vegetable organism to one which can be compared with the
life of young children, as far as mental development is concerned. An Idiot

is wanting In memory and will-power. Is devoid of emotions, has no initia-

tive of any kind, is unable to fix attention on any subject and “is unable to
guard himself against common physical dangers,” He Is usually quiet, gentle
and timid, though he can be easily irritated. He caimot express himself
by articulate language, but he may be able to make himself understood by
certain signs, cries or sounds. In some cases he is able to recognize his rela-
tives. and learn with great difficulty. He Is usually filthy in his habits, and
has no concern as to what he eats or drinks. He is very often depraved In
morals, and is sometimes cruel to weaker children as well as animals.

D- Henderson and R. D. Gillespie, A Text-hook of Psychiatry. Oxford Univer-
sity Press. 1956, p. 569.
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There Is always some

bodily delormlty or peculiarity,

such as a small (mlcroccphallc),

large (macrocephallc. hydroce-

phalic) or misshapen head, cleft

or highly arched palate. Irre-

gularly set teeth, enlarged

tonsils, adenoids, curved bones,

etc.

Imbecility.—This Is a minor

form of Idiocy, and may or

may not be congenital. Imbe-

ciles are "Incapable of manag-

ing themselves or their affairs

or In the case of children, of

being taught ^to do so." They

are able to speak, though their

command of language Is very

poor. Their memory Is very

feeble. In some cases it Is high-

ly developed, though not the in-

tellect. They can mechanically

^cat without any mistake.

iat Is taught to tnem.^ut

cannot uncierstana ns meahlUg*

Tney arc easitv roused P^S'
168.—Case of Idiocv; Is listless and energetic sion. and may consequently be-

Mth ,n hi, , The, may
commit theft or even murder.

Owing to their repulsive manners and habits It Is not possible to associate
with them, but with a little patience and perseverance they can be taught to
dross decently, to eat properly and to control their animal Instincts.

Fiff. Note the characteristic facial expression

fDi, permi«to7i o/ Dr N j siodt “fte S' Pediatrics J
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A peculiar type of microcephalic Imbeciles, commonly known as “Shah
Daula’s chuha (mice)” Is prevalent In the Punjab. They are so named from

their fanciful resemblance to mice owing to their flattened skull, and promi-

nent ears. They are dedicated to the shrine of Shah Daula, whose tomb Is in

Gujarat (Punjab).? They have no other deformity except the peculiar shape

of the head, though most of them are deaf-mute, and have a squint In the eye.

They are capable oi learning simple employments, and are usually modest and.

decent.

Feeble-mindedness.—^Under the Mental Deficiency (England) Act, 1913,

feeble-minded persons or morons are detined as persons In whose case there

exists from birth or from an early age mental deiectlveness not amounting to

imbecility, yet so pronounced that they require care, supervision and control

for their own protection, or for the protection of others, or, in the case of

children, that they by reason of such deiectlveness appear to be permanently
incapable of receiving proper benefit from Instruction in ordinary schools.

Feeble-minded individuals do not, as a rule, present bodily deformities and
stigmata of degeneration, and are often capable of making their own living al-

though they lack in inlllative and ability for any work of responsibility. Such
persons, however, develop vicious or criminal propensities, especially of a
sexual nature, and are apt to commit assaults or even murders, as they are in-

capable of restraining their impulses.

Under the Mental Deficiency Act of 1927 moral defectives are defined as

persons in whose case there exists mental defectiveness coupled with strongly

vicious or criminal propensities and who re-

quite care, supervision and control for the pro-
tection of others Mental defectiveness is a
condition of arrested or incomplete deve-
jopment of rhfnB" existing before the age of

eighteen years, whether arising from inherent
causes or induced by disease or Injury. Moral
defectives are usually endowed with an ave-
rage degree of Intellect, but cannot control

their immoral conduct, instincts and emotions
and cannot be made to understand that they
are doing a wrong act. They are dangerous
lo the community. Inasmuch as they are lack-

ing in moral sense and have no regard for the
rights or feelings of others. Punishment has
little or no deterrent effect on them.

» Cretinism.—This is endemic, and is pre-
valent in the hilly districts. It is usually asso-
ciated with goitre and other affections of the
thyroid gland. Development of the body is

generally arrested. The figure is squat and

m,. KO.-A cretin-aEe 13 years
’"Lth alrort tWak limbs and blun^y

(Bykmdcoiirtcsvo/Dr.N.J.Modi.) movements. The complexion is sallow, the
eyelids are swollen, and the lips and tongue

are thickened. The skin Is rough and pigmented. Such children learn to .

speak very late and that too, imperfectly. Some of them are deaf, and others
blind.

Mentally, cretins may look dull and stupid, or may be perfect idiots.

Ordinarily, they are slow in thought, and Incapable of acquiring knowledge,
but with some patience and petseveiance they may be able to learn.

5. Overbeck-Wnght, Lunacy in India, p. 322.
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2. DEMENJJA^
This is a form of insanity, which Is produced by the degeneration of

mental faculties, after they have been fully developed. Hence It Is not con-
genital but may occur at any period of life. It may be caused by organic
diseases of the brain, or, It may be the final result of acute Insanities which
do not tend to recovery.

The symptoms appear all of a sudden In a previously sane Individual, or
they may appear gradually. When the attack Is sudden, the patient passes
Into a condition of stupor without any emotional feeling or without any de-
pression or delusion and becomes an Imbecile or Idiot. In a slow attack there
Is a gradual degeneration of the mental faculties. He becomes listless and
apathetic, does not take any Interest In his dress, food, family or business. He
cannot fix his attention on any subject. Memory becomes feeble or Is lost.

Judgment is impaired, and his control over the emotional feelings is very much
weakened. As the disease progresses from bad to worse, the common Instincts
of volition are abolished. The patient becomes irritable, Incoherent, and be-
gins to laugh or cry without rhyme or reason. He is mentally and morally
depraved, and Is unmindful of ordinary decencies of life. He sometimes re-
sorts to masturbation In public.

Very often the appetite Is voracious, but owing to Impaired nutrition the
patient becomes lean and thin.

Types of Dementia.—Presenlle Dementia (Alzheimer’s disease and
Pick’s disease), senile dementia, arteriosclerotic dementia, epileptic dementia’,
dementia following head Injury, and other organic diseases of the brain lead-
ing to dementia.

,

'

.Uslncne.

5
Senile Dementia.—This

|conaiiion results from the

gradual decay of the body

as well as the brain during

•old age, and depends upon

the degenerative changes of

the arteries. It affects those

people, who have a heredi-

tary taint of mental aberra-

tion, and who have led a

strenuous life.

In this form the patient

Is forgetful, unable to fix at-

tention on any subject, Is

dirty in his habits, and erotic

In his tendencies. He be-

gins to suspect his own near

and dear relatives, and is

often affected by hallucina-

tions of sight and hearing

and delusions of persecution-

He Imagines that he has be-

come poor and destitute. He
becomes melancholic and
lastly becomes a perfect de-

ment. Suicide is also com-
mon in such a condition

Maniacal excitement is very

rare, though garrulity and
continuous and aimless

movements are sometimes
seen.
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Organic Dementia.—This condition Is a result of some organic lesion of

the brain. The lesion may be a localized one as a new growth, embolism,

cerebral abscess or hzemorrhage, or it may be diffused as chronic meningo-

encephalitis.

The symptoms vary according to the site and extent of the lesion. In a

localized lesion the patient slowly becomes lethargic and somnolent. He
speaks and thinks slowly and with great difficulty. His movements are slow

and awkward. He does not seem to take Interest in life, and has very few

wants and desires. In acute cases the patient suddenly becomes restless and
delirious, and suffers from visual and auditory hallucinations.

In the case of a diffuse lesion of the brain, the mental faculty is gradually

diminished or abolished, accompanied by loss of memory and difBcult speech.

The patient is Irritable, and is apt to get violent attacks of mania. Sometimes,
convulsions occur, and exhaustion or syncope ends the scene.

In all cases of organic lesions of the brain If death does not occur soon,

tnc patient becomes forgetful, loses perceptive faculties, and is incapable of

fixing attention on present impressions. He Is hopelessly Indecent in his

behaviour. He Is unable to look after himself or manage his own business.

Finally the patient becomes bed-ridden and passes into a state of complete
dementia.

3. FUNCTIONAL INSANITIES OR PSYCHOSES.

Mania, melancholia, delusional insanity, paranoia, exhaustion, psychoses,

katatonla and hebephrenia may be described under this heading. The first

two disorders have been grouped together by Kriepelin under the term,
manic-deprepive insanity, but it is more convenient to describe them sepa-
rately.

Mania.—This is a condition of exaltation affecting the emotions and the
Intellect and maniiestmg itself m Increased mental and physical activity.

For the convenience of description mania is sub-divided into three forms,
viz., hypomania, acute mania and chronic mania, although these forms merely
represent the different stages of the same disease, varying in degrees of
intensity and duration.

Hypomania.—.This is the mildest form of mania, in which there is an ex-
aggerated sense of self-importance. The symptoms manifested in this form
result from the decreased inhibitions to the motor impulses. The general
demeanour and conduct of the patient arc greatly altered, although there is

no real change In personality. He is quick-witted and entertaining In con-
versation, but owing to lack of unity in the course of ideas he rapidly wanders
from one subject to another. He Is full of schemes and Ideas which are never
thoroughly worked out. Later, the patient becomes restless, irritable and in-
terfering. He is always busy doing one thing or another, but does not feel

tired. He retains his memory and power of orientation, but lacks in moral
control, as evidenced by his excessive indulgence in alcohol and sexual passions.
There Is no evidence of hallucinations or delusions. The patient often recovers
from this form of the disease.

Acute Mania.—^The attack of acute mania Is usually gradual, preceded by
a prodromal stage lasting two or three weeks. During this period there may
be constant headache, general malaise, restlessless, insomnia, inability to con-
centrate and loss of weight. The patient Is Irritable and begins to dislike his

friends and relatives. Sometimes, the attack commences suddenly without
any prodromal symptoms.

The physical symptoms of acute mania are Impaired general health, pale

face, and bright and staring eyes with dilated pupils which react to light

and accommodation. Gastric derangements are common. The breath Is foul, the
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tongue Is usually furred and

the bowels are constipated.

In the beginning appetite Is

Impaired, but during the at-

tack It becomes voracious.

Anything that Is eaten is-

dlgested. However, the patient

sometimes refuses to take

his food, and it becomes

necessary to feed him with

the nasal or ccsophageal tube.

The pulse Is slightly ’irregu-

lar and frequent, varying

from 90 to 120 per minute.

Almost all the secretions are

increased. The amount and

Uie amyolltic power of the

saliva are Increased, and the

hydrochloric acid of the

gastric Juice Is also Increased.

The • perspiration Is profuse

and has a mousy odour. Dur-

ing the period of lactation the

mammary secretion Is Ih'

creased, and may sometimes

lead to the formation of

TSa. 172—Case of Mama; Is excitable, violent. mammary abscesses,
abusive and destructive, talking Incoherently tvie

and thinking hlmsoU a great man. At the commencement in

(Dr. DenuTii Das's case.) urine is diminished In quan-

tity. but further in the course
of the disease the quantity and the total solids of the urine ate Increased, in
women menstruation Is Irregular, and the discharge Is generally profuse.

Sensibility to heat and pain Is diminished, but the sensations of touch,

hearing and smell are, as a rule, very acute. The superficial reflexes arc

slightly exaggerated, but the deep reflexes arc usually diminished at first,

and may be Increased later vjhen the patient is at rest. Muscular move-
ments are very peculiar, as they take place In the large proximal Joints.

Thus, while walking or running, the maniacal patient moves the trunk freely

from the lips, and keeping the arms abducted waives them freely from the
shoulders.

The temperature Is generally nonnal or subnormal but sometimes It is

raised to 100*F, or lOl'F., when other febrile symptoms develop. The tongue
Is brown and furred, and the teeth and lips are covered with sordes. Consti-
pation is very severe and complete Insomnia is a marked symptom. The
patient Is unable to retain food even when given by the tube, and rapidly
OSes flesh and weight. The pulse Is frequent, varying from 130 to 160 per
minute, and the respirations are 30 to 40 per minute. Such a condition has
been spoken of as acute delirious manta.

<i> K. %
pjorulnent mental symptoms are excitement, loss of self-control.

muscular activity. The patient is unable to fix his

*>nnnv i”
subject, and develops Incoherent speech. He is

iin fJJ
mood, and has an exaggerated sense of well-being and power.

SfrtrtL
emotional. He begins to laugh, sing or shout, and then all of a

r.nnH
Of cry or gets angry He gets violently excited, and^

>,? f clothes, bedding or furniture. He is

mic in hU dress, and indecent in manners and talk, using obscene and
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profane language. He is dirty In his habits, and may defile his body and

j-onm with urine and fa?ces.

Owing to the flight of ideas the patient drops letters, omits words.

.

phrases or even sentences, and Is unable to keep up the chain of ordered

reason, when he is writing a letter or is engaged in conversation.

The memory is, as a rule, good, but in severe forms of mental excite-

ment there may be a certain clouding of consciousness with disorientation

and great impulsiveness. At these times 'hallucinations of a visual and
auditory nature are usually present, and are often associated with delusions.

•The delusions are usually of a grandiose type, in which the patient imagines

that he possesses great wealth and power, or that he Is the ruler of an
extensive empire. These may be followed by delusions of persecution,

when he may commit suicide or murder under the false belief of being

persecuted or poisoned by others. It Is. therefore, necessary that such a
patient should be kept in restraint, so that he may not hurt himself or others.

Not infrequently he becomes much more violent, if any attempt is made to

keep him under restraint. ^
The chief peculiarity of this disease is that the patient can continue to j

be boisterous and violent for days and nights without experiencing any sens^
of fatigue.

The acute form of mania may last for days, weeks and months. It may,
rarely last for years. Sometimes, the symptoms may subside, followed by a
period ot quiescence, caned a tUCitT lllUi-uat. Tfie symptoms may again
recur at a laier peiioa wiuiout any warnuig.

Fig. Ca-se of Melancholia: Has a sad facial
expression, is depressed and occasionally weeps
without reason, has Irregular slceo. does not re-
ply to questions properly, and sometimes does
not take food for a weelc. (Dr, Denarsl Das's case)

The acute symptoms of

excitement often subside, and
are followed by a stage of

exhaustion, when the limbs
are still and flaccid, and the
patient sinks into a state of

stupor. This stage lasts one
to three weeks, after which
recovery occurs. A few cases

may pass into a state of
chronic mania.

Chronic Mania.— This re-

sembles acute mania, but the
symptoms are less marked.
It is characterized by incoher-
ence. hallucinations and delu-
sions, with occasional attacks
of acute excitement. Each of
these attacks leaves the
patient weak-minded. The
memory Is slowly affected,

and the patient passes into a
state of dementia, from which
recovery never occurs.

jVjelancholia.—This form of

insanity' is characterized by
difficulty of thinking, mental
depression and Inhibition of
motor impulses. It affects

women more than men. espe-
cially in early and ad-
vanced life. It may be
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described under three headings: simple melancholia, acute melancholia and
chronic melancholia.

Simple Melancholia.—This Is the mildest of the three forms of the
disease, and Is spoken of as simple retardation. It is characterized by mental
depression without hallucination or delusions. It Is associated with appre-
hension of evil, loss of appetite, constipation, and sleeplessness, especially
towards early morning. The face has an anxious expression, the forehead
Is wrinkled and the eyes are dull. There is lack of Interest In the surround-
ings with Inability to attend to dally pursuit of life. Speech is slow and In
whispers, and answers are given In monosyllables with great difficulty.
There is fear that the natural affection of relatives Is lost. There Is also a
tendency to commit suicide. The thought processes are retarded, but there
is no disorientation or clouding of consciousness, and memory and Intellect
are good.

Melancholia.—In this form the three chief symptoms of melan-

nrnH?n«,^r
tnatkcd. The onset is usually gradual, preceded by a
lasting one to three weeks. During this stage there are

complaints of persistent headache, insomnia, gastric disturbances and irrl-

which are likely to be confused with neurasthenia or
nypochondriasls. According to Overbeck-Wright the chances of recovery

^ avoidance of the acute attack of the disease are very great indeed,

nJrJlt
stage be recognised, and the patient be promptly put under

.
proper treatment «

t > i

"’"'iltlon of acuto melancholia Is manifested by marked
^°®'«sslve loss of weight. The tongue is dry and coated with

hppeuie Id lost owing to the marked

bowel,
Of the gastric juices, especially pepsin. Tbe

SSnul ori r.
^ “ deficiency of the Intestinal Juices. TheS 1. h™ 'PPW' ''ddf Pna irregular. The

Wuc 'Ld OOW 1 of perspiration. The hands and feet arc

normarfn til,
ol«nlatlon. The respirations are shallow, but

sltehtw rlid I .'S''

" '"PPPfPture Is usually sub-normal, but is often

DaSei^o. lol 1,'’"' dhPlnlshed In rpiantlty. and Is

hours In
PPdsed only once In twenty-four

Is ccncrallv
usually observed. In females menstruation

dlseSe Smfihronlc

r““ p'ZLMofntfale
normal, though se„s,t,liel“'tr.ire'Ts a''miS'lltum'"““°''

symwols.'"pemi„tiT'5'.‘’"" oPPear along with the physical

th'j memory and tho
Is usually quite correct, and

attention Is
' gencrahy noor

Psoserved, but volitional

reaction. Good or bad npwe
defective. There Is paralysis of emotional

feels gloomy and miserable ^ patient, who
socLal instinct. Hc^lts anart

Psychic pain. He has lost the

part ,n outdoor games^rso'c^arStt^^^ “ ““

olten o"“an'’au™tory“”roc‘‘'','“l^m./f^ ““"l' Present. Hallucinations are

accusing him of var^iis
Patient imagines that he hears voices

Delusions are cenerallv ct «
or threatening him of punishment.

.
that he suiters trom somi— disease, e.g. closure of the oesophagus.

Lunan in India. o 218
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gangrene of the intestines or wasting of the brain, and that he will die a

miserable death. Delusions may also be of the religious or persecuting

character. The patient believes that he has committed the unpardonable sin

against God, or that his food Is being poisoned by some persons conspiring

to kill him.

Suicidal tendencies are common, though the patient may develop

homicidal tendency, and may kill his wife and children to save them from

the supposed, utter ruin, or may kill some person, whom he believes to be

giving him and his family all the Imaginable trouble of the world.

Sometimes, the patient is afraid of some impending disaster, and he is

so much agitated or excited In his anxiety, that he keeps on moving inces-

santly, wringing his hands, rocking to and fro and bemoaning his piteous

plight. Such a patient often resists being fed, dressed or washed. He
Is unmindful of personal cleanliness, and passes urine and freces in his

garments.

On other occasions the patient passes, as it were, Into a stuporous

condition. He is pathetic, and sits silent and motionless In the same fixed

attitude for a long time. He has to be spoon or tube fed, and his bladder

and bowels have to be attended to.

Acute melancholia may alternate with an attack of mania with a lucid

interval intervening between the two. This alternating form of the disease

is known as circular insanity or faUe clrculaiTe.

An attack of acute melancholia, on an average, lasts from six to eight

months and ends in recovery. If the attack Is not followed by recovery

within a year, it usually passes into a chronic condition. Death may occur

in the acute stage, when the patient passes into a typhoid state.

Chronic Melancholia.—This form results from the acute form, and Is

characterized by some improvement In the physical signs but not in the
mental symptoms. The patient becomes fat and increases In weight. His
digestive powers also improve, and the bowels open regularly. The patient,

however, remains persistently depressed, and suffers from hallucinations

and delusions.

Ordinarily, there is no recovery from the chronic form, but Stoddart has
seen cases of recovery. One of his female patients recovered after eighteen

years’ duration, a male patient of his recovered from a previous attack of
thirty-five years, and another male patient recovered from a previous attack
of seven years.?

Delusional Insanity (Paranoia).—This, is a form of insanity. ^^whjch_^ Is

characterizedj3y«.£xed--and-.systemati2ed,_delusions. as *also "Tay hllucinations

pi
^

.various^chaiacters. .It is called partial insa^ty by ra^ersT"’and appVals
to their legal mind. Inasmuch as they believe that a delusion must be present
to constitute insanity. The medical man, however, thinks that a delusion is

merely a symptom, but not an essential clement, of insanity.

Delusional insanity is r^jstJx^a.disease^of, adults, affecting both the sexes
equally. It exists in two stages: acute and chronic.

Acute Stage.—In the acute stage the disease commences with digestive
disturbances and a rise of temperature, accompanied by melancholic depres-
sion and confusion of ideas. These are followed by hallucinations of hearing
and delusions of persecution. The patient imagines voices dinning Into his
ears through the walls of a room. He becomes forgetful, loses the power of
self-control and Is apt to commit some crime under a sudden uncontrollable
Impulse. Insomina Is a constant symptom throughout the disease. The

7. .’find end its Disorder, Ed. V, p. 276.
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patient may appear to have recovered, when a relapse may occur, or the
acute condition may pass Into the chronic stage.

Chronic Sfcpe.—Suspiciousness Is the characteristic symptom of this

‘

stage, in which the physical symptoms are also more prominent. The chief
physical symptoms are a furred tongue, foul breath, Irregular temperature,
disordered nutrition and ansemla. Sleeplessness Is a general complaint,
which results from sensory dlsturbancess produclnng impressions of electric
shocks.

Auditory hallucinations, which occur very early In this condition, are
first supposed to be sounds or noises In the ears, but are afterwards changed
Into abuses and Insults. At first the patient Is able to dismiss them by
reasoning faculty. When the judging power falls, these hallucinations give
rise to systematized delusions, which he Is at times able to defend with
logical arguments: These delusions are at first Indefinite, but gradually
they become fixed and definite so as to lead the patient to believe that he is

persecuted by some unknown person or some superhuman agency. The
patient then develops hallucinations of taste and smell, so that he believes
^at his food Is poisoned, or that some noxious gases are blown Into hIs room.
Disturbances of general sensation give rise to hallucinations, which are at-
tributed to the eects of hypnotism, magnetism, electricity, wireless tele-
graphy, etc. The patient gets very Irritated and excited owing to these pain-
ful and disagreeable hallucinations and delusions.

In almost all cases the delusions of an exalted type referring to gran-
deur, power and wealth are seen, and the patient generally conducts him-
self in a haughty and overbearlg manner. With the lapse of time the hallu-
cinations of a grandiose character become less marked, and the patient be-

A* *vf®’
and passes Into a condition of melancholic depres-

rmf’siiiHrt
patient requires to be carefully watched, lest he com-

Stage the patient usually retains his memory and

ffin ful ;
sensibly, and does not show any sign ol Insanity,

Wh'li-h*h^
eonvcrsatlon Is directed to the particular type ot delusion from

und^ ''“"'"''at’ safe to keep such a patient

others The, *;
“ sources of danger to himself as well as to

times
forethought for criminal oSences, but some-

premedltatlon and elaborate arrangement precede a criminal assault.

haus^ta„“'iV‘r
„'’»>"''“es.-These disorders result from fatigue and es-

but at an' ei-nr. ™ s^hlle period of life in men.
^ women owing to prolonged lactation, especially In

somnfa"'l‘’s‘°the'';S”sl“'T'''*''
''' 'I'”' “nd Insidious, In-

exhaustlon or ''ne.m
eenerally a disturbing factor In nerve

turbed and accommnM" h
°r Is unrefreshing, dls-

the slightest noL<;p in
nightmare. Hearing becomes so acute that

hctn'l? eLTh ^ P=»P“htlon of the

ancc. The other svmntnmo^^^
Patient from sleep and to cause much annoy-

constlpatlon Physical activity and vigour, dyspepsia,

anremia. The^opiu ai IrritabUity. nervousness and

and there Is no^ abS^rrSfitl^
dUated. but the visual field Is not diminished

the extremities are. therXre coM
Circulation Is feeble:

' symptom The skin
^ oedematous. Palpitation Is a common

. ?^al Th? supcSlclal aM temperature Is generally suU-

'.ire In an Irritable condhfon eon
"'''-forked, and the muscles

^stimulus. The urine Is nS^l. external
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l^lental.—Irritability and loss of self-control are prominent mental symp-
toms. The power of attention is weakened, and memory either wanders or

is incoherent in its associations. The power of thinking is lost. Any attempt

of thought fags the brain. However, if persevered in it leads to mental con-

fusion and depression. The speech is hesitating but not incoherent. Some-
times, the patient passes into a semi-stuporous condition, when he has a
sad vacant look and sits listlessly in one position for a long time. He cannot

be roused to answer questions.

Visual hallucinations very often occur, and the patient is at times

troubled by painful obsessions of fear. For instance, the patient Is afraid of

an empty space (agoTaphobia) and cannot cross a street, especially if it is

open and unoccupied. Similarly, some patients have a dread of being shut

up in a closed space or apartment (claustrophobia). Some of these obsessions

are apt to be associated with visceral sensation of a more or less oppressive

nature. Thus the patient may complain of an oppression at the chest,

constriction of the heart, or may have a disposition to pass water or motion.®

These obsessions may also lead to impulsive actions, which the patient is

unable to control, though he is conscious of their evil effects. He may later

on develop delusions of persecution or poisoning and consequently may
develop suicidal tendencies.

Scbizoplirenia.—^Krsepelin, In 1896, named this disease dementia proccox.

In 1911 Eugen Bleuler introduced the term “Schizophrenia” which literally

means “splitting of the personality”. The term dementia prcecox was chang-
ed because it implied that the disease always ended in dementia, which It

did not. The term proecox meant that the disease developed at the time of
puberty or adolescence, but many cases developed outside that period. Since
it was thought that the disease always ended in dementia, it meant a hopeless
prognosis which created a spirit of defeatism in the minds of people.

The cause of this illness is still not known but there is a general agree-
ment about the multiplicity of factors In Its causation. Heredity plays a part
as shown by Kallmann’s work. He found the expected Incidence of schizo-

phrenia in the relatives of schizophrenic patients to be as follows: Monozy-
gotic twins, 86 ^/0 ; Dizygotic twins. 15%; children, 16%; full sibs, 14%;
parents. 9%; half sibs, 7%; grand-children, 4%; nephews and nieces, 4%;
marriage partners, 2%*, general population. 0.85%.

Many theories about its causation have been put forward from time to

time but they have not stood the test of time. Auto-intoxication produced
by a disordered secretion of the sex-glands, atrophy of the sex glands and
aplasia of the circulatory system, focal sepsis, endocrinal disturbances,
disturbances of protein and carbohydrate metabolism of the brain cells, have
all been held responsible for the causation of this mental disorder. Adolf
Meyer’s psycho-biological concept of schizophrenia is that schizophrenia is

the result of progressive maiadaptalion of the individual to his environment.
The most modem concepts of the etiology of schizophrenia are: Inborn defect
in the metabolism of adrenalin or related compounds and deficiency of
General Adaptation Syndrome of Sclye; biochemical ‘lesion’ in schizophrenia
and search for an endotoxin or lor multiple endotoxins produced through
metabolic error; production of schlzophrenla-like symptoms by the adminis-
tration of certain drugs like mescaline, d-lysergic acid diethylamide, etc.,

and finding antidotes for the disappearance of these symptoms; It is thought
that serotinln (5-hydroxytriptamine) In our brains plays an essential part
in keeplnng us sane and that the effect of LSD is due to its inhibitory action
on the serotinln In the brain.

8. Albutt, System of Med., VoL Vin, p. 749.
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Symptomatology.—Four varieties of schizophrenia have been described,
(1)

Simple, (2) Hebephrenia, (3) Katatonla, and (4) Paranoid type of schizo-

phrenia.

(1) Simple Schizophrenia.—The illness begins In early adolescence.

There Is a gradual loss of Interest in the outside world from which he with-

draws. He loses Interest in his best friends who are few In number and
gives up his hobbles. He has conflicts about sex, particularly masturbation.
He loses all ambition and drifts along In life swelling the ranks of the chroni-

cally unemployed. Complete disintegration of the personality generally

does not occur, but when It does. It occurs after a number of years.

(2) Hebephrenia .—Hebephrenia occurs at an earlier age than either the

Katatonic or the paranoid variety. Disordered thinking Is the outstanding
characteristic of this type of schizophrenia. There Is great Incoherence of

thought, periods of wild excitement occur and there arc Illusions and hallu-

cinations, Delusions which are bizarre In nature are frequently present.

Often there Is Impulsive and senseless conduct as though In response to their

hallucinations or delusions. Ultimately the whole personality may complete-
ly disintegrate.

(3)

Katatonla.—^Thls Is a condition In which periods of excitement
alternate with states of Katatonic stupor. The patient is in a state of wild

excitement, Is destructive, violent and abusive. He may Impulsively assault

anyone without the slightest provocation. Homicidal or suicidal attempts
may be made. Auditory hallucinations frequently occur which may be res-

ponsible for their violent behaviour. Sometimes they destroy themselves
because they hear God's voice commanding them to destroy themselves.

This phase may last from a fev/ hours to a few days or weeks, followed
by a stage of stupor. The Katatonic stupor begins with a falling oil In Inte-
re^, lack of concentration and general apathy. He Is negative, refuses to

take food or medicines, and to carry out his dally routine activities like
brushing his teeth, taking his bath or change his clothes. There is retention
of urine or fmces. Incontinence of urine or faces may also occur. The acti-
vities are so very limited that he may confine himself in one place and
assume one posture, however uncomfortable, for hours together without
getting fatigued. His face is expressionless and his gaze vacant. Mannerisms
and getures are common. They will aUow their limbs to be placed
in any awtord positions which will be maintained Indefinitely (flexl-
btlltas cereal, Sterotype, echolalla, echopraxia and perseveration also occur
frequently. They are very Insensitive to painful stimuli. They understand
clearly everything that Is going on around them, and sometimes without

without any apparent cause, they suddenly attack any person
near-by. Suddenly the whole picture may change and a state of

extreme excitement, as described above, may set in.

refereL/°JrT°J^
ScWsophrcnfa^ln this form of schizophrenia Ideas of

varletv
»' Persecution are characteristic of this

peKonali?v of thl „ "«“res of schizophrenia tut the

deterloratfon
'»oll-preservcd for along time- Progressive

not o”ur T„ tL verfetr

4. INSANITY OR PSYCHOSIS ASSOCIATED WITH
ORGANIC DISEASES

dlseSe"^ ^e chief
insanity, which are associated with nervous

insanity, tchlch will be desertbe'a
Paralysis of the Insane and epileptic

chronte'OTogreS'/'dlseMe ‘whli*
ParaljlIcal^Thls Is u

sease, which is characterized by physical and mental
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sjrmptoms terminating in paralysis and dementia due to degeneration of the

brain and central nervous system.

If affects men more than women, and occurs In the prime of life between
thirty and forty-five years of age, but it may occur in childhood or old age.

Heredity plays a very minor part In the causation of this disease. Acquired

or congenital syphilis is the chief factor causing this disease.

Symptoms.—In this disease there Is always a prodromal stage lasting for

months or years. .
During this period forgetfulness, irritability, restlessness,

over-friendliness, intemperance in drinks and deterioration of the moral
senses are usually the first symptoms, which attract the attention of the

friends and relatives of the individual. At this stage the feelings of self-

satisfaction and expansiveness are the characteristic features of the disease.

These are followed by ideas of grandeur which assume the nature of

delusions of an exalted kind. The patient believes that he is the most
powerful, and possesses enormous wealth. He squanders his money, under-
takes business of a speculative nature, or orders the purchase of a large

number of useless articles. At times, he steals articles which are of no use

to him, or, owing to perversion of the moral sense, he may commit an
indecent assault on a woman in public.

In place of excitability and a general sense of exhilaration, gloom,

despondency, loss of energy and mental hypochondriasis may be the first

mental symptoms to announce the commencement of the disease.

' The physical symptoms usually follow the mental symptoms but they
may precede or accompany them. Sometimes, the disease is ushered In by
apoplectic or epileptic convulsive seizures or a temporary attack of aphasia
lasting for a few hours or days.

The first physical symptoms that are generally observed are the tremors
of the tongue and lips causing an embarrassed speech as if the patient were
intoxicated. The tremors slowly involve the muscles of the face causing
loss of expression, and later the muscles of the hands, so that the hand-
writing becomes shaky and Illegible, and the last letters of words are
omitted. The finer and rh^hmical movements of the fingers are also not
properly executed. The pupils are Irequently unequal, and sometimes small
and contracted- The deep reflexes are exaggerated. Headache and
neuralgic pains are often complained of. Insomnia Is frequently a constant

• symptom, though drowsiness may be present in a few cases. Owing to the
weakness and Inco-ordlnatlon of the muscles of the legs the gait becomes
slow and tottering. The temperature rises generally in the evening upto
101* or 102T.

By the time that these symptoms have become prominent, the mental
symptoms have become more pronounced. There is loss of memory with
marked impairment of the Intellectual faculties. The patient is no more

. restless or energetic, nor does he respond to external stimuli owing to the
diminished activity of the general and special senses. Delusions of an
exalted kind may persist in a few cases, but they do not generally affect the
conduct of the patient, who Is now quite manageable. He becomes listless,

apathetic and careless about his dress and appearances. The patient passes
into a state o{ complete dementia and, owing to the complete extinction of
the mental faculties, he Is unmindful of his surroundings, and leads more or
less a vegetable existence without any interest in life. Complete paralysis
supervenes, so that the patient Is bed-ridden and passes urine and fseces
Involuntarily.

At times, there are spasmodic attacks of violent mania leading to
destructive or homicidal tendencies. Thse are followed by remissions
lasting from, a tew months to two or three years. Death occurs from

MJ.—25
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exhaustion, some intercurrent disease or from blood poisoning. There is

difficulty In swallowing and the patient may die by being choked.

Epileptic Insanity.—Epilepsy usually occurs from early Infancy, though

It may occur at any period of life. Individuals, who have had epileptic fits

for years, do not necessarily show any mental aberration, but a great

majority of them suffer from mental deterioration. Religiosity is a marked

feature in the commencement, but the feeling Is only emotional and per-

verted. Such patients are peevish, impulsive and suspicious, and are easily

provoked to anger on the sllghtes cause.

The disease is generally characterized by short transitory fits of

uncontrollable mania followed by complete recovery. The attacks, how-

ever, become more and more frequent. Lastly, there is general Impairment

of the mental faculties with loss of memory and self-control. At the same

time hallucinations of sight and hearing occur, and are followed by delusions

of a persecuting nature.

Epileptic Insane persons are deprived of all moral sensibility, are given

to the lowest forms of vice and sexual excesses, and are sometimes

dangerous to themselves as well as to others. In many long standing cases

there is usually feeble-mindedness leading to progressive dementia of the

most degraded character.

True epileptic insanity is that which is associated with epileptic fits.

This may occur before or after the fits, or may replace them, and is known
as pre-epileptic insanity, post-eplleptlc Insanity and masked or psychic

insanity.

I. Pre-Epileptic Insanity.—This Is very common and may replace the

epileptic aura, lasting in some cases for hours or even days. It is charac-

terized by violent fits of maniacal excitement or by depression, fussiness,

suspiciousness and general malaise. Hallucinations of various kinds are

experienced and, owing to delusions, the patient may commit violent

assault, or may bring false charges against innocent persons. Sometimes,
the patient may refuse to take any food.

II. Post-Epileptic Insanity.—In this condition stupor following the

epileptic fit Is replaced by automatic acts of which the patient has no

recollections. The patient Is confused, falls to recognize his own relatives,

and wanders aimlessly about. He Is terrified by visual and auditory halin'

clnatlons of a religious character and delusions of persecution, and conse-

quently may commit crimes of a horrible nature, such as thefts, Incendiar-
ism, sexual assaults and brutal murders. Such crimes are motiveless and
unpremeditated. The patient never attempts to conceal them at the time

of perpetration but, on regaining consciousness, may try to conceal them out

of fear.

mental
Lancashire Assizes on October 30. 1928. evidence was given by

DoSSlfem^r. accused had killed his wife in a condJtlw

and kUled her outright, -^e^
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do things about
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*hwed that the accused was subject to epUeptic ^{1.

erid^Se of such time It was.' therefore, held that

no quarrel or trouble and
*°°‘her and step-father with whom he wa

,, attack upon the certainly consistent with t^e^ ° Qg«»a,ed having taken place during or whilst revering from an
n Lancet. Nov. lO. 1828, p 99o
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leptic fit and that any other theory of the events was really untenable. It was found
that the accused was guilty of the acts charged but not so as to be responsible in law
for his actions. He was detained during Bis Majesty’s pleasure.io

On March 26, Brian Geroge Candy, aged 21, was at Winchester Assizes found guilty

of the manslaughter of Lynne Diane Wilson, aged 19. He had been charged with her

murder, and the defence was one of diminished responsibility by reason of epilepsy. Dr.

Christie, Senior Medical OfBcer at Winchester prison said that Candj’ was in the early

stages of the onset of epilepsy, and this although not rendering him insane, affected his

powers of understanding and control. He was sentenced to imprisonment for life, as he
was considered a social menace.ii

In some cases violent gesticulations or fits of mania may develop after

sleep usually following the- epileptic seizures. This condition is quite

transitory, lasting for a few hours. In a very small number of cases mental
depression may follow the epileptic fits, and may be accompanied by
delusions of persecution leading to suicidal or homocidal tendencies.

ni. Masked or Psychic Epilepsy.—^In this variety the epileptic seizure

Is replaced by the transitory loss of consciousness and maniacal excitement.

It is Interesting from a medico-legal point of view, for a patient suffering

from this condition Is apt to commit a criminal offence without any con-
sciousness or premeditation and without any subsequent remembrance of

the act.

Lastly, it should be remembered that epilepsy in childhood may arrest

the growth of the mental faculties, and lead to Idiocy and imbecility.

Epileptic idiots are, as a rule, very Impulsive and irritable, and are apt to

injure their playmates, if not carefully watched.

DIAGNOSIS OP INSANITY
Sometimes, it is very difficult to form a correct diagnosis as to whether

an individual is sane or not, especially when he has no permanent delusion,

and when he Is Just on the border line between sanity and Insanity. Under
such circumstances It Is always advisable to note carefully the following
points before a definite opinion Is given:—

1. Family History.—^Insanity being mostly hereditary, it is very impor-
tant to enquire into the mental condition of the patients parents, uncles,

grandparents, brothers, sisters and other relatives as to whether any of them
ever showed mental excitement or depression, or mental w'eakness or
suffered from nervous diseases, such as chorea, epilepsy, etc. It Is also neces-
sary to find out if any of them committed suicide, or were attacked by cere-
bral affections, gout, rheumatism or syphilis.

2. Personal History.—^Whlle listening to the history of the patient, the
medical man should always try to be sympathetic, so as to win his confidence.

The history should be as thorough and complete as possible, noting all the
characteristic details from childhood likely to give a clue to the disease.

Questions should be asked about his personal habits with reference to the
excessive use of any Intoxicating drug, such as cannabis indlca, alcohol,
cocaine or opium, sexual excess, masturbation, any morbid propensity at the
time of puberty, occupation, mental strain or shock, injury to the head or
any brain disease, and chorea, epilepsy, convulsions, or any other nervous
affections. It should be ascertained from his relatives and friends. If they
noticed of late any change in his conduct and behaviour towards them. If

he was cleanly in his habits or filthy and disgusting, and if he was restless

and passed sleepless nights, or If he looked excitable or depressed at times.

Lastly, It should be found out if this was the first attack, or there has been
any attack previous to it.

10. Rangoon H. C. Cr. Apo. Na 1397 of 1936, NGA ANT BWE v. K. E.. 38 Cr. Law
Jour., 1937, pi' 667.

11. Brit. Afett Jowr., May 3, 1958, p. 1073.
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3. Physical Examination.—The patient’s manner of dressing and walk-

ing as well as his bearing and gestures, should be carefully noted, when he

comes to the physician. The presence of deformities and malformations in the

head or body, as also the power of speech and articulation, should be observed.

The pulse and temperature should be taken, as both might increase in

insanity. The tongue should be examined to find out if It is foul or furred

due to constipation. All the organs should be carefully examined. The skin

would be dry, mottled and wrinkled, and the hands and feet would be moist

with sweat.

4. Mental Condition.—^The mental capacity should be found out by first

testing his memory, and then the power of his reasoning and sound judgment.

While testing the memory the patient should.be asked to give the dates

of common Incidents, that occurred In his family, or to recite the names of

his relatives, or the days of the week, or to answer such other simple ques-

tions. The questions put to him should not be too complex or difficult to be

easily answered by an average man of his culture .and education.

The power of his reasoning and sound judgment should be detected by

discussing with him on various subjects. During discussion an attempt should

be made to find out a delusion. An Insane person tries to conceal his delu-

sion; hence it may be necessary to watch him for days before his condition can

be certified.

Lastly, handwriting will show the mental confusion, the misspelling, the

omission of letters or phrases and the muscular tremor, if an educated Insane

person Is asked to write.

FEIGNED INSANITY

There Is always some motive for feigning insanity. For Instance, a criminal

pretends Insanity to escape sentence of death or a prolonged term of imprison-

ment for a very grave offence, such as murder, especially when he Is placed on

trial. In civil practice an Individual feigns Insanity to try and avoid the results

of business transactions or deeds, which he may have executed. Policemen,
soldiers and sailors do so, when they wish to leave the service and are not

allowed to do so, or when they know that they are likely to be punished very

severely for some gross neglect of duty.

The detection of feigned insanity is one of the responsible duties of a

medical officer. Ordinarily, It Is easy to detect the fraud, but at times it be-

comes very difficult, when the Individual should be detained under observation,
before a definite opinion is given. It should be remembered that such a

person cannot be kept under observation for more than ten days In the first

l^tance. but with the permission of the Magistrate, he may be detained for

funner periods of ten days upto a maximum of thirty days.ir During this

period the medical officer has to watch him and make a careful note of all the
sjTOptoms ej^blted by him. and has also to visit him dally at unexpected hours
without the knowledge of the patient.

insanity-—
distinguishing features between feigned and true

motive
always comes on* suddenly, and not without some
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Lunacy Act. 1912, as modified upto the 1st October
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3. In feigned insanity the individual tries to pass off as Insane by putting

forward incoherent maniacal symptoms, especially when he knows that he is

under observation. There is a total remission of all the symptoms, when he

thinks that he is alone and unobserved.

4. In. feigned insanity the symptoms are not uniform, indicating any

particular type of insanity. Mallgerers usually mix up the symptoms of one

or two distinct types of insanity. Such a condition may, however, exist in true

insanity.

5. In feigned insanity violent exertion occasioned by imitating maniacal

frenzy (which is generally imitated by Impostors) will bring on exiiaustion.,

perspiration and sleep, hut a really insane person can stand such exertion for

many days without sleep and fatigue.

6. A malingerer is not, as a rule, dirty and filthy in his habits. He may
smear his room, with fseces and other filth, if he has seen a true lunatic

doing so. He will, however, keep a clean space for sleeping and will spare

his person.

7. The dry, harsh skin, and lips, the furred tongue, constipation, want
of appetite and insomnia are very often physical manifestations of true

insanity. These are. as a rule, absent In feigned Insanity, as they cannot pos-

sibly be Imitated by a malingerer.

RESTRAINT OF THE INSA24E

If an insane person is dangerous to himself or to others, or If he is likely

to injure or squander his property or that of others, he can be lawfully kept

under immediate restraint under the personal of attendants, or admitted

'Into a mental hospital.

Immediate Restraint.—Immediate restraint under the personal care of

attendants may be imposed either by the consent of a lawful guardian of the

insane person, or without his consent. If there is no time to obtain it without
fear of Injury to his person or to the persons of others: but the restraint must
last so long as the danger exists. Such a restraint can also be Imposed on
persons suffering from delirium due to disease, or from delirium tremens.

In this case .the restraint must cease with the subsidence of the symptoms.

1. Reception direct into a Mental Hospital.—Under section 4(11 of

the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912 (Act IV, 1912). as modified upto the first October

1931. any person in charge of a mental hospital may, with the consent of two
of the visitors of the mental hospital on a written application from the intend-
ing boarder, receive and lodge as a boarder in such mental hospital any per-
son who is desirous of submitting himself to treatment. Such a boarder
should not be detained in the mental hospital for more than twenty-four-
hours after he has given to the person in charge of the mental hospital notice

in writing of his desire to leave such mental hospital.

2. Reception Order on Petition.—^The husband or wife of the alleged

lunatic submits a petition for a reception order for his admission into a mental
hospital to the Magistrate within whose jurisdiction the alleged lunatic ordi-
narily resides.i3 if there is no husband or wife or the husband or wife is pre-
vented by reason of Insanity, absence from India or otherwise from making
the presentatiDTi. the nearest relative ol the alleged lunatic who is not so pre-
vented can make a petition-*^ If the husband or wife or the nearest relative
In the absence of the husband or wife Is unable to present the petition, any
other person can presnt the petition which must contain a statement of the
reasons why it is not so presented, and of the connection of the petitioner with
the alleged lunatic, and the circumstances under which he presents the petl-

13. Sections 5 and 6. The Indian Luntay Act, 1912.
14. Section 2, The Indian Lunacy (Amendment) Act, 1926 (Act No. 5 of 1926),
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tion: It must be remembered that no person can present a petition unless he

has attained the age of majority as determined by the law to which he is sub-

ject, and has, within fourteen days before the presentation of the petition,

personally seen the lunatic.

The petition must be In the form (Appendix V. Form 1), prescribed by

the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912, as modified upto the first October 1931, with the

statement of prescribed particulars signed and verified by the applicant, and

must be supported by two medical certificates (Appendix V, Form 3) on

separate sheets of paper, one of which must be from a gazetted medical officer

or a medical practitioner declared by Government to be a medical ofllcer

under Act IV of 1912 and the other from a medical practitioner holding a

qualification to practise medicine and surgery registrable In the United King-

dom or declared by Local Government to be a medical practitioner under Act

IV of 1912. If either of the medical certificates Is signed by any relative,

partner or assistant of the lunatic or of the petitioner, this fact should be noted,

and where the person signing Is a relative the exact manner In which he is

related to the lunatic or petitioner should also be mentioned in the petition

Both the medical men should examine the alleged lunatic Independently of

each other and at different times, and each should certify that the Individual

is “a lunatic and a proper person to be taken charge of. and detained under

care and treatment” after ho has formed an opinion from a statement given In

the certificate of the facts indicating Insanity observed by himself at the time

of the examination and the facts Indicating Insanity communicated to him by

others.

Every medical certificate made under the Indian Lunacy Act Is a legal

document, giving evidence of the facts therein appearing and of the judgment
therein stated to have been formed by the person certifying on such facts,

as If the matters therein appearing had been verified on oath.*®
To avoid legal action for wrongful certification the medical practitioner

must be very careful In giving a certificate of lunacy for admission Into a

mental hospital, as he Is responsible for having an alleged lunatic sent to a

mental hospital, but his responsibility ceases on the latter’s admission into

the mental hospital. It must be remembered that a reception order required
to be founded on a medical certificate shall not be made unless the person
who signs the medical certificate or, where two certificates are required, each
person who signs a certificate, has personally examined the alleged lunatic.
In the case of an order upon petition, not more than seven clear days before
the date of the presentation of the petition, and, in aU other cases, not more
pan seven clear days before the date of the order.*® The Magistrate may.m his discretion, extend this period within which the alleged lunatic must
have been medically examined.*’

On mceipt of the petition, the Magistrate holds Inquiry In private, and

alleged lunatic, unless for reasons recorded In writ-

unnecessary or Inexpedient to do so. If he Is satisfied, he
^ reception order (Appendix V. Form 2). If he Is not so

civln to
coJislderatlon of the petition, due notice being
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15 Section 18(3i
17. Ibid., Section ll-B(2)rd)

16 The Indian Lunacy Act. 1912. Section 19*1’*
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to give the reasons in writing, a copy of which has to be supplied to the

petitioner.

No reception order can be made under petition, except In the case of a

lunatic -who Is dangerous, and unfit to be at large, unless the Magistrate is

satisfied that the person in charge of a mental hospital is willing to receive the

lunatic, and the petitioner or some other person engages in writing to the

satisfaction of the Magistrate to pay the cost of maintenance of the lunatic

(Section 11, The Indian Lunacy Act, 1912. as modified upto the first October

1931).

3. Reception Orders otherwise than on Petition.—^\Vhen any Euro-

pean subject to the provisions of the Army Act or the Air Force Act has been

declared a lunatic in accordance with the provisions of the military or air

force regulations in force for the time being, he may be admitted into a mental

hospital which has been duly authorised for the purpose by the Government,

on a reception order signed by an administrative medical officer, if he thinks

that the admission of the said lunatic Into the mental hospital Is necessary (Sec-

tion 12. The Indian Lunacy Act, 1912, as modified upto the 1st October 1931)-

If an Indian soldier has been declared Insane by a medical board, he has to

be discharged from the Army, and handed over to his relatives. It the rela-

tives be not at hand, or If the Indian soldier, by reason of Insanity, be danger-

ous to himself or to others, he should be handed over to the civil authorities

for disposal as a civilian.

Under section 13(1) of the Indian Lunacy Act, every oflQcer in charge of

a police-station may arrest or cause to be arrested any person, who, he has
reason to believe, is a wandering or dangerous lunatic within the limits of his

station. Any person so arrested must be taken forthwith before a Magistrate.
The Magistrate shall examine such person, and if he thinks that there are
grounds for proceeding further, shall order him to be examined by a medical
officer (usually a civil surgeon), and may make such other inquiries as he
thinks fit. If the Magistrate is satisfied that such person Is a lunatic and a
proper person to be detained, he may. on receipt of a certificate of lunacy from
the medical officer, Issue a reception order for the admission of such lunatic
Into a mental hospltaL If any friend or relative desires that the lunatic be

’ ' sent to a licensed mental hospital and engages in writing to the satisfaction of
the Magistrate to pay the cost of maintenance of the lunatic in such mental
hospital the Magistrate shall, If the person in charge of such mental hospital
consents, pass a reception order for the admission of the lunatic Into the licen-

sed mental hospital. If any friend or relative of the lunatic enters into a
bond with or without.sureties for such sum of money as the Magistrate thinks
fit. conditioned that such lunatic shall be properly taken care of, and shall be
prevented from doing Injury to himself or to others, the Magistrate, Instead
of issuing a reception order, may, if he thinks fit, make him over to the care
of such friend or relative (Section 24. The Indian Lunacy Act. 1912).

Under section 13(2) of the Indian Lunacy Act. 1912, every officer in
charge of a police-station who has reason to believe that any person within
the limits of his station is deemed to be a lunatic and is not under proper
care and control, or is cruelly treated or neglected by any relative or other
person having the charge of him, shall immediately report the fact to the
Magistrate. It Is enacted under section 15(2), (2) and (3) that If it appears
to the Magistrate, on the report of a police-officer or the information of any
other person, that any person within the limits of his jurisdiction deemed to
be a lunatic is not under proper care and control, or is cruelly treated or neg-
lected by any relative or other person having the charge of him. the Magistrate
may cause the alleged lunatic to be produced before him, and summon such
relative or other person as has or ought to have the charge of him. If such
relative or other person Is legally bound to maintain the aUeged lunatic, the
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Magistrate may pass an order tor such alleged • lunatic being properly cared

for and treated, and, if such relative or other person wilfully neglects to

comply with the said order, the Magistrate may sentence him to Imprison-

ment for a term which may extend to one month. If there Is no person

legally bound to maintain the alleged lunatic, or If the Magistrate thinks fit

to do so. he may, on being satisfied that the person deemed to be a lunatic

Is a lunatic and a proper person to be detained under care and treatment
and on receipt of a necessary certificate from a medical oflicer, make a recep-

tion order for the admission of such lunatic Into a mental hospital.

When a reception order has been passed, the Magistrate may, for reasons
to be recorded In writing, direct that the lunatic, pending his removal to a

mental hospital, be detained In suitable custody In such place as the Magistrate
thinks fit.

Under section 17 of the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912, the Commissioner of

Police may, in place of the Magistrate, hold Inquiries In cases of alleged
lunacy, and Issue a reception order In the Presidency-towns; and an ofBcer
of the police-force not below the rank of an Inspector In any of the Presidency-
towns may perform all duties which an officer In charge of a police-station
Is authorized or required to perform.

4. Reception after Judicial Inquisition.—Under section 25 of the
Indian Lunacy Act. 1912, a lunatic so found by Judicial Inquisition may be
admitted Into a mental hospital—

(a) In the case of a Judicial inquisition under Chapter IV of the Indian
Lunacy Act (Act IV of 1912), on an order made by or under the
authority of the High Court;

(b) in the case of a judicial Inquisition under Chapter V of the said Act
on an order made by the District Court.

1
?" Court or the District Court, as the case may be.

snail, on the application of the person In charge of the mental hospital, pass
an order for the payment of the cost of maintenance of the lunatic in the
mental hospital and may from time to time direct that any sum of money
payable under such order shall be recovered from the estate of the lunatic

fL
J^eally bound to maintain him. If at any time the Court

h
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provisions of section 103-A of the Indian Army Act, 1911, the visitors of

the mental hospital appointed by the local Government or any two of them
are authorized to visit him to ascertain the state of his mind; and they must
visit him once at least in every six months so as to enable them to make a
special report as to the state of his mind to the authority under whose order

he is detained. When a criminal lunatic Is detained in a jail, the Inspector-

General of Prisons is authorized to pay such visits and make such a report

(Section 30, The Indian Lunacy Act, 1912).

Discharge of Lunatics from a Mental IIospital.—The provision of the

discharge of lunatics from a mental hospital Is made In sections 31 to 34 of

the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912. According to these sections three of the visitors

of a mental hospital, of whom one must be a medical officer, may, by order

in. writing, direct the discharge of any person detained in such mental hospital

except criminal lunatics and European lunatics subject to the provisions of

the Army Act or the Air Force Act. Notice of the discharge should be imme-
diately communicated to the authority under whose orders the person was
detained in the mental hospital.

A lunatic detained in a mental hospital under a reception order, made on
petition, shall be discharged It the person on whose petition the reception

order was made so applies in writing to the person In charge of the mental
hospital provided that no lunatic shall be discharged, if the oCBcer in charge of

the mental hospital certifies in writing that the lunatic is dangerous and unfit

to be at large.

A'European subject to the provisions of the Army Act or the Air Force
Act, and detained In a mental hospital under the orders of a military adminis-
trative officer must be detained therein until he is discharged therefrom in

accordance with the military or air force regulations in force for the time
being, or until the ofdcer making the order applies for hls transfer to the mili-

tary or air force authorities In view to his removal to England. Whenever it

appears to the officer in charge of a mental hospital that the discharge of such
a person Is necessary either on account of his recovery, or for any other
purpose, such person must be brought before the visitors of the mental hospi-
tal and on the visitors recording their opinion that the discharge should b^
made, the General or other Officer Commanding the division, district, brigade,
or force or other officer unauthorized to order the admission of such persons
into a mental hospital shall forthwith direct him to be discharged, and such
discharge shall take place in accordance with the military or air force regu-
lations in force for the time being.

When a dangerous and wandering lunatic, or a lunatic cruelly treated
or not under proper care and control Is detained in a mental hospital and any
of hls relatives or friends Is desirous that he shall be delivered over to his

care and custody, he may apply to the authority, under whose order the
lunatic is detained, and such authority, if it thinks fit, in consultation with
the person in charge of the mental hospital and with the visitors or with one
of them being a medical officer, may order the discharge of such lunatic from
the mental hospital provided that the relative or friend making the applica-
tion gives a sufficient undertaking that such lunatic shall be properly taken
care of. and shall be prevented from doing injury to himself or to others.

When a person is admitted into a mental hospital on a Magistrate’s recep-
tion order, and Is subsequently found on a Judicial Inquisition to be of sound
mind and capable of managing himself and hls affairs, the person In charge
of the mental hospital must forthwiUi, on the production of a certified copy of
such finding, discharge the alleged lunatic from the mental hospital.

Escape and Recapture of Lunatics.—

A

lunatic escaping from a mental
hospital may be re-taken by any police-officer or by the person in charge of

IB. The Indian Lunacy Amendment Act. 1923 (Act No. XXm of 1923).
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the mental hospital or any officer or servant belonging thereto, or any other

person authorized in that behalf by the said person in charge and conveyed

to and re-admitted Into such mental hospital, provided that In the case of a

lunatic not being a criminal lunatic or a European lunatic subject to the pro-

visions of the Army Act or the Air Force Act the power to re-take such

escaped lunatic Is exercisable only for a period of one month from the date of

his escape (Section 36. Act IV, 1912).

Illegal Detention.—Section 93 of the Indian Lunacy Act of 1912 provides

that any unauthorized person who receives or detains a lunatic or alleged

lunatic In a mental hospital, or for gain detains two or more lunatics In any

place not being a mental hospital. Is punishable with Imprisonment for a

term which may extend to two years or with fine or with both.

CIVIL RESPONSIBILITY

1.Management of Properly.—Chapters IV and V of the Indian Lunacy
Act. 1912 (Act IV of 1912), provide for the legal proceedings to be followed
In cases concerning the protection of the person and property of a lunatic.
Chapter IV Is applicable to those liable to the jurisdiction of the High Courts
of the Presidency-towns of Calcutta. Madras and Bombay, and lays down that
on the application of any relative of an alleged lunatic, or of the Advocate-
General. the Court may direct an Inquisition whether the person aUeged to be
lunatic is of unsound mind and Incapable of managing himself and his affairs:
the Court may also order inquiries concerning the nature of the property be-
longing to the alleged lunatic, the persons who are his relatives, the time
during which ho has been of unsound mind, or such other matters as seem

Court may require the alleged lunatic to attend at some conve-
nient time and place for the purpose of examination, and may authorize any
person or persons to have access to the alleged lunatic for the purpose of a
pereonal examination and a report on his mental capacity and condition. But
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wise disposed of as may seem most expedient for the purpose of raising

money to be used for all or any of the following purposes:

—

(1) the payment -of the lunatic’s debts or engagements;

(2) the discharge of any Incumbrance on his property;

(3) the payment of any debt or expenditure incurred for the lunatic’s

maintenance or otherwise for his benefit;

(4) the payment of or provision for the expenses of his future mainten-

ance and the maintenance of such members • of his family as are

dependent on him for maintenance, including the expenses of his

removal to Europe if necessary, and all expenses Incidental thereto;

(5) the payment of the costs for any judicial inquisition, and of any costs

Incurred by order or under the authority of the Court.

The manager of the lunatic’s estate shall. In the name and on behalf of

the lunatic, have the power to execute all such conveyances and instruments

of transfer relative to any sale, mortgage or other disposition of his estate as

the Court may order. If it Is subsequently reported to the Court that the un-
soundness of mind for which the control of the lunatic’s estate was taken away
from his hands has ceased, the Court may order a second inquiry, and, on
being satisfied that the lunacy has ceased, will order all proceedings in the
lunacy to cease or to be set aside on such terms and conditions as may seem fit.

Chapter V is applicable to persons not subject to the jurisdiction of any
of the High Courts of the Presidency-towns, and provides that the District

Court within whose jurisdiction an alleged lunatic Is residing may, upon an
application made by any relative of the alleged lunatic or any public curator
appointed under the Succession (Property Protection) Act. 1841, or by the
Government Pleader, or by the District Collector on behalf of the Court of

Wards, direct an Inquisition for the purpose of ascertaining whether such
person is of unsound mind and Incapable of managing himself and his affairs.

If the alleged lunatic resides at a distance of more than fifty miles from the
place where the District Court is held to which the application Is made, the
said Court may issue a commission to any subordinate Court to conduct the
inquisition. After the Inquiry, if it Is satisfactorily proved that the alleged
lunatic is of unsound mind, and is Incapable of managing his affairs, the Court
may appoint a manager of the estate of the lunatic and a guardian of his per-
son on the same terras and conditions as are mentioned in Chapter IV. But
the manager has to submit an inventory of the estate belonging to the lunatic

within six months from the date of his appointment and has to furnish an
annual account of the Income and expenditure within three months of the
close of the year of the era current In the district. If any relative of the
lunatic, or the Collector by petition to the Court, impugns the accuracy of
such Inventory or account, the Court may hold a summary inquiry into the
matter, or refer such petition to any subordinate Court or to the Collector if

the manager was appointed by the Collector. The District Court has power
to remove a manager for any sufficient cause, and compel him to make over
the property and to furnish accounts to any other person appointed in his
place. The District Court may impose a fine not exceeding five hundred
rupees on the manager, if he wilfully neglects or refuses to deliver his
accounts or any property in his hands within the time fixed by the Court.
The District Court is also authorized, as In Chapter IV, to hold a second in-

quiry when It is reported that the lunacy has ceased.

* Contracts.—^Under section 12 of the Indian Contract (Act IX of 1872)

a contract is Invalid, if one of the parties at the time of making It was. by
reason of insanity. Incapable of understanding It. and forming a rational
judgment as to Us efiect upon his interests.

A lunatic, however. Is responsible for the payment of necessaries pur-
chased by him in accordance with his social position and status. It being im-
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material whether the vendor knew his condition or not; but he Is not respon-
sible, II the order Is grossly extravagant and beyond his means, or If the

vendor has taken advantage of the fact of his insanity In selling those neces-‘

saries to him. Again, a person who is usually of unsound mind, but occa-
sionally of sound mind, may make a contract when he is of sound mind.
While a person who Is usually of sound mind, but occasionally of unsound
mind, may not make a contract when he Is of unsound mind.

In a case where a person becomes lunatic after he has contracted to sell

or otherwise dispose of his estate or any part thereof, the Court may direct

the fulfilment of the contract, if It appears to the Court that the contract is

such as ought to be performed. The Court may also order the dissolution of

the partnership of a firm, if one of the partners Is found to be a lunatic (vide

sections 51 and 52, Act IV of 1912).

Marriage being regarded as a contract by the Divorce Act. 1869. may
be declared null and void, If It can be proved clearly and convincingly that
one of the parties was, by reason of unsoundness of mind at the time of the
marriage, unable to understand the nature and responsibilities of the con-
tract of marriage. Unsoundness of mind developing subsequent to the
marriage Is no ground fdr divorce.

Mere weakness and Imbecility of mind, eccentricity and partial de-
mentia are not In themselves sufficient to void the marriage contract, but
the mental defect or derangement must be such as prevents one party from
comprehending the nature of the contract of marriage and from giving to it

his or her free and Intelligent consent.

Terexaw from the decision of Mr, Young giving a

iX,.
* Instance of a European called Alfred Robert Jones,

tha^anrSiUn^f^ 7 T®'
Nalni Tal district, who had prayed that his marriage with

deLfilPt in grounds being that he had been

throSit hit ^ aft**’ relations

ItwaTtaLSlihiA nwrrlage could not be declared as a nullity, as

sertlwi J**'-
’'as an idiot within the meaning of

tStarifv ^Capable of giving consent and did not

advanSoT^n^trSffi..^ ^een practised upon him after taking

Evidence Act (Appendix ID

from unrtArct
evidence. If he Is prevented by his lunacy

them nSer hA u*"
^ Siving rational answers to

the staep of n u’lMrt
to give evidence. If an Insane person Is in

rests with
^ suffering from monomania, though It

Sden« to ?t
“ they should give

certaln"acta''i;^noy°v\ii?y
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soundness or mind nr
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conscqucnce ol that to'^hiyil™i;
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Invalidity of con.nni
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brinn above the a-e ol rich,™ P™" "hose death Is caused

death with his oam cL'lm •• “>'= °

Code provides that "an Ve, yi 8I=* of the Indian Penal

cau^" death or criCTous liurt u «
j"^"***^ and not known to be likely to_BneTo^urMs not an offence by reason of any harm which

19 Lez/ter, ?;or i. 1533
Appendix IV
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it may cause, or be intended by the doer to cause, to any person, above

eighteen years of age, who has given consent, whether express or implied,

to suffer that harm; or by reason of any harm which it may be knov^m by

the doer to be likely to cause to any such person who has consented to take

the risk of that harm."

Abetment of suicide under section 3062» of the Indian Penal Code is punish-

able “with Imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend

to ten years and with fine”, while abetment of suicide of “a person under

eighteen years of age, an Insane person, a delirious
'
person, an Idiot, or a

person in a state of intoxication” Is punishable under section 3052o of the

Indian Penal Code “with death or transportation for life, or imprisonment for

a term not exceeding ten years, and with fine."

^Testamentary Capacity or Capacity to make a Valid Will.—

A

civil

court may invaiidTte a will if it is proved that the testator, at the time of

making his will, was not of a “sound and disposing mind” and had not suffi-

cient mental capacity to understand the nature and consequences of his act,

and if it is satisfied that he disposed of his property in a way which he would

not have done under normal conditions.

If a medical practitioner has to examine a person as to his fitness to

make a valid will, he should, before testifying, make the testator enumerate
the amount of his property, the names of his relatives and others to whom

. he has left his legacies, and should make him repeat the main provisions of

the will, enquiring reasons for any disposal of property which seems unjust

or out of the common, or for any legal helm being omitted. He should also

find out if he knows the nature of the will and realizes its consequences and
If he Is not influenced by any Insane delusion In disposing of his property.

If a medical practitioner has reason to suspect that he is under the
influence of some person who prevents him from exercising his own discre-

tion in making his will, it Is better that he should see him alone and
encourage him to speak out freely. It must be noted that a will is invalid,

If It is executed under the undue influence of any other person.

Persons can make_yaTiri wills rinring lucld intervals . Persons affected by
an_insane_delusion gap makp. a^-gnJirf .attU .. if

'

»ip_apTnginn ts: not reimcd
in any wav to the disposal of the property-or-to-the'T3er50T:s"agected-by~the
wilL.

“
Wills made in a fit of drunkenness are considered valid, unless the indi-

vidual was so drunk as not to know the nature of what he was doing and
unless they were repudiated in sober moments. Wills may be contested but
cannot be declared invalid on the mere ground of the eccentricity, slovenliness
neglect of person and clothing, and offensive and disgusting habits- of the
testator, for these do not constitute unsoundness of mind.

In the case of KotroK ond onofher v Ktwrsheibai and otfiers before the High Court
of Bombay the will of a Parsl priesUi was contested on the following grounds:

—

1 . Ihat the deceased was suffering from a delusion that his brother and sister had
been instrumental in causing his son's death with a view to inheriting his property. This
delxision so operated on his mind that he had lost his testamentary capacity.

2. That the deceased was not in a sound mind as he moved about in dirty clothes,
kept food in cupboards for dal's and then ate the same in that condition, took away
sandalwood offered at the agiai-y (fire temple) and sold the same for his benefit and
sold sacred water of the sea to non-Zoroastrians and so on.

Dealing with the alleged delusion. His Lordship said that the evidence led in the
case did not Justify this conclusion. Even if there was this delusion, it did not prevent
the deceased from making a valid wiU, inasmudi as it had not influenced him in not
considering the claims of his relatives. The other allegations only showed that the
deceased was a miser and did not at all prove that he had lost his testamentary capa-
city or was of unsound mind.

20. Vide Appendix IV. 21. Times o] India. Dec. 2, 1936.
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Having regard to the life led by the decease and the fact that he had ceased to

live with his brother and sister for over tiiirty years, His Lordship found nothing un-

usual in his leaving his whole fortune amassed by leading a very frugal life to the agiary

to which he devoted his whole life. The evidence of the alleged delusion and unsoundnfss
of mind was meagre, unsatisfactory and unreliable and did not justify His Ijordshlp in

coming to the conclusion that he was incapable of maUng a testamentary disposition

His habits of life might be eccentric, but the deceased was able to look after hLs

affairs and showed clear-headedness.

The will having been proved to have been properly executed by the deceased His
Lordship granted probate thereof to the plaintiffs, and dismissed the caveat making
the defendants pay their own costs.

Wills made by persons in extremis are regarded as suspicious and may
be set aside, for the mental condition In such cases Is seldom normal.

Persons of extreme age and feeble health with defective memory and
mental sluggishness are capable of making a will, unless their mind has be-

come so Impaired that they are incapable of understanding the business In

which they arc engaged when In the act of making their will.

Persons suffering from motor aphasia, agraphia, or any other nervous
disease not affecting the brain may be able to make perfectly valid wills, pro-
vided they are able to signify by gestures that they understand the mean-
ing of the Questions put to them In connection with the disposition of their
property.

CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY
The plea of insanity is generally brought forward In charges of murder

In order to escape capital punishment If Insanity Is established, the accused
pereon is found “not guilty", and is ordered to be kept In a mental hospital.
Jail or other suitable place of safe custody.” An Insane person Is not punished
lor his crime, as he is devoid of free will, intelligence and knowledge of
tne act. but society must be protected against the attacks of an
insane person.

The law presumes every Individual at the age of discretion to be sane
and to possess a sufficient degree of reason to be responsible for his criminal
acts, unless the contrary is proved to the satisfaction of the court. In crl-

insanity Is raised as a plea of irresponsibility the burden

nr K
^ defence. Insanity may be proved from facts alleged

or proved by the prosecution or independently by the defence. When a

V,
^ alleged to be Insane, the presiding officer of

larion flnrf
medical officer to keep the accused under obscr-

thc fljiinwlop
whether he Is Insane or not. The medical officer takes

«as thfSt ^ ^»other the murder

eccentrir''mrinn^^“M ^“'dcrer.—The murderer may
eccentric, melancholic, degenerate, neurasthenic, etc.

murder ^wfthoutTnv only does an Insane person commit

llo^ e.ri!S "barest and dearest rela-

cascs of homicirip hv
children. It must, however, be remembered that in

kno“^ to ha», com'
O" *»= uthcr hand, Inaane persona ore

be Acaln a sane
murders with a motive, however trilling It may

ModlknJw'of aSem »" “ vdty trivial excuse,

pondaia tchopper) hdnv'l!'''
“ murdered his sister-ln-law with u

vlcti? oTmSS;,;' of one Lokmanl, who hod been co^'

— sentenced to death under section 302. I.P.C. by tbe

. procedure ol trial of Insane penons see kcoi. 461-75, Cr. P. C. Appendix lU-
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Sessions Judge of Kamaun, Their Lordships set aside tlie conviction and the sentence,

as there was no motive for committing the murder. The accused admitted the crime

before the Magistrate, and when asked why he did it, he said it was the will of GodA
Their Lordships came to the conclusion that, by reason of unsoundness of mind, he was

incapable of knowing the nature of the act*3 On the other hand, in a case where one

Inayat picked up a carpenter's adze that was lying near and killed his nephew. 9 years

old, by 0ving with it two blows on the neck, it was held that the circumstance of an
act being apparently motiveless is not a ground from which the existence of a power-

ful and irresistible influence or homicidal tendency can be safely inferred; he was
comicted of murder, and was sentenced to suffer the penalty of death.24 in another case

where one Jalal killed a young woman of 26 years with a toka, it was held that the

mere want of a motive and the fact ihe accused showed some sign, that he suffered

from a certain hallucination are not sufficient to attract the application of section 84,

IJ».C. He was convicted of murder under section 302, LP.C., and was sentenced to

transportation for life.is

3. The Absence of Secrecy.—The murderer, if he happens to be Insane,

does not try to conceal the body of his victim, nor does he attempt to evade

law by destroying evidence of his crime or by running away from the scene

of the murder.

Cases.—1. On the 10th January 1918, a girl, aged twelve years, murdered a child,

three years old, in the District of Agra, by inflicting about twenty-six wounds on the
body with a gandosa, out of which one on the neck was fatal, the rest being more or
less simple. The motive as alleged by the police was theft of brass wristlets worn by
the child and worth four or six annas, but the girl did not make any attempt to conceal
the wristlets or to run away from the spot where the murder was committed. It was
argued In the Sessions Court that the girl probably bad homicidal tendency, and at
Modi’s suggestion, the learned Sessions Judge ordered her to be kept under observation
in the lunatic asylum of Agra for a period of six months.

2. In the case of King-Emperor v. Bhegwati Prashad, the accused, a Hmdu male,
about 24 years old, was convicted by the Sessions Judge of Lucknow of Itto offences
under section 302, 1.P.C., of causmg the death of two old women by hittmg them on their
heads with a piece of wood and causing fracture of the skull bones. On an appeal being
preferred the Judicial Commissioner set aside the conviction on the ground of his un-
soundness of mind and directed him to be kept in safe custody in the lunatic asylum at
Bareilly. It came out In evidence that after committing the murders on the night of
the 10th Pebruary 1922, he made no attempt to run away or conceal hinuself. "nie
medical evidence also proved that the accused was insane and had fixed dduslons. He
complained of the visit of a black man every night at 1 aun.. who stayed with him and

'Sie w<sse tsslexvi s-vavnal bsssws -avA tvid. Cil ycMwA
his arm. He had a delusion of such an amulet being placed m his mouth rendermg him
imisible.

3. In an appeal before the Lahore High Court where the accused had been sen-
tenced to transportation for life under section 302, LP.C., for having murdered a boy
named Thcnchu by felling him on the ground and beating him on the head till he died,
the plea of insanity was raised on behalf of the appellant, as he was certified insane and
was admitted to the Punjab Mental Hospital from which he was discharged as cured
after a certam period. He then stood his trial.26 In this case the appellant knew that
in kill ing the boy he was doing something wrong. This is shown clearly by the fact that
after the murder he attempted to conceal its evidence by washing his hands in the sand,
and on the approach of witnesses he ran away. It is further shown by the fact that he*
concealed himself in his kotha in an attempt to prevent his arrest It was. therefore,
held that the Learned Sessions Judge of Hoshlarpur had come to the right conclusion
that legal insanity had not been established. 'The appeal was dismissed.

4. Multiple Murders.—A sane person usually murders only oner person
with whom he is at enmity or against whom he has a grievance, and does not
.shed more blood unnecessarily. On the other hand, an insane person may
kill several persons, mostly his friends and relatives for whom he has great
regard and affection. It Is, however, possible for an Insane person to have only
one as his victim.

23. Leader. Sep. 17. 1925. 34. 29 Crim. Law Jour.. Nov. 1928, p. 1006.
25. 30 Crim. Law Jour., Nov. 1929, p 1024; vide Madras H. Court Cr. Appeal No. 225

of 1940, K. E. V. Sankappa Shettu: 42 Cr. Law Jour.. 1941, p. 658.
26. Cr. Appeal No. 785 of 1938, K. E. v. Ghungar Mai Gtiania Lai: 40 Cr. Law Jour..

Dec. 1939. p. 907.
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5. Want of Preparedness or Pre-arrangement.—An Insane person does

not make any pre-arranged plan to kill anybody, but a sane person, as a rule,

makes all the necessary preparations prior to committing a crime.

Overbeck-Wrlght, however, cites the following exceptional case In which
an Insane person exhibited elaborate premeditation and contrivance In com-
mitting a murder27:

—

Bertha Peterson, aged 45, daughter of the Rector of Biddenden, was Indicted for

the murder of John \Vhlbley. The deceased, a ^oemaker, had been a teacher In the

Sunday-school of Biddenden, and there had been rumours, eighteen months before the
murder of his having behaved indecently towards a little girl of eleven. The prisoner
was much interested In the rumour, was a disciple of Mr. Stead, took great Interest in
the Criminal Law Amendment Act, and appears to have allowed her attention to be
absorbed by these subjects until she became even more crazy than the general run of

the nasty-minded apostles of purity. She purchased a revolver and practised with it

She ^ote to the deceased expressing her regret for the mistaken attitude she had
adopted towards him, and asking him to meet her in the parish school-room in the
presence of witnesses, and shake hands as a token of foi^iveness. The meeting took
place, and then, asking the deceased to take a good look at a picture on the wsill she
pl^ed a revolver to the back of his head and shot him dead. Evidence was given of
various ecxentricitles In the previous conduct of the prisoner, and Dr. Davies, Superifi-
tendent of the Kent County Asylum, and Dr. Hoare, Sui^eon to the Maidstone Gaol,m wnich the prisoner had been detained pending her trial, stated that in their opinion
me prlMner was under the hallucination that she was ordered to shoot the man. The
jury returned a verdict of “Oullty but insane.”

6. Want of Accomplices..—hn Insane person has no accomplice in the
criminal act. Lunatics In mental hospitals never conspire to escape or kill the
Superintendent or his assistant.

English Law of the criminal responsibility of the insane Is based on the
awwers given by fourteen Judges In 1843 to the foUowing hypothetical aues-

^ Jn connection with the cele-

McNaughten who, labouring under a delusion of persecution.

SoL-
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* commission of a crime (murder, for example’,

prlso®“?"jSi"o7mtad'S‘£r?f™ as t»

dniKo-l II cnlt L ® “'mnltted?"
ansarrrd tosethsr, wo subimt '?I»ar to us to be more conreolenU?
esA^ that every man is presumed ^ry ought to be told in aU
to be responsible for his crimes ^ ^ ^ possess a sufficient degree of reason
to establish a defence ^ Proved to their satisfaction; ttot

toe of committing the act. clearly proved that, at the

from disease of the mind, as not to
labouring under such a defect of reason,

or. if he did know it, that he quality of the act he was doln?.
m^e of putting the latter part of the doing what was wrong. Tbf
rally been, whether the acc5^ at toe toese occasions has gene-—— me ume of doing the act knew the difference between

57. Lunacy in India, p 3^
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right and \vTong; which mode, though rarely, if ever, leading to any mistake with the

jury, is not, we ocncelve, so accurate when put generally and in the abstract as when put

with reference to the party’s knowledge of rfeht and wrong in respect to the very act

with which he is charged. If the question were to be pul as to the knowledge of the

accused, solely and exclusively with reference to the law of the land, it might tend to

confound the jury by inducing them to believe that an actual knowledge of the law

of the land ^’as essential in order to lead to a conviction; whereas the law is adminis-

tered on the principle that everj’one must be taken conclusively to know it without
proof that he does know it. If the accused was conscious that toe act was one which
he ought not to do, and if that act was at toe same time contrary to the law of toe land,

he is punshable. The usual course, therefore, has been to leave toe question to the
jury, whether toe accused had a sufficient degree of reason to know that he was doing
an act that was wrong; and this course we think is correct, accompaned with such
observations and corrections as the circumstances of each particular case may require.”

Question IV.
—

"If a person under an Insane delusion as to e.xisting facts commits
an offence in consequence thereof, is he thereby excused?”

Ansicer IV.—‘The answer must of course depend upon the nature of the delusion;

but, making toe same assumption as we did before, namely, that he labours under such
partial delusion only, and is not In other respects insane, we think he must be considered

in the same stuation as to responsibility as if the facts with respect to which toe delu-

sions exist were real. For example, if, under the Influence of his delusion, be supposes
another man to be In the act of attempting to take away his life, and he kills that man,
as he supposes, in self-defence, he would be e-xempt from punishment If his delusion
was that the deceased had infleted a serious injury to his character and fortime, and
he killed him in revenge for such supposed mjury, he would be liable to punishment."

Questimi V.—^"Can a medical man. conversant with the disease of insanity who
never saw the prisoner previously to the trial, but who was present during the whole
trial and toe examination of all the witnesses, be asked his opinion as to the state of toe
prisoner’s mind at the time of the commission of the alleged crime, or his opinion whether
the prisoner was conscious at the time of doing the act that he was acting contrary to
law, or whether he was labouring under any, and what delusions at the time?”
“ Answer V.—"We think that toe medical man, in the crcumstances supposed, cannot
in strictness be asked his opinion in the terms above stated, because each of those
questions involves toe determination of toe truth of the facts deposed to, which it is

lor toe jury to decide, and toe questions are not mete questions upon a matter of science,
in which case such evidence is admissible. But where the facts are admitted, or not
disputed, and the question becomes substantially one of science only, it may be con-
venient to allow the queston to be put in the general form, although the same cannot
be insisted on as a matter of right.”

The crux of these answers is known as "the McNaughten rule" or "the
legal test”, which Is as follows:— —~ - - - -

“That to establish a defence on the jg^n^ of insanlt;^ it must be clearly
proved that at tbelime of committing the act, the paity' accused was labour-
in^under such a defect of reason from 'dfsease''^ 'tfie"tolndi~as not~to Tfoow
the nature .and.auality..of-the^ct^he.w^ dOlng_or, lf_he_d!d^know^ it, that*he
(fld ''imt _ kno.w..he _was,. doing.what..was ..wrong.*!..

**

This legal test has also been accepted In India as the law of criminal
responsibility, and is embodied In section 84 of the Indian Penal Code, which
runs as follows:

—

"Nothing—Is-an offence which is dpne_ by a_person who, at the time of
doing It. is, by reason—Pf-unsoundness-Of^mirid. ihcapage~^r~15T5wlrig~thp
Iiatui:fij3fthgjict,j3iL.that.he_is^dplng_what_Is_eith£r_wrongj>r^^^raryT^aw.’''

In order to exempt a person from criminal responsibility under this
section, It must be proved that the unsoundness of mind existed at the time
of committing the offence. Subsequent Insanity does not affect the crime,
though It affects the trlal.2» It may be necessary to enquire Into the previous
mental condition to prove the state of mind at the time of committing the
offence. Further, unsoundness of mind should be of such an extent as would
render the sufferer Incapable of knowing the naturq and character of the
act or would render him Incapable of understanding that the act he was
doing was morally wrong or was an offence against the law of his country.

28. CrJ’.C., sec. 466, Appendix III.

MJ.—26
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A person can thus be exonerated from criminal responsibility, if his cogni-

tive faculties have been affected by unsoundness of mind. Hence idiots,

imbeciles, and persons who are deprived of all understanding and memory

are not responsible for criminal offences and do not present any difficulty

in courts of law. Dlfllculty, however, arises in those cases where persons

labour under a partial delusion only and are otherwise quite sane. In such

cases these Individuals should be placed as regards criminal responsibility.

In the same situation as if the facts with which the delusion existed were

real.M For instance, if, in consequence of an Insane delusion, a person thinks

another man to be a wild beast or a jar made of clay, and kills him, he is

exempted from criminal responsibility, as he does not know the physical

nature of the act. If he kills a child under an Insane delusion that by doing

so he Is saving him from sin and sending him to heaven, he knows the nature

of the act that It will result in death, but he Is not capable of understanding

that what he is doing Is morally wrong. In a criminal case^® Martin, B.,

cited before the Jury as an Instance of a delusion the case of a man who
fancied himself to be a king dispensing Justice to his subjects, “If such a

man were to kill another under the supposition that he was exercising his

prerogative as a king, and that he was called upon to execute the other as

a criminal he would not be responsible.” Again, If a person kills another

man under the Influence of a delusion that he Is attempting to take his life,

he would be exempt from punishment. Inasmuch as he, by reason of insanity

is Incapable of knowing that his act Is contrary to the law of his country.

He Is Justified in killing that man In self-defence If his delusion were true.^t

Similarly, a person who kills another man under the belief arising from an
Insane delusion, that the man had committed adultery with the prisoner’s

wife would be entitled to have his offence reduced under exception 1

section 300, I.P,C.. as having been committed under grave provocation.**
On the other hand, If a person kills another man under the influence of an
insane delusion that he had inflicted a serious Injury to his character and
fortune, he is criminally responsible for his offence, seeing that no one is

entitled by law to kill a person in revenge for such Injury, even if his delu-

sion were true.**

Cases.—1 . One Kanna Urang, accused, had a dream in which the god*
dcM Kali appeared before him and told him that his father was a descendant of
and that if he (the accused) did not kill his father, his father would kill him. The

o'* his father's head the next day and was coolly

^ to the court with the object of producing the head before the court,

arrest^. The medical CTldence showed that he was under a definite

appeal In the Calcutta High Court that the accused mmt
been Incapable at the time of the doing of the

dmneVh^ knowing the nature of the act or that he w^
and to law within the meaning of section 84, I-P-C'
ana mat he could not be convicted of murder.M

in
®tter murdering four persons (his own relative)

‘”lSit«red ‘t and began to mn away and subsequenUy

Their Lordshins held
murdered his elder nephew, one of the deceased

any m^lve circumstances, viz.. ateCTce of

LP.C. A man mieht fulfil the requirements of section 8 .

be used by an alienist
inanity, in the sense in which the words

in this section. law unsoundness of mind as defin^

act, and presumed that
nothing but Incapacity to realize the nature of the

clently clear ^"ppreheS wLt of ratiocination were
the consequences of the” cllon he*^to^v“

presumed to

accused that he knew what h».
perfectly clear from the conduct of*"^

Lord-shlps had no option In the
what what he was doing wrong. TT^.^

to establish the uiwoundn^^of .h"'*
accused had «'holly

firmed the sentence of deathsi
^ therefore, dismissed his appeal and con

31. McNaughten'B Case LO and k i? McNaughten's Case, Loc. CIt. _
M. M Crtm. jot,.. March 1929.

P-
Ji?;

. »anii.p. 17a 35^ 28 Crim Law Jour.. Jan. 1527. p. t***
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3.

In a murder appeals® in which the appellant, Muhammad Hashim. aged 40 years,

l^d been sentenced to transportation IcEf We by Uve Se^ions Judge o£ BulandshoJir of

having killed Khalil, a boy of seven or eight years, by stabbing him in the stomach with

a butcher’s knife, it was held by Their Lordships that the mere incident of ttie murder
itself seemed to them to indicate the act of a road man. The accused was not said to

have had the slightest enmity or grudge either against the little boy, Khalil, or his

father or any relative of his. There was no motive whatever for committing such a
crime, and this in itself suggested t^t the accused must have been of unsound mind.

In adition to this there were statements of a number of witnesses and even some prose-

cution wntnesses, which tended to show that the accused was of unsound mind at the

time. The civil surgeon who was the superintendent of the jail never expressed any
decided opinion that the accused was of sound mind at the time of committing the

offence or not of sound mind but merely stated that he found no signs of insanity from
the period that the accused was under his observation. Technically the supenntendent's
report was not admissible in evidence because he was never called as a witness. Their
Lordships, however, considered that no great Importance could be attached to the
supermtendent’s report in view of the positive evidence referred to above showing that

the accused must Imve been deranged in mind to the extent of being incapable of know-
ing the nature of the act that he was doing. In Their Lordships’ opinion his act was
not an offence by reason of unsoundness of mind under section 84 of the Indian Penal
Code.

Their Lordships, therefore, found that the accused did stab Khalil with a knife and
caused his death but acqultUd him upon the ground that at the time when he committed
the act he was, by reason of unsoundness of mind, incapable of knowing the nature of
the act. Under section 471 of the Criminal Procedure Code Their Lordships directed
that the accused be detained in safe custody m such place and manner as the sessions

iudge might think fit and the sessions Judge should report the action taken to the local

government.

4.

In a murder appeals? before the Oudh Chief Court, m which the appellant, Onkar
Datt Nlgam, made murderous assaults by firing five shots into a second class compart-
ment in which were travelling an Anglo-Indian gentleman (Mr. Ralph) and Miss Edna
Doran, who were quite strangers to him, at Unao Railway Station on May 9. 1933, it

was held that the accused was suffering from unsoundness of imnd to such an extent
as to make him incapable of knowing the nature and character of his act, which he had
committed and which made him incapable of unnderstanding that the act he was doing
was more or less wrong, or was an offence against the law of the country, that his
cognitive faculties had been affected by unsoundness of mind and that he was entitled
to an acquittal. It was also held that as the accused was proved to be a criminal lunatic,
and as in the opinion of the medical expert on mental diseases, there was no likelihood
of his ever regaining his mental capacity, he might be directed, under section 471,
Criminal Procedure Code, to be detained in safe custody in a mental hospital.

It was proved that the appellant committed the offence without any attempt at
concealment of the crime. There was no accomplice with him, and not only did he shoot
one person, but he tried to kill two and there was also no premeditation in the commis-
sion of the offence. The medical evidence as to the mental condition of the accused
given by the mental expert (CoL Overbeck-Wright) was that he was insane at the time
of the commission of the offence, and that he was suffering from hebephrenia.

5.

One Geron Ali, accused, was a disciple of the Pit and called him father and the
Plrain mother. The Pir said to him. “Take the heads of those who dissuade you and
coroe to your doors”. At this, time the Piraln said to him that he would go to heaven,
if he offered a human head In sacrifice on that day which was an auspicious day being
the first day of Ramzaru The accused cut off with a dao the heads of two persons
including that of his own infant daughter and offered the same to the Pir and said,
“Father, you asked me for one human bead; I present you with two”. The evidence
showed that he believed that he was doing a meritorious act which qualified btm for
heaven. It was held that the accused was incapable of knowing that what he was doing
was either wrong or contrary to law by reason of unsoundness of mind at the time of
the occurrence and he was, therefore, entitled to the protection of section 84, IP.C. He
killed those persons without any effort at concealment and he did not try to escane arter
doing this.3*

G. One Ashiruddin Ahmad was commanded in his dream by someone in paradise
to sacrifice his son. aged 5 years The next morning he took his son to ft mosque, and
killed him by thrusting a knife In his throat He then went straight to his unde but
finding n chaukldar nearby took the tmcie to a tank at some stance and slowly told
him the storj’. It was held in an appeal before the Calcutta Hgh Court that of the

36. Leader. Sept 23, 1933.
37. 36 Cr. i.aio Jour., p. 393; vide alsoLahore H.C.Cr. App. No. 7D-1 of 1936: 38 Crim.

Law Jour.. 1937, p. 693.

38. K. E. V. flmm AH..Cat Cr. Annoal No 125 of 1940; 42 Cr. Cr. Jour.. 2Sil, p. 37P
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three elements necessary to be established under section 84, IP.C., any one ^
must be established by an accused to obtain the benefit of the provisions. The nrei.

the nature of the act, was clearly known to the accused; the accused also knew

the act was contrary to law, hut the accused certainly did not know that *5® .

wrong. The accused was clearly of unsound mind and acting under the del^ion o

his dream, he made the sacrifice of his son believing it to be right. He was thereio

entitled to the benefit of the sectlon.3»

7. In a case40 where one Manlckam who killed a woman by cutting

pleaded insanity as a defence, it was held in an appeal before the Madras Hip covn

that section 84, I.P.C., cannot be Invoked in the -favour of a person who is unbalance,

unhinged and excited in mind and possibly in some kind of obsession of halluclnatim.

wrong act while cutting the neck of a woman, but, though not Insane, the ac^w
provM to be unbalanced and excited and was held to be not in normal mind and tne

death sentence was reduced to that of transportation for life.

( Loss of Control.—A person accused of crime In India Is not entitled to

exemption from criminal responsibility on the mere ground of loss of the

power of self-control at the time of perpetrating the offence, unless It is

attributable to Insanity satisfying the usual legal tests, viz. inability to

distinguish right from wrong or to know the nature and consequences of the

act. This view was taken Into consideration by the learned Judges when

they convicted Lakshman.^t who, being vexed with the cries of Ws two

small children, had killed them. A similar view was also taken In the case

of Venkata SamHt who had murdered his brother’s child wife. The appli-

cation of'these legal tests in all such cases Is not very sound; inasmuch as

there Is a form of insanity, known as Impulsive Insanity, which affects the

will and emotions and not the cognitive lacultles. The patient Is able to

realize the difference between right and wrong and the nature and conse-

quences of the act, and yet he commits the crime being impelled by an

Irresistible or uncontrollable impulse induced by a diseased mind. Such a

condition should be recognized In courts as a sufficient, ground for exemption

from criminal liability. "Criminal responsibility should, however, not

extended to one who with no mental disorder acts from overmastering anger*

jealousy or revenge. There must be insanity first.’’"

The plea of on Irresistible Impulse was brought forward In a murder trial at

w« ov^led as there was evidence of premeditation that the P^”^
TOUgnt the knife with which he committed the murder and sharpened it on both

.

attempted to kU! his wife and his mother-in-law. andjila
kill his brother-in-law, aged ten years, and subsequently set fire to the hut belonging

mother-in-law. It was ruled that at the time of the commission of the offences me
needed was In a highly excited and unbalanced condition, he was. nevertheless, conscioiw

^ ® crime. His appeal was, therefore, not allow^
where one Tolaram had murdered his father on the llth November iWo-

V?®
accused was melancholic and had been subject to u!

tnurder. suffering from vertigo. It was held that ge
trom which a man suffered had rendered

with n emotions and will was not sufficient to bring hU c^
Sirid ^ ^ cognitive faculties had been

me^0? me last para of section 84. On me occasion in

nature and cualtv^^hti ^ ^^^t of consciousness of m
oS” th?rS ot

’>' “ state ol mind, but obrt-

me lime. It was passions which he was unable to

in a fit of angCT.«
atruck me deceased not In a paroxysm of Insanity b -

« M Crim Uw H'Sh Court Cr Appeal No. 112
tv®! p 1223. see also 51 Crim. T.nm .r 1950. p 1941: I”

*’> 51 Crim' Uw J 1950 n
Kulondcf Crim. Leo y.

^

tub,,, tlto court cr App.,', „„

P
153^” *" Apprai No 228 of 19^7, 23 Criminol Laio Jo'Jf. July
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Ont Matin All,47 son o! a retired extra-asistant cortimisssioner, \rith a friend of

his engaged a taxi in August 1932, from Nagpur for Cbindwara, and while returning

shot the owner and the cleaner of the car at ni^t near SUvani Ghat. He was absconding

and was arrested on the fourth day of the occurrence. He n’as sentenced to transpor-

tation for life by the Sessions Judge of Chindwara for this double murder. On an appeal

preferred by him, the Judicial Commissioner in the course of his Judgment observed

that the case did not fall within section 84 of the Indian Penal Code because the mental
faculties of Matin distinguishing right from wrong from a moral point of view were
absolutely clear. The applicant fully believed that taking life of another was not only

illegal but immoral- The appellant divided himself Into two parts, viz. Matin All and
Rumi Safa (free lance). According to him there resided In his physical body both good
and evil spirits and in spite of his control the evil spirit forced him to kill useless persons
like himself to make the world better. Matin did not commit suicide as the world would
have taken him as a coward. The present crimes were committed in a fit of impulsive
insanity without any motive or premeditation, nevertheless they (fid come under pur-
view of section 302, but necessitated indulgent consideration.. Having regard to

the fact that the appellant belonged to a respectable family and had received higher
education, the Judicial Commissioner directed that the case be laid before the local
Government for such indulgent consideration as they may be pleased to show to the
appellant under section 401 of the Criminal Procedure Code,

In the case of Rex v. Ronald True, who was tried at the Central Criminal
Court of London on a charge of murdering a postltute by strangulation
after spending the night at her flat on March 6, 1922, Mr. Justoce McCardle,
in his charge to the Jury said, “even If the prisoner knew the physical
nature and that it was morally wrong and punishable by law, yet was by
mental disease deprived of the power to control his actions, then the verdict

should be guilty but insane”. His Lordship definitely conceded the doctrine

of criminal Irresponsibility on the ground of impairment of the power of
self-control, but pointed out that this exemption should be applied with
great care. The Jury found the accused guilty of “wilful murder”, and he
was sentenced to death. The sentence was subsequently upheld by the
Court of Criminal Appeal. Shortly afterwards a representation was made
to the Home Secretary that True was insane, whereupon he appointed a
committee of three mental specialists to examine True and to certify If he
was sane or Insane. On their having certified that he was Insane the Home
Secretary ordered True to be removed to a criminal asylum.

In July 1922, the Lord Clmncellor appointed a Committee consisting of
the well-known lawyers under the chairmanship of I<ord Justice Atkin to
consider and report upon what changes, if any, were desirable in the existing
law, practice and procedure relating to criminal trials In which the plea of
Insanity Is raised as a defence. The committee recommended that the rules
formulated in the McNaughten case be maintained, and further recom-
mended an additionnal rule that it should be recognized that a person charged
criminally with an offence is irresponsible for his act when the act is

committed under an Impulse which the prisoner was, by mental disease. In
substance deprived of any power to resist. These recommendations were
incorporated in a bill, called the Criminal Responsibility (Trials) Bill, which
was moved in the House of Lords in 1924. but was negatived.

^ •Doctorine of Partial Responsibility.—There are certain types of mental
diseases like, psychopathic,personality „and paranoI^Tn ' which crimh^f acts

commlfted."^ and~strictly_^oin-the_legaLj>Qlnt_of view, a person' suffeHng
from either of'lh^''menlal_dlsorders,.Is^responsible_for his criminal acti“But.

same time," strictly, from the medical or psychiatric angle, such a
p^moxi^s^pLjmsound^mlnd. Hence It Is felt by some medical psychologists
that a psychopath or a paranoiac who has committed a crime, particularly a
murder, even though legally quite responsible for his crime, should be j:on-
cfderpf? pfirtiniiy .Tocnonslble-^or his act, and his sentence-mitigated ,be(rause
of-hts „.«nsoundne33-of-mtndr«-In England antTlh^ome States of America, a
diagnosis of psychopathic personality Is not accepted as a defence, and a

47. Leader. Sept. 25. 1933.
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psychopath Is held fully responsible for his criminal act. In Illinois (U£.A).

a psychopath may be declared Insane, and Is treated in the same way as an

Insane patient In Scotland, “A plea of Insanity may be entered In bar of

sentence and the charge may be reduced from murder to manslaughter or

to culpable homicide. This is a return to the doctrine of “partial” responsi-

bility. but now the term “partial” does not refer to a form of insanity (mono-

mania) but to mitigating circumstances. Such a mltlgatlonn Is being sought

constantly in Scottish law courts. The unwritten law In relation thereto

was stated by Lord Alness in the case of Rex v. Savage as follows:

—

‘Formerly there were only two classes of prisoner, those who were completely

responsible, and those who were completely Irresponsible. Our law has now come to

recognise in murder cases a third class, those who. while they may not merit the d^
criptton of being Insane, are nevertheless In such a condition as to reduce the quality

of their act from murder to culpable homicide .there must be aberration or weakness

of mind; there must be some form of mental unsoundness; there must be a state of

mind bordering on. though not amounting to, insanity; there must be a mind so aBccted

that responsibility is diminished from full responsibility to partial responsibility; the

prisoner in o.uestion must be only partially responsible for his action*
“The above ruling opens the door very wide Indeed—some thlnlt too

wide because in many cases an investigation of accused's life history dis-

closes evidence of extenuating circumstances which Indirectly may have had
a bearing on the crime. The matter, however, goes back much further than

the dictum of Lord Alness, because In 1863 Lord Justice Clerk Inglls inform-
ed the Jury that If they were satisfied that the murderer was suffering fw®
Insane delusions at the tlme’of offence they did not need to inquire whether
he knew right from wrong, or whether he knew what was murder in the

eyes of the law, or what was a punishable act.”

legal sense there is no Insane criminal. Concede insanity
homicidal act is not criminal The act of the insane, which in the sane would be criminal
lacks every element of crime.’

"

“It Is clearly evident, therefore, that the McNaughten rules, in Scotland
at least, are In considerable abeyance, and when followed are interpreted
very broadIy."4«

nf
aged 51. was found guilty of the capital murder

aged 15. He was a sexual pervert; defence was that although not

^ * sensc, he Suffered from abnormality of mind such as to diminish ^
Mrt should be convicted of manslaughter. In su^

opined that he had a pspchopalhlc personality, was given M
10

^ patient in a mental asylum, his mental age was about

>'
to

““ >' map.Mghl«r and a

<*^"e>and and Wales, 1S48, Scotland, 1915)-—

with nlipnd? “'•''ancement on the existing laws dealing

cmnhasls on 1

°'.“" ^ 1" tHe United Kingdom. «
sZS condition

“'’""'<•1 "-hoae menial condition entitles them

SSly tacin Zd •'tve been noted that the Aet has

Zmal «Se ore n .

‘ointment ot those oOenders who, by reason of their

Z so Sr oislv m treatment, and yet are

ZntaV S'lve SZlo”* as ot unsound mind or

admitted voluntaHiv
**0^ exists whereby such persons can

that the period o/’vn?.,nf
mental hospital. It has been laid down

months but In practice a
treatment should not extend beyond twel^

that period has cxolred
patients discharge themselves long before

hospital may remain
others who value the security of— ^remain, voluntarily, very much longer. While it may be tl^

rubllcaUOTw. Psychiatry. Oxford Medical

.
« imt Ar«l Jo«r?A^T6 Edition, pp. 714-715./'Pni 0 . 1308. p 838. se« abio Ibid. Peb 15. 1958. p 408
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this procedure has swelled the admission rate to our mental hospitals it has

also ensured a closer co-operation between the law and medicine In dealing

with problems equally Important to each of them/'

“Previous to the Introduction of the Act a number of persons with

dangerous propensities who were of unsound mind had been cared for in

the ordinary mental hospitals. This often proved to be unsatisfactory and
difficult business for the medical and nursing staff as well as for the patient.

Now such patients can be sent direct to the State Mental Hospital (formerly

known as Criminal Lunatic Asylum), and if a transfer requires to be effeced

from the ordinary mental hospital to the State Mental Hospital the machi-
nery is much more easily put into motion. Analogous provision exists for

mental defectives."

“A great many more persons, juveniles and adults, are referred for

psychiatric examination than was formerly the case. Thus a close link Is

being forged between psychiatry and the juvenile and Adult Courts, Proba-
tion Officers, Remand Homes, Approved Schools and Borstals. This is to

the advantage of everyone concerned. Including the offender.’’®*

4^ Somnambulism.—This is an abnormal mental condition, and means
walking during sleep. In this condition the mental faculties are partially

active and are so concentrated on one particffiar train of Ideas that a som-
nambulist is capable of performing most remarkable and incredible pieces

of work, which would have baffled his Intelligence during his waking hours.

A somnambulist may thus solve a very difficult problem or may commit
theft or murder, A person who is the victim of a somnambulistic habit has
generally no recollection of the events occurring during the fit after he
awakes. In some cases he remembers the events of one fit In subsequent
fits and follows them with exact precision, though he forgets them in the
normal state.

Somnambulism forms a very good plea of defence for exemption from
criminal liability, if it can be proved that the accused committed the offence

during the fit. In a case where Maggie Alexander®! was charged with
having murdered her child with a razor the jury returned a verdict of
“guilty but Insane”, as it was definitely proved in evidence that the accused
was a somnambulist, that she committed this act in a state of somnabulism,
and therefore did not know what she was doing, that she did not appreciate

the nature and quality of the act, and that she did not know she was doing
It at all because of this somnambulistic state from which she unquestionably
suffered.

Semisomnolence or Somnolentia.—This is half way between sleep and
waking and is very often called sleep drunkenness. This condition Is mostly
allied to a mental condition occurring in some cases Immediately after an
epileptic fit. If a person is suddenly aroused from deep sleep, he may
unconsciously commit some horrible and illegal deed owing to his mind
being in a state of confusion, especially If he Is having a dream or a night-
mare at the time. He is not criminally responsible for such a deed.

A woman in Hungary attacked her daughter in the middle of the night with an
axe, inflicting serious injuries. At her trial she pleaded nightmare as a defence. She
alleged that she had heard gossip that her daughter had been seen walldng at night In
remote places with a young man, and had been filled with suspicion- On the night of the
assault she dreamt of her daughter’s disgrace and saw her arrested for an offence against
public morals. Under the influence of the dream she gave way to an overpowering impulse
to kill her. She had ben brought to her senses only by the girl’s screams. The Medical
Advisory Board of Criminal Jurisdiction to whidi .the court referred the matter, advised

50. D. K. Henderson and R. D. Gillespie, A Text-Book of Psychiatry, Oxford Medical
Publications. University Press, London, 1956. Eighth Edition, p. 722.

51. Lancet. Dec. 14, 1929, p. 1265.
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that the woman had told the truth and -was not responsible for the assault. She was

accordingly acqultted.52

4 Hypnotism or Mesmerism.—This is a sleep-lUce condition brought on by

artificial means or by suggestion and Is allied to somnambulism. Daring a

hypnotic trance, though unconscious of surrounding objects, a person may

perform acts suggested by the hypnotlzer, but does not remember

afterwards. Sometimes, the suggestive influence may last beyond the period

of the hypnotic trance. Difference of opinion exists as to whether a hypno-

tized person can be made to commit a criminal act but the best authorlW

would seem to Indicate that while persons under hypnotic control can be

Influenced to commit acts In line with defects in character or weakness or

morals which they might otherwise not commit, the fundamental principle

holds true that no one can be compelled by hypnotic Influence to comm.t

any deed of which he was not capable In the normal state.

b^hypnotiTfid . against, his will, hpnce. K _he .volunteers .iq_beJtOTnollzed. he is

ejected to have antlclpated all _the, consequences J)f_-the_act..and_?6^^®“ ”
become respQnslble._fQr._them, and the well-settled . prIncIple...of law that a

person cannot take an advantage of his own misconduct would govern In case

he violated the law In the state of hypnotlsm.s^

Hypnotism as a defence to a criminal act is not generally recognized in

courts. In a case where Gouffe was murdered by hanging, Bompard, one oi

the murderers, unsuccessfully pleaded that she had been hypnotized by Eyrau^

the other murderer, and while under his Influence was Induced to take pari

In the murder.

T Delirium.—According to Tuke*< delirium Is “a perversion of the mental

processes, the perversion being manifested in speech or action. The distur-

bance is characterized by Incoherent speech, hallucinations, illusions and deloslom

restlessless, watchfuln<»ss. apparently purposeless actions. Inability to fix tne

attention," Owing to hallucinations and delusions being present In a state

of delirium the patient may commit violent fatal acts. Such - a-pemon »

npt..legally.jesponslble-(or-aetg-eQmmtttf»d , d»rlng an grrps5_of delirium.
»'

In the words of section 84. U.C., he lost consciousness to such an exten

as would prevent him from knowing the nature of the act or distinguishing

between right and wrong.

O Drunkenness.—^The law relating to drunkenness and criminal responsl

blllty is laid down In the following two sections of the Indian Penal Codc:^
Section 85.—Nothing Is an offence which Is done by a person, who. at the

time of doing It. Is, by reason of Intoxication. Incapable of knowing the nature

of the act or that he Is doing what Is either wrong or contrary to lawi pto

vldcd that the thing which Intoxicated him was administered to him without
hla knowledge or against his wUl.

Section 85.—In cases where an act done is not an offence unless don?
with a particular knos-ledge or Intent a person who docs the act In a state

of intoxication shall be liable to be dealt with as If he had the same know-
edge as he ^uld have If he had not been Intoxicated, unless the thing which

administered to him without his knowledge or against

actions that drunkenness caused by the volun-

Intoxicating drug is no excuse for the

flK
^rime but insanity produced by drunkenness, voluntary

li-' criminal responsibility If It can stand the usu^

insanity In the case of r.ep.^
Jair p' ** P- 5- t' It- C. and Crimtnoto^ !fev., Vol. V, I-

W =• l*»rth-AprU I92i. No 2. p. 45.
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Davis^^ Where the prisoner was charged with wounding with intent to mur-
der, the defence was that the accused was of unsound mind at the time of

the commission of the act and the evidence established the fact that he was
suffering from delirium tremens resulting from over-indulgence In drink.

Stephens, J., in summing up to the jury said "but drunkenness is one thing

and the diseases to which drunkenness leads are different thtags; and If a
man by drunkenness brings on a state of disease, which causes such a degree

of madness even for a time, which would have relieved him from respons-

ibility if it had been caused Jn any other way, then he would not be criminally

responsible. In my opinion in such a case the man Is a mad man and is to be
treated as such although his madness Is temporary. If you think there was
a distinct disease caused by drinking, but differing from drunkenness and
that by reason thereof he did not know that the act was wrong, you will find

a verdict of not guilty on the ground of Insanity”.

In cases where the intention of a person committing a crime is an Ingre-

dient of the crime itself, the fact of his being drunk at the time when the act

was committed may be taken into consideration in considering whether he
formed the intention necessary to constitute the crime. In the case of Rex
V. Beard,5« where trie accused was Indicted for wilful murder, it was proved
by the prosecutioon that he had ravished a young girl, and In aid of the act

of rape had placed his hand on her mouth to prevent her from screaming at

the same time pressing her throat with his thumb, causing death by suffoca-

tion. The chief evidence was drunkenness, it being contended that when the
6rime was committed his mind was so affected by drink that the charge
ought to be reduced to manslaughter. It was held by the House of Lords
that the drunkenness was no defence unless it would be established that
Beard at the time of committing the rape was so drunk as. to be Incapable of

forming the intent to commit It. Death resulted from a succession of acts

—

the rape and the act of violence causing suffocation. These acts could not
be regarded independent of each other ad ds it was not alleged that the
prisoner was too drunk to form the intent of committing the rape the defence
of drunkenness to the charge of- murder must fail. In the course of their

judgment the House of Lords have laid down "that evidence of drunkenness
which renders the accused incapable of forming the specific Intent essential

to constitute the crime should be taken Into consideration with the other
facts proved in order to determine whether or not he had this Intent. Evi-
dence of drunkenness falling short of a proved incapacity In the accused to
form the intent necessary to constitute the crime, and merely establishing
that his mind was affected by drink so that he more readily gave way to some
violent passion, does not rebut the presumption that a man intends the
natural consequences of his acts”. This observation of Their Lordships has
been followed in the cases In Indian courts and is deemed as a final state-
ment of the law on this point. In the case of Ring-Emperor v. Blshan Singh^^
where the accused was charged with having murdered three persons by firing

a gun in a slate of intoxication, it was held that the accused was not in such
an advanced state of Intoxication as not to be fully aware of what he was
doing and not to be perfectly cognizant of the probable consequences of his
act. When firing at the persons in question he must at least be deemed to have
intended to cause such injuries as he knew were likely to result in death,
and accordingly he must be held guilty of murder within the terms of sec-
tion 302. Indian Penal Code. In the case of King-Emperor v. Judagi MaUah,'^

55. 1881, U Cox C. C. 563.
56. 1920 A.C. 479: Llewelljai Jones, Trans. Med -Leg. Sooiety, Vol. XXH. p. 33.
57. Laliore High Court Cr. App. No. 201 of 1938; 30 Crhre. Law Jour., July 1929, p. 6G2.
58. Patna High Court Death Reference Case Na 8. 1929; 31 Criminal Law Journal,

March 1930, p. 243; see also Rangoon H. Court Cr. App. No. 1992 of 1933. K. E. v. Nga
Sein Culc; 36 Cr. Law Jour., 1935, p. 228: Lahore H. Court Cr. Appeal No. 495 of 1941.
K. E. V. Sammansingh Thakarsingh: 43 Cr. Law Jour., 1942, p. 332.
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that the woman had told the truth and was not responsible for the assault. She was
accordingly acquitted.52

Hypnotism or Mesmerism.—This Is a sleep-like condition brought on by
artificial means or by suggestion and Is allied to somnambulism. During a
hypnotic trance, though unconscious of surrounding objects, a person may
perform acts suggested by the hypnotlzer, but does not remember them
afterwards. Sometimes, the suggestive Influence may last beyond the period
of the hypnotic trance. Difference of opinion exists as to whether a hypno-
tized person can be made to commit a criminal act but the best authority
would seem to indicate that while persons under hypnotic control can be
Influenced to commit acts In line with defects In character or weakness of
morals which they might otherwise not commit, the fundamental principle
holds true that no one can be compelled by hypnotic influence to commit
any deed of which he was not capable In the normal state, nerson cannot

be hypnQtlzrd_agalnst-hls_wllL Jience if he vnluntegrg_to be_hypnQtJzed.^e Cs

expected to haye_ anticipated all_the_conse<iuences of„the_act„and agreed to
become

.
responsible, for them and the well-settled . princFple^ljf law that a

person cannot take an advantage of his own misconduct would govern In case
he violated the law In the state of hypnotlsm-S^

Hypnotism as a defence to a criminal act Is not generally recognized in
courts. In a case where Gouffe was murdered by hanging, Bompard, one of
the murderers, unsuccessfully pleaded that she had been hypnotized by Eyraud,
the other murderer, and while under his influence was induced to take part
In the murder.

*7 Delirium.—According to Tuke*^ delirium is “a perversion of the mental
processes, the perversion being manifested in speech or action. The distur-
bance Is characterized by Incoherent speech, haUuclnatlons, Illusions and delusions,
restlessless. watchfulness, apparently purposeless actions. Inability to fix the
attention.” Owing to hallucinations and delusions being present In a state
of delirium the patient may commit violent fatal acts. Sueh-a-person is

npt^egaUy_tesponstble~for-acts-committpd_ rturtng, an. nrrfss of delirium. If.

in the words of section 84, IP.C.. he lost consciousness to "such an extent

^ would prevent him from knowing the nature of the act or distinguishing
between right and wrong.

^ 1^^ relating to drunkenness and criminal responsl-
bllity is laid down In the following two sections of the Indian Penal Code:—

Section 85,—Nothing Is an offence which is done by a person, who. at the
time of doing It. is, by reason of intoxication. Incapable of knowing the nature

^ doing what Is either wrong or contrary to law: pro-
dded that the thing which intoxicated him was administered to him without
his knowledge or against his wUI.

where an act done Is not an offence unless done

of
knowledge or intent a person who does the act In a state

^ ^ had the same know-
intoxicated, unless the thing which

his wllf
^ administered to him without his knowledge or against

these sections that drunkenness caused by the volun-
Intoxicating drug Is no excuse for the

^ insanity produced by drunkenness, voluntary or

le^anh^ nnSurt
criminal responsibility If it can stand the usual

legal tests applied In the other forms of In-sanity. In the case of Rctr. v.

Ja^iT 94
"* ^ I*- c. Med-Leg ajid Cmnmology. Hev

.

VoL V, Part I,

S. ^ ^farch.Aprtl 1924. No. 2. p. 48.
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Dauisss where the prisoner was charged with wounding with Intent to mur-
der. the defence was that the accused was of unsound mind at the time of

the commission of the act and the evidence established the fact that he was
suffering from delirium tremens resulting from over-indulgence in drink.

Stephens. J.. in summing up. to the jury said “but drunkenness is one thing

and the diseases to which drunkenness leads are different thtogs; and If a
man by drunkenness brings on a state of disease, which causes such a degree

of madness even for a time, which would have relieved him from respons-

ibility if it had been caused in any other way, then he would not be criminally

responsible. In my opinion in such a case the man is a mad man and is to be

treated as such although his madness Is temporary- If j’ou think there was
a distinct disease caused by drinking, but differing from drunkenness and
that by reason thereof he did not know that the act was wrong, you will find

a verdict of not guilty on the ground of insanity”.

In cases where the intention of a person committing a crime is an ingre-

dient of the crime itself, the fact of his being drunk at the time when the act

was committed may be taken into consideration in considering whether he
formed the intention necessary to constitute the crime. In the case of Eex
V. Beard,^ where tHe accused was Indicted for wilful murder, It was proved
by the prosecutloon that he had ravished a young girl, and In aid of the act

of rape had placed his hand on her mouth to prevent her from screaming at

the same time pressing her throat with his thumb, causing death by suffoca-

tion. The chief evidence was drunkenness, it being contended that when the

fcrlme was committed his mind was so affected by drink that the charge
ought to be reduced to manslaughter. It was held by the House of Lords

that the drunkenness was no defence unless it would be established that

Beard at the time of committing the rape was so drunk as. to be incapable of

forming the intent to commit it. Death resulted from a succession of acts—
the rape and the act of violence causing suffocation. These acts could not
be regarded Independent of each other ad ds it was not aUeged that the
prisoner was too drunk to form the intent of committing the rape the defence
of drunkenness to the charge of’ murder must fail. In the course of their

judgment the House of Lords have laid down “that evidence of drunkenness
which renders the accused incapable of fonnlng the specific Intent essential

to constitute the crime should be taken into consideration with the other
facts proved in order to determine whether or not he had this Intent. Evi-
dence of drunkenness falling short of a proved incapacity in the accused to
form the intent necessary to constitute the crime, and merely establishing

'

that his mind was affected by drink so that he more readily gave way to some
violent passion, does not rebut the presumption that a man intends the
natural consequences of his acts”. This observation of Their Lordships has
been followed in the cases in Indian courts and is deemed as a final state-
ment of the law on this point. In the case of King-Emperor v. Bishan Singh^^
where the accused was charged with having murdered three persons by firing
a gun in a state of Intoxication. It was held that the accused was not In such
an advanced state ot intoxication as not to be fully aware of what he was
doing and not to be perfectly cognizant of the probable consequences of his
act. When firing at the persons in question he must at least be deemed to have
Intended to cause such injuries as he knew were likely to result in death,
and accordingly he must be held guilty of murder within the terms of sec-
tion 302. Indian Penal Code. In the case of King-Emperor v. Judagi Mallah,^^

55. 1881, 14 Cox C. C. 563.

5^ 1920 A.C. 479; LlewelljTi Jones, Trans. Med.-Leg. 5oc;cfy, VoL XXII, p. 33.
57. ^ore High Court Cr. App. No. 201 of 1928: 30 Crim. Law Jour., July 1929. p. 6C2.

. HlBh Court Death Reference Case No. 8. 1929; 31 Criminal Lore Journal.
March 1930. p. 243; see also Rangoon H. Court Cr. App. No. 1992 of 1933. K. E. v. NgaS«n Gule; 36 Cr. Laio Jour., 1935, p. 228; Lahore H. Court Cr. Appeal No. 495 of 1941.
K. E. V. Sammanslnc/i Thakarsingh; 43 Cr. Law Jour.. 1942. p. 332.
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where the accused caused the death of his cousin, Deonaraln, by stabbing

him on the throat with a knife In the course of a drunken brawl, It was held

that the accused was incapable by reason of drunkenness to form the Intent

necessary to constitute the crime. It was brought out In evidence that after

he committed the crime he ran about saying that he had kfled this man and

was going to be hanged. He said that he had done a v;rongful act. The
accused had the knowledge and tlie Intention which would make him liable

under section 302, Indian Penal Code, and. therefore, he was guilty of murder.

3 • Homicide under the Influence of Hypnotic Drugs.~In the case of

Kex V. Salkeld^f the defendant was Indicted before Mr. Justice Humphreys
at the Birmingham Summer As5i2e. 1946, for the murder of a woman by
shooting her at a dance at Langborough In evidence Salkeld said that he
had had a breakdown and had silly fits of W'ceping. He suffered sleep-
lessness and took medlnal and other hypnotic tablets After an absence of

three hours the Jury found the accused not guilty of murder, but guilty of

manslaughter. Passing a sentence of five years' penal servitude the learned
Judge said he took It that the verdict meant that owing to Salkeld's drug-
taking habit he was In a'muddled condition of mind so that he was not In a
condition to form any intention to kill.

(Revised by Dr. J. C. Marfatlal



CHAPTER XX

LAW IN RELATION TO MEDICAL MEN

THE MEDICAL ACT
In order that persons required medical aid should be enabled to discrimi-

nate between qualified and unqualified practitioners, an Act, called the Medi-

cal Act of 1858, was passed by the British Parliament in 1858, which came
into force from the first day of October, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-eight. This Act created tlie General Medical Council, which maintains

a register of medical practitioners, has the controlling power over the disci-

pline of the profession and over the curricula and examinations of medical

schools and colleges, and publishes the British Pharmacopoeia, This Act was
amended in the year 1950, and the amended Act was known as the Medical

Act, 1950. Now the Medical Act, 1956, has been passed. It has consolidated

all the past enactments relating to medical practitioners. Under this Act a
medical student who has passed his final qualifying examination will not be

entitled to be registered as a medical practitioner, unless he has spent a year
or two in a residential appointment at an approved hospital or institution.

During this period he will be provisionally registered and will be authorized

to sign death certificates and prescribe dangerous drugs. Reciprocal arrange-

ment may be made with Commonwealth and foreign coimtrles.

In India, owing to the want of uniformity of standard In preliminary

education and the medical courses in schools and colleges, and owing to the

prevalent Ayurvedic and Uaanl systems,* no Medical Act had been passed
till recently to control or to restrict the medical practices. In 1916, the

Government of India passed the Indian Medical Degrees Act, known as Act
No. VII of 1916, to regulate the grant of titles Implying qualifications In

Western Medical Science, and the assumption and use by unqualified persons
of such titles.

By section 6 of this Act whoever voluntarily and falsely assumes or uses any title

or description or any addition to his name implying that he holds a degree, diploma,
licence or certificate conferred, granted or istaied by any authority recognized by the
Goremor-General-lii-Councll, or recognized by the Genera] Council of Medical Educar
lion of the United Kingdom, or that he Is qualified to practise Western medical science,
shall be punishable with fine which may extend to two hundred and fifty rupees, or. if

he subsequently commits, and is convicted of an offence punishable under this section,

.
with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees:

Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to the use of any person of any
title, description, or addition which, prior to the commencement of this Act, he used in
virvue of any degree, licence or certificate conferred aipon, or granted or issued to him.
Section 7 provides that no Court shall take cognizance of an offence punishable under
this .act, except upon complaint made by order of the Local Government, or upon com-
plamt made, with the previous sanction of the Local Government, by a Council of
Medical Registration established by any enactment for the time being in force in the
province.

Within recent years the State Governments have created Medical Coun-
cils in Bombay, Madras. Bengal. Bihar, Assam, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and
few other states by pas.sing tha Medical Act for the registration of certain
medical practitioners and supervision of medical education In their own pro-
vinces. Each of these Medical Councils consists of members elected by the
registered medical practitioners and those nominated by the Provincial Gov-
ernment. The administrative head of the medical department Is generally
the President of the Medical Connell, but in some states the President of the

1. The Bombay Medical Practitioners' Act <Bombay Act No. XXVI of 1938) was
passed in 1938 to regulate the qualifications and to provide for the registration of practi-
tioners of the Indian Systems of Medicine with a view to encourage the study and spread
of sum sj-stems and to amend the law relating to medical practitioners generally. See
also the UJ». Indian Medicine Act. 1939 <X of 1939), which came into effect on October
1. 1946.
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Medical Council is elected by the members from amongst themselves, while

the Registrar or Secretary of the Medical Council maintains a medical regis-

ter for the State. Persons possessing medical qualifications Included In the

schedule maintained by the State Medical Councils are eligible for registra-

tion on payment of the prescribed fees and on furnishing proof of the qualifi-

cations possessed by them.

A registered medical practitioner Is entitled to hold ofllclal appointments,
to sign birth, death or other medical certificates required by law, to give

evidence at any inquest or In any court of law as an expert under section 45
of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, on any matter relating to medicine, surgery
or midwifery, and to be exempted from serving on a jury and an Inquest.

Registration Is not compulsory under different State Medical Acts of

India, but section 32 of the Bombay Medical Practitioners’ Act, 1938, as
amended by Bombay Act No. V of 1950 makes registration compulsory and
debars persons from practising or holding themselves out as practising for
personal gain any system of medicine, surgery or midwifery In this State, un-
less they are registered under section 16 of this Act, or under section 7 of the
Bombay Medical Act, 1912, or whose names are entered In the list kept under
section 18 of this Act. Section 34 of this Act makes the contravention of
the provision of section 32 a penal offence and prescribes a fine upto Rs, 100
for the first offence and upto Rs. 500 for every subsequent offence.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL COUNCIL ACT
In the year 1933 the Indian Legislative Assembly passed an act. known

as the Indian Medical Council Act, 1933 (Act No. iXvn of 1933). Now the
^dian Medical Council Act, 1956, extends to the whole of India except the

fu
Jammu and Kashmir and has been passed for the re-constltutlon of

the Medical Council of India and for matters connected therewith. The Medl-
cal Council constituted under the act shall consist of (a) one member from
each State other than a Union territory to be nominated by the Central
Government In consultation with the State Government concerned, (b) One

''"tea from amongst the members of
the Medical Faculty of the University by members of the Senate of the
University or members of the Court If there Is no Senate, (c) One member
from each State In which a state medical register Is maintained to be elected

the ufeTcT
"y P't'™' enrolled on such register who possess

P^rt n ot ,L" rS h”?
“t' ^"tt Of Beoond Sehedule or in

thmwlve.
™ Schedule, (d) Seven members to be elected from amongst

the
‘"e Medical Eeglster who

Included In Part I of the third schedule,

Tent and
nominated by the Central Government. The Presi-

the Council from nmn"
CounclI shall be elected by the members of

eSLSlng Le v7ar,
themselves. They shall hold uflice tor a term not

“
the counen m T •’'J'"'' the esplry of term as membertlm Council. The members of the Council shall hold office for SVC years.

dualSatS whlch“am those medical

am included 1^ he
‘"tt'tutlous In India and which

medical QuahS:aUons^ I^^^^^ C'""'" ''so recognizes the

are^nlS?mTe”:econd"1LdVT^^^^^^
lions for enrolment on <.nw cf * ,

^ ^ considered sufficient qualiflca-

also empowered to comptem o^MeJ'tam'
any State or country outsMe Inffia wh^? hvTv, f

'"horlty In

try Is entrusted with the maintenance of
for the settling of a scheme of rpJinrLit

medical practitioners.
reciprocity for the recognition of medical
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qualifications, and in pursuance of any such scheme the Central Government

may, by notification In the official Gazette, amend the second schedule so

as to Include therein any medical qualification which the Council has decided

should be recognized. All medical qualifications granted by medical institu-

tions in India which are Includ'ed in Part I of the third schedule, arc also

recognized and the medical qualifications granted by medical institutions out-

side India, which are Included in Part n of the third schedule, also a special

provision is made in certain cases for recognition of medical qualifications

granted by medical institutions In countries' with which there is no scheme
of reciprocity.

The Council shall cause to be maintained in the prescribed manner a

register of medical practitioners to be known as the Indian Medical Register.

DISCIPUNARY CONTROL
In England the General Medical Council through Its Medical Disciplinary

Committee acts as a Court of medical discipline and conduct.

Section 33 of the Medical Act, 1956, provides that If any fully or provi-

sionally registered practitioner

(a) is convicted by any Court in the United Kingdom or the Republic

of Ireland of any felony, misdemeanour, crime or offence, or

(b) after due inquiry is judged by the Disciplinary Committee to have

been guilty of iitfamous conduc t in any professional respect,

the Committee m^ If they think fit direct his name to be erased from the

Register.

(2) In an enquiry under the said section 33, whether a person has been
guilty of infamous conduct In any professional respect, any findings of fact

which is shown to have been made in any matrimonial proceedings In the
United Kingdom or the Republic of Ireland, being proceedings of the High
Court or the Court of Session or on appeal from a decision in such proceeding
shall be conclusive evidence of the fact found. This covers the question of

adultery, or improper conduct or association with a patient.

When a practitioner is convicted in the Courts the police authorities habi-
tually report it to the Council and the disciplinary Committee is legally bound
to accept a conviction as conclusive.

From time to time the Council has issued “warning notice” which gives
guidance in the matter of Infamous conduct meaning thereby “disgraceful
or dishonourable” in a professional respect, though the limits of Infamous
conduct are not defined. Such a warning was recently issued.® What consti-
tutes the disgraceful or dishonourable conduct has often been a controversial
point in a Court of Law. Sir Donald Mac Allster in 1892 defined it as
follows:—^“If it is shown that a medical man. In pursuit of his profession,
has done something with regard to which It would be reasonably regarded
as disgraceful or dishonourable by his professional brethren of good repute
and competency, then it is open to the Council to say that he has been guilty
of infamous conduct in a professional respect.”

The Indian Medical Council is almost analogous to the General Medical
Council and according to this Act of 1956, it will also maintain an Indian
Medical Register and will also be consulted by the Central Government be-
fore a anal decision is given by them’ on an appeal against disciplinary
action taken by any State Medical’ CounclL Their decision will be final.
Primarily the disciplinary control over the medical practitioners Is maintain-
ed by the State Medical Councils, which have the power to remove the names
of medical practitioners permanently or for a specified period from their
registers, when they are judged after due Inquiry to have been guilty of In-
famous conduct in any professional respect. They have also the power to

4. Vide the Indian Medical Council Act. 1956, pp. 18, 19, 29.
5. Reprinted in Brit. Med. Jo«r.; June 14, 1958, pp. 333-334.
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direct the restoration of any name so removed.^ It must be borne In mind
that the State Medical Councils do not take cognizance of any offence of mis-
conduct committed by a registered medical practitioner unless someone lodges
a complaint in writing accompanied by one or more statutory declarations as
to the facts alleged, when they assume the functions of professional Courts
of Justice.

Some of the State Medical Councils have published codes containing some
of the main principles of medical ethics for the information and guidance of
registered medical practitioners, and have Issued warning notices comprising
certain unethical practices which are regarded as falling within the meaning of
the term, infamous conduct in a professional respect. The Bombay Medical
Council have issued a similar warning notice which has come In force from
the first of July 1948, and have suggested that they are in no way precluded
from considering and dealing with any form of unethical practice which may
be brought before them although it may not appear to come within the scope
of precise wording of any of the categories mentioned below:

PART I

1 .

Anyone found guilty of offences mentioned In this Part will be
liable to have his name erased from the Register without any further warning.

1. Immorality Involving abuse of professional relationship,

2. Conviction by a court of law for an offence Involving moral turpitude.

connection with various Government and Municipal Acts,
SICK benefit, insurance and kindred societies, passports, matters relating to
armed forces, attendance in Courts of Justice, in the public services: or in

employment, a certificate, notification or report which Is untrue, mis-
leading or improper.

health authorities information of the notifiable

5. Performing or enabling an unqualified
or any lUegal operation for which there is
logical indication.

person to perform an abortion
no medical, surgical or psycho-

6. Performing or enabling an unqualified
form operations on patients In respect of
discretion or skill or to Issue certificates

person to attend, treat or per-
matters requiring professional

under
Provisions of the Drugs Act and Regulations made

flcatUTcepr?:^hU^pSt"
^

Act, 1950, provWM mat the Bombay Medical
Medical Council found guilty of Inquiry by the
the name of such medical practiSr to^r-^^’

Medical Council may (a) direct

postpone the making of sufh SreS
thinks fit: Provided that If after ot conditions as it

specified, the Medical Council Is sattsfled^^at*^®
before ttie expiry of the period so

vened any of the conditions so prescribed
medial practioner has not contra-

^fdlcal Council may direct thaf htebSe^tou'^n^t’hp'^^
^ other^e satisfactory, the

consequence of the misconduct of which he mi removed from the register in

Eiplanofion—For the pu^e « mte
tlon of the medical practitioner by a criminal

mean (a) the convic-

within the meaning of the Code of CrtnliSl pSSuS'^ cognizable

the Army Act, 1950, of the medical practHIonerS^f conviction under
Is cognizable within the meaning of the Code of

which
duct which. In the opinion of the CouncU. Is infamous

(2) The Medical Council may. at any suS^ni- medical profession

any name so removed shall be re-entered."
***** ^ if they think fit, direct that
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9. Disclosing the secrets of a patient that have been learnt In the exer-

cise of his profession. These may be disclosed only in a court of law under
orders from the presiding Judge.

10. Soliciting private practice either by splitting fees or paying commis-
sions to those who bring patients to him or by advertising by means of

laudatory or other notices in the press, or by placards or by handbills.

11. Receiving commissions from surgeons, consultants, or from anyone to

whom patients are referred, be it a medical practitioner, a manufacturer or a
trader in drugs or appliances or a chemist or a dentist or an occullst.

12. Advertising himself directly or Indirectly such as through price lists

or publicity materials of manufacturers or traders with which he may be con-
nected In any capacity though it will be permissible for him to publish his name
in connection with the prospectus or directors’ or technical experts’ reports.

PART n
13. Associating In professional matters with persons who do not possess

a qualification registrable In India or who possessing such a qualification have
been struck off the respective Registers for unethical practices.

14. Writing prescriptions in a secret formula.

15. Keeping an open shop for the sale of medicines.

16. Publishing or sanctioning the publication in the lay press of reports

of cases treated or operated on by him or any certificates for drugs, foods,

appliances and sanatoria used by him or of any laudatory statement about
himself or his address and telephone number unless he has changed his o£Bce

or has resumed practice after a long interval in which case the notice should
not appear more than twice and in not more than two papers, or inserting his

name In the telephone directory in a special place by paying special rates.

17. Contributing to the lay press interviews, letters regarding disease and
treatment which have the purpose of advertising himself and soliciting prac-
tice. It shall be open for him to xvrlte to the lay press under his own name
on, matters of public health interest and general articles which will promote
hygienic living or deliver public lectures with the same purpose. Till such
time as local medical publications offered the desired publicity it shall be open
to medical associations, hospitals and other bodies to advertise the name of
the lecturer and his subject in the non-medical press provided that such a
notice has already been sent to the medical press for publication, where avail-
able.

18 . Attending a patient who is under the care of another practitioner.

19. Attending on his own a patient who has been seen by him before in
the capacity of a consultant during the same illness,

20. Removing the patient in the absence of the attending physician to a
hospital or a nursing home or transferring him to the care of his assistants
by a consulting practitioner.

21. Doing anything that means unfair competition.

22. Talking disparagingly of his colleague who attended the case before
him or attends with him at a consultation.

23. Examining and reporting on employees at the instruction of the em-
ployer without previously intimating the regular attendant of the employee of
his commission and giving him the option of being present.

24. Using an unusually large sign board and writing on it anything else
other than his name, qualifications obtained from a University or a statutory'
body, titles conferred by Government and the name of a speciality he prac-
tised. The same should be the contents of his prescription paper, which may.
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In addition, contain address and telephone numbers. Appointments held now

or before should not be mentioned cither on the board or prescription paper.

25. Refusing to attend on a patient who has been under his care unless

he finds that the patient and his relatives are non-co-operatlve, or his fees are

not paid or another practitioner Is consulted without his knowledge.

Note.—The foregoing do not apply so as to restrict the proper training and

Instructions of bona fide students or the legitimate employment of dressers,

midwives, dispensers, surgery attendants and skilled mechanics under the

Immediate personal supervision of a registered medical practitioner.

INTERNATIONAL CODE OP MEDICAL ETHICS

The following International Code of Medical Ethics was accepted by the World

Medical Association at its general meeUng held In London on October 12, 1949:

—

L Duties 0/ Doctors in GenercU.—A doctor must always maintain the highest

standards of professional conduct.

A doctor must not allow himself to be influenced merely by motives of profit.

The following practices are deemed unethical:

—

(a) Any self-advertisement except such as Is expressly authorized by the national

code of medical ethics.

(b) Taking part In any plan of medical care In which the doctor does not have pro-

lessionai Independence. '

(c) To receive any money In connection with services rendered to a patient other

than the acceptance of a proper professional fee. or to pay any money In the

same circumstances without the knowledge of the patient.

Under no circumstances Is a doctor permitted to do anything that would weaken
the physical or mental resistance of a human being, except from strictly therapeutic

or prophylactic indications Imposed in the interest of the patient.

A doctor Is advised to use great caution in publishing discoveries. The same applies

to methods of treatment whose value is not recognized by the profession.

When a doctor is called upon to give evidence or a certificate he should only state

that w’hich he can verify.

II. Duties of Doctors to the Sick.—

A

doctor must always bear In mind the Import-
ance of preserving human life from the time of conception until death.

A doctor owes to his patient complete loyalty and all the resources of his science.

Whenever an examination or treatment is beyond his capacity he should summon
another doctor who has the necessary ability.

A doctor owes to his patient absolute secrecy on all which has been confided to him
or which he knows because of the confidence entrusted to him.

X Aodurr ^ve toe neceosary treatment m emergency, unless he is assured toat
It can and will be given by others.

III. Duties of Doctors to Each Other.—

A

doctor ought to behave to his colleagues
as he would have them behave to him. A doctor must not entice patients from hts
colleagues A doctor must observe the principles of -the following Declaration of Geneva"
approved and adopted by the general assembly of the World Medical Association at
Geneva In September 1948:

—

At the time of being admitted as a member of the medical profession I solemnly
pledge myself to consecrate my life to the service of humanity.

I will give to my teachers the respect and gratitude which is their due;
I will practise my profession with conscience and dignity;
The health of my patient will be my flret consideration;*
I will respect the secrets which are confided In me;

My colleagues will be my brothers:

I will not permit considerations of religion, nationality, race, partv nolltlcs or social
standlnng to Intervene between my duty and my patient;

I will malntMn the utmost respect for human life, from the time of conceotlon; even
under threat, I will not use my medical knowledge contrary to the laws of humanity,

I make these promises solemnly, freely and upon my honour.
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DUTIES OP A PHYSICIAN

When a medical man is registered to engage in the practice of medicine

and surgery after he has obtained a necessary degree or diploma from a

university or a medical corporation, he is presumed by law

—

1. To use the necessary skill, care and attention In the treatment of

his patients.

2. To continue to treat his patients and to pay them visits as long as it

Is necessary, unless he has given due notice for discontinuing his treatment or

visits, so as to enable them to obtain the services of another medical attend-

ant. or the patients themselves have signified their Intention of changing the

doctor or where he Is convinced that the Illness is an imposture and he Is

being made a party to a false pretence.

A medical practitioner is entitled to receive reasonable remuneration for

any professional service rendered by him except in a case where there is a
definite understanding that his sendees shall be gratuitous. A medical practl-^

tloner should give free medical aid to a professional brothel',"1115‘*VllC.“ and"

and ^tq^a .medical student There Is a common belief among the pub-
lic that a 'medical practitioner Is at the beck and call of anyone who chooses

to send for him, but it must be remembered that there is no law to compel a
medical practitioner to attend a patient except in a case where he has pre-

viously bound himself by contractual obligations or has already undertaken

the treatment.’ Neither a police nor any other official has the right to force

or commandeer a physician's services without Ills consent under any circum-

stances, except during military nece.sslty.® The Coroner of Aldershot also

observed in an Inquest that a doctor is not obliged to attend a case If he does

not want to: he can be criticized if he promises to attend and then falls to' do
so, but he Is perfectly entitled—like any other professional man—to say he
cannot attend a case.^ Nevertheless, it Is necessary to remember that a medi-
cal practitioner should not hesitate to render medical or surgical assistance

in an emergency, especially in a locality where there Is no other suitable medi-
cal aid; refusal in such a case would be considered a dereliction of moral and
professional duty. A medical practitioner serving on the staff of a charitable

hospital is bound to render professional service to every patient attending the
institution.

When a medical practitioner comes to know that his patient wishes to

make an expensive gift to him or to bequeath a portion of his property to

him in his will in recognition of his professional services, he should take care

to bring this fact at once to the notice of his patient's natural heirs and legal

advisers, so that he may not be accused of having used “undue influence”

on his patient for his benefit.

3. To use clean and proper instruments and appliances.

4. To furnish his patients with proper and suitable medicines, if he is in
the habit of dispensing his own medicines. If he has no dispensary of his own
he should legibly write prescriptions, using such abbreviations as are usually
employed and mentioning full and detailed instructions in language which the
chemist

.
or pharmacist dispensing prescriptions can readily understand. . He

is held responsible for any damage in health, temporary or permanent, caused
to the patient as a result of his wrong or ununderstandable instructions men-
tioned in the prescription.

5. To give in simple language full directions to his patients or their at-
tendants concerning the administration of remedial measures including the
articles of diet. Exact quantities and precise times for the administration of

'

medicines should be speclflcally mentioned.

7. Conduct of Medical Practice, 1927, p. 89.
8. Carl Scheflel, Med. Juris., 1931, p. 84- 9. Lcneef, March 15, 1930, p. 602.

MJ.—97
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10. Lancet. April 16, 1921, p. 822.
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•(c) %Vhen an operation affecting vitally the Intellectual or generative

functions is to be performed on a patient;

id) When an operation is to be performed on a patient who has received

serious Inlurles in a criminal assault;

(c) When an operation of a mntilatlDg or destructive nature Is to be per-

formed on an unborn child;

(/) When a therapeutic abortion Is to be procured to save a pregnant

woman from death or permanent ill-health;

<g) VThen a woman on whom an Illegal operation for procuring abortion:

has already been performed has sought his advice for treatment;

(h) When It Is suspected that his patient is suffering from symptoms of

poisoning, especially crlmlnaL

Jt is also necessary that an attending physician should not avoid or refuse

consultation, when his patient or his relatives and friends desire it. Refusal

lor such a consultaUon may lead the patient or his relatives and friends to-

conclude that the doctor is afraid of criticism of his diagnosis or treatment.

In regard to the choice of a consultant It is generally expedient to folTotv"

the wish of his patient or his relatives and friends, although the attending;

physician is justifled in giving his opinion that the suggested consultant is nob
the proper person for the particular case If he sincerely believes so. The con-
sultant should never treat the attending physician as his inferior, for alC

qualified medical practltitioners are considered equal in consultation. The con-
sultant should also exercise the utmost care to avoid disturbing the confidence
of the patient in the attending practitioner, and should not try to supersede the
practitioner through whom he has received an introduction io the patient.

It is wrong and illegal for a medical practitioner to accept a commission
lor the introduction of a patient to a consultant. Such a practice is known
as dichotomy or fee sharing, and may render him liable to have his name
erased from the Medical Register.

PHySICIAN’S RESPONSXBILrrY IN CBUHNAL MATTERS

Ordinarily, it may be presumed that a medical practitioner should at once
communicate to the police any information about a criminal act that might
have come to his knowledge In his professional work, but this Is not always
the case. He should not play the part of a detective, but use his own discre-
tion. For instance, he should hand over to the police a man, whom, from the
nature of his injury, he may suspect to be an assailant in a murder case. If
he happens to treat a person who has attempted to commit suicide, he is not
bound by law to report him to the proper authorities, but he has to inform
the police If he happens to die. If the friends or relatives of the suicide under-
take to carry the Information to the police, he must see that they do.

A medical practitioner is not legally obliged to give Information to the
police-officer or magistrate of the commission of, or of the intention of any
other person to commit the offence of criminal miscarriage under section 44
of the Criminal Procedure Code of India, which, makes the keeping back of
information of several other offences punishable ivide Appendix m). If he
is called in to treat a woman on whom an Illegal operation has been attempted
or performed to procure miscarriage, he must give his best attention in exa-
mining her, must make a careful record of her general condition and of the
signs present In her genital organs and must Immediately call In another prac-

• tltloner for consultation. If the woman’s condition Is so serious that she Is
about to die, he must arrange to record her dying declaration as to the cause
of her condition.
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DUTIES OF A PATIENT
"When a patient employs a medical practitioner for the treatment of his

aUment, he may reasonably be expected to supply his doctor with complete
Infonnatlon concerning the facts and circumstances of the case, to allow him
lull opportunity for his own treatment, to obey his instructions and carry out
ms directions to the very letter as regards his diet, medicine, mode of life, and
to pay him a reasonable fee for his services.

MALPRAXIS
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death. Before a medical practitioner can be held criminally responsible for

the death of his patient, the prosecution must prove all matters necessary to

establish civil responsibility except pecuniary loss, and in addition must
prove negligence or incompetence on his part which went beyond a mere
matter of compensation between subjects and showed such disregard for the

life and safety of others as to amount to a crime against the State.

In a case where the accused cut out the piles of a person with an ordinary
knife, and. from the profuse bleeding, the person died, it was held that the

accused was guilty of a rash and negligent act.'* An unqualified person who
was in charge ol a dispensary had to make up a quantity of quinine mixture

for cases of fever. He went to a cupboard where non-poisonous medicinnes
were supposed to have been kept and took therefrom a bottle with an outside

wrapper marked ‘poison’. This wrapper, he tore off and threw away. The
bottle was itself labelled ‘strychnin^'' hydrocloride’; but, without regarding

this and apparently because there was a resemblance between this bottle and
another in which quinine hydrochloride was Kept, he made up the entire

contents of the bottle as If it had been quinine. The result was that seven
persons died. It was held that he was guilty under section 304-A, even though
had had no Intention of doing any bodily harm to the deceased, and had made
up the mixture with an Intent to prevent or cure the fever.*^ in a Privy
Council AppeaPS in which a medical practitioner prepared an Injection

which he gave to fifty-seven cWldren of whom ten died and others were made
• gravely ill, it was held that the medical practitioner's one act of carelessness

In preparing too strong a solution did not amount to criminal negligence.

In Older to prove that reasonable care and .dUigence and necessary pro-
fessIonal~8gni had beenlexerclsed -in'-ihe-course-of-the-treatment. a^medlcal
prafftltlnnor ghnulH tAkft_thft.-fo11f>ttrtng..pr<:^;autlons>.befQrf>. hP_iindPTtBVPS tn

admlnlstec^u-an®sthetIc-or-perform-aR'*operatIori:

—

sJ-^The administration of an anaesthetic or the performance of an opera-
tion sliould~nat.j»e-undertaken^v^thout.^he_consent^of,Jhe-patient, or-his
gugidlan, if he is minor or unconscious, after the_nature.and consequences _of
the-OPeratlon have >e.enjexplalned~to-bim.or to his guardian. But In cases of
accident or other -einergency where delay Is dangerous an operation may be
performed without the consent of the patient or his relative or guardian, if

the medical attendant thinks that the operation Is absolutely necessary to
save the life of the,patient.

In a case where the surgeon Is not sure what he would have to do during
the operation owing to some obscure signs, he_should„obtain.a-written-autho-.
rity. to ..use -his-dlscretlon "in -doing, what appears to him to be in the best
interests of the patient.

a case of criminal wounding an operation ought not to be 'perform-
ed, unless it is absolutely necessary. In such a case care should be taken to
keep an accurate record of the state of the patient before it is performed. It
is also better, before, performing any-operation,-to-get4he opinion .-and -help
of another' sufgeohrifpossib’le.

3. An=ansEsthetlst,should,be„a„duly-^Qualified-man. and^-he should -always
administer.a generally-accepted anaesthetic, after-he-has examined'the-heart.
urine, etc,, of the patient to prove that he had used reasonable care and skill
in administering it.

4. Itv.-the-case“'or~death 'fronr-aneesthesia-- the'-sutgeon-ror—ansesthetlst
should at-once'report'the-raatter-to the police for holding-a-public inquiry.

^
^obfrof, (1887) 14 Cal. 566. 569; Ratanlal and Thakore, The Law of Crimes.

p ^771
42 AU. 272; Ratanlal and Tbakore; The Znio o/ Crimes, Ed. xvn.

13. John Oni AkcreJc v. The Ktng; 44 Cr. Law Jour., 1943, p. 569,

* V
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Contributory Negligence.—Contributory negligence consists In not

avoiding the consequences to one's self brought about by the negligence of

another person, e.g. a medical practitioner, by exercising reasonable care and
•caution and following Instructions given for one’s own benefit The doctrine
of contributory negligence is not recognized by law In an Indictment of crimi-
nal negllgennce. but Is a good defence In cases of civil liabilities, and Is taken
into consideration by the court while awarding damages to the plaintiff. The
onus of proof of contributory negligence on the part of the person injured
rests entirely on the defendant.

^ MEDICAL PRACTIONER FOR
NEGLIGENT ACTS OP NURSES OR STUDENTS
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Hospital (1909, 2 K.B. 820) that the managers are liable for the negligence

connected with their administrative or ministerial duties but not with their

professional duties was regarded binding on judges in England till the case

of Cold V. Essex County Council (1942, 2 K,B. 293) was decided by the

Court of Appeal In the year 1942. In this case,*7 where a radiographer,

while treating a child with Grena rays for warts on the face, omitted to pro-

tect the healthy parts of the face ^th a lead-rubber with the result that the

child’s face was burnt and permanently disfigured, it was held that a hospital

w’as liable for the negligence of a medical auxiliary (a radiographer, masse-
use, occupational therapist, dispenser and the like), and doubtless also of a

nurse, in the performance of a duty otherwise than under the direct super-

vision of a physician or surgeon. It Is also understood from the dicta of the

judges that even if, as In the operating theatre, an auxiliary or nurse Is under
the direct supervision of a medical practitioner, the hospital may still be
liable. If she carries out his orders negligently: she does not cease to be the

hospital's servant.

Hospital managers may be held responsible for the mistakes of house
physicians and surgeons or resident medical oCBcers. In a case** where
Mrs. Collins of Lytton-Road, New Barnet, brought an action against the

managers of Wellhouse hospital, Barnet and the surgeon for damages for the
death of her husband from the injection of 80 mis. of 1 per cent cocaine and
1 in 20,000 adrenaline solution in mistake for procaine Just before an opera-

tion on the jaw, Mr. Justice Hilbery of the King's Bench Division gave
judgment for the plaintiff for £2.500 damages against both defendants, and
he apportioned the damages equally between them. In his judgment the
Judge stated that the surgeon who performed the operation and injected the
anesthetic was under a duty to ensure that he was getting what be ordered
although he expected the resident medical ofBcer to use her skill and reason
and to bring her mind to bear on what he was saying. The managers of 'the

hospital had negligently failed to bring to the attention of the resident medical
oflacer the rules covering dangerous drugs. If the hospital had had a proper
system, such a solution could not have reached the operating theatre, let

alone the body of the unfortunate patient. The Judge took the view that
part of the amenities which the hospital offered to patients was the presence

.

of a resident medical officer at all times, and that his acts done In the course
of treatment were acts for which the hospital was responsible.

In the case of Cassidy v. Ministry of Health (1951, 2 ILB. 343) it was
decided by the Court of Appeal that the hospital authority was liable for the
negligence of its paid whole-time medical staff. In this - case Cassidy was
operated upon for a contraction- of the third and fourth Gingers of the left

band by a whole-time assistant medical officer. After the operation the
plaintiff’s left hand and forearm were bandaged to' a splint for fourteen dayk
During this period be complained of severe pain for which sedatives were
prescribed, but no effort was made to examine the hand and forearm to find
out the cause of pain. When the splint and bandages were removed, all four
lingers were found to be stiff, and the hand was practically ^useless. In his
judgment in this case Denning, LJ., stated that “the liability 'of hospital
authorities for the negligence of a 'doctor on the permanent staff of the hospi-
tal does not depend on whether he Is employed under a contract of service
or under a contract for services. It depends upon who employs him: where
the patient himself selects and employs the doctor, the hospital authorities
ate not liable for his negligence, but where the doctor is employed and paid
by the hospital authorities, they are liable for his negligence In treating the
patient”.

17. Mcd.-Leg. and CTiminoloyical Rev^ 1942, VoL X. Part IV. p. 187.
IS. Pharm, Jowr., March 15. 1947, p. 162; see iUot Mrs. Wood v. Board of Governors

of the Charino Cross Hosolto-l, Brit. Med. Jour., Sep. 8, 1951. p. 616.
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The question of the UahlUty of hospital authorities for the negligence of

their honorary visiting staff of specialists Is not yet settled satisfactorily by

any Court in England.

ranstrailve Ca-ses.—1. Operation in a State of Drunkenness.—A physician had been
con^cted at the Durham Assizes of the manslaughter of a miner’s wife on whom he ope*

ra^ for eclampsia while he was in a state of drunkenness. It was proved that the woman
aled tw'o days later from the injuries received during the operation which were due to

want of reasonable skill and care owing to Intoxication. He was sentenced by the Judge
to twelve months’ imprisohment.—Jour, Amer. fifed. Assoc., April 15, 1922, p. 1139.

(Kansas) the evidence tended to show that the de*
icndant, a dentist, treated the plaintiff's jaw several weeks after he made an unsuccessful

u impacted wlsdm tooth. -He then dismissed the case advising the

rtotut
further profkslonal attention. A few days later, another
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NovTSi?^ IsS
* ® plantlff.^oifr. Amer. Med. Assoc..
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^Ocu^ io. 1935. toe *^‘d not feel any further trouble in^

dfte*£^
^^ths' leave on account

tlto plaintiff a certificate recommending

If
pvtng history of thp

the plaintiff's sufferine from neurasthenia.
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•The Additional Judge dismissed the plalntifl’s suit, and so the pMntiff appealed to
the division bench consisting of Justices Bannerji and King at the High Court, Allahabad.
The doctor denied that he was guilty of negligence or want of medical skill in giving
the prescription and maintained that the prescription was medically correct and could
not have caused the injury. If properly dispensed and used- He also contended that the
plaintiff was not Justified in using the prescription about a year after it had been given
without obtaining fresh medical advice. The chemist asserted that he had dispensed
the prescription correctly and that he was not guilty of any negligence.

On consideration of all the evidence Their Lordships agreed with the Court below
in finding that the doctor was not negligent in his examination and diagnosis, but was
negligent in prescribing a no\’el prescription for which no authority could be found, al-

though the complaint for which it was prescribed was not uncommon. They found also
that the mixture was dangerous in the sense that It was likely to cause harm to the
plaintiff's ear unless it was applied after a vigorous shaking and that the doctor had no
justification for prescribing such a novel and dangerous mixture for a petty complaint.
They found also that the doctor did not give any clear warning as to the necessity of
shaWng the mixture before use. If such directions were essential to avoid the risk of
harm he should have entered the necessary directions in the prescription itself.

As re^rds the chemist Their Lordships agreed with the court below that be was
not guilty of negligence or breach of duty. He Imd admittedly dispensed the prescription
correctly. He had labelled the bottle as *polson’ and as there was no direction in the
prescription about shaking the mixture. Their Lordships held that he was not to blame
•in failing to label the' bottle. “shake the-botlle’*. .-The same prescription had been dis-

pensed in precisely the same manner by two firms of Calcutta chemists and also by a
chemist in Bareilly. Their Lordships found no reason, therefore, for holding that the
chemist was guilty of negligence or lack of skill. Their Lordships accordingly dismissed
the appeal as against the chemist with costs, and allowed the appeal as against the
doctor to the extent of granting the plaintiff a decree for Rs. 4,000 against the doctor
with proportionate costs in both courts.

—

Leader. May 29, 1932.

6. Manslaughter by Negligence.—An unqualified practitioner treated a patient who
complained of pain In the chest, and dissuaded him from consulting a medical man.
Haemoptysis and Jilgh fever developed, but he continued to treat the patient on his own
responsibility- On the fourth day of the family introduced a medical man who diagnosed
severe pneumonia and pleurisy and two days later the patient died. The unqualified
practitioner was prosecuted for manslaughter by gross negligence and sentenced by
the court to three months’ imprisonment According to the verdict his negligence con-
sisted in having undertaken the case without any medical training. It was further
considered negligence that the patient was dissuaded from consulting a medical practi-
tioner.—Lancet. -Ian. 24, 1931. n. 213.

7. Error of Diagnosis.—Whiteford v. Hunter and deed (1950> (Lancet, 1948. 2 p.
232)).—^Mr. Whiteford was referred by Dr. Gleed—a general practitioner—to Mr. Hunter,
a consulting su^eon. who eorroneously disposed an inoperable carcinoma and opined
the expectancy of life to be only few months. Hence the patient gave up his business
and went to America, where another su^eon after cystoscopy diagnosed a diverticuliun
of the bladder and excised it, no malignancy was detected on biopsy. He later sued the
doctors for damages. His Lordship considered the surgeon negligent and assessed the
damages at £ 6,300 However the surgeon •was successful in the Court of Appeal and a
mistake in diagnosis was not considered enough to justify a finding of negligence.

THE LEPERS’ ACT
•In the year 1898, the Lepers’ Act (Act No. Ill of 1898) was passed to

provide for the segregation and medical treatment of pauper lepers and the
control of lepers following certain callings. This Act was further amended In
the year 1920, and the amended Act is called the Lepers’ (Amendment) Act.
1920 (Act No. XXn of 1920).

The Leper’s Act extends to the whole of India, but it does not
come into force In any part thereof until the Local Government has declared
It applicable thereto- A leper is defined In the Act as any person suffering
from any variety of leprosy, and a pauper leper is defined as a leper who
publicly solicits alms or exposes or exhibits any sores, wounds, bodily ail-

ment or deformity with the object of exciting charity or of obtaining alms,
or who Is at large without any ostensible means of subsistence. Any police-
officer or any other person empowered by the Local Government within a
notified area may arrest without a -warrant any person who appears to him
to be a pauper leper and shall take or send him immediately to the nearest
convenient police-station. 'The person so arrested must, without unneces-
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sary delay, be taken before a qualined medical practitioner appointed by
Government as an Inspector of Lepers, who

—

(a) If he finds that such person is not' a leper as defined In the Act, will

give him a certificate In Form A (see below), whereupon such
person will be forthwith rleased from arrest;

(b) If he finds that such person Is a leper within the meaning of the Act.

will give to the police-officer, In whose custody the leper Is, a certi-

ficate In Form B (see below), whereupon the leper will, without
unnecessary delay, be taken before a Magistrate having jurisdiction
under this Act. If It appears to the Magistrate from the evidence
placed before him that the person Is not only a leper but also a
pauper leper, he may order such person to be dealned In a leper
asylum. If any friend or relative of the pauper leper will undertake
In writing to the satisfaction of the Magistrate that he will . be pro-

• pcrly taken care of and will be prevented from publicly begging In
any notified area, the Magistrate, Instead of sending the leper to an
asylum, may make him over to the care of such friend or relative,
requiring him, if he thinks fit, to enter Into a bond with one or more
sureties.

The Local Government may, by Gazette notification, order that no leper
shall, within any notified area,

(a) personally prepare for sale or sell any article of food or drink or any
drugs or clothing Intended for human use; or

<b) bathe, wash clothes or take water from any public well or tank
debarred by any municipal or local bye-law from use by lepers; or

ic) drtve, conduct or ride In any public carriage plying for hire other
than a railway carriage; or

cd”o^ltpers
caUing which may by notification be prohlblt-

FORM A.—CERTIFICATE

1 on deslromlon), hereby certby

nnd'ihat'ibe'saMV.

that
personally

FORM B.—CERTIFICATE

on
undersigned (here enter name and official

(Signature)
Inspector o/ Lepers.

.. personallyex-amlned (here enter name of leper), and that the*sald

nnd U.at Z have
Given under my hand this day

(Signature}
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(bl in respect o! nnr len.i .

exccedlnc seven dnys;

dent Which is dh^etlr MirlbauMriiH" ““
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(I) the workman having been at the time thereof under the

Influence of drink or drugs, or

(ii) the wilful disobedience of the workman to an order expressly

given, or to a rule expressly framed, for the purpose of secur-

ing the safety of workmen, or

(iii) the wilful removal or disregard by the w’orkman of any safety

guard or other device which he knew to have been provided

for the purpose of securing the safety of workmen.
If a workman Is killed from an accident arising out of and In the course

of his employment, his dependants will be entitled to compensation for his

death. The Act further provides that If a workman employed in any employ-
ment specified in the following Part A of Schedule III contracts any disease

peculiar to that employment or if a workman, whilst in the service of an
employer in whose service he has been employed for a continuous period
of not less than six months In any employment specified in the following
Part B of Schedule m, contracts any disease specified therein as an occupa-
tional disease peculiar to that employment, the contracting of the disease
shall be deemed to be an injury by accident for purposes of compensation,
and. unless the employer proves the contrary, the accident shall be deemed
to have arisen out of and in the course of the employment:

—

Schedule III, List of Occupational Diseases

Occupational diseases. |
Employroent.

PART A
Anthrax.

Compressed air illness or its sequela.
PoisorUng by lead tetrarethyl.

Poisoning by nitrous fumes.

Any emplo>Tnent

—

(c) involTing the handling of wool,
hair, bristles or animal carcases or
parts of such carcases, including
hides, hoofs and horns: or

<b) in connection with animals Infect*

ed with anthrax; or
(c> involving the loading or unloading

or transport of any merchandise.
Any process earned on in compressed air.

Any process involving the use of lead
tetra-ethyl.

Any process Invobing exposure to nitrous
fumes.

PART B
Lead poisoning or its sequelae excluding
poisoning by lead tetra-ethyl.

Phosphorus poisoning or its sequelae.

Mercury poisoning or its sequelie.

Poisoning by benzene and its homolc^ues
or the sequelae of such poisoning.-

Chrome ulceration or its sequel®.

Arsenical poisoning or its sequel®.

Pathological manifestations due to

—

(a) radium and other radio-active sub-

stances:
<b) X-rays.

Primarj- epitheliomatous cancer of skin.

Any process involving the use of lead or
any of its preparations or compounds
except lead tetra-ethyL

Any process involving the use of phospho-
rus or its preparations or compound.

Any nrocess involving the use of mercury
or its preparations or compounds.

Handling benzene or any of its homolo-
gues and any process in the manufacture
or involving the use of benzene or any
of its homologues.

Any process involving the use of chromic
acid or bichromate of ammonium, potas-
sium or sodium, or their preparations.

Anv process involving the production,
liberation or utilization of arsenic or its
compounds.

Any process involvmg exposure to the
action of radium, radio-active sub-
stances, or X-rays.

Any process involving the handling or
use of tar, pitch, bitumen, mineral oil,

paraffin, or the compound products or
residues of these substances.
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A commissioner appointed by the State Government wlU not entertain

any claim lor compensation unless notice of the accident has been given to

him as soon as practicable after the occurrence of the accident and unless

the claim Is preferred before him within one year of the occurrence of the

accident or, In the case of death within one year from the date of death.

The commissioner may, for the purpose of deciding any matter referred to

him for decision in connection with any claim for compensation, choose one

or more persons possessing special knowledge of any matter relevant to the

matter under inquiry to assist him in holding the Inquiry. He has all the

powers of a civil court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, for the pur-

pose of taking evidence on oath and of enforcing the attendance of witnesses

and compelling the production of documents and material objects, and he

Is also deemed to be a civil court for all the purposes of section 195 and of

Chapter XXXV of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. The commissioner

Is required to take down the evidence of a medical witness word for word

as far as possible, although he Is allowed to make a brief memorandum of the

substance of the evidence of every other witness In the proceeding. If he

thinks fit, he may submit any question of law for the decision of the High

Court and. if he does so. he is required to decide the question In conformity

with such decision. An appeal lies to the High Court from certain orders of

a Commissioner provided a substantial question of law Is Involved and the

amount in dispute in the appeal is not less than three hundred rupees.

A qualified medical practitioner Is usually asked to examine a w'or^an
either on his own behalf or on behalf of the employer, and to give his opinion

as to whether the workman Is partially or totally disabled from an accident

or occupational disease. In such cases the medical practitioner must be very

careful In making a thorough examination of the Injured workman before he
pronounces his opinion, inasmuch as he Is apt to exaggerate the symptoms or

to practise deliberate fraud and to delay the recovery. The medical practi-

tioner should not. however, approach every case of accident with a suspicious
mind, as owing to financial anxiety from Insecurity of compensation the Injur-

ed workman may develop anxiety neurosis which Is likely to prejudice his

recovery to a great extent.

MALINGraiNG OR FEIGNED DISEASES

Malingering or shamming a disease or injury or exaggerating Its effects

Is very common In India and Is usually practised by soldiers or policemen to

evade their duties, by prisoners to avoid hard work, by persons to evade legal
responsibility for their criminal conduct, by workmen to claim compensation
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act. or by beggars to excite the sym-
pathy of charitable people. Similarly, an assaulted person tries to aggravate
the effects of Injuries or simulates them when he has none, so as to mislead
the medical Jurist. A medical practloner who has any experience of medico-
legal or police work in India must have come across such cases of feigned
diseases and Injuries,

The number of diseases shammed by a malingerer is legion. Ophthalmia,
dyspeps.a. Intestinal colic, diabetes, spitting of blood, ulcers, bums, feigned
abortion, rheumatism. lumbago, neurasthenia, nervous diseases, such os

epilepsy, Insanity and paralysU ot tPe
limbs, and Iclencd braises and Inlurles ot the Interna! organs, are very com-

^
<!ecept!on, but In others It

Is dimcult to find out whether an Individual Is shamming or not. In such

h'i'd’ra\des“rae'oLsMon 'bHo’elhe I""'*he d<^ldes the question of malingering —

wllhoul‘'hu'’knillSr'
“"t* have him careluUy watehed
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2. Pay him several unexpected visits before you decide on the case.

3. ’ Hear patiently the history of the case and compare the symptoms, if

they refer to a particular disease or a group of dlseasess, and find out If there

are any discrepancies in his description of the symptoms of the disease which
he simulates.

4. Have all the bandages and dressings removed. An injured person

often goes to a medical man with the application of turmeric (haldi) on the

body. It should be thoroughly washed and wiped out to ascertain if there

are any abrasions or bruises on the body.

5. Try to find out the motive of deception in each case.

6. Be chary In giving credence to the story of the bystanders or rela-

tives of the malingerer.

7. Examine each and every organ carefully and thoroughly.

8. Suggest In the presence of the patient some heroic method of treat-

ment. such as the application of an actual cautery or some severe operation.

In one case, where an assaulted man pretended aphasia, he started speaking
when he was laid down on the operating table and a big amputation knife
was shown to him to open his skull to find out the injury on his brain. Modi
had often succeeded in making the malingerers admit their deception by
applying strong currents of electricity or Liston’s long splint, or by adminis-
tering some nasty drug, such as castor oil, etc.

9. Administer an anaesthetic, if necessary.



SECTION II

TOXICOLOGY

CHAPTER XXI

POISONS AND -THEIR MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS

Definition.—It Is difficult to give an exact definition of the tenn. “poison”,

for substances which are harmless to the body In certain conditions may

become dangerous In other conditions. For Instance, the salts of potassium

are not only not poisonous In small doses, but are essential for the maintenance

of a healthy condition of the body. In large quantities, however, they act as

acute poisons, capable of destroying life. Broadly speaking, a poison max£g
defined as a substance.

o

f the nature of a drag wn^nv l^aamiDlsyred in a way

^d in an.amourit in wIflcH~lt is. mceiy.to^^aBinInlsUred,_wlU produce deleU-

rlo^ _effects~^^utriTi^'.ln Jll-hgalth, disease or Beath.__^Thts . how^ver^only ap%
plies to the term as usually^employed. iCdoes nor’c»yer^th'e’'_pgIsonous _

gases.

whicli "are not substances of_the-nature o~f,a dfugt^But they are not often usgd

criminally, excTpt during warfare-!

Law relating Poisons.—^In cases of crhnlnal poisoning In India the law

does not insist oh^theTreclse definition of a poison, since sections^ of the Indian

Penal Code dealing with the offences 'relating to the administration of a poison

make use of such self-explanatory terms as “any poison or any stupefying.

Intoxicating, or unwholesome drug, or other thing”, or “any corrosive substance

or any substance which It Is deleterious to the human body to Inhale, to swallow,

or to receive Into the blood”. With regard to “any poisonous substance" used

in section 234 of the Indian Penal Code^ all that the law requires is that the

substance Is such as. If taken, will endanger human life, or will be likely to

cause hurt or Injury to any person. Again, the law takes cognizance. of the r

malicious Intention of the individual who administers a drug or other substance

with a view to causing Injury or death. Irrespective of the quantity or quality of

the substance.

of Poisons.—In the year 1866 the Bombay Poisons Act (Bombay Act

NO, Vltr“of 186^ was passed, which controlled the sale of certain specified

poisons In the Presidency of Bombay, but there was no law restricting the sale

of poisons in the whole of India, until the Poisons Act was passed In 1904 by the

Govemor-General-fn-CouncU providing for regulations the possession and sale

of all poisons In certain local areas and the importation, possession and sale

of white arsenic without a licence throughout the whole of British India.

This Act was repealed, and another Poisons Act (Act No. Xll of 1919) was
passed In 1919, which extends to the whole of India except the State of

Jammu and Kashmir. Under this Act the Central Government may. by noti-
fication in the Gazette of India, prohibit except under and In accordance with
the conditions of a licence, the importation into India of any specified poison,
and may by rule regulate the grant of licences Subject to the control of the
Central Government, the appropriate Government may by rule regulate with-
in the whole or any part of the territories under its administration the pos-
session for sale and the sale, whether wholesale or retail, of any specified
poison. The State Government may also by rule regulate the possession of
any specified poison in any local area in which the use of such poison for the

in
poisonous Or asphyxiating gases

‘
• AnL'Lw Italians used them In the Italo-Ethioplan war.

3M?*, tolM ^
3. Vide Appendix IV.
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purpose of committing murder or mischief by poisoning cattle appears to It

to be of such frequent occurrence as to render restrictions on the possession

thereof desirable.

Under the rules made by the Government of the United Provinces in

exercise of these powers a medical practitioner who does not possess quali-

fications registrable under the United Province Medical Act, 1917, Is not to

be granted a licence for the sale of any of the following poisonous prepara-

tions of the British Pharmacopoeia:

—

'4^5 Atropine—its salts and B.P. preparations; Chloroform and all preparations
containing more than 20 per cent of chloroform:h3> Cocaine, Its salts and B.P. prepara-
tions; *14) B.P. preparations of Dhatura: (5) Diethyl-Barbituric acid and such deriva-

tives as Veronal, Proponal, Medinal;^rDi^talis and its B.P. preparatimjsr-tTTHomatro-
pine hydrobromide and its pieparauons*,«-i8) Hyoscine hydrobromide, i9>'Hyoscyamine
sulphate; (10) All B.P. preparations of Nux Vomica containing more^than 0.2 per centof
strj’Chnine, and all its alkaloids witli their salts and preparations; Vfll) Oxalic Acid; (12)

Phosphorus and all preparations containing 0.005 or more per cent of free phosphorus;
\tf3) Phs-sostigmine sulphate;>/14) Pilocarpine nitrate; (15) Prussic acid and all prepara-
tions containing more than 0 1 per cent of It.

'

Note.—^“Preparations” or “B.P. preparations” in the above-mentioned list refer to

preparations official in the British Phannacopmia. 1932 edition^ except item No. 4 (Pre-
parations of Dhatura) included in the 1914 ^tlon of the British Pharmacojceia,

It Is also provided that a licence-holder shall not sell powdered white
arsenic to any person unless the same is, before the sale thereof, mixed with
soot In the proportion of an ounce of soot at least to one pound of white arse-

nic, or with indigo or Prussian blue In the proportion of half an ounce of
indigo or Prussian blue to one pound of arsenic, and so on in proportion for

any greater or less quantity.

Provided that the licensing authority may, after full investigation and
reference, if necessary, to higher authorities, permit on such conditions and
with such restrictions as It thinks necessary any licence-holder to sell white
arsenic without any admixture.

With a view to regulating the cultivation, manufacture, importation, ex-
portation, possession, sale and use o! dangerous drugs, especially those derived
from opium. Indian hemp and coca leaf in accordance with the Geneva Con-
vention or In pursuance of any international convention, the Indian Legisla-
ture passed in 1930 the Dangerous Drugs Act (Act No. H of 1930), which
extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir, and
provides uniform penalties for offences relating to the dangerous drugs. The-
object of the Act Is to suppress the contraband traffic in and abuse of danger-
ous drugs. This Act was amended In 1933, 1938 and 1957 and the amended
acts are known as the Dangerous Drugs Amendment Act, 1933 (Act No. XXVI
of 1933), the Dangerous Drugs Amendment Act, 1938 (Act No. Ill of 1938),
the Opium Laws (Amendment) Act, 1957.

drugs to which the Dangerous Drugs Act applies are:

—

•The leaf and young twiES-of-any-XOca.plant, Le. of the erythroxylon coca and the
eryViTOTylon novo-granalense and their varieties, and of any other species of this genus
^tch the Central Government may, by notification in the Gazette of India, declare to
be coca plants for the purposes of this Act; and any mixture thereof with or without
neutral materials; but does not include any preparation containing not more than 0.1 per

cocaine. . .

2. Crude cocaine, i.e. any extract of coca leaf which can be used, directly or in-
directlyTbrThe'manuIacture of cocaine.

Ecgonine, Le. Iffivo-ecgoninc having the chemical formula C,H,, NO^ H,0. and all
the derivatives of Ijevo-ecgonine from which it can be recovered.

*

mT Cocaine, i e. methyl-benzoyl-lKvo-ecgonine having the chemical formula C
NO., and Its salts.
‘—sr AU preparations, officinal and non-offielnal, containing more than 0 1 ner cent of

cocaine. /
leaves, small stalks and flowering or fruiting tops of the Indian hemp plant

(Can:jab£s sativa). Including all forms known as bhang, siddki. or ganfa.
Cbaroi. Le. the resin obtained from the Indian hemp plant, which has not been

submitted to any manipulations other than those necessary for packing and transport.
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Any mixture, with or without neutral materials, of any of the above forms of

hemp or any drink, prepared therefrom.

Medical hemp, 1 e. any extract or tincture of hemp,

capsules of the poppy (Papouer somniicrum).

VOL The spontaneously coagulated Juice of poppy capsules which has not sub-

mitte^to any manipulations other than those necessary for packing and transport

xil Any mixture, with or without neutral materials, of poppy capsules or coagulated

juice of opium; but does not include any preparation containing not more than 0.2 per

cent of morphine.

Medicinal opium, l.e. opium whldi has underg:one the process necessary to adapt

it for medicinal use in accordance with the requirements of the British Pharmacopccia,

whether in powder form or granulaied or otherwise or mixed with neutral materials.

Prepared opium, i e. any product of opium obtained by any scries of operations

designed to transform opium into an extract suitable for smoking, and the dross or other

resldup remaining after opium is smoked.

Morphine. 1 e. the principal alkaloid of opium having the chemical formula C,j H„
NO,,^d its salts.

Dlacetylmorphlne, 1 e. the alkaloid also known as diamorphlne or heroin, having

the chemical formula C„H„NO,, and its salts.

All preparations, officinal and non-offlcinal. containing more than 02 per cent of

morphine, or containing any dlacetylmcrphine.

The United Nations Committee responsible for dealing with the Inter-

national control of Narcotic drugs drafted a protocol for bringing Into inter-

national control drugs outside the scope of Geneva Convention (No. 2 of

1931) which was signed In Paris on November 14, 1948. This came into force

In December 14, 1949. It applies the Conventions to synthetic narcotics (such

as amldone and pethidine). Under this new Convention, the manufacture of

these drugs including their preparations and compounds, will be limited by
International agreement to the world's llgitlmate requirements for medicinal

and scientific purposes and their distribution will also be regulated accord-

ingly.

The Drugs Act, 1940 (Act No. XXm of 19401, which extends to the

whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir, was passed by the

Indian Legislature for the purpose of regulating the Import into, and the

manufacture, distribution, and sale In India of drugs, such as (1) patent or

proprietary medicines,-^) substances commonly known as vaccines, sera,

toxins, toxoids, antitoxins, and antigens and biological products of such nature,

vitamins, hormones and analogous products, and V^T'other drugs, which
are meant for the internal and external use of human beings or animals and
are also intended to be used for or In the treatment, mitigation or prevention
of disease In human beings or animals. This Act Is not applicable to medi-
cines and substances exclusively used or prepared for use In accordance
with the Ayurvedic or Unanl systems of medicine.

The Drugs Act, 1940, has been recently amended by the Drugs (Amend-
ment) Act. 1955, which came Into force on 15th April J955^by virtue of
which the Act covers In addition to the above, theTollowIng^^

“Such substances (other than food) Intended to aSect the structure or
any function of human body or intended to be used for the destruction
of vermins or Insects which cause disease In human beings or animals,
as may be specified from time to time by the Central Government by
notification in the Official Gazette.”

HEnce InSEEtlciacs, dlslntecunts and contraceptives which were so lar eaempt-
ed from the purview of this Act are brought under control,

.

Government has constituted the Drugs Tech-
nical Ad^ry ^ard. the Umgs Consultative Committee and established the
Central Drugs ^boratory. The funcUons of the Drugs Technical Advisory^ard are to advise tte Central Government and the State Governments on
technical matters arising out of the administration of this Act. The function
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of the Drugs Consultative Committee, which Is composed of two representa-

tives of the Central Government and one representative of each State Govern-
ment. is to advise the Central Government, the State Governments and the

Drugs Technical Advisory Board on matters tending to secure uniformity

throughout India in the administration of this Act. The function of the

Central Drugs Laboratory is to analyse or test samples of drugs imported Into

India and picked up by the Assistant Drugs Controllers at the Ports. The
Central Drugs Laboratory also acts as the final authority in case of disputes

over the results of analysis about which a prosecution Is pending in a Court
of Law. The most important provision of this Act is that no person shall im-
port, or manufacture for sale, or sell, or stock or exhibit for sale, or distribute

any patent or proprietary medicine unless there Is displayed on Its label or

container either the true formula or a list of ingredients contained in it in a
manner readily intelligible to members of the Medical Profession. The Act
also empowers the Central Government to specify the diseases or aliments

which an Imported or manufactured drug may not claim to cure or mitigate,

to prescribe conditions of packing of bottles, packages or other containers of

Imported drugs and to prescribe the maximum proportion of any poisonous
substance contained in any imported drug.

When taking a sample of a drug for analysis, an inspector is required to

pay the fair price thereof and to divide the sample into four portions, which
he will dispose of as follows:

—

• (1) one portion he will restore to the vendor;*

(il) the second portion he will send to the Government Analyst for test

or analysis;

(ill) the third he will retain for production In Court, when required;

(iv) the fourth he will send to the warrantor, if any, who will then have
the opportunity of ascertaining if in fact he supplied the drug or if

It has undergone any change since he supplied it.

Offences punishable under this Act can be tried only by a Presidency
Magistrate or by a Magistrate of the first class.

Drugs Rules, 1945, under the Drugs Act, 1940, have been made by
the Central Government to regulate the import of drugs into India, the func-
tions and procedure of the Central Drugs Laboratory and manufacture, dis-

tribution and sale In India.

Prior to the Drugs (Amendment) Act, 1955, the State Governments had
their own Drugs Buies regulating the manufacture, distribution and sale In
their respective States, but, they were exactly similar to those In the central
areas. Now the Central Government has taken over the power of making
rules and only Central Rules are applicable throughout Indla.^

The Rules are divided into twelve Parts. Of these Part IV deals with
import of drugs and Parts VI and VII deal with sale and manufacture of drugs
respectively. Prior to the Amendment Act of 2955, there was a provision In
Part m of the Rules to register the formula of patent and proprietary medi-
cine with the Director of the Central Drugs Laboratory. This provision was
removed with a view to abolishing the undesirable practice of selling medicines
under undisclosed formulse.

Under the rules described in Part IV, biological and other special pro-
ducts.< such as sera, solution of serum proteins Intended for injection, vaccines,
toxins, antigens, antitoxins, neoarsphenamlne and analogous substances used
for the specific treatment of Infective diseases, Insulin, pituitary (posterior
lobe) extract, adrenaline and solutions of salts of adrenaline, penicillin and
other antibiotics in a form to be administered parenterally, any other prepara-
tions In a form to be administered parenterally, sterilized surgical ligature and

4. Vide Schedules C and C(l).

MJ.—28
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Sterilized surgical suture, preparations of the digitalis group of drugs, not in

a form to be administered parenterally, ergot and Its preparations not In a

form to be administered parenterally, adrenaline preparations not In a form

to be administered parenterally. fish liver oil, preparations containing any vita-

mins not In a form to be administered parenterally, preparations containing

liver extract not In a form to be administered parenterally and preparations

containing hormones not In a form to be administered parenterally, vaccines

not in a form to be administered parenterally. penicillin and other antibiotics

not In a form to be administered parenterally, must be Imported only under

a licence. They must comply with the specified standards of quality, purity

and strength, and they must be packed and labelled In the prescribed manner.

Small quantities of drugs may be Imported for personal use, provided that

they form part of a passenger’s bOTW fide baggage and are intended for the

exclusive personal use of the passenger. Small quantities of drugs for personal

use may be imported after obtaining the requisite licence from the Drugs

Controller (India), New Delhi.

The following Is a list of poisons given in Schedule E to which special

restrictions apply with regard to their storage and sale and the dispensing of

prescriptions containing any of these drugs:

—

Acetanilide; Alkyl acetanilides.

Aconite, roots of.

Alkaloids, the following; their salts, rlmple or complex:—
Acetyldihydrocodelnone; its esters.

Aconite, alkaloids of. except substances containing less than 002 per cent of the

alkaloids of aconite.

Apomorphlne. except substances containing less than 0.2 per cent of apomorphlne.
Atropine, except substances containing less than 0.15 per cent of atropine.
Bell^onna, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than 0.15 per cent of

the alkaloids of belladonna calculated as hyoscyamine.
Benzoylmorphlne.
Benzylmorphlne.
Brucine, except substances containing less than 02 per cent of brucine.
Calabar bean, alkaloids of.

Coca, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than 0.1 per cent of the alkaloids

of coca.

Cocaine, except substances containing less than 0 1 per cent of cocaine.
Codeine, except substances containing less than one per cent of codeine.
Colchicine, except sub-stances conUdnlng less than 0 5 per cent of colchicine.
Coniine, except substances containing less than 01 per cent of coniine.
Cotarnlne, except substances containing less than 0 2 per cent of cotamlne.
Curarlne.
Dlamorphlne (Dlacetylmorphine hydrochloride).
Dlhydrocodclnone; Us esters.

Dihydroxycodelnone; Its esters.

Dlhydromorphlne; Its esters.
Dlhydromorphlnone; its esters.
Ecgonlne, except substances containing less than o.l per cent of ecgonlne; its esters.
Emetine, except substances containing less than one per cent of emetine.

*

Ephedra, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than one per cent of the
alkaloids of ephedra. ^

Ergot, alkaloids of.

Etbylmorphlne. except substances containing less than 0 2 per cent of ethylmorphlne.
^Uemlum, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than 0.1 per cent of the

alkaloids of gelsemium. ^

substances containing less than 0.15 per cent of homatroplne.
Icss than 015 per cent of hyosdne.

substances contaltUng less than 0.15 per cent of hyoscyamine-

contalntag le^ th,n »„e per cent ot the

a,
less than 0 2 per cent o, morphine calculated

Nicotine.
Paparertnt, ocepl eutetanees containing les> than one per cent ot papaverine.
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Pomegranate, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than 0.5 per cent of

the alkaloids of pomegranate.
Quebracho, alkaloids of.

Sabadilla, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than one per cent of the

alkaloids of sabadilla.

Solanaceous alkaloids not otherwise included in this List, except substances con-

taining less than 0.15 per cent of solanaceous alkaloids calculated as hyoscyamine.

Stavesacre, alkaloids of, except ointments, lotions for external use and substances

containing leM than 0.3 per cent of the alkaloids.

Strychnine, except substances containing less than 0.2 per cent of strj’chnine.

Thebalne, except substances containing less than one per cent of thebalne.

Veratrum, alkaloids of, except substances containing less than one per cent of-the
alkaloids of veratrum.

Xohlmba, alkaloids of.

Allyllsopropylacetylurea.
Amidopyrine; Its salts.

Amino-alcohols, esterifled with benzoic acid, phenylacetlc add, phenylproplonic acid,

cinnamic acid or the derivatives of these acids except in substances containing less than
ten per cent of esterifled amlno-alcohols.

Ammonia, except substances containing less than 5 per cent, weight in weight, of
ammonia.

Amphetamine (heta-aminopropylbenzene). Its salts, its N-alkyl derivatives, their
salts, beta-aminn-iso-propylbenzene, its salts. Its N-alkyl derivatives, their salts, except
when present in inhalers provided that the poison is absorbed in inert solid material
within the inhaler.

Amyl nitrite.

Antimony, chlorides of: oxides of antimony; sulphides of antimony; antimonates;
antimonites; organic compounds of antimony. Preparations of antimony, except sub-
stances containing less than the equivalent of one per cent of antunony trioxide.

Arseiuc, haltdes of; oxides of arsenic; sulphides of arsenic, arsenates; arsenites; ace-
toarslnltes; thioarsenates; organic compounds of arsenic. Preparations of arsenic, e.x-

cept substances containing less than the equivalent of D.Dl per cent of arsenic trioxide.

Barbituric acid, Its salts; derivatives of barbituric acid; their salts; compounds of
harbiturlc acid, its salts, its derivatives their salts, with any other substance.

Banum. salts of, other than banum sulphate.
Butylchloral hydrate.
Cannabis fthe dned flowering or fruiting tops and leaves of Cannabis sativa Llnnl,

the resm of cannabis, extracts of cannabis; tinctures of cannabis; cannbin tannate.
Cantharidates, except substances containing less than the equivalent of 0.01 per

cent of cantharidin.
Canthandm, except substances containing less than O.Ol per cent of cantharidin.
Chloral formamlde.
Chloral hydrate.
Chloroform, except substances containing less than 10 per cent of chloroform.
Creosote from wood, except substances containing less than 50 per cent of creosote.
Croton, oil and seeds of.
Datura, seeds and leaves of; preparations of datura, except substances containing

less than 0.15 per cent of the alkaloids of datura, calculated as hyoscyamine.
Diaminodiphenylsulphone, its salts and derivatives.
Digitalis, glycosides ol, except substances containing less than one unit of actintj'

(as defined in the Bntish Pharmacopcela) in trro grammes of the substance.
Dlmtrocresols; dinltronaphthols; dinitrophenols; dinitrothymols.
Elaterin.
Ergot (the sclerotla of any species of Claviceps); extracts of ergot; tinctures of ergot.
Erytlintyl tetranltrate.
Fonnaldehydp. except substances containing less than 5 per cent of formaldehyde.
Glyceryl trinitrate (nltroglycenn).
Guanidines, the following, polymethylene, dlguanidines, dipara-anlsyl-phenetyl

guanidine
Hydrochloric acid, except substances containing less than 9 per cent, weight in

weight, of hydrochloric acid.
Hydrocyanic acid, except substances containing less than 0.1 per cent of hydrocyanic

acid (HCN); cyanides, except substances containing less ^an the equlralent of 01 per
cent, weight in weight, of hydrocyanic adld (HCN>: double cyanides of mercury and zinc.

Hydrofluoric acid; potassium fluoride; sodium fluoride; sodium sDlcofluoride.
Insulin.
L,ead acetates; compounds of lead with adds from fl-xed oils.
Mannltyl Hexanitrate.
Mercuric chloride or mercuric ammonium chlorides; except substances containing less

than one per cent of mercuric chloride; mercniic Iodide, except substances containing less

than two per cent of mercuric iodide; nitrates of mercury, except substances containing
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less than the equivalent of three per cent, weight In weight, of mercu^ (Hg) ;
potassio-

mercuric iodides, except substances containing less than the equivalent of one per wnt

of mercuric iodides; organic compounds of mercury, except substances containing less

than the equivalent of 0 2 per cent, wel^t in weight, of mercury (Hg); mercuric oxycya-

nldes; oxides of mercury.
_ , , . u*

Nitric acid, except substances containing less than 9 per cent, weight In weignt, oi

nitric acid.

Nitrobenzene. .

Nitrophenols, ortho, meta or para.

Nux Vomica, seeds of; preparations of nux vomica, except substances containing less

than 02 per cent of the alkaloids of nux vomica.

Oil of Savin. .

Opium, except substances containing less than 0.2 per cent of morphine calcuiatea

as anhydrous morphine.
Orthocalne; its salts.

Oubain.
Oxalic acid; metallic oxalates other than potassium quadroxalate.

Oxycinchoninic add, derivatives of; their salts: their esters.

Para-amlno-benzene-sulphonamlde; Its salts, derivatives of para-amino-benezen^

sulphonamide having any of the hydrogen atoms of their para-amlno group or of the sul-

pftonsmfde group substituted by another radlcai; their salts, but excluding preparations

and dressings containing these for external use.

Fara-amino-bcnzoic acid; esters of; their salts.

Percaln.
Pethidine Hydrochloride.
Phenetldylphenaeetln.
Phenols, that Is, any member of the series of phenols of which the first member

IS phenol and of which the molecular ojmposltion varies from member to member by

one atom of carbon and two atoms of hydrogen, except medicines with less than 1 per

cent of phenol and nasal sprays, mouthwashes, pastilles, lozenges, capsules, pessaries,

ointments or suppositories containing less than 2.S per cent of phenol.
Phenylelnchoninlc acid, sallcyPcinchoninic add; their salts; their esters.

Phenylene diamines; toluene diamines; other all^lated benzene diamines, their salts.

Phenylethylhydantoln; its salts; its acyl derivatives; their salts.

Phos^orus yellow.

Picric acid, except substances containing less than 9 per cent picric add.
Picrotaxlo.
Pituitary gland, the active prindples 'of.

Potassium hydroxide, except substances containing Jess than 12 per cent, weight
in weight, of potassium hydroxide.

Procaine, salts of.

Sodium hydroxide, except substances containing less than 12 per cent, weight in

weight, of sodium hydroxide.
Strophanthus, glycosides of strophanthus.
Sulphonal; alkyl sulphonals.
Sulphuric acid, except substances containing less than 9 per cent, weight In weight,

of sulphuric acid.
Suprarenal gland, the active pnndples of; their salts
Thallium, salts of.

Thyroid gland, the active principles of; their salts
Tribromethyl alcohoL
Zinc Chloride.

A person holding a licence to sell, stock and exhibit tor sale and distri-
bute these poisons Is required to obsenre the foUowlng conditions among others
(Rule 65, clauses 1 to 15):—.

Any ponson or any preparation containing a poison and any drug supplied
on the prescription ol a regutered medical practitioner must. If compounded
or made up on the licensee’s premises, he compounded or made up hr or
under the supervision of a qualified person.*

supply of any drug on a prescription must be recorded at the time of
supply in a prescription register specially maintained for the purpose and the
serial number of the entry In the register must be entered on the preserlptlon,

.er diploma In pharma^
member of the PharmSutlcal ^cty authority, or^
years* practical experience of
dty adequate, and has teen approved bylSi, authSlty^i? “qSlSldSS^
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The following particulars must be entexefl in the register:

—

•r^(a) serial number of the entry;

v^(b) the date of supply;
—' (c) the name and address of the prescriber;

—^'(d) the name of the patient;

(e) the name of the poison or preparation and the quantity or, in the

case of a medicine made up by the licensee, the Ingredients and the

quantities thereof;

(/) if the drug is an Injectable preparation, the name of the manufac-

turer, the batch number and the date recorded on the container, label,

or wrapper as the date upto which the substance may be expected to

retain a potency not less than or not to acquire a toxicity greater

than that required or permitted by the prescribed test;

ig) the signature of the qualified person by or under whose supervision

the medicine was made up and supplied:

Provided that If the medicine is supplied on a prescription on which the

medicine has been supplied on a previous occasion, It must be sufficient If

the entry in the register includes a serial number, the date of supply, the

quantity supplied and a sufficient reference to an entry In the register record-

ing the dispensing of the medicine on a previous occasion.

Poisons kept in a retail shop or premises used In connection therewith

must be stored

—

(a) in a cupboard or drawer reserved solely for the storage of poisons; or

(b) In a part of the premises separated from the remainder of the pre-

mises and to which customers are not permitted to have access.

Poisons must be kept in containers impervious to the poison and suffi-

ciently stout to prevent leakage arising from the ordinary risks of handling
and transport.

A poison sold by retail must be labelled with the word "Poison” in such
language or languages as the Central Government may prescribe by notifica-

tion in the Official Gazette.

The container of a medicine made up ready for the treatment of human
ailments must be labelled with the word "Poison”, If It contains a poison.

The container of an embrocation, liniment, lotion, liquid antiseptic or other
liquid medicine for external application, which Is made up ready for the
treatment of human aliments must be labelled with the words "Poison”. For
external use only”, if it contains a poison.

Th container of a medicine made up ready for the treatment of animals
must be labelled with the words "Poison”. "For animal treatment only”, if

the medicine contains a poison.

The container of a medicine which is not made up ready for treatment
must be labelled with the word “Poison”, if the medicine contains a poison.

Explanation.—A medicine must be deemed to be made up ready for treat-
ment If it Is made up and labelled with a dose ready for use, whether after or
without dilution.

Schedule II to the Rules contains a list of the following poisons which are
subject to special restrictions both with regard to labelling, sale and prescribing
(Rule 65. clauses 9. lO and 11 and Rule 97):

Amidop>Tine: its salts.

Barbituric acid: Its salts; derivatives of barbituric acid; their salts; compounds of
^barbituric acid, its salts, its derivatives, their salts, ^th airy other substance: provided

' that compounds, the barbituric acid content of which does not exceed 50 milllgrames in
ft single therapeutic dose, shall be exempted. ‘

Chloralhydrate.
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Dinltrocresols; dinltronaphthols; dinitrophenols; dlnItroth3miols.

Para-aminobenzenesiJphonamide: Its salts; derivatives of para-amlnobenzenesulpho-
namide having any of the hydrogen atoms of the para-amino group or of the sulphonamlde
group substituted by another radical; their salts but excluding preparations and dressings

containing these for external use.
Phenylclnchonlc acid; Sallcyl-clndioninlc acid; their salts; their esters.
Sulphonal; akyl sulphonals.

The restrictions provide that these substances should be labelled with the

the words “SCHEDULE H DRUG Warning.—-To be sold by retail on the prescrip-

tion of a Registered Medical Practitioner only" and hence these substances

must not be sold by retail except on and In accordance with a prescription of a

registered medical practitioner provided that no prescription shall be required

for sale or supply to a registered medical practitioner, hospital, infirmary or

an Institution approved by the order of a licensing authority.

Schedule L to the Rules contains a list of antibiotics and other chemo-
therapeutic agents of recent origin which are subject to the same special re-
strictions as for Schedule H drugs with regard to prescribing, sale and labelling.
[Rule 65(9)3.—

Adrenocortlcotrophic hormone.

external^iue^
following; fheir preparations excluding those intended for topical or

Bacitracin. Gramicidin. Penicillin.
Megimmycln. Tetracycline.
Neomycin. Tyrothrictn.
Oxjtetracycline. Vlomycin.

deriSv'S Ihelr^'Mlu’''’™'’'
derivatives ol Isonlcotlnic add. Ibeir

^ra-amlnosallcyllc add; Its salts and their preparations.

(ni
^ prescription must—

’ ^'^d'd by the person giving It with his usual signa-
ture and be dated by him;

given'-’’
nddress ot the person lor whose treatment It Is

‘“he 'taken
supplied and the dose

ments^
Pdfson dispensing a medicine must comply with the lollowlng reuulre-

prescS^ dispensed more than once unless the

(b) If the nr.c ..

s sfed thcreon that It may be dispensed more than once;

LSd ‘hat It may be dispensed a

otheraSe^h, ““‘dd Intervals. It must not be dispensed

<o) TthTSmi n, o,
“““"'hnse with the directions;

the slenatiirg. nf
there must be noted on the prescription above

and thTdate
° address ot the seller

The Z,7 !
P‘“«P‘l<>n IS dispensed,

hospitals and dkpeSle'f dispensing ol poisonous drugs In all

Issued by the Government ‘hat all poisonous drugs shall h®

coloured paper with ®'^‘''‘eeper with labels printed on orange-

aoters aired to all botUes
‘“rge English and Vernacular char-

shall be kept separate trom all
‘dh‘alnlng such articles, that they

the word “Poisons” shall ho
almlrah, box or drawer to which

poisons shall be dispensed hv a
bitten prescriptions containing

Medical service officer aUaJhed
®“*«>rdlnate Medical Service or Sta^

unless he (or she) has put in at
dispensary and not by a compounder

these rules pasted on stiff paner and that a copy or

ment where medicines are dispensed.*^
** suspended In every apart

6. rftc VJ>. Medical Manual. 1934, pp,
^
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_... Act (Act No, Vni Of 1948). 1948, which
llur

’gHoir of India except Part B States was passed by the Indian

Dominion Parliament “to make better provision for the regulation of the

profession of Pharmacy and for that purpose to constitute Pharmacy Councils.”

Section 42 of the Act Is important and reads as follows:

—

(1)

On or after such date as the State Government may, by notification

in the Official Gazette, appoint in this behalf, no person other than a registered

pharmacist shall compound, prepare, mix, or dispense any medicine on the

prescription of a medical practitioner except under the direct and personal

supervision of a registered pharmacist: provided that this sub-section shall not

apply to the dispensing by a medical practitioner for his own patients, or with

the general or special sanction of the State Government, for the patients of

another medical practitioner.

(2)

Whoever contravenes the provision of sub-section (1) shall be punish-

able with simple imprisonment, which may extend to six months, or with fine

or with both.

(3)

Cognizance of an offence punishable under this section shall not be
taken except upon a complaint made by an order of the State Government.

Under this Act. the Central Council of Pharmacy has already been consti-

tuted. The Central Council has control over the education and examination

of those desirous of entering the profe^lon of Pharmacy. The State Councils

of Pharmacy who have a control over the registration of all qualified pharma-
cists have been formed In some States though not in all States.

Poisoning in India.—Human poisoning, as welt as cattle poisoning, are

both prevalent In India.

Human Poisoning.—Both suicidal and homicidal cases of poisoning are

much more common In India than in England owing to the facility with which
poisons can be had in any bazaar. Accidental cases of poisoning are not un-
frequently met with on account of the carelessness with which the earthen pots

containing Innocuous and poisonous roots and drugs are indiscriminately mixed
up in a so-called grocer’s shop. Accidental poisoning may also occur from the
injudicious use of love-phllters and quack remedies which sometimes contain
poisonous drugs. Accidental cases of bites by venomous snakes frequently
occur in India.

The poisons that are chiefly used for suicidal purposes are opium and
Rnmpitmps ffoTARRHihi rvantoe. hydrocyanic acid, oxalic acid, carooiic

acid, one of the mineral corrosive acids, aspirin, barbltone or any other nypno-
tic, chloral hydrate, rat paste or coal gas is used. Occasionally a rare poison,
such as phosphoric acid is used. Two or more poisons may be taken at a time
by a determined suicide.

The poisons that are xxsually selected for the purposes of homicide are
arsenic, pounded glass, mercury, copper, antimony, aconite, oleander, nux
vomica, strychnine, and madar. Opium Is sometimes used to kill children or
intoxicated persons. In some cases a mixture of two or three poisons, such as
aconite and arsenic, dhatura and copper sulphate, and arsenic, mercury and
hydrocyanic acid. Is administered.

Rarely, cultures of disease germs are Injected into the body with a view
to causing the death of the victim. In the Pakur murder case which occurred
In 1933 cultures of plague germs were Introduced by means of a hypodermic
syringe .into the skin of the arm of Amatendra who died of plague in about
nine days.

In India Insulin has not been used for homicidal purposes but the following
recent case from England is worth recording;

Mrs. E. B., a woman of 30 years, was found drowned in her bath. The post-mortem
examination and the findings at the scene irtiere the body was found suggested that prior
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to her death the woman was unconscious. The absence of common poisons in the tissues

of the body and In the urine, the presence of vomited food on the bed clothes and In

the bath, the sweat soaked pyjamas and the grossly dilated pupils suggested that the

woman was hypoglycaemlc. The subsequent finding of four injection marks on the but-

tocks led to a search for Insulin In the underlying tissues. A large amount of insulin

<84 units) was recovered, and this is thou^t to represent about a third of the amount
present at the time of her death, and an unknown lesser fraction of the amount which was
injected. The woman’s husband, a trained male nurse, was accused and convicted of his

wife's murder and sentenced to life imprisonment at Deed's Assizes in Dec. 19577

Dhatura is used, not as rule, with homicidal intent, but for the purpose

of stupefying persons to facilitate theft or robbery. In rare cases, cannabis
indica and chloral hydrate are also used for the same purpose.

Cattle Poisoning .—^Thls resorted to by Chamars who deal In hides. The
poisons employed to destroy cattle are often arsenic, abrus precatorlus, yellow
oleander, zlnc-prosphlde, nitrate and sometimes aconite. A common mode In

which arsenic Is administered to an animal is to make a small quantity of white
arsenic Into a paste with some flour dough, and then to wrap It up in some
fresh grass or stems of the grain plant. Sometimes, a bamboo sui Is armed with
ar^nic paste and thrust Into the tongue of an animal, especially In the Punjab.
Othw poisons that are also used, though rarely, are mercuric chloride, copper
sulphate, lead oxide, croton, nux vomica, madar Juice and snake venom.

/.I

poisoning occurs, when cattle happen to eat young plants, espe-
ally of linseed and juar kadvl, containing a cyanogenetic glycoside, which,

under certain clrcums^nces. breaks up and yields .free .hydrocyanic acid. In

^^52, the Chemical Examiner, West 'Bengal, re-

poisoning followed by death In some cows of a dairy farm.

^ shooting range. These animals suffered

nfT ^ J
poisoning, metallic particles which were found in the stomach

bo
^ post-mortem examination was held were found to

DO small bits of lead shots.

i/CLASSIFTCATTON OP POISONS

I. Corrosives.—strong acids and alkalies,
n. Irritants.—A. Inorganic.

Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine.
Mettalllc^Arsenlc, Antimony, Mercury. Copper, Lead,
Zinc, Silver, etc.

B Organic.

—

Croton oil, Afadcr, Aloes, etc.

Amrnal,—Canlharides. Snakes and insect bites, etc.

in. NeuroUcs
I>lamond dust. Powdered glass, Hair. etc.

^
1. Affecting the brain (Cerebral),—

CO, Hydrocyanic Acid.
Digitalis. Oleander. Tobac-

cc. CarLn

7 V. J DlrktRShav e* *L nn* \r^ »— ,^ *“e. 25. I05», pp. 46wn.
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The following alternative classification of poisons Is offered here as re-

presenting the current trend of thought.

- Poisons are classified according to the lesions they produce. These

lesions give rise to functional disturbances which the patient presents as symp-

toms or signs. Our understanding of the toxic lesions advances and our way
of looking at poisons is likewise modified,

I. Topic*^ ^vTnTovTnr-.. Non-spcclfic polsons affcctlng cells at or near the

site of their application. The site would also determine the nature of lesion's

produced. On skin there may be redness and burning or blisters and pustules

or frank ulceration: in the gastro-intestlnal tract vomiting, gastritis, purging,

colic, or severe enteritis may follow; on Inhalation Inflammation of respira-

tory passages may occur. ^

^ Physical: Affecting cells due to their physical properties, e.g. Glass

or Diamond dust, Radiations from radioactive elements, etc.

Chemical;

1. Irritants: Causing local (hypersemla and discomfort like burning
or pain, etc., e.g. copper, iron, lead, mercury, silver, thallium or

zinc salts; antimony, arsenic, barium, bismuth, boron, bromine
chlorine, iodine, phosphorus,; abrin, aloes, bllowan, chlllle, colchi-

cine, croton, Ipecac, rlcln; benzenhexachlorlde, D.D.T,, dlnltro-

cresols, kerosene oil, etc.

2. Vesicants: Producing blisters. These .may be Infected to form
pustules, e.g. cantharls,, myJabris, wasps; war .gases like lewisite,

mustard gas, etc.

3. Necrofics or Corrosives: Eroding the tissues resulting In destruc-

tion and debris or ulceration. e.g. concentrated mineral acids and
alkalies; cresote, formaldehyde, oxalic acid, phenol, salicylic acid,

etc.

(Note.—Ill different concentrations some substances can produce either

of these effects externally or Internally.)

n. Systemic Poisons: Substances acting, after being absorbed, at
remote sites.

A. Non-specific or indiscriminate tissue poisons, causing damage to
many tissues.

1. Affecting tissue respiratory enzymes: cyanide ion, etc., e.g. hy-
drocyanic acid and cyanides, etc.

2. Affecting enzyme-components, like sulphydrll radical (-SH), e.g.

antimony and arsenic preparations (late, systemic effects).

3. Affecting hamoglobln (impeding oxygen transport), e.g. aceta-
nilide, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, coal-gas, phenacitin, etc.

4. Affecting general metabolism. e.g, dlnltrophenols, thyroid prepa-
rations, etc.

B. Speci^c or Selectively acting poisons;

(Note.—Substances can have toxic actions, simultaneously, on more than
one system, giving a mixed picture).

1. Neurotropic Poisons: Affecting primarily the nervous system.
A. Irritants: Substances catising nervous hyperactivity.

(Note.—On admission the patient Is quite likely to be in a depressed con-
dition, due to fatigue from over-activity.)

(1) Cerebral (Including thalamic);

(a) Delirients: Mild Irritants of the brain producing
excitatory effects short of convulsions, e.g. ampheta-
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mine, atropine, belladonna, datura, homatropine.
hyoscyamlne. etc.

(b) Convulsants: Producing clonic convulsions, e.g.
absinthe, camphor, cocaine and derivatives, insulin,
leptazol, nikethamide, nupercalne, plctroxine, etc.

‘apparent* Irritant poisons which, however, arereally depressants. These are classified under Depressants below.)
(ID Spinal. Causing tetanic (tonic) convulsions, e.g. brucine,nux vomica, strychnine, thebaine, etc.

aMectIng the vomiting centre, e.g.
apomorphlne.

mSTystem
‘*>0 functional activity of the ner-

(1) Cerebral Including thalamic:
(a) ^r^rients: Promoting exhUaratlon and crude

‘inhibition of higher Inhlbl-
c^bsing a 'release' of lower centres, e.g. early

stages of alcohol, general anaesthetics like chloroform,
ether: cannabis Indlca. etc.

^o™o‘‘ng a positive sense of weU-being.

dltie etc
derivatives, opium, pethe-

SituSie. deep sleep and coma. e.s.

(ID Medullary:

mlnWne respiratory centre, e,f. codeine,

Other
derivatives, opium, ether and most

SSrderrSn,s“S'’'““-

2. Myotromc"olir'
ecklmlum. lobelia, nicotine, etc.

"rSLlly “"-ting muscle celk, dhectly .

Excitors:

of Cardiac muscles. e.g. adrenaline, digitalis, strophanthus.

ttum''alk™llS!' rtc
'reetlne, quinine, vcra-

Of Smooth muscles ep nif,4»c
Voluntary muscl'eJ^e.rcuSre'’^'’^"^^

3. Ilcpatotropic Poisons ee
cware.

ride, chloroform, etc
derivatives like carbon tetrachlo-

awenlcals. thallium salts mettallolds like antlmonlals.
like clncophen, guanidines <retlcuIo-endothelial poisons)buajuui:

• ’^^^‘jotroplc PoUon,:
thallium salts, etc.

Metallic Irritants, e.g. mercury and
Blood Poisons:

Marrow poisons, ©r . ,

hydantoln derlva'tiwe* amidopyrine. arsenlcaD.
benzoic acid, mustard, para-amlno-

»«ipnonamides. thiouraclls. urethane, etc.
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Hremolysants. e.g. saponhis. viper venoms, etc.

Other (Reticulo-endothellal poisons), e.g. dlamlno-dlphe-

nylsulphone, nltrobenzenes, phenylene diamines.

in. Misceliakeotjs:

A. Snake Poisoning.

B. Scorpion Poisoning.

C. Food Poisoning.

NJl^otes ol Administration.—Poisons may gain entry into the body by

various external or internal routes. These can grossly be considered as Ente-

ral Routes and Parenteral Routes. ^

(It Is Interesting to think of the body as a thick vailed spongy cylinder

“on” which and "In" which substances can oe “applied", or~‘‘adrnmistered '.

It is clear lhat putting materials ‘in the cylinder' does “not aUViiys put Llium

into’ the substance of the cylinder, even as a marble In a jilebi (or a dough-

nut is NOT a mnrhip mit Mntn’ fi7ebf. The point to be made Is that when
poisons are (1) ‘applied’ to the outer surface of the body, or (ii) placed In any
of the invaginations such as the ear, nose (lungs), vagina, etc. or (iil) swallow-

ed by mouth or run In as an enema, they are liable to be either External or

Internal administrations, for either localised or other actions).

For Enteral Administration, poisons are given by mouth or by rectum,

to be absorbed across the enteral mucous membranes, possibly after their

digestive and other fluids have acted on tliem. Except when an easily per-

meable substance Is played about In the mouth (or administered ‘sublingu-

ally’), all oraii? and rectally administered poisons are ‘routed’ through the

Iportals* of the liver before tne neart. cah pumo them inrougnout~tne"^dy.
^is may materially affect the toxicity of the poison, J

^

Parental administration may result from external applications of highly
penetrable substances, or by inhalation of difiusible non-irritant gases or
vapours or by Injections into various body-areas. The terms subcutaneous
(or hypodermic). Intramuscular, intrathecal, intravenous, etc. are self-expla-

natory.

Only a very few poisons can be administered parenterally across the un-
• broken skin or for that matter intact mucous membranes. However, abra-

sions. ulcerations and open wounds can absorb material quanties of poisons
applied to them.

Post absorptive behaviour of poisons.—Poisons once absorbed can be
held within the body for variable periods of time. They may be held as such
or after chemical or biochemical modifications. These latter, called Biotrans-
formations. can result in detoxication of a poison, as likely as they can liberate
poisonous jnoities from an otherwise innocuous substance. Poisons thus
changed or held as such may remain at different sites in different concentra-
tions. Continued concentrated storage of poisons, for example in the liver,
can be a source of trouble, directly at the site of storage or Indirectly on other
areas.

Routes of elimination of poisons.—Poisons are eliminated from the body
either as such or in their chemical modifications. The major channels of
elimination are urine, fseces or excretions from the skin.- Some poisons are
also eliminated In the milk and in breast-fed babies can be a source of poison-
ing. Some poisons can also be delivered into saliva and other mucous or
serous outflows. These may either be excreted In the fzeces etc. or re-absorb-
ed, depending on the amounts thus secreted.

Action of Poisons.—(Local, Remote. Systemic, General):—The action of

administered poisons may be either Local. l.e. localised to the site of appli-

cation or may occur at sites farther away. Even In the latter ct^e, the action
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may be seen localised to a definite area such as the liver or kidney. This Is
called Remote Local Action. It Is useful to distinguish this from Systemic
actions (occurring on areas which compose a physiological System, e.g. the
ti. I. tract) and from General action. In this the absorbed poison evokes
responses from a wide variety of tisusses beyond the limits of one or two
Systems.

poisons often a combination of their direct

rtw (L “‘’Ofstandlng of these Is often useful to pre-

siihipc.
different treatments, e.g, keeping the morphine poisoned

fmm S •O’'0'o dose to the skin plays a different role
from that ol an Injection of nalorphine.

corelatlon of the Signs and Symptoms ot the

acuon otTh. pottem and (^ direct or In-

slmolv evacimHv
poison, so as to evolve a "tailor-made” treatment, be Itsimply evacuatlve or symptomatic or antidotal.

CAUSES MODIFYING THE ACTION OF POISONS

1 *Ouantuv'*^^*'^^
modify the action of poisons are four In number—

2. Form
* administration.

' 4. Condition of the body.

will produce 'dcJ[rh'moS‘l7,fMi‘’'^t™“‘’“^^ P“’“"
one but. In some cases thi ^vn'^

causing severe symptoms than a smaller

large dose ol a poison .
““ mitigated by vomiting excited by a

poison varies wltfthe tmanlltv
sulphate. Moreover, the acUon of a

arsenic may produce death hl’^sho v* ''X?'
Instance, a very large dose of

a smaller dose than a^ lelhaf on?
without causing irritant symptoms, while

Pened In the case o° the l?i* vnl fTiu therapeutic action, as hap-

. by small doses ot arsemc'^
when he was bemg poisoned

large dose, produces a local^lm?'!^’ administered In a

death from shock but in a
sctlon. and may result In Instaneous

PC- While in s?in\iiLVoriraroi\rspS^^^^^^^ s:

act at once and vapours
more rapidly than powders solutions act much
because they are difficult to hf iT u*!? “IWs act very slowlr.

harmless.
^ absorbed and. in some cases, may prove quite

solubility or Insolubility
action of a poison depends' upon the

nitrate and hydrochloric 3^“^^ ^ chemical combination. Thus, silver

but when combined, form an insAiithi
poisons when taken separately

innocuous. Similarly, baryta rhivH
^ silver chloride which is almost

• poisons. If administered soparato^^t*". and sulphuric acid act as

barium sulphate, which has no no{*n^
** combination, form an Insoluble salt,

way strong acids and alkalies O" system. In the same
by their neutrallring effect.

’ “omlnlstered together, are rendered Inert

It should be borne in mind that
In water may become dissolved in th!^^ Poisons which are almost Insoluble
then readily absorbed into the bloort *? of the stomach, and are

precipitate and copper arsenlte whiah Instance, lead carbonate, white
cd sufficiently soluble for absomtim* water, are thus render-
stomach.

°«>rption through the mucous membrane of the
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(c) Mechanical Combination.—The action ol a poison may be altered very

much If combined mechanically with inert substances. For Instance, a small

dose of a concentrated mineral acid produces a corrosive action, but the same

dose, largely diluted with water, may be taken Internally with impunity. A
heavy poisonous powder, when mixed with water, will settle down at the

bottom of a vessel, and the victim falls to take It; while it would have been

swallowed had it been taken with a fluid of nearly the same specific gravity

as that of the powder. For this reason arsenic is usually mixed with milk,

tea, coffee or cocoa when administered for homicidal purposes. Alkaloids,

when taken with animal charcoal, are rendered more or less Inert.'

3. Mode of Administration.—^The rapidity of the action of a poison

depends upon the mode in which it is introduced into the system. Thus, a

poison acts most rapidly when Inhaled in a gaseous or vaporous form or In-

troduced Into the blood current by injection into a vein, by subcutaneous or

intramuscular injection, or by application to an open wound. Next in rapidity

Is the action of a poison which is applied to a serous surface, next when
introduced into a cellular tissue, and next when applied to a mucous. mem-
brane. The least rapid is the action of a poison applied to the unbroken skin.

In this case a drug dissolved In oil acts more rapidly than a watery solution.

A poison ingested into the stomach acts more rapidly than when Injected

into the rectum, since the absorptive power of the stomach and small intestine

is greater than that of the large intestine and rectum. If a poison is eliminated

as rapidly as it is absorbed, no poisonous symptoms are likely to occur. On
the other hand, if the rate of absorption Is greater than that of elimination, the
poison tends to accumulate in the system, and has a cumulative action. For
example, mercury, lead, digitalis etc. are cumulative poisons.

Absorption by the stomach occurs more rapidly when the stomach Is

empty than when it Is full of food at the time of taking the poison. In some
cases, however, absorption may be hastened if the nature of the stomach con-
tents Is such as will dissolve the poison. Thus, the action of phosphorus will
be hastened if oil Is taken immediately it is swallowed, as It dissolves in 'all

oils except turpentine. The absorption of alcohol Is delayed in the presence
of fat.

<«. FtaaMj, it TOJist be vevcvembered tSvat. seme peisens, vihen
the mouth, are quite harmless, although they are highly dangerous wheri" given
subcutaneously. Thus, snake venom, when swallowed into the stomach, has
no poisonous effect on the body. Curare, when taken by the mouth, is practically
Inert, but it is highly toxic if administered hypodermically. Hydrogen sulphide
is more poisonous when Inhaled Into the lungs than when given in solution
either by the mouth or as an enema by the rectum.

4. Condition of the Body.—^Under this head will have to be consi-
dered— (a) Age; (b) Idiosyncrasy; (c) Habit; (d) State of Health; (e) Sleep
and Intoxication.

(a) Age.—Ordinarily, poisons have a greater effect at the two extremes
of age. Certain drugs, such as belladonna and calomel, are, however, better
tolerated by children than by adults.

(b) Idiosyncrasy means an abnormal response to a drug while hyper-
sensitiveness is an allergic reaction to a drug. An individual may show such
reactions to certain drugs like arsenic, mercury, potassium iodide, aspirin,
opium, strychnine, sulpha preparations, antIbioUcs, etc. also to various articles
of diet such as eggs, shell fish, pork, pulses, vegetables, nuts, chocolates, etc.
Severe toxic manifestations suggestive of poisoning, which would not be ex-
pected with ordinary doses, may be seen In these Individuals, so also with
certain kinds of foods. Hence the proverb "One man’s meat is another man’s
poison.”
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Cc) Habit—By the long continued use of such drugs as opium, tobacco,
alcohol, strychnine and arsenic, people establish the habit of tolerating very
large doses which, under ordinary circumstances, are liable to prove fatal. Even
Infants and children who cannot bear very small doses of certain drugs, such
as opium, etc. may, by the Influence of habit, be made to bear considerably
large doses of these drugs with comparative Impunity. It should, however, be
borne In mind that the habit cannot altogether counteract the evil effects of
these poisons and that their habitual use Is apt to Impair the constitution
or give rise to organic disease.

IfcoIlJi.—Broadly speaking, a healthy and vigorous person
effects of polson than one who Is enfeebled by

fmnnnttv^fu “rtbln drugs may be given with

Slum S-men, example, opium In tetanus.SS ^ “'“le. and stryehnlne In paralysis; while In other

dSSous eft? ^ without producing

fn'chmmc Wdney and apoplexy, and mercury

h a sSl doS <11HM1S. tobacco or tartar emetic even

lanmld Wenfe fa'*
fnloilcuHon.—During sleep all the bodily functions are

alto taklS TO f" “! “ f'”"™ eoes to sleep soon

yOtAGNOSIS OF POISONINO
This has to be made in the living, as well as in the dead.

In d^aenosme
practitioner's task becomes very difficult

nobody is wUllne to
to avoid police investigation.

However hTca^ tn «S ® correct history of the case,

following Characters of the sym^m^xhTbiSd by pltfem--""

lu chrome' pTsoyng'‘Xre'^hf symptomf'd'^^^
easily mistaken for dlseie also ItTifm /’''"'“P gradually, and may be

attacks of vomiting or dlaWhiff
should be suspected If repeated similar

medicine. At thfsame ttoTft muf."h
“

such as cholera gastro-entrltlf fiffonf
that In some diseases,

suddenly.
entrltls, upeoplexy. etc., the symptoms may appear

has bce™tatoS'’?,f’a“pSulfr'mnd''o7'?‘“H
poison wui have no coSSn wS. ,hf , ff'’’,.

»“ 'P'

administered by the mouth hnf
or medicine. If It is not

be Immediate.
^ some other channel, the effect then may

acute pancrralltS a^mpfurc'of 'S'stom^h''
pp‘=p>“S’-

soon after taking a meal o. u.ifl ,
stomach, may appear all of a sudden

that a criminal may take th*»
” connection It may be mentioned

at the time, and may admintct
of some epidemic disease occurring

similar to those of the eSSliJ the symptoms almost

^
Modi had seen case^ln which attributed to It.

attributed to cholera ra^g administered, and the death was
j

examinations revealed the slms «f post-mortem
Examiner delected arsenic In tire vr«e^

®”‘ poisoning, and the Chemical

rity followed cither by°^death*^o?”eari
*^**”“*®r. and rapidly Increase In seve-

^ recovery. Sometimes, remissions may
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occur as in opium poisoning, and certain poison may leave sequelm of long

duration. Sometimes one poison can be neutralised by the action of another

one or even the action of a poison in a much smaller nontoxic dose may be

increased by the potentiative or syneJHEestlc action of another one e.g. barbi-

turate -with alcohol.

4. Persons partaking at the same time of the same kind of food or drink

containing poison suffer from similar symptoms of poisoning at or about the

same time.

5. The detection of poison in food, medicine, vomit, urine or faeces Is

strong proof of poisoning. Hence, in suspicious cases, these articles must be

preserved in clean glass-stoppered bottles for chemical analysis.

II. In the Dead.—Diagnosis In the dead has to be made from—
A. Post-mortem appearances.

B. Chemical analysis.

C. Experiments on animals.

D. Moral and circumstantial evidence.

A. POST-MORTEM APPEARANCES #

In order to make a probable guess of the poison and to look for-its charac-

teristic post-mortem appearances. It is advisable that a medical offlcr, before

commencing a post-mortem examination on the body of a -suspected case of

poisoning, should read the police report and endeavour to get as much Infor-

mation as possible from the relatives of the deceased regarding the quality

and quantity of the poison administered, the character of the symptoms with

reference to their onset and the time that elapsed between the taking of the

poison and the development of Its first symptoms, the duration of the Illness,

Table showing Instances of Similarities of Signs and Symptoms produced by
Poisons and Diseases

Signs & Symptoms
|

Poisons Diseases

I. Colic, Lead, Copper, Arsenic.
,

Volvulous, Obstruction.
2. Collapse. Corrosives, arsenic, antimony, aco-

nite, tobacco, lobelia, antipyrin,

exalgin etc.

Diphtheria, Cholera, fever.

3. Coma. Opium, morphine, ctdoral hydrate,
veronal, trinol, sulPhonal. paral-
dehyde. alcohol, camphor, lead
encephalopathy, atropine, hyos-
cine, cyamdes, carbon monoxide,
chloroform.

Renal and hepatic failure, dia-
betes, eclampsia, post epilep-
tic states, heat hyperpyrexia,
electric i^ock, brain injury,
apoplexy, cerebral malana
and other brain injuries.

4. Convulsions. Nux Vomica and its Alkaloids, cam-
phor, cyanides, santonin.

Tetanus, meningitis, eclampsia,
uraemia, epilepsy, hysteria,
dentition in children.

5. Cramps. Arsenic, antimony, lead. ; Cholera, diarrhoea, heat e.x-

6. Cyanosis? Aniline, antifebrln, exalgin, opium. Valvular heart disease and dis-

7. Delirium.
nitrobenzene.

Dhatura. Belladonna, hyoscyamus,
cannabis, alcohol, camphor, co-
caine.

eases of respiratory system.
Pneumonia, phthisis, meningi-

tis, nephritis, fevers, epilepsy,
insanity and delliium tre-

8. Diarrhcea. Irritant poisons, food poisonin?.
digitalis, colchicum*

9. Jerks—absent,
(areflexia).

Barbiturates. Lower motor neuron disease,
peripheral neuritis, polJomy-

10. Musoca (Oral-
Bleached).

Acids, Lysol.
elitis, etc.

11. Paralysis. Conium, acoiUte, eelsemlum, phy-
sostigmine, arsenic, lead.

lajuty to cord or brain, apo-

12. Picking at bed
clothes.

Dhatura, alcohol, kerosene. T^hold State.

1
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Signs & Symptoms

13. Pupils.

(a) Contracted

14. Respiration,
(a) Rapid
<b) Slow.

15. Skin.
(a) Dry,

(b) Moist.

16. Vomiting.

Opium, morphine, carbolic acid,
chloral hydrate and pUo^rpine,

Belladonna, hyoscyamus, stramo*
nium, dhatura and their alkaloids,
aconite (alternate dilation and
contraction), gelsemium, cocaine,
nicotine.

Dhatura 6s coadne, carbon dioxide.
Opium, carbon monoxide and cya-

nides.

I

Belladonna, hyoscyamus, and dha-
' tura and their alkaloids.
Opium, alcohol, aconite, tobacco
antimony.

Corrosive and iiiitant poisons gene-
rally e g. acids, alcohol, copper
sulphate, food poisoning, iodine,
arsenic, lysol.

Irritation of III nerve, paraly-

sis of sympathetic, and cer-

tain nervous diseases, such
as tabes dorsalis,m nerve paralysis. Irritation

of sympathetic Certain ner-

vous diseases causing optic

atrophy.

Pneumonia, medullary diseases

Cheyne Stoke respiration,

uraemia.

Fever, pneumonia.

Acute rheumatism.

Gastritis, peptic ulcer, cholera,

acidosis, etc.

^ adopted, and the time of death. He will find that In
account supplied by the police and the relatives Is very meagre.

His task Is. therefore, very dlfflcult, especiaUy

SlracS^uL J.'J'
corrosives and Irritants do not show any

the Seal poisoning are not manllesl,

S de^th h ,t
^ oPte*™ regarding the cause

Examhler loJ SSfiL ® forwarded to the Chemical

TOlsmme a S ““ ‘he cases of suspected

fS S msslble.
examination ol the body, both external and Internal, as

lie Sld'^Mor^™"t‘.l°"'^.°T,'’°'^‘’‘“- ‘“'h hydrocyanic add. carbo-

openlng’ the body Wpnre^'
dPlire. etc. give off a peculiar smell on

sS should he
disinfectant that U likely to mar such

sSto or marl^orvln ,
' hudy und the clothes may show

Sin XJS.nL. ,’ L""" ThP ehln may be Jaun-diced In phosphorus poisoning, or yeUow In acute copper poisoning.

shojrtLSeLe'S'™i‘'‘'‘' X PPO '’eelna. may
MarS1= L-foSeTri ““"
It there are no poshlve post-moXX^lS. o’l XuoXg'""’''*"’

as the signs X'hriteXSd'oirelS'vXT “hould be chiefly examined
cesophagus, stomJS anp tatesS ”0 found In the

tracr’esp'fcldirtheXSchf aSX''‘
poisons In the digestive

1- Hypermmla,
2. Softening.

I SrtXtlX”' niembrane.

andSutrelacl'ion'j’
‘’“’erentluted from similar appearances caused by disease
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1.

Hyperaemia.—Hyperromia (redness) of the mucous membrane caused by

an irritant poison is generally marked at the cardiac end and greater curva-

ture of the stomach, but rarely at the pyloric end. It Is usually of a deep

crimson colour, and may be found either In patches or so diffused over its

whole surface as to give it a velvety appearance as In arsenical poisoning. The
mucous membrane is often covered with a viscid secretion which may be

blood-stained.

Instead of redness some other discoloration may be found due to poison

or fruit juice. For Instance, a yellow colour may be due to nitric acid, a blue

or green coloration to copper and blackening may be due to sulphuric acid

poisoning. Discoloration produced by staining of fruit juice Is uniform, and is

not marked by signs of Inflammation.

It should be noted that the appearance of the mucous membrane of the

stomach in the healthy state is pale and white or nearly so, except during the

act of digestion, when It becomes reddened. Slight redness is often visible In

the stomach, if death has occurred during the process of digestion. Redness
Is also found in the stomach as a result of general venous congestion in cases

where death has occurred from asphyxia. It Is sometimes so Intense that it leads

one to suspect poisoning.

On the 2rd August 1929, a Brahmm male died all of a sudden in a street while return-

ing from a dispensary where he had gone for some medicine. Owing to a good deal of

redness of the mucous membrane of the stomach and the upper part of the small Intes-

tine and general congestion of the other abdominal organs it was suspected that death
might be due to some irritant poison, but the microscopic examination of a lung tissue

showed that death was due to lung apoplexy and the Chemical Examiner did not find
any poison In the viscera.

Hypereemla caused by disease" is uniformly spread over the whole surface,

and not in patches; besides the ridges of the mucous membrane are more likely

to be involved in poisoning than in disease. Redness produced by post-mortem
hypostasis Is limited to the posterior wall, the most dependent part. In this

case there is no thickening of the mucous membrane nor is there any glairy

mucous on its surface.

It is right to bear in mind that redness caused by poisoning is rapidly

altered by putrefaction, but it is difficult to give the exact time when such
a chance occurs. It generally depends upon the nature of the poison and the
degree of decomposition. In a case of arsenical poisoning redness of the
gastric mucous membrane was perceptible nineteen months after Interment.®
and In the other case the hypermmic condition of the stomach and intestines

was evident when the body was exhumed after twenty-one months’ burlal.9

2.

Softening.—Softening of the mucous membrane of the stomach, espe-
cially at its cardiac end and greater curvature, is usually caused by the action
of corrosive poisons, chiefly alkaline corrosive. It is also observed in the
mouth, throat and cesophagus. But when caused by disease It Is confined to
the stomach alone and Is commonly found at Its cardiac end.

Some corrosive poisons, such as carbolic acid, produce hardening and
shrinking of the mucous membrane Instead of softening.

Softening caused by putrefaction commences at the most dependent parts .

and affects all the coats of the stomach without the detachment of Its mucosa
and the softened patch is not surrounded by an Inflamed area as Is the case
in corrosive poisoning.

3.

Ulceration.—Ulceration c3U.sed by corrosive or Irritant poisons Is

generally found at the greater curvature of the stomach, and presents the
appearance of an erosion with thin, friable margins and surrounded by the.
softened mucosa due to Intense inflammation. An idiopathic gastric ulcer Is

e. Taylor. On Poisons, Ed. m. p. 119,
9. Ibid., RcQ. V. Bacon. Lincoln Summer Assizes, 1857.

MJ.—29
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Situated frequently on the lesser curvature with sharply defined, but thicken-
ed and indurated edges. The mucous membrane Is commonly reddened only
In the neighbourhood of the ulcer; while the redness Is generally diffused
over other parts of the stomach and extends upto the duodenum and small
intestine when the ulcer Is due to a corrosive or Irritant poison,

4. Perforation,—Perforation of the wall of the stomach or small intes-
tine resulting from corrosive poisoning Is rare, though It may be met with in
cases of sulphuric acid poisoning. Perforation caused by poisoning must be
distinguished from one caused by disease or by the post-mortem action of
the gastric juice.

In a perforation caused by poisoning the aperture is large, the edges are
ragged and Irregular and the coats are easily lacerated. The tissues round
the margins are disintegrated beyond the edges of the aperture. The stomach
In such a case is charred owing to the severe corrosive action.

If a perforation has been the result of a chronic ulcer due to disease, the^
aperture is commonly oval or rounded, the margins are more or less punched
out. and the stomach does not show signs of charring but it shows chronic
adhesions to the neighbouring organs. Very rarely, perforation may follow
an ulcer caused by irritant -poisoning, when Its appearance will be similar to
that produced by the Idiopathic ulcer.

hr, fl"
^ perforation produced after death by auto-dlgestlon of the stomach

aperture Is very large and Irregular with rough and
^ Inflammation or charring of the stomach, but the sur-

rounding mucous membrane Is often softened and gelatinous.

B, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
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been eliminated from the system by the kidneys and other channels. Certain

vegetable poisons may not be detected In the viscera, as they have no reliable

tests, while some organic poisons, especially the alkaloids and glucosides, may,

bv oxidation during life or by putrefaction after dea th, be split up t^o other

su^ta^^es whlcn nave no characteristic reactions sufiicient for their laejiii—

'hcation. ^ ~

"

* Modi saw cases in which there were definite signs of death from poison-

ing although the Chemical Examiner failed to detect the poison In the viscera,

preserved for chemical analysis. In his annual report for the year 1939, the

Chemical Analyser of Bombay also mentions that of the cases in which medi-

cal ofBcers gave definite opinions that death was due to poisoning, poison was

detected in 84.6 per cent cases, while In his annual report for the same year,

the Chemical Examiner of the United Provinces states that he could detect

poison in 80.6 per cent cases. It has, therefore, been wisely held hv ChrJstisorr,

that, in cases where a poison has Tint been detected on chemical analysis, the

ludger-tn^deciding a 'charge of poisoning, should weigh in evidence the

symptoms, post-mortem appearances and moral evidence.

Examination of the Viscera and their Contents.—-A medical Officer

who has no experience of chemical analysis .should never undertake the ana-
lysis, nor should he ever make any guess from the nature of the stomach-

contents, etc.: but after obtaining necessary orders from the District Magis-
trate he should forward the viscera to the Chemical Examiner for analysis..

.
The Magistrate conducting the proceedings should furnish the Chemical Exa-
miner with a copy of the medical officer’s post-mortem report and with every

fact and detail either from deponents or from the police investigation, which
may Indicate the direction In which analytical Inquiry may yield a positive

result.^

The Chemical Examiner has got the most responsible work, as his findings
are final, because he Is not, as a rule, liable to cross-examination (.vide Sec. 510
Cr. P.O., Appendix III).

The Chemical Examiner or his assisUnt who receives the articles for
analysis from medical officers first verifies the seals, and compares the labels
with the Invoice list of the materials sent, and then opens the bottles, etc.

He then places the contents in separate shallow porcelain basins after weigh-
ing and measuring them according to the nature of the material.

A careful inspection of the contents of the stomach and Its mucous mem-
brane is now made both with the naked eye and with a hand-magnifying lens,

making a note of the colour and reaction of the contents. Any foreign sub-
stances, such as particles of undissolved poisons and fragments of seeds,
leaves, roots, etc. of poisonous plants, are next picked up and examined on
a slide under the microscope. The Inner wall of the stomach Is then washed
with distilled water, and the washings added to the contents, A little of the
stomach contents may be taken on a slide, rubbed up with a d^p or two of~
gl:^erm. ana when examined under the microscope, may show fragments of~
dhatura seeds m bhang leaves.

^

For chemical analysis the contents of the stomach are diluted with water,
and the solid viscera are finely chopped up and macerated in water. If the
Chemical Examiner has any clue or indication of the nature of the poison,
he begins by searching for It. If not. he usually divides the mixtures Into
three parts for the examination of volatile, vegetable and metallic poisons.

1. Volatile Poisons.—Volatile poisons, such as alcohol, ether, hydro-
cyanic acid, benzene, nitro-benzene. aniline, carbolic acid, bromine. Iodine and
phosphorus, are separated by distilling the first portion of the mixture acl-

10. G.O. No. 3072/VI—1092. dated 25th July 1917: LG.CJLUJ.'s Circular No. 57,
dated 6th August 1917; U.P. Med. Manual, 1934, p. 220.
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dulated with tartaric acid or dilute sulphuric acid, but .to separate ammo-
nia. nicotine and volatile bases the mixture has to be rendered alkaline by
the addition of dilute caustic soda (NaOH). The distillate Is then examined
for the presence of these poisons by applying; distinctive tests for each.

''^s^*****® Poisoi«.-.Thp detection of vegetable poisons depends on
.he isolation of their alkaloids and elucosldcs from the stomach contents or
organs of the body and the suspected articles of food, and their Identmcatlon'
by the application of chemical and physiological tests.

These alkaloids may be grouped under three heads: (I) those derived
° coniine. (2) those derived from quinoline, e.g.

substituted amines and amides. Most of the
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B. Dragendorft’s Process as modified by Haines.—This is specially

Intended for the separation of alkaloids, glucosides and vegetable principles

from each other, when the Chemical Examiner has no Idea as to the type of

vegetable poison used. It** consists In dissolving about 100 grammes of the

mixture containing the suspected material in three times Its volume of 50
.

per cent alcohol in a distilling flask of a capacity of 500 cc. to which a reflux

condenser is attacher. The solution is acidified by adding a small quantity

of acetic or tartaric acid and Is digested on a water bath to a temperature not

exceeding 50*0. for an hour or two. The mixture Is allowed to cool and

filtered. The solid material on the filter Is washed thoroughly with dilute

alcohol, and the washings are added to the rest of the filtrate. The residue is

again acidulated and extracted. This process is repeated a third time to

ensure complete extraction. The various filtrates and washings are combin-

ed In a large evaporating dish, are heated on a water bath and are evaporated

at a moderate temperature not exceeding 60*C to the consistence of a sirrup,

and, while it Is still warm, three or four volumes of 90 per cent alcohol are

added slowly while stirring it. The mixture Is allowed to stand in a warm
place with frequent agitation for at least an hour and is then filtered. The
Insoluble residue on the filter Is extracted several times with slightly acidulat-

ed absolute alcohol. The filtrates and washings, thus collected, are combined,

evaporated to a syrup consistence, and the process Is repeated using absolute

alcohol as an extracting fluid in order to free the solution of all coagulable

material. The final filtrate and washings- are evaporated to a syrupy con-

sistence, which, when cold, is mixed with two or three volumes of water
acidulated with a few drops of sulphuric acid. The precipitate which Is

formed is filtered and washed with water. The resulting acid filtrate and
washings are collected, are placed In a separating funnel and are shaken out

successively with • the following immiscible solvents to extrate the under-
mentioned substances:

—

1. Petroleum ether to extract picric acid, salicylic acid, benzoic acid,

camphor, ethereal oils, capsicin. piperine and the esters of salicylic and ben-
zoic acids with guaiacol, naphthol and cresol.

2. Benzene to extract caffeine, veratrlne. hydrastine. piperine, canthari-
dln. santorfin, colocynthln. dlgUalln. abslnthin. elaterin end resorcin.

3. Chloroform to extract theobromine, colchicine, papaverine, narceine,
hydrastine, cinchonine, clnchonidlne, jervine, acetanilide, plcrotoxin, gelesemic
acid, helleborin, etc.

The acid solution is now shaken up with petroleum ether to remove traces
of chloroform. It Is then rendered slight^ alkaline by the cautious addition
of ammonia and the following solvents are added sucessively to separate the
undermentioned substances:

—

1. Petroleum ether to dissolve out volatile alkaloids and aniline, as also
strychnine, brucine, coniine, nicotine, lobeline, quinine, veratrine, pyridine,
acoltlne. gelsemlne, etc.

2. Benzene to dissolve out strychnine, brucine, cocaine, atropine, hyas-
cyamlne, hyoscine, veratrine. codeine, narcotine, thebaine. apomorphlne, phy-
sostlgmlne. etc.

3. Chloroform to dissolve out berberine, cinchonine, narceine, papa-
verine. and traces of morphine.

j
4. Amyl alcohol to dissolve out morphine, solanine, sallcin and traces of

saponin, narceine, etc., that may have been still left in the alkaline solution.

5. The remaining portion of the alkaline solution Is evaporated to dry-
ness with the addition of powdered glass and the residue is extracted with
chloroform, when curarlne will separate out.

IC. Peterson. Haines and Websters, Legal Mei. and Toxicol, Vol. II. Ed. H, p. 58. .
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In order to obtain quicker and better resuUs Webster^ recommends the

^se of a perforator Instead of shaking out with the Immiscible solvent. The

solvent Is automatically and continuously carried through the aqueous liquid

<;ontained In the perforator, which Is of tv.'o forms—one to be used with liquids.

5uch as ether, which ate lighter than water, and another to be employed with

liquids, such as chloroform, which are heavier than water.

General Tests for Alkaloids.—1. Wagner's Reagent.—lodim dissolved

in a solution of iodide of potassium gives a reddish-brown precipitate, If added

to most alkaloids.

2. Hayefs Recpent.—Blnlodide of mercury gives a yellowlsh-whlte

crystalline precipitate with an acid solution of most alkaloids. Binlodide of

mercury is prepared by adding a solution of iodide of potassium to one of

mercuric chloride, when a scarlet precipitate Is formed, which Is Just dissolved

by a further addition of either of the two.

3. Sonnenscheln’s Beapent.—^Phosphomolybdlc add gives a yellow amor-

phous precipitate with most alkaloids.

4. ScheWter's Beafirenf.—Phosphotungstic acid has the same reaction as

No. 3.

5. Platlnic Chloride.—A solution of platinic chloride gives a brown preci-

pitate with alkaloids.

G. Tannin, Picric Add or Mercuric Chloride .—Each of these, when added

to alkaloids, precipitates them.

Metallic Poisons.—Two methods, viz. wet and dry, are employed for

extracting metallic poisons from organic mixtures.

Wet Method.—This consists In oxidizing the organic matter by thoroughly

wetting In a KJcldahl flask about 25 grammes of the third portion of the

original mixture with about 15 cc. of dilute nitric acid possessing a specific

gravity of 1,25 or containing 40 per cent by weight of nitric acid and heating

the flask for a few mlnues. It Is cooled and about 20 cc. of concentrated sul-

phuric acid are added. The mixture Is again heated and concentrated nitric

acid Is dropped in from a specially prepared dropping funnel at the rate of

10 to 15 drops a minute tlU the occurrence of complete oxidation which Is

Indicated by the absence of charring on further heating without the addition

of nitric acid. The atmosphere In the flask must at no time be free from red

fumes. When ail the organic matter Is destroyed, the addition of nitric acid

Is stopped, and the heating Is carried on till the red fumes ace no longer seen-

Alter cooling 40 cc, of water and 25 cc. of a saturated solution of chemically
pure ammonium oxalate are added and the whole mixture is boiled and re-

duced to a small bulk by the decomposition of excess of sulphuric acid as
indicated by white fumes of sulphur trioxlde. The solution Is then ready
for estimation of metals, such as lead, arsenic, copper, zinc, manganese, etc.

which may be tested by the grouping reagents and confirmatory tests.”

Dry Method.—The organic matter In the mixture Is destroyed by heat so
as to incinerate It completely. To the ashes thus obtained add strong nitric
acid. The excess of the free acid should be removed by heat, and the nitrate
should be dissolved in water and tested m the usual way If the mixture Is

strongly acid in reaction, caustic potash may be added to neutralize It.

In the modem methods of chemical analysis, infra-red, ultra-violet. X-ray.
spectrophotometry and paper chromatography, paper electrophoresis and lo^
exchange chromatography are being widely used by specially tralnd people,
the medical Jurist is usually not trained in these methods and has to rely on
the reports of specialists For a recent review of these methods see Tori-
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cological Analysis by A. S. Cufry—TAe Jour, of Pharmacy and Pharmacology.

December, 1955, pp. 969-989.

C. EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS

Domestic animals may be fed with the suspected food, or with the poison

after It is separated from the viscera and the symptoms exhibited by them
should be noted. However, the evidence derived in this manner cannot be

relied on in all cases, as some symptoms, such as vomiting, etc. may be pro-

duced without any poison, and some animals may not be affected ’even by

poisons. For example, rabbits are Insusceptible to the leaves of belladonna,

hyoscyamus and stramonium; so are pigeons to opium. But the cat and the

dog are affected by poisons almost In the same way as man.

D. MORAL AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

In a case of criminal poisoning the fact whether the accused was the

person who administered the poison can be proved only from moral and
circumstantial evidence. This is furnished by common witnesses, who testify

to the recent purchase of the poison by the accused, etc. The medical wit-

ness should not hazard an opinion on moral and circumstantial proof. He
should certify to the cause of death from medical facts only. He should
not, however, omit to note the surroundings of the patient, and the nervous-
ness and anxiety of the relatives or some other persons regarding the haste

with which they want the body to be disposed of by burial or cremation.

THE DUTY OF A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER IN A CASE OF
SUSPECTED POISONING

A medical practitioner must be very cautious in giving his opinion about
poisoning. On mere suspicion he should never give a verbal or written opinion

lest he be the victim of an action for damages brought against him. In
• a suspicious case of acute poisoning the medical practitioner must try to find

out the nature of the suspected poison so that he can at once administer the
appropriate treatment and save the patient’s life. In a case where he sus-

pects slow poisoning by the administration of small doses at varying intervals

he should make a very careful note of all the symptoms exhibited by' the

patient. He should also collect the vomited matter and twenty-four hours’

urine, if possible, and get them analysed for the presence of poison. It is

always advisable to call In one or two brother-practitioners In consultation and
to have the patient removed to hospital where the doctor in charge should be
informed of the suspicion, so that he would allow anyone except the hospital
nurses to administer medicine and nourishment. If the patient cannot be
removed to hospital and If he can afford the expenses, the emplojrment of
two trained and trustworthy nurses to take charge of the patient in his house
and also of the preparation and administration of his food and medicine for
day and night will be a safeguard against further administration of poison.
If that arrangement is not possible, the only alternative left for the medical
practitioner is to take some near relative or friend in his confidence and In-
form him of his suspicion. The patient may also be warned against the
danger, if he happens to be an adult and in full possession of his senses.

In every case of suspected poisoning a medical practitioner, whether in
private practice or in Government service, must preserve the vomited matter
or stomach wash and samples of urine and faces passed in his presence and
likely to contain poison and suspected articles of food, drink or medicine in
separate wide-mouthed glass bottles or jars with tightly fitting glass stop-
pers. These bottles or Jars should be properly labelled with the name of
the patient, the material preserved and the date of the examination, and should
be kept under lock and key in his own custody till required for transmission
to the Chemical Examiner for chemical analysis. A medical practitioner
must also preserve any other evidence of the suspected poisoning, e.g. a
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bottle, cup or tumbler in which the poison Is suspected to have been mixed

before administration, a mortar and pestle with which the poison must have

been powdered, or a piece of paper used lor dispensing and wrapping the

poisoh. II he tails in his dut? in this connection, he may render himself

liable to be charged with causing the disappearance of evidence under sec-

tion 201, 1.P.C. (vide Appendix IV). It must, however, be proved that a medical

practitioner did it with the Intention of screening the accused: otherwise It

Is merely an error of Judgment for which he cannot be held responsible.

If a medical practitioner in private practice Is convinced that the patient

upon whom he is attending Is suffering from homicidal poisoning, he is bound,

under section 44, Criminal Procedure Code, to communicate the fact to the

nearest pollce-offlccr or magistrate. Non-compliance Is punishable under sec-

tion 176, Indian Penal Code. He Is not liable for giving notice. If the case

has already been reported to the police by the village headman, village watch-

man or any other officer required under the law to give such information

under section 45, Criminal Procedure Code. A medical practitioner is not

bound to supply inlormalion ol his own accord to the police or magistrate.

If he Is sure that his patient Is suffering from suicidal poisoning, since section

309 of the Indian Penal Code which refers to the offence of an attempt to

commit suicide Is not Included In the sections of the Indian Penal Code for

which Information has to be given under section 44. Criminal Procedure Code-

A medical practitioner Is, however bound to divulge all the Information re-

garding the case that has come to his notice, if he is summoned by the

Investigating poUce-oSlcer to give such Information under section 175, Criminal

Procedure Code. If he conceals any Information, he Is liable to be prosecuted

under section 202. Indian Penal Code. If he gives false Information, he is

liable to be charged with the offence of giving false Information under section

193. Indian Penal Code. To avoid these dlfHcultles the Inspector-General of

Police, Bengal, suggests m^spoftted poisoning" should

.

oe treated as homicidal and the question of suicide must be decided by

me police 'alter IHVTStlgation.** A medical bUiier m cnarge ^ a govern-

'hitflf ipubllc) hospital is" reqUlTM to “report to the police all cases of

suspected poisoning, whether accidental, suicidal or homicidal, admitted into

his hospital.

If a case of suspected poisoning proves fatal, a medical practitioner should

/jWnevet grant a death certificate, but roust communicate the fact of the death

ty^to the nearest pol^-ofl3cer for necessary investigation.

% ^-^REATMENT TN C.4SES OF POISONING
A medical practitioner should always have an emergency case ready for

cases of poisoning, so that he may be able to adopt Immediate treatment
without loss of time.

The treatment should be based on the following principles:—
1. Removal of unabsorbed poison from the body.
2. Use of antidotes.
3. Elimination of poison absorbed into the system.
4. Treatment of general sirmptoms.

1. Removal of Unabsorbed Poison,—If the poison Is Inhaled as a gas, the
patient must: be removed into the fresh air. artificial respiration should be
given first If necessary and must be made to Inhale oxygen by means of a mask
or nasal catheter at a rate of 6 to 8 litres per minute. Mixtures of oxygen
and carbon dioxide should not be administered In the resuscitation of subjects
requiring and receiving artificial respirations.!*

Medical Research CouncU by K. W. Donald and
it. \V. D. M. Paton, Er Jted. Jr.. Ten 5th. 1955. pp 313^17.
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If the poison is introduced subcutaneously into a limb from a bite or an

injection, a ligature sho’ild immediately be applied tightly above the wound,

which must be loosened every ten or finteen minutes for two to three seconds

to prevent the formation of gangrene. The removal of poison by sucking

should be attempted, provided there Is no abrasion or ulcer in the mouth. The
wound may also be excised and the poison neutralized by a suitable chemical

substance.

If the poison Is applied to the skin or a wound, or is inserted Into the

vagina, rectum or urinary bladder, it should be removed by thorough lavage

of the affected parts with copious amounts of water or should be neutralized

by a specific chemical solvent.

If the poison is swallowed it should be removed by gastric lavage, using

a stomach pump or an ordinary rubber tube of about half, an inch in diameter

and about five feet in length with a glass funnel attached at one end and a

mark about 20 Inches from the other end which should be rounded. Lubri-

cate the tube, with olive or sweet oil etc. and pass into the stomach by de-

pressing the tongue with the finger well back In the pharynx and slowly pass-

ing it downwards till the twenty Inch mark is reached. Make sure that the

tube is in the stomach before washing. Patient should be lying on hs left

side or prone with head hanging over the hedge of the bed supported by an
assistant. About a pint of suitable solution (see under appropriate sections)

should be passed through the funnel held high up above the patients head.

When the funnel Is almost empty, compress 'the tube below It between the
finger and thumb and lower it below the level of stomach, and its contents

will be emptied by syphon action on releasing the pressure on the rubber
tubing. Repeat till clear and odourless fluid comes out. Part of the first

washing must be preserved for chemical analysis. In hospitals the patient
may be taken to the operating theatre and placed in the high Trendelenburg
position for gastric lavage as in this position the gravitation of fluid from
tfie mouth into tfle tl'UehbU iia tMfi6!)SiP16 .*^ Beware of danger of aspiration
Tlfephyxla and pneumonitis in comatose persons from gastric lavage. Den-
tures must be removed and a mouth gag used In patients whose mouth can-
not be kept open while passing the tube. A number 8 to 12 French Catheter
should be used for infants and children and about 10 inches length Is neces-

.

sary to reach the stomach.

The stomach tube should never be used in cases of noisonlng by corro-
sives except carbolic acid, as there is danger of causing perforation of the
mgpphagus or stomach owing to the softening and ulceration produced by
them. In cases of Irritant poisoning the stomach tube should be passed with
caution.

When the stomach tube Is not available, or when a patient is conscious,
and does not wish to have it passed Into the stomach, free emesis should be
produced by tickling the fauces with a finger, a feather, or a leafy twig of a
tree. The vomited matter must be preserved for chemical analysis. The
following emetics may also be administra'ted:

—

1. Copious draughts of warm water.

2. A table-spoonful of ground mustard or two table-spoonfuls of com-
mon salt In half a pint of warm water.

3. Half a drachm of sulphate of zinc In a tumblerful of warm water,
to be repeated In a quarter of an hour, if necessary.

4. Twenty to thirty grains of Ipecacuanha powder, or two to six drachms
of ipecacuanha wine. In the case of a child syrup of Ipecacuanha, from half
a tea-spoonful to two tea-spoonfuls, according to the age, is to be preferred,
as it is easy of administration.

17. Marriott, Lancet . May 6. 1933, p. 96.
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5. Fifteen to thirty grains of ammonium carbonate dissolved in water.

This
hpoinorphlne hydrochloride hypodermically.
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" "“'“S'
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known, or in cases where it is suspected that a combination of two or more

poisonous substances had been taken:

—

Powdered charcoal (or Burnt Toast) ... ... ... 2 parts

Tannic acid (or strong tea) ... ... ... ... 1 part

Magnesium Oxide (Milk of Magnesia) ... ... ... 1 part

These drugs are mixed together, and the mixture Is administered in the

doses of a table-spoonful stirred up In a tumblerful of water, may be repeated

once or twice. Charcoal has the property of absorbing alkaloids, one gram

will absorb over 500 mg. of strychnine. Tannic acid precipitates alkaloids,

glucosldes and many of the metals. Magnesia neutralizes acids, and Is used

as an antidate to arsenic, If hydrated ferric oxide is not at hand.

Physiological antidoees or- antagonists are those which act on the tissues

of^The body and produce symptoms exactly onoositp tn tnose oausea bv_the

poison acting on them or the enzvmps fhus, a perfect physiological anti-

<mit^ KS~mP which pvafftlv gQiintPranfq avU. prnrinrPri hv the POlSOn

but most of the known antidotes-aro-only-partial—in-their-ft6tl©nr-and_jadifiD

puslltd to their physiological action are liable to prove dangerous to life..

Atropine is an example which, though it Is regarded and used as a physiologi-

cal antidote of morphine. Is liable to cause death by paralysing the motor
and sensory nerves Just Uke morphine. Hence caution must be observed

while using it. Atropine and physostigmlne are two real physiological anta-

gonists, as both of them affect nerve-endings and produce opposite effects.

Atropine paralyses the vagus nerve-endings, accelerating the heart’s action,

while physostigmlne stimulates these nerve-endings, producing slowing of the

heart. Atropine dilates the pupil by paralysing the third nerve-endings,

while physostigmlne contracts the pupil by directly stimulating the terminals

of the third nerve. Atropine diminishes glandular secretion by paralysing

the secretory nerve-endings In the body, while physostigmlne Increases

glandular secretion by stimulating the secretory nerve terminals. To a
certain extent atropine counteracts the poisonous effects of organophosphorus
compounds.

Atropine and pilocarpine, strychnine and bromides with chloral hydrate,
digitalis and aconite, and chloroform and amyl nitrite are the other examples
of physiological antidotes,

A chemical compound, known as BA^.L. (British Anti-Lewisite or 2 : 3
dimercaptopropanol) is used as a physiological antidote In poisoning by arsenic.
It acts on the tissue cells of the body, and dislodges the arsenic from
its combination with the sulphhydryl radicles in the tissue enzymes and
carries it to the tissue fluids, particularly the plasma, and thence to the urine
Excretion of arsenic in the urine Is greatly Increased after the administration
of B.A.L. A dose of 2 ml. of a solution containing 10 per cent BA.L. and 20
per cent benzyl benzoate in aracnis oil Is injected deep intramuscularly into
tne gluteal nigluii at lum -hourlji iulemuls ibi' the lirst Lwd Uuvs. a ; i i l i.fipn
iwice a tor ten days ui liII recovery. It is also beneficial in poisoning

blsmutn. mercury, goia dllU uUiui Ijeavy metals. The treatment must be
started as early as possible, if it Is to be effective. It is not to be used in
cases where the liver is damaged,

Bemigrlde (Megimide) Is considered as a specific antagonist to barbi-
turate poisoning. Nalorphine Hydrobromlde (Lethidrone) a derivative of
morphine antagonises the action of morphine, pethidine, methadone by drama-
tically Improving the respiration and may also counteract the fall in blood
pressure. It is given in a dose of 10 to 40 mgm. intravenously, intramuscularly
or subcutaneously according to the rapidity with which the action Is desired
and can be repeated as required at 15 minutes to 2 or 3 hourly Intervals.
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Polson^The poison which has been absorbed
should be eliminated by the natural emunctory channels

tadlfaS
^ “’’i' purgatives (when not contra-

shock npLhcrr“°,"
symptoms and their management.-Paln,

Snh^la
‘^•tculatory collapse, water and electrolyte disturbance,S m ire Zked aTei

respiratory Infections

cold’dLmv »' low Wood pressure, fast pulse,

of the nZent sL h"'
^‘’“rmal temperature and a pale appearance

naln ta the ohrtn^ V " "^y^hosls, or diarrhoea, vomiting andpain In the abdomen associated with certain irritant and corrosive poisons,

in pofsontog"ra»er''‘n'' “Z IXe main factors which produce shockm poisoning latter on the toxic effects on kidney or liver mav nrodure their

may”:auTe‘'shZr“™‘ ^-P>ri>t°ry mSLnZ”^
tom^^^

should be taken to counteract shock and other symp-

of the M bv Hock?o,“i“ 'r'"'
‘"“P ‘>’'= Py elevating the foot

60 diastolic Is reached.
“ Pressure of loo systolic and

and eIec«TcrZZarb\rt >»“'«
be lowered by tepid sponging

temperature exceeds 102T. It must

to reile°eZST0gemT aZS^'rMu^tto^’^*m
“r subcutaneous

Atropine gr, l/loo to 1/200 Is usS mr Z. corrosive poisons

or paraldehyde 5 to in
abdominal colic. Lumlnol gr. Ij to 3

also useful for convulsions For
useful for restlessness and is

came intravenous thiopentone Is quSy eSLuvV^
plcrotoxln. pro-

volume.'^blood'Sns'luslon'k ?he bSt “irnoraZi MIts substitutes like Dextran or Pta-gmAc
* available then blood plasma or

cent glucose with ^llZal aaZe 3T "
Pln^'a"' "'Tanuria or oliguria (less than tn nw
^ as required, but If there JS

to 10 per cent glucose solution hi' dlstSd' wat^’
*

be maintained on electrolyte balance In Z ''“ter only. A close watch must
slum Ions to Increase and the acid base Snee a tendency for potas-
adeuuately treated, the raised Mood urea deZaZfaZfS' kZney mnctlo^

to be "«“aM drip may have

In anaphylactic shock resultine fmm ^
histamines like calcium sandostein or ««« poisons adrenaime. anti-
necessary. synopen and ACTH or cortisone will be

In coma analeptic drugs le roneinm .»

strychnine, plcrotoxln. caffine 'sod_ hi»n^
agents like nikethamide, pholedrln,

poisoning and Bemlgrlde In barblturSe^^nlnf Lethidrone In opium

obstructed, tongue should™™"be allow^^Z. 'nl "“y '’’“p''* P® ‘='P‘
If present, a mouth gag may be usph tn i,

after removing dentures
ways. Acute pulmonary tndema miieT k bead kept side
oxygen In high concentration prefeVSv h treated by continuous
or a nasal catheter at 5-6 litres per

^
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Iron lung may be necessary In poisoning like* opium or barbiturates.

Respiratory infections should be prevented by antibiotics like 5 to 10 lac

units of crystalline penicillin with i gram streptomycin, intramuscular twice

a day, or broad spectrum antibiotics like Achromycin by injection or mouth.
Persistent vomiting from gastric irritation, reflexly from the lungs, disturbance

of vomiting centre, or vomiting from renal or hepatic failure may be treated

by intravenous glucose, sedatives like, lumlnol, sodium amytal, atropine, Bena-
dryl 25 mgs. or chlorpromazin (Largactll) 25 mgs. (not to be used in hepatic

failure).

Appropriate treatment should be given for remote effects of poisons such
as ulcerations, contracting cicatrices after corrosive poisoning and neurltes

after chronic arsenic poisoning



CHAPTER XXH
COROSrVE POISONS

1. mineral Acms
Mineral acids have a local chemical action of corroding and destrovfnc

Ae predStatlon oTL'rf necrosis Is produced by

The^s^rjeireffSts^™

d«uS'Lrsire„'t'r\bnsri;Lir'
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be at hand, oil, soap solution, lime water, wood ashes, or eggwhite, should be

administered without delay, and should be followed by demulcent drinks, such,

as barley water, linseed tea, olive oil, melted butter etc. Later on Bismuth

Subcarbonate in 30 grain doses may be given.

The use of alkaline carbonates, bicarbonates or powdered white wall plaster

should be avoided as far as possible, as they evolve carbon dioxide gas, which

will Increase distress, and may even cause perforation by suddenly distending:^

the stomach ^
Morphia for pain and Intravenous 5 to 10 per cent glucose saline for de- 1

hydration and thirst should be given. Intravenous calcium gluconate 10 ml. \

of 10 per cent, about a pint of M/6 sodium lactate and blood transfusion may
]

be neces'sary. Tracheotomy must be resorted to, If suffocation Is ttireatened-^

from an affection of the larynx, oxygen and artificial respiration may be neces-

sary. Excoriations on the surface may be treated as bums, for injuries of

the eye immediate irrigation with water or warm saline for 10 to 30 minutes
is useful.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^The conditions found after death depend
upon the quantity and strength of the acid used, and the time that the patient

survives after taking the acid. If death has occurred In a short time there

will be signs of corrosion and destruction of the mouth, throat, cesophagua
and stomach varying from a few localized patches to extensive destruction.

There may be perforation of the stomach with the escape of Its contents Into

the peritoneal cavity, and consequent destruction of the peritoneum and abdo-
minal organs. The tissues beyond the corroded area show the signs of In-
fiammatlon.

If the patient lived for some days, the signs of repair due to separation -

of the sloughs will be evident, and the cicatrized tissue will be noticeable, if

death did not occur for a very long time.

The marks of corrosion may also be noticed on tne skin and clothes.

Medico-legal Points.—Cases of poisoning by corrosive, mineral acid.'t

are rare in India, but are more frequent in Europe. They are rarely used
for homicidal purposes though cases are sometimes met with In which corro-
sives are thrown on the face cut of jealousy or in fits of rage. Accidental
cases of swallowing acids in mistake for some harmless medicine do occur espe-
cially amongst children. Occoslonally a cooly, while carrying a jar con-
taining some concentrated mineral acid, may accidentally fall down, and break
the jar so as to spill the acid which may affect him, as also the passers-by. A
few suicidal cases also occur.

SULPHURIC ACID (OIL OF VITRIOL), H-SO*

Properties.—^Pure sulphuric acid is a colourless, heavy, oily liquid, wfuch
emits no fumes, when exposed to the air. When mixed with water, It evolves
much heat, and is reduced in volume. It chars and blackens the skin, cloth
and any other organic matter. The portion of the cloth or paper which comes
into contact with the acid Is destroyed, leaving a reddish-brown stain which
Is usually moist. Similarly, the stain on wood is damp black owing to its
charring effect.

The sulphuric acid of commerce Is usually brown or dark in colour, and
often contains impurities, such as" lead sulphate, arsenic, nitric acid and the
lower oxides of nitrogen. A stronger form of the acid is known as Nord-
hausen acid which Is a brown, oily, fuming liquid and Is represented by the
formula HjS,Oj. It Is also called pyrosulphurlc acid, and Is used In the manu-
facture of Indigo. Sulphate of indigo Is a dark blue liquid, and consists of
one part of Indigo dissolved In nine or ten parts of sulphuric acid.
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Special Symptoms.—^In addition to the general symptoms of corrosive

poisoning, the following symptoms are observed:

—

The tongue Is swollen, and Is covered with a white coating, resembling

soaked parchment, which subsequently becomes darker or brown In colour.

It may become a corroded and shapeless mass, if the acid Is highly concen-

trated. The teeth are of a chalky-white colour, and are deprived of their

polish. The lips are usually swollen and excoriated, and brown or even black

.streaks resulting from the action of the acid flowing from the mouth may be

found extending from its angles to the sides of the chin and sometimes to the

front of the neck. Occasionally salivation has been observed on the second

or third day. In rare cases

delay has been caused In the

arance of the symptoms.

drops of concentrated sulphuric

acid to produce death from

suffocation by directly com-
?ng Tnto contact with the glottis

resulting in oedema. Half a

tea-spoonftfl of concentrated

sulphuric acid administered
by mistake for castor oil

caused the death of a child,

one year old. The smallest

fatal dose for an adult is one

drachm, thougn • recovery nas

followed four ounces of the
Fig. 174 .—Sulphuric Acid Poisoning: Stains on strong acid. An ounce of sul-

angire o* and ^ corrosive phate of Indigo killed a young

I, uom eighteen to twonty-Jour

5«fISd may bo nrolonccd tor
^

If
of an hour, but the

ocoora from screndory clusos or nSr? o^'lt '""'“Adfondeath may ensue lnstantan«inQt,r fr«
^ cesophagus. In children

or the glottis by the acid getting Into
spasmodic closure

elve poisoning. The'^outh***nM^nrt^ appearances pf corro-

brown or brownUh-black corroded
sbM

brown or blarjr^ There Is ereat
mucous membrane is d^k-

and Us perforation is more freouS"SiK°" andTlHackening of the stornTch.

in the peritoneal cavity
escape of the gastric contents

there Is no perforation, the stomarti
may be observed, -^^"hen

i iiTi ui
f°»aDsed and contracted , the co^Ienl?

lered blood. The mucous chiefly of mucus arid al-

colour, and U often corrugated and^SetaS,^
® dark-brown or black

lusaieo and detached In shreds or patches. The foldi
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are large and deep from swelling,

and are sometimes so softened

as to tear even under gentle

manipulation. On removing the

mucous membrane the under-

lying coats ol the stomach are red

and Intensely Inflamed. The small

Intestine, especially >the duode-

num, may show patches of corro-

sion and inllammatlon ,
If death

has^ occurred af^r "eighteen or

twenty hours. Fatty changes are

observed In tfie^'liver aniT Icid-

nevs. uoaeuiaiea pioog is round
In the bioog vessels."

'

Fig. 175.—Stomach is poisoned by Sulphuric Acid. lu Feb^^ 1927, P.. a Mahomedan
“ j t-

male, aged 30 years, swallowed a quan-
tity of a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids after murdering his wife and child, and
died in. eighteen hours. At the post-mortem examination held five hours after death the

longue was found yellowish-brown and corroded, and the lips W’cre also found corroded and
yellowish-brown. Yellowish-brown streaks were noted running from the middle of the
lower Ups down to the chin and to the right side of the front of the neck. Similar stains

Were found on the fingers of both the hands. The mucous membrane of the*mouth and
pharynx was detached in places and was yellowish-brown in colour. The cesophagus was
comigated. was deprived of its mucous membrane at several places and was yellowish-

brown in colour. The stomach contained a pint of brown grumous liquid, and was cor-
roded and almost charred. The fundus.was so much thinned that it gaVe way on removal
from the abdommal cavity. The duodenum presented the same appearance bs that of
the stomach. The remaining portion of the small Intestine contained a samous dirty liquid,

and was congested and inflamed with hjemorrbagic patches, especially in it.5 upper part.
The large intestine was normal andpontained frccal matter.Theotherviscetawetenonnal.

In his annual report for the year 1925, the Chemical Examiner, Punjab reports the
case ol a young female child who was giv^ some sulphuric acid by mistake, and died
rapidly. The mucous membrane of the mouth and stomach was corroded and congested.
The stomach was perforated at the greater curvature by a hole about the size of a four
anna piece.

Chemical Analysis.—^The acid Is at first separated from the organic
mixture by filtration or dialysis, and then the following tests are applied for
its identification:

—

Tests.—1. The strong acid chars wood, sugar or other organic matter.

w^e the dllufe^acid chars a ntoicmg paper, especially when heated. ^ Bari-
um nitrate or chloride solution produces a white precipitate of barium sul-
phate, insoluble in boiling nitric or hydrochloric acid. The precipitate is

collected, dried, mixed with an equal quantity of sodium carbonate and fused
on charcoal. The residue will produce a dark stain when a fragment of it is

placed on a silver coin and moistened. 3. Heated with copper filings, mer-
cury or chips of wood, sulphur dioxide Is evolved, which Is known by its adour
and by first rendering blue, and then bleaching, starch paper dipped In a
solution of iodic acid or potas:^um iodide. 4. On heating and evaporating
with veratrine on a porcelain dish, a crimson deposit is obtained. 5. Congo
paper is turned blue.

Stains on Clothing.—^The Stained cloth should be soaked In alcohol and
the tests applied to the alcoholic solution.

nie^co-Legal Points.—Sulphuric acid Is largely used commercially in
several trades. Hence it is easily obtainable and may be taken for suicidal
purposes.

Owing to Its acid taste and physical changes, brought about in the food
It ^Is not possible to use It for homicidal purnoses. unless the victim happens
to be a child or an adult who Is drunk or helpl^.

MJ.—30
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Accidental cases have occurred Iroin its having been mistaken tor gly-

cerin, syrup or castor oil.

On the llth February 1923, a Mahomedan woman, aged 25, swallowed about an ounce

of commercial sulphuric acid by mistake for a dose of cough mLvture. and immediately

suSered from severe sjanptoms of acute poisoning and ultimately died after six months.

Fig. 177.—Stomach m poisoning by a mLxture of sulphuric and nitric acids.

Sulphuric acid has been administered internally as an abortifaclent. The
Chemical Examiner, Bengal. Informed the author that in the year 1945 a case

occurred, where a woman died on the third day after she had been given the

acid with intent to procure abortion Sulphuric acid has also been injected

Into the vagina as an abortifaclent and administered accidentally as an enema.

Sulphate of indigo is used
much in dying, and may give

rise to accidental* poisoning.

Vitriol Throwing (Vitriol-

age) .—Malicious persons occa-
sionally resort to strong sul-

phuric acid to disfigure the
face or ruin the clothes by
throwing a quantity of it at the
hated person. The local eSeets
of the acid are severe burning
pain and corrosion of the
tissues with the formation of
brownish-black eschars which
leave permanent scars. Death
may occur from the severe
burns inflicted on the skin.

Blindness may result. If the
eyes are involved. A cases is

recorded where two brothers
went to the field of a third
brother, and after beating him .

tied his hands and feet and
poured sulphuric acid Into his

eyes, thus causing grievous
hurt. They were sentenced to

five years’ imprisonment by the
Sessions Judge of Akalkot.

The treatment consists In
w^htng Che parts immediately
with plenty of water and

Fig. 178.—Effects of sulphuric acid thrown over
the face and body. (By kind courtesy of Dr. H

S. Mehta.)

5. Times of India. June 27, 1949, p. 8.
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<oap or sodium or potassium bicarbonate, and the bums should then be

^-

gated by allying magnesium oxide or carbonate In powder form or as a

thick paste. The raw surface may aftervards be covered with tannic acid

solution, jejly, or tulle gras gauze dressing.

If the eyes are Involved , tltey should be washed at once with a large

Quantity of water, and should then be Irrigated with a lotion containing 5

grains ot so^um bicarbonate to the ounce of water. A few drops of castor

oil or olive oil should subsequently be dropp^ into them.

The face, hands and other parts of the body may be burnt accidentally In

chemical laboiatories and In manufacturing establishments, where the acid Is

u'od,

V/JhTRIC ACID (AQUA FO^TIS. RED SPIRIT OF NITRE). HNOj

Properties.—Pure nitric acid Is a clear, colourless liquid, giving off colour-

less fumes when exposed to the air and having a peculiar and choking odour.

It 1.S a powerful o?ddlzIng agent, and dissolves all the metals except gold aM
platinum. ' Tiomniercial nitric acid varies In colour from yellow to deep red

from the presence of lower oxides ot nitrogen. Saturated with red oxides

iJT nllrogen it Is gerieraiiy known as turning nitric acid. The pharmacopceial

acid contains 70 per cent of nitric acid In water.

Special Symptoms.—The Ups, tongue and mucous membrane of the

mouth are softened and white at first, and later become Intensely yellow from

the formati^of xanthoproteic acl^ The teeth also become yellow, and tbe

enamel IsTpartlaiiy aegtroyed by the action of the acid . The skin and cloth

which come into direct contact wlin me acid are "
boloured yellow. ^These

yellow stains turn to orange on the addition of ammonia water. The colour*

01 Dioo^contained in the vomited mattef b> yeil6WUh-bro^. Owing to the

development of a larger quantity of gas by the direct action of the acid on

organic matter In the stomach the abdomen Is more distended and tender than

In poisoning by sulphuric add. Gaseous eructations are also more frequent

and distressing with this add. Lockjaw and Insensibility are known to have

occurred as special symptoms.

Inhalation of the fumes of nitric add produrrs irritation of the eyes.

lachrymatton.,...iturnlng in the throat, cough, feeling of constriction in the

chest,

^

nd dyspnSa and~rnaFcause ^th immPriVgtoiy frnm~Rnffoeatloi~or
_ fro»l-nUIm~5nafF~~ceaema or mieumorila."'

Fatal Hose.—The smallest quantity on record is two drachms which
klUed a boy. aged 13 years; a"~bimiiar killed an adult woman. In' 14 days.

But a smaller quantity—even a drachm—would suffice to kUl a child, and in

certain conditions, an adult; for the fatal result depends on the extent of the
mischief produced by Its corrosive action on the throat windpipe and stomach-
Recovery has taken place after half an ounce or more

F.tal r.rl^,_Tlie average fatal pwloa I3 twplv. to twentyj^ou''
hour. A Hindu .llY.^lth toot ono ouncroTEKe pure acid and STeSuTw'

Eoldarnttha wife dranh the concentrated acid with the Intention
° ' '

“"I ildya.’ The ahortest recorded
ncriod In an adult is one hour and rorty-n.c minutes and a (ew minutes id
an inlant.

RLIl..

—

Ue is Hie siomach wall Is "soft friable and

1^. HfxL Cfli, 15.32. p 211.

In his annual report for the yeaf
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1929, the Chemical Analyser to the Government of Bombay reports a case of

death by nitric acid poisoning, in which post-mortem examination showed that

the Ups and fingers were stained yellow and corroded. The alimentary canal

from the Ups to the duodenum was stained yeUow and there was necrosis of

the coats of the stomach with perforation.

In death from inhalation of the nitric acid fumes the larynx, trachea and

bronchial tubes are usually congested, and the lungs are sometimes cedema-

tous or show effusion of blood. Inflammatory changes in the lining mem-
brane of the right auricle of the heart may be found In some cases.*

Chemical Tests.—1. If strong ferrous sulphate solution and sulphuric

acid are added to a solution containing nitric acid, a brown ring Is formed at

the junction of the two fluids.

2. Nitric acid forms a blood-red colour with a I per cent solution of

brucine in strong sulphuric acid and a rich orange colour with morphine.

Z. 'When heated with strong suXphutlc acid and copper foil, reddish

brown fumes of nitric oxide are given off, and the solution becomes green. If

only a trace of nitric acid is present, the reddish-brown fumes may not be

visible, but will be easily detected by starch-iodide paper which turns blue.

4. Diphcnyiatnine Tests.—A solution of dlphenylamine Is prepared by

dissolving 1 gm. of the substance In 5 cc. of 10 per cent 'sulphuric acid and
100 cc. of water. A few drops of this solution are added to the suspected

liquid and the mixture is layered over some concentrated sulphuric acid in

a test tube. A blue colour is visible at the junction of the two liquids, if nitric

acid is present. This test Is not specific for nitric acid and nitrates as it reacts

,wlth other oxidizing substances, such as chlorates, chromates, permanganates,
etc.

5. If caustic potash or ammonia is added to a nitric acid stain on cloth

the yellow colour changes to orange. The colour disappears, If caused by
Iodine, but no change occurs on a stain caused by bile.

Medico-legal Points.—Nitric acid is largely employed in the arts and
manufactures. It is used for cleansing nickel ornaments and separating gold
from other metals. It is also used in the preparation of gun cotton, nitrogly-
cerin, pcrlc acid, sulphuric acid and colouring matters.

Cases of poisoning by this acid are not very common. The cases that
have been recorded are chiefly suicidal or accidental. The Punjab Chemical
Examiner’ reports a case in which a young student in one of the Lahore
Colleges finding that he had failed in one of the subjects shut himself in his
room, and committed suicide by taking nitric acid. In his annual report for
“the year 1952, the Chemical Examiner. West Bengal, reports the case of a
man. aged 30 years, who tried to commit suicide by taking nitric acid, but be-
ing unable to bear the pain he jumped into the Hooghly river to end his life.

A remarkable accidental case occurred. In which a woman, while trying to
pour strong nitric acid from a bottle into the cavity of a carious tooth, swal-
lowed some of It, and died from Its effects.*® A few homicidal cases have oc-
curred, the victims being either infants and children, or drunken, helpless
adults. The acid has also been used as an abortifaclent. Strong nitric acid
has occasionally been thrown in the face to destroy or disfigure the features.

Cases,—1. On the 3rd July 1923, Mr. Monmath Basu, a medical practitioner, attached
to Messrs. Mackintosh Bum Companj^'s brick-field at Jogemathnagore Akra. was playing
cards -with some friends in a house close to Ws dispensary when he was disturbed and
startled by some shouts of "thief, thief, and Jnrthwith ran to hU ouarters. On a .search
being made, one Ashoky Kumar Nasenr vrasfeundsUindmgataplace close totheouter-
sldc compound wall. The doctor took him to be a thief, dragged him into the dispensary.
placed him a chair and emptied a bottle of -strong nitric acid over his head. Then

8. Holland, Alcd. Chem. and Toxic., Ed, V, p 173
9. Annual Report, 1928, p. 9. 10. Brff. Med. Jour.. Vol. I, 1882. p 235.
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the contents of a second bottle of the acid were similarly poured on his back and other

part« of his body. Tlie poor man fell down groaning in agony, and was removed on an
improvised stretcher to a remote part of the brick-field. Unable to bear his great agony

the man cut his own throat with a fish knife. Tlie next morning some neighbours re-

moved him to the Aliporc Police Hospital, where he succumbed to his injuries. The
accused was foimd guilty under sec. 304. TP.C., and s-'nlenced to one year's rigorous Im-

prisonment.—Leader, Oct. 15, 1923.

2. At about 6 a m. on July 21, 1932. Baijnath, the complainant, was proceeding along
Beni Bandh when the ttt-u accused, Haridas and Ramprasad, assaulted him with lathts

Baijnath fell down and accused Ramprasad sat upon his chest, while Haridas took a
phial from hw pocket and poured out the contents, presumably nitric acid, into Baij-

nath's right eye, and ^hen an attempt was made to pour the same into the left eye as

well, they fell on the eyebrows instead. The result was the permanent loss of vision

cf the right eje. They were found guilt} under section 326, I.P.C., and were each sen-

tenced to rigorous imprisonment for two years includmg solitary confinement for one
month. Tliey were further ordered to t>ay a fine of Rs. 200 each. In default of which,
each should imdergo a further term of sbt months’ Imprisonment. Out of the fine, if

realized. ILs. 300 were ordered to be paid to Baijnath.—Leader, Oct. 6. 1^2, p. 6

HYDROCHLORIC ACID (MURIATIC ACID. SPIRITS OF SALTS) HCI

Properties,—Pure hydrochloric acid Is a colourless gas, having a specific

gravity of 1.259 and an intensely irritating odour. It Is extremely soluble In

water, one volume of this liquid dissolving 480 volumes of the gas at O’C.

(32*F.). The acid of commerce, which is generally known as muriatic acid

or spirits of salts, Is a solution of this gas in water, having a yellow colour,
fuming strongly Intdamp air, and yielding dense white vapours with ammonia.
It not Infrequently contains a trace of arsenic, derived from sulphuric acid
used In generating It. The acid of the British Pharmacopccia Is a colourless
fuming liquid, containing not less than 35 per cent and not more than 38 per
cent of hydrochloric acid by weight

Special Symptoms.—It is less active than the other two acids. Hence
the symptoms produce by it are much milder. It does not stain the skin or
mucous membrane, but stains dark cloth reddish-brown. Salivation, con-
vulsions. delirium and paralysis of the limbs have occurred as special symp-
toms In some cases.

The ^ui^s of the add when inhaled, cause great irritation of the air
passages, 'piose who arc constantly exposed to th*' fumes of this gas suffer

nw ®
^Isonlng. It is characterized by coryza, conjunctivitis, corneal

!!l.?
’ bronchitis, it also causes nausea, vomiting

toe
Inflammation of the gums and loosening of

acld^^Thl*
drachms of the concentrated

acid The ^allest dose that has proved fatal to a girl 15 years old Is one

Bwallowtofte „rce half
in one case ana two ounces In another

A mairihu"'°tr'w‘JL'“o“w SS' “ ‘"Irty Mars,

spoonful of crude hydrahlorlf Mld"i
“'^ir he was given a tea;

death occurred In one hour abdl hall
chloric acid Death ha® .»ic

«

^

® about 200 cc. hydro-

Sr several days hours, and has been delayed

Post-mortem ADOearanei^.^'T-iaA
acid are usually ash-grey or Mart in

“'“hranes acted on by tte

stomach wall Is red owing to alute
erosions. TOe

leathery and arm. Pertoratlo™ ttalh t,
”'“e°aa Is brownish

• toough rare, was found to an extent of

11. D. Schranz, Drtit. Z aa ^

CriminoL Rer^ Aortl. Vol. VII pLt' it ^^CX. 327, The Med.-Leff- ond
12 Uonkritt lor Laegrr. C<wimaEw.' t

March 31. 192S. p. 1023 26. 1928, p 86; Jour. Amer. Hed Assoc..
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18 mm. in diameter in the greater curvature of the stomach of the male child

who died in ten minutes as mentioned above. There was also an ulcer»

10 mm. in size in the lesser curvature, with broam-black edges and red under-

surface.

Chemical Analysis.—It should be remembered that this acid is found in

a free state to an extent of 0.2 per cent or more In the gastric juice. Hence

the detection of a minute quantity In the stomach contents is no proof of

poisoning by this add. unless distinct marks of Its chemical action are seen

in the throat and stomach. It may be recovered from vomit by distillation,

and should then be tested by the following tests:

—

1. A solution of silver nitrate produces a heavy, curdy, white precipitate

of silver chloride, Insoluble in excess or In strong nitric acid, but soluble In

ammonium hydroxide or potassium cyanide. The white precipitate becomes

grey on exposure to sunlight.

2. If heated with manganese dioxide, chlorine gas is evolved, known by

its greenish-yellow colour, Irritating smell and bleaching action on vegetable

colouring matter.

3. When brought near ammonia, white fumes of ammonium chloride are

given off.

Medico-Legal Points.—Hydrochloric acid is chiefly used for preparing

chlorine, tor dissolving metals and for medicinal purposes. It has been some-
times used for erasing writing in attempts at forgery. Accidental and suicidal

cases of poisoning by this acid have occurred In Great Britain as also In India.

A case»3 occurred In Bombay where a ParsI lady, aged 22 years, died as a

result of having accidentally swallowed a quantity of hydrochloric acid, mis-
taking it for a dose of some medicine prescribed for a cold.

Homicidal cases are very rare indeed. Hydrochloric acid was introduced

into the vagina of a pregnant girl with a view to procuring abortion but with-
out success. Atresia vaginas was. however, produced to such an extent that
It was necessary to perforate the child at term.'*

Hydrochloric acid was thrown In the face of a young Parsi. As a result

ol this criminal assault he suffered from fulminating conjunctivitis of both
eyes. Hydrochloric acid was detected on the coat of the victim and in the
glass which was used.** A bottle of hydrochloric acid was also thrown on
the Head Ticket Inspector at Victoria Terminus, Bombay, while he was stand-
ing near the Crawford Market. As a result of this he received grievous
burns.**

HYDROFLUORIC ACID. HF
This IS a colourless gas, which becomes a fuming liquid when dissolved in water.

On account of its etching property on glass it Is kept in gutta-percha bottles, it is also
used for clouding electnc light bulbs.

Acute roisoning—Symptoms.—^The fumes of the gas, when inhaled, produce inflam-
mation and ulceration of the conjunctivje, nostrils and gums, and severe cou^ due to
laryngitis and bronchitis, retrosternal burning pain and hsemoptysis. There may be
intense vomiting: and collapse.

The liquid acid produces on the skin severe and painful bums and ulcers which are
difficult to heal. >^en taken internally. It immediately produces retching, vomiting,
agonizing pain in the abdomen, and diarrheea. fiy its corrosive action on the respiratory
and gastro-intestinal tract calcium Is precipitated resulting In loss of calcium ions from
the tissues, which damages kidneys and brain. Collapse sets in and death occurs
usually from closure of the glottis with shreds of mucous membrane.

13. Timei of India, Jan, 17, 1930.
14. Jhrbt. u. d. Fortschr. de Get.. 1893. 858: Witthatis, Med. Juris, and Toxic., VoL IV,

p, 279.

15. Bombay Chem. Analyser’s Annual Hnxirt, 1931.
16 Times of India, Jan. 30. 1937; see also Bombay Chem. Analyser's Annual Report.
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Sodium fluoride and sodium sUico-fluoride are white, crystalline powders, and are

used as wood preservatives and as Insectiddes. They are the constituents of most cock-

roach powders. They are also used for the etching of glass. They are general protoplas-

mic poisons and exert a strong and local inltant action on the mucous membranes.

The symptoms of poisoning by either of these salts are pain in the stomach, nausea,

vomiting, dlarrhcea, muscular cramps, spasmodic contraction of the extremities and tetany,

cyanosis, dilated pupils, collapse and death from cardiac or respiratory failure.

Fatal Dose.—^The fatal dose of commercial hydrofluoric acid is about 4 drachms,
though 2 drachms have caused death. The minimum fatal dose of so^um fluoride for an
adult is one drachm, but recovery has followed a dose of 50 to 80 grammes of sodium
fiuoride.17 Half a teaspoonful of Ellico-fluoride has proved fatalis

Fatal Fcriod.—^The fatal period In poisoning by hydrofluoric acid is usually from a
few minutes to two hours. The fatal period in poisoning by sodium fluoride and sUico-
fluoride varies from half an hour to several hours. A woman, 39 years old, took a heap-
ing tablespoonful of sodium fluonde In water In mistake for magnesium sulphate, and
died in seven hours.19

Treatment.—Ammonia vapour Is the antidote, when the fumes are Inhaled. Weak
alkalies should be administered to neutralize the liquid acid, when taken Internally. Milk
and demulcent drinks should be administered and castor oil should be given as a pur-
gative. For skin burns immediately wash with a saturated solution of washing soda and
theri apply a paste made of magnesium oxide and glycerin. An Injection of about 2 c.c.

of 10 per cent calcium gluconate solution Into and under the burnt area is recommended
for the relief of pain. When sodium fluoride or sodium silico-fluoride is taken, the

should be washed out with lime water or a 05 per cent solution of calcium

* v”
Ml^le calcium salt should be i^ven Intravenously. Oxygen and carbon

^ for inhalation. Respiratory stimulants, such as camphor in oil
and foramlne. should also be administered. •

^pearanew.—The lips, tongue and mouth may show white patebe^r

SSLm P’/
^phagus may show shreds of the denuded epithelium,

stornach may be ecchymosed or blackened, and Inflamed with

“wm are hyperEmlc, The liver
and kidneys show fatty and parenchymatous degeneration.

“"•‘“'E ihoee who are exposed to the fumes of hydro-

to™ are
.‘>“1"'“““ »' >•» *alts for a prolonged period. The syrup-

“"='"1“- ueuralpla, difficult urination and cachexia.

Sih t, otee^S fa"'*
“'W'lh' >» X-rays. Mottling of the enamel of the

teeth Is observed especially In those who drink water Impregnated with fluorine.

and^admSrmlfk ol hydrofluoric acid or ingestion of Its salts,
ana admlnWer milk and calcium salts. Take special care of the teeth.

*" aodlum hydroxide and

geSTSed^lEh *1,'”'“;!'' "" “ 'eaden or plallnuii saucer and

glvm ofl ThesTSn nrideS P' hydrofluoric acid wdl be
rnese can be Idenllfltxl by their remarkable property of etching upon glass.

accidental and^ra^ely ^^iuetd^ In *^l^n*"^ *7 **ytlrufluorIc acid or its salts are usually

Examiner, Bengaf. repom a iS wSf.?.'"' f?”'* '“e “= Jaav IS33, the chemlotl

swallowing hydrofluo^ acid from a
^ J’^ars old, committed suicide bj

letter was foGnd In SeVt J which together wim a

roaclj powder in place of powdered millc in
where the accidental use of c«k

in 2G3 cases of acute sodlu^uorlde in a hospital
A man,3i 23 years old. died in *1 which ended fatally in 2 to 4 hours,

fluoride with a view to commlttmg”mSd7 after swallowing
fodlum slllco-fluorlde.

® ulcJde a Mahomedan sepoyM died after taking

Bodlum fluoride and sodium stiim.Viti,..^.«
extent In milk. Hence poisoning ««'eted In the urine and to some
from chronic poisoning. ^ occur in Infants sucking their mothers suffering

17. J. H, Peters. Amcr. Jovr ilea ^
Xt. IL LuhrlR Chm, Zfff, ^ ^ P 278.
U Sharkey and Simpson,
2t) W. L. Udbeck, I. n. Hill j a -fan. 14. 1933, p. 97.

p R6- ’ ^ B««nan. Jmr Amer. Med. A«oe. March 13. 1913.

3J. J M. Rablnowltch. Canad.
23 PrtTmte Communication dated 52. p 345.Bep 2J. Chemical Analj-sCT, I!oml»r.
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II. ORGANIC ACIDS

OXALIC ACID fACID OF SUGAR). CjHA
Oxalic acid is prepared irom ' sugar by oxidation witb nitric add. but it

Is manufactured on a large scale from pine sawdust which is oxidized by

fusion with caustic alkalies. It can also be prepared by heating sodium or

potassium formate.

Properties.—Oxalic acid occurs In the form of colourless, transparent,

prismatic crystals and resembles in appearance the crystals ol magnesium sul-

phate and zinc sulphate for which it Is sometimes mistaken. The following

are the distinguishing tests by which they can be recognized:—

-
1

Oxalic Acid,
1

Magnesium Sulphate.
1

Zinc Sulphate.

Sour and acid. Nauseating bitter. Metallic bitter.

Reaction. Strongly acid. Neutral.
|

Slightly acid.

Sublimes. Fbced.
1

Fixed.

Sodium Carbonate. Effen’escence, but
1
No effervescence, but No effervescence, but

no ppt. a white ppt. a white ppt.

Stains of ink, or iron
moulds.

Disappear, No action. No, action.

Oxalic acid Is soluble in ten parts of cold water and in two and a half

parts of cold alcohol, but very sparingly in ether. It volatilizes completely

at 150' without leaving any residue. Heated with strong sulphuric acid It

splits up into carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and water.

Symptoms.—Oxalic acid, has -both' a local and a remote action on the)

system by precipitating Ionized calcium an? 'gl^g symptoms~of hypocalcemia.
It acts locally as corrosive, when administered in a large quantity and in a'

solid or concentrated form but. when taken in a weaker solution or In corn-]

blnation, acts localy as irritant and the nervous symptoms are more evident.]

It ali^ acts as a poison, when applied to a wound. -

The symptoms begin immediately or soon after taking a large dose of
the concentrated acid. These arc a very sour acid taste, thirst, pain and burn-
ing in the mouth, throat and stomach, extending over the whole abdomen.
Vomiting soon sets in. It very often persists till death. The ejected matter
contains altered blood and mucus, and appears greenish-brown or black, re-
sembling coffee grounds, in some cases vomiting may not occur or may
be delayed for some time. Tenesmus Is present, but purging Is rare, unless
the case is prolonged for some time. The urine is diminished Jn quantity
and nxay be suppressed for two or three days. Later, it increases in quantity
and contains albumin in a large quantity. The sediment after a few hours

- shows hyaline casts, red blood cells and octahedral crystals of calcium oxalate
under the microscope. Great prostration occurs with cold, clammy sweats,
a feeling of numbness of the limbs, feeble, irregular and rapid pulse, and
shallow, gasping, hurried respirations. The condition of collapse passes into
coma, which ultimately ends in death. Sometimes, cramps, convulsions, lock-
jaw and delirium precede death, *

y

In his treatise on Poisons diristlson has remarked: “It a person Imme-j
dlately after swallowing a solution of a crystalline salt which tasted purely
and strongly acid is attacked with burning in the throat, then with burning
in the stomach, vomiting, particularly of bloody matter, imperceptible pulse
and excessive languor, and dies in half an hour, or still more in twenty, fifteen
or ten minutes, I do not know any fallacy which can Interfere with the con-
clusion that oxalic acid was the cause of death. No parallel disease begins
so abruptly and terminates so soon: and no other crystalline poison has the
same eSecl." ^ —

Fatal Dose.—^The average fatal dose Is four drachms. The smallest
recorded fatal dose Is^one drachm of the-solld a<dd 'Which proved fatal to a
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POKonlng by Oxalic Acid.(From Pathology Museum. Grant Medical College. Bombay.)
boy, sixteen years old.
of remedies after an

Recoveries have taken place on prompt administration
ounce and two ounces had been swallowed.

shortest recorded periods

SS dnjs
“ ‘"-o hours.

are three minutes and ten

Death may be delayed for

Irom a wTlI In a^lmalllit r"*
oge shells, whiting or plaster

the acid and' lonJZJ I

or mill: with a view to neutralizing

lime Is coMldcr^tho hi ,

' 0“'0'“™ oxalate. A saccharated solution ot

the bowS'’tnay’b»*rcl'eved bvTn'cn™''
.*“hcd out very cautiously, and

oil. Ten C.C, ol calcium cuienn?!!,
"'“'o °r Oy a purgative, prclerably castor

may be given Intravenously The'isSS s'“‘ 7 '“'olum chloride 5 per cent

be lollowed. renal flow should b. J
'ymptomatlc treatment must then

hi-pertonic solution oTgtJcZ his
'"'“01°"“ ot an Isotonic or

BPcrru to be the prlnclnal dL<itnrh-.«,.s>.''^!X
*^°*^"'endcd. as retention of urea

^nvtils^Rs often observed In such cases°”*^
ascribes to this the cramps and

^a^t»inftrletn ADDearanr»« ^

tratfd form, the marked signs of
^ concen-

trjophafrus and stomach Their the mouth, throat,

and are easily detached from the ®”d shrivelled.
‘ found black In colour from altered

sometimes be

CU1 Is corvuzated and shows !oneit,lHr .
surface of the cesopha-

dark brown. Brumous llnuld due tn e
<^roslons The stomach contains a

scsjrU are seen as dark bro»-n o- hematln. The blood
I r<.rail!m of the stf.mach is rare thelreK Internal surface. Per-
\tcm The stomach may be ml- often softened and easily

.“-irTT^T.:- — rorrodra It dram hax occurred Immr-

1K5. p 1118; Jour. Ar-.'r.
“O'— Ah-rj^
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dlately after taking the poison. The Intestines generally escape, but the

upper part of the duodenum may be affected.

The kidneys are congested and Its tubules are loaded with oxalate

crystals.

If the acid is very diluted there will be signs of local irritation, viz. red-

ness. congestion and inflammation of the mucous membrane.

If the effects are only narcotic there will be congestion of the lungs, liver,

kidneys and brain, without any local appearances.

In the case2< of a Parsi who committed suicide with oxalic acid, the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth and oesophagus were whitened, soft and easily stripped off. The
mucous membrane of the stomach was corroded, and Its whole thickne^ was perforated

m one place. The interior of the stomach and its contents were blackened. The intestines

were grey and gangrenous looking.

Chemical Analysis.—To separate oxalic acid the organic mixture may
be dialysed, or may be boiled and filtered. To the filtrate is added acetate of

lead, when a precipitate of lead oxalate Is formed. The precipitate is washed
with water and In the watery solution a current of hydrogen sulphide is passed

for about half an hour, so that a black precipitate of lead sulphide is thrown
down. The black precipitate Is now filtered, the filtrate Is heated to remove
any excess of hydrogen sulphide and Is evaporated to dryness, when the
crystals of oxalic acid are found which can be tested by dissolving them
in water. There is yet a third method by which the organic mixture is evapo-
rated and extracted with alcohol acidified with a little hydrochloric acid. The
alcoholic solution Is then evaporated to dryness, and the residue Is dissolved

In water to apply the tests for oxalic acid.

Tests.—1. A solution of barium nitrate gives a white precipitate of
barium oxalate, soluble in hydrochloric acid or nitric acid without efferves-

cence.

2. A solution of silver nitrate gives a copious white precipitate of silver

oxalate, soluble in ammonia and nitric acid.

3. Calcium chloride or sulphate gives a white precipitate, insoluble in

acetic acid, but soluble in strong hydrochloric acid, ^

4. Lead acetate gives a white precipitate, soluble in nitric acid, but in-
soluble in acetic acid.

5. Potassium permanganate in an acid solution is decolourised and Is re-
duced to the colourless manganese salt.

6. About 5 cc. of oxalic acid are mixed with 1 cc. of sulphuric acid (1 : 2)

and 2 drops of 10 per cent copper sulphate solution; about 1 g. of granulated
zinc is then put into the mixture so as to form a zinc-copper couple. After
three minutes 2 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid and 0.1 cc. of a 2 per cent
aqueous solution of resorcinol are added to the mixture. A pale blue colour
develops, which deepens on warming.

Medico-Legal Points.—In the form of oxalate of ammonium, sodium,
potassium or calcium, oxalic acid exists as a natural constituent of several
plants and vegetables, such as sorrel, rhubarb, cabbages, lichens and guano.
Hence It may gain access to the body through food and drugs of vegetable

.

origin. It often occurs as a constituent of the human urine, 0 . 02 gramme
<0.3 grain) being excreted in 24 hours.

iJxallc acid is largely, used in calico printing. In the manufacture of straw
hats, and in ciciilUiig biuss uiia UUiipt.1' urCIbies, and wooden surfaces. It Is

used for removing writing and signatures from paper and parchment docu-
ments. It is a common household remedy for removing ink. stains and iron .

moulds from linen.

24. Bombay Chemical Analyser's Annual Report, 1923, p. 3.
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Cases Of accidental poisoning by oxalic acid have sometimes occurred
from It having been swallowed In mistake for a saline purgative of mangneslum
sulphate.

drachms of oxalic acid by mistake for magnesium sulphate
W30- Immediately she complained of burning sen-

Ihi u j
throat and abdomen, and induced vomiting by tickling her fauces.

two hours later she brought up a good quantity of blood.
King George’s Hospital. Lucknow, where she was found restless

hurried respirations (52 per minute). She com-

riPnrS 1 , ,

epigastric pain. She had no difficulty in swallowing, but expe-

th^Sn abdomen after swallowing liquids. Excoriations were pre-

vomitPrt
postpharyngeal wall, but not on the lips and gums. She

th? mumnq ^ streaks of blood with the detached pieces of

wrS^SsSsSTurfd on
hypoderniKuilly, She

Leatjd

vcrv°?™®v,?vri *’y poisoning although

stain, on ninth
loOla due to Its Increased use as a remover of

shor nJll ,

ohO the ease with which It can be obtained at a druggist’s

annual 'tn
tately used for homicidal purposes. In his

Tease irwhinh "™ '’w!'
OoPXool Analyser, Bombay, mentions

of a womnh with
solution containing oxalic acid was poured on the head

patchS Thern, ““"8 out Of her hair In two big

th^patilS hut ft w°
’’’'‘’ftomla. or any sign of irritation on the skin overme patches, but It was stained lightly black.

his annual ^reoori
rarely administered Internally as an abortlfaclent. In

lions a fa e
«« 1950. the Chemical Examiner, Bengal, men-

old died' from thl ^h7ct
(2t-Pargonas), where a Hindu woman. 30 years

facient was given to her as an abortl-

Oxallc acid Is eliminated chiefly by the kidneys.

skin nor docTlt uroflnT**^' Produce corrosion of the

ongagfd In tmdfs t"7
'"''"“loos effects on the system. Workmen

to have suffered front ilfhfairh
handling of the acid are not known

and brl.Uc 'but /hcy”mTy’’T‘‘farr'l“’.”'''7 are white, opaque

-honmg^^ospc'lS'/wTef.' fxp'oTd ?o7u Ta’Sf.c'^”'"

boiling thfun over a fire^wlth'T^stro^e ele-inslng radiators by means of
scoop^ crj-stals of the acid with Inuring the operation, he
pre«cd the concentration IncreMed and®v^»*° radiator filler As the boiling pr^
latlng to breathe, in due course the man emitted which was extremely irri*

^came disabled and confined to bed. Th»
compelled to leave his work and later

vomiting, consult Min consisted in epitaxis. severe
treme nervousness developed and iS^n i.

rapid loss of weight. Ex-

paraljsed. An ulceTwM scarcely able to move.

A°n^m( mucous membranes of septum with marked
AnaymJa and severe albuminuria were the back of the throat.

Illnoxalate (Acid oxalalei nVMT
dally known as “salts of sorrel” nr

«*^**‘“"* KIIC,0,. ZH.O.—Thls is commer-
the same purpose as oxalic add

““"‘‘a* salts of lemon”, and Is used for
and dissolves in 40 parts of cold '«.ni

reaction and sour In taste,
to be mistaken lor add tartrate water. It Is likely
cause accidental poisoning it i<

Potassium (cream of tartar), and may
' ^ ‘tiken for suicidal purposes.

cel PerfB.-. Apr. ° ,,5"" "><' ’“g. xSh iS•• V, pp .W-293; Mrd.-Leo o’td Cri/nlnoto?/*
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This salt Is practically as poisonous as oxalic acid, producing similar

symptoms - an d post-mortem appearances, and requiring similar treatment.

Four drachms may be regarded as a fatal dose.

A woman,27 aged 24 years, swallowed three-quarters of an ounce of bin-

oxalate of potassium, and died in twenty-five minutes. On post-mortem

examination white corrosions were seen on the left corner of the mouth, on

the tongue and on the inside of the cheeks. The stomach showed at the car-

diac end two circular perforations about li inches apart. The stomach wall

was found tob^- extremely thin and quite denuded of the mucous membrane
for a rad^^^^msevral inches.

CA^^C ACID (PHENOL. PHENYL ALCOHOL OR PHENIC ACID).
C^HjOH

/ This is hydroxybenzene obtained from coal tar oil by fractional distillation,

and is commonly prepared from acetylene by synthesis.

Pure carbolic acid occurs as short, colourless, prismatic, needle-shaped

crystals or crystalline masses, which turn pink on exposure to light, and are deli-

quescent in moist air. It has no acid reaction but forms carbolates when acted

upon by strong bases. It has a characteristic odour and has a sweetish, pun-
gent taste. It melts at 38’C. It is insoluble in liquid paraffin, and is slightly

soluble in water (1 in 15), but freely in boiling water, alocohol (90), ether,

chloroform, glycerin and fixed and volatile oils. To all these it communicates
its characteristic odour. The non-ofliclal dose of carbolc acid (Phenol, BJ.)
is 1 to 3 grains, .Phenol camphor (Carbolic camphor) is a non-official pre-

paration containing 1 part of phenol and 3 parts of' camphor. It is a clear

solution smelling strongly of camphor, and is not miscible with water or gly-

cerin. It Is used as a local anesthetic in toothache.

The crude carbolic acid of commerce Is a dark-brown liquid containing
several impurities, chiefly cresol.

Poisoning by carbolic acid is known as carbolhm . The acid in ^

trated form acts l n«»flUv_as! TCrmfriVT^i nnd rpmotPlp ag g TiamoMr It

coagulates proteins but does not enter Into chemical cnTnhln.’itltm_w1th them ,

and thus it has a great penearating power. Applied to the skin. It causes a
burning sensation, followed by tingling, numbness and anesthesia, and pro-
duces a white, opaque eschar which, falling off in a few days, leaves a brown
stain, which may persist for several weeks. When applied for some .time and
prevented from evaporating by the application of India rubber tissue, carbolic
acid may cause necrosis of the part even in weak solutions. It causes irrita-

' tlon and necrosiss of the mucous membranes and. if applied in sufficient

quantity, may lead to sloughing and inflammaton.

Symptoms.—Immediately after swallowing the concentrated acid, there
is an intense burning sensation in the mouth, throat and stomach, with occa-
sional vomiting of frothy mucus. The mucous membranes of the lips and mouth
become hard and white. Owing to the rapid absorption of the acid these
symptoms are soon followed by giddiness and Insensibility, which soon deepens
into coma. The face is Dale or cvanosed, the nuptls are contracted, the tempe-
rature is subn(^al. the skin is cold clammy, the pulse is small and
thready, and the ' respirations are slow, laboured or stertorous. There is a
strong odour of carbolic acid In the breath. Convulsions and lockjaw may
be present. The urine is suppressed or scanty

,

<«• normal
In colour, or of a greenish hue, which becomes dark nr-_niiw exposure
to_the air, ana stains the linen as well. This change of couour is due to the
further reduction oi nyaroquinone ana pyrocatechol, oxidation products of
carbolic acid, and serves as a warning of the toxic properties of the acid when

27. Bralthwoite. Brit. Med. Jour.. VoL I, 1905, p. 183.
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carbolurla"
'or some time. This symptom Is known as

JJealh'rcsults from paralysis of the respiratory and cardiac centres.

symomms FnilT
oorbollc acid may cause dangerous

S on^ w ^
average fatal dose, although an oily solution

glycerin kUled a ehnd^°'^i^
'atal. A quarter of a tea-spoonful dissolved In

afteriaree dn„f ’ I Bocoverles have, however, ensuedalter large doses, as much as six ounces.

has take'nSe 'wUM ‘'>'00 ^ '“or hours, but It

s: -rdSa^vrLrhou‘rr„rL-r:^^^^^

tt
the contents of the <;to

lukewarm water or solution of soap, until

may boused for^wiS^
lose their peculiar odour. OUve oil or vegetable oil

ILch a ter the
^ be left in the

in .... is not an antidote, but a

carbollc^acW and thiil^ nl
^ ULlhc^ belief that It will neutralize the action of_no^c acm and thus preven extensive slouehin. nf H.e^es, but ft Is best

sulphate hyDodeimici^tv ^ white of e^ ana mnii- ulve atropine

fctrophanthln and stimulants, such as caffeine,

talning 3 grains of sodinm hi
intravenously normal saline con-

depreilon'^S'ihl w dXte JurholT
encourage excretion

carbolic acid content of the blood and to

carry on artinclal respiration, [i lLi°” °' “S'®'" hihalatlon or

Apply castor oil or ollv^ nil in _
.be Skin after washing the surfat «ti\^cotaTor ™p'U^“
the ange^rnlhe^momh"^!!! m 'uie'’S ““y he seen on

Ups, mouth and throat is comm. .
mucous membrane of the

partially detached marked bl "™ '"hUened or ash-gray, and

The mucous m l
numerous small submucuous htemorrhSes.

gated and aS:ng?d'";rrg,mdmal mTd'I*’”""'
^^y, corru-

mlnent rugm. or It l^°soraeUmes'TCrt'?na''''’
hmmorrhaglc spots and pro-

contaln a reddUh fluid mixed with m ^ CTeylsh-whlte In colour. It mar
an odour of carbolic acid The .em. 'hreds of epithelium, emitting
pic kidneys show hmmorrhaglc neohrtfis*?^

observed In the duodenum,
lungs are congested and oedematoas delayed death. The
dark and semifluid, or only partially' cmtoiSS?

“"sested. The blood Is

Chemical Analysis.—Carbolic icm
ter by washing It with ether decantinJ”*^ separated from organic mat-
ether to evaporate. It may alw be fe,?n

'‘hereal liquid, and allowing the
by dlstlllauon with dilute sulnhurle from organic matter
applied to the distillate-—

®hld The following tests may then be

1. A few drops of verj* di!uf»»
of carbolic acid yields a blalsh-vlolet'lme''''”"''' '"'““on added to a solution
of alcoliol. but changes to yellow on the luaui*'''''’

disappears on the addition
:. tando.'f, Test._Bromln» . V

“ dilate mineral add.
‘.'hromo-phenol. soluble'mli^fJ^d'P “ '‘hltc crystalline precl-

alkali, ether and alcohol, but InsouubI'*

.elaprodac«'a7edTlto“'‘’.^''h Mlllon-s reagent, a solution of carbolic
‘ ten Is very delicate. as It will give a r«J
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colour to a solution contains only 1 part of carbolic acid In 100,000 parts of

water. It is, however, not characteristic of carbolic acid, as it produces the

same reaction with many other substances, especially monophenols and

proteins.

Millon’s reagent Is prepared by dissolving 1 part of mercury in 1 part of

strong nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.4) by diluting with t’wlce Its volume of water.

The solution is allowed to stand overnight and a clear liquid Is then decanted

off for use as a reagent.

4. Heated with a little dilute ammonia and a few drops of a freshly

prepared solution of calcium or sodium hypochlorite, an aqueous solution of

carbolic acid yields a blue, bluish-green or green colour, which depends upon

the amount of carbolic acid present in the aqueous solution. This is known

at Lex’s lest.

5. Liebermann’s Tesi.—This Is a very delicate and characteristic test,

which is performed as follows:

—

Dissolve a crystal or drop of carbolic acid in concentrated sulphuric

acid, cool If necessary, then add a very small crystal of sodium or potassium

nitrite, a deep blue or green colouration will be produced; when poured on

a beaker of water, It is turned red which is again turned green or blue on
adding an alkali.

Medico-Legal Points.—Carbolic acid is largely used as an antiseptic and

as a disinfectant It Is used In the preparation of many disinfecting powders.

For Instance. MacdougaU’s disinfecting powder consists of crude carbolic

add and calcium sulphite. Calvert’s carbolic acid powder is made by adding

carbolic add to the siliceous resldvte obtained from the manufacture of

alumlnic sulphate from shale.

Being easily procurable several cases of accidental and suicidal poison-

ing by carbolic acid have occurred. On account of its powerful odour and
taste carbolic acid is very rarely used for homicidal purposes, though it has
been sometimes used for murdering children and Infants, It has also caused
death when used as an aboctlfaclent by injection Into the vagina or uterus.

Poisons symptoms, followed by fatal results in some cases, have
occurred from swallowing carbolic acid, from Its application to a wound or
an unabraded skin, from injection Into an abscess cavity, rectum or uterus,

as also from inhalation of its vapour.

Cases,—1. On Ostober 20th, 1921, a man. aged 30 years, -in robust health and sober
habits, broke accidentally a bottle of crude carbolic acid he was carrying home in his
trouser pocket, and became unconscious in twenty minutes. About an hour later he was
removed to the \Vhipps Cross Hospital, where he aas found uncnscious with stertorous
breathing and extensive carbolic acid staining and burning of the left hip, left thigh and
scrotum. HU pupils were contracted. Later in the evening he became irritable and
vomited.^^T5?TT£xir da> ne legauiea consciousness, but complained of severe abdominal
pain, and passed blood In the uroe. On the 22nd. he appeared better, but did not pass
urine, and on the 23rd it was recognized that there was complete suppression of urine.
He remained mentaUy clear tiU the 28th At 6-0 pm. there was a sudden change; he
felt cold and collapsed. The pulse went, and the extremities became cold and clammy.
He died at 6-25 p.m. At the autopsy there was no erosion of the mucus membrane of
the stomach. The liver and spleen were congested, and the tadneys showed acute
hsemorrhagic nephritis.—^Turtle and Dolan, ianeef, Dec. 16, 1922, p. 1273.

2. A youth employed at a chemist's shop dropped a winchester of crude carbolic
acid. He Immediately got a cloth and went down to mop up the fluid. Within a few
minutes he fell to the ground unconscious and was at once despatched to hospital. Here
he was examined in le.ss than thirty minutes of the accident. He was absolutely coma-
tose. cyanosed. stertorous, with a subnormal temperature and a thready, rapid pulse

breath smelt strongly of carbolic acid, and the mouth and nose were covered with
froth. He was cold, but not clammy, and generally livid. He was ^ven Intravenous
s^ine injections to which two drachms of sodium bicarbonate per pint were added. The
effect was certainly marked. The breathing assisted by the use of oxygen Improved
almost at once, and the patient recovered fully In two days. The urine showed the
presence of carbolic acid.—Smith. Lancet, Dec. 23, 1923. p. 1350.
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3. On September 18, 1930, a nurse had the misfortune to slip on a wet floor, upset-
ting in her fall a vessel containing a moderate Quantity of "pure carbolic", ie. acidum
carbolicum liquefactum. The drug was ^ilt over a considerable area of her clothing,
and affected the skin of the face and neck, the whole length of both upper limbs, the
chest and upper abdomen and small areas of the back and both lower limbs. The clothes
were Immediately removed and large quanUUes of methylated spirit were appUed to the
Dums. In a very short time she was unable to sit up and her consciousness r^idlybet^e clouded, and before three minutes from the time of the accident she was com-

unconscious Md became comatose. Her face and her upper and lower limbs
rontinuously twitting, her pupils were semi-dilated and fi.x^ her colour was

visibly deepening, her respirations were laboured and bubbling,

fh»
frothy mucus and no pulse could be felt at

ounces of normal saline containing ninety grains of
^ infus^ into a veia In about two hours’ time she was com-

during the following twenty-four hours she vomited

at flm subsequent days. Her urine was

for^tSol^ria«^Tw^ remained green for two days and albuminous

no* show quantity and the microscopic examination did

meuSl^ superficial were treated by the tannic addmethod.-^. Tylor. Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine. Nov, 1939. p. 63.

memberJ M th^».
camphor was adminstered to each of the two

Sw minute mistake for tinctura opU camphorata. Within a

cyanSls a^d*S?vi?uiSt% burning pain in the stomach and developed

who^'was S"on^oS^ mixed with carbolic acid by another man

hSS?aUe^ t?kU^ ^anSing'^lroiS°S“‘^^^ lSed”l2
alcohol .nd^c

.

Of taking some 2^8M/4 *.
and contents about l/i0CT^anfTi°f.r!2“^^®“^ Phenol was detected, in the Intestine

Annual Report. 1956,
” **'^*^‘ urine traces.—ifadraa Cheml Exam.

solptorond’'Xorno^r.‘ M 1" combtadtlon with

It Is also ellmlnafed 7rom S “ ^lyiiroqiilnone and pyrocatechol

an“stoLch elands, skin. User

Ph,nol-SphonfteT.S?Sm Jd"
substances or of their outre'faSnn^

digestion of almumlnous

estimated that the ouantltv^^of rlrSlu"’
erperiment Engel» has

on mixed diet is

lywl <a mixture of fluid), dettol (poly-methylcresol).
acid, but they are bchevrt ^ ^3 action to carboUc
terminal phalanx of the thumb slouehed reports a case in which

Vmim» ofTcotS SuK
allowed 2 ounces of^a intent to commit suldde.

««w<^.40percenlmctaS^;ndK^ l^ consisting of 35 per cent
1^. but bepme comatose In about an He had no pain or voffllt-
Nw«

2
»y did not reveal and slens of

about one hour and forty minutes.
*tomach or Intesiln^I^^®^'?" 3^ «l». tou?ue. mouth, pharyn^

after swallowing a quantity of ivsol
where a Hindu male, 17 years old, died

were examination showed that the mouth,
perforated. The liver and kld,nevs were and the stomach was

Death hi.s occurred afte-
eoasrested.

followed much^TCW On the other
two ounces of a preparation labelled 23 years old. took about

5S. Anr-ft »»« r»«.s_, —I—*— __pure at 7-18 pun. After swallowing ah®

"‘
5' ^

^ y3^Dn> xf^ r

P Jour. Amer. lied. Atsoc., July 21. 1917.
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lelt no pain, but only a slight burning In the throat, and then she v:ent oft to sleep.

At 7^5 p.m, she was comatose, the' pupils were contracted, the face was cyanosed, and.

the lips and skin of the face were burnt as though by some corrosive fluid. The breath-

ing vms ratUing and stertorous, and the breath smelt strongly of carbolic add. There

was foam on the Ups, mouth and nose, but the pulse was fairly good. The urine passed

was vary dark and smoky, but did not contain albumin or blood. The stomach was.

washed out with warm water, and a pint of warm water containing an ounce of magne-
sium sulphate was left inside it. Brandy was given per rectum, and oxygen inhalation

was administered. The patient recovered in a couple of days.32 Several cases of suicide

by lysol occur every year, chiefly in Germany. In February 1923, a case occurred at

Bangalore, where a woman was charged with attempting to commit suicide on Christmas
Eve by drinking lysok She was found guilty, and fined fifty rupees In his 'annual
report for the year 1947. the Chemical Examiner, Bengal, quotes the case of an Anglo-

Indian female, aged 50 years, and resident of Calcutta, who committed suicide by taking
Ij'SOl.

Accidental cases of poisoning have sometimes occurr'ed. A European boy, 14 years

old, died in four hours and forty-five minutes after he had taken an enema of one and
a half ounces of lysol in a pint of water;jj Shores-* describes a case of accidental
poisoning by absorption of lysol through the unbroken skin. A seaman purchased a
bottle of lysol. and put it Into his hIp-pockeL Afterwards he met with an accident, as a
result of whiti the bottle was broken, and the lysol saturated his clothes, so that he was
burned from the hip to the heel on that side: there was a certain amount of burning
on the other leg as welL The man died In about three-quarters of an. hour. Post-
mortem examination showed that the kidneys were red and enlarged.

CRESOTE
This is obtairied from wood tar by destructive distillation, and consiste chiefly of a

mixture of guaiacol, cresol, and other phenols. It is an oily liquid, having a strong,

empyreumatic odour and an acrid taste. It is colourless or pale yellow when fresh, but
becomes brown on exposure to light. It is slightly soluble In water, but Is miscible with
alcohol 90%, ether, chlorolorm and fixed and'volatSle oils.

Creosote is used e.xtemaUy as an application In toothache, and internally in tuber-
culosis. Poisoning has, therefore, occurr^ from such uses although toleration foe It is

established by gr^ually increasing the dose. It acts much in the same way as carbolic
acid, but it does not impart a dark colour to the urine.

Symptoms.—Local corrosive action on the mucous membranes of the lips, tongue and
mouth, burning pain in the stomach, nausea, vomitmg, dlarrhsa, cyanotic lips, contracted
pupils, coma and stertorous breathing. Convulsions may occur in Infants. It is eliminated
by the kidneys, and its odour may be perceived in the ludne.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—^Two drachms killed an aged woman in thirty-six
hours. Twenty-four to thirty drops killed an infant, ten days old, in sixteen hours.
Three six-drop doses of creosote taken In milk proved fatal to a woman, 52 years old,
In five days. Recovery has, however, occurred alter one ounce of creosote.

Treatment.—This is the same as that for carbolic acid poisoning.

Post-martem .Appearances.^—^The mucous membranes ot the Ups, tongue, mouth,
oesophagus and stomach are grey or red in colour, inflamed and eroded in patches. The
brain and lungs are congested. The kidneys are usuaUy congested, but they may be
inflamed. The odour of creosote is present In the stomach contents and even in the brain.

Chemical Test.—Ferric chloride gives a duty green or brown colour, discharged by
water.

PjTogallic Add (Phyrogaliol or l: 2: ^Trihydroxybemene), Cgl^(OH),.—^This is

a white, odourless, crystalline powder, which melts at 132*C., and is soluble in water,
alcohol and ether. In an alkaline solution it rapidly absorbs oxygen and darkens in
colour. It is used as a reducing agent in the dye and photographic industries.

Pyrc^aUlc acid acts as a poison when it is swallowed or when it is applied to the
skin. When absorbed into- the system, it destroys the red blood corpuscles, and forms
methsemoglobin in the blood. The chief symptoms are dyspncea, vomiting, diarrhoea, dark-
coloured urine containing htemoglotaln and methasmoglobm, low temperature, paralysis,
collapse and death.

Treatment,-—This consists in the washing out of the stomach, administration of sti-
mulants and oxygen by Inhalation and maintenance of external warmth.

Chemical Tests.—Pyrogallic acid produces a reddish-brown couour with ferric chlo-
ride. a bluish-black colour with ferrous sulphate and a purple colour with lime-water.

Thj-moL—This is phenol obtained from the iulatile oils of Thymus vulgaris Mo-
narda punctata or Trachyspennum Ammi. It occurs in couourless crystals with charac-

32. Semple. Brit. Med. Jour., Oct, 24. 1925, p. 774.
33. William Haitlgan, Brit. Med. Jour., nov. 24, 1900, p. 1438.
34. Trans. Med.-Leg. Society, VoL VII. p. 92.

JU.—31
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teristic pungent odour and taste. It Is almost Insoluble In water and readily soluble in

alcohol, in ether, and in caustic alkalis. The dose is i to 2 grains and 15 to 30 grains as

an anthelmintic for ankylostomiasis, It is also fungicidal and antiseptia

In large doses thymol acts as a poison and produces a burning sensation in the

stomach, nausea, vomiting, diarrhcca, tinnitus, he^ache, giddiness, collapse and death

from respiratory failure. It may cause abortion In a pregnant woman and may colour

urine green. Forty grains of thymol killed a woman, 34 years old. In 3 hours and 30

grains taken in two doses of 20 and 10 grains proved fatal to a woman, aged 40 years,

on the 9th day, 35 while a dose of 390 grains caus^ only diarrhoea.35

The washing out of the stomach and the administration of the symptomatic treat-

ment are the chief remedial measures to be adopted in poisoning by thymoL Avoid
alcohol and fats or oils.

The post-mortem appearances are irritation of the stomach and intestines, fatty

degeneration of the liver and congestion of the lungs.

Chemical Tests—A solution of thymol in chloroform, when warmed with a small
piece of caustic potash, assumes a dark-red colour. Thymol dissolved in glacial acetic add
and warmed with an equal amount of strong sulphuric acid yields a violet-red colour.

PICRIC ACID (CARBAZOTIC ACID. .'CTRINTITld^^iOLr TRINITROPHEN).
C,H,(NO,),Oir

This is obtained by the action of nitnc and sulphuric adds on phenol. It exists as
yeUow czystalllne prisms or plates, and explodes under the action of heat or percussion.
It is soluble In 90 parts of water, and In about 12 parts of alcohoL It has no odour, but has
an Intensely bitter taste, and consequently has been used as a substitute for hops In beer.

Picric acid precipitates albumin, and causes local necrosis. It haemolyzes the red
blood cells, and produces mcthajmoglobin. It also Irritates the central nervous si^teoi,
causing convulsions.

stcmach; severe vomiting of yellow matter; diarrhcea

vllS!!
conjunctiva and the skin assume a bright yellow colour, which is

dilated; there may be Itching and eczeiM.
colour, and later becomes ruby red. owing to ^e

contain bile or albumin; there may be anuria

and SlapsiP'
cramps; convulsions; drowsiness: dellnum; stupor

fatal dose and fatal period are uncerUln.
recovery has ensued after swallowing about 3W

«oi!^ Hi® Chemical Examiner. Bengal, men-
tions a case in which death occurred on the 4th day after the Ingestion of picric add.

nT^f^ miiv -Th-, ,
•nuuoies are proteins as lounn in

sJbetSM FiT
dextrose has been recommended as thh

suosunce is belleted to aid the reduction of picric acid to the less poisonous plcramlc aod.

»'' staliiKl yellow and are congested•rae^mach and the upper part ot the Intestine show signs il Irritation.

oi-er“m"!; >» n«hilUon plants and get dostrf

In Uie manuM^re'oi 'f'ctnely Irrltallng. Workmen engag'd

Iro-n a i™ of "dd'O? consists of picric acid, Jn«"

tag. diarrhcea. ““““‘hal cramps, vomi*-

nium ^CTate^hl^'lSt-e^Lrhiw.^;
aged n, was unpacking “Explosive D" am^

conl^chttls aSr;uS,\;-e‘:L‘iis“^'S SuS^d -.SsLTn Sn’e”'"'^

red coloaratlo^’ls'?^tSrt'2;i?g’’“j,^?i^d™C‘’ potassium cyanide, a blood-

a . .

*"« formation of potaMium Isopurpurate.

jUio’u«-bd In the rrlnu^ur'^of*^!**®,"''^ “ * jellow dye for silk and wool,

nwallovreU in the fcVin of
fireworks. It has produced toxic

hiifd in the form of d-.it or fumM^^pwT' applied externally and aUo

d^th»J^"h.r„- S^drS'-thl

tV ^cJ^arfS”: t^iTt-o?!, >
37. JerjT. Anrr Urd Aitoe r\r^ in°Hnn r

as hiex.esi.r. «ed'’r4rsed°^n^'.%ig’-n‘’'.n."
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Picric acid is sometimes used by malingerers to simulate Jaundice and to escape

military service.

Picric acid is eliminated in the urine, though the elimination Is slow. In one case

its presence was detected in the urine for six days after the administration of a single

dose of one gramme of. picric acid.39 it is also eliminated in the fmces.'

In his annual report for the year 1938, the Chemical Rxaminer, Punjab, mentions
that an attempt was made by the tribesmen to poison the water supply of the troops at

Razani Camp on the North-West Pronller by introducing picric acid Into the water supply

tanks. Owing to its yellow colour and intensely bitter taste the acid was detected in time
before any mischief could be made.

SALICYLIC ACID, C^^(OH).COOH

This is prepared by the Interaction of sodium phenoxide and carbon dioxide. It

may also be obtained from natural salicylates contained in pQUltherla and sweet birch.

It is an odourless, crystalline solid, sweetish and acrid in taste, sparingly soluble in cold

water (I in 50Q1, but readily in hot water, alcohol, ether and ^oroform. It is antl-

fermentative and antlputrefactive. It causes Irritation of the gastric mucous membrane
and is rarely used alone for therapeutic use. The non-ofBcial dose is 5 to 10 grains.

Sodium salicylate is prepared by neutralizing salicylic .acid with sodium carbonate.

It occurs in odourless, white scales or shining tabular crystals, having a sweetish, un-
pleasant, saline taste. It is soluble In water, alcohol and glycerin, but insoluble in ether.

It is antipyretic and antirheumatic, and is mostly used in the treatment of acute rheu-
matic fever. The dose is 10 to 30 grains.

Sjrmptoms.—These are burning pain in the throat and stomach, difficuty of swallow-
ing, thirst, nausea, vomiting, dlarrhcea, headache, noises in the ears, giddiness, flushing
of the face, profuse perspiration, cold, moist skin, slow, weak, and irregular pulse, con-
fused mind, delirium, insensibility and coma- Hceroorrhages occur from the mucous
membranes, e.g. epistaxls, bleeding from the gums, retinal hsemorrhages causing amblyo-
pia, and bleeding from the kidneys giving nse to hmmaturia. There may be bleeding

* from the uterus, leading to abortion. Death occurs from cardiovascular collapse or
respiratory failure.

Chronic roisonlng.—This Is known as salicyllsm and occurs when salicylic acid and
its salts are administered for a prolonged period. The chief symptoms are loss of appetite,
impaired digestion, diarrhosa alternating with constipation, eczematous eruptions on the
skin and mental depression. The urine may be albuminous. Death may take place
from cardiac or respiratory failure.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Sixty to one hundred and fifty grains of salicylic acid
have caused death. One ounce of salicylic acid has caused death after four days.<o A
lltlte more than one ounce of sodium salicylate proved fatal to an adult in thirty-one
hours. Recoveries have occurred, from, larger doses.

Treatment.—Emetics, lavage, sodium bicarbonate, magnesium oxide, raw eggs. milk,
warmth, stimulants, and Intravenous glucose saline.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of the stomach is inflamed with
submucous hfemorrhages. The same appearances are observed in the duodenum. The
spleen and liver are congested. The kidneys show the signs of inflammation. The lungs
are generally cedematous. The brain is congested.

Tests.—Ferric chloride gives a violet colour, which disappears on the addition of
mineral acids, but not on the addition of alcohol or acetic acid. Bromine water produces
a yellowish-white precipitate of tnbromosallcyUc acid, which dissolves in alcohol.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of poisoning by salicyhc acid and sodium
salicylate occur from overdoses administered internally. Salicylic acid is also absorbed
from the skin and produces toxic symptoms when applied in the form of an ointment
to the raw surface or even to the intact skin. A child, 7 years old,- who was suffering
from psoriasis, died forty' hours after the application of 5 per cent salicylic acid ointment
to the psonatic areas.<i Some individuals are susceotible to these drugs and suffer
from poisonous symptoms even from a small dose, while others can tolerate laree doses
without ill effects.

Salicylic acid is eliminated chiefly by the kidneys as salicyluric acid. Its elimina-
tion in the urine begins within fifteen minutes of its administration by the mouth and
ends, as a rule, within forty-eight hours. It is also excreted in perspiration, bile and milk.

Methyl SaUcy late.—This is also known as artificial oil of wintergreen. and is obtained
by the interaction of methyl alcohol and salicylic acid. It is a colourless liquid, having

39. Warren, Avtenrieth’s Detection oj Poisons, Ed. VI, p. 120.
40. Holland. Hfed. Cftem. and Toifc... Ed. IV, p. 473.
41. Joar. Amer. Med. Assoc., 1937, VoL n, p. 1160: Martindale, Extra PharmacopaeUi,

Ed. XXIL p. 95.
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a charactCTlstlc. aromatic odenir and a sweetish, wann, aromatic taste. It is slightlf
ro'.ub!* in water, and freely eolubie In alcohol, ether, chloroform, giarfat acetic acid or
carbon bisulphide.

ll*'lhyl salicylate is often tafeen accidentally by children, sulcidally or to procure
abo.'tion. and causes symptoms of acute rastro-tntestlnal irritation resembling thoK of
poisoning by saljcylic add, followed occasionally by hyperpncea, hyperpyrexia and death.
About an ounce of methyl salicylate proved fatal to an adult woman in 15 hours<t and a
cor/‘ oi 50 ml, of methyl salicylate cau.sed the death of a middle aged woman in about
1! lwjrs.<J A teaspoon of oil of v.inlcrgrcen supplier 45 grains of callcylaie. Doses of
10 cc. to 12 cc. of methyl salicylate have killed children.** On the other hand, a child,
?fcd 2 years, recovered after rwallowlng an ounce.«

.K 1

tr^tment in the washing out of the stomach and administration of olive
011 and sodUim bicarbonate mixed freely with water. Dextrose, saline and lactate so!a-
uons may be ^iniste^ intravenously, and artificial respiration may be performed,

li
Jul.eus T. Adams et al« report that the life of a 20 month old baby vho

® wlnte^een was saved by giving an exchange trans-

1,°* ‘The blood salicylate level in admission was 72.7 mg-
and was reduced by 53 per cent after transfusion.
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transfusion or an exchange transfusion is needed. Electrolj’te, disturbances should be

corrected. In acute idiosyncit^y. A.C.T.H. and intravenous glucose saline are life saving

measures, as personally observed in a 6 year old child with hremetemesls following a

small dose of aspirin powder.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The gastric mucous membrane is eroded at places with

blood vessels inflamed in patches. There may be hsemorrhages In the other viscera.

Chemical Analysis.—Aspirin can be easily extracted with water. The aqueous solu-

tion Is shaken out with etoer, and the ether extract is then evaporated .The residue

contains aspirin. If the residue is heated with sodium or potassium hydroxide or even
with water, aspirin is hydrolyzed into salicjiic acid and acetic acid. A few drops of

dilute ferric chloride solution added to aspirin in neutral solution produce a yellow-

brown colour.

IVIedico-Legal Points.—Aspirin is commonly used as a household remedy for com-
mon cold and neuralgic or rheumatic pains, and has caused accidental poisoning when
taken in large doses. Idiosjmcrasy has sometimes produced alarming sjTnptoms even from
medicinal doses. Aspirin has been taken for suicidal purposes, especially in England and-
other European countries. It has also been used as a homicidal poison. A woman. 45
years old, and her daughter, 20 years old, were charged with murdenng the latter’s child,

7 months old. by administering aspirin in its feeding bottle.ss

ACnC ACID. CH,COOH
This acid occurs in nature in combination with alcohols in the essences of many

plants, and Is formed during the decay of certain organic substances. It is prepared on
a large scale from pyroligneous acid obtained in the distillation of wood. It is a clear,

colourless, acid liquid, having a pungent odour.

Glacial acetic acid contains 99 per cent acetic acid and acts as a corrosive poison
-• while acetic acid acts as an irritant poison. Vinegar (Strkd), which" contains four to

five per cent of acetic acid, may cause poisonoussymptoms when taken m large quantities.
Vinegar and acetic acid contain
traces of sulphuric acid as an Im-
purity. Acidum Bcetieum dilutum
is a pharmacopceiai preparation
containing 6 per cent Of acetic
acid.

Symptoms.—The mucous mem-
brane of the mouth and other
parts of the body, with which the
acid comes in contact, aie softened
and present the appearance of a
yellowish-white colour. There Is

intense pam extending from the
mouth to the stomach. The other
symptoms -are vomiting, difficulty

in swallowing, con^Tilsions, irrit-

able cough and
.
collapse. The

symptoms of suffocation are usual-
ly more marked, as the acid being
volatile ..affects the larynx and
lungs during the act of swallow- -

ing. According to Skiodwaski54
hremoglobinuria is a ^constant fea-
ture in this poisoning. It appears
within the first twelve hours, and
Is evident even in the benign
form. This sign may, be helpful
in differential diagnosis from other
poisons.

Fatal Dose.-^ne drachm of the
concentrated acid has caused the
death of a 'child, but recoveries,
have taken place in adults after

f'lff. 180.—Acetic Acid Poisoning: Stains on the swallowing twoss and six fluids*
Ups and tongue caused by glacial acetic acid. ounces respectively.

63. Phttrm. Jour., March 3, 1945, p. 120. • ' “
< •

Medicale. Paris, Nov. 28. 1925.'p.' 1S73; Jour. Amer.-dled. ASsoc.. Jan. 9.
1926, p. 156. '

.
'

65. Kaninakaran and Plllai, Ind. JUed. Gaz.. Dec. 1944, p 600
66. Dlxonmann. Forens. Med. and Toxic.. EkL VI. p. 362.
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place Within from one to forty-eight hours,although it has been delayed for three, seven and fourteen days.57

vash o^t ^ magnesia or lime water, carefully

Pata by morphia
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acetic acid Is rare in India, although a few

suicide in Ceylon reported from Travancore, it has been used for

TARTARIC ACID (CHOH. COOH).
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X» .
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Tests.—Calcium chloride yields a white precipitate on boiling but not in -the cold.

Boiling has no effect on citrates, but potassium permanganate turns them green. It gives

no mirror test with silver nitrate.

’in. ALKALIES

Like acids, alkalies act as corrosive poisons when administered In. the

concentrated form, but act as Irritant poisons when diluted.

The hydioojddes or hydrates and carbonates of alkalies which act

corrosives are the following :

—

1. Ammonia (Hartshorn), NHj.—Gaseous ammonia, when dissolved in

water, forms a strong solution of ammonia (Liquor Ammonia? Fortls), known
as spirits of Hartshorn. It contains 32.5 per cent of ammonia and Is a colour-

less liquid, having a very pungent characteristic odour, a strong alkaline

reaction, and the solution is largely employed for domestic purposes, and In

many trades. The gas is used as a refrigerant.

2. Potassium Hydroxide (Potassium Hydrate, Caustic Potash),

KOH.—^Thls is usually met with as hard, deliquescent, white pencils or cakes.

It is soapy to the touch, acrid -to the taste, rapidly absorbs carbon dioxide

from the air, very soluble In water, and is strongly alkaline.

3. Sodium ' Hydroxide (Sodium Hydrate, Caustic Soda), NaOH.—
This occurs as white, solid masses or as cylindrical sticks, closely resembling

potassium hydroxide, and Is strongly caustic. It is largely employed In manu-
factures, but cases of poisoning are rarely met with.

4. Ammonium Carbonate (Sal Volatile), (NH,). COj.—This occurs as

translucent, hard, crystalline masses. It has a strongly ammonlacal odour
and a pungent, ammonlacal taste. It is soluble In 4 parts of water. Exposed
to the air it partially dissociates, and becomes converted Into porous lumps
or a white powder. Commercial ammonium carbonate is a mixture of
hydrogen ammonium carbonate and ammonium carbonate, and possesses a
strongly ammonlacal odour.

5. Potassium Carbonate (Pearl Ash, Salt of Tartar, Javakhar),
KjCOj.—This salt occurs as a white, crystalline powder, having a caustic and
alkaline taste. It Is highly deliquescent, and very soluble in water but
insoluble in alcohol. It Is used for washing and other cleansing purposes.

6. Sodium Carbonate (Soda, Washing Soda, Sajjikhara), Na^CO^
lOlIjO.—^This occurs as large, transparent, monosymmetic crystals. When
exposed to the air the crystals soon effloresce, and become white on the sur-
face. They are soluble in water but Insoluble in alcohol. Exsiccated sodium
carbonate (SodU carbonas exsiccatus) is obtained by the action of heat on
sodium carbonate. It occurs as a dry. Inodorous, white powder, with a
strongly alkaline taste, and dissolves readily in water. The Impure combined
carbonates of sodium and potassium are sold in the bazaar as papad khara.

A mixture of caustic soda and sodium carbonate, known as lye, soap-lye
or soap-lees. Is used for cleansing purposes.-*

Symptoms.—^The usual symptoms of poisoning by corrosive mineral acids
are present with the following exceptions:

—

1. The taste is acrid and soapy.

2. The vomited matter is strongly alkaline, and does not effervesce on
coming In contact with the earth. It is at first thick and slimy, and later con-
tains dark altered blood, and shreds of the mucous membrane from the gullet
and stomach.

3. Purging, which is rare In poisoning by corrosive acids. Is a frequent
symptom, accompanied by severe pain and straining. The motions consist of
stringy mucus mixed with blood.
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hagus, the lungs and the pancreas, which latter was adherent to the duode-

num, and the. contents of the stomach smelled strongly of ammonia and had a

soapy, feel, Chemical Analyser detected both free and combined ammonia
in the viscera. • - .

Chemical Analysis.—The contents of the stomach are alkaline In reaction

and soapy to the -feel. Ammonia may be separated from organic mixtures by

distillation, and other alkalies may be separated by dialysis or by Incinerat-

ing them in a procelain capsule to drive off animal and vegetable matter. The
residual ash Is then dissolved in acidulated water, and tested for the presence

of sodlv\m and potassium as given In the following table:

—

Reagents. Ammonium. ‘

11

.
Potassium. Sodium.

1. Caustic potash
and heat.

Ammonia gas is given off known
bv its odour, by Its turning
red litmus paper blue and <by
giving rise to white fumes of
ammonium chloride when a

Nil. Nil.

;
glass rod wet with hydrochlo-
.nc acid Is brought into con-
tact with It

2. Nessler’s re- Yellow,- or brown colouration or Nil. Nil.

agent - dark brown precipitate.

3. Tartanc acid
(strong) and

** '• .'alcohol

Nil. White granular pre-

cipitate.

NiL

4. ^latlnic chloride.

.

Yellow, crystalline precipitate In
solutions acidulated with hydro-
chloric acid, soluble in 89 per

Yellow,' crystalhne pre-
cipitate in solutions

acidulated with
Nil.

cent alcohol. hydrochloric acid,
insoluble in $0 per
cent alcohol.

5. Flame test. NiL
1

Violet Yellow.

The caustic alkalies give a brown precipitate with silver nitrate; while
their carbonates give a whitish-yellow precipitate and effervesce on the addi-
tion of an acid.

Ammonia is formed during- putrefaction. Hence its detection is of no
consequence, unle.ss analysis Is undertaken immediately after death when the
body Is still fresh.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisoning by alkalies is - much less frequent than
poisoning by mineral acids. .A few suicidal and accidental cases have, how-
ever, occurred.- In most of the accidental cases .the alkalies 'Were : taken by
adults or children in mistake for "beer, 'medicine, etc. Homicidal- cases 'are
very rare indeed.- A -case^ of attempted -murder by the administration .of
caustic soda Is recorded. A man, aged 78, and his wife, aged 76, were given
soup containing 7.99 grammes of caustic soda.

,
After the first swallowi the

couple noticed that the soup had an unpleasant ..taste And. smell and -their
mouths began to burn. The man spat out the liquid but the woman swallowed
a teaspoonful. A dark red painful swelling' on the tip and sides "of the tongue
was found; the man recovered ln 8. the woman after 50 days.

' .

'

Cases have occurred, where a solution of caustic soda ' has been thrown
maliciously on the face and body of an enemy. In one caseM cloth soaked in
caustic soda solution' was nibbed on the eyes of one Rajaram, a Mukhtar-j.-ain
of a lady zamindar, when he was struck with acute pain, and sat down Uhd
began to cry. ' As a result of throwing this corrosive substance he lost his
power of sight In one eye completely. His other eye was saved, though it

was not In a normal condition at the time. The motive for the assault was the

63. Pazekas. Deuts, Zict. /. ges. gericht. Med., 1934, .XXm, 1941 Med.-Leg. and
Crimlnol. RevieiD, Oct 1934, p. 317. •

64.,. Leader,nMay'-^a. 1925, p. 10.
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CHAPTER XXllI

IRRITANT POISONS

Irritant poisons are those which, by their specific action, set up inflam-

mation In the gastro-intestinal canal.

General Symptoms.—The symptoms are delayed from half an hour to an

hour or more. These are burning pain, difficulty in swallowing, feeling of

constriction in the throat and cesophagus. severe pain in the stomach. In-

tense thirst, nausea and violent, persistent vomiting. The vomited matter

at first contains food, then becomes bilious and lastly contains altered blood.

There Is purging accompanied by tenesmus and pain, and tenderness over

the abdomen: the stools may contain mucus and blood. There Is dysuria.

Collapse sets In. when the skin Is cold and clammy, and the pulse Is quick,

feeble and Intermittent. Cramps also occur in the legs. Sometimes, con-

\TilsIons occur before death, which may take place at once from shock, or from
exhaustion In one to four days.

If the patient survives for some time reaction sets In, consequently the

skin becomes hot and dry with a rise of temperature, but death may occur
later from stricture of the oesophagus. »—

i

Diagnosis.—Irritant poisoning has to be diagnosed from certain diseases,

such as cholera, acute gastritis, acute gastro-intestinal catarrh, peritonitis,

colic, and rupture of the stomach.

A. INORGANIC
I. NON-METALLIC POISONS

PHOSPHORUS (P,)

There are two varieties of phosphorus.- white and red. The white
variety ordinarily occurs in the form of white, waxy, translucent soft cylinders.

On exposure to light It becomes yellow. It is Insoluble in water, somewhat
soluble in alcohol and ether, and also to a slight extent in fatty and ethereal
oils, but readily dissolves in carbon bisulphide. When exposed to the air
\X slowly oxidizes and emits white fumes of phosphorus trloxlde, which have
a garllc-llke odour, and are -luminous In the dark. At 34’C. it Ignites In
the air, burning with a very white flame. On account of the ease with which
phosphorus undergoes oxidation it is always preserved under water. A forceps
should be used to pick it up and not fingers as even the body heat can
ignite it.

White phosphorus is very poisonous, and Is used in preparing vermin
paste for the destruction of rats and other vermin. This paste contains one
to four per cent phosphorus mixed with oil, flour, sugar and some pigment,
probably Indigo. Phosphorus is occasionally used In the manufacture of fire-
works. gunpowder, and in incendiary ammunition. It was also used in the
manufacture of lucifer matches, and enters into the composition with which
these matches are tipped, since 1931 no country In the world uses It for this
purpose.

Red phosphorus is a voUel-red. solid mass, and is prepared by heating
the white variety at a temperature of 240*C. to-250*C.. In an atmosphere of
nitrogen or carbon dioxide. It is Insoluble In carbon bisulphide, is not
luminous in the dark, and has no taste or odour. It does not oxidize in the
air at the ordinary temperature, and Is not. therefore, preserved under water.
Unlike the white variety, It is not poisonous, but the commercial red
phosphorus may be poisonous, as It sometimes contains as much as 0.6 per
cent of the white variety. It Is used In the manufacture of “safety” matches
but the matches do not contain phosphorus, being tipped with a mixture of
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potassium chlorate and antimony sulphide. They are Ignited by being
rubbed upon the side of the containing box, which Is covered with a thin layer
of red phosphorus and powdered glass.

’ '
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to three grain-doses of copper sulphate may he given every five minutes

until free emesis is produced. It acts as an antidote, as it combines with

phosphorus and forms an insoluble, harmless salt, phosphide of copper. Oils

and fats must never be given, for they dissolve phosphorus and promote

its absorption. Purgatives, especially magnesium sulphate, should be given

to evacuate the bowels. Morphine may be given hypodermically to relieve

pain. Dextrose and alkaline drinks may be given to protect the liver and

5 per cent glucose In normal saline may be administered Intravenously to

combat shock and dehydration.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Petechial hsemorrhages are commonly

found under the skin, which is usually yellow. On opening the cavities of the

body the smell of garlic may be observed, but this Is not possible In India

owing to the rapid occurrence of putrefactive changes. The mucous mem-
branes of the stomach and intestines are yellowish or greyish-white In colour,

and are softened, thickened, Inflamed and corroded, or completely destroyed

in patches exhibiting even perforations. Their contents may be garlicky in

odour and luminous In the dark.

Thp jiver presents the most characteristic appearances. It Is very much
enlar^d, but mav be normal in sizp nr_gnTitrapfpd_ it is doughy in consist-

ence. uniformly' yellow, easily friable, and contains many hamorrhagic spots

i t r I l k kiiwgran pp IS !a.ttv 'Regeneration of tne liver cells witn sonte

ceUuUi iieciusls. Ill iiiiUte j/eunw aiTovhv the Hvrr Is smaller iP-Slze. greasy,

leathery- ima ui U dirty yellow colour. Its capsule is wrinkled. The liver-

cells are mostly necrosed, and contain crystals of leucln and tyrosin.

'The heart and kidneys show signs of fatty degeneration. The blood is

fiuid and disorganized, the colouring matter of the haemoglobin being dis-

solved In the liquor sanguines.

Chronic Poisoning.—This form of poisoning, although rare In these days,

may occur among persons exposed to the white fumes resulting from the
oxidation of white phosphorus In factories.

The symptoms are a sallow complexion, lassitude, pain In the abdomen,
nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, jaundice, bronchitis, pain In the joints, anaemia
and emaciation-, but the ehiei ehataeteiisUe symptoms are pain in the teeth
and necrosis of the jaws, especially the lower jaw. The mucous membrane
of the mouth Is inflamed and shows characteristic small reddish areas. It
is supposed that the vapour of phosphorus gains access to the jaw Jphossy.
jawi^ttirmigh a cano^ tooth or an interspace caused. By a missing tooth.

Dganr occurs irom debility, blood poisoning nr pyogenic Infection. AhnrHon
, usuallyoccurs among pregnant women

Treatment.—^Advise thorough cleanliness and ventilation by the use of
extraction fans in the match factories. The air of the work rooms may be
saturated with turpentine. The teeth of the workmen should be regularly
epamined and X-rayed, and the teeth, if found carious, should be filled In or
extracted. The workmen should also be persuaded to use systematically mouth
washes of sodium bicarbonate.

Chemical Analysis.—Phosphorus may be separated by distillation from
organic mixtures, and may be detected by Its smell and luminosity in the
dark. Its phosphorescence Is diminished by the presence of alcohol. Hence.
In cases of suspected phosphorus poisoning a saturated solution of common
salt should be used as a preservative Instead of alcohol. It can also be
separated by shaking the contents of the stomach, etc. with carbon bisulphide.,
which dissolves phosphorus.

Tests.—1. Scherer's Test.—The suspected material In a finally divided
condition is placed In a conical flask with a capacity of about 500 cc. and
covered with cold • water. A few cubic centimetres of cadmium sulphate
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peculiar taste and smell, and Immediately spat it out. The chewed betel was

found to contain tips of lucifer matches In which phosphorus was detected,

in his annual report for the year 1940, the Chemical Examiner. Madras,

records a case where white phosphorus was mixed in the food which was

served to a guest who was Invited to dinner. After eating a few morsels of

the. food the guest was seized with an uneasy sensation In the stomach and
vomited. ^Vhite phosphorus weighing about 2/5 grain was detected In the.

remaining food.

In war time phosphorus is used for creating smoke screens and for its
^

incendiary properties It Is used In small arms, in bullets. In hand-grenades,

'

in shells and In bombs. A case* recorded in which an airman, while flying

over enemy territory, received a bullet wound In the left thigh and died of

acute phosphorus poisoning after six days. The bullet being an explosive

one and containing a charge of high explosive and grains of phosphorus

exploded in the soft tissues and set free concentrated phosphorus which was
absorbed in the system.

Phosphorus is occasionally used to set fire, and Is frequently suspected

of being the cause of the so-called spontaneous combustion occurring in

cotton bales. In his annual report for the year 1928, the Bombay Chemical
Analyser mentions that he received two small tin pill-boxes from Ahmedabad
where they had been seized in connection with a case of suspected arson.

One contained a piece of charred cotton wool waste and the other a few
fragments of a dark, fuming, semi-solid substance. The fuming matter proved
to be white phosphorus, and the same was detected in the charred cotton.

‘White phosphorus, rolled up In a wet cloth.> or dissolved in carbon
bisuphide,^ was also employed to set fire to postal letter boxes during the
civil disobedience movement in 1932.

Although phosphorus Is very readily oxidized in the air, it may be
detected In the unoxldlzed form In a dead body several days after death even
when It has reached an advanced state of decomposition. This is probably
due to the fact that the reducing gases which are developed during decom-
position protect phosphorus from oxidation. Alpers* found phosphorus in
the gastro-lntestinal contents of a woman who had died as a result of acute
phosphorus poisoning and whose body was not exhumed imtll four weeks
after death. Felletar’ proved the presence of free prosphorus in the two
bodies which had been buried' for twelve and thirteen months respectively.
It must, however, be remembered that such instances .are very rare, and It

is advisable that in cases of suspeted phosphorus poisoning the chemical
analysis should be made_as early, as possible. It must also be borne in'mind
that phosphorus occurs In combination mainly as phosphates in the various
articles of food and in the tissues and fluids of the human body; hence its

deletion in these forms has no value for medico-legal purposes, but Its

presence in the body in the elementary form Is sufficient to prove phosphorus
poisoning, as It does not occur free In nature.

Phosphoretted Hydrogen (TVihydrogen Phosphide, Phospine. PH3
).

—

This is obtained by boiling phosphorus In a flask with a solution of potas-
sium or sodium hydroxide. It is also produced, when calcium phosphide
is brought Into contact with water. It Is a colourless gas, very slightly
soluble in water and having a decomposed fish like odour. It is not Inflam-
mable In the air at the ordinary temperature, but It Ignites at a temperature
below lOO'C.

5. A. J. Blaxland, Pnt. Med. Jour., Dec. S, 19-lz, p. 664.
6. Madras Chem. Examiner's Annual Rep , 1932. p. s.
7. Punjab Chem. Examiner's Annual Rep. 1932 p 7
8. Pharm. Ztg . 58 a913>, 127; Autenreltta. 3bid| p 21.

^ Pest Jlfed.-Cftfr. Prase. 1890, XXVI, p. 148; Witthaus, Manual o/ Toxic.. Ed. II,
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This gas. When inhaled, Is highly poisonous, reducing the oxyhsemoglobln
of the blood, and proves rapidly fatal, when 2,000 parts of It are contained In

one million parts of air. Four hundred to six hundred parts of the gas per
million parts of air produce dangerous symptoms. If Inhaled for half to one
hour, while 100 to 200 parts per million of air Is the maximum amount that
can be inhaled for an hour without serious results.*® The chief symptoms
are nausea, vomiting, severe gastric and retrosternal pain, diarrhoea, rapid
and then slow and laboured respirations, cold, clammy sweats, weakness,
tremors, convulsions, delirium, coma and death from respiratory or cardiac
failure.

Post-mortem examination shows that the brain, lungs and liver are con-
gested. and the heart is full of dark blood.

Several cases of fatal poisoning by this gas have occurred on board ships
as part of their cargo. Ferro-sillcon is an alloy of Iron

and silicon used in the manufacture of steel. It often contains as an impurity
ca cium phosphide, which undergoes decomposition In the presence of
moisture and evolves phosphoretted hydrogen,

OTGANO PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS AND THEIR
B.Sc.. D.E.L. (Mad.),

D.I.C.. A.R.I.C. (Eng.), Chemical Examiner to Govt.- of
Prof, of Chemistry. Madras Medical College.]
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3. EP.N..EP.N. 300 (O ethvl n « »
4. Methyl parathlon (6o. ^ethvl thiosphosphate).
5. Chlorothlon [OO dlinethyl-0-<3 thiophosphate)

;
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It interferes with the enavm. 'Vnapses of the ganglions: chemically
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acetyl choline. Its action is very much like D. F. P. (Dl-isopropyl fluro-

phosphate) which Is used for treating cases of myasthenia gravis, paralytic

ileus etc. Its main effects are: A. Muscarine like effect on the para-

sympathetic system—post ganglionic cholinergic fibres, showing anorexia,

nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, colic, sweating, salivation, bronchial

spasm and profuse bronchial secretion, pupilary contraction, defective vision

and cyanosis. B. Nicotine like effect:—Stimulation of preganglionic i.e.

sympathetic fibres followed by paralysis. Fasclculatlon and flbrUIation of

orbicularis occuli. Isevator paplebrum and recti muscles, arrhythmia, tachy-

cardia, hyperpiesla, tachypncea and relaxation of sphincters. C. Effect

on central nervous system—giddiness, restlessness, tremors, ataxia, disorienta-

tion. coma and death. D. Blood-porphyrinuria, resulting in chromoda-
cryorrhcea-sheddlng of red tears due to accumulation of prophyrin in the

lachrymal glands.

Symptoms.—According to route of entry the respiratory or gastro intes-

tinal symptom are more marked. Early—Nausea, giddiness, anorexia

tightness of chest, oppression, dimness of vision, miosis, twitching of the eye

muscles, and profuse frothing due to the emulsifiers present in the prepara-

tions. Late—Vomiting, sweating, salivation, pallor, incoordination, twitch-

ing of voluntary muscles, mental confusion, dehrium, exhaustion, weakness and
paralysis of respiratory muscles, coma, aieflexla, incontinence and death. Para-
lysis of Umh muscles as a sequele has been reported.**

Fatal Dose.—T.EJP.P. Is the most toxic and H.E.T.P. the least The
single dose that will produce symptoms is 5 mg. intramuscularly or 25 mg.
orally, while 45 to 50 mg. of T.E.P.P. intramuscularly or Intravenously or
100 mg. orally, will be a fatal dose; 80 mg. of Parathlon intramuscularly or
Intravenously or 25-175 mg, orally wDl also be fatal to an adult weighing 70 Kg.
In a field spray regime of 8 hours as much as 16 mg. of parathlon may leak
through protective clothing and cause toxic effects.

Fatal Period.—In fatal doses, the symptoms begin In half an hour and
death results in 4 to 3 hours, in non-ratal cases the effects last for about
30 hours and fade off In the next 48-73 hours, occasionally they last upto
3 weeks. The blood levels of cholinesterase In that priod will be between
22-88 per cent of the normal values 77-142 in th red blood cells and 41-140 in
the plasma.

Fost-morteni Appearances.—Not characteristic except suggestive of
asphyxial death. Special staining techniques and the cholinesterase estimation
is diagnostic.*2

Treatment.—Remove from source of exposure and remove all conta-
minated clothing, skin and eye if affected, should be washed well with water.
Give atropine sulphate 1 to 4 mg. in repeated doses intravenously or intra-
muscularly. It arrests the muscarine and central nervous system effects of
the poison. Give oxygen and artificial respiration, aspiration or tracheotomy
•may be required if the secretions in the respiratory tract cause obstruction.
Gastric lavage with sodium bicarbonate solution may be needed. If the poison
Is swallowed. Dehydration, electroilte Imbalance and shock may be ade-
quately treated. Exchange transfusion may be useful. Protective clothing
like white overalls, rubber gloves and boots, eye shields, respirators, good
washing facilities, working hours limited to 10 hours spraying and no drink-
ing or eating while spraying ate necessary prophylactic measures. T, Namba
and K. Hiraki*^ advocate intravenous tnlectlon of 1 Gram of Pyrldlne-2-aldoxlne
Methlodide (2 P.AJM.) as a 5 per cent solution in water, within a few minutes
consciousness returns and there is a dramatic relief.

**• P. h. Bldstnjp et al, Brit. Med, Joitr-, 1933. J, p. 1068.
12. G. B. Koela et al. Jour. Pharm . 1950. 100. p. 158.
13. Jour. A7n. Med. Asso., April 12. 1958. p, >r*V
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Chemical Analysis.—It Is possible to Isolate the organo phosphorus
compounds from the viscera of affected victims and excreta or ejecta as weU.

A modified stass-Otto method is adopted:—^The sample of viscera contain-

ing parathion is acidified with phosphoric acid and steam distilled. The
distillate is extracted repeatedly with n-hexane using 200 ml. of hexane in

all.

A. (1) An aliquot of the above extract is diluted to a suitable volume.
The absorption spectrum Is studied using a spectrophotometer and from the

optical density at 2G8 mii the parathion concentration is calculated.

(2) Additional check Is obtained by taking 60 ml. of the hexane extract,

adding 10 ml. of 0.2 N aqueous potassium hydroxide and evaporating under
reduced pressure at about 50 'C for about 15 minutes to remove the n-hexane.
The remaining liquid Is carefully washed but with absolute ethanol and
diluted to 200 ml. heated In an ampoule at lOO’C. for 3 hours and the

concentration of p-nltrophenol measured at 408 m/t. The double peak (one
due to parathion at 268 mu and one obtained at 408 mu after hydrolysis to

p-nltrophenol) makes this method particularly valuable for Its qualitative
and quantitative detection.

(3) Method of Averel and Morris-'^ The sample containing parathion
Is reduced with zinc dust in acid solution to produce the amino compound which
is diazotlsed vdth sodium nitrite and coupled with N-(l-naphthyl) ethylene
diamine dihydrochloride to produce an Intense magneta solution which can
be determined colorlmetrlcally.

4 I
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Mild.—In these cases cough is frequent and painful. Cough may be dry and harsh,

or may be accompanied by greenish, viscid sputum. Other signs are headache, pain and
•watering of the eyes, and abdominal pain \rilh hurried respiration. These ssTnptoms soon

suteide.

Severe.—The patient Is cyanotic, with frequent panting and painful respirations,

headache, a little pyrexia and drou’siness.

Extreme.—Dry, red throat, cracked and furred tongue, intense cyanosis, ccdema of the

lungs, pulse 80 and respirations 30 per minute, coma and death.

Inhaled in the concentrated form, Le. when not freely diluted with air, chlorine

ca.uses death by cardiac paralysis or by asphyxia.

People exposed to the vapours of chlorine suffer from its chronic effects. They
become anremic, suffer from dj'speptic complaints and acidity, and lose flesh. Their teeth

soon become carious. Lung troubles then set in resulting in chronic bronchitis and
emphysema.

Comnounds of Chlorine.—^The compounds of chlorine, such as bleaching powder (cahe

chlorinata), Dakin’s solution (liquor soda <^orinatse chmirgicalis) and iJibarraque’s dis-

infecting fluid (liquor sodas chlorinatm), act as Irritant poisons, and produce acute gas-

tritis and suffocative bronchitis.

Fatal Dose.—^Uncertain. Air containing about 1 part of clilorine in 1,000 may prove
fatal in five minutes by causing acute oedema of the lungs. Three to four drachms of a
bleaching fluid consisting of a solution of potassium or sodium hypochlonte caused the
death of an infant. Recovery has, howe\’er, followed a dose of twenty' ounces.

Fatal Period.—Death may occur m forty-eight hours after inhaling pure chlorine.

Treatment.—Removal of the patient to fresh air, and continuous oxygen inhalation.

In severe cases of chlorine poisoning It is very necessary to get rid nf thV pyiirfaiirm it,',.

luting in the air tube which is flsohrxintine the patienLTThis can be done by squeez-
ingllTiFfTioTftv. mverune tne nosTure and re^rtm^ to aTl^ciai Tesniiation. especially the
mouth to mouth method. Adequately treat acute pulmonary ceaema, il prcs&lit. i^^hy-

siolo^cal salt solution with five per cent dextrose. may be administered mtravenously.
Venesection may be tried and camphor and coramtne may be given hypodermically. As
a prophylaxis against the gtis the soldiers In the First Great War were provided with respi-
rators (masks) soaked in a solution of sodium bicarbonate and hyposulphite of soda, aSo
known as thiosulphate of soda, and goggles for the eyes. When the bleaching powder
has been swallowed, evacuate the stomal contents, and treat the symptoms by giving
demulcent drinks and hypodermic injections of morphine to relieve pain.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Intense Infiamma-ion of tlie air-passages, emphysema
and oedema of the lungs, which, on section, exude tenacious, frothy and slightly blood-
stained secretion. The same kmd of secretion fills the trachea and bronchi. Acute catar-
rhal condition of the stomach and duodenum. Congestion of the abdominal organs. The
odour of chlorine in the ventricles of the brain. The heart is enlarged.

Tests—The gas can be recognized by its odour and its bleaching action on moist
litmus paper. ChJonne water dissolves goId-foU. Chlorine water (or gas) added to a
mixture of potassium iodide and starch paste turns it blue, which is discharged on
heating.

Hledico-Legal Points.—^Foisoning by chlorine ts very rare except accidentally In chemi-
cal laboratories and factones where chlorine and its compounds, esoecially bleaching
powder (calcium hypochlorite), are used or manufactured.- Twenty-five persons includ-
ing she women were asphyxiated as a result of a leak in a chlorine Q-linder in the Dumex
factory at Bombay. Under police orders the leaking cylinder was dumped into the sea
by the firemen.—The Bombay Sentinel, June 11, 1956. Chlorine was largely used as o
lethal gas by the Germans during the First Great.War, and it caused numerous casualties
among the allied forces,

BROMINE
Bromine is a dark reddish-brown liquid, volatilising at the ordinary temperature in

led and Intensely irritating fumes of an unpleasant odour. In the free state it is found
only in laboratories and chemical works.

S>niptoms—When taken interrially in a liquid form, bromine acts as a corrosive
poison and causes intense burning pain- in the mouth, throat, stomach and abdomen,
dysphagia, vomitlr^ and eructations of a peculiar offensive vapour. The toxic action is
so rapid and powerful that unconsciousness and collapse soon supervene without even
producing the Initial symptoms of thirst, vomiting, pur^ng, etc. It produces a severe
wound If it drops on the hand or any other part of the body.

The fumes of bromine, when inhaled, cause symptoms of liolent, catarrhal inflaro-
matton of the alr-passages, produang cough, constriction of the chest, hsemoptysls,
cedema of the glottis and larynx and death from suffocation. CEdema of the lungs may
sometimes occur.
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Compounds of Bromine.—Bromides of ammonium, sodium and pota-ssium act as
sedalives to the ner\'ous .system when taken in medicinal doses (5 to 20 grainsf, bat
^odu^cc _ppisonous sym^ms. known as tchpn ortminigtereri in large dosej.
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Sjmptoms.—Acute Poisonlns.—Soon after swallowing a large dose of iodine, there

is a burning pain m the mouth, cesophagiis and stomach, followed by intense thirst,

salivation, vomiting and purging. The vomitod matters and stools are dark, yellow or

blue in colour, contain blood and have the peculiar odour of iodine. Hie lips and the

angles of the mouth are stained brown. The unne is suppressed or scanty, dark, red-

brown In colour and has the strong smell of iodine. The pulse is small and compres-

sible, the skin is cold and clammy and the patient passes into state of collapse. Con-

sciousness is retained till death. Severe sj*mptoms from poisoning by potassium iodide

are more frequently seen in patients suffering from goitre. Some people are particularly

susceptible to toe poisonous sjmptoms of this salt even from medicinal doses (5 to 30

grains).

Chronic Poisoning.—^The sj*mptoms of chronic poisoning sometimes occur from the

continued use of large doses of potsslum iodide medicinally, and are known as iodism.

The sjTnptoms are heavj’ pain over toe frontal sinus, running of the nose, salvation,

nausea, vomiting, purging, emaciation,^ wasting of toe breasts, testicles, and other glands

and erj’toematous patches on the skin.

Eller and Fo.v2i report a fatal case of iododerma in a man, aged 31 years, with
macules, papules, tubercles, rupioid lesions and fungatlng and granulomatous ulcerations

on the trunk and e.xtremities. The eruptions commenced a few weeks after the adminis-
tration ol three doses daily of 5 grains of potassium iodide and 1/6D grain of arsenic.

This was continued for four months and the patient died from profound Iodide Intoxi-

cation four months later. Large quantities of iodides were found in the urine during
toe month preceding toe death, and at the post-mortem examination, in the skin, liver

and kidneys.

Fatal Dose.—One and a half grains of iodine crj-stals may produce poisonous
symptoms, while six grains may cause death. A woman, 62 years old, suffered from
cedema glottldis after taking a total of 25 grains of iodine in two days, but she recovered
after an operation of tracheotomy.

One to two drachms of toe tincture of iodine may be considered as a fatal dose,
but recoveries have followed large doses of four and sL\ ounces.

The fatal dose of potassium Iodide Is uncertain. An elderly woman who was being
treated for chronic bronchitis died suddenly after taking three doses of a mbctiure con-
taining 10 grains of potassium iodide per dose. There were scute cedema and ulceration
of the glottis and acute cedema of the lungs.f^

Fatal Period.—The average fatal period is twenty-four hours, but in cases of
poisomng by local application death may be delayed for some days. A case is recorded
in which a young woman died in 24 hours from gangrene of the left tonsil caused by
two applications of the old tincture of iodine to toe throat.r4

Treatment.—^Evacuate the stomach by emetics, or wash it out with water containing
solulcAe siariSi and aSaumVn or a 5 -per cent 5o\u.\,ion oi soCdum toiosu'ip'na'ie. Give
alkalies, arrowroot and barley water, and treat symptomatically dehj'dration, shock etc.

Tracheotomy may have to be performed if death is threatening from cedema of toe glottis.

In poisoning by potassium iodide stoo Us administration, and give large doses of
bicarbonate of sodium or sulphanilic acid, or lessen the dose or double it.

Apply at first alcohol and then a solution of sodium tolosulpate or dilute ammonia
to remove stains produced on the skin by iodine.

Post-moTlem Appeanmres.—-The gastro-lntestinal mucous membrane is Inflamed,
excoriated and may be coloured brown. The stomach contents may be coloured blue
owing to the presence of starchy food. The heart, liver and kidnej’s may show fattv
degeneration.

Chemical Analysis.—If iodine is present in the free state in organic mixtures, it may
be extracted by agitating it with chloroform or carbon bisulphide, and then obtained
by evaporation and sublimation. If in combination, nitric acid may be added and then
iodine may be extracted as above

Tests.—Free iodine Is lecognised bv its peculiar odour, the violet colour of its vapour,
and by its turning starch paper blue.

Iodides produce a flocculent whitish-yellow precioitate with a solution of silver
nitrate. ln.soluble in ammonia, but soluble In potassium cyanide. A solution of mercuric
chloride produces a scarlet precipitate, soluble xn excess of ether. Mixed with chlonne
water and starch, a blue colouration is formed, which disanoears on heating hut re-
appears on cooling.

21. Arch. Derm and Sj-ph, No%'. 1931, p. 745 ; 3rft. Jour.. Enit^ Jan 16. 1932
P 12

22. Snell and Savin, Lancet. April 9, M27. p. 759,
23. S^dney smith. Forem. 5ffd.. Ed. X. p 483.
24 Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Match 11, 1922. p 748
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Mcdico-Lcga! Points.—Acute poisoning by free iodine Is a rare occurrence Acci-
oental cases ol poisoning by drinking carelessly tincture or liniment of iodine have
occurred, and a few suicidal cases have also been reoorted. In his annual report for
ine >ear 1930 the Chemical Examiner of the United and the Central Provinces describes

woman who attempted to commit suicide by taking tincture iodine On

firff
matter he found potassium iodide but no free iodine On the

1949, a case occurred In Bombay, . where a Hindu male, 23 years old.

^ tincture iodine with Intent to commit suicide, but he was at once
recovered under prompt treatment The preparations of

iodine cannot be used for homicidal purposes, as they colour farinaceous foods blue.

wh,.?
of ‘odlne Oiquor lodl fortis) has produced Irritant symptoms

when injected into a cyst or a body cavity, or when applied to the skin.

^^® locate in the urine, perspiration, saliva,

InflammaHnn^tS!^
^ mucus. During Its elimination by the kidneys it causes their

iniiammation. giving nse to suppression of urine.

blboraTe^ known as sodium pyroboraie. soaiuu*

The nharmaennrpiai
known In the vernacular as sfto/iopa or iankankftif

cc'Qurless crvstals ^fl*®**
borax punficatus. which occurs as transparent

and inTauTnSs It is soluble in 25 parts of cold water
q 1 parts of glycern but Insoluble in alcohol. The dose is 5 to 15 grains

ine
syTOptoms are loss of appetite, epigastric pain, nausea, voffltt"

skin and the svmntan?/^/^^'^
scanty urin**. There are erythematous eruptions of

seen. Death evident, Cheyne-Stokes respiration may he

appear.
paralysis of the heart. Sometimes, delirium and hallucinations

adults and Is half to one ounce for

“f:“
twenty-four^hours Tn*the*cie^of̂ 9 ^ ^ Death occurred in

with Intent to procure ^io^rrionw swallowed boric acid

borax in mistake for a SoprietoVv tahni
Tr«-»im.n.

sa»pe carthartic. and died in three hours.w

20 gr. to an ounw Ihr^saUnV^iS '‘’"® **^®*’’ ^ solution of calcium chloride

Give oxygen, artlfleial resolration^ symptoms and combat the coHap^
and quiet. iKeuiamlde eta as required. Keep the patient warm

on lt.s muco^^embra™e”T^e~brarn*mLv”h^ with several soots of eimsiom
the inner surface of the perlcardumr Txf.®

edematous. There may be ecchymosis on

^
ChendcM Analysis.--BoiTcL

degeneration

by evajwratlng them with sulphu^ *^® separated from organic mixtures
the material, fusing the residue with alcohol, or by drying
resultant for borates.

sodium carbonate and nitrate, and testing the

chloric acid or nitric arid.^*
solution yields a white precipitate, soluble in dilute hydro-
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pears and applerinds. ' A. Hebrebrand has found minute quanties of boric acid in

the juices of oranges and lemons. J. T. Dunn and H. C. 1*. Bloxham have lotmd it in

quantities varying from 0 005 to 0.003 per cent in the peel, and from 0 002 to 0 008 per

cent in the pulp of oranges from California, West Indies and South Africa. Wines have
been found to contain less than 0.01 per cent add boric.**

Boric acid and borax are largely used as mild antiseptics in surgical practice, and
commercially as preservatives of milk and other articles of food. The use of these drugs
for the preserv-ation of food materials is regarded as noxious and injurious to health
owing to their cumulative effects on the system, though they do not produce any ill-

effects when swallowed In small doses.

Accidental poisoning may occur from boric acid or borax having been mis-

taken for some other substance. In a Chicago hospital six infants died after thev had
been given by mistake boric acid solution instead of drinking water. Each -infant might
have taken from 15 to 16 cc. of a saturated solution of boric acid in 24 hours or approxi-
mately 0.8 to 3 G. of boric acid.*® Young and his co-workers also report .a case where six

babies, aged 6 to 11 days, died between 19 hours and 34 days after they had been given
a single feed of milk which was diluted with a 2.5 per cent aqueous solution of boric

acid m mistake for sterile water. The amount of boric acid ingested by the babies must
have been less than 3 grammes.*** M. B. Llvlng-Taylor** reports a case of “curiosity

poisoning" in a 13 months old child, who ate a little borax paste from a tin lying in the
garden, which had a sweetish taste and in two hours developed severe vomiting, cj’anosis,

high temperature, coma, followed by mild convulsive attacks. Gradually recover^ after
continuous oxygen, artificial respiration and intramuscular injection of nikethamide.
Borax was found from the stomach wash.

Accidental cases of poisoning have also occurred from ‘the application of boric acid
on raw and abraded surfaces, or from washing out abscess cavities of the stomach,
rectum or bladder with boric acid. About 69 to 100 grammes of boric acid ointment
applied for three days on the eczema of a boy, 4i months old, proved fataU* John
Birch** cites the case of an infant, 18 da\'s old, who died after the anplication to the
mouth of at least 2 ounces of borax and honey to prevent thrush. Brooke and Boggs*^
report a fatal case of poisoning In a 9-month-old infant due to freely sprinkling boric
acid powder for a diaper rash. 255 grams of boric acid had been used in ten days. Borax
has also been used lor suicidal purpose and lor procuring abortion. R. D, Teare** reports
the death of a 3 months old child which occurred after the parents had used 4-8 oz. of
boric acid powder (19 per cent) for dusting on the* child's raw buttocks.

When taken internally, boracic acid and borax are easily absorbed by the alimen-
tary tract and are rapidly excreted by the kidnej-s. over half the quantity appearing In
the urine within the first twelve hours, but afterwards the excretion ia slow, and the
remaining quantity Is not completely eliminated for five days or more, hence they tend
to accumulate in the system under repeated doses, and may produce toxic effects. Both
these drugs are also excreted to slight extent in the saliva and milk.

28. Lancet. Feb. 23. 1929, p. 405.
29 Me Nally and Rust, Jour. Amer. Med. Atsoc., March 12. 1927, p. 841
30 Canad. Med. Assoc. Jour., Nov. 1949, VoL 61. p 447
31. Lancet. 1954. 1. p. 575.
32. E. Watson. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. 1945 129 p 33'’
33. Lancet, Feb. 11. 1928. p 287.
34. yljner. Jour. Dis. Child. Oct. 1951, p. 465, quoted bv Max Trumper in the Med.

Chit, of N. Amer.. Jan. 1954. p. 301.
35 Brit. .ifed. Jour.. 1955. 1. p. 237.



CHAPTER XXIV

IRRITANT POISONS—(Confd.)

IT. METALLIC POISONS
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Arsenlous oxide Is a pharmacopceial preparation, and Is called arsenl-

irioxidum, the dose being 1/60 to 1/12 grain. Liquor arsenicalis (Fowler’s

solution) is an official preparation, derived from arsenious oxide. Its use

in psoriasis was a common cause of chronic arsenical poisoning.

Arsenites.—There are formed when arsenlous acid combines with

alkalies and their carbonates or with other metals. The alkaline arsenites

thus formed are soluble salts. The arsenites that are commonly used as

poisons are

—

1. Potassium Arsenite, KjASO, and Sodium Arsenite, NajAsO^.—-These

are both poisonous, very soluble and are used in manufacturing fly papers,

sheep-dips and weed-killers.

2. Copper Arsenite (Scheele’s Green), CuHAsO] and Copper Acelo-

arsenite (Paris Green, Schweinfurt Green or Emerald Green), Hinca.

Cu(C,H30J . 3Cu (AsO,)j.—These are Insoluble .in water, but soluble In.

acid juices of the stomach. They were extensively used for colouring artificial

flowers, wall papers, artlcls of dress, toys and sweetmeats, but they have now
been entirely replaced by aniline dyes. They are used as insecticides for

spraying fruit trees.

Arsenic Acid, Il,AsO,.—This Is obtained by warming arsenious oxide

with nitric acid, when oxides of nitrogen are given off. Arsenic acid is a
white, crystalline solid, and Is used in manufacturing aniline dyes and fly

papers. It Is less poisonous than arsenlous acid. When deprived of water
by heating, arsenic acid changes Into a white, amorphous powder, known as

arsenic anhydride or arsenic pentoxlde, As,0^

Arsenates.—Arsenic acid combines with metals to form salts, called arse-

nates. The arsenates of the alkali-metals are soluble in water, while those
of the other metals are Insoluble in water. The chief alkaline arsenates are
sodium arsenate, Na^O, and potassium arsenate. K^O,. Both these
salts are poisonous and are used for homicidal purposes and for destroying
cattle.

Anhydrous sodium arsenate (Sodii arsenas anhpdrosus) Is a w’hite

powder, soluble In water.

Arsenic Sulphides.—^These are found naturally as ores of arsenic, the
chief being realgra, red arsenic or arsenic disulphide, As.S. and orpime7tt.

yellow arsenic or arsenic trisulphlde. They are known in the verna-
cular as manseel and hartal respectively. Both these varieties are used as
pigments In the arts. Mixed with two parts of slaked -lime, orpiment is

commonly used as a depilatory to remove superfluous hair, and may be used
in tanning to remove hair from hides, but realgar Is largely used for the latter

purpose. Orpiment Is also used as a pigment In King’s Yellow.

Both the sulphides in the pure form, being insoluble, are said to be non-
poisonous but, in the commercial form, are invariably found to contain a
large proportion of arsenlous oxide, which renders them poisonous.

Arsenic Trichloride. AsClj.—^This Is formed by burning arsenic In chlo-
rine or by the action of hydrochloric acid on arsenious acid. It Is a highly
poisonous, colourless, fuming liquid, and is used in the treatment of
cancerous tumours.

Arsenic Triiodidc (Arsenious Iodide), AsL.—^Thls is obtained by heat-
ing a mixture of iodine and arsenic. It occurs In small, orange-coloured
crystals or crystalline masses, and Is soluble in water, in alcohol, in chloro-
form. in ether and In carbon bisulphide. It Is contained to the extent of
1 per cent in the non-offlclal preparation. Llquir Arseni ct Hydrargyri Jodidi
«Donovan’s solution), the dose being 5 to 15 minutes.
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Arseniuretled Ilyarosen (Arsenic Ilydrlile, Arsine), AsII,.—This Is

ormed by the action of nascent hydrogen on a soluble arsenic compound,
and may be liberated during the charging of accumulators from arsenic con-

1^1 ^ sulphuric acid. It Is a colourless. Inflammable

Sto sarllcky odour. It burns with a blulsh-white name, forming

M
arsenlous oxide. It acts as a deadly poison by Its

onS if'*'”"’
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ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF ARSENIC

much*’le.f'rn^J^?°f‘'‘''‘
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raufkMw“afcacod ^‘'^"“'“Wc'fnVater^ fn^lcjhm^nd fom^
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^^^^olllne or granular powder, and contains 35 per
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=”“
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=“'=''»'• Sodium methyl

action to sodium cacodviam
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hypodermically,
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about five parts of water LT m.
taste. It is soluble In

reaction. IMs solJblTSn i25
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soluble, when anhydrous, in metlivl
and is easU7
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grains by mouth or hypodermicaliv nic i
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caution, as It may cause bimdnew be used with

death. A man received 2 4 erami««
optic atrophy. It has even caused

eight days and died from nuimnnarw
® hypodermic Injections within

Injection* ^ oedema on the second day after the last

Introduction
ot“l!i‘'aMyl‘'ridlSi‘'and’ from atoxyl by the

ctoxyl. but It Is less poisonous.
^ *’"> “®rd In the same doses as
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contains 27 per cent ol arsMc ““rs as colourless erystals aml
dilute acids, but soluble In boiling warn,
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Tryparsamidc (Sodium ».
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MunrmsrS WcWeu: Tsoorskr^
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line, odourless powder, slowly dissolving In water with acid reaction. It is

hygroscopic, and decomposes readily by exposure to. the air. It is soluble In,

glycerin, and dissolves in tliree parts of methyl alcohol, but is insoluble in

ether. It contains not less than 30 per cent or more than 34 per cent of

arsenic. The dose by Intravenous injection Is 0.1 to 0.6 Gm. or to 10

grains.

Neosalvarsan (Sodium dihydroxydiamino arsenobenzene Methanesul-

phonate, “914**, Neokharsivan, Novarscnobenzene, Novarsenobillon, Neoarsphciia-

mine or Neoarsphenamlna B.P.).—It is a yellow powder, readily dis-

solving in w'ater with neutral or slightly alkaline reaction. It readily

changes in the air, becoming highly poisonous. It is. therefore, supplied In

sealed glass ampoules. It contains about 20 per cent of arsenic. The dose by

intravenous iniectlon Is 0.15 to 0.6 Gm. or 2i to 10 grains.

Sliver Arsphenamine (Silver Salvarsan. Arsphenamina Argentica).—^This

as a sodium salt of Silver dlamino-dlhydroxyarsenobenzene. It Is a dark

brown powder, readily soluble in water with alkaline reaction. It contains

18 to 21 per cent of arsenic and 12 to 13 per cent of silver. The dose by
intravenous Injection is 0.1 to 0.6 Gm. or 11 to 10 grains In a 1 per cent

solution.

Sulpliarsphcnaroinc (Disodium dihydroxy-diamino-arsenobenzene-di-

methylene sulphonate), Sulfarsenol, Kharsulphan, or Sulpharsenobenzene.—

It is a yellow powder, dissolving readily In water, and contains about

20 per cent of arsenic. It is a pharmacopceial preparation, and is administered
subcutaneously or intramuscularly in doses of 0.1 to 0.6 Gm. or IJ to

10 grains.

Mapharsen (Mapharside, Oxopbenarsine Hydrochloride or Oxophe-
nerslnae Hydroclilorldum).—It is an odourless, white or nearly whitepowder
and dissolves in water, In solutions of alkali hydroxides and carbonates and
in dilute mineral acids. It contains 29.5 to 32 per cent of trivalent arsenic
and 30 to 32 per cent of total arsenic. It Is a pharmacopceial preparation, and
is administered intravenously in doses of 5 to 1 grain,

Oxophenarsine Tartrate or Oxoptaeiiarsinze Tartras.—^It is an odourless,
white or nearly white powder.- soluble in 25 parts of water and in alcohol. It

contains 19 to 19.6 per cent of trivalent arsenic and not more than 19.6 per
cent of total arsenic. The dose is | to IJ grains Intravenously.

PROPRIETARY ARTICLES CONTAINING ARSENIC

1. Rough on Rats .—

A

greyish powder consisting of white arsenic and
barium carbonates. Strength, 98.89 per cent of arsenious oxide.

2. Fly Papers.—Strength varying from half a grain to one grain of •

arsenious oxide per each paper.

3. Weed-Killer.—^This consists of a strong solution of caustic soda and
arsenite of sodium. Strength, 14 to 40 per cent of arsenious oxide. Eureka
weed-killer is a pink powder, containing 60 per cent of arsenic.

4. riy-Water.—^Thls consists of one part of arsenite of sodium or
potassium, two parts of sugar and twenty parts of water. It is used for killing
flies. Paper dipped In this solution and dried Is also used for this purpose.

5. Fly-Powdcr.—^This Is a mixture of metallic arsenic and arsenious
oxide. It contains from 4 to U per cent of arsenious oxide.

6. Shecp-Dip.—This is used to destroy parasites in wool. It Is sold in
packets In the form of a yellow granular powder containing about 20 per cent
of arsenious oxide. It is prepared by mixing arsenious oxide and potassium
or sodium carbonate with soft soap and ground sulphur. It Is made into a
.solution by mixing it with tar water.
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and tenesmus, foul tongue, dry and congested throat, and a feeling of depres-

sion and languor. The motions are bloody. The symptoms of neuritis are

more pronounced. The patient complains of severe cramps In the muscles,

which are extremely tender on pressure. He is very restless and cannot sleep.

Ultimately collapse sets In, and results In death. In cases which end in re-

covery, chronic peripheral neuritis may persist, ending in paralysis from

degeneration of the nerves extending up to the nerve centres.

Unusual Symptoms.—These ate convulsions, lock-jaw, delirium of a

maniacal character, rise of temperature, salivation. loss of speech, ringing in

the ears, and disordered vision with intolerance to light. Peath occurs from

asphyxia.

Arseniuretted hydrogen, when inhaled in toxic amounts, acts as a direct

poison to the hemoglobin of the red blood corpuscles, producing hEemolysis.

hsemogloblnuria, jaundice, and sometimes ancemla. The other symptoms are

faintness, giddiness. Intense headache, nausea, vomiting, burning pain In the

abdomen, pain In the loins, dark-red urine containing blood pigment and

albumin, cyanosis and collapse. Coma or delirium may precede death, which

occurs from cedema of the lungs or sudden failure of the heart.

Fatal Bose.—Three grains of arsenlous oxide is the average fatal dose.

Two grains Is the smallest amount known to have caused death. Recovery

has taken place after much larger doses, varying from sixty grains to two

ounces, but these are exceptional cases.

The fatal dose of arseniuretted hydrogen Is uncertain. It has been

estimated that exposure to a concentration of 1 part of this gas in 20,000

pacts of air for one hour Is dangerous, while exposure to a concentration of

2.S parts to 10,000 parts of air for half an hour Js fatal to adults.

Fatal Period.—The average fatal period Is twelve to forty-eight hoitrs.

though death has 'frequently occurred within two to three hours. The
shortest period Is forty-five minutes.* In this case it appears that death

occurred from shock before the poison was absorbed into the system. In

mild or sub-acute cases life may be prolonged for several weeks. In one case

after a dose of 180 grains of white arsenic death did not occur until three

months and seventeen days.? In such cases the symptoms of gastro-intestinal

irritation subside, and are usually followed by nervous affections.

Diagnosis.—Acute arsenic poisoning has to be diagnosed from cholera,

as the symptoms of both are slnillar In many respects, and it is possible that

mistakes may be made In diagnosis. In order to avoid police investigations

. a case of acute poisoning by arsenic is occasionally reported as that of

cholera. It Is, therefore, necessary for a medical practitioner to bear in mind
the differentiating points between arsenic poisoning and cholera which are

given below In a tabulated form:

—

Sjinptoms.
1

Arsenic poisoning.
i[

Cholera.

Pain in the throat
j:
Before vomjting. I'Not SO.

2. Purging. Follows vomiting. lUsually precedes vomiting.

Z. Vomited matter. Contains mucus, bUe and streaks 1

of blood.
j

Is watery or like whey.

•4. Stools. Ifllgh coloured, bloody, feeculent. “Rice-water", liquid, whitish
1 icEtid, and discharged vnth'

straining and tenesmus. Very

1

rarely •rice-water”.

and discharged in an almost
continuous and involuntary
jet

5 Voice Not affected. Peculiar, rough and whistling.

6. ConJimetlvjc.
1
(inflamed. Not so.

4. Madras cbernicai Exammers Ann\iat Heporl. 1929. p. 2.
5. G. St, Georgg. Brit. JSfed. Jour.. Feb. 5, 1921, p. 192.
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Treatment.—It should be remembered that when taken in a finely

powdered state on an empty stomach, arsenic sticks to the mucous membrane
of the stomach, excites violent inflammation and forms tenacious mucus, which
glues it to the surface, and protects it from the action of both emetics and
antidotes.

The first step in the treatment is to remove the poison as promptly as

possible from the stomach. If the stomach Is full, I,e. If no vomiting has
occurred, empty it by giving emetics, but do not use tartar emetic, or copper
.sulphate. If not, wash out the stomach by passing the stomach tube, pre-
ferably with large draughts of warm milk and water, and then administer
freshly prepared, hydrated ferric oxide, which will <»r>nvprf acid
Into ferric arsenlte, a harmless and Insoluble salt. It is prepared by adding
an alkali (half-an-ounee of strong ammonia or potassium or sodium carbo-
nate dissolved in about half-a-tumblerful of water) to ferric chloride tincture^e and-a-half ounces of the tincture mixed with a wineglassful of water).

precipitate should be separated from the excess of the alkali by strain-
ing through a muslin cloth, and should be given suspended In water In table-
spoonful doses at short intervals, or 4 ounces of arsenic antidote

arsenum B. P. C. or ferrl hydroxidum-cum-magnessi oxldo)
should be administered, and the dose repeated, if necessary. To prepare

two solution should be stored ready for use namely. (1) two
eighty-eight minims of a strong solution of ferric chloride

^ ounces of water, and eighty-seven and a half

I
t«agneslum oxide triturated to a smooth paste v/lth water and

oxidP
used, 33 ounces of the magnesium

ehiortdp
^ to 400 minims of the ferric

nil ; .
dialysed iron In water may be employed

antidote rtf

^ efficacious as hydrated ferric oxide or arsenic

auantitv of
available calcined magnesia mixed with an equal

quantity of animal charcoal may be administered.

cent^Stlon° sodium thiosulphate in a ten per
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® .
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'
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Internal Appearances.—The raucous membrane of the mouth, pharynx

and oesophagus is not generally affected, but may occasionally be found

Inflamed or ulcerated.

In the case of a man who died after taking two gulps of a weed-klller, post-

mortem examination revealed slight blistering of the lips, and the mucous

membrane, which was covered with slimy mucus, presented patches of

injection (“crimson plus”) at the low'er end of the msophagus^ Modi found

the oesophagus congested and Inflamed In a case in which a Mahomedan male

commiUed suicide with arsenic.

The stomach Is the chief organ that exhibits characteristic post-mortem

changes even if arsenic has been administered by means other than the mouth.

These changes, however, depend on the quantity of arsenic taken and the

time that has elapsed since its administration.

On opening, the stomach contains articles of food in a process of diges-

tion mixed with gritty, sandy particles of arsenic, or a dark-brown, odourless.

Fig. 181 .
—^The stomach in acute poisoning by Arsenic.

CFrom the Pathological JHuseam. Grarit Medical College. Pmbay.l

turbid and unctuous liquid with crystals of arsenic embedded In large masses
of mucus. The inner wall of the stomach, which is swollen, softened and
congested, is generally tinged with streaks of blood and white particles of
arsenic are embedded in the tough mucus or lymph covering it. On scraping
this mucus, the mucous membrane is found highly congested and inflamed
wholly or in many small patches, its colour varying from brownish-red or
bright scarlet to vermilion. Congestion is due to petechial hsemorrhages
from the minute vessels most marked along the crests of the rugs. Inflam-
mation Is more marked at the greater curvature, posterior part and the cardiac
end of the stomach. Ulceration of Its mucous membrane has been noticed
if arsenic is given in a very crude form. Gangrene and perforation have
also been observed in rare Instances.

The small intestine appears flabby and contains large flakes of mucus
with very little feccal matter. On opening the intestine, the mucous mem-
brane Is found finely Injected and pale violet coloured, and presents signs

7. Wilfrid. A. Aldred, Brit. Med. Jur.. Sep. 14, 1907, p. 626.
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of inflammation with submucous haemorrhages along its whole length, but
more marked in the duodenum and jejunum. These changes are similar
to those In the stomach, but less Intense. The epithelium is flabby, cedematous
and sheds freely.

The large intestine contains a small quantity of seromucus, but more
o en is empty and contracted. The caecum and rectum are inflamed, and
their mucous membrane Is flabby. The Intestinal glands are often enlarged
an swo en, but not Inflamed. The peritoneum is congested and pink in

cases the stomach and Intestines may not show any

o nWM Bahadur reports a case in which

wifh o,.
^
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Within six hours after taking some molasses mixed

post-mortem examination the stomach was found con*
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In j>olsonlng: by arseniuretted hydrogen post-

mortem examination shows a dirty yellow

colour of the skin. The mucous membrane of

the stomach and small intestine is yellow in

colour and may show signs of inflammation.

The liver is normal in size or somewhat en-

larged. and may show some fatty degeneration.

The spleen shows the evidence of blood des-

truction In the deposits of blood pigment
throughout the organ. The kidneys are en-
larged and congested, and may be Inflamed.

The lungs may be cedematous.

Chronic Poisoning,—Chronic arsenical poi-

soning may occur among persons engaged in

the smelterlng and refining of ores, in the
subliming of white arsenic In the manufacture
of sheep-dips, weed killers, insecticides, paints,

dyes, drugs etc. It has been reported to have
occurred from Inhalations of dimethyarsine

produced by moulds growing on wall paper and from absorption of dusts from
decorated ceilings and cornices or among persons who have been taking ar-

senic as a medicine for a prolonged period or In too large a quantity. It must
be remembered that chronic poisoning may follow acute arsenical poisoning,

especially when recovery has occurred from a large dose of- arsenic.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of chronic poisoning are exhibited in four

stages.

Fip. J82.—Heart showing
ecchymoses In the lefc

ventricle in acute poison-

ing by arsenic.

First Stage.—The symptoms in the first stage are those of gastric

troubles, viz. malaise, loss of appetite, salivation, colicky pain, constipation,

or sometimes diarrhoea and vomiting of glairy mucus tinged with bile. The
gums are red and soft, and the tongue is coated with a thin, white, silvery

fur. The temperature is raised to 102* or I03*F. with a frequent pulse.

Second Stage.—^Thls Is marked by cutaneous eruptions and catarrh of
the larynx and bronchial tubes. There is a feeling of dryness and Itching in
the' fauces and larynx. Hence the voice becomes hoarse and husky. The
eyes are suffused and the conjunctivae are greatly congested. There is run-
ning from the nose with Intense corynza. The patient gets spasmodic cough
with expectoration tinged with blood on account of inflammation of the bron-
chial tubes.

Generalised or localised pigmentation of skin, diffuse or “rain drop"
type appears. Epithelial hyperplesla, with formation of keratosis, mostly
on palm and soles, less commonly on head and trunk appear any time from a
few month to 30 years after medication of arsenic. Eplthellomata may
develop In 20 pet cent of these cases.’ recently It Is suggested that multiple
internal carcinomata may develop, w The nails become brittle and loose.
The hair becomes dry and may fall off. Arsenical dusts may lead to flexural
eczema and pigmentation of head and neck and often a common lesion Is a
painless perforation of the nasal septum.

Third Stage.—In this the sensory troubles are more prominent. They
resemble those met with In alcoholic poisoning more than in lead poisoning.

The first symptom, which appears from a week to three or four weeks.
Is headache, followed by numbness, tingling, formication and cutaneous
aniESlhesla. Perspiration is well-marked. There Is extensive tenderness of
the muscles of the extremities on pressure and the knee Jerk Is usually lost.

13. “Annotation". Brit. Med. Jbtlr.. Aug.‘lL 1955, p. 352.
' •

‘ ” *'

^LJ.—33
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The loss Of sexual power Is a constant symptom, but the special senses are

not deranged.

Tourth Stage.—^Thls Is the stage of paralysis. In this stage the muscles
become weak and feeble, so that the patient gets easily fatigued while walk-
ing or ascending a stair-case.* He also adopts an ataxic gait when he walks
The extensor muscles of the extremities atrophy; hence the patient Is unable
to use his limbs, and becomes bed-ridden; but the sphincters are rarely
affected. Tremors are noticed In the muscles which become markedly para-
l^ed. The Interosseous and Intercostal muscles are more often affected.
TOese are follov/ed by general emaciation, dysurla, mental hebetude or delu-
sions and death occurs from failure of the heart muscle.

Treatment.—Remove the patient from the source of the poison, and
promote excretion through kidneys and bowels. Give Intramascular Injec-
tions Of B.A.L. six hourly for 2 or 3 days followed by one per day, Vlt. Bjby

H .UK
mouth, may help pctripheral neuritis. Improve the general

health of the patient.

.
Appearances.—The stomach and Intestines present a

condition but. more often, there may not be any charac-

of fatty degeneration, and the

Phle7
^ parenchymatous nephritis. The muscles are greasy and atro-
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occurs among those suffering from visceral and degenerative lesions. It may
also occur from a faulty technique or from auto-intoxlcatlon.

Occasionally the toxic symptoms may not appear Immediately after the

intravenous administration of the drug, but may be delayed for some weeks
and death may occur from acute yellow atrophy of the liver. Pollcard and
Pinard*s cite a case of syphilis In a man, aged 28 years, who, fifty days after

three doses equivalent to 1.05 gramme of neosalvarsan, developed acute
yellow atrophy of the liver and died in six days.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—According to Hollandie 10.5 grammes
0 salvarsan might cause death.* Medicinal doses have, however, caused
death. A dose of 0.5 gramme of salvarsan Injected -Intravenously caused the
death of a Kashmiri Mahomedan, aged 20 years. In 25 hours.*’ A woman, 42

years old, suffering from Addison’s disease, died In 12 hours after an Intra-
venous injection of 0.15 gramme of neosalvarsan.** A male, aged 50 years,
Who was suffering from asthma, died within half an hour of receiving an
intravenous Injection of 0.6 gramme of neosalvarsan.*’

treatment • ot anaphylactic symptoms Is to give a

“‘te) Intravenously with 5 to 10 per cent
* "“tma' sallme. For other symptoms a full course of Intra-muscular

a,!
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Sometimes even with a sum
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Webster,

1943. p. 126.
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Fiq. IS5.—Microphotograph of Arsenious Acid Crystals x 300. (Dr. K. N. Bagchi.)

copper strips, crystals of arsenious acid are not detected. As arsenic present

In such cases is in a higher state of oxidation or the alkali present In earthy

matter, etc., partly or wholly neutralises the acid in the Eelnsch’s bath the

deposition of arsenic Is retarded. In such cases the following modification

evolved by Mr. D. N. ChatterJI, PXC., Chemical Examiner to Governments,

United Provinces and Central Provinces, should be adopted:

—

Put more hydrochloric acid in the bath and boll with a little sulphurous

acid solution (SO. water) till sulphur dioxide Is removed. Then introduce

' the copper foil. A black deposit of arsenic on the copper foil is easily

obtelned. On now heating the copper loll In the usual way the characteristic

crystals of arsenious acid In the sublimate are detected.

4. Marsh's Test.—This forms such a delicate test for the presence of

arsenic that exceedingly small quantities even upto one thousandth of a mlUi-
gramme may be detected.

The test is based on the formation of arseniuretted hydrogen, when the
compounds of arsenic except the metal and Its sulphides are brought into

contact with nascent hydrogen. It is carried out by means of a Woulffe’s

bottle (hydrogen generating bottle) to which is connected a long glass tube
ending in a jet. Granulated zinc and dilute sulphuric acid are dropped into
the bottle, when hydrogen will be evolved, and will burn with a pale' blue
flame on applying a light to H. It must be remembered that hydrogen is not
ignited at once but after about ten minutes, when all the air in the bottle is

chased out, otherwise the nflxture of hydrogen and oxygen will Ignite with
a loud explosion and break the apparatus thus Injuring those round about.
The other reason for expelling all the air out Is that even If traces of air are
left behind, when the flame Is applied to the tube, water will be formed to
the detriment of the arsenical deposit which will appear as a greyish-white
cloud.

On adding the suspected mixture of arsenic into the bottle, the flame
begins to bum with a bluish or greenish-violet or purple tint due to the
formation of arseniuretted hydrogen which also emits a gatllc-llke odour. If
a cold procelaln dish be depressed into the flame, a blackish-brown stain of
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metallic lustre is produced. This stain Is readily soluble in a solution of

calcium hypochlorite; while the addition of ammonium sulphide does not
dissolve, but detaches It from the porcelain, and on heating turns it yellow.

If the deposit be heated with a few drops of strong nitric acid, and if

silver nitrate be then added, a brick red (reddish-brown) precipitate of silver
arsenate is formed, which is soluble in ammonia,

extinguished, and the central part of the tube conveying
^ 'OTcdncss by means of a spirit lamp lor

arsenical mirror of a darker and 'less silvery white

S end f!,
beyond the heated spot. If the portion be cut

which deposit Is formed on Its Inside,

such n. nht I

Crystals under the microscope. Very low mirrors.

Blve erysM? ht ,
“S' “fCCPlc trioxlie do not

LterS^ whith”/*™T ‘d dry test tubes. In order to

evolved hv M mirrors are due to arsenic, the following tchnique

Prnvinnec Arr!,
^ Assistant Chemical Examiner. United

provinces, Agra, may be adopted:—

detemlnoHnn"!?,^
"“"0®er portions of the Marsh's tubes (used for

should be sealed wteh'^^ f
deposition of mirrors) containing the mirror,

then be nassL temi''
“ Instead of hydrogen Inside it. The mirror should

the broader uortl„r, \°r “ nntll the mirror Is visible:
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IsUc crystairol arime
^ "nrrower part. After cooling, the charactcr-
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If the tube remains free from dend’*i';”.h
liydrogen generating bottle.

To Oh.., i
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nvdrogerg?neL“;Vrtre.S^^^^^ “ ““
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and hydrogen sulphide if formwi 1 to remove sulphur dioxide

serted in the upper part of th<» tnh
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of filter paper moistened with n
mouth Is covered with a pie^

If arsenic is present the nancr tt,- solution of silver nitrate (IrU*

double compound of silver
yellow owing to the formation of a

On the addition of water the vpiuv i..'
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quantity of arsenic present,

present with antimony, it denends even when arsenic

“J' 'he S™ ' '"I'letlon of arsenic compounds
Strong hydrochloric acid, it detects chloride In the presence of

Inorganic and organic compounds
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When 2 cc. of the acid solution ol the oxidized suspected material are

added to 10 cc. of Bettendorff's reagent In a test tube, and the mixture is

gradually heated, a broTmi, brownish-black or black precipitate Is formed, U
inorganic arsenic is present.

When 1 cc. of the suspected solution Is added to 3 cc. of the reagent in a

test tube, a lemon-yellow precipitate or colour results, if the organic com-
pounds of arsenic are present.

Bettendorff’s reagent is made by dissolving 1 part of crystallized hydrated

stannous chloride in 10 parts of strongly fuming hydrochloric acid.

Medico-Legal Points.—1, Arsenic Is used homicldally much more fre-

quently In India than in any other country, as it is cheap, Is easily obtained

in every town and is easily concealed in the food in consequence of its free-

dom from smell and taste. A very small quantity of arsenic is necessary to

produce fatal effects, although cases have occurred, where much larger quan-

tities were given for homicidal purposes. In a homicidal case that came
under Modl’s observation in 1931, 101.6 grains of abenlc were detected In the

stomach contents. In the year 1946 the Chemical Examiner of the Central

and United Provinces detected 54.44 grains of arsenic In the portions of the

viscera removed from the body of a sweeper who was administered arsenic

in liquor, and 21.8 grains of arsenic in the vomited matter of a man who had
been poisoned by his wife. Mass homicidal poisoning In which several per-

sons have been affected has sometimes occurred from arsenic having been
administered by an individual in some article of food. In a few instances,

arsenic Is administered with some other poison, such as powdered glass,

copper sulphate, mercury, mercuric chloride, opium, aconite, nux vomica, etc.

Instead of administering a single fatal dose of arsenic at once, the mur-
derer in Western countries usually administers small doses over a long period
in order to produce the symptoms simulating gastro-enteritis and thus to

conceal the crime.

Arsenic Is sometimes employed as an abortifacient. both as an internal

administration and as a local application in the form of paste or ointment to

abortion sticks. It Is also used to poison cattle. Wells are known to have_
been polnsoned by arsenic not only during war, but also in peace time.

A case occurred at Nagpur, where the accused was stated to have added poison to
water as it was being drawn from a well. A quantity of arsenic was found in the water.2o
A bundle of cloth was recovered from a well In the district of Pubna. The cloth
contained some dark grey coloured pasty substance which, on analysis, was found to
be arsenlasi

Arsenic Is used occasionally for suicidal purposes, but owing to much
pain caused by Its ingestion suicides resort to this poison much less frequently
than to opium.

In his annual report for the year 1950. the Chemical Examiner, Madras, cites the
case ol a girl, 18 years old, who committed suicide by talcing arsenic, as she failed twice
in the S.SJj C. examinaUon. A woman, aged 25 years, who died after sw^Iowlng a lump
of white substance resembling sugar, In the stomach and contents arsenic equivalent to
about 31 gr, of white arsenic, about j gr.,in.the'-Hvcr; 8^/5 'gr. in the intestines and con-
tents and l/,7 gr. in the kidney was,detect^—Madras Chemical Exam. Annual Report.
1954.

- Accidental cases of poisoning by arsenic sometimes occur from its ad-
mixture with drink or articles of food, or from Its Improper medicinal use.
White arsenic has been mistaken for baking powder, soda, cream of tartar,
sugar, salt or flour, and has caused mass accidental poisoning. Multiple
accidental cases may also occur from drinking water from streams contain-
ing arsenical mineral deposits. Accidental deaths occur from an overdose,
when arsenic is given by women to their husbands as a love philter.

20 U.P. Chem. Exam. Annual Rep, 1907.
21. Beng. Cheb. Exam. Annual Rep.; tnd Med. Gae.. Aug. 1915, p. 303.
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leaves, mlsUking it lor

detected In f arsenic equivalent to about 8 gr. of white arsenic was

in the liv« and^Mn^l *“ “*® intestine and continte and about 7/10 gr.in me liver and kIdney.-Madras Chemical Exam, Annual Report, 1955.
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after he has smoked it. In his annual report for the year 1941, the Chemical

Examiner, Bengal, mentions a case where he received from the Police Magis-

trate of Sealdah a cigarette box containing six “Passing Show” cigarettes

which was recovered from three old offenders loitering on the platform of

the Shamnagar Railway Station. Four of these cigarettes were found to con-

tain arsenic (about 4 grains in each cigarette) mixed with the tobacco. It Is

not known if the offenders were ever successful in robbing their victims by

this novel method. It is not known if arsenic carried mechanically to the

lungs along with the smoke produces acute poisoning in which shock or un-
consciousness is the main feature, or If arsene or a new volatile orga-

nic arsenic compound, e.g. a nicotine arsenic complex, Is formed during

smoking which is likely to cause unconsciousness, when Inhaled.

The fact that the fumes emanating from burning incense impregnated
with arsenical compounds in a closed space will produce fatal arsenic poison-

ing is sometimes utilized by secret
'
poisoners for homicidal purposes.

Arsenic has occasionally been Injected into the rectum after mixing it

with the liquid to be used as an enema. Arsenic has also been introduced

into the vagina either for the purpose of committing suicide or for procuring
abortion. It has produced poisonous symptoms, when used as an urethral
injection.

Cases ot poisoning have occurred from the application of arsenic paste to

a cancerous growth, or of its ointment or solution to a blistered or abraded
surface, or even to the uninjured skin.

Sometimes fly-papers or weed-killers are soaked in water, -tea or wine
and the solution is then administered with homicidal intent.

3.

Tolerance.—Individuals who are In the habit of taking arsenic acquire
a certain amount of tolerance to bear It up to four grains or more in one dose.
They use it dally with the idea of improving their looks and becoming more
hardy to carry weights and to climb mountains. This habit is common among
the pedants of Syria and Hungary. The people using this drug as a habit
JnjTCgliCTf and suffer from the symptoms of mild '‘A'fSenical
polsbliing It the drug is withheld from them.

~ “

In India, some people ace In the habit of taking arsetdc dally as a tonic
or as an aphrodisiac. Sometimes, it is given in small quantities with a view
to producing death from slow poisoning, but instead it makes a man plumper
and stronger as happened In the case of the late Fulham of Agra who was
being poisoned with arsenic by Clark.

Arsenic Is largely given by grooms to improve the coats of horses. If It

'is withheld, the animals become dull and lose flesh.

4.

Solubility of Arsenic.—When administered in a soluble form by the
mouth, arsenic gets absorbed into the blood almost in a few minutes but.
when taken in solid lumps, it may not be absorbed by the stomach, and
sometimes passes out with the fa*ces without producing any poisonous
symptoms. For instance, In 1872, a Parsee in Bombay had swallowed two
masses of arsenious oxide vdthout any serious effects. Within forty-five
hours after swallowing the poison he passed per rectum two lumps, one
weighing eighty grains and the other weighing twenty-five grains.^*

Arsenious oxide is converted into yellow sulphide of arsenic in the
stomach and intestines, but sulphide of arsenic Is not converted Into while
arsenic.

5.

Elimination.—Arsenic, when taken for some time in medicinal
doses, does not accumulate In the system, so that It may give rise to sudden
poisonous symptoms. It Is. therefore, not regarded as a cumulative poison.

36. Ind. Med. Gas.. 1612, p. 183.
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sample of earth taken from the neighbourhood was found to be free from
arsenic.

Arsenic is excreted into the stomach and intestines after absorption, even

when administered by channels other than the mouth. Hence its detection in

these organs does not prove that it had necessarily been administered by the

mouth. In a case reported by Stitch arsenic was detected in the stomach con-

tents of a woman who had been poisoned by the introduction of a large

amount in the vagina. In another case of poisoning per vaginam reported by
him it was found in the stomach contents and faeces of a woman, and also

in the organs of her three months' feetus.^^

Arsenic becomes fixed in the cancellous tissue of the bones, chiefly the

long ones, owing to the conversion of their phosphates into arsenates. Its

elimination being much slower, Its presence can be detected In the bones long

after every trace has disappeared from the other organs, such as the liver,

kidneys. etc. Hence It Is essential to preserve the long bones for chemical

analysis in suspected cases of arsenical poisoning when a body Is exhumed,
or when It is very much decomposed. Traces of arsenic were found by
Dr. Hankin, Chemical Examiner. UP., In the femurs removed from the body
of the late Fulham, which was exhumed in Agra fourteen months after death.

In a case where death occurred within forty hours of the onset of the symp-
toms of acute poisoning, arsenic was detected in the pieces of the femur and
the viscera which were sent for chemical analysis.^*

6. Deposit of Arsenic.—In acute poisoning arsenic, after it is absorbed,

gets deposited more In the liver than in the kidneys and spleen, and in chronic

poisoning It is also found deposited in the brain, the spinal cord and the
muscular and bony tissues. In fatal results occurring from salvarsan poison-
ing It Is interesting to note that arsenic is not found In the brain or nervous
system.3<

7. Power of Preservation.—Not only does arsenic not disappear by
putrefaction, but It has the power of retarding decomposition to a certain
extent, especially in cases of its prolonged administration, and the stomach
and other tissues are often well preserved some months after death, though
this is not always the case. Thus, the body of the late Fulham of Agra was
well preserved when It was exhumed about fourteen months after death,
even though the grave was a katcha one. and the lid of the coffin had already
given way.

8. Is Arsenic a Normal Constituent of the Body?—^Arsenic . is physio-
logically not a normal constituent of the body, but it is widely distributed
In nature. It has been found in minute quantities in several varieties of
vegetables^’ and on appless* as the result of spraying fruit trees with arse-
nical preparations. It has also been shown that arsenic Is present in the
form of some organic compound in some kinds of fish, such as sole, crusta-
ceans, oysters and other shell-fish*^ From investigations carried out on
Indian foodstuffs, Bagchi and Bose have been able to show the presence of
arsenic In amounts varying from a trace to 6.4 mg. per kilo in animal foods,
such as chicken, goat flesh, beef, beef liver and various kinds of fish and in
traces only In vegetable foods, such as rice, wheat, flour, dais (pulses), potato
and all green vegetables, e.g. cauliflower, cabbage, spinach, patal. brlnjals.

34. Munch. Med. Wochenschr, March 12, 1901, p. 425; Peterson. Haines and Webster.
Leo Med. and Toxic.. VoL II. Ed, H. p 237.
35 \J.P. Chemical E-xaminer’s Ann>^ Report, 1924. p. 5.

36. Brit. Med. Jour., April 1. 1916, p. 475.
37. Jortr. Phar. Chim., 1912; Bljdh. Poisons, their EBects and Detection, Ed. V, p. 586
38. Willcox, Trans. JUed.-Lcp. Society. Vob XXm, p. 153.
39. Swedish Commission. Lancet. Sep. 8, 1923, p. 531; Willcox. Trans. Med-Lcp.

Eoa'clv. Vol. XXIII, p. 152; Chapman. ATtalyst, Vol. LI, 1936, p. 548.
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and lady’s fingers^ Hence arsenic may be taken into the human economy
in very minute quantities along with the articles ol food. In some cases It

may be absorbed into the system from medicine, water or even air. Recent
researches have shown that arsenic derived from the food ingested Is found
normally in human tissues and excretions, and Billeter and E. Marfurt<‘ claim

“PPteclable quantities of arsenic in all the organs examined.
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In the
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Illustrative Cases^l. A woman was ctm^ed with having caused the death of one

Azimullah of nearly 70 years, by giving him arsenic mixed with two loaves of bread and

potato curry on the evening of the 16th January 1923. The deceased took one bread

with that vegetable and he had broken two morsels from the other bread when he began

to feel uneasy and so he left it as It was. Shortly afterwards vomiting and purging

conimenced. Some ghee was administered to relieve the burning pain, but early next

morning he expired. The Chemical Examiner. U.P., detected arsenic in the viscera as

well as in the bread. The viscera were found to contain 1 grain of arsenic. The amount
of arsenlous oxide in the bread was 2.6 grains per ounce. Assuming that one of the

chapatls weighed not less than two ounces, Azimullah must have taken at least 5 grains

of arsenic.—ff. E. v. Mt. Sharxian, AIL H. Court Cr. App. No. 449, 1923.

2. A Hindu female, aged 20 years, of Cuttack, introduced a plug of cotton wool

smeared with arsenic into her vagina to procure abortion, but on finding that it had no
desired effect, she took some arsenic internally and died from its effects. On post-

mortem examination the stomach and small intestine were fund congested, and there

was ecchymosls near the cardiac end of the stomach. The uterus was enlarged and
uniformly congested. It contained a totus of about four months \rtth its membranes
and liquor amnii Intact. Arsenic was detected In the viscera as well as in the plug of

cotton wool removed from the vagina.—Bengal Chemical Examiner's Annual Report;

Ini. Med. Goa.. Aug. 1915, p. 3M.
3. Abdul Majid, aged 35 years, was given by Ibrahim arsenic mixed with milk on

the evening of the 12th May 1926. Within half an hour he suffered from burning pain
in the stomach and began to vomit and had purging. At about 2 a.m., while he was
suffenng from the acute symptoms of poisoning, he was assaulted by Ibrahun with a
gandasa and he received several extensive Incised wounds on the face and left shoulder.

He died at 8 a^m. on the 13th May 1926. Arsenic was detected in the vomit as well as

m the viscera.

—

King-Emperor v. Ibrahim, Allahabad High Court Criminal Appeal No. 518

of 1926.

4. In the beginning of 1931, a Mahomedan male became ill soon after taking his

night meal In the Police Lines, Lucknow. He complained of
.
severe burning pain In

the stomach, had persistent vomiting and purging and was in a state of collapse. He
was removed to the Police Hospital, where he was diagnosed as a case of cholera, and
was transferred to the King’s George's Hospital for more efficient treatment. Soon after

admission to this hospital he died. 'Ihe Police suspecting foul play forwarded the body
for post-mortem examination. The examination was held six hours after death, and
showed the characteristic appearances of acute poisoning by arsenic. The Chemical
Examiner detected arsenic in the stomach contents and in the viscera.

5. A Hindu male, aged about 45 years, survived for seven days after he took some
arsenic In bananas sent by his neighbour who owed some money to him. He had frequent
vomiting, bloodstained stools, extreme thirst, pain in the throat and abdomen, cramps in
the legs and headache for two days and nights. He was removed to hospital where
except headache other symptoms subsided. He was in hospital for five days, and during
this period he had vomiting only once and had yellowish-green watery stools. About
ten hours before death he passed a large quantity of a dark, tarry stool, gradually
collapsed and died.—^Bengal Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, 1932, p. 14.

6. A Mahomedan woman mixed arsenic in some halwa, and got it distributed by a
servant of her relative to a large number of families residing In Lahore. Ihe halwa was
tasted by about 33 persons including children. All developed symptoms of arsenic
poisoning and while some recovered after treatment at home, a large number was
removed to the Mayo Hospital where all except an old woman and her eight-year-old
grandson revived.

—

Leader, October 23, 1935, p. 10.

7. A case occurred at Gaya where arsenic was used as an intoxicant. A Hindu
male, aged 24 years, who was in the habit of taking intoxicants, took one early morning
about half a pound of bhang sherbat. As this did not produce any intoxicating effect on
him, he took about 20 grains of arsenic. Immediately afterwards symptoms of poisoning
appeared and death occurred within an hour and a half after his admission to hospital.
—Bengal Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, 1932, p. 16.

8. On the 11th July 1938, a sweet, known as “Churma”, which was prepared by
a local sweet-seller, was distributed among school children, both boys and girls, from
various schools In Mianwali Town. Wltlun a few minutes all those children suffered
from vomiting, dlarrhcea and colicky pains in the abdomen. Two hundred and forty-
seven of them were admitted into the Civil Hospital for treatment. All recovered except
one. The presence of white arsenic and red sulphate of mercury was demonstrated in
some of the vomited matters and in the sweets.—Punjab Chemical Examiner’s Annual
Report, 1938, p. 11.

annual report lor the year 1946, the Chemical Examiner, Madras, describes
a <^e In which a Brahmin priest mixed arsenic and dhatura in holy water I'Theertham").
and gave the water to drink to the inmates of a house where he performed a religious
ceremony. Within an hour after taking the water the Inmates of the house vomited,
purged, became delirious and walked about as If insane. The next day the priest went
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back to the house. He pretended to do puja (offer prayers) to cure the victims and
gave them “vlbuthi” (holy ashes). When the victims became unconscious, the priest

collected all the Jewels of the house and quietly walked out. The nekt morning the

victims recovered and informed the police of the Incident. Three packets were' seized

from the accused. They were found to contain a mydriatic alkaloid The microscopic
examination of the contents of these packets showed particles of dhatura seeds. Arsenic
equivalent to about one-third of a grain of white arsenic was detected in one of the

packets.

10. A report was made at a police-station at Kanpur that a man died under
suspicious circumstances. A person who was living with the deceased had illegal con-

nection with his daughter-in-law. It appeared that he poisoned the deceased to get rid

of him. On suspicion the police reached the spot and found the body burning on the

pjTe The police took possession of the ashes and bones. Arsenic was detected in both
these articles—U.P Chem. Examiner’s Ann. Rep, 194B.

ANTIMONY

The following are the compounds of antimony of which antimony tarta-

ratum and antimony trichloride are Important from a medico-legal point of

view:—

1. Antimony Tartaratum, K(SbO) C,I1,0,. IH.O. ^Thls Is also called

tartarated antimony, potassium antfmonyl tartrate or tartar emetic. It Is a
pharmacopcclal preparation, known as anffmonfi et poiassii tartras, and occurs
In colourless, transparent crystals or in a white, granular powder, containing
about 35 per cent of metallc antimony. It is Insoluble in alcohol (90 per
cent), but is soluble In seventeen parts of cold water and In three parts of

boiling water, the solution having a faintly acid and nauseating metallic
taste. The dose Is 1/32 to 1/8 grain as an expectorant, i to 1 grain as an
emetic and J to 2 grains by intravenous Injection (in 2 per cent solution).
U hM been occasionally mistaken for tartaric acid, Epsom salts, sodium
bicarbonate, and sometimes for cream of tartar. It constitutes an ingredient
of many quack pills, such as Dixon's pills, etc. It is largely used In veterinary
practice for improving the condition of the horse’s skin.

yinum antimonlalc. a non-ofBclal preparation, is a solution of tartar
emetic In sherry wine, the strength being 2 grains to an ounce. The dose la

10 to 30 minims as an expectorant and 2 to 4 drachms as an emetic. It i5

sometimes employed for criminal purposes.

»

tartrate is an official preparation, known, as antlmonii
ct sodll tartras. and occurs as a white, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, and Insoluble In alcohol <90 per cent). The dose is the same as that
of antlmonii et potassll tartras.

^
Antimony TrIoxide (Antimonloux Oxide), Sb O,.—This Is a non-

ontlmonii oildam, and’ occurs as a grcylsh-

nor odour. The dose Is 1 to 2 grains,

and ctos rise on
“""'"“"'“Its (James's powder, dose 3 to C Brains),

mto twTdMnrt volatilized It condenses
into two distinct forms, prismatic and octahedral crystals—It Is almost in-

Ct LtTmonv Oichf?d"' 'r
•M'ovhlortc acldTnd ,n the BaC Juice

water, bat a white oowdee nf
unchanged In a small quantllj of

water U added formed If an excess of

employed br ouaek& nx
in the arts and In farriery. It was formerlj

pTicilee.
harotle. but u is now u.sed mainly In veterinary
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4. Antimony Ttisuiphide (Black Antimony), Sb^,.—This Is known
as Surma in the vernacular. It occurs native as the steel grrey ore. and is

also formed as an orange red or brick red powder when sulphuretted hydro-

gen is passed through a solution of antimony trichloride or tartar emetic.

The orange variety is an ingredient of Plummer’s pill and antimony sul-

phuratum. The mineral often contains arsenic as an impurity.

Antimony ‘ Hydride (Antimoniurctted Hydrogen or Stibine), SbHj.

—

This is obtained, when a soluble salt of antimony is brought in contact with

zinc and hydrochloric acid. It is a colourless, offensive, poisonous gas, which

burns with a bluish-green flame, producing white fumes of antimony trioxide.

It closely corresponds to arsenluretted hydrogen but It differs from the latter

in being less poisonous.

Organic Preparations.—Organic preparations, such as Stlbenyl, Sflba-

mlne, Urea Stlbamlne, Stibosan (Von Heyden '471’), Neostibosan (Von

Heyden 'BSSb'), Stlbophen (Fouadln), Solustlbosan have been introduced in

medicine in recent years for the treatment of kala-azar and other protozoal

diseases. Most of these preparations are used intravenously or intramus-

cularly.

Proprietary Medicines.—Dixon's pills contain 0.06 grain of tartar emetic

in each pill, while Johnson's pills and Mitchell's pills contain 0.002 to 0.003

grain of tartar emetic per pilL

Acute Poisoning,—Symptoms.—^The symptoms usually appear from a
quarter to half an hour after taking a poisonous dose of tartar emetic. The
first symptom is a strong metallic taste followed by a burning sensation in

the mouth and oesophagus with a feeling of constriction in the throat. This
is immediately followed by nausea and incessant vomiting- with. pain in the
stomach and abdomen. The ejected matter at first consists of the stomach

. contents 'and later becomes fluid, tinged with bile and blood. The patient
complains of intense thirst and difficulty of swallowing, as the lips, mouth
and throat become swollen and sore. In some cases there is salivation. These
symptoms are followed by profuse diarrhoea with bloody stools, dehydration
and oliguria. The pulse is small, rapid and imperceptible, and the respira-
tions become laboured and painful. There are cramps in the lower extre-
mities. sometimes accompanied by tetanic spasms. The skin is cold and
clammy. The patient then faints away, is greatly prostrated, becomes uncon-
scious and lastly dies from heart failure. In some cases the patient becomes
delirious and comatose before death occurs.

When taken internally, antimony trichloride acts as a strong corrosive
poison, producing erosion of the lips, tongue and throat, severe burning pain
in the mouth, throat, gullet and stomach, violent grumous vomiting and
collapse. Sometimes, there may be symptoms of narcotic poisoning.

When antimony salts are injected intravenously, the poisonous symptoms
which are commonly met with are fits of coughing and retching, giddiness,
nausea, vomiting, diarrhcea and pains in the joints. A metallic taste is
frequently observed. The pulse is feeble, rapid and Irregular. Collapse
occassionally sets in. In rare cases, unconsiousness and cyanosis occur, fol-
lowed by death. Fakhry« reports the case of a woman who suffered from
asphyxia after an intravenous injection of one grain of tartar emetic solution
(6 per cent) as a treatment of schistosomiasis. She was unconscious and
cyanosed with slow, laboured and superficial respirations, insensitive Cornea
and open eyes. The pulse could not be felt either in the radial or temporal
artery, and the extremities were cold. Intracardiac and intravenous Injec-
tions of 0.2 cc. of adrenaline solution (1 in l.000> restored her to life.

44. tancct, Dec, 12. 1931, p. 1325
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When antimony salts are applied externally, pustular erruptlons are pro-

duced on the skin. In some cases such eruptions are produced even when

these salts are administered internally or Intravenously.

Acute poisoning by antimony Is similar to that by arsenic, but there are

no remissions of the symptoms as in arsenical poisoning.

Fatal Dose.—^The fatal dose for an adult Is probably ten to fifteen grains

of tartar emetic, although two grains have killed an adult, and three quarters

of a grain have killed a child. On the other hand, recoveries have occurred

from much larger doses of tartar emetic owing to the immediate vomiting.

Two to three drachms of antimony trichloride would probably prove fatal

to an adult. Recoveries from large doses upto one ounce have been recorded.

Fatal Period.—Death usually occurs within twenty-four hours. It occur-

red In six hours In one case, and in ten hours in another. It may be pro-

longed for several days or weeks. It should be remembered that death occurs

much more rapidly In young children who are very susceptible to antimony
salts. The shortest recorded period in cases of poisoning by antimony tri-

chloride Is less than two hours and the longest Is twenty-four hours.

Treatment.—Promote vomiting by administering mustard and water

or wash out the stomach with the stomach tube except In the case of poison-

ing by antimony trichloride. Give a drachm of tannic acid as an antidote to

form an insoluble salt of antimony tannate. or give liquids containing tannin

or tannic acid, such as strong and hot tea. coffee, or* Infusion of gallnuts.

Demulcent drinks, such as milk, oils, mucilage, albumen, water, linseed tea.

etc. should then be given. Morphine may be given to relieve pain, and
to control vomiting, A course of Intramuscular Injections of B.AX. must b*

given. Treat dehydration, give continuous oxygen and use stimulants tot

collapse.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of the pharynx and
(esophagus Is congested, and may sometimes present pustular exudations and
aphthous spots. The mucous membrane of the stomach Is red and Inflamw
with patches of submucous hsemorrhages. The contents of the stomach arc

dark In colour, slightly acid In reaction, and consist chiefly of a gvu-
mous bloodly fluid mixed with white or yellowish thick mucous which ad-
heres to its Inner wall. In a decomposed body the colour may be orange

*0””^tlon of antimony sulphide by the evolution of hydrogen

o* the stomach may sometimes be eroded

^ucuous membrane of the duodenum presents simU^

foSJd ti? fh'.. f hemorrhagic extravasations are occasionally

-St spleen and kidneys are con-

arf
congested with effusion Into the ventricles. The lungs

are usually congested and dark in colour.
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Fig, 185.—Microphotograph ot Antimony Trloxide Crj’stals x 400. (Dr. if. N. Sagchi.)

prosttatlon atvd the patient Is very much emaciated. He abhors the sight of

food, as he cannot retain It In the stomach. Death results from exhaustion, or

from the effects of a larger dose than usually administered. Sometimes,
cramps occur instead of relaxation of the muscles.

Treatment.—Remove the patient from the source of poisoning, give

nutritious high protein diet and plenty of Vitamin B Complex.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The post-mortem appearances in chronic

poisoning are not so charactertsUc as In acute poisoning. The body Is emaciat-

ed. The tongue and the interior of the mouth are covered with fur or marked
with aphthous spots. There may be ulcerations In the stomach and Intestines.

The heart, liver and kidneys show fatty degeneration,

Chemical Tests.—1. The addition ot hydrochloric acid to a liquid solu-

tion gives a white precipitate, soluble in excess.

2. Sulphuretted hydrogen forms an orange precipitate of sulphide of*

antimony, soluble in ammonia or ammonium sulphide.

3. If the fluid containing some free hydrochloric acid be put In a plati-

num capsule, and a fragment of zinc be Introduced, a black deposit of metallic
antimony is formed on the inside of the capsule; this will be turned yellow
on adding ammonium sulphide.

4. Reinsch's Test.—^The procedure Is the same as in arsenic, but a
bluish-black deposit is formed on the copper foil. On heating, the deposit
sublimes readUy and yields amorphous particles or needle-shaped crystals
of antimony trloxide.

5. Marsh's Test.—The process is the same as In arsenic, but the flame
produced by burning antlmonluretted hydrogen (stlblne) has a bluish-green
tint, and the stain formed by the deposit of antimony on the porcelain dish
Is black and lustreless, insoluble In hypochlorite of lime, but soluble in stan-
nous chloride. On heating the delivery tube the metallic and silvery mirror

MJ.—34
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of antimony is formed on both the sides in the vicinity of the heated part;

the mirror does not sublimate yielding octahedral crystals as In arsenic.

Medico-Legal Points.—^Antimony as a metal Is not considered poisonous

but when Inhaled in the form of vapour It Is said to have produced dangerous

sjunptoms.

Poisoning by antimony salts is rare In India. In his annual report for

the year 1922, the Chemical Analyser of Sind reports the case of a person

who died from the effects of antimony tartar given In 24-graln doses thrice

with a purgative. The poison was detected In the viscera.

In Europe, a few homicidal and still fewer suicidal cases have occurred.

For homicidal purposes tartar emetic Is given In small doses for several days,

so that the symptoms caused by It may simulate some gastro-IntestInal disease.

Accidental cases of poisoning by tartar emetic have been recorded from

an overdose when given medicinally, or from Its administration in mistake

for cream of^ tartar, Epsom salts, bicarbonate of sodium, etc.

- Outbreaks of acute accidental poisoning by antlniony have sometimes

occurred from drinking lemonade prepared In cheap enamelled utensils

They are due to tartaric acid In the “lemonade crystals" or citric acid of

fresh lemons dissolving some of the antimony oxide which Is used Instead

of a non-polsonous tin oxide In the manufacture of the white enamel coating-

About seventy workmen of a firm at Newcastle-on-Tyne suffered from the

symptoms of acute antimony poisoning after they had taken lemonade
prepared from tartaric acid crystals which were dissolved In boiling waW
overnight In enamelled buckets. They all recovered. The enamel of the

bucket contained antimony trloxlde equivalent to 5 per cent of metallic antr
mony. Dr. Dunn found on analysis that an ordinary tumbler of ten ounces

contained 0.57 grain of antimony or 1.52 grains of tartar emetic.^’ I" *

school at Folkeston lemonade from fresh sliced lemons was prepared In wWte

Half an hour after It was served, twenty-five persons ver®

extract antimony from cheap enamelled
vessels, hence they should not be cooked in such vessels Hellen

In which all the members were stricken

rZ. Tn
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ft»5 47 Lancet. Aue 18. 1928- P-
j* 16, 1934,
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Elimination of Antimony.—By the vomit and purging It promotes, anti-

mony Is largely expelled immediately after it is swallowed, and is eliminated

rapidly by the kidneys after It is absorbed into the system. It is also elimi-

nated by the mucous membrane of the stomach even if administered by any
other channel than the mouth. Before It Is eliminated it Is deposited Into

the liver, spleen, kidneys and long bones. It l.s also excreted in the bile and
milk.

Antimony, like arsenic, has a preservative effect on the bodies of per-

sons who die from its poisoning by repeated small doses administered for a
prolonged period. For example. In two cases of exhumation the bodies were
found in a remarkable state of preservation after a burial of twenty-one

months and five years.*' On analysis antimony was found to be present in

the internal organs, such as the stomach, liver, kidneys, Intestine and even
the brain.

Antimony is not a normal constituent of the body, nor Is it met with in

any of the food articles. Hence any attempt based on these grounds to explain

Its presence in the tissues must necessarily fall. The poison, if present in the

body, must have been administered—there Is no other possible explanation.

MERCURY (PARA)

Mercury or quicksilver is a liquid metal having a bright silvery lustre

and Is volatile even at room temperature. It is used in making thermometers,

In electrical Industry, its amalgams with other metals for dental fillings. In

manufacturing some drugs, and by hatters and furriers. Persons concerned
with mercury mining are also liable to get poisoned. It is easily converted
into the form of a dull grey powder when shaken up with oil or triturated with
sugar, chalk or lard. The process is known as deadening, and is used in pre-
paring mercurial ointment and eroplastrum. The metal is not acted upon by
hydrochloric acid. It is slightly dissolved by dilute cold sulphuric acid but
completely dissolved by strong sulphuric and nitric acids. It Is a pharma-
copceplal preparation, and Is called Hydrargyrum, the non-ofliclal dose being

i to 3 grains by the mouth and i to 1 grain by Intramuscular Injection.

Hydrargyrum, cum crefa (Grey powder) is one of the official preparations, a
W55d«r and contains cenV of Tha is \ to 5

grains. If kept long and exposed to light, a 'portion of the mercury is con-
verted into mercuric oxide which produces a poisonous action on the system.
Pilula hydrarargyri (Blue pill). It contains 33 per cent of mercury. The dose
is 4 to 8 grains. Unguentum hydrargyri (Blue ointment).—It contains 30
per cent of mercury.

COMPOUNDS OF MERCURY
1. Merenric Oxide, HgO.—^Hiis is known in the vernacular as Sipi-

chand. It Is a brick-red crystalline powder but it forms an amorphous yellow
powder when a mercuric salt is acted upon by caustic soda or potash; Both

, the red and yellow varieties are Insoluble in water. The red variety is a
B.P.C. preparation, and is known as Hydrargyri oxidum rubrum (red pre-
cipitate), the dose being 1/16 to i grain. It is used for preparing a BP.C.
ointment, Unguentum Hydrargyri oxi'dt rubri (red ointment). The yellow
variety is a pharmacopcelal preparation, and Is known as Hydrargyri oxidum
flavum.

.2. Mercuric Chloride (Perchloride of Mercury, Corrosive Sublimate),
IlgCI..—It exists in the form of heavy, colourless masses of prismatic
crystals or as a white, crystalline powder. It has a styptic, nauseous, metallic

. taste. It is soluble In eighteen parts of cold water and three parts of boiling
water. It Is readily soluble In alcohol (90 per cent), ether and glycerin and
is very soluble in solutions of the alkaline chlorides. On account of Its

51. Stevenson, Brit. Med. Jour., April 11, 1003, p S73.
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antiseptic properties it is largely used In medicine as well as in tazidermy.

It s a violent poison, and is obtained in the bazaar, often mixed with impure

subchloride. The official dose of mercuric chloride (Hydrargyri perchloridum)

is 1/32 to 1/16 grain. The pharmacopoclal solution, Liquor hydrargyri per-

chloridi, contains 0 1 per cent of mercuric chloride, the dose being 30 to 60

minims.

When ammonia is added to a watery solution of mercuric chloride,

ammonio-chloride of mercury is formed. It Is also known as ammoniated

mercury or white precipitate {Hydrargyrum ammoniatum, BP.). ^
^

white, heavy, tasteless powder, insoluble In water, alcohol (90 per cent) and

ether, but readily soluble in warm hydrochloric acid and in warm acetic

acid. It is used in preparing an official ointment, Unguentum hydrargyri

ammoniati (white precipitate ointment).

3. Mercuric Iodide. IlgL.—This Is also called red Iodide of mercury or

blnlodide of mercury. It Is a scarlet red powder, obtained by the action of

a watery solution of mercuric chloride on one of potassium Iodide. It is s

'

most insoluble In water, but soluble In about 130 parts of alcohol, and frem
in ether, in nitric acid and In a solution of potassium Iodide or mercuric

chloride. It forms one of the constituents of a non-official preparation,
arseni et hydrargyri iodidl (Donovan’s solution), the dose of which Is 5 to 15

minims.

4-'- Mercuric Cyanide. Iff(CN),.—This is nearly as poisonous as corro-

sive sublimate, but has no corrosive action. It exists as white, prismas
crystals, having a bitter, metallic taste but no odour. It is soluble In 12

of water and in 15 parts of alcohol

Mercuric oiycycnide, HgO 3tHg(CN),l. Is a white, crystalline poTj'J'

» Mercuric thiocyanate (sulphocyaidcel.
Hg(CNS), is an Insoluble powder which, when Ignited, gives ofl oMoJdoM
lumes ol the metal and lorms an exceedingly voluminous ash. It Is mouldw
Into pellets, which ate known as “Pharaoh's serpents", as these, when Bomt.
produce long snake-llke tubes oI ash,

5. Mercuric Nitrate, IlE(NO,).._Thls Is crystalline, but deUquesceot.

“f
'' painting on porcelain, and Is used by hatters and furriers. «

ien/
medicine. It acts as a corrosive poison, and Is slmU"

hauem and mSern

cnla^ as' htamd
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chlel me
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“ tablet
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suicidal intent
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po'J'noill' hOTla, and 'h’aa 'prMuc'^
0""rtb,l), IIt(CII.),^Thls Is

vapour. It has '
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insoluble In water, alcohol (90 per cent), ether or cold dilute acids. The do?e

is i to 3 grains. When heated, It .sublimes without fusing. It is converted

Into mercuric chloride by chlorine water, nitrohydrochlorlc acid, alkaline

chlorides and common salt; hence it should never be prescribed with any of

these substances. Exposure to sunlight decomposes it into mercury and mer-

curic chloride.

10. Subsulphatc of Mercury (Turpeth Mineral,) HgSO, 2HgO.

—

This is a lemon-yellow powder, sparingly soluble in water. It is used as an

emetic in three to five-grain doses, especially on the continent and in the

United States. It has occasionally caused death by acting as an irritant

poison.

11. Mercurous Nitrate, Hg.CNOj)^—This is colourless and crystalline.

It is soluble in water acidulated with nitric acid, and Is as poisonous as mer-
curic nitrate.

12. Novasurol (Merbaphen).—^Thls is a double salt of sodium mercurl-

chlorphenyl oxyacetate with diethyl-barbituric acid. It is a white crystal-

line powder, soluble in water, and contains 33.9 per cent of mercury. It is

a powerful diuretic, the dose being | to 2 cc. of a 10 per cent solution by
intravenous or intramuscular Inlectlon,

13. Mersalylum (Mersalyl, Salyrgan, Mercurgan).—This is a sodium
salt of 5allcyl-(Y-hydroxymercuri-B-methoxypropyl>-amlde-o-acetic acid. It

is a white, odourless, deliquescent powder, having a bitter taste, and con-
taining 38.5 to 40.5 per cent of mercury. It dissolves in water, in alcohol

(95 per cent) and in methyl alcohol. Injectd^lersalvti is a pharmacoposial
preparation, the dose being 8 to 30 minims by intramuscular or intravenous
inieetion,

14. Mercury Fulminate.—^This is used in factories where percussion

caps and detonators are made. It produces an erythymatous rash on the
exposed parts of the body with severe itching and some cedema.

15. Mercurochrome-220 (Disodlum Dibromo-bydroxy-mercuri Fluore-
scein), CjaHjOjBrj HgOHNaj.—^Thls is also Icnown as mercurochrome. and
occurs as iridescent greerv scales, and dissolves readily In water. It contains
25 to 28 per cent of mercury. It has been used intravenously In cystitis,

gonorrhcea. articular rheumatism, endocarditis, and septic^emic conditions.
The dose Is 0.002 to 0.005 gramme per kilogramme of body weight. In a 0.5

per cent solution by Intravenous injection. Ten milligrammes per kilo-

gramme of body weight given Intravenously kill rabbits. Five milligrammes
per kilogramme of body weight in a 1 per cent solution have been injected In-
travenously twice a week without trouble in several cases.sJ G. P. B. Huddy^^
treated 29 adult patients with mercurochrome after operation with a view
to preventing the onset of post-operative pneumonia. He Injected Intra-
venously 20 cc. of a 1 per cent solution immediately following an operation,
and IQ" cc. of a similar solution two days later. Reaction started in 10 patients
after the second injection. This suggests that the drug may be cumulative
The most common reaction consisted of a rigor with a rise of temperature to
about 102*P. In one case there was blood in the urine and stools, and in
another case there was a severe rigor with headache, cyanosis and collapse.

Toxic effects have occurred mostly after the prolonged use of the drug
In fairly large doses. A. V. St. George« reports that death followed the Intra-
venous Injection of a l per cent solution in five cases of sepsis. Post-mortem
examination showed that It Induced nephrit‘c and intestinal lesions which
resulted In death.

53. Joseph O'CarroU. Lancet. Dec. 31. 1927, p. 1416.
54. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Dec. 26. 1925. p 2005.

53. Lancet. Ibid.
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The Other organic mercurial preparations are neptal. thiomerin sodium

(mercaptomerin sodium), metaphen and merthiolate (thlomersalate). Of these

four the first two are used as diuretics and are supposed to have low toxicity

In therapeutic doses, and the latter two are used as antiseptics for sterilizing

the skin and Instruments.

Acute Poisoning.—Symptoms.—^The symptoms are mostly due to cor-

rosive sublimate, and commence immediately after swallowing the poison.

They are rarely delayed beyond half an hour, although in a case reported by
Wood.ss the symptoms were delayed one hour and a half. These are an
acrid, metallic taste and a feeling of constriction or choking sensation in the

throat, hoarse voice and difficult breathing. The mouth, tongue and fauces

ecome corroded, swollen and coated with a greyish-white coating. Hot bum-
ng pain Is felt in the mouth, extending do^m to the stomach and abdomen,
followed by nausea, retching and vomiting. The vomited matter is a greyish,

^my mucoid material containing blood and shreds of mucous membrane,
^is is followed by dlarrhma with bloody stools and accompanied by tenesmus
ine urine is suppressed or scanty, containing blood and albumin, necrosis
01 renal tubules may follow within 2 or 3 days If the patient survives. The
pulse becomes quick, small and irregular, and circulatory collapse soon super-
venes. In some cases spasms, tremorsr convulsions and unconsciousness are

0 served before death occur. Gangrenous colitisS< may be observed, if

patient has survived six or more daw.
be noted that the symptoms are liable to great variation

different cases although the doses have been the same.

loosening of the teeth with fcetld breath are
usually common When mercurial vapours are Inhaled.

novasurol and mersalyl as diuretics are sometimes

nrS convulsions and death. They may

flbrmatiom
^ suddenly from anaphylactic shock and or ventricular

nustak^eceivwllnlectlon'^^i^’^'’'"® aged 3 months who accidentally^
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is ten to twenty grains
average fatal dose of mercuric “cyahlyg^ TOai^o: mercuric nitrate Is one drachm, and of tur-

'’'Otlen and A Glddl^'^SI’^’ Ai»oc . Feb. 27. 1932. p

w Edr 23. 1957. p. 1038

rrcct. o, JM,, Ed. X, Vol. II, p 367.
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peth mineral is forty to sixty grains. Six grains Is the smallest quantity ‘of

calomel which has caused the death of a boy, aged fourteen years, in three

weeks from ulceration and gangrene of the face.

Fatal Period.—The usual fatal period Is 3 to 6 days, but death may take

place much sooner or later than this, death'has been recorded In half an hour.

Treatment.—If vomiting has not already commenced, give emetics or pass

the stomach tube cautiously and wash out the stomach with warm water

to which carbonate of magnesium has been added. Albumen in the form of

raw white of egg, or vegetable gluten, mixed with a large quantity of skim

milk should then be administered*, the albuminate of mercury thus formed,

although Insoluble In water, Is soluble In excess of albumen, and is liable to

be digested and absorbed it left in the stomach. It must, therefore, be re-

moved by the administration of emetics or lavage of the stomach. Demulcent
drinks may be administered to protect the stomach wall.

' Three to four tablespoonfuls of animal charcoal suspended In about a
pint of water should be administered as soon as posible, as It has the great

power of absorbing mercury salts. The addition of about five drachms of

magnesium sulphate increases the absorptive power of the charcoal and hastens

the removal of the ingested poison.**

Early intramuscular Injection of B.AX. is now considered the best treat-

ment. an initial Injection of 300 mgm. of solution is to be administered at once,

and to be followed within the first twelve hours by two or even three further

injections of 150 mgm. each.

Sodium formaldehyde sulphoxylate Is also used as a chemical antidote,

'

as It reduces the perchlotlde to metallic mercury. A freshly prepared solu-

tion of 5 to 10 per cent of the sulphoxylate with 5 per cent of sodium bicarbo-

nate should be used for washing out the stomach, and 200 cc. of the solution

should be left in the stomach. This should be followed immediately by a
slow intravenous Injection of 10 Gm. of sulphoxylate dissolved in 100 to 200 cc.

of distilled water. The injection may be repeated after 4 to 6 hours. High
colonic lavage with 1 in 1,000 solution of sulphoxylate should be carried out
t^ce dally In case colitis should develop. It must be remembered that this

trcatWAWt 'Kttbicv tha. halt haus. .

Intravenous injections of 5 to 10 per cent solution of glucose In normal
saline should be given. Later, the symptoms should be treated as they arise,

special care should be given to kidneys.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The appearances of corrosive poisoning will

be -present If the poison is taken in a concentrated form. Otherwise the signs
or irritant poisoning will be observed.

The mucous membrane of the. lips, mouth • and* pharynx presents a* diffuse
greyish-white'- eschaiotic' appearance. The same appearance Is noticeable In
the cesophagus; its mucous membrane appears also corrugated and eroded.
The stomach contents are masses of coagulated albumen mixed with mucus
and liquid blood. Its mucous membrane is corroded, inflamed and covered
with a greyish deposit of mercury, or a black deposit of its sulphide.

' -r.
^

During the post-mortem examination great care should be taken in re-
moving the stomach from the abdominal cavity, lest It might be ruptured
oa'lng to the great softening of its walls. Perforation of the stomach is very
rare.

The Intestines, chiefly the crecum. colon and rectum, are found Inflamed,
ulcerated and gangrenous. If the patient has lived for some days. The liver
is congested and shows cloudy swelling. The spleen Is congested. The

61. Leschke, Clin. Toxic.. Eng. TransL by Stewart and Dorrer. 1934, p. 43.
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kidneys are usually swollen with necrosis of the tubules. The heart may
show fatty degeneration.

It must be remembered that the post-mortem lesions are found In the
alimentary canal even If death has occurred from absorption of corrosive
sublimate as a result of the external application to the skin or irrigation of
wounds or abscess cavities, or of the uterus and vagina.

Chronic I?oisoning.—^This form of poisoning occurs among those who are
exposed to the vapours or dust of mercury In factories where mercury and
Its salts are largely used. It also occurs among those who have taken inter*

^ y or a prolonged period excessive doses of mercury compounds, or
the mercurial ointment In the form of an external application.

Symptoms.—•mse^ arc Tiati5ea. digestive dlsturbanre.s. colicky
vomliUis__and dlarrhosa. PtyallsmOT salivation k a s^vmmBnT^eh

inanlPri hv f^nl n— —>

—

. . . , . ' rr—n
-—u., b ana Qiarrngga. Ptyallsm or salivation is a constant symptom which
isgimint^led by toul oreatH. swoUen and patiifiil liallvarv glandTandJfcymed ana uictratcd gums, which ocealsiniiallv present a brownjjKbiiT
llBE^tJjjelrjiin^n wltli the teeth. laUf, the beth may becoSieToose.PMIcMs sulier from a condition tiuywii as erethism, which Is charatgrliri
— dras, Imldlty, imtabtdiy, iosh oi coniidence, mental depression, loss of

Sometimes, the patient Is aflectcd by mental dlstnrb-
nnees, hallucinations and delusions, which may result In insanity.

obscrved'i^.'m Ions capsule o( both eyes, seen when

tor some years
described In persons exposed to mercury vaponrs

bt/MUe^ ^Ptlons ot an erythematous, eczematous or pustular type mW
Xl? n^he

symptoms, known as mercurta! tremors. detect«l
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S thl ton^e nrol'"- ,

^11 aBect thc flngers and then muscles
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“?legs are
‘
eh o'V “ ‘ho muscles of the arms

Xep me uemoS "'e
''‘>""''“7 movements, and are absent durins

Plata or couzh^rh h^ or the limbs. The patient com-
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thiosulphate In doses of 0 45 to
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Chemical Tests for Mercurous Salts.—1. Hydrochloric acid gives a

•white precipitate, which is Insoluble in acids and is blackened by ammonia.

2. Potassium Iodide gives a yellowish-green prcipltate, which becomes grey

or greyish-black if the reagent Is added In excess and then heated.

3. Caustic potash yields a black precipitate. Insoluble In excess.

4. Potassium bichromate gives a brick-red precipitate.

5. Stannous chloride gives a white precipitate, changing to grey.

6. Reinsch’s Tesf.—This is used to detect mercury in organic mixtures.

A grey coating of mercury forms on the copper foil. If the copper foil is

dried and heated In a dry test tube, mercury •will volatilize and deposit as

round globules of the metal on the part of the cooler tube, which can be seen

under the microscope.

Medico-Legal Paints.—Metallic mercury, when perfectly pure, can
hardly be considered to ^ notsonou^ c^es are recorded, where inuivlduals

have swallowed a pound or two of the liquid metal as a treatment of chronic

constipation without any harmful effects. During the trial of a murder case

at Armagh In June 1905, it was proved in evidence that the accused first tried

to kill the old woman by repeated administrations of metallic mercury, but

eventually put strychnine into the meal which caused her death. The analyst

who made an examination of the organs said that he discovered two hundred
and ninety-six grains of pure metallic mercury In the body. The mercury,

however, was not the cause of death, and did not act as a poison. He found
one-seventh of a grain of strychnine In the stomach, liver and kldneysr and.

•there, was-diftle.doubt *that‘ strychnine had been thel'cause* of death.” In..ex-

ceptlonal cases, however, mercury may undergo chemical changes in the body
and operate as a poison.

in India, metallic mercury is sometimes given in food to cause Injury.

Metallic mercury was Introduced into a plainatin which was given to a per-

son to eat, but the metal was seen by the intended victim in the portion of
the fruit before he ate it.” A Mahomedan male of Karachi, in his afternoon
meal, was given del and chapati for eating by his wife. He suspected para
(mercury) In these and reported the matter to the police. All these articles

were examined and found to contain metallic mercury, and a fcotori (shell)

which were given to the woman by her paramour.*® In his annual reoort
for the year 1947, the Chemical Examiner of the United and Central Pre-
vlnce-s mentions a case from Agra, -where metallic mercury was given in a
pan (prepared 1)6161) by a woman to her husband, but on chewing the pan
he saw some goblets of the metal falling do-wn on the ground.

Mercurial vapours are certainly poisonous, and accidents have occurred
from their inhalation. A case Is recorded by Sledel,” in which a woman In-
haled for some affection or other 2.5 grammes of mercury poured on rod-
hot coals, and died In ten days with all the symptoms of mercurial poisoning

Mercury In a finely divided state, when nmhprf nc or<

menCls readll/ absorbed, and produces salivation ^d other effects of mer-
"cUrlal poisoning. It has also caused deam m a lew instances when its appli-
cation was too liberal. Thus, three persons were found dead In bed; the
previous day they had rubbed Into the body, for the purpose of curing the
itch, an ointment containing 270 grammes of finely divided mercury.** A case
of repeated dermatitis in the red areas (clnabar) of the tattoo on the right arm
of a man. which responded to Dlmercaprol is also reported.*’

64. C. J. S. Thompson. Poison Mysteries, p. 345.
65. Bombay Chemical Analj’ser’s Annual Report, 1521.
66 Bombay Chem. Analyser's Annual Rep. 1927, p. 24.
€7. AfoscAka’s -lianAbuch, H, p. 295; Blyth, Poisons, Ed. V, p 686.
68. - Leibllnger quoted by Blslh. IWd.
69. P. E. S. KelUer & R. P. Wartn; Brit. Med. Jour.. March 23, 1957, p 687.
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Amalgams which are the alloys of mercury act as poisons. Stock’*

drawn attention to the special danger of chronic mercury poisoning by copper

amalgam used for stopping carious twth,

Polsonlng by mercuric oxide Is rare. In his annual report for the year

1929, the Chemical Analyser of Bombay reports the case of a young Christian

woman who had taken some red powder given her by a friend as a cure for

headache from which she had been suffering. Within a quarter of an hour

she had felt pains in the abdomen and had vomited blood-stained matter.

Her stomach was washed out at the J. J. Hospital, and she recovered the

next day. About nine grains of red oxide of mercury were separated from

the stomach washings, In which It had been plainly visible as a deposit A
case’r is also recorded In which red oxide of mercury was given by a woman
to her female infant. 6 days old, with Intent to kill her, who had some defor-

mity In her legs. The Infant became suddenly 111, was unable to suck and

was salivating profusely, but she- was saved by prompt treatment.

Of all the salts of mercury the chlorides and nitrates are responsible for

most of the cases of acute poisoning. It should be noted that mercuric saltt

are more poisonous than mercurous salts. Children bear mercury well, and

some persons have Idiosyncrasy for mercury salts. Dathan and Macaulay *

have. suggested mercury in teething powders as a cause of ,pink. -disease to

Infants, and warned'agalnst thelr'usc- In -‘small-infants.

Mercuric chloride Is extensively used as a disinfectant and as an antiseptic-

Hence accidental cases of poisoning by this salt are likely to occur from the

use of too strong a solution used In washing abscess cavities or In Irrlga^
rectum. Cases of poisoning have also occurred frota

as a contraceptive. antlsypWUtlc

n?
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of
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whirh ^
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S'
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1. A man was suspicious of his wife's conduct and there had been frequent quarrels

between them. One evening on returning from work be found his wife absent from
home. He went in search of her, found her and asked her to return home to serve

him food but she refused. As he was hungry he went home and began to eat the food

that had been prepared by his wife early In the evening. The food had a queer taste

and suspecting that his wife might have jwlsoned the food, he reported the matter to

the village magistrate. The food was forwarded to the Chemical &aminer, who found

in it about nj grains of corrosive sublimate.

2. A man was given milk poisoned with corrosive sublimate and he died four dal’s

later. In the visceral matters only very small quantities of mercury vrere found, whereas
in the vomits that had been collected there were 25 gralns of corrosive sublimate.

3. A man, aged 40, was arrested and escorted by the Police from Palni to Melur.

On the Vi’ay his escort ^owed him to drink coflee at a hotel after which he had severe

abdominal cramps and romiting. He was admitted to hospital where he died about a
fortnight later. Before his death he confessed to having swallowed perchloride of mercury
at the coffee hotel. Extremely minute quantities of mercury were detected in the visceral

matters but one of the vomits was found to contain about l*l/6 grains of perchloride of

mercury.

In his annual report for the year 1939, the Chemical Examiner, Madras, quotes an
accidental case of poisoning by mercuric chloride. A religious mendicant had been In
the habit of sucking alum to quench his thirst probably to impress spectators. One day
he took by mistake from his bag a crystal of perchloride of mercury and sucked it

thinking it to be alum. He was removed to hospital in a collapsed condition and he
died there. About one and four-fifths gr^ns of mercuric chloride were detected in the
viscera of the deceased. In his annual report for the year 1946. the Chemical Examiner,
Uttar Prade^, mentions a case from Lucknow, where a sepoy died from poisoning by
a tablet of mercuric chloride which he took as a purgative.

Mercurous chloride (calomel) is regarded as a safe medicine, but in large

doses It acts as an Irritant poison, and even In medicinal doses it may produce
toslc effects in susceptible Individuals. In some cases death may occur in-

directly from septic poisoning from extensive ulceration and gangrene of the
mouth and throat.

BolW4 cites the case of a man, aged 65 years, who, owing to marked Idiosyncrasy to
calomel, had an attack of acute poisoning after taking a 1-grain pUi The symptoms
were intense abdominal pain, vomiting, urticarial rash, -cedetna of the forearms, legs,
neck, eyelids and lobes of the ears, severe pain in the right loin, scanty unne, dry skm
and a rise of temperature to 99 8*F. Recovery occurred in 4 or 5 W’eeks. A 2-year old child

, developed convulsions, vomited blood and died soon after a white powder for worms
given by a homeopathic doctor was given. The remnant of the powder showed quantity
equivalent to 1/4 gr. santonin, 1/3 gr. of calomel and 5/6 gr. of sodium bicarbonate but
aberafe I’l grs. ol calomel in the stomadi and contents, about li grs. in the intestines and
contents of the deceased child was detected. No santonin was detected.—Madias Chemi-
cal Examiner’s Annual Report. 1956.

Calomel administered hypodermically or intramuscularly may cause fatal poisoning.
Runeberg77 reports the case of a woman, 34 years old, who received three hypodermic
injections of IJ grains of calomel each in one month, developed the symptoms of mer-
curial poisoning and died on the 23rd day after the last injection. Becker78 mentions
a case of fatal poisoning foUowmg the intramuscular Injection of I cc, of a 10 per cent
suspension of calomel, death resulting one week after the third injection.

In his annual report for the year 1948, the Chemical Examiner. Kladras. cites a
homicidal case in which a young woman, who delivered of a male child five months
after her marriage, killed him by administering calomel in castor oil when the child

' was five dai’s old.

A homicidal case79 of poisoning by the injection of novasurol occurred at Cologne
in the year 1926. The patient died from mercury poisoning with bleeding diarrheea.
Inflammation of Ihe mucous membrane of the mouth and anuria.

After it is absorbed into the system mercury Is eliminated in the saliva,
urine and Imces. and In the milk and perspiration. If the quantity is large.
It also passes rapidly to the foetus In utero through the placental circulation.
Elimination commences within a few hours of the administration of a single
dose, and is completed within four to five days after which the metal cannot

76. Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 14, 1921, p, 245.
77. Peterson, Haines and Webster, L^. Med. and Toxic., vol H Ed n. n 187.
78. Hospitalstid.. 1921. 64, p. 737; Ibid.
79 Erich Leschke. Clin. Toxic., Eng. TransU by Stewart and Dorrer. 1934, p. 35.
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be detected in the urine, but its excretion is very slow. If mercury is given

In repeated small doses, so that It may be detected in the solid organs after

long periods.

Mercury may be detected In the bones In acute poisoning. In a case in

which a person died In Patiala very suddenly and the body was cremated,

the ashes and pieces of bones were forwarded to the Chemical Examiner for

analysis. Mercury was detected In the spongy parts of the bones.®

Mercury Is often used as a medicine; hence the detection of a small

quantity in the viscera does not contra-indicate death from some other cause-

Mercury is not a constituent of the human body; hence Its detection in

the tissues proves that It must have been introduced Into the system from

outside.

COPPER iTAMBA)
The salts of copper which are important from a

view are

—

Jl. Copper^Sulphate (Cupric Sulphate. Blue Vitriol or Blue sioh'"

i salt Is mia tutia. It occurs to

' ouipiiate.
CuSOj, 511^0.—The vernacular name of this salt is Nila tutia.
large, blue, slightly efflorescent crystals, freely soluble In water
a styptic taste. It Is converted Into a bluish-white salt. CuSO,. HjO. when

toxicological point of

Stone).

... ...curs In

and having

heated to 100*C. It becomes anhydrous at 220* to 240*C. This anhydrous
salt Is white and extremely hygroscopic. Copper sulphate Is given as ^Mtrlngent In i to 2-graln doses and as an emetic in 5 to lO-graln doses In

large doses It acts as an Irritant poison. It is also probable that small dose*

.1

coarsely powdered salt, repeated frequently, would produce gastric

ana intestinal Irritation and cause death, especially if prescribed when the

mucous membrane of the Intestinal canal is in a congested state.

Carbonate.-The normal carbonate has not been obtained.

SLd Ihlr,
Cu;(OH>,CO^ occurs native as malachite, and Is ot-

to
'’'PP*'*- on copper when exposeJ

to Mmospherlc moisture and carbon dioxide. Is the same compound,

Thls",s^“n*r n^rv'e^'^eu.'ri'Ltpuh^r^e^irs or'^^
employed In the arts

"'“ Tt hTrtrm iiV I

' ''' InmlTir rt»»n hi ,ip nn the addition
-
l?

"

l!gTrr.o-a T̂Th much Stramine
"“'^dnse In the ease o( blto.

not bloody. The urine is snnnr being liquid and
contain blood. The skin diminished In quantity, and m

nd
occur. There is frontal headache, and t

or rpasms and convulsions nct-nr ’n.
symptoms Of circulatory collapse set in.^'the dose'ri^rge.''

lr,terSlb”S'ann^m^'’eMta5 ^dSm P*™'”'* ’‘""P*-
”

I slsl timi#
to a u-oman. ajed 20 years •!

ounce of copper sulphate
an adult, but recovery has foitrvr!!5

copper sulphate has also

- re
follmeed a large dose or nearly (our ounces.
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an ounce of verdigris has caused the death of an adult. It should be remem-

bered that copper sulphate taken in small doses for some time is supposed

to be more dangerous than when a large quantity Is swallowed at a time.

Fatal Period.—The usual fatal period Is one to three days, but may be

prolonged for several days On the contrary, a woman suicide died from

spasm of he glottis soon after she had swallowed a strong solution of copper

sulphate.®- A young lady®® died about an hour after the onset of symptoms

of poisoning. On analysis copper sulphate equivalent to 38 grains and methy-

lene blue were detected in the stomach and its contents. A Mahomedan
female.s-^ 24 years old. died within 2 to 21 hours after she had taken copper

sulphate with intent to commit suicide.

Treatment.—There—is-Jio-iieeiL^to use emetics, as vomiting occurs In five

Olsten minutes after ou r, mp _sLf)Tnni-h Aihrh a one

percent solution of potassium ferrocyanlde,''''’Whlch forms insoluble cupric

ferrocyanide. Administer white of egg or milk as an antidote. The albumen
contained in them will form an insoluble salt, albuminate of copper. Give

demulcent drinks. Relieve pain by Injecting morphine hydrochloride hy-

podermically, and use diuretics if the urine is suppressed. Give castor oU
to remove the poison from the intestines. Intramuscular BJV.L. Is recommend-
ed, treat symptomatically and maintain electrolyte and fluid balance.

Post-mortem Appearances.—-The skin may be yellow owing to jaundice.

The mucous membrane of the alimentary canal may be congested, swollen,

Inflammed and excoriated. The contents of the stomach are green or blue,

and so Is the colour of its mucous membrane. The mucous membrane of the
duodenum may present the same appearance- The colon sometimes shows
large ulcerations, and the rectum may be'perforated. The liver may be soft

and fatty. The kidneys may show the signs of parenchymatous Inflammation.

Chconlc Poisoning.—This may occur among workers in copper and Its

salts or its alloys owing to the inhalation of copper dust. It may also occur
from food being contaminated with verdigris obtained from dirty copper
vessels.

Symptoms.

—

These art* a grepji- or purple line on the gums, a constant
cQppery taste In the mouth, giddiness? headache, dyspepsia, vomiting, tSarrhma
vdlTi, colicky puui,—laryngitis, bronchitis. an®mla, peripheral neuritis and
atrophy of the muscles.

The skin becomes jaundiced; the hair, urine and perspiration become
green.

Mallory*® of Boston paints out that chronic copper poisoning causes the
symptom-complex known, under the different names, as hsemochromatosis,
bronzed diabetes and pigment cirrhosis.

Treatment.—^Remove the cause, and use massage and warm baths. Keep
the patient in fresh air, and attend to his diet and dyspepsia. Copper vessels
used for cooking purposes should be tinned, and kept scrupulously clean.

Post-mortem Appearances,—The chief post-mortem appearances ore
fatty degeneration of the liver and degeneration of the epithelial cells of the
kidneys. .

Chemical Tests.—1. Hydrochloric acid and hydrogen sulphide give a
brownish-black precipitate, Insoluble in ammonium sulphide, but soluble In
potassium cyanide, and freely soluble In warm nitric acid,

82. Wadihoiz Ztchr. /. ATcd. Beamte, 1893, VI. p. 397; Witthaus, Manual of Toxicoloav,
Ed. n, p. 703.

83. UJ*. Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1930, p. 5.
84. Bengal Chemical Examiner's Annual neport 1931 p 7
85. Archives of Internal Mcaicine, Chicago. March 15 1^6 p. 336
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2.

Ammonium hydroxide gives a greenish-blue precipitate, soluble In

excess forming a blue solution.
3.

A few drops of potassium ferrocyanlde solution added to a neutral

or faintly acid solution of a copper salt produces a reddish-brown precipitate

of cupric ferrocyanlde. soluble In warm dilute nitric acid.

4. A bright steel needle or piece of Iron wire. If Introduced Into a
solution of a copper salt acidulated with a few drops of hydrochloric acid,

becomes covered with a red coating of metallic copper after some time.

5. Feigl’s Test.—A few drops of dilute zinc nitrate solution and 1 or 2

cc. of Felgl’s reagent added to a neutral or faintly acid solution give a pink,

purple or deep violet precipitate. If copper Is present.

Felgl’s reagent is prepared by dissolving 8 grammes of mercuric chloride

and 9 grammes of ammonium thiocyanate In 100 cc. of distilled water.

Medcio-Legal Points,—1. Copper as a metal Is not poisonous. Copper
coins, when swallowed, may remain In the stomach or In the Intestines for

days without producing any poisonous symptoms. However, when alloyed
with other metals and reduced to a fine powdery state, copper may act as a

poison. All the copper salu are poisonous.

colour and the strong metallic taste of copper salts

prevent their use for homicidal purposes, though in India copper sulphate Is

Known to have been used homlcldally mixed with powdered glass, sweetmeat
article of food. In his annual report for the year 1935, the

Examiner. Madras, records, -a case In which a woman of immoral
sulphate in the food Intended for her husband.

noticed a peculiar burning sensation In th®

^ P®*^^**^ colour of the food. The matter was reported

.’Ionian was prosecuted and sentenced to undergo eight

St 0
imprisonment. A case** Is also recorded where a boy. aged

hv tL 3^!
' poisoning by copper sulphate given to him In peras

refund m ^ widowed mother. The widow had

of
® J-emain a widow for the res,

or ner life for the sake of her only son.

his Sal re™« “"* » cattle Prison. B
Provm?es of Acra Chemical Examiner of the United

foS? S fMcee
”e”«ons a ease In which copper sniphate w«

So iS hta Bserted Into the rectum of n

Smba7 So mentlens ‘»'= Chemical Analyser of
moay also mentions some eases of cottle poisoning by copper sulphate.

to ha"e Me
copper sulphate In the stnmach'^and’^“V'‘“'‘'‘ “”'?“t!ne
and eontents and aheat «/?
copper sulphate and Conner detected.*’ Someth
procuring abortion.

acetate are taken internally with a view

from contamlnatlS MTood'^dS to^thTl"^
copper sulphate by mlstahe «

the action of vegetable arirfc
formation of verdigris resulting ff®

have not been properly tinned
cooking vesels which are dirty a

playfully swallowed a^ble^^^atsi poisoning. In one case a child
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having suffered from pain in the stomach, vomiting and purging. In his

annual report for the year 1940, the Chemical Examiner, Madras, records

three cases of accidental poisoning by copper sulphate. In one case a young
man found a blue lump on the floor of a latrine and ate It thinking It to be

candy. In the second case a man found a packet containing cashew nut
kernels mixed with blue stone pieces In front of a cinema and devoured the

lot in spite of* the disagreeable taste. In the third case a person found a

packet of blue stone lying on the road and ate the contents. Vomiting ensued
in each of these individuals, and recovery occurred after their removal to

hospital. In his annual report for the year 1949, the Chemical Examiner,
Bengal, quotes a case in which a village quack administered copper sulphate

in banana to a boy, 18 years old, as remedy for an enlarged spleen. Soon
afterwards the boy suffered from vomiting and purging, and died within 24

hours.

A case** of accidental poisoning Is reiwrted in which a boy, 6 years old,

died from copper poisoning after 9 cc. of 10 per cent copper sulphate solution

were Injected into a tuberculous fistula. Autopsy showed severe parenchy-
matous Injury to the heart, liver and kidneys. Chemical analysis revealed

almost the total amount of the injected copper in the liver.

3. Poisonous symptoms may occur from the application of the salt to

an abraded or raw surface and from Its Introduction Into the vagina.

4. Copper sulphate Is added to impart a rich green colouration to pre-

served and tinned peas, other vegetable substances and pickles, but the
quantity Is small (probably one grain to one pound), that toxic effects are

not usually produced and the salt, when taken into the stomach, is very likely

converted into harmless albuminate of copper.

5. Copper is a normal constituent of the body, and is found in the urine,

faces, blood and other biological tissue fluids, and In the liver. It Is taken
into the system along with food, as it exists in minute traces in almost all

the varieties of food, such as cereals, potatoes, beans, spinach, different

varieties of fruits, and even in mineral water. Hence the detection of copper
In the viscera is of no value unless the quantity found Is excessive; however,
on account ol Iree vomiting provoked by its salt, a very small quantity may
be left in the organs. It is. therefore, essential 'to examine chemically the
vomited matter, whenever available.

6. Copper is eliminated from the system more by the bowels than by
the kidneys. It has been estimated that the amount of copper excreted by a
Hindu male or female (not a widow) In the faces in normal conditions is

about 67 times the average limit of that passed in the urine, while it is about
75, 80 and 85 times in cases of Mahomedans, Anglo-Indians, Europeans and
Hindu widows respectively. This variation Is probably due to the difference
In the diet and cooking utensils used by the different communities.*®

Copper Is also excreted in traces in the saliva, bile and milk, and it is

possible that a portion may accumulate very slowly in the body. Copper is

said to pass to the fcetus in utero through the blood of the mother. Rai
Bahadur K. N. Bagchi, Chemical Examiner, Bengal, has found from his
Investigations that the healthy fcetal tissues, specially the liver, normally con-
tain much larger quantities of copper—about three hundred per cent more
—than the healthy adult tissues.®*

88. B. Behrens, Deut. Zeit. /. Gcs. Ger. Hredein. Dec. 1937, Bd. 29, s. p. 171; Med.-
Leg. and Criminol. licv., VoL VI, Part U, April 1938, p. 209.

89. S. K. Chatterjl and H. D. Ganguly, tnd. J. Med. Res.. Vol. XXXVnt. No 3, July
1950. pp. 303*305.

90. Annual Report. 1939, p. D.
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LEAD (SUISHAy

The following are the preparations of lead, which are used in medicine

or in the arts:

—

1 . Lead Acetate. Pb(C,IIjOj)j, 311 ,0,—This Is commonly called sugar

of lead or salt of Saturn. It occurs In white masses of acicular crystals,

slightly efflorescent and having a sweet, astringent taste. It dissolves in

water, forming an acid solution. It Is also soluble In glycerin and in alcohol

(90 per cent). It looks very much like loaf sugar. It Is an official pre-

paration, the dose being i to 2 grains.

2. Lead Subacetate. Pb^O (C^II.O, )_—This Is the chief constituent of

Goulard’s extract (Lfguor plumbi subacetatis), which Is a colourless llQUia

with a sweet, astringent taste, and alkaline reaction. The extract contains

about 42.5 per cent of lead subacetate. Goulard water or Goulard’s lotion

(Liquor plumbi subacetatis dilutm) Is prepared by adding 12.5 parts of Gou-

lard’s extract to 1,000 parts of water.

3. Lead Carbonate, PbCO,.—This Is a white, crystalline powder, al-

most Insoluble In water, but soluble in dilute acids. In the form of a

basic carbonate or white lead (Safeda), (PbCO,)^ PbHjOj, It Is extensively

used as a pigment In oil painting. It is also used as an ointment. Children

who suck and bite painted toys with white lead suffer from poisoning.

4. Uad Nitrate, PbfNO^lp—This Is a crystalline, poisonous salt, solu-

ble In water, and Is used In calico printing.

5. Lead Sulphite, PhSO^.—This 1$ a heavy, white powder, insoluble
water and Is, therefore, supposed to be non-polsonous, but cases of polsoniu*

have occurred from sucking yam coloured white with this salt.

6. Lead Chromate, PbCrO,.—This Is a bright yellow, insoluble po^'
der. known as chrome yellow, and Is used as a pigment. Fatal cases oi

poisoning -have occurred from the use of sweetmeats coloured with this salt-

Joseph tJttal«i also reports three cases of chronic poUonJng from the use of

acco snuff adulterated with lead chromate as a colouring agent.

occurs as white, needleshaped

BO In boiling water.

pmnfovprt
converted into an oxychloride, which

Pattinson's white lead. The yeU^

H ammonium chloride Is kno^
as cassel yellow, and Is used as a pigment.

^ ^ Odourless and bright yeUow
powder, slightly soluble In cold water, but readily soluble In boiling water.

or cublc'''cRs?ri?*‘i«t is naturally found In the fo^

place of sulnhide'of antim
^ bazaar in a powder form as Surma

Place Of sulphide of antimony which is used as a collyrlum for the eyes.

PbO^Thls is called

very slightly soluble In^ater^
Pale brick-red or pale orange scaly ^

It Is a constitutent of
soluble In nitric and acetic ac ^

monoxide as a remedy for^svnhnf*
*’^“”*^* (diachylon plaster),

ana glazier., and la a conatlJcnt ci cWato SSr dyT"'"
crjstilln'7*^«rdCT’”™in!/'!^ “'‘"'mam. rb,0,.—Thla Is a

It U Insoluble In tratcr but nJrtS'l^’’
cr Menu eiudur In the eemacSS f

®

—— ' is employed as a pigment.
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Lead Tetra-Ethyl, Pb(CjHj),.—This Is a clear, heavy, oily llQuid, some-

what volatile at the ordinary temperature. It has a specific gravity of 1*62,

and has a peculiar sweetish odour. It Is Insoluble in ether and hot or cold

water, but soluble In alcohol and acetone and miscible In all proportions

.with fats and oils. It decomposes In sunlight with the formation of crystal-

line lead triethyl hydroxide which. In the presence of a halogen, forms lead

triethyl.

This organo-metal compound Is added to petrol to prevent “knocking”

and the mixture, known as ethyl petrol or ethyl gasoline. Is used as a fuel

for motor cars. It Is aborbed either by inhalation or through the Intact

skin, and acts as a dangerous poison to persons engaged In the manufacture

of lead tetra-ethyl. However, Investigations in England and in the United

States of America have shown that drivers of cars using this fuel are not

likely to be affected, if the amount of lead tetra-ethyl does not exceed 1 part

in 1,300 parts by volume, or 650 parts by weight, of petrol, and that some
absorption of lead may be noticed In the employees handling the fuel In

garages and stations, but the effect Is slight.”

Accute Poisoning.—^Thls occurs mostly from lead acetate.

Symptoms.—A sweet, metallic, astringent taste, a sensation of burning
and dryness in the throat, salivation and intense thirst Immediately after

swallowing the poison. Vomit occurs within half-an-hour, the vomited
matter being white or tinged with blood. Colicky pain comes in paroxysms,
but is relieved by pressure. The abdominal walls are tender and contracted.

Constipation is a constant feature, though purging has occured in some
exceptional cases, when the stools are offensive and dark or black from the
formation of lead sulphide. The urine is scanty. The tongue Is coated and
the breath Is very foul and offensive. Great prostration occurs with cold,

clammy skin and quick, feeble pulse. The nervous symptoms develop, viz.

drowsiness. Insomnia, headache, vertigo, muscular cramps, convulsions,

numbness, and paralysis of the lower limbs: Wasting follows, and death
occurs generally from exhaustion.

In acute poisoning by lead tetra-ethyl the central nervous system is affect-

ed. and the chief symptoms- are irritability, nervousness, Insomnia, frelghten-
Ing dreams, headache, vertigo mental excitement, tremors, muscular weak-
ness. delirium and convulsions. Earlier there may be nausea, vomiting, loss

of appetite and weight.

Three fatal cases«3 of lead tetra-ethyl poisoning occurred recently in Bengal. These
men along with others were engaged in cleaning large empty petrol tanks in which
leaded petrol was stored. There was some scum or semi-solid substance at the bottom
of these tanks which they were cleaning. After a few days they developed headache.
Insomnia, restlessness, forgetfulness, delusion, delirium and signs of violent mania, such
as shouting and knocking the head against a wall before they died. Cassels and Dodds^-*
describe twenty-five cases of lead tetra-ethyl poisoning of varying degrees of severity
which occurred during petrol tank cleaning operations. P. R. Boyd et sL^s describe
lead tetra-ethyl poisoning in 4 men, cleaning underground tanks and discuss its treat-
ment with Edithamil calcium dlsodium (versene).

Subacute Form.—^The subacute form of poisoning results from the
administration of repeated small doses of a soluble salt, such as lead actate.
A_b\ae line Is marked on the gums, and the gastro-intestinal symptoms are
Tisually present. The face Is llvldT arid sunken and the look Is anxious. The
secretions are mostly arrested. ..The. urine Is scanty and deep red. The
nervous symptoms are more prondnent. such as numbness, vertigo, dragging

92. For fuU details vide Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Jan. 30, 1926, p. 370; Brit. Med. Jour..
Jan. 14. 1928, p. 61 and March 3. 1928. pp. 363. 366; Lancet, April 12. 1930, p. 820.

93. Ghosh and Bsgchi, Orponic and Toarfcologieol Chemstry. Ed. IV, p. 578; see also
Amalananda Das and XI. C. Sarkar, Joar. Ind, Med. Assoc.. Sept. 1948 p. 377.

94. Brit. Wed. Jour., Nov, 9. 1946. p. 681. 95 Lancet, Jan. 26, 1957, pp. 181-184.

MJ.-35
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pain In the loins, cramps and paral7Sls‘'of the lower llnibs. Death. ‘ tho’Jih

rare, may occur from convulsions and coma within three days.

After apparent recovery the symptoms sometimes return probably In an

aggravated form, and the Illness lasts for a long time.

Fatal Dose.—Uncertain. Lead Is not an active poison, though alarming

symptoms have been produced even from the medicinal doses of acetate of

lead. About 300 gains of a soluble lead salt, such as lead acetate,

cause death, although recovery has followed one ounce of sugar of lead or of

lead carbonate. One-and-a-half ounces of carbonate of lead have proved

fatal, and a "knlfe-polntful” of litharge taken with a view to procuring

abortion has caused death.** A drop or two of pure lead tetra-ethyl may
cause serious symptoms.”

Fatal Period.—Uncertain. Death may occur on the second or third day.

A man, aged 26 years, died In about 34 hours after taking red lead.” in

some cases the acute form is followed after a. few days by the symptoms cf

chronic poisoning.

Treatment.—Give a stomach wash with I per cent magnesium or sodium
sulphate solution or warm water, if the poison has been taken recently. In

the absence of the stomach tube vomiting should be excited by giving slmp’^

emetics. Give 1 ounce of magnesium sulphate to rapidly remove the
from the Inestlnal tract. Give demulcent drinks such as milk, egg white

or barley water. Give calcium gluconate 15 grains Intravenously tor colic,

u necessary hypodermic Injection of morphine and atropine for relJevlaf

severe pain.

mentions a new approach to the treatment ol

“ chelate. Ethylenedlamlne tetra-acetlc acid (ED-TA
metals. In particular calcium and lead wl'l'''
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01 so
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enamel workers, glass blowers, electric light workers, glaziers, lace workers,

lead smelters, card players, etc. It may also result Irom tinned food con-

taminated with lead, from drinking water or elder stored in leaden cisterns

and from the constant use o! hair dyes and cosmetics containing lead.

M. Bodton,* Public Health Commissioner, Brest, describes In the Presse

Medicate an epidemic of lead poisoning In which thrty-three persons were
affected after eating bread baked In an oven, which was heated with wood
that had been obtained by breaking old boats. The wood was found covered

with paint that was rich in lead salts. Clayton* describes an outbreak of

chronic lead poisoning amonget yam workers at Accrington involving nine

women.

Chronic lead poisoning occurs in India from the use of ghee (clarified

butter) stored In brass or copper vessels lined inside with tin. Gftee becomes
Impregnated with lead derived from the tin, which sometimes contains It

as an impurity, and forms a poisonous salt, oleate of lead. The poison may
also be conveyed Into the system by taking the food cooked in tinned vessels

—the common practice In India. Candy* quotes the cases of chronic lead

poisoning observed by Mankad and Fozdar in Ahmedabad.

Chronic lead poisoning may occur from absorption of lead through the
raw or intact skin. Gottheil^ reports that a patient suffered from chronic

lead poisoning after local applications to extensive burns of dilute Burow’s
solution of aluminium acetate holding in suspension lead sulphate, and died
after eight weeks. Bagchi* has shown that In Bengal, Hindu married women,
who are In the habit' of applying venniUlon to the scalp above the middle of

the forehead where the hair Is usually parted, often suffer from chronic
lead poisoning, as the vermlUlon which contains red lead mixed

. with a red
s^thetic dye Is absorbed through the scalp. The use of hair oil which is so
common among women, helps to hold the lead in contact with the scalp by-
forming lead soap with the fatty acids of the oil. and thus favours absorption
especially if the epithelium of the scalp Is damaged.

Symptoms.—A sweetish metallic taste in the mouth; foul tongue: fcetld

breath; a stippled blue line on the gums, especially of the upper jaw, but it Is

absent If there are no teeth or if they are kept clean. This is due to the
decomposed food In ths.-mouth forming nalnhirtp, which forms a

The patient complains Of dyspepsia, becomes
anemic, and has a sallow earthy complexion. The pulse Is

slow and of high tension, the blood pressure being often increased. The
blood shows the presence of punctate basophilia among' the red corpuscles
and dlininlutlon of the hemoglobin content. The red corpuscles and. poly-
motphonuclears are diminished, while the lymphocytes, large monouclears
and eosinophils are Increased In numbers. Interstitial nephritis and general
arteriosclerosis are often present. The urine contains albumin, lead and ab-
normal amounts of coproporphyrln III. Menstrual derangements, miscarriages
and still-birth are common In women, while sterility Is noticed In both men
and women.

The chief pronUnent symptoms are colic and constipation, arthralgia,
encephalopathy and paralysis.

1. Colic and Constipation (Dry Belly-ache).—Colicky pain felt round
the umbilicus is very Intense, but Is relieved by pressure. The abdominal
muscles are retracted, though hard and tense. There is obstinate constipa-
tion. Tenesmus is usually present, but dlarrhcea is very rare.’

1. Jour. Amcr. Med. Assoc.. Nor. 25. 1925, p. 1981.
2. Brit. Jour.. Teh. 10, 1906. p. 311.
3. Ittd. Med. Gazette. March 1933, p. 136; see also Ind. Med. Gaz.. Oct. 1937, p. 595.
4. Jour. Amer Med. Assoc.. 1910, M p. 1056.
5. Ind. .Med. Go2., Jan. 1941, p. 23,
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2. Arthralgia —The patient complains of rheumatic pain of a shooting

nature In the bones and large Joints, such as the knees, elbows and shoulders,

but the small Joints are not affected. Contractions and twltchlngs of the

muscles may be present.

3. Encephalopathy.—^Thls Involves cerebral and psychical affections,

such as intense headache, dlrzlness. Insomnia, antesthesla, optic neuritis,

amaurosis, convulsions, . hallucinations, delirium. Insanity, eclampsia and

coma.

4.

Paralysis.—Paralysis first affects the extensor muscles of the fore-

arm and fingers except the supinator longus and causes “wrist drop"
“claw shaped hand". It then spreads to the extensors of the foot, resulting

in “dropped foot". The tibialis anterior Is generally not affected. The

muscles begin to waste, and the condition resembles that of acute anterior

poliomyelitis. This Is due to the purely motor type of lead ’ neuritis in

which eitheir proximal or distal parts of the limbs may be Involed, usually

the muscles which the patient uses most constantly in his work are affected.

Tremors, which are increased by movements, are observed In the muscles

before paralysis sets in.

Treatment.—This consists In the removal of the patient from the lnfl“'

ence of the poison. Medicinal doses of potassium or sodium iodide, para-

thyroid and parathormone should be administered to assist the ellmlnatloo

of lead through the kidneys. Sodium bicarbonate should be given in
doses of 20 to 30 grammes a day divided In four or five portions, as It Increases

transformation of the insoluble tribaslc

^ soluble dibasic phosphate through the Uberated carboiw
capsule containing 15 grains of ammonium chloride should w

atolnlstercd Ksularly every four hours, followed by liberal quantities

Sueonai or
‘5 cc. ot a 20 per cent solution of caleWO

IdiSn^SrS I?, f
® solution of calcium chloride should M

ma^eiurn ‘"t'stlnal colic. Saline purgatives, such «

from ^'Phate, should be given to remove lead

pouoning fmm

pathy!™nd^ calcl?!^"
should be given In cases of encepMld"

cleanuS'La’^ertod™mem!.a‘I "'“'"factories, scrupulous

surgeon to detect the of the workers by a facW
which are recommended to

Poisoning are the chief tooann
^

workers should take a die? rfeh^mV poisoning. Every dw
Should drink water containin together with a lot of ,,

be given four maehmror do“- ^Sir
once a week.

gneslum or sodium sulphate as a saline purgs

Of thf A blue line along the ntar^;^

tlon. The Intestines are contract^!*
flaccid, and show fatty

are found hard and contracted The Uver and

may be hypertrophied, and there mav ^ degeneration- Tje "^5
valves. ” atheroma of the aorta and

Detection of Lead In Urlne«Tn i~. .

It is necessary to analyse urine doubtful cases of pl

—y
, ,

- faces for the presence of lead,

IMS:
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detection of lead Is not sufficient for a positive diagnosis of lead poisoning,

but the actual quantity should ‘ be determined. Inasmuch as traces of lead

may be found in the urine and faces of healthy people owing to the fact

that small quantities of lead are ingested with such articles of food, as

sausages, meat, beans, cherries, apples and other fruits, * It has been esti-

mated that the average American excretes from 0.02 to 0.08 mg. of lead per

litre of urine and from 0.03 to 0.1 mg. per gramme ash of fmces.^ From
investigations carried out In Calcutta. Bagchl. and GanguU* have shown that

the average lead content per litre of normal urine Is 0.008 mg. in Hindus.

0.014 mg. In Mahomedans and 0.031 mg. in Anglo-Indians, while the average

lead content per litre of normal faeces Is about ten times the amount elimi-

nated in the urine of Hindus and Mahomedans .and about five times the

amount excreted In the urine of Anglo-Indians. The difference in the lead

content of the excreta appears to be due to the difference in the.-lead content

of th common food stuffs taken by different communities.

The quantitative method of determining lead in urine devised by Francis.

Harvey and Buchan^ and modified by Roche Lynch. Slater and Osier'® is

as follows:

—

Five hundred cubic centimetres of urine are measured out of a 24-hour sample and
evaporated to about 25 cc. and transferred to a silica flask, all the residue being washed
out from the evaporating basin with about 20 cc. of concentrated nitric acid and dissolved
by gentle heating. After cooling, about 6 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid are added
and heated with further addition of*mtrlc acid, drop by drop, until complete oxldaticm
takes place which Is IndUcated by' the absence of charring on further heating. Ihe free
nitric acid present In the soluUon is driven oS by boUlng strongly after dfluting with
about 40 cc. of water and adding about 25 cc. of a saturated solution of ammonium oxa-
late. The heating is continued for some time more till it is reduced to a small bulk by
the decompostlon of excess o! sulphuric acid indicated by white fumes of sulphur triozide.

To the oxidation product 5 cc. of 10 per cent, ammonium acetate and ammonium
citrate solutions are added and the mixture is rendered alkaline with ammonia. It is then
treated with 2 cc. of S per cent, sodium cyanide solution and transferred to a 150 cc.

separating furmel and extracted with these portions of 0.1 per cent, solution of dlphenyl-
thlocarbazone in chloroform (about 20 cc. in all) and three or four times again with pure
chloroform (about 35 cc. in all) until the last traces' of the dye are completely removed
from the aqueous mLxture. The combined extracts are washed with water and distilled
to drive off chloroform. The residue is oxidized by heating with 1 cc. of concentrated
nitric acid and a small cr^-stal ot potassium sulphate In. a hoUlng water hath, tor about,
thirty minutes after which 0.5 c& of concentrated sulphuric acid is added and the heat-
ing is continued over a low flame adding nitric acid, drop by drop, as required. When
oxidation is complete, the free nitric arid is driven off by boiling strongly with water.
After cooling, it is diluted with 20 ca of water and transferred to a 50 ca JTessler cylin-
der. An exactly similar cylinder is selected for the standard lead solution, a known
amount of which (0.01 mg. of lead per cc. of the solution) is carefully measured from a
burette and run In the cylinder. Five cubic centimetres of acetate solution are measured
in both the cylmders. To each cylinder are then added 2 cc. of 5 per cent, sodium cyanide,
5 cc. of 6N (approx.) ammonia, water to the 50 cc mark and finally 2 drops of 4 per cent
sodium sulphide^with constant sUrrlng. The brown colour developed in the first cylinder
is matched agai^t the standard with the known amount of lead in the second cylinder.
By repeatng the process of final matching with different amounts of standard solutions
an accurate comparison can be made to a limit of 0.005 mg. of lead.

. In these experiments the glassware, reagents, and dlstilied water must be free-from
lead or contain such small amounts of lead that they may be neglected. Blank deter-
minations should always be made to see if lead is taken up from the apparatus or any
other source during the course of the experiments.

Chemical Tests.—1. Hydrochloric acid produces a white precipitate, solu-
ble in boiling water, and crystallizing on cooling.

2. Hydrogen sulphide produces a dark brown or black precipitate. Insoluble
In ammonium sulphide but soluble in dilute nitric .acid.

7. Kehoe and his colleagues. Jour, of Industr, Hygiene. Sent 1933' Brit -flfed. Jour.,
April 28, 1934, p. 765.

8. Ind jTour. of Med, Res.. Vok XXV. No. 1. July 1937. p. 174; see also Boyd and
Gangull, Jnd. Jour, of Med. Res., Vol XX 1932. p. 75.

9. Analyst. Dec. 1929. p. 725. la Analyst. Dec. 1934, p. 787.
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3. Potassium Iodide solution gives a bright yellow precipitate, soluble In

boiling water, and crystallizing on cooling Into golden yellow spangles,

4. Potassium chromate gives a yellow precipitate of lead chromate, which
Is insoluble In dilute but soluble In concentrated nitric acid.

5. A drop each of a 1 per cent solution of pyridine In water and of a

nalxture of 0.1 per cent gallocyanine and sodium bicarbonate added to a drop
of lead solution on a filter paper produces a deep violet colour.

Points.—1. Lead In the metallic form Is not polnsonous.
out It Is probably acted upon by the secretion of the Intestine, and may act
as a poison after It Is absorbed Into the system as a salt. It Is used for
soldering, electric cable covering, pipes, printer’s type, storage battery plates,
oearing alloys etc. Lead missiles remaining embedded In the tissues owlnf

IL?*"**
injuries may produce poisonous symptoms within a few weeks or

even after years.

Compounds of lead are''polsonous. provided that they are In a condition
or absorption, either by the skin, gastric mucous membrane or lungs.

‘he absence of air, pure water has no action upon lead, but In the

solvent
^"^htly soluble lead hydroxide Is formed. Moreover, the

eh^HH “‘’“h ereatly Influenced by the presence el

tJinfnv
“"h “hthon dioxide dissolved under pressure. Water con-

talnlUE carbonates, sulphates and phosphates has no action on lead.

Hence u'nl!
Poisoning Is very rare, and usually terminates In recoren-

commoi,
“=“''’e''hl Importance, but chronic poisoning Is more

gaSVa"n

unae'i-The°wSIn.l'‘‘,?
Pnlsonlng may be referred to a medical ptaclltlon"

tract the dS^tte , tv,
‘“3, for the worltmen who con-

cnmled to S-nJvH '•'“3on of their employment are

meamcitatc??r„m I™, ''T '“Ptoy^ Pnrlng such time as they arc

the d'cDcndants nr th h
‘heir living, or If death occurs from the disease,

the dependants of the deceased are enUtled to compensation.

acetate^ car’^nM^^chmm
which produce poisonous symptoms arc

So
“ oahles of lead. The chloride and nltm e

by the public.
‘^dtco-legal work, as they are not easily obtalnaW

occurrence.

tag while lead iri\ glass gave her husband a powder
aerrre ccJic. Ai the after taking u the husband was ^cn W
the ^tienl with a lirid complextan f- - «rrere constlpsUon ^
^4= ^.attrui. wiin a ijTtd comnipvidir, " uTOor was consutieo. wuw fp'jv.
ti^Ur.e. terere constlpsUon which spasmodic contraction
url.ne. hls condition grew worse and overcome, and
of the body the stomach aM tte

® month later On the
sulphide of- lead, which to *« form a dark mass cental^
^uanuiy b-!r.g 19 gralnali ‘n nearly every organ of the body, the toul

contractions ot^thV^taras^a^d producing ton‘^

and the chorlonal epithelium I degeneration of embryonic
aborted after having taken half reported to have successful
grains to a pint of boiling waten th

a solution of lead acetate
also sutTercd from symptonu of chrome

tl /.Cteef. J»n~77T^a~p ! — -
*

.. j..nj«u Chu.w,r. .M
Thompwu. luncrt. AprU 33-
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The paste used for anointing “abortion sticks” often contains red lead

as the chief ingredient. The use of diachylon or lead paste as an ahorti-

facient had been so common that on the recommendation of the Pharma-
ceutical Society the Privy Council of England ordained In May 1917, that the

substance should be included In the first part of the schedule of poisons.

Red lead Is occasionally used as a cattle poison either alone or mixed
with white arsenic. A case*^ is recorded in which a young woman gave red

lead to her husband in food, but without any ill effects. It is also used to

adulterate snuff to Improve its colour.

Most of the accidental cases have occurred from administering a large dose

of lead acetate in mistake.

Accidental chronic poisoning has occurred from the use of litharge or lead

monoxide (.Mudrasang) as a remedy for -syphilis by quacks, or by misusing

scrap batteries.

In September 1923, a young Mahomedon male was admitted into the King George’s
Hospital. Lucknow, with distension of the abdomen, persistent constipation, severe abdo-
minal colic and muscular weakness as a result of litharge having been administered to

him by a quack for the treatment of a syphilitic sore on. the penis. He recovered after

twenty days*. 'Stayin the hospital

A woman, in the third month of pregnancy. Ingested 50 grammes of lead monoxide
a little at a time, with the aim of Induct^ abortion. Four days after the first dose she
had the symptoms of bilateral pyelitis and neuritis. Abortion took place spontanously
twenty-three days later. She recovered from the abortion and from the lead poisoning.t-i

Paranoid states associated with lead poisoning were observed in six Indian males who
had worked lor periods varying from 3 months to 1 years lor long shifts in enclosed
space filled with a heavy concentration of fumes from petrol to which lead tetra-ethyl

had been added. The chief symptoms were acute excitement, confusion, hypochondriasis,
fears. Insonmia, and emaciation. Of these two died.is

An outbreak of lead poisoning due to the use of scrap batteries in domestic fuel Is

reported by Elizabeth Traves et alto Ten children belon^g to 5 dlSerent families
were severely affected, 2 died, SO other children showed signs of lead absorption. K-ray
of lower end of femur showed marked changes of lead deposit. W. S. Davidson^
reports lead poisoning in nine members of a family of eleven, consisting of husband,
wife and nine children, who were living in a galvanised iron shack. The previous tenant
had used thU lor breaking down old car batteries to recover lead Irom them. The
lead oxide from the spent cells was spread over the earth fioor to harden it and contain-
ed 16 per cent, lead as lead salts. Symptoms complained ol were constipation, gingivitis,

abdominal pain, cramps and epileptiform convulsions in one child.

3. Lead is normally present In almost all human ti.ssues. Recent re-
.searches carried out by Bagchl, Ganguli and Sardar** have shown that the
sunount of lead present In individual cases varies according to the difference
in the lead content of the food Ingested. Lead is retained in large quantities
in bone, tooth, hair, and nails. The maximum amount of lead is found in
hair, especially -the ‘black hair of In'dlan women. The skin. Is very poor In
lead. The -ovary Is free from lead, while the testicle contains quite an appre-
ciable amount. The fcetal tissues do not show any affinity for lead although
it is believed otherwise,

4. Lead may be absorbed Into the system from the respiratory tract,
from the alimentary canal or from the skin. Absorption from the respiratory
tract Is a common form of Industrial poisoning and produces symptoms of
lead poisoning, when one to two mllUgranunes of lead are Inhaled dally for
a prolonged period. The other routes take longer time and require larger

13. U.P. Chem. Examiner's Annual Rep. 1928. p. 4.

14. A SatUTSki. ZentroJblatt /ur Gjmofcolople, Leipzig, Jan. 8. 1927, p. 102: Jour. Amer.
Mei. AS$oc., June 11, 1927, p. 1941.

15. V. L. Kahan. Jour. Mental Science, Oct 1950. p. 1043.
16. Lancet. July 21, 1956. pp. 113-115. 17 Lancet. Nov, 30. 1957, pp. 1090-97.
18. Jnd. Jour. Med. Res.. XXVI, 4, April 1939. p. 935: Ibid. 2CXVII. 3, Jan, 1940, p. 777.
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doses to produce the same effect. In fact the damage caused by Inhalation

Is much more severe than that caused by swallowing and It Is stated that

plumblsm Is ten times more liable to occur when lead compounds are Inhaled

as a fine dust than when they enter the system by the skin or by the diges-

tive tract.i^ From a study of the occupational lead hazard in certain Indian

industries Chakraborty and others have shown that forty per cent of workers

accumulate a pathological amount of lead, but do not show poisonous symp-

toms, which are not likely to appear till the lead concentration Is below 02 mg-

per 100 Gm. of blood.ao

It must be borne In mind that the solubility of a lead compound in water

Is not the criterion of its solubility In the body fluids as is evident from the

following table^i:

—

Solubility of Lead Compounds

Lead Compounds In blood serum at 25 *C.
mg. in one litre

In water at 25‘C.

mg. In one litre

Lead (metallic)
• Lead monoxide
Lead carbonate '

Lead sulphate 43.7 440 ^
, ,

-vvv. ill me iccces, ana lo a sniau *"

IJSl' excreted in the bile, saUva, milk, and hair. Howerer.

To!
poison, lead tends to accumulate in the system. Chum

*!v ?
reports that lead was detected In the urine of a man about

Iwtel lim?
poisoned by white lead taken In mistake /or

dmd'i'i. *" effects ot the poison. Se®'

pSm 'PI""* ‘Xe action ol lead salts, may not be affected

Inc ooTOc'*''*
^ elcohol are more prone to the attack ot chronic poison

that Chrm^^ ®''ecled; it should, however, be remember'^
that chronic polsonlne develops gout and granular kidneys.

woman if !mSp^atr.rf ^
between the 3rd and 6th months, but a b'

to abort,
^ ^ suffering from chronic lead poisoning. Is

ncrvol;fswer.sTrUc"uS'“' "
chronic iVad Dorsomne !

' susceptible In them. Children suffering f«®

recovery, rthrmToL^'evS,
ro’J^raff^ct^S'"

lead secreted m the^mllk oTtheJ
‘’"’^esslve lead poisoning by 1®^'^“'

skin cosmetics and hair dyes
poisoned by face

ing in infants are feeding boHres ;."l f ks1
nipple-shiclds. made of glass containing lead and 1

tlons on the toxic effec^^ln^thl have carried out investlf*

venously. The lead used las ‘"‘>J"t ot lead administered
ol malignant neoplasms Th^v

“'Inlllc lead In colloidal form the treaB'S

individual tolerance to lead La TZ
‘''°™ '*’« there Is great difference ®— that the male u more tolerant tha^

CSralilry oi tasLliSi' rVlIo°/ /S?!?"- 'SK, p. SO; Jacobs D. D, daa'l'"^

-.**• '^•eobt. it. B,, Analslleei f»h . , , p 429 ,,

? SL.',?"
Ceemotr, o/ /ada.rrtol PoUo„,, s/aaard. cad Sc're’-’R Calcutu Sfrt. jtnn-, r,t>. Wjs

23. Lencrt. Oct. 17. 1925. p. W3.
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female to the ‘ toxic effects of lead, as the fottowlng figures tend to

demonstrate:—

Maximum end Minimum amount oj Lead required to produce

Toxic Symptojns: Average for all ages

Minimum
1

Maximum
. .

Wales Females
\

Males Females .
•

0.34 g. 0.29 g. 1 0.1 g. 004 g.

THALLIUM
Thallium is a soft, heavy metal, having a tfn-whlte, lustrous colour, but.

on exposure to the air. tarnishes upon its. surface, owing to the formation of
black thallous oxide. It is chiefly used in the dye and glass Industries.

The chief salts of thallium which are of value from a toxicological. point
of view are thallium acetate and thallium sulphate,

Thalllutn acetate was used as a remedy for the nlght«sweats of phthisis,
but Is now used only as a depilatory in the .treatment of ringworm of the
scalp. It is administered to children under ten years of age in the dose of
5 to 8.5 mg. per kilogramma, of body weight. • The hair of the head begins
to loosen about the seventh day, and falls off from the fourteenth to the
nineteenth day. Thallium acetate is also used for removing the superfluous
halt, and is a constituent of some proprietary depilatory creams.

Thallium sulphate Is used for kiiUng rats and ants. Zt Is a constituent
of rat-poison pastes, known as Zelio-paste and Zello-gralns (corn), which are
used In Germany and other countries.

Thallium Is a highly poisonous substance, resembling lead In all Its
characters. Taken In a large dose, it acts as an Irritant to the stomaesh and
has a selective action on highly specialized cells of the body, causing marked
fatty degeneration In the heart and liver and necrosis In the kidneys Taken
in small doses for a prolonged period, thallium has a cumulative effect.

Acute Tolsuuiug.—Tne symptoms of acute poisoning occur tidm a few
hours to fourteen days after the administration of a therapeutic dose oftnaiuum acetate due to personal Idiosyncrasy or an overdose through an error
of the dispenser. In mild cases -the symptoms are Joint pains in the legsand feet, loss of appetite, drowsiness, and hypochlorhydtia These eenerallv
pass off. in a few days.

In -severe cases the symptoms are dryness in the mouth, difficulty in
OTallowlng, colic, vomiting, sometimes mnrthcea, pains In ' the muscles. Jointsad nervp^ pJigvria, albamlnurfa. delirium, convulsions, collapse and death,raere may he drowsiness followed by coma. Alter recovery the oatlent may
mental''dScirder?''”^'

twurltts, optic atrophy, loss ol sight and hearing, and

—1
Poisoning,—This occurs among wortanen employed In a chemi-

cal Jaclory where thallium Is isolated irom pyrites residues, chronic polson-

m aonllatory cream containingJnaWum acetate for a prolonged period. .

^

consist of restlessness. Insomnia, fatigue, loss of appetite
tachycardia, epjjation, rnarked

wslnophllla, lymphocytosis, sometimes retrobulbar neuritis, optic atrophy.
wasting of muscles and tremors, changes similar to those

observed in atsenlcai poisoning are sometimes noticed in the nails.

ivu ^ striking and Important
clinical diagnostic symptom of poisoning by thallium.
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water. It Is used in medicine as a caustic. It Is contained In the proportion
of about 350 grains to the ounce of water In Burnett’s fluid, which Is used
as a disinfectant and as a 'soldering fluid.

''

It Is also used to load textile

fibres. Clothes made with these fibres, when worn, produce ulcers and
sloughs of the skin, with which they come Into contact,

1 cn
Sulphate (White Vitriol. White Copperas, SaUd tutlah

Anio.. • It is a solourless, crystaUlne salt, closely resembling magne-

t
having a strong metallic styptic taste. It is

extremely soluble . in water,
, but insoluble In alcohol. The phannacop<sIal

(Zinc ointment^
emetic. It occurs In Unpuentum zinci oleniis

odourIp«"nn«7H«^^
yasqi bftnshm). ZnO.—This Is a soft, white, tasteless,

heatine 'Th®
known as Zinc White: it becomes yeUow cn

zinc Sits^ir water, but dissolves In adds, forming tbf

become ^ ^ Place of "white lead", whld.

sulphide present In the atmosphere
Zinc oxide is

suipnme present In the atmosphere

and lot!on*s
^ medicine for making pastes, ointments

used (or inline'
“‘''“'•‘le m the tom of paste, zinc oxide is

osea Ki nillnB or stoppinr carious teeth.

cd by dlrKt'comhin.H"'***' ® ^tey fine powder which Is fonn-

by a’r at ordS™ ° fhosPhorus on heating. It Is not chanjed

and nitric acid devJtoS phosphine
“

a hlxtur'e'of dlffercnr'phosnhid'’
“?® well-ltnown rat poisons. It “

Phate and zinc oxide
^Phldes of zinc In addition to traces of zinc pho*

with zlnc*m’ph'atr™’li’ Pb'atP'tatlng a curd soap solution

and yields 13 to 16 p.r r.n, , I*’
amorphous powder. Insoluble In watt

.

and produce poisonous ehccu'?r™m'm^L1lo“r‘’
'

vomiting! P^n'’ln'"thT^sm'm?.?!’'~* metallic styptic taste, sallvahoa-

collapse and death.
utach and abdomen, severe purging, convulsion^

the stomach resulting from following rare case of perforation
of

.s« 63. slrd ' aulpbate-
’

ate'bumiL'”"';"" a™Ptom, are more promWW'

m ,

'mmedlately alter swSL ,a" ““ath, throat, gullet ah'*

trae.T!,!'
' tP' mouth^!,,*'!' poison, profuse salivation. dfSpM-

traces of mucous membrane vomiting tinged with blood a-^

Sr”th. !L., o-th”",J’'*"P,'Pa with b?ood fnd ten«mus. srw'-

weakneJ‘^!'“ '«>"'= .pim,"!?,'”'""’ '“s's aphonia. perversWj
weakneaa are usually obsersed,

,
’"'"“Ps “t muscles and muscoW

-V -r ' '“oal action ma. i„. .. ...ere con-
3A /t«w er Mre, ifsj vTT^T

J933 ft 1« ^LIX.

— muscies ana
action may lead to severe

pp 215-2SO;
end Crtmlnot HrrirU-, AP-'
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traction of the internal organs with which It comes Into- contact. - and may
cause stricture of the oesophagus or pylorus.

A girl, 2 years old, drank a spoonful (5 grammesl of a 50 per cent solution of zinc

chloride ordered for her mother’s endometritis just after a meal when the stomach was
full. The child vomited at once. Gastro-enterostomy was performed, when the stomach
was found shrunken, shivelled and its walls were Jke leaUier.as

A female,36 23 years old, drank 500 cem of a 30 per cent solution of zinc chloride

Intended for a vaginal, douche. Soon afterward.^ she suffered from pain on swallowing

and also In the stomach, and vomiting, and for many daj’s she vomited all her food.

The pharynx was red but not corroded, and the stomach was painful on pressure. A
tube could at first be passed into the stomach, but later could not pass beyond the cardiac

opening. Three weeks later, the stomach was removed and found to be only 10 cm.
long and two fingers In breadth, and was completely occluded, at the cardiac and pyloric

ends with signs of necrosis and with enormous secondary cicatricial contraction. The
patient died after three days of purulent peritonitis.

The chief symptoms after the administration of zinc phosphide are a

vacant look, frequent vomiting with retching followed by respiratory distress

at death. Zinc phosphide acts as a slow poison and is decomposed by the

hydrochloric add in the stomach with the liberation of phosphine which
acts as a respiratory poison. Being a very fine powder zinc phosphide adheres

firmly to the crypts In the mucous membrane of the stomach, and a very

small quantity only in the stomach even after vomiting is sufficient to cause

death by slow absorption.

Fatal Dose.—^The smallest fatal dose of zinc sulphate is haU-an-ounce,
but recovery has occurred after a dose of two ounces. The smallest fatal

dose of solid zinc chloride that has been recorded is six grains, but recovery
has followed a dose of two hundred gralns.3’

In his annual report for the year 1951, the Chemical Examiner. Madras,
has determined from experiments on dogs that about 12 grains of zinc phos>
phlde would be fatal- to an adult weighing about 10 stone.

Fatal Period.—Death from zinc sulphate poisoning, though rare, has
occurred in 2 hours after taking 3 ounces -of zinc sulphate, and on the 5th
day after taking half an ounce.

Death occurs within a few hours from primary shock and collapse caused
by zinc chloride. In some cases the primary effects may be recovered from
and the patient may die weeks or months afterwards from inanition or
perforation.

Death occurs from zinc phosphide poisoning within 24 hours. In his
annual report for the year 1956 the Chemical Examiner, Madras, mentions
the case of a male, aged 20 years, alleged to have taken ^Tat-polson”, who
died in about 8 hours, on post-mortem a much dilated stomach. ‘with its

mucous membrane stained black was found; in the stomach and contents
zinc phosphide In a quantity equivalent to about 3 grains was detected.

Treatment.—Emetics need- not be given as zinc sulphate produces vomit-
ing. If necessary, vomiting should be promoted by giving warm water or
warm milk and by tickling the fauces. Wash out the stomach with warm
water containing sodium or potassium bicarbonate except when zinc chloride
has been taken. Give freely eggs, milk and vegetable strlngents containing
tannin, such as strong decoctions of green tea. Treat the symptoms as they
arise. For Instance, give morphine to relieve pain, and warmth and stimul-
ants to combat collapse.

35. T. V. Cosanky, JohTbtich. fur. KinderheUkunde. Berlin. 1921, 95 Nos. 5-6 p. 339.
Jour. Amcr. Med. Assoc., Nov. 5, 1921, p. 1532.

30. Pfeifler, Doits. Zeits. f.d. ges gericML Med.. 1932, XIX, pp. 1-23; Med-Leg. and
Criminol. Jleo., Jan. 1933, p. 80.

37. Holland, Med. Chem. and Toxic., Ed. V, p. 357.
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although the therapeutic dose of thalUum acetate
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solution of sodium thiosulphate, in which it is only dissolved with difflculty, whereas
lead iodide Is readily soluble.

Finally, some of the iodide may be heated in a Bunsen flame on a platinum wire and
the characteristic green line .in the spectrum obtained.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisoning by thallium Is rare as contrasted with
that by lead or mercury, owing probably to the relatively Infrequent use of

the former In medicine and industry. A few accidental cases of poisoning

have occurred from the Internal administration of thallium acetate or from
the external application of depilatory creams containing thallium acetate.

Ramond2* reports the case of a young girl who suffered from abdominal
pain, paralysis of the lower limbs and alopecia after she had used on her
face a depilatory cream containing 2.5 per cent of thallium acetate for three

months. Mahoney^® also describes three cases in which three young women
suffered from retro-bulbar neuritis from the application of the proprietary

depilatory, Koremlu Cream, containing 1.18 per cent of thallium acetate,

over their faces, arms and legs for a period of one year and a half.

Suicidal and homicidal cases of poisoning are reported to have occurred

from the Internal use of a rai-polson paste containing thallium sulphate.

Grevlng and GageP* describe a case in which a woman, aged 30 years, who
attempted to commit suicide by eating hall a tube of Zelio-paste, suffered,

from great pain, albuminuria, achlorhydria, alopecia, peripheral neuritis,

rapid loss of weight, angina pectoris, tachycardia. Incontinence of urine and
fsces, and amenorrhcea.

Two interesting cases** of murder by thallium are recorded. Zelio-paste,

a rat poison, was administered in both cases in the liquid drunk by the
victims. In the first case a woman, aged 48 years, drank about 0.999 to

2.728 grammes of thallium sulphate in three months. The symptoms were
partly gastric and partly of a nervous nature, which simulated typhoid fever
and later progressive paralysis of the Insane. Eight months after burial the
body was exhumed and was found to be well preserved. On analysis 1.6,215

grammes of thallium sulphate were detected in the body. In the second
case, a man, aged 40 years, drank 1 to 3 tubes of Zelio-paste In his wine and
coffee. Polyarthritis was surmised, as the patient complained of pains jfi

the feet, but later gastro-intestlnal symptoms supervened, the hair fell off,

and the patient died. At the post-mortem examination 1.332 grammes oi

thallium sulphate were detected in the body. From these cases it Is evident
that gastro-intestlnal and polyneuritic symptoms together with trophic dis-

turbances of the hair should lead to suspicion of thallium poisoning.

A case** is recorded In which thallium was detected In the corpse which
was exhumed five years after burial. The fact that the corpse had been m
a dry grave might have helped the preservation.

ZINC (JASAT^

The salts of zinc which are Important from a toxicological point of view
are

—

1, Zinc Chloride (Butter of Zinc), Znc!,.—.It occurs as colourless,
opaque, deliquescent rods or masses, freely soluble In alcohol, ether and

29. Presse Medicale, 1929, XXXVH, p. 691; also see Brit. Med. Jotir., Feb. 21. 1931.
p. 321.

30. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Feb. 20. 1932, p. 618; also see Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc,
1931. pp. 1B6&-1868.

31. Klin. IVoc/i. VH, 1928, 1323; Leschke, Chnic. Tozie., Eng Transl. by Stewart and
Dorrer, 1934, p. 31.

. & ^

CCzech); Med-Leg. and Criminol. Bev., Oct 1934,
VoL n. Part IV, p. 372. _

33. K. Bohmer, Peat. GeseU. ger. soz. Med. u. Kriminal. Bonn. Sept. 1938; Deut z.
get. gcr. Med., Jan. 1939, XXX. 270; Med.-Leg and Criminol. Bev., April 1939. p. 200.
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Post-mortem Appearances.—The usual appearances of Irritant polsonlnf,
viz. redness, congestion and Inflammation of the* mucous membrane of the

throat, oesophagus, stomach, and intestine, are seen, when zinc sulphate has
been taken.

When zinc chloride has been used, the mucous membrane of the mouth,
throat, oesophagus, stomach and Intestines is whitened, detached and cor-

roded, There may be ulceration and even perforation of the stomach-

In the case of death occurring from zinc phosphide the post-mortem
appearances are the pale appearance of the mucous membrane of the stomach
and Intestine and congested liver and kidneys. The heart Is dilated and flabby
with clotted blood. The lungs are congested. The blood Is usually charry
red In colour.

Chronic Polsonine.—This occurs among zinc smelters who Inhale the

resulted from drinking water or milk stored in zinc
vessels. Glmletteas describes an epidemic of zinc poisoning through drink-

^mons Sikh and Pathan soldiers stationed in Pahang

water-supply was obtained from the rainfall collected

rirSI,
roofs of the barracks by means of zinc gutters and

down spouts leading into galvanized iron tanks.

tut dyipepsla; colic with constipate
cut more otten dlarrhma; anemia; peripheral neuritis leading to paralysis.

and'’aAmon!nJ'.M'T;'; sulphide In the presence of animoria

tutSri?atrt:,/rdLdtii%eX^‘“‘"

ferroeyMltre*°'to?olub'iI°'in^'l!''a
“ white, gelatinous precipitate of *1°'

added to the Drecini,..r
^^t^fts^ltric acid. A few drops of bromine water

on bouing. forms a green rbtauLgreTrr^eUtmtl
"

evaporatd^to “d^nTsf
nlde and mercuric

feathery crystals of zinc sulphorf®

addition Of a drop of mercu^' mfocyaia^e
microscope on

chloride a^ 33 thi
by dissolving 30 g. of

perature. thiocyanate In 50 cc. of water at room

S^hlra^OT^h..^'
C5ieinical Examiner, Madras,

In biological materials;— ^ quantitative determixutlon of zinc pbosphld-

tulng mercurtc brcmlde’pa?er^*n*S^^^®^ In the material, the stripy
portion of the Kives a positive reaction

500 cc. capadty arj is pJacM in a suitable
^dr^lorlde acid. The lIberated%w5^P^‘P« ^ “»e viscus liberated with d^o^
po.assium permanganate for evaluaMn^SS*"',.** absorbed In a 1.S per cent soiutwo <”

pota-ssium permangana^*’^*S*^* Phosphorus in zinc phosphide in ^
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i*”troyed by passing a current of

Hr
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phosphide, when phosphine could not be detected by the above method. The zinc" In

the visceral matter is estimated as follows:—

The organic matter is destroyed by digesting with nitric and sulphuric add. The
excess nitric acid, if any. is removed by adding water and boiling till white fumes of

sulphuric acid are given off. The liquid Is diluted and a rapid current of hydrogen

sulphide is passed to precipitate any second group metals present. The liquid is filtered

and the hy^ogen sulphide from the filtrate removed by boiling. The resultant liquid is

neutralised with ammonia using methyl red as indicator. Formic add (98 per cent to

100 per cent) Is added to the liquid till the pH of the liquid is about 3. While the liquid

is hot, a rapid current of hydrogen sulphide Is passed. The presence of formic add not
only effects separation from Iron and phosphates (present in visceral matters) but also

makes the zinc sulphide more granular and prevents It from passing through the filter.

The solution and predpltate are heated for fifteen minutes on a steam bath and allowed

to stand for anotoer thirty minutes. The liquid Is filtered and the sulphide washed
With a 2 per cent solution of ammonium thiocyanate. The washed zinc sulphide is

brought into solution by dissolving in hot dilute hydrochloric acid. The solution is

made up to a Imown volume, after boiling off the liberated hydrogen sulphide. An ali-

quot part of the zinc solution acidified with a small amount of free mineral acid is

Uansferred to a 50 ml. Nessler tube containing 5 ml. of 2 per cent Pota^ium Ferro-

cyanide. The solution becomes turbid from precipitation of the double ferrocyanlde of
zinc and potassium. To another Nessler tube, containing 5 ml. of the ferrocyanide solu-

tion diluted to about <0 ml., is added gradually with stirring a standard solution of

zinc sulphate in dilute sulphuric acid until the turbidities in the two glasses match.

Medico-Legal Points.—Zinc is soluble In the weak acids of food: hence
acute poisoning may occur accidentally from eating food cooked In zinc-lined

vessels.

A sudden outbreaks* of zinc poisoning occurred amongst the inmates of a large
institution near London. About ‘400 persons were served at tea with stewed apples cooked
in galvanized iron vessels. Within a few minutes more than 200 of those who partook of
the stew complained of dizziness, colic and Ughtness in the throat. There was some
diarrhoea. Only ten persons were at all seriously Ul. and all of them were able to carry
out their or^nary work next day so that obviously the effects of the poisoning soon
passed off. The chemical examination of some of the stewed apples remaining from
the meal showed that they contained 7 grains of zinc, expressed as zinc o.xide, in the
pound; this is equivalent to 25 grains of hydrated zinc sulphate to the pound.

Poisoning by .zinc .salts is very rare indeed. Accidental ' poisoning has
occurred from zinc sulphate having been taken in mistake for magnesium sul-

phate. Cases are recorded in which It was taken with intent to commit suicide

Zinc chloride has been used suicldally, but rarely for homicidal purposes.
Poisoning by this salt has occurred from Its application to a wound or to a
raw cancerous surface, from injection of a 50 per cent solution Into the rectum
in mistake for glycerol, as also from vaginal douching with a solution of 1

drachm to 1 litre of water.^i Burnett’s fluid has caused poisonous symptoms
through being mistaken for fluid magnesia. E. H. Evans^^ records death
of ten persons due to cedema of the lungs and severe Irritation of lungs due
to inhalation of Zinc chloride fumes In a tunnel.

Zinc oxide Is not. as a rule, poisonous, but Its fumes, when Inhaled, are
highly poisonous. They produce a condition called metal fume fever, when
the workers few hours after exposure get fever with rigor, body ache, some
cough and leucocytosls. Patient recovers in about 24 hours. Magnesium
oxide and copper oxide fumes can also cause a similar attack. Zinc stearate
causes poisonous symptoms in children from accidental inhalation of the
powder, and produces Interestltial pneumonia and peribronchial inflammation.
Schalepfer« reports the case of a child, aged 7i months, who died thirty-four
hours after Inhaling zinc stearate. Cyanosis and dyspnoea were the principal
symptoms, and a state of “acidosis” was noted twelve hours before death.
At the necropsy the lungs were found voluminous. The bronchioles contaln-

39. Brit, flfed. Jour., Feb. 3, 1923. p. 201. ::
'

40. WUthaus. Med. Juris, and Toxic.. Vol. IV, p. 713. ,•
' '

41. Brit. Med. Jour.. Dec. 2. 1922. Bp, p. 79. ^ 42. Lancet, 1945. 2. p, 3’98,'

43. Amer. Jour, oj Diseases of ChUdren. Chicago, April 1926, p. 474.
' ' '
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ed plugs Of Zinc stearate and mucus, which appeared as wormllke masses

Extensive areas of emphysema were separated from each other by sn’Si

scattered, atelectatic zones.

Zinc phosphide is used by agriculturists to destroy field-rats, but is

used as a human poLson, although cases of human poisoning have occunw

recently. In his annual report for the year 1951, the Chemical Exarrinw.

Madras, mentions that twelve cases of human poisoning occurred during tfie

year under report, and describes the details of two fatal cases of polso^f

by zinc phosphide of which one was accidental and the other was sulclda

He also mentions three fatal cases of cattle poisoning by zinc phosphide.

The salts of zinc are eliminated from the system chiefly by the bowels

and to a slight extent by the kidneys. Zinc may be found In a small amount

In the body after death owing to its absorption by food kept In zinc or galva

nized iron vessels.

The salts of bismuth which are commonly used In medicine are

—

1. lUsmuth Carbonate (nismuth Oxycarbonate or Bismuth Subcariw •

ti r\ nrt V 11 -.1* «. . 1 _ . . . . - - ^ trater,
^.Miuuuaie tuismuin uxycarnonaie or Bismuth hut

2 (BijOjCO^), 11 ,0.—*lt is a heavy, while, odourless, tasteless powder, insoluble in wal«*

^ jjj hydrochloric acid- It Is a phannacop®
is a heavy, while, odoi

folublc with effervescence In nitric add and :

preparation, the dose being 10 to 33 grains.

2. Bismuth Subnltratc (Bismuth Oxynitrate). BIONO,, 11 ,0-—It Is a heavy,
powder minute c^stalllne scale. It Is Insoluble In water and alcohol, but ^ ^
dilute nitric add. It Is known as mafftstery of bismuth, and is sometimes used
cosmetic under the name of vearl white.

Salicylate (Dlsmuth Oxysalicylate or Subsalicylate).
powder, having neither taste nor odour. It is

M?iiv
g Vcertn. It is an official preparation, the dose being 10 to 30

orally, and I to 3 grains Intramuscularly.

^ prepared by the reduction of a solution

t2^er^^alut?riS-M,^w acid by means of hypophosphorous acid. It Is a grey,
jj

SToffleiai contains 98A per cent of meUllic bismuth. i

n offlcial preparation, the dose being X to 3 grains intramuscularly.

vomuIS-pSU;? "‘“''f'”":
P»>n to Ihe throat and abdomen:

wS marte lnfla!S.5i , 0 . a violet blact line Is lonned on to'

SStTh) pTohSlfdrto tSl'nrSL.^'^ garlhMlke
pulse; pain over the praSnttol reS,„.'

1^'’“'*““.“ Impurity; toe weak and^ ^
contains albumin and casts; collIpHf an^ STSaS.

. hete3.ilto!Ih?.hIdSm Innate “’“nlns In a woman suffennB
The sjmptoms comprised a bismuth subnltrate in a
and inllamed: a similar dhcmSS^i of toe gums, whieh ‘rftlt
papUte and arranged In vertical

tongue, most noticeable at the ape*

discoloration of thlbuc«l SuS.,‘*f^Vn'“ lateral margins; a patch^.^oS^
rate anemia and basophilic tenderness of the parotid gl^^',n 0*

“nurnwT.?""
—

. Paul ^umi si^
^ v-«

bismuth salts stomatitis ^eara treated by Intravenous
In^tlnal, renal and hepatic I«i^, h,.

frequently observed, altbou^g^jp
under tVeatment “ Stray?*”

described Cases have l>«nwhich patients under trratmeS Sr iSl! described Cases have been rep^^^
quite suddenly severe albuSnurla Injections of bismuth salts

casta- He emphasizes by the passage of epithelial.
the flrat signs of bismuth polsonIn?"»»i^^ lesions In the mouth and 0?

a systematic ^t^nals which Indicate
W..C Oi Dismuth polsonlntf *csions in the moutl
hcccmlty lor a sy.tcor.t,. '

Ep^'-
«. Prrr. yrrdlcolc, July y,, ^

>. p. 323; Brit. Med. Jour.. June I

Med. Jour., Oct 28. 1922, Ep.. P
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Fatal Dose.—A dose of two drachms of bismuth subnitrate has caused the death of an
ad^t. Recovery has, however, occurred after a dose of one ounce given in milic for

X-ray e.vamination of the stomach.-**

Fatal Period.—Death occurred in nine days after bi-smuth subnitrate was given by

the mouth. In many cases death may not occur for several, weeks. An infant,-*? 1 month
old, died within forty-four hours after the administration of 190 grains of bismuth sub-

nitrate by the mouth as a remedy for diarrhoea. A man died within less than five

minutes after an intravenous Injection of 15 mg. of bismuth tartrate suspended in 5 cc.

of sterile distilled water.'** A Hindu male died within two hours after the intramascular

injection of neotrepol'into the gluteal region.-*^ A case Is cited in which injection of bis^

muth paste into the left knee Joint was followed by death In about six weeks.*®

Treatment.—Use the stomach tube or emetics. Give intravenous injection of 0.5

gramme of sodium thiosulphate in a 10 per cent solution. Administer demulcents. Give
ice to relieve vomiting and morphine to relieve pain. Give pui^tives and clear the bowel
by high enemata. A course of intramuscular injections of BAL is effective.

Posl-mottem Appearances.—Tlie gums arc spongy. The mouth and throat show
brownish-purple membranous patches. The mucus membrane of the oesophagus, stomach
and small and large Intestines is red and Infiamed. Sometimes the mucous membrane
of the csecum and colon is ulcerated. The spleen is congested. The liver shows fattv
degeneration, and the kidneys may show tubular necrosis.

, .

Tests.—1. Hydrogen sulpliide in a weak acid solution gives a black precipitate, in-

soluble In ammonia, but soluble in strong nitric acid.

2. Potassium iodide yields a brown precipitate, soluble in excess to an orange
solution.

3. Water Test.—Hydrochloric acid gives a white precipitate, soluble in excess. To
the solution thus obtained if a large quantity of water is added, a white precipitate.

Insoluble in tartaric acid, is obtained. The same test is applicable in the case of anti-

mony, but the white precipitate is soluble In tartaric acid.

4. A piece of filter paper is soaked in a solution prepared by dissolving 1 g. of cin-

chonine in 100 cc. of water acidified with nitne acid, and adding 2 g. of potassium iodide,
when the solution Is cold. A drop of bismuth solution free from acid placed on the
paper will show an orange-red coloured ring. In place of a bismuth salt a mercury salt

will form a white centra! ring, lead iodide will form a yellow ring and a cupric salt

will form an outermost brown nog due to the hberation of iodine.

7IedIco-Legal Points.—The salts of bismuth are ordinarily non-poisonous. Large quan-
tities (1 to 4 ounces), especially of the carbonate and subnitrate, mixed with gruel of
bread and milk, are used as a bismuth meal for the X-ray exammation of the oeso-
phagus, stomach and intestines, as they obstruct the passage of the X-rays. These salts
are more readily absorbed by abraded surfaces, and poisonous cases have resulted from
the use of bismuth paste for the treatment of sinuses, abscess cavities and bums.

Taken Internally, bismuth carbonate has produced poisoning in some instances
owing to its conversion into soluble. chloride. Bismuth submtrate has prodi.ced poison-
ous sjTnptoms possibly owing to the presence of the nitrite. It has product fatal poison
ing in children from its reduction to nitrate by the action of putrefactive faecal bacteria
in the large Intestine. The symptoms exhibited in such cases are cyanosis, diarrhoea,
methaemoglombinaemla, dyspnocea, collapse and death from failure of respiration-

Bismuth subnitrate is more soluble in the stomach of a dyspeptic patient owing to
the presence of butyric and lactic acids. It should, therefore, be prescribed with caution
In such cases, lest toxic effects be produced.

Bismuth is eliminated from the system mainly in the urine, and saliva, also fmces
when injected. Like lead, the greater portion of it passes out either unaltered from the
bowels, or becomes converted into bismuth sulphate impartmg a black or dark-brown
colour to the f®ces.

SILVER iCHANDJi
The only salt that has any toxicological value Is silver nitrate (AgNO,>, also known-

as lunar caustic or lapis infemalis. It is administered internally In pill form In i to 1
grain doses. It occurs as large, colourless, rhombic crystals. Mixed with potassium nitrate
it is moulded into white or greyish-white cylindrical rods or cones, and Is known as
fougftened caustic or orgenti nitros indumtus. It Is freely soluble In distilled water.
Its solution has a styptic metallic taste and acid reaction.

46. Philips. Clcvelond Med. Jour., June 1917, p. 419
47. Harold T. Roe, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., July 29, 1933, p 352.
48. Stephen H. Curtis, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Nov. 22. 1930, p 1588
49 Chenoy, Ind, Med. Gas.. May 1926, p. 234.
50. Phillips, Cleveland Med. Jour.. June 1917, p. 419.

MJ.—36
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Silver nitrate Is used externally as a stypUc and as a destroyer of exuberant granula-

tions and warts. It is also used In phoU^niphy, and constitutes the chief Ingredient

ol Indelible ink and hair-dyes.

Argyrol (silver vltellln) and Protargol (silver protein), which are the organic pr^

paratlons of silver, are largely used in opthalmlc practice.

Acute Poisoning.—Symptoms.—Severe pain in the throat and stomach and vomiting

The vomited matter Is at first flaky white, but becomes black on exposure to light, and

may contain blood. These are followed by frequent motions, the stools sometimw con-

taining blood. Cramps, convulsions and collapse precede death.
Dose and Fatal Period.—Uncertain. Tlilrty grains of silver nitrate have caused

the death of an adult. Death occurs in a few hours to a few days.
Treatment.—Wash out the stomach with 2 ounces of sodium chloride dissolved in

l gallons of water or give half an ounce of sodium chloride dissolved In a pint of ^or water as an antidote to form Insoluble silver chloride. Produce vomiting by adm^
powder, or hypodermic Injection or apomorphlne hydrochloride. Giv

demulcent drinks, eggs and milk. Give morphine and stimulants.

nf
Appearances.--The local action of the caustic will be evident by

mnnth
bewmlng black on exposure to light. These stains are noticed on tt.

Si,
^

’i?u
membrane of the alimentary canal touched by the po^^,

hA
;^ite clothing. The mucous membrane of the stomach and duodenum maf

e irmamed. The liver and kldnej-s may show slight parenchymatous changes.

nlc
results from the long continued use of an organic or ln«g»-

Snd ulcers
applications to the granulations pi

their oSu'patlo??
constantly come In contact with silver salts owlngw

gums and a general discoloration oMM
deposition of minute silver partlclw in the cutaneentf twu»

Ss^ Sswl ercyish-biw or dark-grey In colour and first affects tt
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Medico-Legal Poinls.—Cases of acute poisoning may occur from the accidental slip-

ping of a stick of silver nitrate which is being used to cauteri2e the throat. A fev/

suicidal cases have occurred after swallowing a stick of sliver nitrate. A casess is

recorded where an Insane person, aged 31 years, died on the fourth day after swallow-'

ing a stick of silver nitrate "with suicidal intent. A case is also recorded in which a
soldier applied lunar caustic to his cornea to evade military duty.”5«

Silver Is partly eliminated in the urme and fmces, but a great deal is retained in

the system, and deposited in the tissues.

IRON iLOHA)

The pharmacopcelal preparations of Iron salts, which are largely used in medicine,

are mostly prepared from sulphate and perchlonde of Iron. These two salts produce
poisonous symptoms when administered in large doses.

Iron Sulphate (Ferrous Sulphate), FeSO,. 711,0.—This is commercially known aS

green vitriol or copperas, and is callsd Kosis in Hlnduatanl and Hlrakashi In Gujarati,

it forms green monosymmetric crystals efflorescing on e.xposure to the atmosphere. It

has a metallic astringent taste and is freely soluble In water. The official dose is 3 to

5 grains. It is used in making blue blat^ Ink and dyes.

Ferchloride of Iron (Ferric CWoride), Fe,CV 1211,0.—This is an extremely deli'

quescent salt, rapidly soluble in water. When its watery solution is slowly evaporated,

yellow crystals are formed. When dissolved In alcohol, it forms a non-official prepare^
tion, called Tinctura Jerri perchlonde (tincture of iron). The •watery solution is a
pharmacoposial preparation, known as Liguor Jerri psrchloridi. The doses of both these
preparations are 5 to 15 minims.

Symptoms.—An inky, metallic taste in the mouth; violent pain in the stomach and
abdomen; vomiting often with blood; purging with black motions; albuminuna and oli-

guria, tirwilatory collapse and death. Sometimes, there are convlustons and paralysis

of the extremities and also cyanosis.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Feriod.—The fatal dose of ferrous sulphate for children is

usually 36 grains, but it is not known for adults. Recovery has occurred after ingestion
ol an ounce of lerrous sulphate, but In some recovered cases pyloric stenosis has been
reported. One ounce and a halt of the tincture of feme chloride has caused death m
live weeks, and recovery has followed a dose of three ounces of the tincture.

Death from ferrous sulphate poisoning has occurred m children in thirty hours or
more, sometimes hepatic necrosis nas been found.

’

Trcaimeot.—Wash out the stomach with sodium bicarbonate solution, give plenty of

milk and demulcent drinks,. o.sygen and stimulants if necessary. Inject intravenously
saline with 5 per cent glucose. Watch at least two days for late symptoms, the use of
calcium riisodium versenate is recommended

Post-mortemAppearances.—^TUe mucous membrane of the stomach is red and in-

flamed with small htemorrhages. The duodenum shows similar appearances. The liver

and kidneys show degenerative changes.

Chemical Tests.—1. Ammonium sulphide gives a black precipitate, soluble in dilute
hydrochloric acid with both ferrous and ferric salts.

2. Potassium ferrocyanide with ferrous salts produces a white precipitate, which truns
immediately blue and with ferric salts a blue precipitate (Prussian blue),

3. Potassium ferricyanide gives a blue precipitate (Turnbull’s blue) with ferrous
sails and a brown colouration with feme salts.

4. Potassium sulphocyanide produces no change with ferrous salts and a blood red
colouration w'lth feme salts.

Medico-Legal Points.—1. Iron Js a normal constituent, of the body, the serum iron
is markedly Increased in poisoiflng cases. It is also present in food and is often a con-
stituent ol tonic medicines.

2. Ferrous sulphate seems rarely to have proved fatal to adults, but it has pro-
duced fatal polsomng m children under the age of four years who took proprietary
sugar coaled ferrous sulphate tablets mistaking them for sweets. Each tablet contains
three grains of ferrous sulphate, l/25th grain of copper sulphate and l/25th grain of
manganese sulphate. Forbess? describes two such fatal casess. In one case a child 3i years
old, died in 53 hours alter taking 50 tablets and In the other case a child aged 1 year.

65. Jotir. Amer. Med. Assoc., Jan. 21, 1928. P. 219.
56. Witthaus, Afcd. Juris, end Toiie., VoL IV, p. 305; Berl. kl. Wchnsch.. 1891.

XXViri, p. 466
57. J3nt. Med. Jour., 1, 1947, p. 367; see also Thomson, J., Ibid., p. 640; Annotation,

Lancet, 2. 1947. p. 513; G. B. Spencer, Bnt. Med. Jour.. Nov 10. 1951. p. 1112; T. L. Duffy.
J. Pcdlat, Jan. 1932, Vol. 40, p. l;‘5. C- Steijt v. Ccfalu and E. B. Rubeli. Ibid., p. 6.
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died in 30 hours after swallowing 30 to 35 tablets. M. 8. Fraser®* accounts for Uie

death of 33 children in a five year period of 1948-52 In Britain.

Perchloride of iron has been given fof homicidal purposes to persons m M
cated condition. Poisonous, irritant symptoms have followed the use of iron chlon^ «
an injection into the uterus. Both the sulpliatc and the chloride have been used m
poisonous doses to procure abortion.

Intravenous injections of an iron preparation, such as saccharated iron oxide (ferri*

venin), neoferrum, etc. produce toxic reaction espsclally In persons suffering from
liver disease and severe Infections. Injections of C3 to 83 mg. produce mild
and 100 mg. or more produce severe toxic s^unpioms. The chief sjTnptoms are *
ing sensation at the site of the Injection spreading to the head and neck, which ^
flushed, wheeziness, tightness of the chest, dyspneea, sweating, cyanosis, fainting da
imperceptible pulse, collapse and rarely death- Bamtt and Swain®’ report the ^ ^
a man, aged 69 years, who died in 30 minutes after the intravenous injection of iw ^
of femvenln. To avoid toxic reaction it is recommended that the injection should

started with the initial dose of 25 mg. and gradually raised to 50 mg.
3 Iron IS eliminated in the freccs and unne.

MANGANESEIE .

Of the compounds of manganese, potassium permanganate and manganese dion

are of toxicological interest.

Potassium Permanganate, KMnO.—This is prepared by heatmg potassium hydronj®

with i^nganese dioxide and potassium chlorate. It occurs a.s- dark purple, slenden •

d^ent pnsms, pd has a sweet astringent taste. It dissolves in 20 parts of
ing a purple-coloured solution. It is a phormacopccial preparation, known as pot

permanganas, the dose being 1 to 3 grains.

^ ® powerful oxidizing agent, and is largely
*

M 5?i4 strong solution, potassium permanganate is a po*
ful corrosive, and in dilute solution it acts as an imtant,

cauid
MnO^This is the common black ore of manganes^ wfcch b

.occurs „hea a large quantity ot a salt ot
nese, especially potassium permanganate. Is taken Internally.

,

oyer the‘’‘»'hl,'ir’^iSLV.J l’»‘" >” “re mouth, throat and stomach, spr^
vomlllBB aT£mSt°bre''athtog“^e'"S!’t !the parts Mack or dark.hro^DSh'SJ.S'ljSS

tespecUMy°ca'uSl?ataSing'"TO’^5I '>“‘0®'"“
grams of the crystals of

hundred and twenty-five to

W

hundred and fifty graiaj ^is
caused death.

minutes alter a hatful of ^ occurred la
Lucknow a female child. 2 years

swallowed in a tumbler is

twenty-seven hours after sheVan® suffocation due to mdema Slot^

nate. A mechamc dlS four^avs ^ teaspoonful of potassium
25 grammes of potassium Dflrmant^!!^ Irrigated his urethra for two days

Treatments”TPMtm^fki ... .

oissolved. in a tearcupful of water.""

Administer IntravenoiL charco
clum gluconate. Treat So'1fS.t‘’o'„S‘'S.7e„^S‘?^.“'‘

Post-mortem Appearance^.—

—

, .finn cT
••

e solid form of potassium “ * strongly concentrated
e often corroded and blacked ^ The mouth, pharynx and

InflatT,^ .The mucous membraTT* th- ct^maCh IS

are often »» takem^'^krS
hyperaemlc and Inflamed, and^mav membrane of the stomach
^pearances. The parts that Places. The duodenum shows ^3.CEdema of the glottis and are usually /-onerR^ted and laD^

Chronic roUoninR-.-m,. ™^ larynx and tra<Chronic tr^heTlS^been
dioxide in mangan^mrn^ constantly inhale the 6°®

genese steel are manufactured.
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1.375
Practitioner, 1954 pWUUmott and rveiiaa.' Brlf Aferf

firft. A/ed. your.. Feb. 14, 1953, P-
«ea. Jour.. Jan. 11. 1936, p. 58 .
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stolid mask-liKe lace and emotional disturbances, such as

uncontrollable laughing and crying. Memory and sexual

power are dirainl^ed. Progressive bulbar paralysis and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis are also observed in chronic

poisoning.

Treatment.—The patient should be removed from the

source of danger. Intravenous injection of 15 grains of

sodium thiosulphate In 10 cc. of water should be adminis-

tered every alternate day. Milk with calcium lactate or

gluconate should be given. -Copious quantities of water

and cathartics should be given to aid the elimination of

manganese. Prophylactic measures should be adopted to

protect the workers by using exhaust fans and controlling

the dust by wet proces^s.

Post-morlcm Appearances.—Cirrhosis of the liver is

often found.« The lungs are frequently osdematous or

pneumonic. Grave degenerative changes are present in the

brain with atrophy of ganglion cells, especially in the glo-

bus pallidus, putamen. and nucleus claudatus and with

degeneration of Forel's bundle.62 The findings are simi-

lar to hepoetolenticular degeneration.

Chemical Tests.—1. A solution of ammonium chloride,

ammonia and ammonium sulphide gives a salmon-coloured
precipitate wiUi a solution of a manganese salt. Caustic

soda or potash, when added to a solution of a salt of man-
ganese. yields a white precipitate, which becomes brown
when shaken. A solution of bleaching powder produces a
black precipitate with a solution of a salt of manganese.

2. When fused with sodium carbonate and potassium
nitrate, manganese compounds yield a green mass of man-
ganese. The green mass dissolves in a small quantity of

cold water, forming a dark green solution. If this solution

Is poured into a large volume of water, a purple solution

of permanganate and a brown precipitate of hydrated
manganese dioxide are formed.

3. A borax bead, dipped in a solution of a manganese
compound. Imparls an amethyst colour In the oxidizing

flame, but it becomes colourless in the reducing flame.

4. A solution of potassium permanganate is decolour-
ized when It is heated with dilute sulphuric acid and oxalic
acid.

_

‘

Medico-Legal Points.—Acute poisoning by potassium
permanganate is rare, although a few accidental and sui-
cidal cases have occurred. When used for procuring abor-

tion it may cause severe hamorthage and sloughing in vagina and uterus. Prof. J. N.
Berry and P. S. Bldwaiw report on 14 cases of chronic manganese poisoning due to
underground dry drilling in a mine at Gowari Wadhona, near Nagpur. Some of the cases
showed characteristic cock-walk of Von Jakseh, uncontrollable laughter and shrieking
and other Parkinsonion features. Calcium dlsodlum versenate was ineffective.

Chronic poisoning by manganese occurs only when the concentration of manganese
in the working atmosphere exceeds 50 mg. per cubic metre.64 Chronic poisoning is re-
garded as an industnal disease In European countries, but it is not Included In the list
of occupational diseases in India under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923.

Manganese is not an essential consUt€tent of the human bodv, but it is found in
minute traces in the human blood and tissues, and it Is taken into the system with the
food in which it is present in traces.

Manganese is excreted mainly in the faeces, bile and to a small extent in the urine.

TIN iKALAl)

toxicological interest are stannous and stannic chlo-
ride. They occur as witish-yellow crystals, but, being deliquescent, are met with In

Kandovsky. Arch. Erp. Path. Pftor.. 1926. 110. p 265; Analyst. 1926, 51. p. 362.
K. Leschke. Clinic Toxicology. Eng. TransL by Stewart and Dorrer, 1934, p. 61.
63. Prof. J. N. Berry and P. S. Bidwai. Jour, of Assoc, of Phys., Oct. 1958 p 272.

1941
^ Chemistry of Industrial Poisons. Hazards and Solvents.

Fig. 167.—Case of chro-
nic manganese poison-
ing, showing character-
istic features and gait
(By kind courtesy of

Prof. J. N. Berry.)
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acid waterj’ solution. A mixture of these two chlorides In solution Is known as

Spirit and is used as a mordant in talico-printing.

Symptoms.—A metallic taste In the mouth; nausea accompanied by vomiting; paia

In the abdomen; purging; feeble, irregular pulse; cyanosis; headache; great depression,

collapse; unconsciousness or drowsiness.

ratal Dose.-Not known. Half a drachm of tin chloride solution has caused death.

Four to ten grains of mallate of tin have proved fatal in children.

Fatal Period.—Not known.

Treatment.—Emetics or the stomach tube should be used. Egg-s. bland demulcent

drmks, stimulants and anodvnes should be next administered.
Post-mortem Appearances.—Not known; probably those of gas.ro-cnteritis.

Chemical Tests.—1. Sulphuretted hydrogen yields v,1th stannous solutions a dart

bron precipitate, and with stannic solutions a yellow precipitate. Both precipitates are

soluble in ammonium sulphide.

2. Mercuric chloride gives a white precipitate with a stannous salt, which toms

grey and lastly black on boiling with excess of the reagent.
3 Gold chloride produces a purple precipitate with a stannous salt, but none widi

a stannic salt.

hfedico-Legal Points.—1. Poisoning by tin salts Is very rare Indeed.
ca^ occur from the use of tinned fruits owing to the mallic acid of fruits acting
and forming mallate of tin.

Polsonoiu symptoms may arise from wearing silk articles of clothing, such^ ^steckings, which are sometimes Impregnated with tin chloride. A joUes** _
yonian who develops poisonous symptoms from wearing

chloride. She complained of motor^ the lower extrenilUes which were stained yUow. The unne w«
nervous symptoms like ataxia were noted a few weeks ^became ana^mic. but recovered In a few months after the stockings had been discar^

a ?!
has occurred from the accidental. use of “putty

Uon^t polishing silver vessels. “Stalinon”, »

nSnlneSw dlododletbyl tin. ts aUeged to have killed IK peop’cais
permanently affected about 100 in Prance In 1957.«7

2 Tin Is eliminated In the urine and fajces.

_ CHROMIUM
ol S:- preparations of chromium are important from a toxicological

Triclde).
may explode when broueM ’^'^quescent and readily soluble In

exiting agent and U e>ycertn, ether or alcohol It Is a

action of strong sulphurtc ^acM
chromici It is

and. therefore, exUts*^ii? n.,iH
saturated solution of potassium

rostve, and Is used as a caustlc'^tn**m^lcu^
bichromate cells. It is a powerf

bitter taste, and*"™^** is a yellow, crystallme salt wi.h a
chiefly used In manuSirtu„ne «‘'»hon being alkaline m reaction

Pola«ium ni.r .

® chromatel a very piosonous salt

bichromate. It Ls an*’OTMge5rrt* crromiif'*’’
This is also known as n

soluble in ten parts of water having a bitter and metaUlc
a special action on the nervoSSte.^ solution, which is highly
furniture stalners and Photegraohe^ ^ Insoluble in alcohol It is used by

Acute PoWonlne.—Toxir rn^t. * . less
after swallowing the poison, a few minutes, say 5 minutes o

^ptoms are bitter metallic dichromate or chromic ac«l * ^
The vomited matter is yellow, and son^i****”

*” stomach, vomiting arid diarrt

are yellow owing to the reduction of ^‘rrged with bile and blood.
contains blood and "^y contain blood. There is

light, ^e r^lrations are veiw PUpds are dilated, and do not
perccptlWe. These are folS bT The pulse isfeeble and almcet^^
death. Convutsion-s may occur in so:ne**«^ cramps, collapse, unconsciousness

63. Munch, Mecj 71 • —
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Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—A tablespoonful of a 50 per cent solution of chromic

acid has caused death. A tablespoonful of potassium chromate has proved fatal in 12

hours. The smallest fatal dose of potassium bichromate is 30 to 45 grains. Tt^’o drachms

of potassium bichromate have caused death in 4 hours, but recovery has follo"xed tv dose

of half an ounce. A woman.fi* aged 21 years, died on the tenth day after swallowing

15 grammes of potassium bichromate with Intent to commit suicide.

Treatment.—Empty the stomach by emetics, or wash it out with warm water. Give

solutions of magnesium or calcium carbonate in water or in milk, and administer demul-

cents as well as stimulants. Treat oliguria with intravenous glucose saline.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^Tlie mucous membrane of the stomach is inflamed and

corroded in patches, and coloured olive-green or purple due to the conversion of the

salt into an oxide. The duodenum also ^ows the same appearances. The blood is

daocolate-coloured and shows the spectrum of meUimmoglobin. Fatty degeneration of

the liver and heart, and acute inflammation of the kidneys. In the case of death from
potassium bichromate reported by Dr. Willcox there were no changes in the viscera

except slight brown discoloration of the stomach wall. The chemical analysis revealed

the presence of chromium In the viscera.**

Chronic Poisoning.—^This is apt to occur among those who are employed in the
manufacture of chromic acid and its salts, and are thus constantly handling them, or are
exposed to their dust.

Sj-mptoms.—Bitter, nauseous taste in the mouth, irritation and Inflammation of the
mucous membrane of the nose causing sneezing, salivation, lachrymation, severe con-
junctivitis, laryngitis and bronchitis. Ihe nasal membrane then becomes ulcerated, and
perforation -occurs in the lower part of the septum.

Ulcerated sores, known as chrome holes, occur on the hands, face and other parts
of the body, and have a punched out appearance. These are not very painful and rarely

suppurate, but they penetrate deeply and are obstinate in healing. Eczematous and
psoriatic rashes may also appear on the skin, and the periosteum may be inflamed and
painful.

Treatment.—Ulcerated sores should be dressed with a ten per cent calcium disodium
versenate ointment for two days, and then be treated like ordinary wounds. The work-

.

ers should protect their hands and feet by wearing rubber gloves and boots and should
wear gas masks to prevent the Inhalation of chrome dust and fumes. They should also

observe thorough cleanliness and wash their hands with soap and water before taking
meals. Oil should be sprayed on the nasal septum before going to the factory. Lastly
adequate exhaust ventilation should be provided for removal of dust and fumes from
the atmosphere, and UabUUy to bronchial carcinoma should be detected early by regular
chest X-rays.

Chemical Tests.^An alkaline solution of a cliromium salt yields a green precipitate
solubUe In excess on the addition of ammonium su]phide.With a solution of nitrate or
acetate of lead, chromates or bichromates give a bright yellow precipitate, soluble In
boiling water. This solution on cooling, deposits golden yellow spangles of lead chro-
mate. Chromates give a violet colour to diphenyl carbazide dissolved in 1 part of acetic
acid and 9 parts of alcohol. A solution of duromic acid gives a yellow precipitate wiUi
barium nitrate or chloride, soluble in hydrochloric and nitric acids. WiUi silver nitrate
it gives a brick-red precipitate, soluble in ammonia. When boiled with dilute sulphuric
acid and alcohol or formalin, it acquires a green colouration.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisoning by chromates is extremely rare, though they are
very poisonous. Chromic acid has produced fatal symptoms from an external applica-
tion as well as from accidentally, swallowing it while it is being applied to the throat
with a throat brush.

Accidental and suicidal cases, though rare, have occurred from swallowing a bichro-
mate or a chromate solution. A man,?# aged 75 years, swallowed inadvertently and on a
fasting stomach a quantity of a 5 per cent solution of potassium bichromate containing
between 1 and li grammes of the salt After a short tune vomiting and diarrheea set in.
The fceces were green In colour and did not contain blood. Between six and seven
hours later, the patient developed painful convulsions of the arms and legs. Dyspnma
and retention of urine were present Two days later, the patient was catheterized and
125 cc. of red brown urine were obtained. The urine contained sugar, albumin erythro-
cytes and leucocytes. Camphor and olive <nl Were administered with intestinal lavage and
venesection was performed twice. The patient was discharged cured after about six weeks
but with cardiac arhythmia and low blood pressure. A young womanTi in Dera Ghazi

C8. Lcschke, Clin. Tox., Eng. Transl. by Stewart and Dorrer. 1934
Trans. Med -Leg. Society, IStO-lO. “

71. Punjab Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, 1925, p. 3.
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Khan was suffering from a bad cough, and took some medicine from a travelling hakim.
She developed gastro-intestinal symptoms immediately after swallowing the medicine,
and died in eleven hours. Potassium bichromate was detected in the viscera submitted
to the Chemical Examiner. Two persons were suffering from asthma, and were under
the treatment of a Vaid, who gave them some yellow powder as medicine. Soon after
taking the medicine both of them began to vomit and pui^e, and died within twelve
hours. Potassium bichromate was detected in quantity in the viscera of both the bodles.72
A man, who was heavily involved in debts, committed suicide by swallowing potassium
bichromate. Post-mortem examination revealed marked corrosion of the lower half of
the cesophagus. The mucous membrane of the stomach and intestine was corroded and
dark in colour.73

Potassium bichromate has been given in a few instances for homicidal purposes, as
also for procuring abortion. Dr. Michael Verxar^^ describes a case of attempted murder
in which an electrician, 4G years old, was given altogether 120 grains of potassium bichro-
mate in red wine and also in a mixture of soda and lemonade. The man recovered after
a fortnight.

Chromium salts are eliminated mainly by the kidneys, and to some extent by the
liver and bowels.

A case’s is recorded in which several persons were poisoned through the applica-
tion of an ointment in which potassium chromate was used by mistake instead of sulphur
ordered for the treatment of scabies. Of these twelve died.

POTASSIUM
The following salts of potassium have caused poisonous symptoms:

(Saltpetre, Nitre. Sal rrunellc). KNO,.—In the vernacular, the
“ colourless, rhombic crystals. It hasa

SnerSn~ ^ a
solubllity Increases with the rise of

temperature. It is chiefly used In the manufacture of gunpowder and in pyrotechny.

stomach and epigastrium, vomiting and purging.
^ stools may contain blood. The urine may also contain blood.

coHapse and death. Coma may precede

an? <* disturbances, parmsthesia, crampsand muscular twltchlngs or paralysis may persist for two or three months.

an c^uS,

60 hSt; “

mlh the etomach tube. Give stimulants bv hypo-

Sn'uSl'S.ar^rraK^
red orbroTOiS

raucous membrane of the stomach is stained bright

PpiOTnlng by potassium nitrate, though rare, has

sulphate. In his annual rinort
raagnesium sulphate or sodium

cribes a case In which a Chemical Examiner, Bengal, d«-
her mother a feed of milk

10 months old, was given one morning by

sugar. The child died In thp
some potassium nitrate which was mistaken for

ofW uSteTaSd Central Chemical Examiner
slum nitrate was given £ a DurSve ^ ^ recorded where pot^
result.

® purgative by mistake for magnesium sulphate with a fatal

tast^*?lu*ble”ln^l6*pam of^Jfldw^el^alfdf
“'°‘**'**“' crystalline salt with a cool, saline

m Kol Of cold water and In 3 parts of boiling water, but almost Insoluble

men®S£'^vomuS SdS™ the Stomach and abdo-men, severe tomiting, dlarhcea. giddiness, dyspnma and muscular weakness.When ab-

72. U.P and C.P. Chem. Exam. Annual Rep. 1940 n. 6
73. ^fadras Chemical Examiners Annual Benort iq^7 n *?• n

Examiner’s Annual Rep. 1946.
«epo«, 1937. p 3 . see also Beng. Chem.

74. Jovr Amer Med Assoc

.

July 23. 1927, n. 307
75 Jour Amer Med Assoc, Nov 21. 1919’

p, ugg
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sorbed, it breaks up the red blood corpusdes, converting hcemoglobin into rocthamo-
globin and setting up secondary symptoiM» sudi as pain in the loins, hajmogloblnuria,
oliguria, the urine being dark in colour and containing albumin, caste, and hasmolysed
red blood cells, cyanosis of the skin, jaundice, drowsiness, delirium, coma and death.

Fatal Dose.—According to Witthans.w the smallest fatal dose is 3 drachms for an
adult, 75 grains for a child and 15 grains for an infant. It must be remembered that a
quantity taken In divided doses is more apt to cause death than when taken in a single

dose. Recovery after 600 grains in an adult is known.

Fatal Period.—The shortest recorded fatal period is 2i hours in the case of a child,

three weeks old, and the longest period for an adult is 12 days.u

Treatment.—Administer emetics, or a'ash out the stomach, and give plenty of fluids to

increase the flow of urine. Use oxygen inhalation, stimulants, glucose saline solution or

blood transfusion, if necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Submucous haemorrliages in the mucous membrane of the

stomach and duodenum, which is swollen, reddened and easily detached. The liver and
spleen are enlarged and dark-brown in'colour. The kidneys are enlai^ed and show tubu-

lar necrosis. The lungs are marked with subpleural ecchsTnoses. The heart Is dilated.

The brain and its membranes are congested. The blood is chocolate coloured with
degenerated red blood corpuscles.

Chemical Tests.—Acidify the suspected solution with dilute sulphuric acid and add
a few drops of indigo solution until the colour is blue. The addition of sulphurous acid
will discharge the blue colour, if potassium chlorate be present.

A few drops of potassium iodide solution and a drop of starch solution are added
to a solution of potassium chlorate. On the addition of acetic acid an intense blue colour

is produced.

A few drops of platinlc chloride solution added to an acidifled solution of potas-
' slum chlorate produces a yellow crystalline precipitate, insoluble in alcohol (80 per cent).

Medico-Legal Points.—Potassium chlorate Is largely used In the manufacture of mat-
ches and in pyrotechny, and in calico-printing and dyeing. It must be handled carefully,

as it explodes when rubbed with many substances, especially sulphur, sulphides, sugar,
charcoal, tannic acid and glycerin.

Accidental cases of poisoning occur chiefly from an overdose of potassium chlorate
or from It having been swallowed in mistake when prescribed as a gargle. A man, aged
43 years, who was suffering from Bright’s disease, took 30 to 35 grammes of potassium
chlorate over a period of three days in mistake for potassium chloride and died on the
fifth day after last dose.fs A woman,’’ 61 years old, sucked twenty 5-grain tablets
of potassium chlorate daily for six to ten weeks with the Idea of curing, a supposititious
cancer of the tongue, andrdied -after suffering from gastro-intestinal disturbances, severe
hsemolysis, methajemoglobinsemia, and ursemla due to renal damage. The colour of the
skin and mucosfe was deep grey-brown and that of the sclerm was dark yellow-brown.

'

Suicidal cases are rare. A homicidal case is recorded where potassium chlorate
was given to a child by his mother and step-mother. The child died in about three
hours.80

After administration by the mouth, potassium chlorate appears In the saliva in five
minutes, but it is eliminated chiefly In the urine.

Potassium Sulphate (Sal Polychreest. Sal de Duobus), K^SO^.—^This forms colour-
less, rhombic crystals, having a bitter, salty taste. It is soluble in ten parte of water.
It is extensively* used for agricultural purposes. Accidental cases of poisoning occur
from its use. It has also been employed in Prance for procuring abortion.

Symptoms.—Pain in the abdomen, vomiting diarrheea. exhaustion and collapse ending
in death.

Fatal Dose.—The pharmacopceial dose is 15 to 45 grains. The smallest fatal dose is
2 drachms. The usual fatal dose is 2 ounces ^

Fatal Period.—Death has occurred in one and a half hours from a dose of 2 drachms
and in 2 hours after 10 drachms had been administered in divided doses.

Treatment.—Empty the stomach by emetics or wash it out by the stomach tube, and
treat the symptoms of Irritation and depression as they arise.

76. Manual of Toxic., Ed. n. p. 69L
77. Wlttaus, Manual oi Toxic., ‘SA. IS, pp. ^02. 693.
78. Cochrane. W. J., and Smith, B. P. CanaO. Med. Assoc. Jour., Jan. 1940, XLTI, p. 23.
79. S. Gordon and J. A. H. Brown. Lancet, Oct. 4, 1947. 2, p 603.
80. Wagner, Samml von Vergiftsfalte. 1934, 47, B. 48; Med.-Leg. and Criminoloav Rev..

April 1935, p. 135.
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Post-mortem Appearances,—The mucous membrane of the stomach is congested and
inflamed.

Potas-sium Sulphide (Llrcr of Sutphlr), K,S.—^This occurs in dull green, solid masses,
and is used as potassa sulphurata in the ointment of skin diseases.

Symptoms.— acts as an irritant poison, but at the same time exhibits narcotic
symptoms owing to its rapid decomposition Into sulphuretted hydrogen. Death may occur
in a few minutes.

Treatment.—Give dilute solutions of chloride of soda or lime and then treat the
symptoms.

Post-mortem Appearances—^The body surface is livid. Redness of the stomach and
duodenum with a deposit of sulphur. The lungs are gorged with dark blood.

sulphideT**^^*
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Sometimes, after swallowing a large dose, the patient becomes pale, feels giddy, falls

down and dies from syncope. A Christian boy,*3 7 years old, was given in the early

morning 2 ounces of magnesium sulphate as an aperient and had vomited it up. He had
again been given another dose of 2 ounces about 2 hours later and had again vomited,

but one hour later he became unconscious and was removed to the J. J. Hospital Bombay,
where he was found unconscious and cyanosed with dilated pupils reacting sluggishly,

shallow respirations, and a feeble pulse. He died in less than an hour. A cfise occurred

to Dr. Khambolja of Rander in which a woman, about 20 years old. felt giddy soon after

swallowing a dose of U ounces of magnesium sulphate in the morning of the flrst October
1948, became unamsciouss and died within two hours. The chemical Analyser, Bombay,
detected magnesium sulphate in the viscera usually preserr'ed for chemical analysis.

When injected into the blood, magnesium sulphate depresses the heart, paralyses the
central nervous system and causes death from paralysis of respiration.

Fatal Dose.—One ounce has caused deatli. though the .same quantity may be given

as a purgative. Two ounces have caused the death of a boy, ten years old.

Fatal Period.—Death occurs rapidly from a few minutes to two or three hours. Deatli

occurred in 60 hours in a case where 310 cc. of a 4 per cent solution of magnesium sul-

phate had been iniected subcutaneously.ti

TreatmenL—Empty the stomach; give stimulants and treat the symptoms. Subcu-
taneous or intravenous administration of calcium salts has sbeen recommended, as calcium
salts have an antagonistic action on the inhibitory effect of magnesium sulphate.

Post-mortem Appearances-—Signs of irritation of the gastro-intestinal tract may be
present.

Chemical Tests.—1. A soluion of sodium phosphate in the presence of ammonium
chloride and ammonia gives a white. crystaUine precipitate, soluble in dllnto hydro-
chloric acid.

2. Caustic potash gives a white precipitate.

3. A rosy pink incrustation on charcoal, if heated with cobalt nitrate.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisoning by magnesium sulphate is rare, but a few cases of
accidental poisoning have occurred from large doses of magnesium sulphate talcen as a
purgative.

Injected into the spmal canal magnessium sulphate induces amesthesia, and alleviates

tetanic spasms.

Magnesium sulphate closely resembles oxalic acid and zinc sulphate; hence the- latter

salts have frequently been mistaken for the former.

Magnesium sulphate Is chiefly excreted in the unne, rendering It alkaline.

BARIUM •

Barium Chloride. BaCl,.—^This forms colourless, rhombic crystals, having an acnd
taste, and soluble in water. It is chiefly used as a chemical reagent. It is highly poison-
ous, and has been taken in mistake for Carlsbad salt or Epsom or Glauber's salt. It is

a non-oaiclal preparation, the dose being i to 2 grains.

Barium Nitrate, B»(NO,)^—^This crj-stallizes m large, colourless octahedra. It is

soluble in water. It is used in pyrolechny to make gresnfire.

Barium Carbonate, BaCO,.—^This occurs as a mineral wthertte. It is a fine, wlute
powder, slightly soluble in water, but soluble with effer^’escence in dilute acids, and
may be converted by the free hydmchlonc acid of the stomach Into barium chloride. It
is largely used as a poison for rats and mice.

Barium Sulphate, BaSO^.—This occurs native as heavy spar. It is a heavy,, white,
tasteless, odourless powder. It is insoluble in water, and only very slighUy soluble in
dilute acids. It is largely used as a white pigment, known as permanent white. It is

not poisonous and has recently come into very large use for the X'-ray^examlnation of
the gastro-lntestlnal tract

Barium Sulphide (Baryta Sulphuraia, BP.C.), Bas ^Tliis occurs as a greyish-black
powder and dissolves readily in water giving off an offensive odour of hydrogen sulphide.
It IS U a deadly poison and Is chiefly used as a depilatory.

Symptoms.—^The symptoms appear witliin half-an-hour after swallowing the poison.
These are severe abdominal pain, nausea, salivation, vomiting, intense thirst, persistent
purging. diUatlon of the pupils, dimness of vision, ringing in the ears, violent cramps in
the hands and feet. slow, forcible and intermittent heart beats with rise of blood pres-
sure, convulsions, paralysis, collapse or coma and death.

83. Bombay Cbem. Analyser's Annual Report. 1933, p 4.
84. Curtis. Jour. Amcr. Med. Assoc. 1921, VoL 77. p. 1492,
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Fatal »ose.-The fatal dose of a soluble banum salt Is /anable. SWr
baxium chloride and banum carbonate ha^e each proved fatal. On the other hand, re-

coveries have followed much larger doses of these salts.

ratal Period.-Death may occur rapidly m one to two hou« or r^y be delay^

for some days. A woman died in 19 hours after swallowing by mistake of a Mlurion

containing 3 grammes of banum chloride instead of sodium sulphate.** A man wo
was given a powder containing barium catbonale and banum sulphide in soup by nis

wife died on the third day.**

Treatment.—Give one-ounce doses of sodium or magnesium sulphate to form m
insoluble salt of banum sulphate, and then wash out the stomach with a r^gn^ium sm-

phate solution. 2 oz. in 2 gallons of water. Use morphine to relieve pain,- stimulant^

and glucose sahne or blood to combat collapse. Ten c.c. of 8 per cent magnesite sul-

phate solution intravenously is also recommended. Give nltro-glycerin or amyl-nl.nte

to reduce the blood pressure.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Reddening, congestion and inflammation of the mucous

membrane of the stomach and duodenum; sometimes erosions of the mucous membrane-

The heart is large and flabby. The lungs and bram are congested.

Chemical Tests.—1. Ddute sulphuric acid gives a white precipitate of barium sul-

phate, insoluble In hydrochloric and nitnc adds.

2. A solution of potassium chromate added to a neutral solution of a b^um
produces a yellow precipitate of banum chromate, soluble In nitric acid and in hydro-

chloric acid, but insoluble In acetic acid.

3 A few drops of a 5 per cent solution of the sodium salt of chloronitrotoluene-

sulphonlc acid added to a neutral or faintly add solution of a banum salt produces a

crystalUne precipitate even in a dilution of I in it gives no preapltate to calaum
or strontium salts.

4. Feigl'a Test —If a drop of a neutral solution of a barium salt is placed on a p:«e

o! filter paper which has been soaked in a freshly prepared solution of sodium Thodi-

zonate and dried, a reddish stain or prenpitate is formed which, when moistened with

hydrochloric aci^ changes to scarlet.

5. Barium salts moistened with hydrochloric add impart a greenish-yellow colour

to flame.

Medico-Legat Points.—The soluble salts ol barium are highly poisonous. They have
locally.an irritant action and remotely have a depressant action on the heart.

Most of the cases of poisoning by barium salts are accidental, taken in mistake for

Epsom or other purgative salts. A few are suicidaL

A family In Hlsar District ale chapatts made with atta (wheat fiour) mixed with
pills of banum carbonate used for destroying rats. Soon afterwards ^ of them began to

vomit and purge, exhibiting the symptoms of an irritant poison.*? Morton** describes
two outbreaks of food poisomng affecting 83 Bntisb soldiers of the Persian Iraq Com-
mand. The poisoning was caused by banum carbonate contaminating by mistake the
flour used in prepanng marmalade tart and treacle tart. AH of them suffer^ from
symptoms of gastro-enteritis with tingling of the face and neck followed by loss of ten-
don reflexes, disordered action of the heart and muscle paralysis Recovery was rapid
and there was no death.

Dean »»reports seven cases of acodental poisomng by banum carbonate dispensed
in mistake lor banum sulphate used to prepanng banum meals for X-rays examinatioos.
Of these one person who had swallowed 1,7 oz. of barium carbonate died. It is there-
fore suggested that banum carbonate be coloured with a distmctive hue to avoid it being
mistaken lor barium sulphate.

An accidental fatal case** of poisomng by banum sulphide occurred under tragic
circumstances In the Sassoon Hospital at Poona on April 3. 1323. His wigiin pitLs tfl?
Hajasahib of Akalkot had some stmnach trouble, and went to the hospital by appoint-
ment to consult the X-ray specialist. It was arranged to X-ray the stomach and in order
to note the process of food digestion a meal of barium sulphate mixed with porridge
had to be given. Thcre^lng no banum sulphate m the hospital, an order lor the drug
was sent to toe Poona Drug stores which unfortunately supplied banum sulphide instead
of tolum sulphate. About two tablespoonfuls of tois were mixed up with a bowUul of
porridge and about two or three mouthfuls of toe mixture of banum sulphide were

85 R. GlHl, Archivio dt Antropologie CnmintUe etc., Turin Jan.-June. 1947, p. 24;
Jour. Amer. iJed. Assoc., Oct. 25, 1947. p 54®

86 Madras Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, I933 p 4.

87. Punjab Chemical Examiner's Annual Report 1920
’

p! 9
88. Lcxcel. 1945. Vok II, p 788 89. Brit. Med. J.. Oct. 7 1930, Vok H, p. til-
ST. Med.-Leg Jour. July and August 1923. voi xi p. 106.
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taken which probably contained about a teaspoonful of the salt The Raja could not

take any more on account of the offensive odour of the mixture and started vomiting

immediately afterwards. He then complained of a burning pain at the pit of the stomach.

In spite of prompt treatment the patient collapsed and died within two hours after

having taken the drug. “Ihere was no post-mortem examination. The chemist who dis-

pensed the drug and the X-ray specialist who administered It were both convicted by
the Assistant Collector for causing death by a rash and negligent act.

A Hindu male,9i aged 55 5'ears, took about IJ drachms of a depilatorj' powder con-

taining 1 part barium sulphide and 8 parts washing earth or botni mltti in mistake for

a laxative powder at 4 a.m. on April 14, 1929. Vomiting commenced soon afterwards and
was persistent; he had 3 motions in the course of the next four hours. At 10 a.m. he
noticed difficulty in lifting the arms and extending the legs and could not close the fist

tightly. At 5 p.m. his tongue was found coated and dry, and the pulse slow, full and
intermittent. The heart sounds were booming, the second aortic sound being markedly
accentuated and intermittent with a beat missing after every five or sLx beats. There
was paresis of the arms and legs, and the grip was very weak. The deep refle.\es were
absent. There w’as no sensory disturbance. The brain was obsolutely clear. He was given

one drachm of magnesium sulphate in solution every two hours, and he recovered after

he had taken altogether six doses. He had 5 thin watery motions in the night.

A Mahomedan woman, aged 25 years, took a quantity of a depilatory powder con-
taining barium sulphide with intent to commit suicide at 7 p.m. on the 18th July 1931.

Soon afterwrds she had vomiting which contained blood and emitted the odour of hydro-
gen sulphide. She could not swallow anytWng, as there was excoriation of the throat.

She was at once removed in a collapsed condition to the King George's Hospital, Luck-
now, where she died at ICHO pm. In his annual report for the year 1941 the Chemical
Examiner, Bengal, reports a case In whidi a Hindu woman (colliery employee), aged
about 40 years, committed suicide by taking barium sulphide.

Barium is eliminated chiefly in the faeces, though slightly in tbe urine.

.SODIUM
Sodium Chloride (Common Salt or Table Salt), h'aCl.—This is caUed Namak in the

vernacular. It occurs In colourless, cubical crystals or in a small, white, crystalline

powder, and is largely used in the alkali industry, it is a necessary article of food for

men and other animals. It is soluble In 3 parts of cold water.

Symptoms.—-In large dose It causes imtant symptoms, followed by paral.vsis.

fatal Dose,—Half a pound.

Treatment.—Emetics or stomach lube.

fost-morlem Appearances.—Not characteristic.

Sodium Nitrate, NaNOj.—^This occurs in white or slightly yellow deliquescent, crys-
t.'aS.lA&t ^anvAes, bawag a saAne taste and dlssoV?mg nv parts oi water. It Is used tu
medicine in i to 2-graln doses.

Symptoms.—Giddiness, headache, throbbing all over the body, cyanosed face, nausea,
A'omiting, diarrhoea, muscular weakness, feeling of anxiety, prostration with cold extre-
mities, hurried breathing, and unconsaousness with convulsions. Dr, V. Rao, Chemical
Examiner to the Government of Madras State, mentions a case in which a man “experi-
enced reeling sensation and derangement of the brain, could not stand or gaze at lamp
light, made incoherent statements, and became unconscious some time later.91

Fatal Dose.—^Three grains have produced alarming symptoms. Prom experiments
conducted on frogs and dogs the Chemical Examiner, Madras, has calculated that about
,30 grains of sodium nitrite would probably prove fatal to the average adult man.93

Fatal Period,—The usual fatal period is about half to three hours. Three members
of a family died in 2 hours after taking sodium nitrate in mistake for common salt>*
The longest period is about 8 hours.

Treatment.—Use the stomach tube or give emetics. Inject hj^odermically adre-
naline or ephednne. Use artificial respiration, and give oxjgen inhalation, sometimes
an exchange transfusion saves life.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The stomach is congested and may be vascular in patches.
The liver and spleen are congested. The kidneys are generally congested, but may some-
times show degenerative changes. The brain is cedematous. The lungs- are cedematous.
The blood is chocolate-coloured owing to the conversion of hjemoglobin into methremog-
Jobln.

Medico-Legal Points.—Sodium nitrite along with potassium nitrite is extensively used
by weavers in the dyeing of cloths in viUages In South India, and is sold without restric-

91. Bhupal Sing. 2nd. Med. Gazette. Sep. 1929, p. 506.
92. Private communication dated November 18. 1950, to the Author.
93. Annual Report, 1939. p. 7. 94. Phar. Jour.. VoL n. 1936, p. 214.
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tions, so that cases of nitrite poisoning have become frequent in recent years. The fol-

lowing two cases of poisoning by sodium nitrite are reported to the author by the
Chemical Examiner, Hyderabad-Deccan:

—

1. In June 1940. a Hindu male, aged 22 years, and of Nalgonda District, committed
suicl^ by taking sodium nitrite. An hour later he was trembling all over, with fists
denied and shouting Incoherently. He vomited once and passed two stools. He was
partly unconscious and died in six hours.

2. In September 1940, a woman of Nalgonda District gave to her co-wife half-an-
ounce of sodium nitrite mixed In a decoction of anisi seeds. Soon afterwards she vomited
once and passed one liquid motion. She then became unconscious and died in three
hours,

V,.
^"h^^pnvate communication to the author the Chemical Examiner. Bengal reports

poisoning which occurred in the year 1946:—A Maho-
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Accidental poisoning by cadmium has occurred from eating acid foods, such as fruit

juices kept in cadmium plated cooking utensils. A easels ts recorded in vfhich 62 air-

men suffered from cadmium poisoning by drinking fruit Juice prepared by dissolving 6

oz. of dehydrated lemon powder and 4G oz. of canned grape fruit juice in 8 gallons of

water and ice contained in a galvanized metal vessel. The fruit Juice was contaminated

by cadmium which was present In the zinc used for galvanizing the inner lining of the

vessel and was dissolved by the high acidity of the mixture. Each patient must have
ingested about 56 rag. A case is also reported where 303 persons developed food poison-

ing after eating in a workers’ canteen. The poisoning was caused by wine which had
been kept for several hours In cadmium lined containers. The wine was found to con-

tain 103 to 180 mlg. of cadmium per lltre.w

After absorption cadmium Is mainly found in the lungs, liver and kidneys.

GOLD (SONA)
Gold Chloride (Auric Cldotide), AuCI,.—This occurs as soluble, deliquescent, brown

crystals, and is used in photography.

Gold and Sodium Chloride.—Tills Is a non-oEBcial preparation, known as Auri et Sodii

Chloridum. It consists of equal parts of anhydrous gold chloride and anhydrous sodium
chloride and contains about 50 per cent of gold. It is an odourless, orange-yellow pow-
der, soluble In water and having a saline, metallic taste. The dose 1/30 to 1/12 grain

increased to 1 grain in a pill with kaolin ointment. .

Sodium Aurothlosulphate (Sanocrysin, Aurobln or Crisalbine).—Tliis is a double
thiosulphate of gold and sodium occurring in odourless, colourless crystals and having a
sweet taste. It is freely soluble In water, but Insoluble in alcohol. It contrins about 37
per cent of gold.

The other proprietary compounds of gold are allochrysine. lopion, myocrisin, neo-
solganal. solganal, etc. which are used intramuscularly In the treatment of rheumatoid
artoritls.

Symptoms.—The Ups, tongue, teeth, and the inside of the cheeks are purple-coloured,

followed by tenderness of the epigastrium, salivation, persistent vomiting, diarrhoea, fever,

albuminuria, and collapse.

When given in an initial dose or too frequently, sanocrysin may produce poison-

ing, the symptoms being skin rashes, unpleasant taste, stomatitis, nausea, vomiting, abdo-
minal pain, diarrhesa. albuminuria, heemoglobinuria. jaundice, ansmia with agranulocy-
tosis, myocardial failure and pulmonary cedema. E.xposure of the face or neck to bright
sunlight after a course of sanocrj'sin may cause a permanent purple discolouration of
the skin due to the gold being deposited in the skin.)

A case? IS recorded where a patient suffering from tuberculosis w^s treateu by gold
salts vrtthout any ill-effects, but during the second course the blood picture of severe
anemia with marked decrease of the granular white corpuscles (agranulocytosis) occiurert
and the patient died. FatzeiS also reports two cases. In the first case a patient, 65 years
old, who was treated with allochrj'sine for chronic deforming rheumatism, died of agra-
nulocytosis with secondary necrotic angina. In the second case a 6[>-year-old patient
suffenng from the same disease developed agranulocytosis after one month’s treatment
with 3 grammes of solganal. This condition disappeared after treatment with liver e.x-

tract, irradiation and nucleotide, but the patient died a month later from an abscess of
the lung.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Not certam. An intramuscular injection of 0 05 G. of
sanocrysin proved fatal to a male phthisical patient, 37 years old, after 8 days. A man
was treated with sanocrysin in April 1934. The first injection of 0.05 G. was followed by
urticaria of the trunk and arms, so that the doses were decreased to 0.025 G. and given
once a week. The 'last injection which was given on November 2, was followed, by a
popular eruption over the right shoulder and upper arm, as well as by diffuse polyneuritis
which increased until 'complete paraplegia was developed. Death occurred on November
17. with sjrmptoms of asphyxia of bulbar origin. The total quantity of sanocrj'sin in-
jected was in all 5.4 G.4

Treatment.—Administer at first 10 cc. of a 10 per cent solution of calcium gluconate
and then give eggs and other albuminoid substances. Sodium thiosulphate may be given
orally or Intravenously, BAL is recommended as an effective form of treatment in poison-
ing by gold. ACTH and vitamin have been recommended for exfoliative dermatitis.

93. G. G. Jenner and J. A. K. Cunningham. N. Z. Med. Jour., Dec. 1944, p 282; Med-
Leg. and Criminol. Rev., 1945. Vol. xm. part ll, p. los.

99 E Monnet and P. Sabon, Pressc Medicale, Paris, Oct. 19. 1946, 55, p. 677,
1. Beaumont. Bnt. Med. Jour., 1928. Vol. II, p, 815.
2. jRcquelin and AUenle, Bull. Soc. Jtfed. Hop. Par.. 1932, S. 3, XLVm. pp. 539-47:

Med.-Leg. arid Crimfnol. Rer., 1934, Part J, VoL H. p. 92.
3. Schweiz, ilfed. Wschr, 1936. I, p 120; Mcd,^Letj. and Criminol. Rev.. Vol IV Part

IV. Oct. 1936, p. 321.
4. Jour. Amcr. Med. Assoc., April 13. 1935. p. 1350.
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Post-morlem Appcaranccs.-Irritatton of the alimentary canal. Capillary hemor-

rhages in the brain and other organs. Patty degeneration of the liver.
, „ , ^

Chemical Tests.—1. Hydrogen sulphite produces a black precipitate, soluble m am-

monium sulphide,

2. Ammonia yields a reddish-yellow precipitate.

3 Stannous chloride gives a purple precipitate.

PLATINUM
The soluble salts of platinum are poisonous and act as irritant poisons, the chief

symptoms being sneezing, burning pain to the mouth, salivation, ^usea, vomlt^ P^n

in the abdomen, diarrhma with bloody moUons, headache and slight jaundice.

and urticarial rashes arc often observed. Inhalation produces cough, wheezing in me

chest, dyspncea and cyanosis. Responds to adrenaline or ephedrinc.

A double chloride salt of platinum and potassium is used in photography. Hence It

is liable to cause poisonous sjTnptoms from its accidental internal use.

Chemical Tests.—Hydrogen sulphide gives a dark brown precipitate, insoluble to

hydrochloric acid- A concentrated solution of potassium or ammonium salts in presence

of hy^ochloric acid gives a yellow crystalline precipitate of the double chloride.

NICKEL AND COBALT
Poisoning by the salts of these metals is exceedingly rare. The diief salts that are

likely to produce poisonous symptoms are carbonyl ol nickel and cobalt Nickel car-

bonyl. Ni(CO»„ which is a light straw coloured. mobile,.hlghly refractive liquid, has pro-

duced fatal sj-mptoms, with pulmonary oedema among workmen employed in nicKei

work. Toxic symptoms are also produced by the inhalation of atr charged

vapours of nickel carbonyl which is converted Into a gaseous condition at 104‘F. BAL is

also effective here.

In 1903, two of the men employed at Mond's Chemical Works, Clydach, who bad been

c-xposed to the vapours of nickel carbonyl, died and their deaths were found to be due

to the Inhalation of this substance. Dr. Jones reported that there had been twenty-six

cases of slight poLsonlng under his care last summer in chemical workers. Post-mortem
examination of both the bodies showed that the lungs were cedamatous and interaeiy

congested, and the heart was in a state of degeneration and loaded with fat. The other

organs Including the brain were congested. Dr. Mott further examined the brain ol one
of the deceased and found capillary haemorrhages in its substance and chromolytic changes
in the nerve cells of the medulla and pons, especially of the cardio-resplratory centres.?

Workmen employed In the cobalt mines of Schneeberg and Joachlmsthal often suffer

from malignant lymphosarcoma of the lungs, known as the Schneebergr lung cancer. This

condition ts probably due to the Inhalation of the dust of arsenic and radium present to

cobalt ores. A case of acute poisoning has. however, occurred from the Inhalation of

cobalt dust free from arsenic. A young man who was working at the breaking of cobalt

in a narrow, unvcntllated room was taken 111 with stomach pains, eructation and very
violent vomiting. He suffered from hscmaturla which lasted for three months.*

SymptoRM —Nausea, vomiting, headache, giddiness, lever, dyspepsia, convulsions,
coma and death. Persons who come In contact with nickel salts and who wear nickel
plated articles develop an Itching skin rash.

PiHt-mortem Appearances,—^The stomach and Intestines are ecchymosed and to-
flamed. The brain Is congested. The lungs are congested and mdematous. The heart is

flabby and dilated.

When cobalt Is token Internally it Is eliminated by the fieces. and when administered
Intravenously, it la excreted to the urine.

Ammonium chloride, ammonium hydrate and ammonium sul-
phide yield a black preclpltole with nickel and cobalt salts.

2. Caiutlc J»tosh. caiutlc soda or ammonium hydroxide gives a green precipitate
with a nickel salt, and a blue precipitate with a cobalt salt, soluble in excess.

3. Cobalt gives a blue bora.v b-ad and nickel, a reddish-yellow or grey bead.

gives a scarlet prcdpllote with a solu-
tion containing a nickel salt and ammonia or ammonium acetate.

OSMIUM
^mlum (0»mJc Actdi, <HO -This ts a crj-stalllne salt. melUng at 40*0.

and bol.tng at 100 C. It has a caustic, burning toste and a penetrating odour. Its vapours
pojonous, the chief injurious effects being inflammation of the

eyn srA rc-plratory pa.«sagea. ^d painful eruptions on the skin.

i. nn! AJed Jan. 2t. p jjs, and Peb 21. 1903. p. 416
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RADIO-ACTIVE SUBSTANCES
Thorium, uranium and radium and their salts are known as radioactive substances

as they are constantly disintegrating spontaneously and emitting radiations, which are
capable of aSectlng a photographic plate through a black paper, and also of dis^arging
an electroscope.

When inhaled, ingested or handled, these radioactive substances produce poisonous
ssTuptoms especially in industrial processes. The use of several radioactive isotopes in
clinical research and therapeutic use Is also full of danger.

Symptoms—These are weakness, nausea, vomiting, emaciation, progressive aplastic

anosmia, necrosis of the mandible and other tones, malignant growth of bone and carci-

noma of the lungs, in some cases general sepsis may result from secondary infection.

The breath may show radloacti^dty. Its cstemal application can produce rashes, bums
or cancer.

Treatment.—^Treat ansemia and other complaints, antibiotics for infections. Blood
transfusion may be tried Parathyroid extract and a low calcium diet are recommended
to increase the rate of excretion of the radioactive material from the body.

As a prophylactic measure rigid personal hygiene must be enforced among workers
who are exposed to the radioactive substances. A high calcium diet must be given to
workers to prevent the absorption of the radioactive material into the system.

Post-raorfem Appearances.—All the soft tissues, organs and the bones of the body
show the presence of the radioactive material.

• Medico-l>egal Points.—Poisoning generally occurs among workers employed in the
extraction of radioactive substances from the ores. It has occurred among young women
from the slow Ingestion of a self-luminous paint, which was applied to the figures on the
dials of watches and clocks with camel's hair brushes, which they habitually brou^t to
a point with their lips and tongueJ The self-luminous paint consists of a radioactive
substance and zinc sulphide.

Poisoning followed by death has also occurred in a man, S2 years old, who drank
tonic water containing a radioactive substance for about five years.*

7. Martland. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., LXXXV, 1925, p. 1769.
8. GetUer and Morris, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Feb. li. 1933, p. 400.

MJ.—37



CHAPTER XXV

IRRITANT POISONS—(ConW.l

B.—ORGANIC POISONS

1. VECETAEtE Poisons

Vegetble purgatives, when given in large doses, act as irritant poisons,

and their action Is due to an active principle, acrid oil or resin residing in

them. When applied externally to the skin, they produce inflammation,

pustular eruptions or veslcatlons, and unhealthy callous sores or ulcers.

When taken Internally, the symptoms of gastro-lntestinal Irritation are more

marked, while the nervous and cerebral symptoms are mostly absent. Death

generally results from exhaustion.

RICINUS COMMUNIS ' (CASTOR-OIL PLANT, ARANDI)

The castor-oil plant belongs to N.O. Euphorbiacese. Its seeds contain an

active principle, rlcln, a toxalbumln or phytotoxin, which is a powerful Irri-

tant poison. A toxalbumln resembles a bacterial toxin in Its action, and

causes agglutination of the rod blood corpuscles with some degree of hemo-
lysis and cell destruction-

The oil expressd from the seeds Is a pharmacopcelal preparation, known

as Oleum rlclnl, which Is a viscid, nearly couourless or pale yellow liquid

with a slight odour and a bland, acrid, unpleasant taste. It Is soluble in 3^

parts of alcohol (90 per cent). The residue left after extraction of the oil Is

highly poisonous, as It contains rlcln. and should not, therefore, be given to

rattle In their (odder.

Symptoms.—Burning pain In the 'throat; nausea; violent vomiting;

thirst; vertigo: colicky pain In the abdomen; rapid, feeble pulse; cold, clammy
skin; cramps; dehydration; prostration; collapse and death. Dlarrhcea with

bloody stools may or may not be present. Consciousness is retained till the

end In some cases, while stupor or coma Is observed In other cases.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—The lethal dose of rlcln for a man weigh-
ing 60 kilogrammes is calculated by StiUmarki to be 6 milligrammes, which is

generally equal to ten castor-oU seeds, although a single seed* has produced
alarming symptoms, and two seeds* have caused the death of a man, 26 years
old. In six days. On the other hand, recovery has occurred after a handful
of the seeds (probably twenty-five to thirty or more).<

Treatment.—Evacuate by washing out the stomach, administer stimu-
lants and hypodermic injections of morphine, and give intravenous glucose
saline for dehydration.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Congestion, softening and inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal, with occasional erosions and
submucous hamarrhages. Fragments of the seeds may be found in the
stomach and Intestines. The blood Is usually seen In the serous cavities.

Detection of the Seeds.—There arc two varieties of the seeds, viz. a large
red seed with brown blotches yielding 40 per cent of oil which is largely
Ufd for Illumination, and a small grey seed having bright, polished, brown
spots and yielding 37 per cent of oil. the better quality of which is used for
medicinal purposes.

^ Pficrmakcl. Inst. Dorpat, PU lU, p 69; Dymmock. P/tarmac. Ind..

7. GuUan, Brft. Urd. Jour. May 6. p. gga.
3, Mcldnim. Brif. hltd. Jour., Feb, 10, 1900 p 317
4. L. T. R. Hutchinson, Ind. Med. Gas.. May'igoo. p 196
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In his annual report for the year 1937 S. Rajagopal Naldu. Chemical

Examiner, Madras, mentions that a microscopic examination of the prismatic

cells In the outer coats of castor, croton, jequirlty and Jatropha seeds has been

found useful in their identification.

The coats of the seeds are cleared by warming In 5 per cent potassium

chloride solution in dilute nitric acid oyer a boiling water-bath till the colour

is bleached and the tissues are softened.

The microscopic features .of the outer coat of castor seed are as follows:

—

(il Cross-section at the fop.—The cells are polygonal in shape, and
are about 17 micro-mllllhietres In diameter. The lumen is almost circular.

(ii) Side riew>.—The cells 'are about 250 micro-millimetres long, and
taper in width towards the bottom, the width at the top being about 17

micro-millimetres and at the bottom, about 8 micro-millimetres. The cells

show a uniform lumen of about 3 micro-millimetres in diameter. The cell-

walls 'show fine tranVerse strlte giving the' cells a ribbed appearance.

Medico-legal Points.—Accidental cases occur among children from eat-

ing the seeds in mistake. The seeds have been criminally administered in food.

A case is recorded in which a khidmatgar (servant), out of spite, gave castor oil m
some tea to his master and his wile. Both of them were taken ill. Castor oil was de-
tected In the vomits

The powder of the seeds causes conjuncllvltles when applied to the eye,

and causes irritation of .the nose and throat when Inhaled.

'Although non-polsonous, castor oil may act as an Irritant poison to

infants. A newly-born Infant died of inflammation of the intestines after the
administration of castor oll.<

Rlcin acts much more powerfully, when Injected into the -blood than
when taken by the mouth, as it is destroyed mostly by the digestive fer-

ments. When small non-toxic doses are injected subcutaneously for some
time, Immunity is produced, antiricin being formed.

Rlcin is excreted by the Intestinal eplhelium.

CROTON TIGLIUM (CROTON, JAMALCOTA OR ffAEPALA)

This plant belongs to N.O. Euphorblacese. and grows all over India. • Its

seeds are very poisonous, and contain crotin. a toxalbumln, similar to rlcin,

but less poisonous and crofonoside, a recently isolated glycoside. The oil

(croton oil) expressed from the seeds contains a powerful vesicating resin

composed chiefly of crotonoleic acid, tiglic or methyl crotonlc acid, crotonol
and several volatile and fatty acids. It is brownish-yellow to dark reddish-
brown in colour, and has a disagreeable odour and an acrid, burning taste.

It dissolves freely In alcohol, ether, chloroform br olive oil.

When dropped on the sWn. croton oil produces burning, redness and
vesication: the vesicles may later suppurate and cause scarring. When fal-
lowed, it acts on the stomach and intestines and produces gastro-intestinal
irritation.

Symptoms.—Hot burning pain in the mouth and throat extending to the
abdomen; salivation; vomiting; purging with severe griping pain and bloody
stools: vertigo; great prostration: collapse and death.

Fatal Dose .—

A

single seed Is said to have produced severe symptoms of
poisoning, and four seeds have caused death. Three minims of the oil have
proved fatal to a child, 13 months old. Twenty and thirty minims respec-

5. Sind Chemical Analyser’s Annual Report. 1925, p. 22.
6. Pharm. Jour., Sep. 25. 1943. VoL CLI, p. 118.
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lively have proved fatal to adults, while rccorery has followed half-an*ounce
of the Impure oil.

Fatal rerlod^Dcath may oceur early In four to il* hour* or may ty

delayed for three days or even more.

Trealment.—Wash out the stomacht administer demulcent drinks and
morphine to allay pain, clve stimulants and Intravenous clucnv saline to

combat collapse and dehydration.

Post-mortem Appearance».~The mucous rnembrane of the stomach
and Intestines Is u.sually found red. InHamed and excoriated at Dlam The
spleen Is concested TIjc liver Is contested and the kidneya may show cloudy
sa'Clllng and conccstlon. Occasionally lli« post-mortem flndlnca arc nnEaltvc.

Tests.—Tire oil should be extracted from the contents of the stomach or
other substances by means of ether oiler Urey hare bern sllshtly acidulated
with tartaric acid. After
evaporation of the ether,
the residue will produce
irritation or vaslcallon.

If a drop Is rubbed on
the Inside of the arm.

Tire following chemi-
cal test Is at limes done In
the Chemical Examiner’s
Laboratory at Agra:—

Treat the oil with
twice Its volume of abso-
lute alcohol: pour the
clear alcoholic solution
into a concentrated solu-
tion of caustic soda or
caustic potash (up to 40
per cent), a brilliant
browTilsh-red or reddish
violet ring^ according to

. Ji
the age or origin of the

^
oil Indicates the presence of croton olL

Baratord' rerommtnds the (ollowlne chemical tesf-

Ilttle morc ot the reagent “n nddlng a

are co.ered with a dart ?ro^ o^hm™,
becomes black. The kernel u

hro^lah-grey shell, which on scraping

grains. The ;e;d? resemble ve?
Bceda. hut the latter are hl^gh^^S and'

ldentl!lcatlon”'t'\rmon°:eed.— uselul lor the

the croton seed ar°e" PolyEonal'lirshaDe'’'Sd°''' "h’
)

in dlnameter. The lumen la sllt-llt, w^ ^adlaBnf°r"a
” 'n‘=n>-'n>>'‘'n'«“

riff jts~ Cwlor on flarte variety.
Castor oil seeds (small variety >.

Croton seeds.

Pohoa,. Their l.olation and Deteen™. Zd.'lF^'ST
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(ii) Side-t)icu7.—The cells are about 300 ralcro-mllllmetres In length

and taper in width from 17 micro-millimetres at the top to about 8 micro-

millimetres at the bottom. The cells show a uniform lumen of 1 micro-

millimetre In diameter. The cell-walls do not show a ribbed appearance

owing to the absence of transverse strife.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisonous symptoms have been produced by

eating the seeds or by inhaling their dust. Accidental poisoning has resulted

from swallowing croton oil by mistake, from its administration as a purgative

by quacks In too large medicinal dose or from taking Internally Its prepara-

tion meant for external use.

A case* is recorded where several people suffered from great stomach disorder and
vomiting after eating ice-cream accidentally mixed up with croton oil by mistake at a

marriage party in Delhi.

Ral Sahib G. B. Sahay, Surgeon, Patna, reported to me a case In which croton

seeds were purchased in mistake for Katnal Gatta, and were made Into Halwa (sweet-

meat), which was partaken by thirteen persons indudlng six adults, varying in age from

35 to 52 years, and seven children, varying In age from 14 to 8 years. Soon afterwar^ all

of them suffered from severe vomitng, diarrhoea insisting of watery stools with griping

pains, cold, clammy sweats. Imperceptible pulse, cramps, husky voice, subnormal tempe-

rature and dilated pupils. Recovery ensued after four to six hours, when everyone had
a rise of temperature from 99* to 10l*P.

On November 18. 1928, a Hindu male, 45 to 50 years old, was admitted into the King
George's Hospital, Lucknow, with a history that about 14 days ago he had been given
croton oil Iv a hakim. At me time he was very much emaciated with hollow cheeks and
sunken eyes, and was passing involuntarily frequent motions, which were waterly and
dark-brown in colour. The pupils were normal, the eyes being Injected. The pulse was
feeble. He died at 3-35 pjn. on November 28—twenty-four days after he took croton
oU. On post-mortem examination the stomach contained one pound of muddy coloured
liquid with mucus adherent to the mucous membrane. This was inflamed and was ex-

coriated at the cardiac end and at the first half of the greater curvature. There were
small patches of submucous hsemorrhages at the cardiac and pyloric ends. The vessels

of the stomach were engorged with blood. The small intestine was empty, and inflamed
with extensive heemorrhages along its wall. The large intestine contained watery green-
ish-yellow fscal matter. It was congested and was marked with deep ulcers along its

lower part ‘Ihe spleen was congested and enlarged, and the liver and kidneys were
congested. Microscopically the stomach showed extensive necrosis of Its mucous mem-
brane, acute congestion and a certain amount of inflammation of the submucous coat.
There was very marked coagestloa of the small Intestine with necrosis of the superficial
layer of the. mucous membrane. There was marked acute congestion, of the large intes-
tine, with the mucous membrane and submucous coat filled with acute Inflammatorj'
catarrhal cells and with deep ulcers with markedly inflamed margins. There were cloudy
rwelUng and intense congestion of the Iddcevs.

Croton oil is Ingested for suicidal purpose, though rarely. In his annual
report for the year 1947, the Chemical Examiner. Bengal, mentions a case in
which a man, 20 years old, committed suicide by swallowing croton oil.

Croton oil has been taken as an abortlfaclent and has been administered
in food with homicidal Intent. In his annual report for the year 1923, the
Chemical Examiner of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh reports a
case 'from Bareilly, where two person suffered from irritant poisoning after
taking some gulgulas (a kind of sweetmeat) in which croton oil was detected.

A case^ of ordeal by cotton seeds is recorded. A man and his brother were sus-
pected of having stolen two bales of yam and Rs. 20) from their co-tenant. The owner
of the property decided to discover the thief through black magic. He enlisted the
services ol a quack, who held a puja before an idol and distributed black pills, one pUl
to ea^of the assembled vUIagers. The two suspected brothers also were each given a
pill. These two were white and quite different from the black pills. One of the brothers
protested at what appeared to him to be an obviously Invidious distinction but the quack
explained that the whiteness of the pills was due to accidental coating with sacred ash.
As the explanation was apparently satisfachwy. this brother gulped down the pill The
otoer brother who was more cautious ate onlya part of the pill and kept the other portion.
The'first victim who swailowwi the whole pUl developed purging, vomited blood and died
In 20 to 24 hours. The second victim who bad swallowed only part of. a pill recovered

8. Leader, June 29. 1924. 9. Madras Chem. Examiner’s Annual Rep., 1936. p. 9.
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under proper treatment. The Chemical Examiner detected by microscopic examination,

in the stomach and in the intestines of the deceased, tissue similar to that found In the

outer covering of croton seeds. The suspected poison and a grinding stone also showed
under the microscope tissue resembling that found in the outer covering of cotton seeds.

The quack was arrested and sentenced to undergo rigorous Imprisonment for two years.

Croton seeds are poisonous to flsh and a case Is recorded where croton

oil was used for poisoning flsh in a tank In Cental, Mldnapur.*® In his annual

report for the year 1938, the Chemical xaminer of Bengal describes a case In

which croton seeds were mixed with beef for poisoning a tiger belonging to

a circus party. A timely warning saved the tiger.

The root of the plant is used as an abortifaclent In Malay Peninsula and
the fruit Is sometimes boiled In water and added too food with homicidal
intent.**

Croton oil is sometimes employed by wild tribes to • poison their arrows,
but Windsor found that the arrow poison used by the Abor tribe of the North-
East Frontier of India was a paste made by pounding the soft parts of croton
ttglium and not obtained from the seeds.**

When applied to the skin, croton oil may produce watery and bloody
stools owing to the excretion of crotonoleic acid Into the Intestines.

ABRUS PRECATORIUS {JEQUIRITY. INDIAN LIQUORICE.
GUMCHI OR RATh

This Is a beautiful climbing plant, belonging to N. O. Leguminosse and
found all over India. Its seeds are egg-shaped and scarlet in colour, with a
black spot at one end, and are each about 1/3 inch Jong and i Inch broad,
having an average weight of 1} grains. They are used by Indian goldsmiths
for weighing silver and gold. White seeds are also met with.

The seeds contain an active principle, ahrin, a tox-albumln, similar In
action to rlcln extracted from castor oil seeds. In addition to this the seeds**
contain poisonous proteins, a fat-splitting enzyme, abrusslc acid, htemagglu-
tlnln and a quantity of urease. The shell of the seeds contains a red colouring
matter.

Abrln Is a tasteless, amorphous solid, having a pale grey colour, 2tS readily In cold water with the exception of a tew flocks, and the
solution, which Is of a faintly yellow colour, froths on agitation It is also

ShS cnnvirf
“ririty When boiled and, therefore, the seeds,

MwSeredTueu^^u '"‘ri"!-! effects. The seeds are

S™ . r. T n nervine tonic In I to 3-graln

Slloi H
^-nuing and dlarrhtea, A

Sent ouhtbeL? A
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the sita'’onu'Slm»'l'’^ 0
°“”

“ii" ">= ^eeds is Injected under

Ihg the she of
nnd possibly necrosis surround-

and threfor lorn davi n a”-
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gets tetanic ccnvulLns, cr becomS^cow'^dJowsv’^ T'”'
“ “f

twenty-four to forty-eight hours.
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peasants think that the
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13 Chopra, IiMomms Drum of /ajfa, 1933. p 353
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In human poisoning a painful swelling with ecchymosls occurs near the

seat of injection which becomes painful. The swelling rapidly increases and
inflammation and necrosis supervene- The patient suffers from faintness,

vertigo, vomiting, dyspnea and general prostration with cold, clammy skin,

and small, frequent, irregular pulse. Convulsions may precede death which
occurs from cardiac paralysis within three to five days.

In a case*^ of attempted suicide where the powdered seeds of Abrus

precatorius were taken with groundnut oil, the symptoms were vomiting,

feeble pulse, cold, clammy skin, and sunken eyes with normal pupils. No
deep sleep, no tingling of the skin or throat, no convulsions or twitchings or

no delirium was noticed.

Fatal Dose.—One-and-a-half to two grains. Half a grain of the powdered

seeds rubbed up with ten minims of distilled water and injected subcuta-

neously into cats killed them in 19i to 40 hours.**

Doses** of about 0.0005 mg. to 0.001 mg. of abrln per kilogramme of

body weight Injected subcutaneously are said to be poisonous.

Fatal Period.—Tile average fatal period Is 3 to 5 days. The "shortest is

24 hours.

• Treatment.—Antl-abrln can be produced by repeated. -small and gradually

increasing doses which can be used curatively in abrus poisoning. It is

possible for recovery to occur, if the sui is dissected out soon after it is

inserted. In his annual report for the year 1939, the Chemical Examiner.
Bengal, mentions a case in which a brownish powder was Injected by a
chamor into the upper part of the jaw of a buflalo. and as a result of this the
jaw and the mouth of the buflalo became inflamed and swollen accompanied
with shivering. The mischief was detected early, and the powder was dis-

sected out from the site, when the buflalo made an uninterrupted recovery.

On analysis, the powder was found to contain Abrus precatorius.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Fragments of a "sui” containing ground-up
seeds of Abrus precatorius are usually found in the wound, which may some-
times be so small as not to be easily observed. (Edema is found at the seat

of injection and patches of ecchymoses like purpura are seen under the skin,

pleura, pericardium, and peritoneum. The mucous membrane of the stomach
and Intestines is highly congested with numerous haemorrhagic patches on
its surface as well as in the Interior of the organs, such as the lungs, liver

and spleen.

Identification of Abrus precatorius seeds.—When examined under the
microscope, the prismatic cells In the outer coats of the seeds show the
following characteristic features:

—

(1) Cross-section at the top.—The cells are polygonal, in shape, and are
abou^9 micro-millimetres in diameter. The imnen is slit-llke with radlat-

'Irtr’creases,'
‘

(ii) Side-view.—The cells are about 160 micro-millimetres long, and
about 9 micro-millimetres wide without any appreciable tapering. The cells

show a uniform lumen varying from about 1 to 3 mlcro-mllUmetres In dia-
meter. The cell-walls do not show a ribbed appearance owing to *he absence
o! fine transverse strlze.

Tests.—.PAysiolopical.—A watery Infusion of abrin or a decoction of the
seeds, if dropped into the eye, causes purulent ophthalmia.

A thin emulsion of the bruised seed In distilled water, when Injected
hypodermically into a fowl, produces Inflammation and necrosis at the seat
of injection and kills' the bird in about twenty-four to thirty-six hours.

14. Madras Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, 1924.
15. Warden and WaddeU, Loc. Cit.; Ind. Med. Gas.. June 1884. pp. 155. 156.
16. Chopra. Indigenous Drugs of India. 1933. p, 263
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The following method Is used for extracting abrin from the seeds:

—

The kernel left after the removal of the seed envelope Is rubbed In a
mortar with 4 per cent sodium chloride solution In which abrin Is soluble.

It is allowed to settle when the sodium chloride solution of abrin Is separated
out. This process is repeated ’ twice or thrice. The combined extracts are

Altered, and concentrated In vacuo. They are then acIdlAed with acetic acid

and saturated with sodium chloride to precipitate the abrin. The precipitate
is separated and purlAed by dialysis in a parchment dlalyzer for several
days. Lastly, the residual abrin is dried In vacuo over sulphuric acid, when
an amorphous powder Is obtained.

Agglutination Test .—If one or two drops of abrin solution made by
dissolving 0.1 g. of the substance In 10 cc. of 4 per cent sodium chloride
solution are added to 2 cc. of deAbrlnated blood in a small test-tube, the red
blood corpuscles agglutinate Into a mass resembling sealing wax.

If a drop of abrin solution mixed with a drop of deAbrlnated blood is

placed on a microscopic slide, agglutination of the red blood corpuscles will
also be visible under the microscope.

Medico-Legal Points.—-The seeds of Abrus precatorlus are usually
employed criminally for destroying cattle, and occasionally for homicidal
purposes. The seeds alone, or mixed with dhalura, opium and onion, are
worked with a small quantity of spirits Into a paste, which Is made Into
spikes or “suls", and then hardened In the sun. These spikes which weigh.

^ grains, are then placed In a wooden handle, and thrust
with great force Into the skin of the animal intended to be killed. For homl-
cldal purposes the spike is kept between two Angers, and is pushed Into the
skin while slapping a person.

The spikes thus prepared are less active than the freshly powdered
seeds. One spike weighing two grains on being rubbed up with water and
injected subcutaneously Into a chicken does not usually produce a fatal

the lapse of thirty-six hours; whilst half a grain of the freshlv
powdered seed produces death in about eighteen hours.J’

poisoning by “sul” pricking, though very few. have

PiiS f5 in the districts of Bareilly.

Z 5 report loT the year 1908.

S Provinces mentions the following case
of hi^an sul poisoning, which occurred in the district of Drug:—
him a^Elap^*(m^hirrtgh”chelk°"A*^^in’rf*^^' into the room and gave

pieces of the forelm tn this position. In which were
charpov. These pieces were found

of the foreign body were found on the

of StUe. aM coSe? ^^?nX 5e?L ofS® ^ poisoning
da^^^nd thirteen hcn„ aS thV^?Sn?of"SLS^^^^ S
cldarcLes"oT-^\'.

Ilkely to lr*erit’^e°propmy'rfLr hi^band's younger brother who was
had executed a deed’^adoptlng her
person came at midnight and gave a

While asleep one night, an unknown
extricated the thom-llke suteUnerfmm^i® <Polson) on her chest She
vo her brother’s house In SSh« went
serious pain in the chest and a lorai injury she felt

great difficulty. She died on the^eSth^« She could then speak with
detected In the thom-llke sutetanc^w^ injury. Abrus precatorlus vzs

A Hindu woman was attacVMi ..
handled by them. They then ran awav '^^h® sleeping and severely— »he felt a burning sensation over her body

17. Warden and Waddell, Lot rtt • f_.»
—

—

18 Annual Reprt, 1929, p 14 .

' Goa., July 1884, p. 189.
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and found some broken pieces of a conical shaped substance stuck near her breast and
other similar fragments in her bed. The woman did not die. Abrus precatorius was
detected in tiie fragments.is

According to Ral Bahadur Bagchl, Chemical Examiner to the Govern-

ment of Bengal, malingerers use the powdered seeds of Abrus pre-

catorius to produce conjunctivitis. They take a little of the powder on the

index finger and rub it gently on the inside of the lower eyelid and allow It

to remain till they count ten. If the powder is kept longer, purulent

ophthalmia may result.

When taken Internally by women, the seeds of Abrus precatorius

disturb the uterine function and prevent conception.^® Hence they are

sometimes made into pills and are sold as birth control pills.

COLOCYNTH (BITTER APPLE. INDRAYAN)

This is the dried pulp of the fruit of Citrnllus Cdlocynthis (N.O. Cucur-

bitaceas), which grows widely throughout India. The pulp freed from its

seeds Is called Colocpnthls (Colocynthidls puipo), and occurs as white, spongy,

light fragments, having an Intensely bitter taste, and Is largely used as a
purgative.

The root and the fruit of the plant contain a glycoside colocynthln, which
Is amorphous or crystalline, bitter In taste and readily soluble In water and
alcohol. It Is a drastic purgative and acts as a powerful Irritant to the
alimentary canal, when taken in large doses.

Symptoms.—Severe abdominal pain; vomiting of yellow colour con-
taining mucus but no blood; frequency of watery, yellow coloured stools,

often stained with blood: Irrebgular pulse: collapse and ocassionally death.

Fatal Dose and a Fatal Period.—The fatal dose is about 15 to 30 grains,

but recovery has occurred from much larger doses. The fatal period is usu-
ally within twenty-four hours, but may be delayed longer.

Treatment.—Empty the stomach, give morphine to allay pain and
administer demulcents, astringents, and stimulants.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Redness. inflammation „ and occasionally
ulceration nf -the' -stomach and—intestines* ' The liver and kidneys -may be
Inflamed.

Cbemical Tests.—^The alcoholic extract of colocynth imparts a brown
colour to strong sulphuric acid and a brick-red colour to vanadic sulphuric
acid (Mandelln’s reagent).

Medico-Legal Points.—Colocynth is occasionally taken for the purpose
of committing suicide or for procuring abortion,

ERGOT
This is the sclerotlum (compact mycelium or spawn) of the parasitic

fungus, Claviceps purpurea, attacking the grains of several plants, such as
rye, oats, wheat, barley and bajra. In wet seasons and in ill-drained soils.

The ear of the plant is occupied wholly, or in part, by the diseased grains,
each of which is of a deep purple colour, tapering at both ends, curved and
1/3 to li Inches long. These diseased grains collected, dried and powdered
from the ergot of the shops.

Ergot Is lighter than water and has a peculiar odour and a disagreeable
taste. It contains three principal alkaloids, ergotoxine, ergotamlne and
ergometrine, together with tyramine, histamine and acetyl choline which are
formed by the breaking down of the proteins of rye during the growth of the
fungus.

19. Annual Report, 1930, p. 10.

20. Kirtikar and Basu. Indian Medicinal Plants: Bombay Chem. Analyser's Annual
Rep., 1939. p. 6.
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Ergometrlne, isolated by Dudley and Molr,** dlflers from the other
alkaloids In the fact that It produces Its effects much more rapidly, that It is

less active In producing gangrene when administered for a prolonged period
and that its use is not followed by nausea, headache and depression.

Ergometrlne, maleate, or ergonovine maleate obtained from ergometrlne
Is a pharmacopoelal preparation, known as Erffometrince maleas. It occurs
as an odourless, white or faintly yellow, mlcrocrystalllne powder, and Is

Insoluble In ether and In chloroform, but soluble In 100 parts of alcohol (90
per cent) and In about 26 parts of water with a blue fluorescence. The dose
is orally 1/120 to 1/60 grain. Intramuscularly 1/240 to 1/120 grain and Intra-
venously 1/480 to 1/240 grain.

Ergot Is contained In Extractum ergotae Uguldum, the dose of which Is

10 to 20 minims. When powdered and deprived of its fat. ergot forms Ergota
prceparata (Prepared ergot), the dose being 21 to 8 grains. Ergotamine
tartrate (Ergotaminoe tartras) Is an official preparation, the dose being 1/60
to 1/30 grain by mouth and 1/240 to 1/120 grain by subcutaneous Injection,
It occurs as a white, crystalline powder or In colourless crystals, and dissolves
readily In water.-

Acute Poisoning.—Symptoms.—Dryness and Irritation of the throat, in-
tense thirst, .nausea, vomiting, burning pain in the- stomach; 'colic, slight
dlarrhocea, giddiness, paraesthesla, numbness, disturbances of vision, weak,
rapid pulse, dyspnoea, muscular weakness, painful cramps, convulsions, sub-
normal temperature, hypoglycemia, suppression of the urine, delirium,
stupor, coma and death.

hxraaturla. uterine hsemorrhase followed 6y
abortion, and Jaundice may sometimes be found.

occurs among those who take

brlart t,
continued period or among people who eatbread made of rye flour Infested with the ergot fungus,

lowed"^r‘°T7^™.=!^‘’‘°"'“ " gastro-lntestlnal catarrh, fol-

patent Lmnla^nrof I!.,?
'orm. m the convuislye form the

skin and numbn... nf th "h
' o®' sensation of Insects creeping over the

body He th» 2 . li-t,
uud feet, which soon spread over the whole

especially those or the t
contractions of various muscles.

the patient suffers! notath
«« are the next symptoms from which

S tte lispJaSS mSs, ’'oakuess

the'Vfe'oheTIcrpanS br“a„1lS'S -olns In

sensation of tingline and numhuee: t ^ ^ feeling of cold and heat or a

the skin Is covered with red nateh^ become swoUen and
to constriction and closure of the blood

by- gangrene due

usually-of the dry type affects the
^ vessels. The gangrene which is

elbow or knee Sometimes pjnerr
and may extend upto the

internal organi.
e^ngrene may occur in the nose, ears and even

taking 2i gr. ergot tablets to produce u” girl aged 20 by
was found also of the arteries sunnlyine that

necrosis of uterine muscle
^eath ng. abdominal pain. tachycaVd^,^,Lr,^i2"L symptoms were difficulty In
The history of colicky pain was for 24 houra*^^^ hypotension-pulse was not palpable.

Stewart McKayU reports the case of a marr!...*from gan^ene of the fingers foUowlng the
^man, aged 30 years, suffered

from a chemist a tweU e-ounce bottle
liquid ergot. She purcha^

,,

” containing ergot and finished It In one week
21. Brit. Mfd. Jnur 1ITe.w,.u e> .....

2a‘ nni' f®' «35. p 52223. Brit. Med Jout„ August 18. 1906. p 395.
Brit Med. Jour., Jan. 4. 1958, p. 28.
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•with the Idea of inducing abortion. But having had no desired effect in three daj-s she
obtained a second bottle containing the stronger medicine, which she finished in seven

days. However, before she had finished the mixture she noticed that her arm? began
to ache, her skin was itching and her fingers were swollen, which slowly becam gangre-

nous, though she did not abort.

Drs. Robertson and AshbyM describe ‘an outbreak of chronic ergot poisoning among
the Jewish population of Manchester which used black bread made from rj'e flour as an
article of diet The general symptoms complained of were coldness in the extremities,

numbness and lack of sensation in the fingers—a sensation like an Insect creeping over

the skin—headaches, depression, twitchlngs In the limbs, and staggering gait. One of

the affected had a definite dry gangrene of both hands. Prom investigations it was found
that the average Jewish person consumed about half a pound of rye bread per diem, the

flour of which contained one per cent of ergot Half a pound of bread contained about
five to six ounces of flour, the rest being the water which was added before baking.

Five ounces of flour equal 2285 grains, of which one per cent was ergotlsed. Each person
thus consumed 22.85 grains of ergot dally.

During August 1951, a case of massed food poisoning occurred in the town of Pont-
Salnt-Esprit, where some 230 persons were poisoned by consuming bread or cake made
from flour contaminated with ergot during one day onlj'. The symptoms appeared after

a latent period of 48 hours. These were weakness, parasthesioe and dizziness, followed

by difficulty in swallowing and, in about one-third of the cases, diarrhcea and vomiting.
Pallor, low blood pressure, and bradycardia were very common, while hypothermia,
mydriasis with loss of the pupillary reflexes and insomnia were observed in all the
cases. On the third day mental excitement was manifest, with alternating phases of
anxiety and euphoria, followed by severe heartburn, copious acid regurgitation and
hypersalivalion, Increased vomiting and attacks of vascular spasm. The parsestheslse

increased until many patients had an intolerable sensation of internal and external fire.

By the fifth day vomiting and diarrhcea stopped, but the sensation of fire extended from
the mouth to the anus, acrid sweat was profuse, dehydration marked, and a frequent
sensation of Impending death occurred in severe cases.

On the eighth day psychical disorders appeared in several cases, and were accom-
panied by tremor, increased dizziness, staggering gait and a tendency to fall backwards.
Reflexes were normal. Auditory and visual hallucinations mostly related to movement
and fire and were terrifying. Sensory delusions were mostly concerned with the sensation
of burning flames bursting from various parts of the body. Mania was evident in a few
cases. Muscular tremor spasms and convulsions were also present. After the fourth
week many of the symptoms began to clear slowly, but renewed attacks of hallucinations
were common, and where the vascular spasm was prolonged, there was danger of
gangrene. All patients lost weight and all women aborted. Most of the females now
began to suffer from severe menorrhagia, and a papular pruritic dermatitis of the limbs,
relieved by antihistamines was common at this time. Acety^olme and nicotinic acid
were effective in spasm. In children the onset of sjTnptoms was more rapid and the
incidents bnel and violent. The halluiAnaUons of fire were accompanied in Iniants by
characteristic motions of the hands, as if rubbing the fingers—G. Guraud and H. Latour,
Bulletin de I’Acadcmie Nationale de Afcdicine. 136, July 8, 1952, pp. 422-436* The Medico-
neo. Jour., Part IV. 1952, p. 175.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—^These have not been determined. Death
does not seem to occur from a single large dose, but from small or medicinal
.doses administered lor a long time. Thirty grains have caused death, hut
recovery has followed a dose of 150 grains. Death has ocurred in 24 hours,
but may be delayed for several days.

Treatment.—Give emetics or wash out the stomach with warm water
containing tannic acid and empty the bowels by purgatives or enemata.
Keep up the body heat; use intravenous glucose, stimulants and amyl nitrite
for Inhalation. In chronic poisoning the treatment should -b^* directed -'to

remove the cause. To counteract the vasoconstrictive action of ergotamine
Intravenous sodium nlcotinate 140 mg. Is recommended, and atropine sul-
phate 1/100 gr. as an antispasmodic for abdominal discomfort.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Jaundice of the skin and ecchymoses of
the blood in the abdominal organs. The lungs, kidneys and uterus may be
hypermmic.

Chemical Analysis,—Ergot may be separated from an organic mixture,
suspected bread or flour by treating it with alcohol acidulated with sulphuric

24. Brit. Med. Jour., Feb, 25. 1923, p. 302.
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acid. The extract thus obtained is red in colour, and shows two bands

—

one on the green and the other in the blue—In the spectroscope. If heated
after adding caustic potash, ergot assumes a lake-red tint, and emits a fishy
odour, which Is due to the evolution of trlmethylamlne.

The following colour tests may also be applied for detecting the alkaloids
of ergot:

—

1. If a small amount of the alkaloidal residue be dissolved in about
Icc. of concentrated sulphuric acid and a trace of ferric chloride solution be
added, the solution acquires an orange-red colour changing to deep red. while
the margin appears bluish or greenish-blue.

2. To a small amount of the alkaloidal residue dissolved In a few cubic
centimetres of Blaclal acetic add add a trace of ferric chloride solution. If

Is allowed to float cautiously on concentrated sulphuric add

cotaurw
without shaking It. a brilliant violet or Intense blue

colour Is formed at the zone of contact.

10 to
grammes of finely powdered ergot are freed from oil with

nlmr nr nn**n
' Petroleum ether In a small separating tunnel closed with a

thus
' Ihfuslon Is prepared from 1 gramme of the ergot

Sammes of rhi
“hi 1 <irop of hydrochloric acid. Four

the adduL nV'f’e"'*
‘'eot are filtered off. and

with 10 cc ftf rh
ammonium hydroxide are vigorously shaken

TO about 2 cc Of nor u
' Withdrawn and layered

rom-flower hbrn
«''<* '» “ tube; within a few minutes a

and 2m distfnet nmn U® ohf-and-a-half to two hours It becomes wider

Seisfd Tlghri/hoMlTO^bfr^.'t^^^ hest be observed In

glasa.ii

° ® ‘ holding the test tube against a window fitted with frosted

aclloili enectve TO%he‘
“ abortltaclent. Its

in the early pregnancies
* “'"“hy contracting. It falls

CAPSICmi ANNUUM AND CAPSICUM FRUTESCENS fCHILLIESRED PEPPER. CAYENNE PEPPER.^ISyi ’

and are thTO“unlvOT2!l2 craptoycd^ta“l2to
Powdered

paring various cftalucys ana carries me condiment In pre-
cum fruits owe thefr TOngen2y Ld “= which capsl-

crystalllzablc substancel. a volaUle alkahud^*'’'
aapsalcln. capslcln la

OH. a resin and fatly liatter « volatile

known as capsicum and is us“d in
‘ eapsicum minimum Is

carminative In doses of 1 to 2 grains
“ Pungent stomachic and

caused dlmTOlJ7 m Su)wme”pa‘in'’lli™th
“ Irritant poison and

esophagus and stomach Locallv “"P Inflammation of the

Mcdico-Utal Polnt,_Chun
Produces Irritation of the skin,

tore. When money or >"dla for the purpose of tor-
elther introduced Into the vagina ret

‘ ‘P catorted. They are
breasu of females. The "PlndaS- ^ "rethra. or rubbed on the
Ing their heads with nose-bags contalniti.*°t,mi“P‘P ‘h®‘r victims by cover-
omeiimes thrown Into the eyes to

Well-pounded chillies are
cashed a cheque for lour thoumnd* ‘PPhc'E- A peon In Calcutta
Dalhousle Square a man threw a ouTOm

'hHc he was passing through
eyes and blinded him tor the time

well-pounded chillies Into his
the peon was in agony the

-a K. Hemw. SP Etc, ,y, g,. s^eC p cc.
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man relieved him of his money and tried to make good his escape, bni was

arrested.**

A case” occurred In Bombay, where five undertrial prisoners were be-

ing taken in a motor lorry to the Esplanade Police Court under the police

escort. When the lorry had reached the Junction of Jackerla Masjld and

Mobamadali Road, one of the prisoners flicked the cap off the head of one of

the constable escorting them. The lorry was stopped to enable the con-

stable to recover his head-gear, when, scteing the opportunity, the other

prisoners in the lorry flung chilly powder Into the eyes of their escorts, blind-

ing them, and, In the confusion that ensued, the five prisoners jumped out of

the lorry, dashed across the street and made their escape In a waiting car.

The fumes arising from burning chillies are very irritating to the eyes

and upper air-passages, and are used by superstitious people to scare away

devils and ghosts.

The seeds which are contained In a capsule, resemble dotura seeds.

SEMEGARPUS ANAGARDtUM (MARKING-NUT TREE)

This tree belongs to N.O. Anacardlaceae. Its fruit, called marking nut

{Bhilawan), weighs 25 to 55 grains, and has a hard, black rind within which
is a thick pericarp. The pericarp

or fleshy pulp of the fruit or

seed abounds In a brownish,

oily, acrid juice, which turns

black when mixed with lime

and exposed to air, and Is

used by dhotis (washermen) as

“marking Ink” for linen and
cotton clothes. Plllay and Sid-

dlQUl” have isolated the fol-

lowing constituents from the

juice of the pericarp:

—

1.

A monohydroxyphenol,
named semecarpol, which boils

at 185-90'C. at 2.5 mm. pressure,

congeals -below 25*C to a fatty

mass and forms 0.1 per cent of

the extract.

2. An o-dlhydroxy compound, named tMlawanol, which distils con-
stantly at 225-26*C. at 3 mm. pressure, congeals below .5*0. and forms 46

per cent of the juice (15 to 11 per cent of the nut).

3. A tarry, non-volatlle corrosive residue forming about 18 per cent

of the nut.

4. Fatty oils, tannic acid and other acids.

The juice is used internally in 1 to 2-mlniin doses In bland oil or melted
butter as a remedy for nervous and scrofulous affections and . syphilis. -Taken
in larger doses, it produces blisters on the tongue and throat and causes
symptoms of severe gastro-lntestlnal irritation, followed In some cases by
collapse and death within 12 to 24 hours. Mahomedan writers consider 2

dirhems (about 144 grains) of the juice to be a fatal dose.

. The post-mortem appearances are blisters In the mouth and throat.

Blisters are also seen on the mucotis membrane of the stomach, which Is

congested and inflamed.

26. Leader, Aug. 27, 1926.

27. Times of India, July 6. 1950, p 11; see also Times of India. April 15, 1951.
28. Jour. Ind. Chem. Sac., 1931, VoL vm. p. S17.

Fio. 189.—Marking nuts.
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Fig. 190—Bhilawan (marking nut> juice
applied as a counter irritant on a case
ot Kidney Stone. Note chemical
bruises and blisters in upper line
Wu kind courtesy of Dr. II. s. Mehta )

lo heal and the dorsum of the hand

When applied externally, the Juice

produces irritation and a painful blister

containing and acrid serum, which

produces eczematous eruptions of the

neighbouring skin, with which it comes
into contact. These eruptions may
develop into deep ulcers and cause

sloughing and even death, If the Juice

Is applied to the scrotum. They are

usually accompanied by constitutional

symptoms, such as fever, reddish-

brown and bloody urine and pain in

passing urine as well as stools,

Dunng the process of chemical examination
of marking-nut Juice a little of the liquid

was rubbed on the skin of the dorsum of the

left hand of S. R. Nayudu. After an interval

of two days it produced very severe Irrlta'

tion and blistering. The blisters tended to

spread along the margin till the whole dor-

sum of the hand was swollen and blistered

There was very Intense itching and oozing
of serum. The hand took about a fortnight

the stained black for some' weeks at the spot of

KdS developed
healing of the blisters on the hard,

"’5 aiimlnlstratlon of the juice M
the*S?alv,7rt Umh

' substance was applied- by a Hakim to

theS ^ sorroslve action of' which

L meSaratiin 1,°' substance proved on analysis to be

with mSlne nuS i
^ *"8"' ‘'’“'t 'O™®

InfaTdl'eT'ato ffew hou«..f'

"

lhou“r™e“' £^s^°heef ”/ “1“‘n>stratlon of marking-nut julce.

(Sfcal aaminor nfVa 0®*®^ ^tb June 1542, the

cases;—
^ Hyderabad. Deccan, reported to Modi the following two

taming \r™und“ markmv'„‘’r'‘S."'”‘‘"^®' ^er husband a drink con-

gastro-lntestlnal Irritation and Sd Sn'l^hours""”

marking-

a

chUd I'l^nth.
udmlnUtcred with her finger ground

soon alterwards. There were bllstm
®‘®®‘®'’ vomiting and dlarrhma

the chest which was touched bv the*\
" tongue. A blister appeared on

died within 24 hours.
^ * wroman with her soiled finger. The child

Infidelity, is ^pp'lum to'the'^sBn'to'nSIi ®s ® punishment for

01 assault, or
™ throL over ?he

“ ''™'"® *<’ ® 's'®®
twigs Imbued with marklng-nul Into w2e“I‘hr'’‘''“^,

s®''®”®®' ®°"’'

and when his feet touched them^ ihL *"‘0 the bed ol a man.
ol tnarklng-nut was detected on in?

?’®°^“®®d severe vesication. The Juice

man had been carrying on with a wnmv*"l“'
I’bsh’g his wife’s absence a

visiting the woman ih" woraL '’'® ”‘'®’s s®‘“™ he stoppediiw woman jwas very much annoyed with the wile

si. n,iat.l Chi-m kSime?. 'SSS- P S
as. Mwira. Chemical kswa,oer*”;S.5^5^’®5^,P "
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Of her lover and as a punishment for alienating his love, she poured some

juice of marking-nut mixed with oil on the private parts of the wife when
she was asleep and her husband was not at home. The woman was charged

with having voluntarily caused grievous hurt- by means of a poison under

section 326, I.P.C.3^ •

The bruised nut is sometimes applied locally to the os uteri for inducing

criminal abortion. It is also instilled into the eyes by malingerers to produce

ophthalmia.

Chemical Analysis.—The vesicating principle of marking-nut juice is

extracted from an organic mixture or stained cloth by the Stas-Otto process

upto the stage of the evaporation of the alcoholic extract. The alcoholic

residue is then taken up In hot water acidified with dilute sulphuric acid

and extracted with petroleum ether. After evaporation of the solvent to

dryness, the residue Is identified by the following tests:— ‘ -

1. If a portion of the residue Is dissolved In a little alcohol and a few
drops of an alcoholic solution of caustic potash are added, a bluish-green or

green colour develops.

2. If another portion of the residue Is dissolved in a little alcohol and
a^few drops of basic lead acetate solution are added, as greenish-black preci-

pitate is produced.

3. When a small portion of the residue is mixed with a drop or two of

olive oil, and a drop of the mixture is rubbed on the skin, it produces after

an Interval of about one or two days a painful and Irritating blister which
spread over the surrounding area.

It must be remembered that the vesicating action of the active principle

of marking-nut juice is destroyed by caustic potash. If the petroleum ether

residue is mixed with cold caustic potash solution, allowed to stand over-
night, re-acldlfled with dilute /hydrochloric -acid and then re-extracted with
petroleum ether,. the residue will not produce a blister, if applied to the skin.

This property ds nor founfrm otherj^sicating principles. - .

4.

To find out whether a vesicle on the skin* is produced by marking-
nut juice, remove the epidermis of the vesicle and extract it with absolute
alcohol, or apply lint soaked in absolute alcohol under gutta percha tissue

over the vesicle. The alcoholic extract with a few drops of an alcoholic solution
of caustic potash assumes a bluish-green colour.

CALOTROPIS GIGANTEA AND PROCERA {MADAR, AKDO)

Calotropis gigantea has purple flowers, and grows wild in waste lands
throughout India. Calotropis procera has white flowers and grows generally
in deserts. Both these plants belong to N.O. Asclepladaceae, and closely
resemble each other in

.
chemical and physiological actions These plants

yield three active principles, xischarin. calotoxxn and calactin according to
Hesse, Relchender and Eysenbachw and calotrovin, calotoxin and uscharin
according to Chen, Bliss and Robblns.’s

The fresh leaves and stalks of these plants, when crushed, exude a thick,
acrid, milky juice which, according to Rajagopal Naidu.36 has a specific
gravity of 1.021. Is acid in reaction and contains 14.8 per cent of solids. The
juice forms Into a white clot or coagulum leaving a clear, straw-coloured
serum after it is heated or allowed to stand for some time. The coagulum

33. Beng. Chem. Exam. Ann. Rep, 1937, p. 11.

34.

^^Annalcn, 1938; Ghosh and Bsgch!, Organic and Toxicological Chemistry, Ed. IV,

35. Jour. Pharmacol., 1942; Ibid,, p. 538.
3C. Madras Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report. 193S. p. 13; see a>x) Ibid. 1932. p. 3:

Ibid., 1933, p. 11.
. . .
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yields a yellowlsh-brovm resin and a snow-white, crystalline substance,

having the formula The resin Is slightly poisonous, about eight

milligrammes being necessary to kill a frog, weighing about 20 grammes,

while the white crystalline substance Is insoluble In water and Is non-

polsonous, but It is soluble In most of the organic solvents, such as alcohol,

acetone, ether and petroleum ether, and still more soluble In chloroform and

carbon tetrachloride.

The serum contains 3 per cent of solids, and is highly toxic, 0.05 ml.

being sufficient to kill a frog, weighing about ten grammes. In a few minutes.

N. Pitchandl” of the Department of the Chemical Examiner, Madras, has

Isolated from this serum a white, crystalline substance, named glgantin.

having the formula and melting with decomposition at 323®C. It

is soluble in alcohol, but, sparingly soluble In water and is one of the most
virulent poisons, being about fifteen to twenty times as poisonous as strych-
nine. It acts locally as an irritant poison and, after absorption, acts as a
cerebro-splnal poison. A dose of 0.5 mg. per kilogramme of body weight
Injected perltoneally proves fatal to a dog. the symptoms being retching,
purging, extreme restlessness and severe respiratory embarrassment with
anxious expression and prominent eyes. A dose of 0.2 to 0.25 mg. per- kilo-

gramme of body weight Injected Intravenously kills a dog In sixty minutes*

When applied to the skin, madar jul5e_ acts as a local irritant poison,
producing redness, ihnahcmatlon and vesication. It irritates the eyes and
may cause Inflammation Involving eye-
sight when dropped into them. When
administered Internally, It acts as a gastro-
intestinal Irritant and also as a cerebro-
spinal poison.

When used In the form of snuff, the
powdered madar root may cause death.
In his annual report for the year 1938, the
Chemical Examiner. Bepgal, menUons a
case In which a man. about 44 years old,
who had been suffering from chronic pain
in the lumbar region for about a year, was
given by a village herbalist powdered
madar root In mistake for powdered
indrayan (colocynth) root to be used as
snuff. After about half-an-hour he deve-
loped symptoms of poisoning, gradually
became unconscious, and died soon after-
wards. The rapid death was probably
due to the patient’s Idiosyncrasy to the
drug.
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Fig. 191 .—Calotropis Oigantea.
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Post-mortem Appearances.—Signs of Irritation In the stomach and in-

testines. In a case from Tonk where madar -juice was found in the viscera

of a baby, three months old, the post-mortem appearances were the signs

of stomatitis in the mouth ; the stomach was perforated In a few places, and
milk was found on the surface of the intestlncs.38 in the case of a woman^?
who died within one hour after madar Juice had been swallowed, post-

mortem examination showed bloody discharges In the nostrils and mouth.

The stomach was congested and contained about 2 ounces of chlme-IIke fluid.

The small Intestine was congested. The liver, spleen and kidneys were con-
gested. The trachea was injected. JThe heart was empty. The brain and
its membranes were ’congested.

Test.—Col. Black, late Chemical Examiner for the Punjab, recommended
to Mr. Chatterjl, late Chemical Examiner for the Central and the United
Provinces, the following test as successfully employed by him ;

—

The material under examination Is heated for a suflQclently long time
with absolute alcohol under a reflux condenser. If now the alcoholic extract

is allowed to evaporate spontaneously characteristic cauliflower-like masses
separate out and are readily Identified. But Mr. Chatterjl has found the
masses which separate out “ nodular ", and he relies on the following

tests for the Identification of madar juice :

—

1. The suspected material is digested with absolute alcohol for about
an hour under a reflux condenser. The extract is distilled with the addition

of a little 50 per cent (by volume) sulphuric acid in the presence of alcohol.

The distillate has a characteristic fruity odour. This should be compared
with the odour obtained from madar Juice under similar conditions.

2. Treated with strong hydrochloric acid, the residue from an alcoholic

extract gives a greenish-blue colour which disappears on keeping or heating.
With strong sulphuric acid It gives a green colour, changing to brown and
violet^®

In his annual report for the year 1936, the Chemical Examiner, Madras,
describes the following scheme of examination which is used In his laboratory

In suspected cases of madar juice poisoning :

—

“ The alcoholic extract of the viscus or other suspected material is divided
into two portions (a) and (b)

—

(A) Portion (a) Is saponified with alcoholic potash and extracted with
petroleum ether. The petroleum ether extract is evaporated to dryness,
taken up with a little chloroform, treated with a slight excess of a solution

of digitonin In rectified spirit, evaporated again to dryness and extracted
with ordinary ether. This ether solution on evaporation gives a crystalline

residue in the presence of madar Juice. A little taken on a watch glass
placed over a porcelain slab and treated with concentrated sulphuric acid
gives a red colour. Addition of a few drops of chloroform and a few drops
of acetic anhydride to this red colour changes it to a beautiful purple.

The alkaline alcoholic solution after extraction with petroleum ether as
above is evaporated nearly to dryness, taken up with absolute alcohol and
filtered. The filtrate on treatment with dry hydrochloric acid in excess and
keeping for some time, shows on dilution with warm water a characteristic
pleasant ester odour In ’the presence of madar Juice.

(B) The other portion fb) Is evaporated to dryness, taken up with
water acidulated with acetic acid, filtered, treated with excess of lead acetate
and again filtered. The filtrate Is treated with excess of hydrogen sulphide,

38. U.P. Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1922. p. 3.

39. Beng. Chem. E.xaminer’s Ann. Rep., 1936, p. 12.

40. Chatterji. The Analvst, Nov. 1930

M.J.—38
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filtered free from lead and evaporated to dryness over a water bath. The
residue Is extracted with absolute alcohol and the alcoholic solution evapor-

ated to dryness. A little of this extract, on injection Into a frog produces. In

the presence of madar juice, convulsions ending In paralysis, death and
bloating”.

Medico-Legal Points.—^The flowers, leaves, root-bark and milky juice

of madar plants are used in Indian medicine. The flowers are digestive

stomachic and tonic In action. The leaves are alterative and are used exter-

nally as a poultice over the abdomen In colic. The powdered root-bark In 3

to 10-graln doses is used as an alterative and In 30 to 60-graln doses as an
emetic In place of Ipecacuanha. The tincture prepared from It Is used In

dysentery. The milky Juice Is used as a vesicant, as a depilatory and as a
remedy for chronic skin affections.

Madar juice Is used by tanners for removing hair from skins. It also
Imparts a yellow colour to the skin and destroys the offensive odour of the
fresh leather.

Madar juice Is often used for procuring criminal abortion. It is either

mouth or introduced Into the uterus on an ” abortion
stick . It is occasionally mixed with lead oxide. A case<> Is described
where death occurred from the internal administration of madar juice with

was detected In the viscera,
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report for the year 1949. the Chemical Examlnw, Bengal, also cites a case. In which a
man, who posed himself to be a medical ma^ 'tirepared two doses of some medicine. He
took one of the doses and administered the other dose to another man. Soon afterwards
both of them started vomiting and died after about 12 hours. Madar was detected in

the viscera of both the deceased.

Smeared on a rag, madar juice Is sometimes used as a cattle poison. It

is either given with fodder or Introduced into .the rectum of the animal
Intended to be killed. A case occurred at Ghazipur where a she-goat after

return from grazing died with symptoms of pain and convulsions. A cloth

ball found in the rectum of the animal and the viscera removed from the

body revealed the presence of madar Juice.^^

The root, especially of Calotropis procera. Is a powerful poison to cobras

and other poisonous snakes, which cannot stand even, its smell. Hence it is

always carried by the snake charmers of Bengal to control the newly caught
and unruly cobras.

Both the plants are used in Africa for poisoning darts and arrows.

PLUMBAGO ROSEA {LAL CHITRA'i AND PLUMBAGO
ZEYLANICA {CHITRA)

The roots of these plants, which belong to N.O. Plumbaginaceae, contain

as an active principle, plumbagin, a crystalline glycoside, which exists as fine

glistening needles of a golden yellow colour. It is almost insoluble In cold

water, moderately soluble in hot water, and freely soluble in ether, chloro-

form, alcohol, benzene, acetone, etc. Externally, plumbagin-*’ is a powerful
irritant and has a well-marked germicidal action on bacteria and unicellular

organisms. In small doses it acts as a sudorific and stimulates the contrac-
tion of the muscular tissue of the heart. Intestine and uterus. In large doses
it causes death from respiratory failure. The minimum lethal dose for a<

frog and for a mouse has been found to be 0.5 mg. and 0.1 mg. per gramme
of body weight respectively and for a rabbit 20 mg. per kilogramme of body
weight.^*

Symptoms.—^\Vhen applied externally, the roots produce painful irrita-

tion and blisters ; while administered internally they act as narcoticd-irrltant

poisons, producing pain In the stomach, thirst, vomiting and dlarrhcea.

Chemical Analysis.—^The root of Plumbago zeylanica Is from i to 2 or
more inches thick. The dried bark is of a reddish-brown’ colour externally
and brown and striated internally. The root of Plumbago rosea Is similar
In structure, but much smaller.

The following tests are employed for the detection of plumbagin in an
organic mixture :

—

1. Digest the mixture with alcohol and filter,

2. Evaporate the tincture to dryness.

3. Digest the residue with a small quantity of water rendered slightly
alkaline with caustic potash solution.

4. Filter the solution obtained, acidulate with hydrochloric acid and
shake with ether in a separating funnel.

5. Separate the ether. (Plumbagin passes Into the ether.)

6. Evaporate the ethereal extract.

7. Dissolve the residue (containing plumbagin) in caustic potash solu-
tion. when a bright crimson liquid is formed. On adding hydrochloric acid

46.

U.P. Chem. Exaromer's Annual Report, 1929; see also Bengal Chem. Examiner’s
Annual Kept, 1938. p. 14.

47.

Bhatia and Lai, Ind. Jour, of Med. Research, Jan. 1933, p. T77.

48.

Kelen Ko. Japanese Jour, Med. Sciences, 1931; Chopra. Indiacnous Drugs of India.
1933, p. 365.
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to this the colour changes to yellow, and on standing for some time the

liquid deposits yellow flocculi of plumbagln, which may be separated by

shaking the acid liquid with ether. An alcoholic solution of plumbagln gives

a crimson precipitate with a solution of basic lead acetate.

ISIedico-Legal Points.—^The crushed roots are largely used for procuring

criminal abortion. They are either taken Internally, or, in the form of a

paste, are applied to the os

uteri, or painted on the “ abor-

tion sticks”. Deaths have en-

sued from this use,

A woman*’ was given a

quack medicine containtag

plumbago root by her para-

mour to cause miscarriage.

She died after having suffered

from severe gastro-intestinal

Irritation with vomiting and

purging for ten days. At the

post- mortem examination

severe congestions of the lungs,

heart, liver, kidneys and the

genital canal were found with

Fio. iS2.—PlumbaRo Zeylamca the expulsion of the fcetus

from the gravid uterus.

Plumbago roots are rarely used with homicidal Intent. Chevers» men-
tions a case in which a woman mixed a small quantity of the powdered root

<Lal Chltra) with milk and gave It to her husband. After two hours vomiting
and purging occurred and in a short time the' man died. On post-mortem
examination the surface of the stomach was corrugated and covered with

small inflamed patches, and the mucous membrane of the intestine was W"
jected. Plumbagln was detected In the stomach contents, the vomited matter
and the remnants of the food.

When applied to the skin In the form of a paste, the root of plumbago rosea

or zeylaiUca produces a reddish-brown mark, which simulates a bruise.
Walshsi records a where one Jitan AU Mir of Murshidabad reported to U«

® morning of August 22nd. 1898. that some eighteen or nineteen men armed
lanterns, etc, had entered his house on the previous night, and

having beaten and branded him with torches.
on several parts of his body which

his ha^ These appeared to have^n Belf-Infilcted. and
rosea to the skin. Of these injuries only

showed a slight abrasion due to destruction of the cuticle The stains were of a reddish'
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Veriloid (Alkavervir).-—A mixture of ester alkaloids obtained from Veratrum Veride

used in treatment of hypertension is a yellowish powder, readily soluble in alcohol but

hardly in water, also has toxic effects.

Symptoms.—A tingling sensation followed by numbness in the mouth, tongue, throat,

and cKophagus and gradually spreading to other parts of the body; salivation; sneezmg
and running of the nose and eyes; nausea: persistent vomiting; dlarrhcea accompanied
by aMominal collckj' pain and tenesmus; it^ing of the skin, which becomes reddened
and Is covered with perspiration; dilated pupils; giddiness; hypotension and slow pulse;

slow and gasping respirations; muscular spasms; convulsions; collapse; death from res-

piratory failure.

ratal Dose.—Uncertain. Tliree grains of veratrlne have produced poisonous symp-
toms. Eighteen grains of powdered white hellebore have caused death, while half-an-

ounce of the powder taken by mistake for cream of tartar has been recovered from.

Fatal Period,—Uncertain. Death occurred in the case of an old peasant m 75

minutes, after he had taken hellebore by mistake for liquorice powder.52 Death has also

occurred in 2 and 4 hours, but it may be delayed for several weeks.

Treatment,—Administer emetics or wash out the stomach thoroughly with warm
water. Tannic acid or vegetable astringents will precipitate the alkaloid. Keep the
patient flat on the back, and start artificial respiration, if necessary. Pethidine may be
given to check pain and dlarrhcea, and atropine for slow pulse. Blood transfusion or
nov-adrenallne if necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^These are not characteristic. The marks of acute in-
flammation may be found in the alimentary canal, and hypermmla of the brain and its

membranes may sometimes be present.

Tests.—Strong sulphuric acid gives a play of coloui’s. viz. yellow, orange and lastly

red. On heating, the colour becomes red at once or the red colour is developed on adding
biomine water.

Concentrated hydrochloric acid has no action In the cold, but on boiling the solution
for a minute or two, it acquires a permanent bright red colour.

Weppen’s JJeoeftOR.—One part of veratrlne rubbed with six parts of cane sugar is

moistened with a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid. The colour developed is first

vellow, dark green, then blue and lastly dirty violet

Medico-Legal Points.—All parts of the veratrum plants are poisonous, but the chief
source of ppison is their root. It has been taken vrtth a view to causing abortion.

Poisonous symptoms have beeQ,-jiioduced bv the subcutaneous injection of
veratrlne as also by the application of .veratrlne ointment.

COLCraetJM AUTUMNAL (COLCHICUM. MEADOW SAFFRON)
This plant belongs to N.O. Liliacese. All parts of the plant are poisonous, and ore

fatal to human beings as well as to cattle. The plant contains two active alkaloids,
colchicine and colchiceine. These appear to exert a similar pharmacological action, but
the former is more poisonous than toe latter. The conn (Colchici cormus) and the seed
tcolchici semen) are official in the British Pharmacopoeia. From the former are prepared
an offldal preparation, Extractum coichlci siccum, with the dose of 1/6 to i grain and
a non-official preparation, Vinttm colchici, with the dose of 10 to 30 minims; from the
lauer are prepared offidal preparations, Extractum colchici Uquidum, with toe dose of
2 to 5 minims and Tinctura colcWci, with the dose of 5 to 15 minims

'Colchicine is usually an amorphous, yellowish, bitter powder, but may be obtained
in a yellow, crystalline form. It is soluble in water and alcohol. The dose of colchicine
is 1/120 grain to 1/60 gralrv.

Colchiceine occurs as lustrous white needles. It is slightly soluble in water, more
reJdily in hot water, and dissolves easily in alcohol, chloroform and amyl, alcohol, but is
almost insoluble in ether and benzene.

Symptoms.—The symptoms usually supreveac from 2 to 4 hours after swallow-
ing a poisonous dose. There is burning pain In the mouth, throat, oesophagus and
stomach. The mouth and throat are also dry and consequently swallovrtng is difficult.
Intense thirst, nausea, vomiting and dlarrhcea. The motions resemble very much choleraic
stools except that they contain blood and shreds of mucous membrane, and that they
are accompanied by tenesmus. A sensation of oppression is felt in the prmcordial region
with a feeling of vertigo. The patient is greatly prostrated and collapsed. The skin ts
cold; the lace is pale or cyanosed. The pulse is small, irregular and imperceptible, and
the respirations are slow and laboured. Towards death the pupils are dilated, twitchings
of the muscles, spasms or convulsions occur, and the urine becomes scanty and contains
blood and albumin: it is sometimes suppressed. The mind remains clear till death, whicli
occurs from respiratory paralj'sis. in rare cases stupor may supervene before death.

52. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., May 6. 1922. p. 1403.
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Fata! Dose.—Uncertain. One grain of 'colchicine may be considered to be a faUl

dose. One-twentieth grain of colchicine Injected hypodermically has causw death.

Three and a half drams of the vinum colchid and i oz. tincture have caused death.

Fatal Period.—Death has occurred In several hours. It usually takes place ^thin

thirty hours, but may be delayed for four and even ten days. Sydney SmlthSJ mentions

the ca-se of two children who ate colchlcum bulbs. One of them died In a few minutes

and the other died In forty hours.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach with water containing tannic add or tanniru

which is a chemical antidote. Give mucilaginous drinks and hypodermic Injections of

morphine and atropine to allay pain and irritation. Administer normal saline and glucose

Intravenously. Resort to artiflclal respiration. If necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Inflammation of the jnucous membrane of the stomwh
and Intestines is usually found. The kidneys may be markedly congested and Inflamed.

Chronic Poisoning.—When given In medicinal doses for a nrolonged period, colchlcu^m

may produce chronic poisoning, the chief symptoms being furred tongue, disagreeable

ta.ste. thirst, loss of appetite, pain In the stomach, and dlarrhcea with flatulence.

Chemical Analvsis.—The alkaloid is extracted by the Stas-Otto process from the

acid solution of chloroform.

Tests.—1. Pure concentrated nitric acid added to colchicine produces a dirty violet

I’plour, which changes to brownish-red and then yellow. The yellow colour changes to

orange-yellow or orange-red on adding strong caustic soda or potash solution.

2 Concentrated sulphuric acid forms with colchicine a bright yellow solution which,
on adding a drop of strong nitric add. changes to green, blue, violet and lastly pale

yellow. An orange-red colour is produced. If a strong solution of caustic soda or potash
OP added ,

3. Strong hydrochloric acid dissolves colchidne with a bright yellow colour. The
colour becomes greenlsh-black. if the solution be boiled with a few drops of feme
chloride solution, and chloroform agitated Wth this is coloured garnet-red or brown.

Medico-Legal Points.—Colclucura and its preparations are used as remedies for gout
Ijcnce accidental cases of poisoning sometimes occur from an overdose of their prepar.i-
tions. Poisonous cases have also been produced by the administration of Blair's gout
pills and other proprietary remedies containing colchicum.

have also occurred from taking colchlcum leaves In
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Symptoms.—These are vomiting, pain in the abdomen, diarrhcea, profuse perspiration,

convulsions. Insensibility and death.

Fatal Dose and Fatal rcriod,—Nearly 31 grains of an aqueous extract of the root

have proved fatal to a man, 50 years old, within 8 hours. A decoction of the root has
caused death In less than 2 hours:

Treatment.—Evacuate the stomach, administer stimulants and give morphine to allay

pain and dieck diarrhcea.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Not characteristfc. Inflammation of the mucuous mem-
brane of the stomach.

GYTlfeUS LABURNUM iLABURNVRI)

This belongs to N.O. Legumlnosas. It grows wild in gardens, shrubberies and woods

in England, Ail parts of the plant, viz. the wood, bark, flowers, pods and seeds, produce
toxic effects, when taken Internally. The plant has a most nauseous and disagreeable

odour and taste. The active principle Is an alkaloid, cytisine, which is the chief Ingre-

dient contained in Australian or Persian Insect powder.

Symptoms.—Pain in the stomach, thirst, nausea, vomiting, purging, giddiness,

collapse, drowiness and coma. Occasionally convulsions and delirium have preceded
deat^ The pupils are usually dilated, but may be found contracted. Death results from
paralysis of the respiratory and vaso-motor centres.

Fatal Dose.—Not known. Three or four seeds are enough to produce tende symptoms.

Fatal Perlod^Death has occurred from one to thirty hours. In one case It took
place on the seventh day.

Treatment.—Give emetics or wash out the stomach with medicinal charcoal sus-

pended in warm water. Administer simulants, give large quantities of fluids and lavage
the colon. Resort to artificial respiration, if necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances-—Not characteristic. The brain and Its membranes may
be congested. The stomach and intestines may be inflamed.

Tests.—1. Strong sulphuric add dissolves cytisine without effecting any change of
colour but on heating, the solution acquires a yellow colour.

2. A mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids produces a yellow coloiu:.

3. Feirlc chloride solution gives a blood-red colour, which disappears on adding
hydrogen peroxide. On further heating. It a-ssumes a blue colour.

Medico-Legal Points—Accidental cases of poisoning have cccurred among children
owmg to their having eaten the bark in mistake for liquorice, as well as the seeds which
are sweet in taste.

Cytisine is eliminated largely in the urine, and to some extent in the feeces. as well
as tn the saliva

TAXUS BACCATA {YEW}
This Is a large, evergreen tree of temperate Himalayas and belongs to N.O. Coniferce.

The poisonous symptoms are due to an alkaloid, taxine, contained in the leaves and
seeds of its berries. Taxine is an amorphous powder, hardly soluble in water, but dis-
soh’es In alcohol, ether and chloroform. The medicinal dose is 1/100 to 1/160 grams.
The leaves are sold as bimi and talispatra in Indian towns.

Symptoms.—Giddiness, dilated pupils, vomiting, purging, pain In the abdomen, small,
irregular pulse, slow, laboured breathing, muscular, weakness? collapse, -convulsions, in-
sensibility, delirium or coma. Death may occur from cardiac and respiratory failure.

Fatal Dose.i^^^Uhk'nown. One teaspoonful of the leaves, and four beeries have res-
pectively caused death.

Fatal Period.—Death occurs within four or eight hours, but may be delayed for
several days.

Treatment.—Empty the stomach, give pethidine for pain, treat dehydration and give
artificial respiration, if necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Inflammation of the mucous membrane of the stomach
which may contain fragments of the seeds or leaves of the plant.

Chemical Tests.—Strong sulphuric acid produces a reddish-violet colour, which dis-
appears on the addition of water. A drop of idtrlc acid added to sulphuric acid solution
changes the colour to rose-red. Molybdlc sulphuric acid produces a deep violet colour.
An alcoholic solution of hydrochloric acid gives a green colour.ss

Medico-Legal Points.—Cases of poisoning occur accidentally among children or even
among grown-up persons on account of their eating in mistake the leaves or fruits of

55. Bamford, Poisons, their Isolation and Identification, Ed. U, p. 176.
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the plant, and among women, who use an infusion of the leaves as an abortifacicnt

owing to its emmenagogic properties.

The leaves and berries are also poisonous to cattle and cause death in a few hours

without producing vomiting and purging in some cases.

JONIPERUS SABINA iSAVIN)

This shrub belongs to N.O. Conlfera, and yields a round purple fruit about the size

of a currant. It has a peculiar strong odour, and acrid taste. Its leaves and tops

contain, as an active pnnciple, an essenUal oiL oil of savin, which acts as a

wnen applied externally, and acts as an irritant, when administered by the mouth. The

oil and infusion of the leaves have been often used as abortlfacients, but they have no

direct ecbolic action on uterus. They cause abortion by producing congestion of the

pelvic organs due to their irritating action, and consequently the death of the
Sometimes abortion may not occur and yet the woman may die from poisonous effects.

Symptoms.—A biumlng sensation in the throat, gullet and stomach; coUlcky pa'-o

in the abdomen; vomiting, purging, though rarely; hjematuria; strangury; laboured and
stertorous respiration; unconsciousness: collapse: coma and death. Salivation occurs

occasionally.

Fatal Dose.—The medicinal dose of oil savin is 1 to 4 minims and that of the

leaves is 5 to 10 grains, the maximum single dose being 7i grains and the maximum being

15 grains during twenty-hours.ss but the fatal dose of the oil or the leaves is not knofm.

Fatal PerioAr—Death may ensue tn a few hours or may be delayed for some days.

Treatment.—Eliminate the stomach contents; give heart stimulants. • or administer
chloral hydrate or morphine, when necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Acute Inflammation of the oesophagus, stomach. Intestines
and kidneys. There may sometimes be patches of extravasation In the gastric mucous
membrane and fragments of the leaves in the stomach contents.

Chemical Analysis.—Oil of savin may be isolated from organic matter by subjecting
it to steam distillation, and extracting the distillate with ether. The ether is then evapo-
rated leaving the oil for examination.

Tests.—Oil of savin is colourless or pale yellow, and has a peculiar terebmthinate
an intense blood-red colour on the addition of strong sulphuric acid, and

explodes on the addition of fuming nitric acl^ leaving a reddish-orange liquid.

GAMBOGE iREVENCHJNO SHZRO)
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do»''ot‘i'b?or5,‘;S"fra‘S™"
*
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KAliADANA SEEDS {PHARBITIS SEEDS)

These are the seeds of Ipomcea hederacea cultivated In several places of India, and
belonging to N.O. Convolvulaceje. Their active principle is a pale yellow resin, pliar-

bltisin, corresponding in chemical action to Jalapin, to which Its irritant properties are

chiefly due.

The seeds are in the form of a segment of a sphere, about 5 mm. long or smaller, and
nearly black except at the hilum where they are brown and hairy. The resin occurs

in brownish opaque fragments, being translucent at the edges. The seeds and the resin

are used as pharmacopceial drugs in India, having the doses of 30 to 45 grains and 2 to

8 grains resspectively. In large doses they produce symptoms of Irritant poisoning.

The seeds are also contained in Pulvis katadance compositus (dose 60 to 90 grains).

TPOMCEA TURPETHUM (NISHOTAR. PITHORI)

This plant . belongs to N.O. Convolvulaccce, and is called an Indian jalap or ichite

turpeth. Both the root and the bark are used as cathartic and laxative. The root con-

tains 5 to 10 per cent of a resin, named turpethin. The non-offleial dose of the root is

5 to 20 grains, but It can be given from i to Ij drachms. Larger doses produce irritant

symptoms. Another variety, knovm as black turpeth, is more drastic in its action and Is.

therefore, not used In medicine.

CUSCUTA REPLEXA (AJfASBEL)

This is a parasitic, climbing plant, growing wild on certain hedges, and belonging to

N.O. Convolvulacese. Its decoction Is used as an abortlfaclent by “Dais” (untrained
midwives), rhiefly in the Punjab. It is said that a decoction of 180 grains of the plant
pi^uces abortion, though at the same time it causes nausea, vomiting and depression.

EUPHORBIUM
This is an acrid, milky juice exuded from the stems of various euphorblous plants

belonging to N.O. Euphoblacese; the chief of these are Euporbia antiquorum (tidhara,
sehund). Euphorbia nerlfolla (thohar) and Euphorbia tirucalli (milk hedge or Indian
tree-sponge).

The juice produces vessication, when applied to the skin, and inflammation involving
eye-sight, when dropped into the eyes. Internally, it acts as an irritant, causing
vomiting, diarrheea, convulsions and coma. It is used for procuring criminal abortion,
but rarely for homicidal purposes. A cases? Is recorded where a man applied the juice

of Euphorbia antiquorum to the eyes and vagina of his wife as a punishment for hex
faithlessness. She lost her eyesight and suffered from intense pain in the genitals. Tn
his annual report for the year 1949, the Caiemical Examiner, Madras, also mentions a case
^7he^e a man was tied to a tree, and the Juice of Euphorbia antJquorum was poured into
his eyes. The victim complained of burning sensation in -his eyes and doSs of eyesight.
The eyes were also 'swollen;*

A teaspoonful of the juice of Euporbium OfScinamm or rcsinifera proved fatal to
an adult in three days. On post-mortem examination gangrenous patches were oteerved
in the stomach and the spleen was found in a "rotten” condition.

CLEISTANTHUS COLLINUS
This plant belongs to N.O. Euphorbiaceae and grows on dry hills in various parts of

India. It is known as Karlajuri or Pasu in Bengal and Bihar, as Karada in Orisssa, as
Garari in North India and as Oduvan in Madras. Naidu and his associatsSS have iso-
lated a glucoside, called Oduvin, to which the plant owes its poisonous pro-
perties. Oduvin is a yellowish-white crystalline substance, melting at 192* to 194*C..
and dissolving freely in alcohol and chloroform, but only sparingly In water or ether.

Symptoms.—Nausea, violent vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, dilated pupils,
ciamps^^in the limbs, collapse and death.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—A dose of 0.75 mg. of oduvin is sufficient to kin a frog,
weighing about 8 to 10 g., in a few minutes. About a pound of the leaves made Into a
decoction would probably prove fatal to man In one to three days. Death may some-
times occur in a few hours.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach and treat the slmptoms as they arise.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Fragments of the leaves may be found m the stomach.
The gastro-intestlnal tract may be congestedThe other viscera may be congested.

Cliemical Analysis.—The acid alcoholic extract after filtration and evaporation as in
the Stas-Otto process is taken up with warm water and filtered. The filtrate iss rendered
alkaline by the addition of sodium carbonate and extracted with ether-chloroform mix-

57. Beng. Chem. Exam. Ann. Rep. 1938. d. 17. .

58. Jour and Proceedings of the Institution of Chemists (India), VoL XVI. June
1944. p. 59.
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had eaten some Jatropha seeds and thereafter had been taken 111 with vomiting: and
diarthcea. One of the boys had eaten about six seeds, and he had ten ottaeVs of vomit-

ing and five or six offensive motions. The boys had rather rapid and feeble pulses and
slightly dilated pupils. The respirations were hurried, and the surface of the body was
cold particularly In those who had the severest svmptoms. In his annual report for the
year 1940 he also describes the cases of five children, aged, 4. 6, 8, 9 and 14 years res-

pectively, who ate some seeds of Jatropha curcas and suffered from vomiting, diarrhce.a

and colicky pain in the abdomen, J. N. Pohowala and O. P. Ghal^o report 20 cases of

Ratanjot poisoning in children at Indore from 1951-58

Identification of jatropha seeds,—^Thls can be done by a microscopic examination of

the prismatic cells of their outer coats, which present the following characteristic fea-

tures:

—

(i) Cross-seefion at the fop.—The cells in jatropha seeds are polygonal in shape,

and are about 17 micro-millimelres in diameter. The lumen is slit-like.

(U) Side-vieto.—The cells are about 400 micro-millimetres In length, and taper in
' width from 17 micro-millimetres at the top about 12 micro-millimetres at the bottom.
The cells show a uniform lumen varying in diameter from about 1 to 6 micro-millimetres.

The cell-walls ^ow fine transverse stria, which give the cells a ribbed appearance.

JATROPHA MUinPHIDA
This plant belongs to N.O. Euphorbiacea. Its fruit is known as the French phj'sic

nuU Three nuts have produced violent vomiting, purging. Intense burning pain in the
stomach and great prostration. Recovery ocurred after the use of lime Juice and
stimulants.

JATROPHA XJRENS

This plant belongs to N.O. Euphorbiacea. Its leaves are covered with hairs, which,
if rubbed against the skin, produce Irritation, inflammation and severe prostration.

ALOES (ELWA OR ELIO)

This is the inspissated juice derived from the leaves of Aloe Vulgans and other
speues belonging to N.O. LUiacea. Its active principle is aloin. Aloes and aloin are
teth used as purgatives In doses of 2 to 5 grams and j to 1 grain respectively.

In large doses aloes acts as an irritant poison. 2 drachms having proved fatal to a
woman in 12 hours. The symptoms are chiefly colic, abdominal pain, dianhcea with
tenesmus and motions contalmng blood, great prostration and death. The post-
mortem appearance Is inflammation of the stomach and small intestine to some e.xtent.

Aloes increases the menstrual flow reflexly by stimulating the uterus. It is. there-
lore, used as an abortlfacient Aloes is a leadmg ingredient in most cjuack aperient
pills, and one of the chief ingredients of Morison’s pills, the other ingredient being
colocynth. Hiera-piera (holy bitter', a camoound of four parts of aloes and one part
of canella bark is sometimes employed for procuring abortion.

Chemical Test.—Aloin, when heated with a droo of copper sulphate solution and 1

or 2 cc. of hydrogen pere.'dde. yields strawberry-red colour.

URGINEA SCILLA

This plant belongs to N.O. liliacere. Its bulbous root cut into slices and dried is a
pliarmacopceial preparation, known as squill, and is given internally as a diuretic and
expectorant in 1 to 3-grain does. In large doses squill or any of its preparations acts
as a powerful gastro-mtestinal irritant and produces nausea, vomiting, purging with
bloody stools, strangury, bloody urine and cardme depression. Twenty-four grams 'of
the powdered root have proved fatal. Seventy-five grains of its alcoholic extract have
also caused death in two dal's.

The treatment consists in the ahministration of emetics or washing out jof the stomach"
The patient should be kept in a recumbent posture and should be treated symptomaticaUjC'"

The post-mortem appearances may be inflammation of the alimentary canal and of
the kidneys.

Squalll owes its toxic properties to sciWifoiin and scillaren, both glycosides, which are
readily broken down by the digestive Juices.

The iJowdered root, especially of the red variety is added to bread and milk and is

iL-ed as a rat poison. It is very efficacious for this purpose, but is to larger
animals.

An Indian variety, called urginea Indica (JoRpli piaz) is used as a substitute for
squill.

€0. Paper read at the Joint Conference of Pediatricians eta at Jaipur, 'Jan. 1959.
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GLORIOSA SUPERBA iCARlHARI, KHADIYANAG)
This belongs to N.O Lillacea:. It is an elegant, climbing hedge plant growing in

Bengal and in low Jungles throughout India, and flowers about the end of the rains.

Its root, which is juicy, tuberous and flattened or cylindrical, contains an active bitter

principle, superbfne, a glycoside. It is used as a tonic, stomachic and antl-perlodic In

5 to 10-graln doses. Upto 12 grains it is not poisonous, but beyond that It has possibly
the same poisonous action as squill. It Is said to be used In India as an adulterant of
aconite.

Symptoms.—Nausea, violent vomiting, pui^ing. spasms, convulsions, profuse sweat-
ing and collapse with heart-failure.

A case<i is recorded of a man, aged 45 years, who ate the root of gloriosa superba
in order to commit suicide, suffered from violent gastro-intestlnal symptoms and died
within twelve hours.

Chemical Analysis.—The active pnnciple may be extracted with an acid chloroform
mixture from organic matter in the Stas-Otto process. The residue obtained on evaporat-
ing the solvent rsponds to the following tests**:—

1. With sulphuric acid it gives a deep yellow colour.
2. With sulphuric acid and potassium nitrate crystals it gives a violet colour, chang-

ing to red.

nitric add It fives a deep violet colour viith a yellow tinge
appearing at the margin.

4. When injected into a frog, it proves fatal to the frog.
ARUM MACULATUM (LORDS AND LADIES. CUCKOO-PINT. WAKE-ROBIN,

THE PARSON IN THE PULPIT)
Order. Aroideae. /is root, if eaten raw. pro-

of the tongue, salivation and dilatation

ties bv waSne poisonous VTo:)e>

siomacL*’’S«M administration of emetics or in the washing out of thestomach. Castor oil may afterwards be given, followed by strong coffee.

or bcS«°wVfi'‘frS wSlTcirin'd'^^^ ’““S “‘‘“S

ColSa®?K«hSr Amorphophallus Compannalatus (Suran) and Arum

ASIATICOM ISVKHADARSHAN. NACDOWNi
gardTIS’lt ™>^ch cultivated in Indian
cation if applied extcmal^^ Thc^Su^ Ipecacuanha, and produce vesl-

large dosra
tncy cause Irritant symptoms if administered internally in

tVELLOW MEXICAN POPPY OR PRICKLY POPPY)
• crowing wild In the wld season”lf wer

^

Papaveraces. but now
Worth India, Dorudf or Scfyan^shl m gJi^^ Sialkanta in Bengal and
aeslile, spiny, oblong leaves sand Darwin In Maharashtra. It has
clllpUc rawulc °ontal”n1 Smrrm^ “ has prickly, oblong or

seeds. The cstract 01 th? whSl?St "hlch resemble black mustard
The seeds are poisonous, and when"l^k^ ^7^ alkaloids, viz berberine and proto-

breathies-sness. slight enlargement of ^ produce mdema of the legs.

poisoning followed by four de^, oci^lonaljy diarrheea. Afeake^>
ate bread made from wheat flour contamin.->t^^i?.'^\!5^^"® among farm labourers, who

The oil expressed from the seeds Is

^ Argemone mexlcana
ccwlonally as an adulterant of musteM^ oh (fcaffcar oil), and is used
narlne and dlhydrosangulnarlne. the former hetvZ?*®

contains two alkaloids, sangui- •

talas alwut 40 per cent free glycerides of I'he latter, and con-
an aperient In 30 to 60 minims,« and is also

oil is a valuable remedy a-s

as scabies and ecwma In larger dow it
treatmeit of akin di5ea.ses. such

dropsy, which caitvs tomltlng. diarrhrrw. irritant giving rise to epidemic
»««» ®dema of the lower extremities Sarkar*^

« CAopra. /ndicenotij Dn/ax alCA ind Mrd Ccz.. Feb. 1«6 n « ‘ ° 287
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ieports an outbreak of poisoning among the members of three famiUcs from the use of

mustard oil adulterated with this oil. The earliest sj-mptoms were excessive spitting and
vomiting, which were followed by disturbance of the bowels and gradual oedema of the
feet and legs. Twenty-four days later the simptoms complalnd of were intense pain

all over the body, fever upto 101‘F.. profuse diarhoja in some cases and constipation in

others, and oedema of the lower e-xtremltles. Recover>' was very slow. In the case of

two girls who smeared the oil over their heads, the scalp was found to be Inflamed with
a burning sensation on the head on the same night, and later there was marked falling

of! of the hair. —
In the year 1953 the members of several families in Nadiad (Gujarat) suffered

cliiefly from vomiting, diarrhoea and cedema of the lower extremities. On Investigation

It was found that they suffered from epidemic dropsy due to the use of edible oils, such
as sessame oil and arachis oil, which were adulterated on a large scale with argemone
(darudi) oil.

Defection.—The oil is pale yellow, clear • and limpid, and mixed with an equal

volume of,nitric acid, assumes a crimson colour. A. K-*'SBn<< mentions the following

additionar'tests for the detection of the oil;

—

1. If 1 ml. glacial acetic acid and 2 mis. of cupric acetate solution are added to

5 mis. of argemone oil contained In a test tube and boiled In a water bath for 15 minutes,

a greenish discoloration will occur.

2. Two millilitres of strong hydrochloric acid are added to 4 mis of argemone oil

and are warmed in a boiling water bath for 4 to 5 minutes after they ore shaken and
mixed thoroughly. One millilitre of ferric chloride solution (prepared by dissolving 10 g.

of fresh ferric chloride in 10 mis. of concentrated hydrochloric acid and 90 mis. of
distilled water) is then added, mixed and heated in a water bath for 10 minutes. A
precipitate of reddle-brown, acicular or needle-shaped crystals will occur.

3. Chakravarti et al have devised the following tesW^;—

Filter part of the suspected mustard oil. Mix 2 ca of the flUered oU with an equal
volume of ether in a test tube, gently shake It and add 0.3 cc. of hydrochloric acid
leagent (made by adding 2 volumes of concentrated hydrochloric acid diluted with 1

\olume of distilled water). Plug the test tube with cotton wool and keep it for 16 hours
At the end of this period an orange colour of the lower acid layer will develop if arge-
mone oil is present in the original sample. The orange colour can be discharged by the
addition of a lew drops of concentrated socUum hydroxide solution or liquor ammonia,
and can be made to reappear by the additition of a few drops of strong hydrochloric acid.
The colour can also be discharged by the addition of a small piece of zinc. In case of
fairy high adulteration orange needle-shaped crystals will be observed.

COCCULUS SUBEROSUS iKAKMARI, KAKPHAL)
This belongs to N.O. Menlspermaceee, and is also known as Anamlrta paniculata. It

grows in Southern and Eastern parts of India and In the Burma. The berry has a dark
brown wrinkled surface, and constitutes the Cocculus indlcus or Levant nut of com-
merce. On section the berry contains a mushroom-shaped body which consists of a
bitter seed on the top of a short stalk. The berry contains a poisonous, non-alkaloidal
principle, picrofoxin, which exists as colourless, shining prismatic crystals, and has an
intensely bitter taste. It Is soluble with diCBculty in cold water, but dissolves freely In
hot water, alcohol or chloroform. The shell or husk of the berry does not contain picro-
toxin, but contains a non-poisonous principle, called menispermine. It is, therefore,
possible that an entire berry, when swallowed, may pass through the body without caus-
ing poisonous symptoms.

Symptoms.—Bitter twte in the mouth, burning pain in the oesophagus and stomach,
salivation, nausea, vomiting, diarrhosa profuse sweating, intoxication, giddiness, lethargic
stupor and unconsciousness. The resspirations are at first increased and afterwards
become slow and laboured. The pulse is usually weak. The characeristlc features in
most cases are tetanic spasms with complete relaxation of the muscles during the inter-
vals. The pupils are contracted during spasms and dilated during the interval of relaxa-
tion. Death occurs rapidly from failure of respiration or slowly from gastro-intestinal
symptoms.

^lal Dose.—Uncertain. About 40 gains of the powdered berries have caused death.
The medicinal dose of picrotoxin is 1/100 to 1/20 grain. One-third of a grain has

caused toxic symptoms, and 2 to 4 grains would be a dangerous dose for an adult.
Fatal Period.—Thirty minutes to three hours, but death mav sometimes be delayed

for several days.

Treatment.—Administer intravenously a soluble barbiturate or by inhalation an an-
lesthctlc to check spasms, and then wash out the stomach. Avoid chloral hydrate or

6G. Ind. Med. Goz., March 1946, p. 126. 67. Ind. Med. Gaz., Aug. 1950, p. 344.
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chloroform^ Give intravenous injections of a 25 per cent solution of glucose, and start
artificial respiration, when necessary.

P<Kl-mo^m Appearances.—The stomach may be congested or may show signs of
irritation The lungs and brain are congested. There may be pentonltis in cases of
delayed death.

'

Chemical Analysis.—Picrotoxln may be extracted from acidulated organic mixtures
by, strong sulphuric acid producing a yellow colour, which

addition of a trace of potassium bichromate and becomes brown

Tf
“ay be mistaken for sugar as it reduces FehlingT,

miv? ,r? ^be quantity of potassium nitrate.

Jna L ‘.trL'l
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tJL Ilpr.ed.ft BkJtarellc. Join Qvjpr* and D».pp— .tbri. trJ, 1932, o 128
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wliite kernels. These yield an oil which is used as a dressing for the hair. The dried
ripe fruits are astringent and are used in Indian medicine. The powder of their pericarp
entere Into the compositions of triphala. the other two constituents being the chebulic
and embllc myrobalans.

Accidental cases of poisoning by the belleric fruits have occurred, the symptoms
being nausea, vomiting, headache, Insensibility, normal pupils, quick, feeble pulse, slow,

laboured respirations, trismus, convulsions and death. On post-mortem examination the
stomach may be found congested. A Hindu boy, aged 4 years, died in about 24 hours
after he had taken a Bahera fruit’* A toy of five years, who ate fresh kernels of
Bahera fruits, died within forty-eight hours.’i Windsor’s reports a case where a family
consisting of a man, his wife and four children partook of a pffau prepared with some
kernels. In about an hour they were seized with nausea, vomiting and giddiness. After
forty-eight hours' illness the man, his wife and two children recovered, but still felt

dazed and giddy. The two younger children, aged 2 and 3J years respectively, died
within forty-eight hours, being unconscious throughout the illness.

71. Beng. Chem, Exam. Annual Report, 1936. p. U.
72. Bhondoo Lai, Ind. Med. Goz., May 19K), p, 180.
73. Ibid., Oct. 1906. p. 406.



CHAPTER XXVI

IRRITANT POISONS—(ConW.)

H. ANIMAL POISON'S

CANTHARIDES

The Spanish fly (Cantharis veslcatoria) or blister-beetle is i to 1 inch

long and J inch broad, and is distinguished by the shining, metallic green

colour of the head, legs and wing-sheaths. Under these sheaths there are

two thin, brownish, transparent membranous wings. The powder of its dried

body is greyish-brown, and contains shining, green particles. The active

principle Is cantharidln, 0jHj,0(C0j)0, the anhydride or lactone of

cantharldlc acid, which Is a white crystalline body, very slightly soluble in

water, but freely soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, acetone and fixed oils.

It is a powerful vesicant. The non-official preparations made from it

ate Emplastrum cantharidinl (Blistering plaster) and LlQUor epispasticus

(Blistering Liquid) containing 0,2 and 0.4 per cent of cantharidln respec-

tively.

The Indian fly (beetle) which yields cantharidln is known as Mylabris-

clchorii occurring abundantly in the rainly season In certain parts of North

India and Kashmir. It is 1 inch long and about 1/3 Inch broad. Its wins

sheaths are black, marked with three broad, transverse, orange yellow, wav?
hands, which contain scattered black, bristly hairs when viewed under the

microscope.! Mylabrls pustulata is another species which yields cantharidln.
It is found In the fields of cereals and vegetables in the neighbourhood of

Bangalore.2

Symptoms.—^Locally applied to the skin, cantharldes or cantharidln does

not show any sign for two or three hours, and then produces redness and
burning pain, followed soon by small vesicles, which later run together to form
one large blister. It may be absorbed by the skin and cause poisoning.

Given internally, this substance produces an Intense Intolerable burn-
ing pain In the mouth and throat, quickly extending to the stomach and the
v,hole of the abdomen, and accompanied by difficulty in swallowing, Intense
thirst, salivation due to the Inflammation of the salivary glands, nausea, vomit-
Ing containing mucus, blood and shreds of mucous membrane mixed with
shining, green particles, and dlarrhma of bloody stools with tenesmus. These

^ distressing strangury, frequency, passage of

i H
and albumin, painful priapism In the male with

genital organs and frequent seminal emls-
pregnant women. The patient becomes extremely

fSir?'
respirations, quick pulse and signs of peripheral

prSe death.
headaches, delirium, convulsions and coma usually

cd and

doses Jnd on* ’the°no^om’i cantharldes taten In tw
has. hoseever. Sed maeh
cantharidln a medlcM sTudeT^Student out of misplaced curiosity produced

/nd. tied. Gaz. March 1922. d ^
c''Tl‘And?m°’i‘?ertI"^." 25|^,“f Port m, 1S31. P- 31-
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poisonous symptoms, which persisted for 13 days. About 1 to 2 grains of

crystalline cantharidin have proved fataL

Fatal Period.—The usual fatal period Is twenty-four to thlrty-sIx hours.

A man,-* aged 54 years, died In 2 days after he had taken some pills contain-

ing a large dose of cantharides with a view to promoting success with his

bride, aged 23 years. Death has also occurred after several days.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach to. eliminate the poison, give a paral-

dehyde iniection before as the passing of stomach tube Is extremely painful.

For dehydration and collapse give glucose 5 to 10 per cent Intravenously.

Give demulcent drinks, but do not give oils or fats as they dissolve can-

tharidin. Morphia may be. needed- to allay pain, further give symptomatic
treatment as required.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^The green, shining particles of powdered
cantharides may be found adherent to the mucoufi membrane of the stomach,
which Is blood-stained, softened, inflamed and ulcerated, showing patches of

vesication or even gangrene. The same Is the condition of the mucous mem-
brane of the Intestines. The spleen is hyperffimlc and congested. The kid-

neys are congested and .Inflamed, frank blood may be present In the renal

pelvis, ureters and bladder. The bladder Is Injected and ecchymosed.
Lungs are cedematous, frothy blood-stained mucus Is present in the air pas-

sages. Hsemorrhages on the surface of the heart are seen.

Chemical Analysis.—Organic mixtures containing cantharidin should be

shaken up with acidified chloroform and the chloroform layer should be

separated. Altered and allowed to evaporate spontaneously. The residue contains

cantharidin, which may be Identified by the following test:

—

If a small piece of lint is moistened with a drop of the residue mixed
with a dr.op of olive oil, and applied to the skin, a blister will be produced
on the sl^ after some time.

Medico-Legal Points.—Cantharides has produced poisonous symptoms
from Its use as an aphrodisiac, or as a criminal abortlfaclent. It is rarely-

used for suicidal and homicidal purposes. In his annual report for the year
1948, the Chemical Examiner. Bengal, cites a case In which a man committed
suicide by swallowing some liquor eplspastlcus.

Tw’O fatal casess of cantharidin poisoning have been reported in two female clerks
aged 19 and 27 years following eating cocoanut ice in which small quantity of canthar-
dln was deliberately introduced by a male employee in a firm of chemists.

A man of 43, who went fishing, put about 1 gr. of cantharidin in water in a bottle
' and soaked his ground bait in this solution, as most of the cantharidin had remained
floating on the surface he had used his thumb to shake the bottle. After a-while, he

'

accidentaly pricked his thumb and sucked It and thus swallowed some of the cantharidin
. and died 2 days later.6

• Accidental poisoning has occurred from its external application as a
vesicant, or from. the use of a blkterlng paper (Charta epispastica)

.

A case^
Is recorded- in which an unmarried woman, aged 26 years, produced derma-
titis 5rtefacta -by the -application of cantharides plaster over the front of the
neck and the chin down to the strenum and over the backs of the hands.
The lesions were markedly angular and showed definite blisters In places.

The wings of the beetle resist putrefaction for a very long time; hence
their shining particles may be visible on the gastric or Intestinal mucous
membrane by the aid of a lens many months after death has occurred.

Cantharidin is absorbed from the skin and the alimentary canal, and Is

eliminated in the urine and faeces. Cantharides does not affect fowls, but

4. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Jan. 1, 192X, p. 50.
5. li. C. NickoUs and Donald Teare, BrlL Med. Jour., Dec. 11, 1954, p 1384.
6. M. A, Lecutier, Brit. Med. Jour.; Dec. 11, J954, p, 1399.
7. Frederick Gardiner. Brit. Med. Jour.. Peb/'IS. 1930. p. 282.

MJ.—39
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poisonous symptoms occur In a man. who cats the fowl that has been fed

with cantharldes.

SNAKES (OPHIDIA)

For medico-legal purposes snakes may be classlfled as 'poisonous and
non-polsonous.

Poisonous Snakcs.—These belong to two families, the Colubrldro and
the VIperidse.

The colubridcc or colubrine snakes lay eggs. Their head Is of about, the
same width as that of the neck, and the pupils of their eyes are circular.

They are subdivided Into the eiapldm (land or terrestrial snakes) and the
hydrophldce (sea snakes).

The elapidffi or land snakes have a round tali, and include the cobra
(Naia trlpudlans), the king cobra or hamadryad (Naia bungarus), the com-
mon kralt (Bungarus cairuleus) and the banded kralt (Bungarus fasciatus).

Cobra,—This snake Is known In the vernacular as Nag or Kala Samp
and occurs throughout India. It grows to a length of five to six feet, and
has a variable colour but Is usually black. It is provided with a well-
marked hood, which often bears a double or single spectacle-mark, but it

has sometimes an oval spot surrounded by an ellipse. The portion of the

ntT
surrounding the spectacle-mark is darker than the rest of the back.

small golden spots. Ordinarily a cobra Issesa
gUhffiit a hood. ItrC.mnnds Its neck in the form of a hood only when Tt Is

enraged, or Isjn danger or when it is about to stHki. iim iiuud cannot be

neck becomfe still. The third

th£
^ extends from the eye to the nasal shield, but

the” toSvJf. ‘"h ® absence ol a

robra
characteristic marks arc quite sufficient to Identity a

IS seen
hnown as the cuneate or wedge shield.

ahSta rcobra hut (f,
‘"''“'ablal shields. This shield is rarely

absent ta a cobra, but It Is never seen In any other variety ol a snake.
2. me dark coloured belly plates are seen under and below the neck.
3. The shields under the taU are double.

and’S"L't°wltirm m aa i!uj IVap or Rai Samp
the hUls and forests of ^ Bengal. Assam and Burma and In

and grows to a length of eight to
“ common cobra,

vldcd with a hood. Which dees oottfi
' ^ """ fifteen feet. It Is pro-

the taU near the vent or opentaf or.
“ ah'ctaele-mark. The shields under

mlty are divided. The vertebral^
entire, while those towards the extre-

to the adjacent rows.
cow of scales Is similar In size and shape

or yellow cross bms 0^tL*bMy and^ta'S
hi provided with -white

me adult king cobra varies a g^ Vafm”" ,

'' on the head,

brown or black, ana Is usually he yellow, green,

yellowish cross bars or chpvrnn® « aw ^ess distinct white or

uniform. -mottled or adorned "r^y be nearly.
yeUow or cream-coloured. throat Is usually light

Common Kralt.—This oemra *».
Bombay and the Deccan, ifaiofaro ^ called Manyar W
or Chit Kav^riva In the Puniar t» * Bengal and Katcriya
^ve feet in length it has ^ ^eet or even
' ^UTOw Single or double white OTPhZ

®hlnlng steel-black colour, and has
the back. These arches begin
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at some 'distance from the head and extend up to the tip of the tall. Its belly

has a creamy white colour. A common krait can be Identified by the follow-

ing characteristic marks :

—

1. The head is covered with large shields.

2. Four large shields arc found on either side of the lower Up.

3. The scales in the central row down the back are large and he.xagonal.

4. The tall Is round.

5. The plates under the tall like those on the belly are entire and not
divided.

Banded Krait.—^Thls Is larger than the common krait, and grows to a
length of six feet and rarely seven feet. It 'occurs In India in the north-east

as far south as the basin of the Mahanadl river. In addition to the dis-

tinguishing characteristic marks of the common krait, the banded krait has
alternate black and yellow bands across the back.

The hydrophldffi or sea snakes are found In the vicinity of the sea coasts.

Their eyes are very small, and their tails are flattened. Their nostrils -are

situated on the top of the snout and valved so as to enable them to breathe
freely while swimming or in the sea. Their belly plates are not broad and
the scales on their backs arc dull and tuberculated. Although poisonous, they
are inoffensive by nature and do not as a rule bite man. The commonest
species of these snakes is Enhydrina Valakadien.

The vlperldcD or vJperlnc snakes have a peculiar broad, lozenge-shaped
head usually covered with small scales, a narrow neck and a short tall. The

• pupils of their eyes are vertical slits. The females give birth to living young.
These snakes are divided Into two main classes, viz. pit vipers and pitless

vipers. Pit vipers are those which have a pit or a deep depression on each
side of the head between the eye and the nostril, and usually occur in hills.

Their bites are seldom fatal to man. Pitless vipers are those which have no
pit on the head. They have broad plates on the belly extending right across

and small scales on the head similar to those on the body. The two species

of plUess vipers which occur in India and are dangerous to man are the
Dabola- or Russell’s viper (Dabola or Vipera Russellll or Daboia Elegans)
and the saw-scaled viper, Phooraa or Echls (.Echis Carlnata).

Daboia or Russel’s Viper.—^Thls is also called the chain viper, and is

found trroughout India except in the Gangetlc valley. It is called Ghonus
in Marathi and Khadchitro in Gujarati. It has a buff or light brown colour,

and grows to a length of four to five and a half feet. It is stouter than any
other poisonous snake in India, and narrows towards its tail, which Is short.

Its head is flat, heavy and triangular, and has a white V-shaped mark with
Its apex pointing forward. Its nostrils are bigger than those of any other
Indian snake. It has three rows, of black or brown spots along the back, the
outer two rows consisting of spots ringed with white edges. Its body is

whitish with dark senfllunar spots. It produces a terrible hissing sound when
about to attack its victim.

The entire broad plates on the belly, the small scales on the head and
the shields beneath the tail divided into two- rows are sufficient to identify
this snake.

Saw-scaled Viper, Phoorsa or Eebis (Echis Carinata).—^Thls Is called
Phoorsa in Marathi and in Gujarati, and Afai In Urdu. It is a small snake,
growing to a length of one-and-a-hall to two-and-a-half feet, and is brown,
or brownish-grey In colour. It occurs in the State of Bombay, Rajasthan.

'

Sind and other sandy parts of India. It has a triangular head, the upper
surface of which Is covered with a white mark resembling a bird’s footprint
or a cross. It has a continuous white wavy line along each flank of the
back. Diamond-shaped areas of a darker colotir are situated between the
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upper curves of the two wavy lines. The back Is covered with rough or
keeled scales which produce a peculiar rustling sound when the reptile

moves along. The ridge in the middle of each scale Is dented like a saw;
hence it is called a saw-scaled viper. The broad belly plates, small scales
on the head and entire shields beneath the tall are the distinguishing points
of this snakes.

These poisonous snakes possess two grooved or tubular fangs or poison
teeth, communicating by means of a duct with the racemose glands secret-
ing These glands are the homologues of the parotid glands and
situated below and behind the eyes, one on each side. The whole mechanism
IS so arranged, that all the venom secreted by the glands Is discharged with-
out any leakage at the moment the 'fangs penetrate the skin. The colubrines

hence they cannot bite through the clothes:

ran In';
colubrines must close the lower Jaw before they

lower'Xw^
'he vipers can do so without closing the

tran™i'ent'fiuM“w When fresh, snake venom Is a clear,

a veSTb ra,n;„ O' and Is coverted Into

lar In the sun n
which can be powdertd when dried under a bell

ts toxic nrnra.»;. f concentrated sulphuric acid. The dried venom retains

cLTvenom toses T PC'hxi. It dissolves rapidly In water,

to 7^C to hmt an^h"
Property to a slight extent only. It heated

accordfngly <' altogether. It treated

a mSeoTonrofmTeotthe‘’L“Sa."-^' poisonous suhstanee, but Is

destoyel ca°S“co?gutottonTtirI!L,‘“
“

fluidity Ot the”bfood\tto™aemir''^Ils*l.^^
Important. It causes permanent

3. 4 preteome termeut
4. Cylolyslfis.—-These are Dreswatif in * t

poison. They are capable of
greater proportion In the vlperine

endothelial cells of the vessel ceUs. leucocytes,

tissues. Hence In bites by vlperl'n^s thpr^!^’
various other

3. .dCtolnln^Thls ^ tote reTbL*:
6. NeuTOtoxins. ^These nft-iPia

especiaUy the cells of the the nerve cells and
tuents of the colubrlne venom,

centre. These are the chief constl-
a marked symptom. These substanp-?®®

Paralysis, especially of respiration, is

7. X substorme.wht &trd.rii^and Increasing its tone. This ls ai«» ^ heart muscle, stimulating 1*

Non-P„is„„.„, Snakes ^
snala!sJnlMdntlnr-JnUla__S;S^“;T-M£-_5ei™i species Of non-poisonoiis

compressed, and »
*’2g™I^-aa--nMlStor7;S^S:.£^ motos which.

.'fr**T°'todh7a!to^Jbort maxiii^^STc'.-""^ Jk_^ey Possess several smallI£d to a snort maTiuS?yn ^ They Possess several small
,SBS,j^ave no long and grooved fangs

Symptoms of Snake poi
~

.

! to the variety ot the snake ln"fh„‘®P'*'‘°*='”'to)—These vary accord-
d Wte from a colubrlne snake.

’ Bom. Med. Conor 1909. p. 242.
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such as a cobra or kralt, the Immediate local effects are a burning or tingling

pain, irritation, redness, swelling and inflammation at the seat of injection

of the venom. These are followed after an Interval varying from fifteen

minutes to one to two hours by giddiness, lethargy, muscular weakness and

a feeling of Intoxication. Nausea and vomiting are sometimes the early

symptoms. Weakness of the muscles Increases, and develops into paralysis

of the lower limbs, so that the victim staggers or falls if he attempts to stand

or walk and lies down. Paralysis then spreads to the trunk, and affects the

head which droops. The muscles of the lips, tongue and throat become
gradually paralysed. As a result speech and swallowing become difficult,

and saliva collects in the mouth. The victim is often seen trying to remove

the viscid saliva from his mouth with his fingers. Breathing becomes slow and
laboured, until it stops altogether, the heart continuing to beat for some
minutes. Consciousness Is retained till the end. In a bite from a kralt violent

abdominal pains and convulsions may precede death.

If recovery occurs, the skin and subjacent cellular tissues surrounding

the bitten area die and lead to the formation of a slough. Later, the slough

separates and leaves a big ulcer.

In the case of a bite from a viper, such as a dabola or echls, the local

signs are a good deal of pain, swelling, discolouration and ecchymosis in the

immediate neighbourhood of the seat of the bite and oozing of a bloody serum
from the aperatures caused by the bite. Within a few seconds to fifteen

minutes after the bite nausea, vomiting and the signs of collapse supervene
with the cold, clammy skin, a small thready. Imperceptible pulse, and dilated

pupils which are insensible to light. These are followed by complete un-
consciousness. If the patient recovers from these effects, hjemorrhages occur
from the mucous membranes of the rectum and other orfices of the body.
Extensive local suppuration, sloughing and gangrene, and malignant oedema
or tetanus may supervene or death may occur from septicaemia.

R. Ray and BL Bhattacharja^ report vhe case of a male aged 45. who was bitten by a
viper on his right foot and inspite of 80 c.c. of pol>*valent antivenin serum developed
oliguria, htemeteinesis and from the eighth to the tenth dav was delirious, semi-conscious,
and had absolute anuria with raised blood urea. Later on the recovered completely, large
amount of intravenous glucose was given daily.

In some cases of snake bite death occurs from shock due to fright before
the poisonous symptoms commence.

Snake venom, whether colubrine or viperine, has a heemolytic action on
the blood, and reduces the power of Its coagulability with the result that a
bloody serum ' continues to ooze out from the wound for many hours. This
oozing Is more pronounced in viperine poisoning than In colubrine poisoning.
The absence of the oozing of the bloody serum shows that the venom has not
been Injected into the wound.

Fatal Dose.—Fifteen to twenty milligrammes of the dried cobra venom
and 40 milligrammes or the dabola venom. The amount of the dried venom
yielded by a cobra in one bite is 200 to 370 milligrammes, and 150 to 250
railllgrammes by a large dabola. From experiments conducted by Knowles*®
It was found that the amount of cobra venom Injected at a successful bite
averaged from 172 to 211 milligrammes, while in the case of one cobra the
amount of the venom injected at a single bite was 587 milligrammes or about
40 times the minimum lethal dose for man.

Fatal Period.—Death occurs from twenty minutes to thirty hours after a
bite from a colubrine snake and In two to four days after a bite from a vipe-
rine snake, but it may occur Instantaneously or within a few minutes if the

9 Jotir. Ind. Med. Assoc., Aoril 1, 1955, pp. 509-12
10. Ind. Med. Gas.. 1922, p. 23.
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venom Is injected Into a vein. A case Is recorded where the bite of a king
cobra caused death In convulsion in three-quarters of an hourJ*

Treatment.—Apply at once a ligature with a thick India rubber band,
a piece of cord or a .strip of cloth at some distance above the site of the
wound if the bite Ls on an extremity. The ligature should be tight enough
to stop the blood circulation in the part, but It should be slackened for a few
seconds at regular Intervals of ten minutes and should not be kept for more
than half an hour.

2. Make free and deep Incisions into the punctures, taking care not
to cut any large blood vessel or injure any underlying bone. Suck the
poison from the wound provided there are no sores about the mouth and
lips, or neutralize the poison by washing the wound with a weak aqueous

1 I?T '’‘''““"Senate- If possible. Inject hypodermically 15

S M.
' dissolved In a minimum quantity of water at the site

lntravpnon.lv
f"'' “-workers susgest the administration of heparin

a dabom n?na'!f
local Inmtratlon around the site of the bite from

. as heparin can effectively counteract the effects of dabola venom.P

cent^ solutlnn'„^“f,
^ “10 local Inflltratlon with a live per

mended as a first aw*’?
I**' '‘“o “ “lo l>lle has been recom-mended as a Ilrst-ald treatment, when antlvenene Is not at hand.

venom Sum i''sS'n"a°f'it‘’'.n
‘ ‘“i Polyvalent antl-snake-

later or earlier It the s^vm ^t*^
^ possible and repeat the dose two hours

the dS eSy six hours
I" 'O'"'’''
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subcuta'neomly ’‘Sfr TXamrscufaf^'
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tlons Of the serum are not as effectlve^Lm^ra^rs mTeclSS"’“““‘“'
Institute o°'Sbay.Tnd*"ne*i!trato'? th'™"’

PioPni"! “ ‘ho Haffklue

^ssell's viper, and ecfiis which -im
venoms of cobra, common kralt

The serum is lyophlllsed hv rfrwi„ *7^ Poisonous snakes of India-

vacuum. The dried serum dissolves
frozen state under high

for ten years when stored In a cool dar^piie
" retains Its potency

preferably intravenously 40 cc^^nf*^
available. Inject hypodermically-

the same dose if the symptoms ^ possible and repeat
Kasauli from the combined venoms of"?i

Antlvenene Is prepared at

if 01 either Ann Russell’s viper and
llze the hffimorrhagin but notVe o^^r r”®"®
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5. Administer morphine veron!?

”

b^sld RusSl’f and nervous-
used with care In cobra and Kralt bite
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elngcr c_r mu^ard. *>3r hot water bottles, and by friction with

ajlor and Malliek, ind.
• -ftJilH, I. July 293;
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9. Administer intravenously normal saline alone or with noradrenaline or

transfuse blood or plasma.

10. Start artificial respiration, when necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Lesions resulting from snake-bite are, as a

xule, two lacerated punctures about i Inch deep in the case of colubrlnes and
about 1 inch deep in the case of vipers. They may be so minute that they

may not -be visible to the naked eye, but may be seen with a lens. There Is a
good deal of swelling and cellulitis about the bitten part and hsemorrhage

from the punctures as well as from the mucous membranes of the body orifices.

The areolar tissue round about the punctures Is purple and Infiltrated. The
blood Is extremely fluid and purple in colour. In cases of vlperine bites solid

clots may occur in the veins due to the fibrin ferment.

Chemical ^Analysis.—The following serum test,J< as employed by Dr.

Hankin, is used* In the Government Laboratories, Uttar Pradesh, Agra:

—

Make an aqueous solution or extract from a suspected rag.' and' Inject it

into a frog. If the frog dies. Arid out the lethal dose. Then take two more
weighed frogs and inject into them their lethal dose, as follows:—••

(a) The extract mixed with double the volume of freshly obtained

antivenene (serum Immunized against cobra and Russell’s viper venom) after

incubation for an hour.

Cb> The extract under similar condition, but untreated with antivenene.

Presence of snake venom is indicated by frog (a) being killed, -and (b) re-

maining unaffected.

Medico-Legal Points.—Snake poisoning has not much medico-legal value

except that in some cases of suicidal or homicidal deaths the alleged cause of

death given by the relatives Is snake-bite.

On the 28th August 1919, the body of Musammat Kausalia, 20 years old, of Police-
fritstion Malihabad, was brought to the King Ceorge’s Medical College Mortuary wi^ a
report that the deceased had been bitten by a snake. Upon examination of the body Modi
found that the death was due to hanging. In another case, where a Hindu girl of 15
years was alleged to have died from snake-bite on the 23rd July 1922, dissection revealed
rupture of the internal surface of the enlarged spleen.

Snake venom is seldom used for homicidal or suicidal purposes. A easels is

recorded where an attempt at homicidal poisoning was made. A man attempted
to throw some poison on the open wound of another, but missed the mark. The
suspected poison was found to be cobra venom.

A case of suicide** by the injection of dried snake venom into a small wound
is recorded. A man murdered his wife and to avoid the charge of murder
attempted to commit suicide by taking arsenic by the mouth, and then' as an
additional precaution injected snake -venom Into a small wound on his left thigh
in a -resolute attempt to commit suicide.

Cattle are sometimes criminally poisoned by introducing Into the rectum
rags impregnated with cobra poison. Dr. Hankin describes the process as
follows: A cobra is shut up in an earthen vessel with a banana and irritated.
It bites the fruit, thus injecting its venom Into the pulp, which is smeared on a
rag. This rag is thrust, by the aid of a split bamboo, Into the animal’s rectum.
Such rags are usually found post-mortem; they should be dried, but never
preserved in spirit, for this destroys the poison, which looks like a greasy sub-
-stance of a dirty white colour like putty. It is also asserted that sometimes the
snake is made to strike the victim directly.

Snake' venom is poisonous- only when injected subcutaneously, intramus-
cularly or Intravenously, and has no ill-effects when taken by the mouth, as

1?! Chatterjl. The Analyst, Nov. 1930. ^

15. Madras Chemical Examiner's Annual Report, 1929, p. 6.
16 Madras Chemical Examiner's Annual Reoort. 1933. p. 4.
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the venom Is not absorbed from the gastric mucous membrane. The bodies
killed by snake poisoning may be eaten without any 111-effects, but

their blood is poisonous, and destroys life. If injected Into the human body.

Snake venom does not remain In the skin after a bite, but Infiltrates Intome areolar tissue and at some distance from the punctures owing to the free
movement of the skin.

Frayeri? snake poison Is excreted by the kidneys and
^ probably also by the salivary glands as well as the gastric

it- had sucked Its mother

Uon
^ venomous snake. This case also serves as an lllustra-

absorbed by the stomach of an Infant In a
sumcient quantity to cause death.

POISONOUS INSECTS

the at the seat of the bite owing to
lormic acid secreted by cerUIn glands situated in the tail

when Sey stS a i»isonous fluid containing formic acid,

local irritation, burning nain and
bistamlne. Single stings produce

toms very much respmhiin» >.orr
®**"ing. multiple stings sometimes produce symp*

the chSt. ?rt£ri?Tam«a?dfa giddiness, sense of «mtriction In

cold and clammy skin and
bvldjty of the face, jerky' breathing,

from shock. Dyket» retwrts
pas^ge of urine and faeces. Death may occur

years, was stung by a was? on the
wasp-sting. In one. a man aged «

and he fell down.^ and^fed In feS®?h-2 f®®”
afterwards his face became suSusrf

puncture surrounded bv an
twenty minutes. Autopsy revealed a minute

reared to be enlarged me pert?a?ii??a?‘^n °? temple. The thymus ap-
were congested. In the oUie^r Se a"'*

from severe symptoms. A few nUnSes ® ^be ring finger suffered
^be face and neck were swollen and evan^in*^ pulse was rapid and smaD.
swelling of the glottis and bronchi©^ breathing was obstructed by a similar

or scroptos It opt-ith the
^ Mlution of ammonia or should then be dabbed on

relieve the pain of severe stings
Hot fomentations should be applied to

ho^?e^^*” aShJl^r ® solution of povr-

ts checked almost iraSdStelv^lH®.'l*' bees, wasps and“ grally reduced. caiateiy, and the swelling either does not appear
For th» .

‘S'" 4 ! tc pt adrenellh. sub-

hSeSrtL^oA 4^“®^ be g™en b^m?th Synopen 2 cc. Intramuscular. Sj

Scorp^”*
normal saline drip fa us^i!"°”*^ severe reaction 100 mgm. of

TOlson^OTnsfafa of
joint or their tail, communica^-g

nerve te^nawtnJ” ”®?«toxln which Po‘son on stUiglng. “n-.e
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Eep. 13. 15,1. vol n
3't hVuc r,Vd“S‘,c iwi'Tsm""'- “ fi '

=5. 1929, p 205. Jcur.
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lecble persons. Sundaramii reports the case ot a boy, IB years old, vrho ’T.-as stung by a
scorpion on the left index finger on March 2, 1930. and died of acute pulmonary tcdema
on March 14, 1930. Dey also records a case in which a girl, aged 11 years, was stung
by a black scorpion on the upper part of her left nipple and on her chin and died in a
few hours.23

Tccalmcnt.—Apply a ligature above the site of the sting and Incise iU Wash the

wound with a weak solution of ammonia, borax or potassium permanganate or apply
5 to 10 minims of a 5 per cent solution of cocaine around the site of the wound. In cases

of shock administer subcutaneously or intravenously normal saline, with hydrocortisone
If necessary. Give scorpion antivenin if available. By spraving D. D. T. scorpions are
killed.

FOOD P01S0^^NG

Food poisoning occurs occsisionally as an acute illness in a number of individuals

shortly alter ^e consumption of the same food. It is due to infection of the food with
lUdng bacteria of the Salmonella group. e.g. the Bacillus enteritldis of Giertner and the
Bacillus artrycke. These bacteria are destroyed in the process of cooking but the toxins

generated by them are resistant to heat and may be present in food even after boiling

it for one hour.

Hsemolytic streptococci and staphylococci are reported to have produced outbreaks

of food poisoning.

The foodstuffs which are responsible for causing this kind of poisoning are diseased
meats, fish, eggs, m\lk, cheese. Ice-creams, and tinned foods. Such foods often appear
fjuite fresh and do not show any alteration in taste or smell to arouse one’s suspicion of
their noisonous nature.

Outbreaks of food poisoning were formerly described as cases of ptomaine poison-

ing on the assumption that the poisoning was caused by ptomaines produced by putre-
factive changes occurring in moat or other food, but there is no evidence to show that
these substances are the causative agents ot food poisoning. Moreover, ptomalns are
late degradation products and are never found until the food has become too nasty
to be eaten.

Symptoms.—Tliese usually commence soon after the ingestion of the food, when the
toxins are the causative agents but they may be delayed for six to twelve or even twenty-
four hours in cases where the living bacteria are the causative agents. The chief symp-
toms are headache, giddiness, Intense thirst, acute vomiting, dmirhcea with colicky pam
lu the abdomen, dilatation of the pupils, ptosis, cold, clammy skin, rise of temperature
to 101* and 103* or 104‘F. with rigors, muscular weakness, cramps and paralysis ot the
lower limbs. The pulse becomes slow, weak and finally imperceptible. Death occurs
from failime.-of the heart

Diagnosis.—This is made by isolating the bacteria from the vomit, urine or teces
and the suspected foods or from the bowels and solid organs of the sufferer after death
and Identifying them by cultural characteristics and agglutination tests.

Treatment.—^Wash out the stomach, and give brisk saline purgatives to empty, the
bowels. Give saline infusions to promote elimination of the toxins from the system.
Use stimulants, if necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances—^The mucous membrane of the alimentary canal is
swollen and acutely congested with submucous petechial hremorrhages. The liver, spleen
and kidneys are congested. The lungs are usually congested.

Food Allergy.—Owing to an inherent or acquired idiosyncrasy some individuals are
hypersensitive to certain kinds of food which are ordinarily quite harmless and suffer
from gastro-enteritls, local urticarial rashes or asthmatic attacks, whenever they take
any of these articles. The foods which produce these symptoms are protein in nature
and are meat, fish, shell-flsh, prawns, e^, milk, cheese, etc.

BOTULISM Or'aLLANTTASIS

This is a form of food poisoning which is caused by the to.sins of the Bacillus Botu-
Unus contained in sausages, noUed meats, tinned fish, canned fruits, etc.

Symptoms.—These commence generally within 24 hours after taking the unwhole-
some food, but may be delayed for 72 hours. These are drj'ness of the mouth, difBcultv
of swallowing, retching, vomiting, colic and diarrhcea followed bv constipation. The
nervous symptoms then appear with dilatation of the pupils, ptosis, diplopia, aphonia
and a sense of suffocation. Marked muscular weakness and nervous prostration are the
prominent symptoms. The pulse becomes weak, and the face becomes evanosed. The
lempeniturc rises to 103'P. but falls below normal towards death, which is preceded

22. Ind. Med. Gazette, Sep. 1931. p. 510. 23. Ind. Med. Gazette, July 1936, p. 402.
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by delirium or coma Death may occur within 24 to 48 hours or may be delayed for
a week.

Treatment.—Inject promptly the antitoxic (anti-botulnus) serum, if it Is available.
Wash out the stomach to prevent further infection. Give mild laxatives followed by
hi^ irrigation of the intestine with enemata. Administer morphine hypodermically to
relieve vomiting and purging. It may be helpful to use stimulants and subcutaneous
or Intravenous injections of normal saline.

rost-morlem Appearances.—Hyperamia of the alimentary tract. The other organs
are found congested. The bacillus may be Isolated from the stomach contents and fasces
during life and from the liver, spleen and intestinal content after death.

FISH POISONING
belonging to the species, tetrodon. found in China and Japan,

a.e \erj poisonous, and cause death within an hour.
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CHAPTER XXVII

IRRITANT POISONS-^(ConW.)

C. MECHANICAL (VULNERAN'T) POISONS

Mechanical Irritants are actually not poisons Inasmuch as they do not

produce any toxic symptoms by being absorbed in the blood, but they are

included In the expression “unwholesome drug or other drug” of section

328. of the Indian Penal Cde, >is they act mechanically by a local action,

and cause irritation of the stomach and bowels with their angular edges or

sharp points, when they are swallowed. The examples are powdered glass,

diamond powder, pins, needles, nails, chopped animal and vegetable hairs.

POWDERED GLASS
Symptoms.—^Taken Internally, powdered glass produces -a sharp, burn-

ing pain in the throat and stomach and later In the intestines. This is follow-

ed by nausea and vomiting, the vomited matter containing streaks of blood.

There Is” generally constipation, but sometimes ' there ‘ Is dlarrhcea. The
motions are 'passed with pain and are usually mixed with blood. Death may
occur from shock, especially If the stomach or intestine has been perforated.

At Agra, a young Mahomedan male, aged 20 years, was Invited for

breakfast at his father-in-law’s house, where he was given powdered glass

in the food. About 8 hours after the breakfast he complained of an intense

burning pain in the pit of the stomach, and brought up mouthfuls of blood

without any nausea or pain In the throat The vomiting of blood was so

persistent that he became pale and had almost collapsed with a thready and
Imperceptible pulse, when ergot injection and saline infusion had to be tried.

The symptoms abated after three days.

Fatal Dose.~-Not known. From his experiments Lessauvage* found that
two-and-a-half drachms of powdered glass given to a cat did not cause any
harm, and a dog took six or seven ounces in eight days without suffering

the slightest inconvenience, although It was administered when the animal
was fasting and the fragmecrts* were frequently a line In length. He himself
swallowed a considerable number of fragments of glass upto 2 mm. (0.08 Inch)
long without producing any deleterious effects.

Fatal Period.

—

Uncertain^ A woman, 25 years old, of Mandi State, who
swallowed powdered glass with the Intent of committing suicide, died in 2
hours.2 In a fatal case reported by the Chemical Analyser of Bombay death
occurred in 48 hours,3 and in another case recorded by Relchardt death took
place In 6 days.-*

Treatment.—Give bulky food, such as a large quantity of rice, and then
give emetics, as well as purg'atlves. Give ice and morphine to relieve thirst
and pain. Adopt such remedies as will combat collapse.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Erosions may be found in the mouth,
pharynx, cesophagus, stomach and upper part of the small intestine. Frag-
ments of glass may be found adherent to the mucous membrane of the
stomach which is covered with tenacious mucus. The mucous membrane
of the stomach and intestines is red. congested and streaked with blood, and
may occasionally be inflamed.

In the case of the young woman of Mandi State who committed suicide
by swallowing powdered glass, no excoriations were seen in the mouth or

1. Peterson, Haines and Webster, Leg. Med. and Toxic., VoL II, Ed. H. p. 889.
2. Punjab Chemical Examiner’s Annual Reoort, 1926, p. 2.
3. Collis Bam', Legal Med., Voi. n, p. 589.
4 Arch. d. PhoTm.. Second Series, VoL XCI. p 92; Peterson. Haines and Webster.

Leg. Med. and Toxic., VoL II. Ed II. p 593.
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cesophagus at the post-mortem examination, but the stomach was highly con-
gested. especially the greater curvature. The stomach contained undigested

pw/ Slass. As much as 190 grains of powdered

Thf stomach and the biggest piece weighed 3 grains.

fiJmrt
congested very much and particles of glass were

con£rp-?tPd 'Th
° ^ mucous membrane. The Ileo-caecal valve was Intensely

stomach was leathery, but in the

lens and
appearance of minute scratches under the

glass wprp^fn?m??^!f^
between the folds. The larger pieces of

glass were found high up in the intestine,

throSh™a^LSin"'pw”^”'^i^
straining the stomach contents and faeces

eye or thev mav ha
«' ^ fragments may be detected with the naked

microscope
transparent and amorphous pieces under the
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if it is so well powdered as not to have any sharp points, or If it is so well

chewed as to get well powdered before it Is swallowed. This is the reason

why professional exhibitors (httman ostriches) do not come by any harm
by swallowing glass. Some years ago. Modi saw In Bombay a gentle-

man and his wife both eating chimney glass without any ill-effects.

DIAMOND POWDER

When swallowed, diamond or diamond powder may produce injurious eCects owing
to the mechanical action of its sharp prominent angles and edges. However, owing to a
false popular belief that it is lugW3* poisonous, diamond powder is sometimes taken suici-

dally or administered homlcidally. In his annual report for the year 1935, the Chemical
Examiner, Madras, mentions the case of a man, who swallowed one morning 8 powdered
diamonds (size not known) with a^view to committing suicide. An hour later he. com-
plained of pain in the stomach and wras' attended to" by a doctor. ~ His stomach was
washed out, and was given butter and boiled rice. The stomach wash was found to con-
tain minute transparent particles of diamond under the microscope. He also quotes
another case in lus annual report for the year 1949, where a woman removed one of the
diamonds from her ear nng. powdered and swallowed it after locking herself In a room.
She recovered under treatment.

In a Hyderabad poisoning case it was alleged that diamond powder was administered
in pansttpari, but it had no effect.9 In the famous Baroda case white arsenic and a veiy
fine powder of diamond were mixed In a sherbet drlnk.

needles

These have been swallowed for suicidal purposes, and are known to have caused
death. Rarely, needles mixed with food may be used for homicidal purposes. A caseio

of attempted murder by making a man swallow plantains in which a number of sewing
needles had been hidden was registered In the police-station of Gudlatham under section

307, 1.P.C., against one Balu Iyer and another person. One Srinivasa Rao, an ex-employee
of a hotel in Gudlatham, revealed in his statement to the police that in fulfilment of a
wager entered into between him and the son of his former employer, he was made to

swallow tour plantains, one by one. As he was swallowing the fourth plantain, a needle
pricked his throat and only then he realized that a trick had been played on him. He
immediately rushed to Madras and sought admission into the general hospital. Here
twenty-three needles came out as a result of his vomit, and an X-ray e.xamination of the
man showed that there were still about twelve needles in his intestines, giving him ex-
cruciating pain.

CHOPPED ANIMAL HAIRS

These are supposed to be poisonous, and have been given to cattle, vlth. the idea
ol deslToyhig them, but it should not be lorgotten that sotnetimes round boluses ol hairs

‘ are found in the stomach and intestines of animals dead from natural causes.

Finely chopped human hair is recognized as a slow poison and given in curry or
other soft food m Singapore.

In his annual report for the year 1932. the Chemical Examiner of Bengal reports a
case where chopped hair ndxed with dry plantain leaves and dust was given to a woman
for administration of the same to her husband with food “to correct his temper and to
make him love her”. A caseii is also recorded where a tuft of chopped hair and small
fragments of human nails were administered in rice and vegetables to a Mahomedan
male by hisjvife probably as love-philters.

Chopped human hair mixed with lime, earth or powdered bone is used as a cattle
poison, particularly In the districts of Gaya and Hazanbagh In Bihar and in the district
of Mymensingh in Bengal.li

VEGETTABLE HAIRS

Fme, short liairs derived from the leaves and stalks of certain plants are called
stinging hairs, and act-as mechanical irritants when -they come into direct contact with
the skm. These hairs taper towards their apices and terminate in small bulbs, wlilch
contain an irritant fluid consisting of histamine and acetylcholme. The bulbs break off
at the slightest touch, and the hairs piercing the skin pour out the contents which pro-
duce severe irritation. Thus, brown, rigid, pointed hairs covering the pods of an «inr>iiaT

diming plant, called Macuna pruriens (N.O. Leguminosae), the cow-itch, cowhage or
“Russian fleas" (Kavach), produce local redness with a strong burning sensation follow-

9. Times 0/ India. Dec. 21, 1935. la Times of India, June 20. 1950, p. 3.
11, Beng. Chem. Exam, Ann. Rep.. 1936, p. 11.

12. Beng. Chem. Exam. Ann Rep., 1937, P. 16.
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cd by Intolerable itcWng, inflammation and e?ea blisters when applied to the skin, and
the sjTnptoms of irritation in the mouth and throat, when swallowed

powdered liairs produces pain and swelling of the
respiratory tract and may cause death from suflfocatlon.

such^s
in V,ashing the part with warm water containing an alkali,

Mucuna prunens is applied to the skin, and in ad-

»hP V
paraffin when it Is taken internally. Luminal may be

If
itching, and ephedrine hydrochloride may be given

Hypodermically if the skin rash Is of an urticarial nature.

scraped off from unripe pods without any risk, and are dried

annua?MMrt o?tS rL^®’ torture by Mucuna prunens is recorded in the
Exa^er, Bengal, for the year 1909, A lad, 15 years old.

of some ouarrpi
plant on a female relation of his on account

the body attendpii tynh'J’^®”*iii
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Analyser Of BoXy a°2 SnQrt.^%5‘^..!""'f
the year 1931. the Chemical
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two men who had a quarrel In the temple

over the other a.s a rcsuiwif
pistrict. and one of them threw some powder

which he was treated S il .“'f
unbearable Itching of his body for

rclzcd by the police and dispensary. Some of the powder was

whitish lialrs which wm-p *'^f{‘tdlcation. It was found to contain numerous
annual report for \u(M-ear^^£^*^i^ n^® the Pods of the cowhage plant. In his

two North Indian passeneeti^n Madras, cites a case, where

containing vegetable hairs^of'fl i^***'*.^!
t*"* *! found in possession of packets

to have been used by them for
”*t}

?,
^®°^hage plant). The powder was alleged

with a view to diverting thcl?[tSStion«.^!s?”^?
passengers, and causing them imtatlon

t vncir attention and in the meanwhile attempting to rob them.



CHAPTER XXVIII

NEUROTIC POISONS

POISONS AFFECTING THE BRAIN (CEREBRAL, NARCOTIC)

A. SOMNIFEROUS POISONS

OPIUM (AF/iH)

Opium Is the Juice obtained by incision from the unripe capsules of the

white poppy, Papaver Somnlferum, and inspissated by spontaneous evapora-

tion. The' white poppy belongs to N.O. Papaveracece, and Is grown in India,

Persia, Asia Minor, Turkey, China and Egypt, but Is cultivated In England and

other cold countries, like Russia and Yugoslavia.

Poppy capsules (Post ka Doda),

when they are ripe and dry, con-

tain a trace of opium and are used

for their sedative and narcotic ac-

tion. Their warm decoction Is used

locally as a sedative fomentation

and poultice.

Fig. 194.—^Poppy capsule-umncised.

Poppy seeds ikhas-khas} are innocuous and white in colour, and are
used as food. They are sprinkled over some Indian sweets. They are re-
garded as demulcent and nutritive. They yield a bland oil. known as poppy-
seed oil (khas-kfias ka tel'), which Is largely used for culinary and lighting
purposes.

Opium occurs in more or less rounded, irregularly formed or flattened
masses, weighing from 250 to 1,000 grammes, and having a strong, charac-
teristic odour and bitter taste. When fresh. It is plastic and Internally moist,
coarsely granular* or neatly smooth and reddish or chestnut brown, but be-
comes hard, brittle and dark brown on keeping. It is a highly complex
body, containing about twenty-five alkaloids, combined with meconlc, lactic
and sulphuric acids. Of these the most important is morphine which occurs
in combination with meconlc acid. Next in Importance are codeine, narcotine,
papaverine and thebaine. Indian opium yields from 9.5 to 14.2 per cent of
morphine, 1.8 to 4 per cent of codeine. 3.9 to 7.6 per cent. of narcotine. 1 per
cent of pavaverine and 0 5 to 1 per cent of thebaine.

The Indian variety of opium which Is known as the Banaras opium is a
mixture of opium obtained from Madhya Pradesh and from the districts of

Fig. 195.

—

Poppy capsule-incised-
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Banaras, Ghazipur, Lucknow, Azamgarh, etc. in the Uttar Pradesh. The mor-
phine content of opium from these several places varies from 7 to 14 per cent,
hut the Banaras opium Is standardized In the Government Opium Factory
at Ghazipur to contain about 10 per cent of morphine. The total alkaloids
of this opium usually go upto 40 per cent.

Morphine, Cj^Hj-PaN.—This Is the principal alkaloid to which the poison-
opium are chiefly due. It occurs as a white powder or in

white, sh nlng crystals, having a bitter taste and alkaline reaction. It is

'cry sparingly soluble In cold water, but soluble In 400 to 500 parts of boUing-
is slightly soluble in ether and alcohol, but dissolves. in acetic

readily dissolves In dilute acids and in solutions,^

mnSwni earths. It forms crystalline salts, of which

tln^ nnH
and morphine sulphate are pharmacopoelal prepara-

belnc
d non-offlclal preparation, the dose of each

freely tombi/ In wa't'er,"'

liarcmi?’cBect*'^^-
“ nerve-cells of the brain, and has a

and'pcra'nln'fnenl'n'i'"’'”^'’’!!'''
^ J’ff'heDhlne), DIonIn (Ethyl-morphlnel

Phfne and are nsed'T^^ ‘1‘frived from mer-

Hydrochlorldrot win‘'i
”'‘”“'"5 ee“Bh In phthisis and asthma,

cfilorldum the dn.e
official under the name. DiamorpJiinoe hydro-

Healih Scimsstmn Since 1954, following a World

hcrolnas amed^mne
S'* ““nfiles have decided against using

^Ohlctlon It Is the most dangerous

morphine. IMs*'a''coiou^e'r.°"°
hydrochloride) Is an oxidation product of

and water, but Insomwrin it"!
*“

“'"f”In 1/24 to I/12-graln doses
“““ “ substitute for morphine

Codeln c H
^ ulouth or In 1/30-graln doses subcutaneously.

nearly eolo'irlc'ss Seui?'cr5ltS'"’lt‘’ls
“"hylmorphlne. and occurs In

2 parts of alcohol and In cW^rmS™ *" *^0 parts of water. In

Insoluble In excess ot potash or ? soluble In aqueous ammonia, but

acids, and forms ncutra? salts Cod^i^^
solution. It dissolves easily in dUotc

Pba^acopmla. PreparatIom.''fhe'^„“''',

logical point of «ew.''''Na°cotlne''’°'!!'
huportant from a loxlco-

non-omclal preparations the dn«» **3rcotlne hydrochloride, are

much less poisonous than cither
^ 3 grains. Narcotine Is

offccts only in very large doses
™on>Mne or codeine, and produces toxic

Papaverine resembles codeine in it* .cause dangerous symptoms it nnns>!^
effects on man. One gramme might

the tissues.
' PPears to undergo complete destruction In

Thebalne has a convulsant a#*ti
those caused by strychnine but i*

P^'lnces tetanic gpasms resembling
Known. About 8 grains would urod^^^

Powerful. The fatal dose Is not

Dlcodld tDlhydrocodeinonr
Potsonous symptoms.*

codelnot^ hydroehlorlde) arc Eukodal (dlhydroxy-

dlcodld Is 1/16 tn
^ white crystals, soluble in

orally .and l/o to i/a that of Eukodal is 1/12

-eynonym *«bcutaneously. Opium Pulveratn^
morphlr.r Dost. * to 3 grains. contains lo per cent of anhydro

» Blnh, roito-.i. rceett sd Dftmion. Ed. V
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Proprietary Medicines.—The foltowlng are the proprietary medicines
containing opium or morphine:

—

1. Chlorodyne.—Strength, about 4 grains of morphine hydrochloride to an ounce.
In addition to morphine It contains cWoral, clUoroform, hydrocyanic acid and tincture of
cannabis indica.

2. Dolby's Conninotive.—Strength, 2i minims of laudanum to i fluid ounce.

3- Nepenthe.—It is also Jojotto as anodyne tincture, and contains 0.84 per cent of
morpliine.

4. Sydenham’s Laudanum.—This is tincture of opium flavoured with saffron, and
is died Tincture OpH Crocata. It contains 1 per cent of anhydrous morphine. Dose,
5 to 30 minims.

Symptoms.—These commence usually In from haU-an-hour to an hour
after the poison has been'taKen. The symptoms“commofilyTake more" time
to appear when opium Is taKen In a solid form than when It Is taken In

solution. Cases have, however, occurred where the symptoms have appeared

almost immediately or within a few minutes, especially in children and
after a hypodermic injection of morphine or' have been delayed for several

hours. The symptoms manifest themselves in three stages, viz. (1 ) stage of

excitement ; (2) stage of soporj (3) stage of narcosis.

1. Stage of IJiclfemenf.—During this stage the symptoms are Increased

sense of well being, mental activity, loquacity, restlessness, or even hallucina-

tions. flushing of the face and Increased action of the heart. This stage is

of a short duration, and may be absent if a large dose Is taken" IiT children"

convulsions are 'a "matked^f^ture in the ftr^ sTag^ In adults a widely

excited, and even a maniacal condition may be seen in this stage. An Indian
soldier at Poona who committed suicide by taking opium was very excited and
noisy for about a quarter of an hour and then became deeply comatose.2

2. Stage of Sopor.—The nerve centres are depressed during this stage,

which sometimes comes on quite suddenly. The symptoms are headache,
giddiness, lethargic condition, drowsiness, and an _ uncontrollable desire to
sleep, from which the patient may be rouse rj hv gtjmuU.~ The piiPIis

are: contracted. _fcbp farf>~eink nri* nnr? nn Ifrhinp- jg<>nVflHQn Is felt

all over the skin. The pulse and respirations are still normal. ~

3. Stage of Narcosis.—^The patient now passes into deep coma from
which he cannot be roused. During this stage the muscles are relaxed, and
the reflexes are lost. All the secretions are almost completely suspended,
except that of the skin, which feels cold and clammy. The face Is pale, the
lips are livid, and the lower Jaw drops. The pupils are contracted to pin
points and are insensible to light, terminally they may dilate when asphyxia
intervenes. The conjunctiva* are injected. Blood pressure begins to fall and
the pulse Is slow, small antj compressible. The respirations are slow, laboured
and stertorous, and the rate may be 2 to 4 per minute.

At this stage recovery may take place by prompt and proper treatment;
othm^e in the case ot fatM termination Uvidity o£ the suFiace Increases.
The pulse becomes slower, more irregular and Imperceptible. The respira-
tions are slower, more feeble, and assume the character of Cheyne-Stokes.
death occurring from asphyxia. The heart may continue to beat for a short
time after respiration has stopped. Convulsive twitchings In groups of the
muscles are observed, and the pupils become widely dilated towards the end.
Sometimes, death occurs from failure of the heart. The odour of opium may
be present in the breath throughout the illness. This is sometimes masked
by the injudicious administration of alcohol by relatives.

Unusual Symptoms.—Vomiting and purging may be present in a few
cases. In a case In which a sweeper In Lahore, an addict to opium, died
from an overdose, one of the chief ^mptoms was vomiting. The vomited

2. Bombay Chemical Analyser’s Annual Report, 1929, p. 7,

’

M.J.—10
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matter on chemical analysis showed the presence of opium.^ A young Hindu
of Pangaon In Barsl Taluka, who died after taking the food prepared by his

wife, had symptoms of vomiting and purging. An analysis of the viscera

revealed the presence of opium alone and no other poison.^

Convulsions of a tetanoid _charagti»r f' f.p..^ylonnlly present, more fre-

_
quent in children than In adults/ In the case of a student of the Agra College.—

'’who' dled“ 0 f uplumrpolsonlrrgTihe prominent symptoms were convulsions and
a rise of temperature, which misled a medical attendant very much In the

correct dIagno.sls. In the case of a private soldier In the first Yemen Infantry
at Aden who died of opium poisoning, the chief symptoms were remittent
attacks of convulsions and a rise of temperature to 104®F. before death.*
In the case* of a female, aged 32, who died of opium poisoning, the chief
symptoms were muscular rigidity, violent delirium, frequent respirations
(58 per minute) and a temperature of 106"F, Opium was detected by the
Chemical Analyser In the stomach and Its contents and In the other viscera,
viz. the liver, spleen and kidneys.

a few cajes the pupUs may be found dilated In the earlier staje.

especlallTwhen chlorodyire-TiasT>eerrTak'iH:~Thr^IIalatIOTriHnS^ ^
probably due to hydrocyanic acid contained In It.

some individuals after the subcutaneous admlnls-

A case is recorded where one.sixth of a grain of mor-
pmt hyurocnioriae Injected subcutaneously almost proved fatal to an old
man.’

remission ol symptoms, sometimes It so happens that

fact ihM
severity to end In death. This Is explained hy the

and the nelson
‘n abeyance during the stage of depression.

hMliSiroved
reabsorbed from the alimentary canal, when circulation

Pohoncu1"an”?c?s“renZ?';'".‘' “'“““Sh It Is much le«

the cord more 'than^ mSin. respiration. It excites the brain and

ing are sometimes
symptoms produced by codeine poison*

slons, and thus differ
abdominal pain, delirium and convul-

also less ?oSatirthin”l.^"r
coma, diabetic ?om^ eoilenti*"^

^ diagnosed from apoplexy, urscmlc

Ing. earhollc acid poSlng acute alcoholic poison-

brain.
.

barbiturate poisoning and compression of the

onset Is Is usually elderly and the

^e_chreri?mm6mr are haemorrhage not so in throm^*^
The pupils are riiintort paralysis, usually hemlplegl^
they arc~comrarted-bu\ 'no?s™m.i'!"’ “e PoriTwolU, when

103- or 104-F. A caseT ‘''= temperature Is raised t»

diagnosed as opium poisoning encephalitis letharglca ^pupils fixed and contracted e

Patient was semicomatose with the

Ulsstc Co„,„_i„ urtm,
“““ ‘ettherature was subnormal.

®Ca_ kidney disease wu>rt'H,.
there_ is always the previous history

anasarc^ EpIIepHform'convu^^F.^^-- ,^faa»l^,a_nd casts^thV^H^"^*—r—r— - - - ^®t^Hyj5rwede coma.

ft
Chemical Analyser.i^^“^' Report, 1923, p^4

'

=• Tcm, o,t, lUi V p 307,
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' DiaVetic Coma .
—^The onset is gradual, the skin is flushed, and the Intra-

Dcufa^r fusion is‘ low. The rosp^atlons are slow and deep, and the breath
has a sweet odour "of acetone The urine contains sugar and aceto>acenc~^̂ ia.

Coma.—This follows an epileptic fit. which may affect persons
of alpages. THe^-face and lips are generally livid. The pupils arc dilated.

The/patlent Is easily roused, as the coma Is less profound, though prolonged
coma follows status epllepticus.’''^

/ Hysterical Coma.—This is commonly met with In females and rarely in

males. There is a history of hysterica! fits with convulsive movements.
Saliva may be seen issuing from the moutlr. The tongue is, as a rule, not
'bitten and the reflexes are not altered. Recovery Is generally rapid.

Acute Alcoholic Poisoning -—In accule alcoholic poisoning the chief symp-
toms are the congested face, injected eyes, dilated pupils, odour of alcohol In

the breath and snoring respirations. The patient may be roused by loud
shouts or vigorous shaking, and there Is no paralysis.

Carbolic Acid Poisoning.—The most chamcterlstlc signs arc white patches
jm the Ups and mouth, characteristic odour of the breath ^nd green colour^
urine.-.

Barbiturate Poisoning.—Pupils dilated and greater respiratory rate.

Compression of the Brain .—History of an accident injury to sclap and
the skull bones may be found. Bleeding from the ear or nose in fracture of

the base of the skull. The pupils are unequal or dilated with subconjunctival

hemorrhages.

Fatal Dose,—The smallest dose that has proved fatal to an adult Is 4

grains of' crude opium. The lethal dose for a healthy adult, not addicted to

opium,’ usually varies from 15 to 30 grains, though recovery has taken place

after much larger doses. The smallest fatal dose of the tincture of opium is

20 minims in female adult.9 but large doses even upto 8 ounces have been
recovered from under prompt treatment. The usual faUl dose of morphine
or its salt for a healthy non-addlct is 3 to 8 grains, but recovery has followed

much larger quantities. One-sixth of a grain of morphine hydrocloride
Injected subcutaneously has produced alarming symptoms in an old man,
while half a grain of morphine hydrochloride administered hypodermically
has caused the death of a man. On the other hand, recovery has taken place

after the hypodermic injection of about 12 grains of morphine. Medicinal
closes of heroin have produced toxic symptoms, and 6.9 grains*® have proved
fatal, while '

9 -grains** have been recovered from. Four grains of codeine
have caused dangerous symptoms, but codeine rarely causes death.

Much smaller quantities of opium and its alkaloids have -proved fatal to

children. For example, 1 grain of Dover’s powder equivalent to 1/10 grain
of opium. 1 to 2 minims of the tincture of opium and 1/12 grain of morphine
hydrochloride have each killed children. Recoveries have, however, occurred
from very large doses e.g. grains, of opium, 2 drachms of the tincture
of opium and 3 grains of morphine sulphate. Modi had successfully treated
several infants and children who had been accidently poisoned by overdoses
of opium or its preparations.

Fatal Period. The shortest fatal period on record Is 45 minutes. The
usual fatal peeriod is 8 to 12 hours. Recovery is probable, if a patient survives
24 hours. In rare casess, however, death has been delayed for 2 to 3 days.

Treatment.—^\Vash out the stomach first with warm water preserving
the washing for chemical analysis, and then with a solution of potassium
permanganate of the strength of 10 to 15 grains to the pint of waTerl—nils’

washing shouldliot be preserved for transmission to the Chemical Examiner.

0. Bombay Chemical Analyser’s Annual Report, 1929, p. 7.

10. McNally, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., 1917. 'Vol. n, p. 571.
11. Martindale and Westcott, Extra Pharmacopcca. VoL I. Ed. XXII, p 705.
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as potassium permanganate oxidizes opium and its alkaloids and renders them

unidentifiable. It also converts morphine into oxydlmorphlne, which does

not satisfy any of the tests for morphine.** The oxidizing action Is Increased

by the addition of dilute sulphuric acid. To continue this action It Is

advslble to allow about half-a-pint of the solution to remain In the stomach.

The practical test to stop the lavage of the stomach Is to flnd_the_riitum water

of a pink ^lour.^ ~
_3X_pi3tasslum_Bermanganate is not available the stomach, ma^-be washed

out with an infusion of tea or tannic acid or a mixture of finely powdered
animal charcoal and water.l Mustard or zinc sulphate may be given as an

'emetic. Ajrompt_£mettcJsLthe_hypodermlc inlectton of anomorphlPeJlldro-
chloride, but it should be administer^' cautiously, as It mayi—Increase
asthenia,^

In poisoning by the hypodermic Injection of morphine the stomach _shQUld

always be washed out as. after -absorption in the bloodrmorphlne is"excreted

into the stomach from whiclTins again liable to be reabsorbed, bnt repeated

wash should not be done to 'avold~depletlon-of chloride,
j

The bowels should be cleared by the admlnlstratlorT of haTf-an:LOuncj of

raynesluSrsuTpRaleln'waler. and the bladder should be emptied by cathe-

teri^tlon,_lf necessary, v
“

^ patient is seen In the earlier stages before coma has supervend an
attempt should be made to keep him awake by flicking a wet towel on the

face, or slapping, pinching, e*lc. He should not be made to walk.
Administration of oxygen at high tension Is necessary if cyanosis Jspre-

8^, II resJSIraltons are markedly depressed* "artlficlar reTplratlon shoiHa be
given. Patient may be put In an iron lung If available. Maintain the respj-

epneanne
of analeptic drugs like amphetanTlne- caffeine

.

or

^e_body_hgat-shQUld..J>e^alntalned bv hm. water bottles andjESU**
^jkets. A 25 per ceni_solutton of nikethamide (coramlne) in doses of 5

S. L

I

V^5^*"^^^^«<f-fg^tavenously or lntramuscularly_a^ a stimu-
amto respiratory and circulatory systems, and repeated as necessaff .

Hot c^^r_^^r^yj3g^minlstered eltl^ by'lhe mouth or by rectumT^

N
‘‘'axroma Is due to opiate poisoning' then 5 mg. d

a
W & Co.) should be given Intra-

tKe cuDlls
mlnulro^fie^ respiratory rate usually Increase^ and

antlgonistlc given Intravenously. As Hs

an f , .
5 to 10 mg may be given I V or “

with ™re In^Sl “= “““

ot the abstinence P^dP'^ates the maniacal dysphoria

nazolc (Dapmzole) 20 to 40 m h“‘P“:

as necessary upto 300 mg sLck is
and repeated

glueose sallne.lntravenSisiy by®^ Si„d.^
e ounces oI*lau?anum half'^'-h"

'iidy who had swallowed

section when she had got coma.
mcnclng tedema ot the lungs

^ '"''athlng, deep cyanosis and com
the patient Is cyanosed and has

venesection, specially when
be drawn out at once to rpu....

Pulse. Fifteen ounces ot blood should

Is not very low, and the loss
P’’®*™'®

25 per cent glucose solution glvciTmti^®
'^®Plenlshed by normal saline ot

i 1254.U tan.
10. Ind. arod. Gazette. Dec 1934. p. 693,

Lancet. April 23, 1927, p. 893
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tion should be given to guard against the fall of blood pressure, or 25 to

30 mg. of ephedrine may be injected subcutaneously. >:

Post-mortem Appearances.

—

3;he post-mortem appearances are not very

characteristic, but the signs ofasphv^gaTim* •‘PromincntrtiThg" lace and
the llnger-naUs_ar,e_Uvld. Froth is seen at the mouth and nostrils . The blood

is .usually dark and~fluld.

>!ghen the stomach_isj3pcned. small ^oft,__brownish_lumps_of_oplum..may

be found In its contents._whlch ^may__also look brown and viscid, _and_ may
give the_smelLof_opium.

The smell of opium is often^noticed.^s soon_as_the.chest_ls_opened._but

it disappears with the_setting.ln,ofjputrefacUon._JEhe--trachea_ls.rosy_cpIpured.

congested and covered wlth_frQth^it_seen_a!ter_death._The.,lungs_are_jaften
cngorgedZhnd_cedematous._and ^exudc_frothy_^fluid_blood_jon_section. The
bronchial tubes are also congested _and_contain_frpth._The_right_side_of_the

"~
heart~ir'full of_blood^and -the, left is empty. Sometimes, both the chambers

'

are full with venous engorgement. The brain and_lts_membranes are con-,

gested. Slmilarly_the_abdomlnal-organs-are-largGly_congested,_and_exude
dark fluid, blood on,sectlon. _Xhe_bladd.^ Is generally full of urine.

In the case'"* of an adult Hindu v?ho died of opium poisoning, about four

ounces of partly clotted blood were found In the pericardial cavity and the

substance of the brain was found congested. There was extravasation of blood

in the skin of the neck and chest and both sides of the abdomen. On the

front of the chest the haemorrhages were at Intervals, while on the sides

of the abdomen and neck the haemorrhages were continuous. There are

hecmorrhages In the skin at Intervals on the face and forehead. There were
also haemorrhages in the skin of the back as far as the suprascapular regions

from the nape of the neck. There were a few haemorrhages in the skin on
both the feet.

yphemical Analysis.—To ascertain whether the suspected article contains
opium or not.- it Is necessary to detect the presence of meconlc acid .•and

morphine, If possible.

Test for Meconic Acid .—A neutral solution of ferric chloride gives a
blood-red colour, which is not destroyed by boiling or by adding hydro-
chloric acid ^distinction from acetates and formates) or mercuric chloride
solution (distinction from thiocyanates). The red colour disappears on the
addition of stannous chloride, but It reappears on the addition of nitrous
acid.

Tests for MorpHine.—1. Marquis's Test.—A drop of a mixture consist-
ing of 3 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid and three drops of formalin (40
per cent formaldehyde solution) added to a fragment of the suspected residue
produces a purple-red colour, which changes gradually to violet ond Anally
to blue, if morphine Is present. Codeine and apomorphine produce a violet
colour changing to blue, but not the initial purple-red. Narcotine produces
a violet colour, but it becomes olive-green and finally yellow. Oxydimor-
phlne gives a green colour. Dionln gives a dark blue violet colour, while
heroin produces the same colours as morphine.

2. One or two drops of neutral ferric chloride solution added to a

'

neutral solution of a morphine salt produces a blue colour.

3. Husemann’s Test.—^If two or three drops of concentrated sulphuric
acid are added to the morphine residue, and the mixture is heated on a water
bath for about half-an-hour, a reddish or reddish-brown or black colour
appears. On cooling and on adding a drop or two of concentrated nitric
acid or a crystal of potassium nitrate a reddish-violet colour appears which

17. Bombay Chemical Analyser's Annual Report. 1929, p. 7.
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changes immediately to blood-red and then to reddish-yellow and finally fades
away.

4. Frohde’s Molybdic Test-—One or two drops of freshly prepared
Frohde’s reagent (0.1 g. of ammonium or sodium molybdate dissolved In 10 cc.

cl concentrated sulphuric acid) added to a fragment of the dry morphine
residue on a white procelain dish produces a violet colour which changes to
blue, green and finally to pink or rose-red.

5. Porphyroxine Test .—^The alkaline ether extract obtained by the
Stas-Otto process is allowed to evaporate spontaneously in a small porcelain
d^h. To the dry residue a few drops of hydrochloric acid are added, and
the dish heated over a flame, when a pink or rose-red colour shows the
presence of porphyroxlne, a neutral constituent of opium, first described by
Merck. This test was thought to be peculiar to Indian opium only but
Bamford has shown that at least some specimens of both Turkish and Smyrna
opium respond to this test.is

'<„«
Points.-—Opmm Is about commonest drug .selected by

^
men. who havFlost 'money in speculation or gambling, or

ho have been scolded by their parents for tome offence, frequently resort
women who have quarrelled with their husbands or

disappointed In love, take opium either to terrify
their relatives or to end their imaginary worries and miseries,

oli or asafoetida in the belief

absorptive powTF, put there is" no founds-
^2|^^J^j;glIcfpl^eycr,-:iQOn>cnharmust^
jg bewdmratedovetfbv washing out the^tomachr

alcohol hastens the action of opium, ^but^t does

^Sra. who took a bottle of beer"

drowsiness.
^ ^ ° symptoms except dryness of the throat and

rcpof?^/ the^ Jndia. in his annual

of suicide morpWnei^against Bombay" reported a cases

and 1956 forty-six cases ner
opium while In the year 1954, 1S55

by him.
^ y ar of opium and none of morphine are reported

colour oprnm Is^rare^^ used*^^'
^“''®®^®ristlc smell and Its dark-brown

homicidal cases or opium poisonlnK'^^lj^ Gopl Ballabh Sahay descnbes t^^'O

a toy. aged 18 years, and hlTsSur aS!? at Purulla.W SanthalU.

night. In' toe a^tr their usual meal
Mtlon the race was round o-anos^ tee

® At the post-mortem exami-

who ?n.Ji*" were pVeW^ed a^H T" '^"'1 th^vlscera were con-

ooium The (SSn"f te^?r
‘he Chemical Examiner,

opium In their meals and was ^seroted^unrw^” »
“ inspected to have given them

"“port for the yea^flS ^ Z ^28/302, IP.C.

Dlvtrict S-enf” mentions the cswe of a matT Examiner of the United and

statM te4f h ^onnd to sufftr^^om admitted to hospital in Ambala.
hy a ^n lli

ophrm poisoning. He

a4lmt ‘rtend he look sftarbat. Later, he adinitted that at
a.alrat ahom he had enmity with a view to accusing falsely a person

the year ISM^the ChS<irExam!L^o”*tjP°*?°"' annual report for

? Chem Exam Annual Uep. 1931. p 9
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Opium was found in a pill intended for poisoning cattle. He also mentions
a case of Ballia. where an attempt was made to poison an elephant with
some juar leaves mixed with gur. The substance on examination was found

to contain opium .20

Cases of poisoning_pccur_among_infants_ancL^children-by-iheir„ accid_bnt--

n11y~^alIoAYing_crude_ppium or opium pills meant for their parents or grand
parents. %vho are in the habit of_uslng the_drug. They__are also sometimes
•poSoneg^by an Accidental _overdose,_as_they_are_jisuaUs_drugged_with opl^
byLthelr_parents,_especially_of_the-labourlng_class._wlth_a _yiew to lulling them
to_unnatural-sleep.

—

Children are. extraordinarily susceptible to the influence of opium.
Hence great precaution should be used In prescribing the drug for them.

Henton Whiten records a curious case of posoning by opium In which a child,

aged 3 months, was poisoned by the teat of a feeding bottle being accidentally conta-
tninated with laudanum. The mother was In the habit of moistening the teat of the
feeding bottle in her mouth bsfore giving it to the baby, and at the time she had put
a pledget of cotton wool soaked In laudanum in her tooth which was aching.

4jfode_o/ Administration .—Cases of poisoning, sometimes attended with
fatal resuUsr have occurred when opiate or morphine preparations have
gained access to the system by channels other than the mouth, e.g. application

to an abraded surface, a wound or even the unabraded skin, hypodermic
Injection, or Introduction into the rectum or vagina. Opium Is rarely used

lor doping cigarettes.^

ghminaflon.—ODiumJs-eIlminated-chleflr_as.-morphlne in the urine and
tSECgs. It is, therefore, necessary to preserve' urine for chemical analysis

especially in non-fatal cases ot poisoning where the stomach wash does not
give the tests for opium owing to the stomach having been washed out with
a solution of potassium permanganate. A small amoun t of morphine is ex-
creted by the stomach and Intestines even when a^inIstered~hypoaei^
mically. ins~5om5tlme~s detected in the sMiva and bile. Tfiant^ls-ellmlnatcd
by the milk is proved by the occurrance of fatal poioning in infants sucking
their mothers, who have been poisoned by opium. A woman, aged 30 years,

was admitted into the K, E. M. Hospital, Bombay, with a history of having
taken opium, opium was detected in the stomach washings of her child,

one year old, who sucked the woman and showed signs of opium polsonlng.23

Elimination being very slow, a portion of opium accumulates in the
system and a certain amount may be oxidized Into oxydimorphine, which is

found in the urine.

Opium is said to withstand putrefaction in the presence of decomposing
material. Stevenson aetetted~rabrphlne~la“The viscera two months after *Ehe
deatiT^of a lady doctor.^^ The Chemical Analyser of Bombay reports a case
where opium - was detected ’ In the viscera of a body exhumed five months
after death.^ The Chemical Examiner of the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh writes in one of his letters to the author that "highly decomposed

- viscera, after being preserved in the usual manner, have shown evidence on
analysis of the presence of morphine after 3 ’to 4 months. It is, however,
conceivable that, under certain adverse circumstances, morphine may under-
go a change beyond recognition. Cases also are known to happen where in
undoubted opium poisoning cases no opium could be detected.” A Maho-
medan male child, about 5 months old, died of opium poisoning in the King
George’s Hospital at Lucknow on the 11th August 1920, Past-mortem
examination was held on the 12th August 1920, 25 hours after death. The

'

20. Annual Report. 1926, p. 4. 21. Brft. Med. Jour.. July 13. 1901, p. 78.
22. Bengal Chem. Examiner's Ann Rep

, 1948,
23. Bom. Chem. Analyser’s Annual-Bep., 1939, p. 5.
24. Rrfh Med. .Tour.. 1903. Vol. IT. pp. 1105. 1356, 1381.
25. Annual Report. 1925, p. 4.
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viscera were preserved and forwarded to the Chemical Examiner for analysis
on the 25th August 1920. In his letter daetd 13th September, the Chemical
Examiner stated that no opium or other poison could be detected.

Opium Habit (.Opium Eaflnff).—The habit of taking opium is prevalent
throughout India. Ordinarily, crude opium Is used but, on special festive

occasions, Kasoomba, its decoction. Is offered to the guests. Opium is also
smoked In the form of Madak, Chandu or opium dross.** In order to pre-
vent the smoking of opium which Is very much In vogue, especially In Cal-
cutta, the Government of Bengal passed In June 1933, the Bengal Opium
Smoking Act, which provides for the registration of the existing smokers
who should obtain a permit from the Excise Department. Anyone found
smoking without a permit after March 1934, wlU be prosecuted and on con-
viction will have to undergo six months’ Imprisonment combined with a fine.
AS a result of the recommendation of the Opium Enquiry Committee In
Bengal, since January 1 . 1933. the limit of the possession of opium by a
person has been reduced from one tola to 12 grains. Anyone purchasing It

in excess of the quantity upto 90 grains. I.e. half-a-folo, must obtain a per-
mt from the Excise Department. These permits are to be Issued only on

an J ^ medical practitioner and In no case a quantity exceeding
90 grains Is to be sold to any one consumer.

opium smoking acts have also been passed In Bihar and the

imlf/r registration of habitual opium smokers

Bombay Opium Smoking Act of

who oneM L Bombay Act XLin of 1949 provides that a person

assembly or in
Purpose of an opium smoking

or kept for thp
assist in conducting the business of any place tised

the ufe
aforesaid, or being the owner, occupier or having

to be opened keot
or control of anly place knowingly permits It

shall on conviction
Purpose of an opium smoking assemblyr

a teiTO which mav Imprisonment of either description for

or with fine which may extend to

India have dectaM rertal
”

dll’’’

a''” Oovemments m
especially alcohol onUim

where the use of Intoxicating, drugs,

prohibited without spec^l DemitO"iO
and charasi has been

tion of a registered tnpHii^Oi^ addicts on the recommends*
prohibited the use or consumOttoTo^T'*'

Government of Bombay have

any alcoholic liquor, toddy ^oiunn?*
or narcotic drugs, such as

charas and ganja throuehou.
cannabis Indica Including bhang-

certain IndlSduals to use " r c° but may alio*

granted by the Commlssfoner m tu"' special permit!

appointed lor the purpose (vide ib^n authorized or the Committee

An Ibiusion,,
Prohibition Act. 1949).

certain districts in the drunk by some people In

Jaipur. A preparation, known as b? Rajputana States, especially^

capsules In butter or ghee (clariflpd ^ frying green, ripe

called Bailee, and prepared 5rSm
‘s eaten by the addicts. A sweet,

capsules, is also used.
^ Juice extracted from green popP?

is often taken, by youn^ men^ who* sexual act. Hence It

use. It Is also used to steady'the nZ ^®®nstomed to the drug by constant
special courage. For Instance in bold deed requiring
drug before they took part In toS?p1 Rajputs used to take the

> The morphine habit in \Ve^ti>m

!5 .

nsually acquired by tho«

1 Others. March 1938, p 132
• of Afctlicfll Research, April 1930, p
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who are advised to take. the drug either by the mouth or subcutaneously as
a remedy for some excruciating pain, as of sciatica. Heroin is one of the
worst habit-forming drug, and is used by addicts either hypodermically or as
a snuff like cocaine. In India, the habit is acquired usually by young people
of certain classes in consequence of the belief that morphine produces the
sense of euphoria and that it has remarkable power as an aphrodisiac. Once
the habit Is formed, It Is difficult to give It up. In fact the victim has to take
the drug in a larger dose to combat the feelings of lethargy and mental
depression as the symptoms of the first dose wear oft.

It is a well-known fact that opium addicts can easily tolerate much larger

quantities of the drug than an ordinary fatal dose. Chopra and Grewal
ascertained in their investigations that Sikhs accustomed to opium In Calcutta
took it in quantities, varying from 10 to 15 grains. In twenty-four hours.2^

In the Punjab it Is not unusual for an addict to take 100 grains of opium
a day and continue vidth It for years.^* Cases are also on report In which
individuals injected hypodermically 15 to 20 or more grains of morphine
per day. A case3« is reported from the North-West Frontier Province in

which 60 grains of morphine a day were taken by hypodermic Injection It

should, however, be remembered that the opium addict may suffer from
the symptoms of poisoning by the same drug. If he exceeds his usual limit or

If he loses his power of toleration owing to unusual conditions of his system.

Unlike alcohol, opium does not seem to produce injurious effects on the
system or -to snorten life. If used in moaerauon: out Its aouse lor a proiongeci

p^qCIeads to the derangement of appetite and digestion, disturbance of

sleep, vomiting sluggishness of the bowels, emacia tion, impotence, neuras-

mental 'ogrversloI^^P^oraI?Ty!~"prematurp nm
d<;m6glia.'anflafiia. 'IR^ss symptoms are more evident in morphine eaters

tnan iti opIUm ana are Known as mnrc/tfn f^»n jaJT

haiilLutfis Sd depraVed m morals, that he will stoop to any mean or criminal
act to obtain the drug which has become a necessity to him.

The best treatment for such a condition Is the total deprivation of th’e

drug from the patient, but this cannot be achieved without great moral con-
trol -over-one’s-mlnd which is not possible in such persons. They are best
treated in an institution as the sudden deprivation of the drug produces
cerebral excitement, restlessness, yawning, sneezing, excessive salivation,

malaise, palpitation, cramps, vomiting, relaxation of the bowels, pain in the
stomach and a burning sensation in the back due to the formation of oxydi-
morphine. an acrid, irritating substance. In the tissues. In order to prevent
these symptoms It is advisable to administer lecithin and glucose before
opium is completely withdrawn. A pill containing 10 grains of lecithin three
times a day is given usually for the first five days and 25 ccm. of 25 per cent
glucose solution are given intravenously each morning for the first three or
lour days. Glucose may then be administered by the mouth. In severe
cases attended with cramps an addition of 10 ccm. of a 10 per cent solution
of calcium gluconate to glucose solution given intravenously would help greatly
in ameliorating this symptom. The diet should consist of fluids only for
the first two or three days and then light solids rich in protein and lecithin
.•should be added gradually.^* J. K. Dwivedi and P. K. Sherma^J have re-
ported success in 16 cases with lecithin and glucose treatment. They also
used serpasU for restlessness and chlorpromazine (Largactil) for excitement and
insomnia, symptoms shown on withdrawal.

28. Ind. Jour, of Hied. Research, July 1927. p. 57.

29. Punjab Chem. Exam. Annual Rep., 1931, p. 10.
30. R. N. Chopra and G. S Chopra, /nd, Afed. Goz.. July 1933, p. 359.
31. R. N. Chopra and G. S. Chopra, 7nd. ATed. Goz., May 1937, p. 265; Ibid July 1940,

p. 388.
32. The AnUseptlc, Dec. 1957, p. 947.



CHAPTER XXIX

CEREBRAL POISONS—(ConM.)

B. INEBRIANT POISONS

ALCOHOL (ETHYL ALCOHOL. ALCOHOL ETHYLICUM), C.HjOH

Pure ethyl alcohol Is a transparent, colourless, mobile and volatile liquid,
having a characteristic spirituous odour and a burning taste. It Is very
hygroscopic, boils at 78.4*C. (n3.1*F.). and burns with a blue, smokeless
name. It dissolves resins, fats, volatile oils, bromine. Iodine, etc., as also
many salts and gases. When oxidized. It Is converted Into aldehyde and
acetic acid.

AW
exists In alcoholic beverages In varying proportions.

Absolute akohol (Alcohol Dehydratum) * contains 99.95 per cent of alcohol,
ana is used to prepare chloroform and liquor sodli ethylatls. Rectified spirit

nr
alcohol, and Industrial methylated spirit

. Lt ® mixture consisting of alcohol 95 per cent and 5 per
naphtha. Proof spirit Is defined by the Act of Parliament as

^ ot 61T.. welsh exactly 12/13 part of an
of dlatllled water". Weaker spirits are termed “under proof

and stronger spirits "over proof.”

varlS^ a'Src^’eVomgJs:-’'^""'

Oln'about'si^lo'M*™ 5® '™*'

Rheiy L^Madefra In™, ,»
“^out 18 to 22 per cent:

Olaret 8 to 12 nor ^ocks. about 9 to 13 per cent;

P r cent* Ale ab^t 3 Vo ^3 per cent; Cider. 6 to 13

2.5 to 3.5 per cent OfnAr I 3 to 7 per cent; Beer,

rer cent,
’ ^ ^'^^t 1 to 3 per cent: Koumiss, about 1 to 3

'jeverase'm°smairdoS'\t'"short'^Tntir^^^ consumption of an alcoholic

at a time,
^ Intervals or In an excessively large dose

first a sense ot well-being self connlf
“cute Intoxication are at

tkln and face, a carefree ’behLi^
"" "“ "‘I'llaratlon. flushing of the

carrulousness. argumentatlven^si ot self-control,

moroscncss or melancholia TheS'
behaviour, sentimentality and

lar Inco-ordlnatlon, staLerlS Mir'am ''“"'“alon of Ideas, moscu-
yhlon and stupor. Alter a tim.®.

“"=1 Incoherent speech, blurred
and Tomltlng. which arc regarded S in? accompanied by nausea
b" 'c'ioyrcd by sleep and severe headache

" ^ “®”‘

mas and coma with slowrstotJrraf'iiii^^lL^''^" gradually Into unconsclous-
tben becomes slow and small Thr^b. raP“ PO'ac "I''*'
be roused temporarily by a lourf ,;«i

” smells of alcohol. The patient may
;:en(rally dilated in early slaeos iJ., - ^ violent shake. The pupils are
foma. Tliclf reaction to light Is a hnrJ^/^ contracted In late stages or In

sub-normaL Death usually occur* fM,**^**** temperature become^
l.'sU. but it may occur from shock ^ respiratory para-
ventre. If a very large quantity of 3tn abdominal nerve
conrublons precede death. In some « w Js taken. Sometimes,
.account of partial rcroveri but a Patient regains sensibility op

a relapse occurs and the patl-nt dies sud-
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denly in a state of coma. He may also die later of pneumonia or mdema of

the lungs.

A easel Is recorded in whicli a bo5*, 8 yeare old, suffered from acute alcoholic

poisoning due to the application of surgical spirit to the legs. His legs were shaved and
u ashed with ether soap from the groin to the ankle. They were then covered from the
groin to Uie ankle with a towel wrung out in surgical spint, over which a dry towel was
placed and kept in position by three rubber bands. The first dressing applied at
12 noon on Januarj* 8, 1931, and it was repeated at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. At 12-30 ajn. on
Januarj' 9, 1931, he brought up food, but did not speak at all, and his mother thought
that he was still asleep. He continued vomiting and retching on and off during the
night, but did not wake up. When seen by th'e nurse first time in the morning, he was
unconscious, the pulse rate being 160. The respirations were regular. 24 per minute,
end the temperature was normal At 10-30 a.m. the vomit was found to emit the smell
of alcohol. Th boy was unconscious, pale and warm, the pupils were small, reacted
to strong light, and there was slight internal strabismus of the right eye. The corneal
leflex was absent The limbs were flaccid. There was no sweating. At 1 p.m. the

• patient was beginning to recover consciousness, but still vomited up small quantities of
turbid brown liquid. He could move all the limbs, and complained of frontal headaclie.
The pupils were of medium size and reacted to light The pulse rate was now 142. the
respirations 20 and the temperatur 98*P. His bowels had ooened involuntarily once in

the morning. The vomit and the urine were found to contain alcohol on analysis.

Fatal Dose.—^Thls Is modified according to the habit and age of the

patient, and the nature and strength of the liquor taken. Death occurs usually

from a large quantity taken in a short space of time. Five fluid ounces
of absolute alcohol are considered fatal for an adult. Two ounces of absolute

alcohol, are probably fatal to a child under 12, though very large doses

may be tolerated by habit. Herterf reports a case where a child. years

old. accustomed to small drinks of whisky, recovered after taking 12 ounces
01 pure whisky. Robertson-MIIne reports the case of a strong Hindu male.
30 years old, who drank a pint bottle of French brandy and shortly afterwards
became unconscious, but recovered completely the next day.^

Fatal Period.—The usual fatal period is 12 to 24 hours, though death may
occur in a few minutes or may be prolonged for 5 or 6 days.

Treatment.—Eliminate the poison by emetics or by the stomach tube.
Apply cold affusions to the head. Maintain the body-temperature by cover-
ing the patient with warm blankets. Administer strong coffee with glucose
either by the mouth or by the rectum. It necessary give 1,000 cc. of 10 per
cent glucose vidth normal saline intravenously, to which 15 units of Insulin.

200 mg, of Vitamin B,, 200 mg. of Niacinamide and 1,000 mg. of Vitamin C
should be added. Wash out the colon with normal saline. Use hypodermic
injections of strychnine 1/30 gr. or Caffeine and Sodium Benzoate 1 gr. Resort
to galvanism, and artificial respiration If necessary, continuous oxygen Inhala-
tion should be given in all cases, Mephenesin 1 to 3 G has been recommended
for controlling restlessness.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Rigor mortis may last unusually long. Decom-
position is also said to be retarded in cases where a very large quantity
has been taken, but this is not always the case. The alcoholic odour is per-
ceptible in the stomach, lungs and brain, unless putrefaction has set in. The
mucous membrane of the stomach may be red, intensely congested and inflamed,
or it may be only pale. The liver, lungs and brain are usually congested. The
blood is generally fluid and dark.

The necessary viscera should be preserved in a saturated solution of common
salt for chemical analysis.

Chronic Poisoning.—^Habitual drunkards are either psychotic or neurotic
and usually take to alcohol as a means of escape from troubles in life.

1. Vincent C. James. Brit. Med. Jour., March 28. 1931, p. 539
2. New York Med. Jour.. 1896, LXIV. p. 638.
3. Ind. Med. Caz.. June 1902, p. 208.
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they have been taking alcohol In one form or another for a long and continued
period, and suffer from many organic «

The patient suffers from loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, especially In
the morning, purging, jaundice, tremor of the tongue and hands. Insomnia,
loss of memory. Impaired power of judgment, dropsy and general anasarca. The
symptoms of peripheral neuritis and dementia supervene In the last stage.
Such patients generally die suddenly from coma.

Treatment.—Ordinarily it Is difficult for an addict to give up the habit
of taking alcohol, but antabuse (tetra-ethylthiuram disulphide) Inhibits the
metabolism of alcohol In the human body at the acetaldehyde stage and is
helpful in weaning him from his habit. Usually this drug does not cause
any discomfort, but when even a smaU quantity of alcohol Is taken at the
same time, the two combine and gives rise to unpleasant symptoms, suchM flushing, palpitation, nausea and vomiting. The adldct thus acquires a
dlstate for alcohol which may last for several days. Antabuse is adminis-
tered In doses of 0.25 to 0.75 G. a single dally dose of 0.5 G is usually adequate,
there

^
no cumulative effect and can be continued for a long time,

i'rm
Calcium Carblmlde CTemposIl* Lederle) 50 mg. tablet once a day

li*
Individual to alcohol and shows less side effects than

'"’ly •>= Increased to 2 Oms. in a day. A complete

I"
treatment or conditions such as manlac-de-

ouamlv
«nilc, or arteriosclerotic psychosis be ade-
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occurs In chronic

of a bone, or from acute
receiving an Injury, such as the fracture

etc. ^'’rh as pneumonia. Influenza, erysipelas.

a peculiar kind of* dehrium^^rhorS as to time and place and

hearing. The patient Imagine hallucinations of sight and
mice and snakes are crawlinc on hJ

crawling under his skin, or

coarse muscular tremors, of face tnTfgnwf**' .a’?®
Patient gets a good deal of

loss of memory, sense of terror
hands, suffers from restlessness,

suicide, homicide or violent ass-mu n,.
and has a tendency to commit

has to be watched closely and carefulliTd'*'**^
damage to property. Hence he

catlon.”'^*""'
tremens u considered unsoundness of mind, and not fntoxl-
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—
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Luminal Sodium intramuscularly at bed time. Intramuscular injection of

5 to 8 cc. Paraldehyde or i to 1 fluid ounce per rectum is also good. If

necessary, give hypodermically 1/200 gr. of hyoscine hydrobromide. Adrenal
sterlods given in maximal dosage by mouth or Iniectlons are of life saving
measure. Chlorpromazlne Is also useful and lessens the need for barbiturate

sedatives.

Chemical Analysis.—Alcohol can be extracted by distillation from an
organic mixture. If the organic mixture Is highly acid, sodium carbonate
should be added to neutralize it.

Test.—1. Iodoform Test.—A few drops of a strong aqueous solution of

Iodine in potassium iodide are added to a little of the distillate in a test tube
and then sufficient 10 per cent solution of sodium carbonate or caustic soda
is added to change the colour of the solution from brown to yellow. On
gently heating on a water bath, a yellow precipitate of iodoform Is formed,
which Is identifled by Its characteristic smell and by its hexagonal crystals

seen under the microscope. Besides alcohol, other substances, such as aldehyde,
acetone, amyl alcohol, lactic acid, etc. give the iodoform reaction.

2. Ethyl Acetate Test.—On heating a few drops of the distillate with
0.5 g. of anhydrous sodium acetate and 1 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid
in a test tube, the fruity odour of ethyl acetate is noticed, when a dilute

solution of sodium carbonate is poured into the test tube.

3. Ethyl Benzoate Test.—A few cubic centimetres of the distillate are
shaken with a drop or two of benzoyl chloride in a test tube, and then 10

per cent caustic soda solution is added drop by drop until the mixture is

rendered strongly alkaline. On warming, the irritating odour of benzoyl
chloride disappears and the sweet, fruity odour of ethyl benzoate appears.

Methyl alcohol also gives this reaction, but it does not give the iodoform
reaction.

4. Sulphomolybdlc Acid Test.—It 2 to 3 cifbic centimetres of the
distillate ore gently poured over 2 cc. of sulphomolybdlc acid taken In a test

tube, a deep blue ring appears at once at tlie junction of the two liquids. If

the tube Is shaken, the whole mixture becomes deep blue.

Sulphomolybdlc acid Is prepared by dissolving by heat 1 g. of molybdic
acid in about 25 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid.

5. On heating some of the distillate with 5 cc. of a strong aqueous
•solution of potassium dlchromate and 1 cc. of strong sulphuric acid, the
colour changes to green, and the vapour of aldehyde is detected by its odour.

The following methods of testing alcohol in blood and urine is favoured by the
panel of the Royal Institute of Chemistry:

—

The Cavtt Method for Alcohol Estimation. (To be followed exccfZy).

Note 1.—It -is essential to ensure that the small Erlenmeyer flask and stopper are
thoroughly cleaned with hot chromic acid and rinsed at least six times with tap water
and twice with distilled water. Dry both flask and stopper In an air oven. Grease must
not be used on stoppers—^for lubrication merely damp the part of the stopper that fits in
the top of the flask with distilled water and ensure that the water does not enter the
flask.

Note 2.—As this is a micro method. It Is essential to take the special precaution
that are common in such work. The laboratory Itself must be clean and free from dust,
and exceptional care in such matters must be taken. It is essential that the distilled
v-ater should be freshly distilled into a dean glass vessel—ordinary laboratory distilled
water is llkey to give falsely high results.

/tpparatus.— (1) A special 50 mb Erlenmeyer flask, the glass stopper of which carries
a small cup. (2) A O.I ml. or 0.2 mL delivery pipette, for use with urine samples, cali-
brated by each operator to deliver 0.1 mL (3) A 0.1 ml. Ostwald-Folin wash-out pipette,

5. Kent-Jones. D. W., and Taylor, G.. The Determination of Alcohol in Blood and
Urine. The Analyst, March 1954; B.MA. report on The Recognition of Intoxication,
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WTth bl{^ samples, calibrated by each operator to contain 0.1 ml. In lae

fn^fhi t ‘'a® u w distilled water, which is added to the blood

calibrator!.’
^ *”^ette capable of being read to 0 02 ml , which should be checked b*.'

Reagenlj (All reagents must be of recognised anali-tlcal reagent grade).
soZuffon.—Dissolve 0 4238 g. of potassium dlcbro-

eSyl ScohoL
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ solution Is equivalent to 0.1 mg. of

2. Sulphuric And, concentrated.

at to IroSe ol'dttfll.d'li.ato*
I '«'un>e oI concentrated sulphuric 3C,d

ol o^i/N“£d,™°Sn,to. solulion.-Dlssolvc 0.1 6 o( methyl oranse In 23 mlUl/N tod,™ hjrhoxlde and make npto 103 mL Filter 11 necessary.

in 15 ml of distilled^wa^ter^
P" colufion.—Dlssolve.5 g. of ferrous sulphate FeSo.TH.O

23 ml. Keep In a stoppered Hask?
sulphuric acid «2) and make upu)

sulphurU;' a“cid^f?)“‘Sd
reducinff fluldj.—To 35 ml. of the 50 per cent

of the 20 per cent ferrous w. methyl orange solution (4) and 1 ml
This red final tltratlne sninn^^^

solution (5 j. Mix well and cool to room temperat're.

approximately 8 0°^by
^ot^^lnatlon, adjust the pH of urine samples to

For this purpose use a strong sodium hydroxide solutioa
at the corr^ pH.

test paper which should show a faint pink co’o'jr

and slowly^ Sd 5^mL*oV^comStt^H!?’“'V dichromate solution ( 1 ) in the special fl»*
addition of the acid cooling the flask during
to the stopper. Insert the latter ^ ^P attached
^8k to sund for 4 ho2S « 37-c *pnngs; allow the
ing solution (6). DurlrS the tltrltiftn^ *^P" and titrate with the final titraj-

»-ater in any way. even byiSffl solution must not be dUuted with

the end point. AU A faint pmk col^

?52!S^
by duplicate blanks treat«t *1!!’ ^ duplicate and must be accoffl*

added to the cup.
* seated in exactly the same w^y. except that noUitaS H

against the standard dichromate sol'>

solution <l). ih» concentrated sulphuric acid (2 ) to S ml

firul tltS/'* titrations aS ^ approximately the temped;
nnal titrating solution (6).

® earned out and titrate immediately against th*

fluid. Let the direct titmSn o^f^Uje'bhSk be"^'
“'.^chromate be S ml of red reducing

Th«. . A—B A mL Let the sample titration be B ml
The alcohol in mg. per loo mL=-

duplicates.

present and hence p«

Wa. Hie declared result is to be the average

^
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A dock worker of Bombay? who left home in the morning returned at noon “dead
drunk”, picked up a household knife, loudly dedarea that he was going to end his life

and died as a result of selMnllictcd deep wound on the chest.

Applied to the skin, alcohol produces redness and Irritation, especially if

It is prevented from evaporation. It has the power of abstracting water from
the tissues and precipitating protelns.

Taken by the mouth alcohol is quickly absorbed mostly from the small
intestine, less than 20 per cent from the stomach, and circulates in the blood.

The absorption of alcohol Is facilitated. If It Is swallowed rapidly In a con-
centrated solution on an empty stomach, and It Is delayed If a weaker solution

is slowly drunk In the stomach full of food, particularly if It Is fatty or
contains much protein. Alcohol reaches its maximum concentration In the
blood within approximately an hour and a half after It is taken, and this

concentration Is ordinarily proportional to the amount consumed. After
absorption, alcohol Is distributed almost uniformly in all tha organs and-
tlssues except fat and bone, but the rise and fall In its concentration is slower
ht the brain, spinal cord and cerebrospinal fluid than in the blood and other
tissues. It disappears very slowly, so that it Is found In the blood for about
twenty hours after It Is drunk.8 Over 95 per cent of the alcohol ingested is

oxidized to carbon dioxide and water, and the remaining portion Is eliminated

unchanged mainly by the lungs and kidneys. It has been ascertained that
alcohol appears in the urine within half-an-hour of its Ingestion.^

There Is close relationship between the concentration of alcohol In the
blood and the degree of alcoholic intoxication. Carter and Southgate*® have
also demonstrated that the concentration of alcohol in the urine Is propor-
tional to that of the. blood under all conditions, and that the mean ratio of
alcohol In the urine to alcohol In the blood one hour after taking the alcohol

Is 1.35. The estimation of alcohol In blood or urine is of importance in cases
of sudden death, motor car driving, accidents, drunkenness as a plea for

defence, and in all types of assaults.

It must, however, be remembered that the examination of urine for the

determi^tlon 6f afcoHbl is more advantageous, Inasmuch as the alcohol
concentration in urine Is more constant than that In tne blood whicn is likeiy“

to vary owing to its oxidation In the tissues. Certain substances such as

acetone, ether, paraldehyde, etc., are at times present in the blood, and are
likely to be determined as alcohol, and thus vitiate the test. Besides, It Is

much easier to obtain a sample of urine than that of blood for examination.

Evans and Jones** have shown that the concentration of alcohol In urine
Is so precise that it gives an accurate indication of the minimum quantity of
alcohol consumed. They have also shown that the consumption of one fluid

ounce of whisky under the most favourable conditions gives a maximum
concentration of 0.024 per cent alcohol in the urine, while the consumption
of a pint of beer will give a concentration of 0.037 per cent. Thus, a con-
centration of 0.3 per cent alcohol in the urine means the consumption of at
least 12^ fluid ounces of whisky or 8 pints of beer.'

It is generally believed that persons with a concentration of 0.1 per cent
alcohol in the blood appear to be gay and vivacious, and those with a con-
centratlon'of 0.15 per cent alcohol in the blood are regarded as fit to drive
a motor vehicle. This concentratton of alcohol in the blood is regarded ns

7. The Bombay Sentinel. April 18, 1955.
8. Mellanby, Brit. Medical Research Council. Special Report Series No. 31.
9. Carter and Southgate, Transactions, Med.-Legal Society. VoL XX. p. 44.

10. Transoctions of the Medico-Legal Society. Vol. XX, p. 54. See also Brit Med.
Jour.. March 13. 1926, Vol. I. P. 463.

11. Analyst. 1929, Vol. 54, pp. 134-141; L M. Barclay. E. J. Miller and L. C. NickoIIs
Mcd.-Lea. Jour.. Vol. XIX. Part HI, pp. 98-105.
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a presumptive limit ol safety, and may result from the rapid consumption
of 8 ounces of whisky or 4 to 5 pints of beer. Persons with a concentration
of 0.2 per cent alcohol In the blood show symptoms of moderate intoxication,

those with from 0.2 to 0,4 per cent are probably drunk and those with more
than 0,5 per cent are dead drunk or deeply comatose. When the amount of

alcohol approaches 0.6 to 0,7 per cent or more In the blood death usually
ensues from asphyxia. It Is legal offence for a person to drive a motor
vehicle with a blood alcohol level above 0.05 per cent In Norway, above 0.03

per cent In Sweden, and above 0.10 per cent In Denmark, while in many states
of 0.15 per cent level results In a conviction. However it is concluded
by the work of K. Bjerner and L. Goldberg** that there Is impairment cf driving
ability though there may be no clinical evidence of drunkenness.

Alcohol acts differently on different Individuals and also on the same
individual at different times. The action depends mostly upon the environ-
ments and temperaments of the Individuals and upon the degree of dilution
of the alcohol consumed. The habitual drinker usually shows fewer effects
from the same dose of alcohol.

ascertain whether a particular individual is drunk or no,t a
mediggi^pracutioncr snould bear the following points' In mlnd:^

^

1. The quantity taken is no guide.

2. An aggressive odour of alcohol In the breath, unsteady gait, vacant look.

®0"ecsted eyes, sluggish and dilated pupils. Increased

Si"
''olce. tallcii at random and want of perception

ol the passage ol time are the usual signs of drunkenness.

tn Medical Association was appointed

and ihi
reports on tests for drunkenness (1927)

Accidents (I935)". The Committee has

S“Tn h thi fwOBhltlon of IntOJdca-

tlMl'asnMi ^f ™ ^dUos'lng guidance In the prac-

Ihe laTucn“e Of alcoS-ll
examination of persons suspected of being under

producefm ?ne™5f‘ir f ‘nt^lcatlon as the condition

)h!m to to? ?omrm M W. “ ‘("“'“ty sufflclent to cause

execute the occupation on whfrh'5? f”
that he Is unable to

Of motor vehicles often lall^to^rwmc Sat
material time.

experience a sense of well-belnc and fga»i
after a drink they may

critical faculties are in Tact
take risks they would never accept at otherSnM

^

^be doctor should cxamins* tian j
keep full notes, lie should also exritidf

®^spected person thoroughly ' and

may simulate or exaggerate aicohnii,.
Pathological condition which

breath there Is no alng" sT^pSm from odour of the

v/hlch may not also be found in som®
® ^ consumption of alcohol

Th. Mtolng are Uw ch.,1 pathotoT.?,
““‘“

toxlcatlon:- ’’ coadiuona which may simulate alcoholic In-

(l> Severe head Injuries
<3) Metabolic disorders, cr

„ ,

'l-pos.yaa.M^
hyparlhlTOl-

<31 heuroloKtcal condlUoas c«soclatA«i -...a.

la'ctfrt '"‘"nanlal a?S^“h,=‘'=““‘- ‘mentor, dtowalncas.

,V, -TV
rscklnaon-a disease, epilepsy, acute aural

__ aruss_aa„,„^
13. Quart, Jour.

_^wh.n there u an unexpected reaction.
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'arhea taken for the first time or in an unusually large dose, e.g. Insulin; the barbitu-
rates; most of the antiliistamlnic group of drugs; morphine; hysocine.

Extreme cold, exposure or fatigue may also render a subject unduly susceptible to
the effects of alcohol.

m. JThe Committee recommends the following scheme of medical

examination:-^
^

Record date and time of examination. ^ I

Exclude any injuries and pathological states. \
Take, a short history—Enquire if he feels well, what food and drink did

he take . last. . Enquire regarding fits, any other disease or disability. If a
diabetic, does he take insulin—Its dose and when taken last.

General Behaviour.—State of clothing (whether soiled by vomiting or

incontinence). Character of speech—^thick, slurred or over-precise. Evi-
dence of self-control, memory particularly of the previous few hours and
mental alertness. Character of handwriting—often difficulty with letters

N, M, and W.

Pulse.—Any tachycardia. Temperature. Skin—dry or moist.

Mouth .—State of the tongue—dry, moist, furred or bitten.

State of teeth—any artificial teeth.

Smell of the breath—any hiccup.

Eyes.—Appearance of the conjunettvEe and the lids.

Reaction of pupils to light Size—dilated or pinpoint Condition of

extrinsic muscles regarding convergence, strabismus and nystagmus—fine
lateral nystagmus suggests alcoholic Intoxication.

Ears^Impalrment of hearing, etc.

Galt.—Manner of walking and turning (note any lurching or reeling).

Ability to stand with both eyes open and closed.

Muscular co-ordination.—Finger to nose test, picking up a pencil or coin
from the floor, lighting a cigarette, buttoning or unbuttoning clothes.

Reflexes—Knee and Ankle.

Examine heart, lungs and abdomen and record blood pressure. Urine
and blood samples for laboratory Investigation may be taken.

TV. In ^vlng an opinion the doctor should confine himself to giving
his opinion on the condition of the person at the time of examination. The
Committee recommends that, except in special circumstances, urine should
be the body fluid used for alcohol estimation.

Absence of alcohol in urine definitely rules out drunkenness, also the
amount of alcohol found gives a definite Idea of tne amount mgesced~by the
person and can be verified against any statement regarding taking of alcohol
made by him, and often the responsibility of a person for an accident on the
road can be properly established. Even In fatal cases estimation of alcohol
in post mortem samples of blood and urine may be helpful In establishing
responsibility.

Section 84 of the Bombay FroWbitlon Act, 194& (Bombay Act No. XXV
of 1949), provides that any person, who is found drunk or drinking in a com-
mon drinking house, or is found there present for the purpose of drinking,
shall, on conviction, be punished with fine which may extend to five hundred
rupees. Section 85 provides that any person, who Is found drunk and Incap-
able of taking care of himself or behaves In a disorderly manner under the
InQuence of a drink in any street or thoroughfare or public place or In any
place to which the public have or are permitted to have access, shall, on
conviction, be punished with Imprisonment for a term which may extend to

M.J.—41
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one to three months and with fine which may extend to two hundred to five
hundred rupees.

METHYL ALCOHOL (WOOD ALCOHOL OB SPIRIT, PYROXYLIC SPIRIT.
METHANOL OR WOOD NAPHTHA), CH3OH

destructive distlUahon of wood or molasses. It Is a colour-

-If
a peculiar, nauseating odour and a burning taste, and boiling

Itirnmonf prportlons. It bums with a pale blue, non-

lartrelv uspH
foi^ an explosive mixture with air or oxygea It is

also lued to rondpr^rl^Hfl
manufacture of organic dyes and varnishes. It is

as
^ ^ unpalatable for trade purposes; this mixture Is known

of denatured manufactures under the name

abhorrent for nn)-aWe°M
spirit. With a view to making denatured spirit nauseating and

fir?t OctolS
Government of Bombay State have ordered that from the

and 0 5 nr
^f"®^*^ring Ingredients, namely 0.5 per cent caoutchouclne

SrlL lSe??L^i^ ?Sf
be supplemented by 0.5 per cent napthalene. Ibis

fatal? Thes' have further
poisonous symptoms, which may prove

and casiS Nav^ber 1949 aU bottles. Jars

wlSi^Sl and MtlSf ^ printed In red marked 'Toison”

be taken IntenSS’’ In EnSlJi'
w^ing “For external use only, not to

i-ugllsh and the regional language of the district.

upto 48 hours.'^e^ar? mam?t^ri7S?h’« interval of several hours

vomiting, abdominal o2n weakness, headache, vertigo, nausM.
and blurred vision follcnved

PupUs. visual disturbances like photophobia

cj'anosls, delirium convulsions^
or total blindness due to optic neuritis, dyspnea-

Fatal iw. '-^4 ?
persistent coma, respiratory failure and death,

ounces. One to two^ounces”havp'^‘^r^!®4J®#*^®.
susceptibility of Individuals from-S to 8

and five ounces.is and often from Death has occured from three, fourd^ Half.an<uncei< ha? caS recovery has followed larger

produced any injury to the eyes!^
blindness, although a much larger quantity has not

delayed for three o?tour d^a *in*sev»^'r
to thirty-six hours, or may

J*hour* and In one case it ocuired In^o^h^ n occurred between sLx and twenty

paraldehyde musTte water. Intramascular
«rwi sl^clmlne should be give^ injections of camphor, caffeine

bicarbonate may be hypodennicaUy to relive
of 5 per cent glucose saline intravenously. Intravenous to*

sodium lactate solution (UrS ^ promote Its elimination; also one-
should be kept covered to protert intravenously Is helpfuL Eyw

Post-mortem Appearances^Th*
1°"^ inflamed with smaU stomach and duoden^

rise's;
containing 3 g. ol potasWffl

per cent Kohitl^'
mixture Is allied water are added to 5 cc

w aSSoSji. ““ m mtauto, than 2 cc. d > 5

l™Sttef,'i-rt S" ?“= acid are added to the mWnr'™ d™to 1? I >- »Saural°iS?r‘,"®«'« Me how added to the eolocr-

i”,;£rr
''

!Sid°Sra"Jdd'2 ic''ot'S’'‘V”'“ kSiS! Sphlte°dt‘’^i™"* *“o"
male 11 up to Mr?S •'rdrocMOTi'',?f”''''> >» 20 cc. of dIslUled waKr,

*''™' "lottonto *»' eotatlon with water.

^
on to .tana to hour betere It 1, used.SWIco-Leral Potnl

u.'ied by some 'ttJI'-tat—Potoulug b oneW tSere used.

>i. P«S‘u^’u“" ‘“‘'“cuS aeeldental. as It U

tn the fro^hl’ when they cannot gr-
--—--— IlanunakiTa rennitV^^

h^aJatlon of Its vapours or from

\\ _g°ris on 36 cases of “Solox” Intoxication

1^.

'

tia. Jovr. Xnrr xt^ "etater, £ftj tr^
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a shellac and paint solvent primarily consisting of ethyl alcohol and methanol, when
taken it causes coma, a foul odour to breath, acidosis, hypoglycaemia and a peculiar
extensor rigidity of the extremities. For treatment he recommends alleviation of hjTo-
plycasmia and correction of acidosis by sodium lactate solution.

Methyl alcohol produces drunkenness less readily than ethyl alcohol, but its poi-
sonous effects last longer, as It is oxidized much more slowly and remains in the body
for a longer period. It Is believed that simultaneous or subsequent consumption of ethyl
alcohol decreases the toxicity of methyl alcohol by displacing it from the body cells.

Methyl alcohol is eliminated by the breath, but a large portion of it is slowly o.xldized
Into formaldehyde and formic acid and thus believed to cause acidosis. Formic acid is

excreted In the urine, the e.xcretlon lasting for sLx to eight days.

METHYL CHLORIDE OR MONOCHLOROMETHANE, CHjCl

This is obtained by the action of chlorine on methane or by adding methyl alcohol
to prosphorus pentachlorlde. It Is a colourless gas. having a sweet ethereal odour and
burning with a green-bordered flame. It is slightly soluble in water, but more easily
in alcohol. It is condensed into a liquid form and is supplied in cylinders. When used
as a spray, methyl chloride acts as a local anxcsthetic through the freezing effect produced
by its rapid evaporatlon.

As a gas, methyl chloride Is non-lrritatlng to the nostrils and lungs and Is non-
injurious to foods, furs and textiles. It is e.xtensively used as a methylating agent in

• the manufacture of dyes and as a refrigerant.

Symptoms.—These are headache, nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting, mental confu-
sion, weakness, ata-xia, giddiness, disturbances of vision and drowsiness. These are fol-
low^ by cyanosis, stupor and coma. Occasionally there are delirium, restlessness and
clonic and tonic conv’ulslons with a rise of temperature and anuria.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Not certain, but death may occur in a few minutes
if the air is highly concentrated with methyl chloride.

Treatment.—Remove the patient from the source of danger, and administer oxygen
by inhalation. Give by the mouth or rectum a solution of sodium bicarbonate with
glucose as a remedy against acidosis. Treat the convulsions by potassium bromide

Post-mortem Appearances.—Petechial hemorrhages in the gastric mucous membrane,
in the epicardlum and under the pleurs. The blood is usually dark and fluid. The
lungs are congested and cedematoixs. The brain is congested and cedematous. The liver
show fatty degeneration. The kidneys are congested and show cloudy swelling.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of poisoning may occur from the inhalation
of methyl chloride used In domestic refrigerating machines which are defective or are
being repaired.

When Inhaled for prolonged period, methyl chloride causes fatty degeneration of
the heart, liver, kidneys and central nervous system.

Methyl chloride Is not a cumulative poison but, after absorption, it is decomposed
Into methyl alcohol which accumulates In the system and is responsible for causing fatty
degeneration of the organs. Methyl chloride also splits up into hydrochloric acid and
formic acid. The hydrochloric acid causes acidosis and the formic acid is excreted in
the Urine,

Methyl Bromide, CH^r.—This is a non-inflammable, colourless gas, having an
ethereal odour, and la easily compressible into liquid form. It is employed m the manu-
facture of certain dyes and in the prparation of antipyrln. It is also used as a refri-
gerant, fire extinguisher, Insecticide and fumigant

When inhaled, methyl bromide produces irritation of the upper respiratory tract,
headache, giddiness, nausea, vomiting, and disturbances of vision and speech. These are
followed by an interval of hours and days during which the victim is able to carry on
his work without experiencing any toxic symptoms. Then, the symptoms suddenly
appear. These are lna>-ordination, muscular cramps, paralysis of the limbs, delirium,
mania, broncho-pneumonia or pulmonary oedema, cyanosis and death.

Contact with liquid methyl bromide causes serere vesicular irritative dermatitis and
bums of the second degree.

The treatment consists In the administration of oxygen and artificial respiration if

necessary, and adrenaline chloride or glutathione.

The post-mortem appearances are congestion of the brain, lungs, liver, spleen and
kidneys. Scattered minute multiple hoEimorrhages in the brain, heart, lungs and spleen
have been found in a case who died after exposing himself to methyl bromide in fire

extinguishers for 3 days.
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL (HOCH,-CH,OH)

Ethylene glycol chemically occupies a position between ethyl alcohol and glycerdi.

It Is an odourless, clear, colourless liquid 'with a bitter sweet taste. Its main uses are as

an antifreeze agent, as a solvent and In electrolytic condensers.
Symptoms.—Chiefly related to cerebral damage shoTV'lng chemical menlngoencephe-

litis, lungs-producing cedema, and renal failure causing albuminuria and even anurii*.

coma, low blood pressure and death.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Varies between 200 to 400 ml. though a recovery
after 240 ml is reported by H. 8. Kahn and R, j. Brotchner.i* Most cases die In 12

houre. LP. Rossi* reports the death of a man 12 days after taking about 140 to 280 mt

1 h
poisoning are due to drinking antifreeze accidentally or as a substitute for

AMYL ALCOHOL, C^jj.OH
MnsUtulent of fusel oil formed In the manufacture of potato branriJ

b'*"' n-ashlng vrtth nrater and subsequent purlflcatlon. It h «

^
disagreeable, penetrating odour and an acrid taste. It Is rW

S n tw”' It In aU proportions with alcohol and ethen K

Sr StrafflorTa^nt
essences, aniline dyes, etc., and Is also used M

eontracted pupils, restlessness, loss of mu^
i.^Si enlnpae. The breath may have an odour reseaitlM

hours. Wh^n ^ cases the symptoms may be delayed for

iStaJd^lve, sympto^ are of nkrked irritation o the

stand or waL.
‘ ^ * li«adache. nausea, giddiness, choking sensation, and inability to

8tart^^*mcUlT^*i^Hrtn^
stomach and give stimulants. Give oxygen tnhalatio^

Post-mortem up the body heat by warm blankets, eto

stomach, the mueoua 1?®** alcohol is noticed on opening tttf

are congested. The lun^a^* ^*4.^J? congested. The abdominal ore^
nsually tun ol nuld whlS Sy^eST^fe ™eu'’o?amyl?lS!^

AilYL NITRITE. CjH„.ONO

distilled betwM?i“2S*‘’Jnd‘CTrp”?/'f nitrous add and amyl alcohol that has
a fragrant odour and a ouneent ^5“°^' Inflammable. voIatUe liquid, poss^f
with alcohol and with ether, it

^ insoluble in water, but miscib.

WtiratroiJ^puiS o!°a^rn^*nal^ of amyl nitrite the stomach becomes ert^
pulse becomes thre^v Ind^A^ stomach, nausea, vomiting and
from fmiure of convulsions, passes Into a state o^,

flushing of inhaled. It causes dilatton of

i”jl ,«nyl nitrite conv^ ^ ol fulness about the
methaaemoglobln. renders the bj^

corpuscles. A teaspoonful tak^ oxygenating function of the red blo»

A retired medical man Mifr^ ,
^ caused polronous symptoms.

reports a '’*^7 severe symptoms, but eventually
amyl nitrite proved fataLin ® •" which the Inhalation of half-an-ounce of

TmtmenU-V/ash out tt,-
c 1}. Start artlflclal respiration. adrenaline or ephedrine hypodennl'

Post-mortem App«arancea_Tr ..

''*=‘^**7. and give oxygen inhalation.

‘he lung, and other oWg
gated and both ^ ^ So-

Tn^-neuw h^t'eoSr’bS''^

'jlijl 1^ lerms amyl alcohol and potassluc

KlcS ‘^"h.la-PoucaUng b- _
Amrl nitrite taken by u,

accidental, and rarer

h. bt hctlre than when Inhaled, aa
,^** Ann. /RfcTB, tjtd^ y2 . p

juice Is Immediately decomposed. Aft^

Ma Srriteil'‘^^h,^™^«ci j, dune 8, 1956, pp.
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absorption in the blood amyl nitrite undergoes partial oxidation, and appears in the

urine as nitrates and nitrites of the alkalies.

METACETALDEHYDE (ACETALDEHYDE ). (CjHjO)*

This Is prepared by the condensation of acetylene and water by the catalytic action

of acid and salts of mercury. It is a white, crystalline compound. Insoluble in water and
most organic solvents. It is non-voltaile and non-explosive at the ordinary tempera-

ture. It bums without smoke and without leaving any ash, when a flame is applied to

it. It is extensively used as a substitute for methjdat^ spirit as a fuel, and is supplied

In the form of white elongated tablets under the trade name of “meta fuel”. A tablet

is usually about 2 Indies long and i inch thick, and weighs, on an average, a little above
4.4 grammes or nearly 70 grains.

When taken Internally, metacetaldehyds is absorbed slowly from the intestine, and
acts locally on the gastro-intestlnal tract and remotely on the central nervous system.

Symptoms.—^The symptoms appear soon after the poison is taken, or they may be
delayed for two or more hours. These are nausea, severe retching, vomiting, pain in

the abdomen, rise of temperature even upto IW* or 105*P., cramps, convulsions, cyano-
sis, stupor, coma and death from respiratory failure. Albuminuria is usually a common
symptom.

Fatal Dase.—The minlmiim fatal dose for an adult is not known, but two tablets^!

of meta fuel have caused toxic symptoms and six tabletsJr have proved fatal.

Fatal Period.—Death may occur In from twelve to thirty-st.x hours, or it may be
delayed for three or four dal’s.

. Treatment.~\Vash out the stomach with a solution containing sodium bicarbonate,

and give a saline puigative. Give Intravenous saline drip with 2/5 molar sodiumlactate
for cramps and vomiting. Give hypodermically cardiac stimulants. Administer oxygen
by Inhalation and start artificial respiration, if necessary. Treat convulsions by lumlnol
or paraldehyde.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Signs of irritation in the stomach and the small intes-

tine. The vrtiite particles of meta fuel may be present in the stomach contents. Tlie
liver shows fatty degeneration. The kidneys show cloudy swelling. The brain and its

meninges are hypersemic.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of poisoning occur in children, as they
occasionally eat meta fuel tablets in mistake for sweets. Suicidal cases of poisoning
occur in adults. •

FORALDEHYDE, H.CHO
This is formed when methyl alcohol vapour and air are passed over a red hot spiral

of platinum wire. It is a colourless gas, posseting a strong pungent irritating odour.
It is soluble In water, a ^ to 41 per cent solution being a pharmacopcelal preparation.
Liquor Formaldehj/dl. commercially known as formalin or formoL It Is used as a dis.-

infectant for the fumigation of rooms, as a preservative for pathological speimens, and
In the preparation of artificial ivory, celluloid, horn and plastics. It is also frequently
used as a preservative for food, especially milk.

Symptoms.—^The vapour, when inhaled, irritates the eyes and air-passages and
.causes painful irritation when it comes in contact with the skm. The liquid solution,
when swallowed, produces a burning pain in the mouth, throat and abdomen, nausea,
vomiting containing blood and mucus, contracted pupils, flushed face, and painful stools.
The vomited matter and stools have the strong odour of formaldehyde. There mav be
suppression of urine. If urine Is passed. It contains formic acid which is the cause of
acidosis and renal damage. Death may occur Xrom dyspncea and heart failure. In some
cases the narcotic symptoms, viz. giddiness, unconsciousness and stertorous breathing, are
more prominent and supervene soon after the solution is swallowed. In a case reported
by Moorhead imconsdousness supervened in three minutes after about 3 ounces of 4 per
cent formaldehyde were taken.u

March24 reports a case in which a boj*, aged 7 years, drank half-an ounce of com-
mercial formalin in mistake for lemonade. In about 15 minutes he was somewhat
collapsed, though quite sensible. He complained of a burning pain in his throat and
epigasturium. His pulse was rapid and weak. He had vomited once bringing up a
quantity of clear, greenish fluid, and he was gasping for breath. He improved under the
usual treatment, and on the following day he was in his usual health except that he
complained of slight pain in the throat, and made an uneventful recovery’ since then

21. SammL u. Vergiftungs]^ 1936, 1, 73; Med. Annual, 1940 n 460
22. Lancet, July 22. 1933, p. 194. 23. Brit. Med. Jour.. Nov. 23. 1912, p. 1470
’24. Ibid., Oct. 15. 1927, p. 687.
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Fatal Dose.—Half-an-ounce of formalin may be regarded as a dangerous dose, while
one to three ounces have proved fatal. On the other hand, recovery has occured from
a dose of four fluid ounces of formaldehyde.^

u
Period.—This usually varies from a few hours to one or two days. Tlie

shortest period is 20 minutes in a case, where a man, aged 69 years, died after taking
two to three ounces of commercial formalin.26

out the stomach with a large amount of dilute 0.1 per cent solu-
These unite with formaldehyde, and form a non-polsonous compound.

Givp^rt?nifii
Jfnown as methenamine, urotroplne or hexamine.

e rtlllclal respiration if required and oxygen inhalation for pulmonary cedema.

fonnalin maThp ^ and congested. The smell of

m?? ba
2" opening the body. The mucous membrane of the stomach

t0UEh*^like1p:ih^r extravosations of blood, or may be hard and

stomach Tha int'pcfT^*
duodenum may present the same appearances as those of the

klSm m^- nrpw" congested.. The liver may show fatty degeneration. The

patens of bron*^h2!l!'«
Changes. The lungs are congested or may showpatches of broncho-pneumonla. The membranes of the brain are congested. .

when trTatId
may be recovered by distillation. The distillate,

product hSnmS solution of silver nitrate and gently heated, will

2 drops of aT Per cent^Mh^ni
solution of phenylhydrazlne hydrochloride. 1 or

solution of sodiwm ^ 2
of sodium -nltroprusside and 10 drops of a 10 percent

in the p?«IS?e
to 2 cc. of the distillate, a blue colour develops

yellowteS
fofuialdehyde. The blue colour changes to green and lastly to

have been poisoning by formaldehyde

which formal^hvde was uspH^^v?

^

i^®^n fatal. A cases’ is recorded in

of age was severely bea^^^hu^'K criminal Intent. A young wife of 15 years

about a 31 per cent solution of fatherdn-law. and some quantity of

caused her £it pain and iJiml io^ poured over her head. The solution

and the skin 2t her be pSlng^! ^
ETHER

ETHER. ETHYLTC ETHER OR
fcitlYL OXIDE), CJIj.OCjH

Prepared Irom ethyl alcohol by Interaction

peculiar penetratlne odour a Leetl.h ^
“ “’“"''raa. nioPllo llaaW. bavin? a

tlon as an ansthetlc. u dlsSl ‘ / hand volatile oils but sparingly m JltJl i* .

” chloroform and fixed

mable and Its vapour forms an ;
volatUe and highly Inflam-

oxlde in certain proportions tho J?
mixture with air, oxygen or nitrous

6 per cent by volume renders varying from 1.8 to

gerous to employ ether as an a
®«Pioslve. It Is. therefore, .dan-

is required or an actual caute^ operations where a naked flame
at the Queen Mary's Hosnital

used. An unusual case”, occurred
uccUent rcsuttlne In Iracture ol

^ “eed 16, had a cycling
under the antusthetlc ol ether anu operation was performed
warm air had to be used to keen .a ^n the course of the operation
a dental syringe. On the third amSfell''"*'® « '“'ds applied with

•'0 'dd's throa?^' a
*'?" dyf>hEo un explo.slon occur-

ot'dle h“"
“'hMcs. At the autopsy followed, and he died

mnluh “Pdpse of the lunS“*!l *’0 ““O rupture

WUM? “roncr's Inguest It
"d® “'gn of burning In the

mwf ’"drmed w“ 7J„ >" evidence that the light at
table, and there was no naked away from the operatl.-.g

Ether is sometimes tskAn «
Ether being a hablt-fonning dru?^i'M,“ “"Pstltutc for alcoholic drinks

-s ii.T. , T- ' dive ruc to addiction.
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Symptoms.—When swallowed, ether causes a burning pain In the throat
and abdomen, and an Intense degree of Intoxication, which resembles that
due to alcohol but Is of a shorter duration.

Persons habituated to the use of ether as an intoxicating drink 'may
suffer from chronic gastric troubles and nervous symptoms, such as trem-
bling of the hands, muscular weakness, cramps, headache, palpitation, and
ringing in the ears.

.When Inhaled, ether acts as a general anaesthetic Just like chloroform,
but its vapour Is liable to cause more irritation of the air-passage and more
secretion of mucus and saliva. The pulse and breathing become slow, and
consciousness Is soon lost. An overdose causes death by paralysis of fJie

respiratory centre, but may, in some cases, cause death by failure of the
heart, especially if it Is diseased. Wilson^* described convulsions as s new*
complication .of ether ancesthesla In fatal and hori-fatal cases. He investi-

gated these cases and came to the conclusion that the convulsions were, toxic

In origin and due to the presence in the ether of impurities, such as '‘acetal-

dehyde and “peroxide’’. It is also suggested that these convulsions are asso-
ciated with prolonged anaesthesia, high temperature of the operating room,
especially during summer, the previous administration of atropine and' the
presence of toxaemia or sepsis. On the contrary, Kemp” Is of the opinion that
ether convulsions are due to interference -with or Inhibition of cerebral cell

respiration.
.

'
.

•
' ^

'

Delayed poisoning does not occur alter the inhalation of ether.

Fatal Dose.—Two to four fluid drachms, when taken Internally, are likely

to cause intoxication. On fluid ounce may prove fatal to an adult, although
larger quantities can be borne by Individuals accustomed to its use.

The concentration .of ether necessary to produce anasthesla reasonably
quickly is about 8 per cent by volume or 15 per cent by weight In the inspired
air. . The- concentration of ether reaching 0.14 'per cent in the blood Is

sufficient to cause ancesthesla. When the concentration of ether reaches 11
per-cent by volume In the inspired air. there Is a distinct danger to life. The
inhalation 'of .two-and-a-half ounces of ether has caused death.3®

'

Fatal Period.—^Death may occur at any time during ether administration
or it may occur from pulmonary complications hours or days after 'recovery
from' ether anaesthesia. -

' ’ '
-

. Treatmenf.-^-Tjavage of . the stomach, and cardiac and respiratory . stimiiV
lants are’ indicated,' if .ether has been swallowed. Fresh air, respiratory. stimu-
lants, “such as ammonia, ' artlflcial respiration, inhalation 'of oi^gen .’aiid

strychnine hypodermically 'axe' .indicated In' cases 'where -’Tesplratlon or the
' heart’s ' action-sto^'* during ether anaesthesia. Sodium amytal and glucose in
saline • may ' be ' administered to control the convulsions. - *

Post-mortem Appearances.—The brain is pinker - than normal and is
slightly cedematous. The strong smell of ether Is* noticed on' opening the
thoracic cavity. The trachea contains a little frothy mucus. Trie lungs are
congested.- and exude a good deal of oed^atous fluid smelling- strongly of
ether. • • -

•
' ' •

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental poisoning occurs 'from ether employed as
an anesthetic for general surgery. .Ether Is sometimes swallowed or Inhaled
for suicidal purposes. It is rarely used for homicidal purposes. '

i

Ether Is excreted largely through the lungs - and partly 'through the
kidneys. - • • - ... .

• -— ••• f
•

28. Lancet. May 28.' 1927. p. 1117. 29. Brit. Med. Jour.'. April 1, 1944, Vol. I, p. 477.
30. Holland. Med, Chem. and Toxic., Ed. V, p. 400.

' ' '
' - •
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ETHYL CHLORIDE C^HjCl

This Is prepared by wanning a saturated solution of hydrochloric add in ethyl
aiconol In the presence of anhydrous zinc chlOTide. It occurs as a gas at the ordinary
temperature and pressure, but is usually condensed into a colourless, mobile, inflammable

1^'C
^ * liquid, possessing a pleasant, ethereal odour and a burning taste. It bolls at

When ^ed as a spray, ethyl chloride freezes the skin and surrounding tissues owing
to ite rapid volatility, and produces local anmsthesla for minor surgical work. Its pro-
longed use may cause local sloughing of the tissues. It Is administered by Inhalation as a

ames^etic for performing operations of short duration. It Is sometimes used to
induce anasthesla previous to the administration of ether or chloroform.

syraptoms. when It is Inhaled In the concenlraUd

SSrti.iS’SSJf .V"’
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are first dilated, but become contracted as In natural sleep. Frequently there
is a tendency to vomit. The pulse and respirations are increased in frequency.
This stage lasts rarely for more than four minutes.

2. Stage of Degression iAnoeesthcsla).—During this stage the patient
becomes completely unconscious and loses all sensibility. The comeal and
other reflexes are lost. The pulse and respirations become slow and feeble.

The pupils are contracted. The temperature Is sub-normal and the skin is

cold and moist. All the muscles are relaxed, and the limbs can be bent In
any direction. Surgical operations are performed during this stage, which
can be maintained for hours. If the Inhalation is stopped, the condition may
ordinarily last for twenty to forty minutes, although It may last for a much
longer period in some cases. Sometimes, fatal .results occur after the withdrawal
of the inhalation.

3. Stage of Paralysis.—It the Inhalation be still continued, the patient
passes Into the stage of paralysis. The muscular tone Is abolished, and con-
'sequently the muscles become quite flaccid. The urine and faeces are passed
involuntarily. The Ups become blue. The surface is cyanosed and bathed
in cold perspiration. The pupils are widely dilated. The respirations

become slow and irregular with a long pause. The pulse is weak and irregular.

Death occurs from stoppage of the heart’s action or from respiratory paralysis.

It may also occur at any stage,.when It may be due to the heart’s paralysis or
asphyxia brought about by the passage of vomited matter or blood into the
air-passages, or by the closure of the glottis from the pressure of the tongue,
or possibly by status lymphaticus in the case of children.

Delayed chloroform poisoning occurs about ten hours to six days after
recovery from anassthesia, especially if the quantity administered was large
and continued for a long time. It is more common in persons suffering from
acetonurla, rickets, hepatic disorders, and wasting diseases, and is especially

frequent In children. The symptoms, which resemble those of phosphorus
poisoning, are restlessness, violent and persistent vomiting, sometimes "coffee

ground", jaundice, tenderness over the liver, frequent pulse, ketosis, ohguria.
u^mla, delirium, coma and death. Sometimes, there may be cutaneous
hsemorrhages. The urine contains acetone and diacetic acid. The post-
mortem examination shows fatty degeneration of the liver, heart and kidneys.

Reidiisi reports seven cases of late deaths from chlorolonn 'which occurred in his
clinic in the course of nine da>’S in May 1925. After a so-caUed Incubation period of
24 to 36 hours the patients became restless with a frequent pulse, somnolence, sublcteric
discoloration of me sclerotlcs and skin, delirium and a rise of temperature often as high
as 104*P. They rapidly grew weaker, and death followed in 2i to 3 days In children and
In 4 or 5 days in adults At the necropsy acute yellow atrophy of the liver was found
in all the seven cases. The principal post-mortra finding was severe degeneration of
the liver, shown by fatty degeneration of the liver cells with necrosis of the centre of
the acini.

Fatal Dose.—It is difficult to ascertain the exact lethal dose. Large
quantities have been inhaled during surgical operations without any dele-
terious effects. A concentration of two to three per cent of chloroform in
air is the limit of safety for Inducing surgical ansesthesla; whereas the concen-
tration of five per cent or more Is considered dangerous. A concentration
of 0.035 per cent by weight of chloroform In the blood produces anassthesla.
while a concentration of 0.06 per cent by weight In the blood causes death.’’^

Fatal Period.—Death may occur within a few minutes of the beginning of
administration or at any time during the course of ansesthesla. Death from
delayed poisoning occurs from ten hours to twenty days, the average period
being four to five days.

32. Med. Klin., June 4. 1926, p. 899; Brit. Med, Jour.. Aug. 14, 1926, Epitome, p. 23.
33. Clark, Applied Phannacologi', Ed. V, p. 1$4.
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inhalation, lower the head and pull the tongue forward
either with a pair of forceps of by carrying the lower jaw forward with the
an s. start artificial respiration and apply the faradic current or use oxy-

gen inhalation. Administer hypodermic injections of strychnine, caffeine or
ether, and start cardiac massage by the sub-dlaphragmatlc route.

treatment of delayed chloroform poisoning consists In the admlnlstra-
Intravenous Injections of normal saline. Glucose, may

P®*" ^ectum to combat the acidosis or give

lactate. A light nutritious diet consisting of

hrrnrc hofn-^
ohydiates should be given as a prophylactic measure four or five

hours before chloroform inhalation.
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delayed for some days,

milk. Give demulcent drinw "^'h It out with warm water and

Strychnine, digitalis caffpinp hypodermic Injections of

containing whisky. Keen un Vh7 or ether. Give an enema
Resort to artificial resplratio^n warmth and mustard plaster.

Post-mortem ApoearanVl- If necessary,
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3. Add 1 or 2 cc, of an alcoholic solution of caustic potash and a drop of
aniline to 1 to 3 cc. of a mixture containing chloroform and heat. A disagree-
able odour is given off due to the formation of phenylisocyanlde or phenyl-
carbylamine. The equation representing the result is CHCI3 -f 3KOH
+ CjHjNHj 5= CjHjNC + 3KC1 + 3HjO. The odour is perceptible when
chloroform Is present In the proportion of 1 ; 5,000.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental deaths occurlng during chloroform
ansssthesia must at once be reported to the police, who should investigate
into the cause of death for the satisfaction of the public and for exonerating
the medical man from any fault or dlsadventure on his part. The law Is not
clear as regards the legal responsibility of the anaesthetist or surgeon In such
accidental deaths. At any rate the surgeon Is certainly responsible, if the
anassthctlst happens to be non-quallfied. Unfortunately this Is usually the
case Is outlandish branch dispensarless In India.

Chloroform inhalation is occasionally used, for suicidal purposes, but
more often such deaths are accidental owing to its having been inhaled to
relieve pain, or to produce- sleep. In his annual report, for the year 1907,

Ral Bahadur Chooni Lai Bose, Chemical Examiner of Bengal, mentions a case'

in which an Anglo-Indian woman committed suicide by inhaling chloroform.

Chloroform inhalation has been rarely used as a homicidal agent. It

has been frequently reported In the secular press that chloroform vapour Is

used to facilitate theft or rape, but it is doubtful if any authentic cases have
occured. However, In such cases two quesstions of medico-legal Importance
are likely to arise; viz. (1). whether an individual can be rendered insensible
all at once by chloroform inhalation, and (2) -whether a sleeping person can
be anseslhetized without awaking.

1. Whether' an individual can be rendered insensible all at once by,

chlorolorm inhaZaflon.—In ordinary circumstances it requires from' two to
ten minutes to anesthetize a person with chloroform, properly diluted with
air. Hence a'person may resist if .an attempt is made to chloroform him
against his will, - unless he is much weaker than his assailant or is over-

powered by several assailants and rendered unfit to struggle. Qn the
contrary, ‘death is like^v to result, if an attempt is made to render a person
suddenly unconscious by the concentrated vapour of chloroform.

.

2. Whether a sleeping person -can be ancesthetized loithout awaking.

—

It is a tact that operations have been performed on sleeping children after
bringing them under chloroform anaesthesia without awaking them, but ‘In

the case of adults, it 'is possible to do so only by skilled and experienced
anesthetists, but that too in a' very few cases.

In addition to the patient suffering from toxic symptoms, the anaesthetist
and other attendants may be- affected by poisonous 'symptoms resulting in
death. If chloroform was used for a long time In an Ul-ventllated-robm lighted
by gas burners or lamps'. .

-

Owing to Its taste and smell, liquid chloroform Is rarely given by the
mouth as a homicidal poison though it is sometimes taken for suicidal pur-
poses, but more often It is swallowed accidentally.

The Chemical Examiner of Bengal^ reports the case of a prostitute who was drug-
ged with chloroform by two persons on the night of the 14th Becember 1914. The hlstor>'
of the case showed that she drank liquor with these persons and shortly afterwards fell
asleep. When she woke up, she found that the visitors had gone and her ornaments were
missing, a bottle left in the room was found to contain a small quantity of chloroform
scented with essence of roses. In his annual report for 1938. the Chemical E.xaminer of
Madras reports a case where a young man committed suicide by swallowing chloroform.
About fifty-seven grains of chloroform were detected In his vicera. .

34. ;nd. Med.'Gaz., Aug. 1915, p. 3M.
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Chloroform Is not Infrequently swallowed as an Intoxicant, and Hofman-
HeberdaJs reports that several cases of poisoning occurred among the Russian

prisoners during the First Great War by drinking chloroform as a substitute

for alcohol. In his letter dated the 26th September 1946 addressed to Modi,

the Chemical Analyser, Bombay, describes two cases, where two Hindu
males died after taking chloroform In place of alcohol.

Elimination.—Chloroform Is eliminated mainly by the lungs, and may be

detected there some days after death. A small quantity may be excreted

In the urine, perspiration and milk- Chloroform may be re-secreted In the

stomach, even If introduced hypodemlcally Into the system.

AVERTIN (BROMirrHOL OR SOLUTION OP TRIBROMOETHYL ALCOHOL)
wntalns two parts of trlbromoethyl alcohol dissolved in one part of amylsne

r
® ^ minim per pound of body weight by rectal Injection,

soluble In water, and the aqueous solution, when heated to above 40*C. end
^ ® decomposes Into dibromoacetaldehyde and hydrobromic acid,

irritant to the rectal mucous membrane. It is also inflammable and
%oiaiue and must not, therefore, be used near a flame. It Is 'an unstable compound.

produces toxic symptoms, the chief being headache,
pressure and death from respiratory paralysis. It causes fatty

d^encratlon or acute yellow atrophy of the liver and degenerative^ changes in the kid-

intravenous 5 to 10 per cent glucose in normal salme-
uxjgen and artificial respiration, if necessary. •

CARBON TETRACHLORtDB <TETRACHLOR»MCTHANE), CCl*
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Treatment.—If carbon tetracliloride has been inhaled, the patient must be removed
at once into the open air, and artificial resplratton must be started- Oxygen should be
administered by inhalation. Later, hot tea or coffee may be given as a stimulant In
rases where the drug has been swallowed, the stomach should be washed out, and a
saline purgative should be ^ven Immediately. Alcohol, fats or oils should be avoided,
but calcium salts should b administered. A high protein, high carbohydrate diet, wltli

2 grammes of methionine three times a day is also recommended- A case is recorded
in which a man who took 30 to 40 cc. of carbon tetrachloride was successfully treated
by casein digest and dl-methionlne, administered partly orally and partly intravenously.<o

Post-mortem Appearances.—On opening the body the smell of carbon tetrachloride
may be perceptible in the thora-x and abdomen. There may be small haemorrhagic
patches In the kidneys and In the gastro-lntestlnal tract There may also be inflam-
mation of the small bronchial tubes and necrosis of the liver. A centrilobular necrosis
and diffuse fatty Infllteration In liver and a microscopic picture of lower nephron neph-
rosis In kidneys has been reported.

Chemical Analysis.—Like chloroform, carbon tetrachloride Is separated from oi^a-
nic mixtures by distillation.' It responds to the phenyllsocj'anide test, but not to the ft-
naphthol test. If it is heated with an alcoholic solution, of potassium hydroxide, it forms
poatasslum chloride and potassium carbonate. If chloroform Is similarly treated, it forms
potassium chloride and potassium formate.

Medico-Legal Polnts^-Cases of poisoning by carbon tetrachloride are mostly acci-
dental. A cased of mass poisoning by carbon tetrachloride occurred among 66 persons
followed by 20 deaths after consuming various quantities of a proprietary spirit hair
lotion which contained 1.4 per cent of carbon tetrachloride.

When fire extinguishers of carbon tetrachloride are used in a closed room with a
high temperature, highly poisonous phosgene gas Is formed. It is, therefore, dangerous
to use such fire extinguishers In closed rooms.

Khalil« has demonstrated that the toxicity of the drug Is due to impurities, pro-
bably sulphur compounds, which can be got rid of by fractioning the carbon tetrachloride
wd throwing away the first portion of the distillate (about 1 per cent of the total quan-
tity). Lamson and his co-workers4^ have shown that alcohol and fatty substances should
not be given before or soon after^the administration of this drug either by mouth or by
inhalation, as they greatly Increase the rapidity of Its absorption and Its toxicity. They
have also proved experimentally that calcium deflriency in the organism causes its in-
creased toxicity.

TRTRACHLORHTHANE (ACETYLENE TEmACHLORIDE). CjHjCl,

This substance is & colourless, ncn-inflammable. volatile oily liquid, having a sweetish
odour and taste suggestive of chloroform and boiling at 146*-147'C. It is used as a
wlvent for varnishes, especially cellulose acetate, as a constituent of the varnish or
"dope” applied to the canvas wings of aeroplanes and in the manufacture of artificial
silk, artificial pearls and non-inflammable cinema films. It is also used as an insecticide
for weevils and for white fly on tomato plants.

Acute Poisoning.—Symptoms.—When liquid tetrachlorethane is taken internally, the
chief symptoms are a sweetish smell like that of chloroform from the breath, frothy fluid
at the mouth and nostrils, cyanosis, shallow respiration, loss of consciousness, coma and
death.

Treatment.—Eliminate the poinson by washing out the stomach and treat coma and
other symptoms as they arise.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Hypersrmia of the mucous membrane of the lower end
of the oesophagus and the stomach with small, superficial erosions at its cardiac and
pyloric ends; cloudy swelling and congestion of the liver and congession of the kidneys
and lungs, the brain is congested and radematous.

Chronic Poisoning.—Symptoms.—When the vapours of tetrachlorethane are inhaled,
the symptoms are fatigue, loss of appetite, nausea, headache, drowsiness and constipation
After a few days vomiting and jaundice develop. These are followed by stupor, convul-
sions. delirium, coma and death. Occasionally there may be emaciation, anaemia, htemo-
globlnuria and haemolysis or toxic polyneuritis.

Trealment^Remove the patient from the source of danger and give complete rest.
Administer oxygen by inhalation and give internally sodium carbonate and sodium citrate
in water and also saline purgatives. Later a high protein, high carbohydrate diet

40. Beattie, Herbert, Wechtl and Steele, Brit, iled. Jour,, Feb 12 1944 p 209
41. A. Alha. Ann. Med. Intern, /enn. SappL. 8. 39. 1951, pp. 1-32; Abstracts of ‘world

Med.. May 1951, VoL 9, p. 465.

42. Lancet. Mar^ 13. 1926, p. 547.

43. Jour. Avter. Med. Assoc., Feb. 4, 1928, p. 345.
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Post-mortem Appearaaces.—Acute*yellow atrophy of the liver Is often seen In death
of the vapours. There may also be fatty degenerative changes in the

MedictvLegal Points.^—^Tetrachlorethane is a powerful poison and causes acute and

w Acute poisoning occurs from swallowing large quantities of liquid

a narcotic action. Chronic poisoning is caused by the inha-

I

® of tetrachlorethane and occurs mostly among workers in factories,^ poisoning, tetrachlorethane acts chiefly on the Uver
causing death from necrosis of the liver.

Acute poisoning by tetrachlorethane Is generally suiddal and rarely accidental. This
drug is not known to have been used as a homicidal poison-
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DJ3.T. is taken accidentally and suicldally. When swallowed, an oily solution of
DX>.T„ acts'Iocally as an irritant and remotely as a nerve poison. In pure solid form
VD.T. is not absorbed by the skin, but, when dissolved in kerosene oil or any organic
solvent, it is readily absorbed in this way, and produces poisonous symptoms. D.D.T.
emulsions and oily solutions may be readUy absorbed by the lungs on Inhalation and
cause poisoning.

Symptoms.—Nausea, vomiting, coughing, excitabilitj*. vertigo, muscular tremors,
convulsions, Inco-ordlnatlon, tingling in the arms and legs, paralysis of the legs, pul-
monary cedema, unconsciousness, coma or collapse and death from respiratory failure.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—It has been estimated that a lethal dose for man is

between 150 and 603 mg. per kilogramme of body weight About one-third of an ounce
of solid DJ3.T., l.e. about half a gallon in solution, would be fatal to an adulM9 a male
cldld.W 19 months old, died In lour hours alter "swallo^ng about an ounce of a 5 per
cent solution of D.D.T. in kerosene. A farm labourer,5i aged 32 years, died in less than
an hour after he had taken 6 ounces of concentrated emulsion containing 34 g. of DJ3.T.
and 2.4 ounces of methylcychlohexanone.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach and treat the symptoms. Inject atropine hjTO-
dermicaUy. Administer calcium gulconate intravenously. If necessary, resort to arti-
ficial respiration and give oxygen. Give paraldehyde for con\’Ulsions.

- Post-mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of the stomach and upper part
of the small intestine is hypermmlc with submucoris hsemorrhages. The stomach usually
gives off the smell of kerosene oU. The spleen and liver are congested- The lungs are
congested and oedematous. The brain Is congested.

Chronic Poisoning.—This may occur from slow absorption of the oily emulsion by .

the skin and from the ingestion of small amounts of the material over a long period.

Symptoms.—These are loss of appetite, mental an.xiety, insomnia, aching pain in the
legs, muscular weakness and tremors, ansemla, emaciation, convulsions, coma and death.
There Is also Increased susceptibility to various infections.

Treatment.—Cathartics, fats or oils should not be given, as they promote absorption.
Phenobarbital may be administered to control tremors and convulsions.

Persons employed for dusting and spraying D.D.T. should use goggles for the eyes,,
and should wear respirators and protective clothing when there Is a possibility of the

'Oily emulsion contaminating the sldn.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The liver and the kidneys may show necrosis and dege-
nerative changes.

BROMOFORM (TRIBROMOMETHNE), CHBr,

This is a heavy, limpid, colourless, volatile, sweet liquid, which Is soluble in chloro-
form and ether, but slightly soluble in water. It is a BT».0. preparation and is ad-
ministered to children in i to 2 minim doses for whooping cough. Being slightly soluble
in water and a heavy liquid, it has a tendency to settle down at the bottom and, if taken
without shaking the bottle, it is apt to -produce poisonous symptoms. Almost all the
cases ofrpoisoning so far recorded have occured among children.

Symptoms.—These are very similar to those caused by swallowing chloroform; the
the chief being vertigo, sleepiness, muscular relaxation, contracted pupils, insensibility,
stertorous breathiug.-weak; feeble,'. irregular jjulse, collapse and death; The vapour of
bromoform also pr^uc^ symptoiM suniiar to those caused' by choloroform inhalation.

Fatal Dose.—^Three or four minims of bromoform, each administered to two children
aged 2 and 4 years respectively, produced poisonous symptoms.sz Thirty-six minims of
^moform proved fatal to a girl, aged 5 years.S3 The drug was made up in a mixture
Jrtth mucilage and water and dispensed in a bottle. It settled down to the bottom, hence
the whole quantity was probably taken In the last dose from which she died On the
other hand, recovery has taken place after one drachm and a half swallowed by a girl
or 6 years.54

Fatal Period.—Death occurred in 5 hours in the above-mentioned case.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach wrth a solution of sodium carbonate or Condy's
fluid. Give oxygen and artificial respiration if required.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Odour of bromoform in the organs. Congestion of the
stomach and duodenum.

49. Pharm. Jour.. Feb. 16, 1946, p. 110.
50. Hill and Robinson, Brit. Med. Jour., Dec. 15, 1945. p. 845.
SL Bldden-Steele and Stuckey, Lancet, Aug. 17, 1946, p. 235.
52. BtokK. BriU Med. Jour., May 25, 1900, p. 1283.
53. Lancet, Dec. 31, 1898, p. 1816.
54. T. Brown Darling. Brit. Med. Jour„ June 2, 1900, p. 1340.
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IODOFORM (TRMODOMETHANE), CHIj

Iodoform occurs as an amorphous powder or as small, lustrous, lemon-coloured

hexagonal crjlals, having a very penetrating, persistent and disagreeable odour and

taste. It is insoluble in water, but dissolves in alcohol, ether, chloroform ana fixed and

volatile oils; melts at 119*C.

Symptoms.—These are faintness, giddiness, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, stia

eruptions, elevation of temperature, dfiat^ pupils, unconsciousness, quick pulse, stertor-

ous breathing, coma and death. In some cases there may be convulsions, hallucinatloas,

delirium and melaachola.

Fatal Dose,—Thirty grains taken internally have proved fatal, though recovery h«
ensued from larger doses. Llore than one drachm should not be applied to a wound at

a time.

Fat^ Period,—Oeath may occur in one day or after several -days. In one case dealb

occiOTed on toe 9th day after the Injection of an ethereal solution containing 45 grams
oi lodoform.5S

wound. Treat the symptoms. Intravenous or subcuta-
neous Injections of normal saline are regarded as beneficial.

nf
taken Internally, toe stomach should be washed out and large do^

should be administered. Brandy and other stimulants should be

given. Bromides should be given if delirium Is present.

mtv "“SS ana acute nephritis. Occasion”?
tty degeneration of toe heart, liver and kidney.

alcohoUc solution of caustic poatash. lodofonn
jieids free Iodine after it Is acidified with nitric acid.

*n
Points.-Iodoform Is now hardly used as an antiseptic and dislnff^^

MvS poisoning has ocunedfrom Wuseas adressing for

and SSlJSi injection of its ethereal solution in chronic absces^^'
Sun toe eStamnl

a^lnlstwtlon. The powdered form is ascrbed

CHLORAL HYDRATE (TRICHLOR-HTHYLIDENE'GLTCOL),
CC,.CH(OH),

'“’’Stance, havlne a peculiar. puMert
da pungent, bitter taste and meltinc at S7*p it is freely solobl-

l"thrcu“uawircr“'”™h^^ ““ rhuul“whe'n r?““e<. UP
iin an equal weight of camphor. The pharmacopalal dose Is 5 to 20 grains.

cnle Pobonine^Thls occurs from swallowing a large dose aU at once,

throat and'st^'^h
complains of a burning pain in the nioni^

not marked If the drug
swallowing a poisonous dose, b^lt

followed by drowsiness^
administered in a mucilaginous mixture. -

paaclnsln,^co^'’Srace r,?.“”'^^ “nd d«pJ«P
lar. the breathing is stertnrn.i« feeble and irr^
and the pupils are contrapti./

^ sub-normal teroperat

may be orthe sS^ De?,?"''®’"*’
«®^^latlnal or urticarial rg

respiratory centre. In a few case^Iii
ocean from paralysis of

^soon after swallowing the dru^*
<ifaih may occur from failure of the bra

of the drug in rnedlchiai'?t^°Sy” among persons habituated to the

Symptoms.-These are tori!
continued period,

matoas and urticarial erruption- n!I
®"^*^*intcstlnal Irritation with cryt^

and dyjpnma. Clonic convulsioT.*°” general weakness, slecplcsso^
sanity and Idiocy.

" sometimes occur. It has caused i-

Fatal Dmp,—
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grains have caused the death of an adult but as a rule fifty to seventy-five
grains would produce dangerous symptoms In an adult. On the other hand,
recoveries have followed much larger doses. In one' Instance, a man. about
35 years old, swallowed no less than 595 grains dissolved in lemon syrup,
but recovered In about 3 days.s7

Fatal Period.—^The usual fatal period Is about 8 to 12 hours, but death
may occur within a few minutes or may be delayed for two to three days.

Treatment.—^\Vash out the stomach with warm water. Alkalies may be
given to decompose chloral hydrate rcmajning in the stomach. Keep up the
body heat by the use of hot water bottles, blankets, massage and friction.

Give hypodermic injections of strychnine, caffeine, ether, etc. Perform arti-

ficial respiration and administer by Inhalation oxygen If necessary Intra-
venous hypertonic glucose solution is also useful.

In chronic poisoning the drug should be withdrawn, and tonics with a
liberal diet should be prescribed. It may be necessary to give stimulants,
such as strychnine and digitalis.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Softening, reddening and erosion of the
mucous membrane of the stomach. Peculiar odour of chloral hydrate may
be detected. The lungs, as well as the brain, are congested and gorged with
dark fluid blood. Fatty degeneration of the heart, liver and kidneys may
be detected in chronic poisoning.

Chemical Analysis.—The finely minced tissues are distilled with steam
In a 20 per cent solution of phosphoric acid. The distillate will give tlie

following tests for chloral hydrate:

—

1. Hessler’s reagent added to a few drops of the disttUlate produces a
yellow to reddish-brown precipitate, changing to grey or black.

2. Four drops of saturated phloroglucinol solution and 1 cc. of 20 per
cent sodium carbonate solution are added to l cc. of the distillate. About
half-an-hoiir later the colour changes from plnklsh-vIoIet to orange, red and
deep red. Chloroform and carbon tetrachloride do not give this reaction.

3. About 0.1 g. of resorcinol and 1 cc. of 15 per cent caustic soda solu-
tion are mixed with 2 to 3 cc, of the distillate, and the mixture is boiled, A
yellowish-red to red colour develops.

4. Heated with caustic potash solution, chloral hydrate is decomposed
Into chloroform and potassium formate. Chloroform Is known by its odour
and potassium formate by boiling it in solution with silver nitrate, which it

reduces to the metallic state.

Medico-Legal Points. Chloral hydrate is often used as a hypnotic in
medicine; hence ' accidental poinsonlng, followed by death in some cases, has
resulted from its Internal administration in too large doses. In 1925 a man,
aged 32 years, who was a victim to the opium habit, went to Lahore from
Jullundur and bought some drug in the hope of curing himself of the habit.
He took some of the drug and died Immediately. The remaining portion of
the medicine and the viscera removed from his body showed the presence of
chloral hydrate.ss

Accidental death resulted in one case in three hours after the intro-
duction of 5.86 grammes of chloral hydrate into the rectmn and in another
case In six minutes after the injection of 6 grammes into a vein for the
purpose of procuring surgical anaesthesia.?*

Chloral hydrate has been used in a few cases for suicidal purposes. It
has not been employed criminally udth the Intent of causing death but it has

57. Daley, Jnd. Med. Gaz., Oct. 1905. p. 40L
58, Punjab Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report. 1925, p, UL
69. Blylh, Poisons, their Egecti and Detection, Ed. V, p. 167.

XU.—42
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been administered with a view to stupefying the victim so as to

the commission of rape or robbery, and has sometimes caused deatn.

smell and taste of chloral hydrate are greatly masked by beer; hence it

easy to administer it with beer or some other foreign liquor. A
was offered beer one evening by two of her visitors. After the secon

of drinking she was made to leave the room for a couple of minutes on

pretext of getting some “pan.s*' <betel leaves), when chloral hydrate

surreptitiously mixed with the remaining beer. After the third glass of

beer the woman became drowsy and fell asleep, when her visitors snatc

away her gold ornaments and then tried to throttle her. In October 1 •

a case came to Modl's notice In which an Anglo-Indian administered chio

hydrate in an alcoholic drink to an Indian, and robbe'd him of his wrist

and some cash when he became unconscious. The Chemical .

detected 35.9 grains of chloral hydrate In 1.4 ounces of an orange-colour

liquid left in a phial found with the accused.

Chloral hydrate is known In certain districts of the Punjab as “Sukl^

Sharab” or dry wine, and Is often added to liquor to Increase its

A party of two died together as the result of a drinking bout. Four

from Ludhiana District were recorded In which chloral 'hydrate was detec

ed in the viscera.*!

Chloral hydrate is rapidly absorbed from the alimentary canal, and Is

carried to the central nervous system, where It has a depressing and ere

tually a paralysing effect. It Is also absorbed from the skin. In the tissue

chloral hyrate is converted into trichlorethyl alcohol which, combining
glycuronlc acid, forms non-potsonous urochlorallc acid, and is elimlnateo

this form in the urine. It Is eliminated partly unchanged by the kidneys

and to a small extent by the lungs. Traces are also excreted by the skin.

lifom!dia.--Thta Is a B.P.C. preparation, known as Liquor bromidl conJpo^^'. .

fluid drachm of which contains 15 grains each of chloral hydrate and potassium
the dose is i to 2 drachms. It Is used for procuring sleep and soothing the cervou*

occurred from Its overdose, the toxic effects being
conuined In It Cases of suicidal poisoning have also been

SSS; po^nnig hM occurred from Its contlnu^ use for a long tl^.gss.
bromldla for nervousness,

for 18 monUis. She was confused, disoriented as to time, showed loss o

brotS^U^ ^ ^ ^ey were trying to kUl her father ano

PARALDEHYDE <CH,CHO),

"" “"Plrasant', ethereal odour and an

form alcohol and volatiip nii«
* water and ts misctblc in solvent e^er,

the dose Of which U 30 to 120 “ Sithe dose of which Is 30 to 120 mln^s PJ'eparatlon. known
as n basal anaaihTtic.

»n‘n‘n« by mouth and 4 to 1 fluid ounce

This drug acts chiefly <
to Pafleen minuiea. and ts used l^nelng light and natural sleep _
diseases and also In mental diseasM

h^noUc In insomnia of cardiac and resplra

as a ba-sal an»sUietlVTtSlt^w\'SJ*‘*° P^r rectum or intravcno«gr

tered in excess, it may before an operation. tVhen admiai*'

pulsef^nconsctoi^^. headache giddiness. dUated pupil*. raP-^

ratal Dose and KataJ
^ respiratory failure,

p^jced toxic frmptonw j^bout ^ drachm of paraldehyde
adulL Death may occur in a few ounce.; wvruid probably prove fatal to »•

-r—r case*! is recorded where a man.case*? ia recorded where
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who was in the habit of taking one to two teaspoonfuls of the drug, took between to
3 ounces and went to bed at 11 pm., and was found dead at 8 am. On the other hand,
recoveries have followed the Ingestion of much larger doses. Nine ounces of paraldehyde
given per rectum in mistake for nine dirachms for a dental operation caused death in
five hours.<4

Treatment.—Give emetics or wash out the stomach with a solution of sodium bicar-
bonate and then give purgatives. Administer stimulants, svtch as caffeine, strychnine,
digitalis and coramine. Administer intravenously calcium gluconate and de.xtrose. Re-
sort to artificial ressplratlon and orj’gen Inhalation at high tension, if necessary. Employ
high rectal or colonic lavage with sodium bicarbonate solution, if paraldehyde has been
administered by- the rectum. .

Post-mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of the stomach is hypermmic
and may be slightly inflamed. The other viscera are usually congsted. There is gene-
rally a characteristic odour of paraldehyde when the cavities are opened.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental andsucidal cases of acute poisoning by paraldehyde,
though rare, have been recorded, A case« Is recorded where a rectal injection of half-
an-ounce of paraldehyde with three or four times its volume of water caused consi-
derable sloughing of the rectal mucous membrane. A ease is also recorded in which a
woman who W’as given a doseM of 31cc. of paraldehyde per rectum died in 8 hours and
20 minutes. It appears that the woman had idiosyncrasy for the drug, A a man, aged 32,
died at Boncasterai alter taking 2 dradims ol five years-old paraldehyde diluted with
equal amount of water. On analysis It was found to contain 40 per cent of actic acid.
Paraldehyde Is a polymer of three molecules of Acetaldehyde and can be oxidised by at-
mospheric oxygen to acetic acid, which acts as a corrosive poison, hence very old samples
can become so toxic as to be fataL

Persons, who take paraldehyde for a prolonged period, become addicted to its use
and suffer from the symptoms of chronic poisoning similar to those seen in chronic ai-

. ceholism. These are digestive disturbances, musaiiar weakness, tremors, disturbance of
speech, insomnia, emaciation, anemia, hallucinations, delusions and delirium.

Paraldehyde is mostly oxidized in the body, and about 5 per cent of it Is eliminated
In the breath to which it Imparts its unpleasant, ethereal odour.

SDLPHONAL (DIETHYL-SULPHONE-DIMirrHYL-MErHANE OR STJLPHONE-
METHANE) (CHj). C (SO.CjH^.

This occurs in tasteless, odourless, colourless, prismatic crystals or powder, soluble
m 450 parts of cold water, in IS parts of hot water, m 80 parts of 90 per cent alcohol, in
90 parts of ether and in. 3 pacts of chloroform. Ic is used in medicine as a hypnotic in 5
ro 20-grain doses.

Sympioms.—The symptoms of acute poisoning caused by excessive doses are giddi-
ness, headache, mental confuson with ataxic gait and thick speech, stupor, insensibility,
sometimes convulsions, feeble pulse, irregular and stertorous brathing, subnormal or
elevated temperature, marked cyanosis and coma. Broncho-pneumonia may develop in
case coma is prolonged. 'Death may occur from failure of respiration, or the urine is

sometimes suppressed and death may result from anuria. Eruptions may be noticed on
the skin after a single large dose.

Sulphonal is excreted slowly In the urine as siilphonal and ethylsulphonic acid. It
may produce chronic poisoning by cumulative effects, even if administered in small quan-
tities for a prolonged period.

Chronic poisoning is characterized by pain in the stomach region, vomiting, consti-
pation, erythematous rashes, headache, muscular weakness, ataxia, confusion of thought
and hallucinations.' The urine is reddish-brown or port-wine coloured, and contains
hamatoporphyrln, unchanged sulphonal and albumin.

Fata! Dose.—Uncertain. Seventj'-five grains may be considered to be fatal to adults.
Thirty grains is the smallest quantity that has caused death. On the other hand, recovery
has followed a dose of 3 ounces

Fatal Period.—Uncertam. Death may take place after several hours or days.

Treatment.—Elimination and washing out of the stomach; administration of sodium
bicarbonate In dilute solution and stimulants; infusion of normal saline with 5 per cent
glucose, or transfusion of blood. Oxygen and artificial respiration If required.

64. Lancet. VoL I. 1929. p. 247.
65. Bobert Hutchbon, Bnf. Med. Jour., April. 12, 1930, p. 718.
66. Jacob Kotz, George B. Roth and W. A. Ryon, Jowr. Amer. Sled. Assoc., June 2^

1930. p, 2U5.
67. Brit. Med. Jour.. Nov. 6. 1954. p. 1114.
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Post-morlem Appearances^Redderling and ecchymosis of the

denum. Congrestion of tJie liver and other internal organs. Fatty degeneration

heart, liver and kidneys.

Chemical Tests.—1. Hydrogen sulphide is liberated if sulphonal be heated a er

adding iron powder and hydrochloric add.

2. Sulphonal gives off a garlicky odour of mercaptan, if it is heated with charcoa

in a test tube. .

^Icdico-Legal Points.—Accidental ca.ses of poisoning by sulphonal have
.

from large doses or from the injudicious use of Uie drug by patients themselves w«
consulting their physician. A few suicidal cases have also occurred.

Trional (Melhylethyi-melhane-diethyl sulphone or Methyl
as a white, crystalline powder or as colourless, lustrous scales, with a slightly bitter •

It is soluble In 320 parts of water and more soluble In dilute alcohol. It nielw •

It is given as a hypnotic In 5 to 20-graln doses. It Is similar in action to

acts more rapidly and Induces sleep In from thirty to sixty minutes. It a ct^

tive action and produces toxic symptoms when taken for a long time. The sympi

and treatment are similar to those of sulphonal poisoning,

Tetronal (Dlethylmethane-dlethylsulphone or Ethyl sulphonal).—^It

der or In white crystals, having a camphoraceous bitter taste. It dissolves in 550 ^
of water and 12 parts of alcohol It melts at 85*C. It Is used as a hypnotic in IQ

grain doses. It Is a dangerous drug and produces poisonous symptoms like sulpno

VERONAL (BARBITONE. BARBITAL. HYPNOOEN. MALONUREA, DlPni^
^ CO.NH

MALONYLUREA. DICTHYL-BARBITtmiC ACID). / C -C
C;Hj / ^ CO.NH

< ^ ^ crystalline powder having no odour, but a faintly bitter
shghtly soluble In cold water, more soluble In hot water and in 05 per cent
chloroform and solvent ether and freely in aaueous alkalUic solutions. The official

IS 5 to 10 grains.

Symptoms.—'Nausea, vomiting, headache, drow'slness, able to give a rational
questions. Goes Into a stuporous condition but can be lust roused by a painful stiaaj

^ transient period of confusion, excitement and delirium has l^en
aUxlc gait, stupor deepening Into coma, stertorous breathing, marked suboxla and rue

poisoning recorded by Russell and Parker the ^
brought down to l(H.5*P. by cold packs.<»

or
fa^c. The lungs may exhibit signs of acute congestion,

..

Pj^quently a severe erythematoias rash appears on the s

of Bl^nil^and'h^lSJ^ ^ suppressed or scanty, showing the

iSt P“P“s are usually contracted and Inse^ft^

me ffi’rSLw ^ay he found contracting and dgj

that has caused death Is 15 grains which

but recovery tatal dose la 50 to 60 grains for an adJlt-

X-..,. « .1 .
owirred after the doses ol 125.71 20772 and 3607) grains.

Eralri3.7« Death has^^lso from a dose of 95

eeven days.
occurred m twenty hours and has beee delayed for sw ^

lion of potassium normal saline, warm water, or
mucus from the Ui^t and eslaljllsh^^nd^'

Patient warm, remove any awi^a^ .
i Mfnvii.k ^ warm, remove any
establish and maintain a clear airway. Give otygen^^

64. Drit. Med. Jovr^ April 18 190* n asi
63 Boenhelm, ifedtsfn^ie x»^' «dHoo., Jan. 7. IJK. p. 7e

Berlin. OcL 16, ;. ... , 1921. p. 1253; Jour Amer.
i'j /Irtr. A5ed. Jour., Nov 6 1003 p 13ff7

Jour. Barnett and T. T. yonk«^
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tlnously at the rate of 4 to 6 litres per minute. Artificial respiration should be given

when required

Since the Introduction of hemigride rmegitnlde") /3ethyl-^-methylgIutarlmide and
amlphenazole C'daptazol”, 2;4-dlamino-5-phenylthiazoI) by A. F. H. Shulman et al75

the routine of their combined theraphy recalls the barbiturate Intoxicated subject to a-

"safe state” of light anesthesia, from which he will wake up in about 8 hours. The
present evidence favours the view that bemegrlde acts primarily by central stimulation

rather than by specific biochemical antagonism. The action of amplhenazol is less de-

fined but it seems to be less toxic than bcmlgride.7< The method of giving it is to

start a 5 per cent glucose Intravenous drip and In it add every 5 minutes 15 mg. of

amiphenazol In saline and 50 mg. bemigiide In saline until there is satisfactory response

recognised by the return of pharyngeal and laryngeal reflexes and ft safe stafe is brought

about, immediately stop if vomiting or musctilar twitchings are seen.

Nikethamide (Coramlnel in 5 to 10 mttlUtre doses can be given intravenously at 15

to 30 minutes interval until reflexes return or picrotoxln 2 ml. (1 mb = 3 mg.) intra-

venously in two minutes, watching carefully for muscular twitchings or return of corneal
reflex- Stop -If either of them appear, otherwise repeat every 15 minutes,' Increasing
the dose by 3 mg. till 15 mg. i.e. 5 ml. is given.

Another analeptic drug amphetamine sulphate 10 mg. in 1 mL of normal saline can
be given Intravenously and repeated in 20 mg. dose every 30 minutes, is shortens the
duration of coma. However, some believe that amphetamine is liable to produce death
by causing cardiac arrhj'thmla and picrotoxin also is known to have caused ventricular
fibrillation and are best not used. Give fluids liberally by the mouth or give normal
saline with 5 per cent glucose by the rectum or by the Intravenous route to promote
diuresis and hasten excretion. Catheterize the bladder at frequent inten'als. Perform
lumbar puncture and allow the cerebro-spinal fluid to escape until the rate of flow-
drop by drop—Is almost normal. To counteract shock and low blood pressure give
l-norepinephrine (Nor. Adrenaline. Unichem, 2 mg. in 2 cc.) diluted with 505 cc. of 5 per
cent glucose in saline intravenously. The rats of flow is adjusted and maintained accord-
ing to the desired rise In blood pressure—a constant watch has to be kept.

If coma is continued for a long time, feed the patient with milk and glucose by the
stomach tube, and give antibiotics to prevent infections.

Dialysis in an artificial kidney and exchange transfusion are sometimes life saving
measures.

Post-mortem Appearances.—E.\temally. there- Is cynosis. Intemalh*. the mucous
membrane of the alimentary canal is congested.The kidneys show degeneration of the
convoluted tubules. The lungs arc congeeted and cedematous and are usually in a
pneumonic condition. The other organs are congested.

Besides the stomach, liver, spleen and kidneys, the brain should be preser\-ed for
chemical analysis, as veronal is retained in the brain.

Chemical Analysis.—1. A few drops of Millon’s reagent in a small amount of warm
water added to a solution of veronal gives a white, gelatinous precipitate, insoluble in
excess of the reagent.

2. Pure veronal melts at 191*C.

3. A solution of veronal is rendered alkaline by adding a drop or two of ammonia,
and then a few drops of an alcoholic solution of cobalt nitrate are added a violet colour
is produced.

4. A small piece of caustic soda is added to veronal and fused. Ammonia is evolved.
The residue dis^lved in water gives a blue colour with ferrous sulphate solution and
a purple colour with copper sulphate solution.

Sledico-Legal Points.—Veronal is a powerful hypnotic, and in medicinal doses it
produces quiet and refreshing sleep without any ill-effects. It is largely used by patients
as a remedy for insomnia without seeking medical advice. RichardsTZ suggests that the
drug produces mental confusion and affects the memory so much that the patient does
not realize that he has already satisfied the need, and automatically repeats the dose at
intervals. The result is accidental poisoning from large doses. Sometimes, it has been
taken for suicidal purposes. In one case it was accidentally taken In mistake for kamala.

Veronal should be prescribed with great caution In renal diseases. Constipation
must always be avoided when the drug is being administered so that the poisonous
symptoms may not develop. It is slowly eliminated mostly unchanged by the kidneys,
so that it may be found in the urine for the first four or five da>*s but has usually dls-’
appeared before ten days have elapsed. It has a cumulative action, and may lead to

75. BHt. Med. Jour.. 1955. 1, p. 1238. ... :

76. “Leading Article”, Lancet. Nov. 10. 1956. p. 980.
77. Brit. Wed. Jour., VoL I. 1934.' p. 331- . ...
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clironlc poisoning if administered for a long time. There is also danger of possibl’*

addiction from the prolonged daily use of drugs of the veronal group.

Medinal (Veronal Sodium, Darbilonum Solubile, Soluble Barbilone, Barbital Sodioni

or Sodium Barbilone^This Is a mono-sodmm salt of diethyl-barbituric acid. It is a

'tthite, crystalline powder, soluble in 5 parts of crater slightly soluble In alcohol (95 per

cent), in-soluble in chloroform or solvent ether, and possessing a bitter taste. The dose

is 5 to 10 grains. It is similar in action to veronal, and produces fatal poisoning in the

same way as veronal. The cumulative toxic effects of racdinal are the same as those

of veronal. The medinal habit (chronic medinal poisoning or medinalism) has the same
toxic action and produces the same after-effects on the physical health and mental con-

dition of the patients as chronic veronal poisoning. In his annual report for the year

1933, the Chemical Examiner of Bengal rcp-irts the case of a medical practitioner, who
medinal with intent to commit suirtde and died on the third day. E. StolkindT*

•

describes the case of a man who died thirty hours after taking medinal. The symptoms
were smaller pupils not reacting to light, ubsence of comeal reflex, cyanosed lips. large
amount oi mucus In the mouth and moLst skin, but the cictremities were not cold.

Breathing was stertorous, and the respirations were at first 24 per minute, and then

regular but became frequent, the
^mi»r being 159 per minute. The temperature was normal. The patient was in a

condition. At the post-mortem examination the lower lobes of the lunp were
deeply congested and oedematous, and the spleen was soft.

. i,,.
® which a woman, aged 4B years, tried to commit suiade

30 grains of medinal and 750 grains of aspirin on the next day, but she
recovered under prompt treatment
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Allonal, Amjrtal, Bromural, Nembutal. Neonal. -Evlpan. Proponal, Prominal Pernoston,
Phanodorm: Sodium amytal, Sonerj’l, Tuinal, Seconal, Pentothal Sodium, etc. are proprie-

tary drugs containing derivatives of barbituric acid and possessing hj-pnotic properties.

Many of these have produced poisonous symptoms when token in large doses and some
have caused death. The main factors being tlieir rate of absorption, destruction in the
tissues, rate of excretion from the body and the amount taken. Nembutal and amjrtal
are rapidly destroyed in the tissues and hence quickly excreted, in renal affections the
excretion is slow. Retrograde loss of memory often follows after taking a large dose
of bariburate and the patients do not remember the amount or the reason why it was
taken. These are drugs which are liable to produce addiction and have been used for
purposes of suicide and sometimes homicide. Fatal sensituity reactions have also been
described. In cas» of chronic barbiturate poisoning there is evidence of impaired
mental ability, irritabilitj*. ataxic gait, tremors, stammering speech and emotional insta-
bility. An abstinence sjmdrome can be product in them if the barbiturates are abruptly
withdrawn. Six grains of nembutal caused the death of a person suffering from Graves’
disease. A young man died after taking 20 “Nembutal” tablets and about 9 “Obllvon”
capsules. L. C. NlckoUs Identified the presence of methylpents'nol in quantity equivalent
to about‘.9 oblivon capsules and.about 7i gr. of a barbiturate the two acting synerglcally
had proved fatal. Oblivon I? an acetylene alcohol and should not be token together with
bariburate. The result is similar to that of alcohol and barbiturate token together.** A
young nurse died after taking 75 grains of sodium amytal and 18 grains of nembutal.
On the other hand, recoveries have followed the doses of 120 and 156 grains of sodium
amj*tal.«9

ANTIPEBRIN. ANTIPYRIN AND PHENACETIN
.Antlfebrin (Acetanilide, Phenyl-acelamlde), CjH^NH.CO.Cllj,—^Thls is a colourless

Odourless crystalline substance, having a slightly pungent taste It is soluble with diffi-

culty in cold water hut freely in hot water, alcohol, wine, solvent ether and chloroform.
It is a non-official preparation, the dose being 2 to 5 grains.

“Daisy" or “headache" powders sold to the chendsfs shop contain from 4 to 10
grains of antifebrin. Exalgin (methylacetoniUide) occurs in colourless crystals, an'd has
A slight saline taste. Dose, i to 2 grains.

Antlpyrin (Phenazooe, Pheny-ditncthyl-lsopyrazolonc, —^Thls occurs in
small colourless, crystals, possessing no odour but a slightly bitter taste. It is freely solu-
ble In water, alcohol solvent ether or chloroform. Dose, 5 to 10 grains.

Fhenacelin (Acetphenelidln, Acetophenetidis), C^ll, (O.C.pij).NII.CO.CH^.—This is

an odourless and slightly bitter substance, having white, glistening, scaly crystals. It is
very slightly soluble In water. Insoluble in glycerin but soluble in 20 parts of alcohol.
I3ose. 5 to 10 grains.

These drugs are used as antipyretics, analgesics and sedatives. Poisonous symptoms
have occurred from the administration of doses larger than the medicinal ones. Inlarge
doses they destroy the red blood corpuscles, and induce the formation of sulphamoglobm
and rarely methtemoglobin, setting it free in the blood plasma. Antifebrin and phena-
cetin are oxidized In the body to para-aminophenol which, in combination with sulphuric^d or glycuronic acid, is eliminated by the kidneys. Antipyrin is not o.xidized in the
oody, but is excreted in the urine combined with sulphuric acid.

Symploms.—Nav^ea. vomitlnE. vertigo, cyanosis, great prostration, slow breatWng.
quick, irregular and imperceptible pulse, cold, clammy sl^, subnormal temperature,
collapse and death. Urticarial rashes may appear on the skin, especially in cases of
poisoning by antipyrin.

Many persons become addicts through the long-continued use of these drugs,- andmay suffer from a form of chronic polsonmg which is characterized by cyanosis, dyspncea,
weakness, anaemia, wasting, and dark-coloured urine. When these dn^s are withdrawn
suddenly, they may cause symptoms of acute mania.

Flshervo reports the case of a man. aged 47, who took as much as 8 grammes of
antifebrin and 3 grammes of phenacetin dally over a long penod. The first symptoms
complained of were marked cyanosis of a peculiar lavender hue of the face, weakness
of the muscles, coarse tremors of the tongue and hands and some inco-ordmation. The
temperature in the .mouth varied from 96'P. to 98*F. The pulse rate ranged from 60to 100 per minute and respirations from 14 to 20. The blood was of a peculiar dark-
brownish colour due to the presence of metbremoglobin. Marked mental symptoms
developed after the withdrawal of the drugs. The patient became confused, disturbedand irrational and soiled his clothing with urine and fieces. He developed Ideas of •

reference and persecution, but no restraint was necessaiy. In the course of a week orjwo the mental symptoms gradually disappeared. Two months after the withdrawal he
Brit. Med. Jour., dan. 29. 1955, p. 296.

w. JW. J. Bleckwenn and M. G. Masten, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. Au", 6. 1938 d. 5M
90. Jour. Amcr. Med. Assoc., March 11. 1933, p. 736.
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felt much better, gained 15 pounds in weight and was 'stronger. The tremors had

disappeared.

Fatal Dose.—Uncertain, Five to fifteen grains of antefebrin have proved

children, adults with weak hearts and old people, while above 30 grains would probably

be a fatal dose for a healthy adult On the other hand, recovery has followed the inges-

tion of 120 or more grains of antlfebrin.

A dose of five to ten grains of exalgin has produced toxic symptoms. Recovery has

followed much larger doses.

Five to fifteen grains of antipyrln have produced severe toxic symptoms with acute

circuiatory collapse in susceptible persons. Fifteen grains have also caused death. Re-

covery has. however, occurred from very large doses.

Five to ten grains of phenacetin have produced poisonous symptoms.. Fifteen grains

have caused death, but recovery has taken place after much larger doses.

Fatal Feriod.—Uncertain. Death may occur In a few hours or may be delajed for

days.

Treatment.—Eliminate the poison by washing out the stomach with water or
slum permanganate solution 1: 5,000, and freely administer stimulants such as di^t^'’'
strychnia, camphor, caffeine and sMium benzoate, etc. For shock 5 per cent
may be given intravenously. For Methemoglobinemia slow intravenous injection of ®

cc. of 1 per cent methylene blue In a 1.8 per cent sodium sulphate solution is useful-

Post-mortem Appearances—Not characteristic.

Chemical Analysis—Antifebrln.—This may be extracted with ether or chlorofo^
aqueous solution in the StasOtto process. On evaporating the solvent, ttie

residue may be tested for antlfebrin as follows:—

,

Te«t.-*A portion of the residue is boiled with 4 cc of

f
relooKl to I CC. After coollns. 2 to 4 cc. of o »tora“

iShloS. * '"'‘tly prepared aqueous solution of

dn^kiS? red colour is produced which
solution U carefully added to float

hydmxlde
An Indlgo-blue colour occurs in the upper layer of ammonium

cubic cwiimetreTSf
»"other portion of the residue U boiled with a fev

S" aSllnTte notS Of potassium hydroxide solu ion. tbj

n.e
S^^?re“e[rd“”''""

»hlcne.S„SsToSjSri‘?l„'i'Ser.?d& Ptoduces.a.red eoleer

alkau™ the tissues with ohlor^orin ho»

eonu,™ aniiprrln whleTr^y' £ ?SSieS’?y

residue produce^™ added to an aoueous solution of

sulphuric add.
^ becomes pale yellow on the addition of dilute

nitrous acld°'ls « which*^
*** * **^*'*' Pota^lum nitrite dissolved In water*

precipitate.
so u on of calcium hypochlorite, antipyrin gives a brict-te^

foIuUon and mTmtdu^ay ^ separated from the aqueous acid

1. Oxidation Test._A ^ *>7 applying the following tests:- .

add for three is boiled with 3 cc. of concenW^
and nitcrrd. u a few drops of 3 tvlth water to about 10 ct,
btehr^K roluUon or chl£SL^-\ add soluUon. 8 per cent pota^^
changing rapidly to ruby red to the filtrate, a violet co.a^

1“ P" cSiTruSbfacUL ^ bowing with a few cubic centim^
wluiion is suSdenUy concentrated, coloured solution is formed.
will separate out on cooling

^ 7eUow needle-llke crystals of nltrophenacfb^

Mfdlrw-I.ermt Talntc—i!as* .k^ ,
doses Of even from m^icinai 6<mn been accldenUl from

Antlffbrin has produced f»»ai
heart hapiiens to be diseased*

fo raw t-nfaces. symptoms from its application as an anlUeptle
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It is reported that four drachms of antipyrin were used subcutaneously as a last

resort by Clark of Agra to murder Fulham, after he had been unsuccessfully drugged
with arsenic, gelsemine and probably cocaine and belladonna.

Amidopyrine (Pyramldon or Amlnopyrine).—This occurs in small colourless crystals

or as a white, crj-stalline powder and is soluble In 18 parts of water and readily soluble

in alcohol or solvent ether. It is largely used as an analgesic and antipyretic, the dose
being 5 to 10 grains. Certain proprietary drugs contain amidopyrine as the chief ingre-

dient. For instance, amidophen contains amidopjTine. phenacetln. caffeine and dry
hyoscyamus extract. Compral consists of amidopyrine and trichlorethyl-urethane. Cardan
is composed of amidopyrine and novalgln. Allonal. clbalgin and veramon contain amido-
pyrine in combination with a barbiturate.

Long continued use of amldopjTlne or its use in susceptible individuals may cause
agranulocjtlc angina which is characterized by marked leucopenia, almost complete
absence of polymorphonuclear cells, fever, malaise, ulceration and even sloughing of
the mouth and throat, prostration and death. The minimum fatal dose is considered
to be about 120 to 150 grains.

Phenyl butazone (Butazolidln, Bu(apyrln). Is a similar analgesic drug considerably
useful in rheumatoid arthritis. Its toxic effects are ancemia, gostro intestinal disturbances,
agranulocj-tosis, hsematuria, abumlnuria and skin eruptions. The toxic dose is reported
to be 5 to 10 grains.

The treatment is the same as in. poisoning by antlfebrln. Pentnucleotide intra-
venously Is recommended as a treatment for agranulocytosis. Blood transfusion and
large doses of peniciUine are also given.

Chemical Tests.—Ferric chloride solution gives a bluish-violet colour viith amido-
pyrine solution. If a few drops of potassium nitric solution are added to an aqueous
solution of amidopyrine acidlflcd with dilute hydrochloric acid, a violet-blue colour is

produced, which gradually fades and changes to a green colour.

CINCHOPHEN (PHENYLQUINOLINE-CARBOXYLIC ACID)

This occurs as a white or yellowish powder or In crj^stals, being Insoluble in u'ater
and slightly bitter In taste. It Is a pharmacopoelal preparation and Is known as atophan,
phenoquin, agotan, atocln, nylofanol, quinophan, etc and is given in 5 to 10 grain doses
as an analgesic In lumbago and siatica. It is also said to increase the elimination of
uric acid from the blood in gout and rheumatic affections.

The drug is a dangerous poison and should be used with great care. Small doses
administered for a prolonged period may produce chronic degenerative changes in the
liver, while large doses may cause acute fatty degeneration, or even acute yellow atrophy,
of the liver.

The symptoms of s poisoning are -malaise, 'headache, gastro-intestinal disturbance.
Jaundice, purpuric skin eruptions.-palpttatlon,' tachycardia,* *cyanosls, -convulsions, coma
and death. The urine is coloured dark and contains albumin.' Death has occurred in
some cases from necrosis of the liver. In a case’i where a woman, 65 years old, ^ed
from clnchophen poisoning, post-mortem examination showed almost complete destruc-
tion of the liver, which was reduced to less than half Its normal size.

Thirty-seven and a half grains of cindiophen taken In five days caused death from
subacute yellow atrophy ol the liver.vi

The treatment consists of the withdrawal of the drug and administration of dextrose
and insulin. The drug has a cumulative effect, hence there should be frequent rest
periods during its administration.

SULPHANILAMIDE (SULPHONAMIDE OR PRONTOSIL ALBUM)
This Is a term adopted by the American Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry as a

non-proprietary name for para-aminobenzenesulphonamide. It occurs in colourless
crystals or as a white, crystalline substance. Is odourless and slightly bitter with a
saeetlsh after-taste and is but slightly soluble in water and alcohol. It Is a chemo-
therapeutic agent and was originally intended for use in hffimoljtic streptococcal infec-
tions, but is now largely used in the treatment of erysipelas, peurperal sepsis, tonsillitis,
peritonitis, meningitis, gonorrhoea, pneumonia, otitis media and osteomyelitis.

The derivatives of sulphanllamide are sold under different proprietary names, such
as Prontosll Soluble. Prontosil Album, Proseptasine. Soluseptasine, M and B 693 (Sulpha-
PiTidlne), Sulphathiazole. Sulphamethylthiazole. Bacteramide,' Streptocide. Sulphona-
mide-P, Consulanyde, etc. Sulphadiazlne, sulphamera^e, sulpbamethazlne, sulpha-
guanidine. succinylsulphathlazole. phthalysulphathlazole and sulfamethoxj'pjTidiazone
(Lederkyn) have recently been added to this group of drugs.

• 91. Pbarm. Jour., Jan. 2, 1943, VoL 150, p. 6.
‘

92. Fraser. Brit, iifed. Jour.. Vol. II, 1934, p. 1195.
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Sulphanllamide is a pharmacoposial preparation, and is generally adniinistered by

the mouth, the initial dose being 30 grains and subsequent doses being 15 grains every

four hours. The drug may be administered hypodermically or intramuscularly. It may
also be given per rectum or intrathecally in a 0.8 per cent solution in normal saline.

The treatment should be continued only for two to three weeks and the dose should be

reduced as the condition improves.

The administration of the drug for a prolonged period or in fevers of uncertain
nature usually gives rise to toxic effects and may cause death. Owing to idiosyncrasy
poisonous symptoms may appear In some cases after the administration of an ordinary
therapeutic dose. It should be remembered that children bear it well.

Symptoms.—These may be classified as mild and severe. The mild symptoms consist

of general malaise, headache, anorexia, abdominal discomfort, vertigo, nausea, vomiting,
visual disturbances, slight cyanosis and drowsiness. The severe symptoms are abdomi-
nal pain, diarrheea, numbness and tingling of the face, hands and feet, skin eruptions.

’ cyanosis, • met-hasmogloblncemia or sulph-hmmogloblmemia, crystalluria ,

oUpirta, anuria, agranulocytosis, purpura, leucopcenia,. delusions, delirium, and periphe-

'
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residue should be dissolved in water, heated and filtered- The filterate should be satU'

rated with sodium chloride and treated with acetone. On eraporation to drjTiess, sul-

phanflamide with some sodium chloride is obtainni as a residue and can be distinguished

by the following tests:

—

1. A few drops of p-dimethylamlno-benzaldebyde solution (made by dissolving the
substance in vratcr addified by strong sulphuric acidi added to a small fragment of
the residue or a few drops of its solution produce immediately a yellow colour or orange
precipitate.

2. A portion of the residue ts dissolved In warm dilute hydrochloric add, cooled in
ice and roi,\ed with 3 cc. of 1 per cent scdium nitrite solution. Two cubic centimetres
of water and 1 cc. of 5 per cent B-naphthol solution arc added to the whole mLvture.
when an orange-coloured solution or precipitate is found.

3. Heated In a dr>* test tube, sulphanllamlde produces an intense violet colour,
and emits the odours of amnmnia and aniline on further healing.

Medico-Legal Painls.--Foisoning by sulphanilamide is mostly acddentaL

Sulphanilamide, when* given by the mouth, is rapidly absorbed from the small
intestine, and is found In the blood, cerebro-spinal fluid and all the secretions and tissues
cf the body e.^cept bone and fat It Is excreted in the urine partly unchanged and partly
as acetyl sulphanllanalde.

ANILINE (PHENYLAMINE OR ANILINE OIL), CpI^NH^

This is a coal-tar derivative, and is prepared by reducing nitrobenzene by means of
iiascent hydrt^en. It is a colourless, oily liquid, becoming brown on exposure to air
and light It has a peculiar aromatic odour and a burning taste. It is soluble with
difficulty in water, but freely in alcohol, ether and chloroform. It is chiefl.v us^ in the
arts for making several aniline dyes. It is also a basis of some synthetic drugs, such as
acetanilide or antlfebrin and e.xalgln Commercial aniline contains aniline, toluidine,
nitrobenzene, and other benzene derivatives.

Symptoms.—These usually appear immediately after swallowing a poisonous dose,
but may sometimes be delayM for an hour or more. The symptoms are nausea, Tomit>
ing, headache, vertigo, ataxia, loss of power in the limbs, drowsiness, soon deepening Into
coma, slow. laboured breathing, small, feeble and irregular pulse, and remarkable slaty
blue cyanosis of the lips, face, fingers and toes, and sometimes of the whole body,
largely due to the formation of metbaemoglobin. The skin is cold and clammy: the
pupils are usually dilat^, but are contracted in some cases. Very often convulsions
octair before death. In subacute cases the urine is coloured dark and dysuria and
jaundice may occur. K-acetyl-p-amlnophenol may be fo’ind in the urine.

Fatal Dose.—Six drachms have proved fatal, but a smaller dose of 12 to 15 grams
may cause death.

Fatal Period.—Uncertain- Death may occur in a lew hours or may be delayed for
two or three daj's.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach as quickly as possible with potassium permanga-
nate solution (1 : 5033). Administer stimulants hyjjodennically or sedatives if required.
Inject intravenoiisly 10 to 20 mis. of a 1 per cent solution of methylene blue (methyl-
thionine chloride) to combat cyanosis in a 1.8 per cent sodium sulphate solution- In-
halation of oxygen and artificial respiration. Venesection, saline infusion and. transfusion
of blood mav be necessary in severe case^.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^Not characteristic. Hjpercemla and congestion of the
bronchial tubes, as well as the stomach. The blood is chocolate coloured. There may
be fatty degeneration of the liver, kidneys and heart.

Chemical Analysis.—Aruhne may be separated from the suspected organic material
by making strongly alkalme and then dlstiUmg the mixture with steam. The distillate
)S rendered alkaline by adding sodium hydroxide and shaken up with ether. The ether
is evaporated to dryness and the residue contains aniline which may be e.xamined by
ihe following tests:—

1. If 5 or 6 drops of strong sulphuric acid and a drop of a saturated solution of
potassium bichromate are added to a htUe of the residue in a porcelain capsule, the edge
of the mixture b^ins to show a pure blue colour in a few minutes. On the addition of
a few drops of water the whole mixture becomes unifonnly blue.

2. A few drops of sodlmn hypochlorite solution or a freshly prepared solution of
calcium hypochlorite (bleaching powder) added to an aqueous solution of aniline pro-
duces a purple or violet-blue colour, which clwtges to red^sh-brown or dirty red. If a
few drops of dilute phenol solution and some ammonia are added, a blue colour is formed.

3. A few drops of bromine water added to an aqueuos solution of aniline produce
a flesh-coloured precipitate of trlbromanillne. On standing, the colour turns yellow-
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4. Heated with chloroform 'and alcoholic potash, the offensive odour of phenjliso-

cyanide Is noticed.

Medico-Legal Points.—Aniline Is a blood poison. It disintegrates the red bl^
corpuscles and causes the formation of methjemoglobln, which may be readily

^
by its characteristic spectroscopic appearance. Polychromatophllia. punctate

and Heinz bodies in the red cells may be found. Aniline is partly changed in the hurn^

body into aniline black. In severe aniline poisoning fine blue-black granules may be sem

in every drop of the blood and also In the uiine. Aniline is oxidized in the

para-aminophenyl-sulphurie acid, which is then eliminated in the urine as an alkaline

salt. A part of aniline may be found unchanged in the urine.

Aniline is occasionally taken Internally for the purpose of committing suicide, but

does not seem to have been used for homicidal purpose. Recently a case occurred m
Bombay, where a Mahomedan male killed his wife by Inflicting several stab wounds

on her body, and then committed suicide by taking paranltra-anlline, a derivative o

anilme.5*

Poisoning has occurred from the absorption of aniline and its derivatives through

the unbroken skin. In 1933 two coolies of Kldderpore Dock rubbed paranltra-anlline on

their bodies, and became unconscious in about three hours. One of them died of

poisoning on the third day.M In January 1944. a case occurred In a nursery in the Toum
Infirmary, where 17 Infants developed aniline poisoning from wearing diapers st^pw
with Ink containing aniline dye.i If the diapers are boiled after they are sUmped ana

dried thoroughly before they are used, the dye becomes fixed and absorption does not

occur.

Landouzy and Brouardel quote an instance, where ten children suffered from poi'

sonous symptoms after wearing boots, which had been covered with a yellow pi^f"^
containing 90 per cent of aniline 2 Arthur J. PathekJ also reports three cases In
a girl, aged 13. and two brothers, aged 11 and 13. suffered from poisonous symptoms
after wearing shoes dyed with a colour which contained aniline.
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' Symptoms.—^Inhaled as a 'vap>our, coal>tar naphtha produces headache, giddiness-
difficulty in speech. Irritation of the respiratory' tract, and broncho-pneumonia.

Taken internally, it produces burning pain in the mouth, throat and stomach, vomit-
ing, thirst, colic, -restlessness, shallow respirations, weak pulse, insensibility, collapse
and death.

Treatment—Emetics or washing out of the stomach with warm water; purgatives*
especially magnesium sulphate; stimulants and artificial respiration, if necessary.

NAPHTHALENE (NAPHTHALINE, TAR CAMPHOR), C„H,
This Is a hydrocarbon contained in the middle oil distillate of coal-tar. It occurs

in large, lustrous crystalline plates, having a persistent odour. It melts at 80*C., boils

at 218*C., but sublimates at a lower temperature. It is insoluble in water, but di^olves
freely in ether, chloroform, alcohol and oils.

Naphthalene is chiefly used in the manufacture of indigo and certain azo-dyes, as
a repellent to moths and as a deodorant in closets. It is used in medicine as an intestinal

disinfectant and as a vermifuge, the dose being 3 to 12 grains.

Symptoms.—Taken internally naphthalene produces headache, nausea, vomiting
abdominal pain, staggering gait, pain on micturition with dark brown urine containing
albumin and hsemoglobln, drowsiness, muscular twltchings, cyanosis, profuse perspira-
tion, coma and death. Jaundice, hoemolytic aneemia and acute nephritis may be present.

A Mahomedan male, who took some naphthalene in place of an Indian sweet, suffered
from severe Jaundice, marked amcmia. hyperthermia hemiplegia and coma. He died
three days after swallowing the poison. It Is possible that, in the metabolism of naphtha-
lene. naphthylamlne (an amino-derivative) was formed and was responsible for the rise
of temperature to 103*P.-*

Inhaled as a vapour, naphthalene causes chiefly malaise, headache, vomiting and
dermatitis. Continued inhalation of the vapour emanating from naphthalene sprinkled
on bed clothes as a moth powder may produce poisonous symptoms.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Ferlod.—Not knoa'n. About 26 to 40 grains of naphthalene
Rtay prove fatal to ehUdren, and 75 to 225 grains in an adult, but recovery may occur
from larger doses. Death may take place in two to three days.

Treatment—Wash out the stomach and administer saline purgative, since the drug
Is absorbed slowly. Avoid fats and castor oil, which dissolve it. Give sodium bicarbonate
by mouth and repeated blood transfusions and cortisone may be required.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The skin may be yellow. The gastric mucous mem-
brane may be yellow, congested and Inflamed. The kidneys may be found congested or
inflamed. The other viscera are congested. The larynx and trachea may contain frothy,
yellow mucus.

Chemical Analysis.—^Naphthalene may be separated by distillation with steam and
extracting the <hstUlate with ether. The ethereal solution thus obtained forms a yellow
Crystalline naphthalene picrate with picric acid.

Medical-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of poisoning by naphthalene have occurred
from the Inhalation of its vapour, from its internal administration or from its applica-
tion to wounds and among children who have swallowed naphthalene balls. A case
Occurred to Dr. Vyas, in which a boy of 2 years died on the third day after he had
swallowed a naphthalene ball (moth ball) weighing about 40 grains. In this case the

• symptoms supervened two days after the ingestion of the ball, when castor oil was
administered. The patient scon collapsed, and became comatose with dilated pupils.
The urtae contained albumin, blood and hyaline and epithelial casts.

Naphthalene has bwn taken with a view to committing suicide. R Gidron and J.
i-eurers report a case of suicidal naphthalene jxjisoning, in a girl aged 16, an immi-
grant from Kurdistan, who took 6 grammes. The clinic^ picture comprised of gastro-
intestinal disturbance, fever, leucocytosls. haemolysis, jaundice, signs of cerebral ano.xia.
hemoglobinuria, renal damage and eventual recovery on prompt treatment by repeat^
blood transfusions, and sodium bicarbonate by mouth. A case* is recorded in which
a Mahomedan male committed suicide by takmg naphthalene. The chemical examina-
tion revealed the presence of naphthol and not naphthalene in the stomach washings,
In the urine and in the viscera.

Naphthalene Is axidized in the tissues to beta-naphthol which Is then excreted in
the urine In combination with glycuronic and sulphuric acids.

BENZENE (BENZOL), CjH,
This Is one of the constituents of coal-tar naphtha, and -is obtained by the fractional

distillation of the latter. It Is a colourless, volatile liquid, and has a suffocating, dis-

4. N. R. Konar, H. K. Roy and ^L N. De, Ind. ilcd. Gaz.. Dec. 1939 n 723
5. Lancet. Feb. 4. 1956, p. 228.
6. Ben. Chem. Exxamner's Annual Rep., 1939, pp. 16-17.
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agreeable odour, resembling that of coal-gas. It is highly inflammable, and gives oiT

a vapour which is explosive when mixed with air. It is insoluble In water, but mixes
with alcohol, chloroform and ether. It Is used in "dry cleaning”, and is also used exten-

sively as a solvent for India-rubber, paints and varnish. It acts as a gastric irritant

and as a narcotic poison which, when inhaled or swallowed, produces toxic symptoms.

Symptoms.—When inhaled as a vapour, the symptoms are dizziness, flushing of the

face, ringing in the ears, nausea, vomiting, cyanosis, dyspnoea, muscular prostration,
delirium, convulsions, coma and death. When the vapour Is inhaled In concentrated form,
coma may supervene at once, and death may result in a few minutes A concentration
of 19,000 parts per million of the atmosphere Is sufficient to cause death.

When taken by the mouth, the symptoms are a burning pain in the stomach, nausea,
vomiting, giddiness, flsuhlng of the face, restlessness, excitement, dilated pupils, r^id
and feeble pulse, slow and laboured respiration, cold, clammy skin, stupor, coma and
death from respiratory failure. Tvrttchings of the muscles, convulsions,- hallucinations
and delirium may occur in some cases.

Fatal Dose—The medicinal dose Is 5 to 10 minims. Three or four drachms lia'c
produced toxic symptoms, while one ounce has caused death.

Fatal Period.—^The fatal period varies from a few minutes to two or three days.

..
Treatment.—Jl the vapour is mhaled. the patient should at once be removed toi®

me open air, and artificial respiration should be performed. Oxygen inhalation and
restoratives should be used, if necessary.
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Symptoms,—^Tlie sjinptoms are usually delayed from one to three hours or even
longer after swallovrtng the poison- These are a burning taste in the mouth, numbness
of the tongue, salivation, nause-a. vomiting. giddine.‘(s, headache, inarked cyanosis, cold
and moist skin, weak and rapid pulse, hurried breathing, drowsiness and coma. The
pupils are contract^ first and then dilated. The urine is dark coloured. Convulsions
may occur before death.

The sjTnptoms produced by inhalation of its vapours are almost precisely the same
as those produced when swallowed.

Fatal Dose.—Ta-enty drops have proved fatal. On the other hand, recovery has
occurred, under prompt and efficient treatment, 'from much larger doses. A married
woman, aged 24 years, recovered after swallowing one ounce of a bee mixture containing
20D minims of nitrobenzene with Intent. to commit suicide.^

Fatal Period.—Death usually occurs within sis to seven hours, but may be delayed
for two or or three days.

Treatment.—^Use emetics or the stomach tube. Give stimulants, such as strj’climne

or digitalin, but avoid alcohol, oils and milk. Inject Intravenously 1 per cent methylene
blue and saline with 5 per cent glucose. Use oxygen inhalation, venesection and blood
transfusion.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The smell of nitrobenzene is discernible on opening the
cavities. All the organs are greatly congested. The- mucous membrane of the stomach
and duodenum is diffusely reddened and occasionally shows patches of ecchymoses. The
blood is fluid, chocolate-coloured, and shows the spectrum of methmmoglobin, and an
absorption hand between the yellow and the red, which does not correspond to any of
the hEemoglobin pr^ucts. Liver and kidneys show degenerative changes.

Chronic Poisoning.—^This occurs In persons working in factories wliere nitrobenzene
is used. It is characterized by langour, anaemia with the red blood corpuscles reduced
to less than half the normal, dj-spnoea and Jaundice with superimposed cyanosis produc-
ing a yellowish colour and even a blue-black colour in severe cases. The liver Is

damaged and resembles that of acute yellow atrophy in appearance. Nodular skin
eruptions appear in some cases.

Chemical Analysis.—Nitrobenzene may be obtained by distilling the oi^anic mixture
acidified with sulphuric acid. The distillate is extracted with ether. The ether is eva-
porated and the residue contains nitrobenzene which may be distinguished by the fol-

lowing tests:—
1. Two drops of phenol, three drops of water and a small piece of potassium

hydroxide are mixed in a porcelam dish and heated to boiling. A few drops of the
liquid residue are added and the heating is continued. A red colour appears, if nitro-
benzene is present The colour changes to green on the addition of a few drops of a
concentrated solution of calcium hypochlorite.

2. Nitrobenzene is converted into aniline by reduction with nascent hydrogen
generated by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid on zinc according to the following
equation:—

CjHjNO.+3H. = C,H^.+2HjO.
The aniline boiled with caustic potash with the addition of a few drops of chloro-

form gives the characteristic unpleasant smell of phenylisocyanlde.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental-cases of poisoning have occurred from application
to the skin of an ointment containing nitrobenzene, from wearing shoes freshly polished
with a blacking containing it, from washing in hot water with soao scented with it, and
from inhalation of its rapour. Accidental poisoning has also happened when nitro-
benzene Is swallowed in mistake for spirit or lor some medicine. A man, aged 45 years,
suffered from poisoning after swallowing a quantity of furniture cream containing 4
to 5 per cent of nitrobenzene in mistake for an alkaline mixture.io

A girl, 14 yearn old, suffered from toxic symptoms after massaging the right lower
extremity with oil of mirbane (artificial oil of bitter almonds). The chief symptoms
were pain In the back, headache, marked pallor of the face and body, marked cj-anosis,
dj-spneea, convulsions, anemia and nse in temperature upto 100.6’F. Consciousness was
retained throughout the illness. Recovery took place after about 3 weeks.ii

Suicidal cases of poisoning have occurred from ingestion of mtrobenzene. The drug
does not appear to have been used for homicidal purpose, although it has been used as
an abortifacient.

Nitrobenzene stimulates, then paralyses, the central nen-ous system. It also acts
upon the blood, deforming or destroying some of the red blood corpuscles and convert-
ing haimoglobln into methffimoglobin. The blood loses the power of carrying and Im-

D- tv. E. Parkes, and D. tv. Neill, Brit. Med. Jour., March 21. 1953. p. 653.
10. Chapman and Fox, Brit. Med. Jour., April 21, 1945. p. 557,
11. R. A. Desai, Jour. Ind. Med. Assoc., Sep. 1953, VoL Xxn. p. 505.
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parting oxygen -to the tissues . and - contains a much smaller amount ot oxygen than

normally. In some cases It may contain but 1 per cent of oxygen instead of the iwrMi

17 per cent. These changes In the blood lead to a diminution of the oxidation

tissues and to the appearance of abnormal product In the urine. Some _part of

benzene Is reduced In the system to aniline, which in turn is oxidized to paraminopheno..

which appears in the urine. A portion of nitnAenzene Is also eliminated by the lungs.

DINITROBENZENE (DINTTROBENZOLl, C^HjiNO,!.

This occurs in three forms, viz. ortho-, meta-, and para-dlnitrobenezene. 3^^'*
yellow, crj'stalline solid, and is used in the manufacture of the expolosives, robunte, beiiJte

and slcherlte, emploj'ed for .blasting in coal mines. Symptoms of acute or chronic
ing may be produced among workmen employed, in factories where it is used, cither by

^

inhaling in vapours or by absorption through the skin by handling It. C. V. TalvaOer'

has observed 4 cases of poisoning by m-Dloilrobenzeiie in dock labourers, who were

employed In unloading the casks, some of whi^ were damaged.i2

Acute Poisoning.—^The symptoms are similar to those produced by nitrobenzene

poisoning.

Chronic Poisoning.—The symptoms are pain m the stomach, nausea, vonutl^.
anorexia, headache, giddiness, staggering gait, insomnia, pale face, blue lips and nm
cold, clammy and yellow skin, dark colour^ urine containing porphyrins, amblyopia^®*
occasionally peripheral neuritles. Jaundice and acute yeUow atrophy has beim reportec.

Fatal Dose.—^Unknown.

Fatal Period.—Unknown.
Treatment.—Same as In poisoning by nitrobenzene.
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Treatment.—^\Vash out the stomach with lat^e quantities of a 5 per cent solution of
sodium bicarbonate and leave about a pint of the solution in the stomach. Reduce the
temperature,^}' placing the patient in an ice pack. Inject intravenously glucose- In
normal saline. Inject subcutaneouslj’ cardiac stimulants, and administer oxygen by
inhalation. Administer ascorbic acid for the treatment of neuritis and cataract.

Posl-mortem Appearances.—Rigor mortis sets in verj* early. In one caseis it

appeared within ten minutes of death. There may be petechial haemorrhages in the
subserous membranes. The lungs are generally congested and cedamatous. There are
degenerative changes in the liver and kidneys.

Chemical Analysis.—Dlnitrophenol may be extracted as a yellow crystalline sub-
stance with petroleum ether and ether from the acid solution In the Stas-Otto process.

The yellow colour is discharged by hydrochloric acid, and is changed to a brown colour
by sulphuric acid and nitric acid.

A neutral solution of this substance treated with dilute ferric chloride solution
gWes a reddish-brown or port-wine colour.

The solution is reduced with tin and dilute hydrochloric acid and filtered: the
filtrate is then dlosotlsed srith a cold solution of sodium nitrite and shaken with a solu-

tion of beta-naphthol in sodium hydro.ride. A port-wine red colour is developed.

Medico-Legal Points.—Symptoms of acute poisoning, followed by death in some
cases, occurred among workers In the factories, where high explosives were manufac-
tured during the First Great War. Accidental cases of poisoning have also occurred
from the use of dinitrophenol for slimming purposes. Suicidal cases of poisoning by
dinltrophenol have been reported. A girl, aged 18 years, took 24 capsules of this drug
with suicidal intent, but she recovered under prompt treatment.i»

Poisoning by dinitrophenol rarely occurs m India, although it is used for the
manufacture of explosives and dyes in mining and other industries. S. Anant Swamy»
reports a case m which a railway porter employed in the Mysore mines, Kolar Gold
Fields, swallowed dinitrophenol mixed with water with the intention of committing
suicide and died in Ave hours.

After absorption into the system dinitrophenol is excreted in the urine.

Dinitrocresol (4 :*6-DinUro-Ortho>CresoI).—This is commonly known as DNOC. It
forms long, yellow crystals and melts at 86*-87*C. Heated with ammonia at 160*C.. it

yields dlnitrotolouidlne. It produces a coa«iderable rise in the metabolic rate, and has
been used under the trade name of “Dekrysll” for reducing body weight and obesity. It
acts as a violent poison, and is absorbed by Ingestion, by inhalation of dust or by the
skin. The patient must be watched carefully, when he is advised to take this drug.

Dinitrocresol is used nowadays as a weed killer and insecticide and Is applied as
a spray In aqueous solutions in varying proportions of 5 to 8 lbs. In 100 gallons of water
per acre in Ltis Reids oi cereal crops^ It produces poisonous pSects on 'farmers, espe-
aallv when they are careless in handling the spray.

Symptoms.—Severe headache, vertigo, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, unusual
thirst, anxiety, restlessness, lethargy, marked sweating, fever, yellow pigmentation of the
skin and conjunctive, shortness of breath, tachycardia, loss of weight, scanty 'unne.
cramps, convulsions, coma or collapse and death.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—^The fatal dose for an adult may be regarded as 350
to 500 mg. of dmitrocresol.32 Death may occur after an illness of one to four days.
A caseJS is reported in which death ocurred .after an illness of sLxty hours. '

Treatment.—Stop the treatment if the patient is administered the drug for obesity.
Remove the farmer from environments if he Is poisoned by the spray. Allow complete
rest and give barbltm-ates. Administer large quantities of fluids and give oxygen, if
necessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Marked yellow staining of the skin, mucous membrane
and hair. Hismorrhagic erosions in the mucous membrane of the stomach. The liver
is- congested. The kidneys show cloudy swelling. .Punctiform haemorrhages in the
brain.

Medico-Legal Points.—Dlmtrocresol is a cumulative poison, as it is e.vcreted slowly
by the kidneys. The poisonous symptoms appear after it is absorbed in the system for
many days, and ate aggravated particularly In Imt weather.

18. Ibid. 19. Geiger. Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., March 16, 1935, p. 915.
- 20. Jour. Ind Med. -Assoc-, Sep. 1933, VoL XXII, p. 504.

21. p. Lesley Bidstrup and D. J..H. Payne, Brit. Med. Jour., July 7, 1951, p. 16.
22. D. G. Harvey. P. Lesley Bidstrup and J. A. L. Bonnell, Brit. Med. Jour., July 7.

1951, p. 13.

23. Nordmann, ^L. Arch. Geicerbepeth.. 1939, 8, p. 441; Dent. Z. ger. Med., De. 1938,
P- 305; Mcdico-Lep. and Crnninol. Rec-. Auril 1939, Vol. VII, p. 201.

M J.-^3
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TRINITROTOLUENE (TROTYL). Cj«.{CHj) (NO,)',

This Is a high explosive, commonly called T.N.T.. and obtained by nitrating toluene,

a product of coal-tar distillation. It is a fine crystalline, yellow powder, sometimes used

by shell fillers in the form of used yellowish-brown lumps. It melts at about 80’C. It

is soluble in oils and greases as well as in acetone, ether, benezne and xylol. It staiw

the skin and hair a characteristic yellow or tawny orange colour which is not removed by

ordinary washing. It is actively toxic, and may produce poisonous effects mainly by

absorption through the skin, also by gastro-Intestinal tract, or lungs. Poisoning, some-
times attended with fatal results, occurred among workers who were engaged in the

manufacture of this substance during the First World War and among those who handled
it in filling shells, mines and grenades, in hot weather sweat dissolves the T.N.T. dust

and is QUirklv absorbed from the skin.

Symptoms.—^These2< may be considered under the following heads:

—

a) Dermatitis. (2l Toxic Gastritis. (3) Blood Changes. (4) Toxic Jaundice.

^ Dermatitis.—^This appears In the form of a papular or erythematous rash owr
tr^ hands, wrists, face, neck and feet, and Is the most prominent over exposed parts
where sweating and mechanical friction are greatest. The rash on the hands is
frequently of toe chelropompholyx type, seen on the webs of the fingers and on the

pruritus, and the character of the rash is often altered by a

desquamation follows the rash, and in rare cases the skin
IS exfoliated in large flakes.

Gastritis.—This is characterized by a bitter taste in the mouth, spasmodic
pain in the epigastrium, anorexia, acid eructations, nausea, vomiting, constipation, later

dlarrhcea with pain and tenesmus.

Changes*—These are hoemolysis of the red blood corpuscles producing an*'

oallor m methremoglobln, which Svise the eyroptoms

occurs '?''l“»'“ness and passase ot dark urine. Aplastic anemia
occurs In severe poisoning, which often ends fatally.

suddmlv w!lhoift“5?ii',t;l7™'* poisoning, and often appeal

of dStoeS SvSIS Sometlmee, there may be premonllary syniP““

entorfeS of IS!
<*"”<*'“ la associated In Its early stage

In which wnslderable shrtnvf..
alftlnkage; ascites was observed in one

rlum supervene suddenW^Mulllv la™:, ‘.J" *atal casee coma 'and dell

dice, urinary eopJopoShJun are SeSSi ‘1' aPP'aranee of Jauo

tackMf'ie‘“v=??‘pronft'odle‘° U MuaS? d
''^1“^''^ weS

after exposure to T NT u but between the fifth and sixteenthW
toalc lao^lce oSurs! SSe sometimes supervene hel»e

and Olynn reports one In whichlt was ^
day or two wlth^^Ii^ral^dfet^ol^ ^seatment consists of rest in ded let a

and vegetable laxatives. A mixture*”i^tft!f.'*’ vegetables, demulcent
sodium bicarbonate may be eivcn a«*^”***1^® sodium sulphate, potassium citrate and

Tn tho »
aa a routine measure,

w ^ essential Milk should

blf^bonates, should be Sven t5 Alkalies, such as citrate a^
and intravenous saline imusloS ?re ^ acid intoxication.
transfusions for aplastic aniemla.

^commended in severe cases. Repeat^ bloo^

Prevratire hleasures.-These are—
1. Employment In T.N.T factorlM nf u

I mS'^cSSsr orisSs’ --“w'S'
'“4- “t^ulatlon ot dust snd getting rld-«<

5. Protection of the warltpr. k, .w .
gtovra, ^pirators and veils.

” use of Bpecial clothing, such as gauntlettcd
6. Thorough washing of th* .t

? “vltk the factories and bet"''
7. Uberal supply ©f muk.

March 10. muTS'y'' Special flap,.,
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Fost-morlem Appearances.—The liver shows extensive necrosis and atrophy. The
kidneys show cloudy swelling and degeneration. The myocardium is soft, pale and
flabby. Petechial and diffuse hajmorrhages are generally found beneath the endocardium,
pericardium and peritoneum.

Chemical Analysis.— the urine of a suspected case oI trinitrotoluene poisoning be
mixed with'an equal volume of 20 per cent sulphuric acid solution, and shaken out with
ether, the ether' Is separated and washed free of acid with water and then treated with
alcoholic potash, a pink couour will indicate the evidence of trinitrotoluene poisoning
(Webster's test). .

NITROGLYCERIN (TRINTTROGLYCERIN, TRINITRIN,’ GLONOIN OIL, GLYCERYL
TRINITRATE. NOBEL’S BLASTING OIL), C^Hj (O.N02)j

This is a slightly volatile pale yellow, odourless, oily liquid with a sweet, aromatic,
pungent taste. It is slightly soluble in water and rapidly in alcohol, ether, chloroform,
oil and fats. It is highly explosive, and Is used in manufacturing explosives, such as
dynamite and cordite. 'The vapours of nitroglycerin 'are highly poisonous.

Pharmacologically nitroglycerin Is similar in action to amyl nitrite, but its effect is

more lasting. It k an extremely active drug, the medical dose being 1/130 to 1/60 grain.

Symptoms.—A burning sensation in the throat, nausea, vomiting, colicky pain in
the abdomen, sometimes diarrheea, painful throbbing of the arteries all over the b^’,
severe headache, giddiness, flushing of the face and skin, perspiration, palpitation, op-
pression in the heart, hypotension, hurried and difficult breathing, marked cyanosis, com-
plete paralysis and unconsciousness. Death occius from respiratory paralysis. Muscu-
lar twitchmgs and delirium may sometimes be observed.

Fatal Dose.—This is uncertain. A few drops of the undiluted drug would probably
cause death.

Fatal Period.—Deatii may occur from two to sue hours.

Treatment,—Emetics or stomach tube; the patient to' be kept lying doam; nor-adrena-
line drip for hypotension, continuous oxygen and blood transfussion may be required.
Black coffee and Codopynn (Gla.xo) to relieve headache. Fresh air and artiflclal respi-

ration in poisoning by vapour Inhalation. Workers with nitroglycerine must be pro-
tected by .aprons and rubber gloves.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Ecchymosis and congestion in the stomach and intestines.
The lungs are cedematcus, and the other organs are congested. The blood may be of a
chocolate colour due to the formation of mettuemoglobin.

Chemical Analysis.—Nitroglycerin may be isolated by digesting the suspected organic
material with methyl alcohol for about twenty-four hours. The mixture is filtered and
the filtrate is evaporated to a thick syrupy consistence, and extracted with ether or
chloroform. On evaporating the solvent, the residue will contain nitroglycerin, after it

is extracted with cold alcohol. > .

Tests.—1, When treated with amline and a drop or strong sulphuric acid, nitro-

glycerin produces a red colour. The same reaction is obtained when treated with brucine
and strong sulphuric acid.

2. Nltroglycrin explodes violently when struck with a hammer.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental poisoning may result from an overdose of nitro-
glycenn adniinistered as a remedy for angina pectoris, cardiac dyspnoea, etc. but most
of the cases of poisoning occur especially among new workmen engaged in the manu-
facture of nitrogiycerm, dynamite or other high explosives. After a few days of constant
exposure the workmen acquire an immunity, which is lessened by alcoholic indulgence
_and hot weather. It must be remembered that the combination of nitroglycerin and
‘alcohol produces a violent and serious form of Intoxication and such intoxication may
occur in a person who can usually tolerate large quantities of alcohol without ill-effect.

A case27 is recorded in which a man who had worked all day with explosives developK
ed a headache and took a very little whiskj'. Withm a few hours he developed an acute
homicidal mania, footing and wounding one man and kiliing another.

Cases of homicide have been described, nitroglycerin having been administered in
alcoholic drinks.

Nitroglycerin is absorbed from the skin and produces ulcers on the fingers of the
workers who handle the drug during Its manufacture.

Nitroglycerin has been used by malingerers to simulate heart disease.

Nitri^lycerin Is absorbed unchanged from the stomach and on reaching the blood,
it is rapidly decompsed; hence the vomit or stomach contents are the most important
for chendcal analysis in a suspected case of poisoning by t^ compound.

27. L M. Bablnowitch, Canad. Med. Asaoc. Jour.. March 1&44, VoL 5[). p. 199; Med.-
Leg. end Crimlnol. Reu., Vol. 3CII, Part HI, 1944. p. 167.
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PETROLEUM (ROCK OIL)

This is an oily liquid found under the ground In several parts of the earth, and wn-

sists of a mixture of hydrocarbons contaminated wiUi organic sulphur compounds. TOis

crude oil contains inflammable and explosive products, which are removed by ulstm^

tion and purification so as to render it fit for household use. The refined oil is cafl~

kerosene. During the process of purification several other products are separated whlcn

cannot be used in lamps. Those which arc lighter and boll at a lower temperature than

krosene are known as gasoline, which contains pentane, hexane and highly toxic octane,

petrol, naphtha, benzine, etc. From the heavier portions or those which boll at higher

temperatures than kerosene the lubncating oils, vaseline, and paraffin are made.

Symptoms.—^The symptoms produced by inhaling the fumes mostly absorbed through

lungs, are dizziness, ataxia, headache, nausea, vomiting, cough, burning sensation in the

chest, mental confusion, hallucinations, Inability or disinclination to move, cyanosis,

insensibility and convulsions. Death may occur from failure of the heart and respiration

A coolie,2» while working at the manhole of a large petrol tank, apparently over-

come by the petrol fumes, fell Into the tank, the bottom of which was covered with

petrol to a depth of not more than two Inches. One hour later, he was removed from

the tank and was at once taken to the Indian Military Hospital, Quetta, where he was
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lungs were clear, and the urine was passed freely and was tree from albumin. The
bums which were of the second degree were dressed with half per cent picric acid

solution. On the following morning small discrete ulcers were seen to be forming on
both comeze. On the third day he developed severe diarrhcea, which was readily con-
trolled with bismuth salicylate. On the fourth day the eye condition was much worse,
the eyes presenting the appearance of traumatic conjunctiviUes with lachrymation and
photophobia, and with superimposed dermatitis of the lids. The dull, greyish-white
necrosed areas on the comem spread until the whole surface of the comece was involved.

There was no perforation but considerable* shrinkage of the eye balls. On the fifth day
the general condition of the patient was very much worse, and from that day he went
rapidly downhill and died on the ninth day. Bead Aidin2» reports the case of poison-

ing by petrol vapour inhalation of a youth of 17, who was sent on a hot day at 2-30

p.m. to fill a 2 gallon can with petrol from a 40 gallon metal drum kept in a poorly
ventilated hut in the premises of a researdr laboratory and was later found dead slump-
ed with his head, shoulder and arms over the edge of the drum, he obviously di^
while ladling petrol with a beaker from the drum into the can. Post-mortem showed
irregularly shaped dark red areas of excoriations on the right forearm wrist, and fore-

head. body was pale and cyanosed, stomach contained scml-digested food, nothing else

abnormal was found. The Chemical Examiner, Madras, in his annual report for the
year 1956 reports the case of a 15-year oM boy who while attempting to suck petrol from
the petrol tank of a lorrj* through a rubber tube swallowed some petrol, fell down
unconscious and died soon after, petrol was detected only in his stomach contents.

The symptoms produced by the Ingestion of the products of petroleum, especially
kerosene, are a burning pain In the throat, feeling of warmth in the stomach, thirst,

nausea, vomiting, colic, diarrhoea, giddiness, heaviness in the head, pale or cyanosed face,

dyspnoea, drowsiness deepening into .stupor, coma and death. The breath, .vomit and
unne give off the peculiar smell of keronese. The pubUs are at first contracted, but
become dilated when come suprvenes. Convulsions may occur in some cases,. Relapse
may follow an apparent recovery, especially among children, who may develop* inflam-
matory changes in the lungs and degenerative changes in the myocardium, liver, kidneys
and alimentary canal.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Uncertain A dose of. half-an-ounce ^proved 'fatal in
four hours. A child, aged 3 years, drank a mouthful of kerosene and died in seven
hours.30 A child, 5 vears old, who was given 4 drachms of kerosene in mistake for a
medicinal mixture, developed hyperpyrexia and convulsions and died on the second
day.3i A boy, aged 16 years, died on the next day after he was given 2 ounces of
kerosene by a quack to reduce his high temperature.32

Trea(meat.~If the fumes have been inhaled, the patient should at once be removed
into the open air, artificial respiration should be started, and oxygen given. The body
should be kept warm.

If the poison has been swallowed, the stomach should be washed out with warm
water containing sodium bicarbonate. Purgatives and stimulants should then be ad-
ministered and artificial respiration may be resorted to, if necessary. Penicillin must be
administered early to prevent pulmonary infection.

rost-morlem Appearances.—The usual signs of asphj-xia may be present. The smell
of petroleum may be noticed in the lungs, stomach, intestines and In the urine. The
stomach and the duodenum may be acutely inflamed with submucous haemorrhages.

In the case of death by inhalation, the lungs and brain together with other
viscera should be preserved for chemical analysis.

Cliemical Analysis.—From the suspected material, petroleum or kerosene mav be
separated by distillation with steam. The distillate is extracted in the usual manner after
adding excess of benzene. On evaporaing the solvent on a water bath, the residue may
be examined for this substance by applying the following tests:

—

1. Its characteristic odour and inflamroability. 2. Its oily feehng when rubbed
between the fingers. 3. The boihng point ranges between 159* to 309*0. 4. Treated
with alcoholic potash, It does not saponify, a distinguishing feature from vegetable oils
and animal fats.

Medico-Legal Points—Petroleum is not an active po,son. In India accidental cases
of poisoning by kerosene oil occur among children, especially of the poor classes, who
crawl on the floor and manage to dnnfc the contents from small tin lamp cans kept
within their easy approach. Some of them recover under proper treatment. Accidental
cases occur also among men wro dnnk it in mistake for countrj’ liquor. Suicidal cases

29 Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 9. 1958, D 369,
30. Sydney Smith. Forensic Med., Ed. p. S15, see also C. H. Heacock, Bcdtology,

Dec. 1949, Vol. 53. p. 793.
31. Madras Chem. Examiner's Ann. Rep. 1949.
32. Bengal Chem, Examiner's Annual Report. 1945.
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hai,e occasionally occured. A case^J is recorded where a Hindu woman, aged 60 years,

who liad a quarrel with her daughter-in-law, committed suicide by drinking a quantity

of kerosene oiL Post-mortem examination showed that the stomach contained partially

digested nee smelling of kerosene oil The liver, pancreas, spleen and kidneys were

cengested. A caseW is also recorded In Bombay, where a Parsl male. 28 years old, com-
mitted suicide by swallowing kerosene oil. In his annual report for the year 1929. the
Chemical Examiner, Madras, mentions a case, where a nerson attempted to commit sui-

cide by drinking petrol which resulted in thq vomiting of blood and mucus and pain

in the mouth, throat and abdomen. In his annual report for the year 1942, the Chemical
Examiner, Bengal, reports a case of attempted homicide by kerosene oiL A persom
while sleeping with his mouth onen, felfthat some liquid was being poured into bh
mouth. He got up Immediately and felt a burning sensation In his mouth and stomach-
He vomited at once, and was remm-ed to hospital for treatment. The stomach wash con-
tained kerosene oil

^ fumes of petrol for a long time suffer usually from poly*
ne^itis Those who work constantly In petroleum distiUeries are often found suffenng
from skm eruptlonh..

OIL OP TURPENTINE (SPIRIT OP TURPENTINE)
distilled from common turpentlne( an oleoresin, obtained from vanous spe*

iiiro nf ,
^ colourless and transparent oily liquid, a mix*

n turpentrs'eries. It has a strong, peculiar odour a^
Ld ^ insoluble in water, but soluble tn alcohol, ether, chlorop.^

dktni^MS^ extensively used to dissolve varnish. When purified by
distillation with lime, oil of tumentme is known m camphene

‘"Uentme causes a burning pain m tne boil’s

cold akin ‘"^"•'oea, contracted pumls, giddiness, dnwsinw.

Mdntvs th^Sn, '.Jf
'‘'“I*'- O'li'S to Its irriUtlng action on tte

and naairtiSL' hi.W’'”.”' <ii«raltv ot mlctuntlon. strangtW

a tnSll ot iSleS “Bolns blood and albumin, and possessB

pSd duantity is taken, the urine may be completely sup-

veslMto'lk'* produces redness and irritation, follosred by

and »' ‘hb »aadache. dmslness

nephritis
^ niior> passages or csen pneumonia. It sometimes causes toxic

A '•'^^POonfu^hM klii^"an respectively
to 8 child, fourteen weeks oil On iht

®W. and half-an-ounce has proved faW
Bnd in children from much larger

°**’^*^ hand, recoveries have occured in adults

TrralmrnL^^**'. minutes to twelve or fifteen hours

tnr demulcents and mSwlum^Sat^^u bicarbonate solution. Admim^
^rmth or the body. Apply ho- not occurred. Kero up the

hypodennically to relieve pain to the loins Give morphine, J
gram

times with erosions «^ly shows haimorrhagic spa-s.
^turpentine. The kidneys show de^enemti T?**

stomach contents may smell strongy
“'••'I ‘ts meninges are ITie lungs are acutely consj^

who after drinking six oun ^ of an adult male, aged P;rhewrd that the stomach contained four '’r
^'^rpentlne. post-mortem examlnatla.

‘Ting turpentine, and Its mucous membrane
cavity The wall of

Cl.,mlr,| .en,l„l.„TI,l, lub-tenr
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HIcdico-Lcffal Points.—Oil of turpentine Is not an active poison. A few accidental
cases of poisoning have occurred from its medicinal use as an anthelmintic or from its

administration by mistake. It has been taken to procure abortion, but has been rarely
u.sed for homicidal purposes, while it has been swallowed ^vith suicidal intent. A case36
is recorded in which a young man committed suicide by taking turpentine. About three
ounces of turpentine were recovered by distillation from the viscera usually preserved
for chemical analysis.

Toxic symptoms occurring from, the continued inhalation of turpentine vapour are
occasionally obsCn’ed in painters or In persons sleeping in a newly varnished room.
Seamen who were engaged In painting in enclosed spaces on one of H.M. ships suffered
from turpentine panning by Inhaling Its vapour. The symptoms arose after one or
two days' work, seven men reporting sick within a week. Hiey complained of scalding
pain at the end of micturition, and in some cases, of frequency; the urine contained
blood and had an odour of violets. They all recovered after some time.37

Turpentine is eliminated by the lungs, and Imparts Its characteristic odour to the
breath. It Is eliminated by the kidneys and appears In the urine In combination with
glycuronic acid. The urine acquires a smell of violets and reduces Fehllng’s solution.
Turpentine is also excreted to some extent by the skin.

EUCALYPTUS OIL
This is distilled from the fresh leaves of Eucalyptus globulus. Eucalyptus dumosa

and other species of Eucalyptus, N.O. Myrtacese. It is a colourless or pale yellow, volatile
oil, which becomes darker and thicker by exposure. It has an aromatic, camphoraceous
odour and a pungent taste, leaving a sensation of cold In the mouth. It is soluble in
alcohol. It is pharmacoptElal preparation, known as Oleum eucalypti. The dose Is 1 to
3 minims, Unpuentum eucalypti is a non-oCBcial preparation containing eucalyptus oil
in the proportion of I in 10. Eucalyptol (clneole), the chief constituent of eucalyptus oil,

is a pharmacopceial preparation, the dose being 1 to 3 minims. It is a colourless liquid,
having an aromatic odour and a pungent, cooling taste. It is soluble in paraffin and fats.

Symptoms.—Applied to the skin, eucalyptus oil is less irritant than other volatile
oils but, if its vapour is confined. It will produce redness, irritation, vesication and even
pustulation.

Taken by the mouth In a large dose, eucalyptus oil acts both as an irritant and as
a narcotic poison, and causes nausea, vomiting, purging, abdominal pain, headache, foam
at the mouth, cyanosis, contracted pupils, cold clammy skin, cramps, rapid pulse, slow,
stertorous breathing, iUbumln and blood in urine, imconsciousness and coma. Death
occurs from respiratory paralysis.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—About 10 ml. is considered a fatal dose in an adult.
Two drachms of eucalyptus oil produced toxic symptoms in a boy, aged 2J years.3*
Three39 and four4o drachms have caused poisonous sjTnptoms in adults. Sue (lrachnis4i
kiPed a cabdriver, aged 34 years in 40 hours. On the other hand, recovery has followed
a large dose of one ounce and a half.42

Treatment.—^This consists in the lavage of the stomacli, hj’podermic administration
of stimulants, such as strychnine, caffeine, etc. and inhalation of oxygen.

Post-mortem Appearances.—^The mucous membrane of the stomach is red and con-
gested, and may sometimes be inflamed. The mucous membrane of the trachea and
bronchi is red and congested. The lungs are congested. The kidneys are acutely
congested.

Medico-Legal Polnls,—^Poisoning by eucalyptus oil rs not common, although a few
accidental cases have occurred from ir having been swallowed in mistake for some medi-
cine. A case43 is recorded where a girl, 16 years old, drank some eucalj-ptus oil in
mistake for her fever mixture. She was taken to hospital in a drowsy condition. Her
iireath smelt of eucalyptus oil. She recovered after her stomach was washed out In the
licspital. Eucalyptus oil was detected in the stomach wash. A case+4 is also recorded
where a male infant, 7 weeks old, died from poisoning by eucalyptus oil administered
by his sister, 61 years old, to stop him from crying

36. Madras Chem. Examiner’s Annual Rep., 1939, p. 3.
37. H, Wilks. Jour. Koyol Nor. JMed. Service, Jan. 1930, p. 53; Lancet. Feb. 8. 1930, p. 307.
38. Orr. Brit, ^^ed. Jour., May 12, 1906, p. 1085.
39. Garrett, Brit. Med. Jour.. June 27, 1925, p. 1172.
40. Sewell. Brit. Med. Jour., May 16, 1925, p. 922; Gibbm, Brit. Med. Jour., June 4,

1927. p. 10D5.
41. Myott. Brit. Med. Jour.. March 10, 1906, p. 55S.
42. Bombay Chem. Analyser’s Annual Report, 1932, p. 6.

43. Madras Chem. Examiner’s Annual 1933, p. 7.
44. P/iami. Jour.. OcL 27. 1945. p. 194.
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Rarely, suicidal cases have occurred. In his annual report for the year 1M2, the

Chemical Examiner of Madras reports a suspected case of suicide, where a ticket wl-

lector and a girl with whom he v;as living swallowed about an ounce each of

oil They had vomitings and purgings, but recovered under treatment in hospital. The

vomitings and purgings showed eucalyptus oil on analysis.

Eucalyptus oil is excreted by the kidneys, and Imparts to the urine an odour like

that of violets. It is also eliminated by the skin and the lungs.

Nutmeg (Myristica).—^Thls Is known as Jayphal in the vernacular and is the mal,

grcylsh-brown, and furrowed kernel of the seed of Myristica fragrans (N.O. MjtIsU*

caceaj), which grows in Southern India, Ceylon and Malay Peninsula. It contains an

active principle, Myristicln, which also occurs in the oil distilled from nutmeg. Owing
to its aromatic odour powdered or grated nutmeg is used as a flavouring agent and
condiment for culinary purposes, and is used In medicine as a gastric stimulant in 5 to

10 grain doses. It is also used as an abortifaclent. Oil of nutmeg is a pharmacopceiai
preparation, known as oleum myristlcos, the dose being 1 to 3 minims.

In large doses nutmeg acts as an irritant and narcotic poison, causing giddi^^*
vertigo, headache, dilated pupils. vomlUng. thirst, pain In the abdomen, deluium with
hallucinations, and coma. It produces symptoms similar to those of poisoning by can-
nabis Indlca and is used In Egypt as a substitute for hashish. One to one-and-a-balf
powdered nutmegs have produced poisonous symptoms, while two powdered nutmegs
have earned death <5 on the other hand, recovery has followed the ingestion of
powdered nutmeg.

Tlie treatment consists in the administration of emetics, purgatives and stimulants.



CHAPTER XXX

CEREBRAL POISONS—(ConW.)

C. DELIRIANT POISONS

DATURA FASTUOSA (DHATURA)

This plant belongs to N.O. Solanacese, and exists in two different varieties,

viz. Datura Alba, a white flowered" plant iSafed Dhatura) and Datura Niger,

a black or rather deep purple flowered plant {Kala Dhatura). Both these

varieties grow commonly on waste places all over India, have bell-shaped
flowers and have more or less

spherical fruits which are
covered with sharp splhoifs pro-
jections and contain yellowish-

brown seeds. Datura Stramo-
' nium (thorn apple) grows in

India at high altitude through-
out the temperate Himalayas,
and in England on waste
places and dungheaps. All .

parts of these plants are poi-

sonous, Dui the seeas "ana Irult

are consfaered to be the most

noxious. They yield active

principles, • hyoscine, hyoscya-
.mlne and traces of atropine.

It has been suggested that
atropine does not exist as such
in datura plants, but it is a
racemic form of hyoscyamine,
which is converted Into atro-
pine during the process of ex-
traction. Two other varieties.

A.tjtcs.'K. DeAux-i..

Metel, are met with. The
• - former is found about the coast
of Malabar, and the latter

occurs in many parts of India

IF7.-Datura Alba (Dhatura) x J.
onl ‘n Eastern and West Indian
Colonies.

The dried leaves (Daturas folia) of Datura jastuosa and of Datura Metel
and the dried seeds (Daturas semlna) ot Datura lastuosa are used In India
and the Eastern Colonies as substitutes for Stramonium and Belladonna, but
are not included in the British Pharmacopcela. The non-offlclal preparation
made from the seeds is Tinctura daturce seniinis (strength 1 in 4), dose, 5 to
15 minims.

The dried leaves and flowering tops of Datura Stramonium are pharma-
copcelal preparations, known as Stramonium, and Stramonii pulvis.

Symptoms.—The symptoms usually appear within half-an-hour after

swallowing the poison. Vomiting oiten occurs immediately after taking the
seeds, especially when crushed.~a^they produce i^itatloru A bitter

taste , dryness of the mouth and throat, burning pain in the stomach, dy^hagi'a
and difficulty iiT taTkine are the first symptoms tnat ^fe cortipIainecT of.

These" "are loiiowed by giddiness, staggering gaiU inco-ordination of the
muscles., peculiar flushed' appearance o^ th^ face. dry,~hot skin with a rise
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In temperature, diplopia , dilated pupils with loss of acconiinpd^ttlon for yar

vision, red and inj ecte_d_coniunctlvaa and drow^ness. Sometimes, a scariaETnal

rash or exioliatlon ot the skin Is seen over most of' the body, and the tempe-

rature is raised very high. In three cases of poisoning in the District of

Hlssar the temperatures were noted 105.4°, 107.4* and.l08*F. respectively.*

In three cases which came under Modl’s observation in the King George’s

Hospital, Lucknow, during 1932. the temperatures were found to be 102*.

104' and 105'F. respectively. The pulse Is full and bounding, but later be-

comes weak, irregular and_intermlttent. Tho pgt.ipnt now be(mmes rHHess

jindJdeTlriouS; DelTrium-ls of _a_ peculiar_c^acter. He Is^lent or mutters
Indistinct and inaudible words but. usually noisy, tries to run away
from his bed, picks at the bed clothes, tries to pull imaginary threads from
thCitlps of his fingers, and is subject to dreadful hallucinations of sight and
hearing. In fatal cases drowsiness passes into stupor, convulsions and coma.
Death occurs from paralysis of the heart or respiration. In cases, which
recover, stupor passes away, and secondary delirium develops, which lasts for

some hours.

Fig. Datura Alba Fruits

nne_powder. A man drank

and Icll down Insensible wllhin iSm.
nniura. complained ol a bitter taste

and did not reocer his sIS, ‘ m ">'“1 hr had drunk,

down so suddenly that his lect were" sMldilt’’?
*n°lhcr man was struck

carrying * scaiaed by some hot water which he was

Fatal Uncertain Four
v.cre given to six 'HlrRfTou? of whom Pounded and mixed with Rout

nboji 2 drachms, and contains the weighs, on an average-

hundred dried datura seeds wclsth 20 t
weigh about IJ drachms.

of datura stramonium lias proved f-Ttli .
A decoction of 125 seeds

ll 1_ ^ woman.
! llUck. |»unjab Chemical ETanuiie^.' a» - -
2 Cnerm. %tea Jurlt. Ed. lir *> jio

Report. I9ic

»t!fh Court- District. Appeal No 572 of 1021, Allahahsd
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Fatal Period.—In a majority of fatal cases death usually occurs within
twenty-four hours

*
'A boy died in three or four hours alter annKIng"a large

Quantit:^ of datura mixed In skarbaL* A man, 22 years old. died in four or

five hours after datura seeds had. been administered to him In sweets, known
as Peras.s

Treatment.—^The stomach should be washed out with a weak solution of

potassium permatTganate^r a solunph'dl tahnT(raeta~~C2(y~gT5nTs in ^ ounces of

water). ^rostigmlnT a synthetic preparation allted~to physostigmine. which is

safer and more powgrfuirsHpuId.7beIad5iinisteredIh5TQd^inI^lly~1n
~'aoses~bM?.5

mUngramm^. in many "cases one dose Is sufficient to counter-act almost all

tHe"effects of datura.

Pilocarpine nitrate in doses of 1/10 to 1/4 grain hypodermically or

methachollne may make the patient more comfortable, but It does not anta-
gonize the action of datura on the brain. Morphine In i-graln doses hypo-
dermically though regarded as a physiological antidote, must not be given,

as it has a depre.ssant action on the respiratory centre. Soporifics, such
as bromides and short-acting barbiturates, may be given to control the
delirium, but the administration of chloroform or ether by Inhalation is

considered more beneficial. Choral hydrate or paraldehyde In moderate doses

is also useful for marked excitement. Tepid sponging Is good for the raised

temperature and dry skin. Stimulants, such as caffeine, should be given
and artificial respiration and oxygen inhalations should be started when
necessary. A large hot enema may be given with advantage to the patient,

for it acts as a stimulant and by flushing the body helps the elimination of the
absorbed poison.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Datura seeds or their fragments may be
found in the stomach and intestines. It Is, therefore, necessary to make a
careful search for them in the vomited matter, stomach contents and fseces.

The oesophagus, stomach, duodenum and other Internal organs are mostly
congested. In rare cases the mucous membrane of the stomach may be found
slightly Inflamed.

Detection.—The seeds of Datura Fastuosa are often mistaken for those
of Capsicum. The seeds of Datura Fastuosa are. very hard, flattened, kidney-
shaped. and 1/6 inch broad and 1/25 Inch thick. They are bitter in taste

and have a double-ridged convex border. The testa is dark or yellowish-

brown In colour, is finely pitted and reticulated. On longitudinal section
the seeds show the embryo curving outwards at the hilum. '

The seeds of Datura Stramonium are black or nearly so but otherwise
similar to those of Datura Fastuosa.

The seeds bf Capsicum are thin, smooth, roundish, the convex border
being simple and sharper. They have a sharp, pungent taste. The testa Is

of a pale yellow colour. On section the seeds show the embryo curved
inwards.

Test.—^Digest the seeds or the suspected material for about half-an-hour
in warm rectified spirit, filter and evaporate on an open water bath to dry-
ness. Rub the residue with about half-a-drachm of distilled Water acidulated
with sulphuric acid and evaporate to dryness on the water bath. Take up
the residue with a few drops of distilled water, and instil a drop of this Into
the eye of a cat. After about haU-an-hour the pupil will be found dilated.

Medico-Legal Points.—Datura Is commonly used In India for criminal
purposes. The Chemical Analyser to Government of Bombay in his annual
report for 1957 reports that in 543 cases of poisoning Datura was detected

4 Lahore High Court, Criminal Appeal No. 828 of 1929; 31 Criminal Laio Jour.. Feb.
1930. p. 140.

5 Allahabad High Court, Criminal Appeal Na 870 of 1930.
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during a five year period of 1953-57. The seeds are generally used by road

poisoners to stupefy travellers to facilitate robbery and theft and rarely to

destroy life, although deaths have occasionally occurred from excessive quan-

Figr. 199 —A. Datura seeds

r/5 JM-Mlcrophotosniph Ot Seam, ot Dat™ _
lt.es. A case. Is recorded. In which „„ „

' "
idmlnlstered to Musammat Chitana

Musammat Maiki of District Khen
ood. Musammat Chitana lost u datura poison m her
xccused (Musammat Malkli killed her h taking the food the
During the month of April igsj her neck with her food
rases of robberies In which the victims Ahmedabad detected several

-r.7c,c-er-s;p 137 iSS,.
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and riverside with offers of free tea and eatables mixed with datura seeds.

The victims, who were usually strangers to the city, readily accepted such

kind offers, and when they became unconscious after some time, they were
relieved of their cash and valuables.

Fig 20f.~MlcrophotogTaph of Section 'Of 'Capsicum Seed. showing; embryo. »

The seeds are sometimes given to children with a view to kidnapping
them when they become unconscious or delirious.

The seeds are given whole or more often crushed.' mixed with rice, dal
(pulse), sweets, chapatis or vegetables, and sometimes with tea, coffee or
liquor.

The seeds as well as leaves are also mixed with tobacco or ganja and
smoked in a chilum (pipe) for the same purpose. A decoction of the seeds
is at times added to liquor or toddy with a view to enhancing Its intoxicating
property.

Cases of suicidal poisoning by datura are rare. In his annual report for
the year 1907, Ral Bahadur ChoonI Lai Bose, Chemical Examiner of Bengal,
mentions the case of a Hindu female, who committed suicide by taking datura
seeds, in his annual report for the year 1928, the Chemical Examiner of the
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh reports a case from Jaunpur where a young
man, 20 years old, committed suicide by taking datura and opium.

Accidental cases of poisoning occur among children and even adults
from eating raw datura fruits mistaking them as edible fruits or from eating
dry datura seeds in mistake for capsicum seeds. Modi met with a case in
which the whole family consisting of 8 members suffered from toxic symp-
toms after eating datura fruits but recovered the next morning. Pulewka^
reports a case of mass poisoning in which the Inhabitants of a village In
Turkey suffered from poisoning by the seeds of Datura Stramonium having
been mixed up accidentally with the wheat flour from which bread had been
baked.

Accidental cases also occur from the Injudicious use of the seeds in
medicine, as they are used by voids and hakims in the treatment of several
diseases. The seeds are reputed to have an aphrodlaslac property. Medicated

7. KUnlshe WozhenschTijt, Heldelbei^, Oct. 15. 1949. 'Vol. 27, p. 672.
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ghee Is prepared with the seeds lor local application. The juice of datura

leaves is used to subdue pain and Inflammation In rheumatism. If applied

to an abraded surface, it may produce poisonous symptoms.

The active principle of datura Is excreted unchanged in the urine almost

immediately on its administration and the excretion Is completed in ten to

twenty hours. It is, therefore, advisable to preserve urine In cases of datura

poisoning, since the urine will show the active principle on chemical analysis,

while the stomach wash may not occasionally respond to the test.

The seeds of Datura resist putrefaction for a long time, but the mydriatic

principle contained in them appears to be destroyed by putrefactive changes
In the body, although it can be obtained after some lapse of time in the

vomit or from the earth upon which the patient has vomited. Five persons

of Police Station Mohanlalganj, Lucknow District, viz. a Hindu Brahmin, 40

years old. a Hindu female, aged 30 years. 2 boys of 12 and 16 years respec-
tively and a girl, 7 years old, who were administered datura by their comrade,
died on the 16th May 1921. Post-mortem examination on the bodies of these

persons was held on the 18th May. 48 hours after death. The viscera were
decomposed but preserved In the usual manner. They were forwarded to

the Chemical Examiner at Agra on the 28th July 1921. He detected a sub-
stance having the properties of datura In the viscera of the male, the female
and the boy. aged 16 years, but failed to detect It In the viscera of the other
two Datura was also found In the viscera of a Mahomedan male whose
body was exhumed after 5 days of burial.*

Ca«4—1. Homicidal Poisoning by Dofuro.—In 1921, one Musammat

nt h
“• MiMorM EBslori Judse at Euland-

murder of her husband. Net Ram, 18 years old, by

dawra^ao«S'ln“ui'J“n™'?5-l!l ft the 10th May 1921. aha rotted
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joavM wiui him and went out to work at his field On thp wav ate them with
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arrack mixed with some powder of datura seeds, and then began chanting "mantrams''.
Both the brothers became unconscious after a short time, when the strangers left the
temple with a gold ring and one hundred rupees belonging to the brothers on the
pretext of Immersing the deity in a neighbouring rivulet. One of the’ brothers died
and the other recovered.—Modra.s Chem. Examiner's Ana Rep., 1949.

(d) An old man aged C5 years and his 18 yeare old grandson went to a cattle fair to
buy cattle. In the evening two strangers befriended them and gave them sweets to eat
at midnight After some time the grandson became excited, talked Incoherently and o
little later ran towards the river. His dead body, was found floating at 8 A.M. next
morning. The old man, w^io had fallen asleep, found on waking all his cash (Rs. 70)
missing. Particles of datura seeds were detected from the stomach of the grandson on
post mortem.—Madras Chem. E-xamlner's Annual Report, 1951.

ATBOPA belladonna (DEADLY NIGHT-SH>^E)

This plant belongs to HC)T~Solanac^. and grows wildly In England near
villages or on ruins and abundantly In India In the Himalayan ranges at an
altitude of 6,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea level. Atropa Lutcscens Is often
used as a substitute for Belladonna plant. ^11 parts of these plants, vlz.

the leaves, berries and root, are pnisonnns _ They contairi three akalolds.
“^troplne, hyoscyamlne and belladonine. but the most important of them Is

atropine.

Atropine, Cj^^O^N, crystallizes in odourless and colourless, prismatic
needles, and has a bitter taste . It Is sparingly soluble In w'ater (1 In 400),

but freely In ether, alcohol and chloroform. Its aqueous solution has an
alkaline reaction, and is readily decomposed by keeping. It can be chemi-
cally split up by strong acids and alkalies Into troplne and tropic acid, and
may be reconstructed synthetically from these substances. The non-offlclal

dose of atropine Is 1/240 to 1/60 grain. Atropine sulphate (Afropfnee
sulphas) Is an. official preparation, the dose being 1/240 to 1/60 grain. It Is

odourless and occurs as colourless crystals or as a white powder, and Is
.
soluble

In'water^and'ln'alcohol. . .

Symptoms.—These closely res»tyih1 «» nt pn^crintri
p
r ••

Diagnosis.—

I

n doubtful cases of belladonna alkaloid poisoning, 10 to 30

mg. of mpthnch^inp _j5iinT-tri«.I_5aihpiitnnpnn>:iv injected confirms the diag-

nosis. if the chg rgrf.r»r<<:Uc fliich, sweating, lacrimatlon. rhlnorrhea. salivation

enhanced neristais)?; does not annear. This diagnostic application of the
'Parasympathomimetic actions of raethacholine has been suggested by Dameshek
and Feinsllver.s

Fatal Dose.—This Is variable. A decoction of 80 grains of belladonna
root used as an an enema caused the death of an adult woman. Three berries

proved fatal to a child, 9 months old, and 14 berries caused the death of an
old man. On the other hand, recovery has occurred after eating 50 berries.

A teaspoonful of belladonna Unlment. a drachm of the tincture and the same
quantity of the extract have respectively caused death. Recoveries have,
however, followed the Ingestion of larger doses of -these pharmacopcelal pre-
parations. Modi saw a case where a man recovered under the treatment of

prostlgmin after he had taken by mistake one and a half ounces of the
tincture of belladonna. One and a half to two grains of atropine taken inter-
nally may be considered a fatal dose, although halt a grain of atropine has
proved fatal, but recoveries have taken place after the administration of much
larger doses, even as much as 7.5 grains*® and 15 grains** of atropine sulphate.
One-twentieth grain of atropine Injected hypodermically has killed an
adult. Three grains of an ointment containing 1 . 6 mg. of atropine applied to

to the eyes twice a day for two consecutive days killed a boy, aged 2 years and

9. Quoted by Goodman and Gllmnn in The Pharmacological basis o/ therapeutics.
Ed. II, p. 473; Jour, o) Am. Med. Assoc.. 1937, pp. 561-51.

10. Comroe, Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc., Aug. 5, 1933, p 446.
11. E. Alexander Jr. ct al, Neto. Eng. Jotir. Med.. 234, p. 258.
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9 months, on the third day.'J An ointment containing three grains of atro-

pine applied to the abraded skin has caused death.*^

Fatal Period.—In rapidly fatal cases death occurs in'3 to 6 hours. Usual-

ly death occurs within 24 hours, although It may be delayed for days.

Treatment.—The same as for datura poisoning.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Berries, seeds or fragments of leaves may

be found in the alimentary canal. The other appearances are similar to

those found In poisoning by datura.

Chemical Analysis.—Atropine may be extracted by the Stas-Otto pro-

cess from organic mixtures, which are slightly acidified by tartaric acid or

rendered alkaline by a small quantity of sodium carbonate. Atropine is very

prone to undergo hydrolysis. The extraction should, therefore, be conducted

at a low temperature to prevent this action. Chloroform is the best solvent

for the final extraction of atropine.

Tests.—1. Vkali’s Test .—^The extracted residue is treated with a few

drops of fuming nitric add. heated to boiling, and evaporated to dryness on

a water bath. After cooling, the resldu Is moistened with a few drops of

freshly prepared alcoholic potassium hydroxide solution, when a violet colour

Is produced which soon changes to red and finally disappears. The colour

may be made to reappear by adding more alcoholic solution of potassium
hydroxide. Hyoscyaralne and hyoscine give this test, but homatropine does

not.

2. Gerrard's Test—If one or two cubic centimetres of a 2 per cent so-

lution of mercuric chloride in 50 per cent alcohol are added to a portion of

the residue, a red colour develops immediately. Hyoscyamlne produces a
yellow colour, which becomes red on warming, while hyoscine (scopolamine)
does not produce any changes in colour.

3. Auric chloride gives a citron yellow precipitate to a solution con-
taining atropine. If the precipitate be recrystallized from boiling distilled
water, and acidified with hydrochloric acid, it will show a minutely crystal-
line appearance, and when dry will appear dull and pulverulent. It has a
mcUlng point of 137’-139*C.

aqueous’ solution ot hydrobromlc odd saturated with bromine
^ amorphous preelpttate which, after a short time, forms

crystals of various forms, such as splndl-s. crosses and stars.
fast—A portion ot the punned residue Is dissolved

In water contalnlne a few drops ot sulphuric add and one or two drops of
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toxic symptoms after .two drops of a J per cent aqueous solution of atropine
sulphate had been dropped into each nostril at 2 p.m. and again at 6 p.m. In
place of a 3 per cent aqueous solution of ephedrlne sulphate. An Inhabitant**!
of Dohad in Gujarat instilled into his cars ear drops containing belladonna.
The same night he was seized with severe headache, vomiting and dlarrhcea.
became unconscious and died. ‘ Atropine was detected In the viscera and In the
residue of the ear drops. Peter McEwan*^ reports a case, in which an eye
lotion containing atropine was injected by mistake in a man who was about
to have a lipoma remoi'bd. He developed symptoms of belladonna poisoning,
and his' temperature Tose to 1Q6*P.

Firth and Bentley** report three cases of belladonna poisoning resulting
from eating the flesh of a rabbit which had been feeding on belladonna leaves.

Winder and Manleyw also record the case of a woman, aged 46 years, who
suffered from symptoms of belladonna poisoning after she bad taken 4 ounce
of the liquid extract- of liver as well as 2 drachms of the extract as a remedy
for pernicious anaemia. On analysis the liver extract showed the presence of •

atropine of the strength of 1/25 grain per fluid ounce. She w'as thus poisoned
by 1/50 grain as also by 1/100 grain of the alkaloid. Jt appears that bella-
donna leaves and fruit had been eaten by the animals from whose livers the
extract was manufactured.

Suicidal cases have occurred from swallowing the liniment or extract.
In his annual report for the year 1949, the Chemical Examiner, Bengal, .

mentions the -case of a boy who committed suicide by taking atropine.

Homicidal cases are rare- A case Is recorded In which a w’oman, aged
50 years, was first drugged with atropine and then murdered by her throat
being cut with a sharp cutting instrument.*'* Atropine with cocaine was
supposed to have been given by Clark of Agra to Fulham to stimulate the
symptoms of heat apoplexy.

Atproplne Is eliminated from the system chiefly by the kidneys. Con-
sequently it can be detected in an unchanged condition in the urine.

llomatropine hyflrobromide (lloinatropin® Jiyarobromiiinm).—This is a salt of
homatropine, an artificial or synthetic alkaloid, prepared by the condensation of tropine
nith mandelic acid In Cfte presence of iiydnKSilofic add. 2t is a colourless, crystalline
powder, soluble in 6 parts of water and In 18 parts of alcohol (90%). It is a constituent
of Lamellae homatropince, ea(^ disc containing 1/100 grain of homatropine hydrobromide.
It is largely used in opthalmic practice, as its effects subside more quickly than those
of atropme. A case occurred in the King George's Hospital, Lucknow, where 20 to 25
drops of a 1 per cent solution of homatropine hydrobromide instilled into the eyes for a
period of 3 hours caused some poisonous symptoms.

HYOSCYAMUS NIGER (HENBANE, KHORASANI AJWAYAN)

This plant belongs to N.O. Solanace®, and grows wild throughout the
Himalayan range. All parts of the plant are poisonous, but the seeds are
more poisonous, tops' yield three
active principles, hyoscyamlne, hyoscine and atropine.

Hyoscyamlne occurs both as a crystalline and as an amorphous alka-
loldal substance. . It is slightly soluble in water but freely in alcohol (90 per
cent), chloroform arvd ether. It is isomeric with atropine, into which it can
be readily converted. It may be split up into hyoscine and hyoscinlc acid.

Hyoscine is a syrupy alkaloid synonymous with scopolamine. It Is -slightly

soluble In water, but readily dissolves in alcohol <90 per cent), ether, chloro-
form and dilute acids. It Is considered five times more powerful therapeuti-

16. Bombay Chem. Analyser's Annual Report, 1927, p. 4.

17. Brit. Med. Jour., Nov. 15, 1947, p. 792.
18. Lancet, Oct. 29, 1921, p. 901.
19- Brit. Med. Jour.. Feb. 29, 1936. p. 413.
20. Bengal Chem. 'Eixam. Annual Rep., 1922, p. 6.

M.J.—44
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cally than hyoscyamine. Its official preparation, Hyoscince hydrobromldum

(Hyosclne or scopolamine hydrobromide), occurs In colourless, transparent,

rhombic crystals, having a slightly bitter taste. It Is soluble In water and

In alcohol (90 per cent). The dose is 1/200 to 1/100 grain. It Is contained

in Oculentum hyoscince (strength. 0.125 per cent), and Injectio hyosclme

hydrobromidl, dose, 1/200 to 1/100 grain.

Symptoms.—^These are the same as In datura poisoning, but delirium l5

not so marked, while there is greater tendency to sleep. Insensibility and

general paralysis ol the nervous system. In addition to these, nausea, vomit-

ing, purging, spasmodic contractions of the muscles and hallucinations may

be present.

Fatal Dose.—Two grains of hyoscyamine Is probably a fatal dose. Owing to an

individual Idiosyncrasy medinnal doses have product toxic symptoms. One-fourtn w
half-a-grain of hyoscme hydrobromide may be regarded as a fatal dose.2t

Fatal Period.—Usually twenty-four hours.

Treatment.—Similar to that for poisoning by datura.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Similar to those in poisoning by datura. Henbane or

hyoscyamus seeds may be found in the stomach.

Detection.—The seeds are hard, kidney-shaped, about 4" In diameter, covered with

small projections and are of a brown or grey colour.

Testa,—!. Hyoscyamine and hyoscine are mydriatic alkaloids; hence a solution of

either of them, if put Into the eye of a cat. causes dilation of the puplL
2. Hyoscyamine forms with auric chloride solution a gold double salt, which melts

at 165* and 2WC.
Hyoscine treated with auric diloride solution yields a yellow precipitate, ^^cb.

water, forms bright yellow, glistening needles, having a melting pou>

OZ IbS to 20v C.

bromine In hydrobromlc and forms needle-shaj^
crystals with a solution of hyoscyamine, but round spheres with a solution of hyosctue-

Meaico.L.8alp«lnls—An accidental fatal case has occurred in 24 hours from ac
«!' parsnlj. The seeds have been mlsUben fw

celery seeds and have produced poisonous symptoms.
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4. Solanum Nigrum {Kakmachi, jaakol).

5. Solanum Tuberosum (Alu).

Symptoms.—Nausea; vomiting; dlarrhcea; colic; tenesmus; giddiness; widely dilated
pupils; cramps in the legs; muscular spasms; drowsiness: delirium: coma. Death occurs
from respiratory paraj-sis.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—Uncertain. Two berries of solanum dulcamara25 have
caused the death of a child, four years old. in thirty-two hours. A girl.26 aged 9 years,
died in about five days after she had eaten three berries of solanum dulcamara.

Treatment.—Wash out the stomach. Keep up the body warmth and use stimulants-

Post-mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of the stomach and small intes-
tine is congested, and may sometimes be inflamed.

ClJcmicai.Analysis.—Solanlne is extracted from the viscera by the Stas-Otto method,
but as it is pactically Insoluble in ether and chloroform, warm amyl alcohol Is used for
the final extraction from ammoniacal solution. The following are the most useful
tests27;—

1. A concentrated solution of the alkaloid in amyl alcohol sets to a jelly-like

consistence.

2. Phosphomolybdic acid gives a cream-coloured precipitate.

3. Nitric acid gives a purple colour on viarming.
4. Ethyl sulphuric acid gives a red colour.

5. Concentrated sulphuric acid with bromine water gives a red colour forming in
streaks.

C^NABIS SATIVA OR DIDICA (INDIAN HEMP)
This plant belongs to N.O. Urticacete, and grows all over India, but US

cultivation Is restricted to certain districts only owing to the monopoly of State

Governments. It yields an amorphous resin, cannablnone, which consists

chiefly of cannablnol a colourless, oily liquid. When treated with
p-nltrobenzoyl chloride in* pyridine solution, cannablnol forms two com-
pounds, crystalline cannablnol-p-nitrobenzoate, and non-crystalline canna-
binol-p-nltrobenzoate. The crystalline compound Is highly poisonous, and
causes convulsions and death soon alter injecting into a rabbit a dose of more
than 2 mg. per kilogramme of body weight of 0.5 per cent acetone solution.

The non-crystalline compound yields on hydrolysis an oily liquid, which
causes sleep and later death without convulsions, If a dose of 5 mg. or more
per kilogramme of body weight is Injected Into a rabbit.

'Ihe lorms In which cannabis sativa is nsed in India ate

—

1. Bhang, Siddhi, Patti or Sabji.-

Fig. 202 .—Cannabis Sativa.

-This consists of the dried leaves and
fruiting shoots. It Is used as an In-

fusion In the form of a beverage, which
produces intoxication of a sensuous
character. It Is prepared by rubbing
on a stone slab sugar, black pepper
and dried leaves, and is taken in the
form of a bolus or pill, or lis mixed
with water and strained through a
muslin cloth before it Is drunk. This
Is the favourite beverage, especially of
the Hindus, in the northern parts of
India.

The Intoxication produced by it Is

of the most cheerful kind causing the
Individual to sing and dance, to eat
food with great relish and to seek
sexual enjoyment. The Intoxication
lasts about three hours when sleep
supervenes.

25. Lancet. June 28. 1855- 26. Lancet. Sep. 11. 1948. p. 438.
27. H. Lowe, Analust. 1929. p. 153: Jour, o/ State Med.. June 1929, p. 368.
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2 Majun.—This Is a sort of confecllon prepared from bhang after treat-

in'' It with sugar, flour, milk and butter. It has an agreeable odour ano a

swliet taste. It Is sold In the bazaar In small lozenge-shaped pieces.

three drachms are enough to Intoxicate a person, who feels great app

and a sexual desire. He also feels quite happy and contented as ^
belongs to some RaM’5 family, and ha.s got all what he wants. Somec

datura is mixed with maiun.

3 Ganja .—This has a rusty green olcour and a characteristic

and consists of the flowering or fruiting tops of the female plant coated w

resin and grown on the plains. It is mixed with a little tobacco, and is

ly smoked in a pipe (chllam). The person using the smoke feels heavy a

lazy, and Idulges in pleasant reveries, though he is able to discharge

ordinary duties. It Is largely Indulged In by Sadhus and Fakirs.

The leaves and flowering tops of the American hemp plant

Americana or Marihuana! are rolled into cigarettes called “reefers a

smoked. It is said to lead to Increased consumption of more dangerous drug

in Amrlca and England particularly in school going children.

4. Clmras^Thls is of a dark green or brown colour and Is

known as hashish. It is the resin exuding from the leaves and stems of

plants, which grow on mountainous regions from six to eight thousand le

above the sea-level. It is smoked with tobacco in a pipe or a hukha. ana

the most potent of all the forms

Symptoms.—Persons not accustomed to its use or from an
suffer from toxic symptoms. They appear soon after smoking ganja or

and within half an hour after swallowing bhang, and are characterized /

two stages: stage of intoxication and stage of narcosis.

The first stage is characterised by excitement with visual hallucinations^

cupohrla, iaugnter, talkatl^riess, niarked incrc^e In appetite and I

less muscular movements. The patient loses all perception of time ana

space, gets dreadful hallucinations, becomes wildly delirious, and sometime

has a homicidal tendency. He feels giddy, ataxic, complains of tingling a^a

numbness of the skin, becomes drowsy, suffers from muscular weakness ana

then passes into the second stage of narcosis with dilated pupils. In
poisoning there may be general anaesthesia. Recovery usually follows deep

sleep. Death, although extremely rare, may occur from respiratory failure.

Cltrof^ Poisoning,—This occurs from the excessive consumption
cannabis saTlva in one or more of its forms for a prolonged period. The aymP
toms are loss of appetite, general weakness, emaciation, trembling. 1°®®

sexual power, slothfulness, moral and mental deterioration and insanity

(mania, melancholia or dementia).

In insanity causes ty cannabis satlva the patient may suHer from balW
clnatlons and delusions ol a persecuting nature and sexual Infidelity.

wWU'
eads to ertoes ol violence. The patient Is sometimes overpowered by »
Irresistible Impulse to destroy wlllully llte and property ol which he W®
no recollection afterwards y v n

ratal Do5e.-ynknown. Eight ounces ol Neuroslno euulvalcnt to «
grains ot cannabis satlva taken In two days-and-a-hall produced alamtWS

pScTpo!sonours'r«'omr"‘ ®-tns ot the extract n.«

may''briIa"'ed m?:c'v’JrS S”'"

ZS. G. Creswell Bums. Jcnir Amrr ».».» I
• Amsoc. April 11. 1931, p. 1225
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Post-mortem Appearances.—Not characteristic.

Chemical Analysis.
—

^The resin Is contained in the acid ether extract of
the suspected organic material obtained by the Stas-Otto process, and is

recognized by the following tests:

—

1. Beam's Alkaline Test.—^Thc extract Is treated Viith a small quantity
of animal charcoal to remove the colouring matter, especially the chlorophyll
of the crude drug, and is filtered before evaporating to dryness In a small
porcelain capsule. A few drops of a 5 to 10 per cent alcoholic solution of
potash are added, when a violet colour gradually develops, which may be
hastened by warming.

This test may also be performed by dissolving the residue in a few drops
of petroleum ether and soaking a piece of filter paper in this solution. The
paper is then evaporated spontaneously and moistened with a drop of the
alcoholic potash, w'hen a violet colour appears at once.

2. Beam’s Acid Test.—A few drops of absolute alcohol saturated with
dry hydrochloric acid gas are added to the residue dissolved in a few drops
of petroleum ether, when a red colour Is produced.

The preparations of cannabis Indlca. such as the tincture and extract,

often fall to respond to this test.

3. Bouquet's Test.—If a few drops of a freshly prepared mixture of

concentrated sulphuric acid <2 vols.i and absolute alcohol (3 vols.) are added
to the extracted residue dissolved in a lew drops of acetone after It is de-
colourized by animal charcoal. If necessary, a dark colour appears, which
becomes cherry red in about an hour. The addition of a afew drops of water
renders the solution colourless but opalescent.

4. Aldhyde Tesf.—A few drops of the reagent made by dissolving 1 g.

of para-dimethylamlno-benzaldehyde in 100 cc. of alcohol and adding 20 drops
of concentrated sulphuric acid are added to the residue In a porcelain basin.

The mixture is then evaporated to dryness, when a bright violet colour ap-
pears.

5. Tiegm's Test.—^To 2 cc. of Negm’s Reagent, consisting of 0.4 grammes
of Vanillin and four drops of acetaldehyde in 20 c.c. of 95 percent alcohol add
residue obtained from evaporation of a petroleum ether etract of charas.
If a pale green colour appears on mixing, which Immediately turns slaty grey
and indigo blue in 10 minutes is suggestive of its presence, after some time
violet colour also appears.

Bhang and other forms of cannabis sativa used by addicts may be identi-

fied under the microscope by the presence of
retort-shaped, short, unicellular, cystolithic

hairs and long, thin tapering hairs, having no
cystoliths The following method is recom-
mended for carrying out the microscopic exa-
mination

—

The suspected particles are placed on a slide,

and a drop of dilute caustic soda solution is

added. They are then covered with a cover-
sUp and examined first under the 1/3" and
then under the 1/6" objective, when the mor-
phological features of the hairs will be observ-
ed distinctly. The ganja hairs appear smooth.

Fig. 21B,_CMnabls sativa Hairs:
fl- Ganja Hairs, b. Charas Hairs.

fFrom Ghosh and Bagehi's
Organic and Toxicological

Chemistry. Ed. IV.y

For the microscopic examination of maj'un.

sugar, butter and other substances should first

be removed by washing successively with
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petroleum ether, alcohol and hot water. The residue Is then treated with

dilute alkali and examined.

In the case of ganja or charas mixed with tobacco or any other dr>' sub-

stance the suspected particles should be freed from foreign matter, rubbed

with a little water in a mortar and mixed with some chloral hdydrate solution.

The mixture is transferred to a test tube and boiled for a few second.?, when

the finer particles will float on the surface. A drop of the liquid containing

the floating material is placed on a slide and covered with a cover-slip. It Is

then examined under the microscope.

Medico-Legal Points.—Poisoning by bhang is mostly accidental Majun

and charas have been occasionally used by road prisoners to stupefy persons

to facilitate robbery. Charas and ganja arc sometimes used to dope cig-

rettes. A case^’ Is recorded In which one Sankothl Thakur was sentenced

to four years’ rigorous imprisonment on the charge of administering charas

to a fellow-passenger and stealing his purse In a railway train. The acused

and the complainant entrained at Howrah for their homes In Ballia aw
Muzaffarpur. At the complainant's request for a • Wrf the accused mixed

charas with a half-burnt cigarette. He first smoked It and next the com-

plainant. The latter felt intoxicated and uneasy, and slept In the train by

the side of the accused. Awaking at Mokameh, he found his money missing

and demanded it from the accused. At Patna City railway station, the ac-

cused was arrested, and on a search by the police, the amount alleged to have

been stolen was found on his person.

In his annual report for the year 1934. the Chemical Examiner of Madras

describes a case in which cannabis satlva v/as administered for homicidal

purpose. A father killed his son by administering a powder containing cannabis

satlva leaves, as there was enmity between them.
Sometime, people take cannabis satlva to steady their nerves before

committing a crime. Rarely, people, after the continued use of cannabis
satlva. run amok, l.e. they first kill a person or persons against whom they

have entertained fancied or real enmity and then go on killing everybody
that comes In their way until the homicidal tendency lasts They then com-
mit suicide or quietly submit themselves to the police. It must be remem-
bered that people sometimes run amok, even though they are not addicted
to the use of cannabis satlva. The following Is a typical example" of run-
ning amok at Allahabad, where four Innocent persons were murdered and
several wounded In the course of about 15 minutes:—

On the evening of January 20, 1931, a Punjabi Muslim was selling tumblers i

IWiSWSlI-S
coolie, however, escaped with a few cut* on

shouting
and near the end of the tame oassaze accused resumed the Cw
on the way. perhaps ^ ^
he stabbed another Hindu yoS who^J^^™^ whUe taking the Garhi-ki-sarai^
this road he wounded tome people and stahw^f cycle. During ^ds.

Proceeding further the accii^was -ncoum^^'^?.
throw him on the ground. The accusrf**hS^*^ ® Hindu male who
as he resumed the flight several getting up agam
OLD. consUble who was punuinzS At this stage m''

when the accused bit the constables caught hold of the accused*
man was secured. Eventually with the help of the public tn*

A ca.seii also occurred in Bombay whe-» <i nv. .

ing of charai. used to squat on Hombv Btoiya, who was addicted to the
mao, ^ ^ pateiBt.

Leader, June 21. 1933
rimes of India, Dec. 19. Leader, Feb 1. 1931
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night of December 18, 1938, he had a quarrel urith his client, and then suddenly started
running along the road with a spring knife in his hand and stabbing persons that came
in his way till he was grappled, disarmed and arrested by two nolice constables, w’ho
happened to be passing along Borl Bunder tram Junction. During hts mad career he
stabbed ten persons, one after the other, four of whom died subsequently.

The resinous constituents of cannabis sativa are excreted by the kidneys,
and It Is. therefore, necessary to preserve urine for chemical analysis In a
suspected case of poisoning by this drug.

Mescal Buttons (Peyote).—^These are the flowering tops of a cactus
plant, Anhalonium Lewinll. growing In the deserts of Central America. They
yield four alkaloids, of which mescaline Is the most Important. A decoction
Is made of mescal buttons and Is used by addicts as an Intoxicating drink
like cannabis sativa. The symptoms are dilated pupils, muscular relaxation
and prolonged visual hallucinations of v’arious designs and colour, accom-
panied by confusion of thought and disorientation, particularly as to time.
Three grains (0.2 gramme) of mescaline sulphate produces intoxication In
about 25 mlnutes.32 The after-effects are Insomnia, vertigo and headache.
Large doses produce poisonous symptoms, the chief being nausea, vomiting,
dlarrhcea with bloody stools, shallow bTcalhlng, fall of blood pressure and death
from respiratory failure.

Treatment.—Empty the stomach and treat the symptoms as they arise.

COCAINE (METHYL-BENZ0yL-EC(50NINE>. C,^3,0*N

Cocaine is an alkaloid derived from the leaves of Erythroxylum Coca and
its varieties (N.O. linacea), growing In South America, but now cultivated In
the tea districts of India, Ceylon and Java.

Cocaine Is a colourless, odourless, crystalline substance and has a bitter
taste, causing numbness of the tongue and mucous membrane of the mouth.
It is soluble with • great difficulty in water, but dissolves readily in alcohol,
ether, chloroform and benzene, the solution being alkaline. It is a pharma-
copceal preparation, known as Cocaina, the non-ofl3cIal dose being 4 to i
grain. The B.P.C. ointment, xinguentum cocaines, contains 4 per cent of
cocaine.

In the form of cocaine hydrochloride It Is largely used as a local anasthetlc
In ophthalmic practice, and in dental and minor operative surgery. Cocaine
hydrochloride exists in colourless, aclcular crystals. It Is soluble In water,
chloroform and glycerin. Its solution Is neutral and decomposes in a short time,
but keeps better if mixed with half a per cent solution of boric acid. The
official dose is 4 to 4 grain.

Cocaine hydrochloride is contained in the official preparations of Oculentum
cocaince (0.25 per cent), Lamellce cocainoe (1/50 grain in each disc), Trochiscus
kramerice et cocaince (each contaiidng J/20 grain), and Supposiforia
cocainoe (each containing 4 grain).

Acute Poisoning.—This Is marked by excitement with delirium of a nosly
character, followed by depression, as cocaine, when absorbed into the blood,
first stimulates and then paralyses the nerve centres of the brain and spinal
cord.

Symptoms.—Small doses of not more than a grain give a sense of well
being and euphoria. In the beginning there Is excitement, restlessness, talka-
tiveness and the reflexes are increased. Temperature may suddenly rise with
a rigor. Dryness of the mouth and throat; dysphagia; feeling of tingling and
numbness in the tongue, hands and feet: nausea but rarely vomiting; cramps
in the stomach; headache; giddiness; faintness; marked cyanosis;
dilated pupils; quick, irregular and imperceptible pulse; shallow, gasping and

32. Macdonald CriteWey, Brit. Med. Jour., VoL II, Oct. 25, 1930, p. 690.
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Cm „C“"irS"am.y™s‘o;lJ“tSe.
Delirium and hallucinations may occur.

etuHpnt

A case occurred in the King George’s hospital. Luc^ow,
alter^hls nose

ot 20 years suSered from symptoms of acute
gnaked in a 4 per cent

had been plugged for ten ™nutes with
^ ^he same solution for ab-

solution of cocaine hydrochloride and tmce tne
y^e solution

mucous cauterization of the l^erior
y „ _„y began to shout and talk

had been Used. The patient became excited and r^tless, am ^ became

at random. He was delirious. His mouth and tluxwt were
The nupUs were

flushed. He complained of interne
feeble and rapid. An attempt

dilated. The respirations were burned and
gi„e„ a tehlet of luminal

was made to produce vomiting, but of no avail. He was then B
ewintnms) The mouthS Scame qS.et wthta an honr » hnn^nller Sing

became moist 5 hours later. He recovered completely the next morning.

Fatal Dose.-The usual latal dose of cocaine may be
*°ty’’may

to 15 grains administered by the mouth, but u inuch ^ ^ or

cause death It Inlcctcd hypodcrralcally or applied to ‘lib

^ „„sed
mucous membrane. Two-thirds of a grain injected m-
the death of an old woman, and 7 ml. of ten per cent cocaine ^

Jected Into the urethra of a male patient, aged 60 years.
Uprated by

should, however, be remembered that much larger doses can ne lo

habit.

Fatal Period^Death usually takes place In from a few ^
hours. A young woman In Bareilly died In 3 to 4 hours as a

-jid

taken cocaine In excess.’* A Parsl lad,” 16 years old, died In 3 .

50 minutes after the use of cocaine as a local anssthetlc for the ren

the tonsils. The operation was successful.

Treatment.—Use emetics or wash out the stomach with warm
containing finely powdered charcoal, potassium permanganate or

If cocaine has been taken by the mouth. Wash out the mucous hiem •

if It has been applied to the nose or to the throat. Try to ligate off

as far as possible. If it has been injected hypodermically. Keep
in a recumbent posture. Administer stimulants, such as ammonia, dlBi

caffeine, strychnine, and nikethamide (coramlne). Administer chlorofo^

combat convulsions but do not give morphine, which may endanger Ilf®-

It hastens respiratory failure. Give artificial respiration and oxygen

necessary.

Amyl nitrite Is considered an antidote and should, therefore, be given by

Inhalation.

Mayei« advises the use of calcium chloriae to Inhibit the toxic

ot cocaine. M. Reese Guttman” has lound that phenobarbltal (luminal) »»

the best remedial agent In the treatment ol cocaine poisoning, and suggest

the prophylactic use of three grains by the month 30 minutes helom

anesthesia. It can also he given hypodermically Tatnm and his

worhersM recommend the nse ol 100 mg. ol soluble barbital dissolved in 5

ol a standard solution ol paraldehyde per kilogramme ot body weight.
Intravenous administration ol a short acting barbiturate eg pentobarhlta‘
sodium 0.3 to 0.5 gram; or amobarbltal sodium 0 4 to 0 8 gram is also use-

tut.

J. Cid. Dos Santos, Lancet, Peb n 1950 n •>}

U.P Chemiral Examiner's Annual Report,* 1925 P 425 Oaekwar, 5fe(i-Leff -/our.. July.August ices, r, ..u
36 Schtc. Med. Wchnschr. Aug ig 1921 n nj-r? ^ A^tnr OCt- I®'

IMl. p IMD. rabrv. JlaTich JM. WeiS}’ ?m ’

17 Jcur. Amrr Med. A,.oc. Maih
3S JOdT Amer. Med. A„oe. March lo!S S

™
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Post-mortem Appearances.—Marked hsrpercemla of the brain, spinal cord
and other internal organs.

A woman, about 30 years old, was found alive at about H pun. on the 16th June
1914, and was found dead on the following morning at 11-30 a.m., when her paramour
came to visit her. Post-mortem examination showed that the mucous membrane of the
stomach was slightly congested. The stomach a>ntained a quantity of semi-digested
foodstuffs witli no particular smell. The pupils were slightly dilated and the Internal
organs were congested. Cocaine in marked quantity was detected In tlie viscera.s?

Synthetic substitutes such as nlypln, apothesin, bcta-cucalne, butyn
novocalne, orthocalne, pantocaine, nupercalne. stovaine, tutocalne, etc. are
frequently used In surgical practice as local or spinal anaesthetics, and have
produced poisonous symptoms followed sometimes by fatal results. Recently
two accidental casss-*o of poisoning by pcrcalne occurred in Bombay. In one
case a Mahomedan boy. aged 8 years, who was given about 5 grains of per-
caine In mistake for calcium lactate as a pre-operative treatment before
removal of tonsils, developed convulsions within two minutes. These were
followed by dilated pupils and cyanosis, and death occurred within a few
hours. In the other case of a Mahomedan boy, aged 12 years, was inadver-
tently given a similar dose of parcaino, but he recovered under treatment.

Novocalne Is largely added to cocaine as an adulterant or Is used as a
substitute for the same. Addicts have to consume a large quantity of novo-
calne and suffer from its poisonous effects, as it does not produce the same
effects as their usual dose of cocaine. A case occurred in Patna, where a
Hindu male, aged about 30, who happened to be a cocaine eater, took a large

quantity of novocalne which was sold to him as cocaine, became unconscious
In half an hour and died In about four hours.^J

Besides novocalne, boric add. carbonate and bicarbonate of soda. lime,
chalk, aspirin, antlfebrln. antlpyrin. and starch are also used as adulterants

,
of cocaine.

Chronic Poisoning (Cocainism).—This occurs among those who have
been accustomed to Its use either by Internal administration or by subcutaneous
injection.

Symptoms.—Pale face; sunken eyes; Insomnia; digestive derangements;
dilated pupils; wasting, emaciation; tremors: rapid pulse; impotence; defective

memory; physical and moral degeneration; derangement of the special senses;
visual and other hallucinations; melancholia and mania with delusions of
persecution.

The characteristic symptom, known as Magnan’s symptom, and complained,
of by the patient. Is a feeling as if grains of sand were lying under the skin,
or some small Insects (cocaine bugs) were creeping on the skin, giving rise

to Itching sensation. The tongue and teeth of the habitual cocaine eater in
India are jet black, probably due to the chemical change brought about by
Ume and saliva acting upon cocalne.^^

H. Hartmann^ reports that homosexuality is often seen among cocaine
addicts, and cites several cases of men and women who got into this habit
after they took to cocaine and the perversion disappeared after the drug was
stopped.

Treatment.—This consists In the immediate withdrawal of the drug from
cocaine addicts and in the treatment of gastric derangements, insomnia etc.

^’ith appropriate remedies. They are best treated in Institution

39. Bengal Chem. Exam. Annual Rep.; Jnd. Med. Gaz., Aug. 1915, p. 304.

40. Private communication dated 26th Oct 1946 from the Chemical Analyser. Bombay.
41. Bengal Chem. Examiner's Annu^ Reo., 1936, p. 13.

42. K. C. Bose, l7id. Med- Goa, March 1902, p. 85.
43. Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, Berlin, Feb. 27. 1928. p. 268; Jour. Amer.

-wed. Assoc.. April 28. 1928, p. 1418.
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:s;s=‘%.’=«”rs r.
half-an-hour.

2. atesel's Test.-A solution ol potassium permanganate

violet precipitate, -which shows rhombic crystals arranged In r

seen under the microscope.

Fig. 2M—Mierophotoeraph of Cocaine
cr>staU2x 200 (Dr. K. N. Bagchi.)

(Obtained bg Hankin's test.)

Ftg. 205.—Micropholograph of

crystals x 200 (Dr. K. N-

(Obtained by Bagchi's modi/icd metnaa

of }iankin's test

)

3. Hankin’s Test.—Cocaine Is dissolved In a saturated or seml-saturated

solution of alum. A drop of potassium permanganate solution Is spread out.

and dried on a glass slide. A drop of the alum solution is placed in the

permanganate film and covered with a cover-slip. The characteristic ci7'

stals of permanganate of cocaine form almost immediately. Under t e

microscope these crystals are seen to be rectangular in shape and pale plnK

In colour.

This test is of such delicacy that it can be used to reveal the presence of

cocaine on a small piece of paper In which this substance has been wrapped-
Similar but’ easily distinguishable crystals are also formed by Alypln, Tropa-
cocaine, and Scopolamine. No crystals are formed by Beta-eucaine.
Stovaine. Novocalne. Holocalne. and Nlrvaniae.« Antlpyrln which is often
mixed with cocaine Interferes with the test and should be removed. Th®
powder should, therefore, be dissolved in water and ammonia added to it.

when cocaine would be precipitated. This should then be filtered and the

residue should be tested.

Dr. Bagchl, Chemical Examiner to the Government of Bengal, has
adonted the lollowlng modlflcatlon In the method ol this tesV—

II a trace ot cocaine or cocaine hydrochloride Is dUsolved In a few drops
ol a saturated solution ol alum and a small drop ol this solution Is added to

“n. ‘"’a .a'*

solution ol potassium permanganate on a mlcrosplo
rllde and the two are mixed together by gently mbblng on the slide for abo^

« UP ChrmExam Annual Rep.
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a minute or two and then covered with a cover-slip and examined under the
microscope, small characteristic crystals of cocaine permanganate are seen.
If the slide is left aside for about fifteen minutes much larger crystals are
formed and are easily seen under the microscope.

If the drops of cocaine and potassium permanganate solutions are mixed
gently and without rubbing and the slide is left uncovered and allowed to
evaporate almost to dryness, the same crystals but of a very large size are
formed.

206 .—Microphotograph of Cocaine crystals x 150. {K. B. Dr. N. J. Vasildar. >

(Obfamerf by gold chloride test Kith cocaine solution, 1 in SOO.)

If the solution of cocaine is very weak, rubbing on the slide helps to
form the crystals within a minute, otherwise longer time Is required.

This modification of Hankln’s method Is useful In obtaining the crystals
quickly In a dilute solution of cocaine and in developing larger crystals in
stronger solutions In a shorter time-

4. Gold Chloride Test.—A 5 per cent solution of gold chloride ' in dis-
tilled water gives a precipitate with a solution containing cocaine. The preci-
pitate is at first amorphous, but rapidly becomes crystalline. Viewed under
the microscope, the crystals are found to be delicate rosettes, or long rods
resembling fern-fronds, generally with a stellate arrangement. This is a delicate
test and a few crystals are formed even with a solution of 1 In 20,000.

Gold chloride solution also gives a crystalline precipitate with novocaine,
ljut the novocaine gold chloride compound is soluble in dilute hydrochloric
acid, while the cocaine gold chloride compound Is insoluble in the same acid.

Bagchi and his collaborators^* have made use of this fact In devising a
method of carrying out the determination of a small quantity of cocaine in a
sample adulterated with novocaine.

The presence of chalk, antifebrin. aspirin, starch, etc. along with novo-
caine does not interfere with the determination. They are easily removed

45. ladian Med. Gas.. Jan 1939. p. 29.
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from the solution by a preliminary filtration, but the presence of alkaline

carbonates and lime necessitates the use of stronger (20 per cent) hydrochloric

acid. In other cases 10 per cent acid Is quite good.

Fty. 207.—Mjcrophotograph of Cocaine crystals x 15*) {K. B. Dr. N. J. Vazifdar.*
(ObtofnecI by gold chloride test with cocolne solution. 1 in 1,000

)

5. Chromic Acid Test.—

A

5 per cent solution of chromic acid or a 7-5
per cent solution of potassium bichromate, added drop by drop to a solution
of cocaine hydrochloride, produces a yellow precipitate which disappears

^ concentrated hydrochloric acid is then

foOTed^°
solution, a more or less crystalline, orange precipitate is

Mcdical-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of poisonin'- by cocaine have

llevcd Like opium, cocaine Is M'

6y naralvslne thp'^
“le duration ot the sexual act

rndmerin «s uTe "'"'c- Hence young men

ulf ordtaartly taite^l^^uL ”7 '’y application, bu

to L no .Sn u The habit once established is difficult

tL craving lor the hydrochloride Is first taken, but

grate Ir even mo™" T"c .‘d

52 years, was taking dally a gralns^^^^tif
which a man, ag

case ol a Mahomedan boy 12 yeaS oM h
° drachms and another

grains every day. This pernicious hahu'^r^v, habit of taking i

ment forbids the become so common that Govern-
"

the Fim Great a licence Whem owing

procure, amcsthesln 'ethylester of Dapa-nm<«
became

preparation of cocaine, was used Instead*
acid), a

instead. A solution of it was applied to

ir. Jnd Mrri Gas March 1932, pp £6-87.
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the glans penis before Intercourse. It Is possible that a 5 per cent solution
of this drug, thus used, might be found of benefit in .cases in which, owing
to excessive excitability, the sexual act cannot be properly performed.

Prostitutes sometimes inject a solution of cocaine Into the vagina by
means of a douche can. This gives the Individual a sense of local constriction
and the general systemic effects appear Immediately.-*’

In England, some persons are accustomed to use cocaine hypodermically.
In Paris certain classes of people use It In the form of snuff, and addicts use
large quantities—about a drachm a day on an average. The snuff produces
irritation of the nasal mucous membrane. The irritation causes inflammation
and ulceration which may occasionally lead to perforation of the nasal
septum.

Cocaine is rarely smoked with the cigarette or pipe tobacco. During
the smoking one observes, "a euphoric mood, and an agreeable feeling of
lightness and coolness in the head.*'-**

A very small portion of cocaine Is eliminated in the urine. It is largely
decomposed in the human system; hence it is difficult to be detected in the*
\iscera.

ARTEMISIA MARITIMA (WORM-WOOD. lORMANI OWA)
Ths plant belonging to N.O. Composilie grows on the coasts of England, and yields

an active principle, santonin, chleny from santonica or wormseed, the dried une.xpanded
flower heads. The other variety. Artemisia bretifolla. grows in Kashmir and the hlUy
tracts of Uttar Pradesh.

Santonin is a glycoside and occurs as fiat, glittering prismatic crystals. It is either
wteless or faintly bitter. It is colourless, but incomes yellow on exposure to sunlight.
It Is slightly soluble in water, more soluble in hot water and Is easily soluble In alcohol,
chloroform, ether and alkalies. It is chiefly used as an anthelmintic for Intestinal
round-worms, the dose being 1 to 3 grains, also has a reputation as an aphrodisiac.

S>mptoms..-«-Headache, giddiness, singing In the ears, pain in the stomach, nausea,
vomiting, yellow vision (xanthopsia), dilated pupils, cold sUn bathed in perspiration,
feeble and slow pulse and respirations, convulsions, delirium, stupor, coma, and death
ending the scene from failure of the heart or respiration. The urine is usually increased
in quantity, and it is saffron-yellow in colour. Sometimes, strangury and haematuna
are observed owing to irritation of tne kidneys.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—^Two grains of santonin administered twice killed a
child, five-and-a-half years old. in twelve hours. In his annual report for the year 1924,
the Chemical Analj-ser, Bombay, records a case in which a girl, 4 years old, died in
about 48 hours after she was given 2| grains of santonin. A Hindu girl, aged 16 years,
died in about an hour after tal^g an overdose of some "worm powder” contammg
santonin.49 Recovery has taken place in the case of a child after ten grains and in the
case of an adult after an oimce taken in mistake for Epsom salts.

Treatment.—Give emetics or wash out the stomach and give calomel as a purgative.
Give demulcent dnnks, but avoid oils and fats. Administer stimulants to combat collapse
and potassium bromide, chloral hydrate or paraldehyde to control commlsions. Intra-
venous short-acting barbiturate is also usefuL

f®st-mortem Appearances.—^Not characteristic. There may be signs of gastro-
htestinal and kidney Irritation.

Chemical Analysis.—Santonin may be separated from an acid aqueous solution by
Shaking out with chloroform, and is identified by Uie following test:— .

A little dilute sulphuric acid is added to some santonin, and gently heated until a
^ colour is produced: when cold, a few drops of a very dilute solution of ferric

cnionde are added, and on again wanning a blue or reddish-violet colour develops.

.
Urine containing santonin assumes a red colour on the addition of a little sodium

hydro.xide. Rhubarb present in the urme gives a similar colour, but if excess of lime
added after the addition of sodium hydroxide, and the urine is afterwards filtered,
filtrate is colourless if the reddening Is due to rhubarb, but retains its colour if it is

Que to santonin.

R. N. Chopra and G. S. Chopra, Indian Jour, of Med. Research, Jan. 1931, p. 1013.
48. Erich Leschke, Clin. Toxic., Eng. TransL by Stewart and Dorrer, 1934, p. 208.
49. Bom. Chem. Analj-ser’s Annual Rep, 1935. p. 5.
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Mcdico-Legal Points.—Cases of poisoning occur accidentally from an overdose or from

idiosyncrasy. Santonin is eliminated ^owly Iqr the kidneys, and has a tendency to acci^

mulate in the system. Hence It may act as a poison, If administered for a prolonged

pnod even in medicinal doses. In his annual report for the year 1952, the Chemical

Examiner, West Bengal, records the case of a male child, aged about 6 years, who died

after he was given i grain of santonin thnce a day for five days for treatment of worms

Oil of Absinthe (Oil of Wormaood).—^Thls Is a volatile oil, which Is extracted by

distillation from Artemisia absinthium. It is used as* an abortifaclent, sometimes with

fatal results A womanso died In three-quarters of an hour after swallowing 103 grains

cf oil of absinthe, which she had procured for the purpose of terminating her pregnancy.

A few minutes after she took the oil, she was found lying speechless.

The liqueur, which is known as absinthe, contains oil of absinthe (oil of wormwood)
with a large proportion of alcohol, and Is largely used as an alcoholic drink in France.

When taken in excess or for a prolonged period, it produces eplleptl-form convul-

sions. and causes digestive dvisturbances, restlessness, giddiness, tingling In the ears,

trembling of the tongue and hands and Illusions of sight and hearing, followed by numb-
ness of the limbs, loss of Intellect, general paralysis and death.

The treatment consists In stopping the convulsions by giving ether or chloroform by
Inhalation or by administering paraldehyde Intravenously, and then washing out the

stomach The patient should be kept warm and should be watched so that he might
not receive any Injury during convulsions.

CAMPHOR (KAFOOR).
This is stearoptenc obtained from the wood, twigs and leaves of Cinnaniomuir>

camphora (Camphora ofBcmarum) belonging to N.O. Laurace®. It is artificially pro-

duced by the direct union of oil of turpentine and hydrochloric add. It occurs as colour-
less, wansparent crystab, rectangular tablets or powdery masses known as “flowers of

camphor , having a peculiar fragrant, penetrating odour and a pungent, bitter taste
tel owed by a sensation ot cold. It floats on water In which It is almost insoluble but
It U dissolved by alcohol, ether, chloroform, milk, and oils. It is extremely volatile and

bh'' antoke. When nibbed with Chloral
.Pbenul or thymol it lorim a liquid. The dose Is 2 to 6 grains. Its

rniei use js in iinlmenta as rubefacient.

as a personal dblnfeclant and as a preservative of clothing

ca^ml rubbed into the skin, camphor acts as an irritant,

tent to toJ
Internally In pobonous doses. It acts as an irrl-

is or'dSnlv'^SwTth 'b tlenved Irom Dryobalanops aremallca. and

guShed bfslSg'm watfr "hlch It can he dntm-

exdSS’ aShld'SS? “S'!"; atomach, nausea, vomiting, confusion,

consciousness coma and pupils, vertigo, convubions, dehnum, un

hSiS cdlirTlimuUor Thii?”
'“pirator, failure. The breath, vomit and urine

in chSen
“‘"'“'‘’h ™ere may be an elevation of body temperature, especially

grams Is the emaltest qumtity^a^S ni,SSd*^°f
children.

adult, and 192 gralnssi contalued In 2^flm?S Bymptoms ot poisoning In an

death of a woman, age" 30 ye"ri B™™,; Si? ,°o
'amphorated oil have caused M

children and adults.
ecovery has followed much larger doses both In

swallowing the
Death has occurred in children in from 4 to 18 hours after

purgatives, inhalaU^ of ^
nine. caOelne and sodium benzoate stimulants, such as digltalin, strych'

Give a short-acting barbiturate chli^l artificial respiration, if necessary,

vublons.
' hydrate or intramuscular paraldehyde for con-

Post-mortem Appearances.—The miinwK i.„
rtcoriated. The mucous membrane of thi.

fhe lips and mouth may b®

Inflamed with minute submucous hajmorrha^??? Intestine may be congested or

The stomach contents give off the er^lon or ulceration of the stomach,
solid piece of camphor There may camphor, and may show a

sule In both kidneys The meninges ‘he cortex under the cap-
congested ® generally hypermmlc. The other viscera are

50 fJrlf. Med. Jour. Aug 16. isox. n. sai T,—
P- **«• 51. Phurm Jcnir. Sep 15, 1945, p 126
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Detection.—Camphor may be separated by distillation from organic fluids. The dis-
tillate is shaken out with benzene and evaporated on a warm water-bath, when camphor
remains as a residue. The residue is then purifled by several recrystalhzations from
50 per cent alcohol.

There are no chemical tests for camphor, but it can be Identified by its pungent,
bitter taste, characteristic odour and spontaneous volatility. It melts at 175*C.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental cases of camphor poisoning have occurred from
the pharmacopceial preparations (liniment and spirit) having been drunk in mistake for
other preparations, such as castor oil, etc. Sensr mentions a case in which a female,
aged about 18 years, swallowed about a drachm or more of camphor in water and
suflered from poisonous symptoms. Among others the chief symptoms were twitchlngs
of the fingers with tingling sensation, lockjaw and delirium. She recovered In seven
or eight days. A female child, G years old. swallowed about four drachms of camphor
oil at 7-30 p.m. on September 16. 1930, and immediately she felt nausea. Her throat was
tickled to make her vomit and she brought up a little of the olL But she became
drowsy In a short time, and was removed to the King George’s Hospital, Lucknow, at
8 pjn. At the time of admission she was found In a drowsy condition with the eyes
closed. The pupils were dilated. There were muscular twitchlngs all over the body.
The pulse was rapid and feeble, and the respirations were slow and laboured. The
stomach was flmt washed out with saline and then with potassium permanganate, when
the twitchlngs became less. The pulse became very feeble, and i cc. pituitrin was ad-
ministered hypodermically. The pulse improved and the twitchlngs gradually subsided.
Next morning the lips were found swollen and the buccal mucosa necrosed at places.
Magnesium sulphate was given as a purgative, and the patient was discharged cured
after 24 hours.

A case of suicide is recorded in which & European female, 39 years old, swallowed
about 2 ounces of camphor liniment, but recovered under prompt treatments} A
caseS4 is also reported where a man took camphor with a view to committing suicide
and died soon afterwards.

Poisonous symptoms resulting in death in some cases have followed its use as an
abortlfacient.

Camphor is oxidized in the tissues to camphorol which, combining with glycuronic
acid, Is mostly excreted by the kidneys and traces are excreted by the lungs.

POISONOUS FUNGI (MUSHROOMS)
The common varieties of poisonous fungi are Amanita muscaiia and Amanita phal-

loides. Amanita muscaria is known as the fly aganc, because Its decoction is used for
killing flies. It grows singlv in sandy soil and attains a large size. It has a hollow
stalk which is solid and bulbous at the base and has gills which are always of a pure
white colour. The pileus varies In colour from yellow to orange and red, and is covered
by warty scales.

The fungus owes its poisonous properties to an alk^oid, muscarine, which Is a
crystalline substance, soluble in water and alcohol, but insoluble in chloroform and ether.
It Is alkaline In reaction* and deliquesces In the air forming a syrupy liquid. It con-
tracts the pupils when administered internally but dilates them when applied locally.

Amanita phalloides is commonly called the deadly agaric or death cap, and is white
m colour, having an unpleasant taste and giving oH a fcetid odour when old. It grows
to a height of about four to six Inches m woody places. It has a hollow stalk with a
prominent bulb at the base, the upper margin of which is formed Into a vulva or cup.

pileus is usually white but may vary in colour from pale dull yellow to olive, and
has gills covered with white spores on its under surface.

The fungus is a powerful poison and contains two active principles, amanita Jiosmo~
^Ifsin (Phallin of Kobert) and amanita toxtn.S5 Amanita hjemolysin is a hffimolj’tic

glycoside which is precipitated by alcohol and is completely destroyed when heated to
70*c., or when digested with pepsin as well as pancreatin. Amanita toxin Is the chief
poisonous principle which is not a glycoside nor an alkaloid, but it is a nitrogenous sub-
stance and is dissolved by alcohol, but is not destroyed by heat or digestive ferments. It
causes degeneration of tissues.

Symptoms.—These are divided into two groups, irritant and neurotic.

1. Irritant Symptoms.—The symptoms are usually delayed for six to ten hours or for
^irty hours in some cases. These are constriction of the throat, burning pain In the
stomach, nausea painful retchings, vomiting, and diarrhesa, the stools containing blood:

urine may aintain blood and albumin. These are followed by cyanosis, small pulse.

52. Ind. Med. Gae.. Sep. 1917, p. 336. 53. Ind. Med. Gas.. June 1902, p. 210,

Free Press Jour.. Nov. 25, 1932.
55. Ford. Brit. Med. Jour.. Dec. 1, 1906. p. 1541.
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laboured respirations, convulsions, profuse

sweating, peripheral circulatory collapse and

death. Sometimes there may be anuna. J.

Dubash and D. Tearess have reported

showing ketosis, oliguria, raised blood

urea, coma and death following severe

diarrhoea and vomiting.

2. Neurotic Symptoms.—These aje

ness, headache, mental excitement, deimurn,

diplopia, contraction of the pupils, sevCT

cramps, twitching of the limbs, insensibility

and coma.

In some cases irritant symptoms
present, and In others neurotic only, ine

predominance of one or the other

symptoms depends on the nature oi

active principles present.

ratal Dose.—Uncertain. Four

and a half of muscarine administered ny^
dermlcally would prove fatal to an adui^

One-third of the pileus (top) ot.^maniU

phalloides has caused the death of a enuo.

Fatal Period—Death usually

within twenty-four hours but •

take place in from three to eight days.

Treatment—Wash out the stomach wtn

water containing potassium nr
finely powdered charcoal <3lve

magnesium sulphate to clear the .

Atropine U considered a physiologl»l

dote to muscarine, and should be 8^ _
tered hypodermically. ^®thldlne

administered hypodermically to r®}t*ve P

, . . Give continuous intravenous drip of 5 perw
normal saline and large doses of vitamin C, Injections of Insulin

with vitamin K and vitamin B-Complex and a ten per cent solution of calcium glucoi^e
may be adrr^tered parenterally with advantage. Antlphalllnic serum should be us«'
If available. V/lde spectrum antibiotic like achromycin is recommended to prevent miec
tlon and necrosis of liver. Give oxygen and artillcJal respiration when necessary.

Llmo^ln and PetitST recommend the administration of the fresh stomach and brato

A
poisoning by Amanita phalloides. A family of four persons partook o

A, phallolds, and one died. The other three had serious symptoms. They were glv^
stomachs mashed and some fresh bralM, and a rapid recovery

—Signs of inflammation of the mucous membrane of the

if
*iBn3 have been predominant. Fatty degene^

of thi
**** la cases of neurotic sympto^

mei^l aSd
necrosis and hemorrhage In the brain, and sub-

pleural and subpertcardlal hemorrhages are likely to be met with.
Medico-Legal Points—Amanita muscana In small ouantitii*? tiroriiif'P< flushing of the

I«e .pint ol exhUarptlon. talkptlvenes,, luaicr,^u„S aS taSSloS B Is “"O
by the poor people ot Slberta and Kamaschatta to nmnSWrtore an toSSlnE beverage.

S,'ea‘1S"nh^T?rna“»^art^ SKr^^ga^ald ta s«-

rootS “""r Iron, the Ingeat.on ol mnsh-

rtchtn water and atbonren and are. a^”Llv“hoa'“S.Se
i6 Drit Med. Jour . 1946, 1. p, 45
61 Bun de r Acad. Med.. May 1932 n oa *».„• .

SB Init Med Gas. Nov. 1950, p S13. 1933, p 5(X>.

Fid 20s .—Amanita Muscatia.
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iwtonous symptoms. It Is also pos-
sible that ot^g to Idiosyncrasy
some persons may be poisoned by
eating edible mushrooms. Fros-
sards** records the case of a healtiiy
young vmman of 30 years who died
in about five hours after eating
some of the raw mushrooms which
She was preparing for family break-
fast. Along with her the other

them
after they had been properly cooked,
out none of them developed any
poisonous sjTnptoms.

POISONOUS FOOD GRAINS
Lathyrus Satirus {Kesari Dal.

Teora. or Buttorali ki Daf).—This Is
a variety of pulse, belonging to N.O.
I^guminosffi, and is used as an
^Icle of diet by the common peo-
ple in Sind, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh,

Madhya Bharatand Madhya Pradesh, Its continued
to a disease char-

hy. spastic paraplegia,known as lathyrlsm or vetch-pol-
Aoderson, Howard and

I'ave carried out In-
0^ opinion that
Sativus) Is by

Ufe danger

tion
>“ “a contamlna-

^ 'asinninous weed.
®“““. Acton and

liSS™ “hflrmed the work of
his co-workers by

bMM?^ out further Investigations,out Mccombio Younge! and MeUan-

Sat fjS: .S“‘
dnnyard the theoryW'fy*™ was due to thi

an active neurotoxin

outbreak of
Central India In the year 1944-45 Dr. Shourle did not find

he thniitr^f
Lathyrus sativus were contaminated with the seeds of Vicia Satlva. and

ing thp Wr^ij^®A‘^x®“® existence in Lathyrus sativus of a toxin affect-

shvr
tracts.« From the evidence collected In the districts of Patna, Mon-

toxin
*P“l^ltanga in Bihar State, Dr. Lai suggests that lathyrlsm is caused by the

devitali7Prt
^l*lch act on and damage the nerve cells, already

lareelv nfv . t.
Individual living for a proloi^ed period on a poor diet consisting

ous lacking In vitamin A.«5 it is also suggested that the poison-
is vei^

**® ‘*“® ^ absence of tryptophan, an essential amino-acld, which
the grains of Lathyrus sativus, especially when this pulse forms« DuiK of the protein part of the diet.66

morni^*‘i®*”®CT'^® disease often comes on suddenly. On waking up in the
and wMst working in the field, the patient may notice weakness in his 1^
able i? down and getting up from a squatting position. He is then un-
_

° without the aid of a stic^ and lata- assumes a spastic gait owing to the

Fig. 2i?9.—Amanita Phalloldea

Indian Jour, of’Med.Bi _ -r ...ww. Research, April 1925, p. 613.

ciatl'on^ne*.^*®'!'
Lathyrism by Vicia Satlva. Abstract of Papers, Far Eastern Asso-uan of Tropical Medicine, 1927, p. 104.

fnd. j. Med. Res., 1927, 15. p. 453.

P. 53 P' Jacoby, Ind. Med. Gaz., 82. Feb. 1947,

Res., Vol. XXXIII, No. 2, Oct. 1945, pp. 239-47; see also D. M. Roy
K r®^ 1951. P- 263

w Go2., Oct 1949, p. 468.
• “aviland Mlnchin, Brit. Med. J.. Feb. 17, 1940, p. 253.
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rlfldity of the muscles of the calves and thighs. Lastly complete

limbs Mcurs, There is no atrophy or loss ot the tone ot the muscles imd ™
degeneration. Sensation Is normal h'lhonBh there Is muscular pain. The kM

1^^ ^
Increased, ankle clonus Is well-marked and Bablnskl s “55“ „ turn
loss of consciousness, nor Is there any Involvement of the bladder and rectum.

Treatment.—Stop the dal and administer a generous diet rich In vitamin A and caro-

tena. Apply massage and electricity. .

Post-mortem Appearances .
—^Death In the acute stage is very rare. There may

sclerosis of the lateral columns of the spinal cord.

Lollum Temulcntum (DorncI, Mostukf. Wocftnl).—This weed belongs to N.O.^^
naccje, and grows in wheat fields on the Upper Gangetlc Plain, the Punjab, r,^

Himalayas, and Kashmir State. The grains of this weed are similar to whwt gr

in shape, but are much smaller- In size. They owe their poisonous Pf^pef^'es to a pj

^ne base, called temuline, contained in an endophytic fungus which attacks tne gr

Accidental cases of poisoning have occurred from these grains being

take with wheat grains and then made Into bread. Recently, an epidemic occuir

Aden, where some 450 people suffered from poisonous symptoms by eating wneai

contaminated with the flour of the grains of this weed

Symptoms.—Giddiness, headache, muscular weakness, tremors, symptoms
intestinal Irritation, dilatation of the pupils, stupor and even coma. No case of deal

yet b«n recorded
.

Stlgmala Maides (Maize, Indian Com, Maccai or Duttah—Thls com belongs to

GraminsE and is cultivated everywhere. It is affected by a special kind of
Y^^^’/luease

causes pellagra, when eaten. However, pellagra is now rgarded as a deficiency rnsv

due to lack of fat-soluble vitamin A In maize.

Paspalam Scrobleulatam (Kodro or Jfodon).—The poison is supposed to

the husk of the grain, which is often used by poor people as an article of food. *

poison is removed by boiling.

Symptoms.—These are giddiness, intoxication, dilated pupils, tremors, dellnum. con-

vulsions, stupor and coma.

A family consisting of a woman, aged 50, a man. aged 22. and two boys, aged 9 and

12, was attacked by vomiting and giddiness about an hour-and-a-half after taUng
evening meal consisting of chapafls made from some flour of kodon. They then becarw
unconscious. The pube was smaU and quick, and the extremities cold. They rega n»
consciousness in about an hour, but the young man was unconscious for some nm®'
They all had tremors, and recovered the following morning <»

67. S
CS D
63 A Swurup. M. ^ ""



CUAPTER XXXI

SPINAL POISONS

'^^^’^'STRYCHNOS _N7rv -MomCA^JpOlCHILA^

This tree belongs to N.O. Loganlacese. and grows in the jungles of Man-
bhoom, and In the Madras State, Malabar and Coromandel Coasts.

Its ripe Irull contains nux vomica seeds, which are pofsonous. They
arc flat, circular discs, or slightly concave on one side and convex on the
other, being J" to 1" In diameter, and 3" In thickness. They are ash-grey
in colour and have a shining surface with short satiny hairs. Internally,
they are tough, homy and slightly' translucent, having no odour but posses-
sing a bitter taste. They yield two principal alkaloids, strychnine and
brucine, united with slrychnlc, Igasuric or caffeotannic acid. Besides, the
seeds contain to a small extent a glucosldc, named loganin. The bark, wood
and leaves contain brucine, but no strychnine.

The following trees belonging to N.O. Loganlaceie also contain the same
alkaloids:

—

1. Strychnos Colubrlna (Snake wood.
Kuchila lata or Gogari lakdi).

2. Strychnos Ignatll (St. Ignatius*
Beans, PepUa).

3. Strychnos Tleute (Upas tree):

—

This is used in making arrow and dart
poisons by the jungle tribes of the Malay
Peninsula.

SjpsciUae,-C.jIfj,OjNj.—This crystallizes In
colourless, inodorous, rhombic prisms,
having an intensely bitter taste. It
dissolves very sparingly In water or
ether, but dissolves In alcohol (90 per cent)
and in benzne, and readily In chloroform.
It Is a BR.C. preparation, the dose being
I<'32 to 1/8 grain.

Strychnine is very stable, and does not
change in • the process of putrefaction. If

present in a dead body. Hence It can be
detected some years after death.

^Strychnine is used for destroying stray, unclaimed dogs, rats, mice and
fflgr Zyermm. and forms the chief tngr^ient_of_seyeral vermin killers,
known as Barber's, Battle's,

' Butler's, Hunter’s and Marsden’s vermin "Eniers
and Miller’s rat powders. These consist of starch and are mixed with some
colouring material, such as soot, indigo, Prussian blue or ultramarine. The
sale of strychnine and vermin killers to the public is restricted under the rules
»ade under the Poisons Act, 1919.

Brucin^Call^O.N..—This occurs In colourless, prismatic crystals with
an Intensely bitter taste. It is slightly soluble in cold water, but more in
bo^ng water, and freely in alcohol, chloroform and amyl alcohol, but not in

It resembles strychnine both chemically and_PhyslologicaHy. but Its
to^c__effect is only about one-tenth of that strychnine..

Both strychnine and brucine form salts, many of which are soluble in
Water.
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rhatmacopKial Preparations—The pharmacopcelal preparations ol nux

vomica and strychnine are—

Extractum Nucis Vomicce Siccum.—Standardized to contain 5 per cent ol strych-

°Ertroclll^VSr’vomica! ti50Mum.-Standar(llze(i lo contain 1.5 per cent ol

to contain 0.155 per cent ol sto-ctolne.

Dose* 10 to 30 minims, — Ptiivprata DosCi

4. Nul Vomica Praparala.—ThlB Is also known as Nux Vomica Pulver .

1 to 4 grains.

5 Strychnince Hydrochloridum.—Hose. 1/30 to 1 gram.
ctrvchnine

6. Liquor Strychninoe HydTochloridi—lt contains 082 per cent

hydrochloride. Dose, 3 to 12 minims.
^ « nr ten

Symptoms.—These supervene Immediately alter, or
rffiaved lor

minutes alter, swallowing the poison; in rare cases they may o

an hour or more. An Intensely bitter taste is experienced during tne

swallowing If It happens to be in solution. This is
_-A.on on

sensation in the throat. The most marked effects due to its direct a

the reflex centres ol the spinal cord are the convulsions

muscles at a time. These arc at first clonic, but eventually _ -Ijo-

the Intervals become shorter and the paroxysms longer. During tne ^

xysms the lace becomes cyanosed, and wears an anxious look, tne y
^

staring, the eye-balls prominent and the pupils are dilated.
__

drawn Into a g^n /thf» surdonicas), and th^ mouth rnvprfin-WU.n ^
frequently stained with blood— Tne Dody is arcnea back in the po

^
thf» imfnrhinfltft paUent resting on his heels and .-ag.

spasms ol the diaphragm, drawing upon the ensllorm cartilage, cause ep »

trie pains. The contractions ol the respiratory muscles produce a seiw

suffocation, which may end In asphyxia. Sometimes, the spasms ol ®

mlnal muscles may bend the body forward (emprosthotonos) while^es

Quently, the body may be flexed to the side (pleiiroslhofonos). The im

usually remains clear to the end of llle, and the patient is conscious oi

pain and Impending danger ol death. The reflex excitability is so great

the slightest movement ol the patient, a sudden noise or the touch of a g

ol water to the Ups or even a flash of light Is enough to Induce the c«m

slons. Vomiting Is readily induced, and persists when once excited.

may occur from ^phyxla during the first paroxysm, or any
attack, or from exhaustion during the intervals as a result of painful spa

In cases ending In recovery, the convulsions become shorter and less

active, and the period of Intermissions is much longer.

I
Fatal Dose.^The usual fatal dose for an adult Is to 2 grains

nine. The smallest amount of strychnine known to have proved Tatal

i grain. Half-a-grain of sulphate of strychnine has proved fatal,

drachm ol liquor strychnine hydrochloildl containing 0 52 grain of strycn-

nlne klUed a naval officer In 45 mlnutes.i One or two of tabloids* of Easton»

syrup killed a child, 19 months old. while two, possibly three, of the tao

lotds, equal to 1/32 and 1/20 grain of strychnine respectively, proved
to a boy. three-and-a-half years old. in about one-and-half hours.* On to

other hand, recoveries after prompt treatment have ensued from large doses

ol 10 to 40 grains.

Thirty grains ol powdered nux vomica equal to one seed in weight

Owing to the presence o

s n„l-. nf the bowel WlthoUt
Recoveries have, however, followed larger doses w,
the hard Insoluble testa, the enUre seeds may pass'^out^)f'^the* bowel

1. UtUeJohn, Trantflction*. iteiL~Leg. Soc.. VoL xrx n n
2. Pfiar. Jour., June 6, 1945, o. 284.

‘

3. UtUeJohn. Transactions. Ued^Veg. Soc., VoL XIX, p. 14,
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producing poisonous symptoms. Three grains of the extract of nux vomica

and 6 drachms of the tincture have respectively produced fatal results.

Thirty drops of extract nux vomica liquid equivalent to i grain of strych-

nine administered in mistake for extract ergot liquid proved fatal to a Euro-

pean woman of Calcutta in 2 hours and 45 minutes on April 28, 1923.

Fatal Period.—^The usual fatal period Is one to tv,’n Viours. In a few cases

death has occurred within five to thirty minutes after swallowing the poison,

and in rare cases death has been delayed six to eighteen hours. If a narcotic

preparation has been taken together with strychnine, death may not occur
for several hours.

Diagnosis.—Strychnine poisoning has to be diagnosed from tetanus. The
chief distinguishing points between the two are as follows:

—

STRYCHNINE POISONING
J

TETANUS

1. Onset, sudden. No history' of Injury.

2. AU the musci« are affected at a time.

3. During the intervals tlie muscles are
relaxed.

4. Death takes place within a few hours.
If death does not occur within four to
six hours, the probability of recovery

1 is great.
^

1. Onset, gradual. History' of injury com-
mon.

2. The musdes of the neck and lower jaw
are affected first (Lock-Jaw).

S.^Durlng the Intervals the muscles are
rigid.

4. Death rarely takes place with 24 hours
and may be delayed for several days.

Tteatment.-Short-actlng barbiturates like pentobarbital sodium
,

sodium amytal aiTd other “barbituric acid derivatives are considered as vaiu-
able unudoces~to strychfilnS; “ahcl" should "b^^dmlnlstere'd ^ff^Incdlately-int^a-
venously in doses of 5 to 10 grains dissolved In 10 cc. of distilled water or In
sufficient quantities to induce sleep or to stop convulsions.

Chloroform inhni^ttATi mnv hp given but it_may not be effective during an
actual spasm. When the spasms arc under control wash out the stomach with
warm water containing potassium permanganate, animal charcoal, tannic acid
or tannin. Three cases are reported in which the hypodermic use of apomor-
Pblaa. was loYiuweti by Ttvovery hncrmaTi betngs.wbD had taken
presumably lethal quantities of strychnine: yet It Is better to avoid it.4

^rge doses of potassium bromide and chloral hydrate should be given
internally at frequent Intervals. Chloral hydrate may be given in 30-graln
doses by the rectum or in 5-gram noses hypodermically. Urethane (dose,
1 to 4 drachms) is considered useful In controlling convulsions. J. D. P.
Grahams advocates the use of intrav^nn^iR *mpphanesln* 30 mg. per Kg body
height in a continuous slow Intravenous drip in a suitably dilute solution for
the control of fits. Gentle narcosis, perfect quiet and dark surroundings are
'^ery essential. Nitrite of amyl and oxygen may be administered by inhala-
tion. Artificial respiration may be attempted, if respiratory paralysis
supervenes.

Post-mortem Appearances.-^-Rigor mortis sets in more rapidly and may
persist for a long time. Usually the muscles are relaxed at the time of death
and soon become extremely rigid, but in some cases the tetanic spasm may
pass into cadaveric rigidity without the initial stage of relaxation. Livid
Patches may be observed on the body, and may be mistaken for bruises
caused by violence.

The mucous membrane of the stomach and duodenum occasionally
shows patches of ecchymosis or congestion. The liver and kidneys are

4. J. s. Martin, cited by Haggard and Greenberg, Jour. Atner. Med. Assoc.. April 2,
^932, p. 1134.

5. Brit. Med. Jour., Dec. x>. 1302.

/ '

V \
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generally congested. The heart Is usually empty and contracted, but its

right side is sometimes gorged with dark fluid blood. The lungs are con-

gested. The grain and its membranes and the upper part of the spinal cord

are found congested.

In a fatal case by strychnine poisoning which occurred at Lucknow on

the 11th December 1929, Modi found the following post-mortem appearances:—

The stomach was conrtacted and contained about an ounce of a pinkish

fluid. Some mucus was adherent to the mucous membrane of the stomach

which was congested. There were some submucous hmmorrhagic points

along the greater curvature. The same appearances were found In the duo-

denum. The chambers of the heart were empty. The large vessels were

gorged with blood. There were some subendothellal haemorrhagic points on

the surface of the right chamber of the heart. The lungs were slightly

collapsed and were congested especially towards the bases. On section they

exuded dark fluid blood. The lining membrane of the larynx and trachea

was cyanosed. congested and covered with froth towards the lower part. The
pharynx was cyanosed, and so was the CBsophagus In its upper part. The brain

and the upper part of the cord were congested. The vessels of the cortex were

engorged with blood. The liver, spleen and kidneys were congested.

Chemical Analysis.—Strychnine may be separated from organic matter

by the Stas-Otto process. In which ammonia is used for rendering It alkaline

and choroform for exaractlng the alkaloid. But for the quantitative extrac-

tion of strychnine from viscera Kaldu and Venkatrao suggest an alternative

method to the Stas-Otto process, which consists In warming the minced
visceral material with a few drops of strong alcoholic potassium hydroxide
solution and extracting the alkaloid directly with ether.«

In cases of poisoning by nux vomica the extracted residue contains both
strychnine and brucine, and as the presence of brucine Interferes with the
wsts for strychnine It Is necessary to separate strychnine from brucine b?
dissolving the residue in about 2 cc. of dilute sulphuric acid and 2 drops of

^ong nitric acid and allowing It to stand for 30 to 60 minutes at 15* to 20 *C.
The solution Is then rendered strongly alkaline by adding sodium hydroxide
solution and extracted several times with chloroform * The chloroform

coIlectcd together. The combined extracts are

tested to

acid 's addS to rl^'li'T d drop ot strong sulphuric

a ^hlte iT thd hry bruclne-Jree residue placed on

MtsSllL meh™ ''“'“Oh occurs, but II a small particle ol

Sth th?ald
“dhganese dioxide Is drawn through the mixture

«o?et“o reddish
'“'o-h- '"“I MIow from blue to darb

violet to reddish-purple, red or orange and Anally to yellow.
2. A bitter taste will be percepuble In a solution of 1 In 70,000 of water.

into thr d'orS''wmnh"sr“,‘‘".‘“‘"'°“ solution of the residue Is Injected

mtoutes Mto t^
“

'l“=-
‘'o"' 'onvuUlons wtu occur in a fe«

quently provoked by stlmSattog tee Iree
occurred, they may he subs^

cotton wool or by tapping tee tible on Sch U U Wn^
chloSo™°re“duT a"‘blo<i' refteC/'S “

‘“nKf
yellow and Anally to pure yellow if inp

changes to red

drops of freshly Prepared sSnS^as JworwfsS^
is formed which is destroyed by the addltlnn

intense purple co
^ ^ aaoiUon or a drop of strong nitric acid.

€ The Anaivst. Jan 194S, Vol 70. ap. ft-lO
^

^
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2. Blyth's Test .—Added to an alcoholic solution of brucine, methyl
Iodide produces. In a few minutes, circular, rosette-shaped crystals composed
of methyl brucine Iodide. Strychnine dose not respond to this test, nor does
it interfere with the test. If present along with brucine.

Mcdico-Lcgal Foints.—Strychnine Is one of the most deadly poisons.
Accidental poisoning has resulted from an overdose or from It having been
dispensed in medicine in mlstalce for some other harmless drug, such as
quinine, sallcin, jalapln, caffeine, etc. Ih 1909, a case occurred at John’s
Mills In Agra, where strychnine was accidentally dispensed instead of nnintne
with the result that se^n nersons wlthlh nour. The dose taken was
.probably ten grains. Of those who took the doses one is said to have had
vomiting and blistering on the llos and to have recovered.^ A similar cases
'ocaired in Hoshlarpur District. vrihere~a medl^ -pnictHIoner gave some
tablets supposed to be of quinine to a family. The head of the family took
four tablets, and distributed three tablets each to four members of his family.
3^hey all became ill and suffered from convulsions. The head of the family

and the other members fortunately~-TeeovCTed. The viscera of the
deceased revealed the presence of strychnine on analysis. The remaining
tablets were examined and found to be of pure strychnine. A case’ is also
recorded where a man died of strychnine poisoning. It was administered to
him with jaggery as a quack antidote to ringworm.

Poisonous symptoms have also occurred accidentally from incompatible
prescriptions containing potassium iodide or liquor arsentcaUs and strychnine,
when the latter precipitates to the bottom of the mixture and Is taken with
the last dose. A lady, 36 years old, consulted her medical attendant, who
prescribed a mixture of i ounce of liquor arsenlcalls and i ounce of liquor
strychnia? hydrochlorldl, six drops to be taken three times a day. One
morning three weeks later she did not feel well, and thought a dose of the
medicine would do her good. She had, however, finished the contents of the
bottle, but noticing a little whitish deposit at its bottom added some water
and drank off the contents. About an hour afterwards she suffered from
strychnine poisoning, and died In two hours and twenty minutes after taking
the medicine.^®

Sufcldal cases are occasionally met with In England, but owing to the
ignorance of the people about strychnine suicidal poisoning is rare in India,
though a few cases have lately been reported. In his annual report for the
year 1923

, the Chemical Examiner of Bengal describes a case In which an
Anglo-Indian lady took a teaspoonful of strychnine at 5 a.m., with Intent to
commit suicide owing to a quarrel with her husband. She had convulsions
for the first time at 6-30 a-m.. and soon died. The Chemical .Examiner of
Bengapi reports . the case of a Hindu male, 22 'years old, who committed
suicide by taking strychnine. He was picked up from the Eden Gardens
snd removed to the Medical College Hospital, Calcutta. He seemed to be
conscious, but could not speak and died within fifteen minutes. This case
is interesting from the fact that there was no history of spasms or convulsions.
A caseir is also recorded in which a European committed suicide by taking
strychnine hydrochloride mixed in a glass containing whisky. Eighteen
trains of strychnine hydrochloride were Isolated from the glass. Strychnine
^as also detected In the viscera of the deceased.

Homicidal cases by the administration of strychnine are reported to have
^curred in England and other western countries. Of these the most famous

"j- U.P. Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1919.
Punjab Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report. 1928. p. 10.

.*• H.P. Chemical Rxaminer’s Annual Report, 1930. p. 5.
10. Littlejohn. Transactio7is of the Medico-Legal Society, Vol. XIX. 1925, p. 12.

Annual Report, 1929, p. 11.
Bombay Chem Analyser’s Annual Report, 1931. p. 4.
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are those of William Palmer, a medical practitioner, who was convicted at

the Central Criminal Court at London In 1856 of having murdered John

Parsons Cook at Rugeley In Staffordshire by administering two pills con-

taining strychnine and of Thomas Neill, or Neill Cream, who was convicted

in the same Court on October 21, 1892, of the murder of four women and the

attempted murder of a fifth woman by giving strychnine.

Homicidal poisoning by strychnine l<
f

inrftn a case ocurred in

Seonl, in which a man suffered from the effects of poisoning as a result of

taking betels offered to him at a singing party by two persons with whom he

was not on good terms. Strychnine was detected In the washings of the

stomach, as well as In the scrapings of the soli In which the man had spat.'^

A case*^ is recorded In which one Slnghe administered strychnine in a cup

of wine to one Amrat who died In about 3 hours. A case” Is also reported

in which the adopted son of a Hyderabad millionaire was klUed by the admin-
istration of pills containing strychnine. In his annual report for the year

1948, the Chemical Examiner of Uttar Pradesh (United Provinces) mentions
a case in which a person in Moradabad District was given some wine mixed
with strychnine, but he threw It out of his mouth suspecting It to be soap
water. Some of the wine remained In the cup, and was drunk by his son.

who died within half an hour. Approximately 60 grains of strychnine were
detected In the portions of the viscera of the deceased and In the vomited
matter.

Nux vomica seeds are sometimes used for suicidal and homicidal pur-
poses and for destroying cattle. In his annual report for the year 1927, the
Chemical Analyser of Bombay cites a case in which three brothers Ih

Malwan. District Ratnaglrl. boiled nux vomica seeds In milk, and took that
with a view to committing suicide. Two died and one recovered. Frag-
ments of nux vomica seeds were found in the stomachs of both the deceased,
and strychnine and brucine were detected on analysis of the viscera. In his
annual report for the year 1929, the Chemical Examiner of Madras mentions
a case of suicide In which a decoction or nux vomica leaves was taken.

s,.. ‘*'6 Chemical Examiner of Bengal
In which nux vomica seeds mixed ’with food

The foolT he 7 . .
® ““ ‘’'O ““lers. Soon after tahins

the food thev startpri vnmtfiw., — .• . Jjpy ^jed

brucine

fhp f,v^ ® others. Soon after ta_- -

m about a h f
convulsions. The boy diedm about 6 hours, while* thp 4-,.. ... . . v.—In nhoiit R u ,

Bunerea irom convulsions. The m
werfdetecLd the 1;,

' '“rvlved. strychnine andvere detected in the portions of the viscera of the deceased.

dose**h3r^lt^^t
Poisoning by nux vomica have occurred from an over-

annual Pmotlee by raids and hakims, m
two Sms of aceweht 1 ,

Chemical Examiner, Bengal, cites

and sTearl resLeet vi "nnnlo oWWon, aged 3

worms and both powder as a quack remedy for

cin'woma^ was rtven
““'™>*‘“na within half-an-hour. In the other

dW U turned out m he r ““OE"' ‘o Po opium, and she

descri"bes1tcL"e“liwWch‘ nux Chemical Examiner, Bengal.

In JuW 1944 a tay Sj? tw^.eT“,''“' “ an Irritant poison

and dfurthia He taneX^J'^nJl'oJTaTh''/"’’ ''T ''“."’’Te
epigastric region. His pupils were dilafi>d

spasms with pain in

tasted for Ihrcc days.
dilated. The vomiting and dlarrhffio

U P Chem. Examiner’s Annual lim
~~

K F V Slnghe. AIL High Court Apc^l No tm to'mTimes of tndla. Vec. 14. ms. ’ ^
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The bark of the tree (strychnos nux vomica) has been mistaken for
kurJici bark (holarrhena antldysenterlca) or for angostura bark.

Not only has poisoning occurred from the administration of strychnine
by the mouth or hypodermically, but also from absorption through Its exter-
nal application to a mucous surface, ulcer or wound.

The poisonous effects depend upon an Individual Idiosyncrasy, and
tolerance is established by habitually taking the drug for a long time. In
India, nux vomica Is taken as an aphrodisiac. According to Baker those who
get Into the habit of taking It begin with ith of a grain morning and evening
and gradually Increase It to about 20 grains.^

Strychnine is eliminated unchanged mainly in the urine. Elimination
begins even In the first hour of ingestion, continues for two to three days and
ceases entirely from three to eight days. It Is excreted to some extent in
the bile, milk and saliva and possibly In the sweat. Strychnine Is also said
to act as a cumulative poison as it tends to stop Its own elimination by con-
tracting the renal arteries.

A small portion of strychnine Is taken up by the liver and undergoes
oxidation. In cases of fatal poisoning strychnine is found especially in the
liver and kidneys, and an unabsorbed portion of it Is generally found In the
stomach and its contents. According to Bakunin and Majone,*^ the amount
of strychnine found In the organs of animals Is usually very small and rarely
exceeds a tenth of the quantity administered. Traces of strychnine have
been detected In the organs in fatal cases of non-strychnine poisoning where
strychnine had been administered as a remdlal agent two or three days
prior to death. It Is. therefore, essential for a medical jurist to bear these
points in mind before he draws an Inference from a very small quantity of
strychnine found in the organs by the Chemical Examiner.

Strychnine is not destroyed for a long time In putrefactive changes
occurring in a body after death and has often been dected In exhumed
bodies. Thus, strychnine was recovered from the stomach, duodenum and
liver of a female, body exhumed four years and nine months "after 'burial.**
It must, however, be borne In mind that In cases of death from 'undoubted
^rychnlne poisoning the alkaloid may not be detected in the body. Dr.

J. Vazlfdar, late Chemical Analyser of Bombay, once informed Modi that
he failed to detect it In a case In which there was ample evidence that death
occurred from poisoning by strychnine.

PHYSOSTIGMATIS SEMINA (CALABAR BEAN)
.
This is the dried ripe seed of Physostigma Venenosum, belonging ti> N.O. Legii-

ramosae. it is known as the Ordeal Bean of West Africa, as it is used there as a test in
su^cted witchcraft. It is blackish-brown in colour, and slightly kidney-shaped, having
a black groove along its convex border, measures ll'''<2'’xi'', and weighs about li to
* orachms. It has no odour, nor has It any distinctive taste. If cut longitudinally, it is
seen to consist of a brown rind, containing two hard, white, brittle cotyledons which
adhere to the sheU,

The poisonous properties are due to two alkaloids, pJiysostiffmine or esenne and
<^fl‘abar{ne, contained in the cotyledons of the seed.

.Physostigmine (Esenne), C,.H„N,0,.—In the pure state this is a white, crystalline

'I'^tance, but becomes yellowish on exposure to air and light. It is bitter In taste and
alkaline in reaction It is slightly soluble in water, but readily dissolves in alcohol,

^oroform and ether. With acids it forms salts, which are soluble In water. Of these
^'^ysostigmince salicylas (physostigroine or eserine salicylate) is a phannacopoeial pre-
paration, the dose being 1/100 to 1/50 grain. It enters into the composition of the phar-

16- Chevers. Med. Juris., p. 241.

.
, J*

Toxicological Experiments with Strychnine, Gaz. chim. ital., 36 (190S), 227; Warren
utenrielh’s Detection of Poisonx and Powerful Drugs, Ed. VI, p. 166.

P- P. Lynch. New Zealand Med. Jour., 47. Oct. 1948. p. 448; MM.-Leg. Jour., Vol.
Xvn, part II, 1949, p. 85.
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macopccial preparaltons ol Lamellce physostigmince, Oculentum physostigmlnce and

Injectio physostigmince salicylatis.

Symptoms.—Thesf* are giddiness, salivation, thirst, violent peristalsis, pain in to
stomach, vomiting, sometimes dlarthcca, slow, feeble and irregular pulse,

breathing, cold clammy skin, contracted pupils, muscular twitchings, paralysis oi to
voluntarj' muscle.s, nystagmus and dj"sarthria. The intellect remains clear to to last.

Death occurs from asphyxia due to paralysis of the respiratory centre.

Fata! Dose and Fatal Period.—Not determined. Six seeds of beans of Physfstigma

^cnenosum caused the death of a child. According to Blyth 6 mg. of physostlgmlne

would be likely to be dangerous and about 205 mg. or 3 grains would be much beyoM
the least fatal dose.JJ A patient was given after an operation for hernia 0.1 gramme m
cserlne sulphate (a non-official preparation, dose being 1/&1 to 1/32 grain) to stimulate

peristalsis, but he got convulsions and cyanosis and died from failure of respiration ana

of the heart’s actloiLio A caseii is lecorded in which recovery took place after Intra-

venous Injection of i grain of eserlne sulphate in 15 minims of water.

Trcalmenl.—<5ive emetic or aash out the stomach with charcoal and tannic acid.

Atropine 1/100 to 1/50 grain and chloral hydrate are both regarded as physiolo^cal
dotes. Give stimulants, and oxj-gen inhalation and artificial respiration may be resortea

to, if neacessary.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Hot characteristic. The mucous membrane of the

stomach may be red and congest^ and may sometimes be covered with a
mucus. The lungs are generally congested and cedematous. Tlie brain Is slightly

hyperaimlc.

Chemical AnaljsLs.—Physostlgmlne may be extracted from organic matter 1^
rendering it alkaline with sodium bicarbonate and using ether or chloroform as a sol-

'll" decomposed very easily: hence special care must be taken not to allow

excess of mineral adds, heat or light to come into play.
TmIs.—l. Bromine water produces a red or orange-coloured turbid solution which

wm clear away on heating. Strong chlorine water produces a red colour.
expewre to air and light, an aqueous solution of physostlgmlne Is

^ rabreserlne. which is red in colour. The red colour Is decolour
of a reducing agent, such as sulphurous acid or hydrogen sulphide. XfJJ

« acquires a pink red colour. 'n»e ”2
SangeSd.

rubreserine. is dissolved out by chloroform and colours the solution

solution of ph>-sostlgmine dropped into a
cacs eye will produce contraction of the puplL

poisoning have occurred among chil^wS ” poisoning has also resulted from an overdose in^ or from cvrtne solution hating been laMUied Into the eyes or sprayed into the

“> honJcld.! caw ha> yet been recordtd.

Uir choUneatemse Increaaes the untaballr, ol

morem-nl.'! of the lnte«iUn^ t>
lauscuiar iwjicmngs ana

third n-rye.-.n l„o!SSS S', sthnulatlns the enda of

It augments the
by sUroulallng the peripheral nerve

thus causes slowing of the heart
**™totSon3 of the vagus in the he^

then in the U
In the urine, and has been fountiH*n^ of the respiratory centre. It Is exerrij^

mine) Is a synthetic drug ^ *’”»tigmine Bromide
anUrurare agent hare^iTreSrts^L to Its use as an

etrychnlne^
* “ stimulant to the coid. and produces convulsions just

OELSOtlUM OH NmOUM tYEIXOW OR CAROLINA
_

, , , ^
JESSAMDJE OR JASiUNE)

root ul II and^lito ero-Kit In North America- lU
gelw.sc acid.

* ”'* principles, viz. gelsemlne. gelsemlnlne and

Gfl»etnlBe—Thu U a alute ve-e b‘tt*«
• par:r.Fir soluble in water, b-j* freely tn

•uod'Wu.s. crj’stalilne aikaloidal subsla..rt

line Oel«em‘.ne hyd.-och*Sd7 S
If) 1 r) fTi-.r.

« IS a nenofficlal preparation, the dose being I'«

1? rc4K?si. thetr £ffrtf and Defrcfion Ed. V r,- ^-v, ..J.
ro An ifrdirt jc’i trtr. p ii •»! ^,,1;y -1 su.er. liri! Jfed Jo'ir

.

Dec. 9. 1922. P
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Gelsemlnlnc.—Tills is a highly poisonous alkaloid occurring as a yellowish-broTO.
amorphous powder, which Is a mixture of alkaloids. It is slightly soluble in vrater, but
freely soluble In alcohol and etlier. Its salts are freely soluble in water. Gelsemine
hydrochloride Is a non-official preparation, tlw dose being 1/60 to 1/20 grain.

Gclscmlc Acid.—Tills Is a colourless, tasteless, odourless, crystalline substance. It
is slightly soluble in cold water, more In hot water and freely in ether and chloroform.
It forms salts, but with few metals.

Symptoms,—Kausea. frontal headache, glddlnes.^. ptosis, strabismus, diplopia, dila-
tation of the pupils, great muscular weakness. Inco-ordlnation, staggering gait, paralysis,
difficulty of articulation and swallowing due to paralysis of the mouth and throat, depres-
sion of the temperature, pulse and respirations, and general prostration. Death occurs
from respiratory failure, the mind remaining clear. Sometimes, clonic convulsions may
be seen.

Fatal Dose.—Twelve minims of tlie fluid extract of gelscmium have caused the
death of a child, and three drachms of the same preparation (equivalent to 1/6 grain of
gelsemine) have proved fatal to an adult woman.

Fatal Period,—The usual fatal period is about three hours. The shortest Is one
hour, and the longest Is seven hours and-a-half.

Treatment.—Emetics or thorough washing out of the stomach. Hypodermic injec-
tions of digitalis and atropine. Digitalis will strengthen the heart, and atropine the
respiration. Hot applications to the epigastrium and extremities. O.xygen Inhalation
and artificial respiration. If necessary.

Post-mortem .Appearance.—No cliaracleristic appearances. Tliere may be conges-
tion of some of the organs.

Chemical Analysis.—To extract the alkaloids of gelsermum the orgnic matter is
rendered slightly alkaline and shaken out with ether or diioroform.

Tests for Gelsemium Alkaloids.—!. A drop or two of strong sulphuric acid added
to a small portion of the extracted residue of the alkaloids of gelsemium produces a
yellowish or brown colour. A solid particle of potassium dlchromate or manganese
dtaxide drawn through the solutin with a glass rod prduces a reddish-purple colour,
which changes to blulsh-grcert

2. Phi/jiolopicol Test.—Administered to frogs, cats cr rabbits, the alkaloids cause
prostration, convulsions, dilated pupils and asphyxia.

Test for Gelsemlc Acid.—A drop* of ammonia added to a drop of gelsemic acid dis-
solved in sulphuric acid produces a copious deposit of crystalline needles.

Medico-Legal Tolnts.—Poisoning by gelsemium Is generally accidental from thera-
peutic overdoses. During the investigation of the CHark-Fulham murder case in Agra
m 1912, it was suspected that Clark had administered- gelsemine to Fulham with criminal
intent.

Gelsemine paralyses the spinal cord and respiratory centre, but has no action on
the heart and brain. Sometimes it causes tetanic spasms.

Gelsemine is eliminated In the urine.

Gelsemium Elegans.—^This is a creeper which contains an alkaloid, gelsemine. It is ,
frequently used in Lushal Hills in Assam ns a poison for criminal purposes, usually for
^omitting suicide. It produces acute pain in the abdomen, vomiting, purging and giddi-
neM.22 A man drank a concoction of the root of this creeper meant for externa! use

died half-an-hour later. Pc.st-mortem examination show'ed that the Internal ivalls
or the stomach were blaclcened.23

22. Ben. Chem. Examiner's Annual Rep., 1936. p. 18.
. , ^ ^ ~

,23. Pharm. Jour., Aug. 23, 1941, p. 71; JUcdico-LeffOl and Cnmino/oyical Hev., Oct.
fyll, p. 269. >



CUAPTER XXXII

CARDIAC POISONS

NICOTIANA TABACUM (TOBACCO, TAMBAKU)
This belongs to N.O. Solanacezc, and Is orl^ally a* native plant of

America, but is now cultivated largely ail over India.

The dried leaves of tobacco are used In India as articles of luxury by

almost all classes of people, who use them either In the form of smoke or

snull, or chew them with lime alone or with lime and pan. The leaves are

manufactured as cigars (cheroots) In Trlchlnopoly and Burma.
The leaves yield two active principles, nicotine and nicottanine.

Nicotine, 0^11,jNj.—This exists in all parts of the tobacco plant, but

notably In the leaves, which contain from 0.6 to 6 per cent In combination
with. malic and citric acids. It is a colourless, volatile, oily liquid, turning
brown and resinous on exposure to air. It has a burning acrid taste, and
a penetrating, disagreeable odour. It Is soluble in w'ater, alcohol and ether,
the solution being alkaline In reaction. It first stimulates and then depresses
the vagal and vasomotor gangUa. Similarly, it first stimulates and then
paralyses the cerebral and spinal centres. In smaller doses It contracts the
pupils but when toxic symptoms develop, it dilates them.

NIcolUnine^Thls Is also known as tobacco camphor, and is a volatile,

crystalline substance, unimportant from a medico-legal point of view.

Duboisla HopKoodii. belonging to N.O. Solanacea, and growing in

Australia, contains plturlne, a volatile liquid alkaloid, acting exactly like
nicotine.

Symptoms.—These are burning, acrid sensations In the mouth and throat,
spread down the oesophagus to the stomach, and are followed by sali-

sometimes diarrhcea. giddiness, faintness, numb-
tremors, cold, clammy skin, and partial or com-

and vision may be affected, there may b^
t^ pupils are at first contracted, but later ...on.^me dllatcd

_;
_Thc pulse Is slow at first, and then bewm^very

may occur. After very large doses, the puhe

dm ranw leeblc. The respirations are at

(rom mnlra^ ?
''O’" ona sighing. Death ocenrs

the hlS POhilysU or the muscles ol respiration,

mar ^ dcMum ‘>“0 o'tertcaras. Sometimes, there

Seir^ert mSS; ““o ‘""onee death may

UaT nl^Jr^urjySm ‘•’O'e or sudden paralysis or the een-

nrt**"rap"d^
occurs trom over-indulgence In tobacco tor a

long U.-n; It Ly to Kcur"L™VT“'’'^amongst workmen employed In tobacco factories-

tubes^hecxlng an” d^on^a^'i
**Tltat!on of the throat and bronchial

almnri SrdlarfrrlSr^ ‘T vomiting, diarrhcea. anemia.

anS meVo^“"“;c^.,to ‘T m
the central ndd. particularly rlr cSomrt ol?«u'’-

aitc. lntes.lon.« Half an ounce to one ounce of crude tobacco Ufcen by ih^

1 An J/rt£rt, Jtn. 1W2. p. 14.
" ^
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mouth has proved fatal. An infusion of thirty grains of drygiven as an enema has resulted In death.

717

tobacco leaves

Fatal Period.—Nicotine, when swallowed,
mediately or within five to fifteen minutes
laycd for several hours.

may cause death almost Im-
In rare cases death may be de-

contalnln^^fln^®'
a" ®=>shlng out the stomach with warm water

sC powdered charcoal, tannin, or a solution of iodine In potas-

bT ioooo%nmM n
‘he alkaloid Insoluble. Gastric lavage with

me'notw
solution of potassium permanganate Is also recommended. Keep

sfons to the
“>0 body and cold affu°

s b^stLmL,
Administer hypodermleally atropine, strychnine and dlffu-

S vanlsm mmt he
inhalation, artificial respiration and

meSchmiFF^fre
‘“.when necessary. Vasodilators, e.g. nitrites andineinacftollne are useful for amblyopia.

nnenW^'/F"*!'"
APPearances.—The odour of tobacco is usually noticed on

eenF ~ stomach, which may contain fragments of the leaves. The mu-
sniDranc of the stomach and Intestines Is congested and Inflamed, If

aeved ^ rapidly. The brain, lungs and liver are usually eon-sesiea. The blood Is dark and fluid.

makhl'v'?t''a'i
Analysis.—Nicotine Is separated from the organic mixture by

with?
distinctly alkaline with sodium hydroxide solution and dlstUUng It

ThFai .nT'
distillate being collected In 5 to 10 cc. per cent hydrochloric add.

.F.-- .
. alkaline, and shaken out with ether. The ether extract Isevaporated to dryness, and the residue Is tested tor nicotine.

Schlndelmelser’s Test.—The residue gives a rose-red colour,

nf
chemically pure formaldehyde solution and a drop

snbih nitric or sulphuric acid. If nicotine Is present. It formaldehyde

. 1

,.- excess, a green colour Is formed. Coniine or aniline does notsive this reaction.

SQinfi
Test.—A solution of iodine in ether mixed with an ethereal

stnnrt?
” ”^cotine yields an amorphous, brownish-red precipitate which after

noing for some hours crystallizes Into long needles of a ruby-red colour,
ese are called “Roussln’s crystals."

of T.^

^io^ogical Test.—One cubic centimetre of a dilute aqueous solution

flhrUT
• 1,000) Injected into the dorsal lymph sac of a frog produces

3ry twltchlngs in the muscles of the hind legs within a few minutes.

Points.—^Poisoning by tobacco has occured accidentally

or f
Irom excessive smoking, from the infusion given as an enema,

surfn^”'
application of the leaves or their juice to a wound, an abraded

of t
unbroken skin. A small glrR suffered from symptoms

poisoning following a vigorous rubbing of her trunk and limbs

rem ^ of writing Ink and scrapings from an old tobacco pipe as a

Pq j

^ ^ very diffuse attack of ringworm. A convict admitted to Uver-

in o
secreted an ounce of cut Cavendish tobacco In his rectum

hou/^ 1

^ to convey it past searchers, suffered from very severe symptoms four

the
Children have sometimes been poisoned accidentally by sucking

juice of a tobacco pipe, or by drinking hookah water,

cases of poisoning have sometimes occurred from nicotine,

_
h. diluted with soft soap and water, is used largely as a germicide and

3 Morris, BHt. Med. Jour.. April 24, 1926, p. 739. -
• ^lu, Brit. Med. Jour., Voi; I, 1901, p. 1544.
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Insecticide, especially in agricultural districts. In 1926, a labourer^ of Kent,

who had used nicotine as an Insecticide and kept on a shelf In the kitchen

with other bottles containing non-polsonous medicine, took some of the nico-

tine by mistake and died Immediately. The following cases are the examples
of severe nicotine poisoning as a result of absorption through the skin:

—

1. In the process of making an Insecticide, a girl, 22 years old, accident-
ally spilt about 2 drachms of a 95 per cent solution of nicotine on her overall

sleeves. She changed the overall and washed her arm under the hot tap, dried
herself, wiped her damp jumper sleeve, and went on with her job. • Twenty
minutes later she collapsed.*

2, A man, aged 35, sat down In a chair on the seat of which some “Nico-
Fume Liquid” (a 4 per cent solution of free nicotine) had been spilled. He
felt the solution wet through his clothes to the skin over the left buttock, an
area of about the size of a palm, and recognized what it was by its characteristic
odour. In about IS minutes he was seized with severe symptoms of poisoning
and recovered in 4 days.*

Soldiers sometimes apply tobacco to the skin with a view to becoming sick
and thus escaping military duty. The usual method of malingering Is to soak
two strong cheroots in water for some hours, and to place at bed time one In
each axilla, which Is held in position by a bandage. The following morning
poisonous symptoms supervene, so that the malingerer is unable to attend to

ensure greater certainty of the effects, the water In which
the cigars have been soaked Is taken Internally. Deacon’ describes the case of
an Italian soldier who thus suffered from tobacco poisoning at the time of expiry
of his leave, so that he was reported sick.

homicidal cases of tobacco poisoning are rare. Douglas Cowbum*

fi ^2^^? Insecticide consisting of a mixture

dLd In ft amJ 1?.!
suicidal intent, and who was subsequently found

Dolfon In her side which had contained the

to the'hroVefn, ,'n 'S
Bocarme, nicotine was administered

(or miantMHe Tobacco used to be a common agent

to procure abonlon

nlpe^"to?a“cOT Vnn,",'in°.“"''
'“•’=‘"0 smoke emanating from cigarettes, cigars and

hydrogen smnmu” o«bon monoxide, hydrocyanic acid,

ot .he\\Tal\M're™‘^r^^^^^^^^^
'

but chiefly^ln\'he^rlnB^thp°*”*'**t^^^
about 16 hours partly by the lungs.

may be found in the breast milk iSf
smoke excessively nicotine

smoke tobacco can poison the baWM
asserts that wet nurses who chew or

digestive disturbances, restlessness
^ symptoms produced are

and death.
’ ^^^acea, bradycardia, syncope, collapse

A casets Is recorded where a, brM«t i »
twenty cigarettes a day, suffered from

*afant. six weeks old, whose mother smoked
rapid pulse and circulatory dtsturbanrpi insomnia, spastic vomiting, dlairhcea.
was discontinued. Nicotine was detectid ««

recovered after the mother’s milk
however, be a great rarity.

m the mother’s milk. Such a result may.

4. A. DouElos Cowbum. Med.-Leo and ::

5. Lockhart. Brit. Med. Jour Feb ll Apnl 1933. p. 120.
6. Faulkner. Jour. Amer. Med As$efc.' ?i5’
7. Brit Med. Jour., July lo, 1923, p gi

^ P* 1664.

8.. Med-Lcff. and Crlminaloj. neo.. April 1933. ««
9. Jenir. Amer. Med. Assoc. June 6. d iv??

'

10 Wyckerheld Blsden. Maandsehrift roor^^kindli./,
332 Jour Amer Med Assoc., July 10, 1937^ p

Leyden, May 1937, P-



PILOCARPUS AUGROPHYLLUS 7I9

Putrefaction has no effect on nicotine, which can be detected in the body
some years after death.

A non-poisonous alkaloid resembling nicotine has been Isolated from the
human body, and ptomaine similar to nicotine has been found but Is not so
poisonous.

LOBELIA INFU^TA (LOBELIA. INDIAN TOBACCO)
to N.O. CmpanuiaccA and grows In North America.

^ nirotlanie folia Whatrat) belonging to the same natural order grows inMumem and Western India and the mountain ranges of Ceylon. Its leaves are serrated^d nairj*, and are very much like tobacco leaves. Dermatitis is caused by Its milky

Both the.se plants contain an alkaloid tobeline, and lobclic acid.

® volatile, oily, yellow, liquid alkaloid, possessing a pungent taste
Mtt an odour like that of tobacco. It Is slightly soluble In water, but freely in ether.
It resembles nicotine very closely In action.

uon-offleial preparations are Lobelia (the dried flowering herb), dose, 1 to 3
sT^ns, Tinctura ZobcIte ccthcrea (strength 1 in 5), dose, 5 to 15 minims, and Lobeline
hydrochloride, B.P.C.. dose. 1/20 to 3/20 grain.

Sypmtoms.—Burning pain in the throat, oesophagus and stomacli. vomiting, distress-
ing nausea, headache, giddiness, small, feeble and rapid pulse, pupils contracted and
iMenslble to light, muscular twitdilngs, unconsciousness, collapse, stupor, coma and death
ending the scene. Diarrhoea and dysurla are sometimes present.

.
Dose.—Uncertain. A drachm of the poa'dered leaves has caused death. One-

sixtn grain of lobeline may produce poisonous symptoms.

.
Paial Period.—Uncertain. Death may occur within half-an-hour or may be delas'ed

twenty.four to thlrtv-slx hours.

vomiting. If It has not already set in. Wash out the stomach,
necumbent posture. E.xtemal warmth and hypodermic stimulants, such as strychnine.

Pwt-mortem Appearances.—Softening and inflammation of the mucous membrane of
«ie stomach and Intestines. Congestion of the vessels of the brain.

^hemlcal Analysis.—Lobeline Is extracted with ether from an alkaline aqueous
wiucion. On evaporation of the ether, the residue gives a red colour with strong sul-
pnurjc acid and a violet colour with sulphomolybdic acid.

fat
—^The injudicious use of lobelia In medicine has given rise to

^
T

poisoning. It has also proved fatal when administered as an abortlfacient.
ijobellne is excreted by the kidneys, salivary glands and skin.

PILOCARPUS MICROPHYliLUS (JABORANDI)

leaves of Pilocarpus microphyllus and other varieties of Pilocarpus (Jabo-
^oj), N.O. Rutacea, owe their toxic properties to the presence of the alkaloid, pUo-
rarpine, which is a colourless, oily liquid and forms crystalline salts with acids. Pilo-

iiitrate is a pharmacopceial preparation, the dose being 1/20 to 1/5 grain by
raouth or hypodermically.

rtit

' a parasympathomimetic drug, stimulates the nerve endings and pro-
duces profuse secretion of saliva and perspiration, causes contraction of the pupils and
Slows the pulse rate.

Symptoms.—Flushing of the skin, salivation, lachrymation, perspiration, secretion of

rt>
contraction of the pupils, cardiac depression, thirst, nausea, vomiting, watery

uiahhcea, abdominal pain, difficult breathing, cyanosis, convulsions, collapse and death™m paralysis of the respiratory centre or pulmonary tedema.

Fatal Dose and Fatal Period.—The usual fatal dose for an adult is 7i grains of pilo-
carpine or its salts, although 1/6 grain of pilocarpine hydrochloride injected hypodenni-.
J®‘iy proved fatal in two cases. In one case a woman died In about 15 minutes, and in
the other case a man died In about 10 hours.u

Treatment.—^Empty the stomach by emetics or by washing it out with potassium
Permanganate solution. Inject hypodermically 1/100 grain of atropine sulphate as a
Physiological antidote. Later, give stimulants, treat dehydration by giving 5 per cent
glucose saline drip.

11. M. G. Andre, Confinia Nettrologica, Basel, X, 1949, pp. 8-21; Abstracts of World
•'red

. Mav 19.50. p 464. . . .
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Posl-mortem Appearances.—^Not characteristic. Tliere may be signs ol asphyxia and

cedema of the lungs.

Chemical Analysis.—Pilocarpine Is extracted with chloroform from the alkaline solu-

tion and evaporated.

Tests.—1. A small crystal of potassium bichromate is placed in a test tube containing

1 to 2 cc. of chloroform. One cubic cenUmetre of a 3 per cent solution of hydrogen per-

oxide and a fragment of the extracted residue are added, and the mixture is shaken

vigorously for a few minutes. The aqueous upper layer becomes dark-purple In colour

and the lower chloroform layer devel(^ a dark-blue colour.

2. A drop of the residue dissolved In dilute hydrochloric acid placed in the eye

of a cat causes contraction of the pupil.

Medico-Legal Points.—Accidental poisoning may occur from the eating of pilocarpine

jaborandi leaves or from an overdose of a pilocarpine preparation used in medicine ot

hair lotions. Owing to Its depressant action on the heart it must be used with care in

cardiac diseases. . .
-

Areca or Betel Nut (Supari).—This is the nut or fruit of Areca catechu or betel nut

palm, N.O. Palmaceffi, which is cultivated In Southern India and Malaya. The nut U
used as a masticatory by the people of India and Eastern Asia. It Is cut into slices and
is chewed alone or Is taken with betel leaves, lime and catechu with or without tobacco.

The nut is also used as an anthelmintic and as an astringent.

The betel nut contains several alkaloids, the chief of which is arecolme, an oi^
liquid, which is soluble In water and most of the organic solvents, and boils at 220 C.

It Is highly poisonous and resembles pilocarpine in action.

u .

poisoning may be caused by chewing unripe betel nuts, the chief sympto^
perspiration, bronchial spasm, contraction of the

pupils, tolrst, colicky pain in the abdomen, diarrhcea, tetanic snasms. difficult breathing
slow pulse and collapse.

Some Individuals are very sensitive to betel nuts, and develop poisonous syroptoiw

,* fragment of a betel nut. In his annual report /of
year 1938, toe Chemical Examiner. Bengal, describes toe case of a woman, aged about

*««) prepared with Ume. catechu, tobacw,
and betel nut, felt giddiness and nausea, perspired profusely and died from collapse w

4?® post-mortem examination the mucous membrane of the stomach
ana me brain and its membranes v/ere found congested.

mUllgrammes of arecoUne are mixed with hydrogen per-

^ dryness on a waterbath. The rwldue is

wivea in i cc. of water, and the g resorcinol ®

OTide and hydrochloric acid and evaporat^' i

lew
solution on the addition of some resorcuw* '

tor^ a reddish-blue violet colour, which conges
“ ammonia is added In excess, the colour regains Its original

Diue-vioiet colour, which appears lemon-yellow under quartz light

Ss
DIGITALIS PURPXmEA (DIGITALIS OR FOXGLOVE)

Inc ^la In
to NO. Scrophulariacese, and pot-

mfrTn India
EoSood- It Is now cultivated In KssB-

mlr In India and many other parts ot the world.

clrcSLs°or whYeh d??,
“ftoto oo active principles several

Knous d'Eltoaln. dlgltalln. dleltaUen, and dlgltonln are the most

‘’"oaratlons ot digitalis are as follows:—

tolw.-SS" toaverala. Prepared digitalis or Powdered dlgl-

3. Tlncfuro DJjrfraiir.—Dose. 5 to IS
The non-offlclal preparations of digitalis are—

whlto cS4u[b!rtth a?toS!Sly
to

ocwrring in minute,

^Nauveue-s dlgitalln grancles corrsht m-ny'Ti ^^e^t t/e» to ./»C

h,Jr
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1/5 SSn for a single administration and !/Ij to1/0 gram subcutaneously for repeated admin{$tratlon.

crj-stalUne glycoside obtained from the leaves of Digitalis lanata It is a
SdS?abS?r

“ Diffoxittum, which occurs in colourless four or flve-

solutlo^^
possessing a bitter taste in dilute alcoholic
In chl^form. but soluble In dilute alcohol.

on«v?r ^ I?
mouth. The maintenance dose is 1/240 grainonce or twice dally. Intravenously the dose is 1/120 to 1/60 grain.

symptoms produced by digitalis are gastrointes-

, “a!?;
referable to Its action on the heart. These are

nausea, vomiting followed by severe' abdominal pain and
wdtery diarrheea, vertigo, severe distressing headache, fatigue, malaise,

oppression in the prmcordlal region. The pulse Is at first ac-
ceierated often due to extrasystoles and then slowed, pulsus bigemlnus or^er types of arrhythmias may occur: the rate may fall even to 25 per minute.

A
sighing. The pupils are dilated and visual

rangements. such as dimness of vision and changes In the perception ofou^ are present These are followed by drowsiness and coma. Thereay be delirium or hallucinations and convulsions. The urine may be Sup-
cases. Death usually accurs from sudden, syncope, due ton ricular fibrillation. It may take place on slight exertion during apparent

convalescence.

ntn
®ose.—Uncertain, Thirty-eight grains of the powdered leaves and

^^^chms of the tincture have proved fatal, though recovery has ensued
One-fourth to half-a-graln of digitalln and one-

ixieenth grain of dlgltoxln might cause the death of an adult

Fatal Period.—This varies from three-quarters of an hour to twenty-
3our hours, but may last several days.

consists In the use of the stomach tube, or emetics,

nln
aperients, and the free use of vegetable infusions containing tan-

• Tea or coffee may also be given with advantage. Keep the patientMm and In a recumbent posture, administer atropine, qulnldlne, procainea-
sometimes potassium or magnesium salts may help. Maintain elec-

«oiyte balance.

inenf*^*'*”°*^***”
Appearances.—^Not characteristic. There may be frag-

Inflamed^
^^^talis leaves in the stomach, which may be found congested and

A Chemical Analysis.—The glycosides may be extracted with chloroform^ the acidified organic material.

A
—^Dlfitoxin.-^trong sulphuric add produces a green colour which

«ot affected by bromine water.

®*^^^*~Dlssolved in strong sulphuric add, It forms a yellow colour,
^^Pi^y changes to blood-red. The addition of bromine water changes

violet-red. Heated gently with a few drops of a mixture con-

bro^^ parts of strong sulphuric add and alcohol, digitalln turns yellow-
wn. The addition of a drop of a dilute solution of ferric chloride changes

tne colour to bluish-green.

sulphuric add produces a red colour, which is In-
aed by adding bromine water.

ren
Points.—Poisoning by digitalis Is not a frequent occur-

medf I

^ accidental cases have occurred from an overdose of one of the
cinal preparations or from eating the leaves by mistake.

Q
^^S^talls Is rarely used for suicidal purposes, and has been used only
® ^ a homicidal poison, when a homoeopathic physician. La Pomerals,

MaI.—45
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killed a widow In Paris In. 1864, by giving’her 'digitalln. He had pecuniary
interest In her death.

Digitalis is not excreted by the kidneys as fast as it Is absorbed into the
system, hence it Is regarded as cumulative poison. Persons, who have been
taking It for a long time, may suddenly develop the symptoms of 'poisoning
without any subsequent Increase In the d<^e. In such cases the quantity of
the urine should be measured to find out If It Is diminished, or digitalis should
be prescribed with a diuretic, or should be omitted for one week In every
four weeks.

Strophanthus.—The seeds of Strophanthus kombe, N.O. Apocynacese/

'

contato as the chief active principle, the glycoside, strophanttiln (kombe
strophanthln or strophanthln-k), which occurs as a white or yellowlsh-whlte,
c^stalllne, bitter powder. It Is soluble In water and in alcohol, the non-
omclal dose being 1/240 to 1/60 grain by Intramuscular or Intravenous In-
lectlon.

The seeds of Strophanthus gratus and the wood of Acokanthera schlm-
perl contain a crystalline glycoside, ouabain or strophanthin-g. It Is soluble
In water and In dehydrated alcohol, and has a bitter state. It Is a pharma-
coj^lal preparation, the dose being 1/500 to 1/240 grain by Intravenous In-
jection. It la approximately twice as t6xic as strophanthin-k.

Stro^anthus resembles digitalis in Its pharmacological and poisonous
ons, but It acts more rapidly, it Is not a cumulative poison, as It Is ex-

creted more rapidly.

Isolated from the acldifled

bmml « f “’.J
sospected orfanlc material by using amyl alcohol or

wstT-
‘he solvent the residue Is Identmed by

to brom
' produces an emerald green colour, which changes

QUININE (QUININA)

as salts ol qalnlc rooiOloatlon with cinchonine and other alSaloida

ipedca of anchonna planU^O “-SorhoUnnlc arid. In the barks oI vg^
America, but „e no.%Uvs£? l?5lva Sd taS.

' " “‘h' W“tem Swth

insoluble In Vri'stals having a bitter taste It h
phiCe. It reacts like an niv-nii and chlorofona. benzene and carbon di^'
sulphate, quinine bUulphaS’ acldiThus. qulninf

o.-rtal preparations, t^'dose of earfi
'*

• Quhihie dlhydrochlorlde ^
c^n* T" 'iSflt&il iJld h"?r'Snt°'™"'"

.5=22^? metabollsm_ot_th_^y.
hympietn*.— — forms oi uving matter. I J

dt«CTtl^fl° n?^t>g^?^.^»gI°rorbuzzrHrin^hTM:ra and pytia*

^.ds. etc. Quinine ambl^ir~dt?ffm.^^-f'*l-*>^?r^^^3T-3l'«qTir^on5trietIofr'5r^»al
' mental depression. coriru.*Tan~Br-mmt^^^iLP^^SwL" abdomen, vomiting. .diSt-^ or urticarial rash on the aUn !ML!iL^2'^“*^5^”taicss7-ltcriIngreT^

Imp^cepuble pulse tolA, clammy skin, gasping
ure. D-linum and eonVulsl^ death fr^ resilratory

ratal D~-_UncvrtaIa. DouIT^
^«hwa been observed.W .raotnma. roriy “ “ gralna OI quinine have earned ala^

koft"V “ mhnlne. ICO tralnan M »! a chlldii and 1»
.-.Ohale mid ,.0 .rmna,. « quhu„e‘"h,..^.';;'H:gt.t°ride.

li
14. Actenrteth. ZVfecfio,, ©/ PoU^t^ wt
li. FliTm. Ortf ifed. Jotir, July p. 'l9j7 p* by Warren), pp.
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“=

ho.^r“mS‘ '”" *'' “ “> "’'“ - “-nteen

niere may be congestion of the organs. There Is usually

sSrt^n a “’ree soldiers died after

Son Jf the tiiS S? Ji,
hflfOlMorldo, the post-mortem exam-

kldncWroe'™ .S'“e
sastrlc mucous membrane was macerated, bothys were hypercemlc and the -bases of the lungs were congested.

ether
^ extracted, from aqueous alkaline solutions with

in whiK^n?n 4n».TS^
Upoti evaporation, a resinous, amorphous residue is leftm wnicn quinine may..be.recognized by the following tests:*—

‘

residue is dissolved In a lllUe dilute acetic add and 5 to 11 drops of

adriit?nn «f
added, a green colour due to thalleioquin U obtained on theaoaiuon of ammonia In excess if qulrUne is present.

sulphuric acid are added to a solution of a
re^n blue fluorescence is formed. This is a delicate test, which showsreacuon In dilutions as high as 1 in 100.000.

Pointa—Cases of poisoning by quinine are mostly accidental from over-“ I^osyncrasy even medicinal doses have sometimes produced polsonoxis
Thus, Bannerjlit reports the case of his younger brother who used to com-

administration of i grain of quinine. Krlshna-

anrt wv./®®® ,
^® ^ male, 30 years old. whose face became swollen and flushed

ha h^H inordinate Itching all over the body within ten minutes after
® grains of quinine. Cnilkshanki* also quotes the case of a woman, 63

o^r,« - j collapsed after an Injection of 1 cc. solution containing 0.3 gramme
wh^®*t,^® P'^ gramme urethane. He suggests the following test to be performedwnere mere is reason to suspect idiosyncrasy to quinine:—

anrt^- ^ ®®”^ solution of quinine hydrochloride is placed on the forearm
rainti^ fr?*' V“ .

^ scarified, a definite wheal surrounded by erythema appears ten

slight redt^ss^°
Individuals susceptible to quinine. A control of sterile water shows only

hoi^^^ ftas bgfp taken for suicidal purposes, but does not seem to have been used

o^tennS® pregnant uterus and ocasslonally causes abortion; hence it Is^ abortifaclent, and has sometimes produced poisonous symptoms. A
sulr*^

woman.30 34 years old, swallowed 16 pUls containing 6.08 grammes of 'quinine

tlo^ grammes (76 grains) of the pure alkaloid with a view to procuring abor-

crea.<?«i
*

1

^ homs she was taken ill with headache, vomiting, pyre-xia and In-

blacfc 'Th
® conjunctlv® showed an Icteric tinge, and the mine was almost

the bf^^®^® abdominal pain with bleeding-Jrom the vagina and scarlet rash'all over
'^® patient became restless, drow^^’and later developed hiccup ^fore she

Oirt 1
® tenth day. Abortion had bccuireo before death,

in thV^^® ^ eliminated for'the'most-part'undiangcd in tbe'urine. It may be detected

excreHorf^®
^thin fiteen to thirty minutes after its administration by the 'mouth, and

in continue for forty-eight to seventy-two-hours. Traces may also be fotmdm the saliva, sweat ahd-milk.

NERIUM ODORUM (WHITE OR SWEET-SCENTED OLEANDER.
KARAff OR KANER)

^ .

f

^ts plant belongs to N.O. Apocynace®, and Is grown in gardens in India

t ^^ beautiful white or pink flowers, which are given as offerings to gods
worshippers. It has lanceolate leaves and has a two folUcIed fruit

ich contains numerous .seeds.

have isolated
parts of the plant are poisonous. S. R. Naidu -and his co-workers^*

from the plant an active principle, nerin (CjjHgjOjo), which Is

17
' Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Ed. xm, p. 702.

iq of tSflz., Sep. 1928. p. 533. 18. Ind. Med. Gas., March 1927, p. 142.

2o' Jan. 19. 1929, p. 104.

2 i'
?• Vartan and G. Discombe, Brit. Med. Jour., March 30, 1940, p. 525.

Chem. Examiner's Annual Rep., 1937, p. 8; Jour, and Proceedings of the
^uution of Chemists (India) , VoL XV, Dea 1943, pp. 134-144.
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a pure, white, crystalline glycoside. It Is sparingly soluble In water, etfier.

petroleum ether and benzene, but dissolves readily In alcohol, acetone and
chlorolorm, and melts at 123 *C. It Is highly poisonous, and when Injected

Ti'j ZJX.—r.-fTUan Odonca.

Into the dorsal lymph »ac o' a fmrr
arfrase minimum fatal dos^ ‘fo- a

Produces paralysis and death. The
nni^th of a mlllJrramme. Eight* r"iiii^ about 10 grammes Is one-
a d??. wpUhlr:c about A \ kllorraA™^ Injectetl into the abdomen of

b'‘tnr pmcmslTc paralysis starti'^r
'"^thln an hour, the symptotr-*

ar-d froth at ih« mouth.
'**

limbs, defecation, rctchlne.

About cr.f-elthth cf a mlIUcrair»**»»
minimum fatal das- for a frog, vre'sht^^ ^ about the areraS^
poan to tc about six tim-s as Dot«m.r^* crammes; hence nerln ap-

x^-Jocous as strychnine to a frog.
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t Symptoms.—Difficulty of swallowing and articulation, abdominal pain,
vomiting, profuse frothy salivation and diarrhcca. The pulse is first slowed
and later becomes rapid and weak. The respirations are hurried from the
beginning. These are followed by dilated pupils, muscular twitchlngs, teta-
nic spasms, drowsiness, unconsciousness, coma and death. Lock-Jaw is fre-
quently present, while diarrhoea Is occasionally absent.

Fatal Dose.—^Uncertain. More than a quarter of a tola (1 tola = 180
grains) of the fresh root bark have produced poisonous symptoms. Two
hundred and fifty grains (about half an ounce) of the root may be considered
to be an average fatal dose for an adult.“

Fatal Period.—^Uncertain. Death may take place In about twenty-four
to thlTty-slx hours. A Hindu female, aged 20 years, who took oleander root
as an abortifaclent, died In two or three hours.^i

Treatment—Evacuation by washing out the stomach. Give stimulants,
such as ether, and treat the symptoms.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Not characteristic. There may be con-
gested patches In the stomach and upper portion of the small Intestine.

Tests.—When dissolved In concentrated sulphuric acid, a minute frag-
ment of the acid ether extract of the root bark or leaves of Nerlum odorum
obtained by the Stas-Otto process produces an immediate crimson colour
which assumes a deeper tint on standing. It also gives Keller’s test—a slow
green colour appearing in the acetic acid layer and an Immediate crimson
colour in the sulphuric acid layer. Both the colours are stable for several
days. Keller’s test Is performed by dissolving the extract in 1 cc. of glacial
acetic acid containing 5 per cent ferric sulphate and floating this solution on
the surface of a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid (100 parts) and 5
per cent ferric sulphate (I part).

This extract does not reduce Fehllng’s solution but, after hydrolysis
either with hydrochloric acid or with emulsin. it reduces Fehllng’s solution.

Medico-Legal Points.—The root Is used internally by Ignorant people as
a remedy for venereal disease.s. Hence accidental poisonings, sometimes with
fatal consequences, have occurred from the administration of the root or Its

dwoctlon. Two Mahomedans drank each a cupful of a strong decoction of
the root as an anodyne for pain In the loins. One of them died In about 36
hours, and the other recovered after prolonged illness.*-*

.In the form of a paste the root is used In the treatment of cancers and
ulceration. The decoction of the leaves Is applied externally to reduce swell-
ings.

Criminally, the root Is used as an abortifaclent both as a local application
^hd as an internal administration. The root and the leaves are often used

fh
^ or decoction for suicidal purposes, especially in Western and Sou-

jnern India.' A case is recorded In which a man first took oleander and then
JO hasten his death he hanged himself on the same tree of oleander.*-' A
“jan of Pamer in Ahmednagar District committed suicide by taking the juice

noner root (Nerium odorum).**
Nerium odorum is sometimes used as suicidal poison and rarely as a

!:°^^cldal poison, but it has caused death when administered as a love potion.
his annual report for the year 1949, the Chemical Examiner, Madras cites

“ case in which a man offered some pills containing oleander to the barren

C. L. Bose. Indian Med. Gaz., Nov. 1901, P- 412.

‘ 24
' Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1929, P- 13.

Mohan Sen, Ind. Med. Gaz., April 1899, p. 118.

2r Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1923.
Bombay Chemical Analyser's Annual Report, 1927, p. 5.
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wives of a man saying that they were “vrasadams” of a deity. The husband

and the two wives took them and suffered from poisonous symptoms. One

of the wives died and the other wife and the husband recovered. In his

annual report for the year 1951 the Chemical Examiner. Uttar Pradesh and

Madhya Pradesh, mentions a case In which a woman of Surguja District In

Madhya Pradesh suspecting her step-mother-ln-law of having her two chil-

dren by witchcraft mixed Kaner paste with sharbat and administered it to

her slep-mothcr-ln-law while she was drinking liquor along with other per-

sons during a wedding. She felt burning sensation inside, vomited several

times and died two hours later. Kaner was detected In the portions of vis-

cera and other articles received for examination.

As a cattle poison the juice of the root is sometimes smeared on a rag.

which is then inserted Into the anus of the animal Intended to be killed.

Oleander was detected In the viscera of the female bodies which were
completely burnt externally at the cremating place in Midnapur and Bhub-
neshwar (Purl).n

CERBERA THEVETIA OR THEVCTIA KERIIFOLTA (EXILE OR VELW)W
OLEANDER. PILA KANER')

This is a plant belonging to N.O. Apocynace®. and is widely cultivated

gardens In the plains In India. It has linear lan-

bell-shaped flowers and a green, globular fruit

triangular in shape with

xnH
enclosing a pale yellow seed. The plant is highly poIsonou.s

Ten mllllgrames injectea

--.-v.i. iuu mimmurn fatal dosp
t'‘n grammes b one-fiftiP»h nf n ^titi
Into a dotr w<?iphintr » •».

milligramme. Ten miiugraines

chtas M,h rornmnt .M c"Se

T

hh'””'’”'"
paralnlc acUon Is rot so r elt TOrkM

’

Ohstski. Uievetln.»

klKotWos, thmlln and°!k,rctt>rta"'T^'n'*t'
»hltr. sl.na.r notdlo, mrluns ai "a obtained In OTCW-

aleohol. The teeond tljcoslde '"Crystallization Irom dlWt'

u-aa obtained In slender, shining silk,
^rrystalllzed twice from hot watch

tljtmldes were thought to be hlehl
ranting at ns'C. Both these

demonstrated irom tiperlments ih.. ^ Bhatia and Lal“ hare

and resembles In n«lon 1^“ cJS?des“7'Jf«^ ‘”‘"=

SympLjfnv—Damlng pain In th^ m/« ».
line and numbr.w of the lonsu*. vm^.i <lryness of the throat, tlng-

dlslr.^aa. dilated puplU. loa of °^tcn diarrhoea* headache.
*nuacuiar pox^r. and fainting. The pul^e ^

77 D'>r.raJ ChPnucal Ihx-TUn*^* ArnuaTnllli: —
n. a IL « al, Jnr. end tJZJ.

73 zrsfj xred Sci^.ef, UP, tn:. n "'l* Vol. XV. D«. 1943. pp 134-144^

m ,ed fere c, X-nL h„e„«. jog,, J ^
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Fiff. 2i2.—Cerbera Thevetla.

slow, later becomes rapid, weak and Irregular. Collapse sets In, and
oeath occurs from heart failure. Tetanic convulsions are sometimes observed.

pi
Dose.—^Uncertain. One seed has killed a child, about 4 years old.

ght to ten seeds would prove fatal to an adult.

. Period.—Uncertain. A young man died In 2 to 3 hours after he
Ok l^^nieal,mteed with the powdered root.^*

- Treatment.—Same as in white oleander poisoning.

Post-mortem Appearances.—Not characteristic. In the case of a Hindu

of tK
shortly after taking some yellow oleander the mucous coat

whf h
^toroach was thrown into exaggerated folds, the general surface of

so
congested, and of a deep red colour; scattered about the folds were

wh”?
^^^^n^Diatory spots of a lighter colour than the general surface, some-

miii
and stellate in appearance. Several Irregular fragments like

on
were found scattered in the mucous folds of the stomach, which

n analysis were found to be .those of yellow oleander. The duodenum to

T>af
inches was brick-red In colour, and had an irregular purple

ch in the centre. The liver was congested..^*

dll
.^^^****®^1 Analysis.—Cerberln Is easily destroyed by hydrolysis with

rar^i
^y^^^ochlorlc acid and by the gastro-lntestlnal secretions: hence It Is

tin «
In the viscera usually preserved for chemical analysis. Theve-

Q
.
^ resistant to a large extent to such destruction, and Is, therefore, the
glycoside available for extraction and identification In cases of poisoning

_J yellow oleander. Thevetln Is contained In the acid ether extract obtained

S'
Dannerjea. Jnd. Med. Gaz., Jan. 1923. p. 32.- Daley, Jnd. Afcd. Gas., August ISW, p. 296.
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by submitting the visceral matter to the Stas-Otto process and may be re-

cognized by the following tests

—

1. If the extract Is treated with concentrated sulphuric acid or syrupy
phosphoric acid followed by heating on a boiling water bath for five to ten

minutes, a yellowish-brown colour is formed^ which slowly changes to a bright
pink colour .

2. Keller’s Test—The ether extract is dissolved In 1 cc. of glacial acetic
acid containing 5 per cent ferric sulphate, and this solution Is allowed to float

on the surface of a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid (100 parts) and 5
per cent ferric sulphate <1 part). An immediate blue colour appears In the
acetic acid layer, and as slow mauve colour in the sulphuric acid layer.

3. The ether extract, when rubbed on the tip of the tongue, produces
a tingung sensation and rawness lasting for an hour or more. The sensation

Iff
^ area of application, and does not extend to the other parts

of the tongue or to the lips as happens in the case of aconite.

thf.
dissolved in' about 1 cc. of water and Injected into

Jrt hV ^ produces convulsions in a few minutes follow-
ed by paralysis and death,

oleander, such as particles of the pericarps or

lmi>art a^hin«
leaves, boiled with dilute hydrochloric add.

SSd whh dS . H ^ of the seed is

Thrcolor, bluish-green colour Is produced.
The colour disappears on adding a solution ol potassium permanganate.

lug erlmlnal**aterHft*n^*~~J^® seeds are often used for procur-

in' his annual reMct'
“"“'‘'blly for suicidal and homicidal purposes,

reports I cSta Sdi thf™ '^•'emlcal Analyser of Bombay

ministered to her husband^

^

^ woman to be ad-

become a rntrepuDBeJ^Jb!! u “ a result of which he would

poisoning cattlef cspcclallv ^in
commonly used for

purpose the seeds Sc Bombay and Madras. For this

fonn Of a paste conceaie^fther in"nn
administered to an animal in the

in his annual repon for .1
or-lnside.a cnapati.

mentions that accidental txiKn»!i® Chemical Examiner, Madras,

iiiosiraure CaseZi lj^f "bildren by eating the flowers-

fr«cle In k widow rubbed two seeds of yel^
gymptonia. gave ^ procure abortion. She

nutely rf«;Tcred.-/adub ArtrJo sVn /L child on the fourth day and uIP'

“b with one^ 8 seeds of yellow olea^^
® and to end his miserable We-

SriS? aSueS^l" condition, and could not^
ot the mouth. saliva and ropy mucus were

;s™£s™» SimTf fSr'.hg|
train Of aSrota^i?. ,!?..????" mrahuM- ..lb'
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the meal, the victim complained of severe burning sensation in the throat and stomach,
vomited several times, and expired In 6 to 7 hours. This appears to be an unusual com-
bination of poisons for homicidal purposes.—Bengal Chem. Examinefs Annual Report,
1948.

(il) A case occurred in Bhandara, where a woman tried to murder her husband by
giving him some powder of yellow oleander seeds In Ambit a rice preparation. The
powder was mixed up with dirt from the ear of a j^oung buffalo, and was given to the
woman by her paramour.

—

U.P. Chanicat Examiner’s Annual Report, 1948; see also his
Report, 1949.

A case is recorded where yellow olicander could be detected in the
stomachs and contents of the two bodies that had been exhumed and had
undergone dccomposltlon.33

The bark is used as an antipyretic In small doses, 2 grains of the powder-
ed bark being equivalent to an ordinary dose of cinchona. In large doses it

acts as an emetic and purgative and produces toxic effects.

Cerbera Odollam (Dabur or
Bftofcur).—This plant belongs to

Apocynace®, is similar in
action to Cerbera thevetia and
STOWS In swamps and creeks on
the coasts of India and Ceylon.

It has fleshly lanceolate leaves,
•arge, white flowers like those of
jasmine and green, fibrous fruits
enclosing a kernel The kernel
0“ ^traction with petroleum
^Irit or ordinary ether gives a
f°*^*Polsonous oil, which is usedw burning and anointing the

alcoholic, e.xtract of
^®f®tted kernels yields a

glycoside, cerberin, which Is the« is contained in Cerbera
thevetia.

of Madras and in
of TravancoreCochlnme kernel is criminally taken by

for the purpose of'com-
suicide and. Is acci-

SS.
vn^f. symptoms are violent
TO^tmg. purging, irregular re-

general paralysis, col-
dea^ from heart

with boiling
hydrochloric acid, cer-oenn fo^ a blue or blulsh-

B^een colour.
Fig. 2/J.—Cerbera Odollam.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS (ACONITE. MONK’S HOOD, WOLFSBANE OR
BLUE ROCKET: MITHAZAHAR OR DVDHIA BISH)

This is a plant, 2 to 6 feet high, belonging to N.O. Ranunculace®, and
erowing in Europe and North America. It Is also cultivated In England.

Parts of the plant are poisonous, but the root Is chiefly used as a poison.
6 dry root Is more or less conical or tapering In shape presenting scars or

^es of broken rootlets, and Is usually arched and shrivelled with longltu-
dmal wrinkles. It Is usually 2 to- 4 Inches long. 4 to | Inches thick at the up-
. ^^^tremity, dark-brown externally and whitish and starchy internally when
®*hly cut, but becoming pink on exposure to the air. It has no odour; when
newed. it imparts a sensation of tingling and numbness to the tongue, lips
and mouth.

33. Madras Chem. Exam. Annual Rep., 1933, p, 9.
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The pharmacopcelal preparation derived from the dried powdered root of

Aconltum napellus Is linimenfum aconttl {strength, 0.2 per cent ether-soluble

alkaloid), while the B.P.C. preparations are chloroformum aconitl, tlnctura

aconltl IP. dose, 5 to 10 minims and linimentum aconlti, belladonnce et

cJiloroformi containing equal parts of aconite, belladonna and chloroform lini-

ments and popularly known as A.B.C. liniment. Fleming’s tincture is almost

of the same strength as the liniment of aconite, and Is sometimes known as

tinctura aconiti fortlor.

The root and other parts of

Aconltum napellus yield aconitine

(acetyl-benzoyl-aconlne) ,
plcraconl-

tlne (benzoyl-aconlne), aconlne and

other alkaloids combined with aco-

nltlc acid. The chief of these active

principles is aconitine, which forms

colourless. transparent, rhombic

crystals, readily soluble In benzene

and chloroform, less in ether and

absolute alcohol and almost Insolu-

ble In water, the dose being 1/640

grain. With acids aconitine forms

crystalline salts, of which the nitrate

is used In medicine in 1/640 grain

doses hypodermically. Aconitine

splits up, on hydrolysis, into acetic

add. benzoic acid and aconlne.

Aconitine first stimuljitf'i

then paralyses the peripheral termi*

Fig. 214.—Dried Aconite Roots. nations oi me sensory and secretory

on vt . w nerves^ it produces the same engct

«htr?s of ttiriSSSir^KTcorl but it ({oerH5t_

tUlthg ^iid

gher centres of the brato forconsciousness usually remain

for ^ aconitine, mistaking ‘t

- and .numbness. saUvSlon ani of bitter taste, burning, tingl^
-and-a feellng-'ofdread'ail nerslsti^S^ft^^^^ -andTraintness,. weakness; restl^^..
other student, who did not vomlt.M

^ hours in one and nearly 7 hours in the

regir"o?‘?nd"fanTL«°nJr"“® temperate Himalayan

turn balfourll Aconltum doin
for official aconite are Aconl-

tum splcatum’. The first
chasmanthum and Aconl-

deinorrhlzur^^ we^ oSglna^y^ balfourll and Aconltum

They contain aralkalnid !^«LJ^? «^ name of Aconltum ferox.

in transparent needles ^or^^ granS**?,^
J’^atroyl-aconlne), which crystallizes

amorphous or syrupy mass ir s shSw ' obtained as an

soluble than aconitine in ether and »
soluble in water, but it Is more

pseudaconltine presents a close anSoCT wiS u?'
chemical reaction

up Into acetic add. veratrlc acid and^sSconlne
hydrolysis splits

Aconltum chasmanthum is the chief ..m
as Blsfi or Blfch In the market of Tf°^

aconite which Is kno^
tine. Aconltum splcatum Is often called

alkaloid. Indaconl

blkhaconltlne.
onltum ferox and contains an alkaloid.

34. P. S. Plddes. Brit. Ued. Jour.. Sept. rr, 1953 p 77^
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Of these three alkaloids derived from the Indian species of aconite pseu-
daconltlne is the most toxic. Indaconitlne and blkhaconitine are less toxic
than the former, but are more poisonous than aconitine.

The root of the Indian species of aconite, when dried and steeped in oil,
is a black, plump, heavy tuber, 2 to 4 inches long, and has a disagreeable
odour like hydraceum, and a reddlsh-browm resinous fracture. It is known
in the vernacular as Sish, Telvabis/i, or Dachnag, and Is extensively used
both externally and Internally by Vaids and Hakims in the treatment of
muscular rheumatism, neuralgia and paralysis. It Is administered in i to
a-graln doses, after it is soaked In cow's urine for at least three days, or boiled
in it for 48 hours, whereby it loses much of Its poisonous property.

Aconitum heterophyllum is a non-polsonous variety of aconite, and is
known in the vernacular as Atis. It grows In the sub-Alpine and Alpine
zone of the Himalayas. Its tuberous root Is used In Indian medicine as a tonic
and antl-periodlc. The root contains a non-polsonous. amorphous alkaloid,
alfslne, and two other alkaloids, hetcratisine and hetlsine.

Symptoms.—^The symptoms supervene Immediately, or within a few
minutes, after swallowing a poisonous dose of aconite or aconitine or any
of Its preparations. These are severe burning and tingling of the lips, tongue,
mouth and throat, followed by numbness and ancesthesla of these parts.
ausea. salivation, dlQlculty in swallowing, pain In the abdomen and vomit-

ing usually occur, but diarrhoea Is rare. Later, tingling and formication
spread over the whole body, causing great uneasiness to the patient. The
pupils contract and dilate alternately, and vision Is Impaired. The patient
complains of vertigo, restlessness, difficulty In speech, great prostration, and
pain and weakness of the muscles with twltchlngs and spasms. The pulse is

ra Trt
irregular, blood pressure falls, and the respirations are first

apid, but soon become slow, laboured and shallow. The skin Is cold and
uamp, sub-normal temperature. Death occurs usually from syncope,
u* in some cases from asphyxia. In most cases consciousness Is retained till
fear the end. but sometimes delirium or convulsions. Insensibility and coma

nave been observed.

In
Dose.—Fifteen grains of Indian aconite root would produce alarm-

g symptoms, and twenty to thirty grains would probably prove fatal. Thlrty-
e and sixty grains of the root of Aconitum napellus have each caused death,

tiv^
the tincture and twenty minims of the liniment have respec-

anrt
fatal, but recoveries have followed half an ounce of the tincture

“ two ounces of the liniment. One-thirtieth to one-tenth grain of pure
conltine is-probably-a fatal dose. • One-fifteeHth grain of aconitine riitrate has

produced a fatal result.

^^tal Period.—The usual fatal period is from one to five hours, but may
ometlmes be delayed for twenty hours. A boy. 12 years old, died in thirty

th
after having been given some sweet containing aconite by one of

Der
^^*^^P^rty”.3s jn non-fatal cases the symptoms of numbness and tingling

slst for a long, time after severe toxic symptoms have subsided.

..
treatment.—^Use emetics or wash out the stomach with a solution of

actri
^ potasium Iodine, or a solution containing animal charcoal or tannic
Maintain the recumbent posture, administer amyl nitrite by inhala-

eth
^tropine and diffusible stimulants, such as digitalis, strycnnlne and

anri
hypoaemncany:

—

Klcp up the body heat by hot water bottles, friction

mav the patient with blankets. Oxygen and artificial respiration
6 resorted to. if necessary.

A saline may be administered intraveneously to combat collapse.
^°°^an swallowed about one ounce of A.B.C. liniment, and suffered from

Bengal Chem. Examiner's Annual Report. 1927, p. 13.
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symptoms of acute poisoning. She soon got Into a collapsed condition but
recovered after the intravenous injection of 3 pints of hypertonic saline.^

Post-mortem Appearances.—^Not characteristic. Fragments of the root
may be found In the stomach contents. The mucous membrane of the stomach
and small Intestine may be congested and Inflamed. There Is usually marked

.

general venous congestion with dark fluid blood.

Chemical Analysis.—Aconitine is extracted from an organic material by
digesting It u1th dilute alcohol made slightly acid with tartaric acid, at first
at room temperature and later at about 60*C. The fat present Is separated

alcoholic filtrates In the Ice-box. The fat Is then removed

«
fliirate Is evaporated at room temperature under a vacuum. The

rendered alkaline by adding sodium bicarbonate, and ether and
chloroform are used as solvents for the final extraction.

^ of a 5 per cent solution of auric chloride, added
residue dissolved in 2 or 3 drops of dilute hydrochloric acid,

amorphous precipitate, which shows golden yellow needles or
rectangular prisms, if crystallized from alcohol.

a
^eacfion.-Flvc to ten drops of pure bromine are added to

a
purified residue In a porcelain dish and evaporated on

added anrt
centimetres of concentrated nitric acid are

arc
''“‘“rated to dryness. A tew drops of bromine

saturated alcSii' One cubic centimetre ot a

Is eraporaSd 't? dr^’«.l°"A°'
sodium hydroxide Is added, and the mbiture,

lowed to eool ^ ” brown residue is obtained, which Is al-

are added to'lt, when a teen «?our todops,'"'

Phoric of 25 g. of syrupy phos-

portlon of the purified
molybdate are added to a small

A violet colour develops
^ Porcelain dish and heated over a flame.

lasting for severa?^h^A^ numbness of the tongue and HPj

by dissolving a fragment of
^ ^ solution obtained

placed on the tongue or thp ^ ^csWuc In very dilute hydrochloric acid Is

ween the front teeth.
tallest fragment of aconite root Is chewed bet-

duce^thrcSSer\sMc^o\?ri^^^^ ^
sudden acceleration, then inco^frnn^M

slowing of the heart followed W
ly within an hour.

Inatlon. and a final slowing and arrest, usual-

21l4?“.Mracon'itf„e'tes S'flve [tewThe chemical tests J ^
is arallable. but m actual kS/ITT “'‘J’ “ P"" acenltlne
alkaloid; hence the Physlotojici te[ if

‘"ralble to obtain the pare

nratlon. »>™ioe.cal test has to be relied upon for Its Idcntl-

occurrcnce.Sg thliMris'lir^i?'., hk ueonltc Is not a rare

report for the year igtg. tue Indian medicine. In his annual
a Kcpall male, aged <5 years whof^' ^mtaer, Bengal quotes the case o.

for asthma. As a result of 'th!« h-, aconite by a quack as a remedy
lou-cd by collapse and death. from „.,wh

uy a quac£ as » .i..— -

t vomiting and purging f®''

On the Sth June 1923. Atc rwenn
with their breaktut. and suCereawf-JS-J^rra n>ales and two females, ate choKK

^ symptoms. On admission to the Ki-f
3& Talukdsr. tnd iferf Oai, Not. 193s. p. al
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Gwrge’s Hospital. Lucknow, In the afternoon the symptoms were tlngUng and numbness
of the tongue, pain in the throat and abdomen, vomiting, weakness of the muscles and
marked prostration. They all rccoTOred on the fourth day. It appears that aconite root
was poa^ered by mistake with cnjturc in preparing the chutnie.

Aconite root has sometimes been eaten by mistake for horse radish root
and has produced fatal results although the latter is cylindrical. Is yellowish-
white or brownish-white externaUy. whitish internally, retaining Its colour
unchanged on exposure to air when scraped and bruised, and has a very
pungent taste. TTie tincture has been sw^lowed In overdoses, and the lini-

ment has been taken Internally In mistake. The external application of neura-
llne, a preparation containing Fleming's tincture, has caused death. Inhala-
tlon-of its dust while powdering the root has produced toxic symptoms. A case
of multiple poisoning by aconite Illustrating. the danger of careless labelling is

reported by the Chemical Examiner of Bengal.^

A medical practitioner made up a drink supposed to contain citric add, tlnctura
aurantii and sugar. Ei^t persons Indudlng himself partook of the drink, and all deve-
loped poisonous symptoms in two hours. All recovered. On examination the bottle
labelled tlnctura aurantU In Bengali was found to contain tincture of aocnite. A similar
case of multiple poisoning occurred at Shallmar. A Kholasi of the Bengal Nagpur Rall-
.way goods shed found a bottle containing tincture of aconite on the railway line, and mis-
ting It for brandy brought it to the cooly lines, where his friends also thought that it

rontalned brandy. Nine men partook of the contents of the bottle, and all of them showed
typical symptoms of aconite poisoning and one of them dled.M in a third case ten people
mank some liquor mixed with soda water from a bottle labelled “Beehive Brandy”,
^hlch was purchased by one of them with se\'eral other empty bottles. They all felt an
i^edlate irritation In their throat, and vomited. They were removed to hospital, where
weir stomachs were washed out Four died and the others recovered. Aconite was de-

eded in the viscera of two and the stomach washings of all the \ictlms. It was also
detected in the liquor contained in the bottle labelled “Beehive Bmndy”.3’

In a case which occurred at Gorakhpur, some supposed catechu served with a betel
^f was responsible for the poisoning of five persons in a marriage party. Three of them
“P^t out the betel on experiendng some unusual sensation in their mouth, but the other

up their shares, developed the symptoms of irritant poisoning and died within
«n hours. The supposM catechu, on examination, was found to consist of aconite root.**

his annual report for the year 1947, the Chemical Examiner, United Provinces, cites
the case of a family consisting of fire persons who suffered from symptoms of aconite
Wisoning soon after taMi^.a meaL One of them died and the others recovered. Aconite

detected in the vomit, flour and chapatis.

Cases of suicidal and homicidal poisoning by aconite often occur In India,
although they are rare in European countries.

A young Hindu woman, aged 20 years, took a piece of the root with intent to
destroy herself, but recovered under the prompt treatment at the King Gorge’s Hospital,
Lucknow. In his annual report for the year 1949, the Chemical Examiner to the Govern-
ment of Bengal mentions a case from Sambalpur, where a male, aged 70 years, and a
fraale. aged 60 years, committed suicide by taking aconite, which was detected In the
'Tscera of both the deceas^

A woman administered aconite to her son-in-law In cooked rice with curds coloured
^th turmeric. After taking the food he XeU lU. and died soon afterwards. The herb of
aconite was found in the house of tlie woman, who also confessed that she had poisoned
her son-in-law. She was convicted and sentenced to death.4i

On the night of the 11th June 1923. one Phulmanl Mudaln« administered to her
husband aconite powder in the dhal as a love potion with the object of influencing his
heart. At about lOo’clock that night the husband complained that he was feeling ill and
that there were burnings in his body; he also ^rted vomtlng. He was given some
roedicine but he could not sw^low it, and vonuted it out,. His condition grew worse, and
«arly in the morning at about 4 a.m. he died. At the post-mortem examination there
'^ere general venous congestion and htemorrhages In the mucous membrane of the stomach

37. ind. Med. Gas., Sep. 1910, p. 363.

38. Beng. Chem. Exam. Ann. Rep., 1922, p. 6.

39. Beng. Chemical
40. U.P. Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1926, p. 4.

42. Pa?na"’Hfgh C^mt Cr. Appeal No, 194 of 1923; 25 Criminal Laio Jour., June 1924,
P. 449.
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while the heart was lull of dark clotted blood. Aconite was detected in the vomited
matter. In the brass cup which had contained th dhal consumed by ^e husband, and In

the portions of the viscera submitted to the Chemical Examiner. The woman was found
guilty and convicted under section 3M-A, Indian Penal Code,

husband some 'paromannam' (a sweet preparation) mixed withA woman gave her husband some 'paramunnam' (a sweet preparation) mixed with
awmte poison, which she had obtained from a quack, to continue criminal Intimacy

1 (!« »
maternal cousin; the husband sometime after tAWng it died. A poisonous alka-

loia of the aconite group was detected from the stomach and contents of the deceased
and also from a powder recovered from the house, but none from the 'pararTwnnam'. Th'*
^urt accep^ the plea that it was given as a love potion and sentenced her to undergo
live years rigorous Imprisonment.—Madras Chemical Examiner’s Annual Report, 1552

.
annual report for the year, 1949, the Chemical Examiner to the Government

homiclde by aconite. In one ease a young man was given

(sister's dimehter) with a view to tulios

=ttcr taktaB the chutney, the mn
Ister.lell down unconscious, but he recovered, under

InTSer rninted to get rid of his only son, aged 4 yean,

aconite In hu *ris Property, and consequently administer^

to “i' t"? •>'8“° to vomSTbut he was removedM nospllal, where he recorered after treatment.

nol!^ >>P“Irtde by aconite Is recorded. A woman administered tie

fT steP^"”. aBed 14 years, and her stepsiaughter, agrf

2 hours alter
vomiting and purging were observed and they died wltibr

andTtSl‘1fr^4^slSrrmfd“m'‘Lrbi'“^

A mtn'^ m I*
r^ded. A gold necklace was lost In a ho«-

trace out the
^ occult arts was brought by the ovna lo

a Ple« of aooSte £!?{*?** assembled and each of them was giv«

but recovered In hospltaL^^
leaves. One of them had vomitings and purgings

appwe^^ f(jM!h^'^urec^*oP«^V«t station, where aconite was
paasengera was At a sweetmeat stall a batch of^
group of three became cAurc. when a man belonging to anotbff

among the six paaSws^nS^of^hl,i^*°\,^ dlstnimted some sugar from a
wardii “began to f«l bumiS MnL.S^
vomitl^ but hsd no

Ing effect. and*”cTuS^n^Jm
^ liquors to increase the Intozlcat-

Euch cases are followed occasionally by death.

In his annual renort foF th
districts of Burdwart, Blrbhum and HoogWr-

tlons a Se in wm?h Examiner. Bengal men-

ifermented rice eruen trf
^orty-three men assembled to drink pachval

developed symptoms of apnTij?^°^
Burdwan. Soon after, all of them

hours. In the*^dlsmcrof Bhhhn^^T®*"^
In 6 to 9

toms, of aconite poisoning^ after on
persons suffered from the syw^

Eleven out of them died
drinking pachwal adulterated with aconite

annual report for ih^ ^ abortlfaclent. ^
ease of a widow. 35 years otfi

Examiner, Bengal, reports
to causing miscarriage Shf*

Powdered aconite root with a view

In hl» annual report (or the year
cyihptoms after she abort^-

vvas intendea to be given Issurtbes a case In which aconl«

lew aconite pin, lor aaml^Stl„,!”,'“'‘*'‘''''' “Pnt-ln‘-law proooi^ *

prrgnancy. The raother-lJMlw'Iff .i? I,
‘’^“elX's-ln-law In a case of

prevented her from takine thi. »»m having noticed the same in

vrstlgallon, ' “”<I sent the same to the police (or »-

11.^
kUAmlner. Annual neport, 1933, p, Aimual^Sef?

42^aS SS- ifS S' >> <

ml >»«: «‘^lS neng. Chem. Bum. Ann. IW®'-*'
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Aconite root is occasionally used as a cattle poison. A case^^ occurred
at Karrt, In which aconite was detected In a substance ’‘found on the jrenc-
rative canal of a she-buffalo”. A case** occurred In the district of Bhagal-
pore, where aconite combined with datura seeds and rabced with straw was
used as a cattle x>oison.

Aconite root Is largely used as an arrow poison by the hill people of
h’epab Assam and neighbouring districts. The Lepchas of Sikkim describe
the root as being “useful to sportsmen for destroying elephants and tigers,

useful to the rich for putting troublesome relations out of the way and use-
ful to jealous husbands for the purpose of destroying faithless wives". In
the Aka expedition of 1884, poisoned arrows were used against British soldiers.
Some of these were chemically examined by Lieutehant-Colonel Waddell,
hMB.,- and'the heads-were found to be. smeared over with a paste containing
aconite.*’

Aconitine Is eliminated mainly in the urine. Traces have also been found
In the saliva, sweat and bile. It is, therefore, necessary to preserve these
fluids for chemical analysis, when available. In his annual report for the
year 1940, the Chemical Examiner. Madras, reports a case where he detected
a poisonous alkaloid of the aconitine group In the saliva collected from a
patient suffering from symptoms of aconite poisoning.

Aconitine is extremely unstable and is destroyed by putrefactive pro-
cesses. Hence It is often difficult to detect It after death. It Is also decom-
posed by an alkali Wood ashes which are usually added to a vomit destroy
aconite owing to the presence of an alkali. Dr. Hankln, therefore,- recom-
mends the mixing of the vomit and wood ashes with a mixture of two parts
of rectified spirit and one part of acetic acid which has the power of checking
this decomposition. In criminal case*® of aconite poisoning In the district
cJ Gorakhpur the Chemical Examiner of the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh failed to detect it in the viscera of the murdered woman or In the de-
jecta or guavas (in which the poison was mixed). In his letter to the Superin-
tendent of Police he wrote that it was probable that aconite had never been
detected either by him or anyone else after absorption Into the viscera. It

might rarely be detected In the contents of the stomach before absorption and
also in vomit. Aconite being a virulent poison, only small doses arc used
and the amount present Is, therefore, very..llttlc and .this fact. obviously fCdds
to the .dlfflcultyr of • detection. In a case' where the accused, had murdered
her husband by administering aconite In his food on the 27th March 1925, no
^onite was detected in the viscera which were despatched to the Chemical
Examiner, UJ>., on the 3rd-Apriri995.5* ,• On the other,-hand, In a case where
one AU Baksh killed one Khldlr by giving aconite' 'nilxcd with spl'cos in food
on the night of April 15. 1924, aconite was detected by the Chemical Examiner
In the viscera, 'vomited matter containing earth and reddish-brown p6wdcr.**
*n other casesa in which the body of a male, aged 33 years,, was burled on

4th March and disinterred on the 14th March owing to suspicion of foul
Pl^y, the alkaloids of aconite were detected In the stomach and stomach con-

J^nts examined together, but nothing was detected In the liver, spleen and
kidney, in his annual report for the year 1942, the Chemical Examiner,
Bengal, mentions that in a case of aconite poisoning where there Is a history

*7. U.P. Chem. Exam. Annual llep., 1007.
48. Beng. Chem, Examiner's Aninint Itep., 1030, p. 15.

49. Beng. Chem. Exam. Aiuiiml llep* IWia.
, m

50. K. E V Mathura AllH lalHll! ttiHit Oourt Of, Appeal No. 01 of 1032. .

51- K. E. V Mt BcafWf’f JllfMlhi Allahabad High Court Or. Appeal No. 758
of 1925.

52. k. E V AH iJaknIi, .liirtlrliU I ’mnmlflHlonur’ii Court of Oudh Or. Appeal No. C08

of 1924
’

53. Bene, Chem, Alllliml ll.|i. 103». p. 10,
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of vomiting, aconite is rarely detected'in the viscera.' However, he was' able

to detect It in the viscera of a woman and a boy, who had vomiting before

they died In about three hours after taking the 'drug. A case Is also recorded

In which aconite was detected In the ^scera of the partially burnt body of a
Hindu woman.«

a^TIYDROCYANIC acid \fHYDROGEN CYANIDE OR PRUSSIC ACID),

Hcn
This is obtained by distilling potassium cyanide or potassium ferrocya-

nlde with dilute sulphuric acid. The pure, anhydrous acid is a colourless,

volatile liquid, possessing a characteristic odour similar to that of bitter al-

monds, or peach kernels. It is soluble In water, alcohol and ether, solidifies

at 14*C., boils at 26‘C., and Is more or less rapidly decomposed by exposure
to light. It Is a powerful protoplasmic poison, and prevents the tissues from
utilizing the oxygen of the blood, by Interfering with the action of an enzyme-
cytochrome.

Hydrocyanic acid Is not found in commerce, but Is only met with the che-
mical laboratories. It Is chlefly,Ji^ed to fumigate houseg

,

rlsccS-and. warehouses for the destruction of rats and vermin.

According to the International agreement of 1930, ah aqueous solution
of hydrocyanic acid, known as dilute hydrocyanic or prussic acid, should
contain 2 per cent by weight of the pure acid. It is a BP.C; preparation
under the name of Acidum hydrocyantcum dilutum, having the dose of 2 to
5 minims. Scheele's acid contains approximately 4 per cent of the pure acid.

^ widely distributed in nature. It occurs In combi-
nation in the leaves of the cherry-laurel, in bitter almonds, In the kernels of

®***®*’ stone fruits, in ordinary bamboo
'^®se plants contain a crystaUlne

fSe *" pr'sence of water and a natural

andTentSdehj™ ‘"‘o hydrocyanic acid, glucose

hrd^anie“?M!i“
ulmonds contains from 2 to 10 per cent of

J
'Cherry-laurel water contains 0.1 per cent of hydrocyanic

acid but It loses suength by keeping. These are us^^a^ flavouring agents.

‘°™‘ 'cyanides with metals. Of these potassium or

.ndmrLSSr„a^n.tT^-rj.V^a^^ "
Symptoms.—This U the, —... . , ,m,»

•

dose the symptomi usually anD«r^SSSr~®7--2S2?f- *"“"0 srlth a laree

act of swallowing. They “fewTecOnds or even during the

During the Intertal the^atlont^iiai
beyond one or two minutes,

some volluonal act. The'^Ilrst smfmom
perform

from the breath, contusion amS^^,“'3 ‘’'’'"ho' hydrocyanic add

about, the eyes are wide ooen Klddlness. The patient staggers

and do not react to light. Consrtouw?. 'hr pupils are dilated

slow and stertorous, with sudden Jf
respirations become

plrallons. Tonic convulsions allcct the Prolonged .
cJ-

llsed tonic or epileptic from couvnuin^r
^uuderlng it stiff, sometimes genera-

. is quick and feeble and Sr "y Paralysis, The pulse

followed by cyunosls. cold, clammy akin ,
h^^'C^hhhle. These symptoms are

of the sphlncte.-a. Death occurs fr^ fatoe? f '"°'”h. and relasatlon

l; is due to the failure of Internal tissue rS^,,^'
respiration, some say that” resplrauon brought on by a change of

M. Bent. Ch*m. Exiin. Annuij ^ —
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the blood due to the formation of cyanmcthrcmoglobin. which yields a spec-
trum resembling that of reduced htcmoglobln. I.e. a thick band between the
lines D and E.

When a small poisonous dose Is taken, the patient experiences a bitter
burning taste, constriction or numbness of the throat and complains of sali-
vation. giddiness, nausea, headache, confusion of Ideas, sense of oppression
In the chest, loss of muscular power and Insensibility. The face Is suffused
or bloated, and the mouth Is covered with froth, the eyes are glassy and pro-
minent with dilated pupils; the hngcr-nails are blue or purple. Convulsions
of a tetanic character and Involuntary evacuations precede death. Vomiting
is occasionally observed and Is sometimes the beginning of recovery.

The spasmodic or piercing cry, which Is commonly observed In cattle
poisoning. Is rarely, met with In human poisoning.

Inhalation of the vapours of hydrocyanic add produces a sense of constric-
tion about the throat and chest, dizziness, vertigo, insensibility and death from
respiratory failure.

Potassium cyanide
which Is strongly alkaline

and frequently contains
potassium carbonate as

an impurity has a corro-

sive effect on the mouth,
throat and stomach and
causes epigastric pain and
vomiting. The other
symptoms are cyanosis

of the face, neck and
hands, white froth about
the lips, dilated pupils,

imperceptible pulse, slow

and shallow respirations,

incontinence of urine,

coma and death. Some-
times, convulsions, may
precede death. WilllamsSJ

reports non-fatal cases of

acute and severe gastro-

enteritis in hotels from
oyanide poisoning appar-
ently from silver polish

containing sodium cya-

nide to the*^xtent of 20.54

per cent.’

Chronic poisoning oc-

curs among photograph-
ers. gilders and workmen ,

who are constantly en-

ffo _ gaged in preparing or

'the'unno Cyanide Poisonmg: Stalnmg over handling either hydro-
yper Up and left side of face due to the corrosive cyanic acid or potassium

(Sy fctnd ^ Mehta.^ cyanide. The symptoms
. are headache, vertigo,

ss of appetite, nausea, constipation, foetid breath, dyspnoea and anamia.

Dose.—The smallest quantities that have proved fatal are half a
^ m of dilute hydrocyanic acid and 20 minims of Scheele’s acid equivalent

Joar. Anicr. Med. Assoc.. March 1. 1930, p. 627,
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to 0.6 grain and 1 grain of anhydrous acid. respectively. Forty-five to sixty

minims of dilute hydrocyanic acid are likely to prove fatal to an adult. Re-

covery has. however, occurred after taking 4 drachms of the dilute acid

equivalent to 4.8 grains of the anhydrous acid. Two grains and-a-half of

pure potassium cyanide may be regarded as a minimum fatal dose. A dose

of 5 grains of potassium cyanide has proved fatal In some cases, though re-

covery has followed much larger doses of even 50 to 60 grains. Seventeen

as well as thirty drops of oil of bitter almonds have produced fatal results,

but recovery has taken place after doses of from 4 to 6 drachms In some cases.

Sixty to eighty bitter almonds are sufflclent to destroy the life of an adult.

A handful of bitter almonds has caused death, while recovery has taken place

after a dose of two handfuls. One-and-a-half to two ounces of cherry-laural
water have caused death.

The concentration of one volume of hydrocyanic acid gas In 2,000 parts of

air is generally fatal to animals. The concentration of 0.2 to 0.3 mg. of

the gas per litre of air is regarded as sufflclent to kill men almost immediately,
while the concentration of 0.13 mg. per litre of air and an exposure of over
an hour are sufflclent to prove fatal to men.

Fatal Period.~-Two to ten minutes. It Is possible that life may be pro-
longed for two to three hours, but In most cases the patient will recover, if

death does not occur within an hour.

In poisoning by potassium cyanide death usually occurs within thirty
minutes. Powell« reports a case In which death occurred from commercial
potassium cyanide In seven to twelve minutes. A student of Lucknow University
died within 10 to 15 minutes after taking potassium cyanide. In a few cases
death may be delayed for several hours.

hardly time for treatment, if strong hydrocyanic
^^"^^"*ster amyl nitrite by inhalation about 30 seconds per
Intravenously 10 cc. of a 3 per cent solution of sodium nitrite

'’'I

°° “ solution oI sodlum tnlosul-

I
"’I'nit's and repeat them It necessary. These are regarded

as most satlslactory antidotes to hydrocyanic acid and the cyanides.

ol methv'!^!!rM,',^‘?.i!°,h I"’ uont sterile aqueous solution

as an amidote^'
'Itlotldc, U.S.P.) has been recommended

methmmoelobta 1,
“"'"'‘s ‘Ite hiemoglobln of the blood Into

The rea“?lon
“ 'I''*""'' ‘•'''eUy removing It Irom

dilute hydrocyanic acid poisoning.

tard and water added by tlckline
available, produce vomiting by mifs-

of apomorphlnc hydrochorlde.
^ fauces or by the hypodermic injection

followed b^“?rhypode™c
callcln and sodium benzoate, artiflclal respSuo'? °h

strychnine or
» respiration and oxygen inhalation.

If death Is delayed, a mixtunt
bonate of potassium may be clven ««

terrlc sulphate with car-

nocuous Prussian blue. Intrawnous antidote to produce the In-

sulin are regarded as beneficial
Jectlons of glucose or glucose and in-

56 Jnd iled Gaz., Aug. 1902, p_



_ odour of hydrocyanic acid may be noticed on opening the body,
^nere may be bloody froth In the trachea and bronchi. The right side of

6 heart is full and engorged with venous blood, which is fluid and bright
The lungs are congested. The serous cavities are ecchymosed.

In poisoning by hydrocyanic acid, the mucous membrane of the stomach

wh^e potassuim cyanide has been taKen, me lips and moutiT
be corrndpri nnn tnp mpmhrnnn nf tne stomacn anu auoaenunr

^y be bright red, Inflamed, softened, and even ulcerated. At the liutupsy

Potassium cyanide on July 13. 1932, Modi found that the face was flushed,
n® eyes were congested and the lips and finger-nails were livid. The brain

Its membranes were congested. The micous membrane of the larynx,
rachea and bronchi was red. congested and covered with froth. The lungs
were dark red, congested and exuded dark, frothy blood from the cut sur-
O’Ces. The pericardium was congested and the chambers of the heart con-
alned blood. The mucous membrane of the oesophagus was red with In-
Jected vessels. The stomach was empty. Its mucous membrane was red.

'flfiamed and presented a velvety appearance. The stomach wall was thick-'

corrugated and the ves.scls were Injected. The small Intestine con-
^^*ned radish liquid matter” The Mucous membrane in IlinipfJOi^part was
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red and inflamed with hcemorrhagJc patches under It. and the vessels were

Injected. The lower parts of the small Intestine and the large Intenslne were

normal. The large intestine contained liquid fmcal matter. The liver waa

dark red and congested and the spleen and kidneys were congested. The
bladder was empty. Potassium cyanide was detected in the viscera usually

preserved for chemical analysis.

Chemical Analysis.—It is very necessary that the chemical analysis of

the viscera should be made as soon as practicable after death, as hydro-
cyanic acid, being a volatile and unstable compound, is readily decomposed,
especially if the conditions favouring putrefaction are present. However,
the acid has been detected in putrefied viscera a long time after death. Thus.
Autenrelths’ detected Its presence after 60 days when the organs were In

a high state of decomposition. Jollyman** found potassium cyanide In the
stomach contents of a Negro six months after death.

From organic mixtures acidified with tartaric acid, hydrocyanic acid
may be separated by distillation with steam.

Tests.—1. If a strip of white paper is moistened with copper-benzidine
solution and dipped Into the suspected organic mixture, the paoer assumes
a distinct blue colour if hydrocyanic acid is present. Copper-benzidine solu-
tion is prepared by adding l cc. of a 3 per cent solution of copper acetate
and 5 cc of a saturated solution of benzidine in glacial acetic acid to 15 cc,

of water.

2 Sliver Nitrate Test.—A drop of silver nitrate solution Is placed on
a microscopic slide which Is Inverted over a wide-mouthed flask containing
the suspended material. On gently heating the flask on a water bath, the
silver nitrate solution assumes a white turbidity from the formation of silver
cyanide. When examined under the microscope, the turbidity Is seen to con-
sist of needle-shaped crystals

„
Teit.—A portion of the distillate Is made sltehllr allta-

llne with a 5 per cent solution ol sodium hydroxide and treated with a few

eTLf' 5
5 per cent solution of ferrous sulphate and 1 or

’’r
chloride. The mixture Is shaten

hvdrnfwrrtn ‘
Id “I!* f

"“rmed gently and acldined with dilute

^ramc^cld 1? or’
of Prussian blue Is formed If much hydro-

It
'"•'"e a greenish-blue colour develops

if hydrocyanic acid Is present In traces only.

di .m
/“''’'“’oyanide (Tlitocvanale) Test.—A lew cubic centimetres of the

mt e
hydroxide solution and a

me dCT resld^J k iC,lved
o’oPorated to dryness on a water bath,

lew tops 01 dilute bvjrnl ,
acldllled with a

nuraw are Lto e d and to the

red colour ^ devetaV 11 hydrocytoc"'cinr fcolour will disappear ou the addltlou „I mercuric chSe solutlor'

used"'ofsu,S^totorarS“sito^^^
A Bengali student who ta.lcd a. the

Of a bottle of hydroc>-anlc acid. There wa^
examination swallowed the contents

Hospital sphere he died In about 15 ^ ‘he Medical College

reports two ca-ses of suicidal polsonin-» bv
Chemical Examiner of Madr«‘*

took the poison together after golne to ^ his wife

neither xomlUng nor purging On about 45 minutes There was
post-mortem examination the mucous membranes of

57 Dciccfion o/ Poisons. Ed. VI d »« »».

'

58 Ibid., o S7. Ch.vnak^.zcltunff J^raw
53 Choonlljl BO!., rnd ar.d Cd” to
CO Annual Report. 1922, p 3

^ h 304
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the stoma^ were conccstod but not very markedly so. In the other cast death was
almost instantaneous. The Chemical Analyser of Bombay<i reports a case in which twojoung persons, a young man and his wife, were lying in a room in the city of Bombay
apparenUy in a djing condition. They were removed to the J. J. Hospital, but e.\plred on

Post-mortem examination revealed an Intensely congested and hsemorrhagic
wnciiuon of the stomachs and other viscera and white masses smelling of hydrocyanic
acia were found in the stomachs. Chemical analysis confirmed this finding.

These preparations arc rarely used with homicidal Intent, as they are
easy of detection owing to their characteristic odour and perceptible taste.

An unknown ten year old boy gave a packet to a maid ser\’ant. who dally used to
baskets for 2 men and a lady working in the same ofllce, for being given

^ smelling egg omelette was found in It One of the men tasted a small
^ burning sensation and pungent smell spat It out and washed his

would not eat some pieces thrown to them but some fowls ate It up and

J”, i
minutes. On chemical examination 14-3/5 grains of potassium cy-anidc^ detected from a piece of omelette and 1/C of a grain from another piece, but no

^anide was detected from the viscera of the fowls,—Madras Chemical Examiner’s
Annual Report, 1956.

report of the Chemical Examiner, Bengn!, for the year 1906, Choonllal-Bose<2

rtri w ^ murder in which a woman of the town of Calcutta was seen
^ith a stranger In her room one evening: shortly afterwards she was dis-

by the other Inmates of the house lying on the floor and she died soon after-

i
stranger had already absconded. The post-mortem appearances were con-

^tent with deatli from heart failure. Hydrocyanic acid was detected in the viscera.

acid and alcohol were also detected In the viscera of a public woman, aged

inh She entertained visitors with drink till midnight and was found dead
*n ner room on the following morning with all her ornaments mlssmg.« The motive of

enme was apparently theft.
®an, aged 23, tried to poison a girl, aged 18. by the contents of a so-called Indian

which contained In one 2 c.cm. ampoule 0.3 gramme of hydrocj-anic
solution and then murdered her by hanglnf.«< A easels is also recorded in which
C. Oakley, 47 years old. murdered his daughter, 4 years eld, by administering

«yaro<yanlo add, and then committed suicide by taking the same add.

A homicidal cases of poisoning by potassium o-anide have also been recorded.
female child, aged about 10 years, was said to have been poisoned by her

jawer with potassium ci-anide. He afterwards committed suldde by taking the same
Two persons used to commit murders especially of prostitutes by administering

cyanide in liquor and then used to deprive them of their money and Jewel-

a annual report for the year 1950, the Chemical Examiner, Madras, mentions
a woman administered potassium cyanide mixed with some arrack to her

who died in half an hour.
Oil of bitter almonds and cherry-laurel water (aqua laurocerasi) are used

^ flavouring agents, and have caused accidental poisoning.

^^cldental poisonings have occurred from the inhalation of the vapours
01 the acid used as a fumigating agent, from the ingestion of the pharma-
opoelal acid in mistake for some other drug, from its application to a wound
1 a raw surface, and from the injection of potassium cyanide into the rectum.

^ases of cattle poisoning are known to occur through eating juar kadvi
ad alsi (linseed) plant. This is due to the natural development of a
.^^°^oaetic glycoside, particularly in the young plants, which, under certain

_ ^y^^^ances. breaks up and yields hydrocyanic acid. Bagchi and Gan-

-
,

have demonstrated that the linseed plant (Llnum usitatissimum) con-

^ cyanogenetlc glycoside in all stages of its growth, but the linseed

J,
with immature seeds contain the maximum amount of the cyanogene-

- Slycoside producing as much as 0.69 per cent of free hydrocyanic acid,

134 ^'
^".pnal Report, 1928, p. 6; ; ! also CJ*. and U.P. Chem. Examiner’s Annual Rep.,

§ Gas.. Oct. 1907, p. 394.

64 o Chemical Ebcaminer’s Annual Report. 1929, p. H.

yeric7,« w Beitr. gerichtl. Med.. 1931, XI. 48-53; abstr.; Deuts. Zeits. /. d. ges.
i-'Ja Afed.. 1932. xrs. 27; The Med.~L€<r. and CTi7ninol. Rev.. Jan. 1933. p. 8o.

6e‘ 13. 194.=). D. 30.
• «en. Chem. Exam. Annual Rep.. 1930. pp. 11-12.
• tnd. Jour. Vetr. Sc. a7id Animal Husbandry, Vol, IX. Part I. March 1939, p 61.
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and about half a pound of these flowers Is sufficient to prove fatal to a bullock.
The fatal dose for a bullock Is about 20 grains of pure hydrocyanic acid.
Very dilute acids and alkalies only retard the liberation of hydrocyanic acid,
but a normal acid or alkali stops It altogether. A strong solution of an alkali
(sodium carbonate) is. therefore, recommended as an antidote In poisoning
by the linseed plant.

buffaloe'5 died af*cr eating ju'ir or \oune ioner'i nlants. which yielded hvdro-
Jodhpur. 9=» cattle and 2 goaf-s were affected by eatine from

nf Jho ril” °
*

«i’r IfcadBf. Twentv.four of the cattle and the goats died. On examination

n ^7̂ ^
the t'vo bundles of the fca^nl hvdrocvanlc acid amminting to 0 0112 and

p;finJ Thl
founds In WassalleanJ. Gava. 21 cattle became Ui after

eating the drv linseed plant and its dry fodder. Of these seven died.79
Hydrocyanic acid Is rapidly absorbed from all mucous surfaces, and

even frorn the unabraded skin. Part of the acid thus absorbed Is eliminated
unchanged by the lungs. It Is. therefore, necessary to preserve for chemical

lung along with the other viscera which are usually preserved.

H changed In the tissues to sulohocyanldes. which are excreted
in the urine. It is also partially eliminated by the skin.

potassium cyanide depends largely upon the hydro-

toe ‘hat Rasputin was given a

anfmTZ,. ‘’'’‘““"'h wanMe In pastries, but he did not suSer Iroai

add w^ inh?hu% °i?’
alcoholic gastritis the liberation of hydrocyanic

absorntlon wai' H *!.'
'’ll'

hydrochloric acid In the stomach, and

SrS In Sis
thickening of the sastric mucous mcm-

tnay be torm'ed ht “°r,
h= mentioned that harmless carbonate

on potassium
atmospheric carbon dioxide and moisture

0? potassllZ evan H.'
" “ “ ^nfflclently Iona time. An old sample

lively harmless^
also be converted by hydrolysis Into a compara-

lOIO. Baechi ChemteaF^r^^^
lormate. In his annual report for the year

took rheaiy dos? n? the case of a man. who

sav«(i ifftm th» inevitahip'^^f I”
mistake for sodium bicarbonate, but he ww

probabmty a veri
^vanlde which he took was in all

formate. The stomach therefore, mostly converted Into

and formic adds ^ traces of hydrocyanic

ferrtryanlde. aL'^pStlcaiiv^^n^n r*
ferrocyanlde and potassum

In certain conditions and acr
^*1**°*.’^' o® hydrocyanic acid

produce poisonous symptoms and ^ Potassium ferrocyanide may
with adds. A case is recnrrtorf^ 1 death, when it Is taken In association

slum ferrocyanide and thon «««'* death occurred after a dose of pota-s-

recorded of the death of a m-tn”
tartaric acid. Another Instance Is

a mixture of equal parts of «! T Potassium ferrocyanide along with

report for the year 193S th^ ^ hydrochloric adds.’* In his annual

Mahomedan male, aged about
Examiner. Bengal, cites the case of a

potassium ferrocyanide On insnl committed suicide by taking

hxmorrhage was noticed In th/c^Jn." a big patch of submucous
cardiac end of the stomach.

Ben* Chem Ann R^j ind At^~7: —
S llf tt""’ *'“ Ib-p, ms”": S-U «0. U C63
70 Beng Chem ExSm. Ann. Ren ^

T I".hy. run T^„a. Eni. >k
n Blvtb. POIWB.. TItcir Effret, “"t EWmr 1931.

*nT.tion. Etj_
jj 223



CHAPTER XXXIII

ASPHYXIANTS (IRRESPIRABLE GASES)

CARBON DIOXIDE (CARBONIC ACID .GAS, ^CARBONIC
ANHYDRIDE), CO.

T 4
colourle^, inodorous gas, having a slightly acid taste.

^ constituent of the atmospheric airl^n ^Ich it exists to an Extent of
O. O^per cent. A proportion of 2 or 3 per cent of carbon dioxide in air does
not^produce any^injurious ciiects except that It increases the rate_and de^h
9f- re^^tton: A concentration of 5 per cent of carbon dioxide ln~air causes
^comfort, distressing sjTnptoms of dyspncea and difficulty in seeing and
nearing, while a concentration of 25 to 30 per cent exercises a direct toxic

the ne^e celir^na is~hicely to cause deathJ A concentmtioiT of
carbon dioxide of even 0 . 5 per cent In a badly ventilated and overcrowded
room produces symptoms of languor ‘ and headache, especially due to
increased temperature, humidity and stagnation. Exposure to such air for
^ prolonged period produces loss of appetite, Indigestion, debility and
ansemla.

^
^.Carbon dioxide is given off In the process of respiration, combustion.

\ermcmation and putrefaction of animal matter.; it lorms tne cnoK^d^p
*lrcr damp of the^ coal mines" It is also evolved in the neighbourhood of

Jtoe kilns on account of decomposition of carbonates. .Being heavier than air

»gj^£S!^tQ accumulate at the bottonis of^ld wells, dai^ cellars, mine shafts.

^frbon dioxide {Car\)onei dioxidum) is a pharmacopoeia! preparation and

nf
the respiratory centre, when administered by inhalation in dilutions

01 5 to 7 per cent with oxygen, but as a stimulant of a depressed resplratorj'
centre it has practically no place. It acts as a mild rubefacient when applied
externally in the form of a solution, hut in the solid form it acts as a

SSHiHc- ?^Solld carbon dioxide is sold In the market as “dry ice”, and figures
as a commercial refrigerant^

Symptoms.—These are ^ heaviness in the headAthrobbIng of th^ temporal

•‘^^^^^'^••^Iddlness . bringing in thP ' nysensatioa^f .oppression,^ muscular
Rental we^kness!^arefiexia?drowslness nnfinnsensibllltv passing into

•j^^a withTtertorous hrpnthtn g. Death occurs from asphyxia or apoplexy. Some-
—i^cs^^there may be convulsions "due to oxygen lack and delirium.

. ^'^^en inhaled in a high concentration of 60 to 80 per cent, immediate
n^nsibility occurs followed by death from spasm of the glottis causing
suffocation.^

„ —^The patient must at once- be removed into the open air, and
, respiration should be started with inhalation of oxygen. This ought

j_
a assisted by galvanism and friction of the extremities. After breathing

b
®®J^°^lshed. the body should be well covered with blankets, and coffee or

scion
should be administered internally. If a patient Is seen lying uncon-

ous at the bottom of a well or pit used for storing grain, an attempt should
to discharge oxygen from an oxygen holder Into the bottom of the

pit by means of a hose that it may not only revivify the patient but
Place the carbon dioxide, so that others can descend to render him help.

« Appearances.—The*‘ body heat is retained for_a. longer

face is usually pale and Placid, but may be swollen and

puDiis dilated , Tlie brain and lungs are deeply con-

^The right side of the heart ‘contQ>>7*? rinrk fluid blood _wlth venous
-:r-~£|!iernent. and the left is empty

.^ Ecchymosed patches are noticed In the
»—

^

^
intestine.

^
The other interpm are darx in colour and^cfingested
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A male child, 4 months old, was shut up In a small steel trunk on or
about the 29th November 1930. and died consequently. At the post-mortem
examination held by Modi on the next day the face was flushed, and the lips
an finger-nails were cyanosed. The mucous membrane of the larynx and
trachea was congested and covered with froth. The lungs v/ere congested and
exuaed .frothy olood from the cut surfaces. The liver, spleen and kidneys
were congested.

Tests.—l, Carbon dioxide makes Ilme-arater milky,

ahmff
candle will be extinguished In an atmosphere containing

about 15 to 16 per cent of carbon dioxide.

^ white precipitate of barium carbonate with
carbonic acid, soluble with effervescence In hydrochloric or nitric acid.

4. Silver nitrate gives a white precipitate of .sUver carbonate.

accidental
* poisoning by carbon dioxide are mostly

ben
'

gaT' rennrt • th
report for the year 1941. the Chemical ExaminerT

tlon^of ca?bo^*riinvw“f asphyxia from the inhala-

them went n""'
One of

He was soon fmmrt i«
^ recover his bucket dropped accidentaUy-

other man went tn
distress at the bottom of the well; hence the

felt suffocated an? raise?^sn^'
promptly Into the weU. He

brought out of the w?u?»(t o
neither of them could be

by an anasthetlst hv eri?
* ^oth died. .Sometimes a fatality Is caused

Thi,
monoxide <CARB0NIC oxide GAS). CO

as oxalie certain organic substances, such

HS^asJs burned with an’
^”*^**^ o^ suiphuno acia. and Is form^ff'^enevgr

gasciuuii
1 IIIIIII 1 I.I finm oxygen.iIt is founo^

kinisr'iaren^ner'5Kd~hn7;n;nr'^^--S25^^saTamanaefsr'i6TastTumac|OIS^’
when^Eunpowd^Tw^d^^ite^is^pj^̂ 3 ^ generated In a large amount
mines, it is a constitnpnf «f

Ploded. and when explosions occur In coal

ItTnound ir, ti!i °n>ount varying from 4 to 15 per
oBIalned by blowing steam throueh^r^ ? Per cent In water gas whlcFIs
^anmies varying from 6 tn coke. It Is present in

'The quantity .of carbon monoxld?«r^^ exhaust gases of motor cars,

motor car is approximately i cubic
nilnute by a 20 horse-power

Phere of a small closed Earace nf in^' enough to render the atmos-
mlnutes.. carbon mgnoxlde als?<iL«

Is almost insoluble m t^telesg. nonlrritatlve. Inodorous gas It

carbon dioxide, and p" b^ns with a blue flame, f^rm-

” nickel and Iron
or oxygen. It combines

Prawned with chlortne'
colourless liquids, known as

called phosgene, which was used
lorms carbonyl chloride, commonly

^ “ * poisonous gas during the last Great
Carbon monoxide is ^ hleWv r^t
r^<Ii»y~C^Hmm?rv^nrTTi.. hTn^!?^?r^ absnrhPH tHrm.gh lungs

,it-Slablg..compound, known as c^fv^^h—iLP^the red bifwi corpuscles to form

pjuraoo times gF^urihan that of SlL- «arbo^TiwH5xIdOortEfTl^Is
Is present In the atmosphere, it beenm ^ ^ carbon monoxide
thus acts as a chemical asphyxiant^

* cumulatively in the blood. It

1 Hendrr^on. “ ——
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Symptoms.—\Vhonthe gas Is Inhaled In concentrated fnrm. sudden weak-
ness and dizzlne&T la iuniiiUlitU‘Iy”fDllo'tt‘C6 oy coma and d^th . , Coma Inay
ast for tnree, four or iive aays even alter the patient has beeiT removed from
the gas. In one case a patient remained comatose for eight days and died
on the twelfth day after the fatal inhalation.^ In such cases there may be
broncho-pneumonia or cedema of the lungs.

When Inhaled In dilute form, the symiptoms arc ^dizziness. -^hrobblngL
;>6adacne,j(noises in the cars.^nausoa

.^met lnips vomlt inp. dnuscular weakness.
^^Qwsino^^nated puplls^ rctarded breathing/jcoma and death. In some cases
tremors and“convulslons may precede death.

^en-ous and mental symptoms are occasionally manifested after recovery
rom ine_eu^cu m tne ga^ 'me symptoms may bo cerebral haemorrhage,
encephalitis, Parkinsonism, optic neuritis, chorea, spastic paraplegia, retrograde
amnesia, aphasia, mental confusion, transient mania, and dementia.

.It should be remembered that the symptoms are not noticeable until
hamogloDin is about 20 per cent~5gturaTCtf'~'wlth~Carb6n'~monoxifle wnen

^ortness of bream is observed. \^hen the saturation increases to 30 per
^nt. there is a sHgnt increase" In^e rate of the pulse and respiration,
ollowed by ncadache. nausea and faintness. 1 From experiments made upon
tmself. Haldane3 has found that the loss of memory, mental confusion and

mco-ordlnatlon of movement arc the marked symptoms when the hsemoglobln
caches a saturation of 30 to 40 per cent. Forty to fifty per cent saturation
causes collapse and inability to move the limbs, and 60 to 70 per cent satura-

B unconsciousness, incontinence of urine and faeces, and rapid death,
"aidane has also demonstrated that the htemoglobln Is about 80 per cent

deaths from carbon monoxide poisoning. In persons In Ill-health
gain may occur wtth a much lower percentage- of 'carbon monoxlde_iii_the
JjSi^ifiSHMp.-.opiisDury* cites a case of suicide In which a young woman' suffer-

ing from chronic tube'rculosis of the lungs died when her blood reached a
J^bration of only 45 per cent. In two other cases in which the fatal percentage
as about 50, one was an old feeble person, and the other was suffering

irom cancer of the stomach.
-3!hejresence of o.oi per cent of carbon monoxide in an atmosphere is

.^gisldered as a safe limit of concentration, but the presence ol U

.^^
cent In an atmosphere causes distinct toxic symptoms . The Board of

reported in 1924, that an atmosphere containing o.ids per cent of carbon
^onoxide or 3 to 3.3 per cent of coal gas would prove fatal to a healthy

py^
about four hours. _A smappf percentage _wouId b_e fatal If the

Z^sure was over a prolonged period . The air containing 1 per cent of
on monoxide would cause 50 per cent saturation of the blood in fifteen

nutes, and 80 per cent in twenty-three minutes, when death would result,

if the victim exerted himself while absorbing the first part of the

*rionoxIde, he might be breathing four or five times as much, and

from per cent saturation in five minutes.® Henderson and Haggard®
^beir experiments have laid down a standard for calculating the toxic

of carbon monoxide, which depends upon the amount of the gas and
e time of exposure, when the time of exposure in hours multiplied by

^*^^^®Ptration of carbon monoxide in parts per 10,000 of air equals 3.

"ere is no perceptible physiological effect. When the product equals 6. there

„
^ lust perceptible effect, perhaps a slight headache and lassitude; when It

'luals 9, severe headache and nausea result: when It equals 15. the condition

Brit. Med. Jour., July 5. :

4
Poisons. Ed. V. p. 75.

• ant. Med. .lour.. .lulv .5. 1330, d. 16.
waldene. Brit. Med. Jour.. July 5. 1930. p. 16. ^ .

9 ond Engineer, Chemi.. 1922, Vol. 16, p. 229; Brxt. Med. Jour.. Jan.
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is dangerous, and when It rises above 15. the conditions are such as will be
quickly fatal.

Chronic Poisoning.—^Thls form of poisoning is found in persons, who are

gas HT gas houses aiicTautomoblle
workshops, ang in thoseJnhaMting ill-ventilated rooms, in which fire is StTrhlng.

tissue injury du^to Intermittent contact with th^

> rt

’jlggjHg?lg'^QEH^g^3dlgestlve disturbances.Wsponoea.
the muscles.^ in^mli,foan^some^es symptom of_j>erlph^n|jn^^

at once into' fresh a ir. Commence

'earbon'droxrdrin' administrat ion^ of 5 per cent~'

Donald and Paton? are of

tered in the re^iic/'U^ti
^ and carbon dioxide should not be admlnls-

rauon. afthere L and receiving artificial respl-

dloxide being Induced in^lhA
dangerous tensions of carbon

have accepted the aivlcrof“^hei
Hesearch Council

statcmentr-Expcrlments hav^ cwl and Issued the followlnE

artificial resniration -Tit/,
shown that with either spontaneous or

fr^ the bi .̂^
elimination of carbon monoxide

^^rmTcally lTb” to i cf of
coramlnc solution and reneat^thrm Tf

intravenously 5 cc. of 25 per cent

hour to an hour Keen th* nfS' V "®®*®5ary. at Intervals of from half an

the^xtre^^ to

^!2^Lransfu7?n tj

i^|^^n^^l^J^^^jousl^°ce±gaXIsip?e

y<P^-niortem AoDea
* ^"U^tics to avoid lung infections

a pjJsht.. red ..colour. lrre^mnar~nWh^
'^*^^ t't>£-JlPs.^d flngetnaUa—

anterior surfiiep ^ hrteht~red~colour-Bre

-

scattered
the cejH-ndent parts have akoThT POst-mortem stains appearing on
blo^ U and of a brSit I colon*--

c.2£boxy^mpslohjn. The
bfrry.red colgur due to the formation of

red owing to the colour of the hjijwtwmlc and are bright
passages is bright red. and is oftpiT^'

mucous membrane of the alr-
Ct-sted. and may occasionally be The lungs are con-
and necrotic lesions In the heart may be hemorrhagic

serous effusion Into the

S=*nglia--partlcularlv '^nd softening In the cortex
carbon monoxide poisoning.

^ 8lobus pallidas may be found in chronic

Tritv— !. Specfrotcoufe T^it t*.two abwrptlon bands similar to the blood will show
ti-.e Vlou-I rr.rt Th^ addition of

o*yha-moglobln. but placed nearer
ammonium sulphide does not alter the

tl'.p vtoU-l end
spretrum

2 HovPf-SeyJer'a Teif.—Causn
n dl-ty creenhh colour, if iddrd to gravity 1.3 produces
colour If carbon monoxld- i, present tn ui' v retains the bright ^ed

itrit arrtf Jc\r Frb i. J 7 - P 215
h'^r Jour. Dec 0. 1951. P
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3. Ku7ikcVs Test .—^Thc suspccicd blood, diluted with 4 volumes of
water, is mixed with 3 times Its volume of 1 per cent 'tannic* acid solution
and shaken well. Carbon monoxide blood forms a crimson-red coagulum,
which retains Its colour for several months. Normal blood forms a coagulum
which Is at first red, becomes brown In the course of one to two hours and
then becomes grey In twenty-four to forty-eight hours. The blood saturated
even with 10 per cent carbon monoxide responds to this test.

4. Katayarfia's rest.—Ten cubic centimetres of the suspected blood
diluted with 50 parts of distilled water arc mixed with four drops of orange-
red ammonium sulphide solution and 4 to 6 drops of 30 per cent acetic add.
The mixture Is filtered and the filtrate of carbon monoxide blood remains
red, while normal blood becomes green or grey. Orange-red ammonium
sulphide solution Is made by adding 2 grammes of sulohur to 100 cc. of yellow
ammonium sulphide,

5. Pofessfurn Ferroepanide Test.—If 15 cc. of blood are mixed with an
’qual amount of 20 per cent pota.sslum ferrocyanlde solution and 2 cc. of
dilute acetic add and shaken gently, a bright red coagulum will form if the
blood contains carbon monoxide, while a dark brown coagulum will form If the
blood Is normal.

The Reversion Spectroscope method designed by Professor Hartrldge is

very convenient for the quantitative determination of carbon monoxide present
In blood’

ftledico-Legal Points,—Poisoning by carbon monoxide is mostly accidental,

decrepit, the diseased, the drugged and the drunk are more often Involved
b accidental poisoning. Accidents may occur In connection with Incomplete
combustion of wood, charcoal or coal In IH-ventilated rooms, leaky gas pipes
and taps in dwellings, and motor car exhausts in small garages or even in

narrow-streets where motor traffic is very dense Sometimes It may lead to
aw suits for compensation.

ev 25th a man of 27, who was rescued unconscious from a well. 28 feet deep.

sone to attend to a petrol pump, was awarded £13505 and costs in me Hl^gh

Chn^ Times, Feb. 26. 1938) as his mentality had since been reduced to that cf a
u of five years due to ano.'da resulting from carbon monoxide poisoning

life.
night of the 10th February 1924. a familr consisting of a man, aged 35 years.

aged 25 years, and a son. aged 10 vears. went to sleep in a dosed room, amere

-inH burning to ward off cold Next morning the bov was found d^d in bvd.

end the woman 'were found m a state of-unconsciousnes. They were

re-moved to the King Gorge's Hospital Lucknow. On adm^Ion they were

^ comatose condition, and the limbs were rigid and the

Sho^f^' gradually recovered in six or seven davs. The blood of the three Mctims
the presence of carbon monoxide in the spectroscope.

Sherman. Swindler and McElIroy** describe three cases of collapse

under the use of ethylene as an anmsthetlc. of which two proved fatal,

blood from the patients showed 50 to 60 per cent saturation with carbon

^onoxlde. The cylinder of ethylene was found to contain carbon monoxide

oncentration of 0.7 per cent.

r-^HiSidal noisoning by—oQr>^r>n _ mf^nnvide—frequently—occurs

—

England.

~~-2ih«_We5tern countries. The victim generally shuts himself up in a

placing smouldering fire and after closing all the doors an ^ n-

®°nietimes. a suicide sleeps in a room where a gas tap is turned cm
r he may attach a rubber tube to the gas tap and then put it In his mouth,
« India, suicide by carbon monoxide is rare. An Anglo-Indian. 65 year^

«. and resident of Lucknow, was found dead on a couch In a small room of

Cinl' X®*" details see Sydney Smiurand” Gtalster, Recc7it Advances in Forensic Medi-

in B P- 201.
finf. Med. Jotir.. Mav 31. 1958. pp 1305-1308.

*• Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.. June 5. 1926. p. 1765.
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taside ^1
25- IMS- The room had been closed

had been hew Zmnf ,

had been closed and charcoal

gas stove In his kitchen after
sitting in a chair near a

and the gas stove with a rug and a shLl “^e d‘o'’ “'I'o
"s head

had also been shut.
^ ° ^ sheet. The door and windows of the kitchen

homicidal poisoning is very rye,

tap when his victim is asleer^n^^^r'^h'^n
may turn on a gas

death without disturbing hlm^
” ^ bedroom, and thus suffocate him to

The elimination of the ea«5 tmm ».
removed from the atmosphere porJt?!!,.

patient has been
the first hour and-a-half htir

carbon monoxide is very slight for

patient lives, all the carbon
rapid after that and provided the

to Six hours.iJ
monoxide would have been eliminated from five

simulated very closely post-mortem appearances which
formation of nltrlc-oxlde.ha>moelobm" Poisoning were due to the
man employed at a colliery in " ^b^troxyhmmoglobln) after death A
Of nine days. At the PostloSm^ ^^od after an Illness
the whole of the blood in whateJ^

etcaminatlon held within a few hours.

J'l'tneys. muscles 'and lunes
Including the heart

to that seen in death ^ bright red colour exactly similar

Simulated very closely Those
Post-mortem appearances

formation of nltrlc-oxMchmmoelobm cITi? !!' "ore due
man employed at a colllerv in « " ‘"Ufoxyliuimoglobln) after death
f' nine days. At the post-mon™'' ‘’‘=0 >'

the whole of the blood In what.°J2
“"""““o” Ifcld within a tew hours.

splMu. kidneys, muscles 'and luncs hi?" Including the heart,
to that seen In death from carton 'SnnL.n"®”^ oolouf exactly similar
the usual tests of carboxyha;mofflnhi?*^"°u^*^' responded to

'fo death was due ™hn- was given at the
Investigation it was. however folmd*#*?®” poisoning. On further
due to the development of nitriclmM^’K^

colour of the blood was
of a nitrifying infective organton probably by the action

cw"p
1"" "i''‘'^*°«dc.hmmoglo^cin ll

^ blood con*

? ^ ® P^bk coagulum. while the hin«T
distinguished by boiling, since It

xyhmmogiobln elves a rtnii
,<^ntalnJng oxyheemoelobin and car-

! ”r*’‘°'°’ddc-h?pmoplobln can hi » f;
^ solution of the blood con-

? ^ coagulum. while the hin«T
distinguished by boiling, since It

xyhoDmogiobln gives a dull grey oxyhsemoglobin and car-

be detected In the blood

Polsonin?°h°’‘*'*®
^b~the bTooT-oT an adiih^*

Autenrlethi* detected

was rtS® LagunaH des<^il
months after he died from

Dleurn
Chemically and soeci-osm T ^ which carbon monoxide

Ster dL"rh - -om^n «bid contents of the

from a rilf'
^hlch occurred suddenly exhumed seven monthsfrom
^hlch occurred suddenTy °frn

exhumed seven months

Dc?irtmim”‘ fhc other h??? ‘’“'“"'’'e by carton monoxide

,h?
b' 'be King George? Mathur of the Physiological

Jn c?e. a" '"’“f'kSs egmi'n bucknow. has come to

the third
""y 'bfbon monoxide .0

?“' b" January 1933. that
y and the blood, alter the fourth?^*”*

begin to decompose after

CAnn/-»». ....

-- ..... (k/urin oay

,

f. a
~

mf:r'r --
«iour. It bolU at rriracthe. vo»aH!.. w,.
«rtx3n dloxJdP ard euiDh-.r ‘mianun^le It

‘^''b a dli^astiRg
alcahol, pthpr. chlorofk^ hYdf^^".:*.

** ^ ® blue flame, forimr?
b'Crocarbons ot th- b..n.,«„

^'ater. but freely dlsMlves in

rja
J3

-— family and most of the e^entlat12 rine, of India. DeTl3 19^7
13 Hend'-ncn. Dm. staj jA,,, ,1'^. P <15 -f®” 9. 1028 D 4S- Tx, .

!1 KSS; ’o??." Jfed. Jour \orTtL '

^ • b 512. iled-Uff. CrlTT.lr.ol. Deri

family e

<5; Douglas J. Kerr. Ibid. March
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if
^ ^ solvent for caoiitchouc. India-rubber, phosphorus, sulphur,

etc., and for extracting essential oils, spices and perfumes.
Acute Poisoning.—Tills form of poisoning occurs from Inhaling Its vapour by wirkersm factories or from swallowing the liquid.

—Intense burning pain In the throat, nausea, vomiting, headache, giddi-

ri^'i
unconsciousness, dilated pupils, cj-anosed Ups. cold damp skin, laboured

K weakness, difficulty In speaking and odour of carbon disulphidem ine breath, urine and freccs. These are followed by cramps, convulsions, coma and
death by respirators* paralysis.

Dose and Fatal Period.—About a drachm of liquid carbon disulphide, when
^en internally, will cause serious symptoms, and about half an ounce will prove fatal.

occur within a few hours or may be delayed for several daj*s. It has been
^certalned that a concentration of about 600 parts per million produces serious sjmp-
lonis if Inhaled for one hour, whilst doable this concentration is dangerous in Uiirty
Runutes.17

Treatment.—Wash out the slomaclL Wamitli. stimulants and artificial respiration,

victim at once into the fresh air and administer oxygen by inhalation. If
carbon bisulphide has been inhaled.

Post-mortem Appearances,—Tlie odour of carbon disulphide on opening the body
Congestion and punctiform haunorrliagcs in the

, Analysis,—Carbon bisulphide mav be separated from an organic mixture

oil recognised by the following test:—On heating with lead acetate and
usijc potash. It produces a black precipitate.

Poisoning.—This form of poisoning occurs among workmen from constant

arMfil. ?
to Its fumcs in lll-vcntilated India-rubber and caoutchouc factories, and in

nciai silk factories employing vlscasc process.

Nausea; anorexia and sometimes t'omiting with abdomln.!! pain; frontal

vertigo, noises In the cars; Insomnia; tremors; muscular weakness; ataxia;

and burning sensation in the hands and feet (polyneur tis) ;
para-

onH^ extensor muscles
;

delirium ; mania and even dementia. Amblyopia with
“trophy occurs In some cases. Death may occur from Inanition and hepatic in-

ciency. Locally it causes blisters on the tips of fingers.

nutritive diet rich in vitamin content should be allowed to the
ents. Vitamin B complex and llvcf extract should .be administered.

measures should be adapted. Tlierc should be sufficient arrangements for

the factories, and the workmen should be medicallj’ examined at least
••'cry month.

of Appearances.—^Tlierc may be degenerative changes In the ganglia cells

bppn cortex. Sclerosis of tlie small blood vessels of brain and spinal cord have
ound. There may also be degenerative changes in the heart and In the liver.

Points Carbon bisulphide is an industrial poison, and is absorbed

alimentary canal, from the lungs and from tlie skin. Carbon bisulphide is

4
aies taken as a suicidal poison, when it causes symptoms of acute poisoning.

Carbon bisulphide is excreted unchanged in the breath and in the urine.

Hydrogen sulphide (sulphuretted hydrogen),

an colourless transparent gas, having a somewhat sickly sweetish taste and

timP5 votten eggs. It dissolves In water, forming an ocid solution, which is som^
sulphydric acid. It bums In air with a pale blue flame, forming sulphur

«‘axide and water.

sulphide is formed during the decomposing process of orpnic pbstanc^

It
1-5 sulphur, and may be formed os a bl-product in some of the sulphp industries.

It ic
in large quantities in sewers, cesspools, privy vaults and tanne^ va^

worifc^^^
found in many chemical Industries, such as artificial silk works, sulphur dye

local u®!® viotks, tar distillation works, etc. It Is a highly poisonous gas, acting as a

due ^^ut and affecting the central nervous sj^tem. It causes death from asphyxia
0 paralysis of the respiratory centre.

sulphide is not a cumulative poison. When Inhaled, It pa^es into solu-

lesa n- blood, where it Is rapidly oxidized by the o.xygen of the hemoglobin to ham-
comh«l non-toxic substances. It does not combine with oxyheemoglobin, but

^cath
with methajmoglobln nnd changrn It to aulplimethrcmoglobin. especially after

Brit. Med. Jour., Juno a, mill. p. ODB.
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*lf
^ almost immediately fatal,

diluted with air it prMuces °ltSta?in^ nfrh®^®
respiration after few seconds. When

by dizziness, heacUdie air-passages, followed

CTtremltles museulir
aWo**ilnal pain, cj-anosis, dilated pupils, cold

dellAZ breathing. Irregular puke, tetanic Smrokioua,
or the lungs. ^JJi togelr Suhd Pi

be' pneumonia or orfema
total without seasibllHy ^beta? restaVPS

^ l^guor and sleepiness, and prores

produce tebrile symplo‘L‘'l?meS?eiem'SiS ISoM
In the ab°k 'sSiM to*'mSure^S'1P5tt'°" hydrogen sulphide
alarmmg sj-mptoms. if breached for ^if

In man; 0.03. per cent gives nse to

per cent prmes fatal iSdlltely. ^ dangerous; 018

halation of wrkmcn who are e.Tposed to the constant m-
inhalation of a concentration According to Haggardis the prolonged
rymptorns of chronic poisoning.

^ ^ ^ ® P®** ^ sufiicent to induce

funmculosls, N^^ous disturtaii^are^lat^^ent’ disturbances, anaemia, and

to the extremities, ^fve artificial respiration and warmth
2 cc. of a 23 per cent solution)

stimulants, such as coramlne (1 to
?oatc (71 to 15 grains).

*’ to « grains) or caffeine with sodium ben-

^ell
^ nouSd rapidly. An offensive

from the conversion of hJmoe!cblnNnf<7*lf.i*K^.i^ hquid and dark-brown In colour
bv an absorption spectrum S two baia? / which is characterized

D and a falnUr band beiwTen^ between C^e other organs are dark at^ congwt^*' congested and cedematous.

ble when one part olTen.?lTe smelJ, which Is pcrceptl*.

blacken with acetate or carbonate turns

NTTRonPM
^ atcmach or other organs containing the gas.

Sy **bitly sweetlslf^S^ ^^ttag^ammonlum nitrate, and has a cliarac-body It 15 a pharmocopcelal pr^ar^^n. brea). up and give oxj-gen to the

*^n^rP‘°"^When Inhaled mix^d^ S NitrogenU vionoxldum.

STnlix^cSrom ‘S"
bystedSwJcS^ oxygen, it. produces after a few

cat sSf; '’™'' 't k kiwwu „TSI """ “companlea by noky laughter acd
a„^ ™'“ ’“bctl bcyoiid thk hjstcrt-

in laoSS t„7S““J‘ ""““to orSiuSm h,uT7- '^brutally tlcptktry. DeaW
accldcnS rfy.;?!, , from but It U very rare. Death occurred

'herein I dStW*wM 5^*^*“jbnlnlstratlon inhalation.1* A ca« of

faceii By takinV,!! dead in his oneran^'? ^ ansesthetic is recorded,

tP H nnl '^^‘Cs Of e« f^® 'balr with the mask applied to his
he ^bi. dms tormed is difflaJt P«rt'>d one gets addicted

alcd In the nnr. .. .

®reak.

abtn-ementloncd sympwtiw

‘toppage "of mtriettoa heart may continue to

r^p^ticn and *" *he .nha.aUon of oxj-gen and carbon dioxide. axtifi.,al
iTwt-inorlem Ani>ea«-»n—

_

us, uysiiutc.u

may continue to

fo'l-morlem Anpearanm -rv

L™“ ktTr*,,,?'
" >-= "

e-.tM^^''v,„ died in nhoi.i

J

dL*-.solve3 in a'cohol.

Ui<* ccu.-tJ ox5d-*adniim*t«^^ hours from rerpiratory failure

*n op-rat^ Inadvertently for oxyc-n ^•^i.on for a perforated p««ptlc ulcer.-Lar.ccl.

It Jour or lr.duun^ii.^i—.

• r m, Ann Surg, Kove.-nber IWC. p *31:
tc-rrt. Jan. 16. 1537, p lum Itcimes and VlvicX. te.cer. IW. 4. ^ „„
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SULPHUR DIOXIDE (SULPHUROUS ACID GAS OR
SULPHUROUS ANHYDRIDE), SO.

This Is lormpd by burning sulphur or certain metallic sulphides, such as iron

pjTltes, in air or ox\*gen, and is a byproduct In the manufacture of sulphuric acid. It

Is met with In the gaseous emanations from volcanoes. It is present in a noticeable

amount In the air of towms. being derived from the combustion of the sulphur com-

pounds present In coal.

It is hea\7 , colourless gas. pjosscssing n pungent. sufTocatmg smell of burning s^-

phur and dissolving freely in water. Sulphur dioxide Is a powerful antiseptic and dis-

infectant formerly used for fumigating infected rooms and furniture. It is now used in

Industry as a refrigerant and as a bleaching agent, and is also used in a verj sm^i
quantity for the preservation of foods, particularly citrus fruit juices. It is very

destructive to vegetable life, and intensely polsonou-s to mammalian and Insect lue.

Symptoms.—When Inhaled in a pure state, it acts as an irritant to the

causing Immediately coughing and sneezing, accompanied by a feeling of suiTocation.

spasm of the glottis, dyspnmn. opacity of tlie cornea, cy-nnosls and convulsions, it may
puse bronchitis, broncho-pneumonia, and even cedemn of the laiynx and lun^. Even

dilutions of 5 parts per 10,000 of air, it produces sneezing. cougWng and l^chnTOaUon.

Habit produces a marked tolerance for this gas. Lehman found that air containing from

003 to 0.04 gramme per thousand did not affect workmen more severely than did from

0-01 to 0.02 those unaccustomed to breathing the gas.Jt

When an aqueous solution of sulphur dioxide is taken Internally, it
Jf

dized to sulphuric add, and has, therefore, a local corrcslye action It has also a remote

action on the blocd. causing its reduction and decomposlnon. as shoan by the formation

of haematln with a brown colouration.

, ^ TrcnlmenL-Immedtalc removal Into fresh olr and

proper ventilaUon. and mild alkalies should be used as antidotes. .

^.Post-mortem Appcar.anccs.-These are chiefly b«'^Lma?^us
* “

strikingly dark colour, and has an acid reaction. The lungs may be cedematous.

Tests.—starch-paper moistened with a solutlw of l^Ic acW
tWs

to sulphur dioxide. One part of the gas contained in 3.000 parts of air resp

test.

MMico-LvEal Polnls—Thf punpent. suffocating odour ‘I}®

rence of accidental poisoning. Sulphur dioxide has been used for murder only o

sulphurous acid only once for suicidal purpose.zz y

WAR GASES

.
The term, “gas", as used In chemical wurfo«- “ DoSoS o'r “Stent

whether gaseous, liquid or solid, which Is ^^^e gSes which are likely
effects on the enemy forces or even the civil

i,eaci5-_
to be used during the time of war may be described under the fotow

g L-chrv-
1. Vesicants or Blistering Gases. 11. Asphyxiants “

".J,’ sank
mators or Tear Gases. IV. Stemutators or Nasal Irritants. V.

^
t. Vesicants or Blistering Gases.—These are chief^m^ta^

known as “Yellow
Phide) and lewisite (clorovinyl-dichlorarsine).

-^arg Mustard gas is a
Cross" or "Yperite”, and was largely used during (he Gr^t Wars,

h»vy. dark-coloured, oily liquid, having a ^mSt Insoluble In water and
off a vapour at the ordinary temperature of the air. It is s*.

^ dissolves
evaporates slowly so that it persists for a long

^^®ace5one and carbon bisulphide
freely in paraffin, petrol, ether, benzene, rubber, alcohol, acetone, a

and readily penetrates clothing, leather, wood, bricks, etc
vanorous state

Mustard gas is extremely dan^rous both in
^Xms^suaUy^after the lapse ofR is insidious in its onset nnd Produces polsono^ s^ptoms jJsu^^^^^

two or three hours and occasionally after
.secretion laryngitis involving

irritation of the eyes with profuse lachirmation and "®sal secretion »

the trachea and bronchi, nausea, vormtlng ^trlc pam.
nd fficeration.

o?S°”-. .“su^i S the foee. neck ,ud hande U idte^gected,^.^ ^
~2h Arhiv Ittr Itliaienc, 1BS3, XVIII, p. ISO; Petemon, Haines end Webster, Leg. Med.

° M ’'?Sbert''‘’'i!:omp?ndm?u der Torft-oloeie Fuu/le A«/tagc. 1912. P. 147; Peterson,

Haines end Webster, Ibid. u. 341, -
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of the cyehds. suppuration and destrucUon

chltis Death may occur from septic bron-

bronchiectas°? may loKv
^ ®“^aeute poisoning chronic bronchitis and

ing thtfbody^with^m^inri
removal of contaminated clothing and wash-

saline or 2 ner cent^R<vi[Jim^M*^‘
should be washed with warm water, normal

castor S5 a«d subsequently a drop or two of

be irrigated with 5 npr
instilled into them. The nose should

moved from Se skin*lv
solution. Mustard gas should be re-

lated spirit and thS by ruhtt^tmo ?h
dipped in petrol, kerosene or methy-

one part of bleaching powder to
area bleach cream prepared by mixing

also be used. ThrLnirflToV^i^^S
of water. Tannic acid jelly or solution should

lungs should be used. rejSrator
the escape of expired alr"with a Intake of air and
of celluloid through which the oiit^all^vf

which are activated charcoal and a filter

also give protection against ,
prevent the penetratim of muLS ^^ould^; clothing and boots which

in water, but hydrolyses odour of geraniums. It Is insoluble
solves in oils, hSe aS "‘‘"“"’'I

^ increased by heat and alkalies. It dis-

asphyxlant. and is more ranldS solvents, it Is both a vesicant and an
on Inhalation and more irritation

"'u^^^cd gas and produces more discomfort
remembered that a vSlcle caSid hv ‘"f°

contact with the skin. It must be
matous area and is filled with^O cIouHv^Im

defined, covers the whole erythe-
hlistcr produced by mustard gas i leucocytes. While a
cl»r Kllow sorum but do™ ?ot coSS mlSaStf ““ “

Uwislto^
Injretions of 2 na ot a S per cent solu-

and gluteal region, it is re^rded^ « .
benzyl benzoate into the thigh

caused by contamination of t^ ‘lu*® systemic damage
H. A.sphy,iant8 or Ltm^ rtn, . ^ arsenical vesicant gases.

^n oxychlorldeh diplf<Keene^<^/.hf®
^^^ortoe-M phosgene (carbonyl chlo-

^^l^fochloroform or trichloromtro^etha^?^®^^®^^^’®*'’®^®^®™®^®^ au'^ ehloropl-

^ho“7ene <00

""

a raell Of musty’hay. temperature and pressure possess-

^y^ochlorlc and carhop adds
heavy as air and is decomposed

being practically ten times more
Is one of the most dangerous poison

dSi!£„?IHtn “ °pteS/cM'ir rnSv°ta?S“®'r-
SilSopllSn

“ G>’ecn Cross".
^ mchrymatory. Both phosgene and

ddd Is about four tunes

men i^aled
^ ®omtion of sodium sulphite in alcohol

are’ b“^^arked " ch(^Iwadlchf dyspnoea feeling

collapse. Death^occlS •'aptd itw sSSS vomiting. These symptonu
hours or later fror?^,./*^*^

acute pulmonary respirations, cyanosis and3 or iatcr from broncho-pneumSnla. within twenty.four to forty-eight
Tne treatment consists It-

rnSStomot dy Inlialation and

'“on' r^rtfsEHo?F
III. laehrymators or Tear ra.— cavity.

in wnfcr. but dlsrolrec In eth„. cUroh;!
,

It bi very ellEhtly soluble

23- E. .M. Cowell, Bril. Med. Jovr
and in a hot aqueous solution of

24. Vide p 493 " 1939, p. 778_
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carbonate Ethjliodoucctntc is a dark brown, oily liquid with a smell like that
of '•pear drops". Brcmobcn^'I cj*anlde Is a heavy, oily, dark brown liquid, having a
penetrating, bitter-sweet odour. It Is very persistent!

Exposure to the vapours of any of these substances causes Intense irritation of the
eyes with a copious flow of tears, spa^m of the eyelids and temporary blindness. When the
concentration Is high, the vapour causes irritation of the respiratory passages and lungs,
and produces a burning sensation in the throat and discomfort in Uie chest. In cases

exposure is continued for a long time, there may be nausea, vomiting, tra-
cneilis. bronchitis, and blistering of the skin. In rare cases there may be keratitis and
wmeal opacities. The effects arc, as a rule, transitory, incapacitating persons for some
hours only and arc not dangerous to life.

. *^5 treatment consists in washing the eyes with warm normal saline and removing
ine patient Into fresh air. The respirator Is a sufficient protector of the eyes and lungs
against all tear gases of any .concentration.

IV. StsfmuiaitoR or Nasal Irrilants.—These are solid, organic compounds of arsenic.
Which are dispersed by heat or detonation In the form of very fine, particulate clouds
cr smokes. The compounds which may be used during war are

—

!• Diphenylchlorarsine (D.A.). a colourless, crystalline solid. It Is slightly soluble
n water, but dissolves in phosgene and chloroplcrln. v

^ ^iphenylamine-chlorarslne, or diphenylarslne-ehlorarslne {D.M.), a yellow, al-
raos. odourless, cxystalline solid. It Is not soluble In phosgene and tarnishes metals.

3. DIphenylcyanarsIne (CJD.). a white, odourless, crystalline solid.

,. vapours of these substances, when inhaled, cause Intense pain and irritation in

ne nose and sinuses with exce.ssive sneezing, malaise, headache, paihful gums, salivmion.
nausea, vomiting, pain and tightness In the chest and temporary prostration. The effects

temporary, lasting for an hour or two. but are quite effective In destroying the morale
the enemy’s troops.

^^ter and food contaminated by these substances may give rise to symptoms of
arsenic poisoning.

of
^f^atment Is fresh air. The nose should be irrigated with a 5 per cent solution

carbonate. Gargles of the same soluUon may be used If there Is Jfjitntlon of

A few whiffs of chloroform inhalation may be given If there Is severe pain
^ the sinuses.

yr- Y\*’aral>sants.-.These are hydrocyanic acid and sulphuretted
aw not very useful In chemical vWaro. as It Is difficult to obtain them In theii lethal

concentrations during the time of war.



CHAPTER XXXIV

PERIPHERAL (NEURAL) POISONS

CONIUM MACULATUM (COMMON OR SPOTED HEMLOCK)
This plant belongs to N.O. UmbellfeKc, and grows generally In hedge-

rows and In waste places In Europe. America and the temperate regions of
Asia. It has a peculiar mousy odour which Is Intenslfled by rubbing the

“ mortar with a little solution of caustic

i^rtc
soda. The plant owes Its poisonous properties to the liquid alka>

AfcfAi/ZconHne. It also contains a crystalline alkaloid.
Conhydrine, allied to methylconiine. and Conic acid.

chipfiv"ftnm ?h**^r'^'^*’**
exists in all parts of the plant, but Is extracted

volafiL nn
1*^ distillation with soda. It Is a colourless.

tSte L? ;
^ tp air. It has an acrid, bitter

fS^v In
^ ^ slightly soluble In water but

and are ko1 iiW<. \
chloroform. lu salts are stable and crystalline.

ppotusr'salTvatimi'' constriction of the throat.

weakness or paralyse of the
atagEering gait.

PPPlIa. ptosis dyspnina prostration, drowsiness, dilated

Para.ys.of;hrSsX.-“re.err^^^^^^^^^

aerlo"fsU^«i;;:'S‘rgVa,«'^

period la one to^^ee^houK ® minutes. The usual fatal

Treat 1

add or veget^e'**as'trirE'Sts'"^ a^'! atoraach after glelng tannic

then ElTe general stimulants 'such
strychnine hypodermically, and

artmdal respiration and
“aong collee. alcohol, etc. Perform

Post-mortem V «'"'">ater continuous oaygen It necessary.
- o. the stomach The mucous membrane

congested with venous enEoreem7„, r'’’™'’aed. The other organs are

sometimes be tcdematous.
'""'"a and dark fluid blood. The lungs mar

dissolved In Just sufllclenwold mousy odour. A drop of coniine
turbid on heating and again become^clew

^ ®*^^a®aance. but becomes

shaped crysmls‘’M“nandlnr"mY,‘r’ 'erms white needle-
turn purple and give oil a mousy odou^*^^’ caustic potash.

3. Warmed with sulphuric arffi
duces butyric acid, which is knf«m k « ^^^sslum bichromate, coniine pro-

.Med,eo-.w„, Po,„„_p„
byIndia. In Europe and America aceld».«»^ maculatum Is very rare m

leaves having been made into salad in i

^^"^8 has occurred from the

haring been used for parsley lennS parsnip, or from the root

been poisoned from using whistles Children have also

accidentally mixed with caraway ani«j. -
*tem. The seeds have been

and dill seeds. Accidental poisoning
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may also occur from smelling conllnc or from Inhaling the vapours given off

from boiling water containing a preparation of conium.

The ancient Greeks were familiar with the toxic properties of • conium
maculatum and used its Juice or an Infusion of the leaves as a State-poison.

Socrates was put to death by drinking the Infusion.

Coniine is rapidly eliminated in the urine so that its action passes off

very soon, if death docs not occur.

CURARE (CURARA. WOORARA. OURARI, URARI OR WOORALI)

Thb Is a blacktsh-brown gummy rcsinold extract obtained from the bark and wood
of species strydinos toxlfera (N.O. Loganlacetc), Cocctilus ioxiferus (N.O. Mcnispei-
macm) and other plants which occur In South America. It has a
nearly soluble in water. The non-ofllclal dose of cumre is 1/20 to i grain subcutaneously.

f„i
^^ve contains an active principle, curarlne or curarinn, which is

occurs as a yellowish brown powder or in ^Inl^cly bitter taste. It is soluble In water and alcohol Curare also contains curine

!iod d*tubocurarlne.

Symptoms.—Curare is extremely poisonous, and exerts Its

Reeled Into the blood stream by means of a hypod^ic syringe^
‘ormiSd thS-e S

swalintLTd. it is ^tinnocrrt tn ho almmT In--^ ^nflke-venom._provided there is

iij aoraaed surface in the mouth or throat.

aM5 on the motor cnd-ptotM causing paralysis of the voluntary muscles.

«nQ causes death by paralysis of respiration and anoxia.

Fatal Dose.-One half to a grain of curare would probably prove fatal.

Fatal Period.—An hour or two.
. ,

. ai/.an«

’rrealraent—ThU consists In the use of sttaulan^ such

Po^^tlve pressure artificial respiration with ^ . «- oroxlmal end. and the
«PPUed to a wound, a ligature sliould be abnSoAs In the

be sucked out from the wound P^^^'J.^-agh.ne the wound with a solu-

tfJlin^Sid SubstanS^36^(methyl.phenyl.carbamlcnon of potassium permanganate luloSite) which Is an analogue of
3-oxyphenyMrimethyl-ammonium-m«lgl JP»^

posse«s antagonistic properties
serine and closely related to prostlgmln are considcieo lo

^ curare.

P«sl.„„rtv™ Appcaranccs,-Sl^s
p°^„cc first a blue, colour.

a longer time.
to curarine and nitric acid gives a purple

.

2. Sulphuric acid Imparts a red colour to curanii

colour. ^ .....
.meared on the darts and arrows which are used

Medico-Legal Points.—Curare Is^ warfare. Curare has recently come Into use
oy South American Indians in hunting an

cases of abdominal operations, as it

^ ^ adjunct to general to prevent Injury in electro-shock therapy for
produces muscular relaxation, also u..

„hicii is less poisonous, is used generally for
Rental diseases. Tubocurarlne

r’nses of death have occurred.
1 purpose in place of

3^
plot was laid to poison Mr. Uoyd George, late

^ It is reported that in the year
Pnmc Ml„.ster of E"Slau4J«hJu^_^^^

Curare is rapidly excreted
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QUESTIONS TO BE PUT TO MEDICAL WITNESSES

OUOM OUOH CRIMINAL DIGEST)

NO I. Questloas that may be put to a Medical Witnes? in a case of Suspected

Poisoning after Posl-mcrlcm Examination of the Body

1. Did you examine the body of . a late resident of

if so. what did you observe?
, „ ^

2. What do you consider to have been cause of death ? State your reasons

3. Did you find any external marks of violence on the body? If so, deserw we
4. Did you observe any unusual appearances on further examination of the oouy •

If so. describe them.
5 To do you attribute these appearances ; to disease, poison or other cau. .

6. If to poison, then to what class of poisons?
7. Have you formed an opinion as to what particular poison was used?

8 Did you find any morbid appearances In the body besides those which ai

usually found In cases of poisoning ? If so. describe them.
_

0 Do you know of any disease, in which the post-mortem appearances resemoi

those which you observed In this case? ,

IQ. Ici what respect do the post-mortem appearances of that disease diner irorn

those wiilch you observed In the present case?
U. tVhat are the symptoms of that disease in the living?

12. Are there any post-mortem appearances usual in case of poisoning by
but which you did not discover In this Imtance?

\Z Might not the appearances you mention have been the result of spontaneous

changes in the stomach after death? _
14. Wa.s the slate of the stomach and bowels compatible or incompatible with vomit-

ing and purging? ••

15. Wlut are the usual si'mptoms of poisoning by ?

16 Vfhat is the usual Interval between the time of taking the poison and the com-

mencement of the symptoms?
n. In what time does generally prove fatal?
18 Did you send the contents of the stomach and bowel (or other matters) to the

Chemical Ebcamlner ?

19. Were the contents of the stomach (or other matters) sealed up in your presence

Immedlolcly on removal from the body ?

20. Describe the vessel In whl<^ they were scaled up, and what impression did the

real bear ?

21. Have you received a reply from the Chemteal Elxamlnw? If so, Is the report

now produced that which you received?
22. (If a female adult) what was the slate of the uterus ?

’
- NO. II. Questions that may be pot to a Chemical Examiner

1. Was the poison Isolated by you in a pure form or mixed?
2. tWut was the strength, the absolute quantity or percentage of poison found by

}ou? Was the strength of the poison sufficient to kill a person?
Z. rrom what organs and from what matcrtal Le. vomit, urine, etc ,

articles of

food did you find the poison and in what quantity and percentage ?
4 IVTial in your opinion is tlie fatal dose of this poison ?
5 Could this poison be naturally found In the body or present os a result of

decomposition?
€ Could ihw poVvm have come from the reagcnttluscd by you In your arralysls?

(For trad and arvnlO
7. Was a chemical preservative used In the samples sent to you?

-professional Witness in aNO III. (lueiUonvthat may be put to « Kon-profi
peeled rolMnlng

1 Did >-ou know , a late resident of
dirtng hU U.\t lllne-j and previously?

t WTjt are the sj-mptoms frtmj which he sufiered 7
3 Was he in good health prerlaus to the attack?
A D'.d the syr\pVKn.s appear suddenly?
i What WM the Interval between the fast lime of eallnz

r-.enc«ner.t ef i.*>e symptonw?

? If so. did you sec hli

r drinking and the con
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ir Death occurred
6. What yas the Interval between the commencement of the symptoms and death ?
7. \yiiat did the last meal consist of 7
8. Did anvonc partake of this meal with ?
9. Were any of them affected In the same way ?

10. Had he etcr fuffered from a similar attack before?
If any of the following sjTnptoms have been omitted In answer to question 2, special

questions (11-14) may be asked rccardlnc them as follows:—11. Did vomiting occur?
12. Was there any purging?
13. Was there any pain in the stomach? 14. Was he very tlilrsty?

15. Did he become faint ?
16. Did he complain of headache or glddlncs-s?

\i‘ 51^ appear to have lost the use of his limbs ?

|8- Did he sleep heavily ?

in delirium ?

^
0. Did convulsions occur ?

Did he complain of any peculiar ta.ste In Uie mouth ?

notice any peculiar taste In his food or water?
^ . ..i „

23. Was he sensible In the Intervals between the convulsions ? (This is with re*

lerrace to Nux Vomica). ^ . , ,
24. Did he complin of burning or tingling in the mouth and throat, or of numu-

««s and tingling In the limbs ? (Aconilc).

NO- IV. Questions that may be put to » Medical Witness In a case of Supposed

Death by Wounds or Blows atlcr Post mortem Examination of the Body

1. Did you examine the body of .
resident of . and

u so, what did you observe ?

a
W have been the enuse of heath?

?®‘lt®so^°dM5be’them3- DM you find any cttemal marks ol violence on the body ? II so, dMCTlbe mm.
4- Are youaot opinion that these Injunes were Inflicted before or after death?

'Jive your reasons

whl^h
examine the body Internally? Describe any unnatural appearance

6. You^y^hat in your opinion .... was the fhuse of death: In what immediate

did It prove fatal?
7. Did you find any aonearance of disease In the body ?

“ “• ho sou coildl? mat. If the deceased had been free from this disease, the

J bSev?mat’Se'fa/°of‘L suBering: Irom this disease lessened his chahee

S.“S’th™?iSSri'Stokm Sni?meV. or any one of them ordlnanly and directly

dangerous to life ? . «
U. Have they been caused bv manual force or with o weapon .

12. DM you flna any foreign matters In the ^ooh ? ^

». SMd‘‘?ie13„Ses''have"b?™ mfllcTTby the weapon now before you (No.

meTcS’Le walked <so far) or spoken, etc., after the receipt of

Posltion'y?!! : nS Sicb a wound with respect to the person receiving it ?

20. A a wound to have been Inflleted by anyone on his own
peison? Give your reasons

nrecise direction of the wound.

dm m? S?ea?Si‘ce of^he ^unS Iniflcate that the gun had been discharged

^“h ” had .. .made

you think it possible that 5-ou could have mistaken the aperture of en-

^ance for that of exit ?

Mrk xk ^ * 1. * ewv^v bp rut to » Medical Witness in a case of SupposedNO. V. Q««tloM^that n«y/j;^*;|‘.;„ortcm Examination of the Body

1 T^e..
"

. eiv,, hndv of n (male or female) child sent to you by the

.
the .... or .....10.. ? And, It so, what did you

Observe ?
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2. Can you state whether the child was completely bom or bom dead?
State the reasons for your opinion.

3. What do you consider to have been the cause of death ? Give your reasons.
4. What do you believe to have the uterine age of the (^Id? State your

reasons.

5 What do you believe to have been the extre-utenne age of the child ? Give
reasons.

6 Did you And any marks of violence or other unusual appearances externally ?

If so, describe them accurately,
7. Did you find any merbid or unusual app^irances on examination of the body

internally? If so, describe them accurately.
8 Do you believe the Injuries you observed to liave been inflicted before or after

death ? Give reasons.

9.

Can you state how they wre Inflicted? Give reasons.
10. Do you consider that they were accidental or not ? Give reasons.
11. Had the infant respired fully, partially, or not at all?
12. Did you examine the person of the alleged mother of the Infant ? If so. have

you reason to suppose that she was recently deliver^ of a child? Can you state ap-
proximately the date of her delivery? Give reasons.
NO VI. Questions that may be put to a Medical Witness In a case of Supposed Death

by Hanging • or Strangulation

V.
examine the body of , a late resident of . and if so.

what did you observe ?
2. What do you consider to have been the cause of death ? State reasons for your

opinion.
3. Did you observe any external marks of violence upon the body ?

nally
observe any imnatura! appearance on examination of the body inter-

body ?

rope or other such article round the neck when you saw the

or a^'te^death ?

’-hether the mark or marks you observed, were caused before

strangwl
articlfs do you consider the deceased to have been hanged (or

now'befoT ““¥<• by ‘bs roPe or other article

‘describe^?
strangulation, would great violence be necessary to produce the Injuries you

vious’ di^M^'tion
^ ascertain, were the general characteristics of his pre-

12 Does he appear to have had any previoas attacks of insanity?
NO. Vll. put to a Medical Witness in a case of Supposed Death

,

^ Drowning after rost-moriem Examination of the Body

v;hatdS you“obS^‘r ^“‘dent of . and If so.v;hat did you observe ?
^ ® resident of . and If so.

3. wSeSSr'^^Ly death? State your reasons.
4 Describe any If so. desenbe them,

of the body.
Ppcarances which you observed on further examination

cknchMta the Sis’Sl I'hc dSeSa*?; m'lh " the hair, er

part of the body ?
aecea,ed or in the air-passages or attached to any other

6. Did you find any water in the stomach 9

™Dld TO ''""-l Witnea, 1„ a ea.e .r AUrred Eape

after tlie alleged rape dld^yo^^e Uie^eSV^tV
’ ' ’ how many days

2. Did you observe any* marks of did you observe ?

3, Are the^e lnjurl« suc“ «. the vulva or adjacent parts? .as mieht
wut the vulva or adjacent parts?as might have been occasioned by the commission of

* ruptured?

tender 'yrars
^ asked In the case of the rape of a girl of

6 Has slie pa-ssed^ the^ rtolence upon the person of the woman ?

I SJ tr

,

to resist on aUempt at rape’ woman, or so weakly as to be unable
9 Did sou rramlo, thr
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10. Did you observe any marks of >iolencc upon his body ?
11. Was he suffering from any venereal disease?
12. Did you find the a-oman to be suffering from a similar or oUier venereal

disease?

13. Had a sufficient time elapsed. v.‘hcn you examined the person of the woman,
for venereal dbcase to have made Its appearance. In case of her having been infected?

H. Can you state approximately hoa’ long the woman liad been suffering from
,
this complaint ?

,^5. Can you state appraximatcly how long the woman had been suffering from
this (venereal) complaint?

Have you examined the stained articles forwarded to you and now in Court
of police charge sheet! ?

17. What is the result of your examination ?
18. Do you believe that rape has been committed or not-? State your reasons.

^ Questions that may be pul to a Medical WHness In a case of Insanity

!• Have j-ou e.xamlned ?
2. Have you done so on several different occasions, so as to preclude the possibility

1 your examination having been made during lucid intervals of insanity ?

po you consider him to be of “unsound mind”: In other words intellectually
‘Hsane ?

5. If so, do you consider his mental disorder to be complete or partial ?

. Do you think he understands the obligation of an oath ?

po you consider him in his present condition, competent to give evidence in a
'-oun of lavf ?

consider that he is capable of pleading to the offence of which he now
f'lands accused?

happen to know how he was treated by his friends (whether as a

u®’
“'.^beetle or otherwise) prior to the present investigation and the occurrences

to It ?

iT T#
subject to Insane delusions? ^w- what Is the general character of these? Are they harmless or dan-

19* they manifest themselves?
. , . ,

... .

accused
such delusion or delusloas have led to the criminal act of which he is

discover the cause of his reason having become affected? In jour

14
congenital or accidental? v ,

is' V Matter, docs it appear to liave come on suddenly, or bv sl^
»

Ifso'ni?'’® reason for believing that bis insanity ^
H as’tn®»^®

specify the grounds for such an opinion; and all the particulars bea S
‘be insane parents or relations of the accused; the e.sciting cause of his attack.

It w the type which it assumed. in«initv9
If Jp JJ^ye you any reason to suspect that he is, in any degree, feigning insanitj .

If CO >ou any reason to suspect that he is. m anj ov„tcr. »

i?' Tc j.
‘be giounds for his belief? . the actual

P°“ible, in your opinion, that his insanity may have followed the actual

18 Mb? oflcnce, or been caused by it?
. rommitted

durinV?^'®.yo« any reason to suppose that the offence could have been commute

What ^ Interval during which he could be held .5?^ „„ the con-
trary have been the duration of such lucid interval . •

his condition to be such as altogether to absolve him from legal

display any signs of homicidal or of suicidal mania or has h

•hoSa S’"™ nbiolutcly necessarj- from his present condition that he

“,i,cS'“ a unr^itthi. -pe..|Sioh out o, a menW

petty 50 onffleient to prevent him from endangering his own hte or tne pro-

X- Questions that may be pul lo a Pledical Witness in a case of Allesed Causing

,
Miscarriage . ,

Vou examine the person of Musammat ? H so, when ? a

3
y*^ of opinion that a miscarriage has occurred or not ?

'iolSce^S*^ y°“ consider the miscarriage ‘9 ba^e bee ^roduc
0

Gup
your^

vaginam or by external riolence. or bj the use 01

«3ec{s ‘bat a drug called was con-
‘b® administration internaliy of this drug would p

It would produce miscarriage ?
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produceST Ste‘°your''?lSoL.“''
“““

woman ^have mlved
?'**”*' period ol gestation do you consider the

NO XL Questions that may be pul to a Medical Wilnes, In a case of Grievous Hurt

weapon “ "> “

weapon noT/°Bho^^to^vnu*^Nn
inju^ Jnfllcted could have been caused by the

P0S.LT««“ opinion as to the

oufl hur?° SnS^S^S 3M^o?th*e"Tnrtf
'"p**^*^ constitute any of the forms of "grles'-

your reasons. The MaeSto If so. which of them ? Give
to the witness or the Magistrate mav^vfJ?*!! Indian Penal Code
required Information without calUnp question so as to elicit the

8. Do you considlr that
^ ® attenUon to the Code.

caused in the manner Indicated?^
* ® caused by .Could they have been

etc. now befo^re*you^TNo"”^ examned the stains on the weapon, clothes.

the head o?No‘."lV^(DS^br^mrt*'v''°^"'*^’ ^^”tlons 21 to 24 under

NO VTT «. ..

*" «^htl5> may be put to the witness.
ons that may be *° * ^*«'*|cal Witness in a case of Death from the

1 --
Rupture of Spleen

J
Wliat was'the"”ze “and'wSi ot'me'sT" Perceptible on the body!

? «»»/»' HI? It prol?ct b'yoM the rtbsf
'

the olr?"" '““^H'to'Sth'SS the'hKffSh^’S' ” Hlfflbe"”
the air ? oa.v exhumed and what was the temperature of

7 putrefied?

K^SBLI^SSr'^-
or yiur opinion «temal violence or not ? State

rupture or^ot?"' “Hheelons about the spleen. If x. were they older than the
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THE INDIAN EVIDENCE ACT

(ACT 1 OF 18:2)

Sec. 3. Interprcfatlon clamc.—In this Act the following words and expressions are

^ised In the following senses, unless a contrary intention appears from the context.

"Court” includes all Judges and Magistrates, and all persons except arbitrators,

legally authorised to take ctidencc.
,

‘Tact” means and includcs—d) anything, state of things, or relation of things,

capable of being perceived by the senses: (2) any mental condition of which any person

is conscious.
^ ...

"Document" means any matter exorcised or described upon any substonce by

means of letters, figures or marks, or by more than one of those means, intended to oe

used, or which may be used, for the purpose of recording that matter.

"Evidence" means and Includes— . . . jf ht.

.
a) All statements which the Court permlU or requires to be "J^de before it bj

Witnesses in relation to matters of fact under Inquiry: such .statements are called oral

evidence. ^ ^ ...
<2) All documents produced for the inspection of the Court; such documents are

called documentary evidence.

Sec. 32 Cases In which statement of relevant fact by person who
°ate found, etc,, is rele\-ant—Statement, written or verbal, of J’ele'ant facta m^e by a

P€non who Is dead, or who cannot be found, or who h^
^ or ?el^cvldenee.-or whose attendance -cannot be-procured without an ^ount of ^

expenses which, under, the .'circumstances of the case,4ippears to the Court unreasonable

relevant facts In the following cases:—
When the statement Is made by the person as to the
of the circumstances of the transaction which resulted in his death, In cases m which

the ^us« of the person's death comes Into question.
o- w-s not

Such statements are relevant whether the person who made them
. . w.

jjjgat the time when they were made, under expectation of de^^ |md whatever be tne

nature of the proceeding in which the cause of his death comes into question. ,

.

Sec. 33. Ile!e\-ancy of cerUin evidence for pro%-lng in

truth of facts, therein stated.—Evidence given by a witness ^ ® ^
before any person authorised by Jaw to take it.

umicial proceeding,’
In a subsequent Judicial proceeding, or in a later stoge of the

ionnot be found orthe truth of the facts which It states, when the ^tness is^^d or cannot be f^ound^
i> incapable of giving evidence, or Is kept out of the

^-xpense^wWch.^imder the
presoice cannot be obtained without an amount of delay or expense

.circumstances of the case, the Court coiwiders unreasonable.

^^^flSrat^proceedtag was between the same parties or theft- representatives in

the adverse party in the first proceeding had the right and opportunity to

'”1ha?‘iSf quBstlons in issue were substantially the same in the first ns in the second

proceeding.

Sec. 45. Opinions of Experts.—When the Court has to

point of foreign law, or of science or art. or as to ._ ench foreign law.
impressions the opinions upon that point of person -- finger Impressions are
snence. or art or In questions as to Identity or handwriting or finger impressiu

relevant facts. Such persons are called experts.
c ^ ^ ^Pacts not otherwise relevant.

Facts bearing upon Opinions of
--sninns of e.xperts when such

&re relevant if they support or are inconsistent with the opml . xp

opinions are relevant.

Sec. 59. Proof of facts by oral evidence.—All facts, except tlie contents of docu

nients, may be proved by oral evidence. „
Sec. 60. Oral evidence must be dIrect.-Oral evidence musi m all cases whatever.

^ S ‘a“ffci^.hich conid be seen, it must be the evidence ot a witness wi.u

«ys he saw it;
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produceSf Ste sonr''So.k“'

wonwnto‘*have 1“ ived
'“• Beslation do you consider the

NO XL Questioiu that may be put to a Medical ivitness In a case ot Grievous Hurt

weapon no'w
*

5ho5m ’^to^vo?
Injuriw inflicted could have been caused by the

Posln'^^L^pl-^SS “icS;H- - - -
persL,-«“—
your reasons. The Mailsttate i„

I( so, which of them ! Give
to the witness or the Magistrate mav show the Indian Penal Code
required Information without calUnff thP^ question so as to elicit the

8. Do you consider that th^
w tness's attention to the Code.

9- It is alleged that the InlutsJf^”
injured Is now out of danger ?

caused In the manner Indicated ?
^hey have been

etc. now before you «xa^ned the stains on the weapon, clothe?.

11. ^ you heheve the' Sis'’Vo Se ‘S,'o£°"rbtoiT
’

the' head' o?No"lv^<DeMh®by““ bounds, qnesllons 21 to 24 under

NO xir n., .,

' pounds) may be put to the witness.

1. Wh

"

2 Wh!t wS'thfsfre °a'nd“wlteht ot'S's'7'''
Pft'Ptlble on the body?

the alr?°” Sh'S Se'bMv'STiS'BS'"’ "
‘’““T' ' ofnir ? way exnumed. and what was the temperature .of

7 much putrefied?

^HlSHS€:|M.fuPthre,
^°“l0 opinion

“ caused by external violence or not ? State

rupture adhesions about the spleen, if so, were they older than the
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communlcalion made to him In the and
clien*t o^to°sU^e the

Provided that nothing In this section shall protect from disclosure

ID any such communication made in lurthcrancc ol any

121 any lact observed by any barrister, pleader
tl“e

his employment as sucli, shoviing that any crime or fraud ijas

commencement of his employment. r,r t-iVii

It is immaterial whether the attention ot •,

°

was or was not directed to such fact by or on bcliaif ot his client.
pmnlovment

£xpIaaation.-The objection stated in this section continues after the employment

Sec. 132. IVllness not excused from answerlnc on
to any matter

nate.—A Vi-itness shall not be excused
Ivil' or criminal proceeding upon

relevant to the matter in issue in any
^^i^Jinate or may tend directly or

the ground that the answer to such
or tend directly or indirectly

Indirectly to criminate such witness or ®; *l_.. j.ind. provided that no such
to expose, such witness to a penalty

subject Si! to any arrest or
answer wWch a witness shall be compelled

nroceeding except a prosecution
prosecution, or be proved against him In any criminal proceetung. exv. ^

for giving false evidence by such answer. mrtv who
S.e. 132. Examinntlon.ln.chlet._The exn^nnfon ol a witness by the party who

ealla Mm ahali be called his

““'"'"‘‘“““•"’f the adverse party shall he
Cross-examination.—-Tlie examination of a - •

eaUedWscross.eyaminatlon.
,, witness, subseouent to the ero.ss.e.xaminatlon

Re-examination.—The examination ® ination.
by the party who called him shall he

“s^xamlned.ln-chle^. then

-.."'t?;’a^d^emrp'lrt°y'

“
desires—re-examined.

^ rpi^vant facts, but the cross-

The examination and '”Sjexandnallon migt
the witness testiSed m his

examination need not he confined to the tacts, to wmen

examinatlon-in-chief. tn the exolana-
Direction of fe-examlnatlon—Tlio ^exammat

if^new matter la by permission of

"he"SL'S'1So?u'eTdWe^
cross.exannne

Upon that matter.
„...,r.cr thp answer which the perso.n

Sec. 141. Leading questions.—Anv a^jeadmg^question.
puttmg It wishes or expects

questions must not. it objKted
Sec. 142. tVlien they must not be asked.—l^aa g M

re-examination,
to bv the adverse party, be asked in an exammation-in-cmei. or

except with the permission of the Court.
matters which are introductory or

The Court shall permit leading Questiom matters^
undumuted, or which have, in its opinion been

» ^ J q„ss-
Sec. 143. When they may be asked—Leadmg questions may

examination.
, —When a witness is cross-examined.

Sec. 146. Questions lawful in crJ^-e^mmailon^
refeired be asked any questions

lie may in addition to the questions heremoeiore

which tend.
<1) to test his veracity, w.c rw^cihon in life.
(2) to discover who he is and what is ms po«

although the answer to .such

<3> to shake Ids credit, by
*rtj_-cuv to expose him to a penalty or for-

question might tend direcUy or indirecUv to .exp

3 W ca, ..nnov—The Court shall forbid any ques-

^
Sec. 152. Questions intended to

cj, though proper in Itself, appears
tion ^hlch appears to it to insult or annoy, or wlucn. inoug y

to the Court needlessly ofiensive
eorroboralc later testi-

Sec. 157. Tormer statements of witness y testimony of a witness, any former
mo„. as to same fact_In order to co^torate tteJesUOT^

',s"cA.Tr\SmTln7
Investigate the taet.

“’.^c. ‘’S'-ttC.cshlng »cmory.-A wdme. ma|i^wh,M 5„~«??iuSS
bis memory by referring to any ivriting mad >
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says'U^Sd it;

^
*’“***• be ihe evidence of a witness vlio

manner, it must^e^ tlfe'^e^dence'of'^a
other sense or In any other

m that manner;
evidence of a witness who says he perceived it by that sense or

be the evidence or^the°'p?ion°wh^ ^*'*^*' opinion is held, it must
Provided that the onininn7!^f

on those grounds,
for sale, and the grounds on which such treatise commonly offered
duction of such treatises if the author i-t

^ proved by the pro-
able of giving evidence, or cannot be calleri ^ found, or has become incap-

« u?SSl)Sb?er
mterial thing other than a'^^ocifme^^fnw^w^ existence or condition of any
duction of such material thing for Its^lnspMUoii^

thinks fit. require the pro-

elther by primary or by secondary^^idence”"^^
contents of documents may be proved

for the Inspection of the Court.
evidence means the document itself produced

** executed In several parts, each part is pnnurj'

nartin*^
Some Of the parties M^y^'each*^e^i?^i5^* counterpart being executed bj-

^

^Spr^r
it.

“ counterpart is primary evidence as against the

uniform pro-

not but where primary evidence of
not primary evidence of the contents'of\hJ * common original, they are

1 . Csrllned cop’lS and includes-

3. OoplK made (rom or comparM St wth such cop.es;
4 Counterparts of docum^ni* ll- onglnal;

*
Sm‘ of the cSJftems^o^fTdS-® execute them;
himself seen it.

‘:on««nts of a document given by some person who has

m
' “7

>’'"'‘"3 heTsVea"? £ £p?h=™ SS.'

ha, b„„ p...., „, ,„r

have heard of him*u^ heard of for u
®

be conclusive oroof tts dissolution. fji2
between his mother and

that the the legitimate Sn^^ remaining unmarried, shall

Have beeS begItSn had no access^ each^tli"*’J-

STror^giifn^SjLS'^ “^^^P^vLtoMrom^iSdOTst- ^^^css-tbe
disease, nhethlr of bSy^m questions put to them.

riplana«on.-A s'"*"'*-
P*" «”y «>»« calsri*

years, extreme old age.

lunacy from underetandml incompetent to tes‘ifJ
them. the questloas put to

*^Pies3 he Is prevented by his

.

Sec.UD. Dumb „.in„_^
and giving national answers to

but^Euch^wrill^^i^t*be'^^^t^*‘® *"ake u '"^y bis evidence
sha,, ho deemod' S"ht ^rar.'rsp™ *'''

Sec. l.l Official communication n
sr„“£'S5's5f-h? .rd‘.is -s c^^rr.s.

»

Sec l.C rrofesslonal communicallon >?ai any time be permitted, unlea, vi^'liircte-V"- Pleader, or vakil shall
a expres-s consent, to disclose any
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communication made to him in the course nnd
client o^to state the

such barrister, attomc.v. pleader or vaM. or on be >al| oI hu

contents or condition ol an;-
'l.'^!’,lvn,cSt or to disclose any advice

course and tor the purpose at his Professional employ iMni or i

,

given by him to Ills client in the course nnd for the purpose oisucii ,

Provided that nothing In this section sliall protect from ^‘^'“"re

.11 any such communication made In furtherance of any

12) any fact observed by any barrister, pleader.
?^°?|^...°nccn committed since the

his employment as such, shoving that any crime or fraud has been comm,

commencement of his employment ^iK^riPr nr \-akil

It is immaterial whether the attention of

was or was not directed to such fact by or on belialf of
emolovment

Exprar.atfon.-The objection stated In this section continues after the emplojme

See. 132. Witness not excused from
Siv'^qucstion M^'t^any matter

nalc.-A witness shall not be excused
or criminal proceeding upon

relevant to the matter in Issue In any ' fralnatc or may tend directly or
the ground that the answer to such

expSc or tend directly or Indirectly

Indirectly to criminate such wllne^ or ‘hat i- »« espo^
Provided that no such

lo expose, such witness to a penalty
,,,^1 subject him to any arrest or

answer which a witness shall be compelled to glm. shall me
a prosecution

prosecution, or be proved against him In any criminal procceamg. c. p p

for giving false evidence by such answer.
nv the party who

Sec. 137. Examinallon.ln.chlcr.-The esammation of a witness by par y

calls him shall he called his cxamlnatlon-ln^hie
^

CrtMs-examlnatlon.—Tlie examination of a witness o.

called his cross-examination. ^ -pnec-examlnation

,

n«aamlnall,n.-The examination
^

by the party who called him. shall be called his
• examlned-in-chlel. then

Sec. 138. Order of cxaminallons—A party calling him so
-If the adverse party so deslres-ctoss.examlned. then ii pa

desires—re-examined, . T«»ipvftnt facts, but the cross-

Tlie examination and
to witness testified In his

examination need not be confined to the facts, lo wjutu

exanunatlon-ln-chlef.
. ... „ w.. the exolana-

Dlrection of re-cxaminatlon—The
if new matter Is. by permission of

tlon of matters referred to in cross-examlnatiom if ne
furtlier cross-examine

the Court, introduced in re-examlnatlon. the adeerse party may

Upon that matter. .. .viiirh thp oerson
Sec. 141. Lcadine questions.—Any I^Smg^uSion.

putting It wishes or expects
questions must not. if objMted

Sec. 142. When they must not be asked. Waamg q re-examinahon.
to bv the adverse party, be asked In an examlnat.on-ln-cmei, or

except with the permission of the Court.
matters which are introductory or

. The Court shall permit leading questionx as to matters wm
imdispuled. or which have, in, Its opinion, been already sumcienuy n

Sec. 113. tVben they may be ashed.-Leading questions may be ashed m cross

Sec. 146. Questions lawful in c'»“vxamln^on.—When a wllne^^ls cross era^ned

he mav In addition to the questions hereinbefore referred

which tend.
<1) to test Ills veracity,

, » urm
(2) to discover who he is and what is p^ition in

answer to .such

‘ueffifn'JiShrS SrreSrqr^M"‘ro%K m a Peua»y or for-

to the Court needlessly offensive in form. .

«ia.r. ir -7 r^rmer statements of witness may be proved to eorroboralc
Sec. 1j7. Former s

^er to corroborate the lesllniony of a witness, any former
monv as to “y"®. witness relaUng to the some fact, nt or about the time when

the tScl tS plMc. or before any authority legally competent lo Investigate the fact.

may be
_ „,emorvd—A witness may. while under examination, refresh

Ms memoi^'bj^roferJing to any iriling made by htmscff at the time of the transaction
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"S5:HS”'trrHr““““s docu-^Ltr™'"”''
of the Oiiginah

® satisfied that there is sufficient reason for the non-production

^ professional treatises.

may also testify to facts mentioned anv**«t“irrf”^
mentioned in sec. 159.—A witness

has no specific recollection of ihe
^o^i^rnent in section 159, although he

correctly recorded In ihe Socument ‘f he Is sure that the facts were

to under \hc prwlsloSrof thp'twn’'i?i j® refresh memory.—Any writing
and shown to the adveree part? i? heTeomrJ^ preceding sections must be produced
examine the witness thereupon.^

^ requires It: such party may. if he pleases, cro;

order to discover or to*oMam*DroDern1-^*r“nf ®i
Production.—The Judge may. In

^°rm. at any time, or any %lmess question he pleases.
Irrelevant, and may order the nrodtiefi/»r.'

parties about any fact relevant or
partlK nor their agents shall b^^Htt^ ? document or thing; and neither the

nor without the leave of
objection to any such question

answer given in reply to any such questlS^*^^
cross-examine cny witness upon any

relcv^lrtaSd dulj Sovid?"’®"^ lacts declared by this Act to be

Judge to compel any witness

ouwtVi^.^
*'**^*« answer or produce undAr which such witness would be

th^joSL^'^S Pf ‘he documeSu w«a *31. both inclusive. If the

iindcr?i5.H question which U w-ouIh hi adverse party; nor shall

??ccnt hi hPr shall he disolm?J{l*^"'=‘P®‘‘ “‘he? person to ask

Sec
hereinbefore excepted?

Primary evidence of any document.

bv‘'i'3Tt'hVF{‘“^ SS‘» SV"!'""-’" ‘y J“'yV leave of the Judge, which the Judr?1!i,Kif mLh* ‘he TTltnesscs through ormmscif might put and which he considers proper.
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TJIE CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

(Ad V or 1898) as amended by the
of 19:^)

1923) and Criminal Procedure Code Amendment Act. 19-3 (Act
J-y” ®*

J,,,

’’

and as amended upto date with the Criminal Law Amendment Act. 1933 and

the Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 19U.

Sec. 4.'(i) “CoBnlzahle offence" means an offence
in aSord-

= rase in, ivhlch a pallcMmccr. a-lthln or »ltl>oat the presidency tow^ tn^ in

Mice aith the second schedule, or under any law (or time being in force, arrest witnout

warrant.

Sec. 6.- Classes of Criminal Courts.-Besldes the HiEh Cou^ and the Cou^ eoi^o-

tuted under any law other than this Code for the time being In force, there snail oe nve

classes of Criminal Courts in India, namely:—
Masistrates of the first

L Courts of Session, n. Presidency Magistrates, m. Magistrates ui uc
Class. IV. SagiiraiS of the second class. V. Magistrates of the third

Sec. 29-n. JurisdlcHon in (he case of p^son who at the
punishable with death or tra-nsportation tor '‘fe- commits hy a y p gjj ^^5
date when he appears or Is brought before the Court Is under a^

may be tried by a District MagUtrate or a Chief Presiciencj ai^i
con.

'tagistrate specially employed by ‘he state <^yOTtnct -^er^^- ^
ferred by section 8. sub-section U) of *hf

"e(ormal^ School
_

area in which the said Act lias been wholly or in part repra^o^
by any Magistrate

Tiding tor the custodir, trial or punishment of Sh^A,.
oOTcre co^erred thereby,

empowered or under such law to werclse all or an> of the pOTCis ram

See. 21. Higher powers of certain ®*®*^®* ^^^V^tence authorised by law except
specially empowered under section 30 may

seven years or of imprison-
a sentence of death or of transportation for a term exceeding y

ment for a term excedlng seven years.
,e Gharri labour)

Imprisonment.—There are two grades of ° pressing. Soorkhl pounding,
and simple. Hard labour consists chiefly ^wing^water, cutting fire>
pa^r pounding and polishing, dreeing and caring simple imprisonment meansW latrme work, bowmg wool. Wacksnfiths ^ ^

nothmg more than confinement in Jail, subjwt to th J ^ gg^inst their
soners undergoing such a sentence cannot

on any trade or occupation

7~g_ln the inthnn Act theee is -
Whipping has to be inflicted on youth^

whiooing has to be carried out in
nzed to prescribe it. According to Engl^h law w^ppmg^nas^^^^^

private by a policeman in the presence ot
s,x stripes for a child of six.

inflicted has been fixed accordmg to tiw
uttar Pradeshi has prescribed

welve to n bey under fourteen. The mv^mrat of mrar w.
the following rules to be obseryed as regards tne place a.

’’'“<ln?l‘i?d.Sal‘’SS1,pmgs Shall In future be inflicted u. pnvate either at a jail or

(2)'«e,“'= So'Sb5e't”^ra“Magistrates shall seoure the presence of a

medical officer at the whipping.
norfa«L«iarv at whinnine It

Note.—The presence of a superiOT
surewn Is present but in any doubtful

Will be sufficient if a competent f“^^^”befo^iand to^the civil suigeon for mspec-
whipped whether the man can stand a whipping,

lion. The civil surgeon wiU have to certuy w
^ contra-indicaUon. It should

Sgh=‘e“be°a=^\t‘‘M^^
SfTASpwS?“'‘S^“o?%ASSafeSu.Ste should be the signal to stop the

1. Manual of Government Orders, VoL I, Part IV, para 924.
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<4) The cane employed sliall never exceed the legal minimum of half-an-inch in dja-
meter in the c^e of persons over sixteen years of age [section 392 <i) of the
Criminal Procedure Codel; and In the case of juvenile offenders a still lighter
can shall be employed.

wnen to a«ist Magistrates and Po!ice.--Every person is bound to
reasonably demanding his aid. nhelher nlthin or

m pou“'S?e”.fSS!e?^^^ '“P ““Sblrate

nf nnl
Of a breach of the peace, or in the prevention

pub^rd^proSy
^ committed to any railway, canal, telegraph or

certain offences;:-!!) Every person, whether

Sf any other oer^Jn Fn commission of. or of the intention

sections of the^lndifln%pn^
offence punishable under any of the following

130 143 144 U7 f/fi
^21. 121.A. 122. 123. 124, 124-A. 125, 12C.

435 43C 449’ 4^50' 456^' 4^7^’ 292. 393. 394, 395, 396. 397. 338,399. 402,

the burden of^p?ivmg wWch^wdll^lie^ui?nn?h^*’^“'
absence of reasonable excuse

tion to the ne««k "Poothe person so aware, forthwith give Informa-

(2^ vL ftT police-officer of such commission or Intention,

mitted at any place^ou°of "offence" Includes any act com-

P„„uul
would constitute an offence if committed in India.

sections 118,^6 and’202,°Ind?an'pena/SS^'°“
section Is punishable under

certain n«llcrsl-^(l)*Evew*rtUa(te^hMf^^
landholders and others bound to report

polictMjfficcr. owner or occu^r^Sf^Sni IhJ®
village watchman, village

m charge of the manag^ent of thar
agent or any such owmer or occupier

of revenue or rent of land'on the
officer employed In the collection

with communicate to the ncar«t ?^ei?ral^
police^lation, whichever Ls the °f«f®

^^e officer in charge of the nearest
pecting:—

" nearer, any Information which he may possess res-

stolen property' to^'nyvlllag^e'of'^yhich^^ notorious receiver or vendor of
officer, or tn which he owns or «cuo!L^iflid*^^^^*”’ ^'^^oun^ant. watchman, or pollce-

<b) the resort to

^cuplw land, or u agent, or collects revenue or rent;

person whom he knows, ci reuonaWy^s^sSet?proclaimed offender; ^ uspects. to be a thug, roober, escaped convict or

bailable offence or any^offetiM punbhable^n^?^I^ti^ village any non-
Indlan Penal Code.

uunisnaoie under sections 143. Hi. 145. 147 or 148 of the

nnv Mm '‘^pSoSI clreui^toncS o^tl^
sudden or unnatural death or

that ^ ® corpse. In clrcumstancps^hl^®^®*^ village of
a non-bailable offence has been commiit»id®i«''^^ ^ * reasonable suspicion
<0 the commission of. or inlentiST ^

ol the liWnffii w^ld ^ndla near such

237 ‘I'c Indian P^i offence punishable under any

S: s
Si:' s-

S treyyntlon ol ertm.

•bb. to common, «nctlo„ «
(2) In this section—

U) “Tillage" Includes vlllase-ian/f— - ^
<») erprcMion "proclaimed offenSi-- .

Sr-'f '«ny^A*'di'"r“' Sf^dSTiroStS
cT'clIbIvI --
437. 458. 459, and 4C0. .

’*'«. 397. 298. 399. 402. 435 430 449, 450.
'3> SJbJecl to rules tn this belulf to i,^ ......

.Magistrate or the Sub-Dlrtslonal Magln™.. m ®
*’? Slate Oovemment the Distric;more persons wKh his or their consent I'mc to time aoMint one or

unb.r ... ..'OCT l.y ™ not boon .ppolntm tor that villas^
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THE rOUi:ilS OF POLICE TO INVESTIGATE

See. 151. Information In coffnlrable ease?.—E%'ery information relating to the com-

mission of a cognizable oflcncc. If given omlly to an ofUcer in charge of a police-station,

shall be reduced to writing by him or under liis direction, and be read over to the in-

formant; and everj' such information, whether given In writing or reduced to writing

as aforesaid sliall be signed bv tlic person giving It and tiie substance thereof shall be

entered In a book to be kept bv such omcer in such form as the Staie Government mav
prescribe in tlUs behalf.

• See. 155. Information In non-cognhable (1) When information is given to

an oDScer in charge of a police-station of the commission, within the limits of sucli

station, of a non-cognlzable oflence, he sliall enter in a book to be kept as aforesaid the

substance of such information and refer the informant to the Magistrate.

(2) No police-omcer shall Invesligntc a non-cognizable case without the order of a

Magistrate of the first or second doss liaving power to try such case or commit the same
for trial or of a Presidency Magistrate.

.
.

<3) Any polfce-oincer receiving such order may exercise the same powers in les-

pect of the investigation (except the power to arrest without warrant) as an omcer in

charge of a police-station may exercise in a cognizable case.

See. 15G. InTcsllsjatlon Into cojml**b!e eases—(l> Any officer In charge of a police-

station may. without the order of a Magistrate. Investigate any cognizable case which a

Court having jurisdiction over the local area within the lirdts of ^tch station wodd
have power to Inquire Into or try under tlic provisions of Chapter xv relating to tne

place of Inqult^.’ or trial. »,=
*2) No proceeding of a police-officer in any such case ^all at any

m question on the ground that tlie case was one which such offleer was not empowered
under tlUs section to investigate. . . rT,.T»cHcToHnn

<3) Any Magistrate empowered under .section 190 may order such an investigation

as above-mentioned,

S«. 151. Procedure uherc eosnlrable otTenec suspeeled.-ll) If. from
roceired or olhcru-lsc. on omcer In charge of n police-station has rcMon ‘5!
commission of an offence which he is empowered under setion ISf to investigate he

forthwith send a report of the some to a ..of such offence upon u police-report, and shall proceed in person,
Of his subordinate officers not being below such rank as tlie

gmeral or specUl order prescribe In this behalf to proce^ to

the facts and circumstance of the case. and. if necessary, to take measures for the dls

covery and arrest of the offender:

<n)'wSn''any ^ntormatlon as to the commission of any
““'Jj .Jl^Jne

against any person by name and the case is "Ot of a
dPTMite a

offleer In cha^e of a poUce-staUon need not prrceed m person or depute a

subordinate officer to make.an investigation on the
thprp ic nn

<b) if it appears* to the officer in charge of a
tfe^e

sufficient ground for entering on an mvestigation. he shall not investigate

In eaefi of the cases mentioned in clauses (o) and (b) of
section ( 1 ). the officer in charge of the police-station shall state m his report Ws
r^ons for not fully complying with the requirements of vhat^ mentioned in clause (b). such officer shaU also forthwith

*5 in such manner as may be prescribed by the State Government, the fac
«ui not investigate the case or cause it to be investigated.

Sec. 160. Police-oflicers’ power to require aifendance of witnepcs. ^Any
^klng an investigation under this Chapter may, by order in witing. require the at^nd-

before liimself of any person being v-ithin the limits of his own
who. from the informaion given or otherwise, appears to be acquainted with the

rcumstances of the case, and such person shall attend as so required.

Sec. 161. Examination of witnesses by Police.—(1) Any police-offiwr

^v^tigation under this Chapter (power to investigate) or any
l^®^-jank as the State Government may. by general or special
belmlf, acting on the requisition of such officer, may e-xamine orally any person supposed
lo be acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the case.

. .
Such person shall be bound to answer all questions to such P

to him by such offleer. other than questions the answers to which would have a tendency
0 expose him to a criminal chaise or to a penaltj' or forfeiture,

w. ^Sec. 164. Poner to record statements and
iagistrate, any Magistrate of tlie first class and any Magistrate of the second class spe-

2. This section, so far as it applies to the police in the town of Bombay, Is replied
b> s. 211 and Schedule A to the Chty of Bombay Police Act. 1902 (Bombay Act IV of 1902),
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cially empoT^ered in this behall by the State Government may, if he Li not a police-oSIcer.
statement or confession made to him In the course of an investigation under

'O' U>» «>'» terns in force or at any time after-
•wards before the commencement of the Inqulj^ or Irlal.

M recorded in such of the manners hereinafter pre-

‘f
*” “i’ihihn. test fitted for the circumstances of

JJrtlS?5'r4 'fl
recorded and slcned In the manner provided In

tfihomthTLfe £ to

makiHE ft thatiS^SS hoS?rt°7
recording any such confession, explain to the person

!Sd^ evidence
a confession and that if he does so it i^y be

upon cucstionme the
record any such confession unless.

vOlunS- to believe that it was not made
foot of such rreord'^to the SwinreffS!^^ ® memorandum at the

if he^doK^M?^any*conr^ion^he'n^v ^ ^ confe^lon and that

- - S/n"?nTr;r£?ce“id^
and it contalrxs a full and true acS“of”SlaUent"^^^^^^ ^

(Signed) A.B.

fess£S"&£Vs’hSu1d”b1?lgi^^^^^^^^

a P»il;iiWlon,Vtome'oHi'e7MfceTmeer7A^^^^^ elc._c)) The ofllcer In charge of

accldent^or^**''^
another, or by an animal, or by machinery, or by an

shall !

trrson has ccmmitt^"^£ff“nc”*^'”^
^ reasonable suspicion that some other

IneuesKnilSeS^thjTOTe'dheitS'btSiJ'’' ^i»5lstrato empowered to hold
“r apeelal ?rdS of ‘’r State oovemmeiT.
*bere the body of such

Sub-Divlslonal Magistrate, shall
°t ®r more respectable Inhablta^ S th« Person is, and there in the presence

« iiK'2 SaTb?

trS’’ or toffc'^"“r hmto,^£Sl SalT'b? torthSS?'."' “‘•’’'r persons, or by so
t®

3

®r^ BuWivislonal Magistrate
” forthwith forwarded to the District Magis-

'’V'’”"'-
Of »i>oh 'Of aw other“

U bMa “O' PtaaortK™ ifbiSaf?'
s*" "''•a"- ‘“"Ject to such rules

WDOlntrt tn
^ *be nearest fon»-ard the body, with a view

dSnLice admiV'ifr
*be State Oovemment'^r’tH*^ °a^ber qualified medical man

“KSfA™r.rsi£i,«''’'“‘ "af o^'sSVu'tr'f' iTo'i'rM

_
»c biaie Government or the District

Scope.—v»hen the body cannot b<a fra,n.<

c^^tta the

3 Head Constables specially selected by th-

Sar‘5.' “-a<ride*UTi”^^^®"* Of Police are empowered
• ho. 75. VI. J03-I990 dated
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police. The police should, however, report all such occurrences lo

No. 1398, dated lOtk October 1878.

See. 1:5. rower to summon .per5ons.-(I) A SrSaWU the
174 moy, by order In wTltlng. summon two or

'“‘"'J
P'™??

h,, acquainted with the
ot the said Investigation, and any other perMn who “PP““^ ‘ Attend and to answer
taels ot the case. Every person so

'^f„‘^2!},ici,%Sild have a tendency
truly all questions other than questions the “P'”

"

to expose him to a criminal charge, or to a pen^ty or torlcirore.
y ,,5 applies,

(2) It the tacts do not disclose a ® a Ma^to cSurL
such persons shall not be required by the polloMJfflcer to attend a wagisitu

Sec. 176. Inquiry by Maslslrale Into ““c ot deatlu-tn VVhm anj-^P^
inqults

while in the custody ot the police tlm ”
f.q clause^To), (b) and (c) ot sub-

shall, and, in any other case mentioned in section 17 ,
. cau.se ot death,

section (1). any Magistrate so empowered
held^b?the pollce^ifflcer; and. it

cither instead ot, or in addition to the
'"“‘Sf'?." .. ^ipich he'w'ould have in hold-

he docs so. he shall have all the POf't?

'

Sch an InQilry shaU record
tag an inquiry into an oHence. ^^1= "“S' clu' ot t“ miners hereinatter
the evidence taken by him In connection terewith In any oi

prescribed according to the circumstances ot the case.
.mcdlent

(2) Power to dtslnler "ft^“'T™*^''^5'oin-'’oe’r^n^whd*>^ lh“"7-cd

•m o"S^“r tTdSTe™ hrcatfo^lS dcMll ?he'‘Sal'istrata may cause the body to be dis-

interred and examined. . r*rM»rf «!hnii take
Sec. 198-A. rrosecuUon of pSial Code, where such offence

cognizance of an offence under section 376 of^ Jife tlie wife being under fifteen

consists of sexual intercourse by a man with his own mie.

years of age. . . *i.i» date of the commission of the

(1) if more than one year has elapsed from the date oi me

orhitwii has taken place before the Indian Pen^
Hi) m the case of ^y marriage wWch has kc p jgj.gg

Code and the Criminal Piwedure^men^enu marriage,
the wife was not under thirteen ^eant for the trial of summons

The following two sections, viz. 243 and 244. are meauv

cases by Magistrates:-
accusaUon.-If the accused admits

Sec. 243. Conviction on admission of t™th of acc^^
that he has committed the offence of

jr shows no sufficient cause
as nearly as possible in may convict him accordmgly.
Why he should uot be convicted, the

““J Lae.-(1) II the Magistrute does

Sec. 214. Procedure when no such adm
yjg accused does not make

not convict the accused under
th" complaint (if any) and take all

such admission, the Magistrate sht^
of the prosecution, and also to hear the

• such evidence as may be produced m supiwrt o^ne^P^
defence:

accused and take ail such evidence m he proou
person as complainant

Provided that the Magistrate "ot^e ^nd to Jew y P

m any case in which the ^ the application of the complainant or
(2) The Magistrate may. if he th^ fi^on produce any docu-

accused. issue a summons to any witness directing mui bv

ment or other thing. , ^nv witness on such application, re-

(3) The Magistrate may. fo?^the purposes of the trial

quire that his reasonable expenses Incurred in attenaiuB

be deposited in Court. __ Tn«»nt for the trial of warrant cases by
The following section, viz. 257. is meant lor

Magistrates:
nf evidence at the instance of accused.—

Sec. 257. Process for compelling Sfwice. applies to the Magistrate to
(1) If the accused, after he has

any witness for the purpose of exa-
issue any process for compeUmg the att^a^re 3

or other thing, the
i^atlon or cross-exandnatlon, or

co^iders that such application should be
Magistrate shall issue such proc^ he

j\e^ation or delay or for defeat-
refused on the ground that hu made fw toe ^ writing: Provided
tog the ends of justice. Such

the opportunity of cross-examining
that, when the accused has ,®’^“'l^“S^atteiSmce of such witness shaU not be com-
any witness after the charge is frame^te ^ necessary for the
pelled under this section, unless the Magistrate it>

purposes^ justice
>,-fnrP summoning any witness on such application, re-

qub^nhq™L"v“SSblqT5eS lor the purposes of the trial

be deposited In Court.

M-J.—43
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before^a High C^rt shallV”by*Juiy“^in4 notwftliS^’rii'^”
Chapter

in all criminal cases transfered^o anything herein contained.

Patent of any High Court PciahUcH.J’ .

under this Code or under the Letters

before a S.rt^ors\“rehST=
or’’i;rt'"rho^ia ofSSr"'

jury.—(1)" The S?ate GovSmentS bv'*ordw'l'^
Session to be by

trial of all offences, or of aS narUculaJ^einjJ
Official Gazette, direct that the

SifsTaJ"r
district in which the tria™S^anV*?ffmcM'^'it«."h^ f declare that, in the case of any
if the judge, on application made to

such offences shall,

summoned from a special jury list and mav°L«!Z
ujotion, so directs, be by Jurors

<3) When the accus^ i/cSoMs^e are and some arc not -triabl^bv several offences of which
Offences as are triable by Jury and for such of those
as assessors, for such of WerJ^ks Se Mt ^SleVju?^"^‘°"'
consist%r nl‘ne^pmoM.°^

Jury— (1) In trials before the High Court the Jury shall

uumber, not^ being consist of such
applicable to any particular di'«:trt/.r'°*^^»^^^

” State Government,
that^rlct. may direct;

district or to any particular class of offences in

consht^of 'nof les^^n punishable withnot less than seven persons and. If practicable, of nine

ti^ hi
sui^oned to act as*^si^hj* in^suclTr^liil^^^'^® chosen by lot from the

time by rule direct:
^ *«anher tw the High Court may from time to

^ovided that—

Sitting or such High Coui^* *** the town which is the usual place of

the ET“ ~5®- foreman of jury.-{n prescribed In lection 325.

<2) "^^e 'fo«mIn"8^^f
' have been chosen, they shall

S'thokroS ^ the Jary. deliver the verdict of

(3) If a majorlly of the inrv ..

by the jury or any

sHs.*" T IS thinlrs reason-

assc^A. lot dl*?;!*'’*
•’ow chosen—When th. .-

® “PPoihted by the Court,

summoned to act as such^®®
and, if practicable*rlSfehlj]^

be held with the aid of

Sec. 303. Verdi.* ..
“ the persons

a High Court the Jury are'ulkm^* '® Prevail dj «fhone opinion and the opinion or^wh^®” ® before
ance irtth such opinion.

® ^ ^ them, the Judge biSu ^i
“

®hall give judgment in accord-

..- reasonabte *” “Pinion, thi
Sec. 30(5. Verdict In Court of Session »>.

’ the Jury.
'' '” ’

botorc the Court ot Seeolon the j„a„ aoeTSS tw„ru lir'” 'Vben to a ease tried
necessary to express disagree-
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raent with the verdict of the Jurors or of a majority of the Jurors, he shall give judg-

^

L^T/Sie^nccused is acquitted, the Judge shall record judgment of acquittal. If me
accused is convicted, me Judge shall, unless he proceeds in accordance wim the provi-

sions of section 562, pass sentence on him according to law.

See. 307. Procedure where Sessions Judge disagrees with

such case me Judge disagrees wim me verdict of me Jurors, or a majority ^ J •

on all or any of me cliarges on which any accused person hta been tried, and Is clearly

of opinion mat it Is necessary for me ends of justice to submit the

such accused to me High Court, he shall submit me cfwe .^ccordin^lj, recording ^
grounds of his opinion, and when me verdict is one of a^ulttal,

charced
he considers to have been committed and In such case,

««: if such
under me provisions of section 310. shall proceed to try him on such charge as if such

verdict had been one of conviction.
,, i. n

(2) Whenever me Judge submits a case under mis section, he shall jot rewrd

Judgment of acquittal or of conviction on any of me marges on '^bich such acc^ed has

been tried, but he may cimer remand such accused to custody or Jim to bail

In dealing wilh me case so submitted the High Court m«y «ercl^ me
(3)

ing me entire \Se"rnTi^
and me jury, acquit or comict such accused of aW o"®nce of the couW

convicted him upon the charge framed and placed before It, ^d, ^

pass such sentences as might have been passed by me Court of Session.

See. 309. Delivery of opinions of a.vscssors.— (1) Whe^
are conclud-

aid of assessors, me case for me defence and me prosccuUir ®
^ shall then

cd, me Court may sum up me evidence for me on which me
require each of the assessors to state his opinion

nurrose may ask me
acused has been tried and shall record such opinion, ^d for mat pu^e may^WK

assessors such questions as are necessary to ascer^m what meir opln

ff<fgmSt."dolng so shall not he bound to con-

lotm to g-f dudde
Wim me provisions of section 562. pass sentence on him according to law.

Sec. 320. Excniptloas.-The following persons are exempt from liability to serve

as Jurors or assessors, namely:— the medical profession.
(h) Surgeons and omers who openly and constantly practise me memw P

Sue. 315. compoundtau oftences.-<l) The oHonces to^S
of the Indian Penal Code, such as ss. 323, 3444 are compoundable by the person to wnom

section 325, secUon 335, section 337, or section 3385 of the
ngnJingme permi^ion of me Court before which any prosecution for such offence Is penaing.

be compounded by ms person to whom me hurt has been ca^eo.
„b,p*n,pnt of such

(3) When any offence is compoundable under mis section me abetment oi su_^

offence or an attempt to commit such offence (when such attempt is

may be compounded In like manner. , . „„ nffpnee
, (4) When tlie person who would omerwise be competent to w p gny

under mis section is under me age of eighteen ye^ or is an or
_ ^ ’corn-

person competent to contract on his behalf may, wim me permission of m .

pound such offence.
. , mnvirted

(5) When me accused has been committed for trial or A without me
and an appeal is pending, no composition for me offence shall tie^owed ... ..

leave of the Court to which he is committed, or. as me case may be, before which tne

(^A) ^^Higfr^^urt acting in the exercise of its powers of revision

439 may allow any person to compound any offence which he is competent to compouna

under mis section. .. on
<6> The composition of an offence under this section shall have me effect oi an

acquittal of me accused wim whom me offence has been compounded,

(7) No offence sliall be compounded except as provided by mis section.

Sec. 374. Sentence of death to be submitted by Court of Session.~When the <^urt

of Session passes sentence of death the proceedings shall be submitt^
iT^^nTirf

Court, and the sentence shall not be executed unless it is confirmed by the High court.

Sec. 382. Postponement of caplal sentence on pregnant woman —If a

tenced to death is found to be pregnant, the High Court shall order the execution oi

4. For original wording and fuller detail of other sections of the Indian Penal Code

ride the Criminal Procedure Act, 1923.

5. Ibid.
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POTtl'«on''l“r Ule'
«. commute the sentence to tans-

^ t* ^ftl surgeon-Bombay Gazette.

acci^ed h^s'enteno*d to*whln(dnff^
cxecuBon of sentence of whipping only.—When the

Bcctlon 391. be executed at sS?^plaTe^i„'JVme”‘S'^,l‘’SVt“^^^^

impri5Sn™nt—S™™en°thl'"4'S— "“'f' “hiPPing in addition to

to 'huTppe^nM*^at"Len^ii^‘*
furnishes bail to the satisfaction of the Court

- the sentence, or if

of the Appellate Court conflmimg thfs^S^.'’"'”“‘“'
fcceipt of the order

Sh'h“o^‘SrfenS.
whentteteroTlmSr.S„?nfto";S‘'Se“^

directs: and. In the case 5 a mSSn °‘ »"*'"> ca the State Government

pers£„j3ersS‘“s'ra?e“"»n?^^^^ *" “»= ““ »

*®nce of whipping 8haU^b”Vxecut^ inslalmenls anfl exemptions,—No sen-
shall be punishable with whipplnR following persons

^0 ) Females;
' ’*

than five
^ death, or to transportation or to Imprisonment for more

t. ^ years of age.

punishment of whipplis shairSot'te fn a fit state of healths
^ ^ medical officer

unless a medical officer, if present,
or o®®®f Pr^nt, that the offender Is in am “ aPP®ars to the Magistrate

jf
the execution of a sentenw ^ ^ undergo such punishment.

liP^Uh^?”
to lire Magistrate or officer oresenL officer certifies or

health to undergo the remainder of the'sMS-i^fh
the offender Is not In a fit state of

Sec. 305. Procedure if ounl,hn,e„. .

whipping shall be finally stopped,
in which. Under section 394. a 6entenw”of under section 39l.r-(l) In any

o“enderS kLT of PartiaUy. prevented

Sntfnri f? ‘^5 and the sald^rt ^he Court whidt passed

sentence nf offender in lieu of whinni
discretion either remit such

IweUe
M Was not exe^teS £ *" 0^ «> much of the

to anv ^ ^ exceeding five hund!^^^”^ ®”y uot exceeding

m ^ '^hich he irly have which may be in add.’
(2) Nothing In this sPetfn„ «>®®n «ntenced for the same offence,

- anrX^ “rf, ^ any ter^nTTxc^ng
m ^ '^hich he irly have which may be in addition

ment iP^ Shall be deS^" '« the skme offence,

law or that^uSr^*v,^"*i®* ®” amofjnt exceeding thaf^P^u^® Court to Inflict punlsh-
law. or that which the said Court Is comp^^t to accused Is liable by

fire. 300 . Confinement of youthful ofrmH.son under the age of fifteen years Is sentenced *hw*"
*’*tormalories—(I) When any per-
<^lnal Court to im?rlJ)4ienta criminal Jail, shrdl be confined in any l“tead of being Imprisoned In

*” Which there^aw ^he State Govem-
Industry, or whi^i??”? ?f suitable discipline and of

sjdi rules as the State Goveniment pres^bes hy a person willing to obey
of persons confined therein. with regard to the discipline and training

(3) All persons confined under this w
prescribed.

section shall be subject to the rules so
(3) This section shall not apply lo anv »>u~. .

Act, 1397. is for the time being in force.
* “ which the Reformatory Schools
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LUNATICS
S«c. 4GI. rrocedurc in case of accused being lunatic.—(1> When a Magistrate

ing an inquiry or a trial has reason to believe that the accused is of unsound mind and
consequently incapable of making his defence, the Magistrate shall inquire into the
fact of sucli unsoundness, and shall cause such person to be examined by the Civil

Surgeon of the district or such other medical officer as Uie State Government directs,

and thereupon shall examine such sui^con or other officer as a witness and shall reduce
the examination to writing:

(1-A) Pending such examination and inquiry, the Magistrate may deal with tlie

accused in accordance with the provisions ol section 466. '

(2) If such Magistrate is of opinion that the accused Is of unsound mind and con-
sequently incapable of making his defence, he shall record a finding to that effect and
shall postpone further proceeding in the case.

See. 465- Procedure in case of person committed before Court of Session or High
Court being Innatic.— (1) If any person committed for trial before a Court of Session
or a High Court appears to the Court at his trial to be of unsound mind and consequently
incapable of making his defence, the Jury, or the Court with the aid of assessors, shall,

in the first instance, try the fact of suA unsoundness and incapacity, and if the Jury or
Court, as the case may be, is satisfied of the fact, the Judge shall record a finding to that
effect and shall postpon® further proceedings in the case and the Jurj', if any, shall be
discharged,

(2) The trial of the fact of unsoundness of mind and incapacity of the accused shall
be deemed to be part of his trial before the Court.

Sec. 466. Release of lunatic pending investigation or trial.— (1) Whenever an accus-
ed pereon is found to be of unsound mind and Incapable of making his defence,
the Magistrate or Court, as the case may be. w'hsther the case is one In which bail may
be taken or not. may release him on sufficient security being given that he shall be pro-

perly taken care of and shall be prevented from doing injury to himself or to any other
person, and for his appearance when required before the Magistrate or Court or such
officer as the Magistrate or Court appoints in this behalf.

(2) If the case is one in which. In the opinion of the Magistrate or Court, bail

should not be taken, or If sufficient security is not given, the Magistrate or Court, as
the case may be, shall order the accused to be detained in safe cust^y in such place or
manner as he or it may think fit, and shall report the action .taken to the State
Government:

Provided that no order for the detention of the accused in a lunatic asylum shall

be made otherwise than in accordance with such rules as the State Government may
have made under the Indian Lunacy Act. 1912.

Sec. 467. Resumption of Inquiry or trial.—(1) Whenever an inquiiy or a trial is

postponed under section 464 or section 465. the Magistrate or Court, as the case may be,

may, at any tune, vesuma the iuevuiry or trial, and require the accused to appear or he
brought before such Magistrate or Court.

12) V^erv the accused has been released under section 466, and the sureties for his
appearance produce him to the officer whom the Magistrate or Court appoints in this
behalf, the certificate of such officer that the accused is capable of making his defence
shall be receivable in evidence.

Sec. 468. Procedure on accused appearing before Magistrate or Court.—(1) If, when
the accused appears or is again brought before the Magistrate or the Court, as the case
may be, the Magistrate or Court consld^ him capable of making his defence, -the
inquiry or trial shall proceed.

(2) If the Magistrate or Court considers the accused to be still incapable of making
his defence, the Magistrate or Court shall again act according to the provisions of section
464 or section 465, as the case may be, and if the acused is found to be of unsound
mind and incapable of making his defence, shall deal with such accused in accordance
with the provisions of section 466.

Sec. 469. IVben accosed appears to have been insane.—^When the accused appears
to be of sound mind at the time of inquiry or trial, and the Magistrate is satisfied from
the evidence given before him that there is reason to believe that the accused com-
mitted an act which, if he had been of sound mind, would have been an offence, and that
he was, at the time when the act was committed, by reason of unsoundness of mind,
incapable of knowing the nature of the act. or that it was wiong or contrarj’ to law.
the Magistrate shall proceed with the case, and if the accused ought to be committed
to the Court of Session or High Court, send him for trial before the Court of Session
or High Court, as the case may be.

Sec. 470. Judgment of aequitlal on ground of lunacy.—Whenever an5' person js

acquitted upon the ground that, at the time at which he is alleged to have committed
an offence, he was, by reason of unsoundness of mind, incapable of knowing the nature
of the act alleged as constituting the offence, or that it was wrong or contrarj- to law.
the finding shall state speclficaU-’-nrhether he committed the act or not.
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n»tatl'on”or M? commute the sentence to trans-

imTp" '“‘“icd by a civil surgeon.-Bombay Gazette,

acciied Is'^sent^nTed to'\vhinnme^rtn^**^'*tl**"
ot sentence of whipping only.—when the

section 391, he ezocuted at sS?h pla« a„'5V“‘S“hfSmfSa? d°re“'

ImpHsonSt JaTwhen'tL^Tcc^^^
whipping only, or of whipping in addition to

fo/Tb furnishes bail to the satisfaction of the Court
(b) is scntcnc^Jd to whipping the Court may direct, or

the whipping shall not be infiSted nnMl
imprisonment.

an appeal is made within thnt- timP t*‘om the date of the sentence, or if

Court, but the whippine shall ho
sentence is confirmed by the Appellate

fifteen days, or. In ?Se M an appSl ff" “Practicable alter the eaplpy of the
of the Appellate Court conflrSiSg receipt of the order

SS'hlffw'n'SrSi

.‘SsIhTCe mSnt.S:'"'”‘

sixteen years of aget whIrm?nner"fhan^*lirm*'*'Tr^M.».^” ® person of or over
inch In diameter, in such mode and nn ^ rattan not less than half an
directs; and. In the case S a oer^nn ^ State Government

erreSt“d1e?S.'“'‘'"“”'^^~

per.£„j3o?”eS„l!e1k*“o?aie7t^£^^ the cate of a

Ih«n® h ”e^ffi®b?«ecut^ eseniplIons.-No sen-

V®
°'^nl'habte with whlppi^ following persons

than five yeara;
to death, or to transportation or to impriconment for more

t. arCpmTp^To TTr ^
15

'

'

5
?" P""rihment of whlppmj s'haKt'S Jinl'ls;''"

>" a fit slate of health—
is not a medlral offlr^

inflicted unless a medical offleer, if present,
or Pr«ent. that the offender Is appears to the Magistrate

n nra^*
If. during the execution of a sentynyo «»

ui health to undergo such punishment.
Magistrate or officer wesen^ fh

» medical officer certifies or
health to undergo the remainder of offender is not In a fit state of

Sec. 233. rrocedurc If vunl.hmJ
shipping shall be flnaUy stopped

394. a sentenTO"of ^j’"?*^*®** section 391.-.(I) In any

the KBnfen^
c'cccuted, the offender shall be kenf

^***P*”^ i^> wholly or partially, prevented

Sentence n? and the till the Court whlSi passed

sentenry’ nf
the offender in Hen of

its •discretion either remit such

twcue mnnlhM'^P ”S “ "Ot eXWUtS to ImoSf i*' «> mUCh of the

to anv otheV^
^ ‘'“t cJ^ccediMnve term not exceeding

to °t{l" Puntoment to which ^rrly havlj which may be in addition

ment to- A^ *''=tlon shall be deem^l to
®l"tenced for the same offence,

law OT to”"* ‘‘P amount exSSnlJ^to w to inflict punlsh-
1 w. or that which the said Court la compe^t to tomi® *'^**1' the accused is liable by

Sec. 233. Confinement of voulhfut «« json under the age of fifteen years u «-fiormalorles-(l) when any per-

u°eim toll* 'tiff’
direct that auch*^*'"^' ^^^*^1 Court to imprisonment

mr^t ftfA n* e”
^ confined In a^refSS^ato^"’ imprisoned In

^ "u.'lnemcnt. In which established by the State Govern-

Ii?rh
“-'*^“1 indwiiy or of suitable discipline and of

If
^o^emmeni prex«jij2 Sil?* ** hy a person wllllns to obey

of persons confined therein.
^ ^tocs with regard to the discipline and training

<21 All persons confined under thta
prescribed. secUon shall be subject to the rules so

(3) This section shall not apply to anv .

Art. 1E97. Is for the time being tn force.
* which the Reformatory Schools
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LUNATICS
Sec. 4R1- Procedure in case of accused bcin? lunatic.—(1) When a Magistrate liflld-

ing an inquirj* or a trial has reason to bdleve that the accused Is of unsound mind and
consequently incapable of making his defence, the Magistrate shall inquire into the
fact of such unsoundness, and shall cause sudi person to be examined by the Civil

Surgeon of the district or such other medical ofDccr as the State Government directs,

and thereupon shall examine siidi surgeon or oUicc officer as a witness and shall reduce
the examination to writing:

(1-A) Pending such examination and inquiry, the Magistrate may deal with Uie
accused in accordance with the provisions ot section 4C8.

(2) If such Magistrate is of opinion that the accused is of unsound mind and con-

sequently incapable of making his defence, he shall record a finding to that effect and
shall postpone further proceeding in the case.

See. 463. Procedure In case of person committed before Court of Session or High
Court being lunatic.—(1) If any person committed for trial before a Court of Session

or a High Court appears to the Court at his trial to be of unsound mind and consequently
incapable of making his defence, the jury, or the Court with the aid of assessors, shall,

m the first instance, try the fact of such unsoundness and incapacity, and if the Jurj'or

Court, as the case may be, is satisfied of the fact, the Judge shall record a finding to that
effect and shall postpone further proceedings in the case and the jury, if any, shall be
discharged.

(2) The trial of the fact of unsoundness of mind and incapacity of the accused shall

be deemed to be part of his trial before the Court.

Sec. 4G6. Itelease of lunatic pending inresUgation or trial.—(1) Whenever an accus-

ed person Is found to be of unsound mind and incapable of making his defence,

the Magistrate or Court, as the case may be, whether the case is one in which bail may
be taken or not, may release him on sufficient security being given that he shall be pro-

perly taken care of and shall be prevented from doing injury to himself or to any other

person, and lor his appearance when required before the Magistrate or Court or such
officer as the Magistrate or Court appoints in this behalf.

(2) If the case is one in which. In the opinion of the Magistrate or Court, bail

should not be taken, or if sufficient security is not given, the Magistrate or Court, as

the case may be. shall order the accused to be detained in safe custody in such place or

marmer as he or it may think fit, and shall report the action .taken to the State

Government:
Provided that no order for the detention of the accused in a lunatic asylum shall

be made otherwise than in accordance with such rules as the State Government may
have made under the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912.

Sec. 467. Resumption of Inquiry or trial.—(1) Whenever an inquiry’ or a trial is

postponed under section 464 or section 465, the Magistrate or Court, as the case may be,

may, at any time, resume the inquiry or trial, and require the accused to appear or be
brought before such Magistrate or Court.

(2) When the accused has been released under section 466, and the sureties for his

appearance produce him to the officer whom the Magistrate or Court appoints in this

behalf, the certificate of such officer that the accused is capable of making liis defence
shall be receivable in evidence.

Sec. 468. Procedure on accused appearing before IMagistrate or Court.—(1) If. when
the accused appears or is again brought before the Magistrate or the Court, as the case

may be, the Magistrate or Court considers him capable of making his defence, the
inquiry or trial shall proceed.

(2) If the Magistrate or Court considers the accused to be still incapable of makmg
his defence, the Magistrate or Court shall again act according to the provisions of section

464 or section 465, as the case may be, and if the acused is found to be of unsound
mind and incapable of makmg his defence, shall deal with such accused in accordance
with the provisions of section 466.

Sec. 469. tVhen accused appears lo liai-e been insane.^—^When the accused appears
to be of sound mind at the time of inquiry or trial, and the Magistrate is satisfied from
the evidence given before him that there is reason to believe that the accused com-
mitted an act which, it he had been of sound mind, would have been an offence, and that
he was, at the Ume when the act was committed, by reason of unsoundness of mind,
incapable of knowing the nature of the act. or ttet it was wrong or contrary to law,
the Magistrate shall proceed with the case, and If the accused ought to be committed
to the Court of Session or High Court, send him for trial before the Court of Session
or High Court, as the case may be.

Sec. 470. Judgment of acquittal on ground of lunaej.—^Whenever any person is

acquitted upon the ground that, at the time at which he is alleged to have committed
an offence, he was, by reason of unsoimdness of mind, incapable of knowing the nature
of the act alleged as constituting the offence, or that it was wrong or contrary to law,
the finding shall state specifically whether he committed the act or not.
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pwMro'J^orUt?
fit. commute the sentence to trans-

1879™'™."'”'’”' certified by a civil surgeon.-Bombay Gazette,

acciJS' is'^s'entenred to'u'hinmne^nn1”*ih‘*“
“t senlence of whippioe only^When the

.-action 391. be exectit«l at sS&i pla« S,‘urfSlf eS'

impri^nSnt.-MTM\li?n°thracc^^
whipping only, or of whipping in addition to

lOr 'hh'appearance^at"^iiph^^tf"‘*
furnishes bail to the satisfaction of the Court

as“4ri7rac?lca^!'e"S Se

S'hT^Sn'Sr^/n'S

^nSiS"!! !SsTa^Thr‘?eSSnX”’“‘

S]S5s»Si?S
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LUNATICS
Sec. 4&J. Procedure in case of accused belnj lunatic.—(1) When a Magistrate hfild-

ing an inquiry or a trial has reason to believe that the accused is of unsound mind and
consequently incapable of making his defence, the Magistrate shall Inquire into the
fact of suclx unsoimdness, and shall cause such person to be examined by the Civil

Surgeon of the district or such other medical officer as the State Government directs,

and thereupron shall e.xaminc such surgeon or otlter officer ns a witness and shall reduce
the examination to writing:

(1-A) Pending such examination and Inquiry, the Magistrate may deal with the
accused In accordance with the provisions ot section 4C6.

(2) If such Magistrate is of opinion that the ncaiscd is of unsound mind and con-
sequently Incapable of making his defence, he shall record a finding to that effect and
shall postpone further proceeding in the case.

See. 4G5. Procedure In case of person committed before Court of Session or High
Court being lunatic.—(1) If any person committed for trial before a Court of Session
or a High Court appears to the Court at his trial to be of unsound mind and consequently
incapable of making his defence, the lurj% or the Court with the aid of assessors, shall,

in the first instance, try the fact of such unsoundness and incapacity, and if the Jury or
Court, as the case may be, is satisfied of the fact, the Judge shall record a finding to that
effect and shall postpone further proceedings in the case and the jury, if any, shall be
discharged

(2) The trial of the fact of unsoundness of mind and incapacity of the accused shall

be deemed to be part of his trial before the Court.

Sec. 46G. Release of lunatic pending investigation or trial.— (1) Whenever an accus-
ed person Is found to be of unsound mind and incapable of making his defence,
the Magistrate or Cou^ as the case may be, whether the case is one in which bail may
be taken ox not, may release him on sufficient security being given that he shall be pro-
perly taken care of and shall be prevented from doing Injury to himself or to any other
person, and for his appearance when required before the Magistrate or Court or such
officer as the Magistrate or Court appoints in this behalf.

(2) If the case is one in which, in the opinion of the Magistrate or Court, bail

should not be taken, or If sufficient seeuri^ is not given, the Magistrate or Court, as
the case may be. shall order the accused to be detained in safe custody in such place or
manner as he or it may think fit, and shall report the action .taken to the State
Government:

Provided that no order for the detention of the accused in a lunatic asylum shall
be made othen^e than in accordance with such rules as the State Govemmenl may
have made under the Indian Lunacy Act. 1912.

Sec. 467. Resumption of inquiry or trial.—(1) Whenever an inqmiy or a trial is

postponed under section 464 or section 465. the Magistrate or Court, as the case may be,

may, at any time, resume the inquiry or trial, and requne the accused to appear or be
brought before such Magistrate or Court.

(2) When the accused has been released under section 466, and the sureties for his
appearance produce him to the officer whom the Magistrate or Court aopoints in this
behalf, the certificate of such officer that the accused is capable of making his defence
shall be receivable In evidence.

Sec. 4S8. Procedure on accused appearing before Magistrate or Court.— (1) If. when
the accused appears or is again brought before the Magistrate or the Court, as the case
may be, the Magistrate or Court consii^s him capable of making his defence, the
inquiry or trial shall proceed.

(2) If the Magistrate or Court considers the accused to be still incapable of making
his defence, the Magistrate or Court shall agam act according to the provisions of section
464 or section 465, os the case may be, and if the acused is found to be of unsoimd
mind and incapable of making his defence, shall deal with such accused in accordance
with the provisions of section 466.

Sec. 469. Villen accused appears to hare been insane.—When the accused aonears
to be of sound mind at the time of inqinry or trial, and the Magistrate is satisfied CmryT
the evidence given before him that there is reason to believe that the atipii«;i=.d
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he was, at the time when the act was committed, by reason of unsoundnp«
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^
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ociore the Court of Session
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acquitted upon the ground that, at the tune at which he is* 1 person is
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of the act alleged as constituting the offence, or that it w£ knowing the nature
the finding shall state specifically whether he commit!^ fheTct

° <^o"trary to Jaw.
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Sec. 471. Person acquitted on such ground to be detained in safe custody.—(1)
Whenever the finding states that the accused person committed the act alleged, the
Magistrate or Court before whom or which the trial has been held, shall, if such act
would, but for the incapacity found, have constituted an offence, order such person to
be detained in safe custody in such place and manner as the Ma^trate or Court thinks
fit. and shall report the action taken to the State Cfovernment:

Provided that no order for the detention of the accused In a lunatic asylum shall
be made otherwise than in accordance with such rules as the State Government may
have made under the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912.

(2) The -State Government may empower the offlcer-in-charge of the jail in which
a person is wnfined under the provisions of section 486 or this section, to discharge all
or any of the functions of the Inspector-General of Pnsons under section 473 or
section 474.

Vfh
l^unatic prisoner is reported capable of making his

nf f
“ detained under the provisions of section 466 and in the case

nirtin
Inspector-General of Prisons, or. in the case of a
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Sec. 510. Report of Chemical Examlnef^Any document purporting to be a report
under the hand ol any Chemical Examiner or Assistant Chemical Examiner to Govem-
ment, upon any matter or thing duly submitted to him for examination or analj’sis and
report in the course of any proceeding under this Code, may be used as evidence in any
Inquirj*, trial or other proceeding under this Code-

Sec. 512. Record of evidence In absence of accused.—(1) If it is proved that an
accused person has absconded, and that there Is no immediate prospect of arresting him.
the Court, competent to try or commit for trial such person for the offence complained
of may, in his absence, examine the witness (If any) produced on behalf of the prose-
cution, and record their depositions. Any sutii deposition may, on the arrest of .such
person, be given in evidence against him on the inquiry into, or trial for. the offence
with which he is chained, If the deponent is dead or Incapable of giving evidence or his
attendance cannot be procured without an amount of delay, expense or inconvenience
which, under the circumstances of the case, would be unreasonable.

(2) If it appears tliai an offence punishable with death or transportation has been
committed by some person or persons unknown, the High Court may direct that any
Ifagistrate of the first class shall hold an inquiry' aud examine any witnesses who can
give evidence concerning the offence. Any depositions so taken may be given In evi-

dence against any person, who is subsequently accused of the offence, if the deponent is

dead or incapable of giving evidence or beyond the limits of India.

Sec. 540. Power (o summon material witness, or examine person present.—^Any
Court may, at any stage of any inquiry, trial, or other proceeding under this Code,
summon any person as a witness, or examine any person In attendance, though not
summoned as a witness, or recall and re-examine any person already examined; and
the Court shall summon and examine or recall and re-examine any such person if his
evidence appears to It essential to the Just decision of the case.

Sec. 544. Expenses of complainants and witnesses.—Subject to any rules made by
the State Government any Criminal Court may, if it thinks fit. order payment, on the
part of Government of the reasonable expenses of any complainant or witness attend-
ing for the purpose of any inquiry, trial or proceeding before such Court under this Code.
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Offences under sections—126.

—Maliciously wrecking or attempting to wreck a train.127.

—Maliciously hurting or attempting to hurt persons travelling by railway.128.

—Endangering safety of persons travelling by railw’ay by wilful act or omission.
129.

—Endangering safety of persons travelling by railway by way of rash or negligent

act or omission.

8. Act of a person of unsound mind.—Nothing is an offence which Is done by a
person who, at the time of doing it, by reason of unsoundness of mind, is incapable of
knowing the nature of the act. or that he is doing what is either wrong or contrary to
law.

85. Act of a person incapable of judgment by reason of intoxication caused against
his will Nothing is an offence which is done by a person who, at the time of doing it,

is, by reason of into.xication, incapable of knowing the nature of the act. or that he is

doing what Is either wrong or contrarj* to law; provided that the thing which intoxicated

him was administered to him without his knowledge or against his wilL

86. Offence requiring a particular Intent committed by one who is intoxicated.

—

In cases where an act done is not an offence unless done with a particular knowledge or
intent, a person who does tlie act In a state of Intoxication shjill be liable to be dealt

with as if he had the same knowledge as he would have had if he had not been intoxi-

cate, unless the thing which intoxicate him was administere to him without his know-
ledge or against his will.

87. Act not intended and not known to be likely to cause death or grievous hurt,

done by consent.—Nothing which is not intende to cause death or grievous hurt, and
which is not known by the doer to be likely to cause death or grievous hurt, is an
offence by reason of any harm which it may cause, or be Intended by the doer to cause,

to any person, above eighteen years of age. who has given consent, whether express or
implied, to suffer that harm; or by reason of any harm which it may be known by the
doer to be likely to cause to any such person who has consented to take the risk of that
harm.

88. Act not inteuded to cause death, done by consent in good faith for person’s

benefit.—Nothing whieh is not Intended to cause death, is an offence by reason of any
harm which it may cause, or be intended by the doer to cause, or be known by the
doer to be likely to cause, to any person for whose benefit it is done in gopd faith, and
who has given consent, whether express or implied, to suffer that harm, or to take the
risk of that harm.

89. Act done In good faith for the benefit of child or insane person, by or by
consent of guardian.—Nothing which is done in good faith for the benefit of a person
under twelve years of age, or of unsound mind, by or by consent, either e.xpress or
implied, of the guardian or other person havmg lawful charge of that person, is an
offence by reason of any harm which it may cause, or be intended by the doer to cause,
or be known by the doer to be likely to cause, to that person: Provided

—

First.—^That this exception shall not extend to the intentional causing of death, or
to the attempting to cause death;

Secondly.—^That this exception shall not extend to the doing of anything which the
person doing it knows to be likely to cause death, for any purpose other than the pre-
venting of death or grievous hurt, or the curing of any ^ievous disease or infirmity;

Thirdly.—^That this exception shall not extend to the voluntary causing of grievous
hurt, or to the attempting to cause grievous hiut, or the curing of any grievous disease
or Infirmity;

. Fourthly.—^That this exception shall not extend to the abetment of any offence, to
the committing of which offence it would not extend.

90. Consent known to be given under fear or misconception.—A consent is not
such a consent as is intended by any section of this Code, if the consent is given by a
person under fear of injury, or under a misconception of fact, and if the person doing
the act knows, or has reason to believe, that the consent was given in consequence of
such fear or misconception; or if the consent is given by a person who, from unsound-
ness of mind or intoxication, is unable to understand the nature and consequence of
that to which he gives his consent: or unless the contrary appears from the context, if
the consent is given by a person who Is under twelve years of age.

91. Exclusion of acts which are offences independently of liarm caused.—^The
exceptions in sections 87, 88 and 89 do not extend to acts which are offences indepen-
dently of any harm which they may cause or be intended to cause, or be known to be
likely to cause, to the person giving the consent or on whose behalf the consent is given.

92. Act done in good faith for the benefit of a person without consent.—Nothing
is an offence by reason of any harm whlrii it may cause to a person for whose benefit it

is done in good faith, even without that person’s consent, if file circumstances are sucli

that it is impossible for that person to si^fy consent, or if that person is Incapable of
gmng consent, and has no guardian or other person in lawful charge of him from whom
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Secondly.—^That the provocation is not given bv anything done in obedience to the
law or by a public servant in the lawful excrdse of the powers of such public servant.

Thirdly.—That the provocation is not given by anything in the lawful exercise of
the right of private defence.

Explanation.—^Whtlrer the provocation was grave and sudden enough to prevent the
offence from amounting to murder is a question of fact.

Exception 2.—Culpable homicide is not murder If the offender, in tlie exercise in
good faith of the right of private defence of person or property, exceeds the power given
to him bv law and causes the death of the person against whom he is exercising such
right of defence without premeditation, and without any Intention of doing more harm
than is necessary for the purpose- of such defence.

Exception 3.—Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender being a public ser-

vant or aiding a public servant acting for the advancement of public justice, exceeds the
powers given to him by law, and causes death bv doing an act which he. in good faith,

believes to be lairful and necessarv* for the due discharge of his duty as such public
srr\’ant and without lU-will towards the person whose death Is caused.

Exception 4.—Culpable homicide is not murder if it is committed witliout premedita-
tion in a sudden fight in the heal of passion upon a sudden quarrel and without the
offender’s harfng taken undue advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual manner.

Explanation.—It is immaterial in such cases which party offers the provocation or
commits the first assault.

Exception 5.—Culpable homicide Is not murder when the person whose death is

caused, being above. the age of eighteen years, suffers death or takes the risk of death
\vith his own consent.

N£.—^The law of India.. differing from the law of England, does not regard everj’

case of homicide as prima jacie murder; it throws on the prosecution the burden of
proving a cer^n intent or knowledge.

301. Culpable homicide by causing deaCIi of person other than person whose death
»as intended.—If a person, by doing anything which he intends or knows to be likely

to cause death, commits culpable homicide by causing the death of any person, whose
death he neither intends nor knows himself to be likely to cause, the culpable homicide
committed by the offender Is of the description of which it would have been if he had
caused the death of the person whose death he intended or knew himself to be likely

to cause.

302. Punishment for murder.—^Whoever commits murder shall be punished with
death, or transportation for life, and shall also be liable to fine.

303. Punishment for murder by life convict.—Whoever, being under sentence of

transportation for life, commits' murder, shall be punished with death.

30i. Punishment for culpable homicide not amounting to murder.—Wlioevsr com-
mits culpable homicide not amounting to murder, shall be punished with transportation
for life, or imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten years,

and shall also be liable to fine if the act by which the death is caused is done wlfo the
intention of causing death, or of causing such bodily injurj' as is likely to cause death;
or with impnsomnent of either description for a term -which may extend to ten j’ears, or
-with fine, or with both, if the act is done wnth the knowledge that it is likely to cause
death, but without any intention to cause death or to cause such bodily injury as is

likely to cause death.

304-A. Causing death by negligence.—Whoever causes the death of any person by
doing any rash or negligent act not amounting to culpable homicide shall be punished
with imprisonment of either description for a terra which may extend *fo two .years, or
with fine, or with both.

305. Abetment of suicide of child or insane person.—If any person under
eighteen years of age. any insane person, any delirious person, any idiot, or any person
in a state of intoxication commits suicide^ whoever abets the commission of such suicide
shall be punished with death, or transportation for life, or imprisonment for a term not
exceeding ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

306. Abetment of suicide.—If any person commits suicide, whoever abets the com-
mission of such suicide, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a
term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

307. Attempt to murder.—^Whoever does any act with such intention or knowledge
and under such circumstances that, if he by that act caused death, he would be guilty
of murder, shall be punished with Imprisonment of either description for a term which
may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine; and if hurt is caused to any
person by such act the offender shall be liable either to transportation for life, or to such
punishment as is hereinbefore mentioned.

When any person offending under this* section Is under sentence of transportation
for life, he may. if hurt Is caused, be punished with death.
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and the mere existence ol a possibility that something might have been done to prevent
the death will not render it the less a murder.

316. Causing death of quirk unborn child by act amounting to culpable homicide.—
Whoever does any act under such circumstances, that U he thereby caused death he
would be guilty of culpable homicide, and does by such act cause the death of a quick
unborn child, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

317. Exposure and abandonment of child under twelve years, by parent or person
liaving care of it.—Whoever, being the father or mother of a clillcl under the age of
twelve years, or having the care of such child, shill expose or leave such child in any
place with the intention of wholly abandoning such child, shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may e.xtend to seven years, or with
fine, or with both.

Explanation .—^Thls section Is not intended to prevent the trial of the offender for

murder or culpable homicide, as the case may be, If the child dies in consequence of the
exposure.'

318. Concealment of birth by secret disposal of dead body.^—^Whoever, by secretly

burying or otherwise disposing of the dead body of a child, whether such ^ild dies

before or after or during its birth, intentionally a>nceals or endeavours to conceal the
birth of such child, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.

319. Hurt.—Whoever causes bodily pain, disease, or infirmity to any person is said

to cause “hurt”.

320. Grievous hurt.—^The following kmds of hurt only are designated as
‘grievous*’:—

first.—Emasculation.
Secondly.—Permanent privation of the sight of either eye.

Thirdly.—Permanent privation of the hearing of either ear,

fourthly.—Privation of any member or Joint.

ft/thly.—Destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any member or Joint

Sixthly.—Permanent disfiguration of the head or face.

Serenthly.—Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth.
Eighthly,-Any hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer to be, during

the space of twenty days, in severe bodily pain, or unable to follow his ordinary pursuits.

321. Voluntarily causing hurt.—Whoever does any act with the Intention of thereby
causing hurt to any person, or with the knowledge that he is likely thereby to cause
hurt to any person, and does thereby cause hurt, to any person, is said “voluntarily to
cause hurt”.

322. Voluntarily causing grievous hart.—^Whoever volimtanlly causes hurt, if the
hurt which he intends to cause or knows himself to be Hkely to cause is grievous hurt,
and ff the hurt which he causes is grievous hurt is said ‘'vorunfariTy to cause grievous
hurt."

Explanation.—A person is not said voluntarily to cause grievous hurt, except when
he both causes grievous hurt, and Intends or knows himself to be likely to cause
grievous hurt. But he is said voluntanJy to cause grievous hurt if, intending or know-
ing himself to be likely to cause grievous hurt of one kind, he actually causes grivous
hurt of another kind.

323. Punishment for voluntarily causing hurt.—Whoever, except in the case pro-
vided for by section 334, voluntarily causes hurt, shall be punished with imprisonment
of either description for a term which may extend to one year, or with fine which may
extend to one thousand rupees or with both.

324. Voluntarily cansing hurt by dangerous weapons or means.—Whoever, except
in the case provided for by section 334, voluntarily causes, hurt by means of any instru-
ment for shooting, stabbing, or cutting, or any instrument, which, used as a weapon of
offence, is likely to cause death, or by means of fire or any heated substance, or by
means of any poison or any corrosive substance, or by means of any explosive substance,
or by means of any substance which it is deleterious to the human body to inhale, to
swallow, or to rceive into the blood, or by means of any nntmni. shall be punished with
Imprisonment of either desenption for a term which may extend to three years or with
fine, or both.

323. Punishment for voluntarily causing grievous hurt.—Whoever, except in the
case provided for by section 335, voluntarily causes grievous hurt, shall be punished
with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to seven years,
and shall also be liable to fine.

326. Voluntarily causing grievous hurt by dangerous weapons or means.—Whoever,
except In the case provided for by section 335, voluntarily causes grievous by
means of any instrument for shooting, stabbing, or cutting, or any Instrurr" 'ih.
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the provocation, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to four years, or with fine whldr may extend to two thousand rupees,

or with both.
Explanation.—The Ixst two. sections are subject to the same provisos as exception

1 section 300.

336. Act cndanecringr life or personal safely of others.—Whoever does any act sO
rashly or negligently as to endanger human life or the personal safety of others, shall

be_punished with Imprisonment 'Of cither description for a term which may extend to
three months, or with fine which may extend to two hundred and fifty rupees, or with
both.

331. Causing hurl by act endangering life or personal safety of others.—^Whoevei’

causes hurt to any person by doing any act so rashly or negligently as to endanger
human life, or the personal safety of .others, shall be punished with imprisonment of

either description for a term which may extend to sLx months, or with fine which may
extend to five hundred rupees, or with both.

338. Causing grievous hurt by act endangering life or personal safety of others.—

-

Whoever causes grievous hurt to any person by doing any act so rashly or negligently
as to endanger human life, or the personal safety of others, shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may e,xtend to two years, or with
fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, or with both.

351. Assault.—Whoever makes any gesture, or any preparation, intending or know-
ing it to be likely that such gesture or preparation will cause any person present to

apprehend that he who makes that gesture or preparation is about to use criminal force
to that person, is said to commit an assault. •

Explanation.—Mere words do not amount to an assault. But the words which a
person uses may give to his gestures or preparations such a meaning as may make those
gestures or preparations amount to an assault.

Cf. English Aatt'.—An assault consists m an attempt to offer by a person having
present ability, with force, to do any hurt or violence to the person of another. Batterj*

means any least hurt or riolence unlawfully and wilfully or culpably done to the person
o! ano^er. Stnk^g at another with a cane, stick or fist although the blow misses,

drawing a sword or bayonet, or throwing a bottle or glass with intent to wound or
etrike, presenting a loaded gun at a man within range, or any other act indicating an
intention to use violence against the person of another, is an assault.

354. Assault or criminal force to woman with Intent to outrage her modesty,—
Whoever assaults or uses criminal force to any woman, intending to outrage or knowing
it to be likely that he will thereby outrage her modesty, shall be punished with imprison-
ment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or
with both,

359. Kidnapping.—Kidnnapplng is of two kinds: Kidnapping from India and kidnap-
ping Icons, tawfvil gUsidlacaULp.

360. Kidnapping from India.—^Whoever conveys any -person beyond the limits of
India without the consent of that person or of some person legally authorized to consent
on behalf of that person, is said to kidnap that person’-Irom India.

361. Kidnapping from lawful guardianship—Whoever takes or entices any minor
under sixteen years of age, if a male, or under eighteen years of age. If a female, or
any person of unsound mind, out of the keeping of the lawful guardian of su^ minor,
or person of unsound mind, without the consent of such guardian, is said to kidnap such .

minor or person from lawful guardianship.
Explanation.—^The words “lawful guardian" in this section Include any person

lawfully entrusted with the care or custody of such minor or other person.
Exception.—This section does not extend to the act of any person who in good faith

believes himself to be the father of an illegitimate 'child, or who in good faith believes
to be entitled to the lawful custody of such child, unless such act is committed for an
immoral or unlawful purpose.

362. Abduction.—^V'hoever by force compels, or by any deceitful means induces, any
person to go from any place, is said to abduct that person.

363. Punishment for kidnapping.—^Whoever kidnaps any person from India or from
lawful guardianship, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a
term, which may extend to seven years, and shall also be liable to fine.

3M. Kidnapping or abducting in order to murder.—^Whoever kidnaps or abducts
any person in order that such person may be murdered or may be so disposed of as
to be put in danger of being murdered, shall be punished with transportation for life,
or rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be
liable to fine.

365. Kidnapping or abducting with Intent secretly and irrongfully to confine
person.^—Whoever kidnaps or abducts any person with intent to cause that person to be
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secretly and wrongfully confined, shall be punished with imprisonment of either de-
scription for a term which may extend to seven years, and shall also be liable to fine.

E66. Kidnapping or abducting woman to compel her marriage., etc.—-Whoever kid-
naps or abducts any woman with Intent that she may be compelled or knowing it to be
likely that she will be compelled, to marry any person against her will, or in order that

j
forced or seduced to illicit Intercourse, shall be punished with imprisonment

of either description for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable
to fine.

And whoeir^r, by means of criminal Intimidation as defined In this Code or of
abuse of authority or any other method of compulsion. Induces any woman to go from
any place with Intent that she mav be. or knowing that It Is likely that she will be.
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shall, until the contrary is proved, be presumed to have obtained possession of such
female with the intent that she shall be used for the purpose of prostitution.

Explanation 2.—"IlUcit intercourse” has the same meaning as in section 372.375.

Rape.—A man is said to commit “rape”, who. except in the case hereinafter
excepted, has se.xual intercourse with a woman under circumstances falling under any
of the five following descriptions:

—

Firstly.—Against her will.

Secondly.—Without her consent

Thirdly.—With her consent, when her consent has been obtained by putting her in
fear of death, or of hurt.

Fourthly.—^With her consent, when the man knows that he is not her husband, and
that her consent is given because she believes that he is another man to whom she is or
believes herself to be lawfully married.

Fifthly.—^WiUi or without her consent, when she is under sixteen years of age.

Explanation.—Penetration is sufficient to constitute the sexual intercourse necessary
to the offence of rape.

Exception.—Sexual intercourse by a man with his own wife, the wife not being
Under fifteen years of age. is not rape.

376. Punishment for rape.—Whoever commits rape shall be pimlshed v.ith trans-
portation for life, or with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine, unless the woman raped is his own
wife and Is not under twelve years of age, in which case he shall be punished with im-
prisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with
fine, or with both.

English law.—A boy under fourteen years of age cannot be convicted of rape, as
at that age he is under a physical incapacity to commit the offence. In India, the potency
of a person charged with the offence has to be proved by evidence in each case,

as unlike English law there is no limit of age laid down, under which the law presumes
a person physically Incapable of committing rape.

377. Unnatural offences.—^Viloever voluntarily lias carnal intercourse against the
order of nature with any man, woman, or animal, shall be punished with transportation
for life, or with Imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten
years and shall also be liable to fine

Expionation.—Penetration is sufficient to constitute the carnal Intercourse necessary
to the offence described In this section.

According to English law if the passive agent is under fourteen, it is not felony m
him but only in the active agent If both be of the age of discretion, Le. above. fourteen
years, It is felony in both. A married woman who consents to her husband’s committing
an unnatural offence with her Is an accomplice.

394. Voluntarily causing hurl In committing robbery.—If any person in committing,
or attempting to comit. robbery voluntanly causes hurt, such person, and any other
person lomtly concerned in committing or attempting to commit such robbery, sliali be
punished with transportation for life, or with rigorous imprisonment for a term which
may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

396. I>acoiiy irith murder.—If any one of five or more persons who are conjointly
committing dacolty, commits murder in so committing dacoity, every one of those per-
sons shall be punished with death, or transportation for life, or rigorous imprisonment
for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

397. Robbery or daroity with attempt to cause death or grievous hurt.—^If, at the
time of committing robbery or dacoity. the offender uses any deadly weapon or causes
grievous hurt to any person, or attempts to cause death or grievous hurt to any person,
the imprisonment wiUx which such offender shall be punished shall not be less than
seven years.

459. Grievous hurt caused whilst committing lurking house-trespass or house-
breaking.—whoever, whilst committing lurking house-trespass or house-breaking, causes
grievous hurt to any person or attempts to cause death or grievous hurt to any person,
shall be punished with transportation lor life, or imprisonment of either description for
a term which may e.xtend to ten 3*ears. and shall also be liable to fine.

460. All persons jointly concerned in lurking house-trespass or house-breaking by
night, punishable where death or grlerom hurt caused by one of them.

—

If, at the time
of the committing of lurking house-trespass by night or house-breaking by night, any
person guilty of such offence shall voluntonly cause, or attempt to cause, death or grie-
vous hurt to any person, every person, jointly concerned in committing such lurking
house-trespass by night or house-breaking by night, shall be punished with transporta-
tion for life or with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to
ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.

MJ.—50
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FORMS REQUIRED BY THE INDIAN LUNACY ACT 1912

ol

FORM 1—APPLICATION FOR RECEPTION ORDER
Irx the matter of A. B.,i residing at

, by occupation
, a person alleged to be a lunatic.

Presidency Magistrate, for lor
Magistrate of
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of 1912 for

]
The Petition of c, D.l residing at
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,
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, .
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in the district of
j

^ years of age.t
•2. I desire to obtain an order lor the reception ot A.B. as a lunatic In the asylum ol
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4 ? ™ .fT >-' 'h' '>24 01

or h 11
‘>’0 40“ A- B.

V.L 'V “o Stele as lollows:
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Presented

(Ste’l?'tS“‘°”°“ >4 presented by me are as lollows;
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(Bd.) C. D.
STATEMENT OF PARTICULARS

1// any 0/ the particulars in this statement h ».

The following ta the statement of uartipiu
‘ /act to be so stated.]

Name of the patient at length
relating to the said A B.;—

Sex and age.
Married or single or widowed
Previous occupation.

1. Full name, caste and titles —
2. Enter the number of comnletedor^^n.y.ne Whichever . h.e s,e ol

3. Insert full description of the nami» 1
or the name, address and description of the

of the asylum (mental hospital)

-ve. ,A .
^

asylum (mental
A A day Within Hdajs before the date of th^r.,.
5 Here sUtc the relallorwhlp with the petition is requisite.
€ Here state whether either of the perr^ .ill,

Uilve partner or assistant of the lunatic or of th^?.?,
® medical certificates Is a re-

the exact relationship *' Petitioner and, If a relative of either.
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Caste and religious belief, as far os known.
Residence at or immediately previous to the date hereof.
Names of any near relatives to the patient who are alive.

Whether this is a first attack of lunacy.
Age (If known) on first attack.
When and where previously under care and treatment as a lunatic.
Duration of existing attack
Supposed cause. .

Whether the patient Is subject to epilepsy.

^Vhether suicidal.

Whether the patient Is known to be suffering from phthisis or any form of tuber-
cular disease.

Whether dangerous to others, and In what way.
^Vhethe^ any near relative (stating the relationship) has been afllcted with insanity.

Whether the patient is addicted to alcohol or the use of opium, ganja, charas, bhang,
cocaine or other intoxicant.

[The statements contained or referred to In paragraphs are true to my
knowledge. The other statements are true to my Information and belief.!

(Signature by person making the statement.!

FORM 2—RCCEPTION ORDER OX PETITION
(See sections 7, 10.)

1

,

the undersigned E F., being a Presidency Magistrate of
[or the District Magistrate of—or the Sub-DUisional Magistrate of—or a Magistrate of
the first class specially empowered by tlie Government to perform the functions of n
Magistrate under Act IV of 19121 upon the petition of C. D. of9 in the matter of A. B.7
a lunatic, accompanied by the medical certificates of G. H., a medical officer and of J. K,
a medical practitioner Cor medical offlcerl. under the said Act, hereto annexed, hereby
authorize you to receive the said A. B. into your asylum. And I declare that I hav^
(or have not) personally seen the said A. B., before making this order.

Tod!
(Sd.) E. P.

Designation as above.

FORM 3—.MEDICAL CERTIEICATE
(See sections 18. 19.)

In the matter of A. B. of9 in the town of (or the
sub-divislon of in the district of 1, an alleged lunatic.

1. the undersigned C. D.. do hereby certify as follows:—
I am a gazetted -medteat officer tor a medteat practittofier declared by government

1 .

I am a holder ofw Cor declared bv Local Government to be a medical practi-
to be medical officer under Act IV of 1912 1

tioner under Act IV of 191^ and I am In the
actual practice of the medical profession.

town
2. On the day of 19 atn in the

village
of (or the sub-dlvislon of in the district of ] (separately from any other
practitioner] ,«2 I personally e.xamined the said A. B., and came to the conclusion that
the said A. B. is a lunatic and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under
care and treatment

3. 1 formed this conclusion on the following grounds, viz.:

—

(a) Facts indicating insanity obser\’ed by myself, viz.:

—

(b) Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to me by others,
VIZ.:—

Here state the information and from wliom. -

(Sd.) C. D. .

Designatio7i as above.

7. Address and description.

8. To be addressed to the officer or pemon in charge of the asylum.
9. Insert residence of patient

10. Insert qualification to practise medicine and suigery registrable in the United
Kingdom.

11. Insert place of examination.
12. Omit this where only one certificate is required.
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Abandoning ot Inlanls. 369.

Abdomen, changes In, during delivery, 309.

—enlargement ol, during pregnancy.

3M. 305.

—post-tnorlein examination ot, 66. 61.

—Injuries ot. 278

Abducting. 40.

Abnormal gestation as a cause of death

In Infants, 361.

Abnormal sexual perversions, 338.

Aborttfacients used in India. 344.

Abortion. 3401 criminal. 10. 43. 342.

Abortionists, 345.

Abortion stick, 345.

Abrasions. 64, 210, 213.

—dilleirnce between ante-mortem
and post-mortem. 214.

Abrln, 582.

Abrus precatorlus, 582.

—poisoning by, 682, 683.

—seeds. 682.

Absinthe, 792; poisoning by. 702
—oil of. 702.

Accident, following rape. 324.

—from criminal mlscantage. 345.

—in bums. 199. 291.

—in drowning. 182, 183.

—In hanging. 156, 158.

—In starvation, 187.

—In strangulation, 164, 166.

-In suffocation. 171, 172.

Accidental wounds, 345.
Accused persons, examlnaiton of. In abor-

tion ca.*es, 347: in Infanitelde cases.
331; In rape. 324: In sodomy. 336.

Acetanilide, pol-sonlng by. 663
Acetarsone. 506
Acetic acid, poisoning by. 485.
Acetphenetldin. poisoning by, C63.
Acetylene tetrachloride, poisoning by, C53
Aretyl labcyllc acid, poisoning by. 484
Arid Bath munSer. 76
Acid of sugar, 473
Acicts, bums by. 191.

-etJTTCSlTr. 467.

—mineral. 463.

—organic, 473, 476
Aconite, polvjnlng by, 739
Aconitine, 719
Acconitum. halfcurll. 730

—chxrmar.Utum 739
—d'-lnorrhlrum, 730
—tcrox. 730
~heteTrp.*iyl3um, 721
—r.apell.;t. 731
—tp'fatum 739

Actnenjortln. 131

Ad^ncrttne Irtpho-rihate 4AT». 131.

AdToCere. 136, 144
-,ct!r.<l.tior.i fstoeirtrc. U5
-r,:tr.tratJTe catea c!. 146. 147
-tire cf, 14?

i:rur? Ml
.TUher. t^.w.i.ng by. 646

AJii, ill
A!d:is*.S--*n case*. 313

Ar«n, fTJ

Age. 29. 29.

—and height and weight, 29. 30-

—and teeth. 29.

—and ossification of bones, 28, 31.

—medico-legal aspect of, 39.

—minor signs of, 29, 38.

—of injury, 335. data to ascertain. 235.

-of puberty in the female, 294; In

the male, 291.

-of skull Injury, 259.
—^viable, 43.

. Agglutinable substances, 102.

Agglutination test. 585.

Agglutinins, 102.

Agglutinogens. 102.

Agoraphobia, 383.

Agotan, 665.

Agraphia In will-making, 398.

Aid, omission to call in medical, 367.

Air, in stomach as a sign of respiration.

358.

—in middle ear, 359.

Alrol. 560.

Ak, In abortion, 344.

Akosbel. 601.

Akdo, poisoning by, 591.

Akto. 705.
Alavandar murder case, 74.

Alcohol. 634.

-post-mortem appearances of, 635.

—symptoms of poisoning by, 634.

—tests for. 637, 638.
Alcoholic intoxication. 638. 639, 640
Aldehyde lest. 693.
Alkalies. 487.

—poisoning by, 487.
Alkaloldal group. reagents, 454.
Alkavervlr, 697.
Allantiasis. 617.

AllonaL 663,665.

Aloes. 344, 603; Aloln, 603
—poisoning by, 603.

Ahf. 741.
Alu. 691.
Alum. 570.
Aluminium, 570

,
—poisoning by, 570

! AUerez Reaction. 732.
Amanita muscarla, poisoning by, 703

—phalloldes. poisoning 793.
Amentia, 373.
Amldopj-rtne. poisoning by. 665.
Ammonia. 487.

—poisoning by, 487
—lest lor, 480.

Airmonlura bromide, poisoning by. 500
Ammonium carbonate, poisoning by. 487
Artoh run. 694
AirorphophalSu-s campannalatus. CM.
Amount of illumination for Identification.

20. S9
Amyl alcohol, poisoning by, 644—nitr.te, poi-oning by. 644.
Araytal, poiwjnlng by. 663
ArarUhej'a. In chloroform 649, 651.

—in rape. K®
Anae-.rheJln. 799
Arxe^ih-stica. reiperjiblllty in d^th

*r«sn, 421
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Anaethum graveolens, as abortifacient, 344

Angostura bark, 713.

Aniline, poisoning by, 667.

—oil, 667.

Animal poisons, 440, 608.

Antagonists, 459.

Anthropometry, 20, 46.

Antidotes, in poisoning, 458.

—chemical, 458.

—mechanical, 458.

—phs-slologlcal, 458, 459.

Antifebrin, poisoning by, 663.

Antigen, IQO.

Antlmoniuretted hydrogen, 527.

Antimony, 526.

—acute poisoning by, 527.

—chemical tests for. 529.

—chronic poisoning by, 528.

—hydride, 527.

-medico-legal points in poisoning by,

530.

—organic preparations of, 527.

—post-mortem appearances in poison-
ing by, 528, 529.

—tartaratum, 526.

—treatment in poisoning by, 528, 529.

—trichloride, 526.

—trlaxtde, 526.

—trisulphlde. 527.

Antipyrin, poisoning by, 663.

Ants, abrasions caused by bites of, 215.

—poisoning by bites of, 616.

Anus in sodomy. 334, 335.

Aorta, decomposition of. 141.

—examination of, 68.

—wounds of, 277.

Aphasia, in relation to testamentary
capacity, 398.

Apiol, as an abortifacient. 343.
Apomorphlne hydrochloride, as emetic.

458.

Apoplex}’, diagnosis from cpimn poison-
ing, 626.

—in drowning, 175.

—m hanging, 152.

—in strangulation, 159.
Aqua fortis, poisoning by, 468.

Arandi, 578.

Arcus senilis, 38.

Areca, poihoning by, 720.

Arecoline, 720.

Areolae of breasts, in delivery, 308.

—m pregnancy, 3M.
—in virgins, 301.

Argemone me.xicana, poisoning by, 604,
Argemone oil. 604.

ArgjTia, 562.

Argyrol, 562.
Arrhenal, 506.
Arrow poison, 582.
Arsacetin, 506.

Arsamin, 506.
Arsenal^, 505.
Arsenic, 504.

—acid, 505.

—acute polnsing by. 508.

—chemical tests for, 516—chronic poisoning by, 513.
—compounds of, 504.—diagnosis in poisoning by, 509.—elimination of, 521.

—fatal dose of, 509.

—fatal period of, 509.

Arsenic, hydride, 506.

-medico-legal points of, 519.

—post-mortem appearances of, 510, 514.

—proprietary articles of, 507.

—sulphides, 505,

—treatment of, 510, 514.

—trichloride, 605.

—triiodide 505.

—trixlde, 504.

Aresnious acid, 504.

—iodide, 505.

—ojclde, 504.
Arsenltes, 505.

Arsenluretted hydrogen, 506, poisoning by,
509.

Arscnobenzol, 506,

Arsenophaglsts, 521.

Arsine, 506.

Arsphenamlna Argentica. 507.

Arsphcnamine, 506.

Artemisia maritima, poisoning by, 701.
Artificial Insemination, 296,

Artificial respiration in drowning, 175.
Arum colocasia, 604.

Arum maculatum, poisoning by, 604.

Aschheim-Zondek test, of pregnacj*, 307,
AsphjTcla, 121, 122.

—causes of death from, 122.

-post-mortem appearances of, 123.

—sjTnptoms of, 122.

—traumatic, 271.

Asphyxcionts, 440, 743. 752.

Aspirin, poisoning by, 484.

Assessors, 8, 9, 11, 12.

Atelectasis, 356.

Atis. 731.

Alocln, 665.

Atophan, 665.

Atoxyl, 506.

Atropa belladonna, poisoning by, 687.

Atropine, fBJ. 687.

Attainment of majority, in relation to
age. 39, 40.

Amic chloride, polnsoning by, 575.

Aurobin, poisoning by, 575.
Australian insect powder, 599.

Autopsy, 61.

Avertin, poisomng by, 652.

B
BacJmak, 731.

Bahera, 606.

Banded Krait, 611.

Bansdola, in strangulation, 158.

—in suffocation, 172, 272.
Baptist Church cellar murder, 75.

Barberios* test. 111, 114.

Barber’s vermin-killer, 707.
Barbital, poisoning by, 660.
Barbitone, poisoning by, 660.
Barbitonum solubile, poisoning by, 662.
Barhanta, 690.

Barium, poisoning by, 571.

—carbonate, 571.—chemical tests for, 572.

—chloride, 571.
—nitrate, 571.
—sulphate, 571.
—sulphide. 571.

Bastard child. 311.
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Battery fluids, 56C.

Batles vermin-klUer, 707.

Beam’s 3cld test, 693.

—alkaline test, 693.

Beer, arsenic In, 520.

Bees, stings by, 616

Bellenc myrobalans, poisoning by, 606

Benzene, poisoning by, 669.

Benzidine solution, 92.

—test, 92.

Benzol, poisoning by. 669.

Benzoyl-morphine, 624.

Bertllonage, 46.

Bertlllon-system, 46.

Bestiality, 331. 337.

Betel nut, poisoning by, 720

Bettendorff’E test, 518.

Bhang, 692.

Dhilaican, 212, 589.

Bhoo: rinffani, 690.

Bhowal sanyasl case, 44

Bhujri, 632.

Biological test, for blood, lOO.

—for pregnancy, 304, 306.

. —lor semen, lU, 117.

Birmf, 599.

BJsh. 730.

Blsmarsen, 569
Bismuth arsphenamlne sulphonate, 560
Bismuth, breath, 560

—carbonate, 560
—poisoning by. 660
—salicylate, 560.

—stovarsol, S60.
—subgallate, 560
—subnitrate. 560

Blstoval, 560
Bitter almonds, 741.

Bitter Apple, poisonmg by, 585
Black, antimony, 527.

—hellebore. 593.

—turpeth, 601.
Blackening of the hand by fire-arms. 248.
Bladder, at birth, 353, 358

—decomposition of, 139, 141.
—post-mortem examination o!. 67—rupture of. 286.

Bleaching powder, poisoning by, 499
Blister beetle, 608.
Blistering gases, poisoning by, 731.
Blood, 89.

—arterial. 91.

—corpuscles, 94
—human. 91.—menstrual. 91.

—Venous, 91,
—grouping, 102,

—groups. 102. 103
—In disputed paternity, 107.

—M and N haemagglutmogeas
(tjpe), 103

—Rhesus (Rh» factor. 103
Blood ETOUos, 102. 103

—classification of. 102, 103
—technique lot determlnirrg. 103

Blood stains, 89. 90.

—age of. 90.

—appearances of, 91.—bologlcal examination of. 100—chemical examination of. 92
—chemical tests for. 92
—due to crushing of insects, 92

Blood stains, examination of. 90.

—from an assailant, 9L
—from a victim, 91.

—grouping of, 103.

—microscopic examination of. 94

—on leather. 95.

—on wood, 95.

—physical examination of, 90.

—spectroscopic e.xaroinatlon of. ats

—substances resembling, 199*

Blood vessels, decomposition of. 139.

Injuries of, 277.

Blue, line on gums, 536. 543. 547. 548

—rocket, 729.

—stone, 540.

/ —rltrtol, 540.

Blyth's test for brucine. 711.

Bodies, exhumation of, 88.

Body, cooling of, 126, 128

—external examination ol. t'i.

—In cases of poisoning, 68. 69, 70,

—internal examination of. 65.

Bones, 31.

—age from, 80.

—Burnt, 81.

—cause of death from, 81.

—contusion of. 289.

—decomposition of, 81.

—examination of, T7. 78
—fractures of, 289.

—height from, 79.

—identification by. cases of, 83, 84

—injuries of. 290.

—Karl Pearson’s formula for esti-

mating stature from, 80.

—nutrient canals of, 81.

—ossification of, 31; table of, 33

—sex, 78, 79.

—specific gravity of, 80.

—tune of death from, 81.

—weight of, 80.

Book as evidence, 17.

Bootmark, 52
Boraclc or boric acid, poisoning by. 502

—tests for, 502.

Borax, 502; poisoning by, 302

Borneo camphor, 702.

Borneol, 702
Boron. 502
Botaulism, 617.

Bouquet’s tests, 693.

Brachial index, 23.

Bram. 63, 260
—compression of, 262
—concus.sion of, 260
—contusion of, 260
—decomposition of, 138 139, 140
—laceration of, 260
—ventncles of, 65
—weight of, 71

Braxton Hick’s sign of pregnancy. 330

Breasts, development of, 38—in abortion, 347.
—m delivery. 303, 310
—in pregnancy, 304
—in virginity. 301.

Breslau's second life test. 358
Bndes of the bath. 183.
Bromelhol, poisoning by, 652

B-umidia, poisoning by, 658.

Bromine, poisoning by. 499
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Bromobenzj-l cyanide. 752.

Bromoform, poihonins by, C55.

Bromurol, poisoning by, 6C3.

Bronzing liquid, 530.

Brucine, 707.

—tests for, 710.

Bruises, G4, 210.

—age of, 211.

—diflerence between accidental, homi-
cidal and self-inflicted, 212.

—difference between ant-mortem
and post-mortem, 213.

—difference from post-mortem stain-
ing. 130.

staining, 130.

—result of, 211.
Buccal coitus, 332.
Buggerj’, 331.
Bullet, 64, 220.
“Burking”, 172.
Burnett’s fluid, 556.
Bums, 191.

—accidental, 201.

-ante-mortem, 198.

—causes of death from, 192.

—classlfleatlon of. 191.

—effects of, 192.

—fatal period In. 194. .

—homicidal, 200.

—nature of, 194.

—on a dead body, 64.

—period of, 199.

—post-mortem, 198.

post-mortem appearances in, 194.

—suicidal, 199.

Butacolldin (ButapjTin), 665.

Butler's vermln-kiiler, 707.

Butta. 706.

Butter of antimony, 526.

Buttorah hi Dal. 705.

c
Cacodylic acid, 506.

Cadaveric, aikaiolds, 618.—changes in muscles, 126, 131.

Cadaveric hj’postasis, 126, 129.

—hvidlty, 126, 129.

—rigidity, 131.—^spasm, 133.

Cadamlum, 574.

—poisoning by, 574
—tests for, 574.

Calabar bean, 713.—^poisoning by, 714.
Calcium hydroxide, poisoning by, 490
Calcium oxide, 490.
Callus, time of appearance, 236.
Calomel. 532.
Calotropis glgantea and procera, 345, 59L—^poisoning by, 592.

—tests for, 593.
Camphene, 678.
Camphor, poisoning by, 702.
Cannabis Americana or Marihuana, 692.
Cannabis Indica (Sativa), 691.—poisoning by, 692.
Cantharides, as abortlfacient, 344.—poisoning by. 608.

—treatment of, 600.
Cantharidin. 608
Cantharts Veslcatoria, 608.
Capsaicin. 588.

Capsicum annuum (frutescens), 588.

—poisoning by, 588.

—seeds, 589.

Caput Succedaneum, 359.

Carbazotic acid, poisoning by, 482.

Carbolic acid, chemical tests for, 478.

-medico-legal points in poisoning by.

479.

—poisoning by, 477.

—treatment of, 478.

Carbolic camphor, 477.

CarboHsm, 477.

Carbon, bisulphide, poisoning by, 748
-dioxide, poisoning by, 743.

—disulphide, poisoning by, 748.

—monoxide, poisoning by, 744.

—tetrachloride, poisoning by, 652.

Carbonic Acid, poIsoiUng by, 743.

Carbonic anhydride, 743.

Carbonic oxide gas, 744.

Carbonyl, of nickel, and cobalt, 576.

Cardiac poisons, 440, 716.

Carica Papaya, as abortlfacient, 344.

Carihari. 604.

Carrot seeds, as abortifaclents, 344.

Carunculae hymenealis (raytriformes), 310,

322.

Caryophyllus aromaticus, 344.

Cassel yellow, 544.

Castor oU, poisoning by, 678.

—seeds. 578; detection of, 578. 579.

Catamite, 331.

Cattle poisoning, 440.

Caustic potash, 487.

Caustic soda, 487.

Cavett. Method, for alcohol estimation, 637.

Cayenne pepper, 588.

Celastrus paniculata, as abortlfacient, 344.

Cephal-haematoma. 257.

Cephalic index. 22.

Cerbera odollam, poisoning by, 729.

Cerbera thevetla, poisoning by, 726.

Cerberln, 726, 729.

Cerebral Irritation, 261.

Cerebral poisons. 440, 623, 634, 681.

CertiScates, medical, 12.

—in insanity, 389, 390.

Cervix uteri, changes in delivery, 303, 309.

—in pregnancy, 304, 305.

Cessation, of circulation. 125, 126; tests for,

127.

—or menses in pregnancy, 302.

—or respiration. 125, 126; tests for, 127.

Chandi, 561.

Chandu, 632.

Charas, 692.

Cheena sxndw, 532.

Chemical analysis, viscera to be preserved
for, 68. 69, 70.

—of poisons, 450.

Chemical Examiner’s report, 14, 15

Cherry-laurel water, 736, 741.

Chest, injuries of, 271.

—pressure on, 169, 170, 171.

—post-mortem examination of, 66.

—^ape of, 353.

Chief Court, 8.

Chimes, 583.

Chin. In identification, 44.

Chit Kaxcriya, 610.

Chitra, 212, 345. 59;.

ChitU, 610.
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Chloral hydrate, poisoning hy, 656.

Chlonne, poisoning by. 498.

Chloracel^henone, 752.

Chloroform, poisoning by, 648.

Chloroplcrin. poisoning by, 752.

Chlorylen, poisoning by, 654.

Chopped aidmal hairs, poisoning by, 621.

Christmas Rose, poisoning by, 598

Chrome yellow, 544, 566.

Chromic, acid, 566

—anhydride, 566

—trioxide, 566.

Chromium^ 566.

—acute poisoning by, 566.

—chronic poisoning by, 567.

Cicatrix, 53.

Clnchophen. poisoning by, 665.

Cinnabar, 532.

Circular Insanity, 381.

Citric acid, poisoning by, 486.

Civil responsibility of lunatics, 394. •

Claustrophobia, 383.

• Clelstanthus coUlnus. poisoning by. 691.

Clothes in identification, 20, 56.

Coagulation of blood, after death, ISO.

Coal gas, poisoning by, 744.

Coal-Tar Naphtha, poisoning by, 668.

Cobalt, poisoning by. 576.

—tests for, 576.

Cobra, 610; poisoning by bite of. 613.

Cocaine, 695.

—acute poisoning by, 693.

—bugs, 697.

—chronic poisoning by, 697.

—hydrochloride. 695.

—tests for, 693, 699, 700.

Cocalnlsm, 697.

Coccuius indleus, 605.

Coceulus Suberosus. poisoning by, 60S.

Codeine, 624.

Colchlcum, 697.

Colchicum autuBinale, 597.
‘

—poisoning by. 597.

—tests for. 598.

Cold. 184. 187.

—death from, 188

—medico-legal aspect In, 183.

—post-mortem appearances In, 188.

—stiffening, 133.

—symptoms In, 188.

—treatment in, 183.

Colliquative putrefaction. 138

Colocynth, 344, 585.

—poisoning by, 585.

Colour changes. In ecchymosis. 211.

—In post-mortem staining, 130.—^in puirelacUon, 135.

Colubrtdae, 610.

Golubrlne snakes, 610.

Coma, 121.

—causes of, 121 .

—post-mortem appearances of, 121 .

—symptoms of, 121 .

Common Kralt, 610.
Common salt, as an emetic In poisons, 457

poisoning by. 573
Competency as a witness. In relation to

age. 33, 40
Complexion, In Identity, 20. 43.—lUustratlre cases, 41, 45.

—powders, 6W.
Concealment, of birth. 3f9

Conccalmeht, of pregnancy, 303

Conduct money, 9. , .u ..

Congenital diseases, as a cause of death o

infants, 360.

Coniine, 754.

Conium maculatum, poisoning by, 7o4.

Consent, age of, 319.

—In examination of person, 19.

—validity of, 396.

Contract, validity of, 395, 396.

Contributory negligence, 422.

Contusions, 210.
Cooling of body after death. 126, 128-

—conditions influencing. 128. 129.

—rate of, 128.

Copper, 540.
—aceti>arsenite of, 503.

—acute poisoning by, 540.

—arsenite. 505.

—benzidine solution, 740.

—carbonate, 540,

—diemical tests for, 541.

—chronic poisoning by, 541.

—constituent of body, 543.

—In tinned peas, 543.

—medico-legal points in poisoning 1

542.

-post-mortem appearances In poiso

Ing by, 541,

—subacetate of, 540.

—sulphate, 540.
—treatment for poisoning of, 540.

Copperas, 663.

—white, 556.
Cord. 63.

I

—spinal. 68.

—umbilical, 359.
Coroner, 2; court of, 2.

Corpus delicti, 19.

Corpus luteum. In delivery, 309; in pr
nancy, 303.

CoTTOSlves, 440.

Corrosive, poisons, 440, 462.

—sublimate, 531.
Cotton, fibres. 119.

—root bark, 343.
Courts, B—kinds of criminal, 8

—of Magistrates, 8, 9,
—powers of, 8, 9.

—session, 8.

Cow-itch (hage), 621.
Cranium, fracture of, in infanticide, 365.
Creolln. poisoning by, 480

I

Creosote, poisoning by, 481.
Cresol, poisoning by, 430.

1 Cretinism. 375.

j
Crime, difficulties m detection of, 3.

I

Crtmmal Courts and their powers, 8.
Criminal Responsibility, in relation to age.

' 39.

—in delinum, 408.

—in delirium tremens, 409.
—in drunkenness, 408.

—in hypnotism, 408,
—in insanity, 393.
—in loss of control. 404
—in mesmerism, 403.

Criminal Responsibility, In relation to age.
in semisomnolence, 407.
—in somnambulism, 407.
—In somnolentia, 407.
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Criminal Responsibility, in selation to age,
law In England regarding, 400.

—law In India regarding, 401.

—McNaughten rule and, 401,

Crlnum deflexum (Aslatlcum), poisoning
by, 604.

Crlsalbin, poisoning by, 575.

Crockery, wounds by broken, 220.

Crocus sativus, as abortifaclent, 344.

Cross-examination, 11.

Crolin, 579.

Croton, 579.

Croton oil. 579, 581.

Croton tiglium, poisoning by, 579.

Crural lnde.x, 23.

CrjTJtorchlds, 293.
Ci^tals, haemin, 95.

—Roussin's 717.

Cuckoo-plnt. 604.

Cucumis trlgonus. 344.

Culpable homicide, 236 (See Appendix IV).
Cupping, in abortion, 344.

Cupric sulphate, 540.

Curara (Curare), poisoning by, 755.

—tests for, 755.

Curcin, 602.

Cuscuta refle.xa. 344, 601.

—poisoning by, 601.

Cutis anserina, in drovmlng, 177.

Cytisine, 599.

Cyttsus Laburnum, poisoning by, 599.

D
Daboia, 611; poisoning- by bite of. 613.

Dobur, 729.

Dactylography, 47.

Daisy powder, 663.

Dakin's solution, 499.

Dangerous Drugs Act, 431.

Dangerous Injury, 232, 233.

Darnel, 706.

Darudf, 604.

Data, to ascertain age of Injury, 235
Datura, alba, 631.

—atrox, 681.

fastuosa, 681.

—illustrative cases, 686.

—metel, 681.

—Niger, 681.—poisoning by, 681.
—^seeds, 681, 683.

—smoke, 635.—stramonium. 681.

Daucus carota, as abortifaclent, 344.
Day’s test, 92.
D.D.T.. poisoning by, 654,
Dead body, examination of, 61.—identification of, 19,

Dead-born child, 352.
Deadly agaric, 703.
Deadly nightshade. 687.
Death, cause of, 79, 74.

—definition of, 121.—Gordon's classification of, 123,—manner nf, 70.

—modes of, 121.*

—molecular, 121.
—presumption of, 148.
—rattle. 121.
—signs of, 125.—sometlc, 121.

Death, sudden, 124.

—systemic, 121 .

—time of, 148.

—time since, 63, 74.

Debility of infant as a cause ol death, 360.
Decomposed body, 19,

—examination of, 72.

—floatation of, 142. .

—sex In, 27.

Decomposition, (See Putrefaction).
Deformities, in identiflcatlon, 20, 52,

—acquired, 53.

—congenital, 53.

Dckrysll, 673.

Dellriant poisons, 440, 681.

Delirium tremens, 636.

Delivery, during sleep, 363.

—feigned. 313.

—In presumption of survivorship, 150.
-post-mortem, 348, 362.

—signs of recent, In the dead, 309.
—signs of recent, in the living, 308.
—signs of remote, in the living, 309;

in the dead, 310.

—unconscious, 363.

Delphinium staphisagrla, poisoning by, 598.
Delphinine. 598.

Delusion. 370.

Delusional insanity, 377, 381,

Dementia, 373, 378.

•—organic, 277.

—paralytica, 384.

—prtecox, 383.

—senile, 376.

—types of, 376.

Denatured alcohol or spirit. 642.

Deposition, of o medical witness taken in

a lower Court, 15.

Dermatol, 560.

Dettol, 480.

Development, of foetus, 349, 350.

—of gases in putrefaction, 136.

DHakur, 729.

Dbatura, 681.

—fcaZo, 681.—safed, 681.

Dliawal, 719.

Diachylon paste, in abortion, 344.

Dial, poisoning by, 662,

Diamond powder, poisoning by, 621.

Diamorphine, 624.

Diaphanous test, 127.

Diaphenylamlne test, 469.

Diaphragm, 6S.

—^position of, in live-birth, 353, 354.

—rupture of, 277.

—woun^ of, 277.

Dichioro^iphenyi-trichloroethane poison-

ing by, 654.

Dicodid, 624.

Dldlal, poisoning by, 662.

Diethyl-barbituric acid, poisoning by, 660.

Dietiiyl melonyl-urea, poisoning by, 660.

Diethyl sulphone-dimetbyl-roethane. poi-

soning by. 659. ,
Digestion, degree of. to ascertain time of

death. 148.
. , ^ -o.

Digitalis purpurea, poisoning by, "ii.

Dilaudld, 624. •

Dimethyl-arsonic acid, 506. •

Dinitrobenzene, poisoning by, ^2.
Dinltrobenzol, poisoning by, 672.
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Dinltrocresol, poisoning by, 673.

Dinltrophenol, poisoning by, 672.

Dionln, 624.

DlphenyJamme-chlorarsine, 753.

DiphenyJchloraslne, 753.

Dvphenylcyanarslne, 753.

Dlphosgene, 752.

Discharge ot lunatics, 393.

Disciplinary control, 413.

Disease to be dlstlngiUshed from poisons.

447.
Dislocations, 290.

Disputed paternity, 106.

Diuretics, as abortlfaclents, 345.

Dixon’s pills, 527.

Documentary evidence, 12.

DoZtmoola, 690.

D^ngendorff’s process, 453.

. Pfowning, 173,^ —dennltlon of, 173.

—fatal period of, 175.

—In infanticide, 365.

—In survivorship, 148.

-medico-legal quetlons In, 181.

—mode of death in, 174.

—post-mortem appearances in, 176.

—stages of, 174.

—sjmptoms of, 174.

—treatment in, 175.

Drugs Act, 432.
—Rules made under, 433.

Drugs used to Induce abortion, 343.
Drunkenness, in criminal responsibility,

4^.
—signs of. 634, 635.

Dry beby*ache, 547.

Dry method lor analysing organic mix*
tures for metallic poisons, 454.

Dubolsla hopwoodlt, 716.

Duahia Bish, 729.

Dura mater, examination of, 63.

Dusart-Blondlot's test, 494.

Duties of a patient, 420
Duties of a physician, 417.

Duty of a medical practitioner in suspected
po^ning, 455.

Dyer's Spirit, 566.

Dying declaration, 12, 13, 14.

E
Ear in Identldcatlon, 44.

—Injuries of, 266,

Ecbollcs, in abortion, 343.

Ecchymosls, 210.

—colour changes In, 211, 212.
—distinguished from post-mortem

staining, 130.

—subpleurai, 123.

Echls cannata, 611.

Echolalla, 384.

Education, in Identification, 20, 59,
Elapidae, 610.

Elaiertum. as an abortUaclcnt. 344.
Electric current, ellects of, 205.
Electricity, death from. 205.

—effects of, 205.

—mtdlco-iegai questions in, 200.
—post-mortem appearances of, 208,
—treatment of, 207.

Electrocution, 206.

EllglblUly for employment in celatUnv to
age, 39. 41.

Elimination of poison, 443.

—absorbed into the system, 456, 460.

Elio, 603.

Elwa, 603.

Embalminlng of dead bodies, 147.

Emerald green, 505.

Emetics In abortion, 343; in .poisoning.

457.

Emmenagogucs, 335.

Eonlsm, 339.

Epileptic insanity, 386.

:^iphyscs, union of, 31.

Epispadias, 293,

Epsom salts, 570.

—poisoning by, 570.

Ergot. 585.

—acute poisoning by, 586
—as aboiUfacient, 343.

—chemical analysis of, 587, 588.

—chronic poisoning by, 586.

—treatment of, 587,
Ergotism, 566.

Erethism, 536.

Erythroblastosis foetalls, 361.
Eserine, poisoning by, 714.
Essence of mlibane, 670-
Ether, poisoning by, 647.
Ethyl, acetate test, 637.

—benzoate test, 637,
Ethyl alcohol, poisoning by, 634.
Etbyiamine. 618.
Ethylbromlde, poisoning by, 648.
Etbylenediamlne Tetra-aceilc acid

tE.D.T.A.) 546.
Ethylene Glycol, poisoning by, 644.
.Ethyl chloride, poisoning by, 648.
Ethylic ether, poisoning by, 646.
Ethyl-iodo-acetate, 753.
Ethyl morphine, 624.
Ethyl oxide, poisoning by, 646.
Eucalyptus oil, poisoning by, 679.
Eucodal, 624.
Eukodal, 624.

Eunuchs, 332.
Euphorbia antfquorum, 601.

—nerilloUa, 601.
—rcslnlfera, 601.
—tirucalll, 601.

Euphorbium. 601.
—^soisoaing by, 601,

Eureka weed-killer. 507.
Evidence, 12.

—circumstantial, in poisoning, 455.—documentary, 12.
—in insanity, 396.
—medical, 12.

—moral, in poisoning, 455.
—oral, 12, 14.—parole, 13,
—rules lor giving, 16.—given by a witness in a previous

Judicial procee^ng, u, is.
Evlpan, poisoning by. 663.
Exalgin, 663.
Examination, in case of exhumation, 86.

• —in chief. 11.—of xhumed body, 86—of Injured person, 232.—of witness, li.—post-mortem. 61.
Excitement as a cause of death in injuries.
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ExhausUon. as a mode of deatli In drown-
ing, 17S.

—psychoses, 382.

Exhibitionism. 339.

Exhumation, 86.

—disinfectants, in case of, 86.

—of infants, 172.

—report, in case of, 87.

—rules for, 86.

—time of. 86.

Expert opinions expressed In a treatise. 15.

Expert witness, 16.

Exposure of a newly-bom child, 368.

Extradural haemorrhage, 262.

EsTs, changes In. 12S, 128.

—colour of, In identification, 44.

—decomposition of. 136.

—gouging out of, 265.

—in hanging, 154.

—in identification. 44.

—injuries of, 2K.
—in strangulation, 161.

—In suffocation, 171.

F
Fabricated wounds, 253.

Face, bones of, 265.

—wounds of, 264.

Features, In identity, 20, 44.

—decomposition of. 45.

Fecble-mlndedness. 375.

Fees to medical witnesses. 9.

Pelgl's reagent. 542.

Felgl^ test. 542.

Feigned, diseases, 428.

—insanity, 388: distinguishing features
of. 388.

—poisoning, 450.

Female, distinguishing points between
Hmdu and Mahomedan, 21.

—C-xamlnation of. In rape cases, 320.—Impotence and sterility In, 294.
Female organs, malformation of, 294, 296.
Femur, ossification In lower epiphysis. 65.—^sex of, 79.

Fencing posture, 195.

Ferric chloride, poisoning by, 563.
Ferrous sulphate, poisoning by, 563-
Petichism, 339.

Fetlchist, 339.
Fibres, 119.

—diemical tests for determining
source of, 119.

—cotton, 119.

—jute, 119.

—linen, 119.

—silk, 119.

—woollen, 119.
Finger Impressions, 47, 48, 49.

—classification of, 48.
Finger impressions,* development of, 51.

—forging of, 52.
Finger marks, 64; in throttling. 159, 160.—nail clippings, examination of, 89.

—print bureau, 51.
—prints. 49.

Fire-arm. 64; direction from which fired,
231; distance of, 224.
—wounds by, 220

^b, poisoning by, 618
Flaceidity, in muscles-’ after death, 331.

Plash, of light, by fire-arm, 60.

—of lightning, 59.

Flics, In decomposition. 137; eggs of. 137;

Inrvae of, 137; maggots of, 237; pupae
of. 137.

Floatation of decomposed body, 142.

—circumstances modifying. 143, 144.

—period of, 142.

—power of. 142.

Florence test. 111.

Fly, agaric. 703.

—Indian, 608.

—papers, 507.

—powder. 507.

—Spanish. 608.

—water. 507.

Fodere's Test, 35S.

Foetal circulation, changes in. 359.

Foetal heart sounds, in pregnancy, 304, 306.

Foetal lungs, changes in, 354.

Foetal movements, os a sign of pregnancy,
3M. 300.

Foetus, 349.

—development of, 349, 350.

—presence of. in pregnancy, 307,

— rlablllty of, 313, 315.

Folle circulalre, 381.

Food poisoning, 617.

Foot mark. 52.

Foot prints. 20, 52.

—casts of, 52.

-of newly bom infants, 52.

Foreign bodies, in suffocation, 171.

Forensic medicine, definition of. 1.

Formaldehyde, poisoning by, 645.

Formalin, poisoning by, 645.

FonnoJ, W5.
Fouadln. 527.

Foul-smelllng gases of decomposition, 136,

137.

Fo.xglove. poisoning by, 721.

Fractures, 64

—distinction between ante-mortem
and post-mortem, 290.

—of bones, 289.

—of face bones, 265.

—of nbs, 271.

—of skull. 258.

—of spine, 268.

—of sternum, 272.

—process of union in, 236.

Fragllilas ossium, 289.

Fragments, e-xamination of, 73.

Friedman test of pregnanej*. 307.

Frohde’s molybdlc test, 630.

Frost bites, 188.

Frost erythems, 188.

Fungi, poisoning. 703.

Fusel oil, poisoning by, 644.

G
Gait, in identification. 20. 59

Gajar, 344.

Galena, 544.

Gall bladder, e.\amination of, 67.

—injuries of. 281.

Gallon sj’stem, 47.

Gamboge as an abortifaclent. 344.

—poisoning bj’. 000.

Gangrene in ergot poisoning, 586.

Gar};a, 692.
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Gardenal, poisoning by, 662.

Gases ol decomposition, 136

Gasoline, 676.

Gelsemlne, poisoning by, 715.

Gelsemium elegans, poisoning by, 715
Gelsemium nltldum (sempervirens). 7M.
—poisoning by, 715.

—tests for, 715.

General paralysis of the insane, 384.
Genital orgams, condition of, in hanging.

154,

Genitals, in virginity, 298.—^haemorrhage from, m infants, 360.
Gerrard's test. 688.

Ghagharbel, 344.

Ghonus, 611.

Giesel’s test for cocaine, 698
Girls, development of breasts in, 38.
—kidnapping of, 40.

Glacial acetic acid, poisoning by, 435
Glass, powdered, poisoning by, 619.
Glonoln oil, 675.

Glorlosa supeiba, poisoning by, 604
Glottis, oedema of, as a cause of death

In suffocation, 170.

—spasm of, 462.

Glucosides, separation of, 453.
Glyceryl trinitrate, 675.

Gogari lakdi, 707.

Gold chloride, poisoning by. 575; test for
cocaine, 699.

Gold, poisoning by, 575.
Qonodal Dysgensls, 24.

Gonorrhoea, In rape, 322.
—in unnatural offences, 335. 336.

Goodeirs sign, in pregnancy 305.
Goose flesh, 177.

Goose skin, 177.

Gos.syplum, 343,

Goulard's extract, 544.
Grains (poisonous food). 705
Green vltnol, 563.

Grievous injury, 232
'Gualacum test, 92.

GumcJil, 582.

Outbelfs tfsf, 53S.

H
Habit, In Identity, 20, 59.

-umuenra ol, as rssa'tds poison. «6.
Haemagglutlnogcus, 103.
Haematoma, 257.

Haemln crystals, 95—crystal test, 95
Haemorchromagen, 96.

—ciystal test, 96.—spectrum of, 97.
Haemogens, 103.

—in wounds, 238.

—extradural, 262.

—Intracerebral, 263.
—intracranial. 262.

—subarachnoid, 263.

—subdural. 263

Hair. 20, 43 118

—animaJ 118

—change in colour or, 45.

—character of. 118 I20.

chemical examination of, 46.

detection of colour of, 46.

Hair, examination of, 118.

—in determining age, 33.

—fibres. 119.

—human, 118.

—nature of, 118.

—source of, 118, 119.

Hallucination, 370.

Hand, blackening of, by fire-arm, 248.

Handwriting. In identification, 20, 58.

Hanging, 151.

—and strangulation. 1B8.

—causes of death In, 151.

—definition of. 151.

—fatal period in, 152.

—Illustrative cases of, 156.

—Judicial, 152.

—ligature mark in, 153.

—medico-legal questions in. 155.

—nature of ligature In. 151.

—post-mortem appearances in. 153.

—symptoms In, 151.—^treatment in, 152.

Hankin’s test for cocaine, 693.

—Bagehi’s modified t«t of. 693.

Harrison’s test for seminal stains, 114.

Hartal. 505.
HarUhom. 487,

-spirits of. 487.
Hashish. 692.
Head, injuries of, 256.

-post-mortem examination of, 65.

Health, state of, Jn modifying action 0/
poison, 446.

Heart, chambers of, 66,

—contusion of, 274.
—decomposition of, 139, 141.—examination of, 66.

—njpture of, 274, 275.
—weight of, 71.
—wounds of, 273

Heat. 184, 189.

—cramps, 189.

—exhaustion, 189
—hyperpyrexia, 189.
—medico-legal importance in, 190.
—post-mortem appearances in, 190
—stiffening, 133.
—stroke. 189.
—treatment, 189.

Hebephrenia, 374, 384.
Hegar's sign, in pregnancy, 305.
Height, in age, 29, 30.
Hellebore, 596.

—black, 598
—green and white, 596.

Helleborus niger, poisoning by, 598.

HenUock, Spotted, poisoning by, 754.
Henbane, poisoning by, 689.
Hermaphroditism, 23. 24
Heroin, 624.
Hieraplera, 603.
High Courts 7.
Hljras, 332.
Hindu, females, 2i

—males, 21
345.

Hingul, 532.
«^akashl. 663
Hlnctt, 505.
Hogt«n test. 307.
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Homatroplne hvdrobromide, poisoning by,

689.

Homicidfti wounds, 245.

Homicide, in bums, 199. 209.

—in drowinlng. 182, 183.

—in hanging, 156.

—in starvation, 187.

—in strangulation, 164, 165

—in suffocation, 171, 172.

—under the influence of hypnotic
drugs, 410.

Hoppe-Seylcr's test, 746.

Hornets, -stings by, 616.

Horoscope, for determining age, 33.

Hostile witness, 11.

Human blood, detection of. 100.

—ostriches, 621.

—poisoning, 433.

—spermatozoa. 114.

Humero-femoral Inde.'c, 23.

Hunter’s vermin-killer, 707.

Husemann’s test, 629.

Hydrochloric acid, poisoning by, 470.

Hydrocyanic acid, poisoning by, 736.

Hj’drofluoric add. poisoning by. 471,

Hydrogen cyanide, poisoning bj’. 736.

Hydrogen sulphide, poisoning bv. 750.

Hydrophidae, 611,

Hydrostatic test, 355.

—method of, S5S
—objections in. 3S3-

Hymen, 298.

—rupture of. 299, 300. 301.

Hyosclne. C81. 690.

—hydromide, 690.

Hyoscyamlne, 681, 689,

Hyoscyamus nlger, poisoning bv, 689. 690.

Hyperaemia In poisoning. 449.

Hypnogen. poisoning by, 663
Hypomania, 377,

Hypnotism, 408.
Hypospadias, 293.
Hj-postasis, 126, 129.

—in internal organs, 131.

I

Icard's test, 127.

Identification, 19.

—of a dead body, 19, 20
—of a living person, 19. 20
—of bones, 20.

—of fragmentary remains, 20. 78.
Identity, Personal, iff.

Idiocy, 373.

Idiosyncrasy, influencing the action ol
poison, 445.

Illegitimate child, 311.
Illusion, 371.
Imbecility, 374
Immaturity, as a cause of death of a

child, 360.
Impotence, 29L

—causes of, in tlie female. 294.

—In the male. 291.—questions relating to. 291,
Impulse. 371; irresistible, 404.
Impulsive, insanity, 404.
/nob-es-salib, 690
Incest, 331.

Index of breadth, 22.
Indian, Christians, 22.

Indian, corn, 706.

—fly. 608.

—hemp. 691.

—ink, 53.

—jalap. 6D1.

—liquorice, 582.

—Lunacy Act, 389.

—Majority Act, 40.

—Medical Council Act, 412.

—Succession Act, 311.

—tobacco, 719.

—tree sponge, 601.

Indophenol test, 664.

Indraj/an, poisoning by, 585.

Inebnant poisons, 440, 634.

Infamous conduct, 413.

Infant, newly bom, examination of, 64.

Infanticide, 39, 43, 351.

—accidental causes of death In. 361.
—Acts, 1922, and 1938, 351.
—appearances of respiration In. 353,
—Breslau’s second life test in. 358.

—by acts of commission. 363.

—by acts of omission or neglect. 363.
367.

—by drowning. 365.

—by e-xposure to cold or heat, 368.
—by fracture of the cranium, 365.

—by fracture and dislocation of the
rervical vetebrae. 366.

—by poisoning, 367.
—by strangulation, 364.
—by suffocation, 363.

—by wounds, 366.
—crlmlnaJ causes ot death in, 343, 364.
—definition of. 351 : of live-birth in, 352,
—evidence of live birth in civil cases,

353; in criminal cases. 353.

—hydrostatic test in, 355.

-legal bearing in, 351.
—natural causes of death m. 369.

—ploiicquet’s test in, 355.

—precipitate labour in, 362.

—prolonged labour in, 361
-—questions In, 351.

—static test In, 355.
—survival of a child after birth in. 359.
—Wredln’s test in, 359.

Inflation, artificial, of lungs, 257
Injured person, examination of, 232.

—neglect of, 240.

Injuries, meclianical, 210
—of abdomen. 278.—of bones, 289.

—of chest, 271.

—of ears, 266.

—of eyes, 265.

—of face, 264.

--of head, 256,

—of Ups, 266
—Of muscles, 289
—of neck, 268.

—of nose. 266.

—Regional. 256.
—of spinal cord. 268.
of spine, 268.

—of teeth, 267.
Injur>% 232.

—age of, 235.

—dangerous. 232, 233

—grievous. 232.

—m survivorship, H9.
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Injury, nature of, 232. I

—of a vital organ.* 238.

—simple, 232.
i

Inorganic poisons, 440. 491.

Inquest, Coroner’s, 2; Police, 2

lasanity, 370
—causes of, 372.

—civil responsibility in, 394

—classification of, 373.

—criminal responsibility In, 393.

—definition of. 370.

—delusional, 381.

—diagnosis of, 387.

—epileptic, 386, 387.

—feigned, 388.

—functional, 373, 377.

—indications of, 373.

—mental condition In, 383.

—or psychosis associated with organic
di.sca5es, 373, 384.

—personal history In, 387
—physical examination In. 383.

—admission into a mental hospital in
case of, 389.

Instantaneous rigor, 133.

—cases of, 135.

Instruments required for post-mortem
examination, 63.

Intermittent uterine contractions, 305
Intestines, changes in, 353. 353

—decomposition of. 139, 140
—examination of. 67.

-Injuries of. 270.
—rupture of. 279

Inlermembrnl index, 23.

Intersex, 24.

—Illustrations of, 25. 26
Intracerebral haemorrhage, 263.
Intracranial haemorrhage. 262.
Intm-uterlne maceration, 352.
Iodide of pota-uium. poisoning b>. 501.
Iodine, poisoning by, 500.
lodlsm, 601.

Iodoform. poLsonlng by, 656
—lest. 637.

—test lot,

Ipecacuanha, as an emetic. 457.
Ipomora hedcracea. seeds of, polsontnc bv

COl
Ipomoeji purga, poisoning by, 691.
lpomoe.-i turpetlmm. poisoning by. 631.
Iron, 563

—mould stains, 109
—perchlorlde. 563
—poisoning by. 563
—sulphate. 563.

IrrcsUtlbic impulse, 371; cases of. 401. 405
TrTr«pirable ga-ses. 743.

Irritant po'.son.s, 401; poisoning by. 431
Irritants. 419.

Iso-haemagglullnlns. 102
Iso-baemaggiuilnogens. 103

Isogens, 103.

Isonlns, IW.
Iral. prisoning by. 483

.T

Jjborai.d. po.sonif5? b> 719

Jacq-.rmier s stgn in pregnancy. 39j

JsUp. poisoning b> 690

Jc-fifcof3 poisoning b-.

James's powder, 523.

Jangli. arandi, 602.—pyaz. 603.

Josaf. 555.

Jasat. bhasham, 556.

Jasmine, yellow (Carolina), 714.

. Jatropha, curcas, poisoning by, 602.

—multiphlda, poisoning by, 603.

—urens, poisoning by, 603.

Jaedkhar, 487
Jaw, changes in, from age, 38.

—necrosis of, 493.

Javphal as abortifacient, 344; poisoning
by. 680.

Jequirity, 582.

Jessamine, 714.

Jeve’s disinfecting fluid. 460
Johnson’s pills. 527.

Juar Kadvi, 741.

Judicial, hanging, 152.

—Inquisition, 394.
—proceeding, 14, 16
—punishment in relation to age. 39. 42

Juniperus sabina, poisoning by, 600.

—oil of. 600.

Jurors. 8. 12.

Jury, 8

—common. 8.

—special, 8.

Justifiable miscarriage, 341, 342.
-Indications for producing, 341.

K

!

i

Kachu, 604
Ka/oor, 703.
Kekmac/ii. 691,
Kakmari, 605.
Kakphal. 605
Kaladana seeds, oolsonlng by. 601.
Kala Dhatura. 681.
Kalai, 565.

Kala Samp. 610.
Kali-katukl. 598.
Kalml sora, 568.
Kaner, 344. 723.
Kalotaro, 610.
Karan. 723.
Karcla, 344.

Kant. 344.
Karlajun. 601.
KasU. 563.
Kasoomba, 632
KasUe-Meycr test, 92. 93.
Katai. 630.
Katkar oil, 6M.
Katatonla, 374, 384
Katayama’s test. 747.
Katach, 621.
Kaaanya, 610
Keller’s test, 723, 728
Kerosene oil. bums caased by 193- Poi-
soning by, 677.

Knar. 344.
Kncrt Dal. 703.
Khadchllro, 611.
Khe<S]/a nai. 694
Kharophen. 596.
Kharsiran. 506
Kharsulphkn, 507
K/.aj.fcftaj. 623; tet. C13
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Khorasani Ajicayan, 689.

Kidnapping, in relation to age, 39, 40.

Kidney, changes in, 353, 358.

—decomposition of. 139, 141.

—examination of. 67.

—rupture of, 285.

—size of, 67.

—weight of. 71.

King Cobra, 610.

King's yellow, 505.

Kirmani Owa. 701.

Kleptomania. 371.

Klinefelter's syndrome, 25.

Kpives, rust stains on. 109.

Kodro, 706.

Kodon. 706.

Krait. 610; bite by. 612.

KucJiila, 707.

—lata. 707.

Kunkel’s test, 747.

Kurchi, bark, 713.

L
Labarraque's disinfecting fluid, 499.

Labia, in delivery, 309, 310.

—in virginity, 298.

Labour, precipitate, 362.

—premature ,340.

—prolonged, 361.

Laburnum, 599.
Lachrymators. 751.
—poisoning by, 752.

LoZ Chitra. 212, 344, 345, 395.
Lai Mirch, poisoning by. 588.

Landolt's test. 478.
Lapis infemaiis, 561.
Laiynx, decomposition of, 139.

—examination of, 66.

—spasm of, as a cause of death of
infants. 360.

—wounds of, 268.
LathjTism, 705.
Lathyrus sativus, poisoning by. 705.
Laughing gas, poisoning by, 750.

Lovang as abortifacient, 344.
Law in relation to medical men, 411.
Lead, 544.

—acetate, 544.

—acute poisoning by, 545.

—carbonate, 544.

—chemical tests for, 549.

—chloride. 544.

—chromate, 544.—chronic poisoning by, 546
—compounds of, 544,

—elimination of, 552,
—iodide, 544.—tnedico-lgal points in poisoning by,

550.
•

—monoxide. 544.

—nitrate, 544.
—subacetate, 544.—subacute poisorUng by, 545.—^sulphate, 544.
—sulphide, 544.
—tetra-ethyl, 545.—tetroxide, 544.
—treatment in poisoning by, 546, 548.

Leading questions to a witness, 11.
Lederkyn, 665.
Legal medicine, 1.

Legal procedure, at an inquest, 2; In cri

mlnal Courts, 1.

Legitimacy, 311.

—Act. 311.

—medico-legal points in, 313.

Legitimate clilld. 311.

Lepers Act, 424.

Lesbianism. 337.

Lesbian love, 337.

Lcucomaincs. 618.

LeucomaJachlte green test, 92. 94.

Levant nut, 605.

Lewisite, poisoning by, 751.

Lex’s test, 479.

Llebermann's test, 479.

Ligature, 151.

—in strangulation, 159.

—mark In hanging, 153.

—marks in a dead body, 64. 72.

Lightning, 202.

-Illustrative cases of, 204.

—post-mortem appearances in, 203.

—symptoms In. 202.

—treatment of. 203.

Lips, in idcntiflcatlon, 44.

—injuries to. 266.

Liquor, ammonae fortls, 487.

Litharge. 544. 551.

Live-birth. 352.

—evidence of, 353.

Liver, decomposition of. 139, 140.

—examination of, 67.

—Injuries of, 281.

—size of, 67.

—weight of, 71.

Liver of sulphur, 570.

Llvidlty, cadaveric, 126, 129.

Lobeba, 719
—inflata, 719.

—nlcotianae folia, 719.

—poisoning by, 719.

Lobeline, 719.

Lochia, 309.

—alba, 309.

—rubra, 309.—serosa, 309
Loha. 563. '

Lolium temulentiim. poisoning by, 706.

Lords and ladles, poisoning by. 604.

Lucid interval, 372.

Lucifer matches, poisoning by, 491.

Ltiminal, poisoning by, 662.

Luminescence test for blood stains, 94.

Lunacy (See Insanity), 370.

Lunacy certificates, 389, 390, 391.

Lunar caustic, 561.

Lunatics, civil responsibility of, 394.

—criminal responsibility of, 398.

—discharge of. 393.

—escape and re-capture of, 393.

—Illegal detention of, 393.

Lung Imtants, 751.

Lungs, changes in, after live-birth, 353, 3o4.

—decomposition of, 139, 141.

—examination of, 66.

—hydrostatic test for, 355.
—^weight of, 71.

—wounds of. 272.

Lust murder, 338.

Lye, 490.

Lynching. 156, 158.

Lysol, poisoning by, 480.
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M
Maccai, 706.

Maceration of foetus in utcro, signs of, 352
Madak. 632,

Madcr. 344, 345. 591..

—juice. 591, 592.

Maggots, in decomposition, 137.

Maglstery of bismuth, 560.

Magistrates 8; cla.sses of, 8; powers of. 9.

Magnan's symptom, 697.

Magnesium, poisoning by, 570.

—sulphate, 473, 570.

Magnu's test, 127.

Mahomedan, females, 21.

—males. 21.

Mahomedans, 21.

Main phal. 344.

Maize. 706.

Majority, attainment of, 39, 40.

Majun, 692.
.Vflfcof, 691.

Male organs, injuries of, 287.
—local diseases of, 293.
—malformations of, 292.

Malformations, in impotence, 291. 292.
—as a cause of death In infants, 360.

Malingering, 428.
MalKanaani. 344
Malpraxis, 420.

—civil. 420
—criminal. 420.

—lllastratlve cases of. 421, 424 425.
Malonurea. poisoning by, 660.
Mammary changes in pregnancy. 304
Manganese, 564.

—acute poisoning by, 564.
—chemical testa for. 565
—chronic poisoning by, 564.
—dioxide, 564.

Mania. 377.
Manic-depressive insanity, 377
Jlfanseel. 505.

Manslaughter, 240.
Mani/ar, 610.

Marihuana, 602.
Marking ink. 589.
Marking nut, 212, 344, 589.

—poisoning by, 690.
Marquis’s test, C39.
Marriage contract, in relation to age 39

40.
’ ’

Marsden's %crmln-kil!cr. 707.

Marsh's test, in antimony, 629,
—in arsenic, 517.

Masked epilepsy, 387.

Ma.«ochLsm. 338
Mas-stcot, 544.

Mayer's reagent. 454
McNatighten case. 400

-rule, 401.

Meadow saffron. 597
Mechanical, injuries, 210
—poisons, 410, C19.

—violence In criminal miscarriage. 344

—violence In Infanticide, 3C3
—violence in rape. 321

Maconlc acid. 629

Meconium, in bowel. 350
J.fedical certtflcate. 12

—In lunacy. 389. 300
Medical evidence, 12

Medical Evidence Act. 411.

—Council, 411, 412.

—Jurisprudence, 1.—jurist, 1.

—witness, 10, 15.

Medico-legal deaths, classification of, 121.

Medico-legal reports, 12.

Medinal, poisoning by, 662.
Melancholia, 377, 379.
Memory, in identification, 20, 59.

Meninges, examination of, 65.
Menses, cessation of, in pregnancy, 302.
Menstrual blood, 01, 94.
Mental hospital, 339.

-discharge from, 393.—escape from. 393.
—illegal detention In, 394.—restraint In, 389.

Mental power, in identification, 20. 59.
Merbaphen, 533.
Mercurgan, 633.
Mercuric chloride. 531.—cyanide, 532.

—iodide. 532.—methide. 532
—oxide. 531.
—nitrate, 632.
—sulphate, 532.
—sulphide, 632.
—suJphocyanide. 532.

Mercurochrome, 533.
Mercurous chloride. 632
Mercurous chloride. 532
Mercury, 531

—acute poisoning by, 634,
—chemical tests for, 536
—chronic poisoning by, 536.
—compounds of, 631,—diagnosis of poisoning by. 534
—dimethyl, 532.
-medico-legal points in, 537.
—post-mortem appearances of, 535
—treatment of, 535, 536

Mersalyl, 533.
Mescal buttons, poisoning by, 695
Mescaline, 695.
Me«ntery. decomposition of, 139 140
Metawtaldehyde (Metaldehyde). 'poison-
Ing by, 645.

‘

Meta fuel. 645.
Metallic Irritants, 440, 504.

mL^***^
pol^ns, chemical analysis of, 454

Metoaemoglobin, spectrum of. 97
Metnanol, poisoning by, 642.

as Bbortifaclent, 344.
alcohol, poisoning by, 642

Methylamlne, 618.

J’J'JJ^yl-Benzoyl-^onlne. 695.
polnsoning by, 643,
poisoning by, 643.

Methylated spirit. 634, 642."^

«r
salicylate, poisoning by, 483.Metia ilndur. 544,M^e ear. change In. for live-birth. 353.

Milk hedge. 691.

powders, 707,MHlona reagent. 478
MlUoTi’B test. 473.
Mineral acids, 462.

—poisoning by, 462.
—post-mortem appearances of, 483
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Mineral acids, sjTnptoms of, 462.

—treatment of, 462.

Mineral stains, 110.

^Unlum, 544.

Mirbane, oil of. 670.

Miscarriage, 340.
• —accidents from criminal, 345, 34C.

—artificial. 341, 342.

—causes of, 340.

—classification of. 340.

—criminal. 340, 342.

—definition of. 340.

—evidence of, 347-

—justifiable, 340, 341.—^legal bearing in, 342.

—means to induce, 343.

—natural, 340.

Mitchcirs pills, 527.

Mitha ZaJiar, 729.

Mitcherllch’s test, 494.

Mochni, 706.

Modes of death, 121.

—in survivorship, 149.

Momordica charantia, as abortifaclent, 344
Monk's hood, 729.

Monochloromethane, poisoning by. 643.

Monorchlds, In impotence and sterility of
males, 293.

Monster, in legitimacy, 3U.
Morbus caeruleus, 360.

Moringa Pterygospemta, 344, 606.

—poisoning by, 606.

Morison’s plUs, 603.

Morning sickness, sign of pregnancy, 303.

Morphine, 624.

—tests for. 629.

Morphinism, 633.

Morphinomanla, 633.

Mostuki. 706.

Mucuna pTUiiens, poisoning by, 621.

Mudrasang, 544, 551.
Mummification, 126, 147.—artiiicial, 147.

—in foetus, 352. 45^
—of cord. 359.

—time of, 147.

Munatic acid, poisoning by, 470.

Muscarine, 618, 703.
Muscles, contusions of, 289.
Mushrooms, poinsoning by, 703.

Mustard gas. 751.
Muthanol, 560.

Mutilated bodies, examination of, 73.

—remains for determining sex, 27.
Mutilomania, 371.
Mylabris cichorii, 608.—^pustulata, 608.
Myristica fragrans, as abortifacient. 344.
poisoning by, 680.

Mytiloto.xine, 618.

N
Neopala, poisoning by, 579.
•Vflp, 610.

Nagdown, 604.
Nails, arsem'c in, 513.
—in decomposition, 144.

Namafe. 573.
Naptha, 676.
Naphthalene, poisoning by. 669.
Naphthaline, poihoning by, 669.

Narcotic poisons, 623.

Narcotine. 623, 624.

Nasal irritants, 751, 753.

Nccrophagla, 338.

Necrophilia, 324.

Needles, poisoning by, 621.

Nembutal, poisoning by, 663.

Nconal, poisoning by, 663.

Neoarsphenamlne. 507.

Ncokharslvan, 507.

Ncosalvarsan, 507.

Neostibosan. 627.

Neotrepol, 560.

Nerin, 723.

Ncrium odorum, 345, 723.

—poisoning by, 725.

Neural poisons, 754.

Neurlne, 618.

Neurotic poisons, 623.

Neurotics, 440.

New Cacodjie, 506.

Nlckle, 576; poisoning by, 676.

—carbonyl, 576.

—chemical tests for, 576.
Nicotiana tabaeum, 716.

Nicotine, poisoning by, 716.

—chemical tests for, 717.

Nlcotianlne, 716.

Nightshade, deadly, 687.

—woody, 690.

Nila tutia. 540
Nis/iotar, 601
Nitre, 668.

Nitric acid, poisoning by, 468.

—illustrative cases, 469, 470.

—tests for, 469.

Nitric-oxide haemoglobin, 748
Nitrobenzene, poisoning by, 670.

Nitrobenzol, poisoning by, 670.

Nitrogen monoxide, poisoning by, 750.

Nitroglycerin, poisomng by, 675.

Nitroxyhaemoglobin, 748.

Nitrous oxide, poisoain^ by, 750.

Nobel’s blasting oil, 675.

Non metallic poisons, 440, 491.

Nose, injury of, 266: in Identification, 4^

Novarsenobenzol, 507.

Novarsenobillon, 507.

Novarsurol, 533.

Novocame, 697.

Nubile vi^ns, rape on, 321.

Nutmeg, poisoning by, 680.

Nuts, levant, 605.

—marking, 589.

—soap, 606.

Nux vomica, poisoning by, 708.

—seeds, 707.

Nylofanol, 665.

Nymphae, in nrgins, 298.

o
Oath. 10.

—Hippocratic, 418.

—^AjTirvedic, 418.

Oblivon, 663.

Obsession, 371.

Occupation marks, in identification. 20, $7-

Oduvan, poisoning by, 601.

Oduvin, 601.

Oesophagus, decomposition of, 139, 141.

—examination of, 66.
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Oe^opharus, wounds of, 268.

OUences, tcxual. 318.

—unnatural, 318, 331.

Oil cnstor, 628.

—croton, 579.

-kerosene. C77.

—of absinthe. 702.

—of bitter almonds. C70, 741.

—of eucaljTJtus. 679.

—of mlrbane, 670.

—of pennjToyal. 343

—of poppy seed. 623

—of savin. 343, COO.

—tansy. 343.

—of turpentine, 343, 678

-of vitriol. 463.

—of wlntergrcen. 484.

Oleander, sweet-scented (white), 723-

—yellow, 726.

Oligospermia, 117.

Omenerum. decomposition of, 139, 140.

Ophldla. 610.

Ophitoxaemia, 612.

Opium. 623.

—alkaloids of, C24.

—chemical analysis of. 629
-^lasnosts of poisoning by. C2C
—habit (eatlngi, <32.
-medico-legal points in. 630
—poisoning by, 625.

—DOflt-mortem appearances. G29
—proprietary medicines of. 625
— :e*W for, 629.

—treatment for. 627. 628
Oral evidence, 12. 14.

Ordeal Dean. 713.

Organic acids, poisoning by. 473
Organic polsoris, 440. 578.

Omamenw, in Identification. 20. 58
Orpiment. 500
Omle acid. 576.

OmJum. letroaJde, 576
—DObonlng by, 576

Ovum. s« a sign of pregnancy in the
dead. 307.

Oxalic add. 473
—chemical analysis of. 475
-medico-legal points, 475. 479
—poisoning by. 473
—poslmorrem appearances of, 474

—Ifratmenl of, 474.

Oxidation lest, 661

Oxydictorphine, 628, 633
Orj-ha-moclobln, spectrum of. 97

p
531

1*3M3 reaction, 733.

I'ancrraA. inj-artes of, 3S9
rc^dtfiS'G. 4S7.

I'apavertne. 631

papava *eed as sbonifaelent. 34<

/‘cr'.'a ft* ftbrartifaeleftl 344

rc’S. r<-i'or.‘,r.g by. 531

ParaS.n, f7t
paraU'hyde poycm.-.g by 658

!'»r»5v»a---VV p~i.,cr.ir.c Ijy. 751. ..J

I**^*!^’:*. cf the in-san* 23*

in lead pfU-senirr. 54S

I's.-a.'V'xa. 277 531

rarv* n-e.-n i-r.

Parsl males, 22.

—women, 22.

Parson In the pulpit, 604.

,
Paspalam scrobiculatum,poisoningby, 706

Pasu. 601.

Paternity, 313, 316; cases of disputed, 106

Pflttl. 691.

Pattinson's white lead, 544.

Pearl ash, 487-

Pearl White, 560.

Pellagra, 706.

Pelvis, sex from, 28

“^Penal Code, Indian ISee Appendix 1V>.

Penge murder case. 186. -

Penis, wounds of, 287.

Perforation, in poisoning, 448, 450

Peripheral poisons, 440, 754.

Peritoneum, examination of, 66.

Permanganate of potassium. 564.

—in opium poisoning. 627.

—poisoning by. 564.

Pemocton, poisoning by, 663.

Peronlne. 624.

Persian Insect powder, 599.

Petrol, poisoning by, 676.

Petroleum, poisoning by. 676.

Peyote, poi^nlng b>% 695.

Phanodorm. pol»ning by. 663.

Pharoab's serpents, 532.

Pharbltlsin, 691.

rharbltlx seeds, poisoning by, 601.

Pharmacy Act. 439.
Phcnacetln. poisoning by, 663.
Phenazone. poisoning by. 663
Phenic acid, poisoning by. 477.
Phenobarbltal. 662.
Phenobarbltonum. 662.

Phenolphthalctn. reagent, 93.
—lest. 93.

Phenol, poisoning by, .477
—camphor, 477.

Phenoqutn, 665.

Phenjl-acctamlde. 663.
Phenyl alcohol, poisoning by, 477.
Phenyl butazone, 665.
PhenjJfnedlamlnes, poisoning by, 668
Pbenyl-ethyl-batbiluric add. 662.
Phenyl Isocj’anide test, 664
Phitkari. 570
rAoorja, CU.
Phosgene, poisoning by, 752.
Phosphine, poisoning by, 495.
Phosphine, teat. 494.
Phosphorelied hydrogen, poisoning by, 493.
Phosphorus. 491.

—acute poisoning by, 492
—chronic poisoning by. 493

1
—Organo phosphorus compounds. 496

437, 498.

I
—test* or, 493. 494.

1
—Uealment of. 432, 493

}
—varieties of, 491.

5
Phowy.Jiw, 493

» Photographs, for IdenUfleatlon. 43
5 Phy»lc nut. tU
,

Physosliiunalis semlna. 713
1’hnofliinr.a renersoflum. 713

! Phrsostigmine, poisoning by. 71*
Psme acid, poisoning by. 483

—Tf'at»-nt. 4M
Picretmln. polvjnlrr by, 625
PiJa Is-.nr. yjs
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Pilocarpine, polsonine by, 719.

Pilocarpws microphyllus, 719.

Pine apple as abortifacient, 344.

Pithing. 271.

Pithori. 601.

Placenta, disease of, as a cause ol death
of infants. 360,

—praevla, 361.

—separation of, 360.

Platinic chloride reagent, 454.

Platinum, poisoning by, 576.

Ploucquet’s test. 355.

Plumbagin, 595.

Plumbago rosea, 212, 344, 345, 595.

—poisoning by, 595.

Plumbago zeylanda, 212, 344, 345, 595.

Plumbism, 546.

Poisonous insects, 616.

Poisons, 430.

—Act. 430.

—action of. 443. 444.

—alternative classification of. 441.

442. 443.

—causes modifying the action of, 444.

—chemical an^ysis of, 450.

—classification of, 440
—definition of, 430.

—diagnosis of. 446.

—duty of medical practitioner in sus>

pected cases of, 453.

—iaw relating to, 430.

-post-mortem appearances of, 447.

—routes of administration, 443.

—routes of elimination of, 443.

—sale of, 430.

—treatment in cases of, 456.

Police, inquest, 2.

—surgeon. 2.

Pomum Adami, in age, 38.

Poppy, capsules, 623.

—seeds, 623.

—seed oil, 623.

Poroscopy, 47
Porph>Toxine test, 630.

Post-epileptic insanity, 386.

pQSt-ka-doda, 623.
Post-mortem, caloricity, 129—deliverj*. 133, 348, 362—examination, 61.

—extenal, 63.

—instruments for, 63.

—internal, 65.—object of, 61; rules of, 61.
Post-mortem, report, 61.

Post-mortem, rigidity, 131.
—staining, 126, 129; time of. 130

Potassium antimonyl tartrate, 526.
Potassium, poisoning by. 568.—arsenate, 505.—asenite, 505.—binoxalate, 476.—bromide. 500.
—carbonate, 487.—chlorate. 568.—chromate, 566.
—cyanide, 736, 737.—dichromate, 566.—ferrocyanide, 109, 742, 747; test, 747.—hydrate, 487.
—hydroxide. 487.
—Iodide, 501.
—nitrate, 568

Potassium, permanganate. 564; poisonii

by, 564.

—sulphate, 569.

—sulphide, 570.

—sulpho-cyanide, 109.

Precipitin, 100.

Precipitin test for blood. 100; for semen 1'

—application of. 100.

—limitations or. 102.

—technique of, 101.

Precipitate labour. 362
Pre-epileptIc Insanity, 386.

Pregnancy. 298. 302.

—age in, 295.

—average duration of, 313.—concealment or. 303.
—legal questions in, 362.
—maximum period of, 313, 314.
—minimum period of. 315.—objective signs of. 304.
—signs of, in the dead, 307.—subjective signs of 302.
—tests for, 306, 307.

—unconscious. 368,
Presumption, of death. 148.—of survivorship, 148.

Preternatural combustibility, 202.
Privileged communications. 418.
Professional secrets, 17, 418.

Prolonged labour, 361.

Prontosil. poisoning by, 665.

Proof spirit. 634.

Proponal. poisoning by, 663.

Prosecuting Inspector. 12.

Protargol, 5C2.

Prussian blue test, 740.

Prussic acid, poisoning by, 736.

Psychic epileosy. 387.

Psychoses, 373. 377.

—exhaustion, 382
—associate with organic diseases, 373

384.

Ptomaines. 618.

Puberty, in female, 291.

—in male. 294.

Pugilistic attitude foosturel, 133, 195.

Purgatives, In criminal miscarriage, 344

Putrefaction, 126, 135.

—circumstances modifying. 143.

—external phenomena of, 135

—internal phenomena of, 138.

—in water. 141. -

—tables of. 138, 139. 142. .

Putty powder, 566.*

Pyramidon, poisoning by, 665.

Pyridine, poisoning by, 668.

Pyrogallic acid, poisoning by, 481.

Pyrogallol. poisoning 'by. 481.

Pyromania, 371.

Pyroxylic spirit, poisoning by, 642

Q
Quickening in pregnancy, 304.

Quicksilver, 531.

Quick with child, 304.

Qumina, 722.

Quinine, as abortifacient, 343.

—poisoning by, 722.

Quinophen, 665.

Quotations. In medical evidence, 17.
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R
Race, 21.

—Caucasian, 22.

—In skeleton, 22 .

—Mongolian. 22.

—Negro, 22.

Radio-active substances. 527.

—poisoning by, 527.

RadiO-humeral index. 23

Railway spine, 270

Rai Nag, eio.

Raj Samp. 610

Randia dumentorum, as abortifacicnt, 344.

Rape. 39, 40, 318.

—accidents following, 324

—age of the male in, 319.

—age of the victim In. 320

—ctiisietf- ‘sn, "yA. *

—dcllnltlon of, 318.

—examination of accused in. 324

—examination of clothes in, 321.
—examination of clothes in. 321.

—examination of victim in. 320.

—false charges of, 323.

—Illustrative cases of, 327

—on adult womeo, 322
—on children. 322.

—on nubile virgins, 321.

—law in relation to, 318
—marks of violence in, 321.
-medico-legal questions In. 325.
—under narcotics or anaesthetics, or

during sleep, 326.
flasatopoor, 532.

Ras sindoor, 532.

Ratan Jot, 602.

Rati, 582
Reagent, Mayer's 454.

—Schlebler's. 454.

—Sonnenchein's, 454
—Wagner's, 454.

Realgar, 505.

Reception order, into a mental hospital. 389
Rectum, inlurtes ol279.
Red, arsenic, 505.

—chromate, 566.
—lead, 544.
—pepper, 588
—phosphorus, 491.

—spirit of nitre. 468.
Reefers, 692
Re-examinatton, of a witness. 11
Regional injuries, 256.
Reinsch's test. 516, 529. 537,
Relaxation, primary, 131.

—secondary, 131. 135
Reports, medico-legal, 12 . 13.
Respiration, artificial, In drowning, 175, 176—cessation of, 126.

—tests for cesation of, 127
Responsibility, dvll, 334.

—criminal, 303; age for, 39.

—doctrine of partial, 405
—of a medical man for negligent acts

of nurses or students. 4?2.
—of a phi'siclan In criminal matters 419
—of mangers of a public hospital (or

negligent acts of Its medical
422. 423

Restraint of the Insane. 389

/Jcrrnchlno jhero ttH)

RWfhfl, 606.

Ribs. 28.

—examination of. 66.

—fracture of, 271.

Ricin, 578.
, , eto

RIcinus communis, poisoning by, 578

Rigidity, cadaveric, 131.

Rigor mortis, 131,
' —circumstances modifying, 13-.

—conditions simulating. 133.

—duration of, 132.

—onset of, 132.

Rock oil. 676.

Rough on rats, 507.
'

Roussin's crystals, 717, test, 717.

Russell's viper, 611,

Russian fleas, poisoning by. 621.

Rust stains, 109.

^nfa- ^.aKe^ans., ijni.soning. by. 606.

Ruxton case, 73

s
Sabadilla, 596.

Sobfi, 691.

Sadism. 338
Sadist. 338.

Sttfeda, 544.

Safed dhatura. 681.'

Sa/ed tutio, 556.

Sojjikficra, 487.

Sal ammooniac, 344.

Sal. de duobus, 569.

—polychreest, 569.
—pruneUe, 568.

Salicyclic acid, poisoning by, 483

Salt of satum. M4.
Salt of Tartar, 487.
Salts, of sorrel, 476.

—essential, of lemon, 476.

Saltpetre, 568
Salvaisan, 566.

—poisoning by, 514, 516.

Sal volatile, 487.
Salyrgan. 533.
Sankhya, 504.
Sanocrysm, poisoning by, 575
Santonin, poisoning by, 701.
Sapindas tnfoUatus. poisoning by. 606

Saragwa, as an abortifacicnt, 344
Salop, 606.
Saturnine poisoning, 546.
Saturnism, 546
Savin, 343, 603
Saw-scaled viper, 611
Scalds, 191
Scalp, injuries of, 256; wounds of, 257.

Scammony, ix>ison»ng by, 600.
Scars, 20, 53.
—age of, 54.

—appearance of. 54.

—character of, 54.

—disappearance of, 54,

—growth of. 55
—Illustrative case of. 55

Schaffers method of artificial respirat.on,

176.

Scheele's green, 505.
—acid, 736.

Scheibler's reagent. 454
Scherer's test. 493.
Schlffs reagent, 642.

i ^CrimUeimeisef's te^r. "/r*
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Schizophrenia, 383, 384

Schonbein’s test, 92
SchuUze’s method of artificial Inflation, S57

Shcwelnfurt green, 503.

Scopolamine, 689, 690.

Scorpions, stings by, C16.

Schnnd. 601.

Self-inflicted wounds, 253.

—Illustrative cases of, 253.

Semecarpus anacardlum, poisoning by, 589
Semen, 110, 111.

Seminal stains, 110.

—Barberio’s test for, 114.

—biological examination of. 111, 117.

—chemical examination of, 111.

—Famum's biological test for, 117.

—Florence test for. 111.

—microscopical e.xaminatlon of. 111.

114.

—physical examination of. 111.

Sessions, Court, 8.

—Judge, 8.

Sex, 20. 23.

—concealed, -23, 27.

—doubtful. 26.

—in survivorship, 149.

—of decomposed bodle.s, 27.

—of skeleton, 27.

Sexual Offences. 318.

Shah Daula's cliufta, •

Shajna, 344, 606.

Sharagava, 606.

Sheep^ip, 507
Sfilngarf, 532.
Shlsfia, 544.

Shock, as a cause of death In wounds. 238.
239.

Shohaga, 502.

Shot-gun, 225.

—wounds caused by. 225, 226.
Sialkanta, 604.

Siddhi. 691.
Signs, of death. 125.

—of delivery, 308.
—of pregnancy, 302.

—of virgnity. 298.
Silver, acute poisoning by, 562.

arsphenamlne, 507.—chronic poisoning by, 562.—cyanide, 736.—nitrate, 561; test for hydrocyanic
acid. 740.—salvarsan, 507.

—tests for, 562,
Sindur, 544.
Sipichand, 531.
Sirka. 485.
Skeleton, sex of, 27.
Skin, changes in. 126, 128 in a new-born

infant. 359.—pigmentation of, in pregnancy, 304.
Skull. 258.

—base of, 259.
—fracture of, 258.

Sleep, delivery during, 363,
—rape during. 326.

Smegma and rape, 325.
Smothering, 169.
Snakes, 610.

—poisoning by. 612, 613.
—treatment of. 614.
—varieties of. 610, 611. 612.

Snake, venom. 612.

—vrood. 707.

Soamin, 506.

Soap-Ices, 487.

Soap lye, 487.

Soap nuts, 606.

Soda. 487.

Sodium, poisoning by, 573.

—amytal, poisoning by, 663.

—arsenate, 503,

—arsenlte, 505.

—aurothlosulphate, 575.

—barbltone, 662.

—borate (biborate), 502.

—bromide, 500.

—cocodylate, 506.

—carbonate, 487.

—chloride, poisoning by, 573.

—fluoride, poisoning by, 472.
—hydrate, 487.

—hydroxide. 487.

—nitrite, poisoning by, 573.
—salicylate, 483.

—sllico-fluoride, 472.
Sodomy. 331.

—examination of the active agent in 33—examination of the passive agent ir

334.

Solanum. dulcamara. 690.
—indlcum. 690.
—jacquinll, 690.

—nigrum, 691.

—tuberosum, 691.

Soluble barbltone, poisoning by, 662.
Soluseptasine, 665.

SomalWiar, 604.

Somnabulism, 407.

Somniferous poisons, 440, 623.
Somnolentia. 407.

5o«c. poisoning by, 575.

Soneryl, poisoning by, 663.

Sonnenchein's reagent, 455.
Sorakhar. 568.

Sown, as an abortifacient, 344.
Spanish fij', 608.

Spectroscopical examination of blood, 96.

—test, for carbon monoxide, 747.

Speech, in Identiflcation, 20, 58.

Spermatozoa, 114, 115, 116. 117.

Spinal cord, examination of, 68.

—injury of, 268.

Spinal poisons. 440, 707.

Spine, concussion of, 270.

—examination of, 68.

—fractures of, 268.

—injuries of, 268.

Spirit, of salts, 470.

—of turpentine, 678.

Spleen, decomposition of, 139, 140

—examination of, 67.

rupture of, 282: illustrative cases of,

284, 285.
—^size of, 67.—^weight of, 71—^wounds of, 284.

Spontaneous combustion, 201.

Spotted hemlock, poisoning by. 754.

Squill, poisoning by,- 603.

Stoimng, post-mortem, 126, 129.

Stains, blood. 89, 90.

—dye. 109.

—mineral, 110.
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Race, 21. i

—Caucasian. 22.

—In skeleton, 22.

—Mongolian, 22.

—Negro, 22.

Radio-active substances, 577

—poisoning by. 577.

Radio-humeral index, 23

Railway spine, 270.

Ra) Nag. 610.

Ra] Samp. 610
Randia dumentorum, as abortifacient, 344.

Rape. 39. 40, 318.

—accidents following, 324

—age of the male in, 319,

—age of the victim in, 320.

—cansent jrr, Si^.

—deflnltlon of, 318.

—examination of accused in. 324.

—examination of clothes In, 321.

—examination of clothes in. 321.

—examination of victim in, 320.

—false charges of, 323
—Illustrative cases of, 337
—on adult women, 322.

—on children. 322.

—on nubile virgins, 321.
—law in relation to. 318
—marks of violence in. 321.

-medico-legal questions In. 325.
—under narcotics or anaesthetics, or

during sleep. 326
Rasakapoof, 532.

Has sifidocr, 532.
Ralan Jot, 603.
Rati, 582.

Reagent, Mayer's 4S4.
—SchleWer’8. 454
—Sonnencbeln’s, 454
—Wagner's, 454.

Realgar, 505.
Reception order, into a mental hospital. 389
Rectum, Inlunes of,279.
Red. arsenic, 505

—chromate. 566
—lead. 544,

—pepper, 688
—phosphorus. 491.
—spirit of nitre. 468

Reefers. 692
Re-cxaminatlon, of a witness, 11
Regional injuries, 256
Reinsch's test, 516, 629. 837.
Relaxation, primary, 131,

—secondary, 131, 135
Reports, medico-legal, 12, 13.
Respiration, artifleial, in drowning. 175, i76—cessation of, 126.

—tests lor cessation of, 127,
Responsibility, civil, 394
—criminal, 398, age for, 39.
—doctrine of partial. 4W.
—of a medical man lor negligent acts

of nurses or students, 422
—of a physician In criminal matters 419
—of mangers of a public hospital for

negligent acts of its medical
422. 423

Restraint of the Insane, 289

Revcncliino s/iero. 600

nhitha, COC

Hibs, 2B.
—examination of, 60.

—fcactUTc of. 271.

Iticin, 578.
, ,

.

Rlcinus communis, poisoning by, 578

Rigidity, cadaveric, 131.

Rigor mortis. 131.

' Circumstances modifying. 133.

—conditions simulating, 133.

—duration of. 132-

—onset of, 132.

Rock oil, 676.

Rough on rats, 507.

Roussln’s crystals, 717, test, 7ii.

Russell's viper, 611.

Russian fleas, poisoning by, wi.

Rust stains, 109. . .

Kufa gnveoCens. poisoning
Buxton ease, 75

Sabadilla, 596.

SoWi. 691.

Sadism. 338.

sadist. 338.

Sa/eda. 544.

Sajed dhatura. 681.*

Safed tutla. 556.

SaiUkhara. 487,

Sal ammooniac, 344.

Sal, de duobus, 5C9.

—polychreest, 5C9.
—prynelle, 568.

Salicyclic acid, poisoning by, 483

Satt of satum, 544.

Salt of Tartar, 487.

Salts, of sorrel, 476.

—essential, of lemon. 476.

Sallpelrc. 568.

Salvarsan, 506
—poisoning by, 514, 516.

Sal volatile, 487.
Salyrgan, 533.
Sankhj/a, 504.
Sanocrysin, poisoning by, 575.

Santonin, poisoning by, 701.

Sapindas triloViatus, poisoning by, 696

Saragwa, as an abortifacient, 244.

Satap, 696
Saturnine poisoning, 546.

Saturnism, 546.

Savin, 343, 600
Saw-scaled viper, 611
Scalds, 191.

Scalp, injuries of, 256. wounds of. 257.

Scammony, poisoning by, 600
Scars, 20. 53
—age of, 54
—appearance of. 54.

—character of, $4.

—disappearance of, 54.

—growth of, 55

—illustrative case of, 55
Schaffers method of artificial respiration,

176.

Schcele’s green, 505.

—acid. 736.

Scheibler's reagent, 454.

Scherer's test, 493.

) Sebiff's reagent 642-

j Schfndelmeiser's test, 717.
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Schizophrenia, 383, 384

Schonbein’s test, 92
Schultze's method of artificial inflation, 357

Shcwelnfurt green, 505.

Scopolamine, 689. 690.

Scorpions, stings by, 616.

Schiind, 601.

Self-inflicted wounds. 253.

—illustrative cases of, 253.

Semccarpus anacardlum, rwisonlng by, 589
Semen. 110, 111.

Seminal stains, 110.

—Barbcrio’s test for, 114.

—biological examination of, 111, 117.

—chemical examination of, III.—^Fanuun's biological test for, 117.

—Florence test for. 111.

—microscopical examination of. 111,

114.

—physical examination of. 111.

Sessions, Court, 8.

—Judge, 8.

Sex. 20, 23.

—concealed. -23, 27.

—doubtful, 26.

—in survivorship, 149.

—of decomposed bodies, 27.

—of skeleton, 27.

Sexual Offences. 318.

Shah Daula's chuha.
Shajna, 344. 606.

5/mrapo«a, 606. ,
Sheep^lp, S07
Shinoart, 532.

SMsfta, 544.

Shock, as a cause of death in wounds. 238,
239.

Shohaga, 502.

Shot-gun. 225.

—wounds caused by. 225, 226
Sialkaiita, 694.

Siddhi, 691.

Signs, of death, 125.

—of delivery, 308.—of pregnancy, 302.—of virgnity, 298.
Silver, acute poisoning by, 562.—arsphenamlne, 507.—chronic poisoning by, 562.—cyanide, 736.—nitrate, 561: test for hydrocj’anlc

acid, 740,—salvarsan, 507,—tests for, 562.
Stndur, 544.

Sipichand, 531.
Sirka. 485.
Skeleton, sex of, 27.
Skin, changes in, 126, 128 in a new-born

infant. 359.—pigmentation of, in pregnancy, 304.
Skull. 258.

—base of, 259.—fracture of, 258.
Sleep, delivery during, 363.

—rape during, 326.
Smegma and rape, 325.
Smothering, 169.
Snakes. 610

—poisoning by, 612, 613.
—treatment of. 614.
—varieties of. 610, 611. 612.

Snake, venom. 612.

—wood. 707.

Soamin, 506.

Soap-lees, 487.

Soap lye. 487.

Soap nuts. 606.

Soda. 487.

Sodium, poisoning by, 573.

—amytal, poisoning by, 663.

—arsenate, 505.

—arscnltc, 505.

—auroUiiosuIphate, 675.

—barbitone, 662.

—borate (blborate), 502.

—bromide, 500.

—cocodylate, 506.

—carbonate, 487.

—chloride, poisoning by, 573.

—fluoride, poisoning by, 472.

—hydrate, 487.

—hydroxide, 487,

-nitrite, poisoning by, 573.

—salicylate, 483.

—silico-fluorlde, 472.

Sodomy, 331.—examination of the active agent in 336—e.xamlnatlon of the passive agent in,
334.

Solanum. dulcamara. 690.

—Indicum. 690.

—Jacquinil, 690.

—nigrum, 691.

—tuberosum, 691.

Soluble barbitone, poisoning by, 662.
Soluseptaslne, 665.

. Somalkhar, 504.

Somnabulism, 407.

Somniferous poisons, 440, 623.
Somnolentia. 407.

Sona, polsorung by, 575.

Soneryl, poisoning by, 663.

Sonnencheln's reagent, 455.
Sorakliar. 568.

Sowa, as an abortifacient. 344.

Spanish fiy, 608.

Spectroscopical examination of blood. 96.

—test, for carbon monoxide, 747.
Speech, in identification, 20, 58.
Spermatozoa. 114, 115, 116, 117.

Spinal cord, examination of, 68.

—injury of, 268.

Spmal poisons, 440, 707.

Spine, concussion of, 270.

—examination of, 68.

—fractures of, 268.

—Injuries of, 268.

Spirit, of salts, 470.

—of turpentine, 678.
.

Spleen, decomposition of, 139, 140.

—examination of, 67.

—rupture of, 282: illustrative cases of,

284, 285.

—size of, 67.

—weight of, 71

—wounds of, 284.

Spontaneous combustion, 201.

Spotted hemlock, poisomng fay, 754.

Squ^ poisoning by, 603.

Staining, post-mortem, 126, 129.

Stains, blood. 89, 90.

—dye. 109.—^mineral, 110.
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StaVns, rust, 103.

—seminal, 110

—vegetable, llO.

Stannic chloride, 365-

Stannous chloride, 565

Siaphlsagrlne, 593.

Starvation, 1B4.

—acute, 184.

—chronic, 184.

-conditions influencing, 185.

—fatal period ol, 185.

—medicolegal questions In. 186

post-mortem appearances in death

from, 185, 186.

—symptoms of, 184.

—treatment of, 185.

Stas-Otto process, 453.

Static test, 355.

Stavesacre, poisoning by, 598.

Sterility, 291.

—to the female, 294.

—m the male, 291.

—questions relating to, 291.

Sternum, examination of, 66; fracture of,

vn.
Stemutators, 751.

—poisoning by, 753.

Stibamlne, 527.

Stibenyl, 527.

Stlbophen, 527.

Btlbosan. 527.

Stigmata maides, poisoning by, 706.

St. Ignatiits beans, 707.

Still-births. 352.

Still-born child, 352.

Stomach, changes In, 353, 358.

—decomposition of. 139.

—examination of, 66.

-post-mortem digestion in. 148.

—effects of poison on, 443.
* —rupture of, 278.

—weight of, 71
—tube, use of. In poisoning. 457.

Stramonium, 681; seeds, 633.
Strangulation. 153.

—appearances on the neck, 159.

—causes of death in, ISO.

—definition of, 158.

—feigned, 165.

—illustrative cases of,- 167.

—m infanticide, 364.
—ligature mark in, 159.

—medico-legal questions In, 163.
-post-mortem appearances of, 159—symptonis of. 158.

Strophanthln, poisoning by, 722.

Strophanthtis, 722.

Strychnine, 707.—^poisoning by, 708.

—rest for, 710.

Strychnos colubrlna, 707.

—Ignatll, 707.

—nux vomica, 707.

—tieute. 707.

StUDor in Katatonla, 384.
Subarachnoid haemorrhage. 263.
Subpoena, 9.

Subchioride of mercury, 532.
Subdural haemorrhage. 263.
Subsulphate of mercury. 636

Sildden death. 124.

—caU-scs of, 124, 125

SiiSocatlon, 169.

- —causes of. 169.

—definition of, 169,

—fatal pcrlcxl of, 170.

—Illustrative cases of, 172.

—in Infanticide, 3C2. 363.

-medico-legal 'questions in, 171.

—mode of death in, 170.

—pcst-nvOTlem appearances from, 170.

sugar of lead, 544.

suggllation, 126, 129.

suiddal wounds, 245.

suicide, in bums. 199.

—In drowning, 182,

—In hanging, 1S6.

—in stan'ation, 187,

—in Flrangulatlon. 164.

—in suffocation, 171.

^uls. poisoning by, 533.

fiukhadarshan, poisoning by, 634.

^ukka sharab. 658.

Snlfatsenol. 507.

gulphanllamlde, poisoning by, 653,

Snlphaisenobenzene, 5W,
SulphanphcnamJne, 507.

Sulphate of Indigo, poisoning by, 463. 464.

Sulphocyanlde. (thiocyanate) test, 740,

Sulphomolybdic acid test, C37.

Sulphonal poisoning by. 659.

Sulphonamide, poisoning by, CC5.

Sulphonmethane, 659. .

Sulphur dioxide, poisoning by, 751.

sulphuretted hydragen. poisoning by, 730.

Sulphuric acid, poisoning by, 464.

-post-mortem appearances In. 464.

—properties of, 463.

—test for, 465.
Sulphuric ether, poisoning by, 646.

Sulphurous acid gas, poisoning by, 751.

Sulphurous anhydride, poisoning by, 751.

Sunstroke, 189.
Supari, poisoning by, 720.
SupCTblne. 634.
Superfecundation, 313, 315.
Supertoctatlon. 313. 316.
Suppositious children, 312.
Suran, 604.
Surma. 527, 544. rr
Survivorship, 148,

—conditions in determining. 149
Suspended animation. 126.
—cases of, 126.

Sympathetic disturbances, as a sign ^
pregnancy, 304.

Syncope, 121, 122 .

—causes of. 122 .

-post-mortem appearances of. 121
—symptoms of. 122.

Synthetic dye stains. 100
Syphilis, In rape, 323

—in unriatural offences, 335, 330

Table salt, poisoning by, 573
Takayama, reagent, 96.
Talispatra. 599
Tauiba, poisoning by. 540
TamhaJai.. VA
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Tankaiikhar, 502.

Tannin reagent, 454.
Tar camphor, poisoning bv, 669.
Tardleu's spots, 60. 123.

—In suffocation, 171.

Tartar emetic, 526.
Tartaric acid, poisoning by, 486.
Tattoo marks, 20. 55.

—artifleial removal of, 56.
—designs of, 55.

—disappearance of, 55.

Taxus baccatn, poisoning by. 599.
Taxine, 599.

Tear gases, 751, 752

Technique for determining blood groups.
105.

Teeth, artifleial, 45.

—deciduous or milk, 29.—general characteristics of. 30.—Hutchison's. 30.

—in Idcntlflcatlon, 44. 45.

—injuries of. 267.

—natural, 45.

—pemianent, 29. 30.

^
—temporary. 29. 30.

Tclchmann’s crj’stals, 95.

—test, 95.

Telj/ablifi. 731.

Tenancy by courtesy of England, 311.

Teora, 705.

Tcrmlnalia Bellerica, poisoning by, 606.

Testamentars* capaclti', 397.

Testicles, contusion of, 288.

—squeezing of. 288.

Tests for alkaloids. 454
Tctrachlorethane, poisoning by, 653.

Tetrachlor-methane, poisoning by, 652.

Tctronal, poisoning by, 660.

Thallium, 553.

—acetate. 553.

—chemical analysis of. 554.

—medico-legal points in, 555.

—poisoning by, 553.

—sulphate, 553.

Thebaine, 624.

Thevetia neriifolia. poisoning by, 726.

Thevetin, 726.

T/iohar, 601.

•"'orax, post-mortem examination of, 66.

_hom-apple, 681

Throat, wounds of, 252.

nirotUing, 158, 159; in infanticide, 365.

Thumb impression, 47.

Thymol, poisoning by, 481.

*.ibio-femoral index, 23.

Tidhara. 601.

Tin, poisoning by, 565.

Tobacco, 716.

—camphor, 716.

—^poisoning by, 716

Toxicology, 1. 430.

Trachea, decomposition of,

examination of, 66

• —wounds of, 268.

insvestism, 339.

pol, 560.

g?omo”ethyY alcohol, solution 0
^

652.

chlorethylene, poisoning by, 654.

chlor-ethylidene-glycol. 656

chloromethane, poisoning by. b4»

Trlgonella feenum-grmeum, 344,
TOhydrogen phosphide, poisoning by, 495
W-lodomethane, poisoning bv, 656
Trllcne, poisoning by, G54.
Trlnltrln, poisoning by, C75.
^dnitroglycerin, poisoning by, 675.
Trinitrophen, poisoning by, 482.
Trlnltm-phenol, poisoning by, 482.
Trinitrotoluene, poisoning by. 674*
Trional, poisoning by, 660.
Triphala, 607.
Trotyl, poisoning by. 674.
Tryparsamide, 506.
Turpentine, 678.—old, 92,
Turpeth, black, 601.

—mineral, 533.
—white, 601.

u
Ulceration, in poisoning. 448, 449.
Umbilical, arteries, 360.—cord, 359.

—changes In, 359.
—hDcmorrhage from, 360.
—knots of. 361.
—mummification of, 359.
—pressure on, 361.
—prolapse of, 361,
—vein, 360.

—vesicle, 349.
—vessels, 359.

Unconscious, dellverj*. 363.
—pregnancy, 368.

Unnatural offences, 331.
Unsoundness of mind, 370.
Upas tree, 707.

Urari. poisoning by. 755.
Urea stlbamlne. 627.
Urethra, injury of. 287. ^

—rupture of, 287.
Urglnea. Indica, 603.—scllla, poisoning by, 603.
Uterine changes. In dehvery, 307, 308.—contractions, in pregnancy, 304 305

—souffle, 304, 306.
Uterus, 67.—decomposition of, 139 141—e.xamlnation of. 67

'

—rupture of. 287.—size of, 67.
—weight of, 67.

V
Vaginal canal examination of, 68.
Vagina, changes In delivery, 309 3lo—in pregnancy, 304. 305—^laceration of, 288.
Vagitus, utennus, 353.

vaginalis. 353.
Van Deen's test. 92.

V^ofs method of removing tattoo-marks.

Vegetable, hata, ml-, poisoning by, gee
—chemical analysis of, 450—poisons, 440, 578. .

—stains, 110.

Veratrine, poisoning by, 597.

Veratrum, 596.
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Veratrum, album. 596. •

—offirinale. 596.
- —^vlride. 596.

Verdigris, 540.

Verilold, 597.

Vermilion, 532.

Vermin killers, 707.

Veronal, poisoning by, 660

Vertebral column, examination of, 63.

Vesicants, 751.
'

Vesication, In burns. 198, 199.

Vetch-poisoning, 705.

Viability of a child, 313, 315.

Vlbert’8 fluid, 95
Vlbices. 129

Vinegar, 483.

Violence, marks of. 64; In rape, 321

Violet powders, 564

VIperldaj, 610, 611.

wakfiSv 6U..

—biles by, 613.

Virginity, 298.

—medico legal aspects, 301.

—signs of. 298.

Viscera, preservation of, 63, 69, 70.

—rules lof transnilttlng to Chemical
examiner, and forensic science
laboratory, 63, 69, 70.

Vitall's test, 683.

Vitriolage. 467.

Vitriol, blue. 540.

—green, 563.

—oil of, 463.

—throwing, 467.

—white, SS6
Voice, in identification, 20, 58.

Volatile poisons, chemical analysis of. 451.
Volitional acts, In wounding. 242.
Volunteering a statement. 17.

Yuinerant poisons, 619.
Vulva, wounds of, 283.

w
Wagner’s reagent, 454
Wake-Robin, 664.

War gases, poisoning by, 751.
Washerwoman’s hand, 178.
Washing soda, 487.
Wasps, stings by, 618.

Water gas, 744,

Water test. 561.
Weapon, 232.

—dangerous, 234.
—kind of, 233.

Webster’s lest, 673.
.Wced-klllcr. 607.
W’elght in determlng age, 29,' 36
"•Vcppen's reaction, 697.
Wet method for analysing organic mix-

tures, lor metallic poisons, 454,
IVhipplng, 9.

White, arsenic, 504.—copperas, 556.
—hellebore, 596.
—lead, 544.
—oleander, 723.—phosphorus. 491.
—lurpcth. Ol. I—Titrtol, 556.

Winslow's test, 127.
Witness. 16.

\Vltness. box, 10.

—common, 16.

—competency as. 40, 41.

—examination of, 10.

—expert, 16.

—hostile, 11.

—kinds of, 16
—^medical, 10, 16

\,VoUsbane, 729.

%«^oody nightshade, 690
\Vood. naphtha, poisoning by, 642.

—spirit, poisoning by, 642.

\Vorkmen’s Compensation Act, 426, 427.

VVorm wood, 701.

—oil of. 702.

\,Vounds, 210, 215.

—age of, 235.

—ante-mortem and post-mortem, 243,

244.

—causes of death from, 236.

—dassiflcation of, 215,

—firearm, 215, 220.

—Illustrative cases of, 237, 242, 243,

250.

—incised, 215.

—In Infanticide. 366.

—in putrefaction, 137.

—lacerated. 219.

-medico-legal aspects of, 232.

—on a dead body. 64.
• —penerating, 216.

punctured, 216.
—suicidal accidental and homicidal,

245.

Woorali (Woorara), poisoning by, 755.
Wredin’s test, 253, 359.

X
Xanthopsia. 701.
Xanthoproteic acid, 468.
Xenopus test of pregnancy, 307.
X-ray, bums caused by, 191.

' X-ray examination of bones In age, 31.
—in pregnancy, 304. 306.

Y
Yellow, arsenic, 505.
—cross, 751.
—Jasmine, 714.
—oleander, 726.

Yew, 599.
Yperite, 751.

z
Zangal, 540
Zafran, 344
Zelio-gralns (com), 553.

—paste, 553.
Zenana. 332.
Zinc, 555.

—acute poisoning by, 550
—chloride. 555.—chronic poisoning by, 658.—oxide. 556.
—paste, 556.—stearate, 556—sulphate, 556.
—test for. 558.
—white, 556


